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A Compliment to c^^^T
In speaking of our

factory

recently, a new

employee remarked:

"Why, They Have
No Repair
Department!"
No '
nial could be desired ; and il is ti
Repairs arc almost unknown.

Ft. Worth.
Tex., Sept. 30, 1913.
. n : — My machines are in fine condition, having been
run for three years with practically no repairs.
Yours very truly. C. M. FOX.

WHAT

ABOUT

YOUR

UPhEEP?

It isn't the initial cost, but the maintenance expense that counts.
Precision projection, solidity and great durability are features of

f\

ig0wm

v-

The Peerless Projector

used in over 90 per cent of the film studios.
Made and guaranteed by

Catalogue II gives full details.

PRECISION MACHINE CO., 317 EAST 34th STREET, NEW YORK

AMERICflN-ECLfllR
A MAN IS JUDGED DY THE COMPANY HE KEEPS
'A

AND

AN EXHIBITOR IS JUDGED BY THE FILMS HE SHOWS
"The
Exhibitor Showing
His Audience
| Eclair Pictures
Puts Them
in Good
jCompany, Because Eclair Pictures Are

Clean,

Wholesome, Interesting, Instructive
ganc? Photographically
Perfect

Is Your Audience in Good Company ?

225 W.4 2n4ST NEWYORK CITY.
In

v,

tion "THE

MOTION

PI< I I 'RE

N*l

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Advertising Makes the Little Fellow
BIG and the Big Fellow BIGGER
It doesn't make any difference how big or
how little your theater is now, it will be bigger
and better if you exhibit MUTUAL Movies,
because we are spending thousands of dollars to
make millions of people want to see

MUTUAL

Movies

Get your share of the trade we create for you, and
you will be that much better off.
We follow up our national and local newspaper advertising with a complete outfit for use in your own theater, so
that people passing by will know that you can give them
the advertised line of motion pictures.
If you want to get the money that MUTUAL Movies
will get for someone in your town, get the nearest Mutual
exchange to tell you all about it today.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION

Branches in 49 Cities

In writing to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

New

NEWS"

York

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

SAFETY
Just Released

The Third Degree
Chas. Klein's drama founded on the inside workings
of a great police department. This play ran a whole season
in a Broadway playhouse in New York, and did a record
business in first class theatres in every big city in America.
The story is thrilling and intense, while its appeal is so
broad and general that it hits all classes — young and old,
high-brow and low-brow — of picture fans. It is in five
reels, and is a fine example of Lubin's justly famous
photographic production.

To Be Released in January

Thor, Lord of the Jungle
A three-reel story of love and adventure in the African
Jungle. The astounding wild animal working in this Selig
masterpiece will cause a sensation and arouse an enthusiasm that will be appreciated in the box office for weeks
after this film is shown.

The Battle of Shiloh

A Lubin four-reel picture drama of war and sacrifice,
superbly executed. A thrill and a throb in every scene.
Made on the ground and in the original settings of
Generals Grant and Johnston's awful conflict. A feature of
intense interest, inspiring and instructive.
Write or wire for bookings to your nearest exchange or

General Film Company
SPECIAL FEATURE

DEPARTMENT

71 West 23rd Street

In

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

(inc.)
'

New York

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

i

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEW

S

DANGER
Booking a bad "big" feature means a great deal more to
you than disappointing an audience. It means KILLING
OFF THE MOTION PICTURE FANS.
A long feature is your whole show. If it is dull and
stupid your patrons lose their enthusiasm for all motion
picture entertainment. That is the danger of the horde of
clap-trap "big features" with which the market is flooded
today. And it is a real danger to you and to the film industry in general.
To steer clear you have simply to make use of the same
reasoning that is followed by all successful merchants.
If the demand for a certain article is so big that a merchant
must lay in a heavy stock, he buys that stock from a manufacturer who has a reputation in the trade. He knows that
if he does not meet the demand with reliable merchandise
the demand will stop, and his money will be sunk in a
stock that can't be sold. The same rule applies to every
one who must ask for public support.
In your line remember that a big feature is the highest
development of the motion picture art. Its making requires all the skill of proven experts working with studios
and equipment that have been developed to a point of
perfection by long experience and costly experiments.
It would be fatal folly for the General Film Company to
offer a big feature that would not be a credit to its unmatched reputation — excellent and reliable. You cannot
afford to show any other kind of features in your house.
There is no danger in honest merchandise.

General Film Company <i«.)
200 Fifth Avenue

In

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

New York

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'
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EATURES
EATURES
EATURES

"Our show has a reputation all over
this section of the country"

THAT

said an enthusiastic operator whose machine is
equipped with

FROM

tyauscli |omb
Projection [ertses

DAVID COPPERFIELD

Recognized by enterprising showmen everywhere
as (he perfect lens equipment.

ARE

THE HOUSE

-

-

-

OF

-

7 Parts

Charles Dickens' great masterpiece.

Bausch & Lomb objectives and condensers insure

KISSING CUP

the faithful reproduction of the artist's every movement
in screen images that are brilliantly clear, sharply defined and absolutely true to life.

......

4 Parts

The great Racing Drama.

4 Parts

THE MIRACLE

The Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are regularly equipped with our lenses. They can be procured also through any film exchange.

The photoplay that
has made a record in
all Europe.

Write for our interesting free booklet.
It contains much of
interest and value to owners and operators.

ARIZONA

Bausch
& [pnib Optical
(o.
568 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

6 Parts

An All Star feature with Cyril Scott and
Gail Kane.

GRANDMOTHER'S

LAMP

A story of

Film Quality

-

*

-

3 Parts

-

3 Parts

love and war.

HARPER MYSTERY— WITH
FLORENCE TURNER

-

A great detective story.

AFTER MANY YEARS -

Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint

3 Parts

-

A sea drama.

is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.

HOUNDS OF THE UNDERWORLD

There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of

SHIPWRECKED

Exhibitors the very best goods and

And

"Eastman"

EASTMAN

And

film.

it is identifiable. Look

ROCHESTER,
In writing

- 3 Parts

Many Other Features.
Write
for Our List with Heralds.

THEATRE FILM COMPANY, Inc.
71 WEST

COMPANY,
N. Y.
to advertisers

IN ICEBERGS

for

on the perforated margin.

KODAK

3 Parts

The picture that all critics pronounced as
the best.

quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
the very best service — Eastman

-

The picture all newspapers write about.

Telephone,

please

mention
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Another Pronounced Hit!
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** The consensus of opinion of the press, after a private
** showing, is well embodied in George DuBois Proctor's
** review on page 27 of this issue — READ
IT.

**
**

**

*+

America's Foremost

i

Portrayer of Western

Characters

DUSTIN FARNUM

-k

i^

**

oi/^uAr*r\

u a n r\ i ^ t n

>

n i \/ic?

.*

Stirring Story of Adventure and Revolution

+*

i;
"Soldiers
of
Fortune"
i
**
In Six Big Parts
**

Produced in Cuba under the personal direction of

|

AUGUSTUS
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS
THOMAS

% With the aid and co-operation of the CUBAN
%
and the U. S. NAVY

$
ARMY

** Book it of our distributors— they blanket the United States

•J
HTsirR
**

**

**
>
%

ALL STAR FEATURE CORPORATION
A=Grr **i;
New N ork

220 West 42nd Street

THE

PICTURE

NEWS

SEE AMERICANS
DESTINIES FULFILLED FIRST

v'

m^"

MOTION

Three Part
Feature

One, Three and
Six Sheet

Sydney Ayres

Lithos
Photographs
Slides

and

Vivian Rich
Supported by an
Able Cast

and

Heralds

Teeming with pathos and tense situations.
Excellent dramatization and superb photographic quality. Sidelights of the Civil War— enacted in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Release, Monday, January
12th, 1914

UNTO

THE

^WEAK

A powerful sociological drama of moral regeneration.
One and Three Sheet Lithos.
Release, Saturday, January 17th, 1914
AMERICAN

CC

FILM

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Chicago

THE
LAST
MONEY GETTER
DAYS
OF
POMPEII
piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I HURRY !

HURRY !

HURRY !

HURRY !

HURRY ! §

IlllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Only a F'ew Copies
I— .elt of the
I FAMOUS
FOUR
PART
VERSION

§!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU!IIIIII!IIIIIIIII|

Unrestricted
Territory
I

THE

CAN BE SHOWN
ANYWHERE

(|

EVER

JUST THE RIGHT
SIZE FOR
THE SMALL THEATRE
_

BUYERS

GET

WRITE

SALES
DEPT.

BIGGEST

I

QWa

Wa

OR

f\
KJm

WIRE,

PUBLICITY

!IIIIIII!lllllll!iII!IIIIII!llll!lllllll!l!!lll!!|

BUSY-

PRODUCED

3

NOW

"I

1

*C ■ O
O
"3

I • ©
1
d.

HERALDS
PHOTOS

illinium

QUICK

FEATURE
FILM SERVICE
Milwaukee. Wis. American Theatre Bldo.

99

IiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiim
FOR

BOOKINGS

Manufacturer's
BIRCH-FIELD

IN

SURROUNDING

Motion

OX CO.

TERRITORY,

Picture

ADDRESS:

SERVICE

Catalog'
■■■■

(Q. Encyclopedia
First 1914 Edition 10,000
Copies
Forms Now Closing
Rates on Application

Catalog
Everybody's
Loos© Leaf)

Incorporated
PUBLISHERS.

HO

West

40tH

St.

N

t

w

YORK

SEJ«BBEfT.a»3M»
In

writing

to advertisers

DEPARTMENT

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

TUENER

FILMS,

LTD.,

PRESENT

THE

THE

MOTION

2 PART

FEATURE

PICTURE

JEAN'S
EVIDENCE
THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD
PRODUCED

IN 4 PARTS

THE GREATEST

BY HEPWORTH.

DETECTIVE

An Investment
of $2.00

LONDON

PLAY OF THE DAY

ptaSse FEATURING
The Harper
MISS FLORENCE
TURNER
Myster
y SST
THERE

IS

F~IELMERAL
AGENCY
JUST

THE

BREATH

WHAT

A 2 PART

PARTS

LAND

AND

SEA

***—
M
V
After
Many
Years
THE

WORLD

MOTHERHOOD
JUST

OF

STATES

that will produce a weekly
dividend for one year is a
subscription to

IN
PARTS
THREE

.ABOUT

The Motion
Picture
News

OR POLITICS?

PRODUCTION

A FEW

IS TALKING

BY HEPWORTH,

OPEN

KISSING

FOR

THE

LONDON

RACING

FEATURE

HEPW0RTH

CUP

LONDON

Florence Turner
in TheCOMEDY
Younger Sister
A SINGLE REEL

for that period. It is "the
fastest growing picture

A Complete Line of Publicity Matter
I HELP

YOU

NEWS

HELP

THE

EXHIBITOR

A. BL1NKHORN
110-112 West

NEW

40th Street

YORK

CITY

journal."

TheThe Most
Approved
Motiograph
Substantial Moving Picture Machine Made
Scientifically Designed
1.
2.
3.
4.

This Means to
5.
Much Brighter Pictures.
A Flickerless Picture and as Steady as a
6.
Rock.
7.
No Trips to the Repair Shop.
8.
Ready at all Times to Produce the Goods.
MADE

THE ENTERPRISE
568

ONLY

OPTICAL
West

BY

MANUFACTURING

Randolph

Eastern Office
Western Office

Everlasting

YOU:
An Everlasting Feeling by Your Audience
to See the MOTIOGRAPH
Projection.
Your Seats are Always Filled.
A Handsome
Yearly
Profit.
To Use the MOTIOGRAPH.

COMPANY

Street, Chicago, HI.
21 E. 14th St., New York
833 Market St., San Francisco

Mr. Exhibitor:
The Balboa Amusement Producing Company will shortly release a number of
exclusive high class comedy and dramatic films which will be a revelation to the
public. When you see Balboa films you will see the best films on the market today. For further details regarding prices, state rights, etc., address.

THE

BALBOA

AMUSEMENT
H. M. Horkhelmer.

STUDIOS:

Long Beach. Cal,
In

writing

GENERAL

to advertisers

please

PRODUCING

President and General

OFFICES:
mention

"THE

COMPANY

Manage*

506 Security Building, Los Angeles. C&l.

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

IO

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Lobby Display
Frames
Mission Oak Frame with Easel
with Fifteen Openings and
Glass Front, Like Cut No. 1.
Price $7.50
Folding Oak Frames, Folds in
Three Parts; Mission or
Mahogany Finish, with Easel
Leg.
Price $7.50
Also a Smaller Frame Like
Cut No. 2.
Price $6.50
Boxed Ready for Shipping
No. 1

Photographs
of Features
Another detail of the advertising helps
we offer exhibitors, and a popular one,
too. Striking photographs, 8x10 inches in
size, of principal scenes from the film, for
practically all multiple-reel features. They
are great business-getters, because they
show actual scenes in the picture.

Set of eleven, with title cards, $2.00

GeneralPOSTER
FilmDEPARTMENT
Company, Inc.
(Formerly PliotopLi s Advertising
: I U 23rd Street and i 10 Fourth
121 Fourth
1022 Superioi
V venue
7th and Walnut Stue;Equity Bldg
218 Commercial
Street

& Specialty Co.)
Ave. New York
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Detroit, \l i h
Boston, Mass.

122 I'earl

Buffalo, N. Y,
Albany, X. Y.
Kansas ' ity, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.

921

Street

Wall "i Street
I

In

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

,,THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
ii

WHERE

TO

INDEX

Page
Acme Commercial Film Mfg. Co.. 43
American
Cinematograph
Co
43
Amusement
Supply Co
43
All-Star
Feature
Corp
7
American
Film Mfg. Co
8
Balboa Amusement
Co
9
Bausch & Lomb
6
Birch. Field & Co
8
Blinkhorn,
A
9
Calehoff
Supply
Co
47
Commercial M. P. Co
44
Eagle Feature Film Co
53
Eastman
Kodak
Co
6
Eclair Film Co
2
Eclectic Film Co
53
Enterprise
Optical Co
9
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
48
European Feature Film Co
52
Evans Film Mfg. Co
53
Exclusive
Features
45
Ezo Mfg. Co
53
Feature Photoplay Co
53
Fisk Rubber Co
49
Gaumont
General

Co
Electric

•....■
Utilities

53"
Co.... 49, 51

TO

BUY

ADVERTISERS

Page
General Feature Film Co
43
General
Film Co
4, 5, 10, 60
Gloria-American
Co
53
Golgate Feature Service
55
Gunby Bros
46
Hart Booking Bureau
47
Hohstetter Utility Co
43
Horsley,
David
51
Hotel
Martinique
46
Inter-Continent
Film Co
53
J. B. O. Feature Film Service
8
Jc ihnson, Millard
53
Kinematograph
Weekly
43
Kraus Mfg. Co
4T
Lakeside
Film Exchange
53
Lavezzi Machine Works
43
Le Courrier Cinematographique. . . . 46
Lif eograph
Co
43
Lubin
Mfg. Co
55
Metropolitan
Premium
Co
52
Mirror
Screen
Co
Motion Picture Camera
M . P. Studio to Rent
Mutual
Film Corp
Newman Mfg. Co

±"i
47
11
3
49

Co

Page
53

New York Film Co
Niagara
Slide Co
N. Y. Motion Picture Corp
Pan-American Film Mfg. Co
Phantoscope M fg. Co
Photo-Drama M. P. Co
Picture Theatre Equipment Co
Power,
Nicholas, Co
Precision Machine Co
Royal Film Exchange
Ryno
Film Co
Sherry Feature Films Co
Special Event Film Mfg. Co
Steel Furniture Co
Sterling Camera
Co
Sterling Camera & Film Co
Theatre Film Co
Theatre Specialty Mfg. Co
Universal Film Co

48
59
53
50
36, 37
46
58
2
53
53
52
47
47
47
45
6
44
57

Warner's
Features
Wedepict M. P. Corp
Wentworth,
Courtney
Worlds Best Film Co

11
38
49
53

World Special Films Corp
Wurlitzer
Co

53
43

MOVING PICTURE STUDIO TO RENT BY DAY OR WEEK
WITHIN

FIVE MINUTES

OF TIMES

Complete lighting facilities for any production.
Large enough to accommodate big sets
Special scenery constructed.

SQUARE

Cooper-Hewitt and arc lights
Twelve nicely heated dressing rooms

Adequate space for building and painting

Reserve your date now

Box 64, MOTION PICTURE NEWS

220 West 42nd Street, NEW YGFK, N. Y.

^Ttart the fletv
7 hree
a
WeeK

year

tvith

WARNER'S
FEATURES
and Keep it up through 1914
In

writing to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

A.MX<rt£

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

In
Three
Tarts

NORMA
PHILLIPS
"Dm
Mutual
Girl"

The

Motion Picture News
MOVING

PICTURE

NEWS

EXHIBITORS'
Established

Established 1908

Volume IX

January 10, 1914

"Free"
:|;

^c

^

:;<

T> UT it strikes me as so simple a question that it can
■'-' be dismissed in a few words, — and so fair a matter that it need not be hedged about.
T> Y "free" advertising, of course, is meant "reading
-*-* notices," "press agents' matter" etc. — which most
advertisers are so anxious to have run either with or
without display (and paid for) advertising and which
most publishers rage and gnash teeth over.
*■•*-*.*
rT",HE writer feels that he can speak — at least consci-*entiously — on the subject, for the reason that at
various times he has been an editor, advertising manager and publicity agent — certainly a triangle in which
each line digs at the other, and would curse if it could.
*
*
*
*
all is said and done — and a great deal has

■*"*• been said and done re this controversy — the
whole great matter settles down to these two points :
First, if any "reading notice" has real news value —
if it is of genuine interest, and value to the reader — it
will find its way into print just so surely as there are
editors and publishers in the land worthy of their
titles. It will be printed with or without advertising
display, with or without any pay — for its own sake
alone.
Q ECOND. if the reading notice has no
^ if it can't stand on its own legs and
"dope" — then the printing of it is of no
to anyone. It is not "free" advertising
it is just worthless advertising.

Number

1

Advertising

is a big subject to tackle in small space.
Volumes have been written "pro" and "con" on
the subject.
It is also looked upon as a dangerous subject for a
publisher to come right out and talk about in meeting.
THIS

A FTER

TIMES

1913

news value.
is just plain
consequence
for anyone;

without reference to advertising. We shall also criticise without reference to advertising.
In adopting this attitude we aim to be neither holy
nor Utopian. We simply believe this the correct attitude of a good and successful publication — which is
one carried on primarily for the reader.
*
*
*
*

TjX )R a publication to seal its editorial columns to a
A
new and meritorious product — unless the manufacturer advertises — is just as unethical as for the
publication to threaten the manufacturer with a
"roast" — unless he advertises.
The point of the matter is that display advertising
is a thing apart from reading matter — equally for the
advertiser's sake as* for *the publisher's.
*
*
* I MIE display columns of the publication are the
buying columns. There you are privileged to put
your business appeal — complete and in your own way.
There the buyer is accustomed to go for his market.
Xo selling campaign — nor any campaign to the
public
— can be economically carried on without display
advertising.

~^TOT long ago a national educational campaign upon
^ a public issue was launched.
A great deal of
money was spent in the preparation of editorial matter
for the magazines and newspapers.
It was decided not to advertise.
A < iREAT deal of this matter was published but it
-^*- was scattering. A bonk was published and not
read. At the end of the campaign it was agreed by
all that half the money spent in concentrated advertising at the psychological moments would have accomplished ten-fold the result.
There have been many such instances.
*
*
*
*

Isn't this true? *
and doesn't
the question?
*
* it settle
*

T X display advertising yon can hit home — where you
-*- want to, when you want to.

rT,HE position held by the Motion Picture News is
-*• this : We are glad to give due notice to any innovation of practical value to the exhibitor.
We do this

Your reading notice is "news" ; or ought to be.
Your display advertising is your salesman ; W.
and A.
can J.be.

14

THE

UNITED

MOTION

BOOKING

PICTURE

NEWS

OFFICE ENTERS

FILM FIELD

United
Feature
Film
Company
Formed
to Book
Special Motion Picture Productions,
Not Only
U. B. O. Houses but Also for Other Theatres — J. J. Murdock Organizer of New Corporation

the United Booking Office plans to enter
THAT
the motion picture field in earnest and will
luri after make this an important branch of its
business, was authoritatively announced early this
week. As soon as the U. B. O.'s new quarters in the
Palace Theatre Building, New York City, now in
process of being fitted up, are ready for occupancy,
which will be some time during- the coming week, the
seventh floor will In- devoted exclusively to a department handling motion pictures.
According to J. J. Murdock, who will he in charge
of this new department in the conduct of the U. B. O.'s
affairs, this department lias heen regularly incorporated under the name of the I'nited Feature Film Company and will furnish important photoplay productions to the leading motion picture and vaudeville
theatres in all parts of the country.
\\ hile the directorate of the new corporation is
tin- same as that of the I'nited Booking Office, it is
not the plan of ii s incorporators to confine their bookings of motion picture, productions to tin- theatres under their control. ( )n the contrary, any first class motion picture house may obtain exclusive service from
the United Feature Film Company, even in towns
where big or small time U. B. < >. theatres are located.
The larger vaudeville houses are not expected to
book the productions offered by the new concern, as
they will he of a length incompatible with the present
vaudeville programs* which demand one-reel subjects
suitable for booking a-- single acts.

VIEW

OF

THE

DUTCH

LUNCHEON

GIVEN

BY THE
DURING

for

A

CURRENT report is to the effect that among
the motion picture concerns already interested in
the proposition are the Eclair, the Gaumont and the
Bathe companies, hut this could not he confirmed. It
is understood, however, that at least tentative arrangements have heen considered by all these concerns un-

der which the I'nited feature film Company will
handle some of their more important productions, although no definite contracts have yet heen entered into.
According to these reports, the Eclair and Caumont
companies were to supply talking pictures, while Bathewas to furnish colored films.
A published statement to the effect that the directorate of the new corporation controlled a small projecting machine to he Used in homes, which sold at
$100, was specifically denied by Mr. Murdock.
According to this account, purchasers of these machinewere to be supplied with a regular service, the same
as the public exhibitors. This. Mr. Murdock said, was
entirely without foundation, it being the plan of the
new concern only to book film features, along the lines
now followed by the I '. B. < ). with acts, and to furnish
photoplays to houses not affiliated with their present
vaudeville circuit.
Joseph A. Daly, former hooking manager of the Edison Kinetophone Company, will handle the routing of
the productions listed by the new concern. A. J. Duffy
will also have an important part in the direction of the
United Feature Film Company's fortunes. Together
they will look after the motion picture subjects for
houses on the circuits controlled by the lT. B. O.

INTERNATIONAL MOTION PICTURE
THEIR
CONVENTION
IN CHICAGO

ASSOCIATION

IN THE

LA SALLE

HOTEL,

THE

Why

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Exhibitors

Fail

four-day, fifteen-day and twentyBeing a True Story by J. J. aeight
itorsr, one successexhib
the othe
with failure
ful,
day, and one commercial for
Raymond, General Representa- thirty-five dollars a week. It
strewn in his path, were talking it over. Roth had started, two
looked good, and so I took it."
tive of the Gordon Bros. Amuse"Did you know anything about
years before, with equal opportunthe
men in the exchanges?
Were
ment
Co.,
of
Boston,
Mass.
nt
each
ities, with the same amou
any of their other accounts successof capital, their theatres were loful? Iam not criticising the exchange men but I would
cated in neighboring cities of almost identical population.
like to know
whether
you looked them up enough
to
Advantages were shared, alike, and both had invested,
find out whether
they were in a position, financially
brimming with enthusiasm, energy and hope. They had
met often during the interval, but the one was too fully
and otherwise, to give you the film service you needed."
occupied to talk, and the other too greatly discouraged to
"Why should I worry about the exchange?
I had enough
to
do. looking after the house.
The price was all right,
.
care about conversation Now the first had made a propod.
to
sition the secon
and the stuff got here on time, excepting an occasional
repeat, or when a train was late. Gee whiz, do you think
"You can have the house just as it stands, and I'll be
I went down there and criticised the
tickled to death to walk out to-morcrowd that shot the reels out?
Not
row." said the sorrowing
one.
His
companion
thought deeply for a momuch!
I've got sense enough to look
after my own end.
They know how
ment before replying.
"You won't get offended, will you,
to run an exchange or they wouldn't
Jerry," he said, "if I first ask you a
have been in business."
few questions before I tell you whether
"How are they getting along now?"
1 am sufficiently interested, at your
Jim smiled slightly, as though he anticipated the answer.
terms, to buy you out?"
"Oh, they closed up about six months
"Xot a bit, Jim. I can tell you the
whole story in four words — the business
ago. itorsSaid
enough to
exhibin thisthere
part weren't
of the country
get
iMi't here. I wouldn't like to stick you
with this dead horse proposition, but
the rentals they needed to make exyou say you're willing to take the
penses. So now I'm getting service out
chance, so that lets me out."
of "Know
Dalewood."
anything about the Dalewood
"I've made you a proposition," rejoined Jim, "but honestly, old fellow,
Film
Exchange?"
"I said
I wasn't poking my nose in
I'd hate awfully to know that you have
anyone's
business but my own," Jerry
quit a failure. We've had more or less
in common the last two years and perrejoined, his voice sharp and insinuattioning.ing. Jim took another tack in his queshaps Ican help you out of the hole."
"Well, what do you want to know?"
his companion asked, somewhat nettled
"TI7 HAT have you done in the way
at the other's patronizing but kindly
attitude.
VV
of advertising?"
"I carry a litJ. J. RAYMOND
tie ad in the paper, get out heralds I
"Who was your first manager here in
buy from the exchange, and once in a
the Orpheum?"
"Ted Smith."
while stick a poster in the window of some vacant- store."
"What kind of a machine have you got?"
"What theatre was he in before you employed him?"
"Xone that I know of. I asked the architect who drew
"The best ever.
A brand new
, motor drive and
the plans to send some honest young chap around to see
all. It's a dandy, too. Runs like a top, with hardly any
me because I needed a manager. Smith came over the
next day. He looked honest, his recommendations were
"Ever have any trouble with the light?"
good, and the fellow who owned the harness shop he was
"Say, that is a funny thing," replied Jerry, quickly, his
then working in, told me he was a hustler, so I put him
eyes
showing their first interest in the conversation. "The
noise."
light gets dark about half way through every reel, and
on."
^
^
^
^
leaves a sort of dim, flickery border all around the picture. It's not bad, though. No one has kicked. I've noJIM'S memory flashed back over two years, and he
smiled, rather grimly, as he recalled how both he and
ticed lately, too, that the picture gets out of frame every
his companion had launched into the motion picture busionce in a while., I asked the operator why, but he couldn't
ness, their only stock in trade being the money they had
figure it out. Maybe it'll quit after a while. One nice
saved by diligence, strict economy, and perseverance in thing about that motor drive, the operator can be rewindtheir respective positions. Jerry had been part owner in
ing the reels while the machine is running. It saves a lot
a butcher shop. Jim had made a half-way success of a
of
time,
and the cost of a boy to help him. Wouldn't be
livery stable.
without it now for the world."
"And how did he get along?"
"I suppose you have good music?"' continued Jim, his
eyes narrowing after each question had been answered.
"All right," rejoined Jerry. "He was on the job every
day, and there never were any errors in his cash when the
"Say, I've got a little girl in front of that music box
that can shake out more ragtime in a minute than any
show closed."
two others. The way that girl can hammer the ivory is
"What exchange did you rent from?"
marvelous. Had a violin player for a while, but he got
"The Fidelity, down at Thornton. I scouted all around
sick, and doctors said he had to have outdoor work, so I
this district, looking for a good service that wouldn't
never looked up another one.
Besides, it helps cut down
break me in rentals, and they finally promised to send me
TWO
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the expense, and goodness knows, I sure need to economize, the way things are going."
"Does the girl do anything else besides play the piano?"
"Yes, she clerks over here in one of the stores during
the morning, and on afternoons when I have no mats."
"What kind of outside illumination have you been
using?"
"Well, sir, the first six months I had two dandy big
arcs right out over the sidewalk, and an electric sign, with
the name 'Orpheum' lettered on it right over the door.
When business got poor I cut them all out and just used
the lobby lights. That's all I've got now. Electricity is
so costly."
"How many ushers do you have now?"
"One, and he takes care of the box office if the manager
is away."
"Then the manager stays in the box office?"
"Sure,
not?things
That'sarewhere
he belongs,
isn't
He'sis
there to why
see that
run right,
and that
theit?cash
taken care of properly."
9ft

!p

IfC
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ET'S walk over to the theatre.
It's pretty nearly
-L' time for it to open for the evening show," suggested
the successful exhibitor.
He already had his finger on the weak points, but he
felt that further investigation would be worth while, and
besides, he intended saying things, plainly and forcibly,
to Jerry. He inspected every part of the house. He
noted the disorder in the projection booth; the little piano
player sitting far down in front, one dim light burning
feebly over the top of the instrument, and a muddled jumble of ragtime ringing through the house, while on the
screen the hero rescued his fiancee from a burning room.
He clenched his fists as his eyes fell upon the usher, leaning idly against the wall in the rear of the house, and a
man and woman walking toward him to present their admission tickets. He kicked a torn and empty crackerjack
box from under his feet as he walked up the aisle. Inquisitive, he touched the arm of a vacant chair, and drew
his finger away, its end black with dust. The air in the
house was tainted with age, a sort of elusive, dry, musty
odor.
"How often are you changing now?" he asked of Jerry,
when finally they stood in front of the house.
"Every day. Got to do it. The fellow just around the
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corner runs five a day, and six on Saturday." Jim glanced
disgustedly at a poster flapping idly in the breeze from
where it hung in a frame, one gilt-edged side of which had
been torn or knocked away. The front of the theatre
and the lobby were actually attractive, he noted mentally.
People were constantly passing the theatre, and yet few
deigned to glance in. The walls held no decorations of
any kind.
"How much time do you spend with the manager?" was
the next question.
"Oh, I come in for a little while every night, but he always has things running first rate, and there's no need of
two of us being here all the time. It's going to take all of
my time now to find something that will bring me a liv"Bring some of your newspaper ads, and let's go back
to my room in the hotel and talk it over," Jim requested.
Once there, he proceeded to make himself comfortable
before saying:
"Jerry,
I'm going to give you some mighty plain talk,
ing."
and I don't want you to get mad about it. I know what
the trouble is, and I know how you can remedy it. Will
you stand for the things I'm going to call you, and tell
"You can't make me sore, old man. It's all very fine
about?"
for
with your nice big house down there in Bloomyou you,
field, the people crowding the lobby every night, and
money just pouring it, to come up here and tell me what
is wrong. If I had the money I know I could do the same
thing." Jerry was just a trifle sarcastic, but Jim passed
it by, unheeding.
*
*
*
*
" T? IRST, Jerry, I'll make it strong. You're a fool. You
A started in here, two years ago, by investing practically every cent you had. I did the same thing down in
Bloomfield. We both worked our heads off then, and we
why:
each made money. I'm still making it. You're not. Here's
"You begin by employing a manager who has had no previous experience in the show business. Perhaps the fellow
was honest, ambitious, and a hustler. He may have been
a good harness-maker, but what did he know about the
film business, and particularly this end, which is the hardest to buck? You made a profit, at first, not because you
used your brains, but because people liked the idea of
coming to a new house. You told me then that you were
an assured success as an exhibitor. You didn't even take
the trouble to find out whether your manager was competent. You turned him loose, with an entirely new and
foreign proposition on his hands. Harness-making and
exhibiting don't go well together. Then, because you
made a little money, you thought things were working
smoothly. You depended entirely on your manager. You
showed him that you weren't worried about the house, so
he undoubtedly felt that he didn't need to fret any. Instead of going over every little item in connection with
your business, you floated around, feeling supremely superior because you were making a profit.
"People got acquainted with the house: the newness
wore off. Then business took a drop. Your manager
couldn't reason out why, nor did you. Perhaps if you two
had put your heads together and done some genuine thinking, you could have remedied matters before it was too
late. Insnad, you begin to kick, and feel that your investment isa dead loss. I'll wager that you haven't been
inside this theatre an hour after closing time at night since

*fr
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it opened.
Have you?"
"No, I guess I haven't." Jerry answered, despondently.
"You remained in the butcher shop many nights until
two or three o'clock in the morning. You had to do it, to
get ready for tin next day. And yet you are not able to
see the necessity for it here. You take it for granted that
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Plans for Big Ohio Convention
THE Ohio state convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League,
which will be held in Cincinnati from
Jan. 27 to Jan. 29, inclusive, will be
one of the most important held in the
history of that organization. Many
questions of vital importance both to
the exhibitors of that state and to
those of every other section of the
country are scheduled for a full and
free discussion and the action which
will be taken by the members of the
League will have an importance
which outranks that of most similar
gatherings. The headquarters of the
members will be the Sinton Hotel,
where the convention will be held.
Among the very important questions to be discussed will be that of
censorship, a subject of vital interest
to many exhibitors at this time and
which steadily becomes a theme for
the careful consideration of an increasing number of others. Another
question which will come up for discussion will be the number of reels
which should constitute a program,
and a definite ruling by the members
of the League, officially deciding this
point, which is of such paramount importance to many, is anticipated.
Other matters pertaining to the
progress and advantage of the League
will also be brought up in the order
of their importance, and action taken
upon them.
A strong effort is being made to
secure the attendance of every member of the League in the state of
Ohio. George H. Westley, special
organizer of the national body, is now
in that state, acting under the direction of President Neff. According to
the campaign outlined it is planned to
reach every exhibitor in the state
who is not a member, before the big
convention meets.
All those who have not yet become
affiliated with the organization will
be shown the numerous benefits to
be derived through membership in
the League and a determined effort
will be made to enroll them as members in time to insure their presence
in Cincinnati on Jan. 27. Exhibitors
who are already members are being
urged
make attendance
arrangement's,
which by
willmail
maketo their
at
the gathering certain, in order that
the list of absentees will be reduced
to a minimum, when questions of
such weight are to come up for discussion and decision.
As a consequence of this well organized and thorough campaign it is
anticipated that not less than one
thousand members will answer to
their names when the roll of the convention is called. Many letters are
being received from exhibitors in
other
states,
promising
attendance

and these visitors are expected to
augment the numbers of the Ohio
contingent
to a considerable
extent.
Communications are arriving daily
from the various companies, enclosing photographs of the head of the
concern and its leading players and
it is expected that long before the
convention meets the League officials
will have in their possession photographs of the principal figures in
every concern in the United States
engaged in the manufacturing end of
the motion picture business as well
as those of their most popular players.
Already pictures have been received
of President Frank L. Dyer, of the
General Film Company, President
Carl Laemmle, of the Universal Film
Company, President C. J. Hite, of
the Thanhouser Company, who is
also vice-president of the Mutual Film
Supply Company, President W. T.
Rock, of the Vitagraph Company,
Albert E. Smith, treasurer of the
Vitagraph Company. J. Stuart Blackton, vice-president of the Vitagraph
Company, and a full set of pictures of
the Vitagraph players. A full set
of pictures for the art studio at the
convention has also been received of
the Pathe players, the Eclair stock
company, the Ben Bolt company and
the Itala company.
The exposition of arts at the convention is expected to be a revelation to the visitors. An experienced
decorator has been engaged and
every effort is being made to make
this feature one that all who see it
will. long remember. All who desire
space should communicate immediately with the officials in charge and
secure their reservations as otherwise
they may be disappointed, the available space being somewhat limited.
There will be a daily program
printed, but it will contain no paid
advertisements.

SCENE

Kentucky State Branch. No. 7, of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, which meets in Covington
on Jan. 27, plans to adjourn after
attending to the routine business of
the local organization, in order to attend the big convention in Cincinnati. Delegations of exhibitors from
many other nearby states are also
expected, while representatives from
nearly every state in the union have
written to League officials and expressed their intention to be present.
A complimentary
ticket will
be* reserved for every visiting
exhibitor,
manufacturer, film exchange man and
all who are interested in the motion
picture for the big banquet on the
night of Jan. 28 and the grand ball
on Jan. 29. Both the banquet and
the ball, as well as all the other entertainments planned by the Ohio
branch of the League, will be free
for the visitors. Ohio members are
using every effort to bring about harmony and goodfellowship among exhibitors everywhere, as well as
within the confines of their own
state and they will leave no stone unturned, which will make for the comfort or enjoyment of their guests.
In consequence, the coming gathering gives promise of being one of the
most successful as well as the most
important held in the history of the
motion picture.
The National Executive Board will
meet on Jan. 26 and all grievances
or suggestions should be presented to
this body in writing before the date
when they meet. A full set of state
officers for Ohio will be elected at the
convention and a new treasurer will
be chosen to succeed Mr. Rieder, who
has resigned. The slogan of the convention is "On to Cincinnati and Get
Together," and it promises to be a
rallying cry, which will bring big results.
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BY AGNES

ONE would hardly think it possible
that, to choose a design, from the
Maisons ties Mesdames, Paquin, Cheruit, Agnes, or Callot, they would suggest going to the motion pictures, and
you would express amazement at the
icka if it were suggested to you, yet
-it is a fact that to-day such is the
case. Even writers and some of our
American dressmakers are following
up this idea, since Paul Poiret gave his
exhibition of models in pictures.
During an exhibition recently of a
Parisian Eclair photoplay entitled
''The Green God,'' or "The Elower
Girl of Montmartre," which I had the
pleasure of viewing, I was thoroughly
astounded at the beauty of the French
creations displayed in the production,
and worn by the renowned star, Mile.
Josette Andriot. The costumes were
perfect dreams, and, indeed, my
thoughts were so carried away with
the idea of being able to enjoy such
a treat that the production itself
seemed grander and more gorgeous
than ever.
< me would almost forget the photoplay trying to solve the mysterious
secret of these beautiful models, and
many a paper and pencil were to be
noticed among the audience jotting
down the various ideas and suggi
tions that appealed to them — and they
were many. The next time 1 go 1
shall positively be sure to have my
I it ile notebook and pencil with me,
for it is impossible to remember all
the
i >. iitile point-, of interest
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which present themselves, so helpful
in new ideas as to what Paris is
wearing.
The

PICTURES

COBB

Eclair Film Company, a thoroughly French concern, that made
this particular picture, is situated in
the heart of Paris. Therefore much
i- to be expected from them in this
respect.
Allle. Josette Andriot, a dashing brunette, tall and stately, who is their
leading actress, knows the fundamentals of smart dressing, and she expresses herself distinctly in three foremost qualities — individuality, personality, and self.
One particular gown worn by this
beautiful actress in the production referred to I will describe, in order that
you may realize my enthusiasm and
join in it. Although extremely simple it was most charming and wellstyled, and, it goes without saying,
distinctly French. A soft silver drapery suspended a silver banding, and
giving the effect of an overwrap, was
a novel feature of this costume. The
skirt was of white satin draped high
in the front, beneath a wide crossoxer girdle of the same material, and
fell in graceful folds, forming a short
pointed train. A single flower of velvet dropped from the waist-line The
decoration for her head-dress was a
gorgeous bird of paradise.
\11 the brilliancy, yet glowing softness, of this toilette, was in charming
contrast
with a costume of dark \ el
vet
trimmed
with
ermine
worn
by

a beautiful blonde in the same scene.
To appreciate beauty in its true
form visit one of these delicious
French productions, and gather the
fruits of their beautiful ideas regarding "smart dressing." You don't have
to go to Paris now for the advanced
styles. They are brought right here
to your own doorstep, saving you unlimited expense, time, anxiety, and a
long journey.
Don't throw away your opportunity.
Easter is coming, and you know you
want that one particular gown to be
par excellence, so keep your eyes wide
open

and

don't miss the joy outstretched to you by the motion pictures. Should you feel doubtful, why
not let your dressmaker, or seamstress, or modiste know, or take her
with you next time when you see one
of these beautiful creations, point it
out, and tell her it is just what you
want, and if she is a clever woman you
will have that very gown yourself.
CANADIAN

DAN

IS

TRIED

From "True

BY
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OPENS

The Canadian Bioscope Company.
Ltd., a $150,000 concern with executive offices at Halifax. N. S.. has
opened a sales office in room 1209
Candler Building, 220 West Fortysecond Street. Clarence Shottenfels
is in charge as manager.
The Canadian Bioscope Company is
a comparatively new concern, which.
-'me few months ago, gathered a
collection of motion picture experts
in their various lines and has since
then been making multiple reel features, the first of which will soon be
ready for the market.
II T. Oliver, a technical expert,
well and favorably known for his previous connections with Edison and
Reliance, is the general manager of
the company. In the producing end
of the concern E. P. Sullivan, formerly of Reliance, anil William Cavanaugh have been directing. W. C.
Thompson, formerly with Gaumont
and Reliance, is the head of the photographic department.
'The company places much of its
Faith in the ability of H. T. (Tom)
Oliver, its general manager. His connection with the concern is a source
• if gratification to all.
LASKY

■

BIOSCOPE
OFFICES

STARTS

PRODUCING

Cecil De Mille, general director of
the Jesse I., l.asky Feature Play
Company, who is now in Wyoming
directing the production of t he
"Squaw Man." i- carrying two portable stages for exterior work in the
mountain'in that country.
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Good

an audi- The Dramatic St01"V
meaning Americans in business there,
a BiQ
of
patron, man
c
.. n
,
,
came
to the theatre, very
few in
numbers at first, but later as often
or woman, and analyzing his or
SUCCeSS frOTTl a Omall Hegmmng
and as numerously as the foreigners.
her appreciation or disapproval of
a program, is a vital factor in successful exhibiting that is
"At last I had stumbled upon a great secret. Not only
rarely appreciated.
did the foreign element seek knowledge and incentive to ambition, but business men, women of social standing, and boys
Every human being is a complex problem. Seldom are
and girls of education as well. Go to any one of them and
there two persons whose tastes, inclinations and desires run
parallel. Often the characteristics may be so nearly similar
suggest that they should obtain a greater education, and you
as to be indistinguishable to any but a keen student of human
would give an insult; hint even at the possibility of such a
nature. But the fine hairline of difference remains. It is
thing, and you become a bore and a nosey ignoramus. Nineone of the heaviest liabilities checked against the exhibitor.
tenths of them don't even dream of the existence of such a
To be indifferent to it is to court disaster.
desire within them. But it is there. Feed it, cater to it in a
No exhibitor has yet been capable of giving any practical
thousand and one diplomatic and unseen ways, and they'll
definition of a method that can be converted into general
come back every time. They are like little boys stealing foruse to solve this problem of character distinction. But one
bidden fruit. It always tastes better for the stealing. Enthing is certain. Every human being is heavily endowed by
courage them to take it, and the desire is gone.
heredity with desire. It is this desire that has quickened
"I refused to book many features, certain to attract crowded
progress to its lightning speed in the twentieth century. It
houses, for the sake of those that would teach and elevate
is desire that has lifted many present day financial kings from
the ideas of my patrons regarding pictures, and which would
the poverty and toil of their early lives. That desire is knowlappeal to that hidden desire. Releases crowded with 'punch'
edge; a yearning to become superior to all others. In some
and thrills invariably cause no after comment. The other
it is a latent spark, ready, in an instant, to be fanned into a
kind of subjects do. Every individual possesses two natures,
burning passion ; in others it has long since awakened to a
whether he be a laborer in a mining town, or the master of a
stage of ambition, keen and unresisting.
retinue of servants in a metropolis. The one most prominent
Rothapfel, the man who wanted to become an exhibitor
is the baser nature. It craves morbidness, the momentarily
and did, took all this into consideration as factors that would
exciting, the suggestive. Satisfied, it hibernates, like a bear,
contribute to his success. They were not forced upon him in
until hunger again calls it forth. There is no remembrance of
the feeding between hungers.
a day, nor a week. It took months of patient study, unceasing attention to the slightest detail in the management of the
theatre that once had been a dance hall, and later a derelict
"TpHE other is more complex in character. It is made up
space, to fathom the hidden secrets that later proved, by their
' of ambition, ideals, a desire for triumph and achievesolving, the. basis of a greater future than even he had dared
ment. It is the nature that has made soldiers, statesmen and
to dream.
leaders in every calling. Concentrate on this latter element of
He had^arted as an exhibitor, his only asset being a series
character, and an exhibitor has an ever-present demand. It
of handicj^ of such great proportions as to discourage any
is never satisfied. The more knowledge and incentive it gets,
but a mamgpif huge determination. Those quaint, foreign men
the more it wants. An added advantage is that the exhibitor
and womeffc.who constitute the majority of the population just
has a constant advertising source for his theatre tracing its
back of Tke- Ridge, deep in the mining center of Pennsylvania,
way
through the thoughts of his patrons."
were his patrons. To them the American tongue was a mysThis unusual type of exhibitor has strongly founded ideas
tery. Any American was to be suspected and distrusted. Too
on Originality in the management of a theatre.
often had they been jeered and ridiculed, many times had
"I never watch a competitor," he argues. "It makes one a
their odd costumes, their stolid, expressionless features and
follower, not a leader. Studying an opponent's methods of
quiet, unassuming manner been hooted and laughed at.
operation, his new ideas, his systems of management, is certain to reflect in the work of the student. Glean the important
"TT required months," explains the man who now sits in
things from the other fellow's business, but change them to
meet your own needs. Adapt some of his ideas to your
-!• consultation with the kings of filmdom, "for me to sense
out their desire to learn. They spoke no word of their aptheatre. Don't try to adapt your theatre to his ideas. The
preciation. Sometimes they laughed. Exceptional comedies
best plan is to wait for no man to try a thing first. Courage
provoked them to such mirth that chairs were broken in their
is necessary in this regard, but what business ever has sucmomentary hysteria. They swarmed to the theatre in crowds
ceeded unless founded upon a bedrock of courage and
when the posters told them, in the only language they could
understand — pictures — that blood and thunder would prevail
There is an old. time-worn and moss-eaten adage reading :
at night. It was quite by accident that the exchange sent me
"The
man who wants to be successful first must know his
chance?"
a series of dramas containing strong moral lessons. They
own business." Perhaps the wording is incorrect, but the
were quiet when these were shown, but their faces were sesense is evident. How many exhibitors of to-day understand
rious and their eyes puzzled when they left the theatre. The
a projection machine as well as their operator? Some will
screen characters, beginning, in the first hundred feet, in the
argue that it isn't necessary, and that it is not essential to
guise of laborers, and ending, after the usual phenomenal
know every department of the theatre, from the box office to
triumphs of the hero and heroine, in a dazzle of riches and
the orchestra pit. as well as those employed to superintend
refinement, struck home more deeply than I imagined. The
these adjuncts.
pictures were showing this crude, uneducated people a broader
In the first weeks of his experience as an exhibitor Rothapfel
vista of possibilities. They were awakening a latent desire to
took issue with his operator over the poor light on the screen.
progress, to improve their positions in life. Ambition was
He got the worst of it after a five-minute argument. He
being aroused in these stolid forms, and some day it would
found that he didn't know enough about a projector to adbecome manifest.
just the reels. Patiently he endured the same unsatisfactory
condition
for two weeks, but long after the operator had
"I tried, always, to keep just a little in advance of the
tastes and desires of my patrons for good pictures. The moral
gone for the night, a figure climbed down from the booth,
dramas, the scenics and industrials had found a market in
hands and face covered with grime, but always a satisfied
grin upon his face.
Sometimes dawn found him huddled over
this out-of-the-way
community.
A better class of people.
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the machine, overcome by exhaustion, his head leaning against
the lamp house, and a screw driver or wrench in his lap.
More often his wife stole into the theatre, lantern in hand,
hours after the house had been closed, to arouse her husband
from where he sat dozing over the machine.
FINALLY, he felt secure in the knowledge he had
wormed from the hard school of experience. Another
argument followed, and this time the operator got not only
the worst of it, but his dismissal as well. Rothapfel, for several months thereafter, ran the machine himself. He knew
his time hadn't been wasted, for no one could now complain
of poor light, flickering, or jumps.
Then he turned his thoughts to his investment. Here was
a theatre built from a bed of refuse and wasted space, that
represented all of his original capital, the profits for six
months, and more important still, his own time and energy
for that period. It was working less than five hours out of
the twenty-four. To make it yield a profit more in proportion
with the investment he began experimenting for daylight projection. Perhaps the town wouldn't support a matinee. But
there were cities large enough to do it.
And thus came about his discovery of the daylight screen.
Its history involves a great number of side issues, irrelevant
to an extent, to his present success. But it gave him the opportunity to travel and study in the interests of a big theatrical syndicate. He afterward found that the town wouldn't
support a matinee, but his efforts to discover this brought him
a recognition that finally plumped him down in Minneapolis,
with a new theatre on his hands, fired with a desire to conquer new fields. He, as well as his patrons, is strongly imbued with a desire and ambition that breaks out when least
expected.
His experience as an exhibitor in Minneapolis extended
over two years. It is not so much the experiences that constitute a strong lesson as the things he learned.
"I went there a stranger," is the way he describes it. "Everyone was antagonistic to pictures ; the clergy, the police,
the merchants, the local business clubs, the teachers. What
was the use of ranting and complaining? I was compelled to
do what thousands of others had done in other commercial
enterprises. I adapted myself and my theatre to the local
conditions. The severe antagonism of public personages had
communicated itself to the people. There is a reason for
everything, and my first task was to find the reason for this
dislike. After days of questioning, after being openly insulted
fur my interest in pictures, and many discouragements from
every side, I found that Minneapolis had been flooded with
sensational, objectionable film, and that a wave of protest and
indignation had followed. The parasites who seek "easy
money" with no thought of the future had descended upon
the city, reaped a harvest by catering to the baser natures,
and then fled, leaving in their wake a seething caldron of
outraged dignity, shattered ideals, religious uprisings and
moral protests.
MY

conclusions, drawn from the stolid foreign men and
women back in the little town behind The Ridge, were
recalled, and the theatre was opened with a program of morally enlightening pictures. I was obliged to adopt this policy
and stick to it tenaciously."
Financial disaster stared this man in the face for weeks
after his advent to the western city. People refused to patronize the house. It had been the center of local filmdom
in the past, and as such was subjected to far heavier criticism
than any of the other motion picture theatres. There were
many days when available funds were so low that the enforced economy found its way to his home and table.
By persistent hammering, he at last obtained an entree to
the local business men's club. He delved into their affairs,
studied them from every angle, assumed a personal interest
in their business, and never forgot that not only did he have
to secure their friendship for himself, but for his theatre as
well.
He took a prominent part in public affairs, small at
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first, owing to many objections, fostered by his position as
an exhibitor, but later assuming great proportions. And all
this time he stuck, steadfast, to the policy of cleanliness in
pictures and theatre. His constant battering against this wall
of opposition had its effect, and criticism became less frequent.
This spirit of perseverance was communicated to his employees. He coached them in courtesy, in attention to detail, in military conduct while in the theatre, in watching,
every moment, the welfare of this patrons while they were
in the theatre. Two men, employed to scrub the floors and
clean the house, were not giving enough attention to out-ofthe-way places. Rothapfel took pail, mop and brush, and on
his hands and knees, splashing water, he demonstrated his
commands and shamed the men. Occasionally there was too
long a wait between reels while the operator searched for
tools, reel spools, or carbons, misplaced in the hurry of the
day before. Rothapfel spent an entire Sunday in the booth,
arranging everything in its proper place. He whitewashed
the walls, scrubbed the floor, removed a week's accumulation
of dust and dirt from the machine, and said nothing. But
the operator blushed and hung his head when he saw his employer the next day, and there was no further hunting and
scrimmaging when anything was needed.
One of the ushers couldn't quite grasp the full meaning of
the word "courtesy." Advise and suggestion had had but
little effect. One night this exhibitor donned the fellow's
uniform, and showed him the value of a pleasant smile when
patrons were greeted; the worth of asking whether any particular section of the house was desired ; the need for walking quietly and in dignified manner up and down the aisles.
Not only did this lesson have its desired effect upon the one
usher but upon all of them.
They found that their employer did not consider their work
and position so low as to be beyond consideration. They had
thrust before them the important fact that they were just as
much responsible for the success of the theatre as the man
who had given them work, and the language was too plain to
be misunderstood.
Then came a time when the people were forced to recognize
Rothapfel's theatre as an element to be considered when seeking "recreation and amusement. His interest in local affairs
was carried into the homes by business men who met and
worked with him ; clergymen had gone again and again to
the theatre, and always there greeted them the same clean.
healthy atmosphere, both on the screen and in the physical
appearance of the house. He patronized the merchants, and
never lost an opportunity to bring to their attention the fact
that he, too, was in business. He consulted the heads of the
various municipal departments, signifying his willingness to
co-operate with them to the fullest possible extent in keeping
hi> theatre within the requirements of the various ordinances.
His own confession is remarkably candid.
TriERE were times when I was on the verge of giving up.
It was fight, fight, day in and day out. Encouragement
from any source was an unknown quantity. Box office receipts were down to the lowest possible minimum night after
night. The outlook was terribly poor. My employees lost
interest. They felt that I was a failure. But I never let my
own feeling of depression and discouragement communicate
itself to them. It is a mighty hard problem to run a theatre
on the basis of two full houses a day, when, in reality, it was
a rare thing to attract half an audience in every twenty-four
hours. The business of exhibiting never presented such a
formidable aspect as it did during these first nine months.
I had to fight with nnself to hang on. It seemed the easiest
and best thing in the world to acknowledge defeat, and leave
the worry and battle to someone else."
At the end of two years Rothapfel was elected an honorary
member of the University Club, a member of the Civic and
Commerce League, and was a recognized figure in local affairs. By persistent effort, and bulldog tenacity, he fought
for recognition until finally his theatre, his pictures, and his
whole business was endorsed by every welfare organization in
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Photograph Specially Posed for the Motiok Picture News

the city, and by several notable state officials who had taken
an active part in the censoring of pictures.
But more important than his financial success, he had convinced these societies that there was no need for censorship.
The right kind of policy, adapted to the needs and wishes of
the community, and not to the whims and fancies of himself
as an individual, had won out.
"I would advise any exhibitor to mix freely in local affairs. It is a wonderful power for good, if his theatre is
properly conducted, and it is a terrible power for evil if
otherwise. Genuine success can come only when the standard of pictures shown is kept far in advance of the wishes,
desires and likes of the patrons.
"No matter how slight the error may be by one of my
employees, I never let it pass without comment. But always
there must be constructive criticism. An exhibitor is supposed to know more about his business, about how to conduct
a theatre, than his employees. They are sure to make mistakes, but they should never make the same one twice. If
they do, it is not their fault entirely. One of the greatest
elements in successful theatre management is to keep every
employee at the highest degree of interest in his work. A
disinterested, uncaring employee becomes neglectful, a piece of
dead wood, that will, in time, communicate its disease to all
with which it comes in contact, and as such, should be eliminated without any hesitation. No employee at all is better than
a disinterested one."

"'T'HIS man who wanted to become an exhibitor and did so
•■- soon will realize the fulfillment of an ambition born out
in the western city. He wanted to see motion pictures on
Broadway, that great commercial thoroughfare, where centers
practically every angle of the amusement world. And he will
have an active part in keeping them there.

All of his experience of the last few years, the knocks, discouragements, temporary failures, and the big, vital lessons
that have grown out of them will be called into full play when
he assumes the management of The Strand, a new house now
being constructed at Forty-seventh street and Broadway. It
will be gorgeous in its appointments, its seating capacity will
near the four thousand mark, admissions will be high, and its
position is the best in the entire world in which to test the
real value of motion pictures. In elegance and size it will
outrank the Regent Theatre, now under the supervision of
Mr. Rothapfel.
But more important even than the name it will give to its
manager, greater even than the universal attention its opening
will attract, superior to the influence and possibilities it will
bestow upon Mr. Rothapfel, is the fact, coldly clear and firmly
defined in this man's mind, that his policies, his system of
management, his unswerving attention to detail, his methods
of satisfying public desire, and his managerial work in general, will differ but slightly from that which characterized his
conduct of the little theatre, moulded and built from a former
dance hall, out in the small town behind the Ridge.
In a sense, his policies will be broader, his work of management more complicated, his methods greater in scope. But
the first principles of successful exhibiting, learned through
bitter experience, will be the same as, when, instead of the
handsomely gowned women and men prominent in the affairs
of the world, who will ride to the theatre doors in costly machines and pay top-notch prices for seats, his patrons were
silent, stolid men and women, quaint in dress and manner,
fearing to look to the right or left, who crept, often shamefaced, as if they were committing a shameful act, to the little
box office built in an alley, and paid their hard-earned
nickels for the educational entertainment he so wisely gave
them.
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M. RAPAPORT, a progressive exhibitor for several years,
is the- firsl vice-president of the Exhibitors' League, and advocates the co-operation of. all exhibitors for their own
mutual protection.
Mr. Rapaport says :

"Photoplay is positively becoming the
greatest amusement for the entire world,
and there is never any danger of its
creating a lack of interest ; but for a
continual and steady patronage of this
amusement the crowding of reels should

Apollo Theatre, recently completed at Fifty-second and Thompson
Streets, will undoubtedly cause a great
amount of comment upon the interior
finish. The fresco work is exceptionally
well done, and the lobby is a work of
art.
The building is strictly fireproof
JACK

PHILADELPHIA

The new Belmont Motion Picture
Theatre, at Fifty-second Street above
Market, opened its doors to an immense crowd.

"The danger to-day lies in giving too
many reels of pictures for a show more
.than not giving enough. A schedule
of reels, prices, etc., is most certainly
needed in every community, a result
which can only be accomplished through
an organized body of men.
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and contains plenty of exits. Mr. Keller
will resume full management.

CHAKI.FS

in every possible way be avoided."

PICTURE

Samuel I-'. Wheeler, the pr< iprietor.
says that the same high-class program
and the same courteous and careful attention will be extended to all patrons
as in his other Fifty-second Street .Theatre, Fifty-second and Sansom Streets.
The building and grounds are reported to have cost $135,000, having a special suspended concrete ceiling, costing
$2,500 alone. The marble trimmings and
mural decorations are exceptionally
handsome and a work of art. The
theatre contains fifteen exits and over
1,500 capacity. The performance starts
at 6 o'clock every day, with matinee daily
at 2 :45.
M. Stiefel, the progressive motion
picture builder, is very proud of his
latest achievement, the Lafayette, at
2914 Kensington Avenue.
This theatre

LONDON

is a beautiful and modern photoplay
house, with a capacity for 1,800 seats.
fireproof and has twenty exits. The
interior is beautifully finished in deep
red damask and has a thick red velvet
carpet on the floor. The pictures to
be seen will be of the very finest procurable in from one to seven reels.
.Mr. Stiefel is also at the head of a
chain of theatres in this city, which
have the reputation of showing the
finest projected pictures.
Starting with the Lafayette, another
very striking photoplay house is the
Logan, at 4819 North Broad, and also
the Jackson, at Fifth and Jackson
Streets; the Grand, at Seventh Street
and Snyder Avenue ; the Ridge Avenue
Theatre, at 1728 Ridge Avenue; the
Susquehanna, at Seventeenth Street and
Susquehanna Avenue ; the Crystal Palace, at 2230 North Front Street; the
Poplar, at Sixth and Poplar Streets,
and the Alcazar, Sixteenth and McKean
Streets.
Charles

W.

Fischer, manager

of

Forepaugh's Theatre, was presented
with a silver loving cup Christmas eve.
given as a token of esteem by his employees at the theatre. Mr. Fischer was
agreeably surprised when, after the
show, a short address was delivered
from the stage and he was presented
with the cup.
William S. Sachesenmaier has recently opened the Cambria Theatre, at
Twenty-ninth Street and Columbia Avenue. The theatre is fireproof and has
a program of up-to-date photoplays and
of the very latest releases.
Sachesenmaier is a builder of reputation. At the present time he is erecting
a beautifuj theatre at Sixty-third Street
and Haverford Avenue. When completed it will rival any photoplay house
■ if 1.400 capacity.

J. S. Greenbaum has been made business manager of the Exhibitors' League
of Pennsylvania. He will take care of
all these who wish to become members
of the organization. He secured thirty
members during the pasl week.
1'.. M. Burdeal, formerly with I..
Swaab and lately acting in the capacity
of booker for George W Bradenburgh,
is now in Los Angeles, Cal., where he
contemplates opening a branch exchange
for the distribution of George W.
Uradenburgh's

films.

Mr. Clark and T. W. Jones, representing the Phantoscope in Philadelphia,

The «<ll known author is roughing it in California, getting local coloi
of tin Vfoon," .i special film i" odui tion.

Foi "The

Valley

ing.
received several large orders for these
machines lately. They are located in
Room 113-A, Commercial Trust Build-
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UNDEVELOPED

FIELD

Study of Conditions There Shows that Motion Pictures Are Not Properly Appreciated — Feature Films
Find Business Unsatisfactory — Discussion of Peculiar Conditions
SI X states make up New England —
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut. The inhabitants of these states do
not lush to embrace new things with the
avidity that persons in any other sections of the country do.
This may possibly account for the
present deplorable status of the motion
picture business in New England. To
the person, unfamiliar with the actual
conditions, New England would seem
a specially fertile field for motion pictures. It contains a large proportion of
cities of medium-size and several large
cities. Its smaller cities and towns are
well established and prosperous, but investigation reveals the undeniable fact
that New England in proportion to its
population is one of the most undeveloped fields in the country for motion
pictures.
Boston
Has Few Theatres
Hence there is a need for missionary
work.
Taking Boston as the source of information, because it is the chief city in
New England, and in Boston are located most of the distributing firms, it
was a distressing revelation to the
writer to talk on motion picture conditions with several prominent persons in
the business
there.
Boston, a city which now has a population estimated at 750,000 by the sanguine, has a grand total of only about
fifty-five theatres. This includes the
legitimate houses, the burlesque houses,
the big and small time vaudeville houses
and the picture theatres proper. This
means one theatre to about 12,500 persons. This is in striking contrast to
New York with its four million inhabitants, where last July more than a
thousand Rouses were under license as
motion picture theatres. This number
is exclusive of the legitimate and burlesque theatres, and the several vaudeville theatres which also show pictures.
In Boston, it is doubtful if there are
more than ten or twelve theatres devoted to motion pictures alone. The
majority of the theatres displaying pictures show them as an adjunct to small
time vaudeville. Hence it naturally follows that the pictures do not get
their proper due in the manner of presentation, projection or appreciation. In
fact they are regarded as they are bound
to be in such a circumstance, as a side
issue.
Several things go to make up this
deplorable situation, first of which is the
character
of the audiences.
In Boston it is a common thing for
opera singers, who have never appeared
in concerts before, to do so. This is

because many persons cherish a prejudice against all things theatrical and
will not go to the opera but will go
to a concert. This has no direct bearing on the situation. It is an instance
of the slowness with which New England minds change their course.
Cheap Features Hurt Business
Another factor is the character of the
picture shows. A scanning of the posters displayed outside Boston theatres
Christmas week found many features
played up, but only a few of the more
meritorious features. It seemed that the
exhibitor had tried to get his features
at the smallest possible cost. Good features cannot be obtained that way. The
result of the whole thing is that the
audiences see poor features.
The third factor is the fact that the
pictures are commonly shown in conjunction with small-time vaudeville. The
idea of showing a program composed
simply of motion pictures at prices ranging higher than ten cents would appall
a Boston exhibitor. Bostonians are not
accustomed to this.
In talking on trade conditions with
prominent feature distributors in Boston, the , heads of the firm seemed to
think they were on singularly unfertile
ground. Actual receipts show that for
features, for which the handlers get $50
a night in New York City, it is impossible to get more than $15 a day in
Yew England.
"People living outside of New England do not realize what we are up
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against," said one of the feature men.
"Exhibitors here become accustomed to
cheap features. Several firms came in
which released features at five and ten
dollars a day and the result is that if
an exhibitor pays more than ten dollars
a day for features he thinks he is being
cheated.
"The character of the audiences must
be taken into consideration. An exhibitor
can give his regular patrons a good
show day in and day out for a long
time, then if a single program falls
down,
it will take him six weeks to reday.
cover the ground he loses by that single
"Folks in New York State, on the
Pacific Coast, in the Middle West and
in all the strongholds of motion pictures
do not realize what a fortunate position
they are in. They can show a poor
program one day and the people will
return the next day hoping to see better
pictures. Here, one day's exhibition will
seriously
cripple a man's business for
several weeks.
Mayor Acts as Censor
"Firms that are distributing high-class
features find that their work is cut out
for them. It is impossible to get the
prices for services that are got in other
parts of the country. On that account
a much .larger number of customers
must be handled by an exchange to
make a profit. Winning New England people to good play pictures is a
disheartening task. We are keeping at
it because
we feel that when
the era

TIGHT

Scene from "A Thief of Hearts"

(Pathe)
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of good pictures comes it will come at
a rush.
"The style of such things is usually
set in one of the three great centers
of the country, New York, Chicago or
San Francisco. In these cities motion
pictures have made great strides, and
we are pinning our faith to the belief
that Boston and New England will follow suit."
In the matter of censorship, Massachusetts is in a peculiar position. By
State laws recently passed no pictures
may be shown unless they have been
sanctioned by the National Board of
Censorship in New York City. In addition to this pictures may be ordered
off the screen at the discretion of the
local authorities. Mayor Fitzgerald, of
Boston, through a secretary, attends to
the matter there. While his findings
have not hampered the exhibitors in
general materially, he has kept out of
Boston several features which are being
shown in other parts of the country.
In the question of exhibitors' leagues,
Massachusetts finds itself practically
with no exhibitors' league. There is
an organization of the men who are
opposed to M. A. Neff, president of the
Motion Picture League of America, but
there is no state branch of the Motion
Picture League of America.
Working on Screen Club
Effort is being made to organize the
Screen Club of New England. Most
of the active work is done by B. H.
Derrah, the motion picture editor of
the Boston Journal. Mr. Derrah says
he has now about seventy-five prospect-
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ive members and expects soon to start
the organization with at least two hundred members.
This organization, as at present outlined, will not have a function similar
to the Screen Club of New York, which
is a social organization. The plan of
the proposed Boston organization is to
form more of a trade association and
regulate trade conditions.
Such is the situation in Boston, but
conditions are improving, and the farsighted men in the business there feel
that they can see but a short time ahead
of them the day when Boston and New
England will give motion pictures their
proper due. — G. D. P.

ROSEMARY

THEBY
JOINS
LUBIN
Rosemary Theby in future will
be identified with the Lubin productions. The brilliant player of the
Vitagraph masterpieces, "The Mills of
the Gods," and "The Reincarnation of

FIELDING IN GALVESTON
Romaine Fielding, of the Lubin
forces, after producing a number of remarkable films in the mountains and
deserts of New Mexico recently moved
his company and studios to Galveston,
Tex., where he will produce a series of
big marine and military subjects, using
the wonderful scenic beauties afforded
by the picturesque gulf and its tropic
environments.
At Galveston Mr. Fielding may have
for his backgrounds the beautiful waters
of the gulf, with its fine surf and its
great shipping industry. The city itself
is most picturesque and adaptable to picture work, carrying a strange blend of I
age-dimmed things, lighted by the lamp
of present-day progress.
Tropic gardens, palm-lined boulevards,
orange and fig groves and two garrisons
with 12,000 soldiers all go to make it a
ITS
HER
superior location for film productions.
JOINING

FIRST
PHOTOGRAPH
THE
LUBIN
FORCES
LEADING WOMAN

SINCE
AS

Karma," and who later added a score
of Reliance successes to her remarkable record, is now leading woman
for the Lubin actor-director, Harry
C. Myers.
Hardly two years in photoplay,
Miss Theby's steady course upward
is as interesting as it is exceptional.
Her beauty, intelligence and womanliness have only partly contributed
to her distinguished position. It is
her positive gifts as an actress to
which Miss Theby owes her prominence.

COURTROOM

SCENE

IN "THE
THIRD
(Lul)in — 5 parts)

DEGREE'

Before making her small beginning
in photoplay Miss Theby had the
benefit of a thorough instruction in
acting. She needed only to adapt
her knowledge to the demands of the
screen. This in itself gave her a
great advantage over the average
novice, and when her chances came,
one after another, they found her prepared and able to do herself justice.
Miss Theby is singularly free from
whims and fads. Her interest centers
in her work. Her recreation comes
from the opera during the winter, a
few favorite authors and some close
friends
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Leading Theatres Have Colossal Earning Capacity, Which Has Resulted in Influx of Capital — Mostly
German Pictures Shown, But Demand Exists for American Plural Reel Productions
Land of Nippon, of the Honorable Mikado, has recently assumed formidable importance in the
motion picture world. The establishment in New York this week
of a bureau to supply film productions for exhibitors in Japan again directed attention to the indomitable
energy of the progressive citizens of
the land of rice and "Hon. Japanese
prints." The city of Tokio boasts of
more than seventy-five motion picture theatres, and the total number
in all Japan is probably in excess of
any foreign country outside of England, Germany, Italy and Australia.
F. Baske Yamado, leader of the
new art school at Tokio, and art director of the Inter-Continent Film
Company of New York and Tokio, in
an interview this week with a representative of The Motion Picture
News, made the following interesting
statements about the motion picture
business in his country:
American Features Popular
THE

"Since I have recently returned to
this country a large number of my
American friends have expressed considerable surprise over my statement
that my country now has motion picture theatres distributed in every section of the empire. I do not know
why they should subject themselves
to so much mental perturbation, because we have safely earned the title
of being regarded as progressive to
an ultimate degree, and we have not
been backward in realizing the importance of the animated film. In
fact, in Tokio we are coming to regard film productions as a legitimate
part of the highest form of artistic
effort.
"We still combine Japanese vaudeville with the pictures, but the vaudeville portion will be gradually eliminated as the feature productions increase. I might say here that the
small films of American make, less
than one thousand feet, have never
been exceedingly popular, but the attitude towards feature productions is
just the opposite. We cannot think
Of paying American prices for small
films, but feature productions, such as
the Captain Scott pictures, have been
pronounced successes.
"Leading exhibitors in Japan now
entertain the idea that feature productions can be prepared so that they
will appeal to both Japan and America— I mean subjects of a JapaneseAmerican character. Of course the
Italian features, 'Quo Vadis,' 'The
Last Days of Pompeii,' and 'Dante's

Inferno' will prove big successes in
my country.
"Up to the present time the largest
proportion of our smaller films have
been imported from Germany, and we
are really a second-hand film market;
but these conditions are changing, especially in the large theatres in cities
such as Tokio, Yokohama, Osaka and
Nagoya, where only the best is wanted.
"In Tokio our leading motion picture houses are the Taiyokan, with a

F.

BASKE

YAMADO

seating capacity of 2,000, and the
Kinki Kan, of about the same size.
Performances run from 10 o'clock in
the morning until the same hour in
the evening, and generally with capacity houses throughout the day.
The somewhat colossal earning capacity of these theatres has recently inspired the organization of two or
three corporations to control motion
picture theatres, and we also have a
new film manufacturing company with
a capitalization of $2,000,000. Admission to our motion-picture houses runs
from five to twenty-five sen, or, in
American money, five to twenty
Mr. Baske Yamado will spend about
three
cents."months each year in this country selecting films for export to his
country.
The Inter-Continent Company, of
which he is a member, has recently
been reorganized to handle this export end, and will also import for
two firms at Copenhagen and a new
company at Rome, Italy.
New Italian Firm Coming
Alberto Tarchiani, formerly associated with the Italian newspaper
Tribuna of Rome, will have charge of

this department. Announcement is to
be made within a few weeks of the
name of a new Italian producing company which has been organized among
former members of the Cines Comof Rome. is taking up his new
Mr. panyTarchiani
work with considerable seriousness.
Having been familiar with trade conditions in Italy, he thoroughly realizes the stigma that has been placed
on American taste in motion pictures,
that the really artistic creations are
not wanted here, and that only the
more sensational and tawdry pictures
are suitable, and he intends to change
this idea by proving that the better
class American wants his pictures
just as he wants his wine, pure and
unadulterated. Mrs. Tarchiani, who
has had considerable experience in
this country as a selling agent to exhibitors, is also associated with the
Inter-Continent.
Fred R. Jones, a New York newspaper man and publisher of many
years' experience, is the general manager of this same company. The Inter-Continent islocated in the World's
Tower building, with branches in
Philadelphia and Chicago.
A TERPSICHOREAN
FILM
Watterson R. Rothacker, the general
manager of the Industrial Moving Picture Company, of Chicago, came to New
York recently to film the famous terpsichorean artists, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Castle, who are teaching the tango to
the Four Hundred.
The Castles danced before the camera
at the Victor-Universal studio, George
E. Hall, directing. One thousand feet
of film were taken, showing all of the
intricacies of the Tango, Maxixe, Castle Walk, One-Step and Hesitation
dances.
Martin Beck has booked the film over
the entire Orpheum Circuit.
ISTHMIANS

SEE
VIEWS
CANAL LIFE

OF

Members of the different Y. M. C. A.'s
in the Panama Canal Zone recently had the privilege of seeing ten
reels of film showing features of work
along the line of the big canal, with
interesting pictures of life and scenery
there. These views were accompanied
by remarks from Buckwalter, the
genial representative of the Selig
Polyscope Company, who has made
the Canal Zone his headquarters for
several years past.
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Pathe Freres will release on Thursday, January 15, a two-part drama, the
scenes of which arc laid both in France
and Spain. An automobile trip through
the Pyrenees and a stirring bull light
in Spain are two of the things that make
this offering unusual.
The story tells of Pierre de Brexeux,
a man at heart worth}
and g
1, and
engaged to an estimable lady of superioi qualifications, hut who becomes
enmeshed in the toils oi a shallow and
tempestuous dancer Shi- gets him even
more strongly hooked by playing upon
his jealousy, using for the purpose a
Spanish matador.
The Spaniard becomes deeply in love
with her and eventually begins to really
arouse her love in return. Through
the forgetfulness of Pierre a letter from
the matador to the dancer fails to
reach her, and through misunderstanding the matador throws himself on the
horns of the hull in the arena. His
death reveals Ida's feelings and in a
passionate quarrel they part forever
SCROOGE
RICK
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WHY
FRITZI
DIDN'T
COME
The notices of Fritzi Scheff's marriage cleared up a deep mystery at the
Mutual's Union Square studio in New
York City recently. All arrangements
had been completed for the dainty little
songstress to come to the studio at a
certain hour and pose for the "Our Mutual Girl" series. When the time arrived and Miss Scheff did not appear,
many guesses were forthcoming
count for the broken engagement. It
developed later that the prima donna
had decided to make her third plunge
into matrimony and this had prevented
her appearance at the studio.

"BEN"

LOEWENTHAL
FACTOR

Few persons in the motion picture
business have had the pleasure of meeting Bernard Loewenthal, the treasurer
and financial man of the Commercial
Motion Pictures < ompany.
he is familiarly known,
now

Arrangements have been completed to
introduce "Our Mutual Girl" to Godowsky, the pianist, and also to Ysaye, the
violinist.
BERNARD

with the World's Best Film Company.
The company now has to offer
"Hop o' My Thumb," two reels;
"Scrodge," three reels; "David Garrick," three reels, and "The Crusaders," four reel-, which it is handling
for New York and New Jersey. Mr.
ke says he has a coming threereel feature of exceptional merit.

JOE

LON

CHENEY
DISCORD
1 1 i>M

NIAGARA

(Sterling)

FALLS

LOEWENTHAL

seriously to become a dominant figure.
He has just purchased the outstanding
stock of all the inactive stockholders and
will soon be actively interested in the
feature productions which the Commercial will make.
For these productions a studio is being
built. This studio, combined with the
large factory which has been doing
Commercial work for some time, will
constitute a large and well-equipped
plant. Aided by the knowledge of the
technical end of the business possessed
by its president, Edward M. Roskam,
the Commercial Motion Pictures Company seems likely to meet with success
from the start in the feature field.

at !.">:;] Broadway where it will
handle high class features under the
guidance of Lewis Cooke, the general
manager. Mr. Cooke was formerly

•OVER

"Ben," as
threatens

Laurette Taylor, of "Peg o' My Heart,"
and Bruce MacRae, of "Nearly Married." She also had the pleasure of
'Thomas the
Dixon.
meeting
author of "The Clansman."

AND
DAVID
GARFEATURE COMPANY

FROM

A

"Our Mutual Girl," however, was introduced to several stage celebrities
She appeared before the camera with

The Scrooge and David Garrick
Feature Company is opening of!

SCENE

NOW

AS

THE

MUSICIAN

IN

AND— 3 HARMONY"
Seal
reels)

WESTERN
ECLAIR BUSY
I he Western branch of the Eclair
Film Company, located at Tucson. Ariz.,
reports good progress with its work
of filming stories of the Southwest.
The company is situated in a spot rich
in local color and atmosphere, and has
met with ever} courtesy thus far from
the rancherand others.
A splendid wardrobe, together with
bucking bronchos and other properties
peculiar to the land of the six-shooter
and lariat, have been acquired by the
Eclair Western studio, and the first productions are being eagerly looked forward to by admirers of these picturemakers throughout the countrv.

BRANDT

BACK

AGAIN

Joe Brandt, the Universal publicity
man, is hack again on his native heath
after an absence of five months in
Europe, in the interest of the Universal
program.
Joe's first mission abroad was t.> establish the English publicity department
of the Universal, and the "Trans-Atlantic Review," the house-organ of the
Trans-Atlantic Film Company, which
represents the Universal Program in
England.
From London Mr. Brandt proceeded
to Paris and Berlin, where he performed
like services. Vienna in turn became
the scene of the Brandt activities, and
here Joe established another branch to
handle the Universal product in AustroIlungarv and the Balkan states. Jusl
before returning to America. Mr. Brandt
installed a new branch of the TransAtlantic in Copenhagen, from whence
North Europe and Scandinavia will be

supplied.
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IN THE TROPICS

"Soldi^
of Fortune,"
Produced
by All-Star Feature Corporation, Fortunate in Having Thrilling Story
of Richard Harding Davis, and Dustin Farnum as Robert Clay, Result Being Thrilling Drama —
Its "Atmosphere" Exceptional
FOR

the third of its presentations
in motion picture
form of successful plays of the speaking stage, featuring prominent legitimate players, the All-Star Feature Corporation offers a six-part production of Richard
Harding Davis' "Soldiers of Fortune," with Dustin Farnum
as Robert Clay.
A private exhibition of this picture was

RICHARD

HARDING

DAVIS

AND

NEGRO

BOY

IN

THE

JUNGLE

held December 24 at the American Theatre, Forty-second
street and Eighth avenue, New York City.
This picture is a notable one in many ways. As seen on
the screen "Soldiers of Fortune" is the net result of the cooperation of three men, all of whom have won the bubble
Fame in their lives. They are:
Farnum, Davis and Thomas
Dustin Farnum, actor; Richard Harding Davis, writer of
fiction and adventure, and Augustus Thomas, dramatist
and master of stage-craft.
These three men went to Cuba with the producing company, as all but a few of the scenes were taken there, and
lent their every aid and assistance. Assisting Mr. Thomas,
who is director-general for All-Star, was William F. Haddock, a well-known and competent motion picture director.
Seldom, if ever, has such a collection of trained minds
been concentrated upon a single motion picture, but the
result, as shown Monday, comes fully up to the expectations of those who saw it.
Dustin Farnum, as the vigorous, virile Robert Clay, was
a pleasure. The "atmosphere" of the drama was successfully attained, as it could not have been had the picture
been produced outside of the tropics. There were the
great palm trees and typical tropical locations in plenty,
the entire Cuban army, street scenes in Cuban towns, min-

ing scenes and a donkey railroad used by permission of
the Daquin Mining Company, historic spots and buildings,
United States marines, and the United States Navy was
represented by the Osceola and the revenue cutter Itasca.
Cast Very Well Chosen
To see the picture is to see Cuba and adventures idealized on a motion picture screen.
In selecting the players great care was exercised and
later justified by the results. On Dustin Farnum as Clay
there is no need to dilate. He is well established as a portrayer of the virile young Westerner type. He was at his
best. Opposite him Helen Lutrelle gave a beautiful, sympathetic and strong interpretation of the role of Hope.
Leighton Stark was ideally cast as MacWilliams.
There is not much emotional acting in "Soldiers of Fortune." It bases its appeal more upon the continuity of an
interesting story, its unusually perfect "atmosphere," of
adventures in the tropics, its spectacular parts, its general
high tone and its swift action.
But just the same the minor characters are chosen with
great care. Among them are pretty Winnifred Kingston
as Madame Alvarez, John Saintpolis as President Alvarez.
Sam Coit a great type as the American consul, William
Conklin as General Mendoza, George A. Stillwell as Captain Stuart, Ernest Laceby a perfect "type" as Burke the
filibuster, Thomas Cook as General Rojas, and Winthrop
Chamberlin as Ted Langham.
To John Pratt, who plays Reginald King, goes credit
for more than his work on the screen. Pratt preceded the
company to Cuba and made arrangements for the stay
there.
The action of the film gives the widest possible latitude
for the spectacular and "atmospheric," not forgetting several comedy touches.
The Story of the Picture
Robert Clay, a young American mining engineer and
soldier of fortune, discovers valuable deposits of iron ore
in the republic of Olancho. He secures an option on the
land from President Alvarez and, returning to America,
interests Mr. Langham in forming a company to exploit
the ore.
Clay, back in Olancho, engages as miners the idle soldiers of General
Rojas.
Vice-President
of Olancho.

ARMING

THE

MINERS
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MacWilliams, adventurer and engineer, is made foreman.
Ted Langham is sent to Olancho as assistant to Clay.
General Mendoza, of the Olancho army, who wants to
be president, comes to Clay's camp to stir up trouble. Ted
Langham and MacWilliams are placed where they can
overhear the conversation. Mendoza's demand is refused
and he leaves with threats of trouble and a revolution.
Langham, in ill-health, with his daughters, Hope and
Alice, comes to Olancho on Reginald King's yacht. Alvarez arranges a ball in honor of the Americans.
Meanwhile Mendoza is negotiating with Burke to
smuggle in arms and start a revolution.
Hope Langham is denied permission to go to the ball
because of her youth. This marks the beginning of the
love between her and Clay, for he lingers behind the party.
Stirring Times These
Clay, riding to the ball, finds inflammatory posters, which
also link the names of Madame Alvarez and Captain
Stuart. He hurries back to guard Hope and sends a message to Ted and MacWilliams. Mac has captured a messenger from Burke to Mendoza with a note about rifles
which are being smuggled in piano cases. Taking King's
sailors, Clay, Ted and Mac capture the rifles and arm
Clay's miners for the defense.
The ball hurriedly breaks up. Madame Alvarez drives
over a mountain trail with the republic's funds in a portfolio and delivers them to Hope.
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Mendoza's men, at a review of troops, capture President
Alvarez and execute him. They loot the palace and shoot
Captain Stuart. Hope, who has reached the palace, after
a wild horseback ride, to return the portfolio to Madame
Alvarez, rushes to the house-top and waves a flag as a
signal for Clay's men to advance. These scenes are beautiful as well as thrilling.
Mendoza's men are routed. The American consul sends
King's yacht to get a United States battleship.
All Ends Happily
Clay and Ted are attacked and Ted wounded. Hope,
jumping from the driver's seat, drives along the beach
under fire and rescues Clay, Mac and Ted. But the whole
party is recaptured and sentenced to be shot.
The marines of the United States battleship Detroit arrive in time and rout Mendoza's men utterly.
Clay, with Hope in his arms, is proclaimed Dictator
of Olancho, and decides to remain with his sweetheart and
finish the work so perilously begun.
So runs the story. It is well punctuated with the interesting and thrilling. Many of the scenes were so beautiful as to be applauded for that alone. There is action
a-plenty, including several encounters between opposing
forces.
Yes, "Soldiers of Fortune" has all the ingredients necessary for a successful picture, which it cannot help but be.
G. D. P.

Notes of Interest from Chicago
THOSE motion picture interests of Chicago which have
banded together for the purpose of- fighting the censorship of that city filed their complaint in the Federal
court on Saturday, December 20. The bill of complaint
covers forty-one pages of printed matter and cites the
World's Special Film Corporation, Mutual Film Corporation, H. & H. Film Service and August Zillegen as complainants. The City of Chicago, Francis D. Connery,
James Gleason and M. L. C. Funkhouser are defendants.
H. J. Toner, attorney for the complainants, hopes to secure a hearing very soon. It is expected that the case will
come before Federal Judge Carpenter.
The purpose of this case is to knock out film censorship
altogether in Chicago, and also to do away with the fiftycent permit which is now demanded for every print of
film that is exhibited in a theatre. Among the many arguments that will likely be brought up is that censorship is
unconstitutional.
This case is attracting the attention of all the daily
papers of Chicago. While some are with the motion picture interests, others claim it is their intention to campaign
for a more rigorous censorship than now exists.
Mendel Beilis Film Cause of Suit
The
branch
Lamb,
censor

Trans-Oceanic Film Company, which operates a
office in Chicago under the management of H. W.
has entered suit in the Federal court against the
board of Chicago. It is the claim of Mr. Lamb that

the censor board turned down five of his companies' productions within six days. These films were "Slaves of
Morphine," three reels; "Mendel Beilis," three reels; "Lieutenant Daring." three reels; "Gorky, the Demon," three
reels, and "Magic Veil," four reels.
It is stated that the reason for turning down the film
called "The Magic Veil" was because it had a plot. If this
is to be interpreted literally, plotless films must be made;
in other words, motion pictures without a story.
The Beilis film was seized some few days ago by the
police while it was being shown at the Kedzie Theatre.

It appears that the other Mendel Beilis film which is being
exhibited was passed on by the censor board. However,
on the advice of Federal Judge Carpenter, it was again
censored and turned down by M. L. C. Funkhouser, second
deputy of police. This was done only after suit had been
entered by the Trans-Oceanic Film Company.
The case came up for its first hearing on December 23.
This case will have no effect on the actions of the motion
picture interests, who are taking up the matter from the
standpoint
of censorship and are not taking anv individual
film.
Milwaukee Ball and Exhibition January 24, 1914
The exhibitors of Milwaukee will give a ball and exhibition at the Auditorium, that city, on January 24. The
exhibition will open at about 1 o'clock in the afternoon and
the ball will commence at 9 o'clock. It is expected that
exhibitors from all over the state will attend. Actors from
both the Essanay and Selig companies will be there, and
many of the people in the motion picture business from
Chicago will attend.
James Cochrane is chairman of the entertainment committee, and is assisted in his preparation by J. W. Tufts.
Henry Trinz, Samuel Pylet. Henry Imhof, George Fischer
and Frank Bruemmer.
Preparations are being made for a large attendance, and
many novel features will be sprung by the arrangement
committee during the affair.
Hutchinson Returns to Chicago After Coast Trip
President S. S. Hutchinson, of the American Film Manufacturing Company, after an extended trip on the Pacific
Coast, returned to Chicago in time to spend the holidays
with his family. His two sons, Hobart and Winston, came
home from school so as to make the family reunion
complete.
?\Ir. Hutchinson has been on the Coast for several
months past; in fact, he has spent almost the entire year
Islands,
in
California, Oregon, Washington and the Hawaiian
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OH, IT'S AN INTERESTING
Punctuated by GEORGE

overlook that humble creation
DON'T
known as the comic picture. Just
as the comic section is no inconsiderable part of the Sunday newspaper,
so the comic film must be reckoned
with by the exhibitor who makes up
his program.
Ofttimes I think the exhibitor is
more aware of this than the manufacturer. The worth of the comic film
is more deeply impressed on him. He
sees it on the screen and hears the
audience laugh. He knows that
means that they like the show and
he figures the worth of the show
direct with the comic pictures.
On the other hand the manufacturer
sees the comic picture from the producer's end, at which stage it usually
looks like a bunch of junk. By the
time a manufacturer has produced
several comedies he usually becomes
satiated with them and wonders why
the public falls for them. But as long
as the dear public cares for comic pictures, just so long it will be worth
one's while to make them.
All this was brought to mind by a
talk with William P. Oldknow, the
president of The Consolidated Film
& Supply Company, of Atlanta, Ga.
"Comic pictures are what the exhibitors in the eleven states I cover are
demanding right now," said Mr. Oldknow. "Down South, where we
handle films mostly on the lock reel
system, when an exhibitor gets a
show composed of a three-part feature and a single reel or four-part feature, he usually comes back at me
with a kick, I find. He says, 'give me
comedy.' If I could get two comedies
a day I can use them all and would
be tickled to death. By that I don't
mean slap stick stuff. I mean what
is properly called refined comedies.
"The trend of taste of pictures
swings back and forth much like the
pendulum of a clock. Western pictures in my territory are dead now.
Comic pictures are what the exhibitors
want and the money lies in comic pictures."
Mr. Oldknow's remarks are surely
worth pondering over. Covering, as
he does, practically the entire South
and keeping in close touch with the
exhibitor, he knows whereof he speaks.
And don't forget that he says refined comedies and not the slapstick
order.
For once people have arrived from
the other side on time as per sched-

ule. Charles G. Pathe, head of Pathe
Freres and Charles Jourjon, head of
Eclair, both got in from Paris during
the week and are very much occupied, absorbing the intricacies of the
situation here preparatory to making
new moves.
We

have with us to-day the smiling face of genial Jule Burnstein.
Most everybody who has ever been in
film business in New York City or
state knows Jule. He is an old timer

WE

HAVE

WITH

US

TO-DAY

and one of the men whose years of
business have acquired for him a large
clientele of faithful friends. Jule
started several years ago with Kessell
& Baumann in the exchange end.
Then he went with the Mutual Film
Corporation as manager of the New
York exchanges. Now he is over
with The World Special Films Corporation, as the head of the Booking
Department.
Jule is one of those fellows who
never perspires but he gets there just
the same. He has the happy faculty
of accomplishing things without undue friction. In his present position
he and his company are making an
enviable reputation for themselves
and hundreds of exhibitors in New
York City, and Moe Streimer, wish
him all the luck in the world.
Frederick F. Schrader and Lyman
O. Fiske have acquired a controlling
interest in the Dramatic Mirror. Mr.
Schrader will continue as editor and
Mr. Fiske as the business manager.
Albert
H. Sawyer
from the Kinemacolor

LIFE!

D. PROCTOR

has
resigned
Company
of

America with which concern he has
been connected since its start. Mr.
Sawyer has opened an office of his
own at 15 East Twenty-sixth Street.
It is understood that a big combine
on which he has been working for a
long time will soon eventuate. This
involves a big book publishing company and a big theatrical company;
the publishers to supply the material
for production and the other folks
the theatres.
The national advertising campaign
of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company will be inaugurated with a
big splash on January 14 according to
John W. Grey who is at the head of
the campaign. On the date mentioned
the first bit of copy will be released in
all the big cities of the country.
These are busy days at the Screen
Club. Christmas saw many festivities, of course, including a Christmas
tree on the twenty-third and an informal good time on Christmas itself.
Last Saturday night the first of the
"Reel Nights" was held.
The real feature of the evening was
a little talk by Burr Mcintosh. Burr
waxed very eloquent on motion pictures and on the stage. Incidentally
he took a hard crack at detractors in
general and also at what he considered objectionable films. His remarks on white slave pictures were
distinctly appreciated. As the first
of the "Reel Nights," the occasion
was a noteworthy one. John Bunny
presided and the fun flew fast and
furious. More of these are coming
and everybody is glad.
Paul S. Lewis, one of our best little
advance men, press-agents and bookers is up in Schenectady, New York,
handling the "Inside of the White
Slave Traffic," which is running at
the Mohawk Theatre. Mr. Lewis
held the picture over there a week
longer than it was expected to stay.
David F. Cowan dropped in New
York last week for a few days breathing space after a trip of several thousand miles in the interest of Simplex
Projection machines. Mr. Cowan has
been covering territory through the
southwest, Mexico and the Pacific
Coast. He found business good
everywhere and is now off again on
another trip which will take him out
of town for about six months.
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J. Parker Read, Jr., Mrs. Read,
James Gordon, and a small company
sailed Tuesday night for Bermuda.
Jack is killing two birds with one
Stone on this trip. It is a wedding
tour for himself and Mrs. Read and
he and Gordon will take the greater
part of a coming multiple reel feature. Much of the work is to be
done under water — submarine stuff.
On

the list of generous Christmas

givers, W. T. "Pop" Rock heads them
all. "Pop" gave to his partners, Mr.
J. Stuart Blackton and A. E. Smith,
and to Sigmund Lubin solid gold dinner sets. Each of the three sets has
540 individual pieces. I don't know how
much they cost, but as far as I am
concerned, there isn't that much money
in the world.
Phil Gleichman, general manager

of

the World's Special Films Corporation,
was given a Christmas gift by the employees of the Detroit branch in the
way of a cut-glass punch bowl and
glasses. The only trouble for we folks
in Gotham is that you have to go to
Detroit to get a drink.
Eustace Hale Ball threatens to become quite an, author. He has just
finished a novelization of the Universal
Film Mfg. Company's "Traffic in Souls."
It is being published by the G. W.
Dillingham Co. Incidentally, I notice
in the magazines advertisements of
Hall's books, "The Heart of the Photoplay" and "Bubbles."
The Picture Theatre Equipment Co.,
of 21 East Fourteenth Street, New
Ynrk, has installed a complete motion
picture equipment in the Twenty-third
Street branch of the Y. M. C. A. This
consists of a two-machine booth and a
Power 6-A Cameragraph.
Negotiations are now pending between the World Special Films Corporation and one of the largest American manufacturers, who are starting to
manufacture long-reel subjects, for the
World Special Films Corporation to
handle their five, six and seven-reel features.
Sol Lester, the presiding genius of
the Golgate Feature Service, left his
\ew York purchasing office in the Candler building January 1st and started
for the Pacific Coast. Seattle is his
first stop. Sol has been here in New
York for some time, and now will be
kept busy looking over his chain of
exchanges. His interests will be looked
after in New Y<>rk by his own office.
The William L. Slun\ Feature Film
Company has expanded muchly and now
occupies about half of the large nintli
floor of the Leavitt building at 126 West
Forty-sixth Street.
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The two most successful films, both
financially and artistically, that have ever
been released by the Lubin Mfg. Co.
are the "District Attorney's Conscience"
and "The Parasites." Both of them
were written by George Terwilliger,
and in both of them Lottie Briscoe and
Arthur Johnson were the stars.
Aubrey M. Kennedy, formerly with
the Universal, has opened offices at 110
West Fortieth Street under the name
of Kennedy Features Company.
William P. Helm, Jr., formerly with
the Associated Press and before that
city editor of the Newark, N. J., Star,
has been made editor of Patbe's Weekly.
Mr. Helm's many friends in the newspaper business are rooting for his success.
The World Special Films Corporation
is doing all in its power to educate
the exhibitor to the use of art posters,
and to this end the United States Lithograph Company has just completed an
edition of a paper on "The Heart of a
Police Officer," which is soon to be
released, that is one of the handsomest
things that was ever put in front of
a house. Except for the title that goes
across the front of the sheet, they resemble paintings more than lithographs.
ECHOES

OF

THE

NEW

YEAR

Hereby is acknowledged receipt of some
more messages of Christmas good will, from
M. E. Hoffman
of The World's
Corp.,
The Consolidated
Film & Special
Supply Films
Co.,
of Atlanta, Ga., A. J. Lang, of Nicholas Power
Co., Lottie Briscoe, Lubin leading woman, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Noble, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Willat, Lewis M. Noto, Mr. and Mrs. Silent Bill
Haddock, Joseph Hopp, W. P. Milligan, Ben
P. Schulberg, William St. John and Watterson
R. Rothacker, president of the Industrial Moving Picture Co.
A Christmas gift arrived for Fred S. Meyer,
assistant manager of the Minneapolis office
of The Laemmle Film Service, in the shape of
a ten-pound boy.
Pathe Freres will release on Saturday, January 17, a two-part drama featuring little
Margarete Risser and a very intelligent dog.
Between the two they keep up interest to the
very end and make a really unusual offering.
The Blache feature "The Star of India,"
when shown in England to the press, drew
many
favorable
notices.
The Gloria American Company, of 110 West
Fortieth street, will shortly release a six reel
feature and
"Love
featuring Lyda
Bonelli
MarioEverlasting,"
Bonnard.
Jeff Dolan, the famous demi-tasse in charge
of the booking department of the North
American Films Corporation, has the following
features to offer: "His Reclamation," three
reels; "Risk of His Life." three reels; "Moth
in the Flame," three reels; "Vagabond," three
reel ; "Bohemian Girl," three reels; "Buried
Mm," three reels; "Kid McCoy," two reels;
"Western Frontier Days," three reels, and
"Black Sheep's Wool," three reels.
B. E. Clements, of the World's Leader's
Features, 220 West Forty-second street, New
York, will have some new features soon.
Douglas I. ei. ud. who did such finished work
with I. ois Weber anil Phillips Smalley about a
year ago, is filling a special engagement with
the Universal, He will play the role of Bas.mi.i in Smalley's production of "The
Merchant of Venice." Phillips Smalley takes
the title role. Lois Weber plays the part of
Portia, and Rupert Julian the part of Antonio.
Robert W. Priest, manager of the "Capt.
scott'a Last \nt;uiie Expedition" film reports
good business in advance
booking.
Eleanor Woodruff, Pathe leading woman,
spell I Christmas at her home in Pennsylvania.
I lei return for the holiday having been announced, a local playhouse gave her a compli-

ment by announcing a "Miss Woodruff Proscreen. gram" so that her friends might see her on the
One of the features of the current Universal
Animated Weekly release is the posing of Mrs.
Frederick W. Vanderbilt when in behalf of
the New York Women's League for Animals
she gave a handsome reward to the best
mounted policeman after a competition held
on Harlem River Speedway.
J. K. Burger, besides being auditor of the
World Special Films Corporation, enjoys quite
a reputation amongst the natives of South
Norwalk, Conn., as a trapper. He managed
recently to capture five mink whose skins he
is now having cured and intends to present to
his wife in the form of a collar.
A. Warner, returned from Toronto for a
brief visit during the holidays, when asked to
give his opinion on the feature film market in
Canada, said: "We should have been up there
long ago. Why, these Canadian exhibitors are
fairly crying for good feature productions. Our
two exchanges — Montreal and Toronto — have
started off with a rush and we are now looking forward to the opening of a third exchange
satisfied is the new Miles Theatre, Clevein SoWinnipeg."
land, with their three-a-week service of
Warner's features, that they have contracted
for the same service for their Detroit house
managed by C. W. Porter. Mr. Porter has
put himself on record as well pleased with the
quality of Warner's features and also with the
prompt service
Cleveland
office. he receives from Warner's
H. M. Goetz, who left New York several
weeks ago for a whirl around the circuit, is
stopping for the present in Los Angeles where
he is looking
interests
Features.
He after
will the
probably
visitofallWarner's
of the
offices of the Alleghanies before his return
to New York.
Pearl Sindelar distributed many attractive
gifts among her friends in the Pathe studio,
each one of which was inscribed "purchased
a month before Christmas." Miss Sindelar,
as has been noted before, is an ardent advocate
of early Christmas shopping and she thus
practiced what she has been preaching.
In an article extolling the gorgeous beauties
of nature found prevalent in Santa Barbara,
California,
to appear
in Harper's
Miss Vivian
Rich was
asked toBazar
pose.article,
The
personal charm and beauty of Miss Rich will
add considerably to the interest and attractiveness of the picturesque
illustrations.
Kathryn Kidder, the actress and a noted exponent of classic drama, and her husband, Dr.
L. K. Anspacher, visited the Hollywood studios
ley.
of the Universal recently and saw a few scenes
of "The Merchant of Venice" which is
being done by Lois Weber and Phillips SmalGeorge Fitzmaurice, head of the Pathe
scenario department, had a narrow escape from
serious injury on Christmas night. A taxi in
which he was riding skidded on the slippery
asphaltlidedon
Fifthcurb.
Avenue,
York, and
with the
Mr. New
Fitzmaurice
had colhis
head driven through the window and was
badly cut up by the broken glass. He heard
many hecomments
about
the face
"morning
when
showed his
scarred
at the after"
Path?
studio on Friday morning.
John Barrymore has the leading part in
the coming Famous Players production of "An
American Citizen" by Madeleine Lucette
Ryley.
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Film Exchange, formerly located at 61 West Fourteenth Street,
has now expanded and moved uptown
to new and larger quarters on the
ninth floor of the new building at 35
and 37 West Thirty-ninth Street.
E. S. Manheimer, president of the
company, delayed moving as long as
possible, but increased business made
the new quarters a necessity. The
business policy of that company will
be the same as before the removal.
but for the fact that business will be
carried on on a larger scale, owing
to the increased space and other
facilities.
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ON THE SCREEN

Producing Films in the Land of the Ancient Not Always a Bed of Roses for the American Player, as
Those Who Have Been There Can Testify
motion picture actors
AMERICAN
who have invaded Europe to produce subjects requiring a genuinely foreign setting have not found that
theirs was always a bed of roses. Many
of them have brought back a fund of
anecdotes, which while often amusing,
are frequently of a character that may

MARC
McDERMOTT
AND
BRABIN
BEFORE
THE
COLISEUM

CHARLES
ROMAN

cause some qualms in the breasts of future invaders of the land of the ancient.

resented by some Italians, who were
near and who did not understand the
purport of his remark. After that experience the players decided to change
their hotel.
During the trip across McDermott
was violently ill from mal de mer and
when he reached England he was too
weak to stand. He was carried down
the gangway and lifted into an open
carriage where he sat waiting for
Charles Brabin, the director, to look
after his luggage. A young fellow
after looking into the carriage started
after Brabin and insisted upon helping
him. When the baggage had all been
taken care of Brabin offered the felow a tip, but he refused it, saying,
"I didn't do it for that. I did it for
Mr. MacDermott. ' I knew him the
moment I saw him."
In Wales the players stopped, among
other places, at an inn called the "Royal
Goat" and as Marc MacDermott laconically remarked, "It was." The first
meal was cabbage, potatoes and lamb ;
the second was varied only in that the
potatoes came first; the third was lamb,
cabbage and potatoes.
After three days of this fare Miss
Nesbitt and McDermott climbed a hill
back of the inn and beheld a large field
of cabbage, another of potatoes and in
a third a flock of sheep. And as they
realized the hopelessness of their task
they turned sadly away and prepared to
leave for other parts.
The last straw came after they had
worried desperately through another
meal, when the proprietor stolidly remarked, "I beg your pardon.
I don't

wish to be rude. But do you always
eat so much?"
Then they did leave.
Another amusing incident occurred in
London which, while quite nattering to
McDermott, was at the same time a
trifle disconcerting. The players were
very anxious to finish up a film before
leaving London, a scene which called
for an old English garden. One
of the big British film concerns had already extended the company many
courtesies and it was now suggested
that they use a garden to which this
firm had exclusive access.
Although they disliked to do so, time
was very short and it seemed the only
solution of their difficulty. So in they
went and started to work. Soon the
proprietor came out and asked what
company they represented. A representative of the English firm spoke up,
naming his own concern.
The owner looked at McDermott,
laughed,
said, "Oh
no, you
fool me. and
I know
his face
too can't
well.
However, I shall be glad to have the
Edison players make use of my garden."
AMERICAN

TWO-REEL

Players of the American Film Manufacturing Company under direction of
Lorimer Johnston have finished a tworeel subject under the title "The Coming
of the Padres," reproducing the founding of the Santa Barbara Mission by
Padre Junipero Serre. The principal
role will be played by Sydney Ayres.
The production will not be an exclusively religious one, but will introduce
much interest of early California life.

Marc McDermott. who, with Miriam
Nesbitt, Director Charles Brabin and a
company of the Edison players, recently returned from a visit to the other
side, tells many interesting tales about
his trip. In Rome and amid the ruins
of Pompeii he spent some time in work
and recreation and here he frequently
met Americans, who recognized him
from their previous acquaintance with
his screen personality.
Among these was a tobacco-chewing
citizen of the United States, who insisted on following McDermott and Miss
Nesbitt wherever they went. They
found it difficult to avoid him, as he
lived at the same hotel and they were
compelled to suffer his attentions in
silence for some time.
Once he nearly got them into trouble
in St. Peter's by squirting a stream of
nicotine on the floor and remarking
that the great altar, where only the
Pope, himself, ever conducts service,
was

"some

altar, by

gosh,"

an

action
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IT WERE foolish for the motion picture and the
stage to be jealous of each other. Their precincts
do not overlap appreciably. But the stage owes it
to itself in the interest of realism and faithfulness to
detail to give the motion picture its proper due.
These things are called to mind by what seems to
precede a wave of speaking productions which have
to do with the subject of motion pictures. These are
naturally watched with considerable interest by the
motion picture folk. These productions give to many
persons only familiar with the legitimate stage an
impression of motion pictures, which does much to
form their opinion one way or another.
One instance recently brought to the attention of the
public is the late and unlamented production "Kiss Me
Quick." This show based most of its actions upon
motion pictures, which it rather held up to ridicule
and also got itself into difficulties by calling a negro
servant Lotto Briscoe. Miss Briscoe, leading woman
of the Lubin Company, sued for damages. The show
slid quietly into innocuous desuetude anyway, so the
whole thing didn't amount to much, but just the same
the spirit was there and was not appreciated by motion
picture people.
Now there comes a production entitled "The Girl on
the Film" and shortly another will be seen entitled
"The Queen of the Movies."
It is around "The Girl on the Film," an English
importation, that the present discussion centers. The
action of the play concerns a motion picture producing company and the adventures of its leading man.
The first comedy scene comes when the company plans

PICTURE

NEWS

to produce a picture featuring Napoleon, and the action before the camera is interrupted by the entry of
British farmers with scythes, pick axes, shovels, etc.
The farmers, seeing the uniforms of the picture soldiers, think they are German invaders. It is this scene
which is so uneffective.
Jjt

Jj»

5jc

5pS

HP HE first production of "The Girl on the Film"
A was witnessed by a large number of motion picture people who gathered at the close of the show and
were unanimous in expressing disapprobation. To
persons familiar with the production of motion pictures, the scene was foolish. The camera man threw
up his tripod and simply placed the camera on top
without screwing it on. The working lines were taken
by a gentleman waving a black handkerchief, then they
were not laid down on the stage but were evidently
remembered by the players.
When the action started, the camera man turned his
crank at the rate of two or three pictures a second and
many of the unimportant characters crowded within
four or five feet of the camera. Had a picture been
taken, the important characters would not have appeared on the screen, as the "supes" filled the foreAll this may seem unimportant and trivial but the
ground.
producers of the show lost chances for fun because
they did not reproduce the scene faithfully. Had the
working line been laid down, comedy could have been
afforded by efforts to keep the actors within the working lines. Had the camera man screwed his camera
to the tripod, all in the audience would have caught
the realistic touch. Had he turned his crank faster,
it would not have looked so much as if he was going
to sleep. Furthermore the production of motion pictures is something in which a surprisingly large number of persons are interested and an effort to reproduce
it faithfully on the stage would have had considerable
interest as well as being an excellent vehicle for
comedy.
SJC

5jc

JjC

SJC

TT is understood that when "The Girl on the Film"
-*■ was produced in England, a practical motion picture man was called to help stage the second act. Had
this course been followed in this country, the action
would have been much improved.
Motion picture people are most of them graduates
of the stage and take keen interest in it. They have
a keener interest where their new-found vehicle, the
motion picture, is concerned. Representatives of many
studios were present at the first night of "The Girl on
the Film" and the consensus of their opinions was unfavorable.
The stage has nothing to gain by misrepresenting
motion pictures through carelessness or haste in producing a show. Motion pictures have never wilfully
misrepresented the stage. On the contrary most persons in the motion picture business are lovers of the
stage. They have given it a square deal. The speaking stage, to be fair, sbould reciprocate and present
motion pictures in their best possible light.

Scenes

from

the Adventures of Kathlyn,
Harold McGrath's beautiful
story which has been made into a 27 reel serial by Selig.
This
moth production will be released as a weekly two-reel feature in the regular service of the General Film Company
(Inc.)

mar
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President Charles Jourjon a Visitor Here
Pioneer

European

Manufacturer Talks of New Projection
and Plans of Eclair Company

JON, president
CIIAkl.KS JOUR
of the Cinema Eclair of Paris,
is now in New York on a visit
to the American branch, the Eclair
Film Company, at 225 West Fortysecond Street, New York City. The
famous pioneer European manufacturer is just bubbling over with news
regarding Eclair activities and talked
freely about the plans of the great
company of which he is the official
head.

Machine

more massive productions and a
larger quantity of them than ever before in its history.
"In line with this contemplated enlargement oftheir far-reaching labors,
Eclair has in use at the present time
a new automatic machine which is
used for developing
and toning.
It

FEATURES
MANAGERS

NEW

Charles^ Goetz, who succeeds J. A.
Nicoll, as, resident manager of the New
Orleans office, of Warner's Features,
Inc., cannot be called a new man to the
film business, although he is the youngest of the twenty-three managers lookWarner's
Mr.
Goetzing after
is well
knownbranch
to theoffices.
exhibitors
of Ohio and Michigan, having traveled
through those states booking features
for Warner's Cleveland office. He is
aggressive, of a pleasing personality
and should experience no difficulty in
establishing friendly relations with
Southern exhibitors.
Another has
change
Warner's
managers
justintaken
placeFeatures
in Los
Angeles. Fred C. Dawes, an old film
man, recently connected with the Mutual
offices in Los Angeles, succeeds Byron
Park, resigned.

"Eclair has now almost ready for
the market a new projection machine
to which they have applied the name
Kineclair.' " said M. Jourjon. "This
small machine will carry any kind of
film of standard size and it can be
readily seen wherein it will prove of
invaluable service to churches,
schools, colleges and various institutions and for use by traveling salesmen who wish to adopt up-to-date
methods of demonstrating their goods
on the screen.

SECOND

BETTY NANSEN
TURE COMING

FEA-

The Great Northern Film Company
is releasing the first of its "Preferred
Feature Attractions," with Miss Betty
Xansen in the title role of "Princess
Elena's Prisoner." The photo-drama
is in four parts and contains all the
elements that are calculated to make

"As the machine is compactly put
together, it weighs very little and can
be carried from place to place with
ease. Another means to which the

it one of the strongest dramatic productions of filmdom. The reviewers

'Kineclair' can be put is its use in the
home for entertainment and instruction, and a quality, which will make it
doubly attractive, is the price which
will be set upon it, which will be reasonable and within the reach of almost all. Further information concerning method of distribution, price
of 'Kineclair' and various details will
be issued shortly.

have given their sanction to the production and it is said that Miss Nansen, the distinguished tragedienne, is
supplied with a role which suits her
talents to the utmost. She is supported by the best of the Great
Northern acting forces and the settings are up to the standard set by
this firm.
"A Paradise Lost," also in four

"Eclair, after much time and at a
considerable expense, has secured the
rights and is now manufacturing the
Gillon camera, which is an entirely
new machine for taking motion pictures and is distinctive in many ways
from any other motion picture camera
now on the market. It is smaller in
-i/e. a great deal lighter in weight
than the average camera and in its
various parts is constructed so that
the Gillon camera, technically speaking, i^ absolutely perfect. It is a
marked improvement and a great
de forward in the manufacture of
motion
picture cameras.
"Among other improvements which
Eclair proposes carrying out during
the new year is the enlarging of their
Studios and factory buildings, and to
this end negotiations are now being
carried on for the purpose of securing a considerable amount of ground
on which will be erected further studio, and mechanical departments, and
with this enlarged scope we can look
for Eclair, with its already high repu
tation
for good
films,
to turn
out

CHARLES

JOURJON

i- an acme of mechanical perfection
and has proven invaluable in making
easier this branch of the work to an
almost unbelievable extent. We have
had installed and erected a new automatic laboratory, which is the last
word in perfect film making, and- in
brief, are spending thousands of dollars and unlimited time and labor to
give Eclair every facility and improvement for the production of perfect pictures."
PASQUALFS
"POMPEII"
POPULAR

parts, is announced to follow "Prini ess Elena's Prisoner," and judging
from the story this promises to be replete with interest. It is said to have
a strong dramatic touch throughout
and in the role of Muriel Yorke, Miss
Nansen appears to excellent advantage and proves herself as great an
artist on the screen as she did on the
stages of continental
Kurope.

IS

The demand for Pasquali's "The Last
I lays of Pompeii" continues as big as
ever. Through the offices of the World
Special films Corporation this popular
photoplay was leased last week to Prof.
Barnard, who conducts a theatre at Mil
brook, N. Y . a town of 1,100 people, tinseating capacity of the theatre being
but ninety-two. The booth of tintheatre is so small that the operator
barel) has room in which to work, and
they can give but ..in- show a night. A
not call was sent in, and the police force
was the busiest man in town trying to
keep the natives from storming the
doors.

ELKS

SEE

"HANSEL

AND

"Hansel and Gretel." the famous
Grimm's fairy tale, was the main feaGRETEL"
ture of a Christmas
party, which the
Elks tendered to the poor children of
Appleton, Wis.
Ilre.it \\a^ the joy and delight of the
youngsters when it was Hashed upon the
screen. Baby Matty and Baby Early.
tin- juvenile artists, captivated the children instantly, and held their attention
throughout the three reels.
Phil II. Solomon, the manager of
Warner's Features' Chicago office, donated "Hansel and Gretel" to the Elks
of Appleton.
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Directory of Players and
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing Leads in Victor Films

Directing

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Carl

Laemmle,

JULIUS

EARL

STERN

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Laemmle,

FRANK

Playing

Leads

POWELL

ETHEL

GRANDON

Imp Productions

ANGELES

Address care of Screen Club,

OR FILLUMS?

the word "picture" there hovers something agreeable, though quite indefinable. Unconsciously one attaches certain impressions to

certain words. The word "picture" conveys to the
subconscious part of the thinking apparatus an impression of the beautiful, the artistic, the. pleasing to
the eye, the carefully designed and executed — in short,
the worth while.
No such atmosphere attaches itself to word "film."
Say "film" and you get the subconscious impression of a long, inanimate strip of celluloid, something to be bought and sold by the running length,
a commercial thing, in no way artistic or beautiful.
That may be why a wide gulf is bound to separate
motion pictures from films and the persons who make
or deal in motion pictures from those who make or
deal in films.
*

#

picture should be what its name

im-

-*"*plies —be.a picture
A film
ever shall
Never in
themotion.
twain shall
meet.is a film and
The seers of the motion picture industry seem agreed
that the day is bound to come when a motion picture
will be valued for its artistic worth and pretentiousness, not for its footage. Then the motion picture will
come to its own. There will no more films be made.
Pictures will be produced.
Happy then will be the manufacturer who lias been
turning out PICTURES, not films, for sometime, and
whose record as a producer of pictures in motion shall
have been will established.

this premise it is an easy step to the conclusion that right now is the time for manufacturers to turn from films to pictures so that they may

FROM

Universal Films

f^Hi

DIRECTOR

PICTURES

MOTION

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads in

"Universal Program"

BERT

Patheplays

\

IRVING

Second Season

Pres.

:|t

REFERENCE
DIRECTORS

in

METCALFE
Lubin Films

Producing

ROUND

Directors

Imp Productions

Pres.

Manager Imp Studio
Carl

BAGGOTT
and
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be prepared when Utopia arrives and motion pictures
are sold by the subject.
It must be all too clear by this time that the whole
object of this message is to strike a blow for better
and more artistic pictures.
Arthur John Brisbane, who receives an unbelievably
large income for writing- editorials with a "punch" (and
many words in capital letters) once turned his mind
upon motion pictures.
"After motion pictures — what?" he queried. Then
he answered his own question by saying "More and
better pictures."
HE'S right. Ail agree on that. But it is no use
to agitate if better pictures aren't forthcoming.
Increasing demand will bring more pictures but they
must be better also.
It's all very fine — this writing for the uplift of the
industry. Uplift articles look nice in print and all
that, but often they are disregarded because they
are felt to be impractical and visionary.
But a plea for better pictures is decidedly practical.
The firms who are making the most money now are
those who are making the best pictures. The field is
wide open for the exhibitor. He can pick and choose.
He naturally chooses the best.
So the firm which makes the best pictures will reach
the highest degree of success.
If only one person takes a tip from these last few
lines, then this labor has not been in vain.
Between pictures and films you must choose one —
choose pictures, and— DO IT NOW!
< \. D. P.
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BOOKING

We have purchased the photo -play rights for
the famous novel — "The House of Bondage" by
Reginald Wright Kauffman.
A novel of thrilling interest and sustained action, dealing with the deepest human emotions ;
it depicts with accuracy and rare insight the
real conditions of New York's social evil.

house of Bondage
Read on the page opposite the unstinted praise
and support given to this book by leading reformers, critics and publications. It was written
with a serious purpose and for a great moral
mission.

In 6

Parts

-

-

With An All-Star Cast

A full line of high - elass
and
appropriate
paper

The Photo Drama Motion Picture Co., inc.
Candler

Building
220
NEW YORK
In

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE
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WHAT THE PRESS AND CLERGY SAY!
ELIZABETH

GOODNOW, Author of "The Market for
Souls," writes:
"I thought in my book 'The Market for Souls' I had
touched the subject with no light hand, but after reading
your have
wonderful
'Theof House
of Bondage'
evenandI,
who
studied book,
the life
the street,
was shocked
filled with pity for the unfortunates we see going along
with their little bags — 'going to work' as they call it.
And it is work, the hardest job in the world.
"You have done a great thing, and I want to congratulate you. No one can read your book without seeing
that something must be done some time, some way."
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR., Foreman of the
Celebrated New York White Slave Grand Jury, writes:
"I have read 'The House of Bondage' with much interest. The story is inexpressibly sad, but sadder still is
the knowledge that it is true to life — true not only in
the exceptional case, but in hundreds and doubtless
thousands of cases.
"The author has handled a difficult subject with the
utmost of delicacy consistent with perfect frankness.
While telling his story fearlessly, he does so without
sensationalism. I believe that the conditions with which
the book deals must be generally known before they will
be improved, and that the publicity thus given them will
be of great value."

THE

CHICAGO

DAILY

NEWS

says:

"To say that the book is immoral because it takes a
great crime against humanity for its theme is to say
that the Ten Commandments are immoral. Its manifest
intention is to leave no stone unturned which may shelter
a peculiarly loathsome form of vermin, or to permit
those who lead carefully sheltered, and therefore,
ignorant lives, to shield their detestation of such abominations behind their ignorance. The book .... never
permits the reader to be allured. . . . Nothing could
be more deterrent than its plain truth-telling. ... It
cannot be read and forgotten."
REV.

ALEXANDER IRVINE, Author of "From the
Bottom Up," writes:
"Mr. Kauffman has done what only Victor Hugo has
done before him; given us a Fantine. His picture is
as good as Hugo's, and as true. If 'The House of
Bondage' could be put in the hands of the young men of
the cities it would do more for purity than all the
churches in America. If I had the money, I would
send it to every secretary of the Y. M. C. A.'s of the
country 'that they might read it and recommend it to all
the thousands of young men under their influence. It
would kindle again the smouldering fires of chivalry
toward women; it would smite man with a sense of
responsibility."

THE

HOUSE OF BONDAGE
THE

CHICAGO

EVENING

POST

LILLIAN

says:

D. WALD, Head Worker of the Henry Street
Settlement, New York City, writes:

"The completeness and definiteness of its facts, the
not inconsiderable skill of the author in manipulating
characters and plot, and subordinating them to his purpose, give the story a compelling interest. Moreover, it
shows sincerity of purpose, and resorts to no clap-trap
or sensationalism. Not even the ubiquitous and fictionloving 'young person' could receive harm from its

"I wish
conditions
impossible
people who
the author
be able to

perusal."

doubt

MR. EDWIN

W. SIMS, United States District Attorney
at Chicago, says:

"It is one of the strongest books on the particular
phase of the social evil problem which it covers that I
have ever read."
EDWIN
MARKHAM,
Poet and Critic, writes:
"A book that blurs the eyes and stirs the heart with
the pity and terror of it. With nobility of manner, with
a passionate sincerity that touches the subject as^ by fire,
in a purity that burns away all impurity, Mr. Kauffman
relates one of the sordid sorrowful tragedies that swirl
up into the thousands every year in all the cities of
civilization."

of

that
more people
read it,
the
it describes
wouldwould
doubtless
be though
considered
in a civilized land by that great majority of
do not know. It was painful to read because
describes the conditions that are. One might
read it with less suffering if there was more
its truth."

ROWLAND THOMAS, Critic, writes in "Collier's":
"What he has seen every seasoned maker of metropolitan newspapers has seen, every policeman and police court
matron and lawyer and judge, every rounder and waster,
even though he knew it not. What he hopes for is
hoped for by increasing millions who call their millennium
Socialism.
"The sweet reasonableness of that up-side down solution of life's difficulties we have no disposition to discuss
just now; the book itself we are moved to recommend
to the reading of every man and woman and boy, and
especially of every girl, in these United States. Such
modest limit we set for the present to the carrying power
of

our

voice."

Co., inc.
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A SUCCESS
THOUSANDS of requests have been
received from all over the country for
the boy scout picture, " The Making
of a Scout." This demand was created
by only a few private exhibitions.
^ The biggest advertised and most strongly
backed picture ever put out.
^ The local boy scouts, schools and papers
will support it wherever shown.

In

EigHt

Reels

"The Making of a Scout"
produced under the direction of Edward Warren
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*

1
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1

P°ses m an<^ endorses this picture.
Ij.

SayS :

ture drama is to appear."

" It is positively one of the greatest feature

SayS I
,

"I am extremely glad that this pic-

films yet produced in this country."

t

1 lnCnO I SayS I

"I want to send you my heartiest congrat-

ulations on it as not only a most useful

but a most attractive thing to see."

Some

Choice
Splendid

Territory Still Open

1 and 8 sheet posters; attractive
half-sheet window cards.

To Exhibitors: Write to us for the name
of the buyer of the rights of your State.

Wedepict Motion Picture
Corporation
115 Broadway
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"The Law of His Kind." (Rex.
Two reels.) — Good photography and
several strong situations carry this
picture across in good shape. An
uncle and his nephew live together,
the latter having given up a woman
of questionable character. The boy
goes away to the war, and on his return discovers that his uncle has married the woman. He tells the truth
about her, and her husband commits
suicide in shame. The woman blames
the nephew, but the truth comes out.
Cleo Madison as the woman was very
good.
"The First Nugget." (Eclair-Universal. Two reels.) — O. A. C. Lund
and Barbara Tennant make a most
acceptable couple playing together.
In this story of the early West they
have a good vehicle, and make the
most of their respective talents. The
action follows the story as told by
a man, formerly a miner. He tells
of finding a skull with a nugget inside, and how it finally leads to the
mine. While full of melodrama, it
is a most acceptable offering. The
faithfulness of an Indian, whose life
he had saved, forms a most interesting part. A worthy release.
"Discord and Harmony." (Gold
Seal. Three reels.) — A very melancholy production, somewhat similar
ki ""'certain respects to a number of its
predecessors, yet vastly different in
others. Excellent makeup and- good
direction are responsible for its telling points. An old musician adopts an
orphan, whom he secretly marries to
a brother artist. The latter goes to
Europe and returns with much fame.
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FILM REVIEWS

massacre of a caravan of travelers is
shown, and then the big battle, which
is very well taken and eminently
worthy of commendation.
"At Cross Purposes." (CinesKleine. Two parts. Dec. 23.) — Very
clever acting, with excellent photography, are the only really good features in this picture. The story itself
is not new, and not particularly gripping. Two lonely people marry, but
are soon disappointed with one another. They are reunited by a mutual
friend.
"Her Faith in the Flag." (Vitagraph. Dec. 23.) — An excellent story
dealing with Italian superstition. An
Italian girl steals an American flag,
believing that no harm can come to
her baby sister, who is ill, while it is
in her possession. Needless to say it
is instrumental in making the child
well.
"True Irish Hearts." (Domino.
Three reels.) — Anna Little, Richard
Stanton and Thomas Chatterton have
obtained a most- enviable reputation
for their work in Irish parts. In a
number of pictures which this company has issued, featuring these people, there has not been one failure.
The keynote of their success seems
to be an ability to get atmosphere.
Clever acting and good costuming
contain the secret of this desirable
result.

Two friends are rivals for the
hand of the same girl. Pat loses her,
and then studies for the priesthood.
Danny and Mary are married. Later
when the riots break out, Danny becomes the leader of the peasants,
against the English soldiers. A number of good fighting scenes are pictured. Danny is finally arrested and
condemned to be shot. Pat, hearing
of this and knowing it will break
Mary's heart, takes his place. In
disguise Danny leaves the prison and
sails away for America without
knowing that he is leaving Pat to
be shot in his place.
The picture would not be injured
by allowing the refugees to go to
France instead of America. At the
period this picture describes this
country was but little known, and if
we may rely on history, France was
the haven for all the distressed from
England and Ireland.
"Miracle Mary." (Victor. Dec. 26.
Two parts.) — A splendid Christmas
release, possessing much that is original, though one or two scenes verge
on the conventional. A Salvation
Army lassie is the figure around
which the plot is woven, dealing with
the inside
the "Army."
There
is butworkings
little of ofactual
religion,
and a strong romance makes it a most
pleasing release.
The tale opens with the conviction
of an alleged burglar, despite the fervent plea of "Miracle"
Mary.
The

In the
the girl*s
reputation
has
beeninterim
tarnished
because
of her
known familiarity with the artist, who
is really her husband. A splendid
finale is registered. Lon Cheney,
Murdock McQuarrie and Pauline
Bush are the principals.
"The Big Horn Massacre." ( Kalem.
Two reels. Dec. 24.) — The title of a
picture is a very important item, as is
shown in this case. There are many,
however, who may be disappointed in
this production after such an alluring
title through being led to expect too
much.
Two Indian rivals are forced to
fight a duel, the villain winning. The
soldiers from the fort help the girl obtain freedom from him and take her
as a protegee. War is declared and
fighting scenes are shown. These
are taken at such a distance, however,
that they are not over-clear.
The
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man is sent to prison, where he is visited by the girl. On Christmas day,
during the entertainment that is given
the prisoners, a motion picture proves
the man's innocence. A scene "depicting Christ in the manger is verj well
done. Glenn White and Fritzi Brunette play the lead-.
"Until the Sea." (Selig. Dec. 18.)
— Similar to some hundred others. A
man goes to sea, is believed drowned.
and on his return finds his fiancee
married to another.
"The Power of Light." (American.)
— The American Film Manufacturing
Company has scheduled this photoplay
for release on January 5, L914. It is
rich in scenes of mountain life as it is
lived in the remote regions where the
hand of learning has not reached. The
inhabitants of these wilds gain their
livelihood by making whiskey. How
they are taught that their occupation
is wrong is not done by the strong
arm of the law, but by the efforts of
one of their own kin.
Sydney Ayres plays the part of Cliff
Jackson, son of a mountaineer, who
for eighteen years has lived in the
heart of this lawless country. Tom
Jackson, his father, is played by Jack
Richardson, who is at the head of the
gang of mountaineers whose sole
source of income is from the making
of whiskey.
The story of this film is interesting
and full of good situations. The usual
high-class American photography is
evident throughout the entire two
reels.
Cliff Jackson, the eighteen-year-old
son of a mountaineer, is possessed <>f
a Ntrong determination to conquer his
father, who operates an illicit still, as

also his confederates, by love and
kindness rather than through the
strong arm of the law. He realizes
that the moonshiners are such because of misdirected effort rather than
because of a wilful disregard of the
law The
feeling as
son leaves
secure an
return and
estly.

father interprets the boy's
personal animosity. The
home to go to the city to
education, so that he may
aid his people to live hon-

In the city he fornix the acquaintance of a family, which, although poor,
takes him in and gives him his first
taste of learning. This awakens in
him a stronger desire for knowledge.
A kindly pastor interests himself in
the studious young fellow and sends
him to college to become a minister.
The daughter of the poor family and
theAfter
minister's
daughter become
rivals.
his ordination
he marries
Jennie Bentley. the poor girl, and she
returns with him to his home. When
Cliff rides up the mountain trail he is
struck by a stray bullet which is fired
by the fighting moonshiners and officers. He is taken to his home and the
officers at his request leave him to
handle the situation by teaching love
and kindness.
Cliff's ambition is soon realized and
he is privileged to demolish the still
in the presence of those who for long
years had offered defiance to the law
and had now resolved to observe the
law because of the power of the light
that had been brought to them by the
ambitious son of their leader.

C. J. V.
"Giovanni's Gratitude." ( Reliance.
Two reels. Dec. 27.) — A very beautiful story by Russell Smith, played
by a capable cast.
A little Italian

boy, Giovanni, is the sole support of
his mother. He tries to sell papers
but his companions rob him at every
chance. It is during one of these
fights that he meets Rankin, the superintendent of some engineering
work, and his fiancee. The man
helps the boy and gives him some
money and his card. Later when
Giovanni is really in need of work he
applies and receives a position from
Rankin. He is able to save the boss
and man}' others by discovering a
plot, through which he earns the enmity of some Italians. In an attempt
to stab him the two Italians kill an
old man, the blame for the murder
falling on Giovanni, who takes to
the woods. Here he hears another
plot and frustrates it. The bomb
which had been set in the house of
Rankin kills the two plotters. Much
action throughout and some excellent
settings. Irene Hunt, Jack Pickford,
Ethel Kauffman and George Siegman
play the important roles.
"The Great Game." (Essanay. Two
parts. Dec. 26.) — A very fine political
story, which also deals strongly with
the stock market. From the pen of
Maibelle Heikes Justice. Intrigue in
all its forms runs through the action.
offering.
The piece makes a most acceptable
Having been elected Mayor Cluett
is naturally strongly opposed by his
adversaries, and enlists the aid of the
press. A railroad franchise must be
put through, and this can only be
accomplished by the mayor. Hence
every influence is brought to bear on
him, but he proves he is not to be
bribed nor coerced in any manner.
Cluett has dabbled heavily in stocks
and Pelham now tries to force the
signing of the paper by causing these
stocks to fall. Cluett suddenly finds
himself penniless. Pelham then turns
his attention to his wife and becomes
insulting to her. The wife pawns all
her jewelry and thus redeems the
value of the stock. The political machine for once fails and the dastardly
actions of Pelham are exposed by his
own son, Cluett's broker.
The part of Hennessey, a political
ward heeler, was excellently taken
care of by Henry Martin Best.
Thomas Commerford, Irene Warfield, E. H. Calvert and Richard C.
Travers complete the cast.
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REVENUE
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Power
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COMING"
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"A Modern Jekyll and Hyde." (Kalem, Dec. 20). — A very clever title,
that's good For the story. The action
i- must melodramatic, yet fails to apI Smith is. at the same time, a
most respectable man with a daughter and large home, and a thief of the
lowest sort His daughter does not
suspect anything at all about this.
lie i^ killed in a duel with a member
of his gang.
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"The

Adventuress." (Union Features.- Three reels. Jan. 10.)— It has
often been said that the technique of
the French players surpasses that of our
own. Their care for the small details
of a picture, their conception of what
will appeal as a pleasing situation, and
the clever grouping effects are more developed than ours. This picture, were a
test possible, would do very well as an
exponent of this theory. In detail work
it is practically perfect.
Laugier, a middle-aged widower, marries an adventuress, not knowing her
character. She and her lover plan to
obtain possession of his wealth. Laugier's daughter. Adrienne, arrives home
and is apprised of her father's remarriage. She learns the relationship of
the woman and her lover and denounces
them. Her father entering at this
moment, she takes the blame for the
presence of her stepmother's lover and
is disowned. Adrienne meets Henry,
and in a short time they are engaged.
The father, at last rinding out the extent of his wife's guilt, shoots both her
and her lover, but is stricken with
paralysis himself. Hearing that Henry
has succeeded in obtaining a good position for himself he joins the impatient
lovers together with his last breath.
"Emancipated Women." (Kalem.
Split reel. Dec. 26.) — An impossible
comedy that fails lo make an impression. Three women capture three
men whom they compel to do their
work while they take the men's place
in the field and wood pile. They soon
tire and marry the men.

dumb boy, is accused of the crime, and
is found guilty. Edward's wife, hearing this, confeses her husband's part in
the murder, and the locket proves his
complicity in the murder of his pal
in
Colorado.
Knowing
that the "game"
is lost
he commits
suicide.
"A Waif of the Plains." (Warner's
Features. Three parts.) — Made by
the Miller Brothers 101 Ranch players, directed by H. C. Mathewson,
and featuring Baby Early and Master
Miller, two of the cleverest child
actors on the screen. The action
supposedly takes place in about 1860,
just following the gold rush to California. The Indians at that time
were constantly on the warpath, and
the party of which the two children
are members are captured and all but
them killed. The little boy had just
presented the girl with a deer's tooth
on which he had engraved their combined initials. The boy, having escaped the Indians, becomes a soldier.
The girl in the years that have gone
by becomes an Indian princess.
Myers, now a lieutenant, meets the
Indian girl and seeing that she is
partly white induces her to escape
with him. They are followed, but
finally, through the devotion of an
Indian, make their escape. The Indian dressed in the Lieutenant's
clothes, rushes through the camp and
is shot. The final sub-title is,
"Greater Love Has No Man Than
This, That He Lay Down His Life

"A Snakeville Courtship." (Essanay.
Dec. 27.) — A neat, clean comedy that
will amuse. Many unique situations.
Sophie Clutts, in search of a husband,
arrives at the ranch. She has no luck
until she receives a large fortune,
when she has her choice of many.
"The Doctor's Romance." (Lubin.
Dec. 27.)— There is something indefinable about this story that to a certain extent detracts from its real
worth. A doctor, having become
very successful, realizes at last that
he is lonely and needs a wife. He
meets the girl he would like to marry,
but she is engaged. Finally he marries his secretary, a youthful widow.
This is brought about through the
cleverness of her little son.
"Golf and the Bonnet." (Vitagraph.
Dec. 26.) — A comedy of unusual excellence. One of the class that
amuses everybody. The antics of
John Bunny in a "loud" golf suit,
trying to learn the game is enough to
make anyone hilarious. Having disobeyed his wife, John, with the help
of a friend, pacifies her and even gets
her sympathetic. A new hat and a
black eye do the trick. Flora Finch
and Wallie Van were also members
of the cast.
"His Sister." (Selig. Dec. 26.)— A
pathetic drama, which is very true to
life. The boy gives up everything
in order that his sister may get an
education, only to be rewarded by her

for His Brother."

"The Master Rogue, or the Dumb
Accuser." (Features Ideal. Three
reels.) — A strong drama containing a
most desirable moral. There aVe some
very emotional scenes, which are excellently portrayed by Mile. Yvonne
Pascal and M. Roussel. Although
melodramatic in character the action at
no time is allowed to become overdone.
Edward, an inveterate gambler, returns to his home one night in his usual
drunken condition. He sees a letter
from his aunt, Mrs. Wilson, announcing
the fact that he is cut off without a cent.
He determines to rob her, but is discovered and forced to leave the country.
He goes to Colorado where he and a
partner find gold. He strangles his
friend, but in the fight leaves a locket
in his hand. He returns to his home
secretly and meets his wife. He drugs
her and fatally wounds his aunt, thus
making himself the sole heir to her
fortune.
Tom, a poor helpless deaf and
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impression. The story is antiquated.
\ girl is rehearsing a part, and a lunatic and her lover get mixed up.

"The Death Trap." (Lubin. Dec. 26.)
\ fascinating detective story which
also combines a good romance. \
service agent becomes a farmer in
the hopes of finding a counterfeiter.
He discovers bis man. but nearly
loses his life. A trap, composed of a
gun which is so arranged that it will
kill anybody passing a certain place
in the path, explodes and kills its
maker.

"The Honorable Algernon." (Vitagraph. Dec. 24.) — With such favorites as Leo Delaney, Hughey Alack,
Josie Sadler and Norma Talmadge, a
comedy, even a poor one, seems humorous. This is an excellent picture
in every way. Leo Delaney, as an
English dude, is perfect. He becomes
stranded in this country and becomes
a waiter. His many adventures culminate in his marrying the girl for
whom he had waited.

"A Flash of Fate." (Bison. Two
reels. January 18.) — Except for one
or two unique effects this story is not
worthy of much praise. It is hard to
understand Several inconsistencies
such as an automobile blowing up
burt the picture.
"In the Fall of '64." (Gold Seal.
Two reels.) — Francis Ford and Grace
Cunard play the leads. A story of the
Civil War, which does not, however,
portray anything original. Several
fair fighting scenes.
"At the Eleventh Hour." (Bison.
Two reels. Jan. 10.)— William Clifford plays the lead. A very conventional story, whose only claim to
fame is the large amount of expense
used needlessly.

"Animated Weekly, No. 94." (Dec.
24.) — A good number of the weekly,
containing much interesting matter.
The process of building the Celilo
Canal, in Oregon, and the Traffic
Squad, in New York, competing for
prizes, are the two most interesting
items.
"A College Cupid." ( Lubin. Dec.
23. Split reel.) — A fairly good comedy on the same reel with "Between
Dances." "Gets across" in a desultory manner with the help of a large
cast.

Some girls steal two timid bathers'
clothes, and thus keep them away
while they are spooning.

"Between Dances." (Lubin. Dec.
28. Split reel.) — A clever story that
smacks of originality. Two lovers
having had the proverbial quarrel are
joined and married through the kind
and thoughtful action of an older man.
He tells the youth a supposed tragedy
in his own life. The whole is cleverly executed.

"Two Up a Tree."
24. ) This does not

"A
Dec.

"A Dip in the Briny." (Selig. Dec.
24.) — A comedy which should amuse.

(Patheplay.
make much

Dec.
of an

Vagabond
:.':!.) — Poor

Cupid."
make-up

(Essanay.
on
the

"vagabond
the story's
reality.
Thecupid"
endinghurt
is original,
but
not effective. A little waif is instrumental in bringing together two
lovers.
"The Upward Way." (Edison.
Dec. 23.) — A conventional story telling of the trials and tribulations of
an ex-convict in an attempt to gain a
place in life.
"The

Janitor's Quiet Life." (Edison. Dec. 24. Split reel.) — An excellent comedy, burlesqueing the janitor. This person is very much annoyed by some boys who stable goats
in a vacant apartment. The finale is
perfect.
"From Father to Son." | Rex. Two
reels. Jan. 29.) — A very good picture,
presented with a strong cast, including Robert Leonard. A father and
son are partners in business. The
father insults every girl he meets, and.
incidentally, one in whom the son is
interested, and this is the cause of
their dissolving partnership. The
son marries the girl, and becomes so
successful in business that he ruins
the father and forces him to make
amends.
"Coming Home." (Eclair-Universal. Two reels?) — This company has
shown a marked improvement of late
and now ranks with the very best.
Belle Adair, Atec Francis and Clara
Horton are the .principals in this
drama. An amateur actress marries a
minister, and goes on the stage, professionally, when they need money
later. She, however, gives in to his
wishes and resigns from her company.
"The Forest Flame." (Broncho.
Two reels.) — This picture is not sufficiently clear, nor can it otherwise be
called a good production. An Indian
revolutionist is released from prison
and dreams of bis past life. The pictures, showing how he had been arrested and imprisoned wrongfully,
form the st >r\
"An Orphan's Romance." iTIianhouser. Two reels.) Maude Fealey
and Harry Benham play the leads.
The storj is somewhat similar to
"Peg o' \i\ Heart." \ countrj lass
i- introduced into society and becomes
the fiancee of a young banker.
Through lies they are separated, but
finally are reci incited.

"I SHALL
NOT
1 1 "in "The

FORGET
YOUR
KINDNESS"
Adventuress" (Union

"The Circle of Fate." (Kay-Bee.
Two reels.) — A story with a moral
that will not fail to make its appeal
to everyone An Italian girl is inveigled into coming to America and is
then abandoned. Her father meets
the man later and throws him into
the mouth of Mount Vesuvius.
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Through an unfortunate blusder in
the Christmas issue of the Motion

EVERY

BARGAINS

Rebuilt

DAY

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

In Motion

Picture News, the "Wonder Clock,"
which many exhibitors have found to
be a most effective device for attracting business and which is manufactured by the General Sales Company,
347 Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., was
said to be made and marketed in New
York City. This is incorrect, as the
headquarters of the General Sales
Company are in Pittsburgh,
The "Wonder Clock," which is a
unique combination of stereopticon
and timepiece, may be put on a small
bracket or shelf in a convenient part
of the theatre and will project the
clock dial upon a screen, without interfering in any way with the projection of the regular features. In addition to being a great novelty and convenience for the audience, thus adding to the attractiveness of the theatre, the "Wonder Clock" in many
cases pays the exhibitor a handsome
income
as an advertising
medium.
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Amther Victory ! An avalanche of work has been received during the past week to start the
ball rolling for the New Year. We are adding very near 8ooo square feet of floor space to our
plant and more thin doubling our laboratory facilities in order to cooe with the large number
of contracts which are coming our way. For good work at minimum prices, send to the
ACMC.
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FOX

TO

BOOK MANY
TURES

BIG

FEA-

William Fox, the well-known theatrical manager and owner of the string
of theatres included in the Fox circuit,
has entered the motion picture business
in earnest. For several weeks his representative, Abraham Carlos, has been
studying the feature film market, with
a view to contracting for the best
productions obtainable. These features
will be exhibited in the Fox theatres
and in motion picture theatres generally. Contracts were signed last week
which will give the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company, as the
new concern is named, exclusive exhibitor's rights in New York and New
England on the feature products of
Solax, Blache American, Film Releases
of America, Ramo, Eclectic, Great
Northern Special Features, and Great
Northern
Preferred
Features.
In addition to a rental business the
new company will also exploit and sell
the feature product of three European
manufacturers whose photo-plays are
not now being shown in America.
The directorate of the Exclusive Supply Corporation, Herbert Blache, president; Ingvald C. Oes, vice-president;
Harr\ R. Raver, secretary and treasurer,
and Joseph R. Miles, general manager,
have had numerous conferences with
both Mr. Carlos and Mr. Fox, and much
of Mr. Carlos' time for several weeks
past has been spent in viewing the
features of many companies with the
object of contracting only for the best
that are available.
,
Vigorous advertising will characterize
the campaign of the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company. Thousands
of sheets of lithographs will be taken
on each release and will be distributed
broadcast in the neighborhoods where
the features are shown.
MUSIC

IN EMOTIONAL

SCENES

Music during the acting of highly
emotional scenes as a means of attuning
the actors to the intensity of the situation is being used with decided success
by Director Allan Dwan, of the Universal, in his three-reel production of "Discord and Harmony."
During one pathetic scene in this production, in which an old musician dies,
the principals were so wrought up that
they could not at once continue with
other scenes, and more than one spectator of the scene gave way to t'
"On the legitimate stage," says Mr.
1 >wan, "the scenes are usually long
enough to afford the actor time to work
himself up to the emotional pitch required, while upon the motion picture
stage this condition does not obtain.
scenes are short, and usually by
the time the actor really begins to feel
his part the scene is finished. Again
the various scenes in a production are
not usually taken in the order they ocIn
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cur upon the screen. The use of music
which may have no place in the actual
story and which is hidden tends to
arouse the imagination and finer instincts of the actor if he is at all senThe story of "Discord and Harmony"
has
to do with the life of an old comsitive."
poser and the joys and sorrows of his
Bohemian circle of friends. M. G.
MacQuarrie depicts the old musician.
I i >n Chaney plays the part of a young
artist, and Pauline Bush sustains the
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role of the old man's ward.
PROJECTIONDRESS
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Our Special
No. 2 Easel

MODERN

Frame

An evidence of up-to-date methods
in the motion picture industry is furnished by the projection-room of
Warner*s Features, Inc.. 126 West
Forty-sixth street, New York City.
Here are to be found all the essentials for comfort, and the attempt to
create an atmosphere dissociated
from commercialism. The room measures about thirty-five feet by thirty
feet and is of good height. Air is
furnished by ventilators connected by
pipes with the exterior. Pendant fr< >m
the center is an electric chandelier
enclosed in glass mosaic of green,
blue and yellow hues. The light is
soft and mellow and does not interfere
with projection.
Fluted columns of gold support the
ceiling and lend an Oriental effect to
the scene. The floor is carpeted with
a heavy fabric, the chairs are large
and individual, desks being provided
at the side for the Board of Censorship. The walls are done in light
blue, the trimmings being of Circassian walnut. The whole effect is
one of quiet elegance. A mirror screen
eight by six feet is used, the throw
being twenty-six feet.
The operator's booth consists of a
platform with concrete floor walled
off from the main room, occupying
space eight by fifteen feet. Wiring
is all enclosed, and ventilation is of
the most approved plan; there are rewinders, and a large film tank is
used for films and cases; also there
is an automatic sprinkling device for
fire protection.
The projection is furnished by two
Simplex machines with motor drives
SPANISH
WAR
FILM
WANTED
A request has been received asking
for information where a film showing
the Seventy-first Regiment arriving in
New York at the close of the Spanish
War could be obtained. It is wanted
for exhibition purposes at the Seventyfirst Regiment Armory at an entertainment shortly to be held to raise funds
for a monument to the late Colonel
Downs. Information regarding any film
of this character may be sent to the
Motion Picture News, 220 West Fortysecond street.
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and detachable compoboard back
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THEATRE SPECIALTY
MFG. CO., Inc.

Remember to address us at our new home office
and factory. Box 8!

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

N. Y. office for Eastern trade only

Heidelberg Bldg.

42d St. & Broadway
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TRADE

Negatives Developed, leper ft.
PRINTS

MADE

ON

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.
Including Tinting and Toning

TITLES, 8c per ft.
Prompt deliveries

All work guaranteed

Commercial
Pictures

102 W. 101.1 Street
Telephone,

Motion

Co. ,
0533

Inc.

New York City
Riverside

THEATRE SUPPLIES
A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0,76
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140. 00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
65.00
Don't forget. I take your old machine in trade regardless of make. All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.
SAM LEAKS, 509 Chestnut It., St. Louis, Mo.
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Over Niagara Falls

flvERjjiAGARA Falls
■*

PICTURE

PARTS

6 SHEET

-. ■■ I'm
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Niagara Falls is considered by the World's Greatest
Naturalists to be One of the Seven Wonders
of the World

1
■••>■
%

Over Niagara Falls is the Greatest Wonder
of the Moving Picture Industry
Show

*

your progressive
A wonderful

Alive

ability by beating

production winning

with thrills,

A wire will secure

Cuts,

competitor

to it

its merit and quality

punches
and heart interest, replete with
sensational spectacles

i:i

Heralds,

your

your territory

Slides, Photos.
LENGTH

3550

1, 3 and 6 sheet Sheets
FEET

STERLING CAMERA AND FILM CO., 145 West 45th Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

f Exhibitors of New York City and
ro
ii
Al
r
kl
Af
I
L.UUK AllVC. State and Northern New Jersey
Get These Money-Making Features
THE

GHOST

VICTORY

Gloria- American

DEATH
5 reels

Itala

PARIS
5 reels

Eclectic

DESPAIR
4 reels

Itala

OR

MYSTERIES
A LEAP

CLUB
6 reels

OF

OF

DR.

NICHOLSON
AND THE
BLUE DIAMOND
4 reels

F. R.
.F.

FIREFLY.

NERO AND BRITANNICUS"
DOOM OF THE OCEAN

A.

THRUST

4 reels
MY

Volume of business forces us to move
after January 3rd to
MASONIC
BUILDING
Suite 800-801
SIXTH AVE.
AND 23RD ST.
NEW
YORK

R.

A.

BOY

4 reels

ZIGOMAR,
THE
SCOURGE
BALAOO.
TAXICAB

THE

3RD

Lewis

Pennant

OF HATE

VENDETTA
WHEN FARIS
AND

100

LOVES

OTHERS

EQUALLY

All
Natural
Color
Eclectic
Masterpiece
3 reels
AS GOOD

BLACK
Eclair

4 reels

DEMON BABOON.
3 reels

1098

Lewis

. .Eclair

THREE

NEW

WEEK.

BEST IN QUALITY,
SERVAND CERTAIN
DELIVERY.
TRY US.

ICE
Pennant

FEATURES

EVERY

3 reels

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, Inc., Now at 24 East 21st St., New York City
Telephone,

Gramercy

6046
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MEXICAN

GOVERNMENT
FILM

BANS

then made. This made sure that the
posters were being made in keeping with
the ideas of the company.
While this method is entailing considerable extra expense, the Eclectic
Film Company thinks it is money well
spent. The flattering testimonials from
the trade plainly indicate that the Eclectic posters are fully appreciated throughout the country.
So as to enable a quick display of the
posters for all subjects, the Eclectic Film
Company have adopted a system- in their
offices about which favorable comment
has been heard from all sides. Each
poster is mounted on a roller with a
spring, on the order of window shades,
and by simply pulling the desired poster
down from out of the cabinet suspended

The office of the Mutual Film Corporation at Dallas, Texas, have been
pondering for some time why there
should be such great demand for
bookings on the Battle of Gettysburg in war-ridden Mexico. The reason leaked out when the New York
office of the New York Motion Picture Corporation received an official
notice from the Mexican Government that they would take steps to
seize and confiscate the five reel
"motion drama," as they term it,
"The Battle of Gettysburg," the next
time it entered
the country.
It seems that the Carranza agents
were booking the film and every time
they booked it they smuggled into
Mexico two machine guns and twelve
rifles. They hoodwinked the United
States officials on the border by declaring they were
for lobby display.
"FLYING

A"

MANY

DISPLAY

PICTURE

FOR

WE

POWERS,

BIOOXST

21 CAST

MOTIOGR

MOTION

APH,

MOTION
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14th STREET.

OONDENBORS — BOOTHS— TICKET

EQUIP

The

SIMPLEX,

t« adversers

On Your Next Visit to New York
Do Not Fail to LUNCH at

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY AT 32nd
STREET
' ' The House of Taylor
Where
you will be quickly and neatly
served in restful Dining Rooms with
the best the market affords

At Very Moderate Rates
The MARTINIQUE is in the Heart of
the Shopping District and Most Convenient to all Railroads and Car Line*.
The Terminal Station of the Hudson
Tubes is right at our doors, and the
great Pennsylvania Station just one
block away. Good music, refined and
homelike.
Chas. Leigh Taylor, Pres.
Walter Gilson, Vice-Pres.
Walter Chandler, Jr., Manager

LE COURRIER

Cinematographique

HOUSE

NEW

PICTURE
mention

28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Directeur:

Charles

IN

MOTION

-

Paris

FRAPEK

Envole nume-ro ipeoimen, tor demaali.
phique.Abonnemeat 12 FR. 60

AVD

STANDARD

MACHINES

CO.

AMERICA

YORK

CITY

CASES— BOOTH

THEATRES

"THE

LE

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematogra-

EQUIPMENT
SUPPLY

CHOPPERS— REELS — REEL

pleate

EDISON

In The

RESTAURANT

Coziest

SALES

THEATRE
TEE

City

LOTTIE
BRISCOE STARS IN
BEAUTY
CONTEST
In a recent beauty contest offered
by the New York Times, Lottie
Briscoe, leading woman of the Lubin
Film Company, was one of the notable figures. The pictures of the
ladies fair and names of the judges
were printed in the New York Times
of December 7 and was a great tribute to the demure little leading lady
so often seen in motion pictures.

I he Eclectic Film Company is fully
alive to the vast importance of good
posters as well as the proper display of
them. For some time this company has
had colored sketches made for everj
ind upon approving them and
accepting
the same
the posters
were
DISTRIBUTORS

8 Feet for 26 Cents
In Any Length
GUNBY
BROS.
Inc.
145 West 45th Street
New York City

City. This house is handling the General Film service, its seating capacity
is 450, and it is one of the first playhouses built under the requirements
of the new law which calls for absolutely fireproof construction.
The Biograph Company has installed two Simplex machines in its
New York studio and one in its California studio.
The elaborate Stanley Theatre, at
Forty-second street and Seventh avenue. New York City, has installed two
Simplex machines through B. F. Porter.

as being due to "the joy of work." Ibis confident that what lias been accom
plished is only an intimation of what
is to come.

AUTHORIZED

FILM TITLES and
ANNOUNCEMENTS

There seems to be no let-up in
business with the Projection Machine
Company. Of especial note in sales
during the past week are two motordrive Simplex machines to the Sixtyeighth Street Playhouse, Sixty-eighth
street and Third avenue, New York

delight and '"pleasure in serving has
given rise to greater ambition — greater
results and achievements — and is responsible for the present high standard
of American
productions.
Summing up the situation after careful scrutiny, President Hutchinson was
pleased to term the conditions resulting

POSTER

SIMPLEX

YOUR

We will develop your negative, make
you a positive print and ship within 24
hours for 6c per foot complete.
Satisfaction Guaranteed by our fifteen
years'
Eastman stock used
•n
all experience.
our work.

poster and digging it out of some corner when the need of display arose has
been done away with by the Eclectic
Film Company.

FORCES
ENTHUSIASTIC WORKERS

TIB DO

Developing and Printing

where it is in no one's way, one can at
a moment's notice view any poster desired. The old way of folding up a

"The Joy of Work" is not the title
of a film, nor that of a book, but is
descriptive of the conditions existing at
the American Film Manufacturing Company's establishments at Chicago, Santa
Barbara and London. Enthusiasm of
the highest order has been manifested
by the entire force. Jt has spread from
the office of the president down through
the various departments, including artistic, technical and business interests.
permeating the entire system with an
ever-increasing desire for efficiency and
perfection. -This condition of evident

NOVEL

LET

PICTURE

CABINET*.
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SECOND HAND MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORIES
WRITE FOR BARGAIN PRICES

We Import All Kill's of Cameras

SPECIAL EVENT FILM MFG.
CO., Inc.
248 West 35th St.,

New York

Non-Breakable
• nd

Price

Opera Chairs
Immediate shipment
on many styles; Second Hand Chairs:
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements for FREE
SEATING PLAN.
Mention this
paper.

FURNITURE

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York. ISO Fifth
Ave.; Pittsburg, 318 Bissell Blk.; Philadelphia, 1943 Market St.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

HART BOOKING
BUREAU
SUPPLYING

Motion
Picture
Talent
Theatre and Cabaret
Artists Supplied

1367 b;roadway
R.aal Building

NEW

YORK

STERLING
Motion Picture
CAMERA
Price No. 2
S3M
Prlee No. 1
IM
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plat operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

STERLING

THRILL

IN
FILM

NEWS

KEYSTONE

PHOTO-PLAYERS
POST CARDS

Keystone had a near-tragedy, in
the making of the three-reel special,
"Baffles, the Gentleman Burglar." The
Keystone police force were pursuing
Baffles over the roofs of ten and twelvestory buildings. One of the cops, just
as he was about to shoot, slipped on the
edge of the roof, and for a moment it
seemed certain he would go over.
Regaining his foothold, however, he
scrambled back to safety, much to the
relief of onlookers. The camera was
kept going through it all and a thrill,
not planned by the director, which was
quite the genuine
article was secured.

Over 300 different prominent players,
semi-Photo brown glazed, $3.00 per
thousand; former price $4.00 per thousand. Catalogue for the asking of all
the Advertising and Souvenir Specialties for LIVE MANAGERS. Get your
name on our mailing list To-day — Send
us a post card or letter with name of
theatre and we will send samples.
Photographs
of all Mutual
Multiple
releases 10 days ahead of release date.

KRAUS

CAMERA

CO.

146 W. 46th St., New York City, N. T.
Bryant 806*

FOR HELEN
NER

-.INC.:

CH AS. A. CALEHUFF, Pre*, and Mgr.
1301 Race Street Philadelphia, Pa.

LiEADING
J ARGEST
Supply House in America
Bargain

of the third reel of "A Daughter of
Pan," produced by Miss Gardner and
company for Warner's Features, Inc.,
the audience with one accord applauded
until Miss Gardner arose and asknowledged their appreciation of her work
as a star of the silent drama.
Miss Gardner has just completed a
powerful three-part drama of Russian
life entitled "Olga Treskoff" — a story of
the living death in Siberia. In this she
has a splendid opportunity for displaying her emotional acting. This feature
production will also be released by
Warner's Features, Inc.

Machines

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $135.00,
Edison Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $65.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

GARD-

Helen Gardner, accompanied by her
director, Charles Gaskill, and a number
of her picture players, on December 19
made a special trip from her studio at
Tappan-on-the-Hudson to New York as
the guests of Manager Rothaphel, of
the Regent Theatre. At the conclusion

CO.

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.

Miss Adair for years headlined bills
on the big time vaudeville circuits
throughout the United States. She
played a prominent part with Julian Eltinge in "The Fascinating Widow'' and
has "trouped" with many companies.
Miss Adair is a New Yorker, educated
in Pennsylvania and confesses to twentythree years. She is a brilliant conversationalist, can ride, swim, box and run
like a man, and drives her own car.

OVATION

MFG.

14 East 17th Street, New York City
Hand-Colored pictures, small and large,
of Prominent Association players as well
as real photos of all — Catalogue and
Samples free.

BELLE
ADAIR
WITH
ECLAIR
Personal magnetism is the best asset
for successful work before the camera,
and if one is to gauge her future progress by this quality, Belle Adair, new
leading woman of the Eclair Film Company, will soon occupy a place in the
heart of the photoplay public second to
none.

Sanitary
STEEL
LuW

STEEL

PICTURE

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.
Write for information on anything
pertaining
to the Motion Picture
Business.

I

IMPERATOR
MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA
A

Guaranteed

Instrument

Producing Picture! of Brilliancy and Detail

Special

advantages
not offered on any
other low priced camera:
Focusing Tube
Film Measuring Dial
200 ft. Magazines
Large Handle
Pathe Style Take Up
Genuine Morocco Leather Covered

I

Price
$94.00 fn°gmfe ^
1 C. F 3.5, one of the fastest lenses

made by Bausch & Lomb
Ask your dealer for catalogue, or write
to
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA CO.. Inc.
5 West 14th Street, New York

JUST PLAIN COMMON SENSE tells you when you want to SEE yourself you use a Mirror. Because you SEE yourself better with a
Mirror than any other means in the world. Now the same thing applies when you want to SEE motion pictures, use a MIRROR SCREEN
because you SEE the pictures so much plainer, better and clearer on a Mirror Screen than on any other surface under the sun. Besides,
it tickles your patrons and makes picture fans. It's a fact. The difference between a motion picture on a MIRROR SCREEN and any
other screen of any other kind is the same comparison between seeing your own reflection in a fine French plate glass mirror and in a
mud puddle. The 'MIRROR SCREEN' is a Mirror. A magnificent mirror made from the finest polished plate glass that the world can
produce.
Get Right and Write to us to-day for our new Snow White Prismized Finished Surface.

MIRROR
SCREEN
COMPANY
8H£y£2B^£^A
Eastern Representative,
Frank Manning, 121
W. 48th Street, New York City; 160
Irving Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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T
A

HOSPITAL

FIVE-A-WEEK
Coming

Friday, January 9th

"The Hour
and the Man"
(IN TWO PARTS)
Laws arc made forbidding men to murder — yet we murder those who
disobey tin law. This is an unusual drama founded on circumstantial
evidence. It is a story with heart throbs and situations unparalleled.
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN AND RUTH
STONEHOUSE FEATURED.

T
A

Released Tuesday, January 6th
"HEARTS

AND

A drama of heart interest and pathos that your patrons will remember
for some time to come. Eleanor Kahn and Francis X. Bushman featured.

"A

FOOT

OF

January 7th

ROMANCE"

A feature Essanay comedy with a laugh in every foot.
featured.

An emergency hospital has been established at the Hollywood (Cal.) studios
of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company. Although the company maintains a fully equipped hospital at its
ranch in the San Fernando valley, the
Hollywood studios are seven miles
distant and immediate aid to the injured i-- often required. Dr. Lloyd
Mace, a practicing physician-, who is also
well known as an actor, has been placed
in charge of the hospital at the Hollywood
Studios.
The urgent necessit) of an emergency
hospital at the studios, says Isidore
Bernstein, general manager of the Pacific Coast Studios, was made apparent
recently when in the production of "Into the Li<>n\ Pit," Ethel Davis accidentally fell to the bottom of a
thirteen-foot pit and was severely injured. Shortly after this, during the
production of "One of the Bravest."
a stage carpenter was badly hurt by a
falling timber. Since then a number of
minor accidents have occurred.
The new emergency hospital is located
in the upper story of the big property
and costume building which has just
been erected.

FLOWERS"

Released Wednesday,

Wallace Beery

GRIFFITH
Released Thursday, January 8tb
"THE

HILLS

OF

A truly dramatic story of the West.
Church and Carl Stockdale featured.

PEACE"
Marguerite

Clayton,

Frederick

Released Saturday, January 10th
"SNAKEVILLE'S
A Western comedy-drama
M. ANDERSON.

Coming,

NEW

DOCTOR"

featuring Marguerite Clayton

Friday,

January

and

MR.

G.

16th

"The Cast of the Die"
(IN TWO

PARTS)

An absorbing drama of the West that astounds.
Many unusual situations make this feature a worthy attraction.
Photography
is excellent
and the portrayal of characters efficient.
Heralds and posters now ready.

A

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
I
are in lull four colors.
You can order these from your
exchange 01 direct from Essanay Film Mfg. Co. Your lobby display
will look attractive if you use photographs of ESSANA'V players, B x 10,
$3.00 pei dozen. You can secure tlnse from tin PLAYERS' PHOTO
CO., 177 N. STATE ST., ( HICAGO, ILL.

Essanay

Film

AT
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIOS

Manufacturing

521 First National
Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Factory
and Studio, 1333 Argyle
St., Chicago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

Co.
111.

A

WATCHES

STARS

1) \Y. Griffith, who is in immediate
charge of all the big feature productions for which the new Reliance
company has just been organized to
assist the Mutual Film Corporation,
has had no active part in the construction of "Our Mutual Girl," the
fifty-two reel fashion serial, the first
reel of which is to be released on
January 5. Jack Noble is the director
for this great series. Mr. Griffith
has, however, taken a great interest
in the prominent actors and actresses
who have been introduced to her in
the picture and who are having their
first experience in tlie pictures.
Billie Burke, Jane Cowl. DeWolf
Hopper. Alexandra Carlisle. Marguerite Clark. Laurette Taylor.
Christie MacDonald. Fannie Ward.
Bruce MacRae. and such musical
stars as Paderewski, Tetrazzini,
Ysaye and Jean Gerardv have all
posed For the cranking camera with
The Mutual Girl, and Director Griffith lias been a studious observer of
their emotions and behavior under
the glaring violet lights of the studio

SLIDES
Announcement, Player and Release Slides.
The Best Made at the lowest Prices.
Ask about our premium with $10.00 cash
butinetl.
Catalogue of course.
NIAGARA SLIDE CO., Lockport, N. Y.
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EVANS
With

PICTURE

BOOKS
BIG
FEATURES
the view of negotiating for

the Exclusive Supply Corporation's
program, Nelson F. Evans, general
manager of the American Feature
♦Film Company, of Toledo and Cincinnati, Ohio, has just returned home
after a two weeks' stay in New York.
Interested in exclusive rights in
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, he surveyed the feature market exhaustively.
Among the feature purchases consummated were those of "Demonyte"
and "The Secret of Adrianople," of
the Film Releases of America brand,

Tfcs
"Good Night" Slide Free
A Scott and Van Altena Reproduction of 10color
bona
from
write

original. Very effective. Sent free to
fide picture houses. Already requested
all parts of the country. If you want it
to-day. THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive

CHANGES

ITS

QUARTERS
Inadequate quarters to handle their
increased business has necessitated the
removal of the Exclusive Features, Inc.,
to larger offices in the Masonic Building,
Sixth Avenue and Twenty-third Street,
New York City. The present offices of
the Features are at 24 East Twenty-first
street. Since their policy to release
three features weekly became active the
increased business has proved too large
to be handled under the old conditions.
Harry A. Samwick, general manager,
lias purchased New York City and
State and northern New Jersey rights
on "The Ghost Club" and "Victory or
Death." He states that the Exclusive
Features will continue to control the
local rights of Lewis Pennant and Union
Features.

The Newman
Mfg. Co
717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati,
Ohio
BRANCH
FACTORIES:
101 Fourth Ave.,
106-108 W. Lake St.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.

GLORIA

AMERICAN
STATE
RIGHT
BUYERS
The Gloria American Company, of
110 West Fortieth Street. New York
City, has sold the following territory of
"The Ghost Club," a six-reel production
featuring Mario Bonnard :
Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Iowa,
Nebraska, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, and Oklahoma are now controlled by the Kansas City Feature Film
Exchange, of Kansas City, Mo.
New York City, New York State and
northern Jersey are controlled by the
Exclusive
Features,
New York City.
California, Arizona, Washington, Oregon, Colorado, Nevada, Utah, New
Mexico. Idaho and Montana are controlled by the Golgate Feature Service,
of San Francisco, Cal.
Eastern Pennsylvania. Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, and
southern Jersey are controlled by the
Mann Lewis Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

SCENARIO- WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fee, $2.00.
COTTRTNEY
WENTWORTH
123-129 West 44th Street, New York City

TELEPHONE
4269

For Quick Repairs
On Your Motion Picture
Apparatus, New and Secondhand Economizers.
GENERAL

ELECTRIC UTILITIES
CO.
145 West 45th St., N. Y.

In writing

the Itala "Victory or Death." A
dropped by Mr. Evans suggests
probability that within a short
he will establish offices in Cleveland and Indianapolis.
Herbert Lubin, representing the International Feature Film Corporation,
Ltd., of Montreal, Canada, has concluded arrangements with the Film
Releases of America to handle their
output in Canada, beginning with the
EXCLUSIVE

101-103
4th Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Write for
Catalog.

Bryant

also
hint
the
time

three-reel subject, "Outlawed."

There is nothing
more fascinating to
the public than a
bright brass frame
to display your
photos or posters.
We make Lobby
and Theatre Fixtures and Brass
Rails of every description.
Don't fail to
visit our complete
Show Rooms at

to
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A Chain
of Theatres
is the ambition of practically every new exhibitor. Many exhibitors, who opened
their first theatre several years ago, have
achieved that ambition.
But they started right.
They first studied every
detail, big and little, of
theatre management.
We have remaining
less than a hundred
copies of "Picture
Theatre cellent
Facts,"
an exbook for new
exhibitors. Iist crowded
with important
information about every
department of theatre
operation.
We will be glad to
present copies of this
valuable work to exhibitors who wish to
becomescribers toyearly
subThe Motion
Picture News.

this
Just cliptisement,
pin itadverto a
check, bill or money
order for two dollars,
and mail it to
The Sales Division

The Motion

Picture News

220 W. Forty-Second
New York City
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Why

An Operator
Will Never
have any trouble with lamp
adjustments
when
he is
LAMP

supply
selves.

house
using

"We

*

and

*

not knowing how things look
you make him stick tight to
longs, in case something does
the grossest carelessness and

Just a touch of one of the handy-sized sticks to any
movable part that does not immediately respond to
the slightest touch, and it becomes a positive delight
to make the adjustments. The rack bars, sliding rods,
tilting screws and feed handles, lubricated with Ezo,
work smoothly and evenly. The carbons feed down
evenly. That means a steady, unflickering light. Ask
your exchange for it, or we will mail a stick to you if
you will wrap a quarter in silver in one of your letter
heads and address it to the

220 West Forty-Second Street

equipment,

then

*

let

things

run

them-

*

and flickers. You've got a motor drive. They're a nice
thing. You say it eliminates the expense of one boy, costing, perhaps, six dollars a week. The machine runs itself,
and your operator is off at the other side of the booth,

&-j

EZO MANUFACTURING

the

CtTT7"IIY didn't you get busy and find out what was
» » wrong with the projection machine? No machine,
if it is handled properly, will give bad light or cause jumps

LUBRICANT

\L

Exhibitors Fail

(Continued from page 16)

on the screen. Why don't
the machine, where he bego wrong? You have shown
disregard for your business,

and yet you complain that business is bad. It's your own
fault. You say no one kicked because the light was poor
or breaks occurred. Do you think that an outsider is going
to give a whoop about your business if you don't care.
No wise exhibitor will wait for complaints from his patrons before he remedies a trouble. He'll dig in, sleeves
up, and fix it himself, or get someone that can, before
anyone has a chance* to complain. You can't expect your
operator to break his neck for you, if you don't work with
him occasionally, and let him know that his efforts are a
vital factor in your success.
"You've got to work right with your men, Jim, and give
them thunder in a decent, constructive way, when they
don't do as they should. If you don't care, it's a cinch
that they won't. What kind of business sense has a man
who lets his posters be poorly hung? Don't that bespeak
the same sloppy, slovenly management inside the house.
You cut down the lights outside because business fell off.
Did you think it would bring more business to dispense

CO.

New York City

guarantee every stick"

with them? The chairs haven't been dusted for a week.
Let some woman with a white shirtwaist come in, dirty a
sleeve on that arm, and she'll tell all her friends
"Do you think they'll flock in on the strength of a story
like that? You've got a little girl down there in front
pounding out ragtime, irrespective of what is on the
screen. Spend a few dollars more a week, get another
violinist — another item of expense you've eliminated without recognizing its value as a profit-maker — make them
look over the reels before they're put on at a regular show,
and have them pick out the music that is best fitted to the
pictures.
"Don't sit around, looking blue and glum, cursing everything and everybody. You've got to merit business before
you get it. The golden dollars are streaming past your
theatre every hour of the day and night, and you haven't
got brains enough in action to see the chances you are
losing. A normal baby could outdistance you in this business. You're just like others who flock into it, seing only
the great big bank accounts, the luxury and ease it would
bring, the quick profits, without taking enough time to
study out whether you would have to do anything beyond make the investment to get it. Why, man. you've
got the chance of your life right under your nose
$
$
*
*

THE PHANTOSCOPE
A motion picture projecting machine using standard film, tak
ing current from incandescent lamp socket, alternaiing or direct
current. Can be stopped indefinitely and will not ignite the
film. Also projects lantern slides. Remarkably simple and
weighs but eighteen pounds. Designed especially for home,
school and salesmen.

6 4'W'i ITJ sling an occosional poster into some vacant winIt dow. That won't get you any business. You, or
rather, your usher, or whoever happens to be there, distributes heralds from the theatre. That la-t i- good adare money

Price,

$75.00

complete

The Phantoscope Mfg. Co.
Washington,

D. C, U. S. A.
In

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

vertising, but it can't stand alone. Your newspaper ads
wasted. You run the name- of the pictures,

finish In saying 'At the Orpheum To-night.' Why don't
it busy, put en some overalls, go down and clean out
that house, repainl the front, put in some new lights, get
some photographs For thai lobby, give that usher and the
manager some straight-from-the-shoulder talk, or else get
employees with some -cum1 of decency, business and abilitj to help you?
Then tell the public, through the news"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE
papers, about the new

MOTION

order of things. Let them know

that you've got an excellent light, that the house is fireproof and sanitary, that women are safe in it, that your
ushers are courteous, that your pictures are decent.
"You speak boastingly of getting a thirty or thirty-fivedollar film service. You don't even take the trouble to
find out whether the exchange can supply pictures that
will hold the trade for you. You wouldn't buy a suit without looking at it. You tell me you change every day because the fellow around the corner does. How do you
expect a good picture to be properly advertised? Any
reel worth having at all, is worth keeping at least two
days. The first night crowd tells its friends; they communicate with others, and you get the benefit of an endless chain of advertising that will bring you bigger business on the second night.
"I wouldn't change my program more than twice a week
for anyone. I find that it pays me more actual money in
the long run to do it. At first it was uphill going; people
flocked to the fellow who gave them six a day, no two
days alike. I sat back and waited. Then I began to get
the business again on the strength of personal advertising,

PICTURE

yet to grow. I want a string of houses, and I'll work just as
hard on every one of them. I expect it, and you've got to
expect the same thing."
"I'm going to get those overalls first thing in the morning," Jerry promised as he arose to go, a smile of thanks
(in his lips, and his eyes once more bright and hopeful.
Then, he added, in parting:
"By George, 1 won't wait until morning.
to-nisrht."

"Try getting down early in the morning for a time,
check up on your employees, see that they are there on
time, then pitch in and live right with your job for twenty
hours a day for a while. Be at the door, or near it, when
people come in. Give them a pleasant smile. Let them
know that you appreciate their patronage. It all helps
mightily. Keep your ushers standing straight, and see
that they handle the people the way they should. Make
whoever is in the box-office say 'thank you' every time he
or she gets a nickel or dime. If they don't do it, get in
there and do it yourself until someone comes along who
will.
"Give your manager plenty of responsibility, but don't
let go of things too much. Give him to understand that
you're right on the job. ready to check up the minute he
stumbles. Talk with him, make him your friend, and do
the same with every employee you've got. If things go
wrong,
don't blame them. You're the party that's at
fault.
"Just remember this, Jerry," and Jim's voice grew more
positive as he said it, "exhibiting is like anything else in
business. It takes a barrel of common sense, attention
to detail, living right on the job, to make it pay. Money
isn't all. Tn fact, it's the smallest part. You've been too
careless. Flushed with a small success, you were content
to let things slide. Now you're paying the penalty for the
confidence you had that they would always continue paying without some effort on your part."
There was a long pause before Jerry replied. He was
thinking, and thinking hard. He couldn't help but admit
the element of truth in the tongue-lashing he had just received. Jim spoke again:
"Jerry, when I opened that house in Bloomfield I was
on the job night and day. No man beat me to my own
business, and no man left any later than I did. I studied
it, night and day, week in and week out. I fought and
struggled, endured poverty, hunger, and even went without smoking tobacco, so that every possible cent I could
get could be tossed back into the business. That's the
only reason I'm even a mediocre success.
I haven't started
In writing to advertisers

please mention

TAKE

A

MINING

Til get them

PICTURE

The Industrial Moving Picture Company of Chicago, Watterson R. Rothacker, general manager, has just completed a
two-reel subject showing copper mining. The pictures were
taken at the Calumet and Hecla mines in Michigan and in
one instance the artificial lighting equipment was operated
5,300 feet, or more than a mile, below the surface.

MONARCH

and on good films. And, believe me, I didn't try to economize on service. Film is the greatest asset you've got.
That's your stock in trade. Put every cent you can into
it; don't make it share the expense decrease. Cut down
somewhere else, but pay every cent you can for your film
service.
It is film that gets the money for you.
"The front of your theatre resembles a warehouse.
There's no life, no action, no attention-getting substance
to it. Liven it up, not with posters pasted across the
front, but with a clean-looking box office, a few palms or
ferns, some pretty photographs. Keep the posters in neat
frames, and make them look as good as you can.

NEWS

Mr.
Hill WRITE US

IMMEDIATELY
Regarding
Our Specialties
Pertaining
to

Motion Picture
Including Equipment
ECONOMIZERS,
RHEOSTATS,
HEATERS,
TRANSFORMERS,

<^CONOMIZERSJJ
Price ^i£X^ir

$40.00

ETC.

General Electric Utilities Co.
145 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK
Agents Wanted in all Sections of U. S.
and Canada

You wouldn't buy rotten
eggs, then why buy rotten
films? Insist on the
same standards infilms
as you do in
eggs.
n-r
ma
y tu
Anac
re
uf
can furnish
your prints on L u m i e r e
stock if you INSIST.
DAVID HORSLEY
1600 B'way
Mecca Bidg.
New York
American Agent for Lumiere
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Six GREAT Releases!

the

LOSE NO TIME BOOKING
I
THESE HOUSE- FILLERS!
For Greater N. Y., N. Y. State and Northern N. J.

Exhibitors

"The Gambler's
.'f Reel PasqualiRevenge"

of New York
City and State

"The Power3 ReelofPasquali
Innocence"
"The Race 2 Reel
with
Death"
Pasquali

We wish to extend
to you our best
wishes for

A

"The Magic
Veil"
4 Reel Italian- American
"The Specter
of Film
the Sea"
.' Heel Meister
Now Ready for Greater N. Y. and Northern N. J. —
The 4 Reel Dramatic Triumph :

Happy
and

New

Mrs. Emmeline
"80

Phone, 5307 Bryant

in

Want—?"

220

W.

Mgr.

42d

ST.

dandier Building

Double Your Receipts on
Dull Days Without Cost

and to suggest
that whenever
you think of
FEATURES
think of the

WE

are distributing,
through
moving
picture
houses,
five high-class
articles that have a
total retail value of $5.00 and upward, which
are useful to men. women and children.
These

The

Theatre

patron gets something

for nothing.

Our arrangement is such that it costs the nianagemen nothing. We have increased the attendance as
much as fifty per cent mi premium nights,

Executive Offices, 301 Times Bldg.
Exchange, 9th Floor Leavitt Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY

For

further particulars address:

Metropolitan Premium Company

1 landling the output of the
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
FILM
CO.
for New York City and State
please

articles are placed on exhibition in a neat,

attractive glass case in the lobby For one week.
Then on a special nighl the articles are given away.

Wm. L. Sherry Feature
Film Co., Inc.

to advertisers

Million Women

J. H. STEINMAN,

Year

writing

Pankhurst

EUROPEAN FEATURE FILM CO.

Prosperous

In

NEWS

(Department

Woolworth Building
mention
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WIRE FOR OPEN TERRITORY

Our Factory Is Yours!

Pilgrim's Progress (Ambrosio
- Version)
4 reels

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE
for DEVELOPING
PRINTING, and TITLES.

In the Sultan's Power - 2 reels
Voodoo Vengeance - 3 reels
Tranping and Training Wild
Animals -I reel

EVANS

f Telephone Bryant 8S«.

40th ST. .#%

WEST

MFG.

Dangers of a Great City
3 Reels

s

*®£S

OPEN

TERRITORY

The Lure of New York
4 REELS

'GOOD

Bryant

7160

PAN-AMERICAN
FILM MFG. CO.

CO.

country.
High Grade Feature Films
booked in all pans of the
Offices
9th West
Floor World's
Bldg , 110
40th St.,Tower
New
York.
Bryant, 6578

RoyalLEOFilm
Exchange
SINQE.R, Manager

INTER • CONTINENT FEATURE
FILMS

New

Jersey Distributers for the

UNIVERSAL

ii

PROGRAM

The Largest Motion Supply House in the State

286 Market Street

Phone, Market 1994

NEWARK,

N.J.

AUSTRALASIAN FILMS, Ltd.

$3? new york carygQ,
FOR

'Phone

Cable Address "RynoFilm, N. Y."

THREE
HerIN Life
forREELS
Liberty"

WIRE

Ryno
Film
Co., Inc.
West
42d St., N. Y. City

220

Incorporated ■
416-22
WEST
216th
STREET
Tel. 7652 Audubon at Broadway, New York

s^ ^World's
1600 BROADWAY
Best Film Go.
-r-i.fr f NEW YORK CITY
GET ON OUR MAIL LIST

^fellO

FILM
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State Rights Offered on this first
production of the Verafilm Company of Rome
Get on our mailing list if you
wish to have advance information on a new spectacular Italian feature ready at the end of
this month.

(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)

Open to Purchase
High Grade Features
Films and Accessories
Cable, spem ublo, N. Y. Tel. Mud. Sq. 4-rr.
MILLARD JOHNSON, American Representative
15 East 26th St., New York City, N. Y.

Film Rental Service $1.00
PER REEL WITH POSTERS
Several programs in one shipment to save
express.
Express paid one way.
Attractive program includes all leading

Inter -Continent Film Go.

makes.

Lakeside Film Exchange

World's Tower Bldg., New York City
110-112 West 40th Street

37 S. Wabash

ECLECTIC FEATURE
N. V.

Chicago, 111.

THE ELEPHANT BRAND

LOBBY1

FILM CO.

Ave.

City

Means Quality

FILMS

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION
110 West 40th St., New York

The House of Mystery
4 Parts

January

10th

Natural Coloring
A Few Choice States Left
BOOK
FROM

THESE

NEAREST

NOW!

EXCHANGE

A powerful detective story which will
to finish.

Drama Lure
in 3 Part*
" The AGreat
of Paris "

"JUSTICE

A Drama

OR

Cable Ad. Gioriafilm, N.Y.
HOW. 40th St.
New York City, N. Y.

Don't miss it.

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

FOR

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

LOVE"

in 3 Parts

For State Rights

GLORIA
Phone AMERICAN
Brvant 7713 CO.

grip and hold your attention from start

Write to

Feature
Photoplay Co.,
gSs*2{
New York
City
Candler Building

The
Cream
of
Market
Selected

In writing to advertisers

please

mention

the

European

for

America.

S A L.E

2 Talking
Picture Machines with 10
reels and records. Price, $ 200
Also 500 commercial
reels, some
with Posters, $3.00 per reel.

EAGLE

FEATURE

71 West 23rd Street
"THE

MOTION
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FILM CO.
New York City
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DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS'
INDEPENDENT
AMBROSIO
Feet
Dec. 13 — A Tragic Experiment 2 reel Dr.)..
Dec. 20 — The Law
of Compensation
(2 reel
Dr.)
Dec. 27 — Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
Jan.
3— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
Dec. 27 — The
Rose of San Juan
(Spanish
Dec. 29— In the Firelight (2 reel Dr.)
2000
Jan.
3— The Drama)
Miser's Policy
(Dr.)
1000

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5—
10—
12—
17—
19 —

The Power of Light (2 reel Dr.)
2000
The Son of Thomas Gray (Dr.)
1000
Destinies Fulfilled (3 reel Dr.)
3000
Unto the Weak
(Soc. Dr.)
1000
The Return
of Helen Redmond
(2
reel Dr.)
2000
24— A Child of the Desert (W. Dr.)... 1000
26 — A Blow Out at Santa Banana
AMMEX
24 — Fatal Reckoning
2000
8 — His Pard's Sister
2000
15 — The Lucky
Nugget
3000
APOLLO
30 — Her Husband and My Wife (Com.).
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
14 — The Portola Festival
14 — -Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
BISON
29— The War of the Cattle Range (2 reel
Dr.)
6 — The White Squaw
(2 reel Dr.)
13— The Werewolf
(2-reel Dr.)
20— The God of Girsah (2 reel Dr.)
27— The Water War
(2 reel Dr.)
10 — The Eleventh
Hour (2 reel Feature)
17— The Flash of Fate (2 reel Dr.)
ALBERT BLINKHORN'S FEATURES
1— David
Copperfield
(Hepworth — 7
parts)
20 — After Many
Years
(General
Film
Agency — 3 parts)
22 — The Harper Mystery (Turner Films,
Ltd.— 3 parts)
29 — The Vicar of Wakefield
(Hepworth
— 4 parts)
BRONCHO
17— The Open
Door (2 parts— Dr.)
24 — Her Father's Story (2 parts — Dr.)
31— The
Woman
(2 parts— Dr.)
7 — A Military Judas (3 parts — Dr.)....
14 — Conscience (Dr.)
21 — Conscience
(2 part Dr.)
CRYSTAL
16 — The Trained
Nurse
(Com.)
21 — The Heart of an Artist (Drama)..
23 — My Brudder Sylvest
23— The Baby Question
28— The Lure of the Stage (Dr.)
30 — The Kitchen
Mechanic
(Com.)
30— Hubby's
Night Out (Com.)
4— The Lifted Veil (Dr.)
6 — Shadowed
6 — Fighting Is No Business (Com.)....
11— The Ring (Dr.)
13 — It May Come to This (Com.)
13 — Baldy Belmont Bumps (Com.)
18 — A Father's Devotion
(Dr.)
DOMINO
18— The Curse
(2 parts— Dr.)
26— True Irish Hearts
(2 parts— Dr.)..
1 — True Irish Hearts (3 parts — Dr.)....
8 — Harp of Tara (2 parts — Dr.)
15— The Primitive Call (3 p
DRAGON
(Formerly Ryno)
19 — Blindness
of Courage
3000
24— Her Last Ride
3000
8 — Daredevil Rodman Law
(Special)..
15 — Dare Devil Rescue
(Special)
3000
ECLAIR
21 — Loaded
21 — Sunset in Many
Lands
24 — The Dr.)Highwayman's
Shoes
(2 reel

Dec. 28 — Apply to Janitor
Dec. 28 — Nutty is Dead; Long Live Nutty..
Dec. 31 — The Governor's Veto (2 reels)
J. in. 4 Cue and Miss Cue
4 Nutty II. is Big Ideas
Tan.
7-— The Case of Cherry Purcellc (3 reel
Dr.)

Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.

Jan.
Nov
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov
Nov.

NEWS

LIST OF RELEASES

Feet
The Snake
Charmer
Nutty Delivers the Message to Garcia
The First Nugget (2 reel Dr.)
She Wrote
a Play (Com.)
ECLECTIC
13— The Fatal Plunge
3000
27— Toils of Villainy (3 parts)
11 — His Fateful Passion (5 parts)
F. R. A.
28 — Secret of Adrianople
3600
12 — Demonyte
3000
19 — Vengeance
Bequeathed
3000
FRONTIER
18 — Slim and the Petticoats (Com.)....
20— His Better Self (Dr.)
25 — Slim and the Bandit (Com.)
27— His Father
(Dr.)
1 — Slim's Last Trick (Com.)
3— The Winning Stroke (Dr.)
8 — Slim's Strategy
(Com.)
10— Cross Roads (Dr.)
15 — Slim and the Money Pots (Com.)..
17 — Her Brother
(Dr.)
GAUMONT
27 — The Angel of the House
3000
30 — Simple Simon Has a Fright
1000
1 — The Suffragettes' Revenge
1 — Tiny Tim Frightens His Mother....
6 — An Amateur
Sportsman
8 — Tiny Tim's Sweetheart
13 — Mother-in-Law
Pays a Visit
15 — Simple Simon's
Honeymoon
15 — Tiny Tim the Fisherman
GOLD SEAL
16 — Bloodhounds of The North
(2 reel
Dr.)
23 — Bloodhounds
of the North
(2 reel
Dr.)
30 — The Buccaneers
(3 reel Pirate)
6— The Lie (2 reel Dr.)
13 — A War
Time
Reformation
(2 reel
Mil.)
GREAT NORTHERN
1 — A Dilemma
1000
8 — A Bogus Hero (Com.)
22— Hard Luck
1000
GREAT NORTHERN SPECIAL
28 — In the Bonds of Passion
8000
21 — Baptism
of Fire
3000
IMP
29— By Whose
Hand
3000

Dec.
25 —
1—
11 —

11 —
11 —
14 —
18—

and
Mrs.
Innocence
Abroad
Dec. 18 — Mr.
(Com.)
Dec. 22 — The Actor's Christmas
(Dr.)
Dec. 25 — Love or a Throne (2 reel Dr.)
29 — King the Detective in the Jarvis Case
(2 reels)
1 — The Trials of Alexander (Com.)....
5 — Sam Slam 'Em Slammed (Com.) ....
Watch Dog of the Deep (2 reel
Jan. 8 — The Dr.)
Tan. 12— The Militant (S reel Dr.)
Jan.
Jan. 15 — Percy Needed a Rest (Com.)
ITALA
(Features)
Nov,
8000
Dec. 27 — Leap of Despair
Dec.
4 — At Death's Door
3000
Jan.
18— Victory or Death
3000
JOKER
Dec.
31 — Mike and Jake in Society (Com.)...
3— Their Little Ones
3 — The Gorges of the Bourne, France.
7 — Mike and Jake Live Close to Nature
Jan.
(Com.)
10 — Some Nightmare
Jan.
and
Surrounds
(Jura,
Jan. 10 — St. Claude
France)
Tan. 11 — Saving the Child (Com.)
Jan.
Jan. 17 — Tli. Mystery ol the Taxicab (Com.)
KAY-BEE
Dec. 12— Soul of the South (Dr.)
Dec.
19—
The
Pitfall
(Dr.)
Jan.
Dec. 26— Harvest
of Sin (Dr.)
2— Prince (Dr.)
9 — \.n cotii Spi ctre (Dr.)
10— The Circle of Fate (Dr.)
KEYSTONE
Jan.
Dec.
(Com.)
Jan. 15 — The Gusher
Dec.
Jan. 18 — Fatty's Flirtation
(Com.)
Dec.
18 — Protecting San Francisco
from Fire
Dec.
Dec. 20 — His Sister's Kids (Com.)
22— A Bad Game
(Com.)
Dec. 25 — Some
Nerve
(Com.)
lice. 29— He Would
Dec.
a Hunting Go (Com.)...
11— The Wild Indian (Com.)
Dec. 18 — No Release
25 — Wifey's Christmas Present (Com.)..

Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

KOMIC
Feet
The Live Win- (Com.)
The Bad Man from the East (Com.)
Luck
(Com.)(Com.)
ALevi's
Misplaced
Foot

1 — Glimpses of Los Angeles
(Sc.)
5 Love and Dynamite
(Com.)
LACLEDE
10 — Pale lace Squaw
LEWIS PENNANTS
1— Taxicab
1098
1 5 — Decreed
to Die
4 — Sign of the Secret Nine
20— Taxicab
1098 LUX

Prieur
5 — Bill on the ByTelephone
(Com.)
5 — A Day in the Country
(Com.)
Dec. 12— When
Auntie
Made
Her
Will
Dec.
(Com.)
Dec. 12 — Ostrich Farming Near Nice (Indus.)
Dec. 19 — Detective
Larkin
(Dr.)
19 — Travels in Hungary (Sc.)
Dec. 26— Only a Little Drop of Water (Com.)
Dec.
26— A Quiet Flat (Com.)
MAJESTIC
Dec.
20— A Man's Awakening (Dr.)
Prisoner
of the
Mountains
Dec. 21 — The
Dec. 23 — Mrs.(Dr.)
Brown's Burglar (Com.)
27 — The Pride of the Force (Com.)
Dec. 28 — Helen's Stratagem
(Dr.)
Dec. 30— The Baby (Dr.)
3
—
Educating
His
Daughters
(Com.)..
)ec.
NESTOR
an.
31— A Hopi Legend
(Dr.)
2 — And the Villain Still Pursued
Her
8— The (Com.)
Dead Line (W. Dr.)
9 — When Ursus Threw the Bull (2 reel
Com.)
14— The Intruder
(Dr.)
16
—
Cupid's
Close Shave (Com.)
an.
POWERS
Dec. 29— Three Children
(Com. Dr.)
2— An Evil of the Slums (Dr.)
5—
Them
Old
Letters
Jar. 9— Who So Diggeth a (Dr.)
Pit (Dr.)
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.

Nov.
Dec.
JanDec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dei .
Dec.
Dec.
an.
Jan.
an.
Nov.
Dec.
11, r
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec,
Dec,
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

3000

3000
3000
510
385
570
410
585
350
355
556

12 — Just Mother
12 — In Lapland
16— Trust Begets Trust (Dr.)
PRINCESS
12 — His Imaginary
Family (Com. Dr.).
19 — The Law of Humanity
(Dr.)
26 — Cupid's Lieutenant
(Com. Dr.)....
2— A
Rural
Free
Delivery
Romance
(Dr.)
RAMO
26 — Fangs of Hate
3009
10— The
Devil
Within
3000
RELIANCE
17 — At the Cabaret (Com.)
20— The Pseudo
Prodigal (Dr.)
22— The Fly Leaf of Fate (Dr.)
24— The Alternative
(Dr.)
27 — Grovanni's Gratitude
(2 reel Dr.)..
29
Daybreak
(Dr.)
31 — His Awful Vengeance (Com.)
31 — Seeing Stars and Stripes (Com.)....
3 — Some Rogues and a Girl (Dr.)
REX
28— His Faithful Servant
(Dr.)
1 — The Female of the Species (2 reels)
4 — A Fool and His Money (Com.)
8 — An Arrowhead
Romance
(Dr.)
1 I The Cycle of Adversity (Dr.)
1 a — Michael
Arnold
and Dr. Lynn
(2
i I Dr.)
is The O|tion
(Dr.)
SOLAX
28 — Ben Bolt
400O
20— The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
4000
THANHOUSER
23 — An Orphan's
Romance
(Dr.)
26— His Father's Wife
(Dr.)
28— The Head
Waiter
(Com.)
30 — An Amateur
Animal
Trainer (Com.
Dr.)
:.' Their Golden Wedding (Dr.)
VICTOR
22— Rorv of the Bogs (8 reel Dr.)
26— Miracle Mary
(2 reel Dr.)
29— The Field Foreman
(Dr.)
2 — The Coryphee
(2 reels)
5— The Magic Skin (2 reel Dr.)
12— The Imp Abroad
(Com.)
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WE BUY THE BIG ONES
WHEN

THEY

ARE GOOD

Golgate Feature Service
GOLDEN

GATE FILM EXCHANGE,

Inc.

Purchasing Headquarters

614 CANDLER
San Francisco
Seattle

BUILDING, NEW

Portland
Phoenix

YORK
Los Angeles

Salt Lake
Denver

Spokane

LUBIN
THE

Presents CHARLES

KLEIN'S

Greatest Achievement

LION AND THE

MOUSE

IN SIX REELS
OFFICES OF THE GENERAL

THROUGH
THE
FILM COMPANY
There was never a more successful author and playwright than Mr. Chas. Klein, and in securing Exclusive rights
all of his great dramas in motion picture form, Lubin has again demonstrated that he is determined that all of the best
cnme from Lubin.
"The Lion and the Mouse" had a more extended run in New York Theatres than any drama of recent years— the
its popularity.
,
.
,
Special Actors and Actresses of widespread reputation were employed to depict the exacting roles. Gorgeous stagi
built exclusively for this production, and the photography, if possible, excels that of anything yet produced by Lubm.

"THE

In Preparation:

CHARLES

DAUGHTERS
A Story of CAPITAL AND

FIVE RELEASES

EACH

WEEK-ONE

KLEIN'S

OF MEN

L4BOR
MULTIPLE EVERY

THE MAN FROM
THE WEST" — Drama.
Special in 2 Reels
A QUESTION
OF RIGHT" — Drama. Special in 2 Reels
THE SQUIRE'S MISTAKE"— Drama
BETWEEN TWO
FIRES" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
THE
ENGINEERS
REVENGE" — Drama
WHEN
THE
DOCTORS
FAILED"— Comedy
"MARRIED
MEN" — Comedy
"TOBACCO
INDUSTRY"— Industrial
"SMILES
OF
FORTUNE" — Comedy
LUBINS
ATTRACTIVE
POSTERS
One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three
Multip'e Reels — in five co'.ors.
Order from your Exchange
land, Ohio.

LUBIN
In

writing

MANUFACTURING
to advertisers

please

mention

"THE
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THURSDAY

Thursday,
Thursday,
Tuesday.
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Saturday.
January
Monday,
January
Monday,
January

January 22nd
January 15th
January
6th
January
8th
January
9th
January 10th
10th
12th
12th

and Six Sheets with all
or A. B. C. Co., Cleve-

CO.,

Philadelphia
PICTURE
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to reproduce
pictures must
best prooi ol

settings were
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LICENSEES

OF

PATENTS

CO.

BIOGEAPH
Fe«t
Dec. 11 — The Troublesome Mole (Com.)
Dec 13— The House
of Discord
(Dr. — Parts
I and II)
Dec. . 16— Oh, Sammy!
(Com.)
Dec.
— Riley's Decoys (Com.)
Dec. .. 15
18— Beyond All Law (Dr.)
Dec. . 20
—
The Conscience of Hassan Bey (Dr.)
Dec. . 22 — For
Her Government (Dr.)
Dec. , 25— Her Wedding Bell (Dr.)
Dec. , 27 — The ( lub Cure (Com.)
Dec. 27 — The Suicide Pact (Com.)
Dec. . 29 — The Wedding
Gown
(2 parts — Dr.)
Jan. 1 — Skelley's Skeleton
(Coin.)
Jan. 1— A Motorcycle Elopement (Com.)....
Jan. 3— The Abandoned Well (Dr.)
CINES
George KJeine
Dec 16 — The Sunken
Treasure
(Dr.)
(Parts
I & II)
Dec 28 — At Cross Purposes
(Dr.)
(Parts I
& II)
Dec 30 — When
a Woman
Wills (2 parts —
Dr.)
Jan. 6 — The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
Jan. 13— The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
EDISON
Dec. 20— The Haunted
Bedroom
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 22 — Products
of the Palm, the Banana
and Cocoanut Industries, Jamaica,
W. I. (Ind.)
360
Dec 22— Teaching His Wife a Lesson (Com.) 675
Dec 23— The Upward
Way
(Dr.)
1000
Dec
Hat (Com.)
685
Dec 24 — Mary's New
24
—
The
Janitor's
Quiet
Life
(Com.)...
415
Dec 26— A Tudor Princess (Dr.)
2000
Dec 27 — A Proposal from Mary
(Being the
Sixth and Last Story of "Who
Mary")
Dec. 29— Her Will
Face Marry
Was Her
Fortune (Com.). 1000
Dec. 30 — The Mystery of the Dover Express
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 31— Andy Gets a Job (Com.)
1000
(Dr.)
2000
Jan. 2— The Antique Brooch
1000
Jan. 3— Stanton's Last Fling (Dr.)
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 5— The Girl in the Middy
1000
Jan. 6— On the Great Steel Beam (Dr.)
Sea Birds (Edu.)
400
Jan. 7— African
Jan. 7— The Sherlock Homes Girl (Com.).. 600
9—
The
Witness
to
the
Will
(Dr.)
2000
Jan.
Road
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 10— A Lonely
Adventure
of
the
Actress'
Jan. 12 — The
Jewels (Com.)
1000
1000
Jan. 13— A Night at the Inn (Dr.)
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 14 — Andy Plays Hero
Billington's Downfall (2 part
Jan. 16 — Deacon
Com.)
2000
1000
Jan. 17— The Last Scene of All (Dr.)
19
—
Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
Jan.
(Ind.)
426
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
I I,

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
I 1i

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
I )<c.
Dec.
Dec.
IU .
Dec.
Dec.

-,

Dec

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Feet
Unseen Terror (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
2000
2— Bill's Board Bill (Com.)
2 — Cambridgeshire
Race Meet (Sports)
3 — A Dream of the Wild (Dr.)
1000
6— A Shot in the Night (Special— 2 part
Dr.)
2000
7 — Her Husband's
Friend
(Special — 2
part Dr.)
2000
9 — The Joke on Jane (Com.)
9 — Making Cut Glass (Ind.)
10 — Telltale Stains (Dr.)
1000
LUBIN
16 — A Masked Mix-Up (Com.)
600
16— When He Sees (Dr.)
1000
18— A Son of His Father (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
19 — Growing and Gathering Cocoa Beans 400
19 — Banty Tim (Com.)
600
20— A Love of '64 (Dr.)
1000
22— Through Flaming Paths (Dr.)
1000
23 — Between
Dances
(Com.)
23— A College Cupid (Com.)
25— The Parasite (Dr.) (Parts I & II)..
26— The Death Trap (Dr.)
27— The Doctor's Romance (Dr.)
29 — Her Boy (Dr.)
1000
30 — Before the Last Leaves Fall (Dr.).. 1000
1 — Manufacturing
Pearl
Buttons
(Indus.)
300
1 — The Inspector's Story (Dr.)
1700
2 — A Corner in Popularity (Com.)
400
2 — The Missing Diamond
(Com.)
600
3— The Circle's End (Dr.)
1000
5— The Story the Gate Told (Dr.)
1000
6 — The Squire's Mistake
(Dr.)
1000
8 — Between Two Fires (2 reel Dr.).... 2000
9 — The Engineer's Revenge (Dr.)
1000
10— When the Doctors
Failed (Com.) . . 400
10 — Married Men
(Com.)
,
600
12 — Tobacco
Industry
(Ind.)
400
12 — Smiles of Fortune (Com.)
600
13 — The Inscription
(Dr.)
1000
15 — A Question of Right (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
16 — In Mysterious Ways (Dr.)
1000
17— A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
O. KEXJ2I

Dec. 31 — An
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
JanJan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

Nov. 27 — Japanese '"Judo" Commonly Known
as Jiu Jitsu
1000
Dec.
4 — A Woman's Mission (Dr.)
Dec.
4— A
Trip
to the
Famous
Picnic
Grounds
at Arashyama,
Japan
(Sc.)
Dec. 11— At Phnom-Penh, Cambodia
(Travel)
Dec. 11 — Beautiful
Angkor-Vat,
( ambodia

Feet
Jan.

8 — The parts
WardsDr.) of Society
(Special— 2
Jan.
8— A
Ramble
in Pondicherry,
India
(Sc.)
Jan.
8— Pathe's Weekly No. 3 (News)
Ian. 10— The 2 Minister's
(Special—
parts — Dr.) Daughter
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2—
3—
4—
6—
8—

SELIG
The Rustler's Reformation
Within the Hour
Grandaddy's
Boy
'Northern Hearts
Master
of
the
Garden (Dr.— Parts I
and II)

Dec.
9— An Equal Chance
(Dr.)
Dec. 10— Hilda of Heron
Cove
(Dr.)
Dec. 11 — Physical
on the Quarter
Circle VCulture
Bar (Com.)
Dec. 12 — The Mysterious Way (Com.)
Dec. 15— The I Wolf
& II) of the City (Dr.) (Parts
Dec. 15— When Father Craved a Smoke
(Com.)
Dec. 16— With Eyes So Blue and Tender
(Dr.)
Dec. 17 — Buster's Little Game (Com.)
Dec- 18— Until the Sea (Dr.)
Dec. 19— The Lure of the Road (Dr.)
Dec. 22— The Open Door (Dr.) (Parts I & II)
Dec. 23— Mother Love vs. Gold (Dr.)
Dec. 24— A Dip in the Briney (Com.)
Dec. 25— Doc Yak's Christmas (Com.)
Dec. 26 — His Sister (Dr.)
Dec. 29— The The
Adventures
of Kathlyn—
No. 1—
Unwelcome
Throne (Special
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct,

Dec. 18 — Cities
. .(Sc.)of Japan (Sc.)
Oct.
Dec. 25— The Ruins of Angkor-Thorn
(Sc.)..
Jan.
1 — Temples of Japan
1 000
Nov.
FATHE
FRERES
Dec.
6 — Col. Heeza Liar in Africa (Novelty)
Dec.
6 — Glimpses of Pond Life (Zoology)..
19— The Janitor's Flirtation (Com.)
600 Dec.
Dec.
8— Pathe's Weekly No. 74 (News)
ESSANAY
Dec.
9 — The Stolen Inheritance
(Dr.)
Dec.
Dec.
Dec. 10 — You've Got to Pay (Dr.)
20— Broncho
Billy's
(
hristmas
Deed
(W.
Dec. 11 — A Modern Portia (Dr. — Parts I and
Dec.
Dr.)
Dec.
II)
23— A Vagabond Cunid (Dr.)
Dec.
Dec. 11 — Pathe's Weekly No. 75 (News)
24— At the Old Maid's Call (Com.)
Dec. 12 — Birds of the Inland
Marsh
(Bird
Dec.
24 — Glimpses of Rio de Janiero (Sc.) . . .
Life)
Dec.
25 — That Pair from Thespia (W. Com.).
Dec.
Dec. 12 — A Journey to the Environs of Naples
26— The Great Game
(Dr.) (Parts I &
(Sc.)
Dec.
II)
Dec. 13 — Uncle John to the Rescue (Com.)..
Dec.
27— A Snakeville Courtship (W. Com.).
Dec.
30— The Ghost of Self (Dr.)
1000 Dec. 15 — Pathe's Weekly No. 76 (News)....
Dec. 16— The Couple Next Door (Com.)
Dec.
31 — When Love Is Young (Com.)
Dec. 17 — Insects that Sing (Zoology)
31 — Ascending
Sugar
Loaf
Mountain
Dec.
Dec. 17 — Nice
and
Its
Environs,
France
(Sc.)
(Travel)
1— Through Trackless Sands (Dr.)
1000
Doc.
18—
The
Finger
of
Fate
(Dr.)
(Parts
I
Dec.
2 — The Awakening at Snakeville
(Spe& II)
Dec.
cial— 2 parts — Com.)
2000
Dec.
3 — The
Redemption
of Broncho
Billy
Dec. 18— Pathe's Weekly No. 77
(Dr.)
1000 Dec. 19 — A Scandinavian Scandal (Com.) ....
Dec.
Dec.
20—
The
Fire
Bride
(Dr.)
6— Hearts and Flowers (Dr.)
1000
Dec.
7— A Foot of Romance
(Com.)
1000 Dec. 22— Pathe's Weekly No. 78 (News)
Dec.
Dec.
8— The Hills of Peace (Dr.)
1000 Dec. 23 — An Indian Don Juan (Dr.)
Dec. 24 — Two Up a Tree (Com.)
9 — The Hour and the Man
(2 parts —
2000 Dei 25 — Lady Madcap's Way
Dec.
(Com.)
(Parts
1 & II)
Dec.
in Snakeville's New Doctor (Com. Dr.). 1000
KALEM
Dec.
Dec. 25 — Pathe's Weekly No. 79 (News)
Dec. 27— The
Moth
and
the Flame
(Dr.)
Doc.
(Parts I & II)
12 — General Bunko's Victory (Com.) ....
Doo.
12 — Piano Manufacturing (Ind.)
Dec. 27 — Corfu, an Isle of the Ionian Sea
13— The Invisible Foe (Dr.)
(Travel)
Jan.
16— The Hunchback (Dr.) (Parts I & II)
Tan.
1 1( c 27 — Lady
Madcap's
Way (Spec. — 2 parts
— Com.
)
17— Uncle
& II)Tom's Cabin (Dr.) (Parts I
I li I 39— Pathe's Weekly No. 80 (News)
Tan.
Dec. 30— The Sneak Thief (Com.)
19 — Frayed
Fagin's Adventures
(Com.)
19— Ulster Day in Belfast (Top.)
Dec. 31— Bv the Two Oak Trees (Dr.)
Tan.
20 — The Electrician's Hazard
(Dr.)....
Jan.
1 — When Strong Wills Clash (Special—
fan.
2 parts — Dr.)
22— "Gilt Edge" Stocks (Dr.)
24— The
Big
Horn
Massacre
(Dr.)
T.in.
Jan.
1— Pathe's Weekly No. 81 (News)
(Parts I & II)
Tan.
3— The Resurrection
(Special — 2 parts
Im
—Dr.)
26 — Emancipated Women
(Com.)
26— Talcum
Powder
(Ind.)
I.
m
I. hi. 5 — Pathe's Weekly No. 2 (News)
27 — Her Indian Brother (Dr.)
Jan.
6 — Whom
God Hath Joined (Dr.)
Tan.
29 — A Modern
Tekvl and Ilvde (Special
Tan.
7 — Dishing
Dicks
Dishwater
(Com.)..
Jan.
2 parts— Dr.)
2000 Tan.
7 — Snow
Effects in Austria (Travel)..

— 3 parts — Dr.)
3000
The Stolen Heart (Com.)
1000
Father's Day (Dr )
1000
Good Resolutions
(Dr.)
1000
At Cross Purposes (Com. Dr.)
Buster and Sunshine
(Com.)
Into the Third and Fourth Generation (Special — 2 parts — Dr.)
2000
6 — The Living Wage
(Dr.)
1000
7 — By Unseen Hand (Dr.)
1000
8 — Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
9— On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
URBAN
ECLIPSE
George Klein*
12— The Mong-Fu-Tong
(Pert I & II)
(Dr.)
not
19— The Clown's Revenge (Part I & II)
(Dr.)
tOO*
14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
& II)
1004
28— The Rajah's
Diamond
Ro»e
(Part
I & II) (Dr.)
loo*
26 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (2 part Dr.)
VITAGRAPH
30—
31 —
1—
2—
2—
5—

8—
9—
10—
10 —
11—
12—
13—
15 —
16—
16 —
17 —
18—
19 —

'Mid Kentucky Hills (Dr.)
Deception
(Com.)
That Suit at Ten (Com.)
Performing Lions (Edu.)
Sacrifice (Dr.)
The Life-Saver
(Com.)
Love's Sunset (Dr.— Parts I and II)
The Uprising of Ann (Dr.)
1000
Up in a Balloon (Com.)
Elephants at Work (Edu.)
Any Port in a Storm (Com..)
1000
The Face of Fear (W. Dr.)
1000
The
Girl
at the
Lunch
Counter
(Com.)
20— The Ancient
Order of Goodfellows
( part Com. Dr.)
2000
22 — A Christmas Story (Dr.)
1000
23— Her Faith in the Flag (Dr.)
1000
22— A Christmas
Storv (Dr.)
23— Her Faith in the Flag (Dr.)
24 — The Honorable
Algernon
(Com.)...
25— The Spirit of Christmas (Dr.)
26 — The
Golf Game
and
the Bonnet
(Com.)
27 — Heartsease
(Dr.)
(Part* I X- II).
29— Her Husband's Friend (Dr. 7
1000
SO— His Second Wife (Com. Dr.)
30— The Baby Show
(Edu.)
31 — The Education
of Aunt
Gcorgiana
(Dr.)
1000
1 — Secret of the Bulb (Dr.)
1000
2 — Misadventures of a Mights- Monarch
3 — The (Com.)
Street Singer! (Special'. — 2 parts 1000
—Dr.)
2000
5 — Francine
(Dr.)
1000
6 — Officer
Tohn
Donovan
(Special — 2
parts— Dr.)
2000
7— Diana's Dress Reform
(Com.)
1000
R — Their
Interest
in Common
(Com.
Dr.)
R — Montana
State Fair (Topical)
9 — Bunny's Mistake
(Com.)
1000
10 — Jerry's Uncle's Namesake
(Special —
2 parts— Com.)
2000
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/5Q OF ///M/
are on £/?e /oi a// otfer //*e United
States and Canada, snapping events for
the Universal's
the time.
Week

"Animated Weekly/
all
after week the UniversaVs

ANIMATED

WEEKLY

is scooping all competitors.
Our camera men are all bright-eyed, quick-witted, resourceful newspaper men who know news when they see it and who are willing to risk kg or
neck t° 8et it for the Universal's Animated Weekly ahead of the whole world. If you
are not getting the Animated Weekly you are missing one of the hest-drawing films
in the world.
Ask y°ur exchange for it and ask every week until you get it !

Universal Film Manufacturing
Company
"The largest film manufacturing concern in the universe"
CARL LAEMMLE, President

Mecca Building, 1600 Broadway
New York City

FILMS,
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THE

1T^
SAFETY

.MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

— ^k^nA^^
OF

LIFE

\J*J^

HUMAN

^r
FIRST

COMES

GOLD MEDAL
AWARDED

Power's Cameragraph No. 6A
BY

AMERICAN

MUSEUM

OF

SAFETY

AT

INTERNATIONAL SAFETY
EXPOSITION
Grand Central Palace, New York City
in recognition of its

Powe .c.„PhNo6A

EXCLUSIVE

SAFETY

Confidence of 65% of the trade JUSTIFIED.
write for Catalog D

DEVICES

For further particulars

Niclnolas F^crwer Company
New

Ninety Gold Street

In writing

to advertisers

i

n "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

York

City

u

THE

Winners

.MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Always

FOUR

Kay-Bee
Features
JANUARY

9th

Narcolic Spectre
2 Reels!
JANUARY

16th

Circle or hate
(2 Reelsl
JANUARY

13rd

Kentucky Romance
(1 Heel
JANUARY

27th

For Her Brother's Sake

THE

(1 Reel)

NARCOTIC
SPECTRE

JANUARY

30th

Divoice
(2 Reels)

Broncho Headliners
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

7th

New England Idyl

A Military Judas
13 Reels)
JANUARY 14th

JANUARY

2 Reels)

The Cure

FEBRUARY

Romance

1 Peell
JANUARY 21st

Conscience

Romance of Sunshine Alley

8th

Harp of Tara

11th

2 Reels

of the Sea

2 Reels)
FtBRUARY
18th

2 Reels)
JANUARY 28th
1 Reel)

Domino

4ih

JANUARY

Yellow Flame

3 Reels)

JANUARY

The

22nd

Informer
2 Reels)

15th

The Primitive Call

2 Reels!

Winners

JANUARY

Heart of

29th

Woman

3 Reels)

Keystone
Comedies
JANUARY

3rd

Love and Dynamite
JANUARY

5th

Mabel's Stormy Love Affair
JANUARY

8th

The Under Sheriff
JANUARY

12th

A Flirt's Mistake
JANUARY

How

JANUARY

A
MILITARY
JUPAS
NEW YORK MOTION

15th

Motion Pictures
Are Made
17th

In the Clutches of the Gang
12 Reels)

MUTUAL
PROGRAM
EXCLUSIVELY

:
PICTURE :• CORPORATION,

;i •\:\\:
Longacre Bldg., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
n • Tin:

'I HE {MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Quality
-•

Throughout the entire history of Motion
Pictures, the product of the licensed manufacturers has been the standard of class. For years
and years these products have been advertised
and exploited until the ten premier brands have
become familiar to the peoples of every country
in the world. The names of the actors and
actresses in these brands are household words
in millions of homes. Every one who goes to
the picture show has learned that these brands
are by far the best. General Film Service includes all the licensed brands and is safe and
reliable; the surest guarantee of success for the
exhibitor because it backs up its millions of
dollars' worth of advertising with the finest
pictures that are now, or ever have been
produced.

General Film Company
200 Fifth Avenue

li, writing

I

plea

tion "THI

inc.

New York

MOTION

I'll M

Kl

S'EWS'

JANUARY

17, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

Exhibitors Times
Est

1913

Moving Picture News
*^Est. 1908

TAT HE
Discusses

Trade

Conditions.

First Authoritative Interview
In America

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

The

of
A Motion Picture Machine — especially when hand driven — is subject
to great vibration. Unless your machine has the stability to withstand this
the result is an unsteady picture no matter how perfect your projection.
With the SIMPLEX, perfection in results comes first. The projection
is flickerless. the machine is far heavier than any other made; and the
pedestal, weighing 130 pounds, gives an absolutely solid foundation which
successfully
resists all vibration.
Careful attention to every detail and precision in construction have rendered

ft

The Peerless Projector
used in over 90 per cent of the film studios.
Made

and

guaranteed

Catalogue B gives full details.

by

PRECISION MACHINE CO., 317 EAST 34th STREET, NEW YORK

AMERICflN-ECLfllR
You'd
If YOU

Raise

Paid for QUALITY
The Matron Laying

Cain

and Didn't Get It!

"Dotvn o Dime

ause
IS ENTITLED TO SEE"BecECLAIR
PRODUCTIONS

THEY

ARE

THE

LAST

WORD

IN

QUALITY!

Are You Giving Your Audience Eclair Quality?
A Qua.lity Production

"SHE WROTE

A PLAY"
One Reel; Sunday, Jan. 18th
A COMEDY

225 W.4 2^ST.,NEWY0RK CITY.
In

writing to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

PATHE

NEWS

FRERES

F**m

A FINE TWO PART
DRAMA

BEHIND
COMEDY'S MASK

THOUGH

HEARTS

FIRST
ONLY
AND

BREAK

LOSES
CHILD
PRETEND

THE PLAY MUST GO ON

THE
LOVE
OF
HER
IS DYING
MUST
GO
THE
JOY
THAT

RELEASED

ANOTHER

FEATURING
ASTA
NIELSEN,
THE
TALENTED
GERMAN
ACTRESS.
THIS
PLAY
REACHES
THE
HEART,
TELLING
AS IT DOES
THE
STORY
OF
AN
ACTRESS
MOTHER
WHO
HUSBAND
AND
THEN,
WHILE
HER
ON
WITH
HER
PART
ON
THE
STAGE
HAS
VANISHED
FROM
HER
LIFE.

THURSDAY,

FINE TWO

FEB.

5th

PART PRODUCTION

IN THE MESH OF
HER HAIR
FEATURING ELEANOR WOODRUFF and IRVING CUMMINGS.
A BEAUTIFUL, WELL PLAYED
DRAMA, TELLING THE TALE
OF

A

FISHERMAN'S DAUGHTER, WHO IS WOOED, WON
AND DESERTED BY A LOVER
OF HIGH DEGREE, BUT THE
OCEAN SHE LOVES BRINGS
HIM
BACK
TO
HER
AT
LAST.

RELEASED
In writing to advertisers

SATURDAY,
please

mention

"THE

MOTION

FEB.
PICTURE

7th
NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
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THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

A

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY
For the convenience of theatre owners desiring to book those subjects
designated
♦♦

We have

3Uetne attractions"
eorge
established a chain of branch offices in the following cities :

SEATTLE, WASH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
DENVER, COLO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
ATLANTA, GA.
COLUMBUS,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BOSTON, MASS.
TORONTO, ONT.
PITTSBURG, PA.
OHIO

Each office will be in charge of a thoroughly competent and experienced
man who will be authorized to book "George Kleine Attractions" and look
after your interests generally.
♦♦

s"
ction
attra
ne
lUet
eorge
bigness and power. Clear, Stereoscopic Photography,

Breathe
possible
only to the South of Europe sun — Magnificent out-of-door settings for which
European Manufacturers have ever been noted— The engagement of several
thousand persons for a single picture — and, above all, the superior artistic
genius of the French and Italian Producers— All make for a brand of motion
photography excellence without peer or precedent.
You can now book :
"QUO VADIS"
"THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII"
"ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA"
On terms that will interest.
Better write at once and be the
first in your territory to shoiv these three money making features.

GEORGL

KLLINL

166 N. STATE STREET
1476 BROADWAY

CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW YORK, N.

Z
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Notice to Responsible State Right Buyers

JESSE L. LASKY

FEATURE
PLAY

CO

Announce their

FIRST

RELEASE

FEB.

^

15th

"THE
EDWIN
MILTON

World's Famous
Success
ROYLE'S

SIX REELS
OF
EXTRAORDINARY
DRAMATIC
ACTION

Now Being Produced
In the Exact Locale
of the Play by
CECIL B. DeMILLE
and OSCAR APFEL

MAN"
SQUADUSTIN
W
WITH

FARNUM
IN THE

TITLE
ROLE

IN PREPARATION -OUR

SECOND

RELEASE

THE
SUCCESSFUL
/

PLAY AND

FAMOUS
SUCCE NOVEL
PLAY
f ^T FAMOUS

J

/" BREWSTER'S
IONS"
MILL
/X
EDWARD

^k

WITH

IN HIS

ELES
BINI
AORIGINAL
\ X. \ro
ROLE
G1
ORI
^
Address All Communications to Dept. G.

JESSE L. LASKY

FEATURE

NEW

Offices: Long Acre Theatre, West 48th Street
JESSE L. LASKY.

President

SAMUEL

GOLDFISH,

in writing to advertisers

please
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MOTION
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CECIL B. DeMILLE. Director General

Treasurer and General Manager
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Feature Photoplay Masterpieces
Now

Ready for Bookings

The Third Degree
The interest centered on this great Charles Klein
drama during its whole season's run at the Hudson
Theatre, N.Y., and its subsequent triumphal tour of the
entire United States was indeed sufficient recommendation
for its transfer to the films. It comes to you with two
years of international advertising back of it, with public
demand already created.
Aside from this advantage, the Third Degree will
stand alone, strictly on its merits as a motion picture. It
tells an intensely dramatic story of the inside workings
of a metropolitan police department and holds its audience
in eager suspense from start to finish of its 5 unpadded
reels. A Lubin triumph in photographic production and
a house packer in any neighborhood.

Thor, Lord of the Jungle
Selig — 3 reels. The most daring animal picture ever
attempted. A story of adventure in an American Circus
and in the wilds of Africa. Expensively mounted and
intelligently produced.

The Battle of Shiloh
A
where
deadly
of the

Lubin 4 reel battle picture made on the very
the armies of Generals Grant and Johnston
combat. A tender love story intensified by
drum, the crack of the musket and the alarms

ground
met in
the roll
of war.

No more realistic war scenes can be imagined than
are contained in this great photoplay.

General
Film Company (M
SPECIAL FEATURE DEPARTMENT
71 West 23rd Street
In

writing

to advertisers

please
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AMERICAN'S

Frying

Return

A

FIRST

Feature

of Helen

Films

Redmond — Two Parts

A powerful and absorbing society drama.
Sidelights from real life with a tremendous
moral appeal.

Release, Monday, Jan. 19th, 1914

At
the Potter's Wheel
A tense industrial drama, depicting the
sting of poverty.
One and three sheet Iithos.

Release, Saturday, Jan. 24th, 1914

Coming! Coining! Coming!
A Two-Part Farce Drama

"A Blowout
at Santa Banana"
Watch for Release Date

AMERICAN

FILM

MANUFACTURING

We will be pleased to place it there if you will fill in the
form below, and mail it to us. It won't take a minute. Do
now.

please

it

The Motion Picture News,
220 W. 42nd St., New York City
Gentlemen: — Please place my name upon your mailing list for a period of
1II
have enclosed
II

Check
Cash
Money Order

in payment of this subscription.

N ame
TheatreSt. Address
City.

State-

The subscription rates are Two Dollars for one year; One
Dollar for six months; Fifty Cents for three months.

1600 B'way
Mecca Bidg.
New York
American Agent for Lumiere Film
to advertisers

Chicago

Is Your Name
on Our Mailing List?

I am so busy shipping
film that I have had no
time to
write an
advertisement this
week; but
look for
my special
announcement next
week.
DAVID HORSLEY

In writing

CO.,

mention
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Edison Serial Films Money Makers
There are now at your service five Edison series written by such well known
authors as Acton Davies, Thomas W. Hanshew, Frederick A. Kummer and Mark
Swan, featuring Mary Fuller, Ben Wilson, Barry O'Moore, William Wadsworth
and Andy Clark. Any and all of them will crowd your house. Start them now — ■
don't wait for the other man to get the cream of the business.

Coming Multiple Reel Features
***THE

***THE

*** DEACON
BILLINGTON'S
DOWNFALL
In Two Parts
Jealousy and rum are the Deaundoing.
He had for
beenyears.
one
of the con's
local
celebrities
A horse race starts the trouble,
which is added to by his daughter's love affairs and his own
love affairs, and an inquisitive
tramp who discovers the secret
jug.
Released
Friday, January
16th.

SILENT

DEATH

NECKLACE
OF
RAMESES
In Three Parts
One of the most remarkable
films ever attempted, picturing
the pursuit of notorious criminals
from the United States, through
England, France, Italy and back
to
New a York.
steals
necklace"Diamond
from theMary"
New
York museum and leads Detective Imbert a thrilling chase.

silencer,
Jack his
savesplantation
his brother's
life, preserves
from
a vicious native and, later on. kills
the man as he is crawling toward
him armed with a huge knife.

Released

Released

Friday,

January

In Two Parts.
Hidden in a tower above the
execution grounds and armed
with a rifle equipped with a

23rd.

Friday,

January

30th.

Coming Single Reel Releases
s * THE

LAST

SCENE

A dying actor relives

*THE

It was

JANITOR'S
only

OSTRICH

OF

** UNITED

ALL

his shattered romance.
Released Saturday,

January 17th.

FLIRTATION

a boy but
(On the

FARMING,

!
same

*THE

reel)

SOUTH

MESSAGE

OF THE

AFRICA

SUN

DIAL

UNCANNY

A cai

THE

-HOW

MR. GUMBLE

TRUTH

-I page in the active life of "Dolly of the Dailies."
Released Saturday, January 31st.
•One

sheets.

**0ne

and

three

sheets.

a thrilling fire SI
Released Saturday,

January 24th.

SENORITA
B. Wedd's sentimental experiences.
Released Monday, January 26th.

MYSTERY

Third

nies to life and haunts an artist.
Released Wednesday, January 21st.

PERFECT

DANGER

LOVELY

**THE

A pathetic tale of a love thai was never told.
Released Tuesday, January 20th.

**THE

IN

of the stage with

Second of Wood

Released Monday, January 19th.

*THE

A story

OF

THE

TALKING

mystery in the Chronicles of Cleek.
Released Tuesday,

BOBBIE

CALLED

HER

WIRE

January 27th.

BLUFF

Sister ceased to be a highbrow.
(On the

THE

CALL

OF THE

same reel)

FOOTLIGHTS
Released Wednesday, January 28th.

***0ne, three and

six sheets by the Morgan Lithograph Co.

Inc.
MAS A. EDISON,
THO
FM<nw 275
Lakeside Avenue
Orange, N. J.

.heFdismi
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Acme Commercial
Film C"
All Star Feature Corp
American
American Cinematograph Co
American Film Mfg. Co
Amusement Supply Co
Balboa Amusement Co
Birch-Field & Co
Blinkhorn,
A
Calehuff Supply Co
Commercial M. P. Co
Eastman Kodak Co
Eclectic Film Co

Page
43
51
9
45
9
43
53
11
46
47
49
55
51

BIRCH-FIELD

Picture

Motion

Pan-American Film Mfg. Co
51
Page
Pathe Freres
3
Phantoscope
Co
46
Photo Machine Co
53
Picture Theatre Equipment Co... 43
Power. Nicholas, Co
58
Precision Machine Co
2
Ramo
Films, Inc
34
Renfax Film Co
40
Ryno Film Co
51
Royal Film Exchange
51

4:'.
49
49
49
52
32
55
48
46
49
11
51
50
51
43

Co Co
FilmMfg.
Sherry
Special Feature
Event Film
Steel Furniture Co
Sterling Camera Co
Sterling Camera & Film Co
Supreme Feature Film Co
Theatre Film Co
Trans-Oceanic
Films
Unique Film Co
Wentworth, Courtney
Warner's Features
World's Best Film Co
World's Leader Features
World Special Films Corp
Wurlitzer
Company

<SL Encyclopedia

Catalog'

Catalog
Everybody's
(Loose Leaf)
HO

A
R
N
E
R
S

ADVERTISERS

First 1914 Edition 10.000

(El CO.

Incorporated
PUBLISHERS.

w

BUY

Page
Hart Booking Bureau
49
Horsley
9
Horsley, David
32
Hochstetter Utility Co
47
Hotel
Martinique
47
Inter-Continent Film Co
51
Johnson.
Millard
51
Kinematograph Weekly
47
Kennedy Features, Inc
4-3
Kleine, George
6
Kraus Manufacturing Co
49
Lasky Feature Play Co
7
Lavezzi Machine Works
45
Le Courrier Cinematographique . . 49
Lears, Sam
49
Lifeograph Company
43
Lubin Manufacturing Co
50
Metropolitan Premium Co
55
Mirror Screen Co
45
Moral Photo Features
48
Munstuck
Features
43
Mutual
1 and 43
Newman
Manufacturing Co
47
New York Film Co
51
New York M. P. Corp
59
Niagara Slide Co
44

"Eclair Film Co
2
Edison, Thos. A.. Inc
10
Enterprise Optical Co
52
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
44
European Features
43
Evans Film Mfg. Co
51
Ezo Manufacturing Co
40
Feature Photoplay Co
:>1
Gaumont Company
51
General Electric Utilities Co .. ..40-47
General Feature Film Co
45
General Film Co
8-60
Gloria-American
Co
51
Gunbv Bros
43

Manufacturer's
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West

40th

Forms Copies
Now Closing
Rates on Application
St.

NOW

READY

For. Irelands
( Made

Featuring
Write

MISS
for

GLNL

Particulars of
EXECUTIVE

GAUNTILR

Our Feature
OFFICES

130 West 46th Street
In writine to advertisers
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JUSTINA HUFF
Lubin Leading Woman.

The

Motion

Picture

News

The Advertising Manager
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SETS

PRECEDENT

Formation of Texas Association of Dealers in Motion Picture Supplies and Accessories a New Departure in
the History of the Industry
Lone Star State of Texas
THE
has set a precedent in the motion picture industry by forming
the first association of dealers in motion picture supplies and accessories.
The name of this association is the
.Motion Picture Trades Club of Texas.
This organization was formed during
a recent convention of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Leagues at Fort
Worth, Texas, and from that time on
has been rapidly increasing in membership. Its aim, in a general way, is
to parallel the object of the Exhibitors' Leagues among the supply and
accessory dealers. The first two articles of its constitution read as follows:
Name
The name of this organization shall
be the Motion Picture Trades Club of
Texas.
Objects
Its objects are:
First: The improvement of conditions in motion picture trades business
in Texas, the bringing together at
hast twice a year all of the exhibitors
in Texas for the purposes of mutual
acquaintance and co-operation, and
the inculcating of a spirit of mutual
helpfulness.
Second. The furnishing to its members the opportunity of enjoying the
social pleasures and business advantages incident to acquaintance and
co-operation.
Third: The promotion of the business interests of members.
Fourth: The education of its members in new, progressive and honorable business methods.
The club holds a noonday meeting
every Friday in Dallas, Tex., and rely, gave a banquet at the Elite
which included the ladies and
was said to be the most successful social gathering of its kind ever held
in the South.
TO

promote interest in the club, it
publishes an official organ known
as ''The Vulture Bugle." This paper
cry Thursday night, so
that the members get it Friday morning and art- reminded of that day's
meeting. It is felt by the members
of the club that its formation and
success has demonstrated that such
an organization has been needed for
a long time in the motion picture
business. This kind of an organization has been in the minds of many
oi the i
tiected in various
ways with the motion picture industry, but no similar organization
has
been i stablished before
The officers
the club arc
President, W
V
hop, oi The I 'alias Seating Com-

pany, Dallas; vice-president, Ned E.
Depinet, of The Consolidated Film &
Supply Company, Dallas; secretary
and treasurer, R. D. Thrash, of The
R. D. Thrash Film Company, Dallas.
W. A. Bishop, the president, is
practically the organizer of the club
and its success is due a great deal to
him and to Mr. Depinet. The membership of the club is limited as by
the constitution to any male white
person, who is directly engaged as
proprietor, manager, assistant manager or active representative of any domestic or foreign firm or corporation
in the film business or any business
allied to the film business in the state
of Texas. This limits the membership to the executive heads of the
various businesses that supply the
exhibitors.
ITS main object is the promotion
of friendship and sociability
among these trades. This makes possible co-operation that is sure to help
the honest exhibitor. The club intends to work the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Leagues in many ways,
such as helping to make their conventions successful and if possible to

stand with them in the prevention of
any harmful legislation. The club is
now making preparation to hold an
exposition in Dallas, Texas, which is
expected to take place in February
and will be as nearly as possible like
The National Convention of The Motion
Leagues
which
wasPicture
held Exhibitors'
in New York
City
last July.
With this object in view, the club
has appointed James B. Kelly, as a
representative to arrange matters in
New York City to such an extent as
to get as much help as possible on
the exposition. Mr. Kelly is now in
New York.
A movement is on foot at the present time by one of the members to
open in New Orleans another club of
the same character. It is understood
that his efforts are meeting with
much success. It was first expected
that the Motion Picture Trades Club
of Texas would be purely a Texas
organization, but it is now found that
all those who hear of it desire to
form a similar association. So it is
now the intention of the founders to
have it branch out into a national
organization before long.

in "Forgiven"
To Feature Edwin Forsberg
short story writer, dramatist and scena-

A FAMOUS
old play star
and will
a wellknown Broadway
be
seen on the motion picture screen
soon presented by a newly formed
company which will produce a series
of features along the same lines.
The company is the Stellar Photoplay
Company. Its officers are : President,
Frank J. Carroll ; vice-president, C A.
Willat, and secretary and treasurer, W.
A. McManus. Mr. Carroll has been interested in motion pictures for several
years, having been connected with the
Selig Polyscope Company, and later half
owner of the Cheyenne Feature Film
Company. Mr. Willat, late general
manager of the factory end of the New
York Motion Picture Corporation, is
president of the Willat Film Manufacturing Corporation. Mr. McManus is a
large
N.
J. real estate operator of Newark.
The first picture which the Stellar
Photoplay Company will produce will
be "Forgiven" or "The Jack of Diamonds," with Edwin Forrest Forsberg
featured. "Forgiven," which was written by Mr. Forsberg's father, Fred
Brighton, was a great hit when first produced, and ran on Broadway for more
than a year. It is a famous old play.
1 1 has been adapted to motion pictures
li\ Bennetl Musson, a litterateur of considerable reputation. Mr. Musson is a

rio writer. For some time the pen has
been his first love, after that acting.
He thoroughly understands drama and
the technique of motion pictures.

For the production of "Forgiven" the
company will go to St. Augustine, Fla..
where the locale of the play was laid.
The picture will probably be in six reels.
Negotiations have been practically
completed for several other successful
dramas which will be produced by the
Stellar Photoplay Company.
TO

RELEASE

AMBROSIO
REEL

TWO-

While visiting the Ambrosio studio
at Turin. George Kleine became so
impressed with a unique version of
the Rossini opera story, "The Marriage of Figaro." which the Ambrosio
Company was making, that he purchased the negative for America.
This release is in two parts and is
notable for several reasons. Several
scenes were staged in and about the
Royal \lcazar Castle at Seville. Spain.
The lead is played by Signor Ubaldd
Stefani, who played Glaucus in "The
! asl Days of Pompeii." The photography is stereoscopic and flawless,
while the interiors are large, true to
detail and extremely beautiful.
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Pathe' Here to Study Conditions
In His First Interview in America, Head

of Great French House Outlines His Plans to do that here. For
THE.
LESof PA
Rad
CHAhe
Pathe
and Discusses Present Day Problems which instance, the question of
Freres. makers and
theatre
management
-for
Confront
Producer and Exhibitor
Alike the
exhibitor
will become
distributors
world-wide
,
es
pictur
of motion
more and more imcameras, projection machines and raw film, is
portant. So will the matter of new machinery and
in this country for an extended visit and with
other economies in production."
a serious mission. Mr. Pathe gave out his first interview to the Motion Picture News. He is acMONG investigations already made by Mr.
Pathe is that of the vanoscope, with the result
companied byH. M. Smith, who was for twenty-five
he considers favorably taking over the manufacture
years the confidential representative of George Eastof this machine in his plant in France, and the use
man, and by Mr. Julian, his chief engineer.
of it throughout his theatres abroad.
Asked what he thought of business conditions here
"It is a remarkable invention," said he. "I am
in the motion-picture industry, Mr. Pathe replied that
very much surprised that such results can be obhe found them far from satisfactory.
tained by reflection." What particularly appealed to
"Your exhibitor," said he, "appears to be dissatisfied.
Mr. Pathe was the economy of the machine in prolonging the life of the film.
"Why is that so?" he asked. "What is handicapMr. Pathe has brought with him his new home
ping him?"
projection machine, which generates its own light.
"Is it because the manufacturers are competing too He believes that there is a very large field, and one
sharply along lines of quantity and so are not supplyimmediately open, for the small and inexpensive proing him with the quality of pictures he needs?
jection machine..
"Do they misinterpret the demands of the public
and so fail to give him the kind of pictures he
wants ?
A SKED if he thought that motion photography
-**•
would also follow along amateur lines, Mr. Pathe
"Is he being charged too much rental ? There is
replied :
a grave danger here to all concerned. Germany started in several years ago with high rentals and found
"That is more difficult. It is not a question of makthe policy ruinous.
ing and marketing an amateur camera, but of providing the necessary facilities for the development
"Are there any other existing conditions which
prevent the exhibitor from getting what he wants and of the film." He does not see how this difficulty can
should have?
be satisfactorily overcome for many years to come
at least.

A

'<'T, O these questions I have as yet no answer to
■*■ make. But you may say this : that I have come
to the United States to determine what is wrong and
that I shall remain here until I reach a satisfactory
conclusion. Later on I shall announce my opinions
through your columns.
"You may say this: that Pathe Freres puts the interests of the exhibitor first and foremost. We believe that upon the safeguarding of their interests
depends the vitality of the industry.
"Also, we do not believe in monopoly. The field
is a very great one. There is room for all. And the
field will grow so that there is no defining of its
boundaries. It should not and cannot be circumscribed bymonopolies along any lines.

country is a very wonderful one. It is'
YOUR
by far the greatest field of action. There will
be big developments here. I should like to be here
a great deal of the time, and probably I shall be.
"You are doing things with a great rush and optimism. That is characteristic and it is well. But in
Europe we count more the economies.
You will have

"Will the use of non-inflammable film become gen"Yes," he replied, "very soon.
"As you know, the law requiring its use throughout France goes into effect next year. Already it is
eral?" and is in use in many departments and towns
required
in France. We have been producing non-inflammable
film in our factories for a year and are now turning
it out to meet a demand of five hundred thousand
feet a day.
'\X71LL this non-inflammable film be cheaper?"
he was asked.
"No. It costs more to produce."
Mr. Pathe's attention was called to a recent statement purported to have been made by Mr. Charles
Gaumont in which the latter declared that a non-inflammable film would shortly be made and sold as
low as one cent a yard. Mr. Pathe shook his head
emphatically when this was told to him.
"That is not to be regarded seriously," he said, "I
do not believe Mr. Gaumont made any such
statement."

THE

i6
LOOK
OUT FOR FORGER!
Information 1ms reached the office of
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company that a young man, light hair, about
5 feet 9 inches tall, said to be about 35
years of age and well dressed, who,
when last seen, wore a gray overcoat
and a derby hat, has been offering checks
as a representative of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company,
Hotel Redington, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
has already suffered from the misrepresentations of this gentleman, who is
carrying checks purporting to be voucher
checks which are signed by Carl Laemmle, president, and J. C. Graham, general manager. This man has also cashed
a check under the name of Roy L. Hardner with the same signatures.
Exchanges and exhibitors everywhere
are warned to look out for this man,
and, if encountered, are asked to notify
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company or L. J. Gammon, of the American
Bankers' Association, 5 Nassau Street,
New York City.
WAR

PICTURES

GRUESOME

The Mutual Weekly has been represented in Northern Mexico recently by
'wo Gaumont operators who were present throughout the battle of Ojinaga.
The first of this negative reached the
Gaumont Company early last week, and
shows carnage on every side. The battlefield isstrewn with dead bodies, and
the whole thing produces a subject almost too gruesome for the screen.
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SHE

OPERATES A PROJECTION
MACHINE
The photograph
shows Miss Flo La
Badie,
the
well-known
Thanhouser

mm

actress,

operating

a

Power's

6A

i
Pro-

£#. . i
^

»$*)

IV Li
IV

m.

flfc" \ v <r- '

jection Machine, and judging from her
smile, she is perfectly satisfied with her
dramatic ability and the clearness of
the picture on the screen. Miss La
Badie spent several weeks in the projection room at the Thanhouser studio.
She is the only screenactress able to
operate a projection machine.

1 l

Convicts See George Kleine's "Pompeii"

"THE

SQUAW

MAN"
READY

NEARLY

Now that "The Squaw .Man." under
the guidance of Cecil B. De Mille
and Oscar Apfel, is nearing completion,
and the final scenes are being staged
throughout the mountains of Utah and
Wyoming, the officers of the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company have
turned their attention towards their second offering, which, by reason of the
contract entered into this week between
the Jesse Lasky organization and George
Barr McCutcheon, Winchell Smith and
Melville Stone, will be that famous
comedy of international repute, "BrewMillions."offers were made to the
Not ster's
a few
producers and author of this great comedy, but the Lasky firm secured it, and
in addition have secured the services of
Edward Abeles, the original "Monty
Brewster." He has played the part
eighteen hundred times and will repeat
the performance before the camera.
''Brewster's Millions" will be the second release of the Lasky Company, and
Mr. Lasky, Mr. Goldfish and Mr. De
Mille give every assurance that the production of this famous play will receive
the same attention in point of production as "The Squaw Man." which has
been in the making for two months and
is just nearing completion. "Brewster's
Millions" will be in five reels, and will
run about 5,000 feet. It will be staged
in the new Lasky studio at Hollywood,
just outside of Los Angeles, Cal.
Mr. Lasky is endeavoring to procure
Vincent Astor's yacht for the making of
this
photoplay,
of "Brewster's
Millions"
being two
aboardactsship.
The Lasky
studio at Hollywood is fast nearing completion and will be ready for occupancy
about February 1. Cecil B. De Mille
and Oscar Apfel will remain on the
coast indefinitely.
,
The first release of the Lasky Company will be
February
15. that of "The Squaw Man,"

WOOD

JOINS
AMERICAN
SUPPLY

I oil R. Wood, the electrical projection expert, who i^ widely known
throughout the picture play fraternity.
lias joined the New York selling forces
of the American Theatre Curtain & Supply Company, of St. Louis, of which
company
Mr. G. II. Callaghan is eastern manager.

Ti

I I abcn e flashlight show-.
victs in Hi.
Boise, [daho,
Slate
Penitentiary, watching a produ

Gc
ine's " I he I ast I »ays of
Pompeii."
1 In was the firsl oi casion on w hich
many of the convicts, who have spent

twenty or more years in jail, ever witnessed a motii "i picture The g< w
ernor of Idaho, secretary of state,
mayor oi Boise, and a number of news
paper men were present. The experiment proved so successful that "tbers
will follow.

Mr. Wood is an idealist in his opinion
of how a picture should be presented
to an audience, and maintains that too
little attention is given to the screens
"ii which motion pictures are displayed,
a subject of which motion picture theatre proprietors will hear more later
from the American Theatre Curtain &
Supplj

Company

through Mr. Wood.
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BALL A GALA

AFFAIR

President Carl Laemmle Is Tendered a Loving Cup, the Gift of the Employees of the Concern, in Novel
Fashion — Other Notable Features at First Annual Gathering of the Big Film Manufacturing Company
SEVERAL hundred employees of
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company and their friends
filled to overflowing the Leslie Rooms
at Eighty-third street and Broadway,
New York City, last Saturday on the
occasion of the first annual ball of that
concern tendered the employees by
the Board of Directors.
Several unusual events featured the
evening, the most important of which
was the presentation to President Carl
Laemmle of a huge silver loving cup,
a gift to him from his employees. The
presentation was made in a most unusual manner.
J. C. Graham, the general manager of the company, inveigled Mr.
Laemmle upon the platform under
pretense of having him make a speech.
When Mr. Laemmle started, after
being introduced by Mr. Graham, a
box was brought in covered with the
American flag. Out jumped a little
two-year-old tot, who presented Mr.
Laemmle with a loving cup nearly as
big as herself. While the employees
cheered, Mr. Laemmle blushed his
thanks.
Another feature was the taking of a
flashlight photograph of those present,
grouped in a "Big U" with Mr.
Laemmle and the cup in a conspicuous position.

From the opening of the ball until
the morning hours there was no dull
moment. Every dance saw the floor
comfortably filled while the refreshment room played to capacity.
Several entertainers appeared on the
platform during the evening and Dick
Lee, an Imp actor, read several telegrams, fictitious and real, to those
present.
All of the notables of the Universal
were present, including Carl Laemmle,
R. H. Cochrane, P. A. Powers, William H. Swanson, Charles Jourjon, of
Paris, president of the Eclair Company, and the Universal publicity department represented by Joe Brandt,
the most active man of the evening,
George U. Stevenson, and Harvey
Harris Gaites.
Many committees saw to the welfare of the guests. The members of
the various committees follow:
Reception Committee: Patrick A.
Powers, chairman; Jack Cohn (Imp),
E. M. Saunders (Mecca Branch), Ben
Goetz (Crystal), Bert Ennis (Eclair),
Sam Maas (Victor), Joe Nicholaus
(Bayonne), E. Murphy (101st St. factory), Mark M. Dintenfass (Coytesville), George U. Stevenson (office),
and M. H. Hoffman (14th St.)
Entertainment Committee: Wm. H.
Swanson,
chairman;
King
Baggot,

Frank Smith, Howard Crampton, Irving Cummings, Ethel Grandin, Florence Lawrence, John Stokes, Matt
Moore, Leonora Von Ottinger, Irene
Wallace, Harry Cohn and J. W. Grey.
Floor Committee: Joe Brandt, chairman: J.W. Grey, floor manager; Jules
Lewis, assistant; Benny Burke (Victor), M. Stolzer (Imp factory), Tom
Harding (Bayonne), E. H. Goldstein
(Mecca Branch), Charles MacGowan
and James McCabe (Imp studio).
Committee of Arrangements: Carl
Laemmle, chairman; R. H. Cochrane,
vice-chairman; J. C. Graham, P. A.
Powers, W. H. Swanson, Waldo G.
Morse, G. E. Kann. P. D. Cochrane,
H. P. Caulfield, Wm. Sistrom, Joe
Brandt, John V. Ward, C. Johnstone,
C. H. Macgowan.
AVIATOR
STILL LAID UP
Haldman von Figyelmessy, the Hungarian aviator employed by Pathe
Freres, who recently had a bad fall
from a height of about 80 feet, is still
confined in hospital by his injuries.
Von Figyelmessy took the part of a
military aviator in a big feature play
"Katrine" and was supp6sed to be
spying out the position of the hostile
army, when he met with his fall The
play was staged at Oakwood Heights,
Staten Island.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT THOSE IN THE FRONT ROW ARE:
KING
BAGGOT,
R. H. COCHRANE,
MRS.
R.
LAEMMLE,
CARL
LAEMMLE,
WILLIAM
H. SWANSON,
P. A. POWERS,
MARK
M. DINTENFASS,
GRAHAM
AND
PHILLIPS
SMALLEY

H. COCHRANE,
JULIUS
STERN,

MRS.
J.

CARL
C.
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UNIVERSAL DECLARES
SPECIAL DIVIDEND

William Fox in New Quarters Soon

At tin- last monthly meeting of the
board of directors of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company it w is
decided to declare a special dividend of
two per cent, in addition to the usual
one-half per cent monthly dividend on
the preferred stock, and the one per
cent monthly dividend on the common

Arrangements Made Throughout to Facilitate Business Transactions
With Exhibitor — Offices Will Contain Many Innovations
WHEN
William Fox, thi theatrical
manager, moves into the Leavitt
building at 126 West Forty-sixth
street, New
York
City, he will have

stock.

This extra dividend was made possible
through the management of Carl Laemmle, who for some time past has been
guiding the affairs of the company personally.
It is also attributed to the large pront
derived from the big features, which

The lit th rioor will be occupied by
ary to.
the Box Office Attractions Film Rental Company, the new ramification of
the Fox enterprises, which concerns
itself with features only, five a week
now and more to follow. Abraham
Carlos, who has gone through the
feature market with a fine tooth comb,
contracting for the best, will be in
general charge.
The immense space of this floor has
been laid out by an efficiency engineer
with the view of saving every needless
step for the exhibitor. There will be
two projecting rooms equipped with
two projection machines each.
Adjoining these rooms will be

were produced at Mr. Laemmle's suggestion, and the continued increase of
orders from exchanges by reason of the
uniform excellence which the Universal
program has been maintaining.
Never in the history of the organization has the Universal Film Manufacturing Company been in a more prosperous condition than it is at present,
and Mr. Laemmle feels much gratified
and predicts still greater success.
"KISSING CUP" GOES WELL
Mbert Blinkhorn's four-part feature
"Kissing Cup" is playing to crowded
bouses throughout the country. The
Empress Feature Film Companj who
have bought this production for Ohio,
Indiana and Kentucky, find that, in
order to satisfy the demand for it
they must have another copy and havi
ordered one from Blinkhorn's Film
Agency. A great many buyers have
found Out the same thing and have
ordered additional copies.

comprising the major part of the Exclusive Supply Corporation's program.
This and a third floor, which will contain the executive and theatrical offices, will be occupied beginning Janu-

specially equipped rooms for the exhibition of posters and other advertising matter on each feature. At a
glance the feature-seeking exhibitor
look variety
over the
acangreat
of publicity
features. "front" of
On the seventh floor, the Greater
New York Film Rental Company,
ABRAHAM

CARLOS

two floors devoted exclusively to the
film rental business, one for the regular service of the General Film Company's program, the other for features.

which handles the "licensed" service,
will be equipped to accommodate its
-lightly varying requirements. Louis
Rosenbluh, in charge since its incepoffice.tion by William Fox, will continue in
The Solax, Blache American, Film
Releases of America, Rarao, Eclectic.
Great Northern Special Features and
Great Northern Preferred Features
are the brands now controlled by the
Box Office Attractions Film Rental
Company for New York City and
state. Northern New Jersey and New
England. To handle the up-state
business offices will be opened in
P.uftalo. An office in Boston will circulate the features throughout New
England
Vigorous advertising will be a salient part of the Fox bid for business.
Winficld Shechan, a one-time newspaper man, and secretary to Rhinelander
\\ .ildo throughout his respective
commissionerships of fire and police
in New York City, has been engaged
as general manager of the Box Office
Attraction
Film Rental Company.
Purposing to work the feature business both "coining and going." Fox has
arranged for Carlos to go to Europe

SCENE

FROM
(Eclair-

' 2 reels)
COMING

HOME'

on February 1, to look over the motion picture manufacturing centers
and contract for the exclusive American representation of several more
brand- to add to the three already
arranged for.
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GETS ANOTHER

FAMOUS

ACTOR

Jack Barrymore Appears in "'An American Citizen," Produced by the Famous Players'
SOME time ago the Famous Players'
Film Company secured the services
of Messrs. Morange, Ford and Stanhope. Now this concern presents the
famous dramatic artist, Jack Barrymore,
which means the further popularizing
of the screen among the regular theatre-

ing than action throughout its entire
length. There is no undue haste in
exit or entrance, and every ounce of
feeling is wrung out of each part.
The story is as follows :
Berresford Cruger (John Barrymore),
junior partner of the New York brokerage firm of Barbury (Peter Lang),
Brown (Hal Clarendon) and Cruger, is
left a fortune of 60,000 pounds by an
English uncle, Carew, on the condition
that he renounce his American citizenship, become a British subject and marry
an Englishwoman, the money otherwise
being assigned to the Archaeological Society of England. Cruger patriotically
refuses the fortune on these conditions,
when his pretty English cousin, Beatrice
Carew, who has been disinherited in favor of Cruger because of a past romance with an American, suggests to
him that they marry, and so keep the
mi mey in the family.
Cruger's American chivalry and a
strong interest in his attractive cousin
are aroused. At this critical moment
the disappearance of Brown with $80,000, which he had had in trust for a
Miss Georgia Chapin, is discovered.
Cruger and Barbury feel responsible for

"YOU

OUGHT

TO
SEE
FELLOW"

THE

OTHER

Replaces

Missing

Company
to

seeking

a

Funds

With his newly acquired money Cruger secretly replaces the missing funds,
and invests in the Opera House block
of a Wyoming "boom" town, proceeding to forget all about it. Later he
and Barbury go to Nice, where Cruger
again meets his cousin-wife. Here they
fall seriously in love with each other,
and many complications, pathetic and
comic, ensue. The situation is further
confused by the sudden reappearance of
Brown, who, it transpires, is the missing
ex-fiance of Beatrice, believed by her
to have been accidentally killed. Beatrice is now fully recovered from her
love affair with Brown, but his former
affection for her is revived when he
learns that her fortune, after all, has
not been lost. Brown's utter lack of
character and manliness is evidenced by
his efforts to part Cruger and Beatrice.
Cruger realizes that Brown's design
is to secure Beatrice's fortune by marrying her himself, and, in a dramatic scene,
tells Brown that he had induced himself to marry Beatrice in order to restore

their partner's defalcation, which adds
another incentive to Cruger's consent
to a hasty marriage with Beatrice, who
immediately returns to England, after
both have agreed to leave each other
absolutely
free.

event that he married her. Brown's
ardor cools at this proposal, and he

The title scene, "Beatrice in fifteen
minutes will be married," shows the
couple leaving the real-estate office of
the firm on the way to obtain the mar-

verifies Cruger's scant opinion of him
by again disappearing.
In "You ought to see the other fellow.*' Cruger appears after the encoun-

Misswould
Chapin's
stolen
and from
that
he
consent
to funds,
a divorce
Beatrice if Brown would agree to return her portion of the estate in the

goers, as well as broadening the popularity of the actors.
"An American Citizen" is a romance
of comedy and intrigue, which in itself
is interesting, but which with Mr. Barrymore as star becomes more than a film
of passing interest. The attention of
the audience is held from the first click
of the machine till the last picture has
been flashed on the screen. Mr. Barrymore has outdone himself in acting the
part, for his every action conveys the
detailed meaning of his lines so that
the story can be followed without the
titles.
Acting with Mr. Barrymore are Miss
Evelyn Moore, Peter Lang, Hal Clarendon and others well known in the
Famous
Players' films.
Credit Due Miss Moore
Miss Moore plays no little part in
helping make "An American Citizen"
a film worthy of international attention.
Like Mr. Barrymore, she seems to live
her part, and like him, actually speaks
her lines through her actions. The film
might be said to contain more real act-

Film

riage license preparatory
justice of the peace.
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tcr will) Brown when he tried to escape
from Nice. His appearance tells the
tale of the meeting. The acting at this
particular point is nothing short of
phenomenal, for rather than appealing
to the sorrowful side of the audience's
sympathies, the whole action on the part
of Cruger becomes humorous and he
shows his sympathy for Brown by sending him a bottle, the contents of which
he seems much in doubt.
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A. H. Sawyer in New Ventures
SAWYER, who recently reAH.
• signed from an important executive position with the Kinemacolor Company of America, has plans for the future which involve the formation of at
least two new motion picture concerns.

Beatrice misunderstands Cruger's moth e. and condemns him as mercenary.
Cruger can offer no defense and secretly
bears the pang of Beatrice's innocent
misjiidgment. Beatrice leaves Cruger in
anger and resentment. With a comic
irony, the Archaeological Society at this
juncture, which has sued to recover the
money on the grounds that Cruger was
not to share the bequest with Beatrice,

of the
first pictures which A. H.
myOne
selling
plan."
Sawyer, Inc., will present will be "Evangeline," afeature of the Canadian Bioscope Company, which has offices in
Room 1209, Candler Building, 220 West
Forty-second street. Among the people who helped produce this picture are
E. P. Sullivan and H. T. Oliver, both
well known in the producing end of the
business.
In the near future Mr. Sawyer will
produce a spectacular fire picture. This
will be centered around a new fire suit,

Carew's disinherited daughter, wins the
action, and Cruger and Beatrice are
forced to surrender their fortune and
are left without funds or resources.
Learns of Sacrifices
With noble devotion, Cruger stints
himself to send Beatrice money without
her knowledge of the sacrifice, and is
himself on the verge of starvation, when
joyful word arrives that his Wyoming

a garment intended to be worn by firemen. The picture will give a practical
illustration of how a man in this suit
may brave the flames. It will also carry
an interesting plot and be very thrilling.

Opera House lot has really "boomed"
and made him $50,000.
Meanwhile Georgia Chapin has learned
of his unselfish replacement of her
stolen funds, and his sacrifices for
Beatrice, with which she loses no time
in acquainting her. Awakened to a new
realization of Cruger's real worth, Beatrice hastens to him to ask forgiveness,
and is received with open arms by her
hero, who has managed through all his
difficulties to regain his American citizenship without losing wife or fortune.
The storj from start to finish should
arouse
the feelings of any audience,
di from the fact that the leading role
i taken by one of America's leading
actors.
LOS ANGELES MAYOR FILMED
Mayor Rose, of Los Angeles, I al.,
recently returned to his, native town.
R me. Wis., to visit his parents after
an absence oi many years, during
which time he has achieved fame and
distinction in California. .Mayoi
Rose's friendliness and co-operation
with the various companies in and
ul I os Vngeles has been proverbial. When be started for the Kast.
the city officials and hundreds of
friends turned out to give him and his
eat send-off at the station.
The officials at Racine, Wis., heard
of tins and not to be outdone, m;
an
■ i rent with the Selig
Polj
scopi
'any, to pictui
tilar
demi
on on his arrival at the
i ild
h
1 1m
was
quickly
printed and shown at Racine, and
thereafter through various cities of
\\ iscorisin.

plan which is the main brain-child of
Mr. Sawyer. The exact nature of this
selling plan Mr. Sawyer will not divulge.
"It is something entirely new," he
said, "and is not a State-rights proposition nor a program proposition. I
think it is the most feasible thing that
I have heard of and that it will work
well. In my opinion the day of circuit
is coming, when films will be handled
as theatrical attractions are now handled. It is this belief that formulates

A.

H.

SAWYER

One of these will be A. H. Sawyer,
Inc., while the other will be the Ranger
Film Company.
The scope of A. H. Sawyer, Inc.. will
be a wide one. This company will deal
in pictures of all kinds and will also
put into active operation a new selling

Mr. Sawyer's coming Ranger Film Company will handle chiefly pictures produced in Australia, showing the life of
the Australian bush-rangers. These pictures also carry a definite plot, and Mr.
Sawyer, who has seen one or two on
the screen, says that in his opinion they
are excellent subjects.
Altogether Mr. Sawyer has either here
or en route about one hundred and fifty
reels of film which he will place on
the market. Pending organization and
completion of arrangements, he has established temporary, offices and headquarters at 1". Kast Twenty-sixth street,
New

York ("itv.

Vaudeville Magnates Enter Film
ANNOUNCEMENT
is made by
\nl>t e\ \l. Kennedj . of the Kennedy Features, Inc., of the introduction into the film business of two influential and prominent vaudeville
magnates. The name of the new brand
has not yet been designated
Irving C. Ackerman is president of
the new
motion picture manufacturing iompany.
Mr. Ackerman is presi
dent "i the Western States Vaudeville
Association,
a director
in the Orpheum Circuit, and a partner of Mr
rfeldt, president of the * >rpheum
1 ircuit.
He is likewise
president
of
Hippodrome
Company
of I os
eles,
tie. San
Mr.
the

Francisco,

1'ortland and

Kennedy
also announces
that
secretary
and
treasurer
of the

Field

new company will be Charles L.
Cole, who is resigning his position as
general
manager
of the
Pantages
Theatre Circuit to enter the motion
picture business, as a partner i>i Mr.
Vckerman and Mr. Kennedj
Several features by well-known
authors are at present in process of
production in the studios at Los Angeles, and will be announced for release in the near future. This new
companj should not be confused with
the Kennedy Features Inc., as it is
understood that both companies are
entirely separate producing organizations, their onlj connection being the
that Mr. Kennedy is vice president and general manager of both
concerns It is understood he will retain ins position in both.
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"Adventures of Kathlyn" a New Departure in the Motion Picture Field, Linking Up, as It Does, the
Selig Polyscope
Company With a Chain of Big Dailies in All Parts of the Country
MAMMOTH and unique scheme, which involves
the co-operation of the Selig-Polyscope Company
and a newspaper syndicate comprising the largest
daily papers in the country from New York to San Francisco, a scheme which will secure for the feature pictures
concerned more publicity than any other features have
ever received, has just been put into operation.
From now on one will see printed in forty-five newspapers a story of a long series entitled "The Adventures
of Kathlyn," appearing on two Sundays a month. In conjunction with the Selig Polyscope Company releases a
feature film which portrays on the screen a connected
story, which also forms a part of the "Adventures of
Kathlyn."
Thus there are put before
the public at the same time
two versions of the "Adventures of Kathlyn," one in the
newspapers and one on the
screen. This leaves the Selig
Polyscope Company and a
newspaper syndicate working
in conjunction with one another to attract the attention
of the general public. One
may now enjoy a real novelty
in the shape of a stirring
photo-theatrical-newspaper undertaking. For those who see
in moving pictures and read in
the newspapers the "Adventures of Kathlyn," there is in
store much that is thrilling and
full of adventures.
Kathlyn is the heroine of
both the motion pictures and
the newspaper series. On the
screen the original is Kathlyn
Williams, the leading woman
of the Selig Stock Company.
In the newspapers Kathlyn is
a protege of the pen of Harold
MacGrath, author of many wellknown novels, and of the sce. narios for this series.
Kathlyn is a young lady of extremely expensive habits.
The syndicate is said to have paid MacGrath $12,000 to
secure her presence in the papers and the Selig Polyscope
Company had manufactured for her and her attendants
regalia and costumes valued at more than $17,000. Plenty
of wild animals will appear in this series, in which Miss
Williams will play the leading role. The whole cost of
the series is estimated at $100,000.
A

IT is nothing new for the Selig star to appear in motion
pictures in conjunction with beasts of the forests such
as lions, tigers, elephants and leopards. She has considerable of a reputation based on previous work with wild
animals. She has become accustomed to dealing with them
and displays a daring that seems hazardous to the uninitiated. A more capable or favorite actress could not have
been picked to play this role.
As regards the story as it will appear on the syndicate
and on which the motion-picture series is based, it is said
to live fully up to the high reputation of the author, Harold
MacGrath. Mr. MacGrath has painted a picture of travel
and adventure in this and many other countries.

Miss Williams, as the leading woman, will appear in
scenes laid in America, India and Africa. She is said to
travel through countries peopled by savages and encounters many adventures.
The producer of the motion picture, the Selig Polyscope
Company, is especially well fitted for this sort of work.
Selig wild animal pictures have been famous for some time.
At Edendale, Cal., the Selig Polyscope Company has a
million dollar wild animal farm. This is stocked with wild
beasts of every sort, many of whom were imported especially from Africa, including the animals less frequently
seen, such as giraffes and zebras. A Selig animal picture
now is a big thing and the coming pictures under the
Selig brand will be still bigger.
The Selig factory has every
requirement necessary for these
pictures. Not only has it the
animals, but the plant is located in a country rich with
suitable scenes.
Mr. Selig's long personal experiences in producing animal
pictures will serve him in good
stead in these series. He is
probably better fitted to undertake so stupenduous an undertaking than any other man in
the country.

T HEappearmotionin

pictures will
serial form,
twenty-seven reels long. The
series consists of thirteen subjects. The first picture was
released in three parts on December 29, and the other
twelve will be in two parts
each, and will be released twice
a month. . Simultaneously with
the release of the pictures, the
printed story will appear in the
forty-five newspapers. The
series is being released in the
regular
service of the General
Film Company.

One of the most important issues of this undertaking is the
union of the Selig Polyscope Company and the many prominent newspapers. It is the first time a similar co-operation
has ever been enjoyed in the motion picture business. The
daily papers which join forces with the Selig Polyscope
Company are among the strongest in the country. Through
their combined circulation they are bound to put the "Adventures of Kathlyn" before an extremely large number
of persons.
Some of the newspapers which will print the serial story
are:
New York Sun. Chicago Tribune, Richmond TimesDispatch, Memphis Commercial-Appeal, Atlanta Constitution. Omaha News. Rocky Mountain News, Eugene Register, Los Angeles Times, Buffalo Times, Pittsburgh
Leader, Washington Star, Dayton Journal, Houghton
Mining Gazette, St. Louis Star, Asheville Citizen. Mobile
Register, Meridian Star. Sioux City Journal. Muskogee
Phoenix. Boise Capital News, San Jose Times-Star, Boston
Globe, Philadelphia Record, Baltimore American, Youngstown Vindicator, Detroit Free Press, Syracuse Herald and
San Antonio Light.
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Director of Rex Brand on His First Trip East in Three Years Has Many Interesting Things to Tell of His
Work with Mrs. Smalley in the Universal Studios at Hollywood, Cal.
are playing in the scene, each rehearses
for the other and then the scene is
taken. 1 luring my present stay in the
East she is going ahead producing pic-

PHILLIPS SMALLEY, who has been
making motion pictures for the last
eight years, the last three years of which
have been spent in directing Rex pictures, ever since that brand was started,
made his first trip East during the week.
Mr. Smalley, who was only in New York
for a few days, is accounted one of
the earnest students of the motion picture art and had several interesting
things to say concerning cinematography,
its progress, the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, his wife, Lois
Weber, and himself.
"I have been making motion pictures
about eight years and started with the
old Gaumont talking pictures. After
that Mrs. Smalley and I were members
of the i 'Id Reliance Company, then
known by the name of Kessell & Baumann. Others in the company were Arthur Johnson, Gertrude Robinson, James
Kirkwood and Marion Leonard. All the
members of that company are now recognized factors in the producing end
of the motion picture business. It is
about three and one-half years ago that
Mrs. Smalley and myself first joined
the old Rex Company, the active heads
of which were Edward F. Porter, William II. Swanson and Joseph W. Engle.
We have been making Rex pictures ever
since.
I want to give as much credit as
possible for the pictures we make to
Mrs. Smalley. She does at least half
of the directing. If she is playing in
the scene, 1 direct it; if I am playing
in a scene, she directs it. If we both

ing-rooms for the leading players and
a property-room which must be as big
as half a New York city block. After
taking pictures in the open air, I would
not go back to an indoor studio again
if I could help it, except to get special
effects with the lights.
'"For some time past Mrs. Smalley and
myself have been producing feature pictures, which have based their ideal upon
acting, not spectacular effects. This sort
of a picture, I believe, will continue in
popularity. The public is bound to tire
of spectacular effects. Pictures which
contain human interest, often wrongly
called heart interest, have a universal
appeal to everybody. I feel that a picture which relies upon acting is an epitome of the highest form of the motion

PHILLIPS

SMALLEY

tures at the Universal studios at Hollywood, Cal.
"These studios, by the way, are considered to be superior
to any others
that I know of. For instance, we have
• an open-air
stage four hundred
feet
long, with eight hundred feet of dress-

picture art.
"Further, I want to emphasize the
point that the players that produce the
best results on the screen are the experienced motion picture actors and actresses. Ithink that to take from the
ranks of the legitimate stage leading
players for motion pictures is foolish.
They are unfamiliar with the. technique
of the pictures and ofttimes their faces
offer nothing to the camera. To my
mind, the wise producer will endeavor
to get the best among the motion picture players if he wants to secure the
best results.
"Mrs. Smalley and I have in preparation for our next features a series of
multiple reel pictures dealing with
Christian Science. The first of these,
The Leper's Coat,' has already been
produced. A peculiar coincidence is
that shortly after it was ready for exhibition the Universal Film Manufacturing Company received a request from
the Christian Science Church for information about motion pictures. Both
Mrs. Smalley and myself are Scientists,
and we will endeavor to make this series
of unusual value. I am very much
pleased to be able to make this trip
to New York and renew old acquaintances, but just the same 1 shall be glad
to get back again to the coast. The
Universal has a harmonious organization, under the leadership of Isadore
Bernstein. Upon my return, Mrs. Smalley and I will attack our work with
renewed vigor and we hope to produce
sonic noteworthj pictures in the near
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EQUIPMENT
FURNISHED
The Picture Theatre Equipment
future."
I opny, of 21 East Fourteenth street,
New York City, has just furnished an
I dison, Model B, machine and asbestos booth to the Gunnery School,
\\ ashington,
Conn
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"Absinthe"
King Baggot, at His Best, Gives Marvelous Characterization of Absinthe Fiend in Four-Part Imp Feature
Produced in Paris — Leah Baird Plays Female Lead
KING

BAGGOT is seen at his best in "Absinthe," a wonderful four-reel picture, which will be released under
the Imp brand on the Universal program on January 22. And

"dripped," as it is prepared in Paris, a slow, tedious involving
letting it fall drop by drop into water.
While under the influence of absinthe Jean is induced by

Mr. Baggot's best is not likely ever to be overshadowed
either. After seeing him as Jean Dumas, the young artist,
who becomes a slave to the terrible green drink, one feels
that it is foolish to go outside of the ranks of the experienced
motion picture actors to secure stars for film productions.
After cudgeling the brain for several minutes no actor can
be thought of who can better hold attention and give a better

the girl to steal back into his father's house and rob him of
his savings. Naturally the old father and mother are heartbroken. Jean is driven from the home and bidden never to
return. With his stolen gains he establishes a menage in
which to house the laundress, now his wife. When his money
is gone his wife leaves him for a fresh source of income.
Jean goes straight along the downward path, and becomes
better friends than ever with the absinthe bottle. Intoxicated
he is followed by apaches who seek to rob him. Instead he
joins their gang.
His degradation is complete.
Jean's apache friends scent prey in a rich couple they see
dining in a cafe. The persons are Jean's former wife and
her companion. They plan to rob the woman, and all unwittingly Jean plays the part of a cab driver. The woman
enters the cab and Jean drives off at a furious rate. When he
finds that his fare is his former wife, loaded with jewels, he
is inflamed with unreasoning anger. Then follows a terrible
ride. He drives along the Boulevard, out into the woods.
Many times he beats and chokes her. The realism of these
scenes is intense. Jean and his former wife exchange real
blows and inflict real bruises. As they fight the cab lurches
from side to side. Jean drags her from the cab, and, leaving
her in the woods for dead, flees, escaping his pursuers.

LEAH
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AND

KING
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interpretation of a most difficult role than does Mr. Baggol
in parts three and four of "Absinthe." When Jean's brain
succumbs to the effects of the drug and he goes stark raxing mad, Mr. Baggot is most convincing. This is not the
only high light in the picture, though Mr. Baggot gives a
tense, sincere, sympathetic interpretation throughout. Yes, he
is at his best and King Baggot's best is not lightly to be
estimated.
Opposite Mr. Baggot plays Miss Leah Baird, formerly of
the Vitagraph Company. She, Mr. Baggot and Director Herbert Brenon spent several months abroad last year, and "Absinthe" was taken in and around Paris. The Champs Elysees,
the Seine, Montmartre and several Paris street scenes are
shown in the action. Miss Baird is at her prettiest in the
picture. A French actor and actress from a famous Parisian
stock company, who plays the father and mother of Jean
Dumas, complete the list of principals. Their work is excellent, especially that of the mother.
"Absinthe" is all the more remarkable in that it is practically a "one man" picture. The man is King Baggot.
TO

give an idea of the thoroughness with which Mr. Baggot attacked his unusual part one instance may be cited.

He frequented cafes for some time and studied "types" in
them, especially the habitual absinthe drinkers, before attempting the part. This may account for the strength and
realism of his work.
Jean Dumas, played by King Baggot, is the son of middleclass parents. Against the wishes of his father he courts a
pretty laundress, an absinthe drinker. Through her he becomes familiar with the insidious green drink. Here again
is shown Mr. Baggot's care in little things. When preparing
the absinthe the drink is not thrown in a "pony" glass as it
might be served over an American
bar.
The
absinthe
is

JEAN returns to his haunts and his absinthe. So deeply
does he drink that he goes into a delirium. At this stage
Mr. Baggot does his best and most convincing work. For
several minutes he is alone on the screen, and so strong is
his acting that he is bound to hold any audience spellbound.
The next morning he awakens, a wreck. He staggers back
home, an absinthe fiend. First he meets his mother. Then
his father comes in. The old folks do not know what to do
to rehabilitate their son when the rataplan of a passing drum
gives them an idea. Soldiers are marching by, volunteers going to war. The father puts his old gun in his son's hand and
sends him out. The picture closes with Jean, his gun dragging, following the volunteers, determined to enlist and make
a man of himself amid new surroundings.
King Baggot IS the picture. And, as he shows himself a
wonderful actor, so the picture is a wonderful thing. '

DAVE

G. D. P.

MUNSTUCK— FROM EXHIBITOR
IMPORTER

TO

Dave Munstuck, who was better known as the M. in the
M. & F. Feature Film Service, last week announced his entrance into the importing of features, with temporary offices
in the Imperial Hotel, New York City. Dave has had all the
experience any man could wish for in the motion picture business.
For several years previous to going into the exchange
business he owned several motion picture theatres. It was
in this line of the business that he learned the wants of the
exhibitor. This knowledge served him well in the feature
exchange which he conducted, and now that he traveled from
the bottom, the experience he has gained will prove very
valuable to him in his new venture. Mr. Munstuck is aggressive and discerning, and it is expected that his success in the
importing game will be even bigger than was his feature exchange venture.
In time, it is said, he intends opening branches in all
the important cities of the country.

*4

THE
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DAMOCLES"

(Pathe— Two Parts)
A WELL written, well acted and powerfully constructed
drama is "The Sword of Damocles," a two-part Pathe
production, which will be released by the General Film
Company, January 22. It deals with the trials of a misunderstood genius and his devotion to the child of his
brain, an opera, which ultimately and after many tribulations wins success.
Paul Hodgson, the hero, is a man with a really remarkable musical talent, but who finds it impossible to gain
an opportunity to show what he can do. His character
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Gerald Harcourt as Hodgson, the discouraged genius,
makes a notable impression. Eleanor Woodruff, who
takes the part of Ella Marvin, portrays this not difficult
role in her usual satisfactory fashion, while Irving Cummings and Morris McGee, who fill the roles, respectively,
of Earle Winston and Samuelson, are also worthy of mention for their good work.

"THE

BRIDE
OF LAMMERMOOR"
(Kennedy Features Inc.)

THIS three-part production is a dramatization from the
novel of Sir Walter Scott, of the same name. Constance
Crawley and Arthur Maude, the English thespians, play
the leading parts. Miss Crawley wears a diaphanous gown
in several scenes with good effect. Many beautiful settings, enhanced by superior photography, make this a
really delightful offering. The story is almost too wellknown to need retelling.
In disobedience to the orders he had received, Edgar,
Lord Ravenswood, buries his father with the rites of the

DISCOVERED

lacking the strength needed to balance his genius he becomes discouraged and becomes addicted to drink. His
only sympathy he finds in his neighbor, Ella Marvin, who
unites a big heart with a splendid voice.
Hodgson has written an opera called "The Sword of
Damocles" which he knows is a masterpiece and which is
dearer to him than his life. Though his heart is thoroughly devoted to Ella, when he finds her one day with
his precious manuscript in her hand singing from it he is
made forgetful by liquor and plainly shows his anger,
wounding her to the quick. This breaks their friendship
and the repentant man leaves his quarters for good and
becomes an outcast.
Earle Winston, who has written some very clever compositions, has been commissioned by the directors of the
opera to write them another, to be presented in the near
future. He submits one which is rejected. He tries to
spur himself to a better effort, but his mind refuses to
travel out of the channels of his past productions. Samuelson, the director of the opera, writes him that people
are beginning to say that he has "run out" and he sees
that his rising fame may become blighted in the bud.
At this juncture he accidentally meets Hodgson, now a
homeless wanderer, but still treasuring the precious manuscript. He befriends him and by chance gains a glimpse of
the manuscript and at once recognizes its value. Plying
Hodgson with drink he finally persuades him to sell the
manuscript and relinquish all rights of co-authorship. He
submits the opera to the directors and it is joyfully acIn the meantime Winston has met Ella, become impressed with her and has persuaded Samuelson to give
her a chance. Her talents win for her the leading part in
the new opera. Critics and producers alike are delighted
with the new opera at the dress rehearsal. Winston sees
ahead fame beyond any he has ever enjoyed.
But the sword of fate is hanging by a thread. Hodgson
appears and claims he was defrauded of the opera. Winston attempts to lock him up in his cellar but the desperate
ni. in escapes, appears at the opening performance to assert
his rights and Winston dies by his own hand.
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Scottish church. The Lord Keeper, William Ashton. reprimands him. Later Edgar is able to save him and his
daughter from some brigands, and in gratitude the Keeper
secures a pardon for him. The girl and Edgar become
engaged, and break a coin, each keeping a half.
Some time later lie goes to London to establish his rights,
and while there the mother of the girl arranges a marriage
between Lord Gerrington and his fiancee. Not having
heard from him. and having reason to believe he has not
been faithful, she consents to marry his rival. Just as the
ceremony is completed Edgar stalks into the room. Seeing
how things are and knowing his suit is now impossible, he
throws
himself into the quicksands. The girl dies from
the
shock.
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OF BONDAGE"

FILMED

Book by Reginald Wright Kauffman Dramatized and Produced by the Photo Drama Company — Subject is
Handled in Able Fashion and in a Manner that Should Not Offend the Most Fastidious
THE
clear, concise manner in which "The House of
Bondage," the book by Reginald Wright Kauffman,
is written has made it comparatively easy to dramatize. There is nothing in the text that need be avoided in
this day of so-called morality plays. It is nothing more
or less than a statement of facts, turned into fiction form
in order to avoid dull reading and it is handled in a manner
that should not give offense to anyone. The scenario,
following this plan, and adhering to the policy of a clean

MARY

ESCAPES

story, has resulted in an acceptable offering that is unlikely to give umbrage to the most fastidious taste.
There has been no change from the original story, with
the single exception of one scene. This, telling the story
of the last meeting between Mary and the cadet Max, could
be told far better in words than in action. Thus, it was
found necessary to "kill" Max in a conventional manner in
the screen version of Mr. Kauffman's work.
It is very evident that great care has been shown in attending to the minor details that are so important in the
dramatization of a popular story. The numbers of the
houses, the steel mills in which the father worked, the
interior settings, are all as we have imagined them while
reading the book. The steel mill scene, with the father
returning home to his work, showed superior direction in
every detail, and was one of the best pieces of photography
the writer has ever seen.
THE story of the play, which is almost too well-known
to require repetition, is as follows: Mary Denbeigh,
a country girl, who has been reared in a manner which has
allowed her but little insight into the ways of the world,
objects to going to school. Her unwillingness is overruled by her strict mother and father. There is little but
unhappiness at home. She is forced to do all the drudgery that can be heaped upon her and is beaten by her
father. Yet with all this, Max Crossman, a "cadet" from
Rose's house, does not find her an easy victim.
His first attempt to speak to her is frustrated by Mary's
simple statement, "I do not know you." But later they
meet, through his persistency, and that night being in fear
of a beating she goes out through the window, having
been locked in the room by her parents.
She again meets Max, and knowing that she is to be
severely beaten by her father, consents to marry the
"cadet" and go to the city with him. They arrive in the
city and go to a cafe where Max informs her that because

of the late hour they cannot get married at once. He
points out that a license cannot be obtained. This appears
to be perfectly plausible to Mary and she goes unsuspectingly with him to the home of his "mother's friend." After
partaking of a few drinks she becomes unconscious and
so commences her life as a "slave."
In the morning when she awakes it is with a head that
is nearly breaking. Arising quickly she cannot find any
clothes but an old kimono. Rose, the mistress of the
house, answers her repeated cries for help and gives her a
terrible beating. The other girls come in and talk with
her, finally coaxing her to eat.
Weeks pass and Mary at last is apparently content.
But all the time she is watching for a chance to escape.
She succeeds at last through the help of a politician. This
man, Dyker, gets her out of the house and she goes to the
home of a working girl with whom she had been in communication through the German beer man. Here she at last
finds friends. She is able to obtain work as a servant, only
to be discharged for the theft of some towels of which she
is entirely innocent. She again gets work with a society
woman as a maid-of-all-work, but the woman's son had
been one of the patrons of the house where she had been
an inmate, and on meeting her, orders her discharge.
SHE then goes to the settlement house, where she tells
her story to the matron. She happens to mention the
name of Dyker, the politician who had assisted her, and
gets in trouble again, as Dyker is the man to whom the
settlement worker is engaged. Dyker, hearing that she has
told his fiancee about his part in the raid on the "House
of Bondage," makes her assert to the woman that it is
untrue.
Thus Mary loses her friend, and being unable to live on
the meagre income of a shop-girl, is forced to go on the
street again. She ends up in a little resort on the waterfront as the mistress of a sailor. Here she again meets
the son of the society woman who had been so brutal to
her. He visits the house, together with a friend, in a
slumming party and takes the girl's part against the man.
He is killed in the fight and Mary escapes and makes her
way to her home.
Her mother, fearing her father's wrath if he sees her,
forces Mary to take to the streets again. She returns to
Rose's house, where the mistress refuses to take her in.
because, as she puts it, "The life has got you, Violet."
The last scene shows her being found by a Sister of
Charity and being given a home at last where she may
die in peace.
V D. M.
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ON THE SCREEN

Head of Mutual Film Corporation, Forms Partnership With General Pancho Villa,
Commanding
the Constitutionalist
Army
in Northern
Mexico

VILLA, general in comPANCHOmand of the
Constitutionalist Army
in Northern Mexico, will in future
carry on his warfare against President
Huerta as a full partner in a motion
picture venture with Harry E. Aitken,
president of the Mutual Film Corporation.
The business of General Villa will be
to provide motion picture thrillers in
any way that is consistent with his plans
to depose and drive Huerta out of Mexico, and the business of Mr. Aitken, the
other partner,' will be to distribute the
resulting films throughout the peaceable sections of Mexico and the United
States and Canada.
To make sure that tbc business venture will be a success Mr. Aitken has
already dispatched to General Villa's
-camp a squad of four motion picture
men with apparatus designed especially
to take pictures on battlefields.
Another squad of four men with
machines of the latest design last week
assembled in San Antonio, Tex., and are
now on their way to the front. It is the
hope of Mr. Aitken to have motion pictures from the field of Villa's operations early next week, and to show them
to motion picture audiences, following
them up with a fresh supply every week
until Huerta
falls.
Veteran

MOTION

Operators

To supply the motion picture operators the whole field of talent in this
country was combed over and men were

chosen who for the most part have
been under fire before. The leader of
the motion picture battery at the front
is an Italian who has bullets in his body
received in the Balkan War while operating a motion picture machine for a
European company.
The story of Mr. Aitken's partnership with General Villa leaked out a little ahead of time, and the head of the
Mutual Film was somewhat surprised
to receive a telephone call in the early
morning hours at his home, 130 West
Fifty-seventh street, New York City,
from one of the New York dailies. Mr.
Aitken, while confirming the report,
said that his own publicity force had
not
been informed
of their
chief's
new yet
connection,
and that
he was
not
quite ready for the news to get out yet.
Nevertheless, he admitted that his partnership with General Villa was an established fact.
"It is true that I am a partner of
General Villa," he said. "But it's a
brand new proposition and it has been
worrying me somewhat since the arrangements were finally concluded. How
would you feel to be a partner of a
man engaged in killing people, and do
you suspect that the fact that motion
picture machines are in range to immortalize an act of daring or of cruel
brutality will have any effect on the
warfare itself? I have been thinking
of a lot of things since I made this
contract.
"It was only completed last Saturday,

and I received the message from my
agents on the ground on Tuesday morning. It is quite a responsibility, and
I see it in a different light now than
I did before.
"How did I do it? Well, we decided
to go in to cover this war for the motion pictures quite a few weeks ago. I
sent an agent to Villa's camp. He lived
with Villa in his headquarters for some
weeks making negotiations.
Special War

Cameras

"Meanwhile there was the question of
the cameras. We wanted a camera that
would stand up and take pictures of a
battlefield and yet operate in such a
way that the man with it could keep
under cover while the machine was ex"Such a camera was designed, and
ten of them were ordered. We next had
posed.
to consider the question of men. We
wanted daring men, of course, and also
men who would know how to take care
of themselves in military operations.
We didn't want greenhorns in army
matters, who would welch out at the
first experience under fire.
"We have ten men in our squad at
the front, two of them operating cameras to take pictures where the motion
picture cameras will not be practicable.
We are holding another man here ready
to go at a moment's notice to any point
where there may be a chance to catch
some good maneuver.
"I expect myself to go to the border
in a week or two to look things over
and see that our men are fixed up all
right. The final negotiations were carried out in Juarez last Saturday, when
General Villa was visiting there.
An Unpleasant

Possibility

"The first squad of men that went
forward left our offices at San Antonio,
I Jallas and El Paso. What worries me
most is the chance that General Villa
may want to send films to some part of
his army — a privilege he has — and that
he may wish to show on the films some
horror that will strike terror into the
hearts of his men. It isn't pleasant to
contemplate the possibilities of such a
The motion picture operators, it was
situation."
explained, were all provided with letters from the proper authorities in
Washington, so that their status as
American citizens and non-combatants
will In- maintained. One part of the
contract is that General Villa must not
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allow any other motion picture men except those of the company in which he
is interested on the field during his
battles.
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OH, ITS AN INTERESTING
Punctuated by GEORGE

MORE talk is again heard of the
day of the circuit in motion picture theatres. Some time ago, several
persons evolved the bright idea, practically simultaneously, that an ideal
business proposition, if sufficiently
financed, would be to combine a large
number of motion picture theatres
into a circuit, having a central office
to buy films for this circuit and booking the films over the route the way
vaudeville attractions are now handled.
At that time this was merely talk,
but evidently the idea was practicable
in the opinion of several persons.
Now I hear by grapevine telegraph
that two or three experienced film
men are forming plans fdr the future
which cannot be succelsful unless
the day of the circuit arrives.
ft will be a legitimate and natural
step for the circuit to come. The theatres involved will save money by
their co-operation. Surely the day
will come when the motion picture industry will be conducted along strictly business lines and then, perhaps,
we will see circuits, fn the meanwhile, as I said before, several of the
wise ones are laying plans in the expectation that this will come true.
The air is full of rumors about the
Klaw & Erlanger and Biograph combination. The most leading of these
are to the effect that T. Hayes Hunter
has left the Biograph, where he was
head producer for Klaw & Erlanger,
and that K. & E. have withdrawn entirely from the combine.
James McEnnery, American representative of the United Kingdom Film
Company, who sold "A Message from
Mars" in this country for almost $30,000,
has informed his agent here that he
will start for America in about two
weeks with several new features for
the American market. Judging by the
manner in which he disposed of "A
Message from Mars" he should be
highly successful.
While in England Mr. McEnnery
formed a $100,000 corporation for importing English films into this country and showing American subjects in
England. He will also start producing Western subjects here for the
English markets, and plans big things
in motion pictures.
Bert
Angeles
flashed
across
my
mind a couple of days ago, when I
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saw the four-part picture "Across the
Continent," which he produced for
Pilot on the screen. Don't overlook
Bert, boys. As a comedy director he
can hold his own with anybody. This
is attested by comedies he directed
for the Vitagraph Company of Amer-

picture or cinematography or any
other justifiable phrase, as long as
vou don't use the word "movie."
On the first of January, Albert;
Blinkhorn increased his office space iru
the World's Tower Building, 110 West
Fortieth street. He has now one-half
of the nineteenth floor devoted to the
ever-increasing business of his film
agency. The shipping department has.
been enlarged and a special showroom has been arranged for the
"M
ovoscope,"
his home projection,
machine.
Kinemacolor joins the ranks of the
people showing pictures under flaming titles. A Kinemacolor four-reel
feature, entitled "Sin," is now playing
at the Park Theatre, replacing the
white slave motion picture show recently closed by the police.
"Alkali Ike" will soon be rechristened. Augustus Carney, the original
"Ike" of Essanay, has gone with the
Universal, and now that concern
comes out with an offer of twenty-five
dollars for the best "nom de cinema"
for the funny little fellow.

DON'T

OVERLOOK

HIM

ica for several years. When 1 saw
"Across the Continent," I was agreeably surprised to see what a good feature he had turned out. f understand
Bert is about to make a flattering connection pretty soon.
Good for Omer F. Doud, of the
George Kleine forces of Chicago. One
paragraph of a recent advertisement
of his reads: "If the man who coined
the word 'movie' had seen 'Quo Vadis'
first, that word would never have
joined the forces at work against the
better interest of this industry."
That's the sort of talk that everybody who wants to see motion pictures given credit for and proper dignity and put on their proper high
plane likes to hear.
There is perhaps no single influence
so subtle and so detrimental as the
constant use of that word "movie."
It conveys an impression of a fivecent show, the pumping poor projection, and all that those who have the
future of the industry at heart have
been trying to eliminate. It's not a
vital point whether you use a motion

On Christmas day, the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company sent
out one hundred and seventy-two telegrams to their own exchanges and
many of those conducted by the General Film and Mutual. They read as
follows: "On behalf of the entire
Universal organization, I extend cordial Christmas greetings and best
wishes for the happiest of New Years
to yours and yourself. Universal
Film Mfg. Co. Carl Laemmle, presiC. Lang Cobb is back in town
catching his breath after a very successful Western trip, on which he
closed contracts with the states of
dent."
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois and
Wisconsin, for the exclusive handling
of Ramo features for the next year.
Recently Cobb also consummated
and signed contracts with William
Fox, of the Box Office Attractions
Film Rental Company, for three
prints each of the entire output of
Ramo features instead of the General
Special Feature Film Company.
George
Magie, special representative of The Universal Film Manufac-
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turing Company
in Chicago, was- in
town last week for a few days.
Stephen Smith, of the Western Vitagraph Company, received from a man
he employed as a dragoman in Cairo,
Egypt, a walking stick of hippopotamus hide. He sent it on to his
brother, A. E. Smith, as a Christmas
present
It is Francis Worcester who wrote
the old King Brady series for Blache
Features.
\\ illiam Robert Daly, the wellloved director who has been producing Imp comedies for several years,
has resigned from that company to
direct the first picture of the Stellar
Feature Film Company. This will be
''Forgiven," a four-part production
featuring Edwin Forsberg. At -least
a part of the picture will be produced
in St. Augustine, Fla.
Jack Gorman has formed the Gorman Film Manufacturing Company,
with a temporary studio at Cliffside,
N. J., and will release two or three
features a month. Mr. Gorman will
probably soon establish a Western
studio near Los Angeles. His first
picture, "The Stampede," a three-part
feature produced in Oklahoma, is already on the market.
The factory of the Manhattan Slide
and Film Company is now located at
23-25 East Twenty-sixth street.
\\ E. Sipe, of Parkersburg, W. Va..
who was one of the pioneer film men
in 1908, conducting exchanges at Atlanta, Omaha, and Salt Lake City, has
gone with the Southern Film Exchange of Little Rock, Ark.
The Picture Theatre Equipment
Company, of 21 East Fourteenth
street, has installed a complete motion picture equipment in the rooms
of the Young Women's Christian Association at 52 Washington street,
Newark, N. J. The equipmenl consists of a Power 6A projection machine and a screen.
Received a postal from Stanley
Twist in Honolulu en route to Sidney, Australia.
I hi Royal Feature Film Company,
of 69 West Twenty-third street, is
handling thi \mbrosio features "Satan" and the "Kind of Rhodes."
Jule Burnstein and M. E. Hoffman,
of tin World Special Films Corpora1 1 • 'ii. have become associated with
Louis J. Selznick in the Photo Plays
Sales Company, formed to buy exclusive special features for the United
us. Their first purchase is a four-
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reel Paris Eclair, "The Conspiracy, or
A Four Million Dollar Dowry," which
will be marketed through the offices
of the World Special Films Corporation.
E. B. Sawyer, of the Cushman Motor Works, Lincoln, Neb., is in New
York on a business trip.
One of their engine generator sets
was purchased by the Engineering Exporting Company, of New York City,
to be shipped to South America and
then transported by mules' backs
through the mountains, for moving
picture shows that travel from one
mountain town to another. Because
of its light weight, their engine is
particularly adaptable for that purThe press agent of Eclair, in other
pose.
words, "The Dopester," went to Fort
Lee, where the studios are situated,
the other day for "dope" and was
handed this canned biography by
Charles Morgan, one of the latest acquisitions to the stock company.
"Born in New York City in the
70's. Boy soprano in Trinity Church;
educated for the Episcopal ministry,
but couldn't see it, so went into mercantile life; served fifteen years in the
insurance business; acquired a taste
for the stage and as an amateur
drifted into the profession about ten
years ago. Did mostly comic opera
and musical stuff (married one of the
original Bostonian prima donnas).
Wrote a few sketches; played "Her
New Groom" in vaudeville five years.
Three years with Anna Held; was a
moving picture exhibitor for two
years; connected myself with the
Eclair fourteen months ago, and —
you know the rest."
FAMILY

GOSSIP

Here are the senders of what must be the
last batch of holiday cards: Jule Burnstein,
William Leslie Barry, M. A. Neff, W. F.
Taney of the Victoria Theatre, Rochester, and
the hamous
Players' Film Company.
D. W. Griffith and four Reliance companies
will soon start for Los Angeles. Directors
James Kirkwood, Eddie Dillon and Edward
Morrissey will go along. Christy Cabanne is
already out there. Frank E. Woods and Russell E. Smith of the scenario department will
also go West.
Owen Moore and James Cooley, leading
men, have joined the Reliance forces.
The Balboa Amusement Producing Company held a pretentious holiday affair recently at its studios at Long Beach, Cal. H.
M. Horkheimer, president and manager of
ill.- company, was presented with a silver loving cup. Among the guests were: Mary
ord, Mrs. Pickford, Miss Laura Oaklrv.
Ruth Roland, Miss Clara Grant, Mr. and
l
Isidore Bernstein,
J. Warren
Kerrigan,
Francis Grandin, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Nash Mr. and Mrs. William Clifford, Miss Berilii Rush, Miss Gladys Rutledge, Lawrence
I 1 i in. Miss Billie Bennett and Miss Vclma
Whit i
Clara Beyers, a striking brunette, will known
in prominent stock companies and an athlete
.ni'l swimmer
has joined tin- Balboa forces.
Pri
Bennett will in future take all
of Director Bert Bracken's leads at the Balboa
company. Miss Bennett has played leads ever
since she joined the motion pictures, first with
Lubin, then Universal, and later the MaHenry W. Otto, for a number of years feature player and producer
for the Selig com-

pany, has joined the Balboa company and will
start shortly with an all-star company to produce two and three-reel feature films.
E. Mandelbaum and Phil Gleichman of the
World Special Films Corporation have returned to New York.
In addition to her having made a pet of
th« famous horse of the Broncho Company,
Snowball, Miss Anna Little, New York Motion Picture Corporation's leading lady, was
presented with a big, husky, black bear by
one
of
the comes
Broncho
Lompany's
Sioux ofIndians.
This also
under
the category
a pet,
and it is no uncommon sight now to see Miss
Little driving down the main street of Los
Angeles,
Cal.,on ona Snowball
withalongside.
"Brownie,"
her pet bear,
leash trotting
"Abe" Siegel, who has been here looking
things over for the Novelty Poem-o-graph
Company's Human Voice Talking Pictures, left
on New Year's Day for the smoky confines
of Cleveland, his home town. With him he
carried a contract from William Fox, who has
signed all the future releases of this company
to be shown over his entire circuit. Siegel
has been staying at the Normandie Hotel.
E. J. Eichenlaub, president of the American
Feature Film Company, of Chicago, has been
in New York for the past week selling the
rights to a sensational Mexican war film.
A great big elephant and a little bit of
one, filling up a big stock car en route to
California to join the Selig zoo, from Hamburg, stopped over in Chicago recently. Johnny
Langmack rigged up a Christmas tree in the
animal house with a base of a bale of hay.
Cortcealed in this was a hind quarter of beef,
which the big new Siberian tiger drew out as
his share early in the game. The Siberian
bloodhounds that are kept on the other side of
the fence also had Christmas morsels worthy
of their taste, as the proudest pedigreed dogs
of their class in America.
Roy Knabenshue, the aeronaut, and his 150foot twelve-passenger dirigible balloon, will be
featured by the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company in the three-reel production "The
Flight for Life," a story of South African
adventure. Otis Turner will direct this production, other features of which will be
"Arabia," a horse, and a herd of six lions.
Philip A. Holman, who has been with the
Pilot Films Corporation at Yonkers since its
inception, has left that concern.
Rosemary Theby, well known as a Vitagraph
and Reliance star, will make her initial appearance under the Lubin banner as Harry Myers'
leading leased
woman
in "A onQuestion
Right,"Miss
rein two reels
Januaryof 15th.
Theby's patientmany
admirers,
who
have
grown
imat not seeing their favorite on the screen
since she left the Reliance Company, will
doubtless welcome this picture with much enthusiasm.
Colin Campbell, the well-known producer of
the Selig Polyscope Company, in California, is
visiting Chicago in conformity with some new
orders on the Selig chessboard. Some persons
might think it was a checkerboard by reason
of the dressy patterns that Mr. Campbell is
sporting.
Director Edw. J. Le Saint, of the Selig
forces in California, and Stella Razeto, leading
lady of Mr. Le Saint's players, were married
on Christmas Day at the home of the bride's
parents, in San Diego. Miss Razeto was recently severely injured by a stage coach accident, and had only been out of the hospital
a few days when the marriage was consummated.
This charming little actress declares she does
not intend to allow matrimony to interfere
with her art, and will continue to scintillate
on the motion picture screen.
Tom Mix, the champion all-around cowboy
of Selig, daring rider and daredevil deviser of
thrilling moving picture stunts, has stopped
risking his life for a fortnight in the wilds of
Arizona to visit Chicago and take a look about.
Some one offered Tom seats to the Grand
Opera. "Opera be hanged," said the great
classicist from the Wild West. "What I want
to sei i^ some real vaudeville."

KLEINE'S NEW HERALD
Believing thai exhibitors would appreciate a type of herald befitting
" Vntony and Cleopatra," George
kliine has issued a very neat eightpage booklet entitled "The Story of
Antony and Cleopatra." The booklet
was printed in 2,000,000 lots on a good
made of India tint paper, profusely
illustrated witli dainty vignetted cuts.
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The Olympia Theatre, at Broadway and 107th Street, New York, Has Many Novel Phases in Construction
people in New York have
MORE
seen, at one time or another,
the large illuminated sign high
up on the corner of Fifth avenue and
Forty-second street, proclaiming
"Henry J. Corn — Real Estate."
Mr. Corn is still a leading real estate man, and he has also become a
leading exhibitor of motion pictures,
and a very successful one.
He started with a splendid location,
at Broadway and 107th street — right
in the heart of one of New York's best
residential districts, and erected thereon a modern theatre. He did the planning and erecting himself. In general he knew what he wanted in the
way of interior beauty and comfort.
Projection problems he did not know
about; so he enlisted the services of
B. F. Poster, "'the Simplex man," of
1465 Broadway, and together they
conceived and worked out some interesting and most successful innovations in picture theatre construction.
First they decided to put the operating booth on the roof of the theatre, not only to save seating space
but also to provide a cool and wellventilated house for the operator.
A large shadow-box was built on
the rear of the theatre and the screen

THE

OLYMPIA

tilted forward from the bottom about
two and a half feet. A right angle
projection is secured by shooting the
light through the ceiling at an angle
of about twenty-five degrees.
The picture shown on this screen
— eight feet high by twenty-four feet
wide — is not only one of the largest
in the world but has excited general
approval for its wonderful brightness
and. clearness. The perspective is excellent from any part of the house.
.Mr. Porter has had and deserves
much praise for his projection results.
Two Simplex motor-driven machines
have been installed.
A

GOOD deal of comment has been
excited by the remarkable acoustics
of the theatre. These are due in a
large measure to the deep shadowbox which acts as a sounding board
for the orchestra just in front of it.
The latter consists of eight pieces and
the musical program, always arranged
and rehearsed in advance of each entertainment, is excellently suited to
the changes of the picture.
Smoking is permitted and there are
comfortable boxes in the balcony or
mezzanine floor. There are three hundred balcony box seats and fifteen

THEATRE,

A

FINE

EXAMPLE

OF

hundred in the entire house. An elaborate ventilating system supplies
fresh air from beneath the seats, circulated by a powerful fan in the basement of the building.
The position of the balcony has
been carefully worked out with a view
to the unobstructed showing of the
picture. Despite the unusual size of
the latter, it is visible in its entirety
from any seat in the house. Again,
in spite of the wide spread of light
from the booth overhead, it is not
possible for anyone standing up in
the first row of the balcony to stand
in the rays and shadow the screen.
These are fine points of architecture.
A large lounging room has been arranged under the rear of the balcony,
a further evidence of the careful utilization of space. On Christmas day a
large Christmas tree was stationed
here and hung with toys for the children present.
Mr. Corn's secret of success is simply expressed. "Careful attention to
details," he says, "and constant study
of the patron's needs,'' these are the
main points. The same good sense,
enterprise and devotion to business
that win success elsewhere give equally
good results to the exhibitor.
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HERE are two ways to approach the subject
of the so-called "White Slave" film. One is
from the standpoint of public morals ; the other
has to do with the welfare of the motion picture.
This publication, being a trade journal, is primarily
occupied with the latter, and with the former only
as it concerns the latter.
As to the controversy over public morals and
whether the portrayal of vice conditions will help or
hurt them, it is doubtful if a satisfactory conclusion
will ever be reached.
The discussion has been going on at spasmodic intervals for several centuries, ever since plays and
books were invented, in fact. We will gladly leave
the present interval to the newspapers and magazines
—to some newspapers and some magazines. A great
many of our leading popular periodicals portray vice
with a flagrance or sinister suggestiveness such as the
stage never dared to employ.
I'm
the welfare of the picture.
There is an analogy right before us.
Jusl recently in New York two plays, "The Fight"
and "The Lure," made tremendous hits in the way of
box-office receipts; the more so after the publicity
that followed their closing by the police. At every
performance, afternoon and evening, waiting lines,
half a block long, beseiged tin box office. Most of
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those in line were said to be women, especially young
women, of the leisure class.
Finally the theatre came to terms with the authorities and expurgated the objectionable scenes.
Immediately the waiting lines dissolved and shortly
afterward
the two shows died.
Why?
The answer is too obvious to discuss. Let us stick
to the business aspects of the situation, and its relation to the portrayal of vice through motion pictures.
*
*
*
HpHESE two shows were business failures — in
■*- themselves ; and they did not add greatly to the
reputation with the public of the producers.
But the stage, it must be remembered, is an old,
well-established institution. Risks can be taken and
mistakes survived.
Xot so with motion pictures. They were only inaugurated inthe amusement field a few years ago, and
then were decidedly not all they might have been.
To-day a great advance has been scored. Thousands
and thousands of people who only yesterday called
them "movies" in a derogatory way are regular patrons
now because of the pictures' superior merit, and for
their remarkable artistic and educational achievements.
Is it wise — especially right now — to have the bigger and better public question the character and field
of the motion picture?
Another point : here in New York we lose easily
our perspective of the country at large. Will the
smaller insular cities and towns, with their rigorous
provincial tastes, their firm home ties and ideals, permit the flagrant vice picture to be shown?
The decided probability is that they will not. But
if so, will the exhibition of such pictures increase
thereafter the attendance of children and mothers at
the local theatres?
>!-

'■£

*

np 1 IE two vice plays in New York boasted the only
■■■ waiting lines seen this season; but they lasted
less than a month. And all during and even since
their sky-rocket existence many other plays continued
to draw crowded houses.
Apparently the steady crowds, the sustained and
accumulative patronage, are drawn, not by sensational
vice appeal, but rather by clever photography realistic
staging, finished acting and by a strong appeal to those
deep or light human emotions that make up for the
hulk of the population the greater parts of their
interesting daily lives.
It is the making of the motion picture along these
very same lines that has scored its present great success. Is it wise to turn back?
Vice plays, pictures, books, stories come and go;
and except they be deadly dull they will have a big,
transient appeal.
No doubt at all about it.
But — frankly, gentlemen — do they pay in the long
run? Will they pay you who expect to continue to
make pictures, or the man you look to to exhibit them?

CURRENT FEATURE RELEASES IN THE PROGRAMME
1. Too Late (Selig).
3. Indian Blood (Kalem).
4. Her Husband's Friend (Kalem).

OF THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY (INC.)
2. The Man from the West (Lubin).
5. Deacon
Billingtar's Downfall
(Edison).
6. A Question of Right (Lubin).
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Employed by Marcus Loew in Advertising the Big Film Productions
Shown at His Chain of Theatres

SYSTEM for the exploitation of feature motion picture films, which is unique because it is
the only one of its kind in the country, is used
1>\ Marcus Loew. Within the last few months he has
instituted the system of booking a big feature and sending it around the circuit of his theatres, principally in
New York City, just as a vaudeville act is sent around,
a system which has proved a money-maker for him as
much by reason of the manner in which the pictures
are advertised and featured in all his theatres, as
through the drawing power of the film itself.
The selection, booking and advertising of the feature
films is the work of Samuel H. Meinhold, in the
American Theatre Building, New York City. When
the announcement was made several months ago that
the Loew theatrical enterprises were in the market for
feature films, representatives of practically every film
company dealing in from two to six reel features called
upon Mr. Meinhold, enabling him to select absolutely
the best.
*
*
*
A

the name, story and style of a picture interests him, he arranges for a private view,
usually on the roof of the American Theatre, when
Marcus Loew himself, Nicholas M. Schenke, the general manager, and others see the picture. It has to be
practically perfect in every respect to obtain further
consideration, after which the price is fixed. David
Bernstein, treasurer of the Marcus Loew enterprises,
at this stage of the proceedings invariahly plays an
important part.
As soon as the picture is secured for the Loew
houses, Mr. Meinhold and his assistants prepare to send
it around the circuit of theatres, which usually keeps
the picture going twelve weeks, playing three days
at each house, and, of course, being used only in the
Loew houses. Mr. Meinhold first lays out a route,
and then has photographs of the principals and views
of sections of the picture made. He has beautiful
photographic stands made, and gives orders for printing, including one-sheets, three-sheets, and eight-sheets.
He also arranges for lithographs and other paper.
This is all carefully selected and billposters are given
specific instructions regarding
placing it for each
theatre where the picture will be shown.
*
*
*
WHEN

\ LL this preparatory work is done from two to three
-**■ weeks before the picture is started around the circuit. This gives the press agent of the Loew circuit
pl( nty of time to get stories out in trade magazines and
newspapers in the cities where the picture will be seen,
usually two or three weeks before it shows there. In
some cases feature stories and magazine articles in
New York and other cities are secured, assembled in
a one-sheet frame, and sent from theatre to theatre
with the picture.

OXE of the most important advertising items is the
folder announcing the coming of the picture. These
folders are usually quite elaborate and are often beautiful typographically, being printed in two or more
colors, and containing a number of the most striking
photographs in the production, together with a history
of the picture and its story. Over 150,000 of these
folders are usually printed for each feature and distributed among the Marcus Loew theatres, where they
are used, usually about one week in advance of the
picture. In addition to this, lantern slides are made
and sent to every theatre using the picture, calling attention to its coming.
In this way, for two weeks before a picture is shown,
it is brought to the attention of the patrons of whatever theatre it is shown in by every known means.
This system, when backed up by photoplays which invariably live up to their advance advertising, has
proved a money winner for Loew, and more and more
big features will be booked in future. Whenever a
long picture is booked in a Marcus Loew theatre,
one act from the vaudeville bill is left off, so that it
actually costs nothing, save the cost of the advertising to show the picture, and this is often a far better
drawing card than the
* act* which
* it replaces.
ONE of the first pictures booked over the Loew
circuit was "The Streets of New York," which
proved a tremendous money maker. "Sarah Bernhardt" followed, and recently the circuit booked
Clarence Darrow in "From Dusk to Dawn," and "A
Message from Mars," the big English picture featuring Charles Hawtrey.
*
*
*
WHEN

"The Yellow Slave"' was booked the theatres showing it decorated their lobbies and interior with Japanese and Chinese lanterns and parasols
for a week before the picture was shown, and incense
was burned in the theatre three days before the arrival
of the film.

GEORGE
KLEINE
TO
OPEN
OFFICES
George Kleine will soon inaugurate an important change
in his method of distributing films. It has been decided
to distinguish the many big imported features which Mr.
Kleine handles by the name of "George Kleine AttracTo handle and exploit these he is opening a series of
branch offices through the United States and Canada.
This
is deemed necessary owing to the enormous increase
intions."
his business and the still further increase expected.
Instead of handling the coming features as "Quo Vadis"
and
"'The
Last Days
of Pompeii''
handled,
the care
branchof
offices
in future
will book
the filmswere
direct
and take
all detail matters in their territories. Every office will be
in the charge of an efficient manager, familiar with the
"George Kleine Attractions" in the motion pictures. The
offices will be located at:
Seattle, San Francisco, Denver. Kansas City, Memphis.
Atlanta. Minneapolis, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh, Columbus and Toronto
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INEXCUSABLE

Productions which
Bring Criticism of Censor Boards and Press, Says D. W. Griffith,
Mutual Head Producer — His Ideas on Avoiding the Dangerous
ness for a short time, do so at a terrific
made of every scene that threatens to
THERE is no excuse for photoplays
that call forth the criticism of
sacrifice in the long run. The price of
be at all questionable, the action being
their financial successes must be paid
changed in each case, so that the one
censor boards and the press, according
chosen for final use will be above the
to General Director D. W. Griffith, of
many times over by the picture produccriticism of the strictest censor.
ers and picture theatres as a whole.
Reliance. The most delicate subjects
It has already been necessary for par"An artistic motion picture is to a
can be presented upon the screen withsensational film as the oil painting of a
ents in thousands of the homes of moout the least danger of offense to the
tion picture theatre patrons, who have
most fastidious if they are staged artismaster is to a questionable postal card,"
been carefully educated to believe that
tically, and with the careful avoidance
says Director Griffith. "It is to the
their
children
are
safe
from
immoral
of sensational treatment.
greatest interest of all concerned that
the
artistic be consistently encouraged
A large part of the lamentable condiinfluences while looking at ''the piction of the theatrical business proper
tures," to give the alarm against their
at the expense of the sensational."
families seeing certain loudly heralded
can be traced directly to the producing
films of doubtful moral influence.
of plays in which the most daring subRELIANCE RELEASES BY ABLE
Director Griffith, of the Mutual, claims
jects were presented with a view to
WRITERS
sensational results. After the opening
that one does not have to be very farsighted in order to see that a few of
of the first half dozen of these unScenarios for coming Reliance releases are from the pens of several
worthy offerings, all theatrical perthese questionable pictures will soon reauthors
well known in the world of
duce
to
a
perceptible
degree
all
picture
formances had to be immediately classed
loving audiences. But he also adds that
under two heads; those to which a man
photoplaywrights. "Slim Hogan's
could take his wife and daughter and
their existence is all the more lamentGetaway"' is by George Hennessy, as
able
because
it
is
so
unnecessary
to
those to which he couldn't.
are also "The Two Slaves" and "The
Since it is a most difficult matter to
treat the subjects presented in a manner
that makes them all objectionable.
"Pat Flannigan's
Family," by A. H.
Hidden
Clue."
produce a successful drama even withThe art of the picture play has been
out such a handicap, and since wives
Giebler, will soon be produced under
and daughters make up the largest part
developed to such a high degree that
Eddie Dillon's direction, while "The
there is very small excuse for the proIdler," which will shortly make its apof a theatre's audience, poor business
duction of any drama with the absence
necessarily was the general result.
pearance in one reel, is by Russell E.
of sufficiently artistic treatment to make
It behooves the motion picture proSmith, as is also "Tricked by a Photo,"
it call forth even the slightest criticism
now being staged by Edgar Lewis.
ducers to profit by the mistakes of the
New York theatrical managers and steer
"The Janitor's Family" is from the
from the censor's standpoint.
Mr. Griffith is working at present on
clear of the dangerous sensational treatpen of Frank E. Woods, while "A Man
ment of vital subjects, which although
"The Escape," by Paul Armstrong, a
and His Mate" is by H. R. Durant,
they call forth a large amount of cheap
and "Imar the Servitor" is the work
eugenic drama requiring the most deliof Daniel Carson Goodman.
cate treatment. Several
negatives
are
advertising and do a tremendous busi-

ARTHUR

for

JOHNSON
ARY

— MISSION-

Norbert Lusk, as Arthur Johnson's
secretary, has done it again. On behalf
of the Lubin leading man he accepted
the invitation of the Eclectic Club in a
Philadelphia suburb to deliver an informal talk on "The Mission of .the Motion
Picture." When Johnson arrived at the
club he found himself the guest of 300
staid housewives.
As each speaker addressed the audience Johnson's courage oozed, for all
the speeches were rabid attacks against
the photoplay. With "evil," "harmful,"
"pernicious" and "immoral" assailing his
ears.
Johnson realized that his "informal
chat" would seem very spineless indeed.
When he was called to talk, the Lubin
star determined to seize his opportunity.
He made a spirited defense, calling into
play his remarkable powers of oratory,
and ended by inviting the entire club to
visit the Lubin studio the following
afternoon.
The staid housewives, now that they
have seen for themselves, have
changed their adjectives and also their
views.

SCENE
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(Eclair— 2 Reels)
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FOR THOSE
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WORRYLORD O'ER
PLOTS AND
WRIGHT

PLAYS

WILLIAM

CHICAGO'S

social organizations, representing the interests of the allied
arts, recently entertained the "Immortals' — individuals who have arisen
to superiority in arts and letters. Several playwrights of world-wide reputation, present at the entertainment,
expressed opinions as to the future of
their art. One of them stated his belief that the next promising field for
the dramatist of to-day was the one
provided by the motion pictures.
"The film photographer will teach
the stage manager lighting. The film
stage manager will teach the actor gestures. The film actor will beckon on
still more people from the galleries and
balconies of the regular theatre. They
will engage real dramatists of rank and
standing to devise their scenarios.
Novelists who can produce books of
lively action will participate in the same
Iienefits. The scenario, like the ordinary play, needs only to be paid for on
a royalty basis. Such arrangements are
already in the making and will soon be
a regular and recognized feature. The
gains to playwright, novelist, manager
and

public

ought

to

be

considerable."

Long in Coming
The above opinion expressed by Mr.
Playwright is interesting. But the
royalty basis in paying photoplaywrights
will be long in coming, in our estimation. Despite the demands for good
multiple n:el stories, we know of one
■concern that pays but $35 for good
work. Better stories will result with
better prices. One hundred dollars, and
■even $150, are not too high prices for
the two-reel photoplay that carries the
story in every foot. The present average output of two-reel stuff is not impressive nor convincing.
Much of it consists of two thousand
feet of film, and one thousand feet of
plot and story. A two-reel feature
must contain a two-reel story, and as
the multiple reel is worth more to the
producer than the one-reel more money
should be paid for good plots.
The mechanical part of the literary
work necessary for a two-reel story is
a'fo much harder than is the writing of
one-reel stories.. It takes about three
times as long to type it, and it must
frequently be retyped, because action
' comes that must be put in. Nine times
out of ten, the two-reel story is more
fully written than the single reel plot.
A Secret Unfolded
Some

producers

are

constantly

com-

plaining because of the scarcity of good
multiple reels and the fact that the foreign markets refuse to enthuse over
padded stories sent from Yankeeland.
We know for a fact that many versatile
writers have positively refused to write
multiple reels for $25 and $50. They
prefer to go quietly along writing good
single reel stuff, believing that the onereel field will experience a decided boom
shortly.
When good money is paid for multiple reel stories, some good plots will,
be unearthed. But many authors have
tried it : have drawn their $50 or maybe
$65, seen credit for their work go to
others on posters and in trade journals,
and they have had enough. Yes, we are
of the opinion that the royalty to authors of photoplays is something afar
off.
Rather Interesting
A correspondent, author of a hundred
photoplays, sends us the following interesting statement : "The photoplaywrights of England have formed a combination, and will insist that the name
of the author be given on every title
released. If the photoplay wright in
this country, who helps make the successful European market, is much longer
denied his share of credit, there is going
to be a literary revolution.
"Edison has long been crediting deserving authors on the screen; Vitagraph and Selig do it frequently; Lubin
generally credits one or two of its
studio writers ; and Universal has promised both screen and poster credit. If
Universal keeps its promise it will receive many first readings.
"It seems to be the impression that
the more successful the photoplaywright
and the higher his standing, the less he
cares about poster, screen and trade

duced by So-an-So," and the staff
writer's name always appears in all its
glory on the screen.
"However, if by chance an outside
author writes a multiple story, everybody is too busy to supply author's
credit to the reviewer, although the
producer and the leading members of
the cast are never overlooked.
"About every magazine or newspaper
I pick up lately contains the details of
a "Which is Your Favorite" voting
contest. You send in votes for a motion picture actor or actress. It helps
advertise the actor or actress, boosts
their salaries, and gains subscriptions
for the publication. Now where does
the author, who perhaps has furnished
many of the vehicles to gain prominence for these "stars," come in?
He never comes in. After the voting
is finished, no publicity agent advertises a film in this way : "Mr. Joblot
Jenkins, who won the popularity contest in the 'Willing Howl,' will appear
in the photoplay "True Hearts," written
by Fred Jackson, of Jonesville. Not at
all. If a staff writer wrote the picture
he may be remembered, but otherwise it
is : "Mr. Jenkins will appear in a picture directed by So-an-so." The outside author never figures in it at all.
"Miss Justice, of Chicago, is considered one of the best writers now in the
photoplay field. I noticed in the reviews of her latest story that the actors
and producer get credit, but there is
not a word as to the author. This is
only one of a hundred instances. All
that the deserving writer asks is a little
credit for himself, along with the big
credit for the others. His share in the
production is of importance usually.
His name should appear on poster,
screen, in advertisements, and trade
journal reviews."
As to Combinations

journal credit. Don't ever think this.
Despite his supposed attitude, he believes his profession as dignified and
as artistic as that of his fellow workers
in other literary fields, and he keenly
feels the discrimination. I notice in
reading reviews in trade journals that
whenever a picture written and produced in a studio is released, that someone carefully supplies the reviewer
with all credits. The review often

above assertions. But as to the "Combining of Photoplaywrights" there is
nothing to be gained by such action. It
would be apt to close the markets to
"free lance" writers. We have corn-

starts like this : "Miss Flossie Jones
surpasses herself in the leading role of
'The Dowager's Secret' produced by
James Johnson of the Hit-em-up Company, from the scenario written by Emmett Montgomery Fitzmorris." Then
on the poster appears the credit "Pro-

photoplaywrights. We have always advocated full credit for deserving authors. We think this full credit, now
handed out to a limited number, will
soon extend to all deserving writers,
whether staff writers or otherwise. We
think that sincere and dignified agitation

There is a great deal of truth in the

batted "associations," and "societies,"
for years, and will continue to do so,
having in mind the best interests of the
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of the question, and not "combination,"
so called, will result in good.
As to the "star" system in Filmland,
we think it overdone and we know that
many exhibitors also think likewise.
Many beginners in photoplay writing
are also deceived by the "star twinkling," and write stories to fit a certain
type. This is a mistake, for if refused
in the one studio, the story will fail
to market elsewhere.
The "Punch"

Defined

"Why all this fuss over a definition
for the word 'punch?' It's to easy,"
writes Frank J. Andrews. " 'Punch,' is
that part of a photoplay that you take
home with you from the theatre."
Not in the Market
Don't send scripts to Editor C. B.
Hoadley, of the Klaw-Erlanger branch
of Biograph. Only legitimate dramas
that have made hits, are being pictureized by Hoadley and his staff.
Lost in the Mails
A number of authors are complaining
that their scripts are being held three or
four months by certain concerns, and
that when inquiries arc made the writers
are informed that the scripts had been
returned and were probably lost in the
mails. It is frequently useless to try
and trace scripts so lost. Just recopy
your carbon and send out another script.
When you are unable to obtain a reply from an editor regarding your
script, send a registered letter notifying
him the script is withdrawn, and make
another copy from your carbon. However, do not worry an editor to death
about your story. Give him plenty of
time, not less than sixty days. One
author permitted a script to remain with
an editor for over a year without inquiry, and finally received a check.
Universal Buying
The Universal Film Manufacturing
i ompany is buying largely in the open
market. The company has acquired
more wild animals out at the Pacific
Coast studios, three lions, two tigers,
three elephants, three camels, a number
tlligators, etc. They are in the market there for two and three-reel, good,
breezy comedies, and also some "slapstick" comedies. Screen and poster
credit is promised all deserving authors. Highest prices are promised for
acceptable scripts which may be submitted either to the Hollywood, Calif..
Studio, or to 1600 Broadway.
"Not Available"
\ correspondent writes:
"Film companies advertise for original stories
I ■ me in you think original, and
it i
with a brief 'Not available
.it pr< Mit.'
I think the writers would
be willing to pay each a fee to 1
tin ir scripts
criticised.
What
is the
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Editors have no time to criticise
photoplay?"
scripts and the manufacturers are not
conducting literary bureaus. When entering the script-writing game, observe
the rules, or don't "sit in." The "reliable" way to dispose of photoplays is
to study and work hard, in order to be
enabled to turn out stories that are desirable. These scripts should be submitted to reliable companies such as advertise in the Motion Picture News.
Avoid
"wild-cat"
or obscure
concerns.
Don't Do It
Every week we receive letters from
correspondents who complain that they
have inquired of editors as to their
wants and have received no replies. A
certain correspondence "school" is to
blame for all this trouble and turmoil.
The "school" advises its patrons to ask
editors as to their needs. Don't query
an editor for such information, for
your future opportunities for selling
scripts to that particular editor will become nil. Watch this department for
such information.
Avoid Foreign Markets
Avoid script markets on the other
side of the pond. Ten dollars is the
average price paid over there for a onereel story. Usually your script is lost.
Sell at home.
The One-reel
The market
one-reel, and
exhibitors are
reel stories, in
stuff that now

Market
will come back to the
come back strong. The
demanding strong onepreference to the padded
so frequently passes for

strong and gripping "two-part" dramas.
We know of a number of authors who
are quietly going forward with good,
single-reel plots and their reward will
come soon. The multiple reel story of
aili 'lie.
certain kind is becoming sadly over"Plot-stealing"
We

have written hundreds of photoplays, magazine stories, and special articles in our time. We have tried to
observe all the rules of the literary
game, and we have never yet lost a
script, nor to our knowledge, have we
ever bad an idea stolen from us. It
seems queer to us that so many other
writers are constantly complaining that
their "plots are being stolen." If you
enclose proper postage and a return envelope, try reputable companies, and ren.iiii from writing personal letters to
the editors, maybe you will have more
ipiei ' \periences.
One-Act Plays
'

a exception illy good one-act
Lev
Fii i«N. the well-known actor-man. announces
he is in the market for oneplays and sketches that will be available
for use in the I ortj fourth Street Music Hall.
\ < v York,
Plays must be sent the manager
,,i the theatei enclosing stamps for i etui
unavailable.
Cash
prices
will be paid
for

available material and there are no contests or
prizes.
Hall of Fame
Mrs. Betta Brueil has receiyed honorable
mention in England for writing superior photoMarc E. Jones has resigned as editor of the
"Photoplay Forum" of a monthly magazine.
plays.
Acton Davies will write a dozen of the
"Dolly of the Dailies" series for Edison. Mary
Fuller will appear as a newspaper reporter.
Mark Swan, famous for his comedies, is
writing another comic series to feature William
Wadsworth.
Hugh Weir, former newspaper man and well
known as a photoplaywright, tells the newspapers that he was attacked by thugs and kidnapped from his home in Washington C. H.,
Ohio. He was to have been a witness in magazine litigation.
lames Oliver Curwood wrote the short story,
"Jim Falkner, Pirate," which appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post, September 11, 1911.
The story was very like a recen«. photoplay
release and probably permission was granted
by the Post before the plot was used a second
tune.
Frank E. Woods, editor-in-chief for the
Mutual Films Corporation, is paying the highest
prices for superior stories. Many of the
authors confide to us their satisfaction over
Woods'
methods.

What

Editors Want

We

do not run a list of "What Editors Want" unless so requested by
the editors. This department is written two weeks preceding publication.
Changes in editorial policies are constant and rapid. No publication can
print an up-to-date list of studio likes
and dislikes. The publications that
endeavor to do so excite the risibles
of those who know. When special
announcements are to be made we
print them. The advertising columns
and film reviews will give other information of interest. We take time
to insert this paragraph because several persons, evidently "inspired" by a
gentleman constantly employed in
dodging the U. S. postal authorities,
are bothering trade journal department editors to death with such Senseless suggestions.
This Sounds Better
Eclair is in the market for a dozen
or more Canadian Nun Invest stories
featuring the Royal Mounted Police.
and running two or three reels in
length.
Brandon
writes:
we are Mrs.
prepared
to pay
$100 "As
per
script, I wish you would give this
notice prominence in your helpful
column at your earliest convenience."
\cceptable two-reel stories are worth
i \ ery cent of $100.
Do Not Do It!
Please do not send us script to
criticise or revise. We got a half
dozen through yesterday's mail and it
cost us thirty-five cents for postage
due. We don't so much mind the
thirty-five cents as we do the fact that
writers do not observe the postal
amenities. A postage-due script is
sadly handicapped before it is ever
''pencil in the editorial "ftice. We are
not criticising photoplays, and we advise that you criticise and revise your
own scripts because the practice is
beneficial.
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"Rebecca the Jewess." (World's
Leaders Features. Six parts). — This
is the version of Ivanhoe, was produced by the cast of the Lyceum
Theatre in London and is presented
here under this name in order not to
conflict with the "Ivanhoe" produced
by the Universal. The story is exceedingly clear and concise; so much
so that it is not at all necessary for
one to be familiar with this famous
work of Sir Walter Scott in order to
follow the action from beginning to
end.
The production is one of great
beauty and with the exception of two
poor settings, which occupy but little
space, is above serious criticism. The
full cast of the Lyceum Theatre and
a great number of supers were capably
directed by Walter and Frederick Melville, Ethel Bracewell played Rebecca
and Lauderdale Maitland interpreted
the part of Ivanhoe. Some excellent
comedy was given by J. T. MacMillan
and Fred Ingram in the parts of Gurth
the swineherd and Wamba the fool,
respectively. The battle scenes, supposedly at the castle of Torquilstone,
took place in and around the Tower
of London and other historic spots.
This gave an atmosphere to the picture which could never have been obtained in this country.
The story tells plainly the appearance of the palmer, who is really Wilfred of Ivanhoe in disguise. He
challenges Sir Brian to meet him in
the coming tournament, and his defiance is accepted. The Jew, Isaac,
and his daughter, Rebecca, seek shelter in the castle until the storm shall
have blown over. The beautiful girl is
insulted by the Normans and protected by the palmer who is responsible
for the escape of her father and herself. Ivanhoe, now having made himself known, borrows a horse and
trappings from the Jew, and wins his
fight in the tournament, but is badly
wounded. The Jewess, loving him,
takes him to her home, until he shall
be well. Rowena, his affianced wife,
hearing of this, comes to the house
and nurses him. Rebecca gives way
to her better right.
Richard Coeur-de-Lion, the rightful
King of England has returned from
the wars and wishing to see the condition of his country under another's
rule, he is disguised. The news of
his appearance soon reaches John, his
usurping brother, who becomes terror
stricken. The King with the aid of
many outlaws, succeeds in capturing
the castle of Torquilstone. Sir Brian,
one of the Knight Templars escapes,
bearing with him the Jewess Rebecca,
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whom contrary to the rules of the
order, he hides in the preceptory. A
charge of witchcraft is laid against her.
Should a champion appear for her she
is to be freed. At the last moment
Ivanhoe arrives and battles with Sir
Brian, wins, and so sets the girl free.

John Brennan as a tramp. On the
strength of some good clothes he has
found, he can get board for a week
or so.
"Cambridgeshire Race Meet and
Other Events." (Kalem Split Reel.
Jan. 2.)— Showing some fairly interesting foreign news. Soldiers in
France kissing each other as General
Michel distributes prizes is one of the
scenes. The Bluecoat boys of London on parade, Air Scouts of the English Army, the King and Queen at
Northampton, and the result of a cyclone in Wales finish the picture. The
photography is good.

. A. D. M.
"The Antique Brooch." (Edison.
Two reels. Jan. 2.) — Written by Bannister Merwin and produced in England. It is not the quality one expects from the Edison company.
There are too many subtitles and the
story is somewhat conventional. A
dissipated man is disowned by his
uncle. He visits his friend, Lord
Shirley, and here meets Veronica, a
poor relation. A valuable brooch is
stolen and the girl is blamed for the
theft. Believing her guilty, the nephew
takes the blame upon himself. "Big
Dan," a notorious burglar, has seen
the real thief taking the brooch, and
on the train speeding to London
takes it from her. She proves to be
Lady Shirley, who has stolen it in
order to pay her card debts. The
nephew arrives in time to save her
and is pardoned on his return to the
house. A good scene is staged on the
side of the moving train.
"Bin's
2.) — On
Ruth

"Before the Last Leaves Fall."
(Lubin. Dec. 30.) — The plat of this
drama probably originated from that
once popular song, "I'm Tying the
Leaves
so Theythroughout
Won't Fall
Poor directing
has Down."
materially injured this picture. This story
in itself is good, but bad direction and
mechanical effects ruin it beyond repair. A son is to inherit some money
if he returns before the leaves fall.
The
tree. girl therefore ties them on the

Board Bill."
(Kalem.
Jan.
the same reel with "Cambridgeshire Race." A very old idea.
Roland
plays a landlady with
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"The Heart of a Woman." (Domino. Three reels.) — One of the best
American Revolution dramas yet produced. William H. Clifford is the author. The costuming
is accurately

WOUNDED
(World's

Leaders

IVANHOE
Features — six parts).

THE
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presented,
giving the picture a high
value among its contemporaries. Some
excellent fighting scenes are registered, giving the picture the action
everyone seems to demand. Good
representations of Washington. Franklin, and the British general. Gage, are
also shown.
General Gage, who loves Miriam,
after being repulsed, decide- t" use
strategy and revenge himself. Donald, a poet, is made to pose as a lord
and Kains the girl's love. Despising
his. disagreeable part, he confesses his
complicity. Having been wounded in
a battle, he is carried to her house and
soon after has her promise to be his
wife.
An exceptionally good release.
"A New England Idyll."
(Domino.
Two reels.) — For versatility. William
H. Clifford seems far ahead of all
ipetitors. His stories, though not
always possessing great originality,
are always complete in construction.
This tale of the New England farms
is clever and fairly original. It is well
put together. A youth becomes enamoured of a chorus girl, and forgets his
sweetheart at home. His mother's
will leaves everything to the boy if he
marries the girl at home. He finally
how tickle the chorus girl is and
return- in penitence to his first fiancee.
"The Stampede." (Gorman Film
Company. Three reels.) — Although
in parts this picture is apt to tinge on
the conventional Western picture,
there is a great deal of it which is
very interesting. It is the first production of this company and was made
in Nevada, the atmosphere therefore
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being excellent. The sub-titles are
arranged in rather a neat manner.
The first line tells the idea with a
single word, such as "The Girl.'" "The
Chance," etc., while the rest of the
title brings out the idea in more completeness. The photography might
be improved upon.
Jim. a "black sheep," goes to the West
after an unpleasant affair at the Country Club. He succeeds in getting a
job and meets the girl, who is the
daughter of the ranch owner. A
sheep-herder, on a neighboring ranch,
and Jim's employer are constantly at
war with one another. Jim is shot
and is nursed by the girl. His father
comes to the West on a trip and meets
his boy. Believing him guilty of
forgery, he refuses to have anything
to do with him. His innocence is
finally proven and father and son are
reunited. The girl evidently believes
that every year is leap year, for she
asks Jim to marry her.
"Adventures of Kathlyn." (Selig.
Three reel-. Dec. 29.) — The first of
a series of pictures, the story of which
is appearing simultaneously in the
daily papers by Harold MacGrath.
The trouble is that at the most interesting part we read that familiar sign
"To Be Continued.'' This, the first
story, is ' called "The Unwelcome
Throne," and is most exciting, being
full of wonderful action. The gorgeous oriental costuming, the animals, etc., give the picture a realism
and atmosphere seldom equaled.
Every imaginable thing is introduced
into the picture.
Kathlyn
Hare
listens
while
her

father tells her how he obtained a certain medal he wears. The scene dissolves and shows him rescuing a Hindoo king from a leopard, for which
he receives the decoration. Returning to the original scene some time
later, the father is called to India and
on leaving gives his daughter a letter
which she is not to open until after
the new year. A' crafty Indian is seen
geting into the house, and seizing the
letter, he reads it and replaces it with
another one. When the letter is read,
the contents show that if the girl
wishes to save her father, she must
go at once to India. Arriving there
at the principality, she is proclaimed
queen. Her father is in a dungeon.
having refused to be crowned kind.
The medal which the king had
given him, at his death, makes Hare
his heir, and upon the father's refusal
to take the throne, his heir, Kathlv n.
is forced to accept. She is told that
her father is dead, and is crowned
with much celebration. The picture
stops just where the Prince is announcing, to Kathlyn's great disgu-t.
that she has accepted him as consort
The coronation scene is one of the
most beautiful things ever produced.
The whole drama is one of great realism. The principals in the cast are
Kathlyn Williams, who takes the pan
of Kathlyn Hare; Charles Clary as
Umballah; Lafayette McKee as Colonel Hare, Kathlyn's father; and Miss
Sack\ille
as Winnie Hare. Kathlyn's
sister
"The Movie Queen." (Warner's
Features. Three reels.) — Made by
the Ambrosio Company in Toronto.
Similar to a number of others issued
by

American manufacturers, inasmuch as it shows the methods of taking the actual pictures, and gives a
faint insight into the lives of the actors. But more clever than the other-,
as it weaves a story within a story.
Sylvia, a poor
girl, obtains
work
with a motion
picture compaay
and
soon rises to fame.
Se is given the
leading
scenes forpart
whichin are"Cinderella."
taken on the the
etate of a millionaire.
Here, like the
original Cinderella, she leaves behind
her a slipper. The owner of the place,
rinding the slipper, calls at the studio
in an attempt to find the owner.
Syl
via, in the meantime, has severed hei
connections
with
the
company
be
cause of the rudeness of a director
The millionaire finally meets her and
later marries her.
"Through the Storm." (Essanay I
— Two reels of snappy action will be
released by the Essanay Film Mann
factoring Company on Friday, Jan
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23rd, in their picture, "Through the
Storm." The central figures are
played by Francis X Bushman as
\mlv
Burton,
a railroad
telegraph

THE
lineman, Beverly Bayne as his wife
and Baby Garrity as their child
Edith.
Both Mr. Bushman and Miss Bayne
are up to their regular standard in
their acting in this picture. They
take their situations well and play in
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discovers that the tramps have taken
his car. He secures a pair of pole
climbers and a pair of pliers and
drags himself out into the storm,
climbs a telegraph pole, and with the
end of two wires he has cut telegraphs a message of alarm to the
train dispatcher's office. The trains
are headed off and a special train with
officers and a doctor is sent from
headquarters to the bridge.
The tramps in the meantime have
had trouble with the car which delays
them. The train has come within safe
approach of the trestle and the trainmen armed go ahead on foot to the
trestle. The plotters are caught and
their arrest accomplished.
The doctor drops off the train at
Daley's Creek and takes care of
Andy's injuries. As a reward for his
bravery a committee of officials have
come to his cottage and find him
convalescing. The superintendent orders the installation of telegraph service for Daley's Creek and makes
Susan its first telegraph operator.
C. J. Y.

SCENE

FROM

"THROUGH
THE
(Essanay — 2 reels.)

STORM"

harmony. There are some very tense
situations in the picture which lend
added interest.
Watching the telegraph service of
the company, Andy Burton, a railway
lineman, patrols an isolated section on
his railway motor car.
With his wife and child he has made

"In the Stretch." (Ramo. Four
reels.) — Had this picture been limited
to three reels, it would have lost none
of its strength and would have been
a little more acceptable. The story, one
of the race tracks, is written by Phil
Scovelle, a jockey in real life, who
also plays the leading part, this being
his 'first appearance before the camera. He is assisted by Stuart Holmes,
John Travis, Will S. Rising, Jack
Hopkins, Hugh Jeffrey and Courtney
Collins. The latter is the only female
part. The racing scenes are all taken
at the Jamestown, Va., race-track.
Scovelle, a stable boy, is made a

jockey by Warner, the owner of "Dark
Stranger." He wins his first race and
becomes famous. The Jockey Club,
after warning about crooked work,
discharges him and he is ruled off the
turf. He is sent to jail. On his release he saves a girl from being killed
in a runaway. The girl is the daughter of the district attorney and is engaged to Jack. The latter is caught
in a raid on a pool-room kept by
Warner.
Scovelle overhears a plot to kill the
district attorney and warns him. The
gang is rounded up and Warner is
shot in trying to make an escape.
Having proven his innocence and allowed to ride again, Scovelle is to
ride the favorite in the coming race
He prevents his horse from being
drugged. Jack has stolen a large
amount from his father to bet on
another horse, believing that the drug
has worked. Mary, hearing this and
knowing the truth, borrows enough
to bet against him and wins. She
pays him what she has received and
he confesses to his father and is forgiven. The photography throughout
is superior in character.
"The Street Singers." (Vitagraph.
Two parts. Jan. 3.) — A disjointed,
farfetched story that is not worthy of
the Vitagraph. A street singer while
in Italy meets a millionaire's son. On
her arrival here they meet again and
marry. The father disowns the son
and he too becomes a street singer.
When the father is ruined they support him. They get work at the Vitagraph plant as actors and a few scenes
are shown with them posing. A number of inconsistencies somewhat mar
tin- effect of the whole.

his home at Daley's Creek, a flag
stop on his section where there is no
telegraph service. It is his wife's
ambition to become a telegraph operator and add to the family income.
Unknown to her husband she requests
the company for a position as operator, but Daley's Creek is denied its
telegraph service.
While coming home late one stormy
night, Andy overhears tramps in the
ravine plotting the blowing up of the
trestle three miles below. One of
the party has spotted Andy's car when
he is arriving home late, while thu
others are in the ravine waiting for
Andy to pass, knowing that then the
road will be clear to get his car.
Andy, however, overhears them
planning, but is discovered by the
tramp who has trailed him from the
motor-car shanty, and who gives the
alarm to the rest of the gang. They
attack Andy and leave him for dead.
Andy revives, drags himself through
the storm to his motor shanty and

WHIRLWIND
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(Ramo — 4 parts).
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"DESTINIES FULFILLED"
(American)

Economy, To Be
Profitable,

THE

American Film Manufacturing Company on January 12 will release a three-reel subject entitled
"Destinies Fulfilled," the action of which extends
From 1865 to 1900. This picture is listed among the best
that has been turned out by the American. Its three
reels are full of good material that lends an interest to
every part of it. Some very good interiors have been
worked into the picture. The exteriors are of the usual
superior kind found in American films. An especially

Must be practised in every department of the theatre.
Take lamp house mechanism for an example.
Any exhibitor can save the neat little sum of $25
more yearly on that one item.

or

pretty exterior is the trysting place, which is titled, "Where
^theA Rippling
Waters
Flow Below."
strong cast
is supplied,
which includes SydneyAyres,
Vivian Rich, Harry Von- Meter, Jack Richardson and a
number of others. As a young lieutenant at first and then
as a demented old man, Sydney Ayres plays the role of
John Carr in a convincing manner. Miss Rich as mother
and daughter offers a likable part. Jack Richardson plays
the fire-eater with his usual ginger.
The story of the production tells of Lucille, daughter of
Pennington, an old Southern fire-eater. Her love for Carr,
a young lieutenant in the Yankee forces, is retained when
she flees with her father into the mountains after the Confederacy falls. On the advice of his physician Carr seeks
the mountain air and there fate brings the lovers together.
Pennington consents to the marriage, on the condition that
Carr does not take his bride from her mountain home.
With the birth of her daughter, Rosemary, death comes to
Lucille. The shock proves too much to the already weakened heart of the old man, and the double tragedy results
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Ezo Lamp Lubricant keeps all movable parts working smoothly and evenly. Adjustments become a
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and the
are
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all times.
It stick,
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wear from heat and friction.
If your exchange doesn't handle Ezo Lamp Lubricant
wrap a quarter in one of your letter heads, mail it to
us, and we will be pleased to send you a stick.
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in the weakening of Carr*s mind.
A number of years elapse and Rosemary is now loved
by Luke, a rough-looking mountaineer, who views the
advent of Frank Davis with suspicion. When he sees
Frank follow Rosemary and win her love, he persuades
Carr that Frank seeks to take Rosemary away from him
and the mountains.
One day at the house Rosemary, seeking to make herself
attractive for this new lover, remembers an old trunk containing the clothes of the mother she had never seen.
When Frank enters he finds her a girl of the sixties. She
consents to elope.
After several years of life in the city and the advent of
a baby. Rosemary again longs for her mountain home.
Luke has persuaded Carr to go to the city with him to
wreak vengeance on Frank, but his plan miscarries, because the sight of Uncle Sam's uniform carries the mind
of Carr back to his own days in the army and restores his
memory. When Frank realizes the longing of Rosemary
and takes her back to the mountains. Luke quickly takes
advantage of the opportunity to be avenged upon Frank,

Factory and Laboratory — Archbald, Penna.
We guarantee every stick'*

Exhibitors
Take Notice
Renfax Musical Motion
Pictures are not being sold

but Carr, now in his ri.uht mind, disposes . >t' Luke once and
for all. Frank and Rosemary in the old nook at the stream
find that the renewal of love is very sweet
C. T. V.
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"Father's Day." (Selig. Dec. 31.)
— A clever twist to an old idea places
this film among the week's best. The
story is somewhat like a parable.
Father's Day is somewhere celebrated
as the day on which to do homage
to the "old man." On this day,
through the assistance of a girl, her
chauffeur returns to his old father.
The reconciliation is somewhat too
sudden.
"The Education of Aunt Georgianna." (Vitagraph. Dec. 31.) — Maurice Costello, Mary Charleson and
Kate Price are a likeable trio. They
play well together. This is an excellent comedy, for which a better title
might be suggested. A staid nephew
and aunt are thoroughly reformed by
a pretty little girl. The night scenes
were poorly tinted.
"A Heart of the Hills." (Nestor.
Two reels.) — A very good story which
is completely butchered by poor direction. Wallace Reid, Dorothy Davenport, Ed. Brady and Lucille Wilson
play the principal parts. A female,
member of the secret service discovers
a band of moonshiners, but refuses to
denounce them because of her love
for one of them. A number of inconsistencies are shown.

seems to fall down. A murder is committed, for which the son of the victim, a specialist in crime, is blamed.
He is not arrested and tells his theory
of the crime and proceeds to catch
the thief after a long wait. A fair
love story is connected with the tale.
"The Informer." (Domino. Two
reels.) — Written by Richard V. Spencer, but not so clever as some of his
other Irish stories, though in similar
lines. The action seems disconnected
and conventional. Mike, having been
frightened by Nora and her fiance,
Barney, plots vengeance. He informs
the British that Barney is a revolutionist. The latter is hanged. Mike,
through Nora, receives his just deserts.
"A
Two
sure
The

Romance of the Sea." (Broncho.
reels.) — Full of action which is
to please the average audience.
story is handled by an experienced and clever cast, and "gets
across" in good shape. A plan of
some buried treasure is delivered to
an old sea captain, who at his death
gives it to a friend who starts in search
of it. A pirate, knowing this, obtains
work on the ship, institutes a mutiny,
from which his former master and
the latter's wife escape. The treasure
is located by the latter before the pi-

rate. Indians
a fierce fight
again escapes,
makes off with

attack the pirates and
ensues. The captain
takes to the ship, and
the treasure.

"Prize Winners at the Baby Show."
(Vitagraph. Split reel. Dec. 30.) —
Some fair views of children which
were probably taken at the recent
New York Baby Show. Tiny tots,
twins and triplets galore. Fair photography. Picture makes a hit with
the women, to judge by its showing
at the Savoy Theatre, New York.
Same reel as "His Second Wife."
"His Second Wife." (Vitagraph.
Split reel. Dec. 30.) — -On the same
reel with "Prize Winners at the Baby
Show." A light comedy-drama which
is fairly presentable. A snowstorm
scene might have been improved. A
divorced man meets a country girl,
and out of pity marries her. He is
dissatisfied at first but later falls in
love with his wife.
"Soldiers of Fortune." (Universal.
Two reels.) — A very clever horse,
Arabia, plays the leading role in this
clever Mexican picture. The horse,
which is said to be the property of
one of the cast in the Hollywood studios, is very clever indeed.
Felix, an American, gets a position

"The Awakening at Snakeville."
(Essanay. Two reels. Jan. 2.) — An
absolutely impossible comedy, which
lacks humor in many places by its
-inconsistencies. No story whatever,
and poor settings. A henpecked husband (Augustus Carney) tries in devious and not very humorous ways to
rid himself of his wife.
"Mystery of the Dover Express."
(Edison. Dec. 30.) — The second of
the series of the "Chronicles of Cleek."
Cleek is -now a detective, and this is
the first mystery that he has been
called on to solve. He unravels it in
a most interesting manner. An interesting picture, with the same cast as
heretofore.
"An Unseen Terror." (Kalem.
Two parts. Dec. 31.) — A modern scientific detective story which has a
thrilling interest. Alice Joyce and
Tom Moore play the leading parts.
Tt expounds the theory that a criminal
is sure sooner or later to return to
the scene of his crime. The theory is
of course highly problematical, yet
the criminologist waits years, constantly watching the spot.
In this it

MICHAEL
Scene

from

"The

TURNS
Informer"

TRAITOR
(Domino — 3 reels).

THE
as42superintendent of a large estate.
Juan, a Mexican, is discharged. The
horse, belonging to the owner's daughter, is stolen by Juan, who rides to
the city and tells the Federal troops
that the owner of the estate is an Insurgent. He is captured and imprisoned. The horse returns to its owner,
who sends a file to the prisoner by the
horse and thus he is set free. A love
romance, and scenes of soldiers about
to fight, add to the picture.
"When Love Is Young." (Essanay.
Split reel. Dec. 31.) — A comedy, the
principal parts of which are cleverly
enacted by children. The story is
very true to child life, with the exception of the duel scene, which is overdrawn. Two country boys meet a
city girl and fight over her until the
arrival of her "steady'' makes them
friends again. Same reel with "Ascending Sugar Loaf Mountain."
"When a Woman Wills." (CinesKleine. Two reels. Dec. 30.) — The
foundation of the plot in this story is
one of tin- most conventional in use.
It has been used so very many times
in the so-called "legitimate" drama
and the motion picture scenarios that
it has lost any prestige it might have
had. The photography is not up to
the Cines standard, the character being
poorly outlined. Necessarily, this
hurts the action, which becomes hard
to follow. The addition of some
slapstick comedy, absolutely uncalled
for. may have relieved the monotony
slightly to some people. A tremendous east ami magnificent settings
take away the first impression and
make tin- subject one of beauty.
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A widow is left a fortune in her
husband's will, providing she marry a
millionaire. Otherwise the fortune reverts to the inevitable nephew. The
latter then plots to force her to marry
a pauper. He succeeds in this, but
just previous to the marriage the man
wins 2,000,000 francs, and so the girl
wins anyway. A newspaper insert
reads $2,000,000 dollars, while the lottery ticket distinctly reads francs.

in a most capable manner. The action in no one place is allowed to become at all conventional. A woman
deserts her husband and daughter, in
order to obtain a divorce that she
may marry another. The little girl
cleverly dresses herself in her mother's old clothes and obtains work in a
store. The wife, thoroughly unhappy
with her new husband, returns to a
spot near her former home A very
sad finale.

"The Sneak Thief." (Patheplay.
Dec. 30.) — A fair comedy, on original
lines, which might have been made
more humorous, and therefore more
acceptable. A man is accused of numerous thefts, of which he is innocent. Strong circumstantial evidence
is against him. A dog is found to be
the real culprit. Would have gone
well as a drama.

"The Narcotic Spectre." ( KayBee. Two reels.; — A realistic story
with plenty of action. A colonel, who
has become addicted to opium, has a
dream in which he sees the fort captured and all killed by the Indians.
The dream is sufficient to bring reformation.

"Mary's New Hat." (Edison. Dec.
24. Split reel.) — On the same reel
with "The Janitor's Quiet Life." Both
pictures could hardly be improved.
Alary gets her new hat, even though
she has to employ the sheriff to collect the price.
"The Primitive Call." (Domino.
Two reels.) — A fairly good story. A
fire occurs at sea and the man is
washed ashore. He meets a native
girl and lives with her. Later he returns to his own home, but the call is
too strong and he returns to his native wife.
"Divorce." (Kay-Bee. Two reels.)
— A pathetic drama, from the everbusy pen of William H. Clifford. Dealing with a difficult plot, it is handled

"I AM LIKE THAT
POOR
on in "Divorce"
(Kej Bee

BIRD''
S reels),

"Talcum Powder." (Kalem. Split
reel. Dec. 26.) — On the same reel
with "Emancipated Women." A very
interesting and instructive picture
showing the method of producing
talcum powder. The finale of the
woman with the semi-naked baby
was well placed and will draw murmurs of admiration from audiences.
'I'lie mining of the rock, the tramway conveying it to the factory, and
the grinding, crushing and dirt separating are clearly shown. The photography in places v
as good
as it might have been
"A Proposal from Mary." I Kdison.
Dec. 27.) — Being the sixth and last
-tory of the "Who Will Marry Mary"
series, produced in collaboration with
The Ladies' World. The guess was
right. Bradford was the lucky person, though Mary did the proposing.
An aeroplane helped, it must be admitted, but when Mary discovers that
Bradford is really the owner of the
mine and that he had left it to her
rather than fight for its possession,
she decides to propose then and
there. We are all sorry to see Mary
leave the screen. Same cast as heretofore.
"The Wedding Gown." i Biograph.
Two reels. Dec. 29. i — There seems to
be a great deal of unnecessary action
in this picture. Although given two
reels, it would have been strength■ ned if one had been omitted. A
country girl is engaged to be married
to a neighbor. She gets a chance
to go to the city, to visit a rich aunt,
and accepts. While there she meets
a man, one of the social set, and
promises to marry him to please her
aunt. In the meantime the mother
has sent her the weddincr dress. This
arrives on the day she becomes engaged, and brings back such tender
memories that she returns home.
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Would You Be Willing

Wm. L. Sherry Feature
Film Co., Inc.

to walk eight miles through a storm,
with railroad traffic tied up, to get
your show from the exchange? One
exhibitor did, and had nine persons

HANDLING THE OUTPUT
OF THE

SUPPLY CO.

160A No. Filth Ave.

CITY

Coming: The Mystery of the Red Diamond in 3 parts

IN

Powers 6, $175.00; Powers 6, with Dissolving Attachments, $200.00; Edengraph, $100.00; Powers No. 5, with new
Motiograph Lamp and Lamp House,
1912 Model, $150.00; Edison Type "B,"
with new Motio Lamp and Lamp House,
1912 Model, $175.00. All machines complete, A-l condition, guaranteed. We
handle all makes of new machines.
Send for catalog today.

AMUSEMENT

YORK

FEATURES

MUNSTUCK

Branches in 49 Cities

BARGAINS

NEW

MLINSTUCK

Film Corporation

New York

45th STREET,

FOOT

A great big gripping drama with a kick in every foot.
Telling a tale of love that travels from one continent to the
other, showing the life of a big city and closing with a thrilling scene on the plains of America, showing riding and
lariat throwing.
Plenty of advertising matter. One style of six sheet,
two styles of three sheets and one style of one sheet, photographs, heralds and slides.
State Right Buyers, don't get beat on your territory.

MUTUAL Movies
The

M
^P^™

FREE 5

NEGATIVES DEVELOPED

WEST

and tone production

have completely changed. Many illustrations and portraits. Describes the HopeJones Unit Orchestra.
All book or music sellers, Schirmer, Wanamaker,
Baker & Taylor or by mail, price $i.oo, postage 8c, from
-CHARLES
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You may save thousands of dollars by reading
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at the theatre that night. His competitors closed their doors. They
later closed them for good. But the
man who braved the storm is con-

Famous Players
Film Co.

Chicago, 111-

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES
European Feature Film Corporation

ducting not one, but six theatres today. You will read many such
stories of success in every issue of
The Motion Picture News. Every
department of the theatre is a weekly
feature.

For New York City and
State

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42d St., New York City
'Phone
Bryant
5307
Cable Address "Dagmar, N. Y."

Excecutive Office
301 Times Building
Exchange

Mr. Motion Picture Man:—

9th floor, Leavitt

Building.

N. Y

Is Your Name on Our Mailing List?

FOR QUICK REPAIRS
Tel. Stuyvesant 1037
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Coming,

k

Friday,

January

16th

"The Cast of the Die"

(IN TWO
PARTS)
An absorbing
drama
of the West
that astounds.
Many
unusual
situations make this feature a worthy attraction.
Photography is excellent
and
the
portrayal
of
characters
efficient.
Heralds
and
posters
now
ready.

I

Released Tuesday, January 13th
"THE

HAND

THAT

ROCKS

THE

CRADLE"

A splendid drama in which a woman's intuition saves her husband
from the penitentiary. Ruth Stonehouse, Richard C. Travers and Harry
\l .iiihall featured.

Released Wednesday, January 14th
. "THE
A real comedy
Hennessy.

REAL

with

real

MISS

featuring

Leo

White

and

Ruth

Released Thursday, January ,15th
"THE
An
interesting
feature of merit.

STORY
Western

OF THE

drama

with

OLD

a few

GUN"

comedy

situations.

A

Released Saturday, January 17th
"BRONCHO

BILLY— GUARDIAN"

A G.
Western
thriller featuring
MR,
M. ANDERSON.

Coming

the

world's

most

popular

photoplayer,

Friday, January 23rd

"Through the Storm"
(IN TWO

DRUMONA

FARTS)

A drama of railroad and telegraph life.
MR. EXHIBITOR:
If your audiences care for photoplays that are
excitmc. and thrilling throughout,
book "THROUGH
THE
STORM,"
for it I
ill
I i .1 |, in ill and entertaining features so often looked
for.
FRANCIS
V
BUSHMAN
AND
BEVERLY
BAYN1
FEATURED.

I

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchangi oi direct from Essanay Film Mfg. Co. Your lobby display
will lool attractive if von use photographs of ESS\\ \Y players.
i dozen Vou can secure these from the PLAYERS
II
. i.. \ STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Factory
and Studio, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

The first meeting of the South
Brooklyn Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association of Greater
New York was held recently at the
Park Theatre, Fifth avenue and Fifteenth street, Brooklyn, with forty-six
exhibitors in attendance.
S. H. Trigger was elected temporary chairman and J. Celler, temporary secretary. Mr. Trigger explained
at length to those present, who until
then had not joined the association,
the advantages and benefits to be derived from becoming members. He
also made it clear that it was not the
intention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association to avoid the laws,
but on the contrary, to uphold the
laws, and to create a feeling of friendship and co-operation among competitors instead of a spirit of combat.
The children's bill was also discussed, and Rudolph Sanders, who is
chairman of the law and legislative
committee, assured the members that
his committee will do all in their
power towards having a children's bill
passed by the new legislature.
The following new members joined
the organization: P. Gootenberg,
Tuxedo Theatre, Fifty-fourth street
and Thirteenth avenue; James J. McCormack, Acme Theatre, Forty-eighth
street and Third avenue; Eagle Theatre, Fifty-second street and Third
avenue; J. Sengstack. Bay Ridge
Theatre, 7509 Third avenue; New
House Theatre. Casper & Phillips,
Sixty-ninth street and Fourteenth avenue; M. M. Kelton, 187 Lafayette
street; E. J. Laninger. 144-8 Cooper
street; Gem Company, 8602 Eighteenth avenue.

LOVELEIGH"

situations

BROOKLYN EXHIBITORS MEET

Co.
111.

A

A ONE-MAN
ORCHESTRA
The Columbia Novelty Company,
ii Philadelphia, Pa., is placing on the
market a new invention aimed to help
the exhibitors throughout the country solve their musical troubles.
Lapin*s Drumona is composed of
bass and snare drums, cymbal, castinets. tambourine, Indian drum and
church organ, all inclosed in a cabinet
with protruding extension foot-pedals.
This enables the pianist to combine
the work of the trap drummer with
the music of the piano, with which
may be operated.

SLIDES
Announcement, Pla>er and Release Slides.
The Best Made
at the Lowest
Prices. !J
Ask about our premium with $10.00 caih^
business.
Catalogue of course, tftt^^^

NIAGARA
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Aubrey M. Kennedy, who for two
and a half years was with the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company of
Chicago and later with the American
Film Manufacturing Company of the
same city, following which he was
general manager of the Pacific Coast
studios of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, has severed his
connections with the latter and invaded New York.
He has opened offices in the World
Tower Building, 110 West Fortieth
street, New York City, where he has
begun a sales campaign covering the
a
marketing
new
brandof of"Kennedy
feature Features,''
productions,
presenting Constance Crawley, the
English tragedienne, and Arthur
Maude, her leading man. The first two
productions of this new concern are
now ready for exhibition.
According to Mr. Kennedy the new
company will make one release of a
three to five part production every
two weeks. "The first production of
the "Kennedy Features" is entitled
"The Bride of, Lammermoor" an
adaptation
romance offrom
the Sir
sameWalter
name. Scott's
This
production is in three parts. This
will be shipped from New York to
buyers on Jan. 21, to be followed two
weeks later by Maurice Maeterlinck's
version of "Mary Magdalene," likewise in three parts.
The acquisition by the "Kennedy
Features Inc." of Constance Crawley,
is a notable addition to the ranks of
feature film players. Constance
Crawley and her players until recently were under the management
of the Lieber Company, who have
starred her throughout the United
States and Canada. Prior to her connection in America, she was the leading lady with Sir Herbert Berbohm
Tree in his London theatre. Arthur
Maude is equally well known in legitimate theatrical circles, his previous
connection being with Sir Henry Irving and Martin Harvey.
MIDGAR
DOUBLES
ORDER
The Midgar Feature Company of
New York City have just completed
a contract with James A. Gausman of
the Acme Lithographing Company for
one thousand "twenty-four sheets" on
their picture "How Wild Animals
Live." The first order given was for
five hundred, but when the proofs
were received the order was increased.

EVERY DAY 1,500,000 PEOPLE

In Motion

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

WURL1TZER

MOTION

PICTURE ORCHESTRAS

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
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CINCINNATI
The Famous American Professional
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MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Guaranteed Scientific Motographic Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Develop'ag Onttti.
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Picture Film.

American Cinematograph Company
Send for Catalog T

617-631 Jackson Blvd.

A

WORD

TO

Chicago, 111.

THE

WISE

Send your negatives to the people who knouj how— to make jour prints, and make them quick! All
work absolutely guaranteed. Eastman stock used, exclusively- 7 II LI S ? Yes! Our titles are better
than the best.
Let us prove this to you.
Correspondence it.vited.

POSITIVE PRINTS,
04
per loot
( In Quantities over 5000 leet)

FILM TITLES,
NEGATIVE DEVELOPED,

General Offices
Fairbanks Building

DANIEL WEBSTER
McKINNEY
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General Manager

THE SUPREME
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GENERAL

FEATURE

E. RANDOLPH.
CHICAGO
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FILM COMPANY,
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AND DAILY SERVICE

A postal brings our enormous
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BEST

Inc.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PICTURES

CLEAR, SHARP, FLICKERLESS, ROCK STEADY
PICTURES are projected when the Lavezzi improved
HIGH GRADE intermittent action is installed in your
Powers 5 or Edison Machine. Nine cases out of ten
when your machine doesn't produce a good picture it's
the fault of the action. Price $12.00. Machine Repairing.
Lavezzi Machine Works, 2940HerndonSt., Chicago, 111.

JTJST PLAIN COMMON SENSE tells you when you want to SEE yourself you use a Mirror. Because you SEE yourself better with a
Mirror than any other means in the world. Now the same thing applies when you want to SEE motion pictures, use a MIRROR SCREEN
because you BEE the pictures so much plainer, better and clearer on a Mirror Screen than on any other surface under the sun. Besides,
it tickles your patrons and makes picture fans. It's a fact. The difference between a motion picture on a MIRROR SCREEN and any
other screen of any other kind is the same comparison between seeing your own reflection in a fine French plate glass mirror and in a
mud puddle. The 'MIRROR SCREEN' is a Mirror. A magnificent mirror made from the finest polished plate glass that the world can
produce.
Oet Right and Write to us to-day for our new Snow White Prismized Finished Surface.

MIRROR
SCREEN
COMPANY
8f^J£XK£
) SS£TA
Eastern Representative,
Frank Manning, 121
W. 48th Street, New York City; 160
Irving Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
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THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD
PRODUCED

IN 4 PARTS

THE GREATEST

BY HEPWORTH.

DETECTIVE

PLAY

LONDON

OF THE DAY

SS? FEATURING
The Harper
Mystery UST
MISS FLORENCE TURNER
THERE

IS THE BREATH

OF LAND AND SEA IN

™E
Years
ManyTURNER
!1CyL After
MISS FLORENCE
IN
JEAN'S
EVIDENCE
TURNER
FILMS. LTD.— TWO
PARTS
JUST

THE PHANTOSCOPE

JUST A FEW
FOUR

IS TALKING

ABOUT

OR POLITICS?

PRODUCTION

BY

STATES

FOR

OPEN

HEPWORTH,
THE

LONDON

RACING FEATURE
HEPWORTH
LONDON

CUP

Florence Turner in The Younger Sister
A STNGLE

complete

REEL

COMEDY

A Complete Line of Publicity Matter
I HELP

YOU

HELP

THE

EXHIBITOR

A. BLINKHORN
NEW

110-112 West 40th Street

MAKER

A MONEY

WANT

IF SO-SE.CURE.

WORLD

KISSING

PARTS

The Phantoscope
Mfg. Co.
Washington, D. C, U. S. A.

DO YOU

THE

MOTHERHOOD
A 2 PART

A motion picture projecting machine using standard film, taking current from incandescent lamp socket, alternating or direct
current. Can be stopped indefinitely and will not ignite the
film. Also projects lantern slides. Remarkably simple and
weighs but eighteen pounds. Designed especially for home,
school and salesmen.

Price, $75.00

WHAT
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FEATURE.

"80 Million Women Want—?"
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OUR

BUYERS

NEW YORK CITY
NEW YORK CITY
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
PITSTBURGH,
PA.
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MOINES,
IOWA
MINNEAPOLIS.
MINN.
PARIS. TEXAS
MONTREAL,
CANADA
NEW YORK CITY

COMPANY
FILM
FEATURE
EUROPEAN
BARNETT
FILM
SERVICE
COMPANY
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THEATER
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CO
A. E. IRONS
J. C. COLLINS
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
FILM SERVICE
PARIS FEATURE FILM CO
FRANK MALONE
W. C. MARSHALL
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MICHIGAN,

UNSOLD

KENTUCKY,

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

COMING

"SCAB

OR

DYNAMITE"

A great sensational six reel picture, from the thrilling and dramatic series of stories by
Peter Clark Macfarlane, published in Pearson's Magazine.
Secure Territory NOW.
This feature will be a record-breaker

UNIQUL
(^P?J

FILM COMPANY,

Inc.

110-112Phone,
West7377 40th
Street
NLWYORKCITY
Bryant
14th Floor
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Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
There is nothing
more fascinating to
the public than a
bright brass frame
to display your
photos or posters.
We make Lobby
and Theatre Fixtures and Brass
Rails of every description.

MOTION
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PICTURE
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In The

SOUTH

Sitting at his desk with his mind concentrated on how to increase business,
Ned E. Depinet, who is in charge of the
Dallas, Texas, office of the Consolidated
Film & Supply Company is shown in
the photograph here.
Ned is a big factor in the film business in the South and especially in his
precinct, the Lone Star State.
He has been selling films for six
years. For four years he was connected
with the Imported Film & Supply Com-

Don't fail
to visit our
Showrooms

The

cces, RESTAURANT
On Your Next Visit to New York
Do Not Fail to LUNCH at

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY AT 32nd STREET
' ' The House of Taylor
Where you will be quickly and neatly
served in restful Dining Rooms with
the best the market affords

Writ,
'or
Catalog.

At Very Moderate Rates

Ihe Newman
Mfg. Go.

The MARTINIQUE is in the Heart of
the Shopping
District and
Convenient to all Railroads
and Most
Car Lines.
The Terminal Station of the Hudson
Tubes is right at our doors, and the
great Pennsylvania Station just one
block away. Good music, refined and
homelike.

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch
Factories
and Show
Rooms :
101 Fourth Ave.,
106-108 W. Lake St.
New York, N. Y. .
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

Chas. Leigh Taylor, Pres.
Walter Gilson, Vice-Pr«».
Waller Chandler, Jr., Manager

CLEANLINESS

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.

Write,

Cleaned

50
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CHAS. A. CALEHUFF, Pres. and Mgr.
1301 Race Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Call or Wire

C

m

a
>

Bargain

pany and its successor, the General Film
Company, in New Orleans. For the last
two years he has been with the Consolidated Film & Supply Company. During that "time he has been in charge of
practically every office of the Consolidated Film & Supply Company, and is
now permanently at the helm of the
Texas business.
The Consolidated Film & Supply

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $135.00,
Edison Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $65.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

Company distributed the Universal program in eleven Southern States, and
business is reported as very big, due
partly to the efficient personnel of the
company and partly to the improved
quality of the pictures on the Universal

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.

program.

HSSOCIflTED RTOVING PICTURE PRESS

GET STORM PICTURES
One of the worst ocean storms in
history swept the New Jersey coast last
Sunday. A warning sent out some
twenty-four hours in advance had prepared most of the motion picture people for the contingency, and the various weeklies were liberally represented
by cameras. The Gaumont Company
had two cameras working, one at Seabright and one at Atlantic City, on be-

250A Kingston Ave.,

NG
E A D
EIST
LARG
Supply House in America
Bargain

Machines

Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

TELEPHONE
Bryant

4269

For Quick Repairs
On Your Motion Picture
Apparatus, New and Secondhand Economizers.
GENERAL

ELECTRIC UTILITIES
CO.
145 West 45th St., N. Y.

half of the Mutual "Weekly, and secured
several thousand feet of magnificent
scenes, some appearing in the Mutual
Weekly of January 7. The bulk of the
negative has been sent to Paris where
it will probably be used in connection
with photoplays of ocean life.

►
H

Redeveloped1
HOCHSTETTER UTILITY
40 E. 12th Street
NEW YORK
Phone 2496 Stuitxsant

CO.
CITY

c
o—

m
z
o

GODLINESS

Kingmatograph
Weekly
SS.1S a Year
The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write
Brooklyn, N. Y.

One Exhibitor Nearly Starved
before he could make his theatre pay. Today he is one of
the most successful theatre owners in the Central West.
His experiences, and those of many others, who had to
fight every inch of their way to success, form an interesting
and personally helpful feature of every issue of The
Motion Picture News— "The

Fastest Growing Picture

The surest way to get each issue of this publication is to
become a subscriber. The rate is exceptionally low — Two
dollars a year. Just attach this advertisement to a bill,
check, or money order for that amount, and mail it to
Journal."

The Sales Division

The MOTION

PICTURE

220 West Forty-second Street.

New

NEWS
York City

4^

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

,TV TRANS -OCEANIC FILMS/-.,

W&145
STATE

WEST

452! ST., N.Y.C.^P1

BRYANT

RIGHTS

BUYERS

GET

COMING

BUSY

Two
Masterpieces

Four-Reel

THE
THE

1133

SOCIETY
DETECTIVE
or Brains Against Crime
RACE
FOR THE
RUBIES
An Exploit of Detective NAT
PINKERTON
Gripping,

Thrilling,

Now
ESCAPE
FROM
BROADMOOR
IN FATE'S
THE
BANDITSGRIPOF DEATH
VALLEY

Wire

Selling

Three Parts
Three
Three Parts
Parts

NOW

Fascinating

* * * * *

for

LIEUTENANT
DARING
GORKI
IN THE GREAT
BANK ROBBERY
FULL
DISPLAY
OF ADVERTISING
ON

YOUR

ALL

Three Parts
Three
Parts
FEATURES

Territory

State Right Buyers, Operators and Exchangemen
What Territory do you want on

ODA

or "The Mystery of the White Rose"
In three parts — Everything in the line of high class advertising

A Neat,

Clean Detective Story

Pass Any Censor Board

Another Good One

Saved

t>y

Radium

In Three Parts— -A Thriller
A Beautiful Play Laid Around That Famous Radium Cure
— Has All Thrills Necessary to Pack Your Theatre —

Moral

Get

Busy — Don't

Photo
In

writing

to advertisers

Let Some

One

Land Ahead
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MOTION
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of You
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THE
PHOTO-PLAYERS
POST CARDS
Over 300 different prominent players,
semi-Photo brown glazed, $3.00 per
thousand; former price $4.00 per thousand. Catalogue for the asking of all
the Advertising and Souvenir Specialties for LIVE MANAGERS. Get your
name on our mailing list To-day — Send
us a post card or letter with name of
theatre and we will send samples.
Photographs
of all Mutual
Multiple
releases 10 days ahead of release date.

KRAUS

MFG.

MOTION

UPLIFTING

PICTURE

NEWS

THE
PICTURE
HOBBY

HIS

Edward Earl, the prominent New
York banker, who is the treasurer of
the
Nicholas
Power
Company,
is

CO.

14 East 17th Street, New York City
Hand-Colored pictures, small and large,
of Prominent Association players as well
as real photos of all — Catalogue and
Samples free.

SAM LEAKS, 509 Chestnut St., St. Loins Mo

LE COURRIER

Price No. 2
JS60
Price No. 1
258
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plat operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

CAMERA

Cinematographique
28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Dlrecteur:

CO.

146 W. 46th St., New York City, N. Y.
Bryant 8064

HART BOOKING
BUREAU
SUPPLYING

Motion
Picture
Talent
Theatre and Cabaret
Artists Supplied
1367 BROADWAY
Regal Building

NEW

YORK

SCENARIO-WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fee, $2.00.
COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
123-129 West 44th Street, New York City

Non-Breakable
and

Sanitary
STEEL y and
CAST
LOW
Price

Opera Chairs
Immediate shipment
on many styles; Second Hand Chairs:
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements for FREE
SEATING PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL

FURNITURE

EDWARD

Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth
Ave.; Pittsburg, 318 Bissell Blk.: Philadelphia, 1945 Market St.; Boston, 69 Pearl St.

Charles

LE

Paris
FSAPH

Journal hebdomadaire franqais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematogra-

EARL

deeply interested in the uplift of the
motion picture art. Mr. Earl is a
director of several important New
York corporations and has been associated with Mr. Power for a number
of years.

Envoie numero speolmen, aur dsm«.nd«.
phique.Abonnement 12 FR. 50

MUSICAL
COMEDY
PICTURES
Musical comedies in the New York
motion picture theatres is the newest
held of the film manufacturers, who
believe that Broadway shows may be
photographed and thrown on the
screen while a phonograph attachment grinds out the musical numbers
in perfect time with the pictures.
Next week a new synchronizer,
which is said to make the singing pictures possible, will be tried out by the
Renfax Film Company, which will
present in a number of picture theatres eight musical acts which have
been done before the camera and
phonograph. If these work successfully musical comedies and even grand
opera will next be attempted.
The synchronizer which makes this
possible is the work of an English
inventor. \Y. E. Tabor.

Negatives Developed, leper ft.

MULLER

CO.

A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.75
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140.00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
55.00
, Don't forget. I take your old machine in trade regardless of make. All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.

STERLING
Motion Picture
CAMERA

STERLING

THEATRE SUPPLIES

SEEKS

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PRINTS

TRADE
MADE

ON

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.
Including Tinting and Toning

TITLES, 8c per ft.
Prompt deliveries

All work guaranteed

Commercial Motion
Pictures Co. ,New Inc.
York

102 W. lOl.t Street
Telephone, 6532

City

Riverside

6533

SECOND HAND MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORIES
WRITE FOR BARGAIN PRICES

POSITION

H. B. Muller, assistant advertising
manager of Warners Features. Inc., is
leaving them to seek another position
in the motion picture field. Muller is
a close student of advertising, knows
the ropes and should prove valuable to
anyone needing a publicity man.

In writing to advertisers

TO THE

PICTURE

We Import All Kinds of Cameras

SPECIAL EVENT FILM MFG.
CO., Inc.
248 West 35th St.,
NEWS"

New York

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
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Big Features in Preparation
MR. CHARLES

"THE

DAUGHTERS
IN

FIVE

REELS.

A STRONG

"THE
IN

FIVE

"THE

IN FIVE REELS.

KLEIN'S

AN EPISODE

STORY

MR. CHARLES

OF

OF MEjN"

CAPITAL

AND

LABOR.

KLEIN'S

GAMBLERS"

REELS.

A

BIG

STORY

OF

FINANCE.

GOLDEN

OF 1950—5000 PEOPLE

IN THE

CAST.

GOD"

WRITTEN

AND

PRODUCED

BY ROMAINE

These Extraordinary Features booked through the General Film Company
FIVE RELEASES

EACH

WEEK— ONE

MULTIPLE

EVERY

"TREASURES ON EARTH" — Drama. Special in 2 Reels
"THE MAN FROM THE WEST"— Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"THE
INSCRIPTION" — Drama
"A QUESTION
OF RIGHT"— Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
"IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS"— Drama
"A SERVANT
OF THE RICH"— Drama
"THE
ETERNAL
DUEL" — Drama

MANUFACTURING

Offices.

THURSDAY
Thursday.
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Thursday.
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday.

LUBIN'S ATTRACTIVE POSTERS
One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with all Multiple Reels — in Five
Exchange or from A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

LUBIN

FIELDING.

January
January
January
January
January
January
January

29th
22nd
13th
15th
16th
17th
19th

Colors.

GO.

Order

from

your

Philadelphia

TO STATE RIGHTS BUYERS
Your attention is called to a few of the criticisms made bv the LONDON
ing the big SIX REEL FEATURE

REBECCA THE JEWESS

From Sir Walter
Scott's Work

which is now ready for delivery.
AN ACTUAL LONDON
LYCEUM THEATRE
PACKING
THE
LARGEST
THEATRES
"THE LONDON DAILY MAIL" says:
"A
stirring drama staged with a skilful eye to
ct, and acted with a vigor for which
nowadays one searches vainh elsewhere."

"LONDON

FEATURE

Beautiful 4-color lithos

[2-6-3

THAT
;""' [-sheets

IS

2 styles.

In

wr.tinf

t.

pl«uc

PRODUCTION
OF
EUROPE.
TIMES":

"Startling stage man-

mention

SIN

If not, let us hear from you immediately.

220 West 42nd St., New York City

FEATURES,
idvertitcri

55

Photos, pictorial heralds, etc.

OF"

SHADOWS

LEADER

ii

regard-

A gorgeous
REAL effects."
FEATURE

secured it for vour territorj ?
Have you
going rapidly.
NOW.
OR WIRE
WRITE

WORLDS

PRESS

"EVENING STANDARD":
" \ stirring spec
agement."
taele, overwhelming, dramatic feast."
"DAILY GRAPHIC":
"Thrilling drama with

"LONDON DAILY TELEGRAPH" says:
"Picturesque
and thrilling — it is admirably
don<

A

DAILY

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

WIRE FOR OPEN TERRITORY

MOTION

PICTURE

3 Reels

220

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

EVANS

J Telephone Bryant 828.

FILM

416-22

Best Film Co.
r | World's
1600 BBOADWAY
— — — j-f
NEW YORK CITY

216th

WEST

Ryno Film Co., Inc.
West
42d St., N. Y.
'Phone Bryant 7160

PAN-AMERICAN
FILM MFG. CO.
High Grade Feature Films
country.
booked in all parts of the

STREET

at Broadway, New York

Tel, 7652 Audubon

City

Cable Address "RynoFilm, N. Y."

MFG. CO.

1 Incorporated ■

ON OUR

Dangers of a Great City

Our Factory Is Yours!

Pilgrim's Progress (Ambrosio Version)
4 reels
In the Sultan's Power - 2 reels
Voodoo Vengeance - 3 reels
Tranping and Training Wild
Animals
I reel

GET

NEWS

Offices
9th West
Floor World's
Bldo., 110
40th St.,Tower
New
York. Bryant, 6578.

MAIL LIST

RoyalLEOFilm
ILxchange
SINQLR, Manager
&%

110 WEST 40th ST. W%

New

"INTERFEATURES
Features

Monthly

in Three

Reels

286 Market Street
NEWARK.

Phone. Market 1994

AUSTRALASIAN
Each

FILM"
NEILSON

ASTA

FOR

OPEN

TERRITORY

The Lure of New York

Films and Accessories

Cable, Spencoblo, N. Y. Tel. M«d. Si]. 1277
MILLARD JOHNSON. American Representative
15 East 26th St., New York City, N. Y.

The
Children
3250
The General's
Homeless Girl
Youth and Frivolity 3250
3225
When The Mask Falls 3275
The Lady Comedian
The Sins of the Fathers
3000
Dance To Death
'Paper,*' price,
3200
All the above with
will rent them.
I Oc per foot, or we

"GOOD

THE ELEPHANT BRAND
Means Quality

Inter -Continent Film Go.
World's Tower

110-112

4 REELS

Bldg., New

West

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION
110 West 40th St., New York

York City

40th Street

**$£&

LOBBY"
ECLECTIC FEATURE

FILMS, Ltd.

Open to Purchase High Grade Features

The following copies for sale

WIRE

N. J.

(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)

The most artistic woman in filmdom

Y iGaomonfJ
fejf NEW YORK CIT

PROGRAM

The Largest Motion Supply House in the State

The Pick of the European Market
Four

Jersey Distributers for the

UNIVERSAL

H U\. FUJI ARTISTICA R

^GLORIA..r
MSMSmTBRMSKB

FILMS

GLORIA
Phone AMERICAN
Brvant 7713 CO,
NEW YORK
FILM CO.

A Few Choice States Left
BOOK
THESE
NOW!
FROM NEAREST EXCHANGE

January 20th

All Star Feature

An adaptation from a famous detective
story written by the celebrated French
author

Jules Mary

Drama Lure
in 3 Part*
" The AGreat
of Paris "

Richard Harding D^vis'
With DUSTIN
"Soldiers
of FARNUM
Fortune"

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

6 REELS

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

"JUSTICE
OR LOVE"
A Drama in 3 Part*

BOOKINGS MAY NOW
ARRANGED

BE

Write to

Feature Photoplay Co., gs£S
Candler Building

I lit H. 40th St.
New York City, N. Y.

A Man's Shadow
6 Parts

For State Right*

Cable Ad. Gloriafilm, N.Y.

New

York City

In writing

The
Cream
of
Market
Selected

to advertisers

please

mention

the
for

"THE

AH Star Feature Corporation

European
America

MOTION
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SENSATION!
Get ahead of your competitor by getting
the greatest wonder in motion pictures

OVER NIAGARA FALLS
Length,

3,350

Feet

Alive with thrills, punches and heart interest. Replete with
sensational spectacles. Everyone wants to see Niagara
Falls, one of the world's seven wonders; no one has seen in
real life the dare-devil spectacle in this wonderful picture.
Wire now for your territory.
Heralds, cuts, slides photos.
1, 3 and 6 sheets.

STERLING CAMERA AND FILM CO., 145 West 45th Street, New York

A Motiograph Booster
is what every USER of the famous MOTIOGRA
Motion
Picture Machine
invariably becomes.

PH

This ia bul natural, since the admirable
results obtained in FLICKERLESS
and ROCK
STEADY
Projections are so vastly superior to the use of -the common Machine.
The MOTIOGRAPH
Motion Ticture Machine is what YOU want and WE can prove it.
Manufactured

THE ENTERPRISE

and

OPTICAL

guaranteed

by

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

566 West Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
!

i'ii Office, 21 E.

The Supreme

THE

1 4 tli St., New York.

HERO

MOST

OF

SPECTACULAR

Territory Going Fast

THE
145 WEST

A

In 6 Reels

F»HOTO-DR

FEATURE

45th STREET
In writing to advertisers

Francisco.

NATION

AM

A

EVER

Territorial Rights Fully Protected

SUPREME

St., San

Quality is the Only Quality

BAR-COCHBA.
THE

Western Office, 833 Market

Telephones

please

mention

"THE

FILM
66 00
--«.

MOTION

PRODUCED

New York State Sold to Wm. Fox

COMPANY
NEW

Bryant
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NEWS'

YORK

THE

ATTENTION,
THE BALBOA
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NEWS

SCENARIO
AMUSEMENT
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WRITERS!!!

PRODUCING

COMPANY

H. M. HORKHEIMER, President and General Manager
E. D. HORKHEIMER,
■ ■ Secretary and Treasurer

Manufacturers of

$200

for

"BALBOA
the best

May

SCENARIO

FEATURE

FILMS"

PAY

of a three-reel

Drama

submitted

on or before

i, 1914.

SCENARIOS submitted but not
valuation placed upon same by us.
Name

WILL

up to standard of prize contest, will be purchased at
Military and Wild West subjects not desired.

of Prize Winner will be announced

in this paper during May

All Scenarios must be typewritten complete and accompanied by self-addressed and stamped
envelope for return.

Address: Balboa

Amusement Producing Company

Suite 806 Security Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Make Your Lobby
Earn Money
A

Live

Proposition

for

Live Owners and Managers
The wonderful PHOTO-MACHINE
is the latest and
biggest money-maker for picture theatres.
Drop a dime in
Earning Capacity « Dime a Minute
^e slot and you get your photo back within a minute.
It
takes with the public.
Properly handled and located this machine will pay for itself in a month. 250 machines
in successful operation throughout the country.
Price: complete, f.o.b. New York, $75.00.
Photo-medallion plates with developer and carbons, $4.00 per 1 00.

Write now'Jor full information

THE PHOTO-MACHINE

CO., Inc.

30 East 23d Street

New York

J. L. DREIFUSS, Sales Mgr.

In writing to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION
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MOTION
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DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS'

NEWS

LIST OF RELEASES

INDEPENDENT

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

APOLLO
Dec.
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
Dec. 14— The Portola Festival
Dec. 14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
Dec. 21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
Jan.
4— The Tale of a Shirt (Com.)
BISON
Dec. 13— The Werewolf
(2-reel Dr.)
Dec. 20— The God of Girsah (2 reel Dr.)
Dec. 27— The Water War (2 reel Dr.)
Tan. 10 — The Eleventh Hour (2 reel Feature)
Jan. 17 — The Flash of Fate (2 reel Dr.)
24 — For the Freedom
of Cuba
(2 reel
Mil.)
ALBERT BLINKHORN'S FEATURES
Dec.
1 — David
Copperfield
(Hepworth — 7
parts)
Dec. 20 — After Many
Years
(General
Film
Agency — 3 parts)
Dec. 22 — The Harper Mystery (Turner Films,
Ltd.— 3 parts)
Dec. 29— The Vicar of Wakefield
(Hepworth
— 4 parts)
BRONCHO
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
fan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Ian.

Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
I ni
Jan.

Feet

Ian. 21 — Coming Home
(2 reel Dr.)
AMBR08I0
Feet Ian. 25 — An Enchanted
Voice (Com.)
Ian. 25 — He Does
Not Care to be Photo13 — A Tragic Experiment 2 reel Dr.)..
20 — The Law
of Compensation
(2 reel
graphed (Com.)
Dr.)
ECLECTIC
27 — Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
Nov.
Plunge (3 parts)
'
3— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
Nov. 13—
27 — The
Toils Fatal
of Villainy
Dec. 11 — His Fateful Passion (5 parts)
AMERICAN
27 — The
Rose of San Juan
(Spanish
F. R. A.
29— In the Firelight (2 reel Dr.)
2000 Nov. 28 — Secret of Adrianople
Dec. 12 — Demonyte
3— The Drama)
Miser's Policy (Dr.)
1000
•■■•
Dec. 19 — Vengeance
Bequeathed
FRONTIER
5— The Power of Light (2 reel Dr.)
2000
10— The Son of Thomas Gray (Dr.)
1000 Dec. 25 — Slim and the Bandit (Com.)
12 — Destinies Fulfilled (3 reel Dr.)
3000 Dec. 27— His Father
(Dr.)
17— Unto the Weak (Soc. Dr.)
1000 Jan.
1 — Slim's Last Trick (Com.)
19 — The Return
of Helen Redmond
(2
Jan.
3 — The Winning Stroke (Dr.)
reel Dr.)
2000
8 — Slim's Strategy
(Com.)
24— A Child of the Desert (W. Dr.)... 1000 Jan.
Jan. 10 — Cross Roads (Dr.)
26 — A Blow Out at Santa Banana
Jan. 15 — Slim and the Money Pots (Com.)..
AMMEX
Jan. 17— Her Brother
(Dr.)
24— Fatal Reckoning
2000 Tan. 22 — Slim and the Indian (Com.)
Jan.
24
—
Abide
with
Me
(Dr.)
8— His Pard's Sister
2000
GAUMONT
15— The Lucky
Nugget
3000

24 —
31 —
7—
14 —
21 —
28 —

Her Father's Story (2 parts — Dr.)
The
Woman
(2 parts — Dr.)
A Military Judas (3 parts — Dr.)....
Conscience (Dr.)
Conscience
(2 part Dr.)
Romance of Sunshine Alley (Dr.) . .
CRYSTAL
23 — The Baby Question
28 — The Lure of the Stage (Dr.)
30 — The Kitchen Mechanic
(Com.)
30— Hubby's
Night Out (Com.)
4— The Lifted Veil (Dr.)
6 — Shadowed
6 — Fighting Is No Business (Com.)....
11— The Ring (Dr.)
13 — It May Come to This (Com.)
13 — Baldy Belmont Bumps (Com.)
18 — A lather's Devotion
(Dr.)
20 — Tones' Burglar Trap (Com.)
20- -A Midnight Scare (Com.)
25 — The Shadow of a (rime (Dr.)
DOMINO
1 — True Irish Hearts (3 parts — Dr.)....
8 — Harp of Tara (2 parts — Dr.) . :
15 — The Primitive Call (3 parts)
22 — The Informer
(2 part Dr.)
Woman (:i pari Dr.) . . . .
DRAGON
(formerly Ryno)
24— Her Last Ride
3000
8 — Daredevil Rodman Law (Special)..
15 — Dare Devil Rescue
(Special)
3000
ECLAIR
28 — Apply to Janitor
28 — Nutty is Dead; Long Live Nutty..
31 — The Governor's Veto (2 reels)
4 — Cue and Miss Cue
4 — Nutty Has Big Ideas
7 — The Case of Cherry Purcellc (3 reel
Dr.)
11 — The Snake
Charmer
I I Nuttj Delivers the Message to Garcia
14— The
reel Dr.)
18—
She 'First
Wrote Nugget
a Play (2 (Com.)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

3000
3600
3000
3000

1 — The Suffragettes' Revenge
1 — Tiny Tim Frightens His Mother....
6— An Amateur Sportsman
8 — Tiny Tim's Sweetheart
13 — Mother-in-Law Pays a Visit
15 — Simple Simon's Honeymoon
15 — Tiny Tim the Fisherman
20 — -The Lawyer's Courtship
22 — Oscar's Heroic
Poses
GOLD SEAL
Dec. 23— Bloodhounds
of the North
(2 reel
Dr.)
Dec. 30 — The Buccaneers
(3 reel Pirate) ....
Jan.
6— The Lie (2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 13 — A War
Time
Reformation
(2 reel
Mil.)
Tan. 20— The
Unsigned
Agreement
(2 reel
Dr.)
GREAT NORTHERN
Nov.
1 — A Dilemma
1000
Nov. 8 — A Bogus Hero (Com.)
Nov. 22— Hard Luck
1000
GREAT
NORTHERN SPECIAL
Oct. 28 — In the Bonds of Passion
8000
Nov. 21 — Baptism
of Fire
3000
Nov. 29— By Whose
Hand
3000
IMP
Dec. 25 — Love or a Throne (2 reel Dr.)
•Dec. 29 — King the Detective in the Jarvis Case
(2 reels)
Jan. 1 — The Trials of Alexander (Com.)....
Jan. 5 — Sam Slam 'Em Slammed (Com.) ....
Jan.
8— The Watch Dog of the Deep (2 reel
Dr.)
Jan. 12— The Militant (3 reel Dr.)
[an. 15 — Percy Needed a Rest (Com.)
Jan. 19 — Getting Rid of His
Mother-in-Law
(Com.)
Jan. 22 — Absinthe — Four reel European
(Dr.)
IT ALA
(Features)
Nov. 27— Leap of Despair
3000
Dec.
4— At Death's Door
3000
Dec. 18— Victory or Death
3000
JOKER
Jan. 10— Some Nightmare
Jan. 10 — St. Claude
and
Surrounds
(Jura,
France)
Jan. 11 — Saving the Child (Com.)
Jan. 17 — The Mystery of the Taxicab (Com.)
i I
and
Jake
Join
the
Army
(Com.) Will
I Heaven
Protect the Working
Girl

Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.

2—
9—
16—
23
27
30—

Dec. 18 —
Dec. 25 —
[an. 5Tan,
Ian. 12—
I an. l ."i—
Jan.

(Com.)
KAY-BEE
Prince (Dr.)
Narcotic
Spectre
(Dr.)
The Circle of Fate (Dr.)
Kentucky
Romance
(Dr.)
Foi II"
Brother's Sake (Dr.)
Divorce
(2 part Dr.)
KEYSTONE
No Release
Wifey's Christmas Present (Com.)..
Love and Dynamite
(Com.)
Mabel's
Stormy
Love (Com.)
Affair (Com.)
In.
Under-Sheriff
A Flirt's Mistake
CCom.)
How I l.olMotion
Pictures
Are
Made
.1

17 — In the Clutches
I ""!

1

of the Gang

(2 part

KOMIC
Jan.
1 — Glimpses of Los Angeles
(Sc.)
Jan.
5 — Love and Dynamite
(Com.)
Jan.
8 — Chasing
Gloom
(Com.)
Tan.
8 — The Servant Question
(Com.)
Jan. 15— Walt's Photo (Com.)
Jan. 15 — The Vapor Bath (Com.)
LACLEDE
Dec. 10 — Pale Face Squaw
LEWIS PENNANTS
Nov. 1— Taxicab
1098
Nov. 15 — Decreed
to Die
Dec.
4 — Sign of the Secret Nine
Dec. 20— Taxicab
1098
LUX
Prieur
Dec.
5— Bill on theByTelephone
(Cora.)
Dec.
5 — A Day in the Country
(Com.)
Dec. 12 — When
Auntie
Made
Her
Will
(Com.)
Dec. 12 — Ostrich Farming Near Nice (Indus.)
Dec. 19— Detective
Larkin
(Dr.)
Dec. 19 — Travels in Hungary (Sc.)
Dec. 26— Only a Little Drop of Water (Com.)
Dec. 26— A Quiet Flat (Com.)
MAJESTIC
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
ran.
Jan.
Jan.

23 —
27 —
28 —
30—
3—
I
6—
10 —

Jan.
Jan.

8—
9—

Jan.
Ja".
Ian.
Jan.

14—
16 —
21 —
23—

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5—
9—
12 —
12 —
16—
19 —
23 —

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Ian.
Tan.
Tan.
Ian.

Feet

3000

8000
3000
510
385
570
410
586
350
355
655

Mrs. Brown's Burglar (Com.)
The Pride of the Force (Com.)
Helen's Stratagem
(Dr.)
The Baby (Dr.)
Educating
His Daughters
(Com.)..
Mollie and the Oil King (Dr.)
The Ten of Spades (Dr.)
Sorority Initiation (Dr.)
NESTOR
The Dead Line (W. Dr.)
When Ursus Threw the Bull (2 reel
Com.)
The Intruder (Dr.)
Cupid's Close Shave (Com.)
Countess Bern's Mine (Dr.)
Snobbery
(Dr.)
POWERS

Them Old Letters (Dr.)
Who So Diggeth a Pit (Dr.)
Just Mother
In Lapland
Trust Begets Trust (Dr.)
Too Many
Cooks
(Com.)
A Deuco and Two Pair (Com.)....
PRINCESS
19 — The Law of Humanity
(Dr.)
26 — Cupid's Lieutenant
(Com.
Dr.)....
2— A
Rural
Free
Delivery
Romance
(Dr.)
9 — A Circumstantial Dr.)
RAMO
26— Fangs of Hate
3000
10— The
Devil
Within
3000
RELIANCE
31 — Seeing Stars and Stripes (Com.)....
3 — Some Rogues and a Girl (Dr.)
7— The Loafer
(Dr.)
10 The Psychological
Moment
(Dr.)...
12 — Slim Hogan's
Getawaj
(Dr.)
. I ' . I u,i Slav.( Mr. i
17— The Faith of Her Fathers
(2 reel
Dr.)
19 — Our Mutual
Girl (Special)
REX
4 — A Fool and His Money (Com.)
8 — An Arrowhead
Romance
(Dr.)
11— The Cycle of Adversity (Dr.)
15 — Michael
Arnold
and Dr. Lynn
(2
reel Dr.)
IS— The Option
(Dr.)
22 — A Mud Hath Elopement
(Com.)
25 — The Leper's SOLAX
Coat (Dr.)

Nov. 28 — Ben Bolt
4000
Dec. 26 — The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
4000
THANHOUSER
Dec. 30 — An Amateur Animal Trainer
(Com.
Dr.)
.Tan. 2— Their Golden Wedding (Dr.)
[an.
4 — Mrs. Pinkhurst Proxy (Com. Dr.)..
Jan.
6 — The Runaway
Princess (3 part Dr.)
Tan.
9 — (No release tin- .late)
VICTOR
Tan.
25—
—
Jan.
Tan. 12 —
Jan. IP
Ian. 23 —

The Corvphec
The
Magic Skin (2 (2reels')
reel Dr.)
The Imp Abroad
(Com.)
The Man Who
Lied (2 reel Dr.)..
A Dangerous
Experiment
(2 reel

Dr.)
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Film Quality

THAT

FROM

Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.

DAVID COPPERFIELD

There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of

KISSING CUP

the very best service — Eastman film.

THE

it is identifiable. Look

ARE

THE HOUSE

-

■

■

OF

=

7 Parts

Charles Dickens' great masterpiece.

quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
And

55

4 Parts

The great Racing Drama.

MIRACLE

-■•

=

-.

4 Parts

The photoplay that has made a record in
all Europe.

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

ARIZONA

COMPANY,

6 Parts

=

An All Star feature with Cyril Scott and
Gail Kane.

N. Y.

GRANDMOTHER'S

LAMP

-

-

-

3 Parts

=

3 Parts

-

■

3 Parts

OF THE UNDERWORLD

■

3 Parts

A story of love and war.

Double Your Receipts on
Dull Days Without Cost

HARPER MYSTERY— WITH
FLORENCE TURNER

-

A great detective story.

AFTER

MANY

YEARS

-

=

A sea drama.
WE

are distributing, through moving
picture
houses, five high-class articles that have a
total retail value of $5.00 and upward, which
are useful to men, women and children.
These articles are placed on exhibition in a neat,
attractive glass case in the lobby for one week.
Then on a special night the articles are given away.
The Theatre patron gets something for nothing.
Our arrangement is such that it costs the managemen nothing. We have increased the attendance as
much as fifty per cent on premium nights.

HOUNDS

The picture all newspapers write about.

SHIPWRECKED

IN ICEBERGS

3 Parts

The picture that all critics pronounced as
the best.

And Many Other Features.
Write
for Our List with Heralds.

For further particulars address:

Metropolitan Premium Company

THEATRE FILM COMPANY, Inc.
71 WEST

(Department B)

Woolworth Building

New York City

In writing to aoVertiicr*

please

mention

Telephone,

"THE

MOTION

23rd STREET

6120 Gramercy
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6
5LICENSEES
Dec.
I >ec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

OF

CO.

George Kleine
§
Cross Purposes
(Dr.)
(Tarts I
& II)
When
a Woman
Wills
(2 parts—
Dr.)
The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
Who
Was
Guilty?
(2 part Dr.)..
EDISON

Dec. 2S — At
Dec. 30 —

Dec. 24— The Janitor's Quiet Life (Com.)... 415
Dec. 26 — A Tudor Princess (Dr.)
2000
Dec. 27 — A Proposal from Mary (Being the
Sixth and Last Story of "Who
Will Marry
Mary").
Dec. 29— Her Face Was Her Fortune (Com.). 1000
Dec. 30 — The Mystery of the Dover Express
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 31— Andy Gets a Job (Com.)
1000
Jan.
2 — The Antique Brooch
(Dr.)
2000
Jan.
3 — Stanton's Last Fling (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
5 — The Girl in the Middy
(Com.)
1000
Jan.
6 — On the Great Steel Beam
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
7 — African
Sea Birds (Edu.)
400
Jan.
7— The Sherlock Homes
Girl (Com.)..
600
Jan.
9 — The Witness to the Will (Dr.)
2000
Jan. 10 — A Lonely
Road
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 12 — The
Adventure
of- the
Actress'
Jewels (Com.)
1000
Jan. 13— A Night at the Inn (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 14 — Andy
Plays Hero
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 16 — Deacon
Billington's
Downfall
(2
part
Com.)
2000
Jan. 17— The Last Scene of All (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 19 — Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
„,, dnd.)
425
Jan. 19 — Ihe Janitors Flirtation (Com.).... 600
Jan. 20 — The Message of the Sun Dial (Dr.). 1000
Jan. 21 — The Uncanny Mr. Gumble (Com.). 1000
Jan. 2o — The Necklace of Rameses
(Dr.) . . . .3000
Jan. 24 — United in Danger (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 26 — The Lovely Senorita
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 27 — The Mystery
of the Talking
Wire
(Dr.)
1000
ESSANAY
Dec.
26— The Great Game
(Dr.)
(Parts I &
ID
Dec. 27— A Snakeville Courtship
(W. Com.).
Dec. 30— The Ghost of Self (Dr.)
1000
Dec. 31 — When Love Is Young (Com.)
Dec. 31 — Ascending
Sugar
Loaf
Mountain
(Sc.)
1000
Jan. 1— Through Trackless Sands (Dr.)
Jan. 2 — The Awakening at Snakeville '(Special— 2 parts — Com.)
2000
Jan.

3 — The

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

6—
7—
8—
9—

Redemption
of Broncho
Billy
(Dr.)
1000
Hearts and Flowers (Dr.)
1000
A Foot of Romance
(Com.)
1000
The Hills of Peace (Dr.)
1000
The Hour and the Man
(2 parts —
Dr.)
2000
Jan. 10 — Snakeville's New Doctor (Com. Dr.). 1000
Jan. L3— The
Hand
that Rocks
the Cradle
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 11 — The Real
Mi
Loveleigb
(Com. i . h
16— The Story of the Old Gun (Dr.).i
Jan. 16
Die (2 part Dr.). .2000
Jan. 17
Broncho
Billy
Guardian
(Dr.) . . . .1000
KALEM
Dec.

17— Uncle. . II)Tom's

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

19 —
19—
20—
22—
24 —

26. —
Dec. 26 —
Dec. 27—
Dec. 29 —
Dec. 31 —
Jan.
Jan.

2—
2—
3—

Cabin

(Dr.)

(Parts

PICTURE

NEWS
Feet

PATENTS

BIOGRAPH
Fe«t
15 — Riley's Decoys
(Com.)
18— Beyond All Law (Dr.)
20 — The Conscience of Hassan Bey (Dr.)
22 — For Her Government (Dr.)
25— Her Wedding Bell (Dr.!
27— The I lub Cure (Com.)
27— The Suicide Pact (Com.)
29 — The Wedding
Gown
(2 parts— Dr.)
1 — Skelley's Skeleton
(Coin.)
1 — A Motorcycle Elopement (Com.)....
3— Tie Abandoned
Well (Dr.)
5— The Mysterj
of the Milk (Com.)..
5 — The Janitor's Revenge
(< om.)
8 — His J
House (Dr.)
Ki—'l he
i .1CINES
Crown
I Dr.)

Jan. C —
Jan. 13 —
Jan. 20 —

MOTION

I

Frayed
Fagin's Adventures
(Com.)
Ulster Day in Belfast (Top.)
The Electrician's Hazard
(Dr.)...
"Gilt Edge" Stocks (Dr.)
The
Big
Horn 1 ) Massacre
(Dr.)
Emancipated Women
(Com.)
Talcum
Powder
(Ind.)
Her Indian Brother (Dr.)
A Modi
and Hyde
(Special
—2
parts— Dr.)
2000
An Unseen Terror (Special — 2 parts
1 ' ■)
2000
Bill's B
(Com.)
Cambridgeshire
Race Meet (Sports)
A Dream of the Wild (Dr.)
1000

Jan.

5 — A Shot in the Night (Special— 2 part
Dr.)
2000
Jan.
7 — Her partHusband's
Friend" (Special — 8 2000
Dr.)
Jan.
9 — The Joke on Jane (Com.)
Jan.
9 — Making
Cut Glass (Ind.)
Jan. 10— Telltale
Stains
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 12 — Indian
Blood
(2 part Dr.)
2000
Jan. 14 — PerilsDr.) of the W'hite Lights (2 part 8000
Jan. 16— Only One Shirt (Com.)
Jan. 16 — The Lord Mayor of London
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
JanJan.
Jan
Jan.
Jan
Jan.
Jan
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

LTJBIN
Between
Dances
(Com.)
A College Cupid (Com.)
The Parasite (Dr.) (Parts I & II)..
The Death Trap (Dr.)
The Doctor's Romance (Dr.)
Her Boy (Dr.)
1000
Before the Last Leaves Fall (Dr.).. 1000
Manufacturing
Pearl
Buttons
(Indus.)
300
1 — The Inspector's Story (Dr.)
1700
2 — A Corner in Popularity (Com.)
400
2 — The Missing Diamond (Com.)
600
3 — The Circle's End (Dr.)
1000
5— The Story the Gate Told (Dr.)
1000
6— The Squire's Mistake
(Dr.)
1000
8 — Between Two Fires (2 reel Dr.).... 2000
9 — The Engineer's Revenge (Dr.)
1000
10— When the Doctors Failed (Com.).. 400
600
10 —
— Tobacco
Married Men
12
Industry(Com.)
(Ind.)
400
12 — Smiles of Fortune (Com.)
600
13— The Inscription
(Dr.)
1000
15— A Question of Right (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
16 — In Mysterious Ways
(Dr.)
1000
17 — A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
19 — The Eternal Duel (Dr.)
1000
20 — The Card of Mystery (Com.)
400
20 — Matchmaking
Dads
(Com.)
600
22 — The Man
from
the West
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
23— The
Moth
(Dr.)
1000
24— The Blinded Heart (Dr.)
1000
23 —
23—
25 —
26—
27 —
29—
30 —
1—

8.

HITTSty

Nov. 2i — Japanese "Judo" Commonly Known
as Jiu Jitsu
1000
Dec.
Dec. 4 — A Woman's Mission (Dr.)
4 — A Grounds
Trip
to at the Arashyama,
Famous
Picnic
Japan
(Sc.)
Dec.
Dec. 11— At Phnom-Penh, Cambodia
(Travel)
11 — Beautiful
Angkor-Vat,
Cambodia
(Sc.)
Dec. 18 — Cities of Japan (Sc.)
Dec. 25 — The Ruins of Angkor-Thorn
(Sc.)..
Jan.
1 — Temples of Japan
1000
PATHE
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
1 lit.
\
[i.e.
Dec.
iH i
Jan.
Jan.
[an.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

FRERES

15 —
16—
17 —
17 —

Pathe's Weekly No. 76 (News)....
The Couple Next Door (Cora.)
Insects that Sing (Zoology)
Nice
and
Its
Environs,
France
(Travel)
18— The Finger of Fate (Dr.) (Parts I
& II)
18— Pathe's Weekly No. 77
19 — A Scandinavian Scandal (Com.)....
20— The Fire Bride (Dr.)
22— Pathe's Weekly No. 78 (News)
23— An Indian Don Juan (Dr.)
24 — Two Up a Tree (Com.)
25 — Lady Madcap's Way
(Com.)
(Parts
1 & II)
25 — Pathe's Weekly No. 79 (News)
27 — The
Moth
and
the Flame
(Dr.)
(Parts I & II)
27 — Corfu, an Isle of the Ionian
Sea
(Travel)
27 — Lady Madcap's Way (Spec. — 2 parts
— Com.)
29— Pathe's Weekly No. 80 (News)
30— The Sneak Thief (Com.)
31— By the Two Oak Trees (Dr.)
1 — When Strong Wills Clash (Special —
2 parts — Dr.)
1— Pathe's Weekly No. 81 (News)
3 — The
Resurrection
(Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
65——
7—
7—
8—

Pathe's God
Weekly
2 (News)
Whom
Hath No.Joined
(Dr.)
-Dishing Dicks Dishwater (Com.)..
Snow Effects in Austria (Travel) . .
The Wards
of Society (Special — 2
parts Dr.)
8 — A Ramble
in Pondicherry,
India
(Sc.)

[an. 8— Pathe's Weekly No. 3 (News)
Jan. 10 — The 2 Minister's
(Special —
parts — Dr.) Daughter
Jan. 12 — Pathe's Weekly No. 1 (News)....
[an. 13 — Down Lone Gap Way (Dr.)

Jan. 11 — Colonel Heela Liar's African Hunt
(Com.)
Feet
Jan. li — The Seventeen-Mile Drive. < alifornia
(Sc.)
Jan. 15 A Thief ol Hearts (2 pan
Dr.)..
Jan. 15 Pathe's \\ 1 1 kly V
irs). .. .
Jan. 17 — Good Pals (2 part Dr.)
SELIG
(Dr.).
Dec.
9 — An Equal Chance
Dec. 10— Hilda of Heron
Cove
(Dr.).
Dec.
Dec.
11
—
Physical
Culture
on
Dec.
Circle V Bar (Com.) the Quarter
12 — The Mysterious Way
(Com.)
15— The Wolf of the City (Dr.) (Parts
Dec.
I & II)
Father
Craved
a Smoke
Dec. 15 — When
(Com.)
16— With
Eyes
So
Blue
and
Tender
(Dr.)
Dec. 17 — Buster's Little Game
(torn.)
Dec. 18 — Until the Sea (Dr.)
Dec. 19— The Lure of the Road (Dr.)
Dec. 22— The Open Door (Dr.) (Parts I & II)
Dec. 23— Mother Love vs. Gold (Dr.)
Dec. 24 — A Dip in the Briney (Com.)
Dec. 25— Doc Yak's Christmas (Com.)
Dec. 26— His Sister (Dr.)
Dec. 29— The The
Adventures
of Kathlyn—
No. 1 —
Unwelcome
Throne
(Special
—3 parts — Dr.)
3000
Dec. 30— The Stolen Heart (Com.)
1000
Dec. 31 — Father's Day (Dr )
1000
Jan.
1 — Good Resolutions
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
2 — At Cross Purposes (Com. Dr.)
Jan.
2 — Buster and Sunshine
(Com.)
Jan.
5 — Into the Third and Fourth
Generation (Special — 2 parts — Dr.)
2000
Tan.
6— The Living Wage
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
7 — By Unseen Hand (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
8 — Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
Jan.
9 — On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 12 — The Advenures
of Kathlyn
Jan. 13 — Angel
Paradise
Tan. 14 — Conscience and the Temptress
and Red. . . .
Jan. 15— Blue Blood from
Across the Sea. .
Jan. 16 — A Message
URBAN
ECLIPSE
George Kleine
Aug. 12— The Mong-Fu-Tong
(Part I ft II)
(Dr.)
110*
Aug. 19— The Clown's Revenge (Part I ft II)
(Dr.)
loot
Oct. 14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I

& II)

too*

Oct. 28— The

Rajah's
Diamond
Rose
(Part
I & II) (Dr.)
»0««
Nov. 25— The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (8 part Dr.)
VITAGRAPH
Love's Sunset (Dr. — Parts I and II)
The Uprising of Ann (Dr.)
1000
Up in a Balloon (Com.)
Elephants at Work (Edu.)
Any Port in a Storm (Com.)
1000
The Face of Fear (W. Dr.)
1000
The
Girl
at the Lunch
Counter
(Com.)
Dec. 20 — The Ancient
Order of Goodfellows
( part Com. Dr.)
2000
Dec. 22 — A Christmas Story (Dr.)
1000
Dec. 23— Her Faith in the Flag (Dr.)
1000
Dec. 22 — A Christmas
Story
(Dr.)
Dec. 23— Her Faith in the Flag (Dr.)
Dec. 24 — The Honorable Algernon
(Com.)...
Dec. 25— The Spirit of Christmas (Dr.)
Dec. 26 — The
Golf
Game
and
the Bonnet
(Com.)
Dec. 27— Heartsease
(Dr.)
(Parts I St II).
Dec. 29— Her Husband's Friend (Dr.->
1000
Dec. 30— His Second Wife (Com. Dr.)
Dec. 30— The Baby Show (Edu.)
....
Dec. 31 — The Education
of Aunt
Georgiana
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
1— Secret of the Bulb (Dr.)
1000
Tan.
2 — Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch
(Com.)
1000
Tan.
3 — The Street Singers (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
2000
Tan.
5— Francine
(Dr.)
1000
Tan.
6 — Officer
Tohn
Donovan
(Special — 2
parts— Dr.)
2000
Tan.
7 — Diana's Dress Reform
(Com.)
1000
Tan.
8 — Their
Interest
in Common
(Com.
Dr.)
Tan.
8 — Montana
State Fair (Topical)
Jan.
9 — Bunny's
Mistake
(Com.)
1000
Tan. 10 — Terrv's Uncle's Namesake
(Special —
2 parts — Com.)
2000
Tan. 18 — The
Right
and
the Wrong
of It
I
1000
Tan. 13— The Masked Dancer
(2 part Dr.).. 2000
Tan. 14— Timing
Cupid
(Com.)
1000
Tan. 16— The Brute (Dr.)
Jan. 15 — Baseball Stars (Top.)
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

13 —
15 —
16—
16 —
17 —
18—
19 —
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Directory of Players and Directors
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

Playing Leads in Victor Films

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Carl

Laemmle,

JULIUS

Pres.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

FRANK

Pres.

OF A NATION,
Supreme

CUMMINGS

Imp Productions

Universal Films

METCALFE
Lubin Films

ETHEL

GRANDON

Imp Productions

Seoond Season

"Universal Program"
"I've featured you so much

my patrons want to see

you The
personally."
Actor answered:
"Where did you first get my name?"
The Exhibitor replied: "From the Directory of Players and Directors in The
Motion Picture News."
The Actor then wrote to us: "Keep my name running in that Directory. It's
the best investment I've made in a long time."

Producing

HERO

IRVING

Now Playing Leads in

The Exhibitor wrote:

POWELL

Patheplays

"THE

BAGGOT

Directing and Playing Leads in

EARL

STERN

Manager Imp Studio

Carl Laemmle,

KING

REFERENCE
DIRECTORS

BAR-COCHBA"

Features

THE scene of "The Hero of a Nation, Bar-Cochba," in
four acts and six reels, released by the Supreme Feature
Film Company, 145 West Forty-fifth street, New York City,
is laid in Palestine, sixty years after the destruction of the
last temple by Titus. Under Hadrian the lot of the Jews was
a miserable one. Hadrian was a tyrant, heartless, cruel and
despotic, and no sooner was he in power than he forgot the
fair promises made before his ascension to the throne.
The opening scene of the production leads the spectator
back to Biblical times, and shows the temple of Jerusalem
turned into an arena, where lions battle over the prey that is
cast before them and bloody gladiatorial contests are presented. The oppression of the Jews becomes so terrible, that
at last the people can bear it no longer, and under the leadership of Bar-Cochba, the most heroic of the militant faction,
a rebellion is planned.
Through Paphos, a Phoenician cripple, disappointed in his
mad passion for Dinah, Bar-Cochba's beloved, the rebellion
is made known to the Romans. Dinah and her father, Eleazar, are cast into a cell. Notified of their plight by the false
Phoenician, Bar-Cochba hastens to their rescue. He defies
Rufus, the Roman governor, in the great arena and demands
the freedom of Dinah and her father. Horatius, the strongest of the gladiators, is commanded to slay him, but, defenseless as he is, Bar-Cochba fells him to the ground with his
powerful arm. Rufus now orders him to be fed to the lions.
Bar-Cochba advances on the vicious beasts, quells them with
his fearless glance, and drives them into the crowded seats.
Terrified, the Romans flee from the arena.
Successful at every point in the rebellion, Bar-Cochba seeks
to storm the town of Magdala, within whose fortress Dinah
is confined. Paphos, the cripple, again seeks to win Dinah,
and being once more repulsed, advises that she be exposed
on the battlements and threatened with death unless BarCochba withdraw his army. Dinah appears on the tower, but
rather than hinder her people, hurls herself to death upon
the rocks below. Infuriated by her death the Jews storm
the town and set it on fire.
In the concluding part of the production, Bar-Cochba, now
king of Judea, welcomes all the people to his realm, irrespective of race, color or religion. He
would
have kept the

Romans at bay had it not been for the continued treachery
of Paphos, the Phoenician, whom he trusts blindly, not knowing his past villainy. Paphos tells him that Eleazar had surrendered Dinah to the Romans, and believing him, he accuses
Eleazar as a traitor before the elders and plunges a dagger
into his breast. As he does so a courier enters bearing news,
that the war has recommenced and Bar-Cochba hastens to
defend the frontier.
But he is pursued by the God of Vengeance for the murder
of Eleazar and is beaten everywhere. Finally he is driven
to Bethar, his last stronghold. Hope flickers for a moment.
but the evil Paphos leads the Romans by a secret passageway
into the fortress and the Jewish cause is lost. After a vain
effort to stem the turning tide of defeat, Bar-Cochba falls on
his sword.

ESSANAY

TRIO

WRITE
SONG

BRONCO

BILLY

G. M. Anderson, better known as the Broncho Billy "t
the Western Essanay pictures, is being made popular in
song. The musical effort is the result of the combined efforts
of Don Meaney, advertising manager; H. Tipton Steck, manager of production, and Arthur A. Penn, of the Western offices. The music was furnished by Mr. Penn, and the word;
by Messrs. Meaney and Steck. They have given the song the
title of Broncho Billy, and it is Mr. Meaney's intention to
use some novel means of putting it before the public. It is
already going strong amongst the motion picture theatres of
the country.
It has a very attractive cover showing a sketch of (i. M.
Anderson astride a fiery horse and swinging his lariat, while
in the lower right-hand corner is a still picture of Broncho
Bill\'. The music of the song is catchy and the words ver>
appropriate. Without a doubt this number will gain a wide
popularity, and we expect some morning in the not far distant future to be wakened by hearing it on the hurdy-gurdy.

PUTS

OUT

UNIQUE

MAILING

CARD

Phil Lewis, general manager of the Pennant Feature-.
Chicago, is issuing a weekly mailing card unique in design and
composition. He is also placing an admission ticket on the
market in connection with his features which bears the date of
the next feature to be played at the theatre on the reverse side.
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MEANS

POWER'S

SERVICE
Money is obtained for properly rendered service in every line
of business.
Motion Picture Theatre patrons recognize superior service
and frequent the houses where it is found.
The most important asset of a Motion Picture Theatre is the

Proper Projection of the Pictures
Superior service is procured through the use of

Power's Cameragraph No. 6A
We

supply over 65

per

cent

of the

trade

with

Power's Perfect Service
<<n> >

Write for Catalog "D

COMPANY
POWER.
NICHOLAS
88-90 Gold St., N. Y. City
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OUR

NEWS

AC
Kay-Bee
Features
JANUARY

16th

Circle of Fate
(2 Reels)
JANUARY

23rd

Kentucky Romance
(1 Reel)
JANUARY

27th

For Her Brother's Sake
(1 Reel)
JANUARY

30th

Divorce
2 Reels)

Domino

Keystone Comedies
JANUARY

12th

JANUARY

A Flirt's Mistake
How

JANUARY

JANUARY

22nd

3 Reels)

In a Closet

JANUARY

17th

In the Clutches of a Gang
2 Reels'

JANUARY

15th

The Primitive Call

15th

Won

Winners

JANUARY

Too Many Brides

Motion Pictures
Are Made

JANUARY

19th

The

24th

Rebecca's Wedding Day

JANUARY

22nd

Heart of

Informer

29th

Woman

3 Reels

(2 Reels)

Broncho
Headliners
JANUARY

21st

Conscience
2 Reels)
JANUARY

28th

Romance of Sunshine Alley
(1 Reel)
FEBRUARY

4th

New England Idyl
(2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

Romance

Uth

of the

Sea

2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

18th

Yellow Flame
i 2 Reels'

Mutual Program Exclusively
NEW YORK MOTION

PICTURE CORPORATION,
In writing

to advertisers

please

Longacre BIdg., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK
mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Money

m

Money comes to the exhibitor only through
the box office.
The people who bring the money to the
box office are attracted by the show.
A good show day after day means good
big money all the time.
Why then waste your effort and sink your
investment in a poor show when a good show
can be had for the same price?
The General Film Program has every element necessary to a good show. It has variety.
It has quality. It has reputation. Its brands
and its actors are already established in high
popular favor. The people know it and expect
it. It is as nearly perfect in every respect as
the ten acknowledged leaders of the industry
can make it. And it costs no more than any
other program ! !
Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Kleine,
(Cines- Eclipse), Lubin, Melies, Pathe, Selig
and Vitagraph brands on ONE PROGRAM.
If you can't get the MONEY with THAT,
then there's no money for any motion pictures
in your neighborhood.

General Film Company
200 Fifth Avenue

In

writing

to advertisers

please

rtteflfion

"TIIK

inc.,

New York

MO] ION

PICTURK

NEWS"

JANUARY

24, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

Exhibitors Times
Est.

1913

Moving Picture News
*^Est. 1908

MA.K.ING
PILARS

DOL

CROW
Volume IX

Number 3

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

MR. EXHIBITOR
OPERATOR

Sefirsi:s-d,n90%of THE MACHINE FOR YOU
The machine that projects a
clear, steady picture, is

Tiir Mj|pi]|l|r [00 Villi
I fit IflAbHINt fUK lUU

The machine whose sales have
doubled during the last year, is

THE MACHINE FOR YOU

Efficiency Results in Growth

Watch Our Progress

Catalogue B Gives Full Details
MADE

AND GUARANTEED

PRECISION MACHINE

BY

COMPANY

317 EAST 34th STREET

THE ALL-STARS

NEW

OF

YORK

EUROPE

will present on
January

5th

"THE

January

25th

MASTER
ROGUE"
(A wonderful production)
"THE

FUGITIVE"
(A Savoia Sensation)

If you want these features quick action is advised.

FEATURES

IDEAL,

227

W.

In three acts

In three acts

Write for details

42nd

St., New

York

The FAMOUS PLAYERS«f FRANCE
will present on
January

ADVENTURESS"
In three full reels
(A money-getter)
With hypnotizing one, three and six sheet posters to pull the patrons in. All kinds of
advertising.
For further details write or wire.

UNION

10th

"THE

FEATURES,
In writing

to advertisers

225
please

menu

W.
.1 "III!"

42nd
MOTION

PICTURE

St., New
NEWS"

York:

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

PATHE FRERES
JIT Once

in a while

a film

is produced

that

is

■* marked by such a fine story, splendid acting,
thrilling scenes and strength of moral lesson that
it is remembered long after the light has faded
from the screen.
Such a picture is

BROKEN
IN TWO

LIVES
PARTS

RELEASED FEB. 12th
Featuring Irving Cummings and Pearl Sindelar

{IT From Europe comes one of those productions
that are artistic to the last degree, with beautiful
settings, good story and a strong cast. This is
a tale of loyalty in love, of sacrifice for a woman's
honor, false accusation and innocence established at last.

THE CHAINS OF HONOR
IN TWO

RELEASED

In writing

to advertisers

please

mention

PARTS

FEB. 14th

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

The Projection Machine which will Revolutionize
the Educational, Instructive and Industrial Field

"KINECLAIR"
Practical

Accurate
Cheap

Strong

Compact

Simple

Absolutely Fireproof

Absolutely Fireproof

DIMENSIONS:
WEIGHT:

lO" wide v 1 1" long, (without case)
the r"pP°
14" wide x 1-1" long,
(complete with case)
17 lhs. (without case)
19X lhs. (complete with case)

PRICE— $100 complete with carrying case and folding
metalized screen, equipped with bamboo holders.
A small, handy and compact outfit.

"KINECLAIR"

TAKES CURRENT FROM A LAMP SOCKET: CAN BE OPEHATEI) BY A CRIED;
USES ALL STANDARD FILMS. NO PREVIOUS MECHANICAL KNOWLEDGE
NECESSARY
TO OPERATE.
WILL
PROJECT
PICTURE
IMAGE
BY
IMAGE.
GIVING STEREOPTICON EFFECT.

IS NOT A TOY— BUT THE MACHINE
Schools
Entertainments

Colleges
Traveling Salesmen
SEND

ECLAIR
42nd STREET

225 WEST

FOR

CATALOGUE

F"IL,1VI

In writing to advertisei

FOR

Churches
Scientific Lecturers

"F" TO THE

COMPANY
NEW YOBK CITY,

mention "THE MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

N. Y

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

The Three Musketeers"
^*

^r*

%&&

An original adaptation, containing every element that
produces box office success
^p*

^p*

%?*

" The Best American Produced Film We Have Seen"
(Consensus of opinion after private presentation at the New York Theatre, Januaryj9th.)
^*

e^*

t£f*

State Right Buyers and Feature Film Exchanges: Grasp this opportunity.
Another one of the few real money makers.
Produced in the United States by the

Film Attractions Co.
In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

145 W. 45th St.
New York

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

SCOTT'S

SIR WALTER

"The Bride of Lammermoor"
IN

THREE

PARTS

FEATURING

CONSTANCE
And

Her

CRAWLEY

Players,

ARTHUR

Including

MAUDE

Declared by all buyers to be positivel) the greatest feature production shown
in New York in the Ias1 six months. Will be eclipsed by cur release of
February Itli.

MAURICE

MAETERLINCK'S

"Mary Magdalene"
IN THREE

PARTS

A stupendous production that will create a sensation whenever shown. It
depicts the true historical facts in connection with the betrayal of the Master
b) Judas fscariot. CONSTANCE CRAWLEY and ARTHUR MAUDE both
out-do themselves in their portrayal of the principals in this production.
Posters in every size and variety; Heralds of worth and class; slides and
general advertising helps in great profusion for both subjects.
"THE BRIDE OF LAMMERMOOR" will be shipped from New York to
all slate right buyers, January "J 1st.
•'MARY MAGDALENE" will he shipped from New York February 4th.
AND ON FEBRUARY 18th (in accordance with our policy of one feature
every two weeks) WE WILL UPSET FEATURE TRADITIONS BY
RELEASING

"JESS"

By RIDER
IN

FOUR

HAGGARD
PARTS

The most magnificently melodramatic feature America has ever seen.
Nevi 1 I'-' bus} and always proud to exhibit our productions on the screen
at no W. 40th Street, New York City.
Tying u|> territi try quicklj — < ret busy.

KENNEDY

FEATURES,

Inc.

110 West 40th Street, New York City

In wril

- please

mention "THE

MOTION

I'M M

RE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

LUBIN
PRESENTS

MR.

"THE

CHARLES

LION

MAGNIFICENT

KLEIN'S

AND
IN

STAGE

SETTINGS,

COMING

"THE
splendid
FIVE

THE

SIX PARTS
PERFECT
PHOTOGRAPHY.

MOUSE"

ALL

STAR

CAST.

FEATURES

BY

CHARLES

features

released

RELEASES

CHARLES

exclusively

EACH

KLEIN— IN

5 PARTS

KLEIN— IN 5 PARTS

through

WEEK— ONE

the

offices

MULTIPLE

of

MANUFACTURING

The

General

EVERY

'OUT OF THE DEPTHS" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"TREASURES
ON EARTH" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"THE
CARD
OF MYSTERY"— Comedy
"MATCH-MAKING
DADS"— Comedy
"THE MAN FROM THE WEST" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"THE MOTH" — Drama
"THE
BLINDED
HEART"— Drama
"THE
WINDFALL" — Drama
LUBIN'S
ATTRACTIVE
POSTERS
One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets
with all Multiple
Exchange or from A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

LUBIN

DRAMA

DAUGHTERS
OF MEN"
"THE GAMBLERS"
BY

These

WONDERFUL

Film

Company

THURSDAY
Thursday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Monday,

Reels

in

Five

CO.

February 5th
January 29th
January 20th
January 20th
January 22nd
January 23rd
January 24th
January 26th
Colors.

Order

from

your

Philadelphia

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.
There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of

THE PHANT0SC0PE

quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and

A motion picture projecting machine using standard film, taking current from incandescent lamp socket, alternating or direct
current. Can be stopped indefinitely and will not ignite the
film. Also projects lantern slides. Remarkably simple and
weighs but eighteen pounds. Designed especially for home,
school and salesmen.

the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

Price, $75.00

The Phantoscope
Mfg. Co.
Washington, D. C, U. S A.

COMPANY,
N. Y.

In writing

to advertisers please

complete

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

TICKET

WAY4D CASH

Machines
are rapidly becoming a part of
the standard equipment of every Theatre and Moving Picture House
in the United - States and Canada.

_
If YOU
Only
.KNEW
(J)fte Great Merit of this Machine in# systematizing your
^Business & if you coutd see it in practical operation
you would place your order AT ONCE.
It is the SILENT.WATCHMAN guarding ycmr financial interest both
Day and Night EXPEDITIOUSLY, ACCURATELY & SAFELY
'You. canselt INSTANTLY 1.2,3,4or 5 tickets, by simply pressing a button,
and foot pedal -THIS SPELLS RAPID SERVICE. °
All tickets are sold throu&hour automattcmachine-your cashier will
handle no tickets, only the cash -THIS SPELLS SAFETY.

gECAUSE-

Every ticket sold through the machine IS AUTOMATICALLY REGISTERED
The register is locked, and .YOU HOLD THE KEY, and the register acfr

^as your

bookeeper-THlS SPELLS ACCURACY

AND EFFICIENCY.*

The sooner you buy it the sooner you will appreciate iTT7~Tr77cT~^TpT7Tr"i
how valuable ancl helpful it is in conducting Your Business I'fKSSf Sellm$5LashR£^ferLDJ
Every small Grocer. Druggist and Retail Merchant has j/w^.'
totietm&rsi^sour/fostt^
j
V&d Descriptive
CataUg
realized the necessity of a Cask Register
Prices and Terms on,
iyour Ticket SeUmd S&j
& -Junes | / X.JOt. .!(///.

W HY

NOT

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE

YOU
AM O

?

TERMS

X////C? U4HMZTJ

I

|lWre
I Citv and Stair

_St,&N?...

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

INTERFILE FEATURES
For Release Jan. 28

The First of a Series of
Garibaldian Photoplay
Productions.
IN

THREE

PARTS

LIBERTY ' '

An episode of the Garibaldian-Bourbon Conflict, featuring SIGNORA DE LEONARDIS, the distinguished Italian tragedienne. Produced in Rome by the most capable artists of the present time.
An artistic creation, second to none. Woven around the actual history of the most daring and lovable

of all "Citizen Soldiery." A clean, patriotic story; no censor needed. The following territory sold in
advance: — New York State, Greater New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New England

Wire

INTER
HO-112

W.

Quick

For

Open

- CONTINENT
World's

40tH

Tower

St.

When
Your
Films

EILJM
Building

New

CO.

York

City

WATCH
this space. Small, but look for the big things
we are going to release. We are going to give
you the cream of the European market.

go to pieces in
a few days what
do you do?
Kick? Grumble? Growl?
Or do you intelligently try to locate the cause.
Apply common sense in large quantities and the one remedy you will
find for the trouble is to insist on
Lumiere, and get photographic quality and durability combined.

DAVID

Territory

Clearing house on

"MAGIC VEIL or THE LOVE OF A HINDOO"
"CRIME OF THE CAMORRA" and
"WOMAN IN BLACK"

HORSLEY

WIRE

1600 B'way
Mecca Bidg.
New York
American Agent for Lumiere
ritlng to advertisers

please

OR. WRITE

FOR. OPEN

TERRITORY

701 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Tel. Bryant 7395

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

Room 401-2

NEWS"

IO

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

MR. EXHIBITOR,

NEWS

LOOK, READ!!

Beautiful photographs
of the leading actors
and actresses playing
in licensed films. Fin=
ished in soft gray.
Size 22" x 28".

Price, 40c each
Postage

Prepaid

Crane Wilbur
Maurice Costello
Francis X. Bushman
Gilbert M. Anderson
Marc MacDermott
Arthur
Johnson
Mary Hawley
Fuller
Ormi
Kathlyn Williams
Gwendoline Pates
Octavia Handworth
Lillian Walker
Lottie Briscoe
Alice Joyce
Carlyle Blackwell
Miriam Nesbit
ALL
MASTERPIECES
OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

Smaller photogtaphs of leading actors and
actresses playing in licensed films. Size 1 1 "
x 14". Finished in soft gray.
Harry Myers, John Bunny, Guy Coombs,
Ruth Roland, Beverly Bayne, Edith Storey,
Earle Williams, Lillian Wiggins, Helen
Costello, Dolores Costello, Charles Arling,
Alice Joyce, Mary Fuller, Kathlyn Williams,
Mary Charleson, William Duncan.

Price 20 cents each
Postage Prepaid

OAK

FRAMES

For the 1 1 " x 14" size photographs, silver
gray mission finish. Boxed ready for shipment. $8.50 each

GENERAL FILM C0.,inc
Poster Department
(Formerly Photoplay Advertising & Specialty Co.)
i \\ 28rd Street and tin Fourth Avenue, New Vork; 121
Ith Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1028 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio; 7t!i ,ui,l Walnut
Streets, Cincinnati,
Ohio;
I Bldg., Detroit, Mich.; 218 Commercial
v> eet, Bos
t,
, i ■ Pearl Street, Buffalo, N. Y.\ ::. it, oadway,
Albany, V 5 . 92] Walnut Street, km-,- < tv. \l . ; 3610
c Hive Street, St. I .ouis, \l

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

WHERE

TO

INDEX

Acme

Commercial

All-Star
Feature
Corp
_.
American Cinematograph
Co
American
Film Mfg. Co
Amusement
Supply Co
Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash
Register Co
Balboa
Amusement
Co
Bausch & Lonib
Binns, William
Blinkhorn, A
Calehuff Supply
Co Co
Commercial
A.. P.
Eagle
Frame
Co
Eastman Kodak Co
Eclair Film C< >
Eclectic Film Co

P'eature
Photoplay CoCo
Film Attractions
Film Exchange
Gaumont
Company
General
Feature
Film

53
58
11
55
8
57
57
55
51

"..... 55
52
55
7
4
51

Essanay Film Mfg. Co
European Feature Film Co
Evans Film Mfg. Co
Ezo Manufacturing Co

50-55
51
51
46
515
53
51
51

Co

SEE

TO

II

BUY

ADVERTISERS

I'.-v.i

Page
55

Film Co

NEWS

General Film Co
Gloria-American
Co
Gunby Bros
Hart Booking Bureau
Hochstetter Utility Co
Horsley.
David
Inter-Continent Film Co
Italian-American Film Co
Johnson, Millard

10-39-40-47
44
55
52
52
9
9
i)
51

Kennedy's Features
Kinematograph Weekly
Kraus Mfg. Co
Lavezzi Machine Works
Le Courrier Cinematographique. .
Lears, Sam
Life Photo
Film Corp
Lifeograph
Co
Lubin Manufacturing- Co
Manufacturers M. P. Catalog and
Encyclopedia
McCutcheon,
Chas. D
Mirror Screen Co
Mundstuck
Features
Mutual
Film Corporation
Niagara
Slide Co
Nicholas
Power Co

AMERI

C ANS

6
55
52
58
52
52
4:t
5:5
7
45
55
58
45
45
45
12

Pace
New York Film Co
51
N. Y. Motion Picture Corp
59
Newman
Mfg. Co
58
Pan-American
Film Mfg
Co
4G
Pathe Freres
3-60
Phantoscope Mfg. Co
7
Photo Machine Co
58
Picture Theatre Equipment Co... 45
Pilot Film Corp
53
Precision Machine Co
2
Ramo Films
57
Ryno Film Co
51
Royal Film Exchange
53
Sherry
Feature
Film Co
49
Steel Furniture Co
52
Sterling Camera Co
52
Sterling Camera & Film Co
53
Supreme
Feature
Film Co
58
Twentieth Century Film Co
51
Union Features
2
Unique
Film Co
53
Warner's
Features
53
Wentworth.
Courtney
52
World's Best Film Co
51
World Special Film Corporation.. 51
Wurlitzer
Co
55

E IR S T

FLYING "A" FEATURE FILMS.

* Blowout
TWO

PARTS

An extremely fascinating production of life and pastimes on the Western Plains.
A thriller of the first water.
One,
three and six sheet
posters,
slides, photographs
and heralds
Release
Monday,
January
26th, 1914

CALAMITY
A

AfNNE

IN

SOCIETY

screaming
success featuring Louise Lester in her inimitable characterization
of Calamity Anne.
ONE AND THREE SHEET POSTERS
RELEASE SATURDAY. JANUARY 31st, 1914

AMERICAN

EILJVI
In writing

MANUFACTURING
to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

CO.
PICTURE

CHICAGO
NEWS"

THE

12

MOTION

PIEDMONT

ELMONT PHO
& PILOT Theatres

NEWS

m

Theatre

ELM & OTTOWAY

Theatres

VAUDEVILLE

TO-PLA^

Winslon-Salem,

PICTURE

ireensboro,
N. C.
IPHOTO-PLAYS

Charlotte, N. C.

kl. C.

B

{Efjevpebroont &mu£emeW Co.
(INCORPORATED)

'Capital $Jaib in $60,000.00
Wimton-Salem, N. C

\$-\

/j

JAN S 1914
S/ILES dept
\&^<*-

^W^,

&HZ.J

f=

msnuaa the pilot

ATTINDEO

TO

m°tion P'ctnre ma. p SeC°nd^Camegraph
ohltifl
YvZn win
a.?owers
mot
have one of the. No. 6 A.
to-dato and best equipped most ubmachine
d the
iS ln8talle
ChiDeanywhe
hnT
rooms
Plfot w ton be
found
re. This
machine was built by
the Nicholas
Power Company, of New
York City
cent, of the entire moving
picture
,leS rePre^nt sl*tyfiv
e ma
c?n?Vaoutput
chine
of America per ,
The Powers 6 A. is the very latest
'
and in its mechanism
is embraced
and
nThlne
the mark^ today
advanced
ideas t*
that give it a rank
of
"davnaLeHta!|ed
eXClusUe
fatuTes^d
supremacy that
has been
main am
ed and recognized for sixteen
year*
throughout the motion
picture world
he I lots machine room which
is
|Ithe
ocated
pLD«"C0
,n the I*,8
alleybeen ^tracted
the rear by
of
he bull ding, the smallat'holes
for
proJectlon being the only direct
that connects the house with opening
the ma
by a solid tire-proof wall
.
by" a soft™;- th° r°St b°inS s™ted

CsZ^t__jg7y*

^i^^^

Nicholas

Power

Ninety Gold Street,

:

:

Company
:

NEW YORK CITY

si
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MOVING
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EXHIBITORS'
Established

Established 190S

Volume IX

G

January 24,

ONFIDENCE
is the rock-base of advertising-.
Without it you cannot rear any permanent
kind of advertising structure.

the great panic of 190? something snapped and

broke.
It happened overnight.
And the country's
entire financial system became in a twinkling a mammoth tangle of broken cables and twisted wires.
/CREDIT had snapped, said the financial experts,
^-i because of an inelastic banking and currency system. All very true. But a certain giant of finance
said : "Confidence is gone." and he proceeded to restore it by soothing scared minds with the rattle of
gold coin. He dumped million after million into circulation— and the babble of excitement died away.
%
^
^

W

IIH.X confidence is gone everyone wants to
and no one wants to buv.

TX7IIICH
is a pretty clear indication that if you
V*
want people to buy you must attract their confidence. And it is just as true that if you want them to
continue to buy, you must hold their confidence.

H

1914

Number

3

Confidence

fT is the underlying basis, in fact, of the whole world
*■ of business and finance.
TN

TIMES

1913

OW,

then, is confidence attracted?

HP HERE are varying ways — as varying as the psy■*- chology of the human mind.
But there is one way that is always essential — that
is straightforwardness.
And there is another essential — that is, persistence.
\X7HEN a salesman enters your office by subterfuge
*
— when, for instance, he states that he has come
to look after your telephone service and then proceeds
to sell you a pattern mouth-piece — he doesn't get your
confidence.
He gets your antagonism
forever more.
"VTUR does he get your confidence by wild claims —
^ statements
which
your own
good
sense discredits.

S neat appearance,
dignity, and substantiality
H counts.
... ... .,.
A XDsomething
when he says:
"Now, here, Mr.
, I've got
I know you want, I can prove you

want, and I'm going to keep right on calling, whether
you turn me down or not" — why. you are half sold
already.
...
...
...

SO

your advertising will attract confidence through
strong straightforward statements, through neat

suggested
through NCE.
typograph
THROUGHy, PERSISTE
=K
*
*

substantiality —

HP HERE is one other way — and that is through a
-*• plausible lie.
( Ine call, one advertisement, may do it— but never
again.
*
*
*

G

)LD bricks are sold right along; but never twice
by the same man, under the same name.

rT"*HERE is no trademark value in gold-brick adver*- tising,
nor
fiash-in-the-pan
advertising.
And
trade-mark value is the best asset advertising gets.
IT is only gained by straightforward advertising —
*■ persistent advertising — and by the consistent deli verv of goods that are all you claim them to be.
ASTLY,
the medium you advertise in has much
-*— ' to do with confidence gained.
If the reader has
confidence in the medium, it goes a long way towards
giving him confidence in your announcement in that
medium.
That is, and forever will remain, the distinction between an independent journal and a house organ.
TT is possible to make a house organ so attractive
-*- editorially that the readers will buy it; but buying
the goods it advertises is quite another question.
wants to know what some one else says about
H Ethem.
*
*
*
brings us right back to the beginning: it
W HICH
i- confidence that precedes every purchase.

14
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Lauder Plays Golf for the Screen
TIN first motion picture ever taken
of Harry Lauder, the far-famed
Si otch comedian, who lias just started
his sixth tour of America under the direction of William Morris, will soon
arrive in America. It is a thousandfoot subject brought here by James
McEnnery for the United Kingdom
Film Company, showing the famous
Scotchman and Neil Kenyon, his
only rival in his line in a comedy
golf match taken less than a month
ago at Wembley Bark near London.
When interviewed in his dressingroom at the Casino Theatre in New
York City, Lauder stated positively
that this is the only motion picture he
ever worked in, and said that in his
opinion it should be a wonder when
thrown on the screen. He said he had
never seen it. but so many comedy
situations arose during the progress

Mars" inbut
thiswill
country.
He
is nowsageinFromLondon,
soon start
for New York with the pictures which
arc being rapidly completed and will

Sherry Gets

"Antony and Cleopatra" will open
almost simultaneously in practically' all
the big cities of the United States.
Bookings have been arranged for the
Savoy Theatre, San Francisco, January 5; Moore Theatre, Seattle, January 3; Majestic Theatre, Buffalo, January 19; Hartman Theatre, Columbus.
Ohio, January 1; Valentine Theatre.
Dayton, Ohio, January 22; Vendome
Theatre, Nashville, Tenn., January 12;
Fairbanks' Theatre, Springfield, O..
February 2; Court Theatre, Wheeling,
W. Va., February 9; Valentine Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, February 26; Lyceum Theatre. Memphis, Tenn, Feb.
18; Savannah Theatre. Savannah. Ga..
Feb. 4; Atlanta Theatre, Atlanta, Ga..
Feb. 9.; His Majesty's Theatre, Montreal. Feb. 16: Broadway Theatre, Detroit, Mich.. Feb. 18, and the English
Opera House, Indianapolis. Feb. 15.
Many recjuests have been received
from New York theatrical houses for
a New York opening, but Kleine has
decided to hold this beautiful production for opening in his own theatre on
Forty-second street, near Broadway,
which will be completed in February.

of the match that he didn't doubt its
qualities.
i i producing
"Neil Kenyon and I played a match
for a Scotch haggis, the stomach of
a sheep stuffed with oatmeal, which is
a great delicacy in Scotland," he said.
"George Duncan, the famous golfer,
probably the best in Great Britain,
ompanied us all around the course
carrying this haggis on a platter. At
one time we came to a stream across
the course where we found a boy fishing, and we used his pole to get the
ball out of the stream. At another we
found a big roller used for rolling
down tin green, and we got the crowd
looking all around it for the ball. In
pushing it around they almost got me
caught tinder it at one time."
I Ik picture will soon be brought to
America by James McEnnery, the
young Englishman who sold "A Mes-

AND CLEOPATRA"
OPENINGS

TO

THE

FAMOUS

SCOT

ON

THE

LINKS

be prepared to sell state rights. The
fact that this is the only picture ever
taken of Lauder and it shows with
him Xcil Kenyon, his present rival for
comedy honors in America, should
make it a ready seller in America,
especially now that he is just starting
his world tour.

Lasky Features

WILLIAM
L. SHERRY has closed
for the output of the Jesse I
Lasky Feature Play Company for the
city and state of New
York.
This, in
conjunction
with the compleb
pro
mam
of the
Famous
Players
Film
ipan) . w ill place the Sherry
I<
lure Film Company in the position oi
handling
some
of the i
and
est productions
of the day and
insu
ibilitj of booking from
to fifty features at their offices.
Mr. Sherry is to-day a type- of the
modern
and clean-cut
business
n
who entered
the film game
with the
intentioi
ducting his part of it
mii the same basis which prevails in
other mercantile pursuits, and his
suci
i perhaps due moi
this idea and pol
i to anything

It ready for release February 15, and
its successors will be only the standard and legitimate attractions of the
present day and with some of the
noted star- ,,i the American
sti

k\
Features
will include
I tin- production
< if 1 (ustin
I
num in "The Squaw
Man.'' which will

of tin- film is " \t the Potter's Wheel.''
and was produced by Lorimer Johnston It will he released mi January

AN

INDUSTRIAL

DRAMA

Tinpottery
industry
has
been
■ In --en ti ' 'end educational \ alue to a
drama bj the American Film Manufacturing Company. The actors are
engaged
in various
occupations
and
• iin their work with such apparent interest that it is with difficulty
thejlar fiiihi distinguished from the reguSydnej
res
and artist-,
\'i\ iaii
Rich
' I- he \\zealous
and Jack
Richardson
gives every assurance of
i ml a\u\ stern master. The title

24,

I'M I.

HANDLE
BIG
FOREIGN
FEATURES

The Italian American Film Corporation. 701 Seventh avenue, New York
City, are about to release a number of
live and six reel productions.
T. A. Lucchese, the head of the company, who is now in Europe, is closir^
contracts with some of the most important manufacturers on the other
side.
I F. Cabasino, vice-president and
secretary of the firm, who is now in
charge of the offices, reports that the
outlook for this new venture promises
to be very successful. lie believes
that the market now calls for good
features of five and six reels
STELLAR PRODUCTION
"FORGIVEN"

OF

Francis
J. Carroll,
president
of
the Stellar Photoplay Company,
William Robert Daly, producer and a
company of players are in St. Augustine. Lla., where they will produce tin
feature
"Forgiven.'' or
"The
Jackphotoplay,
of Diamonds."
Included in the cast which will
produce the film are Edwin Frosberg. will-known Broadway star:
Frederick Burton, late leading man in
"General John Regan." Hector Dion.
who formerly played leads for the
Reliance Company; Luke J. Loring;
Daniel Berton, otherwise known as
"Kid Hogan;" Miss Caroline French
who played the lead in the All-Star
duction of "Paid in Full;" Fritzi
Brunette, formerly Victor leading
woman, and Miss Ricca Allen.
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Making Dollars Grow
By Arthur J. Benedic
Some

Incidents

in the

Career of Herman

followed in rapid succession
old days
Fichtenberg, Veteran New Orleans Exhibitor,
BACK n in the
his Picto, Dreamworld and
whe stars and scenaWho Ran a Shoestring of $30 Borrowed
rios were unknown
Alamo — all top-notch and
quantities, Herman Fichtenpopular houses. He has a
Capital Past the Million Dollar Mark
big motion picture palace in
berg wandered from Chicago to New Orleans with
Houston, Tex., one at Penan idea firmly implanted in his young
sacola, Fla., and another in Vicksat five cents apiece.
Fichtenberg's
mind.
young wife was ticket taker.
burg, Miss., but his latest and greatest
pride is the Plaza, which recently
It was under such adverse condiYoung Fichtenberg, or "Herman"
as everybody called him when his
tions that the motion picture gained
i pened in New Orleans.
office was under his hat, saw scenes
His efforts for the betterment of
a hold on the people which has steadpicture service began early. He was
ii"t particularly bright in the Cresily increased until the- present day.
cent City. He landed there with only
Fichtenberg never believed in forming
continually searching for new metha few dollars in his pocket, but with
associations which might hamper him
ods. Anything that would attract
and in his entire business career he
his great idea so firmly grasped that
people to his houses was instantly
adopted. He was one of the three
he frequently chanted an ancient verorganizers of the Motion Picture Alsion of the modern. "I should worry.'
liance, which gradually developed into
This young fellow, who not so very
a greater organization. As everybody
long ago nonchalantly tore up a slip
in the business, and many outside of
of paper — the release to a motion picit, now know, it was this Alliance
ture theatre site he had secured — ■
after receiving a check for $40,000
that paved the way for the present
from a millionaire syndicate for so
independent success.
doing, borrowed $30 from a newly
OT that Fichtenberg, himself,
made friend and started New Orleans'
would admit this. He is most
first penny Wonderland.
uncommunicative when talking about
His idea bore fruit. People clamored for a glimpse into the funny little
things he has done. But his friends
machines on which you turned a
are not slow to tell it for him and they
crank and saw kaleidoscopic wonders,
do not hesitate to credit him with tonand cheerfully paid a penny for the
ing down the operations of the soprivilege. The pennies poured into
called "picture trust."
the coffers of the theatre in such quanAboutwasa wherever
decade agohe Fichtenberg's
home
happened to
tities that its proprietor soon had anbe
standing.
If anyone had a hard
other idea — one so startling this time
luck tale to tell him, he was ready and
that he, himself, fairly gasped at its
audacity
willing to listen and lend assistance if
he could. Recently an interviewer
He kept his idea strictly to himself,
climbed a flight of marble stairs, and,
took a trip into the North and in a
following an appreciable wait, after
telegram announced the dawn of a
his card had been sent in, was ushernew amusement — the motion picture.
ed into a room that looked like the
Fichtenberg's manager, Billy Guerboard room of a prosperous bank.
inger, who now holds a responsible
Here sat Mr. Fichtenberg. One of
position in the company of which his
the first posters on the walls to strike
'"boss" is the presiding genius, began
to make overtures to a recalcitrant
the eye was one of Florence Lawrence, the well-known actress.
landlord. What Gueringer wanted
was permission to build a flight o!
HERMAN
FICHTENBERG
"My secret of success?" queried Mr.
Fichtenberg, and he looked with a
stairs leading up to the second floor
sidewise grin at Billy Gueringer,
of the penny arcade.
has had but one partner. He was
right-hand man of the Fichtenberg
The landlord, a German, thought
the man was crazy. All of the re"Pete" Schaefer. now a prosperous and
Amusement Enterprises. "My secret
is only this: Hard work and nary a
well-known operator in the Chicago
sourcefulnes of Mr. Gueringer failed
motion picture field. Schaefer bought
glance at the clock.
to convince him that the change could
a half interest in the new concern
"Education? I got all that I have
be made without damaging his propin the hard school of experience. I
from Fichtenberg, one year after the
erty. Frantic wires brought help
have earned my livelihood since I was
latter had started his enterprise. It
from Fichtenberg. An injunction was
cost him several thousand dollars for
nine years of age. There have been
obtained by the German. Legal aid
his share of the business that had cost
lots of ups and downs, and in the picwas resorted to. and the two proprietors won out.
only a borrowed $30 to establish.
ture game I've bumped into some hard
propositions. But I have yet to come
Fichtenberg's
rise
has
been
meteoric in character. He is now rated as
out second best — at least for long.
Mv motto is watch the field, dig out
THERE, on the second floor of a
the only independent, owning a string
of
houses
in
Southern
territory,
who
innovations,
and use plenty of elecdilapidated building. New Orleans'
has no associates. After his humble
first motion picture house was born.
His ideas about electricitv are in
start with the old Wonderland, there
A barker invited the public upstairs

N

tricity."
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accordance with his ideas concerning
advertising. Every inch of the Plaza
is covered with electric bulbs, and the
entrance of the little theatre that cost
a fortune is only twenty-one feet wide.
It seats just 300 persons.
An instance of what advertising did
for him, an amusing but profitable incident, happened in the days of his
penny arcade called the Wonderland.

#

*

*

IT seems that a fat man was trying
to blow off Willie's top-notch hat
in one of those old style penny blowing machines. He had nearly succeeded when a bolt of lightning struck
the building, the impact rolling the
stout gentleman over on all-fours.
Next day the newspapers played
the story up with streamer headlines,
devoting at least a half column to it.
Business the next week was enormous. The Wonderland's proprietor
got his cue from that accident. Since
then he has been a confirmed believer
in advertising of any and all varieties.
"I '.ut." he reminiscently remarked.
"I've spent thousands of dollars on
ads that never brought me anything
like the business that that fat man
produced."
A picturesque incident, typical of
many that have filled his life in later
years, occurred quite recently. At
that time Kress & Company, another large concern, and Mr. Fichtenberg, were bidding on a magnificent
Canal street site in New Orleans.
The latter, after a spirited contest,
got a long-time lease on the property.
It was on this site that what is now
the Plaza theatre, which is located one
block away, was to be located
A representative of the Kress Company wired his employer the result of
the contest. Mr. Kress wired him to
obtain the holdings at all cost. Mr.
Fichtenberg had the lease. What was
to be done?
Five hours later Mr Fichtenberg
tore up his lease in the man's face.
He had received just $40,000 for this
simple operation. He built his theatre one block further down the street
and Kress built his store, which is
said to be the largest five and tencent emporium in the world, on the
much sought after site and both are
the richer to-day.
WITHAL,
Mr.
Fichtenberg
is a
in- idesl man.
There
are verj
lew pi i
, know t hat it was he
who induced Florence Lawrence, the
well-known picture actress, and her
husband, Harry Salter, to return to
the pictures, after they had announced
their intention of emitting tin
for good.
Yet i hat i^ exactly what I
The incident occurred
in New York
City last summer.
Fichtenberg
had
gone
«'ii hi- x-early vacal
al-

I
tm.

S

C0NSUEL0
NOTED

ACTRESS

NOW

APPEARING

■R
BAILEY
IN

"OUR

MUTUAL

GIRL"

SERIES

though a busy man lie often combines
business witli pleasure, and he met
Miss Lawrence at one of the hotels,
where their previous acquaintance
was resumed. Miss Lawrence let
drop the remark that no longer would
she disport under the watchful eye of
the camera. Fichtenberg expressed
his keen regret.

her intention of re-entering stardom.
She is again the heroine of many
thrilling reels and gets rescued from
burning infernos and watery graves
several times a week, to the awe of
her vast army of friends, all of which
is due to the efforts of a quiet little
man, producer, owner and upHfter of
motion pictures.

"Why," he said to Miss Lawrence,
"you don't mean to tell me that you're
going
quit being aassured
star altogether?"
Missto Lawrence
him that

A word about the man himself. Mr.
Fichtenberg is a comparatively young
man. dark complexioned, heavy set,
and lias a merry twinkle in his eyes
that calls for an answer when he looks
at you. Incidentally he is the most
modest of men. He is an Elk and a
Mason. His pretty wife, who was
i mce the ticket taker in the nickelon days, now ride- about in one of
her husband's high-powered motor
cars and her gowns and jewels are the
envy of many a belle of Dixie

week

preci
ely her decision — made
pre\ lOUS.

a

"But what are we going to do withi mt > i 'ii." persisted Mr 1 icht< nberg,
"they'll1 never get an actress to take
her

Miss
Lawrence
appeared
firm, but
determination
had been swayed,
l" itl\ afterwards she announced
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Interview with Charles Pathe

Picture

IN the last issue of the Dealing with Jthe Vast Possibilities of the
specified
I maf-Motion Picture News,
ket
theirconditions,
productions
for
Mr. Charles Pathe
them,
just
as
a
publisher
Film Industry, and Forecasting Approachstated, in an exclusive inhandles the books of his auterview, that he had come
ing Developments in Its Ever-widening Field
thors, on a royalty basis of
so much on each foot of
to this country to make a
iffer reaches
large
figures.
positive
film sold. This
diligent investigation into present trade conditions.
He has already arrived at some interesting conclusions,
which we are pleased to mention.
"C OME of my directors have obtained extraordinary
^ results. For example, 1 will mention Max Linder,
"In the first place," says Mr. Pathe, "it is evident that
who is rather well known in America and very popular in
a rapid decentralization is now taking place in film production. Let me explain.
Europe. This conscientious and hard-working artist previously earned some five to six thousand dollars per year.
"It was not long ago that the picture makers of Europe,
To-day, working on his own account under the above menof France especially, dominated the world's markets. Totioned conditions, he clears some forty to sixty thousand
day, however, each country is concentrating upon its own
markets, is striving to produce subjects better adapted to
dollars a year, though he produces only about one-third
the particular taste and mentality of its own motion pic- as much as he formerly produced.
ture patrons.
"Sixty thousand may not strike an American as a very
great amount, but in Europe it represents a huge salary,
and a salary which no dramatic author ever draws regu** A S a consequence, European manufacturers obtain
larly year after year.
^"Y_ only a relative success with the film they ship to _
"Several of our other directors do the same as Max
America, and in the same way the American proLinder, each producing about four features a year; each
duction, which for the last few years has been in high
feature containing from four to eight well-written and wellravor abroad, is now losing considerable ground in the
produced reels. Under these conditions a director can
European market.
earn as much, even more, than any celebrated dramatic
"Then there is the upgrowth of the feature film — anauthor and acquire as great a reputation in a shorter space
other important phenomenon in the important evolution,
which the motion picture industry is now undergoing.
Mr. Pathe believes that cinematography offers a bril"The success of the feature film is but natural.
of time."
liant future to the aspiring playwright and author. The
"There is an enormous over-production of film, most of
it being trite and commonplace. The spectator has grown
field has many advantages over the stage "ordinaire" and
the writing of books.
tired and disgusted; and foreseeing the dangerous rut into
Results are quicker. There will be no waiting for years
winch the business has been tending, a number of producers have introduced films with a number of reels, big
in crowded ante-rooms for an audience with the producer,
editor or publisher. Popularity and fortune will smile
subjects and sensational effects — in other words, the 'feaupon them much more quickly through the film
tures' of to-day.
Then their works will appeal not only to those who can
"What of its future?" Mr. Pathe was asked.
read, but to those who see — to the whole wide world and
"It is very great," he replied. "It will tend toward the
all its inhabitants.
adaptations of books and plays by celebrated authors.
Sensational effects alone are limited, but there are books
and plays almost without end which lend themselves to 4"TpHERE is but one stumbling block in their way," said
successful photoplay production.
-l Mr. Pathe. "That is the danger which confronts the
producers of the day, namely, overproduction.
"O UCH adaptations havjs already been made — very fine
"Two or three big features a year, or in the case of an
exceptionally clever director, four or five, should be their
^ ones. These photoplays have brought to the piclimit.
Such production will not only insure a good immeture makers a very large class of people, who previously
diate compensation, but in a very few years bring fame,
had little interest in motion pictures. They will attract
many more. They afford the exhibitor a valuable opporandSo fortune to them."
much for the part of the Pathe industry which in
tunity to attract new patrons through judicious advercharacter and scope is like the publishing of books. Pathe
tising.
Freres are also organized to publish, through the motion
"I believe that the attention and efforts of editors in
the future will be concentrated upon the production of picture, what is virtually a daily, semi-weekly and weekly
newspaper of world-wide circulation and appeal.
these adaptations of popular books and plays. The enorIn France the Pathe Journal is partaking more
mous financial returns of some recent successes may not
be repeated, but certainly this is the indicated field of and more of the organization and operation of any big
daily newspaper. Camera men, like reporters, are out
greatest endeavor and its development means much to the
every day scurrying for local happenings and covering
general industry and all concerned in it."
A most interesting development has been arrived at in the news centres. Every evening at six o'clock in Paris
and all the large cities of France, the big news features of
Mr. Pathe's own great organization.
far as picture
the day are flashed upon the screen.
making is concerned, Pathe Freres has So
become like a big
During the last elections in France the Pathe Journal
book publishing house. They have all the machinery of
was looked to for the first balloting returns as well
production and the wholesale and retail avenues of sales.
as for the interesting events attending the election and
So they are saying to the able photoplaywright: "Come
for motion pictures of the successful candidates.
and we will make and market your best creations."
A large biographical department, just like that of the
"I have almost ceased producing on my own accord,"
metropolitan daily newspapers, is busy collecting motion
said Mr. Pathe. "In my studios in France, Germany, Holphotographs of prominent people, ready to be put upon
land, Italy, Sweden, Russia, etc., I have selected those
the screen in case of their death.
assistants and directors who have shown special talent,
(Continued on page 49)
and set them to producing on their own account.
Under
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RELEASE OLCOTT'S
PRODUCTIONS

Warner's Features, Inc., distributors of feature films, will shortly be
releasing three pari feature productions directed by Sidney Olcott.
Mr. Olcott has resigned as producer
of the < iene Gauntier Feature Players
and has organized the Sid Olcott International Features, lie is now at
Jacksonville, I'la., with a splendid company of fourteen players, which will
he augmented by others as the pictures produced require
larger casts.
Mr. Olcott has handled Miss Gauntier's scenarios and also many that
he himself has written. Just a year
ago he completed "A I laughter of
the Confederacy" and "When Men
Hate," two Warner'- Features. His
latest success, also a three-reel piclure, is "For Ireland's Sake." a drama
of Irish patriotism, featuring Miss
Gene Gauntier.
TAKE PICTURE TO MUSIC
An orchestra and cabaret singers
were used by Director James Kirkwood recently to inspire the playerin "The Gangsters of New York," a
i part drama soon to appear on
the Mutual program, with the spirit
necessary to the successful staging of
,i dance-hall scene. The studio was
turned into a typical New York East
Side dance hall.
Consuelo Bailey, who with Ralph
Lewis, Jack Dillon. Henry Walthall
.mil Fred Herzog, is prominent in the
■ if "The Gangsters of New York,"
nil red into the spirit of the occasion
with such abandon that it is doubtful
whether those who have been accustomed to seeing her in girlish roles
will recognize her upon the screen.
GOES
SELF
tise Lester
character
sketch
herself i me

DE

sel

for January

MILLE

F.

WILSON

ONE
BETTER
in her
inimitable
of Calamity
Anne
better than in her

last appearance of "Calamity Anne's
I M earn."
Eiei
acting
is perfectly
natural, so much
so in fact that one
would
almost
believe her to be the
novice in society dress she portrays.
Iler appearance
is decidedly
groque and will provoke
wholesome
amusemenl and attests her astounding
wi-.iiilii\
Release
of this subject
tas beer

BENJAMIN

KEPT

:'.i .
BUSY

Cecil I'. De Millc, directing the
Lasky features at Hollywood, Cal., is
having his first taste of motion picture
directing He is discovering, so he
directing a film play is
strenuous work.
Mr
De
Millc
is busily
en
king on the Squaw Man production which is to be the firsl 1 .a I j
releasi
V th< msand scenes are 1"
enacted in the photoplay that wen
m tin original pr< iducl ion

(EDISON),
WHO
PLAYS
CLEEK
IN "THE
CLEEK,"
DETECTIVE
MYSTERY
SERIES

CHRONICLES

OF

Essanay Branching Out
tin year 1914 the Essanay
FOB
Film Manufacturing Company is
planning a number of big things
which will make history in the him
world. Some oi the projects coiitein
plated call for the expenditure of
enormous
sums of money.
George K. Spoor, president ol the
Essanaj company, is perhaps one of
the most energetic and enterprising
men in the manufacturing business
During the last live months Mr.
Spoor has spent nearly a million dollar^ in impi ..\ i nil til- ami new Studios
Last August a $25,000 studio was built
ii Miles, i alifoi nia, for the purpose
or producing Western photoplays in
which G. M. Anderson, the w ellknown Broncho Billy, would appeal
l Ins studio, w Inch represents one i ii
the
itself.mosl
A new

modern,

i-

"efficiency"

studio is being

built

in

on the

lot next to the present studio at 1333
Argyle street, Chicago. This studio
is to be ninety by a hundred feet, and
has just been completed.
Facilities are sufficient to stage
every sort of photoplay and a special
feature will be made of multiple reels
o elaborate character. By combining the three companies now located
m Chicago, extremely large and magnificent photoplays cm be produced.
Material from the best of authors will
be used a- well as the staging of wellknown
incidents of history.
Additional
dressing
rooms
and
wardrobe -pace will also be a part of
this new building. The stock comhave been
directorspanieshave
been increased
employed,and
so newthat
it is expected that the name Kssanay
will stand for even more than it has
during it- past experience, high as this
standard has been.
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Meeting Competition
Some Pointers about Getting and Holding
exhibiALMOST is every
tor sure to encouncompetition
ter
at
some time or other.
Howserious
this
competition
may be, depends, of course,

Patronage in the Face of a Rival House's
Efforts, which Proved of Service to One
Exhibitor and May Be of Value to Others

greatly on circumstances, but whether it is merely annoying or of a character that constitutes an actual menace, n
is still something which everyone in the motion picture
field should reckon with as a probability, which one day is
almost certain' to be a reality.
Indeed, the better a theatre's location and the more desirable its clientele the more certain it is that the owner will
some day encounter competition. When this time comes he
must solve the problem in adequate fashion and speedily, or
he will find that his box office receipts are in dimnishing
ratio to his upkeep and advertising expenses.
At this period in the motion picture's history the number
of men with small capital who are seeking to gain quick and
easy riches through the medium of the screen, is almost past
reckoning. They come from every branch of commerce and
trade. Many of them have already had a small measure of
success in their former lines, but the prospect of sudden
affluence through the box office end of the motion picture
business blinds them to any other details.
Fortunately for the established exhibitor most of these men
have about as much conception of the proper manner in which
to conduct a theatre as the average peanut huckster has of
the binomial theorem. Their venture into the realm of the
silent art is almost certainly doomed to failure from the
start. In the meantime, however, they may do much harm to
the carefully built-up clientele of some well-established exhibitor and may even so demoralize his patronage, that in
addition to ruining themselves, they bring about their rival's
ruin also.
ON

the other hand a certain percentage of these newcomers
into the field will be quick to learn the intricacies of
successful theatrical management, and these — if their capita!
holds out long enough — will prove not only annoying, but
actually dangerous competitors.
For these reasons it should be the aim of every wise manager, whose business is already established, to fortify himself
against the day when this competition arrives, as arrive it
almost certainly will. Every exhibitor should be ready to
take advantage of the knowledge he has gained by hard, firsthand experience, and which the new entrant in the race for
box office receipts can only acquire at considerable cost of
time and money, to minimize the damage which the latter can
do him.
A young exhibitor, who in three years had built up a fine
motion picture clientele in one of the most thriving smaller
cities of the Middle West, recently was much worried by the
prospect of a new theatre being built a short distance from
his own. According to the plans of the new theatre's owner,
which were well advertised, it was going to be the most modern picture house in the city and, quite naturally, the exhibitor, who was already established, felt some anxiety at the
prospective
competition.
Only one fact gave him a grain of comfort. This was the
fact that the owner of the new theatre had had no previous
experience in theatrical affairs. He seemed to have plenty
of capital, however, and spared no expense in the construction of the new house. This caused the established exhibitor
added alarm, especially as it was commonly gossiped, that
his future competitor would show at least two more reels a
day than he was presenting. There were many other
things that worried him also.

INALLY,

when tin new

ready todiencereceive
its first
auhe decided
to seek
counsel. He went to see a

veteran exhibitor in a neighboring city, under whose tutelage he had gained his first
knowledge of the motion picture business, before he had
branched out as a theatre owner himself. The older man
controlled a chain of motion picture theatres in good location-, in the cities of three states and the other felt that
from the mass of this experience he might glean some advice, which would be applicable to his present case.
The young exhibitor's friend heard what he had to say,
asked him a few questions, that bore directly on the problem
which was perplexing him, and then he said :
"The fact that this new chap has had no previous training
in the show business is all in your favor. Ten to one he'll
believe, like most other green exhibitors, that he can win by
giving quantity and not quality. As you have conducted a
high grade, clean and distinctly satisfactory show for three
years
Even
lirst.
when
same

past, I don't think you have cause for serious alarm.
if some of your present clientele go to the new house at*
by reason of its novelty, they will come back to you
the newness wears off, if you continue to furnish thi!
satisfying program.

"The only thing you really need to fear is, that the owner
of the new house will hire an experienced manager. As a
matter of fact, there is probably little danger of this, as like
most of the small capatilists who are nowadays rushing
helter-skelter into the picture game, he has an idea that anybody can become a successful exhibitor as easily as laying in
a stock of shoestrings and starting out as a street-corner
"That your competitor will probably offer you competition
pedlar.
of the most formidable kind, nevertheless, there is little doubt.
At the start he' will doubtless offer an extra long program
and all sorts of other inducements to draw the patronage
away from your theatre. The only thing for you to do is to
sit tight. You have demonstrated that you know how to
conduct your olace. Therefore don't try to follow him in his
foolish policy, which is apt to prove ruinous to both of you
in the end. Maintain a dignified attitude toward his efforts
to put you out of business; ignore — outwardly, at least — his
attempts to attract your clientele, and you will win.
"INDEED, the chances are greatly in favor of him putting
*- himself out of business long before he has done yours
much injury. As I have already said, you have thus far
conducted a clean, decent show, and your theatre is known as
one where only subjects of the most desirable kind are to be
seen. This is a big asset. You have a good patronage now
and it is up to you to maintain the same or even a higher
standard of excellence. Don't cheapen your theatre by giving
too long a program or by offering other inducements to the
public to attend your show.
''Nobody ever gets something for nothing. Always remember that. A longer program necessarily costs more money
and if you cannot afford to pay the difference you will be
forced to lower the quality of your subjects for the sake of
the quantity. This policy is certain to displease your present
patrons, who will then go elsewhere, and you will be forced
to build up a new clientele or go out of business. This last,
of course, will be exceedingly difficult, considering your location and the class of people who now visit your theatre.
"Should you be so foolish as to decide to meet your competitor's program you will have to increase your weekly expenses .?:.'.") to $50 for extra reels, extra posters and extra
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advertising and at least the same amount for extra singers and
souvenirs. This will increase your annual outlay by something like $2,500 and what will you get for this amount?
Practically nothing, but worry. Your competitor, as long as
his cash holds out, will increase his program to force you to go
deeper and deeper into your bank account. In the end, even
if you beat him out, you will be in a very disadvantageous
position, for the public will expect you to maintain the same
extravagant standards, after his competition has ended, as
during its continuance.
"Another reason why it is not well to fight your competitor
on expenses is that he may be the stronger man financially.
Fight him on a ground that is new to him. Fight him on
appearance and manners, on appropriate music and good
projection. Fight him on what lovers of motion pictures expect from a manager — courteous treatment and film quality in!
preference to quantity.
c ' /\ B( )VE all remain dignified. Probably your competitor
■*"*■ will not be too particular in his selection of pictures.
He is apt to be governed by the posters and through giving
z long program, may be content with an inferior pianist and
cheap attendants. He may know nothing of the value of
selecting music to harmonize with the subject portrayed on
the screen. His long program of cheap and sensational films
is sure to bring him patronage of the undesirable kind, which
on account of the incompetent attendants will give his theatre
a bad name and drive away the real picture lovers.
"My advice to you is to clean your house thoroughly.
Give it a fresh coat of paint inside and out, if necessary. It
may be advisable also to use more careful judgment in your
selection of subjects. If it is possible, look over all the films
your exchange has to offer and pick out the best you can get.
Be sure, too, to see that your projection is of the best.
"You might complete the good appearance of your house by
uniforming your attendants, and before you spend more money
on extra inducements or souvenirs, pay better wages to secure
clean-cut, polite and courteous employees. The class to which
you cater expects a clean service and much courtesy and if
you follow this advice you will not only retain but increase
your present patronage.

World's

Films

Made

TWENTY-FIVE
thousand miles of motion-picture
films, enough to stretch around the globe at the
Equator, is approximately the export record of the
nil I'd States in the calendar year 1913. The United
States is the world's greatest manufacturer of motionpicture films, probably three-fourths of the entire films of
the world being manufactured in this country-. Large
quantities of films are senl oul of the country, both as
blank and 'unexposed films, and as finished films ready
for use in the sterei iptii on
rapid increase in this branch of the export trade
of the United States has resulted in the establishment
by the
Bureau
oi Foreign
and
Domestic
Commerce,
rtment of Commerce, of a detailed record which
shows the quantity, measured by feet, and the value of
films
1 from
the country;
the plain films and
those ready for use, separately
stated; the countries of
nation, and the ports through which this distribution is made.
Although
the latest figures are not yet
able this record
shows
a total exportation
in the
months ended
with September of 65>4 million
feet
of unexposed or plain films to he used in other pari
the world
in taking
motion
pictures
and
23^>
million
liet of exposed
or finished
film ri.uh
for use
in the
opticon, a total of 89 million feel during tin- period
TNI

stated \ tlui ol ili' films exported
in the nine
months
ended
with
September,
1913.
was
about
00, being $1,811,
Eoi the 65
million
feet of
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"Be a leader — not a follower. Let it be known that your
theatre is the gathering place of the best people in your neighborhood and success is sure to rest on your banner.
"Probably you will suffer somewhat during the first few
weeks that the new place is open. A new theatre always
draws as a matter of curiosity, but when the novelty wears
off and when the better element of picture lovers find that
you have the best pictures, the best projection, the most appropriate music, the neatest, cleanest and most courteous
service, they will not be long in coming back to you.
'"HpO win you must be refined in all things. If you uniA form your attendants, do it with taste and neatness,
so that they will look dignified and not ill at ease. Have
them wear their uniforms correctly, always buttoned, with
special attention to personal neatness and cleanliness.
Ladies, especially, always appreciate clean, polite service
and they will always go where they are assured of receiving proper courtesy and attention.
"If you will do these things, you will find that the threatened
competition
not eight
do you
serious
harm."
It is now wil
nearly
months
since
this advice was given
to the young exhibitor, who was referred to earlier in this
article. For more than seven months his theatre has been competing with the rival house. In most points he followed the direction of the older man, just set forth above. As his friend
prophesied, for three or four weeks after the new house
opened the box-office receipts of his theatre showed a decrease
and his weekly net expenses, due to the addition to his staff
of another usher and a better pianist, increased just $18.50
weekly. He also laid out $130 in making the house more attractive, painting it and in installing a novelty in the lobby.
To offset this he has found that instead of an actual decrease, excepting for the first few weeks after his rival
opened, he has had a substantial increase in his box-office
receipts. Latterly this increase has averaged nearly $30
weekly. All of which makes it unnecessary to say, that he
has now ceased lying awake nights worrying.
And the strange part of it is that the new house is not
doing a losing business, although its clientele is not by any
means as desirable as that of its older rival.
M. C.

by

United States

unexposed films, and $1,656,000 for the 23^ million feet
of exposed films ready for use in the stereopticon; or an
average of 2J4 cents per foot for the unexposed and
7 cents per foot for the exposed films.
England is by far the largest purchaser of films from
the United States, and this applies especially to the unexposed films. Of the 80 million feet of films of both
classes exported in the fiscal year 1912, 70 million feet
went to England, 5 and 1-3 million feet to Canada, a
little over 1 million feet to France, three-quarters of a
million to the Philippines, over a half million to Brazil,
nearly a half million to Newfoundland and Labrador, a
quarter of a million to Australia, ami slightly less than
a quarter of a million to Japan. Most of the films going
to Canada, Newfoundland, and the Philippines are
exposed
The importation of motion-picture films amounts to a
little more than a million feet per month, the total for
tin nine months ended with September. 1913, being 10J4
million feet and for the corresponding months of 1912,
12J^ million feet. Nearly all of the imported films are
in tin finished state ready for use, the import price averaging from 5 to f> cents per foot. About one-half of the
total importation is from France, which supplied approxi' ndia. mately 7 million feet out of M'j million feet imported in
the fiscal year 1912 Italy supplied 2vj million feet;
England, 2 and 1-3 million; and Denmark. 1'j million;
while 84,000 feet came from Japan and S3. 000 feet from
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"The Battle of Shiloh" Filmed
A Powerful Drama of Civil War Times,

memoranda, but rePRODUCTION which
of Interest to North and South Alike, seizes his
A
leases him when he discovers
will make a strong aphis
identity.
Released
Under
the
Luhin
Brand
on
peal to the sympathies
of North and South alike is
the General Film Company Program.
Shiloh has
"The Battle of Shiloh," a fourbegun and Tom is given an
part Lubin subject just released
whole production which otherwise
important dispatch ordering up the
by the General Film Company.
Filled with dramatic situations and
would be absent.
supporting brigades. Being wounded,
he makes
use of a dog, previously
with almost constant opportunities
Robert Drouet, in the role of Tom
Winston, who holds a commission in
for arousing the sectional antagonisms which still lie dormant in the
the Federal army against the pleadings of his sister Ellen, a staunch Conbreast of many of the present generafederate, did excellent work. Peggy
tion, the piece is so well handled that
O'Neil, as the sister, also registered
a hit. Blanche West as Ethel Carey,
an ardent Union adherent, and John
Ince, as her brother Frank, in the
gray uniform of a Confederate officer,
were equally effective in their portrayal of the characters they represented.
While Tom is with Grant and
Frank with Johnston, both girls join
the secret service, respectively, of
the North and South. Union headquarters are established in the Winston home and this affords Ellen many
opportunities for informing the ConGEN.
A. S. JOHNSTON
federates of the northern army's
plans through Frank.
A traitor is believed to be among
trained to carry messages between the
the Union officers and Tom, watching
Winston and Carey homes, to carry
GRANT
GEN.
his sister carefully, captures Frank,
the dispatches to Ethel. She undertakes to deliver them, but is hotly
instead it should be equally popular
who is making notes from Ellen's
pursued by the Confederate
cavalry
signals.
He
overpowers
him
and
on both sides of the Mason and Dixon
line.
The direction of the picture, the
story of which is from the pen of
Emmett Campbell Hall, could hardly
be excelled. Joseph Smiley. the
director, evidently was thoroughly
familiar with the historical accounts
of the famous battle, else he could
not have achieved the perfection of
detail that he has in the settings, costumes and arrangement of the various
scenes portrayed on the screen.
The numerous views of the progress of the struggle between the men
in blue and gray are especially effective. Not once does the action flag.
All this coupled with the superior
character of the photography makes
the production one which will be well
received wherever it is shown.

T

GENERAL Grant is shown at the
headquarters of the Union forces
and upon the field of battle viewing
with keen and anxious eye the advance of serried, gray columns commanded by the great Confederate,
General Albert Sidney Johnston. As
a background to the story of the historic meeting of the two armies, there
is double romance in which the rivalries of North and South are ably
blended, that gives a snap to the

•SURRENDER!
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and
only
escapes
by jumping
her
horse over a cliff into the river.
11 while Tom has been picked up
badlj wounded by a Federal scouting
party. Frank's memoranda is found
in his pocket and, believing him to be
the supposed traitor, a drumhead
courtmartial orders him to be shot.
The battle is now raging and the
Confederates carry many of the Federal positions and capture Tom. He
is taken to the rear, but eludes his
guards and in spite of the sentence
hanging over him, determines to rejoin his troops.
in the meantime the reserves, following the orders brought by Ethel,
join Grant's troops. Johnston is
killed and the victorious advance of
the Confederates falters. Tom gains
the Union lines, rallies a breaking
regiment and leads a fierce charge
I hi tide 'i battle is turned. Frank
is captured and clears Tom of being
suspected as a traitor. Soon afterward- he i leverly effects his escape in
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Simplex and All-Star in Bohemia
AT

the weekly dinner of the Pleiades Club held at the Hotel Brevoort. New York City, on Sunday,
Jan 11. the guest of honor was Joseph Grossmith, the celebrated English comedian. The dinner was followed by an extensive entertainment,
the toastmaster of the i ici asii mi being
i i Warren Landon, who presented
the various numbers with appropriate
remarks
• The program was varied in nature.
consisting i i a piano sub) by Frank
bibb, humorous stories and anecdotes
by George Curtis and John I'. Wade
and the guest of honor and a recitation and song by Mrs. Ruth Helen
Davis, the dramatist. Other vocal
selections were by Mis- Ednee de
Breux, Mrs. Bon Von Schillagh and
Madame Caro Roma. Miss Fevine
gave some violin selections.
A prominent
feature
of the occa-

sion was a short address by Mr. Joseph W. Farnham, of the All-Star
feature Company. Mr. Farnham rapidly sketched some of the important
features iii" the film industry and made
a strong plea for the decency in film
production.
Through the courtesy of the AllStar Feature Company the first act ■ ■ t
"Paid in hull" was projected, a Simplex projector being used for this
purpose.
The beauty of the film and the
clearness of the projection were
generally commented upon. About
one hundred and fifty guests were
present. Among this number were
J. Stuart Blackton. Hector J. Stryckmans, Janus j. Hoff, Joseph W
Farnham, IF B. Coles. Herbert Miles.
G. Warren Fandon Katharine Eggleston,
Proctor,
W. IF I'<
ham George
and Wm.D. A.
Johnston

■ in i ill J > t y ban i
Tl

1 E closing scene shows the two
girls, whose brothers have again
been captured, exchanging their prisoners. Under a Hag of truce the four
say farewell and Tom and Ethel turn
toward the North, while Frank and
Ellen ride awaj into the heart of the
Confederacy.
One of the most thrillingly effective
scenes m the piece is the capture and
destruction, single-handed, by Tom.
of the ammunition car, which had it
reached General Johnston in time
might have changed the result of the
battle. Altogether "The Battle of Shiloh" is Miie ni" the best "war" films
shown in many a clay.
M. C.

Essanay
Players Attend
Operators' Ball
Sykes. Harry Mainhall. Wallace
fifth annual ball and entertain-

THE

ment given by the Motion Picture
Machine Operators, Focal No. 2 of
Chicago, was a huge success. The
officers of this organization cordially
invited the members of the Essanay
Eastern Stock Company to attend, and
Richard C. Travers and Irene Wariiehl headed a group of players that
was the envy of the assembly.
Essanay's automobile bus left the
studio at eight-thirty, Wednesday
evening The following members of
the stuck company and of the press
were

present:

Irene

\\ arfield.

Fthel

Beery. Anthony Kelly, Richard C.
Travers. Charles Ver Halen (Alotion
Picture News). Walter Early (New
Yurk Morning Telegraph) and James
Carroll.
This group was met at the door of
the Coliseum Annex by Hal Johnson,
secretary of the local. E. B. Miller.
business manager, and Al Strange of
the arrangement committee.
Mr. Travers voiced his appreciation
of the splendid entertainment they
were giving and introduced Miss Warlield to the
throng
Miss inW'arfield
delivered a short
speech
which she
told those present

that it was

"indeed

a pleasurt to be with them, and that
Essanay were only too pleased to
help make their entertainment a suc"We don't like to boast, but as on<
gentleman remarked, it would not be
hard to distinguish the two belles of
the ball." Miss Sykes, dressed in
gray chiffon with an aigrette in her
hair,
cess."was inched fascinating. Miss
Wariuld wore a purple velvet creation
that was the envy of many of the girls
present

KLEINE

OPENS

BRANCHES

i'ii February :.. George Kleine will
mIK
open thirteen branch ■ ■ ttices
for the handling of "\J\u< Vadis," "The
I .i- Days ni Pompeii," "Antony and
intra" and several other six and
hi reel productions
Each
office
will be in charge
of a thoroughly

THE
Scene

hum

"Thor,

WARNING

Lord of the Jungles" (Selig — three

competent
manager
who
will be in
position
to make
all contracts
with
theatres
covering
the exhibition
of
the

big

features.
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" Thor,

Lord

of the

Jungles

A General Film Company Release in Which the Attractive Screen Personality of Kathlyn Williams Plays
a Prominent Part — African and Circus Life Ably Portrayed
hunchback who renders much service
to the heroine at a critical time, is
another worthy of mention, although
his part, except for two scenes, was
an unimportant one.
The scene of the story opens on the
African farm of Jan Brant, whence
comes
Henry
Barium,
a
circus

will prove popuoffering which
lar everywhere by reason of its
realistic settings as well as the
clever acting and winsome personality
of Kathlyn Williams, who fills the
leading role, is "Thor. Lord of the
Jungles,'' a three-reel story from the
pen of James Oliver Curwood, released
AN

sprung up between Thor, as the great
lion is named, and the lonely Gene,
who has a strange influence over all
the beasts. Her fondness for the majestic brute leads her to follow the
expedition to the coast and this gives
Barium the opportunity he had been
seeking. Assuring the girl of the
honesty of his intentions he persuades her to go on shipboard with
him. promising to make her queen
of the circus over which his father
presides. The girl awakens to his
real character after the voyage begins
and she repulses him.
Arriving in America, penniless and
friendless, she is forced to seek work
with the Barium circus, her affection
for Thor and a desire to be near the
animalous step.
leading her to take this dangerHer mail is intercepted by the
scheming Barium, who still plots to
accomplish her ruin. In this he is
thwarted by a hunchback whose
enmity he has incurred. The dwarf

THE

START

under the Selig brand by the General
Film Company. Like most of the Selig
productions, the scenes of wild life
which are shown in this picture are realistic to a remarkable degree. Viewing
it, one feels as though he, too, was
stalking through the tangled depths of
the African forest, keeping pace with
"Thor," the great lion, whose name
gives the production its title. Add to
this the delicate delineation of the
character of Gene Brant, the Boer
farmer's daughter, by Kathlyn Williams and the whole makes up a picture which cannot fail to please.
The action of the piece is carried
from Africa, where the first scenes
are laid, across the ocean and into
the swift-moving current of circus
life. From beginning to end the interest never flags, each situation that
arises carrying with it that convincing quality which is always aimed at
but seldom achieved.
Charles Clary, as Henry Barium,
the son of a circus owner, collecting
wild animals of Africa, who deceives
and elopes with Gene Brant, registered much good work, as did also Lafayette McKee as John Brant, the
father, and Thomas Santschi as Jan
Karl, the farmer suitor of the pretty
Gene.
William Holland, as "Billie," a

OF

THE

HUNT

uuner's son who is securing wild animals for his father's menagerie.
Brant, who is an experienced hunter
and woodsman, joins the caravan,
which is made up of black porters, ox
teams, elephants and camels drawing
the cages and heavier paraphernalia
of the expedition. Jan Karl, an honest farmer and the lover of Brant's
attractive daughter, also joins the
party.
Barium, who is a man of the world
and not over-scrupulous in sentimental affairs, on meeting Gene, the
daughter of his veteran aide, is not
slow in noting her beauty and simple, wholesome character. He determines to win her, not being aware
of her attachment to Jan, who attacks
him and is only prevented from killing
him by the interference of the girl
herself. Jan then leaves her, believing
that she no longer cares for him and
seeks work in the Transvaal mines.
In the meantime the capture of the
Lord of the Jungles, a splendid blackmaned lion, is portrayed. The Kaffir
porters dig a pit into which the king
of beasts walks blindly. A net is
thrown around him and he is securely
caged.
A month later the party return to
Brant's farm.
A strange affection has

pens a note signing it with Gene's
name: "Meet me at Thor's cage at
midnight." Then with evil design he
files the bars of the animal's cage so
that they can be readily broken.
Gene, unsuspecting the plot, goes
to Thor's cage as had been her nightly
fashion, when Barium staggers in
sodden with drink. He seizes her in
his arms, when Thor, aroused by her
cries, breaks through the bars of his
cage and fatally mangles her persecutor. When the lion is recaptured
he is condemned to death by the circus officials, but Gene rushes in, tells
her pitiful story and begs that she be
allowed to take him back to his native jungle. Her wish is gratified.
The closing scene shows Gene, once
more a member of her father's household and reunited to the faithful Jan,
freeing Thor in the wilderness of
which he was rightful monarch.
CENSORS
PRAISE
FILM
The National Board of Censorship
does not usually enthuse over film
subjects that come under its investigation, but its report on "Antony and
Cleopatra" indicates that it is the exception which makes the rule.
The Board reports: "The educational, artistic entertainment and
moral effect of 'Antony and Cleopatra'
are good." with the additional comment that it is, "Magnificently staged,
above criticism, wonderfully photographed, a great picture and a work
of art of surprising excellence."
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AND NOTES FROM

Government Taking Active and

NEWS

WASHINGTON,

Increasing Interest in the Motion Picture's
tional Factor — Local Items of Interest

i\\ earnestly Uncle Sam is interesting himself in the motion
picture is demonstrated in the following order just issued in Washington,
D. C. by Assistant Secretary (ialloway, of the United States Department
of Agriculture:
"1. The Department can employ
motion pictures to advantage in promoting interests in certain agricultural activities and in direct educational
work in certain specific fields. The
Department should carry on experF
mental work to determine the further
Hi

educational possibilities of motion pictures and develop films for immediate
use.
":.'. The Section of Illustration, Division of Publication, should be
equipped with complete apparatus for
taking and developing motion pictures.
'"The following recomendations of
the preliminary committee to investigate the use of moving pictures by the
Department have been approved:
".'!. T h e preliminary committee
should be discharged and a complete
committee appointed to develop the
Department's motion picture activities, conduct the necessary experiments, review scenarios, make recommendations, and co-ordinate the motion picture work.
"In accordance with these recom
mendations, the Division of Publications (section of Illustrations) has
been authorized to purchase and install a complete motion picture photographic apparatus. To carry on the
work reci mmended by the preliminary committee, the following committee is hereby appointed: Geo \\
Wharton, i Iffii e of Information, chairman; C. W. Thompson, Rural Organization Service; J. V Evans, Farmers'
Co-1
I >emi >nstra' i' 'n Work :
O. II. Hi n son, < Mine of Farm Management ;\ B Boettchei Division of
Publicatii
"When the chief of any division, bureau, or independent office believe it
desirable
that any motion
pictures of
tite work and activities of the bureau.
division, or office should be developed,
sketches or scenarios of the proposed
pictures should be prepared and sub
mitted t" this committee foi consideration and recommendation to the asIf the makin tin es is

sistant secretary, the facilities of the
motion picture laboratory, which will
be established in the Section of Illus
trations, will
the service
of the burr. in, division or office involved. In each case, all expenses for

actual material and travel ot the photographers will be borne by the buleau, division or office for which the
pictures are made.
"It is requested that the fullest cooperation be given this committee m
its work of developing the educatioi.al
n -i of motion pictures by the DepartThe Kalorama Film Company, of
Washington,
D. C, has moved into
ment."
larger and commodious quarters at
Eleventh and F streets. A visit to the
siiidio showed attractive office rooms,
ample dressing-rooms, a good supply
of property and scenes, and, above all,
excellent light for work. A neat feature is the screen for the private exhibition of pictures. The Kalorama Film
Company is now prepared to offer ten
multiple-reel features for the present
year, and after that one feature and a
split-reel comedy monthly. Under the
direction of Jack Rogerson, the com-

D. C.

Possibilities as an Educa-

ciation is the designation of a
where the pupils may attend a
show on Friday or Saturday
the program has been selected
members of this association.

theatre
picture
where
by the

When the motion picture becomes
the theme of a musical comedy the
popularity of the amusement and the
industry has reached its zenith. This
has been demonstrated in Washington with the coming of "The Queen
of the Movies" by Glen MacDonough
and Jean Gilbert. The fact that all
the scenes are laid in Washington
added to its charm, and the picture
fans and many others besides, turned
out en masse to see a vocal production of the silent drama.
Several white slave plays in film
form were seen in Washington recently. "The Inside of the White
Slave Traffic," by Samuel H. London,
was not permitted to continue by the

pany has put out "A Woman's Revenge,'' which has been released
through Warner's Features. There
have been some changes recently in
the company, with Mr. Rogerson as
leading man.

city officials, but "Traffic in Souls." released by the Universal Film Company, passed censorship.
''The Adventures of Kathlyn," wdiich
is running serially in the Sunday Magazine of the Washington Star, is ap-

It was hut a short time ago that
Mary Pickford appeared in Washington in the screen production of "In the
I'.ishop's Carriage," and now comes a
revival of that play at Poll's Theatre
by the local stock company. The popularity of the stage production was
aided by the film presentation.

pearing periodically at the local theatres with the installment in the magazine. The first film became at once
popular. It is the work of Harold
MacGrath and is released through the

"David Copperfield" drew exceptionally full houses during its run in Washington. Like many other films based
on household novels, it brought to the
motion picture houses many persons
who are not ordinarily frequenters of
film exhibitions.
Several new
are springing
Washington.
i'i these has

motion picture theatres
up in various sections of
The more pretentious
invaded the down-town

district. Tips is Mr. Crandall's theatre on Ninth street which promises
tn compete favorably with its ten
neighbors It will be attractive outside and inside with an excellent daily
pri I "ram.
In educatii ma] side i if the mi it ii m
picture is receiving serious consideration in the national capital There is
■ in fi ii .t a m. ivemenl w herebj the public schools ii'. i\ he furnished with pro
iection machines f..r supplementing
m.iin lessons with animated views
\
Mire

of

the

1'arcnt -Teacher-

\--.i

Selig Company, using their big collection of wild animals. This fashion of
mutually advertising the novel and the
photoplay has worked advantageously
alike to the magazine, novel, author,
photoplay,facturer,exchange
man, film
manuand motion picture
theatre.
MANTELL

TO

PLAY

FOR

Cecil.
THE

SCREEN
Mantell, dean of Shakespearean actors, on the \mcrican
-.•age. recently refused an offer from
Thomas H. Ince. vice-president and
general manager of the New York
Robert

Motion Picture Corporation, of $10.-

000 to play before the camera during
his engagement in Shakespearean
repertoire, at the Majestic theatre.

Mr Mantell declined Mr Ince's
offer hecause he does not wish to appear in motion pictures while appearing before the public in person. Upon
hi- retirement Mr. Mantell will undoubtedly record " King John."
"Richelieu," and "King Lear." on the
screen for the motion picture corporation. He is already under contract
to appear in "Julius Caesar" sometime
prior t" \uu
II. 1914, for Mr. Tnce.
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"IN
THE STRETCH"
of the Race-Track Through Which a Thread

of Romance Is Woven —

Produced by -Ramo Films, Inc.
A

PRETTY romance entwined about a race-track, and
showing horse races and all the varied phases of life
in and about the paddock, is vividly told in a fourpart dramatic picture entitled, "In the Stretch," which has
just been produced by Ramo Films, Inc., Columbia Theatre building, New York City.
From start to finish the production teems with action.
It shows the various vices, tricks and tragedies incident
to the horse-racing game.
Thrilling situations are devel-
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oped in each of the four parts, and as a consequence interest never lags.
Much attention is paid to details.
Some decidedly clever camera work is evidenced. Especially true is this of a scene which appears to have been
taken through a keyhole. There are quite a number of
difficult interior effects injected throughout. In fact, the
entire four reels are exceptionally clear and distinct.
Phil Scovelle, a jockey in real life, is the author of the
story, and plays the leading role. It is his first appearance before the camera. Others of the cast are: Stewart
Warner, a poolroom operator, Stuart Holmes; Mr. Aimsley, owner of Dark Stranger and Whirlwind. C. W. Travis;
Rev. James Milton, reform leader, Will S. Rising; District
Attorney Stevens, Hugh Jeffrey; Jack Milton, the minis-

prison.
Warner
escapes
suspicion
and by crookedness
gains much money at his poolrooms.
After his release from jail Scovelle becomes an outcast.
While walking one day he sees a runaway horse dushing
up the street with a frightened girl clinging desperately to
the reins. At the risk of his life he stops the animal's
mad dash. The girl is Mary Stevens, daughter of the district
attorney. Her escort, who steps from the carriage just
before the horse runs away, is Jack Milton, son of the
local minister.
They are lovers and are engaged.
Through Warner's cunning, Jack becomes interested in
horse races, despite Scovelle's warning. He goes to one
of Warner's poolrooms, wagers and wins. A heavy loser
commits suicide. The tragedy prompts the district attorney, at the instance of Rev. James Milton, to raid the
poolroom. Jack is caught in the raid, but upon seeing his
prospective son-in-law, the district attorney allows all of
the prisoners their freedom, excepting the attendants.
As the result of the raid Warner plots to kill the district attorney in a restaurant at midnight. Scovelle overhears the plot and warns the "marked" man. Aid of the
police is obtained, and as gunmen are about to shoot
down the district attorney, they are overpowered by the
police. Warner is trapped and mortally wounded. In his
dying moments he makes a confession exonerating Scovelle, who is reinstated by the Jockey Club.
Through the efforts of the Warner gang. Jack is induced
to wager once more on a "fixed" race. To do so he steals
a large sum of money from his father, which the latter
has contributed to a charitable cause. While automobile
riding with Mary he drops two letters, which leads her to
believe he has stolen money from his father to wager on
a horse race.

ter's son, Jack Hopkins; and Mary Stevens, the district
attorney's daughter, Courtney Collins.
Racing scenes in the picture were taken at the Jamestown, Va., racetrack. A general view of the grand stand,
judges' stand, track and stables is flashed first. Outside
one of the paddocks is shown Scovelle, a stable boy, with
others of his rank.
Warner, a poolroom operator, appears. He picks Scovelle from the lot to become his jockey, and engages him
to ride Dark Stranger. The lad pilots the racer to victory and wins fame. Dissipation follows and he is warned
about crooked work by officers of the Jockey Club.
When Warner makes a jockey out of Scovelle. the latter promises he will do anything the former asks in return
for his kindness. However, when Warner demands that
Scovelle have Dark Stranger lose the race, the jockey declines. Warner rebukes Scovelle for breaking his promise
and strikes him.
Seeing that he cannot induce Scovelle to "thhow" the
race, Warner employs a man to "dope" Dark Stranger.
An overdose is given which kills the racer. Scovelle is
accused of the poisoning, ruled off the turf, and sent to
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On the day of the race Scovelle is picked to ride Whirlwind, the favorite. A representative of Warner's gang is
caught in the act of "doping" the horse. Not knowing
that the attempt to "dope" the favorite has been frustrated, Jack wagers the stolen money on Blue Streak.
Mary, with a friend, searches the crowds at the racetrack for Jack to induce him not to wager. Failing to
find him, she places a sufficiently heavy wager on Whirlwind to more than cover what Jack's loss will be should
Blue Streak lost. Scovelle rides Whirlwind to victory and
Mary wins her wager. She seeks out Jack and on their
way home she gives him the money she has won so that
he can put back what he has stolen.
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OH, ITS AN INTERESTING
Punctuated by GEORGE

SOCIAL events regained a prominent position on the boards during the week. Phil Mindil and Hopp
Hadley, the untamed, adjectivorous
publicists of the Mutual forces, were
hosts at a little noonday dinner, after
which they showed "The Great Leap"
and the first reel of the "Our .Mutual
Girl"
Star
and the J.AllCooke,
Litho George
.Metro Then
the series.
of
Feature Corporation, were prime factors in a beeksteak affair. On Tuesday C. J. Hite, of Thanhouser. gave a
ball at the new studio, just a year
after the disastrous fire which destroyed the old studio. And Wednesday night the Cinema Club, the organization of the exhibitors of the
Bronx and contiguous territory, gave
their annual entertainment and reception at Hunt's Point Palace, Southern
Boulevard and 163rd street. More
about this will come later through the
regulation channels of the news columns. Suffice it now to say that Kinu
Baggot and Gene Gauntier led the
grand march.
A little nonsense now and then is
relished by the best of men — or whatever the saying is. Serves to relieve the
dull, deadly monotony, and all that sort
of thing, y' know. And then, among
the flashes of attempted humor which
always appear at these oft'-the-screen
gatherings, somebody is sure to spring
something good, some bon mot, somewhere, some way, some how, and any
source from which an inspiration can
be gleaned is not lightly to be regarded.
We all sat through "The Great
Leap," the first feature produced by
Reliance since Griffith brought his
cohorts down from Biograph. and we
all liked it. Griffith can make real
pictures and, what is better, make
others make them. Not for nothing
does he enjoy his high reputation and
salary. Never slighting Christy Cabanne,
who directed "The Great Leap,"
of course.
The first of the pictures of the Mexican war taken by the Mutual Film
corporation since Harry E. Aitken, its
president, and Villa joined hands
across the Rio Grande, so to speak,
will arrive in New York very soon.
The first films show the battle of Ojinaga (Phil Mindil's own spelling), and
more are coming.
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More theatrical people are coming
in. The latest is the Playgoers Film
Company, with offices in the Lyric
Theatre Building, of which concern
Daniel V. Arthur is managing director and Max M. Goldsmith president.
Here comes a little boost thrust
upon one of the most modest as well
as one of the most competent men in
the motion picture industry — Chester
Beecroft, publicity and advertising
manager of the General Film Company. Chester's advertising copy is
of high-class agency type.
He is one
yy • vr : yy; ; yy; ; yy; ; yy; ■ yy

Chester
USeecroft

v

of the very few to realize that the
strongest ad is one which advances a
theory and then proves it. He also
cm handle irrefutable logic. Further,
he knows the value of white space in
making an ad impressive. Since he
has been with the General Film Company the quality of its advertising has
stood out in the motion picture publications like a bar of soap in a coal
hod, as Kipling used to say. His
"bait" ad won more favorable comment than any other page appearing
in a long, long time.
Chester is really shy. HE wouldn't
give away his picture, and these few
words will be a surprise to him when
he reads them. He also conceals a
middle name which was thrust upon
him when he was too young to defend
himself. At his own request and the
pleadings of Miss Kleine it won't be
printed here, but it starts with "R"
and perhaps the rest of it is just "OS
WELL" not made public.
That Harry Ennis is a safe and sane
li tie person. He prints the triumphant prediction that the next few weeks

will see big changes in the film business. Better let the type stand, Harry.
It's good anv time.
Charles M. Seay, the Edison director, whose staging of "Within die Enemy's Lines,'' the "Janitor" stories,
and the "Octavius" series, in which
Barry O'Moore is starring, has caused
much favorable comment, recently delivered a lecture at the Methodist
Episcopal Church of Orange, N. J. His
subject was the "Making of Moving
Pictures." After the address, Mr.
Seay volunteered to answer any question which the audience might care to
ask. Nine-tenths of the questions referred to the making of double exposures, fades and other illusions or
tricks.
Don Meaney, Essanay's enterprising
publicity man, and H. Tipton Steck
have collaborated and produced a song
entitled "Broncho Billy," respectfully
dedicated to the world's most popular
photoplayer, G. M. Anderson" The
music is by Arthur G. Penn.
February !t i> the day now set for
the opening of the Criterion Theatre
at Forty-fourth street and Broadway
as the Vitagraph Theatre. Here will
be shown plural reel productions of
the Vitagraph Company, of which several are now ready, including "Mr.
Barnes of New York" and "The ChrisThe Helen Gardner and Marion
Leonard pictures have been withdrawn from
Features.
Inc.the program of Warner's
tian." William Randolph Hearst,
Mrs
recently had motion pictures of
self and children taken at the
graph studios, has constructed a
jection room in her home and
chased a Powers Cameragraph
6A.

who
herBiopropurNo.

Hans Bartsch, president of the
ropolitan Film Company, of
Broadway, returned from Europe
ing the week on the Kronprinz
helm. He brought with him
European features.

Met1482
durWilsome

Arthur A. Lotto, assistant general
manager of the Balboa Amusement
Producing Company, of Long Beach,
Los Angeles. Cal. and H. M. Hork-
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heimer, the president, will soon take a
trip through the United States and
Canada, establishing chains of offices
to handle the Balboa productions. It
is planned to open branch offices in
the principal cities of Europe. A third
dramatic company has been added to
the production force.
I luring the latter part of January.
Edith Storey will leave the Vitagraph
Flatbush studio for the Western at
Santa Monica, California, where she
will remain about three months Miss
Storey already has one strong drama
dy for production and will take
several others during her stay out
The Picture Theatre Equipment
Company, of 21 East Fourteenth
street, installed a Powers 6A machine
in the Great Meadow prison at Cornstock, N. Y. This machine was purchased through the prisoner's special
fund and motion pictures will be
shown once or twice a week, dealing
with educational and industrial subjects.
Captain Lang, of the Nicholas Power
Company, now owns up to being thirty
years old.
The Laemmle Film Service, of Minneapolis, has sold Powers 6A machines
to the Shattuck Military School of
Faribault, Minn., the School of Agriculture at Crookston, Minn., and to
the University of Minnesota. Fred
Clifford, president of the Cream of
Wheat Company of Minneapolis, has
installed a Powers machine in his
home.
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., has closed a contract for the handling of Ranio features in Ohio with the Edwards-Zctler
t ure Film Company, of Dayton,
with offices in the U. B. Building. G.
\ Edwards is the president of this
concern, II. <i. Stibbs the vice-president, and Charles Zetler, the secretary
and treasurer.
Mr. Cobb has also contracted with
the Peerless Film and Supply Company, of Indianapolis, to handle Ramo
i ires in Indiana and Kentucky. The
rlcss Film and Supply Company is
located in the Willoughby Building,
."•1 North Meridian Stret I
PRESS-AGENTING

IT

A

BIT

stal card this week from James Gordon
and "Silent Bill" Haddock.
Gordon is in Berand Haddock in St. Augustine.
brought his baby boy to the Edison Studio recently.
There was great exi
ment in the rush to congratulate
him.
The
I his brush and carpi I
nocking to gel a peep at the bairn.
girls thought the child looked like mother
but the men thought like father.
Little Andy
Clark h ippi ■" '1 along and
etl led the qui
by d -lightI to
thebe boycalled
looked
like
Woodrow. the l'rcsiKull is at home
from Oklahoma
all
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dressed up in store clothes, claiming that he
buried his other suit in Oklahoma because he
coidd not clean the mud off from the splashing
buffalos that he was picturing
Harry Jackson, the latest producer at the
Selig plant, is hard at work on one of his
favorite fancies in comedy, which looks good,
entitled "All Mixed Up."
Lessey and cars
Ben were
Wilson,
of Edison's,
in George
their respective
presented
with
summonses one day last week and told by
Motor Policeman Noonan to appear in court
the following morning to answer charges of
speeding. The magistrate let the Edison director and "Cleek"
off with a slight fine.
Madam Jean Gerardy, wife of the noted
'cellist,
has
a
decidedly
different
opinion
American women from that
of the
wife of
of
Ysaye. Madam Gerardy, who accompanied
her famous husband when he was presented to
Our Mutual Girl recently at the Hotel Majestic
at Seventy-second street and Central Park West,
New York City, was told that the wife of the
great violinist did not think well of the manner in which American women selected and
wore their clothes
H. L. Forbes, an experienced moving picture actor, has been engaged by the American
Film Manufacturing Company as assistant director to Lorimer Johnston.
Mr. Forbes' past experience in pictures has
been such as to well equip him for the strenuous duties that confront him.
Hobart Bosworth and company are at Catalina Island, Cal., taking scenes in the "Valley
of the Moon." Jack Conway as Billy, Myrtle
Stedman as Saxon and Joseph Ray as the
Teamster have the leads and Charles Hayden is
Mr. Bosworth's assistant. Hetty Gray Baker
wrote the scenario and did a piece of work
which was much appreciated by Jack London
himself.
Theodore Marston, formerly connected with
the Kinemacolor Company of America, is now
engaged as director with the Vitagraph Company of America.
Adrienne
Kroell, the leading woman of the
Selig Stock Company in Chicago, is back doing very picturesque service, and claims she
has great cause for thankfulness in bidding
good-bye to rheumatism.
Cora Williams, already celebrated as the
snake charmer in Edison's "Octavius" series,
lost a diamond from one of her rings while
performing some calisthenics in one of Charles
France's pictures last week. All the carpenters
were put to work in tearing up the floor in
search of the lost diamond, but it is still at
large.
Clara Kimball Young and Rogers L. Lytton,
the well-known Vitagraph players, are both on
the sick list. Miss Young has been confined
to her home for almost a week. Mr. Lytton
shortly left for the Bermuda Islands.
special
staff isfrom
"Flyingon A"
at The
Santa
Barbara
still the
working
the studios
set of
pictures to be used at the San Francisco Exposition of 1915. Many thousand feet of the
most interesting matter of California has been
taken and will form the basis for a continuous
exposition at the Panama Canal Exposition.
Charles Dickens' story, "The Cricket on the
Hearth," is to be produced in pictures by Lorimer Johnston. The subject will be presented in
two parts in a novel and original mannei
Elaborate and extensive preparations are be -incompleted to make this subject a strong feature.
!'■' Mcrcdyth is back from the East and is
now supporting Constance Crawley and Arthur
Maude at tin Kenned] studios at Hollywood.
They Mi
are tti
producing
and
edyth hasRider
givenHaggard's
a beautiful"I. onss."
■ ni.it "u of tin- Bess to Miss Ci iwley's Ji
\>il"i' Maude is a villainous Mueller whilst
Felix Modjeska has the part of John.
Robi t T. Thornby, who made such a name
«iili tin Western
Vitagraph
as producer
as
wli a actor, is repeating his successes at the
Keystone in a series of comedies and the chil's pictures which he is an adept at taking.
' i i il Mr
M ilb and
Dustin
Farnum
made
Mull. i li-li athei a splendid offer to play tin
Indianher girl
"Xaturich"
"The Squaw
but
contract
with thein Kalem
Company Man."
did
' her acceptance.
Directot Osi a Eagle happily lias an autothat he can do his shopping
in
wholesale quantities and bring his donations to
the Selig plant without being forced to travel
as baggage on tL : front platform of a ':
Urn a Russell, 'In- flump and dimpled
Selig
has happily
recovered
from gOWnS,
her recent
illness, " and
in addition
to dainty
now
thi happy -mile that will not come off.
Big Bill Johnson, of Selig, who constructed
a miniature
fleet of war craft of the sailing
!. sold his prize-winning sailboat
itomobile.
He declares if

the weather gets too cold he will buy an ice
boat for the Winter.
One of the largest studio stages to be found
in California has recently been erected in the
extension of the Balboa Amusement Producing
Company's studios at Long Beach, California.
The stage is fifty feet wide and one hundred
and twenty feet deep. This will permit of
the staging of big scenes of feature pictures to
comprise six to eight reels of film.
Isaac S. Plaut, representing the Pilot Films
Corporation of Yonkers and New York City,
is staying at the Savoy Hotel, London, England, where communications to him should be
addressed. He is desirous of securing agents
suitable for the States, and has also some
American negatives for sale.
Percy Wernick, of the Manhattan Feature
Film Company, has left for a trip up-state. He
has taken several new features along to book
to exhibitors on the way.

GLADYS RANKIN DREW DIES
Gladys Rankin I >rew, the actress,
wife of Sidney Drew, the Vitagraph
player, and sister-in-law of John Drew,
died this week at the Marlborough
Hotel, New York City, at the age of
40 years. She had been suffering from
cancer.
Mrs. Drew was a dramatist as well
as actress. She was, before her marriage, Miss Gladys Rankin, daughter
of Arthur McKee Rankin, the actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew were married in
1899 and in February, 1890, when the
play, "The Burglar" was revived,
Mrs. Drew played the leading female
role. Later she appeared as a star in
"The Girl From Mexico," and next
was seen in a new version of "Booties'
Bab}r." with her husband and Lionel
Barrymore and her father.
Mrs. Drew first came into prominence as a writer of plays, with the
production in 1908 of "Agnes," an
emotional drama, with Nance O'Neil
in the leading role. This drama has
been produced in pictures by the Vitagraph Company and will be listed
among the Broadway Star Features to
have a preliminary showing in the
Vitagraph Theatre in New York City.
She wrote this play under the nom de
plume of George Cameron.
PATHE

MAN

UNDER

FIRE

Tathe's Weekly camera men are a
live lot. Following recent news from
Trinidad, Col., where Miller, one of
Pathe's flying squadron, was in the
midst of a battle between strikers and
deputy sheriffs, comes news from
Texas that their representative there,
Steene, crossed over into Mexico from
Laredo and got mixed up in a hot battle between Federals and Rebels. Sev■ ill telegrams were sent by him. one
i if \\ hich was as follow s
' Fighting is continuous. Got 100
meters this ,, m Was only 200 yards
from the firine; line showing both
Rebels and Federals in hot action.
Fall of city seems certain within a
day or two. Strongly urge you to let
me Another
stay here.telegram
Good stated
stuff." that about
I men had fallen in the battle. The
Pathe people are looking forward with
interest to Steene's films.
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Mutual Features of Unusual Merit

Private Exhibition of First Instalment of "Our Mutual Girl's" Adventures and "The Great Leap," a Fourreel Story of a Kentucky Feud — First Production Under D. W. Griffith's Directorship
of the pictures produced by
TWO
the Reliance Company since
the advent of Professor D. W.
Griffith, and several .others formerly
connected with the Biograph Company of America, were shown recently
to a small but select audience at a
private exhibition. At the conclusion
all present agreed that "The Great
Leap" a four-part feature, and the
other picture shown which was the
first of the "Our Mutual Girl" series,
would be welcome additions not only
to the Mutual program but to any
program.
While their objects are far different, each picture has a distinct value.
"The Great Leap" is a feature picture
in four parts while the series "Our
Mutual Girl" is a vehicle conveying
the heroine, played by Miss Norma
Phillips, through many interesting
experiences during the course of
which she will meet on the screen
many
notables.
The first picture shown was "The
Great Leap,"
feature
legitimately
entitled
to its afour
thousand
feet of

pursuers behind. They spur the horse
on
and who
plunge
overthethepursuing
cliff. Mary's
father
is in
party
prevents the others from potting the
young people as they are swimming
ashore in the river and through his
admiration for the courage of the
young pair is led to forgive Bob.
THE film is remarkable for its
faithful characterizations of the
Southern mountaineers. Ralph Lewis
who is one of those valuable actors

length. Mae Marsh and Robert Harron, two young players who have received their tutelage under the hand
of Mr. Griffith, played the leading
roles.
THE story is laid among Kentucky
feudists. Mary Gibbs, played by
Mae Marsh, falls in love with young
Bob Dawson, played by Robt. Harron.
The Gibbs and the Dawsons are opposing feudal factions. The feud waxes
hot and the Gibbs faction bend themselves to exterminate the Dawsons.
They surround the Dawson home and
all are killed except young Bob, his
brother Bill and a friendly Indian,
who is played by Eagle Eye.
In the meanwhile, Mary, who has
been locked at home by her father in
a cupboard because she spoiled his
aim when he was taking a pot shot at
young Dawson, escapes and goes
through the forest hoping to be of
some assistance to her sweetheart.
She is met by Bob, Bill and the Indian and the four ride away on three
horses, Bob and Mary riding double
on one horse.
As the pursuers gain on the fugitives, the Indian halts and tries to
hold them back single-handed. He
is killed and the chase narrows down.
The pursuers again are closing in
when brother Bill also sacrifices his
life. This leaves Bob and Mary on
their horse when they are confronted
by a fifty-foot cliff with a seething
river in front of them and the armed

NORMA

PHILLIPS

that can play almost any part, from
juveniles through all the characters,
gives a wonderful interpretation of
old man Gibbs. The stern and vindictive character of the old feudist,
whose only light spot is his love for
his daughter, is given its full value
by Mr. Lewis. He makes this part
perhaps the strongest in the picture.
Miss Marsh and Mr. Harron do remarkable work. The picture is filled
with those small touches which
showed the hand of the master director. It was produced, by the way, by
Christy Cabanne. The courting of
the two young members of the rival
factions is especially amusing. Ignorant of the finesse of love, they at
first show their affection for each
other by chasing each other with
sticks and pummeling each other at
every possible opportunity. This
rude way of displaying affection later
changes to the more conventional
style, when Bob is overcome by
Mary's perfunctory
resistance.
Perhaps
the strongest
and
best

acted scene in the pictures comes
right after Mary has stolen out of
the house to meet Bob who takes his
life in his hands by going so near the
home of the member of a rival faction. Mary's father hears Bob outside
and goes out prepared to shoot him.
As Bob flees, Mary knocks her
father's rifle up and spoils his aim.
In anger, the father is about to strike
Mary when just a shadow of change
of expression comes over her face
and his hand is stayed. In this scene
as in many others in this picture the
acting is wonderful. At no time do
the players overact. They seem to
feel their parts. This fact, combined
with the spectacular part of the picture, gives it two elements — acting
and spectacularism.
ALSO was shown the first of the
"Our Mutual Girl Series." This
series will evidently justify the considerable advertising which it has received. In the first picture, Margaret, the Mutual Girl, receives at her
home on the farm a letter from her
city aunt, played by Mayme Kelso,
asking her to come to the metropolis.
Margaret leaves her country sweetheart and, dressed in clothes of the
vintage of 1872 or so, sets out for the
city. Her beauty attracts attention
and she has a flirtation on the train.
Her aunt meets her at the Pennsylvania station and whisks her by auto
up Fifth avenue. The two tour the
famous shops in search of a suitable
sartorial outfit.
At the shops living models display
the latest gowns, thus showing about
three hundred feet of what really
amounts to a fashion picture, cut up
by inserts of Margaret and her aunt
looking at the models.
It is evident from the first picture
that this series will be of great interest to all persons living outside of
New York who are at all attracted
by what they have heard of the metropolis. They will also be interested in New York itself because of
their extreme topical nature.
Margaret still has much to go
through, as there are many more pictures to follow in the series, and it
seems safe to say that her career will
be watched with interest.
G. D. P.
FRANCONI
RETURNS
L. E. Franconi, former editor of
Pathe's Weekly, who has been seri-*
ously ill for a number of weeks of
typhoid fever, has returned to duty.
He is now in charge of the technical
department of Pathe's Weeklv.
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CENSOR

question of censorship is one which will
THE
never be settled until it is settled properly. It
will never be settled properly in the eyes of
those whom it most concerns, the manufacturers, the
exchangemen and the exhibitors — until a point is arrived .it whereby censorship of films, if there is any.
is carried out with the leasl possible friction.
The hotbed of strife on the question is at present
the state of Ohio.
There is being waged the first legal
fight on the matter.
The eves of those interested are
focused in < Ihio for the decision that will be handed
down there soon by the Federal
Courts will se1 a
dent.
As soon as the i >hio pioneer board of
legally appi >inted censi irs gol to wi irk, the ere >ssfire i if
adverse criticism began which naturally had as targets
ive in the censoring, chiefl] \l. V Neff, president of The Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
League of
America and sponsor of the board, and the members
of the hoard.
Mrs. Maud Murray Miller, a member
of the board, did not help matters any by writing
lengthy communications to the daily press explaii
her n\\ n impi
ni Neff has bi en s< \ erel} criticised by many
exhibitors, and in ■
tes resolutions have been
d scoring his action.
All this, of course, is a
l of record and does not amount to much, except
as it adds ti i th<
tfusion.
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nplIK only question of any importance i=. what is
J- the general result going to be? If these people
who cr\ "Censorship, censorship!" are not careful,
there will he local police boards, school boards, Y. M.
C. \. hoards and boards ad libitum and ad nauseam
in every state, city and hamlet, and then, indeed, the
poor manufacturer will be up against it. But why
should there be censorship by all these ill-assorted
groups of persons anyway? There is no censorship
exercised over books, periodicals, or plays, except that
exercised by the public. When a book, periodical or
play is of such nature that it endangers public morals,
a«n outcry goes up and the police or Anthony Comstock
get a little glory.
In this free land of America there is no arrogant
censorship. When the morals of the public are endangered, the public purges itself of the offending factor
via the proper authorities. What applies to one source
of thought should apply to another.
There is nothing new in this statement that the public should be the censor of motion pictures. Some
persons have regarded what the situation would be
without censors as entirely too horrible for words.
But when one stops to reflect, he will find that were
there no especially appointed motion picture censors
there still would be a very effective and very practical censor in public opinion.
*
*
*
P UBLIC opinion in the end has always been proved
-*■ to be eminently safe and sane. Ofttimes it has
been influenced by waves of hysteria and ofttimes it
seems to suffer from an epoch of dullness, but in the
end it always rights itself.
Even were there no boards of censors for motion
pictures the country would not go to rack and ruin.
No one person or group of persons is indispensable.
J. Pierpont Morgan died but the financial status of the
country still holds up although he was probably the
most indispensable person in Wall Street.
It is a very natural thing for censors to overestimate
their own importance and for those who come in contact with them to he duly impressed, but motion pictures are the only kind of thought creators which have
special censor hoards in this country. For all else
the public itself is the censor. For motion pictures the
public itself should be and will probably be the ultimate
censor.
G. D. P.
THE
PHOTO-MACHINE
A new product in which motion picture exhibitors all
vei line1 1 country are greatlj
interested 1- the I'hotorhis is an apparatus which works on the slol machine
ciple, and for ten cents makes and automatically dea photo-medallion.
These Photo-Machines may be
installed in anj motion picture theatre lobby and are a
g
1 proposi ion or the exhibitor, in that with one his
lobb} can earn mo
The machines have been in use i<>r some six months at
tores and al summer resorts.
Thej are now being
introduced
in the winter amusemenl
houses.
The machines arc the product of The Photo-Machine Co.. of rso
West Twenty-third street, New York City, of which J. L.
in ifuss is iales manager

CURRENT
FEATURE
RELEASES
IN THE
PROGRAMME
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1.2. Peril
of the Vendetta.
White Lights.
(Selig)(.Kalem)
A Modern
(Vitagraph)
3. The Love of Tokiwa.

THE

GENERAL
FILM
COMPANY
(Inc.)
4. Col. Joseph Smiley and the Lubin Kiddies.
Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut.
(Vitagraph
Local Color.
(Vitagraph)
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LYDIA BORELLI
plays tlic part of Elsa Holbein
Marjorie
Manners.

and

hardly seems likely that this can be a
studio scene, so perfect are the details.
The photography is good, although
it might have been improved somewhat in a few scenes \ touch of novelty is bained in several places by the
addition of peculiar light effects. One
of these in particular is very effective.
The two generals sit at a table plot-

NEWS

EVERLASTING"

A Gloria-American Six-Part Production the Theme
"Love Everlasting,"
PRIaMAR
six-part production of the
new ILY
can
meri
Gloria-A
Company, is a
e
beautiful love
thos
of
one
romance,
stories that happen seldom in real
life, and perhaps less often in fiction.
But this is not the entire story by any
means. Throughout the story subtle
counter plots dealing with intrigue in
political affairs, adds much zest to
the interest of the picture. All told
it is a most interesting picture and
should make a record as a selling
proposition.
Probably the most noticeable feature of the drama is the tremendous
depth of the settings, with their luxurious European beauty. In this respect the picture seems typically
French. One scene in particular has
so great a depth that the end of it
seems hazy. It represents a hall,
probably one of the old-fashioned
banqueting palaces, in which the architecture isof the kind that delights
the eye of an artist.
Throughout the production the
greatest attention has been paid to
these settings. The theatre scene is a
worthy example of this painstaking
regard for detail. A tremendous audience is pictured, the stage being
large and shown
in its entirety.
It

PICTURE

of Which

Is a Love

ting, with the light falling across their
faces, creating a very weird effect.
THE story is as follows: Leslie
Swayne, an adventurer, is ordered by his government to steal some
plans from the Grand Duchy of Wallenstein. He succeeds through the
friendship of the general's daughter,

Story

of Unusual

she swoons to the floor. His embraces revive her and she murmurs in
his ear, "Though I die, my love shall
Meanwhile the fast-working poison
which
she has taken in order that her
never die."
lover may be free, is doing its work
and a moment or so later she is dead.
The work of Mme. Lydia Borelli
as Elsa showed the finish of a genius.
There was nothing that seemed too
difficult for her to interpret. The remainder of the cast all did excellent
work. They are as follows: The
Grand Duke of Wallenstein, Dante
Capelli; the Grand Duchess of Wallenstein, Maria Caserini Gasperini;
Prince Arthur, Mario Bonnard; Colonel Julius Holbein,' father of Elsa,
V. Rossi Pianelli; the General, Antonio Monti; Colonel Theubner, Emilio
Petacci; Leslie Swayne, Paolo Rosimini and Schaudard, the theatrical
manager, Camillo De Riso.
VITAGRAPH

MARIO
Who

BONNARD

plays the part of Prince Arthur of Wallenstein and Count L'Estrange.

Elsa, and under the cover of darkness
makes his escape. Lisa's father is
placed under suspicion of being a
traitor, and unable to bear the terrible
shame commits suicide. Elsa is
driven from the country and forced
to make her home elsewhere.
Under the assumed name of Marjorie Manners she becomes a successful opera singer and in this capacity
becomes the belle of the city. In the
midst of her popularity she meets
Prince Arthur of Wallenstein, informally. He has left his kingdom
under an assumed name in order to
regain his health. They meet again
later in a lonesome church, and he,
charmed with her beautiful voice and
face, asks her to marry him. The
courtship has been brief — apparently
a case of love at first sight.
At the height of her happiness
Swayne re-appears on the scene, and,
jealous of her happiness, he advises
Prince Arthur's father of his wedding.
The Prince is ordered to return to
his home. Elsa now realizes that she
has married the son of the Grand
Duke, and that he would never admit
a person
his
family. of her name and rank into
In despair she reteurns to the
stage, which she had deserted during
the period of her happiness, and it is
lure that Prince Arthur finds her. His
return completely
unnerves, her and

Character

TO OPEN
THEATRE

ITS OWN

Sometime in February the doors of
the Vitagraph Theatre at Forty-fourth
street and Broadway, New York City,
which was formerly the Criterion,
will be thrown open to the public in
general and the exhibitor in particular. Here will be shown "The Broadway Star Features" for the first time.
This is the first big theatre to be
leased by one of the larger producing
companies for the single purpose of
exhibiting its own features and the
venture, if successful, will establish an
important precedent. There has been
for some time a demand for a more
general display of the big productions
advertised as partaking of the unusual
and extraordinary and the Vitagraph
Company is taking this method of
satisfying it. If the present venture
is successful, it is said a chain of
theatres will be established, which
will present the big Vitagraph productions exclusively, under the management of the producing firm.

WORLD

LEADER OPENS
BRANCH

NEW

The World Leader Features has
opened a large branch office in the
Lloyd Building. 921 Walnut street.
Kansas City, to book "Rebecca the
Jewess," "Scrooge," "Oda," "Saved by
Radium." "David Garrick," and the
other high-class features handled by
the World Leader Features.
The branch is in charge of Mr. Julius Singer, well known to the exhibitors of the Middle West. Mr. Singer
has just returned from a flying trip to
New York.
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COSTUME

of Alexander
"The Three Musketeers"
Attractions Company Produces
Miss Shean, Who Plays Constance, a Veritable "Find" — Tone of Whole

OSTUME pictures
generally
are generally
pictures are
COSTUME
conceded
for
especially for
field especially
be aa field
to be
conceded to
the producer with plenty of time and
resources at his command. For some
time past good costume pictures have
been entirely the product of big, longestablished firms, especially makers
abroad, where time is not as valuable
as it is here.
But all will view with pleasure and
surprise the six-part production of
"The Three Musketeers," adapted
from Alexander Dumas' celebrated
novel, just made by the Film Attractions Company, of 145 West Fortyfifth street. This picture, which was
made at the Coytesville studio. New
Jersey, bears all the earmarks of the
careful producer, in addition to which
the court scenes are sufficiently pretentious to satisfy the most meticulous. The fight scenes are exhilarating and the cast is a source of delight.
The leading players are, without exception, unusually good types.
Miss Shean a Discovery
Some time ago, a reviewer watching a Thanhouser picture, was very
much pleased with the acting of an
unknown girl in a small part. He
praised her work, and in consequence
she was picked up as "the girl the
critic found."
In "The Three Musketeers" there is
another girl who deserves
similar treatment. She is Miss
Shean, who plays the part of
Constance, the maid to the
Queen. Throughout the entire picture, she gives unusually competent interpretation
of a somewhat difficult role,
in addition to which she photographs beautifully. This was
Miss Shean's
first appearance
before
the camera.
Her work
goes to prove the contention
of those who say that an intelligent girl who photographs well can be taught
enough to play an ordinary
role in motion pictures.
Others in the cast are Mr.
Berkey as Henry XIII of
France, Miss Navarro as
Anne of Austria, Queen of
France; Mr. Lacroix as Cardinal Richelieu; Mr. Tomkins
as the Duke of Buckingham,
the English Prime Minister;
Mr. Lombard as DArtagnan,
and Miss Gunn as Lady De
Winter. Miss Gunn, by the
way, is an unusually fine type
for the part.
The story of the picture
carries the spectator back to
the days of intrigue and ad-

Henry
King Henry
of King
court of
the court
at at the
venture venture
XIII
of France.
France.
XIII of
Cardinal Richelieu is plotting the
downfall of the King. DArtagnan is
beaten and robbed of a letter given
him by his father. The three musketeers, Porthos, Athos and Aramis,
have
fight
guards. a They
and escape.

with
beat

the guards
Cardinal's
the
off

The Queen's Love Affair
Between the queen and Buckingham there exists a secret love affair.
The queen sends her maid, Constance,
to Buckingham, asking him to see her
secretly for the last time. Meanwhile
DArtagnan and the three musketeers
become involved in other broils, and
DArtagnan by his courage and his
skill at the sword, saves the day and
is accepted by the musketeers as a
comrade.
The king has quarreled with the
queen. As a peace offering, he presents her with twelve diamond studs.
Constance lets Buckingham into the
queen's apartment by a secret passage. He begs for a token, and the
queen gives him the diamond studs.
Meanwhile, Lady De Winter has been
spying and hastens to tell the king,
but by the time the king and Richelieu arrive, Buckingham
has escaped.

THE

KING

DISCOVERS

THAT

TWO

in Six Reels —
Dumas
Is High
Production

Richelieu continues his plotting and
sends Lady De Winter to see Buckingham in London, where she steals
two of the studs. Then Richelieu
urges the king on to give a state ball
and order the queen to wear the studs.
The queen sends Constance to Buckingham in London to bring back the
jewels.
DArtagnan falls in love with Constance, but Athos discourages him by
telling him of his marriage experience. Years before he had married
Lady De Winter, who was then
known by another name, but discovered that she was a branded felon.
D'Artagnan and Athos rescue Constance from the are
Cardinal's
The musketeers
waylaid guards.
by a
farge force of armed men, but
ll'Artagnan escapes. D'Artagnan
reaches the ship on which Buckingham is embarking, and while the two
are conversing on the deck. Lady
De Winter, who is also on the ship,
succeeds in stealing two of the
studs.
DArtagnan proves to the duke that
he is to be trusted and the duke gives
him the studs, but discovers that two
of them are missing. D'Artagnan
takes the studs, swims ashore, but
when he goes to an inn for the night
(Continued on page 45)
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"HER

LIFE
I

FOR

i inenl

MOTION

LIBERTY"

Film ( lompany

THE

[nter-Con'.inenl
Film Company will release, January 28 the first ol a series of three and four-part
features
founded on actual history surrounding the
ibaldian-Bour-bon
conflict in Italy during
the early
sixties. The fust produi Lion i entitled "Her Life for Liberty,"of the
and hasCines
been Company.
produced
in Rome by former associates
The firsl scenes are in a modem Italian village and the
drama is related by an old bagpiper and concerns himself
■his sister, lather and neighbors during the eventful days
of 1861 62. Vfter the prologue, the first scenes show the
village occupied by the dissolute Bourbon soldiers. Carola, the sister, is the pride of the village by reason of her
beauty, and she naturally attracts the attention of the sol-
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church She is seen by one of the Bourbons, who pursue
her as she rushes towards Caserta.
One of their bullets strikes her. but though suffering
great pain, she struggles onward, and finally reaches a
small house on the outskirts of the village. H'er cry for
help is answered by a fellow countrywoman who opens
the door, which had been securely locked against the intruders. The woman sees Carola's wound and rushes to
get something to relieve her pain, but Carola stops her.
Relief for the besieged is her only thought.
The woman takes her verbal message and, with a revolver in her hand, she rushes into the centre of the city,
where she informs the Garibaldians of their comrade's
plight. A quick march is made and on the way to the
besieged church they stop at the house of the woman and
find Carola on the floor, dead. With a shout the Garibaldians rush forward and surprise the Bourbons by the
ferocity of their attack. In the hand-to-hand encounter
in the streets, the Bourbons waver, and in the final stand
at the church they are completely routed. They flee along
the Volturno river to safety.
The besieged welcome their saviours with vehement
thanks. Carola's brother rushes up to them to inquire
of Carola and the woman points in the direction from
which they have come. The brother and the woman lead
the natives to the house and there they rind the dead body
of
lives.Carola, whose supreme sacrifice had saved all their
The leading role, that of Carola. is assumed by Signora
De Leonardis, a prominent actress of Italy. The director
has been unusually successful in massing his battle scenes.
McENNERY

CAROLA

FINDS

HER

FATHER'S

DEAD

BODY

diers When three semi-intoxicated soldiers attempt to
insult her she rushes to inform her father, and when he
seizes his gun and rushes down into the courtyard, he is
killed by a shol from one of the soldier's guns.
rhi brother is then absent with his fellow Garibaldians,
but while Carola i lefl alone with the body of her dead
Father, he returns with his detachment of "red shirters'
ami promptly routs the representatives of the hated Bourbon monarch Thi rebel is brief, however, because a
much larger detachment is about to be sent back to the
villa -<
ed i th( boiling point by the death
ivi battle to the Bout
regular s(.Mjrrs outnumber them and they
in the old church, where a three days' siege
place.
The leader of the Garibaldians realizes that
they will have to sum
tarve, unless assistanci
can b
hboring city of Caserta, but
the attempt
to secure this assistance
means almost cei
tain death to the messenger

' I M I I-'. leader tells them
this and remarks
1 could be expected to take such a risk.
I
eers to go
surpi ;
throws a rifle over Carola's shoulder, and. afti
ered on a rope for a distance of nearlj on<
I arola gains the roadwaj
fifty feet
in tlv

thai no one
arola, to the
li
The

r being low
hundred and
A the
ea

BRINGING
THREE
HERE

FEATURES

James McEnnery, American representative of the
United Kingdom Film Company, is bringing three big
features with him from London and will shortly arrive- in America with them. In addition to the Harry
Lauder film, announced elsewhere in this issue, he is bringing "Bombita," also a thousand-foot subject, giving the
history of the world-famous Spanish toreador, called the
greatest in the world, who is .aid to have killed 1.798 bulls
in Is-.' bull lights. This film shows a tight between four
famous matadors — Bombita. the greatest, Pastor. Gallito,
and Gaona, and eight magnificent bulls from the famous
Muira Ranch in Seville. Spain. It is a real novelty with
plenty i if action.
The other feature is a four-thousand-foot subject on
"flic Brass Bottle," a play singularly adapted for the motion picture. In this a notable cast of English stars will
appear, including Lawrence Grossmith. E Holman Clark,
Ufred Bishop, Miss Vane Featherstone, Miss Doris Lytton, Tom Mowbray, and others, several of whom, although
well known in England, have never appeared here, even in
motion pictures.
Mr. McEnnerj has secured tin world rights to these
pictures, and plans to sell rights not only in the United
States, but in South America as well.
DAVID

HORSLEY

OPENS

CHICAGO

OFFICE

David Horsley, American agent for the Lumiere stock,
has ipened a Chicago office at to North Dearborn street.
which will be under tin management of D W. Russell.
Mr. Russell has been oul of the film business for a short
time but is well acquainted
with the trade m -hat terriI hi

sale

of

Lumiere

is

rapidly

increasing

in

the

Middle
West, and it was decided that an office m I'hicagO
would make n more convenient for customers in that section of tin- country.
O W. Biarmer, of thi New
York
office, is helping him get settled
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heatre
fistruction Department
Suggestions Invited, Questions Cheerfully Answered
Address : Exhibitors' Department, The Motion Picture News
OF

modern motion picture theatres,
specially designed and constructed, a good example and one which
exhibitors contemplating building may
study with profit, is the Eureka, located at 3941 and 3943 Market street,
Philadelphia.
In the planning of this building,
public safety was the first consideration, comfort next, and last but not
least, the architectural feature.
The building is 40 feet wide and
123 feet long, and in addition to this
the boiler room extends 17 feet on the
rear and is 21 feet wide; this arrangement allows a 10-foot passage each
side of the boiler room for rear exits
leading directly to Filbert street. The
seats are so arranged as to permit of
two straight aisles 5 feet wide running from front to rear, giving easy
access to Market street on the front
and Filbert street at the rear.
The building is fireproof, there
being no cellar under any portion of
the building, and the finished floor is
laid directly over a concrete base; all
partitions, ceilings, and even the roof
covering is of fireproof material. The
booth containing the picture machines, a separate room for films, and
the offices, are above the foyer and
the floor is a reinforced concrete slab
supported on steel beams and steel
columns thoroughly fireproofed.
The walls, floor and ceiling of machine booth and film room are lined
with a fireproofing material in addition to the fireproof enclosing walls,
and the doors leading thereto are automatic tin-lined doors. The stairway
leading to this second floor is also
enclosed in a fireproof partition,
thereby overcoming all risks from
fire or smoke. The boiler room is entirely outside of the building enclosed
in brick walls and concrete roof.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
owners are permitted by law to seat
500 persons in the house, they have
secrificed a number of seats for the
comfort and safety of the public The
auditorium is separated from the
spacious foyer by an open screen.
This was done to deaden the noises

be thrown on in case of accident in
the booth. The foyer and lobby are
illuminated from ceiling lights. The
exterior is illuminated from flaming
arc lamps on each side and a CooperHewitt in the rear of the ornamental
screen over the entrance. The usual
electric sign is also placed over the
cornice.
In the theatre a frank attempt has
been made to reach a high form of
architectural expression, with as much
dignity and architectural quality in its
composition as would be consistent
with the spirit of the building, depending for its gaiety upon the details and general composition.
The faqade has been designed as a
decorative
entrance
and
all motifs

and prevent the draughts which are
so annoying to patrons during the
performances. To guard against
draughts and noises from the street,
double doors were placed between the
foyer and lobby, forming vestibules
Toilet rooms are conveniently placed
on both sides of foyer, thereby insurair. ing perfect ventilation from the outer
To add to the comfort a fireplace
with seats on each side, was placed
at one end of the foyer.
The entire building is heated with
steam heat and ventilated through
large ornamental ventilators in the
ceiling connected with the outer air
by galvanized iron ducts, which are
controlled by dampers to insure a perfect circulation of air
at given temperatures. The plumbing
throughout is of the
most sanitary type.
The illumination of
the building w a S
carefully studied,
with the idea that it
would be best to
avoid having a confusion of lights distributed on the ceiling of the auditorium. As a result the
lights were placed
on the pilasters of
the side walls on ornamental plaster fixtures. Each pilaster
has a pilot light and
every exit has a red
lamp; these lights
are kept burning
during the performances. Plugs were
also provided o n
each pilaster for revolving electric fans.
All lights in the
auditorium are controlled from a panel
board in the foyer
and from a remote
switch in the machine booth that can

AN

ARTISTIC

ENTRANCE
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which would tend to destroy that impression have been omitted. The entire front is built of Conkling & Armstrong selected white glazed terra
cotta, and the back of the terra cotta
screen over the arch is glazed and
illuminated with Cooper-Hewitt lights.
This treatment looks especially well
at night when the blaze of light from
the lamps is reflected by all portions
of its glazed surface. The gaiety is
indicated by the life of the ornamentation and playful note of the sculpture in bas-relief.
The lobby consists of a high wainscoting, surmounted by a hood having
a slate roof, the wainscoting being
divided into panels formed with inlaid tile in various colors. The ceiling is formed to correspond with the
radius of the arch and the facade
with decorative effects at each abutment. The back of the lobby on the
entrance proper consists of a number
of leaded glass paneled doors with a
projecting alcove and a ticket booth
between. This is glazed to harmonize
with the doors and is accentuated at
both ends by decorative openings
which ventilate the toilets. Over the
doors and across the entire lobby a
continuous row of sashes glazed with
leaded glass forms an attractive feature, giving light and ventilation to
the offices over the foyer.
The interior treatment of the auditorium is a deviation from meaningless frivolity towards sincerity, simplicity and dignity. The walls are
treated with a white cement base, laid
off in courses; above this the space
between the pilasters is laid off with
one large panel with decorative moldings. The pilasters are enriched with
paneled faces and ornamental brackets for electric lights and finished
with decorative caps. The ceiling is
formed with beams running from pilaster to pilaster with decorative panels between, and the screen is formed
with an ornamental frame with a cartouche at the ceiling.
The entire interior is of plaster
tinted a delicate buff. The woodwork
of the foyer is small growth chestnut,
with fumed finish. The ceiling is
paneled and arched over the fireplace,
forming a kind of ingle nook with
seats at each side. The face of the
fireplace, jambs and hearth arc of sevarious patterns.
I hi building was designed by
Messrs Stearns & Castor, architects.
who make a specialty of this kind of
work The building has been pronounced as the "last word" in this
kind ol work ami has not only been
approved, but commended by Chief
Clark of the Bureat Building Inspection, Chief Pike i thi Electrical
Bureau, the Board of Fire Commissioners, and Mr. Ilenn
the
Board oi Undei vt ters I 'rof. 1 .ubin
of the building:
"( )f all of the
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motion picture houses which Stearns
& Castor have designed for me and
others, I consider this the gem of
The all."
Eureka is one of the few tenthem
cent houses in Philadelphia devoted
to motion pictures exclusively. This
theatre runs two No. 6-A Powers
motor-driven machines, employing
two licensed operators, and has the
distinction of being the only theatre
in Philadelphia to have motor attachments approved by the chiefs of the
Electrical Bureau and Fire Underwriters.
The manager, C. G. Powell, is well
and favorably known in the theatrical
world, having for the past ten years
been identified with it as owner, lessee
and manager of various successful
amusement enterprises. He was formerly lessee and general manager of
the Wildwood Ocean Pier at Wildwood. N. J.
F. B. ARMETO.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
SECURE
MADAME
KALICH
The

Famous Players Film Company will shortly present the illustrious artiste, Madame Kalich, in a
pretentious and spectacular film version of the famous play, "Marta of
the Lowlands." Mine. Kalich attained
separate dramatic triumphs in the
stellar roles of "Monna Vanna," "The
Kreutzer Sonata," ''The Light of Saint
Agnes," and more recently, "Rachel.'
"Marta of the Lowlands." the subject selected for Mme. Kalich's first
appearance in motion pictures, possesses abig, gripping theme. Marta,
a young orphan, reared in poverty,
meets a wealthy millowner who gives
her shelter and protection, at the cost
of the innocent girl's honor. She
looks upon him, not as a lover or
friend, but as her master.
Later the master becomes financially
ruined, and marries an heiress. Still
infatuated with Marta, he marries her
to an honest, untutored shepherd of
the highlands, so that he might continue, undetected, his relations with
the girl. The shepherd is unaware of
her past, but subsequently learns it.
i though he loves Marta with a
primitive strength, the knowledge
keeps them apart.
In Marta's heart a great love springs
up for the simple shepherd, a love that
opens her eyes to her past degradation, and when the master tries to resume his former relations with her,
she spurns him. The shepherd learns
that the master is responsible for
Marta's sorrows, seeks him out. and
returns to Marta telling her in the
simple language of the shepherd, "1
have killed the wolf" Malta and lie
are reconciled, and thej find peace
and happiness
'■■i . ; 1 ' in the hills.
Madame Kalich is remarkably suited, in type and temperament,
for the

C. J. HITE'S
RISE TO
SUCCESS
That fame and fortune have been
won practically "over night" in the
motion picture business is well illustrated by the interesting career of
C. J. Hite, prominently identified with
the Mutual Film Corporation, The
Film Supply Company of America,
The American Film Manufacturing
Company, the Carlton Motion Picture Laboratories, The Majestic Motion Picture Company, The Thanhouser Company, and The Thanhouser Film Company, Ltd., of
London.
In spite of the long list of successful film companies in which he is an
important figure, it is only necessary
to go back to 1906 to find his first
important move in the business.
Only eight years ago his first venture
was launched in Chicago under the
name of the C. J. Hite Moving Picture Company. The main object of
this concern was to furnish motion
pictures to Lyceum Bureaus and private entertainments. Most of his
pictures were fairy tales, scenic and
religious subjects, which were the
best that could be obtained at that time.
He gradually found his collection
of pictures assuming large proportions and this led him naturally into
the film renting business. His first
"exchange" was a small office with
a rickety desk in the Monadnock
Building, Chicago, but he was compelled to spend so many hours a day
at his work that his health began to
suffer. A consultation with a doctor
proved to be an important incident in
his business career, for when the
physician discovered that the reason
for his patient's condition was the
close attention he was compelled to
give to his remarkably successful office, a deal was made which led to
renewed activities on a larger scale,
with the doctor as a financially interested associate.
From the renting of films to their
manufacture was the next important
step in Mr. Hite's career and his
many interests now make him one
of the leading factors in the motionpicture world.
GOEBEL

GETS

VERDICT

Otto E. Goebel, president of the St.
Louis Motion Picture Corporation, has
secured a court judgment of $.>,S60.70
against the Comet Film Company. The
decision involves a transaction in the
days of the old Motion Pictures Sales
and Distributing Company. At that
time Comet bought a picture from Goebel. The whole amount involved was
about $20,000. The judgment represents
the amount of the debt which has not
been paid and court costs. Arthur Butler Graham, of 15 Broad street, represented Mr. Goebel.
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"The Diamond Master." (EclairUniversal. Three reels.) — From the
story of the same name recently printed in the Saturday Evening Post. An
excellent offering which should be
well received. The photography is
very good. One or two settings
might be improved upon a little.
A chemist after many years succeeds in making a perfect diamond.
The joy of success kills him. Fifteen
years later his daughter and her lover,
Wynne, make a number of the diamonds and go to Biffany & Company
in New York with the statement that
if they will give $10,000,000 the secret
is theirs. Otherwise, they will flood
the market with cheap diamonds.
Detectives watch them, but at first
are unsuccessful. A thief breaks in
the old house, and kills the old man
left there and robs the safe. He is
caught by one of the detectives. Biffany & Company then acknowledge
that it is best to settle.
"Jerry's Uncle's Namesakes." (Vitagraph. Two reels. Jan. 6.) — One of
those wild comedies, that are dangerous for hysterical persons to watch.
The idea seems to be familiar, yet is
so changed
as to avoid recognition.
Desiring to keep on the good side
of his uncle it is necessary, that Jerry
should have a baby. So they hire one
by the hour. After seeing it the uncle
starts back to town and misses the
train. Arriving at the house the wife
is in agony. The baby has been returned. Jerry starts out and gets a
substitute which the shortsighted
uncle might not recognize, his wife
does the same, the servant duplicates.
or rather triplicates, and then the
original baby returns. Their combined efforts result in a mix-up that is
a knock-down as a laugh-maker.
"God's Warning." (Pathe. Two
parts. Released Jan. 24.) — This play,
with scenes laid both in France and
Switzerland, features two of the best
known artists of France, Gabrielle
Robinne and Rene Alexandre, both
of the Comedie Francaise. Some
beautiful views of Swiss mountain
climbing in winter are shown and a
thrilling fall of Mile. Robinne into a
crevasse and her rescue by a guide
make an unusual feature.
The story is that of a young man
who at the wish of his deluded aunt
nearly falls into the toils of an attractive adventuress. Accidentally he
learns of her duplicity and disclosing
all to his aunt opens her eyes to the
true character of the girl. Later the
widowed
father of his fiancee falls
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into the same trap and only a serious
accident in the mountain frees him
from an undesirable
engagement.
"Marriage by Aeroplane." (Gaumont. Three reels.) — The introduction of a risky novelty will almost
always get a picture "across," and
when there is good comedy, or a good

WATCHING

HER

LOVER
ROOFS

FROM

THE

romance, with it, it anally becomes an
immediate success. The public like
thrillers. Everyone enjoys sitting
comfortably in chairs to watch others
risking their lives for the sake of giving them a little amusement.
This story, entailing, as it does, a
risky flight by airship, is no exception
to the rule. A .uirl becomes infatuated
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with an aeronaut and watches his
many flights. As he reciprocates her
affection, a proposal follows. It is
necessary, of course, to have the elopement with an enraged father trying
to catch them in an automobile. They
are forgiven, and "return to earth."
"Vampires of the Night." (Exclusive. Four reels.)— Made by the
Aquila Company. While containing a
great number of thrilling scenes, the
tory itself is not sufficiently clever to
carry it. There are many brilliant
settings, the effect of which is hurt
by the realization that they are merely
padding.
Two children, one the daughter of a
Duchess and the other the daughter
of a criminal, are changed so that the
latter grows up believing she is the
rightful Duchess, while the other becomes a street singer. The false
Duchess has inherited all the criminal
tendencies of her parents, while the
real Duchess has grown up a beautiful
girl. The truth gradually leaks out
and after a number of schemes to
keep her out of her rightful heritage,
planned by the supposed Duchess, are
frustrated, the poor girl is restored to
her rightful position.
"Into the Wilderness." (EclairUniversal. Three reels.) — There is the
foundation of a dandy story here,
which has unfortunately become
somewhat tangled in the telling. This
naturally takes away a great deal of
the interest.
Agatha and Howard, who is still at

FROM
"GODS WARNING'
(Pathe — two parts)

THE
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college,
have been secretly married.
Gordon, a rival, loves Agatha, and
hes to marry her, not knowing that
she is another's wife. Mrs. Fitz Maurice, Gordon's mother, is forced to
work as a palmist in order to keep
her son at school. Believing he has
killed Howard in a light Gordon goes
to Canada and becomes a member of
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police.
Howard also runs away and becomes a gambler. He is wanted by
the police and Gordon is sent to get
him. Agatha is hurt in a train wreck
while trying to reach her husband.
The wreck was very poorly done
Howard escapes, but is killed by a
brother officer of Gordon. Gordon
and Agatha arc left alone.
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wins the hand of Portia and marries
her. Antonio having lost his ships,
cannot pay the Jew, who demands his
pound of flesh. The court-room
scene is shown with Portia and Jessica
defending Antonio and winning by
the famous trick invented by Shakespeare. Splendid photography throughout.
"The Grip of Circumstance." (Essanay.) — Again the Essanay Company
has put on the market another splendid production that bristles with big
situations and novel innovations. A
strong story runs through these two
reels of action, which terminate with
a punch.
Both interior and exterior scenes
were selected with care. The opening
of the picture shows a reception in
progress. It has for a background
beautiful
settings and interior furnishings.

"The Merchant of Venice." (Gold
Seal. Four reels.) — One of t lie most
remarkable productions of the season.
Produced by the Smalleys, from the
adaptation by Lois Weber, it abounds
in beautiful settings and line appropriate costumings. Phillips Smalley,
Lois Weber, Rupert Julian, Edna
Maison and Douglas Girard play the

Producer E. H. Calvert has worked
in some very clever novelties. Especially noteworthy and striking is a
part where Bryant Washburn, in the
role of Jay Maiden, a handsome Raffles, comes toward the camera and apparently walks through it.
Mr. Calvert, plays a small role, that
of a detective. In his capture of Jay
Maiden, he employs an ingenius
means of clapping the handcuffs on
his victim. He disguises himself as a
pawnbroker and when Maiden puts his
hands out for the money he claps the
handcuffs, which are concealed under
the spread
bills, on him.
The story is gripping throughout
and is tempered by a sympathetic
-tram in that portion of it where
Komi-,, the old butler, a part that is
played by Thomas
Comerford, is ac-

leading
parts', and
wonderful
interpretation.
One give
can aalmost
hear
the words spoken. The introduction
is somewhat of an innovation and
looks very well. The title is intermixed with scenes of Venice. This is
shown for about ten seconds, when
the figures of the Smalleys slowly
i >me into sight.
The story starts with the suitors for
the hand of the beautiful Portia, and
the choosing of the caskets. Bassanio
hing to compete, borrows money
from Antonio, who in turn is forced
to borrow from the lew. Shylock.
He

cused of the robberies which are being
committed.
The Edwards family at the opening
of the story consists of but mother
and daughter. Thomas Rogers, who
has been butler of the family for
many tureyears,
has place.
become a sort of fixabout the
James Darwin (Richard Calvert)
loves the daughter, Frances (Ruth
Stonehouse). However, at a reception
in her home she meets Jay Maiden to
wlnm she ^ives permission to call.
Maiden's calls are frequent. He has
been a big gambler and his losses arc
heavy. While at the Edwards home
he steals several plates of silver, which
he pawns. When the loss is discovered he confides to Mrs. Edwards that
he suspects
Rogers.
Maiden again losses heavily at cards
and plans to call again at the Edwards
home with the intention this time of
stealing the pearl necklace which
Frances wears. Mrs. Edwards in returning from a social call that afternoon unconsciously leaves a ring in
her glove when she removes it. When
Maiden arrives he unconsciously picks
up the glove and finds the ring. While
Rogers is serving chocolate Mrs. Edwards enters and discovers the loss
of her ring. Maiden realizes his position and accuses the butler of having
stolen the ring. He searches Rogers
and surreptitiously produces the ring
from Rogers' pocket where he himself
placed
Rogersit. is discharged and looks for
a new position. He is placed by Darwin's influence in the cloak-room of
his club. A few days later Darwin
leaves his cigarette case on one of the
tables of the club. Maiden finds it and
puts it in his overcoat pocket in the
wardrobe. Darwin discovers his loss
and tells Rogers of his predicament
flic butler tells him of Maiden's action
and Darwin gets permission to search
Maiden's coat. There he discovers
In- cigarette case. The detective then
laj - his plan- and when Maiden endeavors to pawn the case he snaps the
handcuffs on him. Rogers is reinstated in the F.dwards home and
1 larwin again becomes a regular caller
i hi Frances.
C. J. V
"The Somnambulist." (Miles Jan.
v i \ good plot which, however.
seems to be incomplete Many beautiful settings add to the picture \
sleep-walker, through the hatred of a
villain, is believed by her husband to
be unfaithful.
The
husband
finds
that -lie i- innocent by following her.
"Pietro the Pianist." (Selig Jan.
S. )— A comedj that is not worthy the
Selig company, A professional pianist
who has fascinated a girl is chased
away by a jealous rival Brass bands,
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Some Program!
Think of one program which gives
you, in addition to the best single reel
subjects of the ten leading manufacturers, eleven great multiples a week
and a magnificent serial of 27 Reels,
released 2 at a time while the story is
being featured in the Sunday Newspapers all over the country, and another splendid serial with its story
being read by millions every month
in one of the leading American Magazines !
Is it any wonder exhibitors are
writing enthusiastic letters? Any
wonder users of General Film Service are coining money?
Get yours!

General Film Company
200 Fifth Avenue
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Special Feature Photoplay Masterpieces

The Third Degree
Charles Klein's famous police drama
-5 reels — every foot of vital interest.
The most successful photoplay of the
year — (a Lubin).

The Battle of Shiloh
Another Lubin triumph (4 reels).
Different from any feature you have
ever shown. A thrilling war play,
historically correct, yet carrying a
tender and happily ended love story.
This masterpiece cannot fail to rouse
enthusiasm and make new friends
for your house.
Coming Soon — Watch for Special Advertising

The Toll of Labor
Made from Emil Zola's surpassing
novel Germinal — and five other well
known dramas, soon ready for bookings. These will be followed in regular
order by Special Feature Photoplay
Masterpieces which will prove worthy
of the name.

General Film Company one.)
FEATURE

SPECIAL
71 West
23rd Street
In writing to advertisers please
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"The Whirl of Destiny or the Vortex of Fate." (Mundtuk Features.
Released Jan. 29.) — The first release
of the Mundtuk Features, whose
temporary offices are now in the Hotel
Imperial, New York City, is a powerful four-part drama entitled "The
Whirl of Destiny or the Vortex of
Fate," which will be released January 29. It tells a tale of a romance
which travels across the world, giving a vivid picture of metropolitan
life and ending with a thrilling western scene in which dare-devil horseback riding and lariat throwing are
the principal features.
The story of the piece is of compelling interest. Louise, who has
married against her wishes the man
her father has chosen. Dr. Hortz, a
chemist, has given up all hope of
wedding the man she really loves.
This is Richard Marx, who is also a
childhood friend of Dr. Hortz.
The doctor is forgetful of his own
life and is so busy in the pursuit of
what he deems his duty — experimenting in search of a chemical formula capable of transforming all organic matter into cellulose and thus
cheapening the price of this material,
— that he does not give his wife proper
attention. After two years of strenuous labor he succeeds in finding the
long-sought formula, but with this
discovery his troubles are by no
means ended. With his limited means
he cannot put his discovery before
the world.
After years of travel Richard Marx
returns to his native home very
wealthy and meets the chemist. Becoming interested in the doctor's discovery he offers the money with
which a factory may be erected for
the manufacture of this wonderful
formula. Not long after the factory
is completed the Hortz home is
brightened by the smile of a child —
the baby Frank.
One night Hortz is all alone in the
factory when a fire breaks out. In
his desperate effort to save all that is
possible, the chemist goes into Richard's office and gathers together all
the available papers, among which
are love letters which Louise has
written to Richard before her loveless marriage to the chemist. Hortz
reads them and is overcome with the
news. Feeling that he is in the way
of his wife's happiness he decides to
leave the city and go West.
The family believe him dead, and
later the factory without his management fails. Louise* and Frank are left

without sufficient income to keep up
their home, so Frank decides to go
West in search of a fortune. One
night in the Faquila saloon Frank
gets into an argument with one of the

THE
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"Just Kids." (Eclair-Universal.
Jan. 28. Two reels.) — Child-enacted
dramas, if possessing any story, are
always in demand, for the children of
the screen, following the precedent
of their stage cousins, are usually
most clever. This story, with a cast
made up exclusively of children, possesses a good plot and has many interesting situations. Willie, being
fond of the great wild and woolly
West, has a dream. He dreams he

SON

cowboys and discharges his revolver,
accidentally wounding the latter. The
feeling against Frank is very strong
and he is captured and overpowered
and the cowboys plan to end his life

"KEEP
Scene

from

"Just

by means of stones suspended by a
burning rope. The sheriff is called
to the Paquila and as he is being told
of the shooting he notices a tiny gold
chain lying on the floor which he
recognizes.
He immediately goes to the spot
where Frank is about to be killed and
at once recognizes the boy and frees
him. Hortz, whom all believed had
perished in the fire, is the sheriff of
i^as Hondas.
Hortz and his son then leave for
home and Louise, and upon their arrival, Louise overcome by the sight of
her husband, whom she had believed
dead, and the recent strain she had
undergone, falls back and dies in his
arms.

THE
Kul-"

goes
his.and
friend
abductsto her
has aBarbara's
minister house,
marry
them. They go to the West, where
they rescue a wounded miner, who in
gratitude give them his large fortune.

CHANGE"
(Eclair — two

reels')

THE
42
Here the villain appears, Willie
wounds him in a terrible fight, and
returns East. The villain turns up
mi during the progress of a ball
and just as Willie shoots him, he
wakes up.

"On the Great Steel Beam." I Edison. T\\" reels. Jan 6.) There is a
vast amount of material to be drawn
from in depicting the lives of the iron
workers. This story is interesting because it introduces a somewhat newsubject, but it falls down badly in the
• me really big scene. John is made
foreman, when his superior is disharged. The latter tries to get square
and almost kills John Losing his
hold on a beam, he is nearly killed Inn
for John's quick action.
"The Two Ordeals." (Selig. Two
reels. Jan. 12.) — The second of the
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later from the lions in the arena, in
which she had been thrown for refusing to comply with the mandates of
the council.
The
last scene
shows
the rescue.
A clever dynamite explosion is staged.
"The Living Wage." (Selig. Dec.
i. i \ good release dealing with economic conditions. The photography
is poor. A factory owner in his testimony before an investigating committee commits perjury. A member of
the social set goes to work for him,
and by a clever ruse gets the secret
I I - of the company .
'The Wards of Society." (Tatheplay. Two parts. Jan. 8 I— Taken
parti}- under supervision of the New
\ ork City Hoard of Public Charities.
A story very true to life, which shows
the workings of the charity organizatii n on
Randall's children
Island inwho
looking
after
unfortunate
are

series "The Adventures of Kathlyn."
Plenty of good action made the first
ol this serial worthy of notice and
the second instalment lives up to its
predecessor. The cast consists of
Kathlyn Williams. Charles Clary,
William Carpenter, Goldie Colwell,
Thomas Santschi and a host of natives, etc.

mentally deficient. The lives of three
boys are traced. Two, who leave the
institution, return to their bad ways
The third lives a life of peace and
happiness on the Island, no longer a
menace
to society.

Kathlyn at the end of the last picture was made the unwilling queen
of a municipality in India and ordered
to marry a local potentate.' She gains
two friends in this picture, natives
whom sin saved, and through these
two she communicates with a third
friend, an American hunter. He
saves her from
a leopard
and then

"For Ireland's Sake." ( Warner's
Features. Three reels.) — Made by
Gene Gauntier and supporting company in Ireland. One of the prettiest
dramas she has yet produced. The
inhabitants of a whole village are
utilized to make up the cast. The
atmosphere is naturally perfect. A
view of the ruins of the famous Muek-

tings Abbey
ross

is one of the natural set-

Having been forced into hiding by
British soldiery, .Marty is daily visited
by his sweetheart, Eileen. The soldiers capture him later, by following
the girl and both are imprisoned.
Through the aid of the family priest
Marty and Eileen escape, are married,
and sail away to America. Jack J.
Clark assists Gene Gauntier. The
story was written and
Sidney Olcott.

directed by-

"Pathe's Weekly No. 1." — Naturally
giving a large amount of Christmas
news. The seventy-foot tree erected
in City Hall Park, New York City,
and the city's poor receiving good
things are the chief features. The
usual comic section by Bud Fisher
was well received.
"Pathe's Weekly No. 2." — With the
exception of the items showing Montreal's water famine there is nothing
of unusual news value in this issue.
"Pathe's Weekly No. 3."— A fail
issue, containing news of an interesting, if not startling nature. The ceremonies attending the installation of
John I'urroy Mitchel as mayor of
Xew York City and a light between
outlaws and deputies in Pineville. Ky.
are the features.
"The Hills of Peace." I l.ssanay.
Jan. S.) — Carl Stockdale. Fred Church
and Marguerite Clayton are the principals A very good story which has
but little of the conventional in its
make-up. On the death of her mother.
Mary sets out to find Fred. Arriving
tit his old cabin in the West, she learns
of his death. His old partner, however, provides for her, as he had
already done through the mail.
"Shadows of Moulin Rouge." (So
lax lour parts.) — The main plot in
this drama of the Paris underworld
is one possessing much originality and
cleverness. The acting and photography is aNoto very
good.conventional
The storyis allowed
become
and commonplace toward the finish,
which
is apt to detract from its original value

Scene
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THE
Ireland's

LOVERSESCAPE
Sake"
(Warner's

A doctor, loving the wife of another
and being repulsed, decides he will
obtain her. He is called to attend a
woman in i In slums who is the exact
double of the woman he loves. Abducting the latter he transposes the
dead for the live The husband returning sees the subterfuge and questions the doctor who has him locked
up in tm insane asylum Mrs 1 'upont
is led to believ< she has lost her mind
and is nol really Mrs. Dupont. She
finally es< ap< s and after a series of
exciting chases finds her husband and
child.
F<

hree

reels)
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New York Weekly
The Film of
Metropolitan Events
"CMVE

HUNDRED
FEET of the most important and sensational events that occur each week in Greater New York,
the Metropolis upon which the eyes of the world are focused.
Marcus Loew has purchased the exclusive rights to exhibit
the New York Weekly in all his theatres throughout the states
of New York and New Jersey.
Follow the "Genius of Originality" and contract for your
territory now.
Released every Monday morning, commencing

January 26,

1914.

The Name : New York Weekly
The Length : 500 feet
The Price:
The Terms:

Ten cents per foot
C. O. D.

Wire territory desired

Life Photo Film Corporation
Edward

M. Roskam, Pres.

102-104 West 101st Street
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"Love Everlasting" fa

Love Everlasting"

of the Many Exquisite Poses of

AND

MARIO
GLORIA"

BONNARD

Co.'s latest and mosl charming of Feature Productions in Six Parts

LOVE EVERLASTING
Be an Early Bird
in your Territory.

M'ENNERY

EVERLASTING will
prove one of the
Biggest
Money
Making State
Rights Propositions of 1914.

LOVE

The

\N^
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LAUDER

following cablegram

nas just

been received by James McEnnery's
representatice
in this country:
"Shipping next Wednesday's boat
thousand foot subject Harry Lauder
and Neil Kenyon in comedy golf
match. Should go great. Get interview with Lauder for further particulars. Am sending advertising copy.

Here's your opportunity to make
good
It will create a
stir in your favor
among Exhibitors
and their Patrons
long to he remembered.

PRIDE

characters are to be enacted by House
Peters, Hal Clarendon, Peter Lang,
Marie Leonhard, Priestly Morrison,
Rose
Harte and Emily
Calloway.
"The Pride of Jennico" is a stirring
drama, portraying the conflict of love
and hate, hearts and swords, loyalty
and intrigue, and the final triumph of
Cupid over cupidity. The drama relates how a naughty, whimsical little
princess is tamed by love, how a
haughty young noble is humbled by
the same sweet influence, and how
both finally learn the power of the
heart over pride and caprice.
The play is recorded in theatrical
history as one of the greatest successes of the American stage.

LYDIA BORELLI
in the

"THE

The Famous Players Film Company
have in course of production the celeJENNICO"
brated play, "The Pride of Jennico,"
one ofceumDaniel
former
Lysuccesses,Frohman's
in which the
principal

"GLORIA"

This is ONE

FILM

Guarantee sole Lauder film."
Mr. McEnnery is the American
representative of the United Kingdom
Film Company of Great Britain, who
was here a few months with "A Message from Mars," which he sold for
the entire country in a short time at
a profit of nearly $30,000. He is planning to do big things in the motion
picture line, and will start to boom his
new film as soon as he arrives. His
representatives in this country will
soon start to work on the film.

iff

Extraordinary advertising
1 sheet
3-3 sheets
3-4 sheets
1-6 sheets
1-12 sheets

JOINS SELLING STAFF
Edward Sullivan has joined the New
York selling force of the American
Theatre Curtain & Supply Company, of
St. Louis, under ( ;. H. Callaghan, the
eastern manager, and affords another
example of the many well-known electricians who appreciate the fact that
the motion picture business affords a
limitless field for technical men with
selling ability.

Quality
Heralds
Photos
Cuts and

Slides

Subject

Sullivan asserts convincingly that

-*■

"Your picture plays are better told
when shown on screens of Radium

for one of our 3 sheet posters

Gold," the well-known product of the
American Theatre Curtain & Supply
Company.

DON'T LOSE ANY TIME-GET BUSY
TERRITORY NOW SELLING

Gloria-American Co.,
In writ. rig in

110

W. 40th Street
New York

The American Theatre Curtain & Supply Company will hereafter carry a
complete line of everything pertaining
to the equipment and maintenance of
motion picture tin. hit-;

Ldvcrtisers please merit
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Pathe Gives a Dinner

AN UNUSUAL COSTUME PICTURE
(Continued from page 33)
is beaten and robbed by the landlord.
Lady De Winter returns to Paris and
delivers the two studs to the Cardinal. Believing that D*Artagnan is
safe in England, and that the queen
cannot get the studs, Richelieu in
duces the king to hold the ball at
once.

Head

INCREASED BOOKINGS
The Photo Drama Motion Picture
Company report increased bookings
for "Ten Nights in a Bar-room,"
which is attracting the attention of
temperance advocates all over the
country. Exhibitors report it to be a
big drawing card.

Movies
Branches in 49 Cities

American

Force

lowship shown. Those present were
Mr. Pathe, Mr. Continsouza, head of
the great Paris supply house bearing
his name; Mr. Bonvillain, general
manager of the United States branch
of Pathe Freres; Mr. Roussel; Mr.
Gasnier, chief director of the American studio; Mr. Nicolet, head of the
factory at Bound Brook, N. J.; Mr.
Ramirez Torres, sales manager; Mr.
Linn; Mr. Powell, director; Mr.
Monca, director at Paris; Mr. Miller,
of the factory at Bound Brook, N. J.;
Mr. Fitzmaurice, head of the scenario
department; Mr. Ferrand, chief mechanician of the factory; Mr. Vernot,
director; Mr. Parsons, publicity manager; Mr. Franconi, of the Weekly;
Mr. Van Doren, chief statistician; Mr.
Hurst, auditor; Mr. Steuernagel, head
of the scene-painting department; Mr.
Thomson, head carpenter; Mr. Denig,
manager of the film department; Mr.
Fichet, head of the supply department,
and Mr. Julien, of Paris, mechanical
engineer.

MUNDSTUK

SLIDES

Coming:

FEATURES

Temporary Offices
HOTEL

IMPERIAL

Announcement, Player and Release Slides.
The Best Made
at the Lowest
Prices.
Ask about our premium with $10.00 cash
business.
Catalogue of course.

The Mystery of the

Red

NE.W

YORK

CITY

Diamond in 3 parts

SLIDE CO., Lockport, N. Y.

ON THE PRESS
AUTHORIZED

Manufacturer's Motion Picture Catalog & Encyclopedia
110 West 40th Street
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THE
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Meets

A great big gripping drama with a kick in every foot.
Telling a tale of love that travels from one continent to the
other, showing the life of a big city and closing with a thrilling scene on the plains of America, showing riding and
lariat throwing.
Plenty of advertising matter. One style of six sheet,
two styles of three sheets and one style of one sheet, photographs, heralds and slides.
State Right Buyers, don't get beat on your territory.

World's Best Motion Pictures

NIAGARA

House

The INWhirl
of Destiny RE.LE.ASLD
or The Vortex
of Fate
FOUR
PARTS
JANUARY
20th. 1914

Mutual Film Corporation

New York

French

The dinner was a "get together'' affair
of the very best sort and afforded several persons connected with the American concern their first opportunity
of meeting the most powerful figure
in the motion picture industry of the
world. Few will deny that to Mr.
Pathe are due a majority of the improvements which have changed what
was once a non-commercial toy into
an industry of mammoth proportions.
The first photoplays were produced
by him; he also made the first application of the motion picture to science
and other innovations that have
caused the business to grow with leaps
and bounds.
The dinner was given in a private
banquetting hall and was memorable,
not only for its excellent character,
but for the enthusiasm and good fel-

king is pleased in seeing the studs on
her, but the Cardinal suggests that he
count them, and then it was found
that two are missing.
Lady De Winter produces the missing two and tells the king how she
obtained them, but Athos recognizes
her as his former wife and exposes
her as a branded felon. Her arrest
is ordered. The king, realizing the
conspiracy, banishes the Cardinal and
he and the queen lead the dance.

The

of Great

CHARLES PATHE, the head of
the great house bearing his name,
gave a dinner Sunday night at the
Cafe de Paris, New York, to the
American force and several guests.

The Queen Vindicated
The queen appears at the ball without the studs. When the king notices
it, she said she preferred not to wear
them. He sternly orders her to wear
them. She goes to her apartments.
when
D'Artagnan
just in The
the
nick of
time withreturns
the studs.
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AMERICAN

A New Projection Machine — The Kineclair
of ilir most important and interesting announcements made recently to the film trade and the public
in general, in many years, is that of
the Cinema-Eclair, Paris, France, that
they now have almosl ready for the
American market a new projection
machine to which they have aptly applied the name "Kineclair." This remarkable invention, which is owned
.mil controlled by Eclair, will have the
strongest kind of bearing upon relations existing between the motion
picture and the educational, scientific
and instructive field. It will revolutionize entirely this most important
phase
of
the
great
industry
ONE

The "Kineclair" projection machine
is mechanical perfection itself. Its
parts are few and easily understood by
the layman. Its simplicity of operation makes it the work of a child to
run the machine, and what is most
important and best of all it will run
any standard film
This valuable point

will be readily grasped and appreciated when we remember that there
have been other machines along these
lines presented in the past but they
required a special film for projection
1 purposes. tenThe
"Kineclair''
machine
measureinches
wide by fourteen
indies long and weighs but seventeen
pi punds.
This is without the light and
neat carrying case which goes with it.
Complete with this case it measures
but fourteen inches wide by fourteen
inches long and weighs but nineteen
and one quarter
pounds.
KERRIGAN
WINS
CONTEST
J. Warren Kerrigan, o f the Universal,
who is at present being featured in a
"Samson,"
has
four-reel production of
been notified that he has won first place
in a popularity contest
given by the
Pansy Motion Picture Correspondence
Club, of Buffalo, N. Y.

PHOTOS
NANTS

AND

PEN-

Keeping pace with its natural aggressiveness, the American Film Manufacturing Company announces publication of a new set of twelve eight-byten photographs of the principal leads
of their companies. The photographs
are oi the highest possible quality
and
tions. are not half-tone reproduc'File -aim- set is also furnished artistically hand-colored at a slight advance
in cost. These photographs can be
secured from any of the Mutual offices
or from the general office of the
American at Chicago.
The American has also issued a very
attractive felt pennant with the "Flying A*' and the name "American."
These pennants are made up in red,
white and blue, with the trade-mark
and named sewed thereon, making a
very attractive souvenir. These can
be secured direct from the Chicago
(.Hue of the American or from the
Mutual offices.

E ZO LAMP LubricAtvt
get tight. It enables the operator to adjust the
carbons with such great ease that perfect contact
is alway assured.
Why not let Ezo do the work?

We guarantee that Ezo Lamp Lubricant will
add 1 00% to the life and usefulness of the movable parts of any lamp house. That's a big guarantee to put back of an article that costs only 25
cents.
And that is not all Ezo will do. It makes
the operator's work ten times easier, more pleasant and agreeable.
Ezo won't let parts stick or

Ask your exchange for a stick of Ezo Lamp
Lubricant, or wrap 25 cents in silver in one of
your letterheads, mail it to us, and we will be
pleased to send a stick to you.

EZO MANUFACTURING CO., 220 West 42d St., N.

f. City.

"Other Ezo Products Are Coming''

We Guarantee Every Stick
w

BjE

fel|\

EXHIBITORS!

THE PAN-AMERICAN CO. will book a great variety of features
(2,000 ft. and up), DIRECT to exhibitors in all parts of the country
at WHOLESALE rates, thus saving dealers all State Rights, Agents'
and other middlemen's profits.
Pictures of Merit Only.
Nothing Under 2,000 Feet Booked
Original capitalization (May, 1913), $10,000. INCREASED IN 8 MONTHS to
$50,000.00 for purpose of buying, leasing, advertising and exploiting Special Features, and acting as New York Representatives for Manufacturers and Importers.
Always open for consideration of new, BIG features.
4tN'jK

J*-

(Mirii

Direct booking connections with over 3,000 theatres

THE PAN-AMERICAN FILM CO. <«.,»,,.„.,.-,, no WEST 40th STREET
'Phone
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A "Social Advance"

What the Secretary of Commerce Says About One Thing May Justly
Be Applied to Another
A

CERTAIN automobile company,
one of the world's largest, has
inaugurated a novel system of compensation for its employees, which
has set the world agog. Secretary of
Commerce Redfield in commenting on
the action, declares that the automobile company in question has made a
'social advance.''
Now without trying to detract in
any way from the merits of this motor
company's plan, it can be said, ?nd
truthfully, that the General Film
Company also has been making a
"social advance" and for a considerable time at that.
This advance is in the form of General Film Photoplay Masterpieces
which have lately been released an-1
which are to be followed at scheduled
intervals by others of no less importance. These masterpieces, unlike
most theatrical offerings, are so cleverly put together, so ingeniously produced, as to be of intense interest to
every class.
Figuratively speaking, the lens
through which the General's big features are photographed, is so precisely
focused as to produce just the right
effect for the thinking public, and
those of lighter minds at the same

time, an achievement unquestionablv
worthy of the term "social advance."
As an instance, take "The Third
Degree," Charles Klein's great work,
which has recently been released in
the films. No one can deny that this
Lubin masterpiece is one of the most
gigantic drawing cards for people of
all walks of life that has ever appeared on the screen.
When the laborer, the clerk and
the financier are all held spell-bound
by the same photoplay, at the same
time and in the same theatre, it assuredly denotes a condition of universal interest — a "social advance."
MRS. W. R. HEARST BUYS A
POWERS 6A
Airs. William Randolph Hearst, wife
of the well-known newspaper magnate, who recently had a motion picture of herself and children taken at
the Vitagraph studios has had a special
room constructed at her home for the
projection of the pictures. She has
purchased a Powers Comeragraph,
No. 6A projection machine to show
these and other pictures both as a
means of entertainment for her friends
and also as an asset in an educational
way for the Hearst children.

TROUPE

A yuletide dinner at Rossi's, the
Christmas present of the Eclair Motion Picture Company, gladdened the
hearts of the members of Manager
Cullison's company of motion picture
players Christmas night down in Tucson, Ariz. The elaborate dinner,
which was one of the best ever served
by Rossi, was in fourteen courses, and
the guests pronounced it "just as good
as The
in oldtable
New decorations
York."
were holly,
mistletoe and favors. Champagne and
sauterne were the wines served. For
the evening the members of the company forgot the everyday routine of
the life before the camera, and from
8 oclock until nearly midnight everyone had a merry time
Among those present were: Air.
and Mrs. Cullison, Edna Payn, Mrs.
Payn, Catherine Greely, Bertha Challenger, Sabra De Shon, Ouida Foster,
Hal Wilson, L. H. Gaylor, R. Guissart. Jack Dunne, Norbert A. Myles.
A. Stanley and J. W. Johnston.
A WINNER
The Feature Photoplay Company is
clearing
the decks
' for place
action,shortly.
which
is expected
to take
They have received a stack of letters
from exchange men all over the country, who in these hard times have
piled up little fortunes on their "Great
Lure of Paris."

SPECIAL
Now

Ready

for Booking

Thor, Lord of the Jungle
A daring animal picture — thrilling— intensely interesting— handled with great skill — superbly mounted — an
extraordinary Selig 3 Reel Feature. The scenes are
laid in an American Circus and in the Jungle ho ne of the
African Lion. A story of romance, adventure and love.
This feature will delight young and old and offend none.
A money getter anywhere. Full line of posters, heralds,
lobby displays, etc.

General Film Company

one.)

Special Feature Department

71 West 23rd Street
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Directory of Players and
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing Leads in Victor Films

Directing

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Carl

Laemmle,

JULIUS

STERN

WILLIAM

Laemmle,

FRANK

BAGGOT

and

Playing

Leads

IRVING
CUMMINGS
Now Patheplays
Playing Leads in

in

ROBERT

DAY

ETHEL

Director

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Carl

REFERENCE
DIRECTORS

Imp Productions

Pres.

Manager Imp Studio

Directors

The

Pres.

Screen

POWELL

Imp Productions

Club
BERT

GRANDON

"Universal Program"
ANGELES

/9|

Producing

Patheplays

Address care ot Screen

Director
Cub, 165 West 47th Street.

Improving the Poster His Aim
to President II. E.
ACCORDING
Aitken of the .Mutual Film Corporation, the production of high-class
artistic posters in connection with the
regular film releases is only second
in importance to the production of the
motion pictures themselves. Mr. Aitken says i hat, although motion picture
posters, as a whole, show a vast improvement over those issued one year
ago, there is much room for further
advancement.
The original reason for the poor
class of lithographs used in picture
advertising was, no doubt, due to the
lack of importance placed upon them
by some manufacturers and the shortsighted policy of striving for sensational effects indulged in by others.
But artistic posters are beginning to
receive the attention they deserve and
it is safe to predict thai the cheap dime
novel style of lithographs will soon
be a mere matter of early film history.
Under President Aitken's direction
the Mutual is making strenuous efforts
to overcome the many obstacles that
stand in the way o pi I poster service, both from the standpoint of the
poster itsell and its distribution to the
exhibitor. Time, oi rathi r, the lack
of time is the gn
iroblem thai
the mol ion picture i
urer has
toy
[ to the pn iduci i oi
stage drama.
For where the theatrical manager has weeks
in winch
to
allow

for the

making of his "paper"
tnager has only days.

["his fa< i
puts the film
comp
a serious
disad
have sketches made by the lithographer and submitted for approval
before the making of the posters, i n

sumes many precious hours and, in
case of the rejection of the first
sketches offered, the making of a
second set is in many cases greatly
handicapped by the proximity of the
date upon which the posters must be
delivered.
The Mutual has greatly lessened the
obstacles that stand in the way of its
poster ideals by the establishment of a
special department that is giving all
of its attention to the subject. The
resull has fully justified the effort and
promises even more perfect posters
in the immediate future.
A

TASTEFUL

CALENDAR

We

have received from the Olympian Theatre of Seattle. Wash., copies
of a tasteful 1014 calendar which
oughl to bring much business to that
house during the coming year. It is
attractive in size, design and color,
these lasl being in brown and gold.
The calendar expresses a sentiment
which every motion picture exhibitor
could well take for bis motto, "Good
Phot l ' 1. i x S,
<i 1
\!u-u\
Go id
Let's go ovei to the ' >1> mpian,"
is ee
the slogan which greets the eye al
Ch r."
the top o he i alendar and it is likelj
thai the lucky ones who receive it
will often take the hint.
1 larold and I lelcn Ballou, the own. i s OJ the < Hj mpian Theatre, are two
of the in i I pn igressive exhibitors to
be fi iund an\ « lure I he < >lympian
rheatre Mews, published by them
. <i.i> . is an attracts e fourinouncemenl oi their attractions fiir the ensuing w eek.

New

York

^ta '' 1
* i ^K

A CORRECTION
In our issue of December »>, relating
to "The Theatre Beautiful," we gave
credit for the designing and construction of the Columbia Theatre, Portsmouth, Ohio, to Architect Ben C.
Camp. We are in receipt of a letter
from C. C. Taylor, architect, of Cincinnati, enclosing the following copy
of a letter which
is self-explanatory
Mr.

C. C. Taylor.
50 Mitchell

I tear

Bldg.,

Cincinnati.
Friend Taylor:

< >hio.

Received yours oi sometime ago regarding the articles in the Motion
Picture News, but have neglected
answ ering \ i m foi thi
on that 1
have been swamped
with other matI received the marked copj you sent
ters.
and note that Mr B C. Camp has
usurped the credit due you for this
beautiful theatre. I certainly appn
ciate hew you must feel in this matter
and as far as 1 know, he had nothing
to do with this contract as all my
business
was transacted
with you
Ri

ding a phi itograph of the t Columbia will saj as soon as I hav<
opportunitj 1 will have same taken
and will be onlj too glad to forw
you same as our business dealings
were verj pleasant to me as well as
satisfactorj and should 1 be addressed
ani ertainly
n thegive
Ci ilum1regarding
ia Theatre,the will
the
< redil to you
Trusting
that
this finds you and
yours well and prosperous.
Wishing
\ on the ci impliments of the seasi n,
Very sincerely yours,
«■ R VNDREWS
Muncie,

1ml.
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The Future of the Motion Picture
For

IMPORTANT
A NNO UNCEMEN

(Continued from page l"i )
the Pathe Weekly camera men in every civilized country, just like foreign correspondents, are sending

in the world's happenings.
In this country the staff of the Weekly has been
augmented by the services of an Associated Press representative, who now acts as editor. A private telegraph
wire has been installed and a still more important innovation consists in closing contracts with the United Press
for their complete news service.
Thi> service is exclusive with the Pathe Weekly,
and is of much importance since the United Press covers
the evening newspapers to a large extent throughout the
country. The contract has been made upon a co-operative
basis, whereby Pathe Weekly camera men may also
serve the United Press as occasions require.

*

*

NEWS

WE

take great pleasure in
announcing that in addition to handling the productions of the

Famous
Film

*

T

Players
Co.
for the

Q PEAKING again of the photoplaywrights future. Air.
^J Pathe said: "I have no doubt that we will soon see
the brilliant minds of the new generation, who seem to
be naturally drawn to the theatre, join the ranks of the
film men who are opening the doors to unrestricted hopes.
"Success such as Mark Twain obtained, can (inly be
reached in literature after long years of struggle and
striving. In the field of the cinematograph, it will be a
daily occurrence. The exponents of its art have fortune
and fame within their grasp, and a fortune and fame even
more universal
than that of your great humorist.

Jesse L. Lasky
Feature torPlay Co.

"If the latter's works have been translated into many
languages, the works of the former will be famed all over

New York City and State

the

world
DR.

without

distinction

MONTESSORI

to

race

We have contracted
entire output of the

or language."

ADVOCATES
PICTURES

This will include such standard attractions as :

MOTION

Dustin Farnum

Dr. Maria Montessori, the world renowned educator,
recntly visited Chicago and held a session before a jury
of her peers at the Illinois Theatre, the house being entirely sold out long before she appeared. Although the
Board of Education was present, the audience was largely
feminine, the schools closing early to allow teachers to hear
the new gospel of the child. Men and women prominent
in educational and social work filled the body of the theatre, the boxes, and thronged the stage.
Dr. Montessori told the story of her investigations into
the psychology of the child mind and the development of
didactic material to meet such needs. As the great educator discoursed, her brilliant aide. Miss Anna E. George,
translated the forceful and eloquent Italian utterance of
the great teacher into telling English as fast as the original paragraphs were uttered. Motion pictures of children, utilizing the materials and the Montessori means of

IN

"The Squaw Man"
Edward

" Brewster's Millions
Edmund

TRAFFIC

IN

"The Master Mind"

SOULS

six-reel
production
"Traffic in room.
Souls," which was given in
the E. E.
Fulton
exhibition
Up to the time of going to press no verdict has been
given by them. It was evident from the remarks of some
present that it was the first motion picture they had ever
seen. Opinions gathered from a few were to the effect
that it was a splendid picture, and that the good it could
do would far offset an" harm which might come from it.
writing

to advertisers

please

mention

further

information, bookings, etc.,
address

WM. L. SHERRY
FEATURE FILM CO.

The heads of all the reform organizations in the city
of Chicago attended a private exhibition of the Universal

In

Breese

and others of unimpeachable quality.
For

VIEW

>»

IN

self-development put at their disposal in the doctor's home
in Rome, was the concluding feature of the lecture. Dr.
Montessori gave, as a codicil of good will, that moving
pictures were hereafter destined to become a most important factor in the method and matter of education.

REFORMERS

Abeles
IN

(INCORPORATED)

TIMES
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Friday, January 23rd

"Through the Storm"
(IN

TWO

PARTS)

MR.

EXHIBITOR: If your audiences care for photoplays that are exciting and thrilling throughout, book
"THROUGH THE STORM," for it has the desired punch
.ind entertaining features so often looked for. A drama of
railroad and telegraph life.
FRANCIS
X.
BUSHMAN
AND
BEVERLY
BAYNE
FEATURED

REAL AIRSHIP SMASH-UP
George Kleine will release. January
27, a remarkable three-part Eclipse

January 21st

"LOOKING
FOR
TROUBLE"
excruciatingly funny comedy filled with numerous
cidents of hilarity^

in-

subjectis entitled
"Wrecked
Mid-Air"
This
a fascinating
storyin with
mosl
of the photographs made in the
Bleriot monoplane factory at Paris
"Arizona Bill," that intrepid Eclipse
star, noted for his many daring feats

Released Thursday, January 22nd
"A NIGHT ON THE ROAD"
A drama of the West in which a traveling man
from the hands of two desperate outlaws.

is saved

in pictures, plays the lead lie probably breaks even his own remarkable
records for daring stunts, when hi>
monoplane blows up in mid-air and
comes crashing to the ground in fronl
i 'i the camera.
Mad this happened to a legitimat)
aviator, his escape from death would
lfave made an Associated Press item
the world over. As it is. there are no
*'cuts" or trick camera work to de
ceive anyone. That scene in which
the act occurs is punctuated by no
sub-titles or "cuts" and shows him
enter the vehicle, rise 75 or 100 feel
in the air, and fall to earth amid a
blaze of smoke and lire. His wif<
Mrs
Joe Ilamman, accompanies him.

Released Saturday, January 24th
"BRONCHO BILLY AND THE BAD MAN"
An unusually interesting and exciting Western drama with
<;. M. ANDERSON.

Coming,

Friday,

January

30th
99

"The Girl at the Curtain
(IN TWO

PARTS)

A good, clean, wholesome comedy-drama that will make
excellent entertainment for the most critical audience \
girl is married— she does nol see her husband. They meet
later 1 1ml
do notBi >ok
knowtlii-thaifeature
thej tiarei <\^\wed..
to tell

A

The

rest" is too

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs arc in full four colors. You can ordei tins,- from your
exchange or direct from Essanay Film Mfj;. t ,. \. ,nn lobby displ.u w,U
inactive if you use photographs of ESSANAY players, 8 x 10,
JS.OO per dozen. You can secure these from thi I'l YYERS1 PHOTO
CO., 11
STATE ST., CHICAGO,
II. I..

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

Co.

521 First National
Bank
Bldg.. Chicago.
Factory and studio. 1333 Argyle St.. Chicago.
Branch offices in London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

Thomas H. Ince, vice-president and
director-general of the New York Mo
tion Picture Corporation, who is quite
a statistician. Mr. Ince also gives some
other figures that are also of interest.
They are as follows:
Of the film used all over the world
the United States produces probably

Los Angeles is one of the most important centers in this new industry,
which has taken on such vast proportions. The export trade is enormous
American films are going to all the
large foreign countries. England is al
present one chief trader.

"THE
CONQUEROR"
An interesting drama of the underworld where a girl struggles to place herself right with the world.

An

OF

three-quarters of it, according to staTinvalue of tistics
thesecompiled
filmsbyis Mr.
about Ince.
$3,500,000

Released Tuesday, January 20th

Released Wednesday,

FEET

The New York Motion Picture Corporation has turned out of its New
York factory for the year 1913, 21,000,000 feet of film and in addition to
this the studio factory at Los Angeles, Cal., manufactured 750,000 feet of
negative and 750,000 feet of positive,
which are kept on hand as cold copies.
These are figures compiled by

FIVE-A-WEEK
Coming

21,000,000
FILM

k

SOCIETY

TANGOERS

FILMED

By special arrangement a Pathe's
Weekly camera-man got (1 Hepburn
Wilson, dancing master of many per
sons in New Ynrk society, and Doris
Durling, his niece, while they were
,y;ivmii dancin.y lessons in the Imperii'
Hotel, New York City, to persons
well known in society The tango
and other dances now popular were
photographed and much interest in
the affair was expressed bj Mi Wil
son's patrons as for mosl of them
being filmed was a novel experience

dvertisi
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Our Factory Is Yours!

Miss Florence Turner

Pilgrim's Progress (Ambrosio
- Version)
4 reels
In the Sultan's Power Voodoo Vengeance Trapping and Training Wild
Animals
-

PICTURE

Negative
machines

2 reels
3 reels

JEAN'S EVIDENCE

I reel

A 2-part drama in which Jean, the dog,
plays a big part. Ltd.
— The Turner Films,

to none, with an organization of experienced people always
at your
SERVICE
for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

EVANS

J Telephone Bryant 828.
Hepworth's, London

BLIND FATE

^World's Best Film Co.
1600
NEW
GET

ON OUR

BROADWAY
YOEK CITY

MAIL

Two

r^% 1 10 WEST 40th ST. JL
<Ga<imont'
iGaaioDfJ

Help

the

220

Ryno Film Co., Inc.
West
42d St., N. Y.
'Phone Bryant 7160

City

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

'W NEW york city w

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

A Man's Shadow

IW £Gaainonf>

OPEN

European Feature Film Corp.

FILMS

6 Parts

January 20th

One of the best features we have

ever

AUSTRALASIAN

released.
It 's a powerful detective story
by the famous French author

TERRITORY

(AUSTRALIA

1

LOBBY"
A^

NEW YORK
FILM CO.

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

The
Cream
of
Market
Selected

A Few Choice States Left
THESE

NEAREST

^F^Hf W
B\
Vm
J

Drama Lure
in 3 PartM
" The AGreat
of Paris "

"JUSTICE
OR LOVE"
A Drama in 3 Part*
For State Right*

the
for

European
America

Brand new two and three reel features, also second hand features in
perfect
condition.
8000
feet
of
Comedies, brand new.
We will act as your representative
and save you time and money.

20th Century
Feature Film
Company

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION
HO West 40th St., New York

248 West 35th St.

A postal brings our enormous

GENERAL

42d
We,t
22° Street
Co.,York
y New
City

Photopla
FeatureBuilding
Candler

writing

New

York

THE SUPREME FEATURE AND DAILY SERVICE

Write to

In

BUYERS

Gef on Our Mailing List

PHANT
The ELE
Means
QualityBRAND

fOf

NOW!

EXCHANGE

FEATURE

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

yMP=|fk
M$^2~ik

ZEALAND)

Films and Accessories
Cable, Spencublo, N. Y. Tel. Mad. Sq. 4277
MILLARD JOHNSON. American Representative
15 East 26th St., New York City, N. Y.

We
have prepared
special posters for
this feature, a six sheet, and 2 different
/ and 3 sheets.

4 REELS

FILMS, Ltd.

AND NEW

Open to Purchase High Grade Features

Jules Mary

The Lure of New York

BOOK

STREET

at Broadway, New York

A. BLINKHORN
110-112 West 40th St., New York City

<Gaumoni>

FROM

216th

3 Reels

Exhibitor.

ECLECTIC FEATURE

"GOOD

WEST

CO.

Cable Address "RynoFilm, N. Y."

*0

FOR

MFG.

Dangers of a Great City

A special line of attractive Publicity
Matter with each release.
Lithos, heralds, photos, cuts and slides.
You

FILM

Tel, 7652 Audubon

single reels released
weekly —
comedy and drama.

I Help

WIRE

416-22

A 2-part story of bow a blind girl discovered her father's slayer.

LIST

assemblers,
projecting
and an equipment
second

POWERS
to

advertisers

please

FEATURE

FILM
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PHOTO- PLAYERS
POST CARDS

Over 300 different prominent players.
semi-Photo brown glazed, $3.00 per
thousand; former price $4.00 per thousand. Catalogue for the asking of all
the Advertising and Souvenir Specialties for LIVE MANAGERS. Get your
name on our mailing list To-day — Send
us a post card or letter with name of
theatre and we will send samples.
Photographs
of all Mutual
Multiple
releases 10 days ahead of release date.

KRAUS

MFG.
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INTRODUCING THE
WELTE
ORGAN
Alfred C. Terwilliger, sales manager
of M Writ.- & Sons, Inc.. 273 I i th
avenue, New York City, who manufacture the Welte-Mignon Autograph
Organ and Piano Player and other
styles of high-grade orchestrions,
lately returned from a verj successful
business trip through
North Carolina

THEATRE SUPPLIES
A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each SO. 75
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. ... 150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition . 140.00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
55.00

CO.

14 East 17th Street, New York City
Hand-Colored pictures, small and large,
of Prominent Association players as well
as real photos of all — Catalogue and
Samples tree.

Don't forget. I take your old machine in trade regardless of makr. All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why 1
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.

STERLING
Motion. FHctxire

SAM LEARS. 509 Chestnut St , St. Louis. Vo-

CAMERA
LE COURRIER

Price No. 2
*350
Price No, 1
250
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
6tted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plat operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-500 ft.
magazine.

STERLING

CAMERA

Cinematographique
28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Directeur:

CO.

145 W. 45th St., New York City, N. T.
Bryant 8064

Charles

• Paris

LE

FBAPEI

Journal hebdomadaire fran<;ais, le plus' important de
l'industrie cinematogra-

HART BOOKING
BUREAU

Envole numexo specimen, aur demind*
phique.Ahonnement 12 FR. 50

SUPPLYING

Motion
Picture
Talent
Theatre and Cabaret
Artists Supplied
1367 BROADWAY
Regal Building

NEW

YORK

SCENARIO. WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and market
inp your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fei $2.00.
COURTNEY
WENTWOBTH
123-129 West 44th Street. New York City

■«

-c-"

Opera Chairs
Immediate shipment
(■a iii.ni\ styles; Sec
ond 1 1 .i n d Chairs;
out-of-door Beating.
Send me a
mm ii I s for FREE
ska i [NO PLAN.
Mention this
paper,

STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich ; n.-u Vork ISO FifHi
Ave.;
Pittsburg. SIR Bissell IHk : I
pliia, 1043 Market Si . Boston, so Henri St

ting i >

ALFRED

TO THE

C. TERWILLIGER

Negatives Developed, leper ft.

and Virginia. In Lenoir, N. C, he
disposed of a large orchestrion to the
local motion picture house and an
other to the Screen theatre in South
Boston, \ a. IN- also secured two
other order- during his trip, although
these were not from motion pic ure
exhibitors, as were the other-.
While Mr Terwilliger, whose photograph is shown here, i- probably
known to more park managers
throughout the country at present
than he is to those who guide the destinies of motion picture houses, tin-will not be the case long as the new
YVelte organ, the latest product of the
factorj experts oi Welte & Sons, Inc..
is now being introduced b) VIr Terwilliger
This instrument, winch is the leader
in its field, is one of the mosl remark
able musical inventions oi the pasi
decade, producing automatically an
exact interpretation of the rendering
of thi irganisl who made I he i iriginal
ord It has been found invaluable
by man] motion picture exhibitors as
an adjunct to 'tin n screen portray
and many more will doul
nd it
■ in the future, after making
cualntance through
Mr. Terwilliger
ration "TH E

MOTION

TRADE

PRINTS

MADE

ON

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.
Including Tinting and Toning

TITLES, 8c per ft
Prompt deliveries

All work guaranteed

Commercial Motion
Pictures Co., Inc.
102 W. 101. t Street
Telephone,

£533

New York City
Riverside

CLEANLINESS
Write,

Call

or Wire

Cleaned

J

—•

a1/5
>
ccTi

X

2
<
U

to

Redeveloped

a.

I50cf

HOCHSTETTER
40 E. 12th Str«t

CO.

NF.W YORK

CITY

Phone 2496 Stuxtvsant

PI< 1 1 Kl
\ 1 w S"

D

UTILITY

GODLINESS

>
H

z0
m
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OVER NIAGARA FALLS
STERLING
145

WEST

CAMERA
45th

HAVE i^YOU BOOHED
OUR REAL LIVE ONES?
Great Lure of Paris Scrooge - - - David Garrick - Justice or Love In the Sultan's Power

3
3
3
3
2

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts

Many Others— Write or Call

The E.Film
Exchange
S. MANHLIMER, Mgr.
35-37 West 39th St.

N. Y. City, N. Y.

RoyalLEOFilm
Exchange
SINQER, Manager
New

Jersey Distributers for the

UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM

The Largest Motion Supply House in the State

AND

FILM

STREET

COMPANY
NEW

NEWARK,

CI1Y

some
Good
Terrltoru

ALL STAR FEATURES
NOW

READY

Richard Harding Davis'

Soldiers of Fortune

Still

6 PARTS

ACROSS

With DUSTIN FARNUM
NEXT

RELEASE

Walter's

With TULLY

As played
by photoplay.
IVilson Barrett — a phenomenal feature

MARSHALL

42nd St., New

BLIND

In Five Parts

Good Lobby Display and Heralds

F»IL,OT

AH Star Feature Corporation
220 West

FMLIVI

CORPORATION
220 West 42nd St., New

York

"80 MILLION

FOR QUICK REPAIRS
Tel. Stuyvesant 1037
LIFEOGRAPH COMPANY
T. H. Kelley
1 42 East 1 4th St.
N. Y. CITY

WOMEN

4 REEL POLITICAL

UNIQUE
110-112

WEST

40TH

WANT—?"

DRAMA

FILM COMPANY,

Inc.
NEW

STREET

No Individual or Individuals Can Ever Hope to Release
Part Subjects Like

A
WEEK

WARNER'S

FEATURES

"There's a Reason" — Ask for it

130 West 46th Street

York

N.J

Mr. Motion Picture Man: —

3

CONTINENT
Open

HOODMAN

Paid In Full
Eugene

THE

In Four Parts
A feature teeming with thrills and superb
acting by our all star cast.

286 Market Street

Phone, Market 1994

YORK

EXECUTIVE

OFFICES

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

YORK

CITY

Three
IN
PARTS

New York City
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INDEPENDENT
Dec. 27 —
3—

Jan.

Dec. 29 —
Jan. 3—
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Tan.
.Ian.
lice.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec
Dec

Ian.
Ian.
Ian.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.
Ian.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.
Jan.
Feb.

AMBROSIO
Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)-.
The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.).
AMERICAN
In the Firelight (2 reel Dr.).
The Drama)
Miser's
Policy
(Dr.)

Feet

2000
1000

5—
10—
12—
17—
19—

The Power of Light (2 reel Dr.)
2000
The Son of Thomas Gray (Dr.)
1000
Destinies Fulfilled (3 reel Dr.)
3000
Unto the Weak (Soc. Dr.)
1000
The Return
of Helen
Redmond
(2
reel Dr.)
2000
24— A Child of the Desert (W. Dr.)... 1000
26 — A Blow Out at Santa Banana
.1 Calamity Anne
in Society (Com.).. 1000
2— The Hermit
(2 reel Dr.)
2000
5— True
Western
Hearts
(W.
Dr.).. 1000
AMMEX
24— Fatal Reckoning
2000
8 — His Pard's Sister
2000
15— The Lucky
Nugget
3000
APOLLO
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
14 — The Portola Festival
14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
4— The Tale of a Shirt (Com.)
BISON
13— The Werewolf
(2-reel Dr.)
20 — The God of Girsah (2 reel Dr.)
27— The Water War (2 reel Dr.)
10 — The Eleventh Hour (2 reel Keature)
17— The Flash of Fate (2 reel Dr.)
24 — For the Freedom
of Cuba
(2 reel
Mil.)
31 — The Mad Hermit
(8 reel Ind. Wan
ALBERT BLINKHORNS FEATURES
29 — The First Irish National Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.)
<2 parts)
The Vicar of Wakefield (Hepworth
M fg. Co. — 4 parts)
3
The Younger
Sister (Turner
Filing
Ltd. — 1 part)
—
5
-Jean's Evidence (Turner Films — 2
parts)
12- \1 . .i ln-rbood or Politics? (Hepworth
19
Mfg. Co. — 2 parts)
BRONCHO
-Her
Father's Story (2 parts — Dr.)
-The
Woman
(2 parts — Dr.)
24--A Military Judas (3 parts — Dr.)....
31--Conscience (Dr.)
-Conscience
(2 part Dr.)
14--Romance
of Sunshine Alley (Dr.)..
—
21- 7
CRYSTAL
28-Shadowed
-Fighting Is No Business (Com.)....
-The Ring (Dr.)
- May Come to This (Com.)
6-It
11--Baldy Belmont Bumps
(Com.)
13--A6- Father's
Devotion
(Dr.)
13--Jones'
Burglar Trap (Com.)
18- \ Midnight Scare (Com.)
' 2200-- The Shadow of a Crime (Dr.)
Ohl You Puppy -and His Vacation
25I

1

\

'in.)

' Irati ml

I >ni. ,-i (Dr.)
DOMINO
-True Irish Hearts (3 parts — Dr.)....
Jan.
Ian.
-Harp of Tara (2 parts — Dr.)
-The
Primitive Call (3 parts)
1-The
Ian.
Jan.
Informer
(2 part Dr.)
15-8of a Woman
(3 part Dr.)....
Jan. 22DRAGON
(Tormerly Ryno)
Sept
Her I^»st Ride
3000
Oct.
-Daredevil
Rodman
Law
(Special)..
Nov
24--Dare
Devil Rescue
(Special)
3000
ECLAIR
16Cue
Ian.
8- and Miss Cue
Ian.
Nutty lias Hi b Ideas
•The Case of Cherry Purcelle (3 reel
Jan.
Dr.)
4—
Charmer
4—1 he Snake
7-Nutty Delivers the Message to Garcia
Ian.
[an. 11— The First Nugget (2 reel Dr.)
Ian. 141—1- She Wrote
i Play (Com.)
Ian. LM
Coming
Hoi
eel 1 >r.)
Ian. 18— An Enchanted
Voice (Com.)

MOTION
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Feet
Does
Not: Care to be Photographed
(Com.)
Jan. 25 — Just Kids (2 reel Com.
Dr.)
Feb
—At
the Crossing
(Com.)
— He

Ian
ECLECTIC
Nov
—The
Fatal Plunge
3000
Nov . 27 — Toils of Villainy
Dec
(3 parts)

— His Fateful Passion (5 parts)
F. R. A.
—Secret
of Adrianople
Dec.
Dec .13- — Demonyte
— Vengeance
Bequeathed
Nov

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.

3600
3000
3000

— Slim's LastFRONTIER
Trick (Com.)
—The Winning Stroke (Dr.)
—Slim's
Strategy
(Com.)
11—Cross Roads (Dr.)
28- —Slim and the Money
Pots (Com.)..
12- -Her
Brother
(Dr.)
119- —Slim and the Indian
(Com.)
—Abide
with Me
(Dr.)
—Slim
and the Dynamiters
(Com.)..
—The Turning Point (Dr.)

10GAUMONT
15- —Tiny Tim's Sweetheart
—17Mother-in-Law
Pays a Visit
Tan.
Jan.
Tan.
22—Simple
Simon's
Honeymoon
—Tiny
Tim
the
Fisherman
Jan. 243- 1Ian.
9
2
—The Lawyer's
Courtship
8Tan.
Ian.
—Oscar's
Heroic
Poses
Tan.
31— Calino as a Stage Prompter
-Excursion
in Old Paris
—"Miss
America"
fan. 13- 15Dec.
GOLD SEAL
15—The
Buccaneers
(3 reel Pirate)....
Tan.
Jan.
20-The
Lie
(2
reel
Dr.)
—A22- War - Time
Reformation
(2 reel
8
2277-- Mil.)
9Unsigned
2—The

Agreement
(2 reel
-One Dr.)
of the Bravest (2 reel Dr.)
GREAT
NORTHERN

Jan.
Nov

Jan.
Jan.
Nov
Nov
Oct.
Nov.

Dec.
Ian.
Ian.
Ian.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.
Ian.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Her.

30-A
1000
13- Dilemma
—A Bogus Hero (Com.)
-Hard
Luck
1000
20GREAT
NORTHERN
SPECIAL
-In
the Bonds
of Passion
8000
27—
-Baptism
of Fire
3000
6-By
Whose
Hand
30O0
IMP
—King
Detective in the Jarvis Case
22- (2 the
reels)
-The
Trials of Alexander
(Com.)....
82—Sam
Slam 'Em Slammed (Com.) ....
21-The
Watch
Dog
of
the
Deep
(2 reel
29- Dr.) - 18
-The Militant (3 reel Dr.)
-Percy Needed a Rest (Com.)
-Getting
Rid of His Mother-in-Law
29(Com.)
\Iii iithe — Four reel European
(Dr.)
(2 eel D '....
26 -A Doctor's Deceit
Finish (Features)
(Com.)
12A- Hot ITALA

1519-Leap

I hi

Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
i in

4-\
1-In

Jan.
l.i
•-.'i

1

Freak
Temperance
Wave
(Com.)
the
Year
2014
and
Historic
Bremen
KAY-BEE
-Prince
(Dr.)
4-Narcotic
Spectre
(Dr.)
42
-The Circle of Fate (Dr.)
Romance
(Dr.)
82Kentucky
II.
Brother's Sake (Dr.)
Dh
- pari Dr.)
KEYSTONE
31-

2117-

i ii
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.

Ian.

1-

of5- Despair
3000
-At Death's
Door
3000
8- or Death
22-Victory
3000
JOKER
26
-Saving the Child (Com.)
-The Mystery of the Taxicab (Com.)
-Mike
and
Jake
Join
the
Army
27IK iven
(Com.) Will Protect the Working
Girl
(Com.)
8
1

\l,,i !

Stoi n i I ove

Affair

16- 1
Undei Sherifl
(I on.)
23M lion
(Com.) Are
MistakePictures
[an. 27-1\1 aFlirt's
(Ind.1
2-In the
Clutches of the Gang
9Com.)
i .

I ... Man]

\\ ..ii

In

1719-

Bi idi -

i i i. -it

W i dding

12-

5-

8-

I > ii

(Com.)
Mad
(2 part

1—
5—
8—
8—
15—
Jan. 15 —
JanJan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec. 1 0 —
Nov. 1—
Nov. 1 5 —
Dec. 4 —
20—
Dec.

KOMIC
Glimpses of Los Angeles
(Sc.)
Love and Dynamite
(Com.)
Chasing
Gloom
(Com.)
The Servant Question
(Com.)
Walt's Photo (Com.)
The Vapor Bath (Com. )
LACLEDE
Pale Face Squaw
LEWIS PENNANTS
Taxicab
1098
Decreed
to Die
Sign of the Secret Nine
Taxicab
1098
LUX

Feet

3000

3000
3000

By Prieur
510
Dec. 5 — Bill on the Telephone (Com.)
Dec. 5 — A Day in the Country
(Com.)
385
12—
When
Auntie
Made
Her
Will
Dec.
(Com.)
570
Dec. 12 — Ostrich Farming Near Nice (Indus.) 410
Dec. 19 — Detective
Larkin
(Dr.)
586
350
Dec. 19 — Travels in Hungary (Sc.)
Dec. 26— Only a Little Drop of Water (Com.) 356
26— A Quiet Flat (Com.)
666
Dec.
MAJESTIC
rjec 23 — Mrs. Brown's Burglar (Cora.)
Dec 27— The Pride of the Force (Com.)
Dec 28— Helen's Stratagem
(Dr.)
rjec' 30 -The Baby (Dr.)
3
—
Educating
His
Daughters
(Com.)..
ran '
jan' 4 — Mollie and the Oil King (Dr.)
6
—
The
Ten
of
Spades
(Dr.)
jan'
Tan 10 — Sorority Initiation (Dr.)
NESTOR
14— The Intruder (Dr.)
T
16 — Cupid's Close Shave (Com.)
-}a"'
t, _" 21 — Countess Betty's Mine (Dr.)
23— Snobbery
(Dr.)
i™- 28— The
Wheel
of Life
(Dr.)
-Tan'
30
—
When
Billy
Proposed
(Com.)
t '
POWERS
Tan
9— Who So Diggeth a Pit (Dr.)
i™' 12 — Just Mother
12
— In Lapland
t "
4™' 16— Trust Begets Trust (Dr.)
19- — Too Many
Cooks
(Com.)
Tan'. 23 — A Deuco and Two Pair (Com.)....
Jan.
Tan. 26 — The Saint and the Singer (Com. I . .
Bridegroom
(Dr.)..
Jan. 30 — A Coincidental
PRINCESS
Dec. 19 — The Law of Humanity
(Dr.)
Dec. 26 — Cupid's Lieutenant
(Com. Dr.)....
Rural
Free
Delivery
Romance
Jan. 2 — A
(Dr.)
Jan. 9 — A Circumstantial
Nurse (Dr.)
RAMO
Nov
26—
Fangs
of
Hate
3000
hec 10— The
Devil
Within
3000
RELIANCE
.
7 — The Loafer
(Dr.)
Jan- 10 — The Psychological
Moment
(Dr.)...
-'an- 12 — Slim Hogan's
Getaway
(Dr.)
14—
The
Two
Slaves
(Dr.)
-Jan17— The Faith of Her Fathers
(2 reel
Dr.)
J<
19— Our Mutual
Girl (Special)
t
21 — Tricked
hv a Photo (1 reel Dr.)..
-Tan'
Tan. 24— Tin
Hidden
Clue (1 reel Dr.)
jan 11— The Cycle of REX
Adversity (Dr.)
Arnold
and Dr. Lynn
(2
>-_' 15 — Michael
reel
Dr.)
J
jan
(Dr.)
jan] 18— The Option
22 — A Mud Bath Elopement (Com.)....
Tan'
25
—
The
Leper's
Coat
Jan| 29 — From Father to Sun(Dr.)(8 ice! Dr.)..
|.\,|i
1 — The
Fourth
Proposal
(Com.)....
SOLAX
Nov.
Bolt
4000
her 28 — Ben
26 — The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
4000
THANHOUSER
30 — An Amateur Animal Trainer
(Com.
Dec.
Dr.)
2— Their Golden Wedding (Dr.)
4 — Mrs. Pinkhurst Proxy (Com. Dr.)..
{""■ 6 — The Runaway Princess (3 part Dr.)
*■*" 9 — (No release this date)
-lanVICTOR
Jan. 5— The Magic Skin (2 reel Dr.)
Tan. 12— The Imp Abroad
(Com.)
Jan. 19_The Man Who Lied (2 reel Dr.)..
\ Dangerous
Experiment
(2 reel
Jan. ':
Dr.) of Today
Jan. 26
1 lances
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MADE TO ORDER

BROS.,

GUNBY

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.
:1NC:
CHAS. A. CALEHUFF, Pres. and Mgr.
1301 Race Street Philadelphia. Pa.

NGT
E A DEIS
LARG
Supply House in America
Bargain

MOTION

Machines

PRINTING
NRE°GMAT?VE
jg ^C p£R
NEGATIVES DEVELOPED FREE
W
F°°T
45th STREET,
NEW YORK CITY
EVERY

DAY

In Motion

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

WURLITZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20

BRANCHES

ORCHESTRAS

IT PA YS

WuRLlTZER

20
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI

Bargain

Tom fa
Tfie

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $135.00,
Edison Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $65.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

dy* Knowledge

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.
Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

Bargains in Rebuilt
Machines
Powers No. 5
Powers No. 6
1911 Motiograph
Powers No. 6
1912 Motiograph
estal Stand

$100.00
175.00
175.00
160.00
on

Iron

Ped-

190.00

All machines complete. A-l condition
guaranteed. We handle all makes of
nezv machines.
Send for catalog today.

Amusement Supply Co.
160 North Fifth Avenue,

Chicago.

Subscribe NOW to
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
$2 per year

YOU,

MR.

EXHIBITOR-

are the man we are aiming; at with our advertising gun this week. WE MAKE
LOCAL MOTION
PICTURES for the Exhibitor so that they will bring him
a big profit. Our Price is Right — Our Work is the Best, and — We Do the
Job Quick. We are now contracting for Spring work. Let us help you to help
yourself to big financial returns.
WRITE US TO-DAY.
_.

DANIEL WEBSTER
McKINNEY
General Manager

iyjDo

Eagle Frames
They
are
the
several
thousand
theatres that are using them.

ASSOCIATE! IH0YIN6 PICTURE PRESS

254A Kingston Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

16 STYLES
OF
SIGNS
ON PAPER
Size 7x21 Inches Per Set 25 Cents
On Cardboard Per Set 50 Cents, Prepaid
These Are Special Designs.

why you should use

SO. IS a Year

The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

RECORD BOOK gSS««5?S£
Price Si. 00, Prepaid.

There are several thousand reasons

Kinematograph Weekly

READ

EAGLE

CHAS. D McCUTCHEON, 3105 Haussen Court, Chicago, 111.

IT AGAIN

FRAME

CORRECT
Furniture and
Furnishings on RENTAL,.
We
equip your settings in accordance
with your scenario.
WILLIAM
BIRNS
Tel. Greely 6255
70 Weit 38th St., N. Y. City

CO.

JOE GUERCIO, Manager
506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, III.

dvertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

General Offices
Suite 518. Fairbanks Bldg.
56 E. RANDOLPH
ST.
CHICAGO
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LICENSEES

OF

PATENTS

Fe<t

Jan.
1 — Skelley's Skeleton
(Coin.)
Jan.
1 — A Motorcycle Elopement (Com.)....
Jan.
8— The Abandoned
Well (Dr.)
Jan.
5— The .Mystery of the Milk (Com.)..
Jan.
5 — The Janitor's Revenge (Com.)
Jan.
8 — His Father's House
(Dr.)
Jan. 10 — The Bam red Crown
(Dr.)
Jan. I ' Com i nl rat i. .11 ( Dr. )
Ian. 15 Out-Blacked
(torn.)
[
Jan. IS How
They
Struck
Oil (Com.)....
Jan. I i \\ lifs (Dr.)
Jan. Ill Jusl Boys
(Com.)
Jan. in Reggie, the Daredevil
(Com.)
Jan. 22
III, Sentimental
Sister (Dr.)
Jan. 'I The Husband's
Experiment
(Dr.;..
CINES
George Kleine
Dec. 28— At Cross Purposes
(Dr.)
(Parts I
& II)
Dec. 30 — When
a Woman
Wills
(2 parts —
Dr.)
Jan. 6 — The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.) .
Jan. 13 — The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
Jan. 20 — Who
Was
Guilty?
(2 part Dr.)..
EDISON
Dec. 29— Her Face Was Her Fortune (Com.). 1000
Dec. 30 — The Mystery of the Dover Express
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 31— Andy Gets a Job (Com.)
1000
Jan.
2— The Antique
Brooch
(Dr.)
2000
Jan.
3 — Stanton's Last Fling (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
5— The Girl in the Middy
(Com.)
1000
Jan.
6— On the Great Steel Beam (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
7 — African
Sea Birds (Edu.)
40.0
Jan.
7 — The Sherlock Homes Girl (Com.).
tfi>0
Jan.
9— The Witness to the Will (Dr.)
'2000
Jan. 10 — A Lonely Road
(Dr.)
'i000
Jan. 12 — The
Adventure
of
the
Actress>
Jewels (Com.)
1000
Jan. 13 — A Night at the Inn (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 14 — Andy Plays Hero
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 16 — Deacon
Com.) Billington's Downfall (2 part 2000
Jan. 17— The Last Scene of All (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 19 — Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
(Ind.)
425
Jan. 19 — The Janitor's Flirtation (Com.).... 600
Jan. 20— The Message of the Sun Dial (Dr.). 1000
Jan. 21 — The Uncanny Mr. Gumble
(Com.). 1000
Jan. 23— The Necklace of Rameses (Dr.)
3000
Jan. 24 — United in Danger (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 26 — The Lovely Senorita
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 27 — The Mystery
of the Talking
Wire
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 28— How Bobby Called Her Bluff (Com.) 500
Jan. 28 — The Call of the Footlights (Com.).. 600
"
lh' Silenl Death (2 part Dr.)
2000
Jan. 31 — The Perfect Truth
(Com.
Dr.).... 1000
ESSANAY
Jan.

2 — The
3 — The

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

6—
7—
8—
9—

Jan. 10—
Jan. 13—
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

14 —
15—
16—
17—

Jan. 21—
Jan. 22
Jan. 2:S
I—
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

26 —
26—
27—
29—
::l —

Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.

2—
2—
3—
5—

Ian.

7—
9—
9—
10—
12-

[an,
Jan.
Jan.

Awakening at Snakeville
(Special— 2 parts — Com.)
2000
Redemption
of Broncho
Billy
(Dr.)
1000
Hearts and Flowers
(Dr.)
1000
A Foot of Romance
(Com.)
1000
The Hills of Peace (Dr.)
1000
The Hour and the Man
(2 parts —
Dr.)
2000
Snakeville's New Doctor (Com. Dr.). 1000
The
Hand
that Rocks
the Cradle
(Dr.)
1000
Tlu Real Miss Loveleigh (Com.).. 1000
The Story of the Old Gun (Dr.).. 1000
The Cast of the Die (2 part Dr.).. 2000
Broncho
Billy— Guardian
(Dr.)
1000
I hi i onqueror
i Dr.)
1000
Looking
for Trouble
(Com.)
1000
A Nighl on the Road
(Dr.)
1000
Through the Storm (Special — 2 parts
— Dr.)
2000
Broi I Billy and
the Bart
Man 1000
KALEM

Emancipated Women
(Com.)
Talcum
Powder
(Ind.)
Her Indian Brother (Dr.)
A Modern Jekyl and Hyde (Special
—2
parts— Dr.)
2000
An Unseen Terror (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
2000
Bill's Board Bill (Com.)
Cambridgeshire
Race Meet
(Sports)
A Dream of the Wild (Dr.)
1000
A Shot in the Night (Special — 2 part
Dr.)
2000
Her partHusband's
Friend
(Special — t 2000
Dr.)
The Joke on Jane (Com.)
Making
Cut Glass (Ind.)
Telltale Stains
(Dr.)
1000
Indian
Blood
(2 part Dr.)
Perils of the White
Lights (2 p

PICTURE

NEWS
Feet

CO.

BIOGEAPH

Jan.

MOTION

Jan. It)
Jan. 16
Ian. 19 —
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 23
Jan. 24
25

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
fan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.

Onlj
i in. Shut
(Com. J
The Lord Mayor of London
I rapped
(Dr.) Parts 1 ami II....
The
Paleface
Brave
(Dr.;
Part?, 1
and
11
At Last They Eat (Com.)
Unveiling
Pilgrim
Fathers'
-Monument the
Explosive

"D"

20G. MELlLb
20—A22- Woman's Mission (Dr.)
to
the
Famous
2—A42-3- Trip

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

at

Arashyama,

Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.

-Pathe's

Weekly

Insects
that Mimic
(Edu.)
Submarine
Mysteries
(Scientitic I . .
Three Pairs and a Cat (Com.)
At Home
with the Heron
(Edu.;.
The I Sword
and
IIof Damocles (Dr.) Part*
Jan. 22 — Pathe's Weekly
.\o. 7 (News;..
Jan. 24— God's Warning (Dr.; Parts I and 11

No.

SELIG
Dec. 15— When Father
Craved a Smoke
(Com.)
Dec. 16— With
Eyes
So
Blue and Tender
(Dr.)

Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
fan.
ran.
Jan.

17—
18—
19—
22—
23—
24 —
25 —
26—
29 —

Buster's Little Game
(Com.)
Until the Sea (Dr.)
The Lure of the Road (Dr.)
The Open Door (Dr.) (Parts I & II)
Mother Love vs. Gold (Dr.)
A Dip in the Briney (Com.)
Doc Yak's Christmas (Com.)
His Sister (Dr.)
The Adventures of Kathlyn — No. 1 —
The
Unwelcome
— 3 parts
— Dr.) T'.irone (Special 3000
30— The Stolen Heart (Com.)
1000
31— Father's Day (Di )
1000
1 — Good Resolutions
(Dr.)
1000
2 — At Cross Purposes (Com. Dr.)
2 — Buster and Sunshine
(Com.)
5 — Into the Third and Fourth Generation (Special — 2 parts — Dr.).... 2000
6 — The Living Wage
(Dr.)
I00n
7 — By Unseen Hand
(Dr.)
1000
8 — Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
9— On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
12 — The Advenures
of Kathlyn
13 — Angel
Paradise
14 — Conscience and the Temptress
15 — Blue Blood and Red
16 — A Message
from Across the Sea..
19— Too Late
(Dr.)
Paris
1 a„d 11..
20 — His Guiding
Spirit (Dr.)
21 — The Charmed
Arrow
(Dr.)
82— A Friend in Need
(Dr.)
23 — Doc(Com.)
Yak, Moving Picture Artist

Picnic
Japan

276—- (Sc.)
2—At
Phnom-Penh,

Cambodia (Travel)
—Beautiful
Angkor-Vat,
Cambodia
(Sc.)
—Cities of Japan (Sc.)
Dec.
—The Ruins of Angkor-Thorn
(Sc.)..
-Temples of Japan
1000
-The Somnambulist
(Dr.;
1000
11-Wooing the Sales Lady (Com.) .... 1000
Jan. 114-PATHEPLAY
Jan.
18Dec. 18 -The
Finger of Fate (Dr.) (Parts 1
25& II) 4Dec
Dec
-Pathe's
Weekly No. 77
—A Scandinavian Scandal (Com.)....
Dec
-The
Fire Bride (Dr.)
15Dec
-Pathe's Weekly No. 78 (News)
Dec
-An
Indian
Don Juan (Dr.)
1-—Two 8Up
a Tree (Com.)
Dec.
-Lady
Madcap's
Way
(Com.)
(Parts
181 & ID
Dec.
Dec.
-Pathe's Weekly No. 79 (News)
Moth
and
the Flame
(Dr.)
19- -The
(Parts I & II)
Dec. 2022- -Corfu,
an Isle of the Ionian Sea
Dec. 23(Travel)
24-Lady
Madcap's
Way (Spec. — 2 parts
— Com.)
Dec. 26Dec. 25- -Pathe's Weekly No. 80 (News)
-The Sneak Thief (Com.)
Dec,
27- -By the Two
Oak Trees (Dr.)
-When Strong Wills Clash (Special —
2 parts — Dr.)
Tan. 2729- -Pathe's Weekly No. 81 (News)
Resurrection
(Special — 2 parts
Jan. 27- -The —Dr.)
Tan.
fan.
Jan.

20 —
20 —
21—
21—
22—

(.'i.i

LUBIN
-The Parasite (Dr.) (Parts 1 & II;..
—
The
Death
Trap (Dr.)
26
27
The Doctor's Romance (Dr.)
Her Boy (Dr.)
1000
— Before the Last Leaves Fall (Dr.).. 1000
— Manufacturing
Pearl
Buttons
(Indus.)
300
—The
Inspector's Story (Dr.)
1700
—A Corner in Popularity
(Coin.)
400
—The Missing Diamond
(Com.;
600
—The
Circle's End (Dr.;
1000
1000
29- —The Story the Gate Told (Dr.)
Squire's Mistake
(.Dr.)
1000
30- —The
—Between Two Fires (2 reel Dr.).... 2000
—The Engineer's Revenge (Dr.)
1000
—When
the Doctors
Failed (Com.) . . 400
—Married
Men
(Com.)
600
—Tobacco
Industry
(Ind.)
400
—Smiles of Fortune (Com.)
600
-The
Inscription
(Dr.)
1000
-A Question 1-of Right (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
1-In Mysterious
Ways
(Dr.)
1000
-A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
10- -The Eternal
Duel
(Dr.)
1000
2
3
1210- -The Card
400
5- 2of Mystery (Com.)
—Matchmaking
Dads
(Com.)
600
12- —The
Man
from
the
West
(2
reel
9
13- Dr.)
6
2000
8
15- -The
Moth
(Dr.;
1000
16-The
Blinded
Heart
(Dr.;
1000
17-The
Windfall
(Dr.)
1000
9
1
-His Excellency
(W. Dr.;
1000

Grounds

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

2 (News)

30- -Whom
God Hath Joined (Dr.)
31- -Dishing Dicks Dishwater (Com.)..

-Snow Effects in Austria (Travel) . .
-The Wards
of Society (Special — 2
parts Dr.)
-A
Ramble
in Pondicherry,
India
(Sc.)
1-Pathe's
Weekly
No.
3
(News)
1-The 3Minister's
Daughter
(Special —
2 parts — Dr.)
-Pathe's5- Weekly
No. 4 (News)....
Down Lone Gap Way (Dr.)
-Colonel llii/a l iar's \fricao Hunt

Jan.
7- 6Jan.
i l
Tan. 10'
The (Com.)
S, 7\-entei n M ile I (rive,
< lalifoi nia
Jan.
(Sc.)8iIB;
■
pari Dr.)..
12- \ Tin.Jan. 16 -Pathe's Weeklj
No. 5 (News). . . .
13
part Dr.)
1
8Ian.
Pathi 8's- Weeklj
\" 6 (News ...
14Jan.
in

Aug. 12— The

URBAN
ECLIPSE
George Kleine
Mong-Fu-Tong
(Part

(Dr.)

1 &

U)

not

Aug. 19— The Clown's Revenge (Part I & II)
(Dr.)
lotx
Oct. 14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
& II)
I0W
Oct. 28— The Rajah's
Diamond
Rot*
(Part
I & II) (Dr.)
»om
Nov. 26 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (8 part Dr.)
Jan. 27— Wrecked
in Mid-Air
l
Dr.)
VITAGRAPH
Dec. 23— Her Faith in the Flag (Dr.)
Dec. 24 — The Honorable Algernon
(Com.)...
Dec. 25 — The Spirit of Christmas (Dr.)
Dec. 26 — The
Golf
Game
and
the Bonnet
(Com.)
Dec. 27— Heartsease
(Dr.)
(Parts I & II).
Dec. 29— Her Husband's Friend (Dr.)...
...1000
Dec. 30 — His Second Wife (Com. Dr.)
Dec. 30— The Baby Show (Edu.)
Dec. 31 — The Education
of Aunt
Georgiana
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
1— Secret of the Bulb (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
2 — Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch
(Com.)
1000
Jan.
3 — The Street Singen (Special — t parts
—Dr.)
2000
Jan.
5 — Francine
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
6 — Officer
John
Donovan
(Special — 2
parts— Dr.)
2000
Tan.
7 — Diana's Dress Reform
(Com.)
1000
Jan.
8 — Their
Interest
in Common
(Com.
Dr.)
Jan.
8 — Montana State Fair (Topical)
Jan.
9 — Bunny's
Mistake
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 10 — Jerry's Uncle's Namesake (Special —
2 parts — Com.)
2000
Tan. 12 — The
Right and the Wrong
of It
(Dr.)
1000
Tan. 13— The Masked
Dancer
(2 part Dr.).. 2000
Jan.
14
—
Timing
Cupid
(Com.)
1000
I. hi. 16 The Brute (Dr.)
Jan. 15 — Baseball Stars (Top.)
Tan. 16— Cutej "s Yacati, I
i
Ian. 17 — Local Coloi
(Special
'.' parts
Di I
[an.
Don Ball(Dr.)
Ian. 19—
20— Quantrell's
The Vavasour
(Com. D. i Parts
I and 11
SI — Love's Old Dream
(Com.)
\iiih- of the Golden Heart I Dr. I
Tan. 23 — The Perplexed Bridegroom
(Coin.)
1 1 "me
Decoration
Day
at < >l.l Soldiers'
' i Hearts oi \\ omi n (Dr.) Pai ts I and
II
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NEWS

ATTENTION
Scenario

Writers !!!

The Balboa Amusement
Producing Company
H. M. HORKHEIMER, President and General Manager
E. D. HORKHEIMER,
- - Secretary and Treasurer
Manufacturers of

First January
Feature

"BALBOA
WILL
PAY

in Q&g paper during May
All Scenarios must be t-jjewritten=Addi
complete and accompanied by
self-addressed and starr^y envelope for return.

Balboa Amusement
Producing Company

GovGehronsotr's

Suite 806 Security Bldg.

and as your pictures are good or bad, your

This photo feature will make you
hold your breath with excitement

business
is good
or your
bad. lens
Youequipment
can't haveis
good pictures
unless
the best, and you can't have the best lens
equipment unless you have

CANADA
IOWA, NEBRASKA, MISSOURI, MINNESOTA,
COLORADO, THE NORTHWEST AND
THE ENTIRE SOUTH OPEN

C.

LANG
Manager

RAMO

COBQ,

[}ausc!i |omf>
Projection [enses

WITH

They insure pictures that are absolutely true to life, and
bring out every detail of a film story with brilliant clearness
and distinctness.
Equip your machine with Bausch & Lomb objectives and
condensers,
the choice of discriminating operators everywhere.

JR.

Sales and Publicity

Regularly supplied with the Edison and Nicholas Power
Machines, and procurable from any film exchange.
Our free booklet contains much of interest to owners and
operators.
It is well worth writing for.

FILMS, Inc.

Columbia Theatre Building
47th STREET and SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Los Angeles, Ca).

It's Pictures You
Are Selling

IN THREE EXCITING ACTS

DIRECT

$200

for the best SCENARIO of a three-reel Drama submitted on or
before May 1, 1914.
SCENARIOS submitted but not up to standard of prize contest,
will be purchased at valuation placed upon same by us. Military
and Wild West subjects not desired.
Name of Prize Winner will be announced

The

COMMUNICATE

FEATURE FILMS"

Bausch & [pmb Optical (5.

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

569

ST. PAUL

New York

MOTION
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Washington

PICTURE

NEWS"

ROCHESTER,
Chicago

N.Y.

San Francisco

THE
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PICTURE
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The Supreme Quality is the Only Quality

The Hero of a Nation
BAR-COCHBA,

IN 6 REELS

The Most Spectacular Photo-Drama Ever Produced

JSa£^

0

The PHOTO-MACHINE

will

MAKE YOUR LOBBY EARN MONEY
An investment of $75.00 will pay for
itself inside of a month if your location
is good. 250 Photo- Machines in successful operation in principal cities.

Territory Going Fast.
Territorial Rights Fully Protected
NEW YORK STATE SOLD TO WM. FOX

THE SUPREME FEATURE FILM CO

PHOTO-MACHINE
30 West

145 West 45th Street

Telephone, jjjijj, Bryant

New

The Famous

American Professional

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
1*

Lb "^-B

H
A Guaranteed Scientific Motographic Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Develop'ag Outftti
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Pioture Film.

American Cinematograph Company

Don't fail

to visit our
Showrooms
Write for
Catalog.

The

Inc.

York

York

Make Your Lobby Display
There is nothing
more fascinating to
the public than a
hi igbt brass frame
to display your
photos or posters.
We make Lobby
and Theatre Fixtures and Brass
Rails of every description.

COMPANY,

23rd Street, New

Bend

617-631

Jackson

for

Blvd.

Catalog T

Chicago,

HI.

Newman
THE

Mfg. Co.

BEST

PICTURES

CLEAR, SHARP, FLICKERLESS, ROCK STEADY
PICTURES are projected when the Lavczzi improved
HIGH GRADE intermittent action is installed in your
Powers 5 or Edison Machine. Nine cases out of ten
when vour machine doesn't produce a good picture it's
the fault of the action. Price $12.00. Machine Repairing.
Lavezzi Machine Works, 2940 Uerndon St., Chicago, 111.

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinniti.
Ohio
Branch
Factories
and Show
Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., 106-108 W. Lake St.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
lablished 1882.

JTJST PLAIN COMMON SENSE tells you when you want to SEE ynurself you use a Mirror. Because you SEE yourself better with t
Mirror than any other means in the world. Now the same thing applies when you want to SEE motion pictures, use a MIRROR SCREEN
because you BEE the pictures so much plainer, better and clearer on a Mirror Screen than on any other surface under the sun. Besides,
It tickles your patrons and makes picture fans. It's a fact. The difference between a motion picture on a MIRROR SCREEN and any
other screen of any other kind is the same comparison between seeing your own reflection in a fine French plate glass mirror and in a
mud puddle. The 'MIRROR SCREEN' is a Mirror. A magnificent mirror made from the finest polished plate glass that the world can
produce.
Get Right and Write to us to-day for our new Snow White Prismized Finished Surface.
SHELBYVTLLE,
INDIANA
F. J. REMBUSCH,
President.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Eastern Representative, Frank Manning, 121 W. 48th Street. New York City: 160 Irving Avenue,

MIRROR

SCREEN

COMPANY

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

F^OUR

NEWS

AC
Kay-Bee
Features
JANUARY

23rd

Kentucky
Romance
(1 Reel)
JANUARY

27th

Her Brother's
1 Reel)
JANUARY

Sake

30th

Divorce
2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

6th

Secret Lode
(1 Reel)

FEBRUARY

10th

Colonel's Adopted
(1 Reel) Daughter

Broncho Headliners

Keystone Comedies
JANUARY

19th

JANUARY

Too Many Brides
JANUARY

Won

22nd

JANUARY

In a Closet

JANUARY

JANUARY

Rebecca's Wedding Day
JANUARY

26th

Double Crossed

29th

JANUARY

Mable's

Bare

FEBRUARY

fEBRUARY

Romance

(1 Reel i

31st

Escape

FEBRUARY

2nd^

2 Reels)

i

t^\
_S W^ '4T-*

22nd

Informer

Ur_^~

- K Pfc. JIM '

23^
&

]

29th

Heart of Woman
(3 Reels)
FEBRUARY

4th

Yellow Flame

2 Reels)
JANUARY

Sea

2 Reels)
FEBRUARY
18th

2 Reels'

Domino
Winners
JANUARY

11th

of the

New England Idyl

Making A Living

The

28th

Romance of Sunshine Alley

Little Billie's Triumphs

24th

21st

Conscience

\J

\*^^h^km0I

5th

O Mimi San
1 2 Reels)

• •

Mutual Program Exclusively
NEW

YORK

MOTION

PICTURE

CORPORATION,

THE

Longacre BIdg., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

i

INFORMER

NEWS

YORK

CITY

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Zola's Immortal

GERMINAL
XJO
ner acting or more
^ moving: story was ever
shown on the screen. A
tale of rivalry in love and
jealous hatred that does
not lessen even in the very
presence of Death.

5 REELS
Produced by

PATHE FRERES
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

JANUARY

31, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

Exhibito
rs Times
Est. 1913

GEJVE'RAL

FILM

Moving Picture News
^Est. 1908

ELECTION

Page Fifteen

3 "Big 'Problems
■BEFO'RE

PHOCRAMS,

OHIO

COJVVEJVTIOJV

POSTERS
Vage

GAUGING

AJVD

CEJVSOHSH1P

Thirteen

THE

MARKET

Page Seventeen
Volume IX

Number 4

THE

.MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

We wish to
repeat that:

Has no Repair
Department

Because
Only the very best of selected material is used.
All constructive work is done from BLUE
PRINT
DESIGNS, which insures ACCURACY.
All parts are rigidly inspected before approval.
In every respect this Machine is RIGHT.
The BEST is the cheapest.
There are no repair bills
for users of

THE PEERLESS
Send for- Illustrated

Used in 90% of the Film Studios

( titalogue B
MADE

PRECISION

PROJECTOR

AND GUARANTEED

MACHINE

BY

COMPANY

317 EAST 34th STREET

NEW

AMERICAN-ECLAIR
"If It's the Last Thing You Ever Do"

Get "JUST KIDS"

THE

ECLAIR

MASTERPIECE,

FROM

YOUR

EXCHANGE'

The sweetest and most beautiful "kid" story ever told in pictures.
Two reels of clean, pure, straight comedy and drama enacted entirel} b} child artists.
Two Reels

"JUST
KIDS"
Released, Wednesday. January 28th
THE
ECLAIR
MASTERPIECE

Two Reels

The "kiddies" will go wild over this "pic" and the grown ups will

thank you lor having lightened their care.-, turned hack the hand- on
the lace of tune, and made them think of the happiest 'lay- of their
lives

when

the\

were "Tust

Kid-."

225 W.4 2n4ST..NEWY0RK CITY.
In

»■

i

I III'

\im [ON

I'M' 1 fKK

NEWS"

YORK

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

PRODUCED

NEWS

BY

PflTHE
When the Heart Calls
A TWO

PART

DRAMA

A strongly dramatic story
in which a blackmailing woman nearly ruins two lives.
In order to get realism in this
picture, in a bridge jumping
scene, the director held up a
great railroad system for fifteen
minutes.
Featuring Lillian Wiggins and
M. O. Penn.

The

Baby

Comes

to Reunite

Husband

Released
Thursday, February

and Wife

Victims of Vanity
A TWO

PART

DRAMA

The story of a woman who
wrecks her own as well as
her husband's happiness by
yielding to her vanity.
Though the mystery of the
stolen necklace is solved by
time the wasted years of her
life can never come
back.
Featuring Francis Carlyle,
Helen Lynn and M. O. Penn.
Released
Saturday, February 21st

The

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

Captain Gives Her Employment

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

19th

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Lillian Walker

TICKETS
ADMITTING

LADY

INCLUDING

$2.00
and GENTLEMAN

WARDROBE.

For sale at the door or by Jake
Gerhardt, Treasurer, 145 West 45th
Street, or at the Screen Club, 165
West 47th Street. New York,

igi ([

m

Many Big Features

Widespread Publicity
Assures Big Attendance
Acknowledgment is made of arti>tic p --ters designed by Joe Farnham. helpful advance mticcs by
Tracy Lewis in the Telegraph. George Proctor in the
Motion Picture News. Fred Beccroft in the Mirror.
Harry Ennis in the Clipper. Wen Milligan in the
Billboard and Hugh Hoffman in the Moving Picture
World.

:s

Telephone

"bhvant

684T

i

PUBLIC WELCOME.
After the first ball many

motion

picture patrons remarked that they
would have attended if they had known
that it was a public ball. We
therefore urge every one in the industry to make known the fact that this
is a Public Ball given by the Screen
Club, the famous organization of play-

1 Much
will start al II
o'clock, led by King Baggot and Mary
Fuller — Sic- all tl
' heroines
of the screen in line — Novel and startand
surprises
will follow
each other constantly
at this thi
of the year in motion
picture circles.

RAMI

ers, producers and all others prominently allied with Motion Pictures.

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

You Must Be

MYS

If You Want to
O
In connection with this five part
feature is introduced an entirely
new and original scheme.
The scope for special boosting and
advertising is unlimited.

FA
PE

Prizes of all descriptions can be
offered.
The public will talk about the
story and the mysterious disappearance of the fatal pearl.
It is engrossingly interesting and
the sequel is a complete surprise.
The public will follow intently

SEQ
I

F I
R E

SEE NEXT
mAvjiIi

the havoc caused by the pearl's
evil influence under the curse laid
upon it by the Hindoo fakir.
All advertising is of a special kind.
It will bring big money to the lucky
buyers.
Full particulars from

American

JVineto v^ ORPORATION
1018 Longacre Building

Broadway

at 42nd Street, New

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

York
PICTURE

City
NEWS"

Telephone, Bryant 4276

THE

IE

fERY

MOTION
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PICTURE

TO

NEWS

V^???

INCREASE

YOUR

PROFITS

IE

rAL
\RL
IE

UEL

FOLD
TO THE
THE

PAGE

LEFT

ON

DOTTED

LINE AND

4
/E
LLS

A, MERIGAN

THIS

THE

is

INETO
JVINETO

CORPORATION
V^<

Tn writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

JESS
By RIDER
IN

FOUR

HAGGARD
PARTS

One Thousand Soldiers in Battle Scenes
CONSTANCE

CRAWLEY

as Jess-ARTHUR

MAUDE

as Frank Mueller

A melodramatic and Artistic Triumph. War
depicted in its most blighting and terrifying aspect.
A thrilling story artistically told. Just the
proper combination of thrills, artistic enjoyment and
well known story.
1-3 and 6 sheets and a general line of publicity
pushers in great and meritorious profusion.
JESS will be shipped from New
ruary 81 th.

York

Feb-

AND DON'T FORGET
MAURICE

MAETERLINCK'S

THREE PARTS
"Mary IN Magdalene"

The acknowledged historical masterpiece. A
few territories left. Film shipped from New York
February 4th.

KENNEDY

FEATURES,

Inc.

110 West 40th Street, New York City

In writing

to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'1

THE

TWO

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BIG EDISON SERIES
Magnets to draw the crowd — and bring it back

^CHRONICLES

OF

**DOLLY

CLEEK

FEATURING BEN WILSON
A thrilling series of twelve detective stories, written by
Thomas W. Hanshew, recounting the adventures of a crook who
turned detective. The first three releases, "The Vanishing
Cracksman," "The Mystery of the Dover Express," "The
Mystery
of the
the Talking
Win " in the month. First release,
Released
last Tuesday
Tuesday,
November
25th.
I

OF THE

DAILIES

FEATURING

MARY

FULLER

Twelve newspaper stories by Acton Davies, Dramatic Critic
of the New York Sun. The unparalleled success of the famous
Mary series will be surpassed by this series, featuring the same
Released the last Saturday in the month. First story,
"The
Perfect
Truth,"
released
Saturday.
January
31st.

Coming Two Reel Features
•**AN AMERICAN

***RORKE'S
star."

KING

A delightful romance with a good deal of excellent comedyReleased
Friday,
February
6th.

DRIFT

A spectacular production
War.

of a celebrated incident in the Zulu
Released Friday, February 13th.

Coming Single Reels
*HOW

Comedy.

THE

EARTH

WAS

Released Monday,

*A1 Irama.
TREACHEROUS
1

LAZY

iedy.

February

3rd.

February 4th.

TRADE

**One and three sheets.

MARK

C/$\\omnt> CI Cdi40»u»
Makers of the Edison Kinctoscope,

Released

STORY

The

third

OF THE

WILLOW

February 9th.

PATTERN

Released Tuesday, February 10th.

GOES

ON

of Andv's

THE

STAGE

comic
adventures.
Released
Wednesday,

February 7th.

Drama.

February 11th.

Released Saturday, February 14th.

***One, three and six sheet posters by the Morgan Lithograph Do.

THOMAS

A. EDISON, Inc.

275 Lakeside Avenue

Type "D."

It, writing

Monday,

**HIS GRANDCHILD

OF DESTINY

•One sheet.

Drama.

**ANDY

LINE

Released Saturday,

-»^^

2nd.

OF CRIME

Comedv.

THE
Tuesday,

Released Wednesday,

**THE
MAN
Drama.

February

RIVAL
Released

**ON THE

*A STORY

CARPETED
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Orange, N. J.

THE
Anglo-American

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Official No. 1— Initial Announcement— (.Others to Follow)

Inauguration of the First International Clearing House for Motion Creations

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN WILL BE THE FIRST ENTERPRISE OF ITS
CHARACTER IN AMERICA TO HANDLE ONLY THE BEST AND MOST
AMBITIOUS FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FEATURES AND MASTERPIECES. REPRESENTING LEADING MANUFACTURERS WILL ENABLE
TH£ CORPORATION TO SUPPLY A SERVICE OF THE HIGHEST CLASS.

INITIAL

RELEASES

Of trte^ Recent Tremendous Successes at Edward L^aurillard
and i Horace Sedger's lFamous New Gallery Kinema, London,
Eng.
"The House of Tnrills, Smiles and Tears."
FIRST TIME T°HNE AMERICAN

CONTINENT

THE TWO GREATEST MASTERPIECES
GREAT

ALEXANDRE
DUMAS'

Filmed Tribute
to
Her Majesty
Late Beloved

Heroic Romance

BRITAIN'S

60

Years
PRODUCED BY
THE
CELEBRATED
FILM D'ART OF
PARIS— IN
SEVEN ACTS
AND
279 SCENES
THE

EUROPEAN

Consummated by the
Barker Motion Co. of
London — in seven acta
and 289 scenes.
PRESS UNANIMOUS.
COPIES OF
CHARLES
MacGEACHY,
General

PRESS NOTICES
Business
Manager

AVAILABLE
& Publicity

ON

APPLICATION

-O

;

.- Both of these Immense productions have made more money wherever exhibited than any two other Features on record, and have been witnessed by
' thousands and thousands throughout Europe, Africa and Asia. Together they cost fully half a million dollars to produce and months of labor and
j travel. Over 10,000 people and hundreds of horses were employed In the two works and a -e shown In the respective actions, in addition to a host of
i distinguished theatrical stars of France and England.
''THE
TWO] PLAYS,'
j

AS WELL

AS ALL

ATTRACTIVE

FUTURE
ANGLO-AMERICAN
PLAYS,
SPECIAL
MUSIC
BY
ANSCREEN
AUGMENTED

AND VARIED

ADVERTISING

MATERIAL

WILL
BE REALISTICALLY
ORCHESTRA

ABUNDANTLY

PROVIDED

STAGED,

FOR EACH

PLAY

ALSO

ii

ENHANCED

WITH

■o «

For further information wire or write GEORGE W. LEDERER, Director General, The Anglo-American Film Corporation, temporary
offices, 1482 Broadway (Times Square), New York City, or the London, Eng., representatives, EDWARD LAURILLARD and HORACE
SEDGER, 14 Hanover Square. London, Eng.
NOTE: Mr. Laurillard is in a position to represent in Europe a limited number of American manufacturers of feature films.
He may be addressed on the subject in care of the offices of this corporation.
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THE TRAP
in three parts, featuring

WILFRED

JEANIE MacPHERSON

LUCAS

Powers Leads
for

Biograph Leads
for
Three Years

Two and One-half Years

Astounding

Abounding
in Thrills,
Trembles,
Tears and Shocks

THE

YEARS

Photographic Effects
Acting and
Production

MOST

SENSATIONALLY

SPECTACULAR

MASTERPIECE

One look at the film — One look at the Perfect Paper and Publicity Pushers we have arranged
for, and you'll fall over yourself buying the State Rights.
Let us show you at our offices.

CRITERION FEATURE
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All Star Feature Corpn
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American
Film Mfg. Co
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American
Kineto
Corpn
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Amusement
Supply Co
9
Anglo-American
Film Corpn...
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Birns. W
Blinkhorn, A
51
55
Box Office Attraction F. R. Co..
47
Calehuff
Supply
Co
Canadian Bioscope Co
58
47
Commercial
M. P. Co
Criterion Feature Film Mfg. Co..
10
43
Day and Night Screen
51
Dragon
Films*
47
Eagle Frame
Co
57
Eastman
Kodak
Co
51
Eclectic Film Co
Eclair Film Co
Edison, Thomas A., Inc
Enterprise
Optical Mfg. Co
5::
Erker's
47
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
.42-45
European
Feature
Film Corpn.
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Evans Film Mfg. Co
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David
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Lears, Sam
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Life Photo Film Corpn
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LUBIN
Presents through the offices of the GENERAL

"THE

LION
In Six Parts.

By

AND

Charles

Klein,

FILM

THE

the

foremost

playwright

COMPANY

of the

MOUSE"

day.

Exhibitors throughout the land have wired their hearty congratulations on "THE THIRD DEGREE," saying that the wonderful picture had broken all records for attendance and financial returns. They have pronounced it "the last word in motion
picture photography."
Greater
will be
the reception
of "THE
every detail still
of stage
settings,
photography
and LION
cast. AND THE MOUSE" by the name author, for without doubt it excels in

More

"THE
FIVE

Notable

Klein

Features Coming

DAUGHTERS
OF
"THE GAMBLERS"
RELEASES

EACH

WEEK-ONE

MULTIPLE

MEN"
MP
EVERY

"FITZHUGHS
RIDE"— Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
"OUT OF THE DEPTHS" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"HIS EXCELLENCY"— Drama
"TREASURES
ON EARTH"— Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
"AN
UNINTENTIONAL
HERO"— Comedy
"A STAGE DOOR FLIRTATION"— Comedy
"THE
PALE
OF PREJUDICE"— Drama
"HER WAYWARD
SON"— Western Drama
LUBIN'S
ILUBINI

m

ATTRACTIVE

pfr

THURSDAY
Thursday,
Thursday,
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Friday.
Friday,
Saturday.
Monday,

February
February
January
January
January
January
January
February

POSTERS

0ne an<1 Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with all Multiple
Reels — in Five Colors.
Order from your Exchange or from A. B. C. Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

LUBIN
in writing

MANUFACTURING
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IF YOU GOULD ONLY
SEE OUR PLANT
HE fact that any concern can do over 65
per cent, of the business in any line, must
be due in a large degree to the confidence of the trade. This confidence is
attained by giving real goods and expert service.
To manufacture high-class goods a concern must
employ nothing but skilled labor, use the best material obtainable and give the most careful attention
to every minor detail.
All this has been provided for in the largest plant
of its kind in the world, the home of the Perfect
Machine,
Motion Picture Projection
CAMERAGRAPH
No. 6A.

POWER'S

Why not write for more detailed information, to be
had in our illustrated Catalog D, or accept this as an
invitation to visit us?

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street

CO.

New York City

The
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Three Big

Problems

Vrograms, "Posters and Censorship Are the Vital Questions 'Before the Ohio Contention and
Its Action on Them May HatJe
a Pronounced Effect upon the
Future
of the Film
Industry

vital issues are
THREE
confronting
the
Exhibitors of Ohio,
in
n
tio
conven
this week at Cincinnati.
Across the Ohio River, at
Covington, these same issues
will have been discussed by
the Exhibitors of Kentucky,
also in convention assembled.
They are the problems of Censorship, Posters and Length
of Program.
These have been matters of agitation for some time, not
alone in any one state, but everywhere throughout the country.
They are now demanding settlement — definite action that will,
in some degree, regulate the future.

*

*

*

IT

seems probable that such action will be taken at the
Ohio convention.
The exhibitors of the country hope so,
and they are eagerly awaiting the result.
There is this to be said — now. The exhibitors of Ohio have
always borne a reputation for foresight, sound judgement
and strength of organization. This state, from the very beginning of the exhibiting business, has been a centre of activity and of organized movement for the betterment of the
exhibitors' interests. Ohio will undoubtedly live up to its
past reputation.
To the convention the Motion Picture News presents its
compliments and well wishes ; and begs to voice the following
opinions, based upon its policy of constructive crticism.
LENGTH OF PROGRAM
THE matter of program length is of such great importance
that it involves directly the very future of the motion
picture.
You cannot show seven or more reels for five cents and succeed. If you show them properly you are bound to lose
money; if you show them poorly you cannot gain more than
a temporary trade at the expense of future failure for yourself and the degradation of the picture in the eyes of the
public.
A picture run at nine minutes, in an effort to crowd a long
program into one hour, is a picture spoiled. Titles and sub
titles are lost and with them the thread of the plot ; action
becomes distorted and ridiculous ; and the strain upon the
eyesight is such as not only to drive the audience out, but
eventually to bring about a general outcry and probably
drastic action against the picture theatre by the health boards.
Not only is a good picture spoiled by the long, crowded
program, but this same unwise effort is the direct cause of
the production of poor pictures.
It stands to reason that a reckless demand for pictures
means over-production along lines of poor quality. If quantity of pictures alone is wanted, why pay attention to quality
production? As a consequence, and as a prominent manufacturer recently pointed out, there has been such an over-pro-

4

duction of trite and commonplace films, that only the introduction of "features" has
pulled the industry out of a
dangerous * rut. *
*

tion along lines competiof quanEXHIBITORS'
tity is most largely to blame
for this condition.
Such competition is as illogical as it is ruinous.
The public is not demanding the quantity program.
On
the other hand, the public is clamoring, positively so, for a
quality program.
Outside of the millions who are now regular patrons of the
motion picture theatre, there are millions more who want to
be. They are the classes who have, until recently, held themselves above the amusement of the motion picture. They all —
without distinction — want good pictures — not many, but good.
They want programs interesting, not tiresome. They are
not attracted by sensational pictures; photography, in itself,
is so vivid, so realistic, that it need not portray the unpleasant,
the blood-curdling. They want good plots, good acting, good
scenic effects.
They want good theatres — neat, attractive exteriors and interiors, comfort, courtesy, good music.
Here is the indicated line of completion — quality — quality
theatres and pictures — not quantity of pictures.

w

\

*

*

*

E have shown again and again in these pages the instances of theatres that are winning out on a quality
basis. We could fill every issue with them. They are coming
very fast to the front. They are filling their capacities, even
with ten and fifteen and twenty-five cent admissions and
emptying the bargain program houses just across the
street from them. Even bad location does not hurt them.
Witness the instance of the Regent Theatre of Philadelphia in this issue.
And the reason for their success is simply this : that the
public demands the shorter, better program and the finer
service and greater comfort of the well-managed theatre.
Three reels for five cents; five reels for ten cents.
This should be not only the decision of the Ohio Convention, but the slogan of all conventions to follow, including
the national convention in July next.
POSTERS
A LONG with the bargain program has grown up that which
-^*- generally announces bargains — namely the cheap, lurid
This sort of poster is simply bad advertising. It lies ; and
poster
the ultimate effect upon the exhibitor's patronage is just the
same as if he lied each day to his patrons by word of mouth
and printed announcements.
But if bad posters are bad advertising, it follows just as
surely that good posters are good advertising.
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In fact, posters arc necessary advertising. As this publication stated editorially in its Christmas issue: "Von cannot
do without posters"
Bui "whj not make them real, live attractions? Something
that will make the public want to see the picture within; something that will make the public want t ■ > continue to come to
the same theatre ."
This circus poster, with its bombastic, laughable effects
lives '>nly for the day. The public has become used to being
fouled and laughs over it— once every year.
But the theatre is looking for continued patronage — steady
and better patronage.
The demand for better posters is insistent today. Better
pictures, hetter theatres, call for better posters, posters which
will at a glance convey to the onlooker the heart interesl
and quality of the photo-play.
*
*
*
Till7, time is past — far past — when "'any old kind" of a
poster will do, posters for instance, bought out of stock,
because they "looked somewhat" like the picture they were
meant to represent.
The time is past — far past — when the poster should be regarded as a necessary evil, an expense tacked on to the tail
of a production, something that deserves no thought and
little expenditure.
If the art of the photoplay has reached the level of dramatic
arl as it has; if the motion picture theatre is to appeal to
all those to whom the stage appeals — as it does ; then surely
the time has come to make the motion picture poster as good
as the best theatrical poster.
Producers' and exhibitors' interests are identical on this
point. The poster is the first, nearest-at-home form of picture advertising. Ii is the first connecting link with the public. 1cannot be too well, too thoroughly made.

CENSORSHIP
TO

quote
X Ew s :

a

recent editorial in the Motion

Picture

"The question of censorship is one which will never be
settled until it is settled properly. It will never be settled
properly in 1 11 .
oi those whom
it most concerns,
the
manufacturers, the exchangemen and the exhibitors— until a
point is arrived at whereby censorship of films, if there is
any, is carried out with the least possible friction.
"The only question of any importance is, what is the general result going to be? If these people who ,r\ 'Censorship, censorship-' are not careful, there will be local police
boards, school boards. Y. M C. V boards and boards ad
libitum and ad nauseam
in every state, city and hamlet, and

PICTURE
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then, indeed, the exhibitor and manufacturer will be up against
it. But why should there be censorship by all these ill-assorted

*
groups of persons anyway?"

*

*

THE Motion Picture News believes that there has been
altogether too much agitation over censorship. It is
too grave a question to stir up, unless motives are altogether
impersonal, and the end sought is the best interests, the sound,
practical interests of all concerned.
We have no censorship of the daily press, no censorship
of magazines, no censorship of the stage. The question constantly presents itself — within the trade and without — why
this continuous agitation for the special or legalized censorship of the motion picture?
One thing is certain — the agitation will not end if the trade
itself fosters it. One good way to foster it is by stirring up
agitation, when no agitation is called for. Another way is
by the reckless production of such pictures as the recent
"white slave" productions — pictures that are bound to arouse
public protest.
And this brings us to what would seem to be the most sensible, consistent, practical solution of the matter — namely public censorship.
Why not the public as the ultimate censor?

*

*

*

THE
public did protest against certain of the recent
"white slave" pictures. It was not a question of whether
or not some board had censored these pictures. People in the
smaller cities saw them and decided they did not want them
shown again ; and the local authorities acted in no uncertain
way. Public opinion would have acted in the same fashion
if all the censors in the world had stamped these films with
their approval.
Public opinion in the end has always been proved to be
eminently safe and sane. Ofttimes it has been influenced
by waves of hysteria and ofttimes it seems to suffer from
an epoch of dullness, but in the end it always rights itself
Why

not

the public.'

FOR
the sane, efficient handling of these three issues the
Motion Picturi
News pins its faith upon the Ohio convention, its delegates and visiting exhibitors.
They occupy a responsible and in a way a strategic position. Their action may have a pronounced effect upon the
future of this industrj .
And exhibitors and manufacturers everywhere are awaiting
it with keenest interest.
Upon
their verdict much
depends.
Will l \ M

V

foHNSTON.

Chicago Exhibitors Band for Protection
( hicago, January 22.
response to thirtj nine invitations sent out by Ora I
( hapin. who attended a meeting in the Sherman Hou
January
16, about
sixteen exhibitors
and trades p(
ded for the purpose of forming an a
iation, the pur
pose of which is to fighl anj unjust legislation that might
be attempted b) thi
liters of (hic.i
\t the present time the exhibitors
and motion
picture in
of I hicago are facing four vital points which are bi ing
enforced
l>\ public officials.
It is claimed that an ordinance
is now
before the aldermen
requesting
thai a ive-minute
nission lie put in force after each reel.
Uso the mal
IN

nsorship is injuring the pictures
["he ventilation
fighl is still on and the latest ruling is thai half of the lobb)
must he railed off for exit purpo
I he purpose of this organization, which is known as the
Amusement Protecti i i ue, is to gain a membership thai
will include ever) one in any wa> interested in motion pictures or deriving anj revenue from them. This will include
the Operators, actors, manufacturers and all their employees
1 hose present were v r\ enthusiasts
about forming
this

body, and committees were appointed to secure a large attend
ance for the next meeting Ii was urged that if necessary
the men present attempt to secure some candidates in the
coming aldermanic election, who have some knowledge of the
in ition picture business and put them up for nomination
At the present tune. Joseph Hopp, of the Union Film Company, has been tendered the nomination for alderman of the
twenty-third ward on the democratic ticket.
^.mong those presenl were i,i
| ird, of the
\l\ni
rheatre; Paul < ,. Polwka, Overland Theatre: Arthur A
Kramp. Palmer Theatre; Tom 1'atrous. Stadium Theatre;
I Goldberg, Bismarck rheatre; Joseph Hopp, Ora E Chapin;
A. (i. Spencer, of Gem
ur< 1 ilm i ompan} : Bowen
Shea. Bessemer rheatre; Paul Sittner, Criterion Theatre;
F. II McMillan, World Special Film Corporation; Phil II.
Solomon. Warner's Features; William F Wreden, Theatre
Suppl)
Company;
I \ andSeaver,
'rheatre; mai1).
Schwartz,
fin
Iheatrc.
Y. R. Vlcazar
Max.
general
ot the Essana) film Manufacturing Company
Mr. Hopp was appointed
temporary chairman
and Ora
iin tempi irarj secrel u j

I..
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ELECTS

OFFICERS

J. J. Kennedy Now President and J. A. Berst Treasurer— Other Officers are Carl H.
Wilson, Vice-President, and John A. Braden, Secretary — Directors' Meeting Lasts
Several Days — Frank L. Dyer, the Ex-President, Has Plans of His Own for the Future
annual elections of the Genwere held
eral Film Company
January 20. The folTuesday.
lowing officers were elected:
President, J. J. Kennedy, head of
the Biograph Company; vice-president, Carl H. Wilson, president of the
Edison Company; treasurer, J. A.
Berst, formerly head of Pathe Freres
in this country, and secretary, John
A. Braden, formerly connected with
the Motion Picture Patents Company.
The new officers started on their
duties Wednesday.
This election of officers is an especially important one. With it the
presidency of the company returns to
J. J. Kennedy, who was the first president of the General Film Company
when it was formed in the spring of
1909, and who held office for about
three years. Under his regime the
General Film Company made enormous strides and was a very profitable institution. As everybody knows,
Mr. Kennedy is also the head of the
Biograph Company of America and
the dominant single figure in the motion picture industry of America today. Mr. Kennedy succeeds Frank L.
Dyer as president. Mr. Dyer was formerly president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and has always been allied
with the Edison interests.
THE

Three Candidates for Presidency
Carl H. Wilson, president of the
Edison Company, succeeds himself as
vice-president. Mr. Berst succeeds
Albert E. Smith, of the Vitagraph
Company of America, as treasurer.
John A. Braden succeeds William Pelzer, formerly connected with the Edison Company as secretary. Mr. Braden is regarded as an associate of Mr.
Kennedy's through his former connection with the Motion Picture Patents Company.
The actual election was held Tuesday. The voting was done by proxy
in Portland. Me., because the General Film Company is incorporated
under the laws of the State of Maine.
The original three candidates for
president were J. J. Kennedy, J. A.
Berst and Frank L. Dyer.
On Monday Mr. Dyer withdrew his
candidacy, leaving Mr. Kennedy and
Mr. Berst in the field. When the news
of the election of Mr. Kennedy was
received by telephone in New York.
Albert E. Smith, of the Vitagraph
Company, who was a candidate to
succeed himself as treasurer, withdrew his candidacy and J. A. Berst

was elected.
The other officers went
in practically without opposition.
With the advent of Mr. Kennedy
as president, it is probable that Percy
L. Waters will succeed Homer A.
Boushey as general manager. Mr.
Waters
has for
been some
Mr. Kennedy's
hand man
time. Herighthas
been associated with Mr. Kennedy
both in the Biograph Company and
the General Film Company.
Dyer Has Own Plans
When Mr. Kennedy started the
Kinetograph .Company, to handle licensed films, Mr. Waters was the active head of the concern. Mr. Waters
is regarded as one of the ablest exchange men in the country. In his
position as general manager, Mr.
Boushey has proved himself an excellent general and executive, but Mr.
Waters' association with Mr. Kennedy will probably count for something at this time.
At first there was a question
whether or not Mr. Berst would accept the position of treasurer. He
was a bona fide candidate for president and it was thought at first that,

being defeated for the presidency, he
would not accept another position.
However, he did accept the treasurerday.
ship and started active work ThursJust what policy Mr. Kennedy and
his associates will adopt for the future could not be learned. It is highly
probable, however, that they will
make several important changes. Mr.
Kennedy has always been a great believer in keeping his plans to himself
and it is possible that what he intends to do will not be learned except
as it is gleaned from his actions.
Frank L. Dyer, in all probability,
will not return to the Edison Company. It was learned on Thursday
that he has big plans of his own for
the future. Just what they are, he
was not then prepared to state.
After the result of the elections became known in New York about five
o'clock Tuesday afternoon, the directors of the General Film Company, a
board practically made up of the
heads of the licensed producing firms,
went into executive session. They
continued their deliberations until a
late
hour Tuesday night and all day
Wednesday.

"No Friction," Declares T. Hayes Hunter

Best of Feeling Exists on All Sides, Asserts Former Head Producer1
for K. & E.-Biograph Consolidation
IMPORTANT plans for the future
1 are held by T. Hayes Hunter who
recently resigned from the position as
head producer for the Klaw & Erlanger-Biograph feature productions.
Mr. Hunter has been a motion picture
producer of distinction for several
years. He was first connected with
the old Reliance Company at the studios at 541 West 21st street, New
York City, and from there went to the
Imp Company.
When Klaw & Erlanger and the
Biograph Company formed their consolidation Mr. Hunter was engaged as
head producer. Mr. Hunter has always had interests of his own in the
shape of pictures, produced by himself, for himself and his interests have
grown to such an extent that he now
feels that it will be more profitable for
him to devote all his attention to himself. On this account solely he gave
up his position with Klaw & Erlanger.
Mr. Hunter's chief interest is with the
Kismet Feature Film Company. This
company is handling a six-reel production, "Fire and Sword," which he made.

The picture cost about $10,000 and is
being sold on state rights basis
Wry shortly Mr. Hunter will start
producing in motion picture form
"The Adventures of Kitty Cobb," the
creation of James Montgomery Flagg.
When seen at his offices at 145 West
Forty-fifth street, Mr. Hunter was
very desirous of expressing himself
strongly on one subject.
"1 want to be quoted as saying that
my sole reason for leaving the Klaw
& Erlanger-Biograph people was that
I feel that my own ventures will prove
more profitable than working for anybody on salary.
"Between Messrs. Klaw & Erlanger
and myself there exists only the kindest feelings. I also want to correct
the erroneous impression that there
is any friction between Klaw & Erlanger and Biograph interests.
Through the position I held there I
know undoubtedly what has been
going on and I want to be authority
for the statement that the relations between the two interests are
entirely harmonious."
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LATEST NEWS FROM
L.

A. Boening — First Independent
There are some in the motion picture business who have
laid big foundations about whom we seldom hear, but
who in reality are responsible in a great measure for the
business as it stands to-day. We generally find that these
men are earnest and hard workers, striving for a big goal,
and altogether too busy to talk for the press. The credit
that sometimes belong to them is often laid at the door of
another man. They do not whine as they are wrapped up
in the big idea and all their efforts are concentrated in the
material realization of it.
L. A. Boening seldom breaks into print, but he has
broken into branches of the motion picture business that
seemed impossible to penetrate. L. A. is really responsible for the existing conditions to-day. By this I mean
the existence of more than one faction. L. A. is the
father of the Independent movement. Its possibility was
born in his brain and its existence is the result of his
efforts. Air. Boening was the promoter and organizer of
the International Projection and Producing Company, long
since dead, but nevertheless a monument in the history of
the motion picture business.
When the Motion Picture Patents Company was formed
it was the only source of supply in America. L. A. saw
the chance of another big supply company. What did he
do but go to Europe and corner the European market for
America, contracting with thirty-seven foreign manufacturers for the exclusive- right to handle their products in
America. This move gave others in the country courage
to manufacture domestic film. The Independent movement thus gained a foothold and when the International
ceased to exist there was a big rush to manufacture film.
Although this move on the part of Mr. Boening opened
a big field, still he overlooked the other opportunities in
this country and proceeded to manufacture motion picture
cameras and equipment for the making and developing of
the film. The American Cinematograph Company was
one of the first independent manufacturers of this product
in this country, and after its entrance into the field, many
others followed.
At a recent meeting of his company L. A. was elected
president and general manager. Under his management
this company has grown and is still increasing its capacity
and manufacturing equipment. Mr. Boening gained his
knowledge of the film business way back when it could
not really have been called a business. He has been deeply
interested in it in some capacity or other ever since. He
knows its policies and its intricacies. He is far-seeing
and shrewd in his deals, with the consequence that his
company is on the high road to prosperity and success.
Doud

Puts Out Attractive Herald Booklet

The old-fashioned herald that has been stuck in our mail
box and under our door for many years, with its smeary illustration and cheap printing, has been put in the discard by
the Kline offices. Omer F. Doud, advertising manager of the
George Kline attractions, has compiled an eight-page booklet
of handy pocket-size printed on India tint paper with duonk and handsomely illustrated with half-tone views of
the picture of Antony and Cleopatra. This booklet will have
the title of the "Story of Antony and Cleopatra." It is atnd is bound to find a welcome by the many patrons
of the picture show.
Mrs. Fred Clark Dead
1 ( l.irk. of the Edison Company, machine department,
was hastily Called to Boston last week owing to the death of
liis wife. Mr. Clark is well known to all in the business.
At the time of Mrs. ( larl
ath he was planning his new
in the Windy City and expected that within a few weeks
he would i'e able to hring his wife here.

CHICAGO

Gertrude Spoor Introduced
Mrs. George K. Spoor, of 908 Argyle street, Chicago, gave
a reception recently at the Blackstone Hotel, at which she
introduced her daughter, Miss Gertrude Spoor, to society.
Miss Lorna Walduck, Miss Helen Witbeck, Miss Marjorie
Bell, Miss Louise Crosby, Miss Ada Hopkins. Miss Bessie
Spoor, Miss Hazel Candish. and Miss Ruth Wilk assisted the

L. A.

BOENING

hostess in receiving the guests, who were numerous. A dinner
for the young women and an equal number of young men
was given after the reception, and later there was a ball for
300 guests. Miss Spoor recently was graduated from Miss
Mason's school at Tarrytown, N. Y.
Increases Program
\V. N. Barlow, manager of the Illinois Film Service, has
added a number of new subjects to his large program. Mr.
Barlow has had considerable experience in the film business, and in the vernacular is making good at his own centure, the Illinois Film Service.
To Film Exhibitors' Ball
L. A. Boening, president of the American Cinematograph
Company, secured the rights to film the exhibition and ball,
which will be given in Milwaukee on Janury 84 by the exhibitor's association of that city.
Averts Panic
James
at 2700

Ouinn,
an operator
in the motion
picture theatre
Division Street, averted a panic when a fire started

in the basement

of the theatre by flashing a "Good
(Continued on page 43)
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M arket

The minister who started
enjoying the fra- A Discussion of the Problems Which ConWAS
grance of my pet cigar,
was there, waitfront the Exhibitor and State Rights Buyer the trouble
and gazing speculatively
ing. Evidently it was no
at the scenery from my seat
performance, for he
To-day — The Difficulties in the Way of new
in the smoking compartment
seemed to anticipate the
of a Pullman on one of the Obtaining Good Features and a Study
outcome.
' 'This
man,'
he began,
fast trains
speeding
east- of
Conditions, with a Possible
Solution.
ward. New York was my
pointing to the exhibitor,
'has been violating the city
destination.
The
trade
papers had been full of advertising matter on forthcoming feaordinance in showing an immoral film.'
ture releases, and I wanted something particularly good for
"Hardly had he made the accusation before the exhibitor
my state — Illinois. A breezy welcome from someone behind
wheeled on me, shouting: 'That's the fellow who's to
the chair broke my reverie.
blame.
He told me the film was all right."
"Well, how goes it, old fellow?"
" 'But you didn't say anything about local censorship,' I
argued, in self defense.
"Just fair, with no reason to kick either way,'' I replied,
shaking hands with Bill Meister. He had boarded the
" 'Makes no difference,' interrupted the minister, who
train at Cleveland.
conducted the circus, 'what you know about the local
"You bound for New York, too?"
censorship. We won't have the morals of our promising
young men and women ruined by filthy pictures. You are
"Yes," he answered, smiling good-naturedly. "I'm going
down to look over the market and see what I can pick up
guilty, sir, of gross misconduct.'
for Ohio. Film of the right sort isn't any too plentiful
"The phrase 'guilty of gross misconduct' struck my
right now. This censorship agitation is kicking up an
funny bone, and I laughed. Well, before the thing was
over
the local judge was called in, the exhibitor was fined
awful fuss with my business, and I've found that I've got
to see the stuff before I'm sure about what I'm getting."
$50 and costs — which I had to pay, and I was 'called down'
good and proper. The final result was that I lost a prob" T T OW
many
features
have you got working
now ?"
able customer for future stuff, and got in bad to boot."
-TJ- "Three. But bookings are hard to get. The exhibitors are leary about taking any chances on getting in
"You made a bad mistake," advised Meister, puffing contentedly at his cigar. "You first should have found out
bad with local authorities, and it's hard to convince them
what local censorship, if any, existed. It's taking a long
that the pictures are money-makers of the right sort."
chance
to
book a feature without investigating your
His reference to censorship paved the way for the first
story. Telling stories is the usual diversion of smokingcompartment occupants, and we are only human.
"Well, it certainly wasn't my fault, entirely. The exmarket."hibitor knew about the Theatre Welfare League."
"Talking about censorship," I began, hoping that my
statements would draw from Meister some experiences of
his own by which I might benefit, "reminds me of a book" T T NDOUBTEDLY
he did, but you
must
remember
ing Igot the other day in a town of twenty thousand down
*-J that it was your risk and not his. You buy the
in southern Illinois. I had been playing the feature to
Illinois rights to a certain production. You book it to
good business up in the northern part of the state, and one
make
a profit. It's just like any other commercial underof my bookers was confident that we could make a real
taking, when the fundamentals of success are concerned.
profit. He was taken ill, so I went down to fill the open
That feature is your product and you've got to find a
dates. The exhibitor was fighting strong competition
market for it, but that market must fit the picture."
from an exclusive feature house a block down the street,
"Yes, but I can't convert the market," I replied. Meister
and my stuff looked good to him, so we closed forty and
had been in the feature business for several years, whereas
sixty in his favor, for a three-day run.
my
experience covered a period of little less than twelve
months.
"The film was good, but just a trifle spicy. Had a lot of
dare-devil scenes, a near murder and was well crowded
"Very true," he continued. "In the old circus days we
had to create a market for the show. We did that with
with 'punch.' We strung some one, three and six sheets
across the front of the house and distributed several thouposters, window snipes and the parade just before the
sand heralds on the day before I opened. Everything
afternoon performance. That was advertising, pure and
went along fine at the first show on Thursday afternoon.
simple, but it created a market because it aroused curiI was to run Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The house
was nearly filled, and the people seemed to like it. The
"I can't very well parade a feature," I retorted, feeling
rest of the program was made up of a split-reel comedy
that he was talking rather vaguely.
and scientific, and a single-reel drama.
"You don't need to. They call me a successful buyer,
"But Wednesday night the rumpus started. It seems
osity."
and
I'll admit that I have made money in the business, but
the ministers and heads of two social welfare societies had
I've had to work for it. When I first started in the feature
started a crusade the week before. One of the ministers,
business I did all of my own booking. In some places the
a self-appointed committee of one, I suppose, attended the
reels would bring big business; in others I lost heavily.
That was when the regular program stuff was far from its
'mat.' The operator had just started the first reel at the
opening night show when two plain-clothes detectives
present standard of quality and single reel stuff was the
ordered it off the program.
longest available. Now the program concerns are making
ten or twelve a week and it is harder to book outside
"TT7ELL, sir, I argued and pleaded, but it wasn't any
VV use. They insisted that the film was immoral.
The minister had called a hasty conference of his fellows,
"I know that," I rejoined, "for I've had a bunch of open
and they had complained to the police department. The
dates
exhibitor fussed a lot, but the men persisted. So the op"Do lately."
you study your exhibitor prospects and their busierator slipped in a couple of single-reel commercials the
film."
house had in reserve, and we all went up to the station.
"A little. Why?"

I
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"Because that's your one best bet in making film earn
money."
do you mean?"
What this:
"Just
We feature buyers are not as necessary to
the exhibitor as we were a few years ago. We are just as
necessary in one sense, but not in another. Nowadays an
exhibitor gets features as a part of his regular show. So
if outside productions aren't superior to his regular bookings they lose out. Before this, an exhibitor, as a rule,
that bore the name 'feature.'
grab anything
to afford
glad
was
Now he can
to be cautious.
"TI7HEN I first started I puzzled over my success in
VV one locality and my failure in another. Finally I
determined that it was due to the likes and dislikes of the
people. Every theatre has a regular clientele. They go
there because the exhibitor is wise enough to give them
what they want. So I began studying the field. I made
notes of how certain styles of film were received in certain
communities. And it didn't take me long to learn that a
highly sensational drama, full of blood and thunder, would
draw big money in one place and almost close down the
house in another. So I made a regular chart of my territory and I classified the theatre according to the tastes of
the patrons. Later on I employed a booker, and then
another, until now I have four of them working for me.
"They never close out a booking without sending to me
a complete report of just how the picture was received.
You know community tastes change like the season.
I'd
last year,over
dramas
societyThey
Where
starve toI played
death now.
will togo capacity
crazy, however,
a good strong historical drama, on the educational order.
"After I had completed this chart I made a more thorough analysis of the field. I studied the exhibiting game
as a business. Many of the men with whom I booked had
little or no experience in theatre management. My circus
day career came in handy, for I tried to help them out.
I always made it a point to give at least one valuable suggestion to the exhibitors before I left his territory. Perhaps
he wouldn't. But always when
it; more a often
would
he
I returned use
I received
cordial welcome.
"I'm going down now to buy a variety of features.
There are about two hundred houses in which I can make
money by playing semi-educational film; another hundred
where I can succeed with sensational features and a few
scattered theatres that will bring money on either of the
two types."
«-pvO you advise the exhibitors very far ahead of the
-LJ features you buy?"
"Just as soon as I get back we will send out a letter to
every man on our list, giving the names of the features,
their length, the amount and styles of paper, the kind of
production it is, and any other information we can impart.
This brings immediate bookings and then my men follow
this up with personal solicitation."
"I am told that censorship in Ohio is particularly
strong."
"It is, and the exhibitors have been worried to distraction, but they are gradually overcoming it. Personally, I
don't believe in local consorship. If the national board
can't determine whether a picture is of the right sort
morally and otherwise without the aid of a few hundred
local organizations, each with different opinions and views,
it is time something was done.
"Present-day censorship, particularly of local character,
is based too much upon personal opinion and not on
general views toward the moral tone of the productions.
We have been able partly to overcome this in our selection
of film by conferring with the various local boards and
getting their views and opinions. Thus, if I get a film that
will pass the board in one town and not in another, I
pretty nearly know just what scenes will be criticised,

NEWS

and eliminate them before the film is shown. I have
classified the various criticisms, and in buying, try to get
film that conforms as nearly as possible with the general
"What advertising help do you give the exhibitors?"
"Every bit that I possibly can. I have even gone so
far
as to pay full cost on newspaper space. The exhibitor
opinion."
has the theatre and his regular program, which represents
a much greater investment than does mine in just one
picture. Therefore, he is entitled to consideration in that
regard. I find, too, that by spending a little more than
my share, I can always be more sure of future bookings,
for exhibitors, as a class, are an appreciative class of men.
"T TRIED a little scheme when I first started that has
A worked out remarkably well, and I've always been
sure of getting future bookings, for they have come to
place confidence in the film I buy. Whenever I booked a
film in a theatre in which I had never played a film before,
I employed a couple of girls, for a dollar a day each, to
spend the entire day telephoning every home within a
radius of a mile or more of the theatre. Their conversation was something like this:
" 'Hello, is this Mrs. Smith? This is a representative of
the Lyric Theatre speaking. The management has arranged for the presentation of an unusually good picture
this evening and would like very much to have yourself
and your family and friends be present. Thank you,
"You would be surprised at the results I got from this
simple
good-by.'ruse. And the exhibitor didn't doubt for a minute
but that it was the film alone that drew the crowds."
"I have had considerable trouble lately," I confided.
"My competitors booking out of Chicago have been knocking me and several times I've lost bookings because the
exhibitor had been told some lie about the productions I
"Don't let that worry you a bit." advised Meister. "I
had the same trouble and find that those kinds of buyers
don't last very long. I tried another tack, although it was
like pulling teeth until I saw the result. I keep in pretty
close touch with the features my competitors carry.
had."
Sometimes
their stuff will go better in certain theatres
than my own and bring the exhibitor more money. My
chart of likes and dislikes, as I call it, helps me in this.
I write a letter to the exhibitor telling him I believe a
certain feature carried by one of my competitors will be
a good drawing card, and advise him to book it. I also
give the name and address of the buyer."
"That's a foolish stunt. I should think," I interrupted.
"It looks that way on the surface. But you see it shows
the exhibitors that I have a personal interest in their welfare
and that I'm willing to help them make money, even if I don't
share the profits. And they appreciate it to an extent that
would surprise you. That's another reason why I never lack
for bookings."
"XT 7 II AT do you think of the present feature market?"
VV
^'it is too crowded." replied Meister with a wisdom born of experience. "Productions are coming too
thick and fast. It's the man who has the sense to take a
month or so longer in making a film and who does it right,
regardless of time and a little extra expense, that is selling
out all of his territory. I don't see why on earth the same
commercial atmosphere which reigns in other lines of
business doesn't enter this industry. Manufacturers of
other products first take tbeir market into consideration
and their product is designed to fit that market. How
many feature manufacturers of to-day give thought as to
how a picture they decide to produce will appeal to popular taste? Not one in ten."
"Do you have difficulty in getting the kind of productions
{Continued on page 41)
you want?"
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General Film Ends Texas Suit
Company's Attorneys Decide to Enter
a Technical Plea in Order to Obtain

Picture Patents Company, Bioa decree entered in the
Fifty-eighth District Court
graph Company, Thomas A.
a
Discontinuance
of
the
Noxious
ReEdison (incorporated), Essanay
in Beaumont, Tex., on
ceivership Which Threatened to Cripple Film Manufacturing Company.
January 13, in the suit brought
by the State of Texas against
Kalem Company (incorpothe Motion Picture Patents
Permanently All the Concern's Busirated), George Kleine, Lubin
ness in the State — Fine of $25,000 Manufacturing Company, Pathe
Company and others, the General Film Company makes a
Freres, Selig Polyscope ComImposed, in Consideration of Which
plea of guilty to a technical viopany, Vitagraph Company of
lation of the anti-trust law in All Other Charges Are Dismissed —
America,
Armat Moving Picture
Company.
the purchase of the assets and
Violation
of
the Law
is Denied
The General Film Company
physical property of the J. D.
Wheelan Film Exchange of
is perpetually enjoined from
Scurlock, county attorney, represented
carrying out any agreement or control in
Dallas, Tex., a fine of $25,000 is imposed therefor and all other complaints
the prosecution. Jewel P. Lightfoot,
violation of the Texas anti-trust laws,
against the defendants are dismissed.
and it is expressly adjudged and decreed
former attorney-general, represented
The effect of the decree is virtually a the defendants. Prior to the issuance
by the court that such injunction shall
not be construed to relate to or in any
victory for the General Film Company,
of the decree those named spent
manner affect the license agreements
practically all the contentions of its atsome time in conference with Judge
torneys being sustained.
Davidson, who did not enter the decree
and contracts described in plaintiff's
J. P. Lightfoot, attorney for the
petition, or now existing between any
until it had been carefully gone over
General Film Company, said that his
of the parties named in said petition,
and after he had made such correcclients did not admit they had violated
provided that should a final judgment
tions as he felt warranted in making.
the law, even in this particular, but in He made the notation on the decree
be rendered by the Supreme Court
order to get rid of the receivership,
of the United States or any other
as follows: "Let this judgment be
which was very expensive, they agreed
court of competent jurisdiction, holdentered
as agreed."
to enter the plea of guilty in this paring any of the said license agreements
ticular instance in consideration of the
salthe
or contracts illegal, then the injunction
ING
TAND
NOTWITHS
which
aries
have
been
paid
the
dismissal of the other charges and the
granted here shall extend to include
receiver, the attorneys and others conremoval of the receivership.
such license agreements and conrship,
with
nected
the
receive
it
is
The decree entered was drawn up in
stated that the receiver has increased
Austin, Tex., between state's attorneys
the business to such an extent that
HEN
follows the provision that
and attorneys for the defendant comthere is now enough money in the
panies and was entered by Judge
tracts."
W. H. Davidson, substantially as
receiver's hands to pay the fine and
hereby enjoined and shall not refuse
costs and put the business back into
drawn, except for some interlineations,
to furnish any exhibitor within the
es
nt
the
hands
of
the
defenda
compani
which were designed to more clearly
state of Texas who shall pay for such
and is in a much better shape than
service, licensed films or projecting
express the intent of the language.
when the suit was filed.
machines or accessories handled by it
After setting forth that the $25,000
because of the fact that such exhibitor
VIRTUALLY the only thing gained
by the state of Texas in this suit
may exhibit unlicensed films or use in
penalty isfendant,
invoked
"for
the
acts
of
dethe General Film Company,
is the fine of $25,000. the costs of the
his place unlicensed projecting main acquiring on the 7th day of August,
chines.
litigation and the agreement of the
1911,
part
of
the
assets
and
physical
This provision holds until the final
defendants that there will be no discrimination hereafter in the matter of property of the J. D. Wheelan Film
judgment above mentioned is entered.
Exchange, a corporation existing
The rest of the decree refers to the
leasing films or film projecting maunder the laws of the state of Texas:
receiver making his final report and
chines or devices. The subjects of the
and that the state of Texas do have
General Film Company may hereafter
turning over the property to the Genand recover from the said defendant,
eral Film Company.
be leased by all picture theatres
the
General
Film
Company,
the
sum
whether they use independent films or
not. In other words, the product of of $1,458.90, expenses incurred by the
CENSORS
VIEW "ANTONY AND
the companies included in this suit
attorney-general's department in the
prosecution
of
this
suit,
and
all
costs
and commonly known as the Motion
The Chicago
Censorship Board, conCLEOPATRA"
of this suit," the decree denies the
sisting of Major Funkhouser, Jerry
Picture Patents Company is now
prayer of the state for forfeiture of O'Connor, and a committee of men
available for all theatres, regardless
permit of the General Film Company
of who the owners may be or what
and women prominent in Chicago soto do business in Texas.
cial life, witnessed an exhibition of
machines they use or what other films
they exhibit.
All
other
allegations
in
the
state's
George
Kleine's "Antony and Cleopetition, except the one referred to,
The receiver, H. A. Wroe of Austin,
cently. patra" in Kleine's projection room reare
denied.
The
defendant
is
also
was given one week in which to file his
required to pay all franchise taxes due
final report and all interventions are
A private exhibition was also given
up to the time suit was filed and penfor the benefit of Chicago theatrical
dismissed without prejudice. Salaries
alties and the franchise tax from tomanagers. All of the big Chicago
of all parties connected with the reday until May 1, 1914, whereupon the
downtown theatres were represented
ceivership ceased when Judge Davidpermit is to be reinstated.
son signed the decree on January 13.
and the managers expressed themHE following defendants named in
selves, like all others who have witJudge C. A. Sweeton, assistant atthe suit are dismissed and each
nessed the production, as amazed at
torney-general; Dougherty & Gordon,
its magnitud
attorneys for the state, and Marvin
Motion
to go hence sine die":
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The Star of " Brewster's
Millions"
cern, bears a unique distinction

"KATHLYN"

SERIES
Now that the remarkable series of
motion pictures and newspaper installments of "The Adventures of Kathlyn"
are under way, something is- learned of
the almost unlimited facilities necessary to produce such a pretentious picture.

P DWARD ABELES, who has been
*-' engaged by the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature
Play Company
to appear in

among
played the role

of "Monty" Brewster in "Brewster's
-Millions" for four years, during which
time he appeared in the part eighteen
hundred times.
Since playing in that production Mr
Abeles has devoted most of his time
to traveling. He once said that he
would not go on the stage again unless he could find a "part" he liked as
ster.
well as he did that of "Monty" Brew-

Only an establishment having the
facilities such as are possessed by The
Selig Polyscope Company, would attempt a production of such magnitude,
exacting in its demands upon the players and involving the service of forty
African lions, a herd of elephants, leopards, tigers and many other beasts of
the desert and the jungle.
Many of the scenes showing the wonderful architecture and invested with
the atmosphere of the Orient, were
taken in India, indicating how carefully studied this production was in
its conception and execution. It is
claimed that this play for the first time
shows many interesting sacred rites performed in the lands of the Parsee. The
close-up scenes of the Burning Ghats
of Benares and similar rare ones
can be cited in substantiation of these
facts.
The scenes of the Durbar enlisting
a herd of elephants and camels, elaborately panoplied with read Indian hahouts and camel drivers, as well as a
large company of actors led by Huri
(hand, who is said to be the foremost
thespian of India, give realism. It is
said that the costumes for these particular scenes cost $25,000.
Fortunately the Selig zoo at Eastlake
Park, in Los Angeles, which has the
largest collection of wild animals owned
by any individual, barring the Hagenback collection at Stellingen, near Hamburg. Germany, comprises the largest
collection of carnivora, forty-five lions,
six leopards, six tigers, ten elephants,
a pair of giraffes, a drove of camel
and many other specimens too numerous to mention — furnish the habitants
of jungle land in variety in their natural
surroundings. The Selig zoo, a tract of
forty acres, is in reality a great botanical garden with the flora and fauna
of tropical lands.
It hardly need be remarked that Kathlyn Williams, the intrepid and beautiful
leading lady of the Selig Stock Company in Los Angeles is the heroine
of this series of plays.
Newspapers which arc running serial
installments of "The Adventures of
Kathlyn," in harmony with the picture
releases are : The Chicago Tribune,
the New York Sun, the Boston Globe,
Philadelphia Record, the Baltimore
Record, the Pittsburg Leadei . I tetroit
Free Pr< . Minm apolis Journal. Toronto Star, New 0 leans Item, Rocky
Mountain News, El Paso Times, Calforty gary Herald. I os Angeles Time- and

theatrical stars. He

When Lasky secured the rights to
the famous book and play and Mr.
Abeles learned of it, he was only too
glad to again associate himself with
his former vehicle. Mr. Abeles was
booked for forty-five weeks on the
B. F. Keith circuit in his new vaudeville skit, for which he received in
excess of four figures, but canceled

EDWARD

the

ABELES

leading role in "Brewster's
Millions," the second release of that con-

the entire booking to appear in "Brewster's Millions" before the camera.
Work on the second Lasky release
will begin immediately after the release of "The Squaw Man." which is
announced for February 15.
Already many bookings have been
made for both productions and more
are being made daily.

Universalis
Booking Innovation
Have Opportunity for Inspecting and Selecting

Exhibitors Now

Subjects at First Hand
AN

innovation in program booking
was introduced to New York exhibitors this week by Edward M.
Saunders, general manager of the
Universal Film Exchange. Under the
new arrangement all of the advanced
releases of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company will be shown to
New York exhibitors for their inspection on Tuesday and Thursday forenoons, beginning
o'clock.
Inauguration
of at
the10new
scheme has
a two-fold purpose — i.e., to show Universal exhibitors what they are going
to get on their bookings, and to demonstrate to other exhibitors what the
Universal has to offer.
The Republic Theatre is being utilized for showing the releases. Only
exhibitors are eligible to attend the
exhibitions and admission is by card
only.
"I predict success for the scheme,"
was the confident declaration of Mr.
Saunders in speaking of the innovation 'The particular advantage of
showing releases in advance for the
inspection of exhibitors,"
tinued, "is that it will give
opportunity to balance their
so that it will meet their

he conthem an
program
local de-

mand^
"For instance, a certain picture will

draw better on one day than on another for a certain exhibitor. Under
the new scheme the exhibitors will
get an opportunity to select appropriate subjects for each day's use. In
other words, he will be able to balance his program to meet his needs.
He gets
wants
it. what he wants, when he
"Heretofore the exhibitors have
been given their programs without
an opportunity of seeing all of the
pictures. He knew what he was going
to get by title and number only.
"Satisfied exhibitors are one of the
best advertisements an exchange can
have, and the way to have them satisfied is to give them what they want.
Each exchange manager endeavors to
give his exhibitors what they need in
their particular locality, but the best
judge is the exhibitor himself and our
new system will give him this privi-

NEW

GAUMONT

DISPLAY

Quite a unique departure from the
ordinary has just been made by the
lege."
Gaumont
Company in the matter of
lobby posters. They are now furnishing hand-colored posters in beautiful
soft tints.
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Nearly 600 Exhibitors Are Expected to Attend Big Gathering in Cincinnati on January 27, 28 and 29 —
Many Important Questions to Be Discussed
BETWEEN 500 and 600 members
of the Ohio State Branch No. 1
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America will assemble
in Cincinnati, Ohio, January 27, 28
and 29, for the annual state convention. The officers of the Ohio League
predict that the convention will be
the greatest ever held in the state in
every way. There are nearly 800 exhibitors in Ohio, so their claims are
by no means without foundation.
Among the more important questions scheduled for discussion at the
convention are: Censoring Pictures;
Length of Program; Posters; Sunday
Opening; Use of Motors; New State
Building Code and License.
The whole of the ninth floor of the
Sinton Hotel, with the big assembly
hall and exhibition of arts hall, has
been reserved by the convention committee. Here many novel ideas in
decorating will be carried out.
Besides the Ohio state exhibitors,
many exhibitors from adjoining states
will attend. Kentucky will send the
largest delegation, as that state's convention of exhibitors will be held on
January 27, just across the Ohio river,
at Covington.
NATIONAL significance will be
attached to the convention, as
the National Executive Committee
will meet at the Sinton Hotel on January 26. A new national treasurer is
to be elected at the session.
Many manufacturers and players
will also attend the convention. One
of the features of the gathering will
be a motion picture of the event. It
is to be taken of all the delegates
present on January 27, and will be
completed and put on the screen at
the banquet to be held on the evening
of January 28. Plates are to be set
for 600 at the banquet.
Summarized, the convention program follows:
Tuesday, January 27. — Address of
welcome by Mayor Fred S. Spiegel of
Cincinnati. Response by National
President M. A. Neff. Convention
session. In the evening there will be
a free entertainment in the convention hall. It will consist of advance
release of pictures, cabaret, vaudeville and music.
Wednesday, January 28. At 10
o'clock the convention will be called
into executive session. Election of
officers will be a part of the day's
program. At 7:45 in the evening the
banquet will be served. It will be informal.
Among
the after-dinner
speakers

will be: Governor J. M. Cox, Former
Senator J. B. Foraker, Attorney General T. S. Hogan, Mayor Fred S.
Spiegel, Hon. J. J. Lentz and Mayor
George E. Phillips, of Covington, Ky.
Several of the manufacturers and
their star players will be heard
also.
Thursday, January 29. — Public discussion of questions pertaining to the
motion picture industry throughout
the state. In the evening the convention will come to a close with a grand
ball, which will be informal.
MANUFACTURERS of projection
machines and other motion picture theatre accessories have reserved
considerable space in the convention
chamber and their displays will undoubtedly be of much interest to the
exhibitors.
Only a few details remain to be
perfected for the convention. Unique
souvenirs are to be distributed. The
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce has
taken an active interest in the event
and are boosting it enthusiastically.
In fact, the entire city is united to
make the affair a success.
Committees of Cincinnati Local
No. 2, which have planned and prepared for the convention, follow:
Entertainment: W.H.Wilson, Otto
Luedeking, T. A. Nolan, E. B. Funke,
H. S. Kopp, Lem S. Miller, St. C.
Glassmeyer, Theo. Bley.
Ladies: Mrs. F. A. Botts, Mrs. E. J.
Bauman, Mrs. Lem S. Miller, Mrs. H.
Tennenfeld, Mrs. F. Lotz.
Banquet: A. C. Dingelstedt, Philip
Bock, H. G. Kruse, H. S. Koop, Percy
Gerard, Dr. G. C. Kolb, G. C. Motche,
H. J. Bley.
Ball: Fred S. Botts, A. M. Brown,
C. D. Shober, G. W. Hill, W. C. Kitt,
J.
J. Huss, F. L. Emmert, J. A. Ackerman.
Reception Committee: Theo. Plettner, Theo. Revermon. Wilbur Settle,
Samuel Steinkoenig, William Boltz.
Fred Schottmiller, W. Lynch, Lawrence Bueche, W. C. Newman, Ed. C.
Knauft, Mr. Adler, L. B. Van Camp,
L. U. Foster, Ed. Steinkamp. E.
Sweeney, Walter N. Gibson, E. J. Bauman, Horace Harmeyer, H. Tennenfeld, Frank Willenborg, W. H. Bauer,
H. S. Meimerdinger, William Asche.
M. Fishman, Charles Sternberger,
Charles Weigel, Charles Marqua, Mr.
Bartlett. Amos Foster, G. F. Hoening,
B. G. Moorman, Mr. Efferon. E. F.
Walters, John Huebener. W. C.
Propheter, N. E. Cheney.
Ladies: Mrs. A. C. Dingelstedt,
Mrs. F. L. Emmert, Mrs. Theo. Rev-

erman,
Lotz.

Mrs.

F.

Schottmiller,

Miss

of the Ohio State
THE
Branchofficers
No. 1 are: President, M.
A. Neff, of Cincinnati; first vice-president, O. B. Weaver, of Dayton; second vice-president, Walter V. Prentice, of Toledo; secretary, J. H.
Broomhall, of Hamilton, and treasurer, W. R. Wilson, of Columbus.
On Friday, January 9, 1914, 753 letters were sent out with post-cards enclosed, asking the members to please
reply if they
attend
the convention. Onwould
Monday,
January
12,
1914, at 4.00 p. m., 456 answers had
been received, stating that the writers
would be at the convention.
At ton
theHotel
bigonmeeting
held January
in the SinTuesday,
13,
the
the
the
the

enthusiasm and activity shown by
local committee guarantees that
convention will be a success. At
local meeting, fifty-three communications were read from exhibitors
in other states who will be present.
J. J. Rieder, national treasurer,
whose successor wil be elected by the
National Executive Committee on
January 26, writes that he will be in
attendance if able to appear. So far,
there has been no suggestions as to
who will fill the office.
MILWAUKEE
M. P. A. BALL
An innovation in the way of a social
event is to be held by the Motion
Picture Association of the city
of Milwaukee in the auditorium at
that place on Saturday, January 24
The affair is to be an all-day and
evening exposition and grand ball.
Quite a number of noted producers
and players have accepted invitations
to attend. Francis X. Bushman and
Miss Beverly Bayne, of the Essanay
Company, will lead the grand march.
Booths for film and accessory
manufacturers have been arranged in
a novel way and all of the available
space for this purpose has been disposed of. Among the firms which
have taken space are the American
Cinematograph and Essanay comMotion pictures will be taken of
panies.
the entire event, with the grand march
featured. Those on the committee of
arrangements are: James Cochrane,
chairman, Bell Theatre; T. Tufts,
Aurora Theatre; M. Rice, Queen
Theatre; Thomas Saxe, Crystal Theatre: H. Imhoff, Apollo Theatre;
Frank Bruemmer. Idle Hour Theatre; F. Sillman, Liberty Theatre, and
Sam Pylet. Murray Theatre.
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Cinema Club's First Annual Ball
Affair Will Be Memorable Event in History of the Association — King
Baggot and Gene Gauntier Lead Grand March
most memorable social event
THE
yet held by the Cinema Club,
which is composed of the motion
picture exhibitors of the Bronx and its
environs, taking in the northernmost
section of New York City, was the
club's first annual entertainment and
reception on Wednesday evening, January 14, at Hunts Point Palace, One
Hundred and Sixty-Third street and
Southern Boulevard, New York City.
It was a riot of pleasure and enjoyment.
Fully three hundred and fifty couples
attended the affair, not a few of those
present being officers and players of
the big producing companies in and
around New York. Dancing was the

march began
11 o'clock
andThethegrand
entertainment
was at
concluded
at
4 o'clock Thursday morning. On account of the length of the dancing program, no encores were granted.
The officers of the Cinema Club are :
John J. Wittman, president ; Harry
Feldman, vice-president; Louis J. Harris,
secretary ; John J. Mullaney, treasurer ;
Emanuel H. Lipman, trustee, and Louis
S. Harris, Louis Canter and John J.
Mullaney, members of the board of directors. Herman Polak was the chairman of the affair, and also editor of
the souvenir program.
Those who acted on the various committees were:
Hall committee: Harry Feldman,
chairman; Hans Suckow, Louis S.
Harris, Louis Canter, F. Goldfarb, Herman Pollak, James L. Deegan, Henry
Cole and John J. Mullaney.
Reception committee : James L. Deegan, chairman; M. G. Kronacher, H.
laney.
M. Gleich, J. Birnbaum and J. J. Mul-

chief feature of the evening's entertainment, twenty-four numbers constituting the program, which was given
in two parts of twelve dances each.
One of the novelties of the evening
was the unique advertisements of several
of the producing companies and exchanges. The Universal Company provided all present with various shaped

Program committee : H. Pollak,
chairman; Henry Cole and J. Birnbaum.
Entertainment committee. H. Pollak,
Lippman. chairman ; Mr. Farrell, Philip
L. Fleisher, J. Rothman, S. Straunch
and J. H. Hall.
Floor committee : I. L. Vinigard,
floor manager ; H. Pollak, assistant
floor manager ; Victor Steiner, W. J.
Lyons, Phil L. Fleisher, J. C. L. Becker,
Mr. Marks, M. Carlos and Charles
Lowther.
Projection committee: Theo. Solomon, chairman ; J. J. Wittman and H.
Pollak.

and colored paper hats. Warner's
features and the Universal showed several mutiple-reel features on the screen.
Gene Gauntier and King Baggot led the
grand march. It lasted nearly an hour,
during which the two famous players
led the three hundred and fifty couples
through difficult and intricate formations, many of which were entirely
novel. At the conclusion of the grand
march the leaders were profusely applauded. To add to the attractiveness
of her gown, Miss Gauntier carried a
bouquet of roses.

NORTHEASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA EXHIBITORS MEET
Members

of the Northeastern Penn-

sylvania Exhibitors' League gathered
at a ban'quet at Hotel Reddington,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., recently. The
event was featured by the substitution of the vernacular of the motion
picture game for the conventional
names for the various phases of such
an event.
The affair
in "several
Frederick
W. was
Herman,
of Savoy parts."
fame,
was the "operator" of the affair, as
he acted in the capacity of toastmaster. The "songs" were given by
Prof. James Curry. "Pete" Heebner,
Gilbert Miller, Harvey Eggleston, W.
S. Wilson and John Lynch were
among those who discussed the ins
and outs of the work of successfully
running a motion picture theatre.
Those present were: Gilbert Miller,
Plymouth; John Favinni, Je'ssup;
Charles Schwartz, Nanticoke; L. A.
Farrell and Louis Matule, Carbondale; J. D. Williams, W. S. Wilson,
Francis Devlin. Harvey Eggleston,
J. Clayton Heebner, Frederick W.
Hermann. Wilkes - Barre, managers.
Chief of Police, John Robert, E. L.
Lindemuth, Daniel L. Hart, James
Curry, Harry L. Campbell, Joseph
Stiles, of the Exhibitors' Film Co.;
Samuel Shirley and John Lynch of
the General Film Exchange, WilkesBarre.
FULLER BACK IN GAME
Charles L. Fuller, who has been a
road man for the Universal Film Manufacturing Company for some time, is
going back into the feature game. He
has accepted an executive position
with the Lila Feature Film Company,
which has its headquarters in New
York City and studio? at Tarrvtown,
N. Y.
All of the productions of the concern are to be five- and six-reelers.
The first release will be the "Early
Days of Alaska." a five-part picture.
It will show the famous sweepstake
dog races of Alaska. F. O. Hawks, of
Alaska, is the president of the com-

FILMING "BIG TIM"
Former friends of "Big Tim" Sullivan will be interested in the announcep.in >- of the Gotham Film Company that
ment
it is producing a picture entitled: "The
Life of 'Big Tim.'" The film is based
on the authentic history of t he former
idol of New York's East Side.
Recently the Gotham Film Company
"took" White Plains. X Y.. and many
of its residents, including a majority of
the officials. Exhibition of the picture
it White Plains proved a distinct sucSCENE
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cess.
One of villages
the comnany's
ties is filming
and cities.specialB. R.
Tohnas is head of the concern.
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IS LOCATION
4C^"tES'' and "No" is the answer.
"Yes," if the exhibitor wishes
to run an ordinary show and
reap quick profits.
"No," if the exhibitor intends to
run a high-class program, build an enduring business, and uplift the industry of the motion picture.
A location is an asset when the exhibitor looks for a rush, transient
trade, to keep the nickels jingling into
the till.
A location is not an asset provided
the exhibitor gives a show high class
enough to induce his patrons to walk
several blocks to his theatre.
Motion pictures are like everything
else. We must have the "quantity" to
please a certain element, and we must
have the "quality" to win a higher
patronage. The difference is that
"quality" always wins in a long run.
We never tire of good books and
plays, of something that offers real
enjoyment; but we do tire of the
cheap and highly sensational, and sensations in time will leave us dull and
disgusted.
The exhibitor who gives a refined
show need not worry. Good films will
keep his house well filled. It is true
that he does not, like his sensational

LOBBY

OF REGENT

ASSET?

although it may enjoy spasmodic prosperity.
A

THEATRE census of the United
States will show that all the exhibitors who have consistently conducted high-class shows are still in
business, have improved their theatres
and have made money, while the exhibitors who have conducted motion
picture theatres on the get-rich-quick
plan are not so well off. Perhaps they
have made money quickly, sold out
and lost their gains in other ventures.
The same census will show that all
the good motion picture theatres are
still in existence, doing good business
generally either under the same management or under some one else of
the family, while the get-rich-quick
places are constantly changing hands
and many of them — too many — have
been forced to close or have been sold
by the sheriff.
The query, "Is a location an asset?"
has been on my mind for some time,
but although I had some good examples to back my views, I have waited
for a still stronger case. At last I
have found the proper example.
The new Regent Theatre on Market street. Philadelphia, proves that a

THEATRE,

neighbor, have an occasional big day,
but he realizes that an average gate
receipt of $300 per day for seven days
of the week is far better than to make
$600 one day and lose $50 per day for
the balance of the week.
A business built on a good and
strong foundation is sure to succeed,
while the business based on sensational attempts is sure to fail in time,

AN

NEWS

PHILADELPHIA

location is not necessarily an asset.
Alexander R. Boyd, the proprietor,
and Frank W. Buhler, the manager
of the Regent* Theatre, were sharply
criticized for selecting so poor a location, and, to tell the truth, both gentlemen at first felt rather uneasy.
While they had implicit faith in the
power of a good refined show to build
a strong patronage, they nevertheless

were worried when friends and others
pointed out to them the drawbacks of
such an undesirable location.
Despite all the bad prophecies made,
however, the Regent Theatre is a big
success and this at a ten-cent admission. It sounds impossible that a motion picture theatre in an undesirable
location should do a good business on
a ten-cent admission, when the theatres located in the heart of the shopping district of Philadelphia charge
five cents only, and at that low price
have long programs to offer. Yet this
is a fact and even at the ten-cent admission, Mr. Buhler has to keep the
crowd waiting in the lobby.

PhilTHE main shopping
of Broadof street
adelphia runs east district
and City Hall to about Fifth street;
then from- Chestnut to Arch. In this
district there are about twenty-five
theatres. This includes playhouses,
vaudeville and motion picture houses.
Broad street was the dividing line
for theatres until Mr. Boyd started
the foundation of his Regent; there
was formerly no theatre west of Broad
street to the Schuylkill river. On the
south side of West Market street are
a few office buildings on the corners of
Fifteenth street; then as far as the
river, a succession of old, low houses,
many of them badly dilapidated, and a
lot ofSome
signs cheap
"For Rent,"
"For Sale,"
etc.
restaurants,
small
stores, saloons, pawnshops, then some
wholesale houses.
The few families living on this part
of Market street are not well-to-do.
From this description, it is easy to see
that the elegant Regent Theatre, on
the south side of Market street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
streets, has not the environment to
warrant a ten-cent admission.
The north side of Market street is
still worse. The Pennsylvania depot
is on the corner of Fifteenth street
with the train shed extending to Sixteenth street; then high walls for the
elevated tracks, freight houses, etc.
The side streets in this district, with
the exception of Fifteenth street, are
not much more prosperous. Chestnut
street in the rear of the theatre is
given over to offices and stores, but
business is not yet flourishing in this
section.
THE Regent can only draw a small
patronage from either the east or
the wesC and has to depend on the
patronage south of Walnut or north
of Arch street. All of which shows
that practically all the persons visiting the Regent Theatre have to come
from a distance.
As to transient trade there is practically none, especially since the open-

THE

M
ing of tin miIiu ,iy, as all persons going
west enter the subway on East Market
street and shoot past the Regent Theatre underground.
From all these things it can be seen
that the Regent would have been an
utter failure if Mr. Boyd had decided
to run the same class of show as in
the five-cent houses.
During the construction of the theatre I had several interviews with
Messrs. Boyd and Buhler, and when
they told me of their intention to
make the Regent a refined and highclass motion picture theatre I strongly encouraged them. I cited examples of exhibitors who had drawn patrons from a distance not only by
showing the highest grade of pictures,
but by projecting them properly and
by giving first-class, polite and courteous service.
That this policy has been followed
fully apparent when I visited the
Regent Theatre recently. In inspecting theatres, I always try to avoid the
manager until I am through with my
investigation. If I call on the manager first, he talks to me and, naturally, distracts my attention.
The first thing that struck me
within the theatre was the neatly uniformed cashier, a young man of good
appearance and manners. Ladies, who
are the best patrons of a motion picture theatre, take more kindly to a
young man cashier than to a girl, who
may be indifferent or arrogant in manner.
The doorman, also correctly uniformed, did not, as is the case with
most doorkeepers, stand sullenly or
slouchily, with his hands in the pockets of his trousers. Instead, he assumed a military position and was
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courteous
enough
to open the door
for me.
As soon as I entered the auditorium, a clean, neatly uniformed usher
directed me to a seat in the most courteous manner.
'T'HESE small things are of the
■*- greatest importance in the success
of a theatre. They predispose a patron to be satisfied with the evening,
even if the pictures are not of superior grade or the patron in the best of
humor.
Mr. Buhler is using the best licensed
pictures he can secure in connection
with the best feature films — not those
alleged features made by the yard,
with no action and no interest to sustain the attention of an audience.
I reached the Regent theatre at the
beginning of the second reel of the
beautiful "Daughter of the Hills," the
excellent Famous Players production.
The projection was excellent, the
films being run at a normal speed.
The picture was steady on the screen
with a well-regulated
light.
THE
beauty of the picture was
enhanced by excellent music.
The famous pipe organ with the
human voice effect is operated by a
real artist who knows how to control
all the keys and stops of his instrument and who knows how to play the
picture. The clever pianist also deserves good mention.
The entire show was so refined, so
high-class in every respect that I left
the place with much regret; but hope
to pay a second visit in the future.
There is no wonder that the Regent, although in such a poor location— at least for the time being — is

ENCHANTED
( - mi ily)

VOICE'

an immense success. High-class
pictures, well and properly projected,
accompanied by appropriate music
and surrounded by a clean, neat and
courteous service, will, no matter
what the price of admission, location
and even weather conditions, draw an
appreciative patronage all the time
and from any reasonable distance.
The success of the Regent theatre,
West Market street, Philadelphia, is
the answer to my question: "Is a
location
asset?"
No, notannecessarily,
if you have the
proper show.
J. M. B.

KENNEDY

FEATURES
UNUSUAL

MOST

An unusually promising list of feature productions is announced by the
Kennedy Features, Incorporated, to
follow its original release of this character, ''Mary Magdalene."
The list includes: "Jess," by H.
Rider Haggard, a four-part picture'
"Elsie Venner," by Oliver Wendell
Holmes, in four reels; "Charlotte
Corday," a story of the French Revolution in five reels, and "Hypatia," by
Charles Kingsley. The latter is a
four-part production.
Constance Crawley and her company of players, including Arthur
Maude, will appear in each one of
these productions, which range from
artistic.
the ultra-melodramatic to high-class
NEW BRAND CHRISTENED
Irving C. Ackerman and Charles
Cole have
decided
uponManufacturing
"The Criterion Feature
Film
Company," as the name of their new
feature brand of pictures.
The first release of the new company is "The Trap," a three-part production which teems with the sensational. It is a sequence of melodramatic situations, but has much artistic merit. Its appeal is general.
Wilfred Lucas, for three years with
the Biograph Company under the
direction of D. W. Griffith and more
recently with the Universal forces,
plays the leads. He is ably assisted
by Jennie MacPherson.
Some of the scenes in the picture
were taken at Azusa. in the Sierra
Madre mountains. After completing
the picture the company enjoyed the
unique experience of being snowbound in the rocky wilderness for an
entire week.
AL LICHTMAN ON TRIP
Al Lichtman, sales manager of the
Famous Players Film Company, leaves
shortly on a trip across the continent
to confer with the various exchanges
affiliated with the Famous Players on
certain plans contemplated by that
concern. It is intimated that the results of this trip will create a sensation in the industry when they are
announced.
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Brand

Offered

"Withering Roses," the First Edition

situations. In many of its
that a new
isndsel
I["
film is going to of the New "American Beauty" Seofdom
bra
ries, an Allegorical Play, Delightfully parts double and treble exmake you say a whole
posure is used to splendid
Novel
in Character and Unusual in its
lot of nice things about its
advantage. The scenes are
first release. In many cases Settings — Margaret
Fischer Featured all beautiful and the photogthose who attempt the makraphy excellent.
ing of motion pictures overlook many of the smaller
The new company of players act well together.
details that go to the making of a really good film. Beside Miss Fischer and Mr. Pollard, this new film
The Beauty Film, however, has had the advantage
introduces to the picture-loving public, Joseph
Harrisk, Adelaide Bronti, Kathie Discher and Fred
of being born of experience and successful film making.
Gamble, and others.
It was given birth in the far West, where it had every
possible
advantage
as to
f of
y ing brie
storrin
scenery and climatic condiTHE"Withe
Roses"
tions, which mean so much
sh
cts
a selfi man, who
depi
loses the love of a good girl
in photography.
It is the
latest issue of the American
because of this fault. As he
his head in thought the
bows
Film Manufacturing
Company.
roses which have been returned to him by the girl
January 14 saw the first
lie on the table before him.
release of the Beauty Film,
Their perfume causes him to
which was personally superdream. A fairy princess
vised by S. S. Hutchinson,
president of the company.
shows him the road to happiness and the road of ease.
This first picture has been
named "Withering Roses,"
and lives up to the name of
the brand in every particular. It is also exceptionally
appropriate for an initial
production as the trade-mark
of this new brand is an
American beauty rose.
Temporary arrangements
are for but one release a
week of a one-reel subject.
This brand will be on the
Mutual program and will
come out regularly on
Wednesday of each week.

The evil spirit then appears and accompanies him
through the land of ease, but
the man is not content. He
returns to the starting point
and there plucks a rose of
happiness, but it immediately
withers in his hand.

MARGARET

A/TARGARET FISCHER, who, previous to her
-1-*-*- association with the Universal, appeared in the
"Flying A" productions, is the leading woman of the
Beauty Films. Miss Fischer is certainly beautiful, as
her pictures evidence, and she is also a capable exponent of the art of pantomime. Before entering the
silent art she already had an enviable reputation on
the legitimate stage.
The Beauty Films are produced under the direction
of Harry Pollard, who plays opposite Miss Fischer.
Mr. Pollard turned out a very fine picture in
"Withering Roses," which
new brand very strongly
pictures.
This first production is
which forcefully bring out

establishes him and the
in the world of motion
a strong allegorical play
its arguments in striking

The fairy offers him another. He starts up the
other road, but becomes impatient at those before him
who travel slower then he.
FISCHER
He impatiently brushes them
aside.
This happens several times. He is then given the
remaining rose, but this time it does not wither.
E awakens from his dream and starts for his
sweetheart's home. On the way he offers
charity to the poor. This act is witnessed by the girl
he wishes to marry, whose heart relents towards him.
That portion of the picture showing the selfish man's
activities in spirit-land is especially pretty. A mass
of roses forms the framework, while the background
is rich in beautiful plants.
This new brand will undoubtedly become popular, as
it contains more than ordinary merit, has an unusually able company and many of the numerous other
things that are essential to a good picture.
Although the first release of Beauty Films is a
drama, comedies will also be produced.
C. J. V.
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OH, IT'S AN INTERESTING
Punctuated by GEORGE

in the news colSOMEWHERE foun
d an article on
umns will be
the Screen Club annual ball,
which will be held Saturday, January
1st, at Grand Central Palace, New
York City.
As far as I and many others are
concerned, this is the big event of the
year. Ever since its inception, a little
more than fifteen months ago, the
roster of the Screen Club has been the
social register of the motion picture
industry. A large proportion of the
magnates, practically all of the actors,
directors, camera men, publicity and
newspaper men belong.
The Screen Club ball last year was
a beautiful thing. No other organization connected with any amusement
field could show a handsomer sight
than the floor of Terrace Garden was
when filled with dancing couples.
This year the ball should be bigger,
better and busier. Grand Central Palace is calculated to house a larger
crowd than was Terrace Garden and
will. To miss the Screen Club ball is
to face social ignominy forever.
The nucleus of the occasion, of
course, will be the members of the
Screen Club. About five hundred
strong they will turn out en masse
and all the studios in New York and
vicinity will send their delegates,
which will include, of course, practically all the leading women. These,
together with the magnates who belong to the club and all their friends
and the many motion picture enthusiastics who will be present, will form a
formidable and distinguished gathering. There will be a crowd of which
any one may be proud to look around
and say "I belong to this bunch."

One interesting feature will be the
auctioning off of the souvenir program. Kessel & Baumann have
thrown down the gauntlet with a bid
of $1,000, the price they paid last
year, after competitive bidding. It is
not likely that people like "Pop"
Rock, "Pop" Lubin and Carl Laemmle
will let this challenge pass. Should
they enter the field the bid which will
start this year at $1,000 should run
up pretty high. King Baggot will act
as auctioneer.
Way

from the sunny South I received souvenir postal cards from my
little playmates, Fred J. Balshofer and
Francis Joseph Carroll, basking in the

heat of St. Augustine, Fla. Fred Balshofer is down there on a little vacation from his duties as superintendent
of the New York factory of the New
York Motion Picture Corporation.
Frank Carroll is down there as president of the Stella Feature Photoplay
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Company to superintend the taking
of their first picture "Forgiven," with
Edwin
Forseberg in the lead.
It can't be seen in the picture, but
along with Frank Carroll is a notable
company including William Robert
Daley, Edwin Forsberg, Carroll and
Freeh, Fitizi Brunette, Daniel Bertona. I got a letter from Frank Carroll in which he said that he met
many other motion picture folk down
there, including the Edison and Pathe
companies. Absolutely the only regret of those in the land of orange
groves is that they will miss the
Screen Club ball. I can almost see
the big tears coursing down Bob
Daley's cheek.
Bill Paley, an old camera man, one
of the real old-timers in the motion
picture business, lies ill at his home at
380 Patton street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Here is a chance for all the old-timers,
and many of the new-timers as well,
to pay a little tribute to one of the
pioneers who helped to make the motion picture as it stands to-day possible. Communications will reach Mr.
Paley at his Los Angeles address or
they may be sent to this office, from
which they will be forwarded immediately.
Through

the

medium

LIFE!
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Oscar

Hammerstein's suit to restrain David
Belasco and the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company from using
the Republic Theatre for the exhibition of ''Traffic in Souls," motion pictures received a new endorsement
from legitimate theatrical managers.
One of Mr. Hammerstein's allegations
is that there was a clause in the contract binding Mr. Belasco to produce
in the theatre only first class performances. This agreement, Mr. Hammerstein says, was carefully adhered to
as long as such players as Blanche
Bates, Mrs. Leslie Carter and David
Warfield played in the house.
In reply to this contention there
appear interesting affidavits by David
Belasco and Charles Frohman. Mr.
Belasco says in his affidavit that he
considers motion pictures a legitimate
form of entertainment on an equal
plane with the speaking stage. He
says that he feels that feature photoplays occupy the same relative position to the motion picture as do
especially pretentious productions to
the stage. He does not feel that the
tone of the Republic has been lowered
by the exhibition of a motion picture.
Then along comes Charles Frohman with his affidavit. Mr. Frohman
says he has been a theatrical producer
of high standing for some time and
is now also interested in the motion
picture business. He feels with Mr.
Belasco that motion pictures are on a
plane equal with the stage and that
feature productions are attractions of
as high quality as any legitimate
theatrical production could be.
Another is added to the long list of
foreign film men here in town.
Charles Urban, head of the Urban
Trading Company and also prime factor in the English Kinemacolor Company, is here, very much bent on
business.
Richard Nott Dyer, senior member
of the law firm of Dyer, Dyer & Taylor, died recently at his home, 42 Prospect street, East Orange. The deceased was a brother of Frank L.
Dyer, ex-president of the General
Film Company. He was a patent attorney and had charge of all litigations involving the patents of the
Motion Picture Patents Company and
also conducted many other motion
picture suits. The funeral was private.
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Among the prominent persons to
pose for the Edison talking pictures
is Andrew Carnegie. A few days ago
the ironmaster talked on "Peace" at
the Edison Bronx studio. He also
took a look around the studio and
manifested considerable interest in
i In taking of pictures.
Klavv & Erlanger this week released
the first of the feature pictures which
they have been producing at the Biograph studio for several months. A
three-part production of Theodore
Kremer's "The Eatal Wedding" was
on the bill at the Palace Theatre.
Closing the show, it nevertheless held
the audience in their seats. Klaw &
Erlanger have about twenty-five features on the shelf and it looks as if
they were going to turn them loose
in earnest very soon.
The Kansas City Feature Film
Company, of which A. D. Flintom is
president, writes in to say that on
January 12, R. A. Jackson of Allen,
Okla., rented a print of the Kalem
picture "From the Manger to the
Cross." Since that time the Kansas
City Feature Film Company has not
heard from Mr. Jackson or the picture
and would appreciate any information
on the subject.
Jack Eaton, formerly with the Herbert M. Morris advertising agency of
Philadelphia, is now in the publicity
department
of Warner's Features,
Inc.
Dorothy L. Gwynn is the girl who
played queen in the six-part production of "The Three Musketeers,"
made by the Films Attractions Company. Through an error in giving out
her name the part was credited to
Miss Gunn in the review of the picture, but it should have been Miss
< iwynn.
Edison has a new London manager
in the person of A. F. Wagner. Mr.
Wagner succeeds Paul H. Cromelin,
who was managing director of the
Thomas A. Edison, Ltd. of England.
Mr. Wagner was formerly Mr. Cromelin's assistant.
The Commercial Motion Picture
Company secured the exclusive privito take motion pictures of tininauguration of James S. Fielder as
governor of New Jersey. Full equipment of lights was installed in the
Taylor Opera House, Trenton, N. J.,
where the inauguration took place
and about one thousand feet of film
was taken. These pictures are now
bring shown in New Jersey.
II. B. Thompson, vice-president of
tin- National Waterproof Film Company of Chicago, 111., will soon sail
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for London to install machinery for
the Waterproof Film Ltd.. a new English concern formed to supply waterproof films in that market. This
company has a paid-up capital of
$30,000 and is under the management
of H. A. Browne. Waterproof films
are patented in England and are
popular there.
J. Parker Reade, Jr., and James
Gordon and company have returned
from Bermuda where they made a
three-reel feature picture. As this
picture shows many submarine scenes
it will certainly be a novelty.
Lawrence B. McGill and a company
of players headed by Archibald Selwyn are up in the Saranac Lake region taking "Pierre of the Plains" for
the All-Star Feature Corporation.
Incidentally, the All-Star has a bunch
of good material up its sleeve, including all of Upton Sinclair*s stuff.
ISCH

GA

BIBBLE

One postal received this week from George
Universal Stevenson, who is vacationing in
Bermuda.
A. Warner, of Warner's Features, has taken
passage on the Kronprinzessen Cecilie, which
sails January 20th, for an extended trip to
England and the Continent. He will be accompanied by Mrs. Warner. His mission
abroad is to purchase features of five and six
reels for the Warner service.
"Alma, Wo Gehst D'u?" is the title of a
much-talked about play that a few seasons ago
fell under the ban and disappeared, but is
frequently heard in interrogation in the Selig
Chicago Studios, as Alma Russell, the plump
little leading lady, works SO hard that she is ill
the day after — hence the question. It is pleasant to remark that Miss Russell, after numerous illnesses is now back steadily at work.
Clifford Bruce, leading man at the Selig
Company's
Chicagoof Studio,
has fully
from tin attack
pneumonia
and recovered
is busily
engaged
in a new play.
The Keystone Company is working on a
news]
taken Times.
in the This
linoroom of thewhich
Los was
Angeles
latter paper is one of the largest dailies in the
I " 1 1 i t ■ id S ates, and no other company has photographed the linotype machines and presses berhi gn it difficulty lies in getting the
proper light in the dark interiors.
This the
Itorn Company overcame by sending nearly
five hundred
miles to San Francisco
and obing arc lamps of the most powerful
rays,
which, with the■ d lamps
secured
in
Los
Angeles,
effect.
Edward
Earl,
treasurer
of the
Nicholas
ei Company, is al Palm Beach, Fla., for a
sojourn.
Gaston Bell wa
the nmnn
oi the ice skating
contest held last week by the l.uhn Outdoor
i (hib on the Schuylkill River, running
through tin I nliin estate at Betzwood.
George
and tail Mi teal fe tied tot si eond.
with Lawrence
McCloskcy
third.
Bennic, of
Lubinville, refereed the match.
The day was
ature being about 5 degrees.
\1 1 1 v fancy stunts were done on the ice. Rosemary Theby and Georgi
Soule Spencer winning
when they executed the maxixe.
After
the ci
v. ere ent< Mind a1 supl.ilc Leslie and Norbert Lusk.
Fire, which broke out in tin- positive-room of
thi Pacini Coast Universal
Studios at HollyI OS Vngeles, when an electric heater
vim wrong completely destroyed the cuttingrooms of the company. At the time, girls wiie
working overtime finishing the assembling of
po
tivi oi the\t in:
"Samson"of and
'Richelieu
the Features,
first indication
the
Mi '
i the girls rushed into the negative-ro m to save the negatives, and in so doing many Crf them were severely burned about
tin face .mil bands.
Practically all lost their
i.d property, such as purses, wraps and
The I'm
i
tre, during the two days'
inn of Pasquali's "The Last Days of Pompeii,"
booked through the office "f the World Special

films Corporation, played to such business that
they
have days.
booked During
the fi'.m
for three
theforruna return
of the date
film
they had two men parading in front of the
house dressed as Roman soldiers, a good advertising stunt which attracted a lot of attention.
Tin Unas S. Nash, general manager of the
Edend'ale Studio, at Los Angeles. Cal., for the
Selig Polyscope Company, who has been connected with this organization since its beginning, is in Chicago on a business trip, accompanied by his wife.
John Robinson, the son of the great circus
man, whose name is as well known in connection with this line of entertainment as any man
in the world, has been a visitor at the Selig
Chicago Plant for several days past, en route
from California to Cincinnati. One of Mr.
Robinson's herds of elephants was utilized in
"The Adventures of Kathlyn."
Herbert Griffin, of the Nicholas Power Company, leaves soon for an extended Western
trip. He will be gone six months and expects
to make the trip a record one for orders.
Joe Abrams, expert operator of the Powers
Cameragraph No. 6A projection machines, was
chairman of the entertainment committee for
the operators' union ball, held at Manhattan
Casino, 15.5th Street and 8th Avenue.
"Little Billy" Keystone's two-year-old star is
again at work in a Kid picture. This time
Hilly carries the lead throughout an entire reel,
including a holdup, running away with the cash
of a Punch and Judy show, and foiling a couple of villains. All of this he does with his
usual facial expressions and a dramatic comprehension away beyond his years. "Little
Billy" will take part in all the future Kid
pictures put out by Keystone, and which are
becoming almost as popular as the comedies
played
The by
NewKeystone
Boston grown-ups.
Theatre, 19 North Clark
Street, Chicago, has installed another motordrive Motiograph projecting machine in its
booth, which makes it one of the most modern
and up-to-date booths in the city.
The Iowa Institution for Feeble-Minded
Children, of G'.enwood. Iowa, has installed a
late-model
Motiograph
equipment.
O. F. Spahr, general manager Enterprise
Optical Mfg. Co., is greatly pleased over the
January sales, and judging from the present
orders, he expects a big increase in sales for
1914 over last year.
Sidney M. the
Goblin,
the orig'nator
of Levy
McGuiness,
two world-wide
famous
come-&
dians, has now assigned them on duty of
smashing up the vice trust, which they havebrilliantly
this week in a threereel travestyaccomplished
comedy.
The records of these accomplishments are in
the possession of the Feature Photoplay ComHenry Lehrmann, Keystone director, has just
pany.
completed
a two-reel
melodrama
iig the abduction
of a"Kid"
juvenile
heroine featurby the
juvenile villain. The Venice Miniature Railway, near Los Angeles, with engines, coaches,
round-houses, depots and several miles of
track, was leased especially for this feature.
is the railway, all of the remaining sets
and furnishings, down to the last detail, were
in small
scale.
The have
ch:ldren
thisbypicture
are
the same
which
been in
taken
Key
and trained especially for the Keystone
Kid pictures, which are to be a regular feature
in the program of this company.

BRONCHO

BILLY
IN EXPLOSION
It isn't often that G. M. Anderson
meets with a mishap in the course of
his multitudinous stunts in the making
of the Broncho Billy pictures. Indeed,
considering the chartces he necessarily
takes, Ins est ape hitherto from anything serious is somewhat remarkable.
Last week, however, the popular Essanay hero came near losing his eyesight during the course of his work
up in the California canyons. A scene
called for the depiction of a mine explosion, a very realistic bit of work.
In some way the explosion on this
occasion was a little premature and
Mr Anderson's face was badly burned
as a result, his eyebrows and lashes
being singed almost to extinction.
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GE*RMIJ*AL
By E. C. Dwyer

A Wonderful Production by Pathe, Based on the Famous Novel of Emil Zola — In Five Parts
Cl RIPPING,

forceful, pathetic and wonderfully realistic,

j- In brief
produced
shortly on the
aptation of the
a drama of the

that describes "Germinal," a five-part picture,
by Pathe in France, which is to be released
General Film program. The film is an adnovel of the same name by Emile Zola. It is
lower classes of France.

Just at present the picture is undergoing a pruning in Pathe's
Jersey City studio to make it conform to American taste.
As originally shown the picture was in eight reels. By eliminating three thousand feet of film the action in the picture has
been greatly compressed.
Life of the miners at Montsou, France, during a cruel labor
war is impressively told in the picture. In fact it gives a
far clearer conception of the hardships and privations of the
miners than the novel itself. The photography throughout
is of a superior brand, especially the scenes in the mines.
There is a fascinating, but strange love story, woven into

results in a fight with Lantier, in which the latter is victorious.
The beating serves to further enrage Chaval.
To get revenge Chaval denounces Lantier and the other
strike leaders to the mine superintendent, who plans their
arrest. Catherine warns Lantier, however, and he escapes.
This causes some of the strikers to waver and Chaval leads
them back to work. The cable is cut while they are in the
mine and as they emerge by a ladder they are set upon by
the strikers. Chaval, however, is protected by Catherine, who
slaps Lantier's face. It is a dramatic situation, for although
she loves Lantier, she is loyal to her husband.
VIOLENCE is resorted to by the strikers and the troops
are called out to quell the rioting. They are lined up
in front of Hennebeau's residence. The mob attacks them, and
the mine superintendent's daughter, who is in sympathy with

the vitals of the picture. In brief the story of "Germinal"
is as follows :
Out of employment, Etienne Lantier, a competent workman,
goes from town to town seeking work. He reaches Montsou
and secures a place in the mines from Maheu, the foreman,

V
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through
the he
intercession
of the He
foreman's
daughter,
Catherine,
with
whom
falis in love.
then comes
in contact
with
Chaval, Catherine's lover. From the first they hate each other.
Chaval's hatred is increased when Lantier goes to live with
the Maheu family.
the mine level where Lantier and Chaval work,
the shoring is found to be in bad condition by Negrel,
the mine engineer. Negrel imparts the news to Hennebeau,
the mine superintendent, and the latter decides that in order
to repair the shorings there must be a cut in wages.
The miners resent this and, led by Lantier, vote to strike. In
the meantime Catherine has married Chaval. He proves a
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traitor to the strikers' cause "and becomes a spy, informing
the superintendent and engineer of the activities of the
strikers.
Refused credit at the company

RESCTJERS

RECOVER

store, the strikers are

CATHERINE'S

duced to starvation. Chaval, however, who
the mine officials for his spying, has plenty.
for her parents and Lantier prompts her to
Chaval follows her to the foreman's home.

re-

BODY

is being paid by
Catherine's love
carry them food.
His abuse of her
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the strikers, is shot by the soldiers while attempting to restore
order among the rioters. Many of the miners are killed also.
The dead girl is carried to her father's home, where he and
Negrel, whose fiancee the girl was, are grief stricken.
The slaughter breaks the strike and despite Lantier's protests the strikers vote to resume work. Souvarine, an anarchist, alone is implacable. On the day the miners resume work
he descends into an old shaft and turns a flood of water into
the mine.
He is killed in the flood.
Down in the mine Catherine, Chaval and Lantier are entombed in the same level, where the water creeps upon them
gradually. In a quarrel over the last piece of bread Lantier
kills Chaval.
Before rescuers are able to tunnel into the shaft, Catherine
dies from exposure. Her dead body is found in the unconscious embrace of Lantier. When Lantier is taken to the
surface he revives, but immediately sinks into unconsciousness when he sees the lifeless form of his sweetheart, Catherine.
So realistic is the picture that a person viewing it forgets
that the principals are merely actors. There are innumerable
sensational situations developed in the plot in a most natural
manner. Despite its stirring nature, however, the picture is
tempered with a delicate, humanizing touch.
The cast of characters includes some noted French players.
Among them are Mile. Sylore, as Catherine; M. Jacquinet, as
Chaval ; Henri Krauss, as Lantier ; M. Escoffier, as Negrel ;
M. Mevisto, as Maheu, and M. D. Harsay, as Souvarine.
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Witn tllis lieavy expense to start with, it must carry
a far greater number of customers, in order to make a
Pront> tlian milst the exchange that buys only twentyeight, thirty or thirty-five reels a week.
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Then he reduced his film rpurchases
about
one-half

in-

corporate* »nder the laws of the state of New York. The offices and and his customers about one-third, and made a bigprincipal place of business are at 220 West *2nd Street. New York City. ger profit.
In a general way, the Same Still holds °-OOd
The address of the officers is the office of the publication.
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everybody speeds
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Hence films are turned out faster and
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o? 1thePpeapear8 to what appears * the *** P°rtl°n When one reflects that many exchanges to-day have
==============
to bear heavy weight in the shape of big film purVol. IX
January 31, 1914
No. 4 chases, there comes an interesting side issue.
============= ===== ==========
This is the yarn which has crept into print within
the past fortni&ht- in tWu New York newspapers and
nvFn pponTTPTTOM
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a St Louis motion picture pubHcat

to the effect
acquiesce with older and wiser men is always that overtures were being made for ionj
a consolidation of
a safe course, but one is particularly safe in the General Film and the Mutual.
This statement
concurring in the opinion of Charles G. Pathe, was vigorously denied and scoffed at by both sides,
head of Pathe Freres, that one crying fault of Ameri- But they hardly need to take the trouble, for on the
can producers at present is over-production. face of it, such a consolidation would be foolish.
An
Over-production is an evil, twice cursed.
Not only exchange which had to purchase all the reels at presdoes it impair the quality of the films produced but ent on the program of both the General Film and the
it also imposes a heavy burden on the exchanges.
The Mutual would find itself under a terrific strain, and it
evil of over-production as regards the quality of pic- is not likely that any of the manufacturers on either
tures produced has often been discussed.
That the program would be willing to cut down their output,
same number of actors and players must work more Such a consolidation would be the greatest help ever
quickly and hence be more open to mistakes in making given the Universal Film Manufacturing Company as
two thousand feet of film than in making one thou- it would reduce direct competition just one half. The
sand in the same time must be apparent.
whole idea was really so foolish that it is hardly worth
The other end of the over-production evil— the fore- while to dignify it by wasting space on it. G.D. P.
ing of too much film on the exchanges — is equally as
important.
SURGERY
TAUGHT
BY THE
FILMS
the cinematoof
use
new
the
The object of an exchange is to supply the theatres V,lir many vicissitudes,
by teachi°8
''y ",r
' 'ans Ih>
befgu"
"",'' ''V
If
F,
, a surgery
to 'T'n,
students
by '"films.
filmsDo,yen
also preserve
the
^ tiers,' with , motion pictures.
which
man is running a seven-day theatre and wants four reCords oi operations.
\ few years ago a gold medal at
reels changed every day, he requires twenty-eight reels Berlin was awarded him for surgical films. He is the only
of film a week.
That is about the maximum amount owner of a collection of such films, and now has more
TO

*« great surgical operations.
Illty' showin8 ,u'arl> ;il! for
Anything over that does not help the exhibitor tha?
admitting
students before
method
11^ advocates
^ ajj
them
to a view this
of the
actual operation,
which then becomes much more valuable
He also makes it a point
WHEN
an exchange buys only as much film as is thai such .1 record of his actual work permits a doctor to
necessary, it is in rather a happy condition criticisi 1 and his assistants' positions in a was thai they
It is also an infallible
trchases, sav, fifty reels could not possiblj do otherwise
But when an e
correctness and adequacy '" the methods
SJ&d
of film a week, then its troubles begin.
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Screen Club Ball January 31
Second Annual Affair of Only Social Reed, Fred J. Balshofer, Victor
FACES which are worth
James Kirkwood, Chas.
many thousands of dollars
Organization in Motion Picture Indus- ASmith,
b r a m s, William Oldknow,
in motion pictures will be
Glen
White,
Billy Quirk, Hopp
try Will Be the Big Event of the Year
seen Saturday night, January
en
31, when the Scre
Club will
in Film Circles — Attendance of 10,000 Hadley, Joe Farnham and
hold its second annual ball at
George DuBois Proctor.
Floor Committee : Chairman
Confidently Expected— To Be Held in
Grand Central Palace, FortyFrank
A. Tichnor, Ben Wilson,
h
sixth and Forty-sevent streets
Grand Central Palace — Committees
Harry Benham, Owen Moore,
and Lexington avenue, New
Herbert Prior, Arthur Johnson, Crane
York City.
These are only a few of those who
The Screen Club is the only social
Wilbur, E. K. Lincoln, Tefft Johnwill be seen around the hall, as there
son, Earl Williams, Stanley Walpole,
organization for those in the motion
will probably be present five hundred
Hal Claredon, Frank Crane, Augustus
picture industry east of Los Angeles
persons with whose faces the public
Phillips, Hector Dion, Ralph Lewis
is familiar through the medium of the
and numbers among its members pracand Alexander Gaden.
screen.
tically all the motion picture actors,
Press Committee: Chairman Arproducers, magnates, directors, phoThirty-six Piece Orchestra
thur Leslie, Tracy Lewis, Fred Beetographers and advertising and pubcroft, Elmer McGovern, William
licity men in the country.
C. A. Willat, chairman of the music
Barry and Arthur Smallwood.
Not to be present at the annual ball
committee, has engaged Ferguson's
is rated an unpardonable crime. So
orchestra of thirty-six pieces.
Badge Committee: Chairman Howard Crampton, L. M. Noto, George
The first Screen Club ball was, and
it is easy to see that there will be an
attendance of all the heroes and
future Screen Club balls always will
Seigman, William Russell, F. C. Gunning and Frank Beal.
heroines of the screen.
be, the red-letter social event of the
Music Committee: Chairman C. A.
year in motion picture circles. It is
King Baggot to Lead Grand March
Willat, Dr. William J. Ivory and
really unnecessary to say more.
Harry Ennis.
This year the attendance should
Those at all conversant with the
Decorations Committee: Chairman
Screen Club and its members and the
easily reach ten thousand. At last
positions
held
by
most
of
them
in
the
Jule Bernstein, Joe Brandt, Bert Adyear's ball in Terrace Garden, the
ler and Al Lichtman.
first ball given by the Screen Club,
motion picture business will appreTicket
Committee: Chairman
estimates of those present ran from
ciate the import of the event.
five thousand to ten thousand, but it
Jacob Gerhardt, Frank Smith, William Haddock, E. Mason Hopper, Jack
is safe to say that there were about
JULE BURNSTEIN, who has been
Cohn and Jack Noble.
in charge of the sale of boxes, ansix or seven thousand present. This
nounces that the following are some
The officers of the Screen Club are:
year the number will be far larger.
of those who make reservations:
Every preparation has been made
President, King Baggot; first viceWillat Film Manufacturing Compresident, Joseph White Farnham;
for the evening. Grand Central Palpany, All-Star Feature Corporation,
second vice-president, C. A. Willat;
ace will be especially decorated and
Solax Company, King Baggot, Wilthird vice-president, James Kirkwood;
along the side of the main dance-floor
liam Robert Daly, Jule Burnstein,
boxes will be constructed. In order
corresponding secretary, Hopp HadAmbrosio, Gloria-American, Eddie
to obtain a better effect there will
ley; recording secretary, William F.
Haddock; treasurer, J. H. Gerhardt;
only be thirty-five boxes instead of Roskam, Moe Streimer, Theatre Film
members of the board of governors,
Company, Edison Company, Univerthe one hundred contemplated. On
sal Film Manufacturing Company,
William Robert Daly, Herbert
this account it is feared that the deMutual Film Corporation, Adam KesBrenon, C. Jay Williams, Pierce
mand will exceed the supply.
sel, Jr., and C. O. Baumann, Hugh
Kingsley, James Gordon, David Wall,
Hoffman, Vitagraph Company, Lubin
Billy Quirk and Arthur Leslie.
AT eleven o'clock the grand march
will start and will be led by Film Manufacturing Company, Arthur
Smallwood, Mark Dintenfass, Carl
VITAGRAPH
BOOKINGS
King Baggot, the president of the
Laemmle, C. J. Hite and Warners
Screen Club. His partner will probSeveral Broadway Star Features, of
Features.
ably be Mary Fuller, the Edison leadthree or more parts, presenting subing woman.
jects of vital interest and comedies,
Roster of the Committees
Among other screen notables in the
will soon be shown at the Vitagraph
The
committees
for
the
evening
line will be Arthur Johnston of Lubin,
Theatre, which was formerly the Criare:
Gilbert M. Anderson of Essanay,
terion, in New York City. Among the
Reception Committee: Chairman,
John Bunny of the Vitagraph, Auproductions ready for exhibition are:
William Robert Daly, John Bunny,
"The Christian," a six-part picture
gustus Carney ('Alkali Ike"), Irving
Cummings of Pathe, Earl Williams
Irving Cummings, Dave Wall, Lee
dramatized from Hall Caine's novel of
of Vitagraph, Earl Metcalfe of Lubin,
Beggs, Lawrence McGill, Earle Foxe,
the same name, "A Million Dollar
Earl Williams, Charles Eldridge,
Francis X. Bushman of Essanay, Paul
Bid," adapted from George Cameron's
Frank Powell, Charles O. Bauman,
Scardon of Reliance, James Young,
play, 'Agnes." and "Love, Luck and
Leo Delaney and Darwin Karr of VitaAllan Hale, Van Dyke Brooke, Earl
Gasoline," a three-part comedy.
Metcalf, James Gordon, Adam Kessel,
graph, Glen White, Billy Quirk, Alice
STOCK
EXCHANGE
SCENE
Joyce, Mary Pickford, May Marsh,
Jr., Carl Laemmle, Patrick Powers,
Blanche Sweet, Gertrude McCoy,
Harry R. Raver, Francis X. Bushman,
In the two-part production of "The
Clara Kimball Young, Fritzi Brunette,
C. J. Hite. Siegmund Lubin, William
Hermit" by the American Film ManKathlyn Williams, Eleanor Woodruff.
ufacturing Company, a most realistic
Steiner, Frank Smith, A. B. Francis,
Pearl White, Barbara Tennant, Ethel
Pierce Kingsley, Paul Scardon, James
Stock Exchange scene is staged, reGrandin. Margaret Snow, Muriel OsYoung, Stuart Blackton, J. B. Rock,
quiring upwards of seventy-five peotriche, Ormi Hawley, Mabel Trunelle,
Leo Delaney, Darwin Karr, Will E.
ple and the entire floor of the enorLottie Briscoe and Miriam Nesbit.
ous glass studio at Santa Barbara.
Sheerer,
Frank
Crane, Dr. Ralston
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Occasion a Celebration of the First Anniversary of Fire Which Destroyed Company's New Rochelle
(N. Y.) Studio on January 13, 1913 — Took Place in the New Studio, Which Has Risen, Phoenixlike, from the Ashes of the Old One
NG the first anniverCELEBRATI
sary of the fire of January 13,
1913, which destroyed its studios
at New Rochelle, the Thanhouser
Film Company held a big ball in the
new studio which has risen, Phoenixlike, bigger and better than the old.
The event was a memorable one, not
only in point of attendance, but in
that it demonstrated the quick recuperation of the Thanhouser Company
after the disaster of a year ago. All
present were much impressed by the
new all-glass studio, 75 x 110 feet in
size, and thoroughly equipped.
About one thousand persons were
present at the reception and ball, and
all enjoyed each moment of the time
from early in the evening until early
the next morning. Many producing
companies in and around New York
were represented by players and officials, all of whom payed high tribute
to C. J. Hite, president of Thanhouser. The success of the affair was
a great tribute to him and his associates.
For the convenience of New York
guests, automobiles met all trains
from that city. This detail was looked
after by the reception committee —
James Cruze, chairman; Billie Noel,
Al Mayo, Frank Grimmer and Claude
Seixas. The New Yorkers made the
return trip on a special train, procured by Miss Jessie Bishop, chairman of the reception committee. Her
assistants were: David Thompson,
James Cruze, Charles Gercke, Harry
Benham and Bert Adler.

DAVID
THOMPSON
and
Bert
Adler were in charge of the floor
and entertainment. Be-ribboned "Kew' were given out as souvenirs.
Refreshments
were served throughoul the evening.
Prominent
Thanhouserites
present
were:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Hite,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lonergan,
the
full staff of directors.
Marguerite
Snow, Maude Fealy, 1 loe I a Badie,
tion Anderson,
Muriel Ostriche,
!e Rey, Lila Chester, Catherine
Webb,
Carey
L. Hastings,
Riley
Chamberlain,
Justus Barnes, Arthur
Bower, Al H Moses Jr., Henry Cron1, William
Zollinger, Theodore
rleise .mil Frank Zimmerman.
I lavid Thompson and Bert Adler
were
the announcers of the evening's
entertainment.

The program follows:
Violin selections. Mrs Morgan
Jones, Boyd Marshall, accompanist:
Motion plctttrM; Thanhouser players
in parts of their best releases; Vocal

selections, Alice Turner, the girl comique; Slides, C. J. Hite and the Thanhouser department heads; Vocal selections, Roy Hauck, the boy comedian; Boyd Marshall, accompanist;
Dances and recitations by the Thanhouser twins; Thanhouser illustrated
songs — posed by Muriel Ostriche and
Boyd Marshall, photographed by Carl
Gregory; words by Claude Seixas;
music by Sid Bracy, and sung by Boyd
Marshall, Sid Bracy as his accompanist; Harry Benham's own illustrated
song, a burlesque; Monologue, David
Thompson, and songs and dances by
the Thanhouser Kid and Little Leland
Benham.
FOLLOWING is a partial list of
representatives of the producing
companies in atendance:
Edison: Gertrude McCoy, John
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seay,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lessey, Dick
Neil, Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett.
Vitagraph: Miss Mary Charleston and
Sam Spedon. Biograph: William Russell and Albert Russell. Pathe: Irving Cummings. New York Motion
Picture Company: Victor Naulty.
Reliance: Mr. and Mrs. Paul Scardon,
Earle Foxe and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Le Viness. Universal: E. H. Sanders.
All-Star: Joe Farnham. Nicholas
Power
Company:
William
Barry.
Eastman: J. E. Brulatour and
Miss V. Johnson. Greenwith Lithograph Company: J. V. Ritchey and
Worthy Butts, and Otis Lithograph
Company:
Mr. Brewer.
Among the other distinguished
guests were: Frank C. Bangs, Mr.
and Mrs. George Kerr, Mr. and Mrs.

Peckham.
Mrs. Edward McCall, Mr.
Rising.
and Mrs. J. C. Lieb and Mrs. William
Congratulatory telegrams were received from John Bunny, Maurice
Costello, Mr. and Mrs. James Young,
Miss Lillian Walker, Tefft Johnson,
Vitagraph;
Anthony Marston.
O'Sullivan, Madge
T.N.
Heffron, Lawrence
Kirby, Alan Hale and Gertrude Robinson, Biograph; Walter Edwin, Ashley Miller, Gladys Hulette, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Prior and Mary Fuller,
Edison; Alice Joyce, Tom Moore and
Phil Lang, Kalem; Earle Metcalfe,
Lloyd B. Carleton, George Terwilliger, Ormie Hawley and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur D. Hibling, Lubin; Francis X.
Bushman. Gilbert M. Anderson, Tipton Steck and Don Meany, Essanay;
Kathlyn Williams and John Pribyl,
Selig; Gwendolyn Pates, Paul Panzer, Frank Powell and Jack Standing,
Pathe; Harris Gordon, James Kirkwood, D. W. Griffith, Henry Walthall, Mae Marsh and Norma Phillips,
Reliance; Wm. Garwood, Phil Lonegan, Lucius Henderson and Francelia Billington, Majestic; Fred Mace
and Marguerite Loveridge, Apollo;
Vivian Rich, S. S. Hutchinson and
R. R. Nethls, American; Tom Ince,
Kessel and Bauman and George
Nicholls, Kay-Bee; Mack Sennett and
Mabel Normand. Keystone; H. E.
Aitken, Roy Aitken, W. C. Toomey.
Clarence H. New and J. R. Freuler,
Mutual Film Corporation: Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Laemmle, J. C. Graham.
King Baggott, Ethel Grandon, Frank
Smith, Howard Crampton and Joe
Brandt. Universal; and Chester Beecroft, General Film.

Lederer-Laurillard Combination
ONE of the most recent entrees in
filmdom is the Anglo-American
Film Corporation, an amalgamation of
two prominent foreign interests, Edward Laurillard, of London, heading
the English contingent, and George
\\ . 1 (Merer, of New York, the
ding genius of the American contingent.
Mr. Laurillard is the ruling spirit of
1 lie famous Gallery Kinema on Regent
Street Quadrant, London, said to be
the finest motion picture theatre in
the world. He is also the proprietor
of sixteen other theatres in the British capital. Mr. I.cderer has long
been recognized
one of America's
leadinp
theatrical asmen.
The purpose of the Anglo-American
Film Corporation
is to handle re-

markable feature films of all nationalities, which heretofore have been in
the hands of conventional film agencies. It is virtually a reciprocal international clearing house for this brand
of pictures.
Two early releases of the new concern are: "The Three Musketeers"
and 'Sixty Years a Queen." The former is an adaptation of Alexandre
1 himas' literary triumph, and the latter shows in detail the career of the
late Queen Victoria. It cost nearly a
half million dollars to produce the
two pictures.
Negotiations have been opened by
the Anglo-American Film Corporation to procure a leading New York
theatre to make it parallel to Mr. Laurillard's Gallery Kinema in London.
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PWSCENES
FROM
"THE
ADVENTURES
OF KATHLYN"
Selig's magnificent 27 Reel Serial from the story of Harold McGrath for which a newspaper syndicate paid $12,000.
It is released
two reels every other week in the General Film Company's regular service and has caused a sensation in the film world.
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SPECIAL
"The Marriage of Figaro"
THIS Kleine-Ambrosio comedy which
travels through two reels is not of
the ordinary slap-stick kind that the
Europeans usually make, but a production that depends upon its players and
situations for laughs. A very good cast
is selected for the interpretation of this
production, and among the leads we notice the character, who played Glaucus
so effectively in "The

Last Days

of

Pompeii."
Several garden views are employed in
this picture that are splendid in their
arrangement, and many other scenes
also are arranged with an eye to beauty.
Figaro, the main character, is a sort
of a major-domo about the palace of
the count. He is very much in love
with Susanne, the lady-in-waiting to the
countess. Susanne is also very much
admired by the count who, through another of his servants, endeavors to make
an appointment with her in the garden.
Cherubino, a page, has a tenderness for
all of the opposite sex, but especially for
the countess.
The countess is very much grieved
over her husband's lack of attention,
which she confides to Susanne, who in
turn gets the assistance of Figaro.
The ingenious Figaro plans to outwit
the count and has Susanne write a note
accepting his invitation to meet him that
evening. However, in the meantime he
arouses the count's jealousy by having
a servant report to him that the page is
making desperate love to his wife. When
he approaches the trysting place he finds
that it is Susanne that the page has in
his arms.
On the evening of the appointment,
the countess disguises herself as her
companion, and Susanne disguises herself as the countess. The count keeps
his appointment, thinking all the time
that it is Susanne to whom he is telling
his affection. In the meantime, according to the plan, in another part of the
garden the page is making love to the
disguised Susanne. A servant reports
this to the count, who jealously hurries
to the two lovers, only to discover that
he has been misinformed. Then on returning to his lady-fair he discovers his
wife. Explanations are then made and
Figaro is given the hand of Susanne.
C. J. V.

"The Hour and the Man." (Essanay. Two reels. Jan. 9.)— A strong
story which cannot but appeal to all.
When it was shown in the New York
theatre it received a good round of
applause, more in fact than some of
the vaudeville acts preceding it. The
story deals with two brothers both in
love with their respective girls.
The
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"black sheep wins his, his brother
being umurtunate. Later his cruelty
maddens her. He is accidentally
poisoned, the crime being blamed on
her. Her brother-in-law, unknown to
her, defends her and wins her freedom.
"The Angel of the House." (Gaumont. Three reels.) — This storymight well be cut down to shorter
length, although at present it is a
most acceptable offering. The photography is excellent. Some splendid
train settings are staged: A husband,
who is inclined to be unfaithful, is
brought home by his little daughter.
Marie. The cast included as the
father, Leonce Perrett; as the mother,
Mile. Le Rida and as Marie, the child,
Suzanne Privat.
"Officer John Donovan." ( Vitagraph. Two reels. Jan. 10.) — Van Dyke
Brokoe as John Donovan renders some
very capable work. He is ably supported by Norma Talmadge and Leo
Delaney. The story is strong and
deals with the police department and
the part it plays in politics
Officer Donovan adopts Peggie, an
orphan, when his wayward son leaves
home. Soon afterward he is pensioned off. only to be made a detective by
the mayor's order. By impersonating
a captured crook he rounds up a band
of criminals and meets his son again.

SCENE

The
latter has
citizen.

become

a

respected

"Repaid." (Broncho. Two reels.) —
The only real claim to anything novel
or original in this picture is the change
in having a Mexican win against an
American. A railroad manager and a
Alexican both love the same girl. The
Mexican saves his rival's life from the
Indians, and in return the manager
gives him a good position, so that he
may marry the girl. Some good
moonlight scenes.
"Her Husband's Friend." (Kalem.
Two parts. Jan. 7.) — A conventional
plot, which is well worked out. The
inserts are very poor. It is the old
story^ of a dissatisfied husband and a
wife starving for affection. She consents to elope with a scoundrel, but is
prevented by a friend of her husband.
The husband, finding his friend and
his wife together, accuses Dane of dishonoring his friendship. All turns out
well later.
"The Doctor's Deceit."
(Imp.
Two
reels.) — William Shay and Leah Baird
playing the leading parts. A doctor,
loving Jack's wife, makes him believe
he has leprosy. The wife soon learns
to hate the man who had attended her
husband. The truth of his deceit
comes out, through the accusation of
an assistant, and the couple are reunited.
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like illustrations
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"The Shadow of Guilt." (Kalem. Two
reels. Jan. 2b.) — Much as the ordindary picture is, in which there is a villain, but showing some clever photography. A burning building scene is worthy ot especial mention. Some
of the details are glossed over. The private
secretary of Henry Van Dam, a millionaire,
learns that his employer's niece is to be his
heir. He decides to marry her, but she marries the man of her choice and is disinherited.
Van Dam then makes his secretary his heir.
Poverty falls to the lot of the girl and her husband.
His health failing, Van Dam makes a new
will. His secretary witnesses the act, destroys
the will, and carries him to the attic, bound
and gagged. Van Dam, who is thought dead,
kicks over a lamp and is rescued from the
blaze by his niece's husband, who has just been
at the millionaire's home hearing his will read,
in which the secretary is made his heir. The
secretary is killed in the collapse of the burning building.
"The Masquerader." (Kalem. Two reels.
Jan. 28.) — An interesting drama under the
direction of Carlyle Blackwell, who plays the
leading role. Two society Raffles, a man and
a woman, attend a fashionable masquerade and
steal a valuable diamond brooch. They quarrel over their booty. The man falls in love with
a girl, a chance acquaintance. They elope, but
his former accomp.ice confronts him as he is
about to be married. Both the Raffles go to
jail. The eloping girl then falls in love with
a broker and becomes engaged to him. A lawyer tries to blackmail her, but her Raffles
lover intervenes.
He then reforms.

"The Medicine Show at Stone Gulch."

(Kalem. Jan. 30.) — Just an ordinary medicine
show comedy, with an element of the impossible introduced. Connem and Pearl open a
medicine show at Stone Gulch. They sell some
liniment, which causes disastrous results. The
cowboys chase them and they escape out of
their hotel window, slide down a roof and drop
cnto a freight car, which obligingly moves
away before the pursuers arrive.
"Playing for a Fortune." (Kalem. Jan. 31.)
— Contains plenty of the rough and tumble, incident to police riot calls. There are some
food-night scenes. A girl of the slums aids
er brother's gang in stealing a bag of pearls
from a ship captain. Unconsciously she leads
her lover, a policeman, to discover the theft
and he causes the arrest of the gang. Although her brother is killed in the mix-up, the
girl is won by the officer.
"A Question of Right." (Lubin. Two reels.
Jan. 15.) — Should a wife, knowing her husband is dishonest and in a position of public
trust, allow him to fool the public? This is the
question which this production asks. A very
large cast, together with a good story, make
this a very good picture. Louise marries the
mayor, believing him to be an honest man.
She later finds out that he is a crook, and is
taking graft. She denounces him to the people. That night he is found murdered and
Louise is believed to be guilty. Her brother, a
worthless scoundrel, however, confesses to the
crime and Louise is freed to win the man she
really loved.
"Baseball Stars." (Vitagraph. Jan. 15.) —
A very
split reel
ers and short
a Chinese
team showing
at work. some girl play"The Brute." (Vitagraph. Split reel. Jan.
15.) — On the same reel with "Baseball Stars."
An allegorical story. Brutalized by drink, and
having lost possession of all his good traits,
the "Brute" kills himself in order that his family may be free from his presence.
"Wooing the Saleslady." (Melies. Jan. 15.)
— The lead is played by that inimitable comedian, Mr. Lorin of the Gaumont company.
Splendid settings add to its value. Oscar loves
the saleslady.
She, needing a lady messenger,
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has him dress in a woman's clothes, in which
he gets into all sorts of trouble. The girl is
discharged by an irate boss and marries Oscar.
A view of the Eiffel Tower is shown.
"Blue Blood and Red." (Selig. Jan. 15.)
The novel feature in this story is the fact that
it upholds the society woman. It is seldom
that this is done. Two women, one with the
red blood of the West and the other from the
East, meet on common ground. The latter
shows that she has bravery and grit when put
to the test.
"How They Struck Oil." (Biograph. Split
reel. Jan. 15.) — A semi-humorous story. Oil
from a rag in the stream sells the land.
"Out Blacked." (Biograph. Split reel.
Jan. 15.) — On the same reel with "How They
Struck Oil." An old idea. A wife is kidnapped and the husband not only refuses to
pay any blackmail, but will not take her back
until the kidnappers pay him.
"Indian Blood." (Kalem. Two reels. Jan.
12.) — A fairly strong drama, dealing with
Army life and its relation to the Indians. A
lieutenant marries_ an Indian girl by whom he
has a son. His sister calls on him and is disgusted with his marriage. The girl steals the
son and runs away. The boy is captured by
his father and sent to the East to college. The
wife returns to her tribe and dies of grief.
The boy returns to his father and learns of
his mother's disappearance. He tries to find
her, but learns of her death. The son joins
the Indians and is shot in rather a spectacular
manner.
"A Night at the Inn." (Edison. Jan. 13.)
— An excellent offering, the story of which
seems very familiar. An old innkeeper tries
in devious ways to kill a tenant, but is frustrated by his daughter. Splendid settings
throughout.
"The Heart of a Gypsy." (Cines-Kleine.
Two reels. Jan. 13.) — One expects better pictures than this from the Cines Company. This
plot is small and might have been confined to
one reel. A gypsy girl is adopted by a rich
family. She falls in love later with her foster
sister's sweetheart, and being unable to marry
him, returns to her relations, the gypsies.
"Angel
charming
prominent
club men
little girl

Paradise."
story which
society man
of his youth
had reformed

(Selig. Jan. 13). — A
grips one strongly. A
tells a number of young
in the West and now a
a large camp.

"The Inscription." (Lubin. Jan. 13.) —
Rather an overworked plot. Sweethearts part
and the man goes West. He returns some
years later to find her married to some one
else.
A %plendid prairie scene is registered.
"Down Lone Gap Way." (Pathe. Jan. 13.)
— A fairly
good
will becomes
interest
lovers
of this
class"Western,"
of drama. that
A man
affiliated with a robber and is caught and
made to serve time. The robber in the meantime takes care of his half-breed wife and
child.
"The Real Miss Loveleigh." (Essanay. Jan.
14.) — For a change we have here something
that may be called decidedly novel, and at the
same time clever. It is a newspaper story
dealing with a man who has been writing "Sob
Sister" stuff under a woman's name. His
fiancee,
following Cleverly
a lover'sworked
scrap, out.
writes him
for information.
"Conscience and the Temptress." (Selig.
Jan. 14.) — There is a certain sympathy in this
picture for the young fellow who has become
entangled in the web of an adventuress. His
old mother, through the really soft heart of
the other woman,
frees him.
A good release.
"Perils
of the
Two
reels.
Jan.

White
Lights."
(Kalem.
14.) — An
overworked
plot
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with a few minor changes. The photography
and interpretation is excellent. A good title
which is a little suggestive. A chorus girl becomes notorious through shooting a masher,
and tries to get away from the city. She succeeds and is taken on a farm. Here later a
man whom she had known in the city meets
her again and tries to get her to return to the
stage, where she can make a large salary because of her notoriety. Jack, a country youth,
whom she loves, follows her to the city and
forces her to come back and marry him despite
her protestations.
"Col. Heeza Liar's African Hunt." (Patheplay. Split reel. Jan. 14.) — On the same reel
with "The Seventeen Mile Drive." A series
of drawings, the second of a series. Made a
good impression upon the audience of the
Savoy Theatre, New York City.
"The Seventeen-Mile Drive, California."
(Patheplay. Split reel. Jan. 14.) — On the
same reel with "Col. Heeza Liar's African
Hunt." Beautiful photography, colored with
a superb finish. Similar to the split reel some
time ago on Carmen-by-the-Sea. A full reel of
this would not be tiresome.
"Andy Plays Hero." (Edison. Jan. 14.) —
Featuring little Andy Clark. In this picture
he poses as a little girl in a clever manner and
fools the police.
A good release.
"The Cast of the Die." (Essanay. Two
reels. Jan. 16.) — A powerful drama, presented
by a large
among Fred
whomChurch,
may beEvelyn
mentioned Carlcast,
Stockdals,
Selbie and True Boardman. The story deals
with a young clerk being accused of stealing
and setting fire to a store. Some rats are the
real offenders.
goes to the
West inandtracing
marries. Years laterHe detectives
succeed
him.

A

wounded outlaw, whom he has befriended, takes the blame and is arrested.

"Too Late." (Selig. .Two reels. Jan. 19.)
— A number of very good dissolves in this
picture greatly augment its value. The story
is strong and is ably told by a capable cast. A
musician and composer is fascinated by a
young girl and marries her. She soon tires of
him and runs away with another man. He later
becomes celebrated and gains a fortune. The
girl, discovering that she really loves him, reance. turns to his house just too late to be of assist"Good Pals." (Pathe. Two reels. Jan.
17.) — A very clever collie (Shep) really plays
the lead in this drama, and is ably assisted by
Charles Burnell, Marguerite Risser and Beatrice
Moreland. The latter made much of a very
despicable
Beatrice's
father
to
the
West part.
and leaves
her in
the is
carecalled
of an
avaricious cousin, who treats her in a cruel
way.
is reported"
and later
the
cousin The
steals father
the money
he has killed
left. He
returns, the shock killing the cousin.
"Deacon Billington's Downfall," (Edison.
Two parts. Jan. 16.) — A rural story, which
does not get away from conventionalism suffiarouse
great Splan,
interest.
The deacon's
daughterciently toand
George
a young
lawyer
without clients, are in love. The deacon opposes it, especially as his horse has been beaten
by George's. The Widow Devine is loved by
both the Deacon and his rival, Si. She tells
him of the proposed elopement of his daughter
and
arrives atalso
the to
minister's
in
time George,
to see and
themhe married,
be introduced to Mrs. Si, lately the Widow Devine.
His hypocrisy is discovered and he is forced to
keep silent.
"Local Color." (Vitagraph. Two reels.
Jan. 17.)
Written
by Catherine
Carr and"
directed—by Ned
Finley.
A good release
in that
it contains many novel situations, and has
some excellent action. An actor goes to North
Carolina to get local color for the part he is to
play the next year. He is believed to be a
revenue officer, runs into several family feuds,
and has a very lively time of it. He finds his
ideal woman but loses her when she is shot in
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defense of his life. Ned Finley plays the lead
and is assisted by Ada Gifford.
The latter reg1 the best work in the drama.
"Red Hawk's Sacrifice." (Kalem. Jan. 17.)
— A conventional "Western-Indian" story. A
gambler who lias married a squaw kills an Indian who attempts to save his life.
"Waifs."
(Biograph.
Jan.
17.)— A war
drama
it fighting scenes) which mil
a good, il -I i trer;
id pi ture.
The period
is not indicated.
When
Dan enlists his child
is adopted
by his father, who had disowned
I'hey are reunited after the war.
"Pathe's
Weekly
No. 5."
(Pathe.
15.) — Containing
nine items of a fairly
nature.
The five sailors rescind
i Iklahoma,
teaching new dances in
I . and the editorial showing
how
Weekly
pictu
taken, are the best

Jan.
interfrom
New
Pathe
sub-

"A Servant of the Rich." (Lubin. Jan.
17.) — Written by George Terwilliger. The heroine apparently does not know even the rudiments of driving a car. A society girl becomes
i
rvant and
exposes
her mistress's coarse
treatment.
A fair
romance.
"Broncho Billy — Guardian." (Essanay. Jan.
17.)— G. M. Anderson, Marguerite Clayton,
Carl Stockdale and Fred Church have the leading parts. Departing somewhat from the usual
variety of Broncho Billy releases.
Good story.

UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM

"Jones' Burglar Trap." (Crystal. Split
reel. Jan. 20.)- — On the same reel with "A
Midnight Scare." Jones invents a trap which,
however, works the wrong way, in the fashion
of a boomerang.
"A Midnight Scare." (Crystal. Jan. 20.)
Rather a poor story. A ghost scare in wdiich
poor father gets shot.
"He
Doesn't
Care to Be Photographed."
or. Tan. 25.) — A laughable comedy, with
a slight tinge of vulgarity. Father at last photographs baby, but gets the wrong end. The
neighbors, however, do not notice the difference.
"Abide With Me."
(Frontier.
Jan. 24.)—
I drama, not too sad and not overdone,
in a reverent
manner.
The
hymn
le with Me" is the means of bringing together an estranged father and daughter.
"Too Many Cooks."
(Powers.
Jan. 19.) —
conventional
comedy,
which will, however.
taction.
A cook is at last found who
annoys the mother-in-law so that she gets out.
A

"The Vagabond Soldiers." (Bison. Three
reels Feb • • —A strong story dealing with
the English wars in Afghanistan William Clifplays the leading part. The settings might
be improved. The fighting scenes arc. as usual,
excellent. The story possesses a number of
original features and makes a good offering.
Clifford, a captain in the English army, is
court
I ,md sentenced
to be shot for
cowardice, because he had ordered his comPany to retreat in face of fire. The fa( t that
he had heard a bugle blow ret teat i- not accepted as an excuse. lie wills his estate, which
the scheming friend steals, and leaves his wife
in poverty. Through a miracle Clifford e
capes his sentence and years afterward returns
home, finding his false friend in possession of
his
up. property, which he is then forced to give
"Formula 7-8-9." (Imp. Two reels Feb
6.) — Another of the King detective stories.
Kine
- usual, di
very good
work.
In this play lie doubles the t"
parts.
The plot itself is excellent at
inal. King discovers that the man was "murdeied" In
gases from a small chim
nev.
More like this will be appreciated.
Jam
Gali]
feminine lead.
"A Dangerous Experiment." (Victor. Two
i. .1
In 80.) Din cted" by \\ iltei McNa
man. As B novelty in the way of something
unusual
this is '
The
stoi
with the occult powers of man and is well
worked out, avoiding any chance of misunderstanding.
s

MOTION

PICTURE

\K\YS

Two men in college love the same girl. One,
a football player, is favored, provided he passes
his examinations. The other, who is a studious but weak boy, manages to change his mind
for the other's physical body in revenge. He,
however, helps the larger fellow, as he easily
passes
villain's
Hindoohisteacher
is calledhisin,tests.
when The
he cannot
rechange
body.

MUTUAL

PROGRAM

"Turkey Trot Town." (Thanhouser. Single
reel.) — A rather amusing but '-que on the popularity of the new dances. Pictures a fanciful
future when everyone will dance, even in their
daily labors.
"The
Elusive
Diamond."
(Thanhouser.
Single reel.) — A clevei drama which should
take well. A girl outwits some scoundrels and
carries a valuable diamond away in safety.
"Her Love Letters." (Thanhouser. Single
i . ) — The Thanhouser Kid et is so very
clever that a play featuring her is bound to
get over. In this case she brings her estranged
parents together, and helps them to explain to
each other their respective faults.
"The Power and the Mind." tMajestic.
Single reel.) — Nothing unusual about this picture. An exposition of the Christian Science
belief that the body can do anything if the
mind is willing.
"What the Crystal Told." (Majestic.
S'ngle reel.) — Teaching a good moral lesson to
young girls. A girl catches the man who had
ruined her with the aid of the dictagraph.
"The Thief and the Book." (Majestic.
Two reels.) — There is a very good story here,
but it might have been made a better one.
However, the story is very acceptable in its
present force. A crook steals a book on electricity and then reforms. He becomes one of
the greatest electricians in a large company.
Later he meets the daughter of the book dealer,
who has. in the meantime, been forced to steal
foi a living and helps her to become honest.
Later they recognize each other, through the
book he had" stolen.
"The Return of Helen Redmond." (American. Two reels. Jan. 19.) — A very good story,
in which the leading character is a chorus
girl, which, although somewhat similar to predecessors on the screen, soon shows much originality in action. A rich clubman becomes
enamored of a chorus girl and marries her.
She soon leaves him and her infant daughter
to return to Bohemia. Some years later, ruing
her manner of life, she returns and seeks her
child, now in care of her brother-in-lay. the
father having died. She decides to renounce
ill. stage and its frivolity.
"When the Cat Came Back." (Princess.
Jan. 6.) — A very clever comedy in which a cat
upsets all the carefully laid plans of Mr. and
Mrs. Just Wed. She. however, manages to
patch them up again.
"The Hidden Clue." (Reliance. Jan. 24.1
\n excellent detectivi storj with a novel plot.
A clerk, hearing burglars, hides some valuable
vels.
Hi-, note in cypher cannot be read
until the detectives look at his typewrit

WARNER'S

FEATURES

"The Diamond Smugglers."
(Three parts.)
— A live detective story, introducing some very
i -lines showing
hydraulic
mining
and
resenting
life inis weak
the Kimberly
1 Mines.
The plot
in that Diaent, but plenty of action with
'1 and a man are diamond sni
ir r 3 u ilo
in, I while
in M'ica
Secret
Service
agent.
They at.
are spotted
followed bjby ianother
■nance
running
agent, who finally catch,- tlum
There
is a
thron
tory.
"A Fight for a Million." (Three parts.)—
\ stirring story of the Western gold fields
which has splendid atmosphere \n old man
who has he, n a miner tells hi- daughter, Bessie.
lis deathbed, when
the papers are that will
lier claim to his mine on bis death.
Lloyd, a lawyer, knowing tin-, decides t> gel
the papers.
These he hides in hi- -ate. which
later robbed by hi- confederate.

Bessie, the daughter, is being held by the
outlaws and, her brother, Jack, who has been
in the East, is also captured. They are followed
by a posse and in a fight both the attorney and
the outlaw are killed. Brother and sister are
reunited and file their claims to the mine.

PHOTO

DRAMA COMPANY
WINS SUIT
Justice Seabury of the New York
Supreme Court on .Monday, January
19, denied the application for an injunction brought by the Social Uplift
Corporation against the Photo Drama
.Motion Picture Company, Inc., to restrain the latter from exhibiting the
motion picture production of Reginald
Wright Kauftman's novel, "The House
of Bondage." which has been recently
dramatized by the Photo Drama Company witli Lottie Pickford in the
leading role. The Social Uplift Corporation based their claims for an
injunction upon an assignment of the
rights in the production from Joseph
Byron Totten. the dramatizer of the
"House
Bondage.'*
JusticeofSeabury
denied the application for an injunction on the ground
that Mr. Totten had not shown satisfactory title to the motion picture
rights in question and issued an order
permitting the Photo Drama Company
to continue exhibiting the production.
Graham and Stevenson were the attorneys for the Photo Drama Motion
Picture Company, Inc., and H. Randolph Guggenheimcr was the attorney
for the Social Uplift Corporation.
CAPT.

SCOTT
PICTURES
IN
BOSTON
Bostonians will have their first opportunity of seeing the Captain Scott
Smith Pole Expedition in motion pictures January 26. On that date the
Gaumont Company will present "The
Undying gether
Story
of Captain
Scott''
towith "Animal
Life
in the
.Antarctic" at Tremont Temple.
The entertainment is composed of
6.700 feet of film selected from the
25.000 feet of film made by Herbert
G. Ponting. F. R. G. C, of London,
while with the late Captain Scott in
the Antarctic as well as the remarkPole able still pictures taken at the South
Ned Holmes, late general manager
"i the Paul J. Rainev African Hunt
and "North of 53" pictures, is in
charge
of the publicity
campaign.

Park Hill Theatre
215 S. Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.
Pineal Theatre in suburban town Trolley
Junction point. Seating 300. A-l condition.
1 Iwner cannot Rive same personal attention.
I. out: lease.
No reasonable
offer refused.
LITERARY
your

EXPERT

will revise and criticise

stories and scenarios for $1.00.
FREDERICK THOMSON,
2 I.,nc St ten.
New York City.
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" A REMARKABLE PHOTO-DRAMA"
UNANIMOUS VERDICT OF THE PRESS

THE GHOST
Four Parts |

]Af

H
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L
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\Four Parts

FEATURING

MISS RITA SACCHETTO
THE DISTINGUISHED

ACTRESS

AND

DANCER

"PREFERRED FEATURE ATTRACTIONS"
Artistic One Sheet, Three Sheets, (in two styles) and Six Sheet Posters and Descriptive Heralds
WRITE

OR

WIRE

FOR

TERRITORY

NOW

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO., 110 West 40th Street, N. Y. CITY

BOOK

Thor, Lord of the Jungles
and give your patrons a real treat. This Selig
3-part subject is an exceptional feature.
First of all it tells a story — a rugged, adventurous, thrilling, pathetic and triumphant story that
grips from start to finish. After that comes ' a
high-class production — the acting of Kathlyn
Williams, greatest of all in her line — the skillful
"Selig" manipulation of wild animals and clear,
sharp photography.

General Film Company

(inc.)

Special Feature Department

71 West 23rd Street

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

New

MOTION

PICTURE

York

NEWS"
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" Special Feature Photoplay Masterpieces"
Make your patrons do your advertising. Make them talk
about your show. Favorable comment from them means
money to you. If you can keep them talking you can
keep your house crowded. Here is the one way to do it:
Show them the unusual — the exceptional in Motion
Picture Features. The General Film Company scours
the markets of the earth to secure unusual and exceptional
features, and offers them to you at reasonable rates. They
are known as SPECIAL FEATURE PHOTOPLAY MASTERPIECES.
Charles Klein's

The Third Degree
This Lubin 5 Reel triumph appeals to all classes,
turning away crowds wherever shown.

It is

The Lion and the Mouse

Just released. Another Charles Klein-Lubin 5 reel success. The most talked of play of the age. Made with
special cast of well known actors, especially selected to
meet the peculiar requirements of this powerful drama.

The Toll of Labor

Adapted from Emil Zola's great novel '"Germinal.''''
5 parts. Enacted by actors of world-wide celebrity, including Henri Krauss and Mile. Sylvia of the Odeon
Theatre, Paris, and standing as a fine example of the surpassing artistry of Pathe Freres.

The Battle of Shiloh
Lubin — 4 reels
A thrilling reproduction of a fa nous battle interwoven with
a tender love story.
Historically accurate and splendidly
executed.
Other features of the same high order will be announced
each week. Full line of paper - posters, lobby display, etc.,
with each release. Book through your nearest exchange, or

General
Film Company
SPECIAL FEATURE DEPARTMENT

New York

71 West 23rd Street
In writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

(inc.)

MOTION"

PICTURE

NEWS"
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Directory of Players and Directors
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE
Playing

KING

in

"FORGIVEN"

STELLAR

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films

POWELL

Producing

Pathe Features

IRVING

CUMMINGS

Directing and Playing Leads in

Now Playing Leads in

Imp Productions

Pathe Features

WILLIAM

ROBERT

DALY

ETHEL

Director

The Screen Club

Second Season

FRANK

BAGGOT

REFERENCE
DIRECTORS

The Exhibitor wrote:
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GRANDON

Imp Productions

"Universal Program"
"I've featured you so much

my patrons want to see

you The
personally."
Actor answered:
"Where did you first get my name"
The Exhibitor replied: "From the Directory of Players and Directors in The
Motion Picture News."
The Actor then wrote to us: "Keep my name running in that Directory. It's
the best investment I've made in a long time."

Gauging the Market
(Continued from page 18)
"Yes, I do. There are features galore, and I could
flood the state of Ohio with them, if I wanted to. Men
cry that there is a feature famine. There is, but it is a
famine of good features only. That's where the mistake
is made. Feature manufacturers are told of this cry for
more features. So they rush blindly ahead, take any old
subject, slap it through a studio and then shout 'The Most
Marvelous Production of the Year,' and get peevish when
they find no one waiting to snap it up."
"Is the six, eight and nine reel stuff now being booked
in the big circuit theatres hurting your business?"
<tjT'S increasing it rather than hurting it." replied
*■ Meister. "I am fast convincing the exhibitors that
they need even more features to meet the growing competition from this source. They have the advantage of
lower prices, reputation and prestige and a more diversified program. By advertising the lower prices, the greater
amount of variety for the money, and the value of the features
they book, they educate their patrons to the belief that the big
productions are intended only for the wealthy. This is
not true, of course, but it is one means of protection
Igainst the invasion of something which threatens to
disrupt one phase of the feature market."
"What is your opinion of the average exhibitor""
"Now you ask me to criticise the best friend I've got,"
rejoined Meister, smiling behind his iron-gray mustache.
"In the first place he is only human. You must play
upon his susceptibilities the same as in any other line.
Many feature buyers go in to get all they can, regardless
of what effect their actions will have, and, as a result.
never come back. I believe in the policy of fair play. If
it is a question of someone getting the worst of it, I prefer
that it be me. The average exhibitor is a man who has
more than his share of trouble and disappointment. He
gets such a small amount of consideration from any
source that it is a mighty good investment to show him
those two rareties whenever you get an opportunity."
My meeting with Meister occurred three months ago.
When we reached New York I went with him to look at

several features of which he had been told. Before the
Week was over we had seen twenty-two of them and he
had not bought one. We stayed another week before he
found what he wanted. That was a four-reel production
nf the modified sensational type. I acted on his judgment
and bought the rights to Illinois on the same production.
I am in the East on another buying expedition at the
present time. I stopped in Cleveland for a day on the way
through and had a short chat with the gray-haired veteran
i if tent and wagon days.
"How is everything going?" he asked with the same
genial smile.
"Fine," I answered, grinning. "I am just completing a
chart of likes and dislikes and it is the biggest asset I've
got. When I get to New York this time I'll know far
better just the kind of material I want."

Chicago Notes
Limousines Stylish
We notice that limousines are becoming quite stylish in
New York City among the film people. A similar epidemic
seems to have broken out in Chicago. The kind in use here,
however, seem to be able to find their way back Lake street
until about half past eight in the morning. We
tion any names, but Lake street isn't very long.
New Film Company

can't men-

A new film company was recently formed in Cleveland,
()., under the name of the Kleervue Film Company, with R.
Morris at the head of it. A factory is under way right now in
Elyria, O. It is said to be incorporated in Ohio for $75,000.
Mr Geo. \. Brown, of this company, passed through Chicago
on his way to Mexico, where he intends getting some picture^ of the war.
Meaney in St. Louis
Don Meaney, advertising manager of the
Manufacturing Company, rode down to St.
Wabash last week to arrange for the coming
man, who will speak in that city in connection

Essanay Film
Louis, via the
of Mr. Bushwith his cam-

paign for votes on the Lady's World contest. While in the
south Mr. Bushman will take in Kansas City, New Orleans
and other large cities.
C. J. V.
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FIVE-A-WEEK
«^3

Coming Friday, January 30th

"The Girl at the Curtain"
(IN TWO

PARTS)

A good, clean, wholesome comedy-drama that will make
excellent entertainment for the most critical audience. A
girl is married — she does not see her husband. They meet
later but do not know that they are wed. The rest is too
good to tell. Book this feature to-day.
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN AND BEVERLY BAYNE
FEATURED

A

Released Tuesday, January 27th
"THE
TESTING
FIRE"
A drama of love and a man's fickleness that almost
caused a broken heart. Irene Warfield, Richard C. Travers and Lillian Drew featured.
Released Wednesday, January 28th
"NEARLY MARRIED"
An excellent comedy-drama in which a loving couple
are nearly married. Bryant Washburn and Ruth Stonehouse featured.

with important
information about every
department of theatre

Released Saturday, January 31st
' "BRONCHO
BILLY
AND
THE
SETTLER'S
DAUGHTER"
A thrilling and exciting
Western drama with MR. G. M.
ANDERSON, assisted by Marguerite Clayton.

Friday,

February

operation.
We will be glad to
present copies of this
valuable work to exhibitors who wish to

6th

"The Grip of Circumstance"
(IN

TWO

PARTS)

There are many thrilling incidents related in this picture that holds the interest of the observer and there is
an air of mystery which surrounds the whole story that
will keep you on edge during its entire projection. Photography isexcellent. The story has to do with a society
Raffles that lias a taking way. Bryant Washburn, Ruth
Stonehouse, Thomas Commerford, E. H. Calvert and
Richard C. Travers at your service.

A

becomescribers toyearly
subThe Motion
Picture News.

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs arc in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct from the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company.
I bb) display will look attractive if you use photographs of
ESSA> \Y PLAYERS, 3x10, *:;.00 per dozen. You can secure these
III.. Hm PLAYERS' PHOTO CO., 177 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO,

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

is the ambition of practically every new exhibitor. Many exhibitors, who opened
their first theatre several years ago, have
achieved that ambition.
But they started right.
They first studied every
detail, big and little, of
theatre management.
We have remaining
less than a hundred
copies of "Picture
Theatre cellent
Facts,"
an exbook for new
exhibitors. Iis
t crowded

Released Thursday, January 29th
"WHAT CAME TO BAR Q"
A new and novel Western comedy with laughs galore.
A positive feature.

Coming,

A Chain
of Theatres

this
Just cliptisement,
pin itadverto a
check, bill or money
order for two dollars,
and mail it to

Co.

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Factory and studio, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago, 111.
Branch offices in London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

The Sales Division

The Motion

Picture News

220 W. Forty-Second
New York City
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(Continued from page 16)
slide. The audience filed out quietly, ignorant
underneath their feet.

of the blaze

Spencer to Exhibit
A. G. Spencer, of the General Feature Film Service, will
have an exhibit at the exhibition at Milwaukee on Janaury
24. From Milwaukee he intends taking a trip north, covering
the larger Wisconsin cities.
Joins Union Film
C. E. Davies, lately connected with the General Film Company, has accepted the management of the Indianapolis office
of the Union Film Company.

"THE PEERLESS"
THE INDOOR SCREEN

AN

THE

DAY

J. W. Morgan Here
J. W. Morgan and wife, of Kansas City, passed through
Chicago last week en route to New York City, where they
will remain until the end of this week.
Lansing Has Nobby Theatre
Ed. Lansing has again assumed the management of the
Nobby theatre at Fourteenth and Ashland avenues. He is
showing the Mutual program to good business.
A Word for Joe
Perhaps Joseph Hopp will be a city father, that is, if the
citizens of the twenty-third ward vote hard enough for him.
Any way his name will be on the primary ballot on the
democratic ticket. We should like to see Joe an alderman
for his own good and for the good of the business.

and NIGHT

"THE
STRAIGHT
OUNCE SCREEN
OF
SATISFACTION

H. FICHTENBERG. Proprietor
ISIS THEATRE, Houston, Tex.
ALAMO THEATRE, Vicksburg, Miss.
ISIS THEATRE, Pensacola, Fla.

NEWS

SCREEN-

"THE PIONEER"
OUTDOOR SCREEN

THE

FROM
QUALITY
IS WORTH
A TON STREET"
OF
TALK!

Fichtenberg GENERAL
Amusement
Enterprises
OFFICE
Plaza Theatre Bldg., New Orleans, La.

W. H. GUERINGER, General Manager
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
ALAMO, PLAZA,
DREAMWORLD,
PICTO THEAIKbS
December 20th, 1913

The Day and Night Screens. Inc.. New York City
Gentlemen: We beg to advise you that we have installed the Day and Night Screen which we purchased from you for our new Plaza Theatre
in New Orleans, which was opened to the public Saturday. December 6th, at noon. We are operating ten of the most high class moving picture theatres in this part of the country, in every one of which we have a very fine screen, but we must say that the Day and Night Screen in the
new Plaza outshines anything we have ever used. We cannot find words to express how greatly pleased we are with the results obtained from this
screen. We belieue you have reached in this article a screen that is perfect, and which will reoolulior,ize theatre screens. As you know, we are now
building another big moving picture theatre in Pensacola, Fla., and you may rest assured it will be a Day and Night Screen in this house.
With best wishes for your continued success, we remain, Very truly yours
(Signed) W. H. GUERINGER, General Manager
WHG/D

DAY

and NIGHT
NEW

SCREENS,
NEW

YORK

Inc.,

ORLEANS

291 BROADWAY

PARIS

THE DAY OF
DAYS IS
TO-DAY

3
More Splendid Features

Insist on Lumiere Film in all

— A French Mystery Story
— A Broadway Tragedy
— An International Conspiracy

your
prints
commencing
TO-DAY, and

Are depicted in our releases
for this week. Any one or
all of these productions are
well worthy of your consideration
WARNER'S

FEATURES,

130 W. 46th Street
New York City

NEW
LONDON YORK

BERLIN

you will
ever after forcall
to-day the day
of days.

DAVID

Inc.

1600 B'way

HORSLEY
Mecca Bidg.

New

Chicago, 30 North Dearborn Street

American Agent for Lumiere
In writing

to adversers please

mentton
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Mundstuk Features

story of a broken heart and the suffering for another's crime, is the theme that is woven through these
two reels of drama. Very fine scenic effects are brought
into play, that help build a strong and beautiful picture. Ed.
Coxen plays the leading role of the Hermit, while opposite
him plays Winnifred Greenwood. Some very fine situations
are brought out and good acting apparent. The photography
is of the usual splendid American standard.
Whilst motoring, Grace King and her party discover a
picturesque spot and incidentally a hermit. His personality
so attracts her, that she invites him to lunch with them under
the trees, and afterwards persuades him to tell her his past history.

THE

ARE

THE

HERE

WHIRL

OF

DfSTllNY

OR

THE

VORTEX
It Four Parts.

Some twenty-odd years before John King, the hermit, then
a young and wealthy man, was engaged to marry Lilian
Bliss, who was also loved by his brother Tom. Failing to
win Lillian from his brother, Tom bribes a ruffian to chloroform her and bring her to him. The accepted lover being
warned by telepathy, that the girl was in danger, reaches her
gate as the masked man is coming out with her. A deadlyconflict ensues during which the lover is beaten senseless.
The conspirators realizing their danger place a mask over

OF

FATE

Ready for Delivery

A different kind of feature with a punch in every reel.
It is bound 10 hold any audience — Gripping and Thrilling and depicting a story of love and adventure in two
continents. See the powerful dramatic scene of reconciliation of husband and wife after twenty years of
separation.
Full line of the best paper ever selected. One style of
six sheet, two styles of three sheets and one style of one
sheet, two styles of photographs, heralds and slides.
TERRITORY

John's face and a revolver in his hand and then escape.
As he is regaining consciousness, the police arrive. Because of the circumstantial evidence, he is given seven years
in prison. Worse still, his sweetheart repudiates him. She
marries his brother. After serving his term, he avoids his
people and leaves for California, where he lives alone for
fifteen years.

Write,

GOING

RAPIDLY

Wire or Phone for your Territory with
guarantee of success.

MUNDSTUK

a

FEATURES

Longacre Bldg., 42nd St. and B'way, New York City

After finishing his story, he shows his sweetheart's picture
to Grace, who recognizes her mother. She tries to have the
hermit go back with her, but he refuses. After much maneuvering and plotting Grace brings about a reunion of the
lovers.
C. J. V.

COMING: Great Film -THE RED DIAMOND, in 3 Parts

I Si

STOPPED

TRAFFIC

Rockefeller and his millions could not do what the two world wide famous police inspectors

LEVY

AND

McGUINESS

have done to reform the

u

RS IN SOLES"
TRAFFIByCKE
Ridiculing Vice in a
COMEDY-TRAVESTY in Three Reels
It's simply INDESCRIBABLE.
You ought to see the Fun.
The public at large has been for such a long time fed on the so-called revelations of
White Slave Traffic, that our arch fun-makers, Levy and McGuiness, decided that it's high
time for them to mix in the affray— the result is a complete break up of the White Slave Trust.
It is positively the greatest three reel Burlesque -Comedy which has ever been produced.

"A CLASSIKER

OF FUN"

Full line of display: One, Three, Six Sheet Posters, Photos, Heralds and Slides.
Send

in Bids for Your Territory.

FEATURE
220 WEST

42d

STREET

Limited Territory Left on "Great Lure of Paris."

PHOTOPLAY

COMPANY

NEW

Phone Bryant 8486
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In Motion

A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.75
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140. 00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
55.00
Don't
I take of
yourmake.
old machine in forget.
trade regardless
All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.

MOTION

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

WURL1TZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
BRANCHES

20
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI
%

Torn ine
1/k
* ""\v6rid

SAM LEARS, 509 Chestnut St.. St. Louis.Mo.

id °f Knowledge

LE COURRIER

Cinematographique
28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Directeur:

Charles

LE

•

ORCHESTRAS

IT PA YS

Paris

FRAPES

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematographique.
Envois numero speolmen, wax dtmudt.
Abonnement 12 FR, 69

The Famous American Professional

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

EXPERIENCED
FILM
MAN

A Guaranteed Scientific Motographic Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Develop'jag Outfits.
Proven
by Test
the World's
Very Best.
Agents for
Eastman
Motion Picture
Film.

now employed wants new connection.
Thoroughly versed in several
ends of the MOTION PICTURE
ART.
"Box 7"
THE NOTION
220 West 42nd

PICTURE
St.,

Send for Catalog T

NEWS

617-631 Jackson Blvd.

New York

STERLING
Motion Picture
CAMERA
Price Ho. 2
S3M
Price No. 1
268
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plate operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

STERLING CAMERA

American Cinematograph Company

AND FILM CO.

146 W. 46th St., New York City, N. T.
Bryant 8064

PRPSS
THp
AM
1^^.^^!.^^^

Chicago, HI.

Mr. Motion Picture Man: —

FOR QUICK REPAIRS
Tel. Stuyvesant 1037

LIFEOGRAPH

***

COMPANY

T. H. KeUey

142 East 14th St.

N. Y. CITY

WANTED — First-class bookkeeper to take
care of double set of books; one who has
had experience with a large moving picture
manufacturer preferred. Good opportunity
and salary to right party. Write giving all
particulars.
LIFE PHOTO FILM CORPORATION,
102-104 West 101st Street,
New York City.

Price* to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04 V2 Per Ft
(In Quantities over 5000 feet)
Above price include* printing, developing, tinting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.
FilmTitlei
"
(Our
Special
Title Apparatus .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
Phone Randolph 652

Manufacturer's Motion Picture Catalog & Encyclopedia
110 West 40th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

in writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION
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But One Production
a Month
and That a Masterpiece
THE

SQUAW
Edwin

Milton Royle's,

MAN
International Success
with

DUSTIN/
in the w TitleFARNUM
Role
■ Six Reels of Superb
A
\
Dramatic Action
W "
\
Replete with
w
%
Thrilling
M
%
Climaxes
M
%
Released
M
%
Feb. 15
M

\

/ The Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play Company
^

JESSE ^Lf
L. LASKY.I ,ongacre
President

FOR

Produced
Under
Direction ■
of JESSE
L. LASKY by f
CECIL B. DeMILLE and /
OSCAR APFEL in the /
Exact Locale of the Play M

f

Theatre, West
48thGOLDFISH
Street, New York
^ "^^
SAMUEL
CECILCity
B. DeMILLE,

£

Dir. Gen.

Treas. and Gen. Mgr.

ADVERTISING

IN

Magnificent Four-Color Posters
in all sizes

Swept

L obby Frames, Lobby Posters,
Ad Cuts, Scene and Portrait
Cuts, Photos, Press Material
Lasky Weekly Bulletin
sent on request
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

PREPARATION

The Book and

Play that

the \N orld

Brewster's Millions
Edward Abeles
with

in His Original
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

Role
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THE
PHOTO-PLAYERS
POST CARDS

MFG.

PICTURE

TO THE

Over 300 different prominent players,
semi-Photo brown glazed, $3.00 per
thousand; former price $4.00 per thousand. Catalogue for the asking of all
the Advertising and Souvenir Specialties for LIVE MANAGERS.
Get your
name on our mailing list To-day — Send
us a post card or letter with name of
theatre and we will send samples.
Photographs
of all Mutual
Multiple
releases 10 days ahead of release date.

KRAUS

MOTION

PRINTS

MADE

:INC:
CHAS.

A. CALEHUFF,

1301 Race Street

Pre*, and Mgr.

Philadelphia, Pa.

NGT
E A DEIS
LARG
Supply House in America
Bargain

Machines

Edison

Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $65.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.
Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.
Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

SCENARIO-WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fee, $2.00.
COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
123-129 West 44th Street, New York City

on

Furniture
RENTAL.

equip your settings
with your scenario.

WILLIAM
Tel. Greely 6255

is nothcinating to the
ing more faspublic than a
frame
to display
bright
brass

Including Tinting and Toning

TITLES, 8c per ft.
Prompt

deliveries

your photos or
We
make
Lobby
and
posters.
Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails
of every descrip-

All work guaranteed

Commercial Motion
Pictures Co., Inc.
102 W. 101. t Street

New

Don 't fail
tion.
to visit our
Showrooms
Write
for
Catalog.

York City

C533 Riverside

The

Bargains in Rebuilt
Machines
Powers
No. 5
Powers
No.
6
1911 Motiograph
Powers
No. 6
1912 Motiograph
estal Stand

on

Iron

Ped-

Branch

Fifth Avenue,

Factories

and Show

Rooms:

101 Fourth Ave.,
106-108 W. Lake
New York, N. Y.
Chicago. 111.
Established 1882.

St.,

190.00

Amusement Supply Co.
160 North

Newman
Mfa. Co.

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

$100.00
175.00
175.00
160.00

All machines complete. A-\ condition
guaranteed. We handle all makes of
new machines.
Send for catalog today.

CLEANLINESS
5S

Write,

-J

Call or Wire

and

Cleaned

Chicago.

m

There

are several
why

you

thousand
should

reasons

use

are

theatres

the

BIRNS
70 West 38th St., N. Y. City

HOCHSTETTER
40 E. 12th Street

EAGLE

FRAME

N. Carpenter

CO.

St., Chicago,

$3.15 a Year

III.

6O8
ST.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors

ORDER

We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houses
in the country — We offer the most reliable Motion
Picture Apparatus manufactured — A copy of our
SPECIALMOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking.
jlddress:

K

.— — — — —

SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept. RENOVO, PA.

—

THE

BEST

PICTURES

CLEAR, SHARP, FLICKERLESS, ROCK STEADY
PICTURES are projected when the Lavezzi improved
HIGH GRADE intermittent action is installed in your
Powers 5 or Edison Machine. Nine cases out of ten
when your machine doesn't produce a good picture it's
the fault of the action. Price $12.00. Machine Repairing.
Lavezzi Machine

HOW.
40th St.
New York City, N. Y.
In

writing to advertisers please

mention

"THE

pi

flSSOGISTEB mOVINtl PICTURE PRESS
250A Kingston Ave.,

Olive
Street
LOUIS, IVIO.

111 1

mm

The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
PI
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

MOTION
PICTURE
THEATRE
Write for Catalog

o

Kinematograph Weekly

Manager

ERKER'S
TO

CITY

a
z

GODLINESS

Dealers in everything for the

SLIDES

YORK

CO.

Phone 2496 Stwyvesant

thousand

IT AGAIN

GUERCIO.

UTILITY

NEW

►
C

fa-

Redeveloped

I50ci

U

that are using them.

READ

JOE

several

to

UJ

Eagle Frames
They

D

2-J
<

We

in accordance

>
H
M

506

CORRECT

There

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $135.00,

Furnishings

Attractive

ON

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.

Telephone,

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.

Make Your Lobby Display

TRADE

Negatives Developed, leper ft.

CO.

14 East 17th Street, New York City
Hand-Colored pictures, small and large,
of Prominent Association players as well
as real photos of all — Catalogue and
Samples free.

NEWS

MOTION

PICTURE

Works, 2940 Herndon

NEWS"

St., Chicago, 111.
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Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd.,
and Kineto Limited
KINEMACOLOR BLDG., LONDON, ENGLAND

NOTICE
is hereby given to all concerned
that any powers or agency which
may have been conferred upon Mr.
William H. Hickey (Vice President of the Kinemacolor Company
of America) either on behalf of
myself or the Natural Color Kinematograph Company, Limited, or
Kineto Limited have this day been
terminated and revoked.
CHARLES URBAN,
Managing Director and Chairman of
The Natural Color (Cinematograph Co., Ltd.
and Kineto, Ltd.

January

1 6th,

In writing to advertisei

1914.

plea

mention "TH1

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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BATTY BILL'S HONEYMOON
"SOME"

A regular Scream
An excellent comedy

HONEYMOON

from Start to Finish.

Order this film sure

introducing Batty Bill and his
accident after accident

ON THE

SAME

bride, who

meet with

REEL

WINKY WILLY AND THE FISHERMAN
A COMEDY
A real

laughable comedy

FOR
wherein

YOUNG

AND

Winky

OLD

Willy scares

1000 FEET

a fisherman

RELEASED

JAN. 29th

CLASS

ooa
MELIES
2 04 E 38th
NEW

%)0°

FILMS
STREET
YORK

60$
In writing

to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'
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FILM

TITLES

MADE TO ORDER

^^c
W

INC

BROS.,

GUNBY

145

HAVE i^YOU BOOHED
OUR REAL LIVE ONES?
Great Lure of Paris - 3
Scrooge - - - - 3
David Garrick - - 3
Justice or Love - 3
In the Sultan's Power 2

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts

Many Others— Write or Call

The Film Exchange
£. S. MANHLIMLR, Mgr.
35-37 West 39th St.
N. Y. City, N. Y.

Royal Film Lxchange
LXO

New

SINQE.R,

Manager

Jersey Distributers for the

UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM

The Largest Motion Supply House in the State

286 Market Street
Phone. Market 1994

WIRE

FOR

OPEN

NEWARK,

WEST

45th

INTERFILM
Ready

STREET,

FEATURES
January

NEW

YORK

Shackled Souls

28

Her Life For Liberty

OR

in Three Parts

Dangers of a
Great City

No. I of the famous Garibaldian - Bourbon
photo 'dramas made in Rome by former associates of
the Cines Company.
This production is in seventeen beautiful tints;
cost of production, $50,000. Book it if you want
a superior feature.
Special musical program.

Inter -Continent Film Co.

(3 Reels)

110-112 We*t 40th St., New York City
Telephone: Bryant 2305

CITY

Dealing with the paramount
question of the day.

Cable: INTER FILM

For following territory — New England, New York,
New Jersey, Maryland.
D. C
Delaware,
Virginia and West Virginia — address

Wire for open territory

Inter-Urban Amusement Company

DRAGON

1123 Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia
1402 World's Tower Building, New York
State Rights for the South. Middle and Far West
still open.
WIRE.

FILMS

220 West
NEW

42nd

Street

YORK

sonic

N.J.

TERRITORY

The Lure of New York
4 REELS

'GOOD

NRE0GMAT?y? m "c PER
PER PRINTING
FOaT NEGATIVES DEVELOPED FREE
W
F°°T

ALL STAR FEATURES
NOW

BOOl
Teinionj

READY

Richard Harding Davis'

Still

Soldiers of Fortune

LOBBY9

6 PARTS

ACROSS

With DUSTIN FARNUM
NEW YORK 3

NEXT

RELEASE

FILM CO.

HOODMAN

Paid In Full
Eugene

THE ELEPHANT BRAND
Means Quality

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION

Walter's

As played by Wilson Barrett — a phenomenal feature photoplay.
Good

All Star Feature Corporation
42nd St., New

BLIND

In Five Parts

With TULLY MARSHALL
220 West

Open
CONTINENT

lHt

In Four Parts
A feature teeming with thrills and superb
acting by our all star cast.

Lobby

Display and Heraldt

PILOTCORPORATION
F"I L. 1VI
220 West 42nd St., New York

York

110 West 40th St., New York

MUTUAL
The

World's

Movies

Best Motion

Pictures

Mutual Film Corporation

New

York

Branches

THE SUPREME

FEATURE

AND DAILY SERVICE

A postal brings our enormous

GENERAL
POWERS

FEATURE

BUILDING

in 49 Cities

iting to

im

mention

• I II I- MOTION'

IM<

list.

FILM COMPANY,

II I R I

NEWS"

Inc.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE

MOTION

HEPWORTH'S,

Our Factory Is Yours!

FILM

416-22

WEST

216th

Tel, 7652 Audubon

LONDON

A two-reeler full of pathos and punch
— If you miss this — you'll regret it!

Miss Florence Turner

MFG. CO.

1 Incorporated ■

NEWS

BLIND FATE

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

EVANS

PICTURE

JEAN'S EVIDENCE

STREET

A 2-part drama in which Jean, the dog,
plays a big part. Ltd.
— The Turner Films,

at Broadway, New York

Two

single reels released
weekly —
comedy and drama.

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

A special line of attractive Publicity
Matter with each release.
Lithos, heralds, photos, cuts and slides.

European Feature Film Corp.
J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

I Help You Help the Exhibitor.

AND ANOTHER GREAT GAIIONT

A. BLINKHORN
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

AUSTRALASIAN
(AUSTRALIA

Mr. Exchange and Mr. Fxlubito
watch this space every week.
It will be original and specially

FILMS, Ltd.

AND NEW

ZEALAND)

Open to Purchase High Grade Features

ECLECTIC FEATURE

Films and Accessories

Cable, Spencobio, N. Y.

B

drawn

FILMS

will be vour greatest draw of all,

BUYERS

A

Brand new two and three reel features, also second hand features in
perfect condition. 8000 feet of
Comedies, brand new.

beautiful story taken
the Old Testament.

The
Cream
of
Market
Selected

"80 MILLION WOMEN
UNIQUE
110-112 WEST

POLITICAL

FOR

21 EAST

POWERS,

Inc.
YORK

MOTTOGRAPH,

MOTION

In

PICTURE

SIMPLEX,

SUPPLY

HOUSE

NEW

CHOPPERS— REELS— REEL

MOTION

PICTURE

writing

please

to advertisers

CITY

mention

J"^terVd

NEW

YORK

EDISON

AND

Offices 9th Floor World's Tower
Yoik.
Bryant,
Bll)o ■ "0
West 6578.
40th St., New

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT

14th STREET.

CONDENSORS— BOOTHS— TICKET

EQUIP

Re.al Building

PAN-AMERICAN
FILM MFG. CO.

THEATRE
BIGGEST

European
America

High Grade Feature Films
booked in all parts of the
country.

NEW

DISTRIBUTORS

THE

WE

the
for

DRAMA

FILM COMPANY,

PICTURE

SUPPLYING

Motion Picture
Talent
Theatre and Cabaret
Artists Supplied
1367 BROADWAY

WANT—?"

40TH STREET

AUTHORIZED

HART BOOKING
BUREAU

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

York

4 REEL

from

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

Century
Feature
Film Company
New

6a a morn Co.

Complete Publicity Matter

We will act as your representative
and save you time and money.

248 West 35th St.

EVH1 *m OF fUBLlf in ftIK, WITH FOB EICBAWF UKM1IITOT

Trials sin
E'sgypt
h
p
e
o
J
3 Parts
Feb. 1st

Get on Our Mailing List

20th

But —

"THE DUKE'S TALISMAN"

Tel. Hull. Sq. 4217

MILLARD JOHNSON. American Representative
15 Ea.t 26th St.. New York City. N. T.

FEATURE

for you.

IN

MOTION'

CO.

AMERICA

YORK

CITY

CASES— BOOTH

THEATRES

"THE

MACHUrBS.

PICTURE

NEWS'

CABINETS.

COMPLETE
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They Don't Dare Look Me
Irv the Eye and Say It!

£25,000 Throbvn Atvay f Wasted! Sent kerflop! As soon as the wise ones
learn of the location of the new Ruby Twinplex Studio— right in the heart of the city — they
gasped
! Great
on the lease
? Scott ! Why didn't I go out into the suburbs, like they all did, to save money
JVobu I'll tell them why— here it is: I want to help the "free lance" manufacturer ! I have
had to use hired studios and I know the hardships. I built this big double-stage plant, with its
thousands of feet of elbow room, to encourage the man who is not "in soft" with a combination.
The small unattached film maker has more nerve and brain and spunk than all the big fellows,
and he's got to be able to make his film under proper conditions.
So I'm going to rent my Ruby Twinplex Studio out to him ! A flea's hop from Broadway, lights in abundance, it's a paradise for making productions of class.
To prove it, I'm making the first one myself— six reels !
The latch-string is out — come down and browse around, you'll hate to leave it !

RUBY
Direcllon. LEON

FEATURE

J. RUBINSTEIN

FILM

CO.

217 East 24th Street. New
'Mil

MOTIOI

I'M TORE \r\\ S"

York City

THE

MOTION

PICTURE
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See
Americans
First
"The

"FLYING A"
FEATURE FILMS

"True Western
Featuring SYDNEY AYRES in an
absorbing Western melodrama.

Hermi
TWO

Hearts"

PARTS

One and Three-Sheet Lithographs.

t"

A touching drama that will
not fail to please the most
critical audience.

RELEASE
Saturday, Feb. 7th, 1914

One, three and Six-Sheet Lithographs— Photos, Slides and
Heralds.

New and Attractive
Lobby Display

<Qgl -&
RELEASE
Monday,
Feb. 2nd,
1914

Set of twelve 8x10
beautiful and artistic
hand - colored photos
at $3.00 per set.

AMERICAN

F"IL,M MFX1.

Chicago

CO.,

Something makes the
MOTIOGRAPH different.

for MOTIOGRAPH
Supremacy

WHAT

IS

IX ?

All machine specifications read much alike; yet, You Know all machines are not alike in the
service they give extending over a period of years. There lies the difference, plus — the way the
MOTIOGRAPH Makers DO things. IT IS STANDARD. The MOTIOGRAPH standard has
always been simply this: make every part of the machine the best, buy only the best material;
make it the right way, put it together with skilled labor; test it with utmost care, and then sell
this product in a standard, high-class way. This has established the reputation of the MOTIOGRAPH.
WE
INTEND
TO
MAINTAIN
THE
MOTIOGRAPH
REPUTATION
BY
MAINTAINING
OUR
STANDARD
\ i PROVED

THE

BY

ENTERPRISE

THE

NATIONAL
BOARD
OF FIRE
Made and Guaranteed by

OPTICAL

568 West
Eastern
Western

UNDERWRITERS

MANUFACTURING

Randolph

Office
Ofh'ce

COMPANY

Street, Chicago, 111.
21 E. 14th St., New
York
S33 Market St., San Francisco

Keep Your Eyes Open for the Masterpiece of Jules Verne

"CAPTAIN

GRANT'S

Six Reels of — ACTION —THRILLS

CHILDREN"
— SMILES —TEARS

Enacted by the famous players of ECLAIR — PARIS
Coming in February !
In

writing

Coming in February !

to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

Coming in February !
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NEWS"
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DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS'

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
i , i

Feb.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.

Feet
1Feb
ib

AMBROSIO

27— Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
3— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
5— The Power of Light (2 reel Dr.)
2000
10— The Son of Thomas Gray (Dr.)
1000
12— Destinies Fulfilled (3 reel Dr.)
3000
17— Unto the Weak
(Soc. Dr.)
1000
19— The
Return
of Helen
Redmond
(2
reel Dr.)
2000
24— A Child
of the Desert
(W.
Dr.)... 1000
26 — A Blow Out at Santa Banana
31 — Calamity
Anne
in Society
(Com.).. 1000
2— The
Hermit
(2 reel Dr.)
2000
5
l.ue
Western
Hearts
(W.
Dr.).. 1000
9 — The
Losl
Treasure
(3
reel
W.
o-Dr.)
3000
14
The
Money
Lender
(Dr.)
L000
AMMEX
24— Fatal
Reckoning
2000
8— His Pard's
Sister
2000
15— The
Lucky
Nugget
3000
APOLLO
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
14 — The Portola Festival
14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.) . .
21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
4— The Tale of a Shirt (Com.)
BEAUTY
FILMS
21
Fooling
Uncle
(Com.)
1000
28 — Bess, the Outcast (Sociological Dr.). .1000
4— Sallt's Elopement
(Com.)
1000
BISON
10— The Eleventh Hour (2 reel Feature)
17— The Flash of Fate
(2 reel Dr.)
24 — For
the Freedom
of Cuba
(g reel
Mil.)
31 — The Mad Hermit
(3 reel Ind. War)
7— The
Vagabond
Soldier
(3 reel Afghan Dr.)
ALBERT BLINKHORN'S FEATURES
29 — The
First Irish National
Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.)
(2 parts)
5 — The
Vicar
of Wakefield
(Hepworth
Mfg.
Co. — 4 parts)
8 — The
Younger
Sister
(Turner
Films,
Ltd. — 1 part)
12 — Jean's
Evidence
(Turner
Films — 2
parts)
19 — Motherhood
or Politics?
(Hepworth
Mfg.
Co.— 2 parts)
BRONCHO
14 — Conscience (Dr.)
21 — Conscience
(2 part Dr.)
28 — Romance
of Sunshine Alley
(Dr.)..
i New
England
Idyl (2 reefs)
11
Romance of the Sea (2
...
18 — Yelloi*
Flame
(2 ree'.s)
CRYSTAL
Baldy Belmont
Bumps
(Com.)
A Father's
Devotion
(Dr.)
Jones'
Burglar
Trap
(Com.)
A Midnight Scare
(Com.)
The Shadow of a Crime (Dr.)
Oh! You Puppy — and
1 1 is Vacation
(Com.)
1— A
Grateful
Outcast
(Dr.)
:; What Didn't Happen to Mary (Com.)
3 ( in I Bui
It's Gn at to
Be
Stung
..Ml.)

Jan.
Jan.
I.in.

Sept
Oct.
Nov.

8

For

Woman
I I )r. I
DOMINO
8— Harp of Tara
(2 parts — Dr.)
15 — The
Primitive
Call
(3 parts)
22 — The
11
! part Dr.)
of a Woman
(3 part Dr.)
I I VI
in I '.' reels)
DRAGON
(Formerly
Ryno)
24— Her
Last
Ride
3000
8 — Daredevil
Rodman
Law
(Special)..
16 — Dare Devil
Rescue
(Special)
3000
ECLAIR
11 — The
Snake
Charmer
■-age to Garcia
14 — The First Nugget (2 reel Dr.)
18— She
Wrote
a Play
(Com.)
16— He

Jan.

28— Just
i

\i

a

D
Kids
thi

. graphed
'

to

be

8

-

Feet

13 —
18—
20 —
20 —
25 —
27 —

I .

Nov
Dec.
Dec

it

•■

..mi.)

.. 1327- -Secret
of
-Demonyte
—Vengeance

E. R. A.
Adrianople

3000
Jan.
Dec.
3600
3000
3000

7-

-The

Unsigned
Agreement
(2
reel
Dr.)
-One of the Bravest (2 reel Dr.)
In the Fall of '64 (2 reel Mil. Dr.)
GREAT
NORTHERN
3- Dilemma
1-A
1000
-A Bogus3 Hero (Com.)
-Hard
Luck
1000
502GREAT
NORTHERN
SPECIAL
27-In the 6-Bonds of Passion
8000
-Baptism
of Fire
3000
-By
Whose
Hand
3000
IMP

Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Nov
Jan.
Nov
Nov
Oct.
Nov

Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
l1 eh
.b
Ja n .
Ian.
11 a 1 n .
Jan.

Ian.

Slam 'Em Slammed
(Com.)....
22-Sam
-The Watch
Dog of the Deep (2 reel
Dr.)
82-The
3Militant
(3 reel Dr.)
a Rest
(Com.)
92-12-Percy
8-Needed
1-Getting
Rid
of His
Mother-in-Law
(Com.)
-Absinthe — Four reel European
(Dr.)
A Doctor's
Deceit
(2 reel Dr.)....
(Com.)
12- A lint Finish
15- \ II. >t Finish
(Com.)
King, tin Dcic. tiie. in Formula 879
•
.'
reel
Dr.)
195ITALA
(Feature!)
8226
of
Despair
'
3000
2-Leap
-At
Death's
Door
3000
or Death
3000
62-Victory
JOKER
-Mike
and
Jake
Join
the
Army
(Com.)
Heaven
Will
Protect
the Working
27- Girl
(Com.)
A Freak2— Temperance
Wave
(Com.)
81-In
the5— Year
2014
and
Historic
Bremen
and
Politics
(< om. i
81 21I lu Midnight
Alarm
(Cum.)
24KAY-BEE
4Spectre
(Dr.)
28-Narcotic
-The Circle of Fate
(Dr.)
tcky Romance
(Dr.)
I'm
Her
Brother's
Sake
(Dr.)....
. (2 pat t Dr.)
1
Lodi
ted I laughter
KEYSTONE
in 16In
il thl Gang
(2 part
23- the 1-Clutches
.1
i .... Man]
Bi ides
i
7820- 9Wed ding
Da j
17—
Billii
l ' iumphs

7-

■

Photo-

10—

Vtab°l's
Making

Ba
I
a Living

1—
5—
8—
8—
15—
15—

Dr.)...

Bequeathed
FRONTIER
. 28- -The Winning
Stroke
(Dr.)
-Slim's
Strategy
(Com.)
11- -Cross Roads
4- (Dr.)
-Slim and the Money
Pots (Com.)..
Jan.
Jan. 12- -Her
Brother
(Dr.)
Ian.
-Slim and the Indian
(Com.)
Jan.
19- -Abide
with
Me
(Dr.)
Jan.
-Slim
and
the Dynamiters
(Com.)..
Ian.
-The Turning Point
(Dr.)
Jan.
Slim
Becomes an Editor
(Cum.)....
Jan.
Feb.
Feb 10Yourself in His Place
(Dr.)...
15- -Put
Jan.
GAUMONT
1722-Tiny
Tim the Fisherman
Ian.
-The
Lawyer's Courtship
24Ian.
Heroic
Poses
92-Oscar's
- as8 a3 Stage
Prompter
,.
13-Calino
Ian.
-Excursion
in Old Paris
-"Miss America"
Feb.
Obsession
1 el). 15- -The
Wins the Shopgirl
Feb. 10 -Oscar
DTf
20-I.e. nice at the Chateau
Jan.
2
2
GOLD
SEAL
72
-The
Lie
(2
reel
Dr.)
Ian.[an.
52-A7- War
Time
Reformation
(2 reel
29- Mil.)

i
1 1

—Into
the Wilderness
( '■'> reel
Valentine's
I >ay «i Com.
-The
Hack
Sea
om.) )
ECLECTIC
-The
Fatal
Plunge
—Toils
of Villainy
(3 parts)
-His Fateful Passion
(5 parts)

Nov
Dec
Nov

Ian.
Cros

LIST OF RELEASES

Feb

INDEPENDENT
Dec.

NEWS

10 —
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Nov. 1—
Jan.
Nov.
Dec. 15 —
Jan.
4—
Dec. 20—
Dec
Dec
19 —
Dec 19 —
Dec 26—
26—
299
11
"Jan.
16

KOMIC
Glimpses of Los Angeles
(Sc.)
Love
and Dynamite
(Com.)
Chasing
Gloom
(Com.)
The Servant Question
(Com.)
Walt's Photo
(Com.)
The Vapor Bath
(Com.)
LACLEDE
Pale Face
Squaw
LEWIS
PENNANTS
Taxicab
1098
Decreed
to Die
Sign
of the Secret
Nine
Taxicab
1098
LUX

By Prieur
Detective
Larkin
(Dr.)
Travels in Hungary
(Sc.)
Only a Little Drop of Water (Com.)
A Quiet
Flat (Com.)
His
Twin
Soul
(Cum.)
Bill and the Compass
(Com.)
I i . in Nio
to Monte < :
Bill, the
Electrician
(Com.)
V Si ickj
I' . position
I i Om I
MAJESTIC
10 — Sorority
Initiation
(Dr.)
11 — A Ticket
to Red
Horsi
I lu ch (Dr.)
Jan.
Hoodoo
(Com.)
Jan. l : lake'i;
The
Lackey
i Dr.)
Jan. isu \\l I.hat Pithem. , Crystal
of the Told1
Mind ( Dr.)
i Dr.)
Jan. \' I The Thief and the Book
(2 parts —
Jan.
Dr.)
Ian.
NESTOR
Jan.
21 —
23—
Tan. 28—
Jan.
Tan.
Feb. 30—
Feb.
4—
6—

Jan-

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Nov.

Feet

3008

3000
3000
586
360
366
656
B56
660
350
58S
880

Countess Betty's Mine (Dr.)
Snobbery
(Dr.)
The
Wheel
of Life
(Dr.)
When
Billy Proposed
(Com.)
Fires
of Conscience
(W.
Dr.)
T\\ \t Love
and
Flour
(Com.)
POWERS

12—
16—
19 —
23 —
26 —
30 —

In
Lapland
Trust
Begets Trust
(Dr.)
Too
Many
Cooks
(Com.)
A Deuco and Two Pair (Com.)....
The Saint and the Singer (Com.)..
A Coincidental
Bridegroom
(Dr.)..
The Germ in the Kiss (Com.)
6- Into the Lion's
Pit (2 reel Dr.)...
PRINCESS
2— A
Rural
Free
Delivery
Romance
(Dr.)
9 — A Circumstantial Nurse
(Dr.)
RAMO

26
— The
Fangs Devil
of Hate
.'
3008
10—
Within
3000
|i. Winn
the
Cat
(ami
Hack
(Com.
Dr.)
RELIANCE
7— The
Loafer
(Dr.)
10
--The
Psychological
Moment
(Dr.)...
Tan.
fan. 12 — Slim
Hogan's
Getaway
(Dr.)
14— The
Two
Slaves
(Dr.)
Tan. 17 — The
Faith
of Her
Fathers
(2 reel
Dr.)
Jan.
19
—
Our
Mutual
Girl
(Special)
' .b
21— Tricked
by a Photo
(1 reel Dr.)..
24— The
Hidden
Clue
(1 reel Dr.)
Jan.
REX
18— The
Option
(Dr.)
22— A Mini
Hath
Elopement
(Com.)
Tan.
Ian. 85 — The Leper's Coat
Jan.
(Dr.)
29 — From
Father
to Son
(2 reel Dr.)..
I ili.
1 — The
Fourth
Proposal
(Com.)....
Jan.
\ K.n . with Death
(Di I
I he i oward
Hate,
i Dr.)
Jan.
Jan.
SOLAX
Nov.
28— Ben
Bolt
4000
Dec. 26 — The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
4000
THANHOUSER
l i l.
Jan.
Jan.

Ian.
i in

6 — The
Runaway
Princess
(3 part Dr.)
9 — (No release tins date)
il
l«,
Little I Iromioos
I Car.
Dr.) . . .
\.lnfi in a Great
Citj I Dr.)

.. i ■ ..

Jan.

I•us

Jan.
Jan.

i

iI i

i oday
Govet nmenl
Inspection
ol
i.
'
1 1: m
th
i lii on
I. air- '- I laughtci
(Com.)
I

Feb.
Jan.

il i

Turki
y TrotLetters
T ■ a (Dr.)
(Cot
I
il.. Lovi
Diamond
(Dr.)
VICTOR
S
Bee)

THE

The Box Office Attraction
Film Rental Co. has been organized by William Fox for the purpose
of supplying exhibitors with successful features. Only those will be
offered that have been passed
upon and declared to be
sure-fire money
makers. Wire,
,.,,(->
write or call. A

William Fox
film experts
at your service

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

5.5

The Box Office Attraction
Film Rental Co., by exclusive
contract, secures first choice of the
best foreign and American photoplays,mitted.
hundreds
of which
subFrom these
four are
choices
are made weekly, and the se
must possess positive
audience - drawing
power.
Prices
within reach
of all
exhibitors.

Avail yourself

a's
Americ
shrewofdest
judg
es

It means success for you to-day — tomorrow — every day throughout the year. Bigger money than you

have ever made before. Danger of poor judgment in the selection of pleasing attractions completely wiped out. Take
advantage at once of this chance to work hand-in-hand with master minds in the moving picture world.
Releases of three and four reel features every Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, beginning Monday, February 9th.
Now prepared to book features with exhibitors in New York City and State, New England and northern New Jersey.
Exhibitors invited to special performances of our first releases next Tuesday, January 27th, and Wednesday, January
28th, 10.30 A. M., at the Academy of Music, 14th Street and Irving Place.

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION FILM RENTAL CO. 130 wrf-*SLfe.teJ-k Ci"

THE
LICENSEES
56

OF

PATENTS

CO.

BIO GRAPH
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

6—
8—
10—
12 —
15—
15 —
17 —
19—
19 —
22 —
24 —
26 —
29 —
29 —
31 —

Fett

The Janitor's Revenge
(Com.)
His Father's House
(Dr.)
The Bartered Crown
(Dr.)
Concentration
(Dr.)
Out-Blacked
(Com.)
How
They
Struck
Oil
(Com.)
Waifs
(Dr.)
Just
Boys
(Com.)
Reggie,
the Daredevil
(Com.)
..
The
Sentimental
Sister
(Dr.)
The
Husband's
Experiment
(Dr.)..
-His Fireman's
Conscience
( 1>V.) . . .1044
Out of Sight, Out ol M nd (Com.). 39.5
Buy
Wool
(Com.)
603
The
Fallen
Angel
(Dr.)
line,
CINES
George Kleine

Dec. 23— At

Cross
& 11)
Dec. 30 — When
a
Dr.)
Jan. 6 — The
Jan. 13 — The
Jan. 20 — Who

Purposes
Woman

(Dr.)
Wills

(Parts
(2

I

parts —

Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
Was
Guilty?
(2 part
Dr.)..
EDISON

Dec. 29— Her Face Was Her Fortune (Com.).
Dec. 30 — The
Mystery of the Dover
Express
(Dr.)
Dec. 31 — Andy Gets a Job (Com.)
Jan.
2 — The Antique Brooch
(Dr.)
Jan.
3 — Stanton's Last Fling (Dr.)
Jan.
5— The
Girl in the Middy
(Com.)
Jan.
6— On the Great Steel Beam
(Dr.)
Jan.
7 — African
Sea
Birds
(Edu.)
Jan.
7— The Sherlock Homes
Girl (Com.)..
Jan.
9— The Witness to the Will (Dr.)
Jan. 10 — A Lonely
Road
(Dr.)
Jan. 12 — The
Adventure
of
the
Actress'
Tewels
(Com.)
Jan. 13 — A Night at the Inn (Dr.)
Jan. 14 — Andy
Plays Hero
(Com.)
Jan. 16 — Deacon
Com.) Billington's Downfall (2 part

1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
400
600
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000

Jan. 17— The Last Scene of All (Dr.)
Jan. 19 — Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
(Ind.)
425
Jan. 19 — The
Janitor's
Flirtation
(Com.)
600
Jan. 20— The Message of the Sun Dial (Dr.). 1000
Jan. 21— The
Uncanny
Mr.
Gumble
(Com.). 1000
Jan. 23 — The Necklace of Rameses
(Dr.)
3000
Jan. 24 — United in Danger (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 26 — The
Lovely
Senorita
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 27 — The
Mystery
of the Talking
Wire
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 28— How Bobby Called Her Bluff (Com.) 500
Jan. 28 — The Call of the Footlights (Com.) . . 500
Jan. 30— The
Silent
Death
(2 part Dr.)
2000
Jan. 31 — The
Perfect
Truth
(Com.
Dr.)
1000
ESSANAY
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.
[an.
Jan.

9 — The

Hour and the Man
(2 parts —
Dr.)
10— Snakeville's New Doctor (Com. Dr.).
13 — The
Hand
that
Rocks
the Cradle
(Dr.)
14— The Real Miss Loveleigh (Com.)..
15— The Story of the Old Gun (Dr.)..
16— The Cast of the Die (2 part Dr.)..
17— Broncho
Billy— Guardian
(Dr.)
20— The
Conqueror
(Dr.)
21 — Looking for Trouble
(Com.)
22— A Night
on the Road
(Dr.)
23 — Through the btorm (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
24 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Bad
Man
( Dr.)
27— The Testing
Fire
(Dr.)
28— Nearly
Married
Mom.
Dr.)
2!)— What Came to Bar Q (W. Com.)..
30— The Girl at the Curtain (Com. Dr.)
Tarts 1 and 2
31 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Setl
(W.
Dr.)
KALEM

2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000

2000
1000

Jan.
9 — The Joke on Jane (Com.)
Jan.
9 — Making
Cut
Glass
(Ind.)
Jan. 10— Telltale
Stains
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 12 — Indian
Blood
(2 part Dr.)
2000
Jan. 14 — Perils of the White
Lights
(2 part
Dr.)
2000
Jan. 16— Only
One
Shirt
(Com.)
Jan. 16 — The Lord Mayor of London
Jan. 19— Trapped
(Dr.)
Parts
I and
II
Jan. 21— The
Paleface
Brave
(Dr.)
Parts
I
an. I u
Jan. 23— At Last They Eat (Com.)
Jan. 23— Unveiling
Pilgrim
Fathers'
Monument the
Ian.
Tan.

24 — Explosive
"D"
( i >r.)
26— The Shadow
of Gui I
and
i
,,
18— The
Masquerader
(Dr.)
and
2

I
Patt^

l

PICTURE

NEWS
Feet

Jan.

30 — The

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

30 —
ill —
29 —

Jan. 30 —
Jan. 30 —
Jan. 31 —

Medicine Show at Stone Gulch
(Com.)
500
Making
High-Grade
Paper
(Ind.).. 500
Playing
for a Fortune
(Dr.)
1000
Treasures
on
Earth
(Dr.;
Parts
1
- and
2
2000
An
Unintentional
Hero
(Com.)
400
A Stage Door Flirtation (Com.)... 600
The Pale of Prejudice
(Dr.)
1000
LTJBIN

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

25—
26—
27 —
29 —
30 —
1—

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
[an.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
(an.

1—
2—
2—
3—
5—
6—
8—
9—
10 —
10 —
12 —
12 —
13—
15 —
16 —
17 —
19—
20 —
20 —
22 —

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

23—
24—
26—
27 —

The Parasite (Dr.) (Parts I & II)..
The Death Trap
(Dr.)
The Doctor's Romance
(Dr.)
Her Boy (Dr.)
1000
Before the Last Leaves Fall (Dr.).. 1000
Manufacturing
Pearl
Buttons
(Indus.)
300
The
Inspector's
Story
(Dr.)
1700
A Corner in Popularity (Com.)
400
The Missing Diamond
(Com.)
600
The Circle's End
(Dr.)
1000
The Story the Gate Told (Dr.)
1000
The Squire's Mistake
(Dr.)
1000
Between Two Fires (2 reel Dr.)
2000
The Engineer's Revenge (Dr.)
1000
When
the Doctors Failed
(Com.).. 400
Married Men
(Com.)
600
Tobacco
Industry
(Ind.)
400
Smiles of Fortune (Com.)
600
The
Inscription
(Dr.)
1000
A Question of Right (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
In Mysterious Ways
(Dr.)
1000
A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
The Eternal Duel (Dr.)
1000
The Card of Mystery
(Com.)
400
Matchmaking
Dads
(Com.)
600
The
Man
from
the West
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
The
Moth
(Dr.;
1000
The
Blinded
Heart
(Dr.)
1000
The
Windfall
(Dr.)
1000
His Excellency
(W.
Dr.)
1000
G.

MELIE8

Dec. 11 — At Phnom-Penh, Cambodia
(Travel)
Dec. 11 — Beautiful
Angkor-Vat,
Cambodia
(Sc.)
Dec. 18 — Cities of Japan
(Sc.)
Dec. 25 — The Ruins of Angkor-Thorn
(Sc.)..
Jan.
1 — Temples of Japan
1000
Jan.
8 — The Somnambulist
(Dr.;
1000
Jan. 15 — Wooing the Sales Lady (Com.) ... .1000
Jan. 29 — Batty Billy's Honeymoon (Com.).. 600
fan. 29 — Winky
Willy
and
the
Fisherman
K om.)
370
PATHEPLAY
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.

2000
1000
1000
loot)
1000

MOTION

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

25 — Pathe's Weekly No. 79 (News)
27— The
Moth
and
the
Flame
(Dr.)
(Parts I & II)
27 — Corfu,
an Isle of the Ionian
Sea
(Travel)
27 — Lady
Madcap's
Way
(Spec.
—
2
parts
— Com.)
29 —
30—
31 —
1—

Pathe's Weekly No. 80 (News)
The Sneak Thief
(Com.)
By the Two
Oak Trees
(Dr.)
When Strong Wills Clash (Special —
2 parts — Dr.)
1— Pathe's Weekly No. 81 (News)
3 — The
Resurrection
(Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)

5—
6—
7—
7—
8—
8—

8—
Jan. 10 —
Jan.
Jan. 12 —
13 —
Tan. 14 —
Jan.
Jan. 14 —
15—
15—
Jan. 17—
19 —
Jan.
Jan. 20 —
Tan.
i 11
—
.1 an. 20
Jan.
21—
Jan. 21 —
22—
Jan. 22 —
Jan.
24—
Tan.
In
27—
Jan. 27—
Jan.
Jan.

Pathe's Weekly No. 2 (News)
Whom
God Hath Joined
(Dr.)
Dishing Dick s Dishwater (Com.) . .
Snow F.ffects in Austria (Travel)..
The
Wards
of Society
(Special— 2
parts Dr.)
A
Ramble
in
Pondicherry,
India
(Sc.)
Pathe's Weekly No. 8 (News)
The
Minister's
Daughter
(Special —
3 parts — Dr.)
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
4 (News)....
Down Lone Gap Way (Dr.)
Colonel
Heeza
Liar's African
Hunt
(Com.)
The Seventeen-Mile Drive, California
(Sc.)
...:
A Thief
of Hearts
(2 part Dr.) . .
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
5 (News)
Good Pals (2 part Dr.)
Pathe's Weekly No. 6 (News)
Insects
that
Mimic
(F.du.)
Submarine
Mysteries
(Scientific) . . .
Three Pairs and a Cat (Com.)
At Home
with the Heron
(Edu.)..
The Sword of Damocles
(Dr.) PartI and
II
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
7 (News)....
God's Warning (Dr.) Parts I and II
he's Weeklj
No
- i News I
1000
A Two
Fornix
Allan
(Com.)..
B40
Tin
Oasis "i Gabes, Tunis (Se I... 200

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feet
Patched
Adonis
(Com.)
1000
Power
of Print
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
1G00
29— Seringapatam,
So. India
(Travel)..
400
29— Pathe's
Weekij
No. 9 (News)
1000
31— The andLunatic's
Chid
(Dr.)
Parts
1 2000
2

28— The
29— The

SELIG
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

19—
22—
23—
24 —
25 —
26—

The Lure of the Road
(Dr.)
The Open Door (Dr.) (Parts I & II)
Mother Love vs. Gold (Dr.)
A Dip in the Briney
(lorn.)
Doc Yak's Christmas (Com.)
His Sister
(Dr.)

29 — The Adventures of Kathlyn — Xo. 1 —
The Unwelcome Throne
(Special
— 3 parts — Dr.)
3000
30— The Stolen Heart (Com.)
1000
31— Father's Day (Dr )
1000
1 — Good Resolutions
(Dr.)
1000
2 — At Cross Purposes (Com. Dr.)
2 — Buster and Sunshine
(Com.)
5 — Into the Third and Fourth Generation (Special — 2 parts — Dr.).... 2000
6— The
Living
Wage
(Dr.)
1000
7 — By Unseen Hand
(Dr.)
1000
8— Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
9— On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
12 — The
Advenures
of Kathlyn
13 — Angel
Paradise
14 — Conscience and the Temptress
15— Blue
Blood
and
Red
16 — A Message
from
Across the Sea..
19— Too
Late
(Dr.)
Parts
I and
II..
20— His
Guiding
Spirit
(Dr.)
21— The
Charmed
Arrow
(Dr.)
22— A Friend in Need
(Dr.)
23 — Doc
Yak,
Moving
Picture
Artist
(Com.)
26 — The
Adventure
of Kathlyn,
No.
3
The
Temple
of the Lion
(Dr.)
Parts
1 and
2
2000
L>; — The
Conspirators
(Dr.)
1000
28— The Old vs. the New
i Dr.)
moo
29 — Bringing
L'p
Hubby
(Com.)
1000
\ Splendid
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
1000
URBAN
ECLIPSE
George Kleine

Jan.
fan.
Aug. 12— The
Mong-Fu-Tong
(Part
I & II)
fan.
(Dr.)
ISO*
Jan.
Aug. 19— The Clown's Revenge
(Part I & II)
(Dr.)
i0O«
Oct. 14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
& II)
800«
Oct. 28— The
Rajah's
Diamond
Rote
(Part
I & II)
(Dr.)
80©«
Nov. 25 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (8 part Dr.)
Jan. 27 — Wrecked
in Mid-Air (3 parts — Dr.)
VITAGRAPH
Jan.
fan,

2G— The
Return
27 — Pickles,
Art

Tan.
"Jan.
Jan.
Ian.

2S—
29—
30 —
31 —

of Jack Bellew
and
Sauerkraut

(Dr.).. 1000
(Com.)

Parts Forever
l and
2 (Com.)
-!
'I
Scotland
The Little Bugler (Mil. Dr.)
1000
The
Lucky
Elopement
(Com.)...
The Love of Tokiwa (Japanese Dr.)

and (Edu.)
2
'.'
Dec. 30— The Fails
Baby 1 Show
Dec. 31 — The
Education
of Aunt
Georgiana
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
1— Secret of the Bulb (Dr.)
1000
Ian.
2 — Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch
(Com.)
1000
Tan.
3 — The Street Singer* (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
2000
Jan.
5 — Francine
(Dr.)
1000
Tan.
6 — Officer
John
Donovan
(Special — 2
parts — Dr.)
2000
Tan.
7— Diana's Dress Reform
(Com.)
1000
Tan.
8 — Their
Interest
in
Common
(Com.
Dr.)
Tan.
8 — Montana
State Fair
(Topical)
Jan.
9 — Bunny's
Mistake
(Com.)
1000
Tan. 10 — Jerrv's Uncle's Namesake
(Special —
S parts— Com.)
2000
Tan. 12— The
Right
and
the Wrong
of It
(Dr.)
1000
Tan. 13— The Masked
Dancer
(2 part Dr.).. 2000
Ian. 14— Timing
Cupid
(Com.)
1000
Tan. 15— The Brute (Dr.)
Tan. 15 — Baseball
Stars
(Top.)
Ian. 16 — Cutev's Vacation
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 17— Local Color (Special
8 parts— Dr.) .8000
far
Ian.

19
— Quantrell's
Don Ball
(Dr.)
20—
The Vavasour
(Com. Dr.) Parts
I and
II
Tan. 21 — Love's
Old
Dream
(Com.)
Tan. 22 — Anne of the Golden Hear! (Dr.)....
Jan. 23 — The Perplexed Bridegroom (Com.)..
Home
Jan. 23 — Decoration
Day
at
Old
Soldiers'
Tan. 04
Hearts of Women
(Dr.)
Parts 1 and

II

THE

MOTION

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.

PICTURE

NEWS

RAMO

Features
First January
Feature

There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and

The

the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look

57

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

GovGehronsotr's

COMPANY,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

liilillill I i

IN THREE EXCITIKG ACTS
w 4\

This photo feature will make you
hold your breath with excitement
CANADA
IOWA, NEBRASKA, MISSOURI, MINNESOTA,
COLORADO, THE NORTHWEST AftD
THE ENTIRE SOUTH OPEN

The PHOTO-MACHINE

COMMUNICATE

will

C.

MAKE YOUR LOBBY EARN MONEY
An investment of $75.00 will pay for
itself inside of a month if your location
is good. 250 Photo-Machines in successful operation in principal cities.
PHOTO-MACHINE

COMPANY,

30 West 23rd Street, New York

Inc.

LANG
Manager

RAMO

DIRECT

GOOD,

WITH

JR.

Sales and Publicity

FILMS, Inc.

Columbia Theatre Building
47th STREET and SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
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Made in Annapolis Valley amongst the Actual Scenes Described in the Poem

E CANADIAN BIOSCOPE CO., Limited E
V
f
EVANGELINE
0
0
T. J. PAYNE
H. T. OLIVER
Secretary Vice Pre*. & Gen. Manager

JOHN STRONG
I reasurer

Capt. H. H. B. HOLLAND
President

PRESENTS

The Film Classic from Beginning to End

(ADAPTED FROM LONGFELLOW'S IMMORTAL POEM)

TINTED

I
E

I
I

AND

TONED

Stirring

Star Cast
Perfect
Photography

Enthralling
Scenery
Natural
Impressive
"Merrily, Merrily Whirled the Wheels of the Dizzying Dances"

Beautiful Paper,

Is, 3s, 6s, 12s.
Made by GREENWICH

LITHO

STATE RIGHTS NOW

E

Heralds, Photos, Slides
CO.

SELLING

Address

1209 Candler Building

220 West 42nd Street, New York City
Phone, 3559 Bryant

CLARENCE

SCHOTTENFELS,

Sale, and Adrertising Manager

Made in Annapolis Valley amongst the Actual Scenes Described in the Poem
In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION
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E
L
I
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NEWS"

E
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EOUR

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

ACES

Kay-Bee
Features
JANUARY

27th

For Her Brother's
Sake
1 Reel
JANUARY

30th

Divorce
2 Reels)

FEBRUARY

6th

Secret Lode
11 Reel
FEBRUARY

10th

Colonel's Adopted
Daughter
(1 Reel)
FEBRUARY

13th

Arrow
Maker's Daughter
i* . 2 Reels
IS i

Domino

Keystone Comedies
JANUARY

26th

Double Crossed
JANUARY

JANUARY

Mable's

29th

Little Billie's Triumphs

Bare

FEBRUARY

JANUARY

Winners

29th

FEBRUARY

Heart of Woman

31st

Escape

3 Reels!
FEBRUARY 12th

2nd

5th

O Mimi San
2 R.-.-ls

Mystery Lady

Making A Living

2 Reels

neors r
lich
adon
HeBr
JANUARY

28th

Romance of Sunshine Alley
1 Reel i
FEBRUARY

4th

New England Idyl
2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

Romance

11th

of the

Sea

2 Reels
FEBRUARY

18th

Yellow Flame
2 Reels'
FEBRUARY 25th

Repaid
ROMANCE
SUNSHINE
ALLEY

2 Reels'
MARCH
4th

Mario
2 Reels

MUTUAL

PROGRAM

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION,

EXCLUSIVELY

Longacre Bldg., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

In writing to advertisers please mention

"TITF.

MOTION

PTCTT'RK

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

IM< I i tRE

NEWS

Beware
The market is crowded with pictures.
Every new issue of the trade papers tells
you of new brands and new companies. It is
to keep track of them, they come — and go
—hard
so fast.
Remembering them all is quite impossible.
Some of these new ones are good, some are
fair, and most are very bad.
Your show can only live with good pictures.
You can't afford to take a chance on poor stuff,
no matter how much noise may be made about
it for a few weeks.
You need the permanent business that comes
to a picture house showing a reliable program of
good pictures. A program made up of brands
that are known to every picture fan. A program
that has had world wide advertising for years.
A program with a reputation long established —
a program that will he advertised in a most
effective, helpful manner — a program with the
goods hack of the advertising: — THE GENERAL
FILM

PROGRAM.

General Film Company m

200 Fifth Avenue

In writing

mention "THE

New

MOT!

York

'< Rl

NEW!

FEBRUARY

7, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
New8_

Exhibitors Times
Est.

Moving Picture News

1913

<?Est. 1908

Chicago Theatres

MAy

CLOSE

Exchanges Threaten to Refuse Service
Page Fifteen

A

NEW

ANGLE

ON

THE

Scenario Question
Page Seventeen

A Pioneer Exhibitor
Page Nineteen
Volume IX

Number 5

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

WITH THE PRIVATE WIRE RECENTLY INSTALLED
AND
UNITED
PRESS
NEWS
SERVICE INSURING FIRST HAND
KNOWLEDGE
OF ALL
EVENTS

PATHE'S WEEKLY
IS NOW BETTER THAN EVER. NO FILMS ISSUED
HAVE PROVEN SO UNVARYINGLY PROFITABLE TO THE EXHIBITOR. NO OTHER FILMS
HAVE THE SAME WIDE APPEAL TO EVERY
CLASS
OF PICTURE
THEATRE
PATRONS

FOR

YOUR

TWICE

In writing

OWN

GOOD

SHOW

IT

A WEEK

to advertisers please mention

"THE
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M
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Scene from "THE

PARASITES":

The Adventuress Gains Her Desires

THE DEVILS ASSISTANT
A TWO

A MOST

POWERFUL

PART

DRAMA

STORY, SUPERBLY

ACTED

story of a drunkard's daughter who fights with all her strength against the
hered The
itary curse. Her efforts are in vain owing to the depravity of an artist.

Released THURSDAY,

Feb. 26th

THE PARASITES
A TWO

PART

DRAMA

A very fine story of a too easily influenced young man who falls into the toils
of al Dand of sharpers through the wiles of one of their number, an attractive girl,
Freeii ng himself, he saves his father too.

Released SATURDAY,
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

Feb. 28th

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

AMOROUS

OUR FOUR NEW COMEDY

ALG1E

STARS

WINKY WILLY'S DISAPPEARING STUNT
Featuring Winky Willy
Our New Popular Child Comedian.
Already a Favorite
With Young
and Old Alike.

Both Above Subjects on Split Reel

ORDER
1000 Feet.

GENERAL

EARLY

Released Feb. 5th.

GENERAL

MELIES FILMS
204
E. 38TH STREET
NEW
YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE
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Kay-Bee
Features
FEBRUARY

m a

6th

/

Secret Lode
(1 Reel)
FEBRUARY

r**
/ rA mLIJlt

FEBRUARY

s^-m

(2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

MAKING^J

20th

The Raiders

LIVING

(2 Reels)

Winners
FEBRUARY

Sth

\

f

Mystery Lady

2 Reels

(2 Reels)

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY

2nd

Making a Living
FEBRUARY

The Play's
The Thing
(2 Reels)

e

• •

7th

Kid Olives
Auto Races
at Venice
and Their
Oil —
FEBRUARY

19th

9th

Mable's Strange Predicament

5th

FEBRUARY

Little Billy's Strategy

>

m

Keystone Comedies

12th

O Mimi San
FEBRUARY

IL

13th

Arrow Maker's Daughter

FEBRUARY

■ -■ " -wi

10th

Colonel's Adopted
(IReel) Daughter

Domino

^

12th

A Robust Romeo

Broncho
Headliners
FEBRUARY

4th

New England Idyl
(2 Reels)

FEBRUARY

Romance

11th

of the Sea

(2 Reel.
FEBRUARY

18th

Yellow Flame
(2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

25th

Repaid

u

it F *\
1
'' m
)

MIMI

SAN

MUTUAL
NEW YORK MOTION

(2 ReeU)

e

* •

MARCH

4th

Mario

(2 Reels)
MARCH

11th

A Barrier Royal
(2 Reels)

PROGRAM

PICTURE CORPORATION,

EXCLUSIVELY

LonC acre Bid*., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE
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itueals<
vFly
Mo[u

Make Time

*.;

Mutual Movies of the

Mexican War
Made

by Exclusive

Contract with

Gen. Villa
of the

REBEL

Army

"CMRST reels just in — and being rushed to our branch offices.
These are the first moving pictures ever made at the front
under special contract with the Commanding General of the
fighting forces.
Newspapers throughout the world are printing pages of
matter about this war, and the amazing contract of the Mutual
Film Corporation with Gen. Villa.
The public is clamoring for a sight of the pictures — which
are far more exciting and sensational than any pictures of actual
happenings that have ever been shown before.
Wire our nearest branch office for terms and reservations.

Branches
in 49 Cities

Heralds — and
paper now ready.

great one-sheet, three-sheet and six-sheet

Mutual

Film Corporation
New

In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

York

BETWEEN

SAVAGEand
T

<ip

COMING!

A Remarkably
Daring and Highly
Sensational a^
Wild Animal
Subject
IN 6
MAGNIFICENT PARTS

Manufactured

THE

by

CINES CO.
si

George Klcine Htiractions
|

GEORGE KLEINE
166 N. State St.

Chicago, III.

TIGER

8

:

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

WESTEJSNL UNION
DAY

^TTER
THEO.

RECEIVED
B

N. VAIL, PRESIDENT

AT

84NY

X
57

BLUE

PITTSBURG

FA

JANV

37

ST

NY

1914

A M KENNEDY
110
YCUR

FIRST

SUCCESS
DID
OF

AT

WEST
RELEASE
THE

A CAFACITY
THE

MANY

IN

"THE

MINERVA
BUSINESS

EXHIBITORS

ENTHUSIASTIC
COMING

4Q

AND
FOR

YOUR

IT

I?
NEXT

ERIDE

OF

LAMM0RM00R"

THEATRE
FROM
WHO

IN

THIS

MORNING
SAW

FOOKFD

AWAY

CITi1

UNTIL

THIS

MET

YESTERDAY

LATE

PRODUCTION
AHEAD AND

WITH ENORMOUS

AT
WERE

WELLAND

FILM

CO

315PM
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"Traffic Stopped"

Rockefeller and his millions could not do what the two world wide famous police inspectors

LEVY

AND

McGUINESS

have done to reform the

TRAFFICKERS

IN SOLES

when they decided to try the ticklish problem, and instead of Guns, Clubs, Handcuffs, Patrol Wagons, Axes, Crowbars, Sensational Raids, Grandstand Play and other paraphernalia of brutal force, to use
RIDICULE

on the INSIDE,

WHITE

OUTSIDE

SLAVE

and all AROUND

the

TRAFFIC

in a 3 reel Comedy-Travesty
The result is INDESCRIBABLE— it will tickle you from Head to Sole.

The public at large has for such a long time been fed on the so-called revelations of WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC,
that our arch fun-makers, LEVY AND McGUINESS, decided that it's high time for them to mix in the affray —
the result is a complete break up of the WHITE SLAVE TRUST.
It is positively the greatest three reel Burlesque-Comedy which has ever been produced.
It is

A CLASSIKER
Full line of display:

OF FUN

One, three, six sheet posters, photos, heralds and slides.
Limited territory left on "THE

FEATURE

GREAT

LURE

PHOTOPLAY

Send in bids for your territory.

OF PARIS"

COMPANY

New York City

220 West 42nd Street, Candler Bldg.
Phone,

Bryant 8486
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WHERE
INDEX

American Cinematograph Co
Acme Commercial Film Co

40
44

All Star Feature Corp'n
American Film Mfg. Co

60
47

American Motion
Kineto Picture
Corp'n Co
55-56
Ammex
39
Amusement Supply Co
50
Bausch & Lomb
52
Berlin Analine Works
52
Bing Brothers
52
Birns, William
38
Blinkhorn, A
51
Box Office Attraction Film Rental
Co
49
B. W. O
38
Calehuff Supply Co
50
Canadian Bioscope Co
57
Commercial M. P. Co
50
Cosmos Electric Co
38
Criterion Feature Film Co
53
Davis Film Exchange Co
38
Day and Night Screen
44
Dragon Films
50
Eagle Frame Co
44
Eastman Kodak Co
47
Eclectic Film Co
51
Erker's

44

44

NEWS

TO
TO

BUY

ADVERTISERS

Essanay Film Mfg.

Co

36-40

European Feature Film Corp*n... 51
Evans Film Mfg. Co
51
Features Ideal
'
48
Feature Photoplay Co
10
Gaumont Company
51
General Feature Film Co
51
General Film Co
42-43-62
Gentel, A
59
Gloria American Co
50
Gorman Film Co
11
Gunby Brothers
50
Hart Booking Bureau
44
Hochstetter Utility Co
44
Horsley, David
39H. B. B. Motion Picture Co
40
Inter-Urban Amusement Co
50
Johnson, Millard
51
Kennedy's Features
Kinematograph Weekly
Kleine, George
Le Courrier Cinematographique
Lears, Sam
Lifeograph
Co
Lord Manufacturing Co
Lubin Manufacturing Co

THE

ii

8-9
40
7
. . 44
44
44
38
41

Manufacturers
M. P.
Encyclopedia
Melies Films
Mundstuk Features

Catalog

44
4
52

Mutual Film Corp'n
Newman Mfg. Co
New York Film Co

6
50
50

New York Motion Picture Corp'n 5
Niagara Slide Co
38
Pathe Freres
2-3
Photo Machine Co
47
Picture Theatre Equipment Co... 51
Power, Nicholas
12
Precision Machine Co
59
Ramo Features
Royal Mfg. Co

32
50

Sterling Camera & Film Co
44-66
Sweeley's Photo Supply House... 38
20th Century Feature Film Co. . . . 51
Union Features
48
Universal Film Mfg. Co
61
Unique Film Co
51
Warner's Features
59
Wentworth, Courtney
38
World
Special
Films
Wurlitzer Company

Corp'n....

STAMPEDE
OF"

F" ATE

i *

A WONDERFUL 3-REEL WESTERN PHOTO-DRAMA
A FEA TURE—
With a big punch from start to finish — Full of good action and heart interest — 3,000
head of wild stampeding Western cattle going over a buckboard and crushing it, leaving
two people buried in the ruin — Wonderful scene of the escape of a sheep herder — Duel
in the river— Plunging horses — Automobile dashing into river — A real runaway of Western
horses, plunging away with human freight from oncoming stampede — Great scene of rough
house in a Western dance hall — real cowboys — real Bronchos — real action and a real feature.
Get busy ! If you want a live one and a money getter, wire, write or call for

STATE

RIGHTS

PRINTING— Sensational 1 Sheet, 3 Sheets, 6 Sheets.

GORMAN
JACK

GORMAN,

Phone

In

writing

to adYerti»er»

Heralds, Etc., Etc.

FILM MFG. CO., Inc.

General Manager

please

909

mention

Greeley

"THE

1402 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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40
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BE CONSISTENT
^^MfANY Motion Picture Exhibitors equip their
J| h theatres with the best screens, chairs and illumination, appropriate music and handsomely
decorated lobbies, and do not give sufficient attention
to the most important factor of their exhibition, i. e.
PERFECT PROJECTION.
Knowing that you, as an exhibitor, desire to attain
the best results on the screen as far as the picture is
concerned, we/ having gained the confidence of the
trade through the satisfaction obtained by the use of
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6A, recommend that you inform yourself regarding the merits of
this incomparable Projector; illustrations and complete
description of which are given in our Catalogue D.

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street

In writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

CO.

New York City

MOTION

1'K'Tl'RE

NEWS"

The

Motion Picture News
MOVING

PICTURE

NEWS

EXHIBITORS'
Established

Established 1908

Volume IX

Number 5

February 7, 1914

We

Ha*de Molded

MOVING to new and larger quarters is always
heralded with a good deal of pardonable trumpet-blowing that sounds most sweetly to the
movers' ears.
However, we have been modest heretofore — too
modest, say some of our publicity friends ; and then,
too, the following announcement, we believe, is of a
good deal of direct and indirect interest to the great
majority of the trade.
ON

TIMES

1913

February tenth — the carpenters willing — the
Motion Picture News will be in its new home

on the seventeenth floor of our present building —
numbers 1705-6-7.
The new space, which is enough and no more, is
just treble the size of our present offices.
So no one will argue the necessity of moving.
TPHAT necessity was felt, to tell the truth, three
■*■ months ago; but there is a firm inner policy of
this publication and that is to force our growth only
in reading value — to grow in size and in advertising as
reading value makes such growth natural and expressly
called for.
*
*
*
"\ X 7HEN we moved to 220 West Forty-second street,
t ' * New York City, in August, from still smaller
quarters, we hazarded the guess that the space taken
would do for a year.
We were wrong by *
75% ; *or should
we say right?
*
T F any sign of healthy growth is needed it is this :
that in the new quarters the space occupied —
occupied — by the circulation department alone is as
large as the whole space of the old quarters.
This is
true also of the editorial department.
*
*
*
I" N this connection it may be of
A to cite the personnel of the
those who are making it grow.
Herein is the force, remember
little by comparison — that makes

interest to our readers
News — the names of
— other factors count
any publication.

So then :
Editorial — George D. Proctor, Merritt Crawford,
Edwin C. Dwyer, A. Danson Michell, William M.
Petingale, William Lord Wright, William A. Johnston.
*
*
*
rT{ 0 this list we shall add next week another name,
*■ the importance of which — to every exhibitor, manufacturer, operator — is such as to justify an announcement as large as this entire one.
*
*
*
Circulation: Earl J. Hudson, J. M. Surbrug, A. F.
Koenig, William Bugge — and many filing cabinets.
Stenography, accounting: B. Lieberman, A. C. Barleon.
A ND last but not least, gentlemen — from your own
■**- standpoint as well as ours, Advertising : E. Kendall Gillett, Frances Klein, J. F. Fairman, H. F. Rendall, and for the West, C. J. Verhalen.
*
*
*

W

E have great plans for the News.

T^OR one thing we shall continue to make it what
its name
of this very
"newsy"
industry.signifies — the "news"
*
*
*
"T^OR
another,
hope to estimate
forecast
the wewonderfully
elastic and
futureconstantly
of the
motion picture.
*

A

:$:

A ND we shall round out, at whatever pains, this
^*- publication till it meets every phase of this manysided field.
*
*
*
Tf ROM the top of the skyscraper and from the bot-*- torn of our hearts the Motion Picture News
wishes you all what we shall all undoubtedly have,
the biggest, brightest, year, thus far, in motion pictures.
Wm. A. Johnston.
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PAN-AMERICAN EXPANDS
The Pan-American Film Company
previously organized at $10,000 under
the laws of the state of New York, has
increased its capitalization to $50,000
for the purpose of expansion in the
field of special feature films, which
includes exclusive right to certain of
the best English, German and Italian
pictures now being imported.
The offices of the new corporation
will be continued on the ninth floor of
the World's Tower Building, 110 West
Fortieth street, New York City.
The Pan-American Film Company
has also made arrangements to act as
American representative for a number
of prominent state right buyers, and
the increased facilities now permit the
addition of many more state representatives being included in this muchneeded arrangement.
A

SELIG TO FILM THE CLASSICS
Gilson Willets, the well-known writer
and litterateur, who is exclusively associated with The Selig Polyscope Company, has just finished a series of Western pictures, the scenes of which lie
up and down the coast of California.
He has adapted classical names, subjects and allusions, applying them to
modern subjects amid up-to-date environment.
The titles of these plays are : "The
Story of Venus," "The Story of Cupid"
and "The Story of Diana."
SONG
BASIS OF FILM
The sentiment of the old Schumann
song "Die
basis of a
"Flying A"
of Lorimer

Traumerei" will be the
three-reel subject by the
Company under direction
Johnston.

Scene

from

"A

SHOT

ON

Stampede

THE
of

PLAINS

Fate."

-3 reels.)

(Gorman-

Feature Film Exchange Organizes
THE first legal society to be
ganized among the feature
exchanges of New York City has
been effected. It is known as

orfilm
just
the

Feature Film Renters' Association, Incorporated, and its main object is for
co-operation.
The association is to be in the
nature of a board of trade, and those
instrumental in its organization expect
to enlist membership from every city
in the United States where a feature
film exchange is located.
Arthur Butler Graham of the law
firm of Graham & Stevenson, 15 Broad
street, New
York City, secured the

articles of incorporation for the association and has been retained as its
counsel.
The officers of the new organization
are: President, Jules Burnstein; vicepresident, Joseph E. Arnett; secretary,
Charles Streimer; treasurer, Isaac S.
Cohen. Directors: Robert Richter,
Morris Streimer, Harry Samwick,
Jacob Weinberg and Joseph E. Arnett.
The incorporators are: World
Special Films Corporation, Unique
Feature Film Co., Weinberg, Unique
Film Company, Richter Feature Film
Company, Easter Feature Film Company, Federal Feature Film Company,
Manhattan Feature Film Company,
Weisfield Feature Film Company,
Emby Feature Film Co., Sedeg Feature Film Company Supreme Feature
Film Company, Standard Feature
Film Company, All-Star Film Printing
Company, Theatre Feature Film Company, Eagle Feature Film Company.
Royal Feature Film Company, Special
Feature F'ilm Company, Feature Film
Company,
Regal
Feature
Company, Kineto
Feature
Film Film
Company,
Vita Feature Film Company, Ideal
Feature Film Company. North American Film Company, Inc.. De Luxe
Feature Film Company. High Grade
Feature Film Company. The Film Exchange and Sherry's Film Exchange.
CONVICTS TO SEE FILMS
Confinement in the Great Meadow
Prison at Comstock, N. Y., is not

"I LOVED
TO HEAR
HIS VOICE"
from "Mario."
(Rroncho — 2 rei

going to deprive convicts of the privilege of viewing motion pictures. A
Powers 6A projection machine and
accessories has just been installed in
the prison by the Picture Theatre
F<iuipment Company. 21 Fast Fourtei nth

street.
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Chicago Theatres May

Close

Situation Grows Tense as Exhibitors
Fail to Show Interest in Fight
Against Unjust Legislation by the Municipal Authorities —
Exchanges Threaten to Refuse Service for One Week
Chicago, Jan. 29, 1914.
re-going public of Chipictu
THE
cago, some evening soon, may
go to a favorite theatre and find
it closed. They will then walk around
the corner and also find that theatre
closed. The one they occasionally
visited further down the block will
also be locked up. They will wonder
at this, but on closer investigation
may find a placard stating that the
theatre was closed because it was impossible for them to obtain pictures
to exhibit; that the sources of supply
had banded together and refused to
put out any pictures in Chicago for a
period of one week.
Exclusive information has been received from good authority that such
a move is being contemplated by some
of the motion picture exchanges of
Chicago. They are taking these drastic steps because of the lack of interest shown by the exhibitor in the
legislative movements of the City
Council of Chicago.
These interests, such as the exchanges, are affected in only one particular— censorship. Inasmuch as it
affects the exchanges it also affects
the exhibitor. This, however, is not
the only thing that the exhibitor of
Chicago has to fear at the present
time. There are other bigger and
more vital matters which affect his
immediate business more directly, and
those are the ventilation ordinance,
that requiring a five-minute intermission between reels and the drastic
fire ordinance.
OF

the six hundred-odd motion picture theatre owners of Chicago
only about two hundred appeared at
the meeting held Monday morning at
the Sherman House by the Amusement Protective League, while representatives from practically every exchange, manufacturer and other supply
interest attended.
It seems to be the expectation of
some of the exhibitors that the manufacturers and exchanges should stand
all the expenses in such a movement
as is being made by the Amusement
Protective League. They forget that
the manufacturers will sell just as
many prints of their film as the exchanges need to supply a program., to
the theatres outside the city of Chicago. The exchanges also are not
established for Chicago alone.
If the ventilation ordinance is enforced it will cost some
theatre-

owners thousands of dollars to install
an equipment to comply with the
ordinance, while others will have practically to build a new theatre.
If the five-minute-between-reels ordinance is passed, it will mean at
least one show less a night and a discontented audience, which will either
have to look at a blank screen or a
vaudeville act. While the fire ordinance is not so severe, one cannot tell
what will develop from it if it is not
watched closely.
ALSO, censorship hurts exhibitors,
as many pictures made have been
turned down and others spoiled by
cut-outs.
The report of the censor to Major
Funkhouser for the year ending December 31, 1913, shows that 8,034 reels
of film were censored and out of these
343 reels were condemned and there
were 408,033 feet of film cut out.
These figures are startling. Power
is invested in a few men to waste all
this film without any regard to its
cost. Aside of all this, this censorship board earned the city $9,741,
which was collected for permits.
These figures show that out of about
every twenty-five reels censored in
the city of Chicago one was condemned. This is a large percentage.
As an example of the unjust censorship which is being enacted, the
case of the Mutual film called "The
Marriage of Rebecca" may be cited.
This was turned down because several Jewish women, belonging to a
women's club, had requested Major
M. L. C. Funkhouser to do so. Yet
exhibitors of Jewish descent who witnessed this film could find nothing
derogatory to their race.
It is to be hoped that the exhibitors
will not let conditions come to the
stage where the exchanges will have
to refuse them service. Some may
think that the exchanges will not be
willing to lose the money they would
obtain in one week out of Chicago.
That, however, is not the question.
It is a problem in future economics.
A few dollars lost to-day will mean
hundreds of dollars saved in future
days. The exchanges, who have discussed this matter, realize it and are
willing to put it through.
WHILE
those who attended the
meeting of the Amusement Protective League at the Sherman House
were very enthusiastic, it was realized

that their number must be increased.
It requires the personal representation
of every exhibitor in the city of Chicago. It requires his financial support. It also requires the personal
representation of every employee of
the theatre to help swell the numbers,
so that when a protest is made a
membership of thousands can be
quoted.
At the suggestion of Robert Beaslee, an exhibitor, the feature exchanges
have promised to donate a feature to
the theatres for one night under the
condition that the theatres who accept this free service turn over to the
Amusement Protective League all
money they make over half regular
nightly receipts.
The meeting was opened by Joseph
Hopp, who acted as temporary chairman and was later elected president of
the organization. The minutes of the
last meeting were read by Secretary
Ora S. Chapin, who was also elected
as permanent secretary. The other
officers elected were Ludwig Schindler, vice-president; George Gilmore,
treasurer, and H. J. Toner, counsel.
The by-laws, which were very complete and comprehensive, were read
and accepted.
THE committees to be appointed
will consist of a legislative committee, the chairman of which will be
the counsel, a political advisory committee, the auditing committee, and
membership, entertainment, mutual
improvement and nominating committees. It was also decided that
fifteen members could present a nominee for any office, the name to be
handed in two meetings before the
annual meeting which will be held in
January and at which time officers will
be elected.
Judge Toner gave a very stirring
address that touched on many vital
subjects. Maurice Fleckles also spoke
very pointedly as did also Mr. Schindler, Mr. Natkin, Phil Solomon, Mr.
Blake of the Business Men's Moral
League, Mr. Proctor, Mr. Glickman
and A'l Lichtman of the Famous
Players Company, who not only gave
his argumentative support, but also
his financial aid.
Mr. Schindler in his talk showed
that the motion picture theatre is the
only business institution in the city of
Chicago that is under five departments, any or all of which can close
up a house over night. These depart-
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ments are the police, fire, health, building and electrical.
Among those who donated at the
first meeting were Laemmle Film Service, Maurice Fleckles, Joseph Hopp,
Warner's Features, Famous Players
Film Company, General Feature Film
Company, Mr. Christy, an exhibitor,
and F. H. Francke. It is expected
that many other donations will be
made soon.
Tl I E committee to secure pictures
from feature film exchanges
which wil be given fre for one night
consists of Robert Beaslee, Dr. Zilliger, Paul Sittner, A. Golos and R.
Fuqua. Those feature exchanges
present, Warner's, G. & G. and General Feature Film Company, Incorporated, offered their services along
this line.
.Many schemes were presented to
gain the sympathy and opinion of the
public, such as buttons and petition
cards and also slides, but nothing definitely was decided.
The next meeting will be held the
fourth Monday in February, but it
will he preceded by a conference to
be held very soon with Mayor
Harrison, of Chicago, to explain to
him the motion picture men's side of
the case and why they regard the
present kind of censorship as unjust.
TO FILM "LAST SUPPER"
"The Last Supper," a two-part production, is announced by the American Film Manufacturing Company.
Its production has been entrusted to
Lorimer Johnston, which in itself,
gives assurance that the picture will
be made in thorough fashion.

SCENE

FROM
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Scene

from

"The

TRYSTING

Arrowmaker's

PLACE

Daughter."

(Kay

"The Governor's Pardon"
THE first product of the Imperial
Motion Picture Corporation, with
offices at 1476 Broadway, is now ready
for the market. This is a multiple
reel production

"AT
THE
( Ei lair)

CROSSING"

entitled

"The

Gover-

Bee — 2 reels.)

Ready

mil's Pardon," which contains many
unusual features and is certain to
prove a great attraction wherever it is
shown, as it will have a local interest
not commonly found in most big features.
One of the unusual things in it is
that the governor of each state is
shown signing the pardon. That is
to say, that the print to be shown in
-Massachusetts shows the Governor of
Massachusetts signing the pardon and
the print to be shown in Colorado
shows the Governor of Colorado signing the pardon, etc.
A beautiful heart story is told in the
film which is said to be a very original
conception. It contains a fire scene
which is said to be unique. Liberal
paper is furnished in the shape of four
colored lithographs in one, three, six
and eight sheets.
The Imperial Motion Picture Corporation is represented in its New
\ ink i. flice by John Mahan. Mr. Malum is the man who, out in Denver,
took the only pictures that were made
of the interior of the United States
mint, showing every step in the making of gold coins, from taking the gold
<iut ui the ground, until the finished
coin is turned out. Obtaining permission to take these pictures was especially hard, because the counterfeiting
laws forbid the reproduction of currency in any form.
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New Angle on the Scenario Question
EDITOR'S NOTE— This article is written by a man who,
So far all that seems to
although
he does not parade the fact, has never had a
a
e
quit
ten
writ
E
I HAV
scenario rejected. The reason is that he has studied the marnumber of motion picbe indicated
is that'
some
concerns here
do not
pay
ture scripts and have
ket. He knows whereof he speaks. He says that motion
enough
for
scripts,
but
what
sold more than a goodly
picture concerns are paying too little for scenarios. Then he
is really said is that those
proportion of them. For
goes ahead and makes his points with trip-hammer logic. It
which pay the lowest price
these I have received prices
is an old theme, better handled than ever before and thorget the lowest grade of
that have been utterly satisoughly convincing. If the future development of the motion
scripts. This does not
;
y
factory, in ever instance
argue that those that pay
picture industry is of any interest to you, if you care for
all that even I, the author,
$50 a reel for the ordinary
have considered the m
English that carries on irresistible "punch, " read this article.
run get a high grade
of
worth. I have never had a
It is the first REAL
"scenario story" we have seen.
material.
plot stolen or copied, so far
as I know, and I have never met a scenario editor
They do not, because $50 a reel is not enough money, to'
induce a first-class writer to put his best efforts into writing
whom 1 thought capable of stealing one. I have found
for motion pictures; especially since the chances of marketscenario editors as courteous and decent as any other class
ing a scenario are most precarious.
of men, quite as desirous of buying good plays as I have
The writer must not only evolve his plot and write his
been of producing them, and I esteem them as far better judges
script, but he may be obliged to send it to half a dozen conof what they want than I am. So much to establish my
position and to dismiss the use of the great personal pronoun
cerns, each one keeping it from a week to a month, at least,
in this screed.
before he sells it. Few except the veriest beginners are comThe object of this article is to say and to demonstrate that
pelled to go through, this torture in any other line of literary
effort for such trifling remuneration. If the price were greater,
scenario departments are not paying enough for scenarios.
let the chances of sale be the same as they are now, better
Read it through and see if you will not conclude that Q. E.
D. can with fairness be written at the bottom. This is not
writers could afford to enter the field and the quality of the
material would improve.
to say that there is, or ever can be, a value placed upon
scripts which shall remain constant through all the different
qualities, nor that the prices paid are not commensurable
THE magazines afford a concrete example. To produce
a good scenario requires as much ability as to produce
with the value of the goods received. That is quite another
a good magazine story. There are magazines that publish
question.
stones which are an intellectual pleasure to read, and pay well
Some scripts are worth, say, $100 a reel, and some comfor them. There are other magazines which print stories so
panies are willing to pay the figure. Some other companies
poorly conceived and so illy executed that one wonders, not
make a fixed price of, say, $25 a reel, and will not pay more
so much that the magazine should pay for them, as that
unless it is pried out of them by the salesmanship of the
author, considerations of personal friendship, or something
any person who can write even fair English can produce
else which has no bearing upon the intrinsic merits of the
them. And yet even the average price paid for these "rotten"
script itself.
stories is greater than the average price of the single-reel
scenario.
The result? Why, it is simply the old story of supply and
demand.
Again the obvious conclusion : So long as prices and conAs soon as a writer becomes sufficiently familiar with his
ditions remain as they are — and there is no reasonable probability that conditions can be changed — so long will the great
market to know that one concern pays him only $25 for a
mass of matter submitted grade down to the quality of the
script for which another concern pays $50, he prepares $25
stories in the cheapest and poorest of magazines. A betstuff for the first and $50 stuff for the second. There is not
ter quality is bound to follow a better rate of payment.
a writer of any considerable experience but who has evolved
In some instances the precarious nature of the business of
from time to time plots which he knows are not worth $50.
writing scenarios can be modified, if not altogether removed.
He hates to throw them away and he knows it would be of no
This leads to better productions because, indirectly, it makes
use to pretend that they are good. So he fixes them up as
the average payment for successful effort better.
attractively as possible, in as short a time as he can, and
It costs both time and money to send a script to a number of
sends them forth to the $25 company.
possible purchasers. A few companies are realizing this and are.
therefore, subsidizing writers who show ability, by means of
AGAIN, since there can be no pride of authorship in the
bonuses, retainers, guarantees and suggestions for new plays.
ordinary run of scenario writers, who is going to devote
$50 worth of time to prepare a script for which he knows
Some are willing to pay a small guarantee for first chance
he will receive only $25 ? Nobody ; so many a good plot
at a writer's previously-prepared synopsis of his stories.
is either underdeveloped or overdeveloped, as the case may
The writer, then, has a certain market for at least a good
be, because it will not pay to put enough time and brain energy
part of his work and a steady customer, whom he is anxious
into it.
to please.
Even the productions of a free lance are a commodity, and
Do you doubt that he will spend more time in preparing
and polishing his script than he would otherwise? For him
even a free lance knows something about the value of his
to do so is not only profitable ; it is natural as well-.
own time and goods. If your grocer knows you will pay
only 35c a dozen for eggs, will he send you his 50-cent grade?
The question answers itself.
T"vOUBTLESS, it will be urged that every good workman
Ndt a few scenario editors appreciate this condition, and
*-J puts his best into what he does, but just as certainly
some of them do not hesitate to bewail to their bosom friends
that is not true It is a psychological fact that men are stimthe limitation set by the powers that are above them who fix
ulated to excellent effort by proper reward and depressed
by inadequate reward. One illustration from life will be
prices arbitrarily. Many a general manager is bored by the
sufficient.
insistence of his scenario editor's request to be allowed to
On a moribund morning newspaper in New York, which
pay more than the regular price for a script which has unsoon afterward became defunct, one of the assistant editors
usual merit and which he does not wish to pass along to another concern.
put through
a story that , did not suit the manager
editor
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in the handling. The next day he berated the entire copy
desk and plainly and emphatically called them "a lot of boilermakers."
There were five men on the desk. One of them now owns
his own daily paper in North Carolina, one is a considerable
owner of a weekly, one owns a monthly trade paper, one is
managing editor of a New York daily and one is news
editor of another. They were not boilermakers, but that
managing editor was paying them boilermaker's wages and
getting boilermaker's work.
But even under the present system the pay for scenarios
is too small. How many writers of the ordinary plays, eliminating the big productions, average $5,000 income from
scripts for any consecutive twelve months? An armless man
could count them on the fingers of his right hand. Yet the
public is beginning to demand, is already demanding, the
<lass of work producable only by $5,000-a-year men, or better.
Anybody who attends the motion picture theatres can hear
others say : "I don't think the pictures are as good as they
used to be," and anybody who reads the synopses of plays
published in the periodicals devoted to this business must
be jarred by the paucity of original ideas and absurdity of
plot in a great many of them. They bear the ear-marks of
hack work and can be traced directly to a sordid residence on
Grub street.
IT is not argued that the plays shown are not better "than
they used to be." They are, undoubtedly.
But the public is being educated to better plays on the screen and they
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are no longer satisfied with anything and everything the
director thinks is good enough. Hence it can and does
criticise with all the aplomb of the brakeman who can give
the president instruction about running his railroad. At
the same time, the public pays, while the brakeman simply
draws wages. It demands better plays and it will have them,
but not until the film producing companies pay more for the
scenarios.
It is of no force to argue that the director makes the
play. That is admitted at once. On the other hand, did you
ever hear a head director or a scenario editor say that a director had spoiled a play? Even that happens once in a
while — and not a long while, either.
The embellisher, who is the director, puts the finishing
touches on the statue, uses his fine chisel to bring out the
delicacies of the conception and the artistic appearance, but
unless the first sculptor, who is the scenario writer, has
indicated finely and firmly whether his conception is a Laocoon or a Disk Thrower the director might just as well
begin
statue. with the solid block of marble and chisel out his own
And the nearer to a finished, artistic statue the original
production is, the better will be the finished work of the director.
It requires talent to produce an artistic statue, and talent
always has and always will command its price. No sculptor
will work for the wages of a stonecutter, but a stonecutter will furnish you with work according to the price you
pay him. That is what scenario writers are doing today.

YORK OPERATORS

HOLD BALL

Local No. 306 Gives Annual Affair, Filling Manhattan Casino — John Bunny Is the Lion of the EveningGrand March a Prominent Feature — List of Committees
N BUNNY was the feature of
JOH
the annual ball of the Moving
Picture Machine Operators' Proective Union, Local No. 306 of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees of United States and
Canada, held Saturday evening, January 24, at Manhattan Casino, 155th
street and Eighth avenue. New York
City.
When Mr. Bunny showed up, his
progress down the hall was the signal
tor an ovation. Later he led the
grand march and during the remainder of the evening the Screen Club
box, where he sat, was the target for
all eyes.
The operators certainly did themselves proud. Manhattan Casino was
filled with about five thousand persons
and the dancing lasted until well along
in the morning.
A feature of the evening was the
grand march, which started about
twelve o'clock, led by the International secretary of the I. A. T. S. E.,
followed by Mr. Bunny and partner.
During the grand march, as all
through the evening, many colored
lights were played upon the dancefloor. The result was beautiful and
.kaleidosc

PROMINENT among those present
were
Messrs.
Skerret,
W.
C.

Smith, W. Atwater, William L. Barry
and Elwood De Hart of the Powers
Machine Company and H. B. Coles of
the Simplex machines.
A delegation was in attendance
from the Screen Club consisting of
John Bunny, Earle Foxe, Louis M.
Noto and Joseph W. Farnham.
The evening was thoroughly enjoyable throughout and when "Home
Sweet Home" sounded, all present
agreed that this year's affair surpassed
that of a year ago and that they would
look forward with great anticipation
to that of next year.
The officers of Local 306 are: President, Joseph D. Basson; vice-president, L. C. Van Orsdale; recording
secretary, Gus Durkin; secretary and
treasurer, Fred Stoffregan; sergeantat-arms. Joseph Hermann; business
representative, L. Chancey; executive
member, Frank Himmelberg, and trustees, Robert Curry, Thomas Walker
and Joseph Crehan.

M1MBERS of the floor committee
at the ball were: Thomas Costello. chairman; Chas. Woolverton,
assistant chairman; H. A. Abraham,
J. Hilbert,
F. Castle.
F. Pircher.
D. Brenner, J. Manning,
F. Thomas,
E. Rowlands. J. R. Gibbs and R. Saunders.
On the reception committee were:

Jos. Abrams, chairman; William
Gluck, assistant chairman; M. Campbell, S. Terr, Geo. S. Bothwell, A.
Todd, R. Hayes, J. Kieley, E. T.
Stewart, A. Fisherof, S. Scherer and
H. Griffin.
Members of the examining board
are: Charles Woolverton, Joseph
Crehan, Al Gold, Sam Talafsky and
Frank Pircher.
Honorary members of the organization are: Arnold Tyroller, Eric Morison, H. B. Coles, W . P. Eisenhardt
and W. Atwater.
USING FAMOUS PLAYERS
Among the motion picture theatres
using Famous Players feature service
through the William L. Sherry Feature Film Company, of New York,
are the Regent Theatre, the Olympia
Theatre, the Moss & Brill houses,
including the Hamilton, Jefferson and
Eighty-sixth street; the Heights, 181st
st. and Wadsworth ave. ; the Regent,
60 West 116th street, and the Hamilton Square, 136th street and Broadway, all of New York City. Other
theatres using the service are: The
Bedford, Linden, Electra, Marathon,
Colonade and several more in Brooklyn; the Hamilton, Yonkers, and Gordon's Photoplayhouse in Rochester
and
the
Buffalo. Teck and Premier Theatre in
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A Pioneer Exhibitor
How James R. Brannen, Evansville''sFirst Motion Picture Exhibitor, Educated His Public

story of James R.
THE
cessity of more cheerful surroundings and remodeled his
Brannen's success in the
motion picture field is
theatre, putting in an artistic
synonymous with the history
front,
replacing
the
kitchen
of the industry in southern
ana.
nen
n
Indi
Whe
Mr. Bran
and
design,
approved
most
1
••
i/"i
yT71
converted a dark little storeValue, r ought Competition and,
bettering the lighting facilities
room on Main street, in
Evansville, Ind., into a motion
Incidentally, Won
a Fortune
afMhre
sinnen that
earlyvaudeville
came to
picture theatre, in 1906, he
the
conclusion
was alone in the venture. There was
minable
chase through
the streets or
and motion pictures won't mix in the
not then another exclusive motion
over fields, with its inevitable mix-up
ordinary picture show. Once he enat the end.
picture show in that part of the State.
gaged a variety performer, but he gave
That the business took root and grew
him
a
day's
pay at the end of the first
to its present proportions is due to the
afternoon and discharged him. Since
EVANSVILLE is only two hundred
that time has has remained faithful to
miles from Chicago, and in 1906,
fact that Evansville, being a manufacturing city, with a population that demands
his first love — the picture.
when Comiskey's White Sox took the
amusement at moderate cost, got what
"Vaudeville detracts from the value of
Cubs ino camp in the World's Series, interest in the Indiana town was at fever
it wanted in the pictures, and that
the picture show," says Mr. Brannen.
James H. Brannen, who first realized
heat, with the inhabitants divided in sen"A motion picture lover wants to see
timent. Mr. Brannen managed to get the
this need, was also first to supply it.
motion pictures. If he wants vaudeville
pictures of the games. People flocked to
In 1906, when Mr. Brannen opened his
he will go to a variety theatre, where,
first theatorium — that is the Hoosier
see them and they stimulated his busiin addition to vaudeville, we will probness.
ably see a reel or two of pictures
name for the motion picture theatre — he
had no opposition. There were four theIn an effort to increase his theatre's
Vaudeville doesn't pay in motion picture
patronage he advertised in the daily
houses, at least so I have found it. Too
atres in Evansville, two showing legitimate attractions, one burlesque and the
newspapers and hired boys to carry banmany people do not want their minds
other vaudeville.
distracted from the matter on the
ners through the business district bearing the title and subject matter of that
Prior to June 13, 1906, Mr. Brannen
screen. They like the quiet and silence
had been a potter in East Liverpool,
of the motion picture theatre, and even
day's bill. But then, as now, he found
a vocalist will distract them and spoil
that space in the daily newspapers paid
Ohio. Evansville has extensive potteries,
and from workmen who went from,
only when he had something extraortheir enjoyment of the entertainment .''
plants in that city to establishments in
dinary to put before the public. He has
found from experience that to advertise
the Ohio city, he heard of Evansville, its
IN 1908 the Evansville motion piciurt
theatre managers were engaged in
masses of working people, and the rich
the daily run of shows is so much money
farming community surrounding it. A
tossed to the winds. Attractive lithoa battle royal. There were seven picture show houses on the principal street.
man in East Liverpool had made money
graphs— the kind that cause people to
in the motion picture business, so Mr.
Some were doing a good business and
stop to read the descriptive matter — and
handbills setting forth the salient points
others not so well. The Grand, which
Brannen picked out Evansville as the
of a coming attraction, he has found
had been a legitimate house, had been
scene of his entree into the motion picture field.
most productive of business.
having hard times since the introducEarly in his career Mr. Brannen
His total investment, when he opened
tion of the Wells-Bijou, one of Jake
booked the Passion Play. This he adthe doors of his theatorium, was $700 —
Wells' string of Southern theatres, and
vertised widely, and the space used in
it passed into the hands of a Chicago
barely enough to buy a good picture mathe newspapers brought excellent results.
chine in these days. The interior of the
syndicate. These people determined to
For the first half year Mr. Brannen had
cater to the amusement-loving public by
narrow store building was left underrated, with bare walls and unattractive
giving a vaudeville bill, comprised of
no opposition. Then, when he had paramateur acts and a motion picture show,
tially educated the public to regard the
front. Kitchen chairs, nailed together
with strips of wood, furnished its seatscreen-play as an instructive and permafor five cents. The house did a land ofing facilities. He changed the program
fice business, and the picture shows felt
nent amusement, two other motion picthe effect very soon.
ture shows opened on the same day.
twice a week. Illustrated songs played
How to combat this competition was
The pioneer in the Evansville picture
on a phonograph furnished part of the
entertainment.
field had given his house the appropriate
the question before all the motion picIn spite of the fact that the class of
ture men. Finally the seven theatorium
name of Pioneer. When opposition apmen banded together in a combination to
peared the Pioneer appeared to meet it
people employed in the furniture factories and cotton mills of Evansville made
oust the Chicago syndicate. They issued
The programs were changed more freSunday a profitable day, business at first
coupons at five cents each which were
quently, and the phonograph, which had
been accompanying the illustrated songs,
came very slowly. The people who
good at any or all of the seven houses.
The first day the scheme proved a
visited the theatre came back, but the
gave way to a pianist, and vocalists were
secured to render the popular song hits
majority had little idea of what the
huge success. The Grand was almost
motion picture really was, and it took
deserted and the picture theatres overof the day. The number of rival theflowed into the streets. Then business
atres did not decrease. On the contrary,
a long time to educate them. The supply of films was extremely limited, and
began to slump. Receipts were cut into
chiefly because of Mr. Brannen's success,
seven parts, and the managers had to
to a great extent he was forced to rely
they grew more numerous. Nevertheless
he held his own.
Later he felt the neon the French picture, with its interpro-rate the receipts and expenses.
The

to Realize the Photoplay's Real

chairs with °pera seats of the
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novelty oi "seven for one" soon wore
off, and the plan was abandoned. Soon
afterward the Orpheum Circuit took
over the Grand and restored high-class
vaudeville, thus putting an end to the
strong opposition which had confronted
the motion picture exhibitors.
"What have you found to be the most
successful method of drawing patronage
to your theatre?" This question was
put to Mr. Brannen recently, and he was
not long in replying.: 'Get the best pictures obtainable. They speak for themselves. The best advertisement your
theatre can have is a good reel, that will
cause people to tell their friends about
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picture screen — and the staging of the
classics, historical productions and refined comedy.
"fhe picture business now is becoming
better organized. Before the days of the
Patents Company and General Film
Company you couldn't advertise a film a
day in advance. If you did the other
fellow would come out with the same
attraction. The film renters were scrambling for business and there were many
mix-ups. 1 advertised a feature film one
day and three of us showed it on the advertised date. I got mine from the East,
another rented his in Chicago, and the
third secured his film in St. Louis.
Nowadays you are secure and able to
advertise a feature with the knowledge
that it is exclusive.

the 'good picture' they saw at such and
such a place. What kind of films do I
run to draw patronage? Why, all kinds.
The people tell you what they want and
they tell you how they like a picture.
I have found the passing of heralds announcing tlie coming of a particular film
to be a great aid to my business. Recently Ihad 'The Last Days of Pompeii.' 1knew this would interest people
in the factory districts, so I distributed
5,000 heralds in the residence sections.
\\ e bad the picture three days, and there
was hardly a show at which we did not
have to turn people awaj

"In the picture business, as in any
other, you have to treat your employees
with consideration in order to get one
hundred per cent, efficiency from them.
I have six people at each of my two
houses. One has been with me for four
years and two others have been in my
employ for three years. In the motion
picture business, just as anywhere else,
of course, you will find all kinds of people, and not all my employees ahe of
the standard
I would
like.

"You have to watch your audience,"
be continued. "You will not get the
same people on Sunday as on Tuesday,
and tlie Saturday throngs will differ

-L' CONOMIZE'
can and be successful.
"P
1 don't believeWhen
you
you practice economy you are detracting

materially from Monday night's patrons.
I or Saturday and Sunday 1 endeavor to
provide sensational films and broad corned, stuff, because experience has taught
me that the people who come seeking
entertainment on Saturday and Sunday
nights are not of the same order of intel igence as those of the week
days.
I have one day on which 1 show a
weekly news feature.
A

FEATURE that must not be overlooked in your endeavor to draw
crowds is the operator and his light.
There is nothing so aggravating as to
have an interesting narrative cut short
by the inefficiency of the operator or
tlie failure of the projection machine to
do it> work properly.
"I always make an effort to get a good
dramatization of a well-known book'.
People want something with substance
now. And they want films witli capable
players. They won't stand for cheap
acting any more. In tin- connection, I
might

say that there lias been

a wide

change in the variety of pictures which
the public like as tlie years have |
When
I went into business in 1906 bl i
ed) and slapstick work
were
the
prime t.ivorius.
In fact, then was little
Follow ill" tli.it I .line the Western
and Indian pictures, and tins bad a long
I I i ii. It has been Four 5 ears now since
these have appeared in vre.it numbers,
and i1 ii have 1
ea sed to be popular.
lie
ne ition picture play now
tends
i d the high class drama
the adapts 'ii of the w ritten bo >k to the motion

in some

way from your performance.

It doesn't pay to economize, but it does
pay to give the people the best you can
under all circumstances. Ventilation is
an important item. Above everything
else see that your house is sweet and
clean. If it is not, it will offend the verj
people you want in your house — the peowill come the
summer
and of
winter."
Tople whocontinue
sketch
Mr.
Brannen's career where we left it. He
gave up the Pioneer a year or so after
the remodeling already mentioned and
moved across the street into a newhouse. This he called the Colonial.
Then he remodeled a larger store building into what was then the finest picture theatre in Southern Indiana. He
called it the Savoy. Now he is to have
a new house in a fine stone building
that is being erected on Main street in
Evansville. When it is finished he will
drop the Colonial. The Pioneer has
long since disappeared, a big department
store occupying its site. Mr. Brannen
and his two competitors formed the
motion picture colony here in 1906, but
there are now more than a score of
photoplay houses in Evansville. None
of their managers, however, have been
as successful as Mr. Brannen, which
shows that sometimes it pays to be a
pioneer. Especially if you learn what
your public want and then give it to
them consistentlv.

Volcano Destroys Village
Coming Feature Production of New York Motion Picture Corporation
Contains Many Unusual Elements
containproduction
A FEATU
many unusual
ing RE
elements is
now in process of preparation by
Thomas 11. Ince, managing director
of the New York .Motion Picture Corporation. This will be a four-reel
production entitled "The Wrath of
the Gods" to be released under the
Domino brand, acted by Miss Tsuru
Aoki, a Japanese actress, and a company of Japanese players.
The action of the picture revolves
around a Japanese legend in which a
whole village is destroyed by the volcano Sakurajuma. For this picture
Mr. Ince built a whole Japanese village in the Santa Monica Canyon
near the New York Motion Picture
plan' on the Pacific Coast. The Japanese company oi twentj players is
sei n in tin- picture as are about a
thousand Japanese laborers recruited
i on southern Cali ornia, who appear
lis and supernumeraries.
The finish of tin- picture has a remarkable scene It sh,,\\s the voli ino in eruption ami the molten lava
dest roying the \ ill
Ground the pri idui tion oi this there
hangs an interesting tale Miss \.oki
i- a nativi "i the Nie oi Sakura
w Inch w i- practicallj destroy ed by
the eruptu m oi I be \ i ilcano
Sin- lost

practically all her relatives in the disaster and was inconsolable. Mr. Ince
feared that he would lose her and that
she would return home. To keep her
he promised to produce in motion
picture form the disaster which
caused her so much sorrow so that
she might portray the sufferings of
her people. The news of the eruption
was scarcely a day obi before Mr.
Ince had the whole Japanese village
built for the picture.
Mr. Ince has produced many spectacular pictures, including the majority
the Kay-Bee features and "The
Battle of Gettysburg," but be f.
that this Japanese picture with the
village destroyed by the molten lava
will be the greatest thing be has ever
attempted.
SIMPLEX

NIGHT

SHIFT

Beginning with January 26 the factory of the Precision Machine Company- established a night shift, working from
m. tothis
r, ..'clock
a. in
It 6is o'clock
believedp. that
is the
first time this has occurred in the
motion picture machine business, and
the influx oi orders for the Simplex
projector has determined this for an
indefinite period
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Thousands Attend Milwaukee Ball
Great Auditorium Packed to Capacity

on

Occasion of Motion Picture

Association's Annual Celebration — Grand March
Filmed - Many Concerns Exhibit
Milwaukee, Jan. 26, 1914.
IT seemed as though all Milwaukee
was at the auditorium on January
2-t to make merry at the Motion
Picture Association Ball. At least
everybody that was anybody in the
motion picture business attended, not
only from Milwaukee, but all the
nearby cities and towns. It would
not be justice merely to state that it
was a success, it was a huge success,
a tremendous success, an overwhelming success. That the people of Milwaukee follow the pictures and that
they liked them, was evidenced by the
great numbers that turned out for the
ball. A conservative estimate would
be that there were eleven thousand
people present.
The auditorium, in which the affair
was held, is a mammoth structure
which will seat thirteen thousand people. Its plan and decorations are
beautiful and made an ideal place to
hold the ball. A portion of it was
partitioned off to accommodate the
exhibits, while the stage was utilized
to project the pictures. The asbestos
curtain was dropped and back of this,
on the stage proper, chairs were
placed and a curtain and machine installed. This stage, in itself, seated
between four and five hundred people.

the concerns that had exhibits were the American Film
Manufacturing Company, which was
under the personal charge of R. R.
Nehls, general manager of the company. The Selig Polyscope Company
also had an exhibit which was looked
after by J. F. Pribyl. personal representative of W. N. Selig. The General
Film Company booth was in charge
of R. L. Libeau, H. P. Wolfberg, J.
VanMeter, W. M. Hough and A.
Philbin. O. H. Jacobs. Milwaukee's
supply man, exhibited his wares very
tastily. The Operators Union, Milwaukee local, also had a booth which
was under the management of Charles
Rotter, Elmer Klose and Leslie
Youngren.
The Universal booth was in charge
of W. C. Brimmer and Vincent Delo.
F. L. Davie and Florence Mayworm
were in charge of the Wolverine Feature Film Company exhibit. The
Mutual Film Company had a booth
which was under the management of
Mr. DeSomers and J H Mergener
The booth of the Acme Commercial
Film Company, of Chicago, was in
charge of D. W. McKinney and C. M.
AMONG

Watkins.

The American Cinemato-

graph Company's booth was managed
by Air. Speery and L. A. Boening.
The Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company was well represented at this
gathering by Francis X. Bushman,
Beverly Bayne, V. R. Day, general
manager, and D. A. Meaney, advertising manager.
MR.

BUSHMAN and Miss Bayne
led the grand march. Mr. Bushman also gave a short address. Mr.
Meaney put over a good stunt in his
distribution of the Broncho Billy
song. It was liked so well that the
supply did not fill the demand.
The American Cinematograph Company of Chicago took motion pictures
of the grand march and also pictures
of many of the individual exhibitors
of Milwaukee. Motion pictures were
also taken of the Mayor of Milwaukee
whd attended the ball and gave a
short address to those present.
The members of the arrangement
committee
who had this affair
in

and Mayor

charge are to be congratulated.
Everything ran along smoothly and
all seemed to be enjoying themselves.
The trade people present were
W. C. Brimmer, Universal Film Exchange, Milwaukee; A. M. Eisner,
Mutual Film Corporation, Chicago;
M. C. Watkins, W. A. Baier and D. W.
McKinney, Acme Commercial Film
Company; O. H. Jacobs, Milwaukee;
Irving Rink, Wolverine Feature Film
Company, Milwaukee; Phil H. Solomon, Warner's Features, Chicago;
F. L. Davie, Wolverine Feature Film
Company, Milwaukee, also S. Novel of
this same company; I. A. DeSomers,
Western Film Exchange, Milwaukee;
Bert Ennis, advertising manager
Eclair Film Company, New York City;
A. C. Spencer, General Feature Film
Company, Chicago; C. R. Plough,
Anti-Trust Film Company, Chicago;
Mr. Flaherty, Universal, Chicago.
The film taken will consist of about
two thousand feet and will be exwaukee. hibited by the theatre-owners of Mil-

First News from Ohio Convention
Cincinnati, Jan. 27, 1914.
'"pHE annual convention of the
Ohio State Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America is now well under way at
the Hotel Sinton. Early this afternoon the visitors assembled in the
big ballroom and the convention was
formally opened. M. A. Neff. of Cincinnati, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
made the formal opening speech.
Mayor Spiegel, of Cincinnati, made
the address of welcome and extended
to the exhibitors the courtesy of the
city in a very interesting speech.
After this a short open session was
held in which no business of importance was transacted. Then some of
the committee held short sessions in
private. In the evening the first day
of the convention closed with a very
enjoyable entertainment in the hotel's
big ballroom.
'THE real work of the convention
-*- will start Wednesday morning.
At the present time the attendance is
not startlingly large, but many more
delegates are expected to arrive tomorrow. The convention promises to
be harmonious and beneficial results
are predicted.

The Kentucky State Branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America held a short, but successful,
convention across the river in Covington, Ky., this morning. After
lunch they adjourned and crossed the
Ohio River to join the exhibitors here
ment.
and enjoy the evening's entertainMany manufacturers of motion picture projection machines, supplies and
accessories have exhibits here which
are very tastefully arranged.

OPENS
NEW
OFFICE
D. Mundstuk. formerly of Chicago,
has opened a large suite of offices on
the ninth floor of the Longacre Building, Forty-second street and Broadway. New York City, and is now releasing some big features that are
somewhat different from those released heretofore and which are
bound to cause a sensation. His first
release "The Whirl of Destiny" or
"The Vortex of Fate" in four parts,
is full of exciting and thrilling adventures. Mr. Mundstul was formerly
president of the M. & F. Features,
Inc . in Chicago and handled and
1 "nked many
big features.
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H. T. Oliver, Vice-President and General Manager, Brings First Production of "Evangeline" to New
York Office — Big Plans for Future Involve Construction of More Producing Plants and Several
More Offices in Many Different Cities

FOREIGN concern from which
much much may be heard in this
country is the Canadian Bioscope Company, Ltd., with executive
offices and studio in Halifax, N. S.,
and an American sales and publicity
office in room 1209, Candler Building,
220 West Forty-second street, New
York City. This company has finished
its first picture, a five-part production
geline," which is now on the
of "Evan
American market.
Around the personnel of this company much interest is centered, for
many of the persons concerned are
well-known American experts and
players.
Sullivan and Cavanaugh Busy
A

The vice-president and general manager of the company is H. Thomas
Oliver, a technical expert of some
reputation in this country, under
whose direction the entire photographic and mechanical work is done.
Mr. Oliver was connected some time
ago with the Edison Company and for
a long time with the Reliance Company.
The first production of "Evangeline"
was staged by E. P. Sullivan and
W. II. Cavanaugh. Mr. Sullivan was
also with the old Reliance Company
in several capacities. He played leading parts and innumerable character
parts and assisted in the production of
features. In "Evangeline" he plays
Father Felician. Mr. Cavanaugh also
plays a part in this, that of Rene Le
Blanc, the notary. Miss Laura Lyman, a well-known actress, plays
Evangeline. John F. Carleton is Gabriel. Arthur Morrison is Basil, the
blacksmith, and R. J. Leary is Michael, the fiddler.
Mr. Oliver and Mr. Cavanaugh
eame down in person with the prints
of the first picture of "Evangeline."
"Up in Halifax we have a complete
motion picture plant," said Mr. Oliver.
"We have a very well-equipped studio
with a floor space about seventy-five
by sixty feet in size and also a complete factory and laboratory. We do
all our own developing and printing
and I feel that the equipment is highly
satisfactory.
May Build Near Boston
"I will be here in New York for
about two weeks and then will make
a trip to Boston. It is quite likely
that w< i
ct a producing studio
in a suburb oi Boston. Around Boston
there may be Found many beautiful
l"..iiii>ns which have pot been used in
tb' motion pii ture bu sim — and « hich

will be suitable for our class of productions.
"In Halifax we have within twenty
minutes' distance locations unsurpassed for beauty and grandeur, many
of which may be seen in 'Evangeline.'
These come in very handy for us, as

as a publicity man and as a salesman.
He too, was formerly connected with
the Reliance Company.
FIGHT

OVER UNIVERSAL
STOCK
The legal action over the stock in
the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, commonly known as the
Swanson stock, continued during the
week. Action has been brought in the
Supreme Court by Joseph A. McKinney, an associate of P. A. Powers, and
Joseph F. Parker as voting trustees, to
compel the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Carl Laemmle and
Joseph W. Engel. to transfer the stock
in question to the plaintiffs.
When the action was brought before
Justice Giegerich the defendants demurred to the complaint. Then the
plaintiffs moved for judgment, and
their move was granted. However,
the court granted permission to the
defendants to withdraw their demurrer and file an answer. So when they
file their answer the case will have to
be threshed out. Arthur Butler Graham, of the law firm of Graham &
Stevenson, represents Mr. Powers in
this action.
CALL

H.

THOMAS

OLIVER

we are producing only plural reel features of high character and our present plans for the next pictures are to.
make features for which the Canadian
surroundings will be suitable.
"We will probably soon put up a
producing studio in London, England,
where more pictures will be made.
The company is on a very strong
financial footing and the only thing to
be decided upon is the suitability of
such a studio. Distributing offices
will be opened in Chicago, Boston,
San Francisco, London and several
European cities.
"We spent six months in research
work and more than $30,000 making
'Evangeline.' Great care was spent
to secure realism. The entire company was taken to Annapolis valley
and the churchyard scenes were taken
in the lii-toric graveyards there."
Schottenfels in New York Office
I he New York office, room 1209,
Candler Ruilding, is in charge of Clarence P. Schottenfels. Mr. Schottenfels has had considerable experience
in tin motion picture business, both

INTERNATIONAL
MEETING

A meeting has been called of the
Illinois branch of the International
Motion Picture Association to be held
Monday, February 2, at Royal League
Hall, Room 412, Masonic Temple, Chicago, at 1:30 p. m., for the annual
nomination and election of officers.
The following officers are to be
elected: President, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms,
chairman of executive committee, and
six members of the same committee.
The call for the meeting is signed
by Julius A. Alcock, as president, and
Sidney Smith, as secretary.
FILM
DICKENS'
BOOK
Of particular educational interest is
Dickens' "Cricket on the Hearth,''
which has been adapted to the screen
in two parts by the American Film
Manufacturing Company. Its chief
appeal will be to pupils of the upper
grades and in high school, and to
students oi literature and the classics.
It will be released Monday, Feb. 16.
Much care and attention was paid
1" tlie selection of settings, which
conform to the pleasing rural atmosof England. Lorimer Johnston
is tlie phere
producer.
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By Merritt Crawford
Six-part

Production

MOUSE"

of Charles

Klein's Masterpiece Outrivals the Origioften does the photoNOT
play which is based on a
Lion and
too
is almost
the Mouse"
plot of "The
THE
nal Play in Many Points — Ethel Clayton,
successful
production
of
familiar to the public to need
as Shirley Rossmore, Registers Big Hit —
the
legitimate
stage
equal,
repetition here. John Burkett
Released by the General Film
Company
much less surpass, the original.
Ryder, a master of finance, has
ly
Even with its infinite
greater
compassed the financial ruin
possibilities for scenic beauty and realism in settings, the
and professional dishonor of Judge Rossmore of the Supreme Court, because of certain adverse decisions he had
silent drama, of necessity, must leave far more to the imagination than its spoken counterpart.
made against the "Money Trust," which Ryder controls.
It is only when the vehicle is especially adaptable and
Shirley Rossmore, the judge's daughter, returning from
Europe meets young Jefferson Ryder on shipboard.
the cast and direction of unusual excellence, that the hapNeither has any hint of the friction existing between their
piest results are attainable, and it is possible for the morespective fathers, and the two young people fall in love,
tion picture to compare with the stage production in conalthough the elder Ryder has other
tinuity of action and completeness
plans for his son.
of plot development.
Arriving in America, Shirley
Such, however, is the case in the
screen adaptation of Charles
learns of her father's disgrace.
Having gained from her lover an
Klein's famous play, "The Lion and
intimate knowledge of the characthe Mouse," produced by the Lubin
ter and personality of his father,
Company and released on the Genshe determines to write a book exeral Film program. In many respects, indeed, the motion picture
posing the workings of the "Money
outrivals the original production,
Trust," hoping through it to vindiand there will be many who, havcate her own father's record. Meanwhile Jefferson Ryder is searching
ing seen both, will unhesitatingly
everywhere
for her.
give their verdict in favor of the
Under the nom ' de plume of
screen portrayal of Klein's masterpiece.
Sarah Green,
Shirley's
is published and attracts
the book
attention
of
The production, which is in six
Ryder. He invites her to his home
parts,
tells
most
effectively
the
story woven
around the powerful
to write his biography. Then begins the battle between the Lion
personality of John Burkett Ryder,
and the Mouse.
the dominant figure of the "Money
Shirley learns the location of a
Trust," and Shirley Rossmore, the
letter, which,
if made public, will
winsome
daughter
of the upright
clear her father.
Jefferson Ryder,
judge, whose impeachment and dishonor the "money king" has effected. At the private projection of the film seen by the
writer, the audience,
most of
whom
were
exhibitors
and
others entitled to be classed
as competent, if somewhat calloused, critics, burst into spontaneous applause at the conclusion of the piece.

who has defied his father's efforts
to make him wed another, at
last is told by his father that
if he will marry Miss Green,
who
has wonby her
the cleverness
magnate's
admiration
and
fearlessness,
and
forget
Shirley Rossmore, he will forgive him.
EARING
that her father
is very
ill, Shirley,
or
Miss Green, as she is known

H

PROM
an audience
whose
business it was to criticise
ETHEL CLAYTON
rather than to praise, such an
in the Ryder household, determines to steal the precious letter. She is discovered
expression of feeling is at least worthy of mention, in that
by
her
lover,
who
aids
her
in forcing the drawer of his
it is most indicative of the superior and unusual character
of the production. In a large measure, also, it was due
father's desk. Just as they have obtained the document,
Ryder enters. He accuses his son of the theft, but Shirto the fine work of Ethel Clayton, who filled the role of
ley, unwilling to have him bear the blame, declares her
Shirley Rossmore in a fashion that wrought upon the imidentity and announces the purpose with which she had
agination as strongly as if she had spoken her part.
become a member of the Ryder household.
Hitherto Miss Clayton has rendered some excellent
She denounces Ryder and refuses to have anything to
service in the Lubin productions, but in none has she
do with his son, because of her objection to his father.
shown the talent and mastery of technique which was eviAfter a night of thought Ryder, who cannot but admire
denced in every scene in which she appeared, in this, her
latest appearance on the screen.
the girl's pluck, consents to eat humble pie and promises
to go to Washington to set in motion the machinery
The rest of the cast, all of whom did good work, were
sadly outdistanced. Those who made the best impreswhich will clear Judge Rossmore's name, if Shirley will
sion were Richard Morris as ex-Judge Stott, the friend
only marry his son. The picture ends with an effective
"fade-out" showing the marriage reception at Judge Roseof the dishonored jurist; Bartley McCullum as Judge Rossmore's Washington home.
more; Gaston Bell as Jefferson Ryder, the son of the
Superior sub-titles play a large part in making the piece
"money king," and George Soule Spencer as John Burkett
as effective as it is. One or two are rather long, but these
Ryder, the magnate whose machinations create the theme
of the piece.
are necessary for the proper development of the plot.
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bamuel F. Wheeler Unanimously Chosen for President by Members of Philadelphia Local
—Pennsylvania Saddled with Board of Censorship
a meeting i i the Philadelphia
Lotion Picture Exhibitors' League oi i ennsylvania in the. Quaker City on I riday, Jan.
33, an election of all the officers of the
organization was held and much other
business ot an important nature transacted. The following officers were
elected: President, Samuel F. Wheeler; first vice-president, M. Spiers;
second vice-president, C. M. Kapaport; treasurer, M". J. Walsh and secretary, J.W. Pierce. The new directors of the organization, who were
also elected at the same meeting, are:
J. F. McMann, George H. Roth, E. A.
Jeffries, J. Connor and L. Hopkins.
The election of Mr. Wheeler was

AT

unanimous, there being no other candidate. Messrs. Walsh and Pierce
were re-elected.
Fifteen new members were proposed and admitted. The membership
of the league now represents over
70 per cent, of the exhibitors of Philadelphia. Credit for this showing is
due to J. Greenbaum, the recently appointed business manager.
The charter of the league was recently opened to admit, as members,

SCENE

FROM

the managers as well as owners of
motion picture theatres. An amendment will shortly
be introduced
to
incorporate this in the by-law 5.

o

X motion of -Mr. Spiers, a letter
was directed to be sent to Governor John K. Tener, of Pennsylvania,
endorsing his selection of J. Louis
as chief o.: the motion picBreitinger,
ture censor board of the state. Air.
Breitinger was present and was given
a rising vote of thanks for his pa&i
services to the league. He was at one
time counsel
for the organization.
Preliminary plans for the annual
ball were discussed, the details oi
which
will be announced later.
The following card has been printed
and a copy given to each member of
the league:
" 'Theatre,' the court says, 'can
bar" 'Proprietor
anybody.'
may refuse admission to entertainments.' says
supreme tribunal.
Ticket a Licence.
"Business strictly private; there
is no obligation to serve public.

"THE GOVERNORS
i Ramo — three pa

GHOST'

"Justice J. Hay Brown,
Pennsylvania Supreme
handed down an opinion
in which he decided that

of the
Court,
to-day
a the-

atre proprietor is a private
dividual, engaged in a strictly
vate business, and is under
implied obligation to serve

inprino
the

"The action was brought by Wilpublic.
bur Horney against Nixon & Zimmerman for an alleged wrong suffered by him and his family in
not getting seats for which they
held tickets for a theatrical performance in Philadelphia.
"In his opinion. Justice Brown
says the entertainment is always
limited to those whom the theatre
proprietor may agree to admit to
it, and there is no duty, as in the
case of a common carrier, to admit every one who may apply and
be willing to pay for a ticket.
"Members of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League

of Pennsyl-

The card is of such size that it can
be used for display in the box office.
\ ania."
a law
becameJohn
p bill
censorshi
THE
K.
Governor
when
last week,
Tener appointed J. Lewis Breitinger,
a prominent lawyer of Philadelphia, as
the first chief of the Pennsylvania
board of motion picture censors. Mrs.
Edward C. Niver, <<i Charleroi, Pa.,
was named as assistant censor.
Under the new law the state censors
will have absolute power to accept or
reject any
films submitted
and
all
films must be shown
to the censors
re rel< ase Fi ir the screen.
Mr. Breitinger was interviewed by
the representative of the Motion Picture New-, but refused to talk for
publication in his official capacity, as
he asserted that he had not yet qualified. As soon as the necessary tormalities are completed he will make
known his views and plans. In the
course of the interview Mr. Breitinger
expressed very liberal views in regard
to the pictures of the present day.
The exhibitors in general, while opposed to censorship as essentially unAmerican, are pleased with the selection by Governor Tener of Mr. Breitinger for this post. He was at one
•ime counsel for the Exhibitors'
League ami has in the past rendered
u signal service in his legal capacity.
lie is well \er-ed in matter- pertaining to motion pictures and exhibitors
everywhere are confident that he will
give all concerned a square deal.
I M S
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By George D. Proctor

FILMED

Motion Picture Production of All-Star Feature Company of Eugene Walter's Famous Play Marked by Its
Artistry and Dramatic Worth — Exceptional Acting
sympathetic appreciaand
tion of dramatic construction
and values and exceptional acting mark the five-part motion picture
production of Eugene Walter's famous
play "Paid in Full," produced by the
All-Star Feature Corporation. Seldom, ifever, has a picture, even though
of shorter length, been produced with
the story so logically developed, with
such fine character delineation and
KEEN

face.

She is bound to make a reputation for herself by this picture.
William Riley Hatch plays Captain
Williams. Mr. Hatch is a perfect
type for the rough, domineering exsea captain. He, too, is a very competent actor and a good subject for
the camera. George Irving plays
Jimsey, the most lovable character in
the play. These four people practically comprise the cast. They carry
the thread of the story and every
scene depends upon one of the four.

O jTHERS
Russell

in the cast are Hattie
as Mrs. Harris, Albert
Sidwell as Mr. Harris, Winnifred
Kingston as Beth Harris and T.
Tamamato as Sato, Williams' valet.
The full power of the film is hinted
at when it is realized that four players
carry the whole five reels. The picture is entirely drama.
It is all acting.

BROOKS'

SHORTAGE

fectly clear to the majority of those
present, but in order to render the
play
were perfectly
inserted. fool-proof, a few titles
artisticserious
picturestudy.
"Paid Original
in Full"
is As
wellan worth
and beautiful lighting effects predominate throughout the film. This was
obtained by having most of the light
thrown from behind the camera. This
throws the faces and figures of the
players into bold relief and also gives
an effect of depth to the scenes. The
result is most impressive.
REEVES HARRISON is
L OUIS
the author of the scenario and
to him is due much credit. The actual
work of producing was done by Augustus Thomas, assisted by William
F. Haddock.
Character delineation and clear exposition is the theme and dramatic

DISCOVERED

with the dramatic worth of the vehicle
so well brought out.
Praise for this goes to the man who
molded the scenario and the producers, but praise for what will undoubtedly appeal most to the audiences and
will also have a big appeal to the
initiated goes to the players.
Tlje cast may well be dignified by
calling it a notable one. Tully Marshall plays Joe Brooks. His rat-face
stands out on the screen with every
line distinct. Marshall, as a portrayer
of "mean" parts, probably stands second to none on the American stage
and his work in "Paid in Full" is consistent with his reputation. Opposite
him as Emma, his wife, is Caroline
French. Miss French is also a newcomer to motion pictures, but in "Paid
in Full" she has all the savoir faire of
an experienced motion picture actress.
In addition, she has a sweet, appealing

EMMA

PLEADS

WITH

CAPTAIN

There is no element of the spectacular
in it. except in a few scenes of mutiny
on shipboard,
"plant"
the
domineeringintroduced
and harsh tocharacter
of Captain Williams.
In the whole five reels there are
only about twenty sub-titles after the
players are introduced. This, in itself,
speaks volumes for the way in which
the story is told. When the first print
was shown on the screen it ran about
fourteen hundred feet before it came
to a sub-title and the plot was per-

WILLIAMS

FOR

HER

HUSBAND

values go hand in hand all through
the picture. In the opening scene
Captain Williams is shown in the dull
gray dawn of the morning after a
debauch, surrounded by wine bottles.
While the hand of a woman beckons •
to him from behind drawn curtains the
captain thinks of the ideals he did not
realize. As he puffs copious volumes
of smoke from his big pipe a series of
scenes which dissolve into each other
carry the spectator through the captain's mental processes.

THE
It is shown that Captain Williams
coveted Emma, the daughter of his
business partner. Jimsey Smith, who
was the first mate on the vessel under
the captain, also loved Emma, but she
married Joe Brooks, a good-fornothing. The captain never for a
minute slackens his pursuit of Emma.
In order to get her he must first eliminate the husband. So he deliberately
sets out to bring about the latter's
downfall.
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Andrew Carnegie Asciety. a Screen -Actor
archives of the Modern

g unusual — Ansomethin
HERE isdrew
Carnegie as an Edisonactor. The ironmaster arrived at the
Edison studio recently and proceeded
to post himself upon the duties of an
actor.
A handsome
library set had been
made and Carnegie took his place be-

captain hires Brooks and retains him, despite a quarrel between the two in which Brooks
attempts to punch the captain and
Emma comes between them. Through
temptation in the shape of insufficient
pay and being allowed to handle a
considerable amount of the firm's
funds, Brooks takes to playing the
horse races. Then it follows, natus
that
money. rally, he embezzle the firm's

Marc MacDermott, who was one of
the numerous interested spectators,
remarked that it was a great pity that
Mr. Carnegie had turned his attention
to steel and libraries, as the stage nad
lost a great actor.
Never had he seen

THE

When the captain thinks this has
gone far enough he has an accounting
held and finds that Brooks is several
thousand dollars short. Then he feels
his hour has come. Jimsey senses the
situation and goes to the home of the
Brookses who are now living in much
finer apartments than when they were
first married.
Brooks, like a worthless skunk,
hides behind his wife's skirts. He
threatens suicide if she does not go to
the captain, and by whatsoever means
necessary square the matter. Jimsey,'
forseeing this, tells the captain that if
Emma does not smile after their interview he will take vengeance on the
captain. His quiet but strong personality dominates the situation.
THEN Emma comes in to plead for
her husband. She easily wins her
point and Captain Williams signs
away his claim on Brooks. Then
there are introduced a couple of scenes
to dispose of Brooks, showing him in
a cafe surrounded by denizens of the
underworld and the final scene shows
Jimsey and Emma happy as husband
and wife.
The work of Mr. Irving, as Jimsey,
is very noticeable. Although the captain has been outlined as a rough,
tough old seafarer, quiet Jimsey is
strong enough to overawe the captain.
Tully Marshall's work is probably
the most conspicuous. The main
weight of the acting falls upon him
and, while characterizing an unlovely
role, he stamps his work with powerful realism.
"Paid in Full'' is a step forward in
the production of motion pictures. It
is a five-part drama, wholly drama, so
well acted, with so good a story and
SO artistically presented that it stands
among the very finest type of motion
pictures.
G. D. P.
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side the table. When he got the word
he proceeded to give his lecture in the
most business-like way imaginable.
He seemed utterly oblivious of the
camera and discussed the subject of
the distribution of wealth and the obligations which great wealth imposes
upon the person as if he were talking
to an intimate friend.
The film and record which he made
will be exhibited in vaudeville and a
record and print will be placed in the

such complete self-possession on the
part of a man who faced the camera
for the first time.
The group in the photograph above
is as follows: Standing from left to
right — M. R. Hutchinson, chief engineer of Edison laboratory; J. A. Poynton, secretary to Mr. Carnegie;
Horace G. Plimpton, manager Edison
studio. Sitting from left to right —
Henry Phipps, Andrew Carnegie and
Charles Sumner Graham.

WORLD

SOUTHERN

SPECIAL TO GET JOAN
OF ARC
The World Special Films Corporation have just acquired the rights to
another great big feature film produced by the Savoia Film Company.
Turin, Italy, in five parts, depicting
the life of Joan of Arc. Maid of Orleans.
The American rights for this film
were secured through the offices of
the Eclair Company on the payment
of one of the biggest royalties ever
made for a motion picture.
The play is historically correct,
showing all the important happenings
in the life of this famous martyr from
the time the vision of St. Michael appears to her commanding her to take
up the burden of France up to the
time she is burnt at the stake by the

English.

TRIP FOR
PLAYERS

PATHE

Frank Powell, Pathe director, leaves
tor the Pathe Southern studio at St.
Augustine, Fla., on February 2, with
Crane Wilbur, Eleanor Woodruff.
Marguerite Risser, Jack Standing and
Camera-man Horn Mr. Powell is
getting out "Lucille."' a three-reel
feature, and is taking this trip to Florida for the sake of tropical backgrounds.
TO OPEN TEXAS OFFICE
In addition to offices in fifteen of
the largest cities of the United States,
George Kleine will shortly open an
office in Dallas, Tex. This office will
be in charge of a man thoroughly
competent and well-schooled in the
motion picture business.
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OH, IT'S AN INTERESTING
Punctuated by GEORGE

STRUMMING the typewriter keys,
all one can think of is the Screen
will be
Everybody
Club Ball.
there. More about this will come next
Much more.
Yea bo!
week.

in Jersey City when George K. Spoor
happened in town and learned of his
star director. So "Hopp" was elected
to return to Chicago and the Screen
Club is in mourning.

A tip comes in from reliable sources
in Ohio to the effect that the big
Democratic politicians, the persons
who are considered responsible for
the Ohio Board of Censors, are privately admitting that the censorship
law will be declared unconstitutional
by the Ohio Supreme Court. This
is the rumor and general circulation
around the state capitol at Columbus.

The person whose picture adorns
these columns this week is Earl Metcalfe, "The Earl of Lubinville."
Earl's face enables him to play juveniles on the screen. He does not
look over eighteen, but through his
ambition to perfect himself in many

On the same train went E. Mason
Hopper, who is going back to make
comedies for Essanay. Hopper came
out of Chicago a few weeks ago and
by his pleasing personality made a
host of friends in New York. He was
busy directing pictures for Pathe over

Thursday,

Louis

M.

Noto

started

for Chicago for about a week's visit.

Don't 2134.
you dare call him up at Hum
boldt

One of the most important event?
of the next few days will be the opening of the Vitagraph Theatre, formerly the Criterion, at Forty-fourth
street and Broadway, New York City.
This will open on Saturday morning.
February 7. The performances will
begin at 11 a. m., 2:30 p. m., 5:30 p. m
and 8:30 p. m. It is figured that these
performances will run about two and
one-half hours each. The first program wil consist
"A Million
Bid,''
a five-part
drama,of and
a three-part
comedy entitled "Goodness Gracious"
or "Movies As They Shouldn't Be." In
addition John Bunny, Mary Charleson and James Morrison will personally appear in a sketch entitled "The
Honeymooners," by J. Stuart Blackton. The Hope-Jones symphonic orchestra will furnish the music.
This theatre will be first to open
of the three big theatres soon to be
devoted to motion pictures in Times
Square, New York City, the theatrical heart of America. The other two

Attorney Edwin P. Grosvenor who
conducted the prosecution in the Federal suit against the Patents Company,
has resigned from the service of the
United States and has entered the law
firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham &
Taft, at 40 Wall Street, New York City.
George W. Wickersham, who was
lately attorney-general of the United
States, John R. Cadwalader and
Henry Taft are the persons from
whom
the firm takes its name.
Departures play an important part
in the news of the week. On Tuesday two more companies of Reliance
players left for Hollywood, Los Angeles, where they will soon be joined
by Head-director D. W. Griffith and
a third company. Directors James
Kirkwood and Edward Morrisey
headed two groups of artists among
whom are: Mae Marsh, Lillian Gish,
Dorothy Gish, Robert Harron, Donald Crisp, Henry Walthall, Ralph
Lewis, Spottiswoode Aitken, George
Siegmann, Earl'e Foxe, F. A. Turner,
Irene Hunt, W. H. Long, James
Smith, Mary Alden, Courtnay Foote,
Owen Moore and Fay Tuicher.
Along with the players went G. W.
Bitzer, the company's camera expert.
Sam DuVall, Walter Stanhope, L.
Picard and Emmit Williams. My old
friends, the three scribes, Frank E.
Woods, Russell E. Smith and George
Hennessy, who comprise the Mutual
scenario force, also went along.

LIFE!

D. PROCTOR

will be George Kleine's theatre in
Forty-second street and the Strand
Theatre at Forty-seventh street and
Broadway. All of the trio will bt
devoted exclusively to feature motion
pictures presented at prices ranging
from twenty-five cents to a dollar
and possibly higher.

branches of the dramatic art, he has
played many characters. In fact, it
is only during the last few months
that it was realized that Earl is an
ideal juvenile, and since that discovery he has appeared more often as
himself.

The eyes of the whole motion picture world are glued upon these theatres. They are distinctly something
new. They certainly look like a step
in the right direction. If they are
financially successful, one is sate in
predicting that next September will
see from fifty to one hundred theatres
in operation along similar lines all
over the country.

Earl is an ambitious actor. He
has studied the business of producing
motion pictures and is slated for
something higher soon. Incidentally,
as often happens, his hard work has
received its own reward in the shape
of increasing popularity with motion
picture fans. Earl will shortly go
south with a company of Lubin players. His work in the forthcoming
pictures will be watched with keen
interest.

Methinks I shall have to chastise
this McDonnell person when I see
him. He gave me the cast for the
six-part production of "The Three
Musketeers" made by the Film Attraction Company, and as near as I
can make out he played jokes with all
the narhes. Finally, to straighten
things out, let it be said that Elizabeth Blackstone is the girl who played
Constance and that Miss Evelyn
Gwynn played Lady De Winter.

"THE

EARL

OF LUBINVILLE"

THE

28

Dispatches from Columbus, Ohio,
say that the six-part production of
"The House of Bondage" made by the
Photo Drama Motion Picture Company, which must not be confused
with the George Kleine concern,
opened at the Southern Theatre recently and is doing a capacity of

business.

The Crystal Sunday drama has
been discontinued and a full reel comedy substituted. The Tuesday Split
Reel comedy continues as a fixture on
the Universal program.
\mong the departures to be noted
is that of Agnes Egan Cobb, manager
of Features Ideal, who left Sunday
for the Ohio convention.
And then one naturally turns to C.
Lang Cobb, Jr., manager of sales and
publicity for Ramo features. Mr.
Cobb lias just closed contracts for
Ramo features with J. W. Morgan of
1310 Walnut street, Kansas City, Mo.,
for the yearly output, commencing
with the first feature release, "The
Worker." Mr. Morgan will handle
Ramo features in Missouri, Kansas,
and Northern Oklahoma. Contract
has also been closed with the International Feature Film Company, New
Birks Building, Montreal, for two
prints of each of the Ramo features
for Canada. This leaves but four territories open to Ramo features and
Mr. Cobb is now on a trip to close
contracts at Atlanta, New Orleans and
Dallas.
Nicholas Kessel. proprietor of the
Regal Feature Film Company and
Robert Richter, successor to Mclntire & Richter, have decided to consolidate their businesses. A new
company of $25,000 capitalization is
being formed for the purpose under
the style of Regal Feature Film Company. Incorporated. The office will
be located as at present, 381 Sixth
avenue. New features for a statewide territory are being sought to Inadded to their present extensive lisl
A'. II. Sawyer announces that the
"Ranger Films" will be released
shortly. These feature films will be
the first taken in Australia and will
be of unusual interest.
'I In Canadian
120 West Fortj
York, announce
i> >r "I \ angeline"

OH,

IT'S ALE

B
■■ > ompanj .
second street, New
that the state rights
are going fast

GOOD

STUFF

ll. .1 this week
from Fred
I
who is val i
lov, n in St. Align
I
and
from
C. Jay Williams,
who
is in the
i
one
"i
the
Edison
com■
Petei 1 1 Econopoul
pn
denl of the E. V.
line Service Co., Masonic
Temple,
York City, announce thi
office
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at this address. It has released and is showing at the Weber Theatre, on Broadway, "With
the Greeks on the Firing Line," in live parts.
Some of these pictures were taken under tire.
Part of the receipts for the leasing of these
pictures
tins
war. go to the relief of the survivors of
The New York Film Company announces
the release shortly of a six-reel feature. It
will be a thriller as usual.
William II. Kerry, the purchasing agent of
the Lubin Film Company, was recently treated
to a big surprise. A friend, Thomas Quirk,
called Bill up on the phone and requested him
to come forthwith to his house on a matter
of importance. Kerry hastened to his friend,
and before greetings were fairly spoken, a
police
and pointed
Kerry's out
wife her
entered
the
room. lieutenant
Mrs. Kerry
husband
and the officer quickly placed the irons on his
wrists. Kerry demanded explanation and was
told that all would be explained later. With
this he was rushed out to an automobile and
quickly driven to Becker's Cafe, Frankford,
Philadelphia. The handcuffs were removed and
Kerry was ordered to take a chair at the head
of a well-appointed table. The toastmaster
then explained that he was the guest of honor
at a little banquet arranged by his friends,
which included Senator Jas. T. Nulty, Congressman .Michael Donohoe, Dr. John J. Lynch,
Chas. J. McKinney, Edw. J. Owens, John A.
iiuiiin,' Thomas J.' r.agan, Daniel G. O'Keefe,
lohn B. Vincent, Jos. J. Toland, Jas. Adamson, Frank J. Lynch, John D. Halligan, Edw.
F. Shields and Thomas K. Quirk.
W. C. Smith, assistant general manager of
the Nicholas Powes Company, and Herbert
Griffen, of the Power sales force, represented
the
companyOhio.
at the Exhibitors' Convention in
Cincinnati,
A. J. Lang, export manager of the Nicholas
Power Company, is one of the best writers in
the film business on any matters pertaining
to the exporting of film and, incidentally, projection machines.
Elwood E. de Hart, assistant sales manager
of the Nicholas Power Company, is a mechanical expert, having gained his knowledge after
several years in the automobile business.
The limit in extravagant projecting room
decoration has arrived! To the already luxurious exhibition room of Midgar Features and
to the desks of President G. Blake Garrison
and General Manager Cecil Chas. Graham have
been added some fine specimens of mounted
polar-bear skins.
Marshall Farnum has gone to Los Vngeles,
i il . to remain there as a producer for the
Selig Company.
It is said that the hosts of extra people at
the big Selig Chicago plant have become sun
worshipers, -under the direction of the high
P iest, Colin Reid, as sunshine is most essential t.i the securing of the earthly meal ticket.
\\ alter Roberts, a valuable member of the
Selig Stock in Chicago, has one of the finest
collections of old programs in existence, some
of them dating back as far as 1806, close to the
beg nning "i things theatrical in America. 1 1 1father has a collection of Grant letters that he
in priceless. He is likewise a numismatist, liis collection of coins being one of the
fines! in the West. The son. being of a practical turn, declares that a collection of greenbacks satisfies him.
Rosemary Thehy had a narrow escape from
badly hurt last Sunday at the Lubin
plant. A frame building was constructed in
tin- yard t" lie burned down. The leading
the house, due to In- rescued,
when the high wind hew the flames around
her and li i Eurs took fire. Harry Myers, the
thi

u < "it.

-

zed

a bl

ami. rushing into the building, shouting to have
i upon them, quickly In light his
i building ami extin! . hi Kami
'■ rheb; not hurt.
will suffer
to the extent
of
ly a hundred dollars tor new winter finery.
I I., i ] ipular actn nd i a'ls, s many an exultant
aKo has occasion .1 mai
nswering

. j!K -I »!'■

spondence

from an almost innut
■ I ot
Vivian Rich finds herself fairly inundated with mail front '1"- count
Knglish-spcaking nations.
•a hristmas Day in the Workhouse," the hu
« hich is being hant; Poem-O-t irapb Company,
i eveland, 0
just been booked for
il,, blggi ' hou i
ii Buffalo, which are owned
l,v tli. Mar] Broc!
Amusement Enterprises.
It
met with
great success
wherever
it lias
ill] in Grand
Rapids and
paiis

ot

Michigan.

Jones, Linick and Schaefer, ot < hicago, have

just signed contracts with the Novelty PoemO-Graph Company for "The Face upon the
Floor," which is based upon Hugh D'Arcy's
Art is now in pursuit of John Bunny. A
poem.
noted Brazilian sculptor has requested photographs of Bunny, from which he says he will
make a most perfect likeness to sell at a price
that will bring this marvelous work, of art
within the reach of all. Another sculptor has
made a like request, but his name is unoronounceable. He says that no one will fail to
recognize
his production,
as John's
face is so
well known,
ami lie will
make recognition
doubly sure by engraving his name on the
statue.
A. Potiker, of the Standard Feature Film
Kxchange. of Cleveland, Ohio, who is known
as the "boy exchangeman" — he being only
nineteen years old — has bought Ohio Staterights on five subjects of the Film Releases of
America brand. They are: "The Voice of the
Wild," "A Life for a Life," "Outlawed," "The
Gallows of the Gods," and "The Missing
J. K. Burger has resigned as auditor of the
World Special Films Corporation to assume a
ike posit mi with tin- Eclectic Film Company.
Eleanor Blanchard, who three months ago
Woman."
left to act with Rose Stahl in "Maggie Pepper," has returned to the Lubin Studio, and
was cordially welcomed by Col. Joe Smiley and
his company. Eleanor says she loves the stage,
but the Lubin Studio is better.
A new company, recently organized under
the name of the Rolands Feature Film Com
pany,
opened their
executive
offices at It14.">iWest Forty-fifth
Street,
rooms 711-712.
the purpose of this company to manufacture,
import and export features of first class quality. Mr. Samuel Q. Edelstein is manager and
George K. Rolands director. The first production of the company, an important four-reel
feature, is in course of preparation and will
soon be released.
"Statics," a three-foot alligator sent from
the Patlie St. Augustine studio to the studio at
Jersey City, found the recent zero weather too
much for him and was discovered frozen to
death beneath a heatless steam radiator.
"Statics" was a real wild saurian and was
roaming along the bank of a creek in the
studio grounds when picked up by Mr. Wright,
director at St. Augustine, who nearly lost a
finger when he captured him. The whole studio
mourns
"Statics'"
untimely
demise.
Edwin Barbour, who wrote "When the Earth
Trembled." the three-reel Lubin feature now
seining such a success, has returned to the
Lubin studio, after an absence of six weak-.
Mr. Barbour went to Bermuda to recuperate
from an illness. Besides bavins written many
successful scenarios, "Uncle Ned" has won
favor as a picture player, his work in "The
try
of thehe Blood"
"The role,
Special
in which
played and
the title
beingOfficer."
of the
same high grade that made him so popular on
the legitimate stage during the last twenty five
years. "The White Squadron." "The Land of
the
someMidnight
of the Sun."
plays and
that "Northern
won him Lights"
fame asarea
writer of legitimate drama.
All theatre managers are free and outspoken
in their flattering comments on the merits of
Beauty Films. The first releases had scarcely
been exhibited when there was experienced a
strong demand and booking men arc delighted
to find the subjects booked solid for a
time ahead. The artistic merit and the dramatization of the subjects are highly commendable. The photographic quality and technical
work aii |.ii excellence.
"Tli. I'leam Child," a "Flying A" production by Tom Ricketts, is a coming two-reel
featu i thai •'• II create unusual comment. Release date will be announced
shortly.
Miss \ i\ an Rich and Miss Winifred Greenwood will make individual aeroplane flights at
Hope Ranch.
The in dents will he featured
ti "Flying
\
duct ions.
R
'in I.ang'ey. who was injured internally
a week ago as the result of an accidental fall.
is reported to he more seriously hurt than was
at first supposed. savsDr. thatLloydthe Mace,
Unipopular theleading
woman of the NestOl C medy company will not
be able to work in pictures again for a period
of two
months.
The
picture
in which
the
red is a two-reel comedy production an.l Directoi Christie says that he will
again n m the first scene,
wall Victoria Fordo in the title role.
Tlie Inin I i ntiiuut Film Company has
found il necessary to move to much larger
quarters in tin- World's Tower building, and
From tlu- tost of February general offices, including a handsome
projection-room,
will be
on the fifth floor of that building.
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DAYS"

OF

A Four-Reel Feature by the Famous Players Company, Featuring Cyril Scott
near perfect a picture as is
obtainable, "The Day of Days,"
which is similar to a number of
other stories by Louis Joseph Vance,
easily lends itself to screen work.

AS

tends the performance of a play with
Marian, who is really an heiress hiding
from evil influences. They are followed by Bayard Shaynon, Mary's
unfavored suitor, who must win her
before twelve the next day if he is to
get her money. Perceval and he meet
at the gate, and the former worsts
him in a scuffle. Leaving his hat behind him, Bayard makes off.

later, gets to breakfast in the boarding house and to business just a little
later. The heroine, Marian Blessington, is already at her breakfast when
he arrives, and they go out together.

PERCEVAL, finding a card in the
hat, goes to a notorious gambling
place, where he breaks the bank. A
raid is made on the house and he
escapes, after an exciting chase, by
donning a policeman's uniform. After
the escape he finds himself in a
woman's room. She is really the deserted wife of Bayard. He escapes
again and then finds himself in an
underworld joint. Here he hears of
the villain's plot to abduct Mary at
the fancy ball, which she has attended
after the theatre, and frustrates it by
confronting the villain. She is captured later»and taken to a garage.
Perceval follows and rescues her, then
to make the story complete, marries
her just as the clock strikes twelve,

'NOW

WHAT'S

The book is a perfect scenario in
itself, and needed but very little
change for perfect dramatization.
This is probably due to the fact that
the fiction is pure action throughout.
It need hardly be said that the
Famous Players Company did have a
good cast. Cyril Scott, who played,
the stellar role in "The Prince Chap,"
"The Lottery Man" and other plays
of equal note, is ideally suited for the
part assigned to him in this picture,
that of Perceval Sybarite, the intrepid
clerk who champions the cause of
beauty in distress.

THE original story is based on the
Oriental theory that every man
must have his "day of days," the day
in which he shall pass through every
sensation, alternately being the lord
of the sky and the lord) of despair,
The sub-titles used are most effective. As the action takes place within
a certain stated length of time, the
hours as they pass are indicated by
the sub-titles. A large translucent
clock is placed in the centre of each
title, corresponding with the time, as
told in the original script.
The story opens showing Perceval
in bed, the alarm ringing rapidly. He
soon chokes this off, and then true to
life, goes to sleep again.
He arises

MY

NAME?'

At lunch hour, in the tannery in
which he clerks, he puts on the gloves
with a fellow-worker and knocks him
out because he refuses to call him
"Mr." Sybarite.
That evening he at-

BAYARD

PERSUADES

MARY

TO

the end of his "Day of Days."
The part of Marian Blessington is
played by Saidie Harris. Leonard W.
Grover, Jr., in the character-part of
George Broff, does some of his
specialty work. Hal Clarendon makes
much of two minor parts. Dave Wale
and Arthur
"heavy"
parts. Donaldson play the
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The exhibitor who

attends them in the hopes of gaining any valuable inf°rrnati°n as to how to better his business is all too
apt to go away disappointed.
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to the effect that the members devoted one-half of their
time to personal aggrandizement
and
one-half
to
furthering political ends of themselves and their party
and the remainder of their time to business
The same

President UrJAct-*

p. sewall
henby
E. KENDALL
GILLETT
wentwobth ttickeb

4.4.1,

,

,.,.',

h.olds true at the present time for exhibitors' convenVice-President
Secretary ' tions.

Treasurer An exhibitors' convention could be made a hot-bed
=
for the development of new ideas.
It could be made a

This publication is owned and published by Exhibitors' Times, in- motion picture ChautaUO.ua
ctrforaXti under the laws of the State of New York.
The offices and
T
,
...
.
......
principal place of business are at 220 West i2nd Street. New York City. ln.n0t realizing these possibilities, the exhibitors are
Th* address of the officers is the office of the publication.
wasting much valuable time.
When a state or national
Entered as Second-Class matter at the New York Post-Office. Convention
is held, exhibitors
journey
to it.
Thcv

spend much time and often considerable money to be
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1. Master of the Mine.
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2. The Hand Print Mystery.
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3. Tainted
Money.
(Vitagraph)
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4. Caught with the Goods.
(Vitagraph)
The Convict's Story.
(Kalem)
The Shadow of Guilt.
(Kalem)
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Canadian Bioscope
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RAMO

npIIE presentation of "Evangeline," by the Canadian
J- Bioscope Company, Ltd., revives in its entirety the
much mooted question of whether or not it is possible to
make a perfect, or near perfect, adaptation of poetry to
the photoplay. "Evangeline" is neither a startling success nor yet a failure.
It strikes a happy medium.
In the main
the picture
is a pleasing
one. but the

Features
January

NEWS

visualization

of the

characters

in

Longfellow's

AFTER

THE BETROTHAL

immortal

Feature

The

GovGehronsotr's

work robs the poem of much of its richness and fullness,
much of which i>. necessarily, obtainable only by poetic
license. However, the picture has much that is meritorious.

IN THREE EXCITING ACTS
This photo feature will make you
hold your breath with excitement
IOWA,

C.

DIRECT

by the English in 17.">.">. they were separated. After spending many years searching for each other, Evangeline found
Gabriel dying in a convent hospital where she was a nun.
lie recognizes her and then sinks back dead.
The picture is in live parts and was staged by E. P.
Sullivan and \Y. II. Cavanaugh. H. T. Oliver had charge
of the photographic and mechanical work.

WITH

LANG
COOQ,
JR.
Manager Sales and Publicity

RAMO

FILMS, Inc.

SPECIAL

Columbia Theatre Building
47th STREETand SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
CANADIAN
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Can.

please

PUBLICITY

FOR

"MARRIAGE

OF

'•Tile Marriage of Figaro." the Kleine-Ambrosio tworeel subject for release through the General Film Coml>an> ruesday, February FIGARO"
3. will have several advantages
of a publicity nature over any two-reel ever before reed bj ECleine.

REPRESENTATIVES

International Feature Film Co., Ltd.. New BeiktBldi.. Montreal,

Like the poem, the photoplay adheres strictly, or nearly
so, to historical facts. In fact the producers, to obtain
distinctive realism, had the picture actually staged in
"Arcadia," amid the identical surroundings where the
experiences which the poem relates were originally supposed to have been enacted.
There are few Americans who do not know the pathetic
and soul-stirring love story which Longfellow so plaintively poured into the poem "Evangeline." Consequently
the nicturc should attract unusual and wide-spread attention.
The sub-titles, which are excerpts from the poem, are
tally well-chosen. Remarkably good taste is shown
in their selection, as they tell the development in the
action of story far more clearly and impressively than the
conventional titles could. Owing to the well-known
character of tin- poem, a brief synopsis is sufficient.
Evangeline and Gabriel were lovers from childhood in
Arcadia At the time of the expulsion of the Arcadians

NEBRASKA,
MINNESOTA,
COLORADO, THE NORTHWEST AND THE
SOUTH
ARE
THE
ONLY
TERRITORIES OPEN.
COMMUNICATE

FEAST

mention

The dainty, tuneful music of Rossini's opera will be supplied all theatres and exchanges at actual cost, along with
a printed 1 i- 1 of directions for the orchestra.
'•Till-:
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"The Mystery of the Fata) Pear)
By A. D. MICHELL

A Five-Part Production of the American Kineto Company
The would
enquiring
will'not
be all
controll'd,
We
makespirit
certain
all, and
behold.

— Sprague.

CURIOSITY, that quality which is so dominant in
almost all of us, will probably do more to bring the
crowds to see this picture than anything else. The
picture itself is excellent, the photography good, the story
of the class that people have come to demand; but it is
this inherent element in all human nature that will bring
most of the "shekels" to the box-office.
The plan of the American Kineto Company, while most
ingenious, is yet simplicity itself. The picture in its present form is in five reels, divided so as to be shown in two
sections, preferably on different days. The first three
reels are utilized to show the actual story of how the pearl
was stolen, at different times. At the conclusion of this
reel a large question-mark appears, signifying the query
"Who has the Pearl?" The writer is not averse to laying
a small wager that not one in a hundred will guess who
the real thief is before the end of the fourth reel.
The remainder of the picture, i.e., the fourth and fifth
reels, is a resume of what has gone before (for those who
have missed the beginning) and the explanation of the
mystery that has surrounded the final theft of the gem.
THE reason for showing this picture in two sections is
simple. At the end of the first part the story is an
absolute mystery, as impenetrable a plot as could be
devised. The audience will naturally be curious, for they
are human. Consequently when the last half with the
solution is shown, the same crowd is very apt to be there
to fill the, seats.
Competitions may be held by the managers of the theatres and prizes offered to those guessing the right answer.
It is certain that but few prizes will be given away. It is
unnecessary to add that this makes advertising an easy

THE

INITIAL

THEFT

DISCOVERED

matter.
Theatres, especially those that have a steady
patronage, will find this plan most practical.
At the opening of the first reel the pearl in its rightful
place in the temple is shown. Two adventurers, Allen and
Walker, manage to steal it from the Indian Buddha*s head

and carry it away to Europe where they attempt to sell
it for a fabulous price. Allen stays overnight at the home
of the jeweler and dies of heart failure. Thus the jewel
crushes its first victim. The priests on discovering their
loss in the temple curse all who shall possess the pearl.
The jeweler steals the stone, and is killed the next day by
a fall from his horse. His son, Charles, gets the jewel,
and soon after commits suicide. A money-lender, to whom
Charles has owed much, gets the stolen jewel in return for
his notes.
The money-lender, afraid of its being stolen, insures it
for si 00,000. that being the gem's estimated worth. His
daughter, Violet, receiving reluctant permission to wear
it at her coming reception, does so, and loses it in a scuffle
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caused by some entertainers. A false pearl is found which
all believe at first to be the right stone.
This concludes the actual story. The fourth reel is
devoted to summarizing these facts and shows a Hindoo
leaving India to recover the jewel. The scene showing
the disappearance for the last time is shown a little more
clearly, but it is not until the fifth reel is half through that
an inkling of the real thief is given.
The youthful insurance investigator is discharged for not
being more careful, and decides he will find out who the
present owner is. By some careful detective work he
locates the pearl, makes the arrests and restores to the
Hindoo the property he had come so far to get.
Just who the thief is need not be a matter of record here.
Sufficient it is to say, that the thief is one of the principal
characters, a person who occupies the limelight in many
scenes.
One of the most remarkable points of the picture is the
fact that throughout the five reels there is not a single
love scene, nor one depicting great violence. Conventionality plays a very small part.
FILM

BIBLE

CHARACTER

Considerable interest is being manifested in "Mary Magdalene," a recent release of the Kennedy Features Incorporated, due to the lack of detailed historical particulars
concerning this famous biblical character.
The picture has created favorable comment wherever
it has been shown.

THE
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Jack Gorman, a widely known
author of plays, books and newspaper
articles, has entered the motion picture business, and will devote himself
to the manufacture of feature films.
Last October Mr. Gorman took his
forces to Oklahoma, where he pro-

A Run-Down
Theatre

duced his first picture, "The Stamthree-reeler.
Mr. Gorman pede."
hasalively
met with
much success
as a
playwright. Three companies are now
on the road playing his powerful

Was practically what Don Barker purchased in a
small Illinois farming town of twenty-five hundred
people.
It was his first theatre experience.

drama, "The Girl of the Underworld."
Air. Gorman has on several occasions considered accepting offers to
ally himself with established film companies, but finally decided to form the
Gorman Film Manufacturing Company and turn out pictures according
to his own ideas.
The new company has a temporary
studio in New Jersey, but will probably construct a new one in Yonkers.
N. Y. A Western studio will be established at Los Angeles. Mr. Gorman expects to release two or three
pictures each month.

He had to fill three hundred seats at five cents
every night in the week to make expenses.
For weeks he lost, until his little reserve fund had
shrunk to an alarming smallness.
Then he got the idea.

"Where Personality

ROLAND
FORMS
COMPANY
A new and promising concern to enter
the feature end of the motion picture
industry is the Roland Feature Film
Company, with offices in Rooms 711 and
712, 145 West Forty-fifth street, New
York City. This concern is organized
around George K. Rolands, a well-known
producer and scenario writer.
Mr. Rolands collaborated with Sidney

Is the title of the story to be published in an early
issue of The Motion Picture News that gives an interesting description of how Barker literally com-

Counts"

pelled the farmers to "come to town," and of how
he surmounted the wall of local objection.
You can't find any other trade journal that touches
so intimately upon your business as an exhibitor, a
theatre manager, or an operator as does The
Motion Picture News. Every one of its sixty four
pages each week is crammed with facts, ideas and
stories of how the other fellow made good, and
why.

Goldin in the production of several features which recently appeared on the
Universal program, amongjthem being
"Bleeding Hearts," "Jewish Freedom Un-

Following are titles of some forthcoming stories
that will interest you:

der King Kasimir of Poland," and"Sorrows of Israel." He has also written
many scenarios and has had considerable
experience on the speaking stage, both
as an actor and a producer, and both in
this country and Russia.
The Rolands Feature Film Company
will produce four, five, six, seven, eight
and nine part features, some of which
will deal with Semitic subjects.

"Making a 'Dead One' Pay"
"Building Matinee Business"
Turning Dancers into Dimes"
"The Exchange Problem"
"Boosting Business by Telephone"
"Schooling Theatre Employees"
"A Lemon That Paid"
"Building Business"
"Why Exchanges Lose Business"

A NOVEL MYSTERY FILM
\n original and novel scheme

releasing "The Mystery of the Fatal
Pearl" has been prepared by the
American Kineto Corporation. If the
ever-increasing demand for novelty
and new ideas can be taken as a criterion, this picture should prove an
instantaneous success.

You can have every one of these stories, and hundreds more by pinning this advertisement to a
check, bill or money order for $2 — the subscription rate for one year — and mail it to
The Sales Division

The Motion Picture News

The story presented is of a most
interesting nature and not so mysterious as to confuse even the most ignorant. To name the person possessing
the pearl after the last act of the
third reel had been shown is no easy
task, so cleverly has the story been
carried out. The final two reels,
which arc shown on a later date, clear

220 West Forty-second Street, New York City
Detailed subscription rates are $2 for year; $1
for six months, and fifty cents for three months.
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"The Ghost
of the White
Lady."
(Great Northern Preferred Feature
Attractions.) — After one has seen "The
Ghost of the White Lady," so many
pleasing impressions have been created
that it would be difficult to recall the
faults, if any exist, in this absorbing
four-reel photoplay. It is the latest of
the Great Northern's "Preferred Feature Attractions," and the particular
feature in this instance is Miss Rita
Sacchetto, an actress of international
repute. New Yorkers were entertained
by her at a series of special matinees
in the Metropolitan Opera House a few
seasons back, and in this production she
again demonstrates her versatility.
There is a clever comingling of the
modern and mediaeval in the scenario of
the offering, and this blending has the
effect of keeping the interest keyed to
the snapping point until the absorbing
tale is unfolded. The element of mysticism which creeps into the film narrative almost unawares, is not of the
sort calculated to give one the shivers,
but there is just enough of it to lend
added zest to an already strong story
of human interest.
In the concrete "The Ghost of the
White Lady" possesses so many vital
elements that it becomes a difficult matter to give expression of its force by the
mere process of setting down in review
the incidents as they are revealed. Miss
Sacchetto predominates throughout, but
she has been supplied with excellent support, selected from the stock forces of
the Great Northern Company. It is
evident to the eye of the close observer
of film productions that the director, in
this instance, experienced little difficulty
in having his people enter fully into the
spirit of the play and its possibilities.
The result is, as might be expected, a
film presentation, remarkable in many
ways for its smoothness and precision.
The scenario has been built around
the love affair of Erik, son of Count
Bille, and Eva, the winsome daughter
of the count's overseer. They are separated because of the difference in their
station, and thereby hangs the tale which
follows so absorbingly. Erik, it is decreed must marry Lady Vera Torp
(Miss Sacchetto), and, instead of swearing vengeance when told by Erik that
he loves another, she enters into the
conspiracy which brings about a novel
climax to the story.
Episode after episode follow with rapidity and among the first of these to
cause the blood to tingle is the hunting
scene in which dashing huntsmen and
their ladies on spirited mounts, hounds
that unquestionably bayed when the
scene was taken, and a small army of
grooms and attendants, serve to make
an imposing array.
The fox is chased

PICTURE
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with such vim and earnestness that it
is hard to believe that the event had
been specially arranged for the battery
of cameras that must have been required
in its taking.
The sport ended and the guests of the
count gathered at dinner in one of the
great halls of the castle, the spell of the
mediaeval period now stands out as a
background for the fashionably clad
merrymakers. A life-size portrait of
"The White Lady" hangs upon one of
the walls, and the count is urged to
relate the legend connected with his fair
relative of the long ago. Now is projected upon the screen a story within a
story, and the effect is both novel and
gripping. It is gleaned from the legend
that "The White Lady" also had been
separated from her lover and died of a
broken heart.
"And it is said," concludes the count,
"that at intervals she steps down from
the frame to meet her lover."
Before the spell has lifted, "The
White Lady" does leave the frame, and
before she returns to it the marriage of
Erik and Eva has been decided upon
by the count. It would be impossible in
this limited space to convey the emotions aroused by the photoplay as a
whole, and the splendid art of Miss
Sacchetto.
G. D. P.
"The

Mexican
Revolution."
(Mutual. Two reels.) — Timely,
but not

ARMS

CONFISCATED
Scene

from
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very thrilling. It is the first consignment of films received in New York
by the Mutual Film Corporation from
its camera-men with General Villa's
rebel army. The photography is far
from being of the best.
All of the scenes were taken in the
vicinity of Ojinaga, Mexico, and
Presidio, Texas, following the capture
of the former city by the Federals.
There are no battle scenes.
On the Mexican side of the Rio
Grande General Viila and staff are
shown reviewing the victorious rebels
who are evacuating the demolished
city of Ojinaga. The entire city is
left in ruins. Among the members of
General Villa's staff are Faribio
Ortega, Tomas Rodriguez, Raoul Madero and Orestes Pereyra.
Refugees from the city of Ojinaga,
including deserting Federal soldiers,
are shown fording the Rio Grande
and under guard of United States
cavalrymen on the American side.
Major M. M. McNamee, in command
of the troopers, is "singled." There
are shown interesting scenes around
ters.
the American Red Cross headquarOfficers as well as privates in both
the Federal and rebel ranks, are a
rough-looking lot. Their looks indicate that they are capable of the
atrocious acts of barbarism with
which press despatches credit them.

BY V. S. A. FROM
"The

Mexican

FLEEING

Revolution"

MEXICAN

(Mutual — two

FEDERALS

reels)
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36 Man from the West." (Lubin.
'"The
Two reels. Jan. 22.) Another of
those peculiar Romaine Fielding
stories which have been so well received. The atmosphere is very good.
Romaine Fielding, Alary Ryan and
Robin Adair are the principals. 1'ercy,
a dude, is in the West with his sweetheart, Rose, and her father, investigating some mines. His life is saved by
"The Man from the West,*' who meets
Rose in consequence. The girl falls
in love with him and he saves her
life, taking great risks in doing so.
At her behest he goes to Boston, but
is scorned, until his personality wins
over all his ill-wishers.

FIVE-A-WEEK
Coming

"The Grip of Circumstance"
(IN

"The Woman Pays." iThanhouser.
Two reels.) — Featuring Maude Fealey. The last reel is somewhat similar

"Motherhood or Politics." (Hepworth. I ia 1 1 part-) — A
suffrage
story, which does not seem to ring
true. A mother has her baby left in
< hargc of another woman, so that she
may attend to politics. Two years
and the baby, now Icr\ r<l by its
foster parents, is stolen by its real
mother. At last a compromise is
reached, in which the foster parents
•'ire given pi
us with the real par<nt- s,, that thej may be near the child.

TWO

PARTS)

There are many thrilling incidents in this picture that
hold the interest of the observer and there is an air of
mystery which surrounds the whole story that will keep
you on edge during its entire projection. Photography
i- excellent. The story has to do with a society Raffles
that has a taking way. Bryant Washburn, Ruth Stoneiiouse, Thomas Commerford, E. H. Calvert and Richard C. Travers at your service.

to the story of "Madame X,'; possessing all 6f its strength. Mr. and Mrs.
Wat -mii are perfectly happy until
1 »acres, a shallow-minded society
youth, tries to make love to Mrs. Watson. Her husband, believing her false,
drives her from home. Unable to live
and being refused aid by her husband,
-In goes away with Dacres. Twenty
years later she is the mistress of a
ambling joint. This is raided by her
son, now the head of the reform bureau. She recognizes him and saves
his life when Dacres tries to shoot
him. In the last scene, which is in
the court-room, she meets her husband again and dies in her son's arms
without his knowing their relationship.

"Between Two Fires." (Lubin.
Two reels. Jan. 8.) — A civil war
drama which does not come up to
Lubin quality. Many of the scenes
inconsistent and the direction is
it rally poor. The uniforms of the
soldiers are not uniform. The soldiers take care to fire in the air and
some poorly done spectacular work,
which is utterly uncalled for, fails to
across.
A man is sent to the Northern lines
to get some information. He secures
it, but on his return stops and visits
hi- fiancee. He is shot and loses bis
memory. He enlists in the Northern
army, is captured, but later released
when the truth becomes known

T

Friday, February 6th

Released Tuesday, February 3rd
"DAWN
AND TWILIGHT"
\ strong drama with many unusual
situations
fully handled.

A

master-

Released Wednesday,
February 4th
"INTO
SOCIETY AND
OUT"
An excruciatingly
incidents
of hilarity. funny coined}' tilled with numerous
Released Thursday, February 5th
"A GAMBLER'S
WAY"
A Western
drama
with intensely
interesting
of excitement.

moments

Released Saturday, February 7th
"BRONCHO BILLY AND THE RED MAN"
\ strong Western drama with tin- world's must popular
photi player, G, M. ANDERSON.

Coming,

Friday,

February

13th

"Sophie Picks a Dead One"
(IN

TWO

PARTS)

\ clever Western comedy filled with hilarious situation-. This is positively a riot from start to finish. Margaret Joslin as "Sophie Clutts." Victor Potel as "Slipand sensational
Harry Todd feature.
as "Mustang Pete," at your
service pery Slim."
in this
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Factory

Film

Manufacturing

First National
Bank Bldg.. Chicago.
and studio. 1333 Argyle St.. Chicago.
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offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.
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"Only One Shirt." (Kalem. Split reel.
Jan. 16.) — A John Brennan, Ruth Roland and
George Larkin comedy. Much fun over the
fact that the two chums have but one shirt
between them. The sweetheart of one wants
him to go out, but the other has their shirt.
"The Lord Mayor of London." (Kalem.
Split, reel. Jan. 10.) — On the same reel with
"Only One Shirt." Views of the new Lord
Mayor and his inauguration.
A good picture.

"Insects that Mimic." (Pathe. Split reel.
Jan. 20.) — A good educational release, showing many kinds of insects. Photography is

FILM PROGRAM

"In Mysterious Ways." (Lubin. Jan. 16.)
— A "Western" which gets away from the
conventional in a clever manner. A good
plot, well worked out. A jealous wife, determined that her husband is untrue to her,
decides to leave him. As she does this she
gets a premonition that harm has befallen him
and saves his life.
All works out well.
"Pathe's Weekly No. 6." (Pathe. Jan.
19.) — Only eight items, none of them of a
startling nature. The wreck of the Georgia
Southern Flier and the Mexican War news are
the most interesting features.
"Ostrich
Farming
in
South
Africa."
(Edison. Split reel. Jan. 19.) — A fairly interesting picture showing the eggs in the incubator, plucking the plumes, drying and sorting them and the final sale.
"The Janitor's Flirtation." (Edison. Split
reel- Jan. 19.) — A comedy written and played
by Dan Mason, which will greatly amuse the
younger generation. A boy, dressed as a girl,
wins theresults.
despised janitor's admiration with
amusing
"The Eternal Duel." (Lubin. Jan. 19.) —
A Mexican story containing plenty of action.
Two rivals fight a duel, one with a pistol, the
other with a lasso. The latter wins and tries
to kill his opponent in a cruel manner. He
is unsuccessful and another fight takes place
in which the hero is successful.
"Just Boys."
(Biograph.
Split reel. Jan.
19.) — A fair comedy along conventional lines.
Mischievous
boys
steal
a march
on their
fathers, who try to beat them.
"Reggie the Daredevil." (Biograph. Split
reel. Jan. 19.) — Good make-ups help this story,
which has been produced many times before in
various forms. Reggie, a dude, is badly scared
by his rival.
"The Conqueror." (Essanay. Jan. 20.) —
The story of how a girl made good, even with
the most serious handicap. Leaving two
criminal brothers she secures work in a factory. A year later she is the forewoman and
the most trusted employee. One brother turns
up and exposes her past. The other brother,
however, tells the boss the truth. A good
romance.
"His Guiding Spirit." (Selig. Jan. 20.)—
A light drama with no particular story, but
possessing a strong moral. The spirit of his
aunt keeps a man from doing wrong.
"The Message on the Sun Dial." (Edison.
Jan. 20.) — Written by G. T. Perry. A delightful romance. A girl parts with her sailor lover
in anger. Going to the sundial to mourn her
loss she finds under it an old diary telling of
a girl fifty years before, who had lost her
lover the same way, and had never again seen
him.
quickly. She "makes up" with her sweetheart
"The Vavasour Ball." (Vitagraph. Two
reels. Jan. 20.) — Norma Talmadge renders
some excellent emotional work in this picture.
An interesting story which should be well re-
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ceived- Having failed to borrow the money
with which to produce his new play Arthur
Kenyon is disheartened. His wife pawns a
brooch to buy a new dress. At a ball Arthur
sees another woman wearing the trinket and
manages
to steal
With thisby heblackmailing
"borrows"
money from
the it.
pawnbroker
him. Having produced his play and made
much money he returns the brooch to the
pawnbroker and then redeems it for his wife.
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good.
"Submarine Mysteries." (Pathe. Split
reel. Jan. 20.) — On the same reel with ' Insects that Mimic." Various species of the
jelly fish, shrimps, eels and eggs are shown.
"Monte Christo Up-To-Date." (Melies.
Jan- 22.) — An excellent comedy that is typically French. Leo visits the Chateau dTf, the
prison of the Abbe Faria, in search of adventure. While making his investigations he
meets the custodian's wife and daughter. The
jealous husband is soon on his trail and locks
him in a cell. Here he is fed secretly by the
daughter. A sheet over his head scares the
custodian into believing he is the ghost of
the Abbe. Then he is locked in. They finally
"make up" their differences.
"Anne of the Golden Heart." (Vitagraph.
Jan. 22.) — The heads of the characters in this
picture are in a number of places invisible.
George, an attorney, leaves his motherless
daughter in a convent and goes to the West.
Here he meets Anne who soon grows to love
him. His daughter arrives in the West soon
after and Anne gives up the man she loves,
for the sake of his daughter whom she says
has first claim.
"The Sentimental Sister." (Biograph. Jan.
22.) — A strong story presenting a good moral
lesson. Two sisters, having left home, obtain
work in a sculptor's studio in the city. The
older girl, being rather sentimental, believes
the artist loves her, but finds out the truth
and causes the sculptor and her sister to understand one another.
"A Friend in Need." (Selig. Jan. 22.) —
Showing some good scenes of horse racing,
trick riding, etc. Clark gets the boys together
and competes at the fair and wins the prize.
He also wins the girl by paying off the mortgage.
"A Night on the Road." (Essanay. Jan.
22.) — Reina Valdez and Fred Church play the
principal roles. The story tells of the adventures of a knight of the grip, alias a drummer, in a small Western "hotel."
Good finale.
"The Blinded Heart." (Lubin. Jan. 24.)
— One of those stories that has created such
an enviable reputation for Arthur Johnson.
In this story he plays the part of the young
husband who becomes infatuated with a city
girl and leaves to go to the big town with her.
His wife brings him back by helping pack his
grip, and by means of the little note she slips
inside.
"Matchmaking Dads." (Lubin Split Reel.
Jan. SO.) — Same reel with "The Card Mystery."
A fair comedy. Two dads try to match up
their children. They fail and give it up, when
the two work it out for themselves, to their
parents' satisfaction.
"The Card of Mystery." (Lubin Split Reel.
Jan. 20.) — A practical joke that will get a
laugh. Two boys write a tnreat on a card an
Italian had asked for information on. The
foreigner presents this to many and gets himself and the boys in much trouble.
"Explosive 'D.' " (Kalem. Jan. 24.) — A
pretty romance together with a clever story in
which there is plenty of action. A foreign
spy steals a paper containing the formula for

a new explosive. The girl, seeing the theft,
lollows him. The man tails over a cliff and
is killed.
"Love's Old Dream." (Vitagraph. Jan.
21.) — Written by Roy L. McCardle. Splendid
cast, including John Bunny, Mora Finch and
Ethel Lloyd. An old maid tries to catch a
good suitor, but only helps her rival. Directed
by George D. Baker.
"Broncho Billy and the Bad Man." (Essanay. Jan. 24.) — A typical Broncho Billy
story with him as the reformed bad man acting
as sheriff. Marguerite Clayton and True
Boardman play with him.
"The Moth." (Lubin. Jan. 23.)— By George
Terwilliger. A strong story which has a real
"punch." A girl marries an old man fot his
money. She flirts with a stranger to whom the
husband is in debt for his life. He believes
she is single, and proposes. The old man kills
himself, that they may be together. The man
repulses the girl on learning the truth.
"The Uncanny Mr. Gumble." (Edison. Jan.
21.) — The story of a man who painted honestly for the love of his art. He refuses a
position with a newspaper until driven to it.
He draws a number of caricatures in which
the principal character is known as Mr, Gumble.
A vivid dream makes him swear off for good
and all.
"Looking for Trouble." (Essanay. Jan.
21.)
A burlesque
the friend,
word Mr.
"Trouble."
Mr. —Simp
is looking on
for his
George
Trouble, but gets in all sorts of difficulties.
"Three Pairs and a Cat." (Pathe Split
Reel. Jan. 21.) — On the same reel with "At
Home with the Heron." A good comedy produced by a musically inclined cat.
"At Home with the
Reel. Jan. 21.) — On the
Pairs and a Cat." An
interesting bird taken in

Heron." (Pathe Split
same reel with "Three
intimate study of this
all parts of the world.

"At Last They Eat." (Kalem. Split reel.
Jan. 23.) — A clean comedy which incites some
mirth. It deals with the experiences of two
tramps in getting a meal. The other half of
the reel is an English topical, in four scenes.
"Unveiling the Pilgrim Fathers' Monument." (Kalem. Split reel. Jan. 23.) — On
the same reel with "At Last They Eat." A
woman's golf match; a children's regatta and
divers laying cable at the bottom of the Regent
canal in England.
"Doc Yak. Motion Picture Artist." (Selig.
Jan. 23.) — Interesting comedy. Sidney Smith,
the cartoonist, is shown drawing a set of his
famous Doc Yak pictures. Freak photography
puts in some extra kicks at the end.
"The Perplexed Bridegroom." (Vitagraph.
Split reel. Jan. 23.) — An elopement without
many thrilling experiences. An irate father
lias a detective follow his eloping son, whom
he believes is not married. The bride outwits the detective by dropping the warrant
overboard.
Foiled, he gives up his mission.
"Decoration Day at Old Soldiers' Home."
(Vitagraph. Split reel. Jan. 23.) — On the
same reel with "The Perplexed Bridegroom."
The picture was taken at the Old Soldiers'
Home, at Sawtelle, Cal. Military scenes always make a hit, and especially those of grizzly
veterans. The picture is capable of stirring
up much patriotism.
"The Shadow of Guilt." ("Kalem. Two
Reels. Jan. 26.) — A good drama, which does
not, however, depart sufficiently from the conventional. A splendid fire scene is staged.
The story is as follows: Henry Van Dam, a
millionaire, holds himself to be partially culpahle for the death of a debtor. In return he
offers
a positionArnold
to the accepts
man's son.
as
his secretary.
and Arnold,
meets his
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niece,
whom his
he suit,
learnsandis the
heir.
She refuses
the ricli
uncle,man's
in anger,
turns her out of the house. She marries the
man she loves.
Later they are in the direst poverty and
she again appeals for help. This is refused
and the will is changed. The uncle is believed
to have died on a steamship. He is found in
the garret of the house bound and gagged by
Arnold, who is arrested, and the fortune is
again made over to the niece.
"The Return of Jack Bellew." (Vitagraph.
Jan. 26.) — A conventional sea story. Two
rivals are on the same ship. One pushes the
other overboard. The girl waits for him, and
I some time he returns. A poor storm
effect is staged.
"The Windfall." (Lubin. Jan. 26).— A
nice little story that cannot fail to interest.
Two sisters, believing they have inherited a
small amount of money, give up their position.
The shopkeepers force their goods on them
until they are nearly bankrupt. They go away,
then separate, but meet after a fire and get a
larger amount.
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"The Senator's Bill." (Rex. Two reels.)
— A strong story which has rather an abrupt,
yet effective ending. A Senator introduces a
bill prohibiting capital punishment. He then
has a vivid dream in which he sees a burglar,
whom he had befriended, kill his daughter.
On his awakening he withdraws his motion.
The dissolving pictures were the best the reviewer has seen.

"The Two Gun Men." (Powers. Two
reels.) — Edwin August and Ethel Davis playing
the leads. The suspense that is worked up
throughout this picture makes it very effective. The story is loosely put together in
places. A father sends his son to jail for
stealing money to help the poor. He is released and saves his father's life from an attempt to murder
him.

PROGRAM

"Slim Becomes an Artist." (Frontier.) —
A good comedy which will amuse. Poor
photography. Slim and the society editor get
themselves
The husband.
latter, however, beats in
themuch
town trouble*.
with a new
"Put Yourself in His Place."
\ very conventional
story told
dramatic style.

(Frontier.)
in a melo-

"The Chicken Chasers." (Joker.) — A play
on the word "Chicken" in its latest accepted
sense.
Mainly slapstick and chase work.
"A Narrow Escape." (Joker.) — A masked
bride with a charming voice docs not pan out
well with the mask off. Plenty of action.
"McSweeney's Masterpiece." (Crystal.) —
Rather better than the average. An artist,
author of the picture "Cleopatra," has his
work come to life and lead him a pretty chase.
He wakes up later and swears off late suppers.
"The Old Locket." (Rex.) — Written and
produced by Lois Weber. A good story in
which action abounds. A Civil War veteran
tells his granddaughter the pathetic story of
a locket, which she had found, and the place
it had figured in his life. A strong finale.
"The Sins of the Father."
(Bison.
Two
)— William
Clifford
and Sherman
Bainas hero and villain, respectively.
A
very poor
story
which
has several
climaxes
and a great amount
of conventionality.
Will
ppreciatcd by melodrama-loving audiences.
"Jane Eyre." (Imp. Two reels.) — Following the book of the same name. Phyllis Lytell,
Ethel Grandis and Irving Cummings are the
principals. The utilization of two reels rather
is the strength of the story. Jane, an
orphan, is adopted by relations. On the death
of her protector she is sent to an orphan
asylum where she is kept for ten years. She
us a position on her re]
i governess.
Moi mastei proposes and on their wedding
day she learns that he has a wife. This woman,
a lunatic, is killed later in a fire and the
wedding
goes through.
In writing

COSMOS ELECTRIC CO., 136 J. Liberty St. New York

SLIDES
Announcement, Player and Release Slides.
The Best Made at the Lowest Prices.
Ask about our premium with $10.00 cash
business.
Catalogue of course.

NIAGARA SLIDE CO., Lockport, N. Y.

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors
We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houses
in the country — We offer the most reliable Motion
Picture Apparatus manufacturered — A copy of our
SPECIAL-MOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking- j4ddress:

"The Devil Fox of the North." (Eclair.
Two reels.) — A strong finale, together with
good atmosphere and unusually clever acting,
make this picture a very worthy release. An
actress goes to the Far North in search of
peace. She meets Arsene, a rough, uncouth
trapper, there who promises to obtain for her
the skin of the Devil Fox, in return for which
she is to come to his cabin and sing for him
alone. The villain, having heard of the bargain,
puts Arsene out of the way temporarily and
gives the girl the skin. Arsene arrives in
time, however, to prevent her being insulted.
He journeys to New York and proposes, but is
repulsed. The girl then discovers that she
cannot do without Arsene and goes back North,
arriving too late. Arsene has taken the road
through
the forests and is lost.

MUTUAL

SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
fee, $2.00.
123-129 West 44th Street, New York City

PROGRAM

"A Blowout at Santa Banana." (American.
Two reels.) — Willi i tremendous cast, much
i l< ver action and good settings this semiburlesque "gets over" in great style. It is a
very worthy production. The copy seen was
imied a peculiar pink color that is very effeelive. A big blowout is planned and the
three friends are sent for the tin works. They
get them, but are robbed on the way back.
The townspeople will not believe their story
and are about to hang them, when the real
. ulprits are i tught. Three girls and their three
aunts take
.'1 \ . puts.
"The Raiders." (Kay Bee. Two reels.) —
A story of the moonshiners in Kentucky, which
has much action. The atmosphere is very good.
Two rivals love the same girl, the disappointed
one in revenge informing the revenue offii
of the locatti rl of the still. The plot is overheard and the girl, now the wife of the other,
es the traitor's death by telling turn to
run. The officers seeing a man running shoot
bun. The husband of the girl is also killed.
(Continued
on • ■< , 15)
mention
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PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept.
REN0V0, PA.

SCENARIO-WRITERS*
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance

"The Hermit." (American. Two reels.) —
One of the strongest points in all the American productions is their ability to obtain
wonderful scenery. Their interior settings are
all good, but their exteriors are grand. In
this picture a hermit tells the story of his life
and why he became a hermit, to a number of
tourists. He tells of his brother's perfidy
to the girl he loved, how he had had him sent
to prison, of his release and finally of his going
into seclusion. One of the party turns out
to be the daughter of the girl and she forces
him hack to civilization, and to the girl who
loves him, his brother's widow.

to advertisers please

Just a Lot
of 70 Left

Never used, t>uill for ] in volt*. A. f. ai. ■ i D. C, 4-:. ampere*,
1000 candlepower; sold regulai ly at lie Our bargain pi lot
for 65Cb Hkf picture, 20 In. long, guaranteed in d» J OP
working order, and oue set carbons
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a large check
butler tainsfinally
bringsfrom
back herthe"husband."
real bride, The
the
conspirators' den is raided and he and his accomplices are all arrested.

"His Fireman's Conscience." (Biograph.
Jan. 26.) — A discharged fireman swears vengeance against his engineer. Later the engineer'schild
daughter falls
intohim
his and
hands,
the
love of the
softens
he but
returns
her to her father.

UNIVERSAL

Electric Arc Lamps

groom butler
have finds
their a first
separate.
Their
woman"spat"
in theand
underworld,
who is the exact image of the bride,, and his
companions
coerce
her to takeandthethe
girl's
place.
The real bride
is abducted
false
ob-

"Animated Weekly No. 98." — New York's
new Mayor, J. P. Mitchel, inspecting the
tunnels through which the water from the
Catskills is to come to the metropolis, is very
well taken. Al. J. Jennings, the reformed outlaw, and Hy. Mayers' cartoons are next in
interest.

OR ADVANCE MAN
in New
York
and New

England, open (or immediate engagement.
B. W. O., Motion Picture News, 220
West 42nd St.. New York.

"The False Bride." (Victor. Three reels.
Jan. 30.) — Written by Captain Leslie Peacocke and produced by H. L. Salter. Florence
Lawrence and Matt Moore play the leading
parts. The plot as it stands is probably as
impossible
as "The
Masqueraders,"
yetandit
makes
excellent
entertainment.
A bride

"The Lovely Senorita." (Edison. Jan. 26.)
— The second of Wood B. Wedd's sentimental
experience. In this story he is much fascinated
by a South American damsel, but a revolution
causes her to change her mind. Mabel Trundle and William Wadsworth play the leads.

"Pathe's Weekly No. 8." (Jan. 26.) — Eight
items, five of which are foreign. Several
scenes from Mexico during the present period
of unrest are shown. The first wedding of
the New Thought creed in New York is interesting as a diversion. Mutt and Jeff go
through some pranks.

AGENT
well known

CORRECT
Furniture
Furnishings on RENTAL.

and
We

equip your settings in accordance
with your scenario.

WILLIAM
Tel. Greely 6255

BIRNS
70 West 38th St.. N. Y. City

MISCELLANEOUS
Why

don't you let us know if you want moving picture machines or films. Several hundred comedies. Westerns, dramatic and magic
reels at $2.50, $3, $4, $5, $6, and up. Two,
three and four reel features. Big lobby display
Wis.
from $30 up. Write us. You can't go wrong.
D WIS 1'ILM EXCHANGE CO., Watertown,
$55.00 Flaming Arc Lamp Temporarily for
$20.00 — overstock — 26 hour — 3000 candle power
— here is quotation from letter just received
from B. F. Ehos, owner of Savoy Theatre,
Gentlemen: Enclosed find check for $59.96
nt for two Luminators recently sent me.
I have
Toll
'in: —them installed. They are a surprise to
I \ i rvone — nothing could be finer — they burn
without flutter and light is steady. I am delighted.
(Signed)
B. F. Enos.
Write or wire for details. LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bush Terminal
No ~. Brooklyn. N. Y.
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W. E. Weinshenk, formerly manager of the Dante, Irving and Ideal theatres, is now special representative of
the General Feature Film Company, of Chicago. Mr.
Weinshenk's long experience in the theatre business qualifies him for his new undertaking.

N
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Thrilling
of
L
L
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an American in Mexico

George Friedman will soon open his theatre in LaGrange which will be called the Illinois Theatre and seat
about 550 persons. This is said to be the finest theatre in
that section of the country and will contain a five-piece
orchestra and also a pipe organ. lanuary 31 is set as the
opening date. Joseph Riley will be the operator.
Dr. J. Shallenberger, one of the stockholders in the Mutual
Film Corporation was robbed last week of $180 in cash and
$140 in checks by three pickpockets.

ENLARGES

A sensational story of romance and
war, showing how an American
soldier of fortune joined the Mexican rebel army and had many narrow escapes from death.

EXCHANGE

To handle the Famous Players Feature service in New
York the William L. Sherry Feature Film Company has
leased an additional space of over eleven hundred square
feet for the enlargement of their exchange in the Leavitt
building, 426 West Forty-sixth street. The new quarters
are now being prepared for immediate occupancy.
The executive offices will remain in the Times building,
as heretofore.

A timely subject, right up to the
minute, regarding which columns
and columns are being written in
the daily papers. The title alone
will draw the public.

THREE

If you are
notusingLumiere now,
it is because

One, three and six sheet lithographs in four colors, heralds,
photos and slides.

State Rights
are now

This is not
my fault. I have been telling
you about it for some time.
Now it is up to you to try it.
Every foot guaranteed.

Candler Bldg., New York City
Tenth Floor

H. J. STREYCKMANS,

Los Angeles — Opening

please

Wire terri-

AMMEX M. P.
MFG. CO.

HORSLEY

In writing to advertisers

selling,

tory desired.

1600 Broadway, New York
Chicago— Schiller Bldg.

PARTS

Big Publicity

you don't
know
how
good it is.
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MEXICA

W. R. Rothacker, general manager of the Industrial
Moving Picture Company, recently took three thousand
feet of pictures of the turpentine industry of Louisiana.
Pictures were also taken by his company of the Longbell
lumber industry of Kansas City.
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EVERY

In Motion

DAY

TwoDOINGS
changes ATwereWARNER'S
made the past
week in Warner's Features, Inc.,
branch managers. S. B. Kramer
replaces W. H. Lawrence in Indianapolis and J. J. Xoecker, formerly manager of the Swanson-Crawford Exchange in St. Louis, is the new
Warner manager in that city.

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

WURL1TZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
BRANCHES

ORCHESTRAS

A cablegram Monday from A. Warner announced his safe arrival at
Plymouth, England.
The twenty-fourth branch office of
Warner's Features, Inc., was opened
in Detroit last week at 30 Campau
Building under the management of
D. Broderick, an old hand at the exchange game.
The famous rancher, cattle king and
film producer, Jim Miller, from the
"101'' Ranch in Oklahoma, was in New
York tjiis week and promised some

IT PA YS

WuruTzer
CINCINNATI

20
BRANCHES

\

Tom /A
Tne

5b) /f <3ift<^
iand
^ient^Knowledge
ific

The Famous

1;,4

K^l

JB

bigThere
features
for Warner's
soon. hustle
is evidence
of much
about the New York exchange of
Warner's Features, Inc., these days.
Every Warner branch is fighting to
be on the top of the weekly honor
roll. And while New York has the
largest field to work, it is a recognized
fact that it is by far the hardest, the
competition being much keener there
than in any other part of the country.
Notwithstanding this fact, the other
branches will have to work 48-hour
days to get anything on Jacques
Spiegel.
SPECIAL MUSIC A HIT

American Professional

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

When George Kleine released "The
Last Days of Pompeii." he tried an
experiment in furnishing music to accompany the picture. It proved so
successful that he has assigned a wellknown Chicago composer to the task
of preparing something appropriate
for "Antony and Cleopatra." This will
consist of a fifty-page, lithographed
book of original music. While the innovation has been expensive in a financial way. the results have more than
justified his expectations

A Guaranteed Scientific Motographic Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Develop;ag Outfits,
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Picture Film,

American Cinematograph Company
Send for

617-631 Jackson

Kinematograph Weekly
SO. 15 a Year

The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

HSSOniflTEB mOVING PICTORE PRESS
2.S0A Kingston Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Catalog T

Blvd.

Chicago, 111.

PRAISE FOR "KATHLYN"
E. C. H. Hoskins, the personal representative of Lord Northcliff, the proetor of the London Mail and all the
Harmsworth publications in England,
was an interested visitor at the Chicago
plant it I ho Selig Polyscope Company
recently, He saw several of "The Adventures of Kathlyn," and showed the
keenest interest in the series. He exhis confidence
would bepressedpopular
abroadthat "Kathlyn"

OFF FOR CUBA
Daniel Frohman, managing director
of the Famous Players, accompanied
by Director J. Searle Dawley, Madame
Kalich and a supporting company of
thirty, sail for Cuba shortly to produce all the exterior scenes required
in the productions of "Marta of the
Lowlands." and "The Pride of Jennico." Tlir scenic splendors and atmosphere of the tropics of Cuba lend
themselves
specially to these two
dramas.

Camera Man Wanted — Good pay, state experience and salary wanted:
confidential — H. B. B., Motion Picture Company of Philadelphia, 2233
Vine Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
In writing to advertisers please mention
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THE
BOSTON OPERATORS WANT NO
"FAKE" PICTURES
The Boston Moving Picture Operators' Union have gone on record as
disapproving of the producing and exhibiting of purposely faked and unnecessarily sensational features.
At a meeting of the union on January 23, it was voted that the members
of the organization pledge themselves
to discourage as much as was in their
power, the showing of objectionable
pictures in the city of Boston.
A copy of the resolutions adopted
by the body was sent to each of the
local unions of operators and also to
every film exchange in the United
States and Canada.
MUTUAL
BABY
ARRIVES
With the birth of the New Year, the
birth of the new Reliance Motion Picture
million-dollar company and the birth of
the Mutual Film Corporation's national
advertising campaign, came the announcement of the birth of the Mutual
baby.
She is the daughter of Francis Spottiswoode Aitken, long identified with
American legitimate drama, and now
prominent in the world of motion pictures.
Besides being known as the Mutual
baby, Miss Aitken will sign checks as
Frances Marion Aitken.
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Edmund

Breese Joins Lasky

Will Appear in Coming

Screen Production of "The

ARRANGEMENTS were made this
week between the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company and the origi-

Master

Mind"

run at the Liberty Theatre. The arrangement gives the Lasky company
world rights for the drama in motion
Edmund Breese, who starred in the
pictures.
piece through its metropolitan run,
has been engaged by Mr. Lasky to
play his original role before the
camera.
Air. Breese was on the point of beginning rehearsals in a new play, but
postponed this in favor of the motion
picture
production of his former vehicle.
As many of the original cast as can
be secured, will be engaged by the
Lasky concern, and the production,
the scenario for which is being written by Hr. Breese himself, will be
made at the Lasky studios at Hollywood, California, arid will be staged
by Cecil B. DeMille and Oscar

EDMUND

BREESE

IN

THE

MASTER

nal producers for the immediate production of the thrilling
drama, "The
MIND"
Master Mind," which enjoyed a long

The Lasky concern now has under
Apfel.
contract and option enough dramatic
successes to keep two companies busy
two entire years. The policy of the
concern will be to devote from four
to six weeks to each production, to
concentrate the efforts of 'the entire
organization on one production and
to release one feature a month.

♦ ♦ ♦ ■»-» •♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<

"

LUBIN
FEATURES
ALL
"THE

OF CHARLES

KLEIN'S GREAT

THIRD DEGREE" was the first Klein production and every Exhibitor
who
records, the best criticism the picture could receive.
THE NEXT
KLEIN
SUCCESS
ii

in Six Parts.

THE

LION

AND

THE

Released through the offices of the General Film Company.

TWO

"THE

DAUGHTERS

OF MEN"

MORE

KLEIN

PICTURES

SUCCESSES!
has

shown

it has

broken

all

attendance

MOUSE"
COMING!

in Five Reels.
"THE
LUBIN FEATURES ARE REAL FEATURES

GAMBLERS"

in Five Reels.

Five Releases Each Week
"THE HOUSE
OF FEAR" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"THE PRICE OF A RUBY" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"THE
CATCH
OF THE
SEASON" — Comedy-Drama
"OUT OF THE DEPTHS" — Drama, Special in 2 Reels
"THE
VAGARIES
OF FATE"— Drama
"HER
SIDESHOW
SWEETHEART"— Comedy
"PAT'S
REVENGE" — Comedy
"ANTIDOTES
FOR
SUICIDE"— Comedy
"TAMING TERRIBLE
TED"— Comedy

Thursday,
Wednesday,
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Saturday,
Monday,
Monday,

LUBIN'S ATTRACTIVE POSTERS— One and Three Sheets with Single Reels— One, Three
Reels — in five colors.
Order from your Exchange or from A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Lubin Manufacturing Company
In writing

to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

and

Six

February 19th
February 18th
February
3rd
February
5th
February
6th
February
7th
February
7th
February
9th
February
9th
Sheets

with

all

Philadelphia
NEWS"

Multiple

4

f

r
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Photoplay Masterpieces
Germinal
COMING

Pathe 5 Parts
Adapted from Emil Zola's world famous novel of the same name.
The cast
includes Henri Krauss and Mile. Sylvie, of the Odeon Theatre, Paris.

Through Fire to Fortune
or

The Sunken Village
Lubin 5 Reels

By Clay M. Greene

The Daughters of Men
Lubin 5 Reels

By Charles Klein
And another great theatrical success by the same author

The Gamblers
Lubin 5 Reels

Controlled exclusively by the

General Film Company
SPECIAL FEATURE

(inc.)

DEPARTMENT

71 West 23rd Street

New York

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■-■

Photoplay

Masterpieces
Now Booking

The Lion and the Mouse
Lubin 6 Reels

By

Charles Klein

The Third Degree
Lubin 5 Reels

Another Charles Klein Success

The Battle of Shiloh
Lubin 4 Reels

The most satisfying war picture of the times
Full line of paper, posters, lobby displays, heralds, etc.,
with each release.
Controlled exclusively by

General Film Company
SPECIAL

FEATURE

(inc.)

DEPARTMENT

71 West 23rd Street

New York
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"YOU
BY THE

CAN'T

SAME TOKEN
YOU CANT MAKE
THE

VERY

MAKE

FINEST

MOST

DAY

THE

and NIGHT
YORK

NEW

A SILK PURSE

FROM

THE

HIGHEST

SCREEN

FROM

GUARANTEES— THE

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES ON
THE
LIGHTEST
HOUSES
WRITE
FOR

NEW

NEWS

and NIGHT

MATERIALS-

OUR
THE

PICTURE

DAY

A

the peerless

MOTION

SCREENS,

OF SKILL ARE

EMPLOYED

READ

EAGLE

IT AGAIN

FRAME

CO.

JOE GUERCIO. Manager
506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, 111.

5

28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Directeur:

>

I50c[

HOCHSTETTER

REPAIRS
COMPANY

T. H. Kelley

1 42 East 1 4th St.

N. Y. CITY

Subscribe NOW to
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

$2 per year

z
o
rn
PI

SUPPLYING

Motion
Picture
Talent
Theatre and Cabaret
Artists Supplied
1367 BROADWAY

Paris

STERLING
Motion F^icture
CAMERA
Price No. 2
$36*
Prio* No. 1
250
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plate operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

STERLING CAMERA

AND FILM CO.

146 W. 46th St., New York City, N. T.
Bryant 8064

NEW

ERKER'S
Dealers in everything for the

MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE
SLIDES

TO

ORDER

Write for Catalog K

608
Olive
Street
ST. LOUIS, rvio.

YORK

Manufacturer's Motion Picture Catalog & Encyclopedia

H F PRPSS
fjM
■■MaHH^n^^B
writing

CO.

HART BOOKING
BUREAU

Regal Building

In

a

CITY

•

FBAPEX

GODLINESS

Tel. Stuyvesant 1037

LIFEOGRAPH

UTILITY

40 E. 12th Street
NEW YORK
Phone 2496 Stuxvesant

Mr. Motion Picture Man: —

QUICK

c

Redeveloped

U

FOR

>
H

CO

a

UJ
-J

LE

Envoie nomero specimen, rnr demand*.
phique.Abonnement 12 FE. 50

m

2
<

Charles

Journal hebdomadaire franr;ais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematogra-

Cleaned

-J

YORK
LONDON

Cinematographique

CLEANLINESS
Call or Wire

RECORD

LE COURRIER

SAM LEARS, 509 Chestnut St . St Louis, Mo.

Write,

NEW

BERLIN

why you should use

They
are
the
several
thousand
theatres that are using them.

the pioneer-

291 BROADWAY,
PHILADELPHIA

Don'tchine in forget.
I take of
yourmake.
old matrade regardless
All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.

Eagle Frames

TO PRODUCE

THE LOWEST AMPERAGE ON
MOST LASTING SURFACE ON RECORD
FOR COMPARATIVE TEST

THE
ARRANGE

A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.75
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140. 00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
55.00

There are several thousand reasons

A PIECE OF
FLIMSY CALICO

WE STAND!

THEATRE SUPPLIES
Prices t*> The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04 V2 Per Ft
(In Quantitirs over 5000 feet I
Above price includes printing, developing, tinting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.
Film Title.
.08 " "
(Our
Special
Title Apparatus will match
any perforahor.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
Phone Randolph 652

FROM

STREET

ON WHICH

Inc.,

ATLANTA

SCREEN

QUALITY

ROCKS

RECORD
ON
RECORD
CATALOGUE

ORLEANS

GRADE

A SOW'S EAR"

1 10 West 40th Street

to advertisers
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Directory of Players and Directors
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE
Playing

in

"FORGIVEN"

STELLAR

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films
Second Season

FRANK

POWELL

Producing

Pathe Features

i from page 38)
"Mario." (Broncho. Two reels. Mar. 4.)
— A cleverly directed story with a good plot.
The photography could not be improved. Mario
is the name of a peasant girl, who meets and
loves an artist. After they had lived together
for some time and are apparently very happy
he leaves her, promising to return. He does
not do so and she follows him. Getting to his
home she sees her lover coming from the
house as a bridegroom. She kills him for this
and is sentenced to be executed. She tells her
story in the above way to the prison priest.
"The Arrow Maker's Daughter." (Kay
Bee. Two reels. Feb. 14.) — An Indian story,
somewhat different from the usual run. Makes
a very good picture. Grey Feather, an Indian
girl, loves White Arrow. Receiving a warning
that danger will overtake him, she begs him
not to join the coming hunt. He laughs aside
her fears and goes. He is wounded and is
taken care of by some white settlers. The
Crows, another band of Indians, attack the
whites and White Arrow, in gratitude, helps
the defenders with some of his own tribe.
"At the Potter's Wheel." (American.)—
A picture with an excellent educational value.
A romance is woven around the making of
pottery.
Rather melodramatic.
"The Vacant Chair." (Princess.) — The
photography in this picture might well be
improved. A mother refuses to allow any
one to take the chair that had been her dead
daughter's. She is finally brought around to
see the foolishness of her attitude. A pretty
romance.

EXCLUSIVE

SUPPLY

"Simple Simon's Honeymoon." (Gaumont.
Jan. 15.) — One of the Simon series that seem
to be so popular. Simon has an unfortunate
honeymoon and until he and his wife go to
sea in a basket they are not happy.
"The Mexican Rebellion." lAmmex. Three
reels.) — An interesting story, w^hich contains
plenty of action. Several good righting scenes
are staged. Mercedes, a Mexican girl and
the daughter of a Federalist general, has her
horse stolen. The stable boy is murdered at
the same time. The rebels are blamed for
the deed.
An American free lance who is fighting with
the rebels is sent with a message. He meets
Mercedes who lures him to her home in the

KING

BAGGOT

REFERENCE
DIRECTORS
IRVING

CUMMINGS

Directing and Playing Leads in

Now Playing Leads in

Imp Productions

Pathe Features

WILLIAM

ROBERT

DALY

ETHEL

Director

GRANDON

Imp Productions

The Screen Club

"Universal Program"

BERT

ANGELES

#Mk

Director
Address care of Screen Club,

165 West 47th Street,

hope that she may get the message. This succeeds, but she falls in love with the soldier
and saves his life which she had so jeopardized.

New

York

ECLAIR TO HAVE

K»

Mm

imW

LARGER

The Eclair QUARTERS
Film Company will shortly
announce their removal to larger and
|
HEP WORTH FEATURES
\ more commodious quarters in a building situated in the heart of the new
film center of the metropolis. Here
"Blind Fate." (Hepworth's, Ltd. Two
parts.) — On the style of an American "Westoffices, developing and cutting room, proern," but played by an English Company in and
near London. The principals, Alma Taylor, the
jection rooms, etc., will be amply provided for.
blind girl, and Alec. Worcester, the "heavy"
(there being no hero), render excellent work.
This move has been made necessary
The scenery is beautiful. Molly, the blind
daughter of a gold digger, on coming home,
through the enormous increase of the
discovers her father dead on the floor. She
hears the murderer's voice and feels that he
Eclair's business during the past year.
has a finger missing. Some time later she is
The present offices, though occupying
cured of her blindness and meets the man
again. Not sure that it is he, and wishing to
an entire floor at 225 West Forty-second
make him confess she uses "third degree"
street, New York City, have served their
methods.
She killing
goes through
the in
man's
actions
while he was
her father
a play
and
purpose well enough, but have proven
the villain confesses.
inadequate in size by reason of the
larger volumes of film sales that have
fallen to the lot of the international
GREAT NORTHERN
NOW IN
concern recently.
EASTERN CANADA
NEW
KEYSTONE
STUDIO
The Great Northern Film Company
The
new
program
of
three
a week,
has made an arrangement whereby its
and
a
two-reel
special
every
month,
special and preferred feature attracrecently adopted by the Keystone
tions will be distributed solely in
Eastern Canada by the International
Company, has caused Managing Director Mack Sennett to hustle up all
Feature Film Corporation, Ltd.
departments of the studio. A new
The plans made are of such a charstage 60 x 80 feet has just been comacter that prompt and efficient service
pleted, wThich with the old one now
will result, the addition of the Great
gives a total of over 300 square feet
Northern features rounding out the
of working room.
program of the International CorporaAll sets, props and furnishings have
tion. The latter is under the managebeen added accordingly, and there is
ment of veterans in the film distribunow enough material to easily keep
ting business and it is expected that
eight or ten companies going.
their years of experience, coupled
Four new directors, with the same
with the high standard of the Great
number of camera men, have also
Northern features, will enable them
been added. This brings the list to a
to make rapid headway in this territory.
total of seven directors with the acThe International Feature Film
companying seven companies of players. All are kept constantly at work
Corporation has offices in the New
turning out Keystone comedies.
Birks Building, Montreal.
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OVER
NIAGARA FALLS
Wire Quick for Open Territory,
South America, Mexico, Illinois

STERLING CAMERA
145 WEST

& FILM CO.

45th STREET

READ

WHAT
SOUTHERN

THE
FEATURE

NEW

BUYERS
FILM

YORK

CITY

SAY:—

ASSOCIATION

1920 MAIN STREET
Dallas, Texas, January 26, 1914

THE. STERLING CAMERA & FTLM CO.
145 West 45th Street, New York
Gentlemen :

We wish to compliment you very highly on your film "Over Niagara
Falls," as we consider this to be one of the best four reel subjects we have ever
had the pleasure of handling. It is really a pleasure for us to book a feature
which we can recommend as highly as we can this one, to the exhibitor. If
this film is a criterion to future productions, you have certainly made a regular customer of us.
Yours very truly,
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM ASSN.
CWS-AM.
Per Clyde W. Slater, Dist. Manager
The Orpheum Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, says:

"OVER

NIAGARA

FALLS"

WILL
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AMERICAN'S

LOST

Frying

FIRST"

"A" Feature

F"ilms

TREASURE

A Mystery of Cripple Creek
THREE

PARTS

Replete with suspense and thrills.
A Western melodrama of highest
order.
One, Three and Six Sheet Posters,
Photos, Slides and Heralds.

Release, Monday, Feb. 9, 1914

44

THE

MONEY

An apt application of the golden role.

LENDER

An excellent drama.

Release, Saturday,

Feb.

14th,

w

One and Three Sheet Lithos

1914

The Vaudette Theatre, Lansing, Mich., writes: — "There is not one
manufacturer that has kept pace with the American." — H. F. Fowser, Mgr.

AMERICAN

FILM

MFG.

CHICAGO

CO.

■>\

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.

Le«^

There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of

>

quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look

The PHOTO-MACHINE

MAKE YOUR LOBBY EARN MONEY
An investment of $1 75.00 will pay for
itself inside of a month if your location

for

is good. 250 Photo- Machines in successful operation in principal cities.

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,

PHOTO-MACHINE

COMPANY,

30 West 23rd Street, New

N. Y.
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"THE

THE ALL-STARS
OF EUROPE
Present

MODERN

MEPHISTO

OR THE

OATH

Exclusive Supply BIBLE"
Corporation

ON

THE

THE original title of this six-reel picture, produced under
the Aquila brand, was "The Bible," this being changed
to the above.
The story, despite its length, is one of
thrilling interest and makes a presentable release. There are
many fine settings, for which the foreign companies are justly
noted.
The plot tells of the adventures of a villain, or more properly
an adventurer, who succeeds after much work in marrying
Lady Alice, the daughter of a lord. She gives him all her

"The MASTER
ROGUE"
In Three Acts
(A Wonderful Production)

"THEIn Three
FUGITIVE"
Acts
(A Savoia Sensation)

dvised.
If you want these features quick action is advise
Write for details.

FEATURES

IDEAL

227 W. 42nd St.,

New York

The FAMOUS PLAYERS
of FRANCE

"SO THIS IS OUR

SON?"

jewels, believing him to be honest, but soon learns that he is
not sincere with her. She confesses to her father, who disowns her.
The man is convicted of counterfeiting currency and sent
to prison. On his release he again meets his wife, now a
noted circus performer. He steals her child and runs away.
A thrilling chase takes place between the man on a motorcycle and his wife's friend in an automobile. The motorcycle catches fire. A terrific fight takes place on the bridge,
but again the man escapes. The nurse of his wife, meeting
him on the train, sacrifices her life to get rid of him.
We are getting real accustomed to Nehls without his mustache.

Present
"A DAUGHTER

"THE InADVENTURESS"
Three Full Reels
(A Money Getter)
With hypnotizing one, three and six sheet posters to
pull the patrons in. All kinds of advertising. For
further details write or wire.

UNION FEATURES
225 W. 42nd St.,

New York

In writing to advertisers please mention

Great

T

OF EVE"

Northern

HE three-reel photo-drama, "A Daughter of Eve,"
which is being announced for early release by the
Great Northern Special Feature Film Company, is pronounced by those who have had the privilege of seeing it
to be one of the strongest of the many meritorious productions placed upon the market by this concern. It is a
human interest story of the most pronounced kind and
contains many thrills of an unusual character.
As the title would indicate, the theme is woven about a
woman, Claire Esmarck, and the role is replete with opportunity for strongly emotional moments. The happiness
of two men is involved and there is an exciting encounter between these, fatal consequences being averted only
through the intervention of Claire, who is the divorcd
wife of one and the wife of the other.
One of the most thrilling scenes in the photoplay is
that in the court-room, after her former husband has been
convicted of murder. He is being led away, when a tramp
comes forward, through Claire's efforts, and confesses to
the crime. The production is splendidly mounted and
presented by the stars of the Great Northern Company.
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FIRST

AID TO EXHIBITORS
The Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co. offers money-making three and four-reel
features at prices within reach of all.
The Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co. supplies audience-drawing lithographs,
neat announcement slides, a handsome herald, and brilliant lobby frames decorated with
a large-size colored photograph with each feature.
William Fox, President of the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co., takes pleasure in
announcing the releases for the week of Feb. 9.

%,

MONDAY, FEB. 9, "WIVES," a Ramo production in three parts. Story deals
with a domestic problem and is presented in striking New York style.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11, "THE LOTUS DANCER," produced by the True Feature Co., a romantic four-reel subject with scenes in India and England.
FRIDAY, FEB. 13, "BEN BOLT," a Solax masterpiece in three parts. A thrilling
shipwreck scene and smooth-running story.
SATURDAY, FEB. 14, "BY WHOSE HAND?" a Great Northern Special in three
parts.
A remarkably well-acted crime mystery, with wonderful photography.
Read a list of world-famous producers whose goods we will handle at prices
within your reach:
Ramo of America.
Solax of America.
Vienna Kunst Films of Austria.
Savoia of Italy.
Leonardo of Italy.
Tyler Films Co. of England.
Gerard Film Co. of England.
Kosmo Film Co. of England.
Sir Herkimer Film Co. of England,
Royal Film Co. of Germany.
Colonia of Germany.
Dansk Kinographen of Denmark.
Luna Film Industry of Germany.
Dekage Films of Germany.
New Films Co. of Germany.
British & Colonial of England.
Blache of America.
Great Northern of Denmark.
AND MORE
American and foreisrn feature makers to be announced later.

Patrons of the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co. have the world to pick from. The
best will be on our program.
Exhibitors are invited to special performances of our second releases (for week of Feb.
16) at the Academy of Music, Fourteenth Street and Irving Place, next Tuesday and
Wednesday morning at ten-thirty o'clock.

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co,
130 West Forty-Sixth St.
WILLIAM

Telephone 7340 Bryant

New York City

FOX, President
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BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES

INTERFILM
Ready

Powers
No. 6
$150.00
Edengraph
75.00
Powers
No. 5
75.00
1913 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 175.00
1912 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 165.00
1911 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 150.00
Powers
No. 6
160.00
No. 2 Motiograph, nearly new..
100.00
All machines complete
with electrical
attachments.
A-l condition guaranteed.
Time
or Cash.
We also have all makes of new machines
and supplies.
Send for catalog today.

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY

160 E. North Fifth Ave.

READ

Make Your Lobby Display

FEATURES
January

28

Attractive

Her Life For Liberty

Write
for
Catalog.

Inter- Urban Amusement Company

The

1123 Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia
1402 World's Tower Building, New York
State Rights for the South, Middle and Far West
still open.
WIRE.

717 Sycamore St.

LOBBY'

DRAGON

1301 Race Street

YORK

PRINTS

MADE

ON

m

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.
TITLES, 8c per ft.
Prompt

deliveries

GLORIA AMERICAN CO.

New

102 W. 101st Street

Phone Bryant 7713
Cable Ad. Gloriafllm, N. V.
MOW.
40th St.
IN«'w York City, IN. Y.

Telephone,

5533

Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $65.00 and

$75.00. All complete
rheostats.

All work guaranteed

Commercial Motion
Pictures Co., Inc.

TGLORIAr
taszonmsxH

Pres. and Mgr.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Supply House in America
Bargain
Machines
Bargain
Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class
ESTrunning
condition. L
Powers
No. 6, $135.00,
ARG
Edison

Including; Tinting and Toning;

FILM rtHTISTICA R

St.,

E A DING

Negatives Developed, lc per ft.

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION
110 West 40th St.. New York

with lenses and

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.

York City

Write

for information

pertaining
Business.

Riverside

to

the

on

Motion

anything
Picture

TITLES
^iC PER PRINTING nre0gmat?ve
F00T NE6ATIVES DEVELOPED FREE
O

MADE TO ORDER
GUNBY

CH AS. A. CALEHUFF,

TO THE TRADE

Means Quality

FILM

NEW

Booms:

:INC;

of

FILMS

220 W. 42nd St.

THE ELEPHANT BRANI

HtA

with the paramount question
Write for open territory.

and Show

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.

{3 Reels)
Dealing
the day.

14S Wast
45th St.,
H. Y. City

HEW YORK V
FILM CO.

Factories

101 Fourth Ave.,
106-108 W. Lake
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

DANGER'S
OF A
GREAT CITY

4 REELS

Newman
Mfg. Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

SHACKLED SOULS

TERRITORY

fail

to visit our
Showrooms

Branch

The Lure of New York
'GOOD

of every descrip-

Don't
tion.

For following territory — New England. New York,
New Jersey, Maryland.
D. C, Delaware,
Virginia and West Virginia — address

THIS

OPEN

your photos or
We
make
Lobby
and
posters. Fixtures
Theatre
and Brass Rails

110-112 West 40th St., New York City
Telephone: Bryant 2305
Cable: INTERFILM

ROYAL MFG. CO., 286 Market St., Newark, N. J.

FOR

frame
display
bright
brassa
public tothan

Inter -Continent Film Go.

CO.

CHICAGO

This means money to you.
Why have your films ruined when leader
can be bought for J^c per foot from the

WIRt

There is nothcinating tofasthe
ing more

in Three Parts
No. 1 of the famous Garibaldian - Bourbon
photo dramas made in Rome by former associates of
the Ones Company.
This production is in seventeen beautiful tints;
cost of production, $50,000. Book it if you want
a superior feature.
Special musical program.

BROS.,

INC
In

writing

145

45th

WEST

to advertisers please
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HEPWORTH'S,

Our Factory Is Yours!

BLIND FATE

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

EVANS

FILM

A TWO-PART
FEATURE DRAMA
of a crime and the confession of the
criminal by means of a reconstruction
of the crime.

Miss

MFG. CO.

■ Incorporated ■
216th
WEST

416-22

Florence

Turner

IN

JEAN'S EVIDENCE

STREET

at Broadway, New York

Tel, 76S2 Audubon

LONDON

A CLEVER TWO-PART DRAMA
in which the guilty ones are brought
to justice by the dog, Jean.
Produced by The Turner Films, Ltd.

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

Two

European Feature Film Corp.

single reels released
weekly —
comedy and drama.

A special line of attractive Publicity
Matter with each release.
Lithos, heralds, photos, cuts and slides.

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

is what every exhibitor has
until he uses Gaumont Films.
This week Jack Marriott exment cels in his sensational elope-

I Help You Help the Exhibitor
A. BLINKHORN
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

AUSTRALASIAN
(AUSTRALIA

"MARRIAGE BY AEROPLANE"

FILMS, Ltd.

AND NEW

3 Reels — Released

ZEALAND)

Open to Purchase
High Grade Features
Films and Accessories

ECLECTIC FEATURE

Cable, Speocoblo, N. Y. Tel. Mad. Sq. 4277
MILLARD JOHNSON, American Representative
15 Eait 26th St., New York City, N. Y.

FILMS

The Death of a Geisha

BUYERS

Gaamor>t(p.

' Get on Our Mailing List

3 Parts

New

''Includes
Our Program Now

Feb. 20th

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

All
All
All
All

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

Century
Feature
Film Company

248 West 35th St.

GAVJ MONT

A stirring historical film

We will act as your representative
and save you time and money.

20th

110 West 40th Street, N. T

Joan of Arc

Brand new two and three reel features, also second hand features in
perfect condition. 8000 feet of
Comedies, brand new.

The
Cream
of
Market
Selected

York

the
for

31st.

EVERT
SORT
OF PUBLICITY
BOTH FOR EXCHANGE & EXHIBITOR

3 Parts
Feb. 10th
A tale of Old Japan

FEATURE

Jan.

A great box office attraction.

European
America

Marion Leonard Releases
Florence Turner Releases
Helen Gardner Releases
Kennedy Features Inc. Releases

GENERAL FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY, Inc.

"80 MILLION

WOMEN

4 REEL POUTICAL

Powers Bldg.

WANT—?"

Chicago, lit.

DRAMA
Advertise Your Feature Films in

UNIQUE
110-112

WEST

AUTHORIZED

40TH

FILM COMPANY,

NEW

STREET

DISTRIBUTORS

PICTURE

FOR

POWERS,

BISOEST

21 EAST

MOTION

EQUIP

APH,

MOTION
In writing

to advertisers

CITY

SIMPLEX,

SUPPLY

HOUSE

NEW

CHOPPERS— REELS — REEL

PICTURE
please

The Fastest Growing Picture Journal
ED ISO H

AND

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT

PICTURE

14th STREET,

CONDENSORS— BOOTHS — TICKET

WE

XOTXOGB

YORK

THEATRE
THE

The Motion Picture News

Inc.

mention

IN

YORK

CITY

OASES— BOOTH

THEATRES
"THE

MOTION

CO.

AMERICA

PICTURE

0ABLVBT8.

COMPLETE
NEWS"
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MUNDSTUK

NG'S
BIHome

FEATURES

Entertainer
CJ
Have Motion Pictures at Home

ARE

Inexpensive, serviceable and simple to han-

ale.

Admirably

The Whirl of Destiny

adapted

for use in the home, and
throws a picture 3x4 feet on the screen at 3 yards distance
under proper lighting conditions.
This Machine

Can

THE

be Retailed at $25-$30

ABSOLUTELY

FOR

TERMS,

BING BROTHERS,
381 FOURTH

JOHN

Write,

Wire or Phone Immediately

LONG ACRE

Manufacturers

AVENUE

OF FATE

THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT
FOR YOUR EXHIBITOR

ETC.

BING, Sole Representative

or
VORTEX

In four exciting parts.
READY FOR DELIVERY.
With
a sensational
line of advertising
matter.

GUARANTEED

€| The Bing Home Entertainer is constructed according
to the safety laws of all countries.
Parts and repairs given
immediate attention by our Service Department.
WRITE

HERE

BLDG.

Telephone Bryant 5197

42nd St. and Broadway

NEW YORK

New York City

-S i) oe in .1 AttOiUiou

Clear, Clean Cut Pictures
Mean Bigger Profits

Ml

CO tilO

, Tttulo

This means that you must have up-to-date
pictures — the kind that attract day-in and
day-out audiences.

Oil

?
M, l0k)j)3P3
Dsyi

tyauscli |om!)
Projection [er\ses

mi' I

Aiulm o Colors

mean bigger profits for you because they bring out vividly,
and with a distinctive quality, the best elements of your
pictures, portraying with an unusual clearness each detail.
You will get the best results and derive the maximum
amount of profit and pleasure if you use the Bausch and
Lomb objectives and condensers.

V/V.U:)

The Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are regularly
equipped with our lenses. Procurable through any film exchange.
Write for our interesting free booklet, which is of real
value to owners and operators.

ROCHESTER,

de Card an-l Trices

JtevTmAi liIn vd Works

Bausch & [pmb Optical ©•
569 ST. PAUL STREET

c'or vShfl

N.Y.

2\ > VVai . ■■■ Si
In

writint

t« sdrertisert

pl«uc

m.ntion
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SEE THIS FILM SURE
Melodramatic
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Sensational

A Feature

Artistic

A perfect line of paper and advertising helps.
Let's show you the film at

110 West 40th Street
New York City
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

THE
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MOTION
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DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS'
INDEPENDENT
AMBEOSIO
Feet
Dec.
27 — Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 3— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
of Helen
Redmond
(2
Jan. 19— The Return
reel Dr.)
2000
Jan. 24— A Child of the Desert (W. Dr.)... 1000
26
—
A
Blow
Out
at
Santa
Banana
Jan.
31 — Calamity Anne in Society (Com.).. 1000
Jan.
Feb. 2— The Hermit
(2 reel Dr.)
2000
Feb. 5— True
Western
Hearts
(W. Dr.).. 1000
Feb. 9 — The
Lost
Treasure
(3
reel
W.
Melo-Dr.)
3000
Feb. 14— The Money
Lender
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 16 — The Cricket on the Hearth
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 21 — The "Pote Lariat" of the "Flying
A"
(Dr.)
1000
AMMEX
Nov. 84— Fatal Reckoning
2000
Dec. 8 — His Pard's Sister
2000
Dec. 16 — The Lucky
Nugget
3000
APOLLO
Dec. 7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
Dec. 14— The Portola Festival
Dec. 14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
Dec. 21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
Jan. 4— The Tale of a Shirt (Com.)
BEAUTY FILMS
28 — Bess, the Outcast (Sociological Dr.). .1000
Jan.
Feb.
4 — Sallt's Elopement
(Com.)
1000
Feb. 11—
The Wife (Dr.)
1000
BISON
24 — For the Freedom
of Cuba
(2 reel
Jan.
Mil.)
31—
The
Mad
Hermit
(3
reel
Ind.
War)
Jan.
Feb. 7— The Vagabond
Soldier (3 reel Afghan Dr.)
31— In the Dolomite
Alps
(Sc.)
432
Jan.
Feb. 14 — Unjustly Accused
(2 reel Dr.)....
ALBERT BLINKHORNS FEATURES
Dec. 29 — The First Irich National Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.)
(2 parts)
(Hepworth
Jan. 5 — The Vicar of Wakefield
Mfg. Co. — 4 parts)
Jan. 8 — The Younger Sister (Turner Films,
Ltd. — 1 part)
Evidence
(Turner
Films — 2
Jan. 12 — Jean's
parts)
or Politics? (Hepworth
Jan. 19— Motherhood
Mfg.
Co. — 2 parts)
BRONCHO
Feb. 4 — New England
Idyl (2 reels)
Feb. 11 — Romance of the Sea (2 reels)
Feb. 18 — Yellow Flame
(2 reels)
Feb. 18 — Yellow Flame (2 reels)
Feb. 25 — Repaid
(2 reels)
Mar
4 — Mario
(2 reels)
CRYSTAL
— A Midnight Scare (Com.)
Jan. 20
Jan. 25 — The Shadow of a Crime (Dr.)
You Puppy — and — His Vacation
Jan. 27 — Oh! (Com.)
Feb. 1 — A Grateful
Outcast
(Dr.)
Feb. 3 — What
Didn't Happen to Mary (Com.)
Feb. 3 — Gee But It's Great to Be Stung
(Com.)
Feb. 8 — For a Woman
(Dr.)
Feb. 10 — Getting Reuben
Back (Com.)
Feb. 10— Baldy Belmont Picks a Peach (Com.)
Feb. 15 — A Sure Cure (Com.)
DOMINO
Call (3 parts)
Jan. 15 — The Primitive
— The Informer
(2 part Dr.)
Jan. 22
29 — Heart of a Woman
(3 part Dr.)....
Jan.
Feb. 5— O Mimi San ( 2 reels)
Feb. 12 — Mystery Lady (2 reels)
DRAGON
(Formerly Ryno)
Sept 24— Her Last Ride
3000
Oct.
8 — Daredevil Rodman Law
(Special)..
Nov. 16— Dare Devil Rescue
(Special)
3000
ECLAIR
Jan. 18— She Wrote a Play (Com.)
(2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 21— Coming Home
Jan. 25 — An Enchanted Voice (Com.)
Jan. 25 — He Does Not Care to be Photographed (Com.)
Kids (2 reel Com. Dr.)
Jan. 281 —— Just
At the Crossing
(Com.)
Feb. 4 — Into the Wild
(8 reel Dr.) . . .
8 — Valenti
)

NEWS

LIST OF RELEASES
Feet

Feb. 8— The Black Sea (Com.)
11— The Good In the Worst of Us (2
reel Dr.)
Feb. 15 — The Legend
of the Lilacs (Dr.) . .
ECLECTIC
Nov. 13— The Fatal Plunge
3000
Nov.
Dec. 27 — Toils of Villainy (3 parts)
11 — His Fateful Passion (6 parts)
Dec.
F. R. A.
12 — Demonyte
8000
Dec. 19 — Vengeance
Bequeathed
3000
FRONTIER
10— Cross Roads (Dr.)
15 — Slim and the Money Pots (Com.) . .
17 — Her Brother
(Dr.)
Jan. 22 — Slim and the Indian (Com.)
with Me
(Dr.)
Jan. 24— Abide
Jan. 29 — Slim and the Dynamiters
(Com.) . .
Jan. 31— The Turning Point (Dr.)
Feb.
5
—
Slim
Becomes
an
Editor
(Com.)....
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Yourself in His Place (Dr.) . . .
Feb. 127 —— Put
Jan.
Slim .to the Rescue
(Com.)
Feb. 14 — The Heart of Smiling Joe (Dr.) . .
GAUMONT
22— Oscar's Heroic
Poses
27 — Calino as a Stage Prompter
27 — Excursion in Old Paris
Jan. 29 — "Miss America"
Feb.
Jan.
3 — The Obsession
..'.....
Feb.
Jan.
Feb. 5 — Oscar Wins the Shopgirl
10 — Leonce at the Chateau DTf
Jan.
Feb. 12 — Simple Simon Ragtime Mad
Feb. 12 — Fan Making
GOLD SEAL
20 — The
Unsigned
Agreement
(2 reel
Dr.)
27 — One of the Bravest (2 reel Dr.)
Feb.
Jan.
In the Fall of '64 (2 reel Mil. Dr.)
Feb. 103 —
— The Bride of Mystery
(3 reel Dect.
Jan.
Dr.)
GREAT NORTHERN
Nov. 1 — A Dilemma
1000
Nov. 8 — A Bogus Hero (Com.)
Nov. 22— Hard Luck
1000
GREAT NORTHERN SPECIAL
8000
Nov. 28 — In the Bonds of Passion
Oct.
of Fire
3000
Nov. 21 — Baptism
29— By Whose
Hand
3000
IMP
8— The Watch Dog of the Deep (2 reel
Dr.)
12— The Militant (3 reel Dr.)
Jan. 15 — Percy Needed a Rest (Com.)
Jan. 19 — Getting Rid of His Mother-in-Law
(Com.)
22 — Absinthe — Four reel European
(Dr.)
Jan.
26 — A Doctor's Deceit (2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 26
— A Hot Finish (Com.)
Feb. 2 — A Hot Finish (Com.)
Jan.
Feb.
Detective, in Formula 879
Jan. 5 — King,(2 the
reel Dr.)
Feb.
9— Jane Eyre
(2 reel Dr.)
Feb. 12— The Elixir of Love
(Com.)
ITALA
(Features)
Nov. 27 — Leap of Despair
3000
Dec.
Dec.
4— At Death's Door
3000
18— Victory or Death
3000
JOKER
21 — Heaven
Will Protect the Working
Girl (Com.)
(Com.)
Jan. 28 — A Freak Temperance Wave
31 — In the
Year
2014
and
Historic
Bremen
Feb.
and
Politics
(Com.)
Feb. 4 — Love
Jan.
Jan. 7 — The Midnight
Alarm
(Com.)
Feb.
11
—
Universal
Ike's
Wooing
(Com.)..
Feb. 14 — The Chicken
Chasers — and (Sc.)..
KAY-BEE
16— The Circle of Fate (Dr.)
23 — Kentucky
Romance
(Dr.)
Tan. 27— For Her Brother's
Sake (Dr.)
30—
Divorce
(2
part
Dr.)
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb. 6 — Secret Lode
Feb. 10 — Colonel's Adopted
Daughter
13 — Arrow
Maker's
Daughter
(2 reels).
KEYSTONE
17
—
In
the
Clutches
of
the
Gang
(2 part
Tan.
Com.)
19 — Too Many
Brides
22 — Won
In a Closet
24 — Rebecca's
Wedding
Day
Jan. '.'(; — 1 ibuble Crossed
Billie'
["i iumphs
Tan. 20 — Little
31 — Mabel's
B ■'■■
a Living
Feb. 2 — Making
Jan.
Jan.

Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.

KOMIC
Glimpses of Los Angeles
(Sc.)
Love and Dynamite
(Com.)
Chasing
Gloom
(Com.)
The Servant Question
(Com.)
Walt's Photo (Com.)
The Vapor Bath (Com.)
LACLEDE
10 — Pale Face Squaw
LEWIS PENNANTS
1 — Taxicab
1098
16— Decreed
to Die
4 — Sign of the Secret Nine
20— Taxicab
1098

Feet

1—
5—
8—
8—
15—
15 —

Dec.
LUX
By Drop
Prienrof Water (Com.)
26 — Only a Little
Dec. 26
— A Quiet Flat (Com.)
2 — His Twin
Soul (Com.)
9 — Bill and the Compass (Com.)
9 — From Nice to Monte Carlo (Sc.)...
Tan.
16— Bill, the Electrician
(Com.)
16 — A Sticky Proposition
(Com.)
Tan. 23 — An Alarming Dinner Party (Com.).
23 — Winter Scenes in Switzerland (Sc).
MAJESTIC
Jan.
Jan.
13 — Take's Hoodoo
(Com.)
17— The Lackey
(Dr.)
Jan.
18— What the Crystal Told (Dr.)
(Dr.)
Jan. 20— The Power of the Mind
24— The Thief and the Book (2 parts—
Tan.
Jan.
Dr.)
Jan.
27 — (No release this date)
Jan. 31— A Riot in Rubeville
(Com.)
NESTOR
28— The Wheel
of Life (Dr.)
Jan.
Feb. 30 — When
Jan.
Billy Proposed
(Com.)
Feb. 4 — Fires of Conscience
Jan.
(\Y. Dr.)
6
—
Twixt
Love
and
Flour
(Com.)
Jan.
Feb. 11 — The Greater Devotion
(Mex. Dr.).
Jan.
Feb. 13— His Royal Pants (Com.)
Jan.
POWERS
I , b 19 — Too Many
Cooks
(Com.)
23
—
A
Deuco
and
Two Pair (Com.)....
Tan.
26— The Saint and the Singer (Com.)..
30 — A Coincidental
Bridegroom
(Dr.)..
2 — The Germ in the Kiss (Com.)
Feb.
6
—
Into
the
Lion's
Pit
'(2
reel
Dr.)...
Feb. 9 — An Academy
Feb.
Romance
(Com.)....
Jan.
13 — Withered
Hands
(Dr.7
PRINCESS
Jan.
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Jan. 16 — When
Dr.)
30 — The Loser Wins
(Com.
Dr.)
RAMO
Nov.
Dec.
26 — Fangs of Hate
10— The
Devil
Within
Jan. 16 — When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Jan.
Dr.)
...
RELIANCE

8001

3000
3000
365
666
855
560
350
585
380
670
300

8000
3000

17— The Faith of Her Fathers
(2 reel
Dr.)
Tan. 19— Our Mutual
Girl (Special)
— Tricked bv a Photo (1 reel Dr.)..
Jan. 21
24— The Hidden
Clue (1 reel Dr.)
26
—
Our Mutual Girl (Second Release —
Jan.
Dr.)
bv a Photo
(Dr.)
Jan. 28— Tricked
31— Too Proud to Beg (Dr.)
Jan.
REX (Dr.)
Jan.
Tan. 25 — The Leper's Coat
Feb. 29 — From Father to Son (2 reel Dr.) . .
Jan.
1 — The
Fourth
Proposal
(Com.)....
Feb. 5 — A Race with Death ( Dr.)
Feb. S— The Coward Hater (Dr.)
Jan. 12— The Law of His Kind (2 reel Dr.).
Feb. 15 — An Old Locket
(Dr.)
Jan.
Dec.
SOLAX
Nov, 28 — Ben Bolt
4000
26 — The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
4000
THANHOUSER
11 — Two Little Dromioos (Com. Dr.)...
Jan.
Tan. IS— Adrift in a Great City (Dr.)
16— Coals of Fire (Dr.)
18 — Turkey
Trot Town
(Com.)
Tan.
i eb 20
Tan.
— Her Love Letters (Dr.)
23
—
The
Elusive
Diamond
< Dr.)
T an.
86— The Elevator
Man
(3 part Dr.)..
I a n . 27 — The Woman
Pays (3 part Dr.)
Jan.
VICTOR
2 — U.
S. Government
Inspection
of
Beef (Edu.)
Feb.
6 — Irene, the Onion
Eater's Daughter
Feb.
9— The (Cera.)
Man
Who
Slept
(Dr.)
13— The Law's Decree
(2 reel Dr.)
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Made in Annapolis Valley amongst the Actual Scenes Described in the Poem

CANADIAN BIOSCOPE CO., Limited
H. T. OLIVER
Vice Prei. & Gen. Manager

E

PRESENTS
The Film Classic from Beginning to End

EVANGELINE
0

I
I!
E
L

(ADAPTED FROM LONGFELLOW'S IMMORTAL POEM)
41
TINTED

AND

Jl

JC

TONED

Stirring

Star Cast
Perfect
Photography

Enthralling

Natural
Scenery
Impressive
'Merrily, Merrily Whirled the Wheels of the Dizzying Dances,:

Beautiful Paper,

STATE RIGHTS NOW

E

SELLING

Address

220 West 42nd Street, New York City
Phone, 3559 Bryant

CLARENCE

I
E
L
I

Heralds, Photos, Slides

Is, 3s, 6s, 12s.

1209 Candler Building

II

SCHOTTENFELS,

Sales and Advertising Manager

Made in Annapolis Valley amongst the Actual Scenes Described in the Poem
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

E

THE
8

5
LICENSEES
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

OF

PATENTS

CO.

BIO GRAPH
Few
15— Out-Blacked
(Com.)
15— How
They
Struck
Oil (Com.)
17— Waifs
(Dr.)
19— Just Boys (Com.)
19 — Reggie, the Daredevil
(Com.)
22 — The Sentimental
Sister (Dr.)
24 — The Husband's
Experiment
(Dr.)..
20 — His Fireman's
Conscience
(Dr.) . . . 1044
29 — Out of Sight, Out of Mind (Com.).
39.5
29— Buy
Wool
(Com.)
603
31 — The Fallen Angel
(Dr.)
1016
2— If It Were
Not for Polly (Dr.).. 1051
5 — The
Dilemma
(Dr. )
1000
7 — Beating Their Board
Bill (Com.).. 492
7 — The Faddists
(Com.)
512
CINES
George Kleine
23 — At Cross Purposes
(Dr.)
(Parts I
& II)
30 — When
a Woman
Wills (2 parts —
Dr.)
6 — The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
13 — The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
20— Who
Was
Guilty?
(2 part Dr.)..
EDISON
6— On the Great Steel Beam
(Dr.)
1000
7— African
Sea Birds (Edu.)
400
7— The Sherlock Homes Girl (Com.).. 600
9— The Witness to the Will (Dr.)
2000
10— A- Lonely
Road
(Dr.)
1000
12 — The Jewels
Adventure
of
the
Actress'
(Com.)
1000
18— A Night at the Inn (Dr.)
1000
14— Andy Plays Hero (Com.)
1000
16 — Deacon
Billington's
Downfall
(2
part
Com.)
2000
17— The Last Scene of All (Dr.)
1000
19 — Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
(Ind.)
425
19 — The Janitor's Flirtation (Com.)
600
20— The Message of the Sun Dial (Dr.). 1000
21— The Uncanny Mr. Gumble
(Com.). 1000
23 — The Necklace of Rameses (Dr.)
3000
24 — United in Danger (Dr.)
1000
26 — The Lovely Senorita
(Com.)
1000
27 — The Mystery
of the Talking
Wire
(Dr.)
1000
28— How Bobby Called Her Bluff (Com.) 500
28— The Call of the Footlights (Com.).. 500
30— The Silent Death
(2 part Dr.)
2000
31— The Perfect Truth
(Com.
Dr.)
1000
2 — How
the
Earth
Was
Carpeted
(Com.)
1000
3 — A Treacherous
Rival
(Dr.)
1000
4 — On the Lazy Line (Com.)
1000
6— An
American
King
(Com.
Dr.)
Part 1 and 2
2000
7 — The Man of Destiny (Hist.)
1000
ESSANAY
16— The Cast of the Die (2 part Dr.).. 2000
17— Broncho
Billy— Guardian
(Dr.)
1000
20— The Conqueror
(Dr.)
1000
21— Looking for Trouble
(Com.)
1000
22— A Night on the Road
(Dr.)
1000
23— Through the btorm (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
2000
24— Broncho
Billy and the Bad
Man
(Dr.)
1000
27— The Testing Fire (Dr.)
1000
28 — Nearly Married
(Com. Dr.)
1000
29— What Came to Bar Q (W. Com.).. 1000
30 — The Girl at the Curtain (Com. Dr.)
Parts 1 and 2
2000
31 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Settler's
Daughter
(W.
Dr.)
1000
3— Dawn
and Twilight
(Dr.)
1000
4— Into Society and Out (Com.)
1000
5— A Gambler's
Way
(Dr.)
1000
6 — The
Grip
of Circumstance
(Dr.)
Part 1 and 2
2000
7 — Broncho
Billy and the Red
Man
i ..."
1000
KALEM
16—
16 —
19—
21 —

Only One Shirt (Com.)
The Lord Mayor of London
Trapped
(Dr.) Parts I and II
The Paleface Brave
(Dr.) Parts I
and
TI
Jan. 23— At Last They Eat (Com.)
Jan. 23 — Unveiling
Pilgrim
Fathers'
Monument the
Jan. 24 — Explosive
"D"
(Dr.)
Jan. 26— The Shadow of Guilt (Dr.) Parts
and 2
.*
Jan. 28 — The
Masqucrader
(Dr.)
Parts
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.

30

1 In

ana*

2

Medicine
(Com.)
30— Making
Higl
31— Playing for a
29 — Treasures
on
and 2

Show

at Stone

1
1

Gulch

2000
2000

600
G
Ind.).. 500
Fortune
(Or.)
1000
Earth (Dr.) Parts 1
2000

MOTION

30 —
30 —
Feb. 31—
2—
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
I
Jan.
Feb.
6
—
Feb.
7—

PICTURE
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Feet
An Unintentional
Hero (Com.)
400
A Stage Door Flirtation (Com.) . . . 600
The Pale of Prejudice
(Dr.)
1000
The andConvict's
Story (Dr.) Part 1 2000
2
The Hand Print Mystery (Dr.) Part
1 and
2
2000
Vaccinating a Village (Com.)
1000
The Indian Ambuscade
(Dr.)
1000

Feb.
i\b.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3— Wooing
the Cook
(Dr.)
4— The Fat Man's Burden
(Com.)
5 — Behind
Comedy's
Mask
(Dr.) Part
1 and 2
5 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
11
7— In the Mesh
of Her
Hair
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
SELIG

Fact
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000

Dec. 29— The Adventures of Kathlyn — No. 1 —
The Unwelcome Throne
(Special
— 3 parts — Dr.)
3000
Dec. 30— The Stolen Heart (Com.)
1000
Dec. 31 — Father's Day (Dr )
1000
Jan.
1 — Good Resolutions
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
Jan.
2 — At Cross Purposes (Com. Dr.)
Jan.
2 — Buster and Sunshine
(Com.)
Jan.
Jan.
5 — Into the Third and Fourth GeneraJan.
tion (Special — 2 parts — Dr.)
2000
Jan.
Jan.
6— The Living Wage
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
Jan.
7— By Unseen Hand (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
8 — Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
9 — On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
Jan. 12 — The Advenures
of Kathlyn
Jan.
Jan. 13 — Angel
Paradise
Jan.
Jan.
14—
Conscience
and
the
Temptress.....'.
Jan.
Jan. 15— Blue Blood and Red
Jan.
Jan.
16
—
A
Message
from
Across
the Sea. .
Jan.
Jan. 19— Too Late (Dr.) Parts I and II..
Jan.
Jan. 20 — His Guiding Spirit (Dr.)
Jan.
Jan. 21 — The Charmed
Arrow
(Dr.)
Jan.
Jan. 22 — A Friend in Need
(Dr.)
Jan.
Jan. 23 — Doc
Yak,
Moving
Picture
Artist
Jan.
Jan.
(Com.)
Jan. 26— The Adventure
of Kathlyn,
No. 3
The Temple
of the Lion (Dr.)
Jan.
Parts 1 and 2
2000
Feb.
Jan. 27— The Conspirators
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
2S—
The
Old
vs.
the
New
(Dr.)
1000
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan. 29 — Bringing Up Hubby
(Com.)
1000
Feb.
Jan. 30— A Splendid Sacrifice (Dr.)
1000
Feb.
2 — A Modern Vendetta
(Dr.) Parts 1,
2
ind
3
3000
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
3— At the Eleventh Hour
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
4 — The Heart of Maggie Malone (Dr.). 1000
Feb.
5— The
Little
Sister
(Dr.)
1000
a. xeuxs
Feb.
6 — Tony
and Maloney
(Com.)
500
Dec. 26— The Ruins of Angkor-Thom (Sc.)..
Feb.
6 — Italian Games and Dances
(Edu.) . 500
1 — Temples of Japan
1000
URBAN
ECLIPSE
8 — The Somnambulist
(Dr.?
1000
George KJelne
15— Wooing the Sales Lady (Com.)
1000
(Part I & II)
Jan.
(Com.) . . 600 Aug. 12— The Mong-Fu-Tong
Jan. 29— Batty Billy's Honeymoon
(Dr.)
1»M
29 — Winky
Willy
and
the Fisherman
Jan.
(Com.)
370 Aug. 19 — The Clown'i Revenge (Part I & II)
Feb.
(Com.
Dr.)
350
(Dr.)
too*
Feb. 5 — Playing with Fire
Jan.
Jan.
Oct 14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
5 — Winky
Willy's
Disappearing
Stunt
(Com.)
300
& II)
100*
Feb.
5 — Dippt on the Boston
Dip (Com.) . . 350 Oct. 28— The
Rajah'*
Diamond
Roae
(Part
1 & II) (Dr.)
100*
PATHEPLAY
Nov. 2B — The
Subterranean
City;
or TrailDec.
ing the Jewel Thieves (I part Dr.)
30— The Sneak Thief (Com.)
Jan. 27 — Wrecked in Mid-Air (3 parts — Dr.)
Dec. 31— By the Two Oak Trees (Dr.).
VITAGRAPH
1 — When Strong Wills Clash (Special —
2 parts — Dr.)
Dec. 81 — The Education
of Aunt
Georgiana
(Dr.)
100»
1— Pathe's Weekly No. 81 (News)
3
—
The
Resurrection
(Special
—
2
parts
Jan.
1— Secret of the Bulb (Dr.)
1000
Jan.
-Dr.)
Tan.
2 — Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch
5 — Pathe's Weekly No. 2 (News)
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 6—
Whom
God Hath Joined (Dr.)
Jan.
3 — The Street Singer* (Special — 2 parts
Jan. 7 — Dishing Dicks Dishwater (Com.)..
—Dr.)
2000
Jan.
6— Francine
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 7 — Snow Effects in Austria (Travel) . .
Jan.
8— The Wards
of Society (Special— 2
Jan.
6 — Officer
John
Donovan
(Special — 2
parts Dr.)
Jan.
parts
—
Dr.)
2000
8— A
Ramble
in Pondicherry,
India
Jan.
Jan.
7 — Diana's Dress Reform
(Com.)
1000
Jan.
(Sc.)
Jan.
8 — Their
Interest
in Common
(Com.
Dr.)
8— Pathe's Weekly No. 3 (News)
Jan. 10 — The Minister's
Jan.
8 — Montana State Fair (Topical)
Daughter
(Special —
3 parts — Dr.)
Jan.
9 — Bunny's
Mistake
(Com.)
1000
12—
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
4
(News)
Jan.
Jan.
10
— Jerry's Uncle's Namesake (Special —
Jan. 13 — Down Lone Gap Way (Dr.)
2 parts— Com.)
2000
Liar's African Hunt
Jan. 14 — Colonel Heeza
Jan. 12 — The
Right and the Wrong
of It
(Com.)
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 14 — The Seventeen-Mile Drive, California
Tan. 13— The Masked Dancer
(2 part Dr.).. 2000
(Sc.)
Jan.
Tan. 14 — Timing
Cupid
(Com.)
1000
tan. 15— The Brute (Dr.)
15— A Thief of Hearts
(2 part Dr.)..
Jan. 15 — Pathe's Weekly
Jan. 15 — Baseball Stars (Top.)
No. 5 (News)
17— Good Pals (2 part Dr.)
Tan. 16 — Cutev's Vacation
(Com.)
1000
tan. 17 — Local Color (Special— 2 parts— Dr.) .2000
— Pathe's Weekly No. 6 (News)
Jan. 19
20 — Insects that Mimic
(Edu.)..
Jan.
Ian. 19 — Quantrell's Don (Dr.)
20 — Submarine
Mysteries
(Scientific)...
Jan. 20— The Vavasour Ball (Com. Dr.) Parts
Jan.
I and II
Tan. 21— Three Pairs and a Cat (Com.)
Jan. 21 — At Home with the Heron
(Edu.)..
Tan.
Jan.
Tan. 21 — Love's Old Dream
(Com.)
22—
The
Sword
of
Damocles
(Dr.)
Parts
tan. 22 — Anne of the Golden Heart (Dr.)
Jan.
I and II
Jan. 23 — The Perplexed Bridegroom (Com.)..
22 — Pathe's Weekly
No. 7 (News) ....
Jan. 23— Decoration
Day
at Old
Soldiers'
Home
Jan. 24 — God's Warning (Dr.) Parts I and II
(Dr.) Parts I and
26 — Pal he's Weekly
No. 8 (News)
1000 Jan. 24 — Hearts
II of Women
Tan. 27— A Two Family Affair (Com.)
840
Tan.
Jan. 27 — The Oasis of Gabes, Tunis (Sc.)... 200 lib.
2 — How
God
Came
to Sonny
Boy
Jan. 28— The Patched
Adonis
(Com.)
1000
(Dr.) with the Goods
Feb.
3 — Caucln
(Com. Dr.) 1000
29— The Power of Print (Dr.) Parts 1
Part 1 and 2
2000
ana" 2
1600
4 — How
Burke and Burke
Made tlood
So. India (Travel).. 400 Feb.
Tan. 20 — Seringapatam,
Jan.
— Pailn's Weekly
No. 9 (News)
1000
(( om.)
1000
Jan. 29
Feb.
5— Lincoln
the Lover
(His)
Dr.)....1000
31— The Lunatic's Child (Dr.)
Parts 1
and 2
2000
2— Pathe's
Weekly
No.
10
1000 Feb.
Sue
(< on Pi n 1 and 8.2000
i
7
'I .
Jan.
Jan.
LUBIN
1— The Inspector's Story (Dr.)
1700
2 — A Corner in Popularity (Com.)
400
2 — The Missing Diamond (Com.)
600
3— The Circle's End (Dr.)
1000
5— The Story the Gate Told (Dr.)
1000
6— The Squire's Mistake
(Dr.)
1000
8— Between Two Fires (2 reel Dr.)
2000
9 — The Engineer's Revenge (Dr.)
1000
10 — When the Doctors
Failed (Com.).. 400
10 — Married Men
(Com.)
600
12— Tobacco
Industry
(Ind.)
400
12 — Smiles of Fortune (Com.)
600
13— The Inscription
(Dr.)
1000
15— A Question of Right (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
16 — In Mysterious Ways
(Dr.)
1000
17— A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
19— The Eternal Duel (Dr.)
1000
20— The Card of Mystery (Com.)
400
20 — Matchmaking
Dads
(Com.)
600
22 — The
Man
from
the West
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
23— The
Moth
(Dr.)
1000
24— The Blinded
Heart
(Dr.)
1000
26— The Windfall
(Dr.)
1000
27 — His Excellency
(W. Dr.)
1000
2— Her Wayward
Son (Dr.)
1000
3— The Catch of the Season
(Dr.).. 1000
5— Out of the Depths
(Dr.)
Part 1
and 2
2000
6— The Vagaries
of Fate
(Dr.)
1000
7 — Her Side-Show
Sweetheart
(Com.) 400
7 — Pat's
Revenge
(Com.)
600
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TO EXHIBITORS
PORTRAYERS
OPERA

PICTURE

NEWS

TORS

OFFERS
1. Pictures perfectly projected to satisfied audiences.
Upkeep expense almost eliminated.
2. The satisfaction of seeing yourself properly portrayed
upon the screen. The knowledge that all "business"
will be clearly, faithfully reproduced.
3. Ease of operation; noiseless; simple in adjustment;
all parts easily accessible.
This UNIVERSAL Machine

Gives GENERAL

Satisfaction

To Our MUTUAL

Benefit.

Illustrated Catalogue B on Request
MADE

AND GUARANTEED

PRECISION MACHINE
317 EAST

BY

COMPANY,

Inc.

34th STREET

NEW

YORK

Sound Effects Produce Natural Shows
It is unnatural to see something happen that
naturally produces a noise and hear nothing

Take Care
when booking features; remember
the market is flooded with so called
ones, but to continue prospering you
can't take chances.

Discriminate
and bear in mind that Warner's
Features have won the confidence
of exhibitors all over the country.

Why?

because we buy the best on the
open market and when released,
their quality guarantee is a certainty.

The Excelsior Sound Effect Cabinet
Produces

a combination

ENLIVENED
Send for
Descriptive Pamphlet

of more

sounds

Warner's

Features, Inc.

130 W. 46th Street
New York

at one time than any ather method

PICTURES

MEAN

ALBERT GENTEL

SUCCESS
1503 Columbia Ave.
PHILADELPHIA

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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H NOW

SHOWING

J I

TO

THE WORLD

*

\l

America's Most Popular Star

£ J

II DUSTIN FARNUM II

* *
* *

....
.
in a Six Part Motion Picture Presentation of

* *
II
RICHARD

HARDING

£* *
*
Internationally Successful
* %

* *
* *

DAVIS'

* *
If

Story of Revolution and Adventure

•••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••*

** J
*
% J

11 ! "SOLDIERS of FORTUNE" I 11

* *
•K
+

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

*
->t
By Permission of Charles Scribner's Sons' Co.

J *
£ J

Produced in Cuba with the Co-operation and Aid of the Cuban Army
and American Navy, Under the Personal Direction of

t3
i

i

AUGUSTUS
MUSIC

*

*
J
*%
*■

J
?
*$
*

RICHARD HARDING DAVIS'
own story of the making of the picture
profusely
of Fortune,"
°f" Soldiersappears
illustrated,
in

J
J
*
*
*-

J J
J J

I1

t£

SCRIBNER'S
for MARCH MAGAZINE

|
J

I
* I
*

••••••••••••*••••••••••*••*••••••

J J

£ £
XT

-K%
*

„MANUEL , ,,
. KLEIN
...
, .,
Composer and Musical Director of the

||
* i

Ji

NEW YORK
HIPPODROME& SONS
Published
by M. WITMARK

x *

••••••••*••••••+•••*•••••••••••••

Columns of newspaper accounts sent through the Associated
Press have excited a world of interest among
the public.

OUR BOOKING
OFFICES
|
*|
J Every All-Star production is available to
* $
* t

J J
J *

j£ *

*
J

* *
I +

GIRDLE

THE

EARTH

first-class houses.
The most complete
and artistic line of comprehensive advertising and display matter, lobby frames,
photos, etc., ever prepared.

* *

Write for Our Descriptive Booklet — FREE

t* t
We
will advise
*

of

the

nearest

booking

j

J J
J X

* J
* *

||
J *
* *
* *
* *

* *

office.

** **

II ALL-STAR FEATURE CORPORATION

I

i f ""XLE™

\rou

*
*

THOMAS

* -*

by

*
4.

***••*•••••••••••••*•••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••+•••••••••••••

SPECIAL

* X-

220 W. 42d St., New York

AUSS/c™r i \
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Quality Films
Reasonable Prices
Efficient Service

General Film Co., a*)
200 Fifth Avenue

In writing

i ' I 111

MOTION

New York

I'M

I I'KI

NEWS"

FEBRUARY

14, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

/nj

Ya^fUtojOUL

^Ufz^ry>yjj

Exhibitors Times
E©i.

1913

f>ud6uAa

3tr*s>* «J2

Moving Picture News
vEst.

1908

COLOUR
Cinematography
First of a Series of Authoritative Articles
by an Expert
Page Fifteen

FULL REPORT ON
Ohio Convention
Page Seventeen
Volume IX

Number 6
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At the Sign of the
Wing-ed Clock

Andrew Carnegie Billie Burke
Mayor Mitchel of New York
District-Attorney Whitman
These are but a few of the "real people" shown meeting

44

Our MUTUAL

Girl

99

Up-to-the-minute fashion material — showing the newest styles
on living models in the studios of the great New York dressmakers.
Central Park, Fifth Avenue, The Plaza, The Ritz — all the
fashionable places. With such wealth of material all brought together in a fascinating love story, is it surprising that exhibitors
everywhere are clamoring to show
44

Girl"

Our MUTUAL

The Greatest Business Getter Ever Offered
in Regular Service to Moving Picture Houses
Bear in mind that this great feature film can be had only by
houses showing Mutual Movies.
It is part of the regular programme.
Special Posters — Special Lantern Slides — Special Heralds.

MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION

Branches in 49 Cities

I n \\ rittng i o adverl i

■: i ntion " I III

MOTIOM

PI< I i RE

New York

\ 1 \\ S"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

F» ATI-IE

SCENE

FROM

"ON

THE

ALTAR

OF

PATRIOTISM"

THE BROTHER COUNTS
A TWO

PART

DRAMA

A tale of brotherly love — of youthful folly and its penalty; of repentance in a woman and its
reward.
A very fine German photo play.
Released Thursday, March 5th

ON THE ALTAR OF PATRIOTISM
A

TWO

PART

DRAMA

A moving story of utmost sacrifice for one's country and replete with thrilling situations.
The leading woman, a Spanish dancer, is most attractive.
Released Saturday, March 7th

NOTE : Insist upon these films at your exchange; if you can't get them write us

PATHE

FRERES

1 Congress Street, Jersey City, N. J.

In writing to advertiser! please mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

TWO

MOTION

PICTURE

MORE

OCTAVIUS— AMATEUR

EDISON SERIES

WOOD

DETECTIVE

FEATURING BARRY O'MOORE
Here are twelve comic detective stories released in
co-operation with the Pictorial Review, written by
Frederic Arnold Kummer, the well-known playwright. First release, "The Adventure of the Actress' Jewels"; second, "The Adventure of the Extra
Released
Baby."

the

NEWS

third Monday in each
Began January 12th

month.

FEATURING

B. WEDD

WILLIAM

WADSWORTH

The story of a love-sick bachelor. Mark Swan,
well-known writer of comedies, has lived up to his
reputation in this series. The lirst three releases,
"Her Face Was Her Fortune," "The Lovely Senorita" and "The Beautiful
Leading
Lady."
Released the last Monday of the month
Began December 29th

Coming Two Reel Features
***ALL
FOR HIS SAKE
A powerful drama.
A girl steals to save her husband and he terribly misunderstands her.
Released Friday, February 20th

DOLLY

OF THE

***THE
DRAMA
IN HEYVILLE
\ marvelous combination of melodrama
lesque— two plays within a play.
Released Friday, February 27th

* SOPHIA'S

Beginning with the third Dolly story — on
March 14th — we will release the Dolly
series on the second and fourth Saturdays of
the month. That means a more sustained
interest in the stories — and the Dolly enthusiasts coming into your house twice a
month.
We are doubling the drawing power of
this series.
Are you going to profit by it?

IMAGINARY

^^*^

Makers

TRADE

February

17th.

* COURTING Comedy.
BETTY'S
BEAU
Released
Wednesday.

February

18th

POWERS

Drama.

***One.

Kinetoscope,

In writing

OF

**THE
MYSTERY
LIGHT
Fourth

myster)

* LOVE'S

THE

three and six

mention

"THE

Saturday,

THE

February 21st

LADDER

OF

DREAM

(On the same reel)

MINING

GHOST

Released

OF

" I '--IK

Wednesday.

MOTHER

posters by the Morgan

February 25th

EVE

of Released
the 1 lailii 5."
Saturday.
Lithograph

February 28th
Co.

A. EDISON, Inc.

275 Lakeside Avenue
to advertisers please

AIR

Released

OF

Comedies.

sheet

THE

iii the '*< Released
hronicles of
Cleek." February 24th
Drama.
Tuesday,

YOUNG

* CHEESE

THOMAS

MARK

of the
TypeEdison

sheets.

VISITORS

Released Tuesday.

**THE

Drama.

Si 1 "ml storj
**One and three

bur-

Coming Single Reels

DAILIES

Released twice a month

•One Sheets.

and

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

Orange, N. J.
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Messrs. LEVY & McGUINESS
the two world wide famous police inspectors, crush the White Slave Trust.
After all the millions and efforts spent by a public spirited millionaire resulted only in
a mass of interesting material and data; and after our own confreres in the profession

"

have produced such splendid, innumerable "moral" pictures, all about White I
Slave Traffic from the INSIDE, OUTSIDE and all AROUND ... it looked
next to impossible — sheer folly — to attempt a radical reform in the problem of

"TRAFFICKERS

ON

but then a stroke of Genius illuminated the fertile brains of

"Why

not try RIDICULE

A

The

SOLES"
MCSSFS.

. . . FUN?"

CLASS1KER

F^eatur
e
Photoplay
42nd STREET, Candler Bldg.
Phone

1_^ \^J T ±J
R

T

T

McGUlflCSS*

FUN

greatest three reel Burlesque Comedy of the season.

220 WEST

St

S

... and Fun it is!

OF

Limited Territory left on "THE GREAT

I

LCVV

m..,,

±T

NL >l

LURE

OF PARIS"

Comp
any
NEW
YORK

Bryant 8486

MU
H IP
EK
WELE
EACLT

TWOLS
REE

ANNOUNCES

CITY

(Beginning
with week
of February
16th)
The regular Monday releases will be discontinued, to permit us to satisfy the demand for Lubin Multiple
become so popular with all Exhibitors.
THE REGULAR LUBIN WEEKLY PROGRAM WILL BE AS FOLLOWS

Reels,

which

have

TUESDAY— A Comedy
WEDNESDAY— A Multiple
THURSDAY—
A
Multiple
FRIDAY-A
Drama
SATURDAY— A Comedy
.♦
4
ARRANGE
YOUR
BOOKINGS
ACCORDINGLY!
5?

I
I
*

Two

Lubin

Masterpieces

"THE LION INAND
SIX
"THE THIRD
IN FIVE

%

THE MOUSE"
DEGREE"
REELS

•

REELS

•

•o
(Both by Charles Klein, the foremost playwright of the day)
These two extraordinary photoplays have caused more favorable comment than any other two pictures ever shown to the motion
S>
picture public — thev have broken all attendance
records for every Exhibitor who has shown them.
I
PIFRCE'S
THEATRE, NEW
ORLEANS,
EXHIBITED
"THE
THIRD
DEGREE"
FOR
FIVE
CONSECUTIVE
DAYS,
*
PLAYING TO CAPACITY AT EACH PERFORMANCE.
THE SUCCESS
OF THESE
MARVELOUS
PICTURES
IS CON88
CLUSIVELY
PROVED!
"8*
(They may be secured from the Offices of the General Film Co.)
•o
Five Releases Each Week,

88

"THE
"THE

PRICE
HOUSE

Including Two

Multiples

OF A RUBY" — Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
OF FEAR" — Drama,
Special in 2 Reels

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY
. . .

In writing to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

February
9th
February
9th
February 10th
February 12th
February 13th
February 14th
Sheets with all

PICTURE

NEWS*

..

«
•

-:>
.-,
$
a-.
Multiple

PHILADELPHIA
. ,-.- . .

■:>

I

Wednesday, February 18th
Thursday, February 19th

"ANTIDOTES
FOR
SUICIDE" — Comedy
Monday,
"TAMING
TERRIBLE
TED" — Comedy
Monday,
"THE
MEASURE
OF A MAN" — Drama
Tuesday,
"FITZHUGH'S
RIDE" — Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
Thursday,
.•
"THE
SLEEPING
SENTINEL" — Drama
Friday,
<s>
"THE
REWARD" — Drama
Saturday,
LUBIN'S ATTRACTIVE POSTERS — One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three
and Six
Reels — in five colors.
Order from your Exchange or from A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

LUBIN
.*

*

a<•>

THE

MOTION
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30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

FAMOUS
FEATURES

DANIEL

A YEAR'
^53 5K?

a

FROHMAN
Presents

THI, FAMOUS

ROMANTIC

PLAY,

The Pride of Jennico

A YEAR"

A dramatic conflict of hearts and swords, enacted by the

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

STOCK

COMPANY

In Motion Pictures
"THE'PRIDE OF JENNICO" is a stirring drama,
relating| how a haughty, whimsical little
princess is tamed by love; how a haughty
young noble is humbled by the same sweet
influence, and how both finally learn the
power of the heart over pride and caprice.

Jennico mistakes the maid for the Princess.

In Four Reels, Released February 20th

30

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM COMPANY

FAMOUS
FEATURES

ADOLPH
DANIE.LTROHMAN,

ZUKOR, President

Managing Director

LDWIN

S. PORTE.R. Technical Director

Executive Offices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.

30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

A YEAR' * Illlllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllinillllllllil
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THE CROWDS GROW WHERE
OUR FEATURES ARE SHOWN
WILLIAM FOX, President of the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co., announces
the following releases for the week of Feb. 16:
MONDAY, FEB. 16, "Princess Elena's Prisoner," a Great Northern Preferred film of
four parts.
Miss Betty Nansen in title role.
All star cast in a gripping love story.
WEDNESDAY,
Thrilling
and daring.
FRIDAY, FEB.
The dying request of

FEB. 18, "Fortune Hunters," a Blache production of unusual merit
aeroplane rescue scene— four parts.
20, "Vengeance Bequeathed," a story of stage life and false love.
a beautiful girl and its result.
A Luna film in three parts.

SATURDAY, FEB. 21, "Fangs of Hate," a stirring drama of American life. Big scenes
and splendid action.
A Ramo production in three parts.

OTHER

ma
X1Z1

EXHIBITORS,

RELEASES

Monday, February 9
"Wives,"
a Ramo
production
in three
parts.
Story deals with a domestic problem and is presented in striking New York
style.
Wednesday, February 11
"The
Lotus Dancer,"
produced
by the
True Feature Company, a romantic fourreel
land. subject with scenes in India and EngFriday, February 13
"Ben Bolt," a Solax masterpiece in three
parts.
A thrilling shipwreck
scene and
smooth-running story.
Saturday, February 14
"By Whose
Hand?"
a Great Northern
Special in three parts. A remarkably wellicted crime mystery, with wonderful photi igraphy.

ATTENTION!

Every Tuesday and Wednesday morning at 10.30 o'clock at the Academy of
Music in Fourteenth Street and Irving
Place, special exhibitions of our features
are given. Exhibitors are cordially invited to be present. The features shown
on these days are for releases two weeks
later.
This arrangement gives the exhibitor an
opportunity of judging the merit of our
features, and deciding the value of their
audience-drawing power.
NOW PREPARED TO BOOK NEW
YORK CITY AND STATE. NORTHERN NEW JERSEY AND NEW ENGLAND.

The Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co. invites exhibitors to visit its spacious
offices and projection rooms, No. 130 West Forty-sixth Street, near Broadway.
Notice of the opening of branch offices in Boston, to supply the New England territory, and Buffalo, to serve the western part of New York State, will be given shortly.

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
130 West Forty-Sixth St.
WILLIAM

Telephone 7340 Bryant

New York City

FOX, President

V£g
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World's Most Interesting Subject
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Made in Annapolis Valley amongst the Actual Scenes Described In the Poem
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that the stirring, beautiful Evangeline, with
its star cast and perfect photography is one
of the few great films ever produced ?

— that you must act quickly to secure any
of the few state rights that remain?
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PRISONER OF THE "OWLS" II
OR

* ITALIAN *
• AMERICAN*
1 FILM CORP N I

THE VICTIMS
A SENSATIONAL

OF REVENGE

FEATURE

IN FOUR

REELS

The story is based on the inner workings
of the
world-known secret society of "OWLS,"
and their
methods.

FULL OF THRILLS AND HEART
a picture

that holds

interest

in every

BLOOD

foot and

brings

INTEREST
out the power of

TIES

State Right Buyers get busy, if you want a live one.

Paper, Heralds, Photos, Etc.

Italian American Film Corp., Fi,z^iB„^,l,4^TB^a<lway' New York
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BE CONSISTENT
ANY Motion Picture Exhibitors equip their
theatres with the best screens, chairs and illumination, appropriate music and handsomely
decorated lobbies, and do not give sufficient attention
to the most important factor of their exhibition, i. e. —
PERFECT PROJECTION.
Knowing that you, as an exhibitor, desire to attain
the best results on the screen; as far as the picture is
concerned, we, having gained the confidence of the
trade|through the satisfaction obtained by the use of
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6A, recommend that you inform yourself regarding the merits of
this incomparable Projector; illustrations and complete
description of which are given in our Catalogue D.

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street

CO.

New York City

^
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"Rounding Out

to our
week we announced an addition
LAST
editorial staff, the importance of which seemed
to call for a separate and more
lengthy announcement.
SO

we withheld the name, which we are now pleased
to give :
Mr. M. H. Schoenbaum, former technical secretary
of the main
Pathe factory at Vincenhes, the usine
modele, so-called, and head of the patent department
of Pathe Freres.

has considered new affiliaSCHOENBAUM
tions with some of the leading manufacturers
in this country, but he decided against this move just
as he decided to leave his former connection — to pursue his technical work independently.
MR.

now has no other connection save that with the
News ; he will be able through the columns of
this paper to give unbiased and authoritative reviews
of those many technical subjects which are arousing
such interest and which are of such vital importance
to the industry that they should be made public.
*
*
*
HE

FIRST in importance, we believe, is the department
Mr. Schoenbaum will edit on Inventions, Trademarks, Patents.
*
*
*
will be reviewed each week, at least two
HERE
weeks in advance of any other available source of
information, all the notable current patents, with descriptions and comments.
*
*
*

it such a character.
have the solution.

We

*

are confident that we now
^.
#

EVERY intelligent, ambitious operator throughout
the country is trying to improve his machine and
booth. Therein, he feels, lies Ids opportunity of real
advancement, if he can hit upon an invention of
material value he has accomplished the best that
lies before him. He is studying and struggling.
*
*
*

BIT often he needs advice and direction. He may
be working toward impossible or impractical ends ;
he may go t< > the expense of attempting patent rights
when these have been precluded by previous rights: he
may need other assistance as to securing patent rig
trade-marks, etc.
;;;
%
*

THE new inventions department is at his servicefree. There are already over fifty thousand patents pertaining directly to the motion picture industry.
Mr. Schoenbaum knows of them all. He has also at
hand all the incidental and necessary information. He
is, in fact, the only motion picture patent authority to
be consulted today. .^
,;;
t_
many things of interest and value are happening abroad today which are not now conveyed
to the general trade. There are economies and innovations intheatre management which the American exhibitor wants to know about, just as we are here making advances which are of vital interest to the European exhibitor. Mr. Schoenbaum will write of
these; he also has much valuable information on
new products, new machines and accessories to impart to the operator and manufacturer.

AGAIN,

THE value of this to the manufacturer and otherthis department
but in addition
is apparent:
will give free service in the way of answers to all
inquiries.
*
*
*
we have solved a
believe
IN this latter connection we

this issue appears an article on color photography, which will be followed by others dealing with
those technical phases of factory, studio and theatre

been before us for some months
of something of real value and
the operator. We decided not
department until we could give

ROUNDING out the publication we call this move.
We. have still another editorial addition to announce. Keep your eye on the News.
Wm. A. fOHNSTON.

problem that has
— namely the giving
practical service to
to add an operators'

IN

operation which are of great interest to all. but valueless unless exact and authoritative.

^

^

^
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TO OPEN TEN BRANCHES
I Mans are now being formulated by
the World Special Films Corporation
for the opening of five additional offices
in the United States, three in Canada,
one in Cuba and one in Mexico. Phil
Gleichman, general manager for the concern, is now in the Wesl opening
these offices.
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Charles Pathe Honored

FOLK
ON
DOOMED
MONROE

1 >ne of the most unusual motion
pictures ever taken was secured by a
camera-man of the Imperial Motion
Picture Company. Inc., U80 Broad
way. New York City, aboard the
steamship Monroe the day before it
was sunk in a collision with the steamship Nantucket off the coast of Virginia.
Herr VanRavcn, the camera-man.
took about twenty scenes aboard the
Monroe. They include a view of the
ship leaving- old Point; flag-raising,
the group of motion picture people at
the life boats; seagulls Hying in the
rear of the vessel and a close up
picture of the wireless operator taking a message. The day following
the wreck the landing of the survivors, the crushed bow of the Nantucket and a crushed life boat from
the Monroe were filmed.
The motion picture people in the
group who left the ill-fated vessel
just a few hours before she sunk
were: James Gordon. director;
Robert Webb Lawrence and Miss
Arline Pretty, leads; Miss Amy
Crane, James Burton and Miss Elsie
Steel, characters; William Hetts. juvenile; J. W. Mahan general manager of the Imperial Motion Picture
Company, Inc., and Herr VanRaven,
the camera man.

PICTURE

Distinguished Leader in the World of Motion Picture Affairs Made a
Chevalier of the Legion of Honor

IT weekhas

just been
made
public this
I hat Charles Pathe, head of
the great motion picture house which is
known wherever pictures are shown, has
been tendered by the French Governmenl
the coveted
decoration
of the

esty which is characteristic of this
greatest of all the pioneers of the industry has hitherto led him to decline
the honor. This time, however, the
wishes of his friends and admirers prevailed and he consented to accept the
most distinguished honor in his country's
The French Government thus recognizes the man. who, as a pioneer in an
untried held, built up a huge industry
with many thousands of employees,
gift.
whose name has become almost a household word all over the world, and
through whose efforts and genius the
picture plays of today have been made

CHARLES

PATHE

Legion of Honor. It is understood that
Mr. Pathe formally accepted the distinction on January 18, but the fact
was not made public until this week.
It is interesting to note that Mr.
Pathe has been offered the same decoration several times before, but the mod-

FROM THE "SQUAW MAN'
(Coming Lasky Production)

possible.
Mr. Pathe came to America recently
to make a study of trade conditions
and to compare them with those existing today in the motion picture industry abroad. Before he leaves, it is
expected that he will make many innovations in the American branch of
the great Pathe house, many of which
will doubtless be of great value to the
industry as a whole.
In a recent interview in The Motion
Picture News, Mr. Pathe made public
for the first time some of his views
and opinions on the present trend of the
motion picture in this country. He
pointed out that the greatest danger of
today lay in overproduction, which resulted in many inferior films being offered to the public. To counteract this
tendency, he asserted that the feature
was steadily growing in importance as a
means of preventing the silent art from
descending to the commonplace.
True to his established precedent.
Mr. Pathe is not going to make a hasty
study of trade conditions here. He has
already been in America several weeks
and may remain here many months
longer if his plans require it. It is
said that he will remain at least long
enough to master the complex situations
now existing in the industry and take
steps to inaugurate the reforms necessary to meet the rapidly changing conditions.
KLEINE
SEEKS
TALENT
News conies from Turin, Italy, that
the New Photo Drama Production
Company, formed by George Kleine
and two associates, will specialize in
the production of spectacular features
of multiple reel length. It is the purpose of the new company to take the
better class of dramatic talent from
America and surround them with the
atmosphere and superior facilities of
the Italian studio.
Mi Kleine is now in the market for
the right sort of talent to spend six
months of the year abroad
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Color Cinematography
By M. H. Schoenbaum
sonic time past no
FOR tica
l progress has been
prac
seen in color motion pictures, and the public as well as
most of those who are in the
trade have thought that the
perfect picture in natural colors would never come. \ et
the day is at hand when all the
present known systems will be
eclipsed by more efficient and
more economical means.

E Ivor's Note — This is the first of a series
of artic es on Color Motion Photography
in which the author, after reviewing the
work done in the past, will show the practical and almost revolutionary advances
being m ade today. He predicts a large
fu ure for this important adjunct to the
industry.
.*

Several of the world's greatest inventors have recentlymade great advances in this direction, and there is now
not the slightest doubt that we are at last on the right
track to the motion picture land, where natural colors will
be all that are seen on the screen.
It is not an easy matter, though, to tell just who will
arrive first, as all those who are working on the subject
have not filed patents, and those who have done so, have
at the same time taken precautions for the safety of their
ideas in the best possible way. Most of the patents filed
are not yet printed, and those that are within public reach
are so indefinite and obscure that one passes over many
interesting things without the slightest idea of what they
will mean in the near future.
Of course, these statements are necessarily somewhat indefinite on the subject, but, unfortunately, the facts in the
writer's possession which would convince are not of the
character that can be made public just now.
What must be said, however, is that color motion pictures will no more be a small side industry.
THOSE who are not familiar with the art will find it
difficult to realize how complex the problem has been.
Very few, indeed, could tell just how old the idea of obtaining the reproduction of color is, but it has always been
a human desire to be able to retain the image that was
dear to one as it appeared to one's eyes.
It would, perhaps, not take us much time to say a few
words about the eye, as it would facilitate the better understanding ofcolor questions.
The eye is so constructed that by its own means it
would not suffice to give us an idea of the external world,
as it would not indicate dimensions, distance, etc. Discernment is due to the co-operation of the eye with the
brain. The retina is the screen of the eye on which the
impression of all external images is received, while we see
things in their normal size. It is strange to learn that the
surface of this screen or retina is equivalent to a circle of
about 9 m/m in diameter, which, as far as a screen is concerned, is rather small.
The eye is very sensitive and rather complicated, but
what we already know about it is sufficient for the comprehension of the subject we are dealing with to-day.
IT must not be forgotten that photography, which has
been a halting-place to cinematography, has also been
on the way to motion picture colors. It is therefore necessary to have a look behind, as far back as possible, on
color photography.
The earliest date in color photography is probably the
year 1760, when Tiphaine de la Roche wrote his book
"Biphantie."
It will probably be of more benefit to the reader to see

an extract from the book, which
is more curious and instructive
in itself than any commentary
on the perspicacious Norman
gentleman could be. The following is a translation from
the original French document:
"You know that the rays of
light which are reflected from
the various bodies make a picture, and paint those bodies on
all polished surfaces — on the retina of the eye, for example— on water, on mirrors. The elementary spirits have
tried to fix those vanishing images; they have composed a
very subtile material, at the same time very viscous and
very prompt to dry and harden, by means of which a picture is made in the time sufficient for a twinkle. They
coat a piece of cloth with this material and present it in
face of the object which they intend to paint: the first effect of the cloth is that of a mirror, all near and distant
bodies, the light of which carries the image, may be. seen.
>
"Bat what a Jmirror
could not do, the cloth by means of
its viscous coating, retains the images. The mirrow shows
objects exactly as they are, but does not retain any; our
cloth shows them just as well, but retains them all. This
impression of the images takes place at the first instant,
as soon as the cloth receives them. Immediately afterwards the cloth is taken off and placed in a dark room;
one hour later the coating material is dry and you have a
very precious picture, such as no art will be able to imitate, and time will by no means destroy it. We take, in
their purest source, in the body of light, the colors which
painters obtain from various materials, which are finally
altered in the course of time. The precision of the lines,
the variety of impression, the more or less strength of,
touch, the gradation of shades, the perspective of effects,
we shall leave all that to nature."'
TIPHAINE DE LA ROCHE, the author of the above,
which is now one hundred and fifty-four years old. was
probably the first pioneer in this field. He was quickly
followed by others. In 1810 the great German poet and
philosopher. Goethe, described in his "Farbenlehre," means
by which he obtained color on moist chloride of silver
In 1848 Edmond Becquerel repeated Goethe's experipaper.
ment, with certain improvements, but the results obtained
were not yet ready for practical purposes, as the colors,
after a certain time, disappeared. (See Edmond Becquerel.
1868.)
La lumiere, ses causes et ses effets. tome 2, p. 213, Paris,
In 18.5.5 Maxwell, basing his system on Young's theory
(see Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol.
XXI, pp. 275-298) proposed to take a picture of a landscape,
through separate red, green and violet screens, and with
the three positives he obtained to reproduce the landscape
in its proper color. Maxwell did not realize his conception, owing to the fact that he was unable to find the necessary materials which would render the photographic
plate sensitive to all visible colors.
In 1868 appeared Zenker's book on color photography.
which was another great advance toward practical results.
A year later, in 1869, Charles Cros and Ducos du Hauron
met with the same trouble as their predecessor, Maxwell.
(Continued on page 47)
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"A MILLION BID" OPENS
GRAPH THEATRE

MOTION

PICTURE

A True Lubin Romance

VITA-

The Vitagraph Theatre — formerly
the Criterion — opens its season as a
motion picture house Feb. 7. The Vitagraph Company of America, the largest
manufacturers of motion pictures in
this country, have leased the theatre
for a long term of years with the
intention of presenting their finest feature pictures at this playhouse prior to
their being shown elsewhere. This will
be the policy of the Vitagraph Theatre
and, until a picture has been shown and
finished its run there, it cannot be seen
at any other place in America.
The first of the "Broadway Star Features" to be shown will be "A Million
Bid," a picturization of the sensational
drama, "Agnes," written by George
Cameron and produced several years
ago with Nance O'Neil in the title role.
It will be in five parts and the many
characters are portrayed by motion picture stars. A particularly elaborate production has been supplied.
SUES
FOR
$5,905
The Kinematograph Company of
America began suit in the Supreme
Court last week against the KaufmanKelly Biophone Company, of San Francisco, to recover $5,905.
On August 4, 1913, the plaintifT declares, the Biophone Company agreed
to purchase one synchronizing outfit,
nine films and nine records with duplicates, but when they were shipped
the defendant refused to accept them
from the express company.

NEWS

Photoplay Bride Becomes the Real One of Leading Man
A

Lubin ofedi-a
FEW tor months
handed outagoa the
scenario

romantic war picture entitled "Fitzhugh's Ride," which will be released

LOUISE

HUFF

early this month. Edgar Jones
the script and being leading man
his own company cast himself
Fitzhugh.
He also selected for

got
of
for
his

story sweetheart little Louise Huff,
who is listed as the Kate Greenaway
of the studio.
.Miss Huff is a dainty little girl with
a wealth of blonde hair and a pair of
wonderful blue eyes. Truly, in the
photoplay, she was a bride worth
lighting for.
In the closing scene Fitzhugh, who
was supposed to be dead, hears that
his dear one is about to be married to
a rival. Fitzhugh mounts his horse
and gallops to the church, riding up
the aisle just in time to prevent the
ceremony.
In a second he snatches the girl up
beside him and flees, outpacing all
pursuers. During the wild ride Miss
Huff tightly wound her arms about
her gallant hero's neck and Fitzhugh
kept his arm around her slender waist.
There were elements in the situation
which neither could resist, the acting
became real, and the sequel was commenced on Tuesday, January 27, at
the same little country church at
Oaks, near Norristown, Pa., with the
Rev. George W. Barnes, who assisted
at the photoplay scene, as the parson.
W. H. Kerry, purchasing agent of
the Lubin Company, acted as best
man. John E. Ince and many more
associates of the plant served as a
background.
Miss Huff's mother and sister Justina were also present to cheer the
little bride up.
After the ceremony the party were
serenaded by the Lubin cowboys with
typical yells and revolver salutes as
the newly-made Mr. and Mrs. Jones,
with several automobiles filled with
friends, sped off to the Jefferson
Road Inn, to celebrate the pretty
sequel to the photoplay romance.
CHECK

FORGER

BUSY

Several forged checks countersigned by George Kleine and signed
by Frank Hough, manager of the
Kleine Optical Company, have been
passed throughout the Eastern states
during the past week. The checks
are drawn on the State Bank of Chicago and are printed.
A letter from the Stratfield Hotel,
Bridgeport, Conn., describes the forger
as follows: "Medium height, light
complexion, weight about 165 pounds.
Registered at the hotel and called for
his mail which contained a letter
bearing the check. He has printed

SCENE

FROM

THE (Lubin)
VAGARIES

OF

FATE'

cards bearing the name 'Kleine Optical Co , 166 N. State St.. Chicago' and
in The
the corner
name it'C.his
H. Baker.'"
forger the
makes
business
to call upon picture theatre-owners
in the various towns in which he
calls.
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of Ohio

Convention

M. A. Neff Re-elected President of State Organization — No Action Taken on Censorship Question — Next Convention at Cleveland — No Endorsement for Mrs. Miller,
of Ohio Censor Board — General Film, Mutual and Universal Not Represented
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 2.
fourth annual convention of
THE
Ohio State Branch No. 1 of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors'
of America was held in this city, January 27, 28 and 29 at the Hotel Sinton.
Net results of the convention follow:
New officers were elected, including
a national vice-president and delegates to the national convention,
which will be held next July at Dayton, Ohio, and a national treasurer
for the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America.
Resolutions were passed, recommending that exhibitors show two
reels for five cents, and four reels for
ten cents. Another recommendation
was passed to the effect that pictures
should not be run faster than a thousand feet in fifteen minutes.
Cleveland was chosen over Akron
as the place for the next State convention. The time will be decided
upon later by the state and national
officers and will be arranged so that
the National officers may attend the
State meeting.
Two members of the Ohio State
Censor Board, Harry E. Vestal, of
Ada, and J. A. Maddox, of Columbus,
were endorsed by the delegates.
The

'DUTCH

LUNCHEON"

AND

"HOE

CAKE"

third member, Mrs. Maud Murray
Miller, of Columbus, was distinctly
not endorsed.
No definite action was taken on the
censor question. A few speeches were
made on the subject which were
merely expressions of personal opinion, but nothing was done. The chief
reason for this is that the legality of
the Ohio Censor Board is now being
tested by a suit pending in the Federal Courts, and it was thought unwise to proceed further until the official status of the present censors is
determined.
The General Film Company, the
Mutual Film Corporation, and the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company were not represented at the convention. The attendance was estimated at 1,583 persons.
Another feature of the convention
was the ball held in the ballroom of
the Hotel Sinton, Thursday evening,
which wound up the convention.
Neff Succeeds Himself
In the election of officers, M. A.
Neff, of Columbus, succeeded himself
as president. The other officers elected were: First vice-president. J. M.
Kaufman, Gallipolis; O. J. Seybert,
Marietta; G. D. Spragg, Bellaire; sec-

ENJOYED

BY OHIO CONVENTION

DELEGATES

retary, John H. Broomhall, Hamilton; treasurer, W. R. Wilson, Columbus, and national vice-president from
Ohio, Edward
Kohl, Cleveland.
These delegates to the National
convention were also elected: J. M.
Kaufman, Gallipolis; Otto Ludeking,
Cincinnati; W. D. Belknap, Columbus; O. J. Sybert, Marietta; G. D.
Cragg, Bellaire; Lem S. Miller, Cincinnati; Max Stearn, Columbus; W. R.
Wilson, Columbus; P. J. Peters, Mansfield; H. M. Heimerdinger, Cincinnati; George W. Heimbuch, Cleveland; A. C. Dingelstedt, Norwood;
Charles Reark, Sandusky; W. B.
Candy, Lima, and H. Q. Alexander,
Dayton.
Alternates: John Kasper, Pomeroy;
John J. Huss, Cincinnati; John Swain,
Columbus; W. C. Bettis, Toledo; Mrs.
Snodgrass, Urbana; F. L. Emmert,
Cincinnati; J. H. Johnson, Troy; Val
Boyberg, Dayton; Phil Chakers,
Springfield; R. L. Miller, Akron; W.
C. Kasper, Cleveland; Mrs. F. J. Lotz,
Cincinnati; O. B. Weaver, Dayton;
W. D. Clair, Marion, and Louis Becht,
Cleveland.
Orene Parker was elected treasurer
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America, succeeding J. J.
Reider. who resigned.

AT SINTON

HOTEL,

CINCINNATI,

JAN.
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["he corn enti< >n v\ as scheduled to
open at 10.30 in the morning, Tuesday, January 27, but it did not get
stai ted fi ii mally until about l :30 in
the afternoon.
Address by the Mayor
The regular session of the convention was opened by the Rev. Robert
Watson, who delivered the invocation. He was followed by Mayor
Spiegel, of Cincinnati, who made an
address of welcome. President M. A.
Neff then spoke, responding to the
mayor's address and outlining the
program of the convention.
With President Nefl at all meetings
were: Secretary G. II. Wiley of Kansas City; T. P. Finnegan, Dallas, Tex.;
M. E. Corry, San Francisco; R. L.
McNabb, New York City, and L. F.
Blumenthal, Jersey City.
The following committees of Cincinnati Local No. 2 took charge of
the convention: Entertainment —
Messrs. W. H. Wilson, Otto Ludeking, T. A. Nolan, E. B. Funke, H. S.
Koop, Lem S. Miller, St. C. Glassmeyer, Theo. Bley; Mesdames F. A.
Botts, E. J. Bauman, Lem S .Miller,
II. Tennenfeld and F. Lotz. Banquet—A. C. Dinglestedt, Philip Bock,
11. G. Cruse, H. S. Koop, Percy Gerard, Dr. G. C. Kolb, G. C. Motche,
II. J. Bley. Grand Ball— Fred S.
Botts. V M. Brown, C. D. Shober.
G. W. H. Hill, W. C. Kitt, J. J. Iluss.
I- I.. Emmert and J. A. Ackerman.
On Tuesday morning the exhibitors
of Kentucky met at the Industrial
Club of Covington, Ky., .or their regular quarterly meeting. The meeting
was harmonic ins hut short. After
lunch the exhibitors boarded cars and
crossed the river to Cincinnati, where
they were invited guests at the Ohio
convention.
Ex-Senator

Foraker Speaks

At the suggestion of \I A. Neff a
Ways and Means Committee was appointed, the members "f which were
.1. II. Broomhall. 61 Hamilton,; W. V.
Prentice, of Toledo; John Swain, of
Columbus; X. W. Miller, of Mt. Vernon; Geo. D. Sprague, ol Bellaire,
Ohio; B. Weaver, of Dayton; Geo.
Mill, of Lebanon: J. J. Iluss, of Cincinnati and W
B. Gandy, of Luna.
A Committee on Grievances was
appointed, consisting ol \\ l\ \\ il
son, (,f Columbus; W. 11. I [orslej . i ii
Toledo; Otto I uedeking, of Cincinnati; J. TL Broomhall. of Hamilton;
II Q. Alexander, of Dayton and
X E. Chancy, of I [illsbi >i ■
The meeting was then adjourned
until 10:30 Wednesday morning when
the most importanl speaker was former Senator J. I: Foraker who is the
i ounsel to the natii mal league, Mr.
ide a verj spirited speech
which enthused the visit* irs.
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" vl i ition pictures are a- effei tual
educators
at the present
time,"
he
■ , "as the men and women who
teach in the schools and colleges.
Every man who watches the progress
of the world can't help hut think that
in the near future motion pictures
will extend their scope to every profession and business. Even now the
film is carrying the message of civilization to parts of the world which
have never been reached through the
Mr. Foraker also reproached the
spoken word."
exhibitors for not making a more
earnest
industry. study of the motion picture
Attorney-General

Praises

Pictures

Wednesday night the banquet was
held in the hotel Sinton. Governor
lames Cox was expected to attend,
hut sent Attorney-General Timothy
Hogan to represent him.
The Attorney-General spoke in the
highest
saying: terms of the motion pictures,
"They are one of the greatest factors in the spread of civilization,
making every part of the world acquainted with every other part, doing
as much for education as the teachers
in the schools. The stranger in a
city is never at a loss for entertainment when he has the picture theatre
as a refuge. For children they serve
better than the sweetest lullaby ever
written. A great responsibility rests
upon you in this business, to see that
the pictures which supply this popular
demand shall never offend public decency, and up to date there has never
been any line kept more decent than
yours, rendering legislation on the
subject almost unnecessary. Never
in the history of the country have
the newspapers, the public, the pulpit
and the educators demanded more
care in what is shown the public, done
before the public and taught the
public. Don't let a few drag you
down or make trouble, as has been
done in other work. It is of the
utmost importance that you keep
yourselves above reproach. To your
i redit be it said that a very small
percentage of your pictures are reby the were
censors."
Other jectedtalks
made by National
Committeeman Peter hike. Detroit:
G \ McGee, New York; P. 11. Kemble. Cincinnati; Max Stern, Columbus; National Committeeman M. E.
Cory, San Francisco; National Secretary G. H. Wiley, Kansas City;
B. \ Rembusch, Shelbyville, Ind.;
State Secretary W. R. Wilson. Columbus; Judge C. C. Williams. Columbus; Edward Kohl, Cleveland, and
\ E I »ingelstaed, Norwi iod, < )hio.
Thursday
Thursday

a Busy
was

Day
the

most

important

day of the convention. The resolutions were passed about the length
of program
also toabout
the censors. The and
failure
endorse
the
work of Mrs. Maud Murray Miller on
the censor hoard was very noticeable.
After a good deal of business had
Keen transacted. National Secretary
H. G. Wiley, of Kansas City, addressed the convention asking that
the little exhibitor in the small town
and the big exhibitor of the city be
"brothers." and that they all pull totion.
gether for the good of the organizaNational Committeeman M. E.
Cory, of San Francisco, also addressed
the convention along the same lines
and pleaded with the exhibitors to
discontinue giving premiums with admission, on the ground that the practice cheapens the business. Thursday evening the ball at Hotel Sinton
wound up the festivities.
A very important feature of the
convention was the large number of
motion picture projection machine,
supply andToaccessory
manufacturers'
exhibits.
the exhibitor,
the displays at a convention are always of
prime importance. They mean practically as much to him as does the
work of the convention itself.
Many
Prominent
Visitors
Among the prominent visitors to
the exposition were O. F. Longworthy, the manager of a theatre at
Sistenville, West Virginia, who urged
original names for theatres; A. M.
Beatty, vice-president of the Maggard-Bradley Co., of Moorehead,
manufacturers of home projection
machines; Bob Werth. of the St.
Louis office of the Mutual Film Corporation, and Robert A. Morrison of
the Famous Players Film Exchange,
of Pittsburgh.
The

following were present, repre-

senting film c'ompanies: Ray Ashbrook, president and manager of the
Exhibitors' Feature Film Company,
of Toledo. Ohio; Sam Tutleman, of
the Imperial Feature Film Company,
of L09 Wfst Fifth street. Cincinnati,
Ohio, a new exchange started by Mr.
Tutleman; the Western Feature Film
Company, of Cleveland. Ohio; R. C.
Strievc. of Barkcrton, Ohio, owner of
the Ohio state rights on the Gauniont production "The Fall of Constantinople" and the Edw ards-Zettler
Feature Film Company.
Two manufacturers of motion picture screens were represented. Joseph
Gilligan, of the American Theatre
Curtain and Supply Company, of St.
I ouis, Mo, showed the Radium Gold
Fibre screen. The screen in the ballroom of Sinton Hotel, on which were
projected the pictures shown at convent ion was a Radium Gold Fibre
screen The Luna Lite screen, a new
invention, was also shown.
Samples
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o; Mirroroide were distributed by the
American Slide Company, of Columbus, Ohio.
With the Projectors
Three projection machine firms
were represented.
Herbert Griffin and B. Bohannon
represented the Power people. They
showed the new intermittent movement which is planned to replace the
present star and cam, the self-adjusting loop-setter and the friction
motor-drive. Air. Griffin is going to
spend several weeks in Ohio visiting
the users of the Power machines.
The Simplex machines were repre*
sented by J. E. Robin and George S.
Bothwell. They showed a new model,
finished in white enamel, which presented a very pleasing contrast to
those finished in black. Air. Robin
and Mr. Bothwell were kept very
busy informing visitors that the Precision Machine Company, which
manufactures the Simplex machines,
is now ready to take orders for its
new motion picture camera, subject
to three months" delivery.
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The Motiograph was represented
by L. E. Newkan.
The Newman Manufacturing Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, with offices
in New York and Chicago, had a
very large and attractive display of
brass railings and easels. Their new
revolving frame was a great attraction. This company offers frames for
one, three and six-sheet posters and
for photographs, portraits and postcards. Sid Newman was in charge,
assisted by a staff of salesmen.
Other Exhibits
The Theatre Specialty Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, Ohio,
also had exhibitor brass frames, easels
and railings with G. W. Armstrong in
charge, assisted by J. G. Smith. This
company is the originator of solid
oak construction for body frames.
Cosmograph. a new home projection machine that will be ready for
the market by March 1st, was shown
at the exposition. The manufacturers of this machine hope to make it
a sort of family motion picture photographic album.

Sinton

Hotel,

Cincinnati

The Needham Brothers, head of the
Animated Advertising Company, Inc.,
of Cincinnati, took motion pictures
during the convention. They got the
members of the league as they passed
the famous Fountain Square. All of
the members are very distinct in the
picture and the films are very clear.
Sam Needham, of this company, is
working on a new and powerful electric light by which to take motion
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
pictures.
was represented with three complete
outfits, style G and R in the exposition-room and style K in the ballroom, and the following staff of playYoung.ers: Harry Schafer, A. Libin, Harry
Bevis. Frank McHugh and H. E.
The Player Piano Manufacturing
Company, of Covington, Ky., had no
display,
culars. but an agent distributed cirAbe Siegel was present representing the Poem-O-Graph Company, of
Cleveland, Ohio. This company has
produced in motion pictures H.
D'Arcy's
famous
poem
"The
Face
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on the Floor" and also "Christmas
Day in the Workhouse" and has several other similar subjects in preparation. These motion pictures are accompanied by recitations and are
handled as theatrical attractions.
They have proved an enormous success wherever shown.
An

Interesting

Exhibit

Perhaps the most complete and attractive display was the one of the
American Slide Company, of Columbus, Ohio, represented by L. J. Gardiner, R. J. Gardiner and R. Witte.
This company had a large rack to
display and announcement and advertising slides. It also had a Gold Fibre
screen, a Mirroroide screen, a couple
of projection machines, ticket selling
machines and a complete line of supplies and novelties, including the
newest things in uniforms. Also displayed were brooches bearing the
words "usher," "doorman," "cashier"
and so on, to be pinned on the uniform.
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Carney to Be "Universal Ike"
List of Prize-Winners Who Offered Suggestions for Name
Series — Ronald Manson Winner
AUGUSTUS CARNEY, the widely
known cowboy comedian of the
screen, will hereafter be featured
under the Universal-Joker brand as
"Universal Ike." This name will be
combined with a catch phrase:
"There's a universal liking for UniIke."
It wasversal Ronald
Manson, 1529 South
Seventh
street, Terre
Haute,
Ind.,

of New

prize,
Airs. Lee
Matlock,
Knettle
Grand, Pomeroy, Wash.
Altogether over eight hundred suggestions were received during the
contest, which lasted only two weeks.
A few odd ones culled from the list
are as follows: "Carneygraph," "Augustus Bustus," "Honeymoon-Hank,"
"Lizard Luke," "Shif'less Sol." "Original Sinn," "Komic
Karney," "Gussy

The American Slide Company's exhibit was also handsomely decorated
with artificial palms and flowers for
which this company is an agent.
The display of accessories was a
most complete one and replete with
many things of great interest to exhibitors.
UNIQUE

FILM IN
OFFICES

LARGER

Owing t-o the increase of its business the Unique Film Company is
taking a larger suite of offices on the
seventh floor of the World Tower
Building, 110 West Fortieth street,
New York City. The company will
put in a projecting room and will be
in a better position to handle some
big features, which they will release
shortly. Territory is now selling on
their next release "Scab vs. Dynamite." in six parts, a thrilling and
dramatic picture taken from a series
of stories by Peter Clark MacFarlane,

AUGUSTUS

CARNEY

IN

FIRST

published
in Pearson's
and
which is bound
to be a Magazine
winner.
The Unique Film Company produced the four-reel political drama
"What Eighty Million Women
Wanted," featuring Mrs. Emmeline
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette.

who suggested the name and phrase,
and to him goes the first prize of
twenty-five dollars.
The Universal Company had intended to give but one prize, but instead it gave seven, for there were six
other contestants besides Mr. Man-

NEW AMERICAN EDITOR
F. E. Walz has been engaged as
scenario editor at the "Flying A"
studios, Santa Barbara, ' California.
Mr. Wall wrote "The Dream Child,"
a two-part production, produced by
Thomas Ricketts and scheduled for
early release, which indicates ability
of some calibre and is a fair gauge of
what might be expected when working under the able direction of the
American producers.

son, who suggested the name "Universal Ike." Six special prizes were
therefore awarded.
The entire list of prize-winners follows: First prize. Ronald Manson,
Terre Haute, Ind.; special prize, employees of the Logan Picture Show,
Logan, Ohio; special prize, Harry
Seward. Reading, Pa.: special prize,
Frank Miller, Star Theatre, Mason
City. Neb ; special prize, A. M. Welliver, Dreamland Theatre, York, Pa.;
special prize, C. C. Beach, Opera
House, Westminster. Md , and special

"UNIVERSAL

IKE"

PRODUCTION

Con Carney."
"Comic Cuss" and
"Funnicuss
Films."
"Universal Ike Gets a Goat" is the
title of the first comedy that will feature this laugh-provoking cowboy.
Mr. Carney has now been at Universal City, Cal., about a month and
during that time he has found his time
crowded, what with assisting in picking out a suitable company of players
to support him, preparing fresh costumes, and playing his first release.
Harry Edwards, a man of long experience in the producing end of motion pictures and recently of the Majestic Company, was secured especially to direct the series of Western
comedies,
featuring
"Universal
Ike."
Mr. Edwards
has a quaint,
humorous
t"uch which is sure to make the series
pi >pular.
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Screen Club Ball a Brilliant Affair
Souvenir Program, Sold at Auction, Brings $3,500 Bid Made by Pool —
King Baggot and Mary Fuller Lead Grand March — Grand
Central Palace Filled with Representative Assembly
THE second annual ball of the Screen Club, eclipsing
not only its predecessor but also all other previous
affairs representing the social side of the motion
picture industry, was held Saturday night, January 31, at
Grand Central Palace, Lexington avenue, Forty-sixth and
Forty-seventh streets, New York City.
From nine in the evening, when the early birds began
to straggle in, until the last couple cried "enough" at the
breakfast served at the clubhouse at 165 West Fortyseventh street, "after the ball," mere existence was a joy
for all present.
On entering the hall one's first impressions registered
a single word — "beautiful." Elaborate decorations against
the white pillars and ceiling gave a color scheme of green
and white to the hall. Along both sides of the dance floor
and along the end furthest from the door were the boxes,
thirty-five in number. Back of them was ample promenade space, and along the walls were tables for the socially inclined.
The dancing started at about nine o'clock with a few
couples on the floor, but after half-past nine, the crowd
was pouring in at a rate that showed there would be a
large attendance. It was noticeable that there was a
large scattering of "fans."
ABOUT midnight the grand march started, led by
President King Baggot and Mary Fuller. Following
them came the officers of the club with their partners, then
club members, and then other couples.
Shortly after the close of the grand march, President
King Baggot mounted the platform and began to auction
off the autographed special edition souvenir program.
C. O. Baumann, of the New York Motion Picture Corporation, made the first bid of $1,000. C. A. Willat, president
of the Willat Film Manufacturing Corporation, made a
higher bid. Then the plan was started of selling the book
to a pool, raised by contributions. Three thousand, five
hundred dollars was the amount of the pool, the contributors to which were the following: King Baggot, Doc
Ivory, P. A. Powers, Julius Stern, Adolph Zukor, J. C.
Graham, North American Films Corporation, Frank A.
Tichenor, Sigmund Lubin, Mark Dintenfass, A. B. C.
Poster Sompany, Edgar Lewis, Exhibitors' Association of
New York, Edward M. Roskam and the Life Photoplay
Corporation.
From that time on, the remainder of the evening was
devoted to dancing, until many adjourned to the Screen
Club for breakfast, which lasted until 10 a. m.
ALONG the sides of the main floor there were thirty-five
boxes. Among the concerns and individuals who held
boxes were the following: Willat Film Manufacturing Corporation, All Star Feature Corporation, Solax Company,
Gorman Company, "Silent Bill" Haddock and J. H. Gerhardt, King Baggot and William Robert Daly, Jule Burnstein, Mark Dintenfass, Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, Gloria-American, Edward M. Roskam, Gaumont
Company, Moe Streimer, Edison Company, the Mutual
Girl and her director, Kessel & Bauman, Hugh Hoffman
and Fred Gunning, Vitagraph Company, Lubin Company,
Pathe Company, Famous Players, Thanhouser and C. J.
Hite, Otis Lithograph Company, World Special Films Corporation, Eclair, Ramo, Warner's Features, Inc., and P. A.

Powers, Frank Powell and Crane Wilbur, Alec Francis,
Will Sheerer and Stanley Walpole.
Many novel effects were furnished during the evening.
During the grand march, two spotlights which constantly
changed color, played on those in line. Souvenirs were
given to the women present in the shape of hatpins bearing the Screen Club insignia.
The Screen Club ball was the big social event of the
year in motion picture circles of the country. This year
it lived fully up to its reputation and left a mark which
will be hard for next year's ball to surpass.
THE

number present was estimated at about thirty-five
hundred. This is not an over-estimate and a crowd of
that size makes an impressive gathering. Grand Central Palace, which is big enough to house such gatherings as the
automobile show, the dog show and similar affairs, was
comfortably filled.
The character of the crowd drew many favorable comments. Seldom, if ever, has an assemblage more pleasing
to look upon been gathered under one roof. When the
last of those present dispersed early in the morning, they
and everybody else agreed that the evening had been a
perfect one.
Some who helped the affair to its success whose names
should not fail of mention, were:
Reception Committee: Chairman, King Baggot; John
Bunny, Sigmund Lubin, J. Stuart Blackton, Albert E.
Smith, Charles O. Bauman, Ad. Kessel, Jr., William F.
Rock, J. A. Berst, Carl Laemmle, P. A. Powers, Harry
Raver, William Steiner, C. J. Hite, Adolph Zukor, Francis
X. Bushman, J. E.- Brulatour, Chas. Kessel, Herbert Miles,
Edward O'Connor, Joseph W. Farnham, J. V. Richey,
David Horsley, C. J.' Williams, Dr. R. Ralston Reed, Hopp
Hadley, Van Dyke Brooke, J. Searle Dawley, George
Blaisdell, George D. Proctor, Fred Balshofer, Charles
Abrams. James Kirkwood, C. A. Willat, Fred Beecroft,
Wen Milligan, Harry Ennis, Tracy H. Lewis, William Oldknow, Dave Wall, James Gordon and William Bechtel.
FLOOR Committee: Chairman, Frank A. Tichenor; Ben
Wilson, Owen Moore, E. K. Lincoln, Tefft Johnson,
Crane Wilbur, Arthur Johnson, Earle Williams, Hector
Dion, Herbert Prior, Harry Benham, Irving Cummings.
Lee Beggs, Lawrence McGill. Earl Fox, Charles Eldridge,
Frank Powell, Allan Hale, Earl Metcalf, A. B. Francis,
Pierce Kingsley, Paul Scardon, James Young, Leo Delaney, Darwin Karr, Will E. Sheerer, Frank Crane, Glen
White, Billy Quirk, Stanley Walpole, Arthur H. Ashley,
Hal Clarendon, William Shay, Paul Panzer, Augustus
Phillips, William F. Russell and David Thompson.
Press Committee: Chairman, Arthur Leslie; Elmer
McGovern, William Barry and Arthur Smallwood.
Badge Committee: Chairman, Howard Crampton, L. M.
Noto, George Seigman, William Russell, F. C. Gunning
and Frank Beal.
Music Committee: Chairman, C. A. Willat and Dr. William J. Ivory.
Decorations Committee: Chairman, Jules Bernstein;
Joe Brandt, Bert Adler and Al Lichtman.
Ticket Committee: Chairman, Jacob Gerhardt; Frank
Smith, Alexander Gaden, William Haddock, E. Mason
Hopper, Jack Cohn and Jack Noble.
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The Kentucky State organization of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America held its quarterly
meeting recently at the Industrial
Club at Covington. There were present L. J. Dittman, state president, of
Louisville, Ky. ; Orene Parker, national vice-president, of Kentucky;
N. J. Doolie, secretary, and Henry
Struebe, both of Louisville, Ky. ; J. II.
Stamper, Lexington, Ky. ; J. M.
Bradlett, Motion Picture News, New
York; D. \V. Norton, Ashland, Ky.;
Robert Worth, St. Louis, Mo.; T. M.
Thatcher, Somerset, Ky.; W. B. Baxter, Richmond, Ky.; II. P. Bartram,
Frankfort, Ky.; Clarence Bloomfield,
Winchester, Ky., and C. W. Simmons,
Monticello, Ky.
They appointed a legislative committee to go to Frankfort to look after
any unfair legislation regarding their
busini
They likewise indorsed Mayor Gaynor'j
Ss of welcome at the last
meeting held in New York. The next
annual meeting of the State League
will be beld in Lexington, Ky.; April
21 and 22. Tbey then adjourned to
attend the session of the Ohio State
League in session at the Sinton Hotel
in Cincinnati.
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A New Type of "Westerns"

Productions Warner's Features, Inc., Are Now Releasing Are Taking
Well with the Public, Says P. A. Powers

P. A.

I'( )\\ ERS, president of Warner's Features, Inc.. who has just
returned to bis desk alter an illness of
several week-, but who has kept himsell well posted on the ever-changing
conditions
in the him business,
ex-

p.

AND

The Famous Players Film Company
has secured the motion picture rights
to all the dramatic successes of the
two prominent playwrights, Channing
Pollock and Rennold Wolf. Included
among these works are such plays as
"Sucb a l.ittb- Queen," "The Little
Gray Lady." "Clothes," and "The Red

^\'i<! ■ i

A. POWERS

-.■- greal
satisfaction
over
the
rapid strides made
b] In- associates
in building up a genuine demand for
feature films of recognized quality.
\\ lun seen by a representati\ e < 'i
In,
M
x Picture
News,
be was
running
through
a pile of telegrams
:n exhibitors
in different parts ■•'
the country
praising
rures and re ue
-

Warner's
Feamore
films de-

picting the true West Mr. Lowers
was very positive that the public was
not tired of seeing frontier dramas;
in fact, he demonstrated that the real
picture
tan- enjoy
good released
'•Westerns."
"We have
recently
some
remarkable features made by the Albuquerque Film .Manufacturing Company and Miller Lros. 101 Ranch
Features," said Mr. Powers.
"A short time ago," he continued,
"Director H. C. Matthews took an allstar company from California to Joe
Miller's famous 101 Ranch at Bliss,
Oklahoma, where he made three of
our most successful releases. His
company included Baby Early, Elsie
Albert, Jeff Osborne, Master Miller,
Rocky Mountain Hank and a whole
tribe of Indians.
"I saw a Miller picture to-day," Mr.
Powers went on enthusiastically, "that
almost drew me out of my seat. I am
still wondering how the camera-man
had the nerve to stick at his post with
live hundred mad steers rushing directly at him. It was the nearest
approach to a stampede that I ever
want to behold.
"Here is a wire from a Trinidad.
Colo, exhibitor and another from a
Cleveland exhibitor, telling us that
'The First Law of Nature' proved to
be a house-packer for two days.
"This production." Mr. Powers explained, "was the first made in New
Mexico for our program by the Albuquerque Film Manufacturing Company, and the cast included the clever
'Dot' Farley and the well-known-character, Buck Couriers. This picture. I
.mi told was exhibited at the Cinema
(lub Ball a couple of weeks ago and
received
I n n an

enthusiastic
reception."Mr
to a direct question,

Warner's
Inc., had athat
Powersture-. stated
definite
purposeFeain
view when it was incorporated last
fall, and that purpose was to release
Feature films of dependable quality.
It has since become one of the most
potent factors in the feature film business, with twenty-one offices in the
Lmied Stat.-, two offices in Canada
and a branch in London,
"We

have Shown
hundreds
of exhibitor,- bow they can save money and

build up their business,"
Mr, Powers
remarked,
"by turning a deaf ear to
the "wild cattcr" who drops into town
with a so-called feature which he proes to book on a fifty fifty basis, and
we propose to continue our campaign
i ducation,
so that not a single
iW-man can -a\ he did not have a
chance to deal with a company which
i- -.lectin-

from the open

meritorious
ANDREW

CARNEGIE

MEETS

'OUR

MUTUAL

GIRL'

hibitor want - ''

feature-

market

a-

tin
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"The Motion
Picture Is Esperanto '
So Declares C. J. Hite, Thanhouser
Head, in Address Before New York a mere pastime, but an actual
a talk to the
Theatre
Club
brain developer?
Theatre Club — First Film Manufacat the Hotel Astor. New
"It is a proven
commercial
turer to Face Public Body in Behalf possibility
York City, on January 27, C. J.
that
we
can illusHite, president of Thanhouser,
of Picture
<$>
&
jt
&
argument
an
convey
and
trate
j£
goes down into film history as
^6
^
for the good of humanity
and
the first manufacturer
to adforcibly present it m pictures,
dress a public body in defence of the motion picture.
Mr.
which can be exhibited daily to a half million people, in a
Hite has felt much
resentment at recent attacks on the
manner
that carries conviction.
This alone counts
for
films, and it was this feeling that induced him to make his
their dominance t"-day.
■debut as a public defender
of the screen play before an
BOUT a year ago the
organization
widely
known
for its interest in the reguCorporation came to us and
lar stage.
requested us to prepare a
President Hite made the
story in motion picture
point that the motion picform, with the idea of cirture was the real Esperanto,
culating the same through
since it spoke a language
our theatres, which would
that all could understand.
show the human side of
That the motion picture is
this great company. They
a tremendous factor in eduwanted to convey to the
cation, he said, is so evident
public in general that they
that it hardly requires dishad a heart; that they were
cussion. Itis obviously the
interested in the education,
ideal objective method of
health and safety of their
teaching, the simplest and
employees. It resulted in
the following story.
easiest way of conveying
"A brother in America
knowledge to the observer,
writes to Bela in Poland
irrespective of his educational attainments and rethat he has a job for him
gardless of age, race or
He arrives at Ellis Island,
stage of civilization. Inastagged to Gary, Ind., the
much as a story told in mohome of the steel trust.
tion pictures can be underThere he meets his brother.
stood by all races without
who -hows him this wonderful plant and has him
interpretation, the photoplay might well be considlined up for a job. He
ered a universal language —
starts in at the bottom, of
in fact, the real Esperanto.
course, and is promoted
from one position to another, until he is brought 111
motion pictures
THAT
are in keeping with the
contact with all the dangerous mechanical devices in
present age of rapid transit
by facilitating the conveyplaces where his life is
ing of information was anjeopardized. But at each
other point made by Mr.
turn in this road of progHite.
ress through the plant
where his life is endan"Can you not step into
your neighboring theatre
gered a safety signal is dis
C. J. HITE
and there be amused with
played calling his attention
scenes
which
divert
the
to the possibility of injury.
UGH
THRO
New York

A

tired brain from its everyday strain and tension?" he
asked. "Can you not see an interesting theme in fiction,
read a beautiful poem, take a trip across the continent,
or abroad through darkest Africa, through the Holy
Land, through the frigid regions and torrid countries,
or up in the clouds over the cities, or down in submarine
depths, where you may be surrounded by fish and animal
life and wonderful coral formation. Again, perhaps you
may hear a sermon propounded in the space of an hour,
while you actually see what would be physically impossible to see in a lifetime in any other way.
"Did you ever stop to think," he went on, "that while
you were watching the scenes on the screen your every
endeavor to understand them before they passed beyond
your vision, greatly developed your faculty of perception,
thus making the watching of motion pictures more
than

"At the present time the Department of Labor is working on a series of motion pictures which are to be an
argument intended to educate and impress both capital
and labor with the folly of strikes. This is only one of the
meat problems of vital interest to humanity in which motion pictures may be made a great factor in bringing contentment and happiness to till races. Educational institutions, after having realized its great values, are rapidly
adopting the objective cine-tic method of training.
"Thus when the method is universally adopted, sciences
can be more easily propounded, and since it is a uni.
language, arguments between factions, people and na
can be discussed and decided on the screen, thus tending
to possibly avert wars, thus improving and spreading civilization in a manner which will raise the standard of all
a
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Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company, of Which William Fox, the Well Known Theatrical Man is
President, Starts Out under Good Auspices, with Winfield R. Sheehan as General Manager and
Active Head — Features to be Shown at Academy of Music
concern which is destined
ANEW
to become a power among feature
firms in New York City and
State, New Jersey and New England, is
the Box Office Attraction Film Rental
Company, of 130 West Forty-sixth
street, New York City, of which William
Fox is president and Winfield R. Sheehan general manager and active head.
The Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company, which has now been active
for two weeks, is releasing four features
a week, mostly two, three and fourpart pictures. Among the manufacturers
from which they select their subjects
are Ramo, Vienna Kunst Films, Tyler
Films Company, Gerard Film Company,
Sir Herkomer Film Company, Dansk
Kinographen, Luna Films, British and
Colonial, Blache, Solax, Savoia, Leonardo, Kosmo Film Company, Royal
Film Company, Colonia, Dekage, New
Films Company and Great Northern.
From these companies about thirty
features a week are inspected and nine
purchased, four of the best of which
are released by the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company, and the remainder through other channels.
The Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company is handling its business
along distinctly progressive lines. It
presents to the exhibitor many new
points of attack which will undoubtedly
be largely imitated.
IN the first place, special performances
are held in the New York Academy
of Music, Fourteenth street and Irving
Place, every Tuesday and Wednesday
morning at 10 :30 o'clock. At these performances the coming features are
shown two or three weeks in advance
of their release. As the features are
run off, a full orchestra of twenty pieces
plays the special music arranged for
the picture by a veteran orchestra leader.
In the lobby of the theatre there
may be seen the lithographs, heralds
and lobby frames, with the big, handcolored photographs supplied with
each feature. The announcement slides,
which may be used to advertise the
pictures, are also shown on the screen.
Thus the exhibitor by attending one of
these performances may see all he will
receive in advance. He sees the announcement-slides, se s the picture, sees
the lithographs and lobby display and
hears the music that is arranged for
the picture. There is no question of
buying a "pig in a poke." He understands clearly just what he will get.
At 130 West Forty-sixth street, the
Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company occupies all of the fifth floor. This

is a large floor in a newly-erected office
building. Many unusual features are
here noticeable, the most conspicuous
of which are two projection-rooms.
This is probably the only concern in
New York to have two projection-rooms.

gan as a newspaper man on the "Buffalo
Courier." The story he wrote on the
death of President McKinley attracted
the attention of New York editors and
he came to the metropolis to work on
William Randolph Hearst's "American."
From there he went to the "New
York World," where he remained for nine
years. From that position he became
secretary to Rhinelander Waldo, then
Fire Commissioner of New York City,
remaining with him until the conclusion
of hiscity.
term as Police Commissioner of
that
In his position in both departments,
many important executive duties fell
to Mr. Sheehan, and, as second in
command of the fire and later the
police departments, his unusual executive ability was constantly called
into play.
THAT

"H" IN ANTONY

When George Kleine's Chicago
offices noted that all the Chicago newspapers had mysteriously
and of their own accord in advertiseWINFIELD

R.

SHEEHAN

Both of them are very luxuriously fitted up, one in green and gold and one
in blue and gold. Here the exhibitor,
who is unable to attend the special performances at the Academy of Music,
may see advanced showing of features.

innovation is the posterER rooms
ANOTH
display
Here, mounted on
big frames which play from a common
supporting rod, as the leaves of a book
play back and forth from the binding,
will be found all the paper provided
for the releases.
This does away with the old method
of spreading the paper on the floor
and also enables one room to show
all the one, three, six and eightsheets for perhaps a couple of hundred
features. The greatest saving is in
space, but the greatest novelty of this
departure is its convenience.
The whole floor is fitted up on a
very pretentious scale. The executive
offices are as finely equipped as those
of any concern in New York. The exchange departments and the different
feature rooms are commodious and
well appointed.
ACTIVE head of this big enterprise
is Winfield R. Sheehan, who, for
a long time in the public eye, has been
a man who has shown his executive
ability in other lines. Mr. Sheehan be-

ments and press matter spelled "Antony
with an
'H' in
Antony, and
theCleopatra"
aforesaid offices
promptly
threw a fit and hastened to make correction. All of which enabled B. L. T.
the famous satirist on the "Chicago
Tribune" to remark: "The press agent
is informed that Cleo was the lady
who knocked the 'H' out of Antony."
A NARROW
ESCAPE
When Sydney Ayres' production of
"Texas" was put on at the Potter
Theatre in Santa Barbara, Harry Von
Meter slightly misjudged distances
and by a narrow margin missed falling on a stiletto in the hand of Ayres.
Von Meter will bear a scar near his
right eye as a memento of the affair.
The production was a great success and is the first instance in which
an entire company of motion picture
actors is used on the legitimate stage.
It is expected that the production of
the motion picture of the play will
soon be put on.
FORM

NEW

CORPORATION

The New Jersey Feature Film Company, formerly of Newark, N. J , has
been dissolved, and a new corporation
under the name of the Cosmos Feature Film Company, with Leo Rosengarten as president, has been organized in its place.
The offices of the new company are
in the Leavitt Building, New York,
with branches in Washington, Philadelphia and Newark.
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HE PUT WINGS ON THE "A" IN ART
S. S. Hutchinson, of the American Film Manufacturing Company, Has Done Much to Further the Advance
of the Silent Drama to Its Present Artistic Standard — "Beauty" Brand Has Attracted Much Attention
from the Trade as Well as the Theatre-going Public
IN the days when the Motion Picpany was the big and only indeture Distributing and Sales Compendent selling organization, a new
manufacturing company was formed
out here in Chicago. Those at that
time who had their finger on the pulse
of the business gave this concern but
a short time to live. In their opinion
existing conditions were against them,
and many other reasons were cited
why the American Film Manufacturing Company could not exist.
These self-appointed seers, however, failed to take inventory of the
greatest asset any company can possess, that which makes possible or
works the ruin of any concern whether
it be a new venture or an established
business — personality. Evidently none
had taken the measure of S. S. Hutchinson, the president of the American
Film Manufacturing Company. They
overlooked him probably because he
is rather quiet and unassuming and
not in the limelight every minute.
Had they known his philosophy of
business, they undoubtedly would
have been more cautious in their
prophesies.
Although Mr. Hutchinson does not
herald his achievements from the
housetops, these same achievements
are such that they herald themselves.
Mr. Hutchinson's claim is that the firing line is his place and not a soft
chair behind a mahogany desk. He is
farseeing, and for this virtue many
have branded him ultra-conservative,
but the wisdom of his actions are becoming more apparent each day.
While it might be said that he has
accomplished an organization that is
imbued with the same personal interest that permeates his own individuality, he nevertheless continues on the
firing line, giving his counsel and aid,
and the fruits of his experience, to the
advancement and betterment of not
only the "Flying A" and "Beauty"
pictures, but to motion pictures in
general. That his advancement of the
picture as a medium of entertainment
and an art has been watched, is obvious.
TJ E has let the first flush of the
••^■plural reel feature go by. He
has watched it with great interest,
and has found that a substantial market has been created. It is no longer
a conjecture, but an established necessity to the film world. His reason for
waiting until now can better be explained in his own words.

"The reason of the many bones of
failure bleaching on the field of the
moton picture industry is that they
have established a product without
first creating their market," says Mr.
Hutchinson. "There is now a substantial demand for the four, five, six
and seven-reel feature; the market is

S. S. HUTCHINSON

thoroughly prepared for it, and I believe it is now good business policy
to furnish the supply for the demand.
"While our equipment at the present time in our Santa Barbara studios
is sufficient to accommodate the largest kind of production, we are starting the construction of another glass
studio to occupy between three and
five thousand square feet of floor
space. Our present outdoor studio
provides for the staging of ten sets at
one time. Besides this vast amount
of space we have a completely
equipped studio and factory in ChiEvery production before it leaves
the plant is personally inspected by
Mr.
cago."Hutchinson. He attributes, in
great part, the success of the brands
which are being put out by the American Film Manufacturing Company to
the fact that the pictures possess not
only qualities which grip the imagination and hold the interest of the people, but also are pleasing to the eye.
The action of his company's pictures is always clothed in picturesque settings, which lends added interest to the production itself. They
are selected with a view to harmonize

and give a polish to the story. Santa
Barbara has proven a veritable gold
mine for beautiful and picturesque
natural backgrounds,
THE American Film Manufacturing Company is the only motion
picture concern situated in Santa Barbara. The Bohemian life in that city
is practically nil, and about the last
place to look for an American actor
would be among the bright lights.
The majority of the company's photoplayers are married and are very
domestic in their tastes. Many own
their own bungalows, and a few are
cultivating farms.
Aside from giving his pictures a
commercial value, Mr. Hutchinson
has succeeded in combining the commercial with the artistic, giving those
pictures which emanate from his factory a harmonious blend that can
only be the result of a close study of
the requirements of the day and an
observation of the better things in art.
Such little added touches as have
been given the "Beauty" films tend to
show artistic taste. The trailer of the
opening rose and the rose border
around each title, which is given a
rose-pink tint, are evidences of an eye
to art which will become more apparent eventually in all films.
The splendid success that accompanied the launching of the new
brand, the "Beauty" films, is causing
a keen interest in the large multiple
reels which are now under construction. These big features will be put
out in from four reels up to ten. New
principals have been employed to play
the leading roles, and added space for
new studios has been purchased.
What the nature of these big productions will be has not been divulged, but it is expected that they
will be built
a large"
scale and Film
will
advance
the onname
American
Manufacturing Company even a notch
higher in the esteem of the motion
picture people and the theatre-going
public than the high place it holds at
present. .
OPENS TO BIG BUSINESS
"Antony and Cleopatra," George
Kleine's big eight-part spectacle, is
playing to record business in choice
theatres in practically all the largest
cities in the United States and Canada. The success of the big Cines
masterpiece has been quite unprecedented and is largely due to the success of "Quo Vadis" and "The Last
Days of Pompeii."
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Man's Shadow" Full of Thrills

Adaptation of Jules Mary's Book of Same Name by Eclectic Film Company,
plicated, Has Plenty of Good Action
detective stories are invariably filled with thrills and "A
Mar's Shadow," a six-part picture
to be released shortly by the Eclectic
Film Co. is no exception to this rule.
The picture, which is an adaptation of
a book of the same name by Jules Mary,
the celebrated French author, is somewhat complicated, but for all that is of
a character which holds the interest
from beginning to end.
GOOD

Despite its length the action' is unusually well sustained. The acting is
strong and the various tragic and dramatic situations, with which the piece
is filled, are most effective. The camera work throughout is high grade.
The story is distinctively French in
plot and flavor. Roger Laroque, an inventor, discharges an employee, named
Luversan, for dishonesty, and earns his
hatred. Luversan gets employment with
a moneylender
and
vows
revenge.
At a reception Laroque meets Julie

mony of his servant, result in his arrest.
His wife and daughter, however, deny
all knowledge of the crime.
At his trial, Laroque is defended by
de Noirville. As the case draws to a
close he finds the note which his wife
wrote to Laroque, when she returned
the borrowed money. He asks his client
to disclose the name of the author of
the note, but Laroque declines. Luvernote. san tells the lawyer who wrote the
THERE
is a tense scene between the
two men, and then the lawyer decides to clear his client regardless of
consequences. However, when he is
on the verge of disclosing the name of

While

Somewhat

Com-

uneventful life for ten years. While
sketching in a park, Suzanne, the daughter, has a chance meeting with a young
man, who proves to be Raymond de
Noirville, son of the lawyer who died
while defending her father.
Upon learning the identity of her
chance acquaintance, Suzanne informs
him that her father is Laroque, the fugitive convict. In love with Suzanne,
Raymond searches his father's belongings for something that will clear the
inventor of the crime for which he was
convicted.

IN robe,
a pocket
of hisfinds
father's
Raymond
the pleading
note in
which Luversan wrote to his father at

de Noirville, a lawyer's wife, and becomes infatuated with her. She reciprocates his affection. At a clandestine
meeting she makes known to Laroque
her need of a large sum of money. He
promises to get it for her and succeeds in borrowing it from the man by
whom Luversan is employed, giving as
security a government contract for his
invention. Luversan follows Laroque
and sees him give the mone} to the
lawyer's wife.
WHILE
Laroque is with Julie his
daughter
figures in a runaway,
in which the lawyer, de Noirville, proves
himself
a hero and is badly injured.
Upon
his return In. me Laroque
insists
upon thanking the hero, and while (Inn.'
so discovers that the woman with whom
he is infatuated
is the- lawyer's
wife.
Out of respect to the man who risked
his life to save his daughter,
Laroque
tells the woman he no longer loves her.
Knowing that Laroque's invention has
to be completed by a certain date, Luan, for revenge, damages
it badly.
With the government contract cancelled,
the money lender demands that Lai
repay the money.
He does so.
That night Luversan, disguised as Lane, kills the money
lender in sight
aroque's wife, daughter and servant,
who are watching for the invel
turn 1km: I
believe that the murderer, who takes the money
which the
inventor has paid back, is Laroque.
rsan takes t!
to Julie
and bids her return it I
que with
an an
n the mut
is di
roque is suspected. The
ncy
which
Luversan
and Julie return to him, and tl

LUVERSAN

the writer of the note he is stricken with
heart failure and dies without uttering
the name of his prisoner's debtor. Laroque is convicted and sent a prisoner
to Devil's Island.
News of the death of his wife reaches
him through an uncle who has taken
his little daughter. He escapes from
the Island in a skiff amid a fusillade of
shots On the road he rescues two
children from a burning house. Their
fatln
i aroque in
making bis escape as a reward for his
her. ii
m ed by the flames,
Laroque
- to bisawaj
uncle's home and
tal
es his daughter
Through an assumed name and his
disfigured features, Laroqui
deion, and with his
lives an

IS ARRESTED

the trial telling bun that his wife. Raymond's mother, was the recipient of the
monej He confronts his mother with
the evidence. She confesses her guilt
and promises to prove the innocence of
Suzanne's
lather.
i'.\ a decoj note 1 uversan is induced
to come t" her apartments where Laroque and tlie ii. dice have been invited,
nered, Luversan attempts to shoot
ique, \ ay.
but the bullet strikes Raymond's mother. Mortally wounded, she
gives the police her written confession,
bee
forgh eness and then
With
the stigma removed
from her
fathi r's name. Suzanne finds love and
on latiori in the arms
of her lover,
Raym

i
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Oh, It's an Interesting Life!
Punctuated by GEORGE

)\\ that the Screen Club Ball is
over and the haze has cleared
away, serious business again
occupies the boards. But before leav-

N(

ing the subject of the ball, let's not
forget Pearl Sindelar, the Pathe leading woman, who was the center of a
large group of admirers all evening.
And also let's not forget T. Vincent
Smythe, one of the mainstays of the
Imp Company. Mrs. Smythe missed
her first performance with Klaw &
Erlanger in four years to be present.

know

he is good.

Mrs.

D. PROCTOR

Lewis,

too, is

a corking good "heavy."
H.S Bader, of the Ernemann Camera
I ompany, is returning to America on
the S. S. Pennsylvania, after an extended honeymoon through
Europe.
George Terwilliger, who is now directing pictures at the Lubin plant in Philadelphia, isa comparatively young man,
whi', it is conservative to say, is rapidly
bringing himself to the front In sheer

Percy L. Walters is now general manager of the General Film Company, succeeding Homer A. Boushey. By the
way, the special feature department of
the General Film Company will soon
receive some of the features which

very young yet, comparatively speaking. He doesn't look over twenty-eight
or thirty years old. Here is one occasion where it is safe to do a little

the Biograph Company has been producing and putting on the shelf. The
first of these will be the four-part pic-

predicting- and say that he has a brilliant
future, for his already brilliant past
makes this conclusion irrefutable.

ture, "Judith of Bethulia." This is an
adaptation from the book of the same
name, from the pen of Thomas Bailey
Aldrich, and was produced by the Biograph Company back in the days of the
Griffith regime. It is pretty well understood that this film and several other of
the big pictures held in reserve by the
Biograph Company are among the best
stuff ever turned out in this country
or any other country. Another change
in the General Film Company- is the
removal of the advertising and publicity department, which is Chester Beecroft, to the eighteenth floor of 71 West
Twenty-third street.
Friday night a dress rehearsal was
held of the entertainment which will
be provided at the Vitagraph Theatre,
formerly the Criterion, at Forty-fourth
street and Broadway. Saturday night
the formal opening came. 1 have been
harping on the importance of this move
for some time. More about this next
week.
English trade papers say that Dick
Edmondson, proprietor of Film Releases
of America, will make another short
visit to the States, sailing early in
February.
Ralph Lewis and his wife, Vera Lewis,
were the last of the Reliance Players
to leave for Los Angeles. They departed early in the week. It surely
would have been a shame had a good
trouper like Ralph been left behind. I
saw

him

in

"The

Great

Leap,"

so

T

duced "The Gamblers" and "The Daughters oi Men," which have not been released yet. Very shortly he will take
a company to Florida to make more big
productions.
It is doubtful if their is anyone in
the entire motion picture business that
has a bigger circle of firm friends than
has George. He has a personality, not so
quiet to be retiring, yet by no means
boisterous and withal extremely forceful. Whatever he has turned his hands
to in the way of aiding the production
of motion pictures he has made a success. He is proof of the theory that
an intelligent man who keeps his head
can do almost anything. George is

Jule Burnstein has resigned his position with the World's Special films Corporation. When last seen, Jule refused
to tell what he was going to do, but
he hinted without a flicker of an eyelash that he is choosing between two
or three big propositions.
C. A. (Doc) Willat, president of the
Willat Film Manufacturing Corpora^
tion, and Mrs. Willat leave Saturday
for a trip South, Doc's first vacation
in sixteen years. They will visit Palm
Beach for a few days and then on to
Doc's old home in DeLand. Fla.
GEORGE

TERWILLIGER

force of his accomplishments. Georgi
began to take interest in the motion
picture business three or four years
ago on the staff of a New York newspaper. Then he turned his hand to
writing scenarios and became scenario
editor of the old Reliance Company
in West Twenty-first street. After that
he contracted with Lubin to furnish
a scenario a week and early last Fall
was summoned to the Lubin plant in
Philadelphia, where be aided and abetted Lawrence McCloskey in the scenario
department. Then some time ago George
was started in directing pictures, at
which he is making great success. His
first big feature was "The Cry of the
Blood." At the present time he is working on the Lubin adaptations of the plays
of George Klein. He did not do "The
Lion and the Mouse," but he has pro-

The All Star Feature Corporation
-bowed its production of Eugene Walter's famous play. "Paid in Full" on
Friday at the Bryant Theatre. In the
opinion of those present, this picture
is one of the most artistic and with
the best dramatic value of any produced
in a long, long time.
The appeal for help of William Paley,
one of the oldest camera men in the
motion picture industry, who recently
lost a leg and was in severe straits in
Los Angeles, was answered by the Vitagraph Company of America. Mr. Paley
writes in that the subscription of the
Vitagraph Company enabled him to buy
a cork leg and relieved his immediate
needs.
Nicholas
Power,
Machine
Company,

head of the Power
sailed February
2

28

on the S. S. Rotterdam for an extended trip through England and the
continent. This is his first vacation in
many years.
Arnold Daly will appear in "The
Port of Missing Men," to be produced
by the Famous Players Film Company.
Edwin August, the eminent actor and
producer, of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, now at work at the
Los Angeles studio, is making a short
visit to New York.
Gaumont has sold out all its new
hand-colored lobby displays. The Gaumont publicity department secured these
beautiful displays at great expense to
find out how the trade would look upon
their departure and the result far exceeded their expectations. Another
large order has been placed, but it is
just possible that the prices will be
raised on this next consignment as the
first batch was sold far below cost.
Billy Quirk, famous as a comedian
in Pathe, Solax and Universal productions, started at work at the Vitagraph
plant last Monday.
The nut contest is now in full swing.
Two of my little playmates made earnest effort during the past weeks to see
how many names of pictures they could
work into a single sentence.
Moe Streimer was the first one to
come across. He sent in the following:
"David Copperfield" saw "The Hounds
of the Underworld," "After Many
Years" he went to "Arizona" and saw
Florence Turner in "The Harper Mystery" by aid of the "Grandmother's
Lamp." He had the "Kissing Cup" with
him when the "Miracle" appeared and
he witnessed "Shipwrecked in Icebergs,"
then he went to "Pompeii" and saw
the "Balkan Traitors" give up "Their
Lives For Gold."
Then M. E. Hoffman, of the World
Special Films Corporation, sent in this
one : "Jack," accompanied by "Sapho,"
having won the "Heart of a Police Officer," went to see the "Last Days of
Pompeii," where during the performance "Father John," "A Rag Picker
of Paris," stole the "Golden Cross"
from "Joan of Arc's" neck. "Protea,
the Woman Spy," was put on the case
and, suspecting the "Blind Sculptor,''
she called in the "Two Sergeants," who
carried out "What the Gods Decreed."
Both of them worked in the names
of twelve feature pictures. Anybody
who can send in the names of thirteen
or more feature pictures will receive a
nice surprise.
Charles Feature Abrams is off on one
of his flying trips, singing "Great Northern Special," as he goes.
I got a let-
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ter from him in Cleveland which goes
something like this :
"I left New York last Tuesday for
Buffalo. I took a street cleaner's broom
and cleaned up there. Then I took a
flying trip to Pittsburgh and, with mop
in hand, started in and made good. Last
Sunday I attended the meeting of the
Chicago Exhibitors and Exchangemen,
at which the Motion Picture Protective
Association was formed. From there I
dashed into Cleveland and was met by
a mob of hungry feature men. I dodged
them all until today and I made up my
mind to open up an office here. So I
am now busy doing so. Will be home
Saturday."
J. G. Wilson, formerly with the General Film Company, Twenty-third street
branch, has accepted a position with the
Mutual Film Corporation at its Twenty-third street headquarters.
Templar Saxe, the eminent actor,
singer and author, was a guest of A.
J. Lang, export manager of the Nicholas
Power Company, on Saturday last. Mr.
Saxe is just familiarizing himself with
the motion picture business. He has
been playing at the Vitagraph Company
for several weeks. When he had a
chance to go through the plant of the
Nicholas Power Company, he took a
good deal of interest in the various departments of the factory. More will
be heard from Mr. Saxe as time goes
on, for he is a good actor and a welcome recruit to the business.
The United Feature Film buyers have
opened offices in Room 403 at 110 West
Fortieth street and will release several
features a week. F. J. Arnold is the
manager of the concern. Associated
with him are Geo. Schmidt, N. H. Milliken and Frank Dean. It is planned soon
to open a studio in Montreal.
One young actress for whom several
concerns are making offers is Cecil
Markles. Miss Markles has been playing with the Biograph, Imp and Pathe
companies. She has also been on tour
in several of Gus Edward's productions.
Mayor Mitchel, of New York, will
be seen in motion pictures in the fifth
reel of "The Mutual Girl Series." Jack
Noble, the director, caught the mayor
talking to "Our Mutual Girl" through
the stunt of hiding a motion picture
camera in a covered express wagon with
a slit in the curtain.
The "Fantomas" series of detective
stories, made by the Gaumont Company,
have been showing at the New York
Theatre to large houses. At first they
were received in a desultory manner,
but the third series was welcomed last
Monday night by a prolonged applause
both before and after.

NEW

JERSEY CONSIDERING
CENSORSHIP BILL
If a bill, introduced in the New Jersey State Legislature by Assemblyman
Kuhlke, of Hudson, becomes a law, New
Jersey will have a state board of censors
for all motion pictures exhibited in
the state. In view of the national turmoil regarding censorship the fate of
this measure will be watched with the
keenest interest by all branches of the
film industry.
Introduction of the censorship bill
by Mr. Kuhlke is the outcome of the
exhibition of a number of objectionable
films in certain motion picture theatres
of the state during the past few months.
He declares that he has the support of
the majority in his move for "cleaner"
pictures.
The bill provides that every film to
be exhibited in the state shall first be
approved by the board of censors, which
shall be composed of three men, to be
named by the governor. Their term
of office is to be three years and their
salary $1,500 annually.
To make the inspection bureau selfsustaining, Mr. Kuhlke would collect
a state license fee of $25 from each
motion picture theatre, and would have
the board of censorship charge a fee
of $1 for each picture inspected.
Exhibition of a picture without its
being passed upon by the board of censors would leave the offender liable to
a fine of not less than $25 and not
more than $300 for each offense, or imprisonment for not less than thirty days
or more than one year.
A SYSTEMATIC

LOBBY

The lobby display of the theatre has
for a long time been a problem to both
exhibitor and manufacturer. Its great
value to the box-office end of business
is obvious. It is through this means
that the people are induced to spend
their five cent pieces. The lobby has
meant many an exhibitor's success and
it The
has spelled
many productions
another's ruin.
spectacular
which
are emanating from the offices of
George Kleine will in the future carry
with them a systematic lobby display,
which is being built in Chicago by
Omer F. Doud, advertising manager
of the George Kleine attractions.
For "Antony and Cleopatra" he is
constructing an exhibition, which will
be placed in the lobby of every theatre
where this film is presented, consisting of old Egyptian mummies, striped
tents such as were used during the
period of the action of the picture and
posters with cut-outs showing merely
the outline of the characters. These
will be mounted on heavy pasteboard
and in many other ways will be constructed in a more elegant manner
than has ever before been attempted
by any manufacturer.
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"The Maid of ByOrleans,
Joan of A.rc"
A. D. Michell
A World Special Film Corporation "Release in Fi<Oe "Reels— A Production of l/nusual Educational Value — Screen Story Historically Correct in K'Very "Detail
IT is one thing to sit down and read the lives of great men
and women from a dull, dry book, but quite another to
see them in living, moving form pass before one's eyes.
There is a great contrast between history as one reads it and
history as depicted on the screen. It is in this field, if nowhere
else, that the motion picture will ever retain a place that is
unique.
A series of pictures showing the lives and deeds of those
people whose figures have loomed large in the history of the
world would undoubtedly be of great educational value.
Probably the average American knows something about
Washington, Lincoln and other of our greatest citizens, but
Napoleon, Bismarck, Alexander and other world-figures in
history are little more than mere names to the average person.
It is to be hoped that the Savoia Company, the makers of
this picture, have realized that there would be a call for such
a series, and intend to follow this with others similar in
character.
This, however, will be valueless unless they follow their
precedent and make the stories absolutely true to life in

Her offer is received with the greatest scorn. She returns
to her home in despair, but receives another visitation from
St. Michael. She then goes to the King and proves her powers
of divination to him and is allowed to head the whole French
army, which is a position far greater than that which she had
coveted.
In this capacity she enters the besieged city of Orleans.
She does not desire that the English shall die needlessly, and
so sends them a message telling them to leave the country.
Of course her warning is received with jeers and, seeing that
she is unable to help them, she leads the attack against the
city's besiegers. A wonderful battle ensues in which the English suffer serious loss and at last cease fighting.
Then follows the famous battle of Patay, in which Joan
makes the English General, Talbot, a prisoner.
This has

THE

THE

VISION

OF ST.

MICHAEL

APPEARS

TO

JOAN

Poetic and
they have in "Joan of Arc."
every instance as while
necessary to some extent, should not
dramatic license,
be given too free rein when it comes to the production of
such pictures. The present production gives every evidence
of being wonderfully accurate, even in the smallest details.
The wonderful battles of the Maid of Orleans are staged,
with fidelity to history, the dates and places of each one being
given. A tremendous cast supports the action. There are no
attempts to get the proper effects with cheap property. It
is a splendid production in every part.

MLLE. MARIA JACOBINI plays Joan. Her strongest
work is registered in the vision scenes, when she is
apparently in a semi-daze. She is supported by V. Fineschi,
M. Roncoroni, A. Nepoti and A. Garzes.
The story opens with Joan, a simple peasant girl, being
the recipient of visitations from St. Michael, in which she is
commanded to take the sword and free France. The country
at that time was infested by the English and Joan was one of
the many who mourned her country's bondage. After much
difficulty she obtains the permission of her parents to visit
Baudricourt, the commander of the French. She requests
him to be allowed to lead some foot-soldiers against the English, telling him of her vision.

ENGLISH

UNSTTCCESSETTLLY

ASSAULT

OELEANS

proven the French superority for the time being, and Joan
then assists the King to be crowned, which is done with much
ceremony. Before leaving for her country home, where she
has hoped to live in peace, Joan works a number of miracles
with her divine power.
T)UT the English become boisterous again and Joan takes
■D command of the army, only to be told not to fight by the
King, who begins to fear her powers. Bertram, her childhood
friend, who loves her dearly, stays with her through all this
trouble.
By a treacherous scheme she is captured by the English,
after she had been seriously wounded, and put in prison. Here
Bertram is able to arrange for her escape, an offer, however,
which she refuses. She is taken to the celebrated prison at
Rouen, where she is tried and found guilty by a tribunal composed of prelates of the French church. The greatest patriot
of the French of that period of history is thus tried and condemned by Frenchmen.
After a mockery of a trial she is condemned to death. A
large square is fenced in with tiers of seats and the victim is
led forth. Torture has been tried in vain. She still maintains her innocence. Bertram, her friend, is still faithful to
her, and at the last, when her wagon is being driven through
the streets, he is the only one who has compassion on the
heroic girl.
An unusual scene, in which she is shown on the pyre burning to death, is the finale. A large number of sub-titles make
the story extremely easy to follow.
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force as powerful as they came into existence, hut
they were loath to recognize it. The combination, however, was inevitable. It has come, not as broad as it
will he in the future, hut sufficient to demonstrate the
tremendous power of their combined efforts.
The alliance of the Selig "Adventures of Kathlyn"
series of motion pictures with the lug news syndicate
has shown itself the biggest advertising force for both
factions that has yet been attempted in this connection.
It has meant money in increased circulation for the
papers. It lias put money into the treasury of the Selig
Polyscope Company, and the exhibitor has also cashed
in for his share of the profits.

:;:
This publication
is owned
and published
by Exhibitors'
Times, inated under the laws of the State of New York.
The offices and
principal place of business are at 220 West Und Street, Wew York City.
The address of the ofheers is the office of the publication.
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Subscription $2.00 per year, postpaid in the United States, Mexico,
Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands. Canada and Foreign
$2.50 per year.
ADVERTISING RATES on application
Copy for next

issue must reach

us by Wednesday

11 a. m.

Cuts and copy are received subject to the approval of the publishers and advertisements are
inserted absolutely without condition expressed
or implied as to what appears in the text portion
of the paper.
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MIGHTY
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THE

MIGHTY

SOME philosopher, somewhere, at some ancienl
date, created an axiom the truth of which is obthe sword.'*
truth. They
and up until
nized as the
world.

vious. !lc said that "The pen is mightier than
These seven words embody a mighty
contain a philosophy thai is indisputable,
now it has caused the pen to be recogsupreme power in the guidance of the

\t the time this axiom gained popularity the motion
picture was nol even a remote prospect, it was not
thought of, and if anyone had voiced such a thoughl
he would have been considered insane. Nad this wise
man known of it, lie undoubtedly would have said
that "Tlie picture
Tin- statemenl
are being turned
It is educating.

is as mighty as the sword."
hardly needs any proofs. All eyes
toward the picture. It is teaching.
It is broadening. Written words by

*

■.;:

WITHIN
a very short time one will hear of other
newspaper syndicates combining with manufacturers. Itis already rumored that Hearst has combined
with a manufacturer. What their plan of action will
be has not been made public, but its power will be
just as strong. This is an instance where advertising
in its superlative stages is showing its big power. It
proves itself the strongest selling force in existence.
One does not expect that this sort of publicity will
stop with the bringing in of these two powerful syndicates. In time it may be brought so far that practically every paper, down to the smallest village gazette, will co-operate with the motion picture and give
them return advertising for the advertising that they
gain through that medium.
This recognition is proving the big worth of the motion picture and is placing it on an equal footing as
a great power with the pen. if one may consider J.
Campbell White, general secretary of the Laymen's
Missionar) Movement, authority on the subject when
he stated that one half of the world is illiterate
day, and if it were to receive a telegram could not
read it, it would he possible to create a in u axiom. As
practically all the world can see and understand the
picture, so it might he proper to remark. "The picture
is mightier than the pen."
UNIVERSAL

EXHIBITORS

'"T^ I 1 K attention of exhibitors using { niversal sen
-*- ice is called to the page advertisement
on the
inside of the back cover of this issue.
These advertisements, which began with the issue
previous to this, will continue each week Each will
illustrate a striking scene from a prominent Universal
feature, the release of which will follow in from two
to liner weeks. The display can he used with any
service, no matter what its age may be.

power of suggestion presenl to the mind's eye a picture. Hut the picture tells forcefull) and truthfully
and also permits the viewer an individual interprets
tion.

HpHEY are handsomely printed in two colors, are
A suitable for framing and especially designed
for lobby display. Simply tear the page out and it
lobby.
will make a valuable attraction for the theatre

For man) years the big dailies of this country depended upon their own mediums to advance their
papers. They possessed in themselves the greatesl
selling and promoting power known. It lias never
proven broad enough to their likine,
Another hi?

Iheiv will be new ones every week. Exhibitors
who do not get the Xiws regularly will do well to
subscribe now so as to procure a continuous service
of these photo displays.
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SACRILEGE"

A. D. Michell

An Imp-Universal Three Reel Production Released February 2, in Which Herbert Brenon Has Scored
His Greatest Success as a Director — ',Leah Baird's Work Unusually Good
IN this intensely interesting drama, depicting a fragment of
the under-sided life of New York's East Side, the Universal company have struck a new note in screen tragedies.
On the whole it is quite different from anything this company
has hitherto produced. Its wonderful realism, tremendous
cast and gorgeous settings are worthy of the highest credit to
Herbert Brenon, the director. It cannot be gainsaid that he
has here outrivaled all his former efforts for artistic and
dramatic effect.
The four principal characters, about whom the plot revolves,
are capably played by W. A. Shay, Leah Baird, William Welsh
and Mrs. Allen Walker. The first two mentioned are undoubtedly two of the most versatile actors now appearing on
the screen. They can always be depended upon to portray
their parts skilfully and with thorough technique. In this
drama their characterization of two ignorant Italian peasants
is most clever.

the image.
This boast so pleases her that she puts him to
the test, but he fails, superstition withholding his hand.
LUIGI, seeing his rival's failure to keep his promise, tells
Teresa that he will steal the jewels if by doing so he will
win her. Her promise that he will is all that he needs, and in
a scene in which there is much suspense he takes the jewels
and brings them to her.
At first she is appalled by the au-

npHE atmosphere in the foreign scenes is especially good.
A In the New York scenes it is, as a matter of course, excellent and correct in every detail. The fact that Mr. Brenon
has just retruned from a trip abroad strengthens the belief
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MOB

that his knowledge and conception of the scenes he presents is
unusually thorough and accurate.
The story opens in a small village in Italy. Luigi, a young
man, lives with his mother, whom he helps with her arduous
labors. Teresa, his sweetheart, is a fickle coquette, flirting
with everybody and anybody. It is this part which Miss
Baird plays so well. The role is a difficult one, yet she carries
it through so carefully and so well, that despite the pettinesses
which the part requires, we like her at the end.
Luigi loves her madly, and it is this love of his of which
she takes advantage. Having heard about the great America
she longs to go there. Her entreaties to Luigi finally have
their effect and he sells his mother's horse and wagon to pay
her passage, while he works his way. He leaves his mother
behind, though she begs him to stay with her, and sails away
to the new land.
While they are on the boat Teresa, ever ready for a flirtation, meets Guiseppi, a dandified Americanized Italian, and
he makes violent love to her, to the great discomfiture of
Luigi. This continues after they have landed in America, but
in the depths of his despair Luigi receives some consolation
by the arrival of his mother. Topctber they attend the parade
in honor of the Virgin, and Lugi hears Guiseppi boast that
for the sake of the girl he would steal the jewels that decorate

OF CONSCIENCE

dacity and sacrilegiousness of his act, and then, fear of the
consequences overtaking her, she rushes to the house of some
other Italians who are holding a festival. When they see the
jewels they curse her as a thief and flee from her.
She is left alone, except for Luigi, whom she repulses.
Slowly, yet surely, her mind grows blank. She begins to lose
her self-control. She rushes outside where the mob is still
cursing her, and there loses her mind utterly.
Luigi, in terrible anguish, can find no relief from the statue
which he has robbed, and commits suicide before it. As he
does this his mother rushes in and takes his lifeless form in
her arms. Teresa is led away by the police, to spend the remainder of her life in an asylum.
SIX-PART

TIGER

PICTURE

Early this month George Kleine will launch a six-part
animal feature entitled "Between Savage and Tiger," made
by the Cines Company and now being widely advertised
as the greatest of animal subjects in Europe, in which
three tigers, a water-buffalo and a doe are killed. This is
the first animal picture attempt of the Cines Company on
a scale so elaborate.
The entire six reels fairly sparkle with thrilling action,
and aside from the death of the tigers there are some other
extremely unusual and unique feats. In one scene Anthony Novelli rides a horse at break-neck speed under a
tree in the branches of which a native is concealed. The
native, hanging by his hands from a branch, slips his legs
around Novelli's body and jerks him clear out of the saddle, a feat so daringly done and so original that it is sure
to win applause.
Another of the big scenes shows the total destruction of
a large freight-boat with several hundred passengers, including women and children, leaping into a high-running
sea from the deck of a burning vessel.
The male lead is played by Anthony Novelli of "Quo
Vadis" and "Antony and Cleopatra" fame, while the female
lead is played by Marie Hesperia.
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of By the
Criterion
E. C. Dwyer

Company

"The Trap," Initial Production of New Manufacturing Concern, Sure to Prove Popular — Ably Presented
by Well-Chosen Cast — Scenes of Wild Life Shown Are Unique and Unusual
Trap," the first release of
IFthe"The
Criterion Feature Film Manufacturing Company, is a fair sample
of what the new concern is to put on
the market, the popularity of its future
Febproductions is virtually assured.

frontier life of trappers and carries one
to the wildest haunts of nature.
The atmosphere and settings of the
picture are very nearly perfect. Its
realism is delightful.

tains is a log cabin, situated in a snowcovered valley. Its interior furnishings,
while almost too elaborate for such an
abode, are in keeping with his calling.
Hides of various animals decorate the
walls.

Life in his father's trading-post proves

After the first clash of the trapper
and poacher the inevitable girl enters
their lives, and their hatred for each
other is increased. The poacher is the
favored suitor, as he is leading a dual
life, and is not suspected of being a violator of the law.

ALMOST
caught in the act of taking
a good catch from a trap on forbidden ground the poacher attempts to
shift the suspicion to the trapper. He
almost succeeds, but the girl, who has
witnessed the attempt to divert suspicion, frees the trapper and points out
the poacher as the lawbreaker.
As a natural consequence the trapper
claims the girl as his wife, and the
poacher goes to jail. Ordinarily a story
would end here, but this one is the ex-

THE

POACHER

SEEKS

ruary 11 is the date set for the initial
bow of the new company to the public.
The advent of any new producing
company into the release arena is usually
the signal for close inspection and severe criticism. In its first picture the
Criterion Film Manufacturing Company passes muster on both of these
scores.
No particular field of endeavor has
been chosen by the new company. Instead it has merely secured a staff of
capable and prominent motion picture
players, who will endeavor to produce
films of distinctive merit. In especial,
also, much pride is taken in the photographing department of the new company.
Only three principal characters appear
in "The Trap." Wilfred Lucas is the
trapper, Charles Inslee the poacher,
and Jeannie MacPherson the girl. Mr.
Lucas played leads for three years with
the Biograph Company, and Miss MacPherson was on the Powers staff of
artists for two and a half years as one
of its stars.

matter how greatly attracted a
person may be to life in the city
there is a strain somewhere in their
makeup that longs for the life of outdoors. "The Trap"
deals with
the

TO

DIVERT

ception.
Despite the fact that she marries the
trapper the girl is not sure of her love
for him. He recognizes this fact, and
after he has taken her to his log cabin
in the mountains he leaves her to tend
his traps. Overtaken by darkness
while making his rounds he camps out
in the wilderness. His wife follows
and finds him asleep by his camp fire.
Then she realizes that she loves him
after all.

SUSPICION

repulsive to the trapper. A quarrel follows and he leaves home, going into the
mountains where he lives by trapping.
Here he comes into contact with a
poacher.
The home of the trapper in the moun-
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NEW

COMPANY
Sol L. Lesser, the energetic young
president and general manager of the
Golgate Feature Service, with offices at
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle.
Portland, Denver and other cities, has
completed the organization of the All
Star Feature Distributors, Inc., a company which he has incorporated under the laws of the state of ( alifornia.
The new concern will, as the name implies, have as a leader the productions
of the All Star Feature Corporation
as the backbone and. in addition, will
offer one other large feature per month.
It is learned from Mr. Lesser that
his new company has been organized
for the express purpose of meeting the
wants of the higher-class motion picture house that requires a service deluxe.
A feature of the new organization
is the adequate advertising department
which is planned. More than ten thousand dollars is being expended on this
particular branch and everything that
is known as an advertising aid will
be at the call of exhibitors. The company is incorporated for $60,000. The
states controlled are California, Nevada,
Arizona, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
New Mexico, Montana, Colorado, Utah.
\\ \ inning.
TWO

WELL-KNOWN

STARS

JOIN ESSANAY
M >i ■ -ruler stars of the legitimate tagi have cast their lot with
the rapidly increasing army of motion
picture players. Thej are Rapley
Holmes, the talented dramatic artist,
and Eddie Redway, the comedian
l i ey are now on the staff of the l
iay Eastern Stock Company at ( hi
cago.
Among the dramatic productions in
which Mr. Holmes scored his greal
successes were: "Nathan Hale." " I hi
Cowboy and the Lady.' "When We
Were Twenty-one." "Arizona," "
Man and the Hour," and "The Roundl'p."
Australia
playing
leading roles in "The Virginian" and
"The Squaw Man."
I [is lasl appi at
ancc on the legitimate stage was in
"A

Trip to Washington"
.Mr. Redway is naturally funny, lie
diminutive in stature and this fact
has had much to do v\ith his success
as a comedian. He claims to be a
man without a sweetheart and blames
this lamentable state on his size. Mr.
Redwaj madi his greatesl bit while
playing in "The Chaperones."
Some of the legitimate productions
in which Mr. kcdwa\ appeared were:
"We Us and Co.," "The Witch," "Ship
\lm_v." "1492," "Evangeline," "A
Knight for a Day." and "The Gingerbread Man." For the last few months
he has been touring in vaudeville in a
sketch called "Moonflowers."

BARBARA
Ei

TENNANT

I i ading Woman

BATTLESHIP
EQUIPPED
FOR
MOTION
PICTURES
ire
leaving
the
Navy
Yard
a: Brooklyn, Feb :'.. to join the fleet,
which is to assemble in Guantanamo
Hay.
Cuba,
for
maneuvers
at
the
i ml of this month, the battleship Michn was
equipped
with
a Powers
Cameragraph
No, 6A motion picture
projection
machine and thousands of
feet of the latest pictures.
Vmong these pictures were those
taken of the West Point-Annapolis
football game, which was held in New
York City at the Polo Grounds.
Hardly a day goes by at the plant of
the Nicholas Power Company in New
York City that mechanics from either
the army or navy cannot be seen
going through the different departments and receiving instructions in
operating the different types of projecting machine which the Powers
company manufacture,

BAND BENEFIT AT SANTA
BARBARA A SUCCESS
flu Band Committee of Santa Barbara has written the American Film
Manufacturing
Company
as follows:
'■"rhe
Band
Committee
desires
to
i Mend
its most
sincere
ami cordial
thankto your
company
for your
i1 kindness in giving the splendid
benefit performance ^i last Saturday.
"We also hope that each individual
who contributed to that success will
accept our gratitude in fullest measure.
"We feel that our entire city, as
well as the Band Committee, has appreciated y>ur effort, not only as an
unusual artistic success, but as a public spirited contribution to a cause
which has been a great factor for
good in the town.
"Very sincerely yours.
The Band Committkk.
"Per C

W . Northrup, Secretary."
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V
TradeMarks
Conduc

te d

M . H . SCHOEN5AUM
All inquiries pertaining to this department zvill be answered by Mr. Schoenbaum, ether directly or through the
columns of I'm-: Motion Picture Mews. — Editor.
Address

"Patent

Latest
PATENT

AND

TRADE-MARK

News
the more important patents tiled during first two weeks
in January is one registered by F.
Leiber in Great Britain covering a
process of color cinematography
AMONG

also comes that Cheron's process of color cinematography, patented in France, has been purchased by
Gaumont, under date c*f September 9,
1913.
The Leiber patent covers a process
somewhat different from that of most
of the other patents now recorded, details of which are given below.
The following is a list of patents
and trade-marks registered in all parts
of the world in January,
1914:
United States
News

1,083,309. Instrument for measuring lenses. Ch. J. Troppman.
1,083,353. Production of perforated
strips.
Thomas
A. Edison.
1,083.356. Storage Battery. Thomas
A. Edison.
1.083,498. Synchronizing PictureExhibiting and Sound-Record-Machine, lsidor Kitsee.
1,083,590. Moving-Picture-FilmMender.
Henry Adam
Burley.
1,083,654. Burner for Stereopticon
and Motion Picture Machines. F. W.
Bell.
1,083,679. Motion Slide for Stereopticons.
E. L. Gilmore.
Great Britain
21,376. Cellulose Esters. Ff. Dreyfus.
21,411.
Arc Lamps.
A. H. Railing
21,458. Celluloid Substitutes. L. L. T
Labbe.
21.529. Photography. W.
S.
Thompson.
21.533.
Photography.
S. Grossi.
21.623. Color
Kinematography.
F. Leiber.
A method of color kinematography
consists
in taking
and exhibiting
a

Editor," Motion

Picture News, New

series of pictures two at a time, constituting two sets of two color pictures, the filters of the one set differing from the filters of the other set
so as to reproduce well colors which
the other set reproduces badly, and
vice versa.
Trade-Marks
Kettle. 356,486. Motion Picture
Films for Exhibition.
A. S. Caldwell.
Victor. 355,959. Motion Picture
Films for Exhibition. The TransAtlantic Film Co., Limited.
France
463,527. Combined Kinematograph
and Phonograph.
C. Pasteur.
463.588. Societe Carl Zeiss. Colored Kinematograph).
463,608. Reproduction of images
by Electricity at a distance. L.
Semat.
463,658 Improvements
in
Arc
Lamps.
Ff. G. Dyer.
18236/444238.
Film.
C. Dupuis.
The French Patent 399250 for colored kinematography belonging to
Cheron has been purchased by Gaumont, the deed is dated: September
9th, 1913.
Trade-marks: 151864 "Taraga."
151865 "Gaumont' 'and a fragment of
film bearing on its edges "Gaumont
X" have been registered by Gaumont
in France for Motion Pictures. The
Trade-marks 151864 and 151866 cover
chemical products for photography.
Germany
268041.
E. Mecau.

Kinematographic

Device.

267780. Fireproof Device. A. Gottscfaalk and G. Thieman.
267956. Praxinoscope. La Societe
Prepognot & Co.
Switzerland
15012. "G. F. S. Les Grands Films
Sensationnels" for films, etc. F.
Wolf.
15013. "Cineo." Educational Kine
■ iati igi aphy,
iM. 1 lansen.

York

Citv.

Trade Notes
Berlin, Germany
Berlin has about 330 motion picture
theatres all of which it appears have
returned their owners unusual profits
during the past year. The most successful films were patriotic in character or tragedies.
Paris, France
A Parisian company, which already
owns several motion picture theatres,
is shortly to . open a new theatre,
which, it is said, will contain about
3,000 seats.
M. Ffennion, head of the police department, has taken steps to make
use of motion picture projectors and
men.
cameras
for the instruction of policeA well-known Parisian motion picture player is having a theatre of his
1 1 \ n constructed in the heart of Paris
which is entirely his own conception.
The place will hold about a thousand
people. There will also be a bar. a
tea-room and parlor, etc. Six large
doors, arranged all around the hall,
will give access to the street and thus
make
escape easy in case of danger.
Furfurol
Furfurol is now used in every European country as a film cement. The
product may be recognized by its
brown color and peculiar smell. When
purified it is transparent and has a
slight resemblance to beer.
Furfurol is not a new compound,
but a sediment of other products and
was discovered long ago; nevertheless
it has been used as a film cement only
recently. When employed constantly
the receptacle containing the product
should preferably be closed and the
fingers protected with rubber.
Furfurol may be used equally for
celluloid or acetate of cellulose
(acetylcellulose) or to join celluloid
to acetate of cellulose. The word
"furfurol" is not a trade-mark, being
simply a classical, scientific name, its
is free to every person
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"THE MERCHANT

RAMO

OF VENICE"

A Special Production of the Universal Company

in Four

Reels.

THIS
screen
dramatization
wonderful
comedy
proves
one thingof toShakespeare's
the few sceptics
who
may still doubt the ability of the silent drama to compete
with the so-called "legitimate." It shows beyond the
question of doubt that the motion picture can enter the
field over which the great actors have held sway for centuries and equal if not surpass them in their own realm.
This visualization is an example. The vibrant strength
of the bard of Avon's masterpiece, lies not alone in his
words, but in the strong plots behind his beautiful Eng-
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Feature

The

Govehronsotr's
G
IN THREE EXCITING ACTS
This photo feature will make you
hold your breath with excitement
IOWA, NEBRASKA,
MINNESOTA,
COLO
RADO, THE NORTHWEST AND THE
SOUTH
ARE
THE
ONLY
TERRITORIES OPEN.
COMMUNICATE

C.

L-ANG
Manager

RAMO

DIRECT

WITH

COeO,

JR.

Sales and Publicity

FILMS, Inc.

Columbia Theatre Building
47th STREET and SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
CANADIAN
Inlc

oatureFllm

REPRESENTATIVES
Co., Ltd.. New He, ki Blda , Montreal.

Can.

SHYLOCK

SIGNS

THE

DEED

OF

GIFT

lish. It is here that the motion picture comes in. Where
it lacks in word portrayal it makes up in the settings, any
number of them.
Produced by the Smalleys, in their studio near Los Angeles, from the scenario prepared by Lois Weber, the leading parts in the present production are played by a capable
cast, with Lois Weber as Portia and Phillipps Smalley as
Shylock. They are supported by Rupert Julian, Edna
Ivlaison, Douglas Girard and a host of retainers, court atcendants, etc.
One of the novel effects, which is something of an innovation, is the primary title. At first nothing can be seen
but the black surface which slowly becomes translucent
and shows the title "The Merchant of Venice." The
figures of Phillipps Smalley and Lois Weber then come
into view. This naturally makes a very good effect. There
are scenes in Venice intermixed with the wording.
The screen story commences with the suitors for the
hand of the fair Portia. The choosing of the caskets is
shown in some detail. Bassanio, the friend of Antonio,
wishes to compete with the others, but lacks the money.
However, after telling his story to his loyal friend, he
borrows from him. Antonio, not having the money, tells
his story to Shylock and receives the shekels for which
he pledges a pound of flesh.
His ships are sunk at sea. apparently, and the Jew is
unwilling to listen to any plea. Portia, after dressing
herself as an attorney, proceeds to the courtroom to
defend her lover. Jessica, her maid, goes along as her
clerk. She wins the case by her demand that Shylock
take just the pound of flesh, but not one drop of blood.
She then proceeds to "rub it in" by reviving a number of
old laws, so that finally all of the moneylender's property
reverts to the state.
Much humor is caused throughout by the episode of
the rings, which the girls had given their respective lovers
and which they in gratitude had given their "lawyers."
The picture is to be released in the same manner as
"Traffic in Souls" which was handled entirely independent
(if their regular releases.

THE

SPECIAL
"The Mexican Rebellion." (Ammex.
Three reels.) — A tremendous amount
of action, together with a good story,
makes this one of the month's best
releases. The story is of love and
intrigue, the latter playing a small
part in the end, though occupying
the whole stage in the first reel. A
very worthy release.
Mercedes, the daughter of a Mexican Federalist general, is the possessor of a very wonderful horse of
which she is duly proud. This is
stolen one night and her stable boy is
killed while protecting her property.
The rebels are blamed for the deed
and it is this which inspires her
hatred against them.
An American, who is with the rebel
troops as a free lance, is sent on a
message. Mercedes meets him while
he is on his way and believing he has
a message that it would be to her
credit to obtain, lures him to her
house. She drugs him and steals the
message he was intrusted with. This
she takesback
to herhome
father's
regiment
and
arrives
before
the man
awakes from his stupor.
Slowly but surely, however, she regrets her act, for she finds that she
loves the man she had treated so
shamefully. After struggling with
her emotions she saves his life and
wins his love.
There are many excellent fighting
scenes pictured, as well as some personal combats. The fight in the house,
in which the girl shoots some of her
father's troopers, is most realistic.
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vows revenge and at night turns a
cage of hungry lions loose into the
artist's home. As he awaits results he
has a vision of his daughter imploring
his mercy. He drives the lions off
and forgives the artist.
"The Witness to the Will." (Edison. Two reels. Jan. 9.) — A gripping
and exciting story ably acted by Gertrude McCoy, Harry Beaumont, Richard Neill and Benjamin Wilson. In
his will an old man makes his grandniece his sole heir. At his death the
will is not found and a worthless son
makes himself the heir.
The girl goes to the city and attempts to earn her own living. She
is found in a starving condition by
Terence, her lover's groom, who goes
to the son and tells him what he suspects. The son tries to kill him, and
thinking he is successful becomes entirely unnerved on being confronted
by Terrence.
"The Misadventures of a Mighty
King." (Vitagraph. Jan. 2.) — John
Bunny, Flora Finch, Lillian Walker,
Wallie Van and William Shea. That
tells the whole story without need for
further description. This is a comedy
of the Mardi Gras week in Coney
Island, when John Bunny and Lillian
Walker were the King and Queen respectively. Some scenes from the
parade are run in. An excellent, clean
comedy, that is bound to amuse.
"The
Mystery
Lady."
(Domino.
Two reels.) — Very similar to the old

"Cinderella" story. Many beautiful
moonlight effect pictures are shown.
Mary, the sole surviving member of
a- village wiped out by the Indians,
comes to Jamestown. She becomes
the girl of all work in a house there.
Someone is needed to tend a sick
woman, and she volunteers so that
her foster sisters may go to the ball.
The lady, who is really Lady Constance incognito, gives her a beautiful dress, etc. and she attends the ball
in disguise. The new governor, following the precedent of Prince
Charming, finally locates her and
marries her, much to the chagrin of
the others.
"The Necklace of Rameses." (Edison. Three reels. Jan. 23.) — An unusual, interesting and most improbable detective story. Besides the plot
in the story, the scenes which are
taken in New York, London, Paris,
Venice and Rome, add interest to the
picture. The photography is excellent, a moonlight scene in Venice
being worthy of especial mention.
A necklace of a princess of the
B. C. period is the center of the plot.
It is brought to America around the
neck of a mummy. A gang of thieves
steal it. In tracing the necklace a
detective goes to the above cities in
the order named. There are several
thrills while abroad. When leaving a
steamer in New York, after having
admitted his failure to recover the
jewelry, the detective has the necklace
handed to him by the woman who was
guilty of the theft.

"The Divine Appeal," or "The Lion
Tamer's Revenge." (Union Features.
Three reels.) — It is a picture that will
appeal to the average audience. The
action is a little unbalanced, the really
dramatic and tragic situations coming
a trifle too early in the film. There
are several good lion scenes.
An artist goes to a fair where he
rescues a beautiful young girl in a
lioness' cage. The natural result follows— he falls in love with her and she
reciprocates. They go an artists' ball.
Here the artist makes love to a vivacious model, and is caught in the act
by the comes
lion-tamer's
heartbroken. daughter who beThere is a duel. The artist is badly
wounded and the girl nurses him back
to health, but he again falls a victim to
the model's lovemaking. The girl
pines away and dies. Several years
pass. The artist and model are married. A little daughter becomes their
idol.
At a fair the lion-tamer sees the
man
who killed his daughter.
He

CLARICE
Scene from

POSES

"The Divine Appeal"
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"The Girl at the Curtain." ( Essanay. Two parts. Jan. 30.) — There is
something unusual about this picture
and the comedy and drama are intermingled in a most effective manner.
It is incomplete in some respects, but
not enough to detract much from the
interest it commands.
Under the terms of a will a young
lawyer is to inherit considerable
wealth if he marries a certain unsophisticated girl. He wants the money,
but not the girl, so he suggests that
for a money consideration they marry
without seeing each other and then
separate. She at first objects, but her
foster parents lose their home through
speculation and she finally consents to
get money to aid them.
The ceremony is arranged and they
are married, a curtain preventing
them from seeing each other. Later
tin- girl becomes a stenographer and
is employed by her husband. She is
aware of their relation, but her identity is unknown to the lawyer.
Through an old telegram he learns
that his stenographer is his wife. All
ends happily.

"Behind Comedy's Mask." I Pathe.
Two parts. Feb. 5.) — Those t<> whom
the strongly emotional in drama appeals will find something entirely to
their liking in this production. It
teems with dramatic situations and
tlie line acting, excellent photography
and artistic sets, make it a more than
ordinary film. The tragic ending, although unexpected, is nol distasteful.
The story deals with life behind
the footlights.
\n actor becomes in-

fatuated with a woman in the company in which he and his wife are
appearing. He deserts his family.
His wife falls in, love with the author
of a play in which she, her husband
and her rival appear.
Meantime
child
is taken the
ill. separated
The father couple's
refuses
to go to see it. On the night of the
first performance of the new play the
child dies. The mother vows vengeance. In one scene she is to fence
with her husband. She bares the
points of the weapons and unconsciously he mortally wounds her.
It is a foreign picture and the cast
is an exceptionally strong one, including P.ecker Sachs, Asta Nielsen,
Thea Sandten and Hugo Flink.
"The Law's Decree." (Victor.
Two reels. Feb. 13.) — A splendid vehicle for Florence Lawrence, in which
she is given plenty of chance to show
her fine talent. The story might have
become most conventional in a dozen
places, but each time that this might
have occurred it was steered very
clear.
A corking good
release.
A girl, employed in a dry goods
store, is accused of a theft committed
by her mother, a kleptomaniac. The
mother dies and the girl is sent to
prison. On her release she discovers
that she has been left a fortune by a
relative. She enters her new life and
tries to become a member of fashionable society. She aids a burglar who
had entered her home and gets him
work so that he becomes a most successful man. lie never Forgets her
kindness

"The
Chains
of Honor."
I Pathe.
Two parts. Feb. 14.) — To say that
this picture is a consistent Pathe
production is not sufficient. It goes
a trifle beyond even that. The expression of love and hate is facile for
Italians, and this picture gives ample
opportunity for both.
There is a strong plot in the story.
Rather than betray the wife of his
employer, a man bears a false accusation. Such a plot admits of dramatic treatment and it has been well
handled with expert staging, excellent
photography
and good
acting.
Cesare Gardoni, a financier, is left
a widower. He has a beautiful daughter, Stella Gardoni, with whom his
secretary, Giovanni Favri. is in love.
Gardoni marries a young and attractive woman. She is infatuated with
the secretary, but "the chains of
honor" to his employer prompts him
to repulse her advances.
A faithless clerk steals a large
amount

of money from Gardoni. Suspicion points to the secretary, but
as he was with Mrs. Gardoni at the
time the theft was committed, he
bears the false accusation. Finger
prints finally result in the arrest of
the real culprit.
All ends happily.
"Won

in the Clouds."

(Gold Seal.

Three reels.) — One of the Universal's
best productions. The story is clearly
told and contains a large amount of
action which is concisely executed
Grateful for having saved his life, a
native tells an American and his
daughter of the location of some
diamonds, for which they then set out
in search. Arriving at a native villa
they are greeted as gods, and forbidden to depart. They find the
diamonds which they hide in a cache.
Finally they manage to escape without the precious stones, and enlist the
aid of a young aeronaut. With him in
his dirigible they return to the village
In the tight they are forced to blow- up
the huts. This is done very effectively
by the camera-man. Of course there
is a little romance between the girl
and the air-man.
"In the Mesh of Her Hair." (Latin
Two
parts.
feb. 7 ) — An unusually
fascinating
love story in the beginning, but a lack of realism
towards
end robs the picture of much
of
its forcefulness.
In all other respects
it is quite up to the Pathe standard
While
taking
a little respite from
ial duties "" hi- mother's house
boat, a young author meets a fisherman's daughter.
They
fall in love.
become
separated
and
are
in a most
unusual
manner, re-united
the girl

THE

TRANSFORMATION
i

ning
the author
from
a watetw
grave
Sam Reid, Eleanor Woodruff,
Claire
Rae,
Florence
Dyei
Irving
Cummings and Paul Panzer form the
cast
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"Scotland Forever."
(Vitagraph.
Jai
— A very funny picture, that is semi-educational as well. Two rulers visit New York
and. of course, lose their money. One pawns
the pants of the other but los£S his own.
llughie is arrested for being pantless, but the
Caledonian Club got him a job and he gets the
laugh on his friend in bonnie Scotland.
"The Patched Adonis." (Pathe. Jan. 28.)
A revival of an old idea which is as effective
as comedy. A sentimental girl is attracted by
acalls
wonderful
depicting
on the painting
artist and
finds "Adonis."
out that itSheis
made up of the body of one man, the face
of a second and the hair of a third. She is
cured.
"Married After All." (Essanay. Jan. 28.)
•— The title of this picture was "Nearly Married." which was for some reason changed at
the -ast moment. At the time of the ceremoney the ring is lost. It is finally found in
the wedding cake, where it had been dropped
by the younger sister. Some good comedy
work.
"Animated Weekly No. 99." (Pathe. Jan. 28.)
- — Twelve items coming in the following order:
United Veterans in the South urge Congress to
alter the National Flag; Barney Oldfield and
Lincoln Beachey race, with their respective
vehicles; Boy Scouts in Belgium; "Zuna," a
10,000-ton steamer is raised from the bottom of
New York bay; Unloading elephants in Cincinnati; Fashions; Distributing gifts to charity in
England; Large department store fire; Inauguration of Governor Fielder of New Jersey; Capture of Edward Beardsley, the outlaw; Scenes on the border in Mexico; and the
cartoons of Hy. Mayer.
"Treasurers on Earth." (Lubin. Two
reels. Jan. 29.) — There is a good moral lesson
in this picture and it is brought out in a
convincing manner by the acting. Realism in
some of the scenes, especially the burning of
an oil refinery, is worthy of mention.
Wealth makes a miser out of a man. His
economy drives his wife and son from his home.
Alone, he changes his name and devotes all of
his time to an oil refining industry and becomes
immensely wealthy. There is a lockout. One
of the men out of work is the miser's son, who
has grown to manhood. His mother is ill and
has to have a change of climate. An appeal
to the miser for money is fruitless, but the
old man's heart has been softened by a little
girl he has adopted. Desperate, the son goes
to rob the old miser. The little girl prevents
a tragedy. In the robber the old man discovers his son. A reunion and reconciliation
follows.
"Batty Bill's Honeymoon." (Melies. Split
reel. Jan. 29.) — Mirth provoking through its
ridiculousness. Some of the most impossible
situations are developed and make the picture
entertaining. It is on the same reel with
"Windy
Willy and the Fisherman."
"Windy Willy and the Fisherman." (Melies. Split-reel. Jan. 29.) — On the same reel
with "Batty Bill's Honeymoon." Clever acting of a small boy makes this comedy one of
merit. The lad steals a fisherman's lunch two
days in succession. On the second day he gets
the lunch by winding a vicious dog up around
a post.
"Out of Sight — Out of Mind." (Biograph.
Split reel. Jan. 29.) — On the same reel with
"Buy
Wool."
Fairtwocomedy.
A fickle
lovera
loses out
with his
sweethearts
and has
narrow escape with his life.
"Buy Wool." (Biograph. Split reel. Jan.
29.) — On the same reel with "Out of SightOut
of Mind."
notation
on his Entertaining
cuff remindingcomedy.
him to Abeman's
sure
to buy woolen underclothes starts brisk speculation in wool and makes a rich man out of his
prospective son-in-law.
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"Bringing Up Hubby." ( Selig. Jan. 29.)—
There is more than one good laugh in this
single reel comedy picture. Mr. Newlywed
resorts to some ingenious methods to break his
wife of the habit of taking his entire salary
every week.
"What Came to Bar 'Q.' " (Essanay. Jan.
29.) — Slightly different than the usual run of
Essanay Western comedy. The cowboys initiate
a sissy tenderfoot. His sister, garbed as a
man, throws a scare into the cowboys. Her
disguise is finally detected by her admirer.
"How Bobbie Called Her Bluff." (Edison.
Split reel. Jan. 28.) — How a very pretty little
girl, who was, however, a little egotistical, was
"taken down" by her brother, is the plot of
tinfascinating
comedy. A
mix-up
with
German forms one of the subtle touches.
"The Call of the Footlights." (Edison.
Split reel. Jan. 28.) — Amateur night, that
popular institution, is utilized here with some
effect. Two country bumpkins receive the
hook and their clamor for a stage life is at
an end.
"Pathe's Weekly, No. 9." (Pathe. Jan.
29.) — Nine items of fair interest. The scenes
taken in Mexico and on the Texas border are
probably the best from a news standpoint.
"His Excellency." (Lubin. Jan. 27.) — A
tale of one of the Latin American republics.
Dolly Larkin, as Inez, is a fascinating character
in the play. The President, a young man,
longs for excitement. He gets it incognito, together with a wife.
"Mystery of the Talking Wire." (Edison.
Jan. 27.) — Being the third adventure of Cleek,
the detective. In this case he solves a government case with great ease.
"The Testing Fire." (Essanay. Jan. 27.)
— A pretty love story which rings true to life.
Two sweethearts in the country are estranged
by the arrival of the city girl, who captivates
the boy. He sees through her later and returns to beg forgiveness.
"A Two-Family Affair." (Pathe. Split
reel. Jan. 27.) — A unique comedy that will
produce much mirth. Proving that "love will
find a « ly" \ rn against the mandates of strict
parents. (In the same reel with "The Oasis of
"The Oasis of Gabes." (Pathe. Split reel.
Gabes."
Jan. 27.) — On the same reel with "A Twofamily
Affair."
delightful
between
the
sands
of the A desert
and contrast
the fertile
land
in the Oasis.
"The Conspirators." (Selig. Jan. 27.) —
A thrilling story telling the adventures of a
woman secret service agent and a reporter corralling some conspirators in South America.
"The Old vs. the New." (Selig. Jan. 28.)
— A drama containing a great deal of pathos.
Two doctors, one of the old school and the
other
of the new,
eachthat
other's
theories.
The younger
man fight
proves
progress
has
been made.
"Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut." (Vitagraph. Two parts. Jan. 27.) — Another comedy
with "Jerry" alias Sidney Drew, playing the
victim. In this case he is an alleged artist.
Not being able to sell anything, he becomes
a benedict and marries the keeper of a
delicatessen store. His wife leaves for the
country and Jerry plans a high old time. The
house,
is quarantined
his wife's
return however,
is heralded
by threats and
of vengeance
against him and his artist's model. He is forgiven, however.
"The Catch of the Season."
(Lubin.
Feb.
.1.1 — Pleasing
comedy-drama.
A girl in an
outing party has many suitors.
She promises
to marn
the one who catches the largest fish
re the angling season closes.
She imports

a monstrous fish to aid the man of her choice.
He proves to be an earl. The other girls in
tile party and the chaperon
are overcome
by
the shock.
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"Arabella's Romance." (Crystal. Split
reel.) — A mix-up caused" by a letter being misin parts.
Good comedy
understood.
"Slim to the Rescue."
(Frontier.) — A good
burlesque on the melodrama,
so popular a few
ago.
Many very humorous scenes.
"How Mosher Came Hack."
(Crystal.) — A
good, natural caricature of a well-known
Hebrew type. Ikey
Sunitufsky,
to please
his
girl, fights the champion
and wins.
The fight
i was well staged.
"The Electric Girl."
(Eclair.
Split reel.)
\ comedy,
vh ch is not worthy of the Eciair
,i- "< olombi i." A servant is livened' up by an inventor.
"For the Family Honor." (Rex. Two reels.)
Robert Leonard and Hazel Buckham play
the principal parts very wed. The story is
good and will interest. A girl pickpocket reforms and secures a position as a maid. Her
former master, a thorough rogue, she discovers
courting her young mistress in the guise of an
earl. She denounces him, and he is shot by
the police, n
ng arrest.
She marries her
mistress's brother.
"The Heart
impossible
aAnwhole
band
a chum.
Joe

of Smiling Joe." (Frontier.)- —
"Western"
drama.
A girl
puts
of
robbers to
flight and
rescues
dies attempting to assist her.

"That Infernal Machine." (Crystal. Split
reel.)
— Same
with "Arabella's
Romance."
An old
idea. reel
A wrappecf-up
alarm clock
causes
much disturbance.
"Universal Ike's Wooing." (Joker.) — This
will probably be the second release of the
former "Alkali Ike" series on the Universal
program. Ike meets several romantic girls and
does their bidding even to jumping in the
river.
"The Lightweight Champion." (Joker.) —
A clever comedy that will appeal. A dude
is roughly handUd at a masquerade ball. Tie
tells his story to a fighter, who goes to the
dance in his costume ancf proceeds to lick
everyone.
Good finale.
"Cupid Incognito." (Nestor.) — A Dorothy
Davenport
and Wallace
Reid other
drama,productions.
which differs somewhat
from their
\ .ill, heiress to a fortune, goes East to the
home of her father's friend. Here she be:s a servant and is treated badly. A suitor
for the hand if the daughter of the man arrives, disguised i chauffeur. He is so taken
by the maid's beauty that he marries her, then
tells his name
to his "employer."
"Colombo." (Eclair. Split Reel.) — An interesiing picture, showing many scenes in this
wonderful city of ( i
The streets, tenn
parks
and native
characters
are well photographed. A good ending.
"Birds of Passage." (Eclair. Split reel.) —
An extremely
pretty picture, containing more
"Orel;
■
subtle humor than action. Costuming is excel!' lit. It shows a new method to cheat a
parsimonious landlord. On the same reel with
"Orchids." (Eclair. Split reel.) — Same reel
with "Birds of Passage." .Many specimens
are shown, some of the pictures taking weeks
to photograph.
"Irene, the Onion Eater's Daughter." (Vic— A wild sort of burlesque, that seems a
l't'e overdone, but for frank out-and-out foolishness itcannot he beaten.
The villain, knowing that the father of the heroine loves onions.
rs the market and buys the world's pro-
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duction up. The father goes insane, but finally
has his hunger assuaged. Irene Wallace and
Carl Schroeder are the principals. Good attention to detail.
"Votes for Men." (Victor. Two reels.) —
An ingenious skit, written by Calder Johnstone,
of the Universal staff. A reverse of the condition which exists at present. It is sure to
amuse The poor man stenographer becomes
the "heroine." A hot political fight is in
progress, and the "Votes for Men" Club is the
centre of much activity.
"Universal Ike Gets a Goat." (Joker.) —
The first of the former "Alkali Ike" series.
Ike manages to get many "goats," including
his own, before he finishes. Ike attends a mas"disguised"
as a and
goat.
are stolen querade
in the
meanwhile
the His
visionclothes
of a
goat
romping around1 scares many
revelers.
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Hugh Ford Off for Los Angeles
Company
Producer Will
Begin Activities for Famous Player Film
at Once

Well-Known

TJUGH FORD, the well-known theatriA *■ cal producer, who, together with
Frederick Stanhope and Edward A.
Morange, recently became allied with
the Famous Players Film Company to
collaborate on the production of massive, spectacular film subjects, left last
Friday for the Los Angeles studio of
the Famous Players, to make preparations for the first of these productions,

"The Old Knife Grinder." (Victor. Feb.
2.)- — Two unsuccessful prospectors decide to
give up and return to the East. They do so,
John taking his little daughter with him.
James, his companion, hearing that he is heir
to a fortune shoots him and leaves him for
dead, obtains the property and places the child
in a convent. Later the truth comes out,
John returns as an old organ grinder and the
villain is allowed to go.
"Valentine's Day." (Eclair. Feb. 8.) — An
old lover tries to mix in with some of the
young ones and gets himself very much in
trouble in consequence.
"The Germ in the Kiss." (Powers. Feb.
2.) — A germ hating doctor is the cause of
much trouble. His daughter loves the count
because of his moustache. The doctor hates
the lip adornment. So he cuts it off and loses
the girl.

experience in the producing of plays
and large spectacles as any producer
of the present time. Outside of his
wide knowledge of the drama in all
its phases, Mr. Ford has the ability to
strip a play of all non-essentials that
might cloud its motive and minimize its
central interest. His keen sense of the
pictorial and his belief in the necessity
of its employment to heighten dramatic
situations have resulted in the wonderfully beautiful productions that bear his
name, and, coupled with his quick intelligence and artistic receptiveness, augur much for the work in the field
of motion pictures to which he has
chosen to bend his energies.
The Famous Players have already
chosen a number of imposing, spectacular subjects for this new series,
preparations for the production of
of which will be completed at the Los
Angeles
studio.
ESSANAY

INDUSTRIAL
SUCCESS

A

The five-reel commercial subject en"What Didn't Happen to Mary." (Crystal.
Feb. 3.) — A humorous burlesque on the ordinary melodrama. Mary a stenographer prevents the office safe from being robbed, thwarts
numerous and sundry villains and is then fired
for sleeping during business hours.
"A Hot Finish." (Imp. Feb. 2.) — A
drummer having captured all the available girls
in the town is disliked by the rube swains.
Consequently when he demonstrates his fire
extinguisher to the farmers they substitute
gasoline for the liquid, with disastrous results.
"The Coward Hater." (Rex. Feb. 8.)—
A girl proves to her millionaire friend that
she is absolutely without the semblance of
fear. He has charged that all women are
cowards and she proves otherwise by sleeping
in a graveyard.
"Fires of Conscience." (Nestor. Feb. i). —
A good story of a man who loved deeply,
hated thoroughly, yet through all was a gentleman. Two rivals on the desert know that
one must die. Although hating his companion,
Tom
gives him the last drop of water.
"The Elixir of Love." (Imp. Feb. 13.) —
A good slapstick comedy. Professor Dope,
a hypnotist, helps the unfavored rival win
the girl.
Much
fun.
"Woman's Burden." (Rex. Feb. 22.) — A
drama dealing with the much talked of
sociological questions. Nothing unpleasant, yet
getting down to facts. A doctor ruins a girl
and unknowingly deserts her. A child is
born and the girl run'; away. For many years
she works as a dishwasher for a small pittance,

(Continued
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HUGH

FORD

"The Silver King," the celebrated play
by Sir Henry Arthur Jones.
Hugh Ford and Edwin S. Porter,
technical director of the Famous Players, will organize a company to enact
this famous play, which in the course
of the production will go to Europe
for the exact atmosphere in which the
action occurs.
When the alliance between Messrs.
Ford, Stanhope and Morange and the
Famous Players Film Company was announced recently, it created a sensation
in the industry, due to the international
reputation of these men and the importance of their productions, among
which are numbered "The Garden of
Allah," "Joseph and His Brethren,"
"The Melting Pot," "The Deep Purple."
and numerous other plays of equal
prominence.
Mr. Ford

has

COMING

THE WRATH
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titled "Through the Mill to the Farmer,"
which the commercial department of
the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company produced for the American Steel
& Wire Company, is said to be scoring
a big hit.
The film was secured to disprove
some of the statements advanced by

had

as

extensive

an

competitors that the American company used an inferior grade of steel
in the manufacture of fence wire. The
showing stitutes
of andthese
films at farmer's
inat hardware
conventions
has been very effective and the second
diately.
and third sets will be sent out immeThe scenes show modern methods of
ore mining and shipping; the manufacture of pig iron and the open hearth
and Bessemer process of steel making
through every process to the final
scenes showing the proper way of building a wire fence.
J. W. Meaker, Jr., manager of the
fence department, is very well pleased
with the work of the Essanay Company, and states that the motion picture was the only method by which
they could disprove the statements of
their competitors relative to the manufacture of American fences.
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O F O SAN"
Reels)

'"THE Courtship of O San" is similar to several other
A Domino pictures depicting Japanese life, and, like its
predecessors, the atmosphere is perfect. Perhaps the use of
Japanese actors is greatly responsible for this fact, but the
settings and the action leave nothing to be desired. The
story is true to Japanese tradition as we know it in this
country. Beautiful exteriors in conjunction with the accurate
settings of the interiors make this one of the finest pictures
yet released.
The story tells of Shotoku. the son of a Marquis, who
meets and becomes enamored of O San, a well-known actress.
Under the guise of being a tradesman he wins her affections

•I

PICTURE

AMERICA,

0

SAN'

and asks her to be his wife. She consents and the wedding
is arranged. The Marquis has not been informed of his son's
coming nuptials, and orders that he shall marry Yama, the
daughter of the Baron Kamuri. The boy protests, yet cannot
tell the truth for the Japanese father, like the ancient Romans,
has the power of life and death over his children.
The wedding with the girl of noble birth is all arranged.
Shotoku takes tearful leave of O San, telling her that he must
go to America, yet hating to deceive the girl he loves. He
also discloses his identity. O San reads of the coming wedding, and knows that her lover has lied to her. She arranges
to become one of the entertainers at the ceremony.
On the day of the wedding O San, posing purely as an
entertainer, stabs Shotoku mortally, then runs away. After
hiding from the authorities she is captured and brought back.
The boy asks that they be left alone for a little while before
his death, to which the police agree. He then asks her pardon
for what he had done and dies in her arms. She, following
the traditions of her people, commits suicide beside the body
of the man she loved.

OTHER
(Essanay)

GIRL"

NOTHING
exceptionally big characterizes this production, but its simplicity of story, its well-connected situations and well-balanced cast make it stand out as a production worth while. E. H. Calvert, the producer of this tworeel subject, has worked in some very good scenic effects
and it is evident that he has given detail very careful study.
Francis X. Bushman and Ruth Stonehouse play the leading parts. The work of both of these players is well known
to the followers of Essanay pictures. Their individual personalities stand out in the productions in which they appear
and register them as capable interpreters of the roles entrusted to them.
A bright young chap, who is domineered over by his mother,
is requested by her to marry a girl of her choice. In the_
meantime, however, his affections have been reciprocated by a
girl in the simpler walks of life.
This girl has promised to give him an answer on the morrow whether she would marry him or not. However, this
is merely a girlish whim, as she knows in her heart that it
will be yes. The next day seems ages off to the young lover
and he despatches a note to the girl requesting her answer
that night. She answered it ; writing that she would be waiting with her answer at the edge of the woods at eight. His
mother intercepts the note and hides it in the pocket of her
house gown.
Eight o'clock came and went; but he did not come. In
disappointment she suffered. Not receiving any reply he decides that he is being toyed with. He accidentally meets her
mother, but she scorns him.
The girl to forget decides to give her time up to charity
and joins the Salvation Army. One day a large collection
of clothes is brought and she assists in sorting them. One of
the old house gowns caught her eye, she admired it and impulsively put her hand into the pocket and there found the
note and realized it was not delivered.
In the meantime the building has been inspected and immediate repairs are found necessary. The owner, the young
chap, comes to see personally whether or not these repairs
are needed.
He hurries through the task, as he is to marry the other
girl that day. The finding of the note gives the little girl
such a shock that she goes into a faint. As he enters another
room he sees this girl and recognizes her. She showed him
the note and then the gown. He was stunned. Then he
understood and all ended happily.
C. J. V.

MUNDSTUK

FEATURES

are here

THE

WHIRL
or The

OF DESTINY

Vortex

of Fate

In four exciting parts.
READY FOR DELIVERY.
With
a sensational line of advertising matter.
THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT FOR YOUR EXHIBITOR
Write, Wire or Phone Immediately

The part of Shotoku was efficiently played by Mr. Hayokawa; O San was interpreted by Miss Tsuru Aoki ; Mr.
Yoseda is Osaka, the Marquis ; Kamuri, the Baron, father of

Street and
Longacre Building, ™ nd.Bryant
5197

Broadway
N.Y. City

O San's rival, was played by Mr. Kurikari, and Yama by Miss
Makumoto. The picture was directed by Reginald Barker
and Thomas H. Ince. Richard V. Spencer wrote the scenario.
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The LION and The MOUSE
Another of Charles Klein's intensely human plays —
one of the most substantial hits of the '-speaking
stage"
in recentfilm
years
— now the greatest drawing card
on
the feature
market.
In Six
Parts

dra m

LUBIN

a

GERMINAL
or THE TOLL OF LABOR
Adapted from Emil Zola's famous novel. Massive and
compelling. Will rank with the picture triumphs of the
current year.
In Five
Parts
r a m a

d

PATHE

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH
A story of tender love and violent battle — thrilling and
intense — different and better than any war play you
have ever seen.

i^0"
Booked

Exclusively

G

LUBIN
Through
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Special
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THE GAMBLERS
One of the Charles
cal successes.

KIT.

Klein series of New Voik theatri-

LUBIN

D,ama

Throughor THEFIRE
to
FORTUNE
SUNKEN VILLAGE
A production which has the "trick of singularity,"
Strong and ingenuous in contrivance. Highly spectacular

$.7r.

Drama

LUBIN

The DAUGHTERS of MEN
This gripping, broadly human story keeps up the high
average of the Charles Klein dramatic series.

p\K.

Drama

LUBIN

Thor, Lord of the Jungles
A rugged, adventurous, thrilling, pathetic and triumphant story. Notable for the fine acting of Kathlyn
Williams — the skillful manipulation of wild animals
and clear, sharp photography.

InParts
Three
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SCREEN

SCREEN
WITHOUT

the peerless
THE

MONEY

DAY

FOR

YORK

FROM
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AND

Inc.,

ORLEANS

IS BUILT

REAL

PARIS

Eagle Frames
They are
the
several
thousand
theatres that are using them.

READ

EAGLE

IT AGAIN

FRAME

CO.

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.
:INCCHAS. A. CALEHUFF. Pre*, and Mgr.
1301 Race Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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E
G
LAR
Supply House in America

Machines

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.
Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.
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UTILITY

CO.

40 E. 12th Street
NEW YORK CITY
Phone 2496 Slu\vesanl

GODLINESS

STERLING
Motion Picture
CAMERA

Z

o
m

STERLING CAMERA

LONDON

LE COURRIER

Cinematographique
28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Direetenr:

Charles

LE

• Paris
TXATTM,

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematograZnvole numero specimen, ear demanae.
phique.Abonnement 18 TH_ M

THEATRE SUPPLIES
A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always In
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.76
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140.00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
66.00

AND FILM CO.

Don't forget. I take your old machine in trade regardless of make. All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.

146 W. 46th St., New York City, V. T.
Bryant 8064

The Motion Picture

YORK

PI

Price Ko. S
i860
Prioe Ko. 1
$5*
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plate operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $135.00,
Edison Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $65.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

>
H

Cleaned

Redeveloped

JOE GUERCIO. Manager
506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, III.
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S
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291 BROADWAY,
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why you should use
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$2.00 Per Year

SAM LEAKS. 509 Chestnut It., St. Loins, Mo.

"The Fastest Growing Picture Journal"

American

Kinematograph Weekly

Photo-Play School

243-251 West 125th Street, New York
A Legitimate Evening School for the
Training of Scenario Writers in the
THEORY
AND
PRACTICE OF
I'HOTO-PLAY WRITING. A Three
Month Course of two entire evenings
weekly is given by Men who combine
long experience
in Teaching
Success as Scenario
Authors.with
Serious
students of both sexes eligible. Fee

SS.1S a Year
The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

RSSOCIflTEB TT10VIH6 PICTURE PRESS
2S0) AKInfstoo Ave.,

$25.00.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturer's Motion Picture Catalog & Encyclopedia
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THE
ECLECTIC ACTS AGAINST
INFRINGERS
Another seizure of a duplicate of
one of its copyrighted pictures was
recently made by the Eclectic Film
Company. This action on the part
of the Eclectic company is in line
with its policy of protecting its customers from infringement by illegitimate importers.
Recently the Eclectic company released "A Man's Shadow," a six-part
production. Almost simultaneous with
the release an eight-reel picture entitled: "In the Hour of Justice," was
shown at the Park Theatre, 106 Avenue B, New York City. The only
difference in the pictures was in their
length.
After the copy film had been identified the services of a deputy United
States marshal were enlisted. The
picture was seized by the government
official and is now in the possession
of United States Marshal William
Henkel. One of the most notable
seizures of the Eclectic company was
that of "The Mysteries of Paris."
CANADIAN
RIGHTS
FOR
"ATLANTIS"
The International Feature Film Corporation, Limited, of Montreal, Can.,
has acquired the sole Canadian rights
for the Great Northern Film Company's
widely heralded six-reel feature production of "Atlantis," the film dramatization of Gerhardt Hauptmann's famous
novel of the same name.
The negotiations between General
Manager Oes, of the Great Northern,
and Herbert Lubin, President and General Manager of the International, have
been in progress for some time, but
it was not until last week that the transaction was finally closed. Mr. Lubin
and his associates are old timers in the
film business and they plan an extensive campaign of publicity throughout
the Dominion.
The forthcoming presentation of the
big feature is being looked forward
to with more than passing interest by
the public and the exhibitors.
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OF BONDAGE"
COLUMBUS

IN

"The House of Bondage," produced
in six parts by the Photo Drama Motion Picture Company of 220 West
Forty-second street, New York City,
is booked at the Southern theatre,
Columbus, O. A series of lectures on
social reform are being presented in
connection with the picture. Among
the speakers have been Mrs. Bachman,
Mrs. Myron Siebert, president of the
Florence Crittenton Home, and Miss
Evangeline Reams, known as "Sister
Evangeline," head of the Friends Rescue Home. The speakers discussed
Columbus'
local conditions.

Film Titles
"
(Our
Special
Title Apparatus .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
Phone Randolph 652

SLIDES

FOR
SALEall kinds.
-SN/C:„r
hand machines;
Write

Announcement, Player and Release Slides.
The Best Made
at the Lowest
Prices.
Ask about our premium with $10.00 cash
business.
Catalogue of course.

for bargain list. 300 reels at $5.00
each. Wanted: "PASSION PLAY."
WICHITA FILM & SUPPLY CO.,
117 No. Topeka Ave., Wichita,
Kans.
Just a Lot
of 70 Left

Electric Arc Lamps

GET

SAVE
ELECTRIC
CURRENT
In order to save electric current
most of the European exhibitors replace their old white linen screens by
more modern projecting screens. As
they view it the price of a screen is
only paid once, while current means
a continual expense and if too power'
ful, the overheating of the film also.

Price* to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04 </2 Per Ft
(In Quantities over 5000 feet)
Above price includes printing, developing, tinting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.

Never used, built fur no volts. A. C. ami D. C, 4-5 amperes,
1000 i-andlepower; anld regularly at *16 Our bargain price
for each like picture, 20 in. lone, guaranteed in £ J rtrf
working order, and one set carbons
- $4.Zj
COSMOS ELECTRIC CO., 136 J. Liberty St. New York

LOST

OR

NIAGARA

SLIDE

CO., Lockport, N. Y.

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors
We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Homes
in the country — We offer the most reliable Motion
Picture Apparatus manufactured— A copy of our
SPECIALMOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking.
Address:
SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept.
RENOVO, PA.

STOLEN

One set of films consisting of five reels entitled "Checkers." Exchanges and exhibitors kindly
be on the lookout. Any information that leads towards the recovery of the film will be appreciated. Lost or stolen between January 31st and February 2nd. FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM
COMPANY OF NEW ENGLAND, 31-37 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates for advertising under
this heading, 3 cents per word, cash
with order.
50 cents minimum charge per insertion.
MISCELLANEOUS

1 1 Uriah ! ! Pkotoplny

$55.00 Flaming Arc Lamp Temporarily for
$20.00 — overstock — 26 hour — 3000 candle power
— here is quotation from letter just received
from B. F. Enos, owner of Savoy Theatre,
Gentlemen: Enclosed find check for $59.95
Toledo:
payment — for two Luminators recently sent me.
I have them installed. They are a surprise to
everyone — nothing could be finer — they burn
without flutter and light is steady. I am delighted. (Signed) B. F. Enos.
Write or wire for details. LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bush Terminal
No. 7, Brooklyn, N. Y.

COMING

Encyclopedia,

HELP

WANTED

CAMERA MEN — Owning camera, everywhere,
to join animated weekly news service. Confidential. P. M. COMPANY, 929 Tribune Building, New York.
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book,
Guide, 35c.
Lessons, Model
Scenarios, List
Buyers,
Selling Ten
Instructions.
Everything.
Our Correspondence Course cost practically
nothing. Particulars. "We sell good Scenarios lent
us." "Dept M," Service Bureau, Salina
Sta., Syracuse, N Y.
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ECLAIR

IN

HANDSOME
OFFICES
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NEW

1 in M i indaj . February 16, the
Eclair Film Company, which now
upies a suite of offices al 225
V. est Forty-second street, New York
City, will move to the new Leavitt
Building at 120 Wesl Forty-sixth
street, where they will occupy an entire llcor. The increase in the sales
American-Eclair films and the increased staff of employees which the
i oncern have been compelled to pui
« n to keep pace with the amount of
work involved in their growing sales,
has necessitated the company moving
into quarters which will be four times
the size of their present offices and
which will give them every convenience and improvement.
Absolutely no expense has been
spared in giving the Eclair Film Company a business home which will
rank second to none in modern appointments and conveniences peculiar
to the business of manufacturing and
selling motion picture films. There

t.t
T

A

Coming,

Friday,

February

13th

"Sophie Picks a Dead One"

(IN TWO PARTS)
A clever Western comedy filled with hilarious situations.
This is positively a riot from start to finish. Margaret
Joslin as "Sophie Clutts," Victor Potel as "Slippery Slim,"
and
Harry Todd
as "Mustang Pete" at your service in this
sensational
feature.

T
A
w

Released Wednesday,
February 11th
"MISS
MILLY'S
VALENTINE"
A screamingly
funny
farce comedy
featuring
Helen
Dunbar, "Bobbie" Bolder and Chas. Stine.
Released
Thursday,
February
12th
"THE
WEAKER'S
STRENGTH"
A Western
drama
with many
thrills and sensations
unparalleled.
Released
Saturday. February 14th
"THE
CALLING
OF JIM
BARTON"
An interesting
and exciting
Western drama
featuring
the world's most popular photoplayer, G. M. Anderson.

Coming

Friday, February 20th

"The Other Girl"

(IN TWO PARTS)
A unique drama of love, jealousy and ambition. Frank
Dixon loves Ruth Thomas, a poor but honorable girl.
Frank's mother wants him to marry Alice Williams, a girl
of sccial standing. The son balks at his mother's interference and many complications arise. The photographs
and portrayal of characters is excellent. This is a worthy
feature.

Francis X. Bushman and Ruth Stonehouse featured

Company's

proof and up-to-date vaults
have been built for the storing of
films and in addition to this there
has been a large amount of room
reserved For the keeping of posters
and the storing of reels, can-, ami
so on.
Taken all in all the new offices of
the Eclair Film Company will he
among the most pretentious and beautiful of any yet occupied, ami realizing the reputation and the sales which
have resulted from the films this company has turm il out in the Vmerii in
market during tlu pasl two and onehalf years, the trade may well look
rorward to bigger and better thin

FIVE-A-WEEK

Released Tuesday, February 10th
"SPEAK
NO
EVIL"
A splendid
dramatic
attraction
that teaches
a moral,
featuring Irene Warfield, Richard C. Travers, Leo White
and Ruth Stonehouse.

will be thirty large" and handsome
offices, two spacious rooms to accommodate a large force of stenographers, a reception room for visitors am!
a magnificently furnished office where
the board of directors may hold their
meetings. One large room has been
laid aside especially for the use of
the office boys and telephone operators.
The Eclair company has provided
two projection rooms for the display
of their films. A large one, seating
i ral persons, is fitted up in beautiful taste, while a smaller one has been
reserved for the private exhibition of
Eclair films to the members of the
firm and their technical experts. Two
operators will be constantly in readiness to show pictures ami two new
Simplex machines have been installed
ready for use.
Large cutting and joining rooms
have been provided and additional
employees will be taken on to cope
with the increase in this work. There
will be a shipping-room with a force
' clerks to handle expeditiously this
■business.
nd of the Eclair Film

PICTURE

A

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. liny will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full tour colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct from the Essanaj Film Manufacturing Company.
lobby display will look attractive if you use photographs of
ESSANAV players, 8 x 10, $3.00 per dozen. You can secure these
from ill. I'l S.YERS' I'MOTO CO., 177 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO,
ILL.

Essanay

Film.

Manufacturing

521 First National Bank
Bldg., Chicago.
Factory and studio, 1333 Argyle St.. Chicago,
Branch
offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

Co.
111.

A
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Directory of Players and Directors
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing in

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films

FRANK

IRVING

WILLIAM

ROBERT

Pathe Features

DALY

ETHEL

Director

POWELL

MISS

Producing

PEARL
Now

Pathe Features

Leads

BERT

(Continued from page 15)
when they tried to put into practice their own process.
The Charles Cros and Ducos du Hauron process of
color photography is quite different from Maxwell's
method, but to inexperienced investigators they might look
alike. Both Cros and du Hauron communicated their system to the French Society of Photography on May 7. 1869,
TEN years later Cros communicated to the French
Academy a document (Comptes rendus t. XXXVIII,
p. 119), in which he describes an apparatus for the comparison of various colors.
One of the most curious applications of his "Chromometre," says the author, is the following:
"I obtain three cliches (i.e. negatives) from any colored
picture, the first one through a green screen, the second
through a violet screen, and the third through an orange
screen.

THE WRATH
DOMINO
writing

Chicago J^otes
Association Elects
THE

annual election of officers was held by the International Motion Picture Association, local of Chicago,
Monday afternoon, February 2. Robert R. Levy was elected president; George Henry vice-president; Sidney Smith
re-elected recording and financial secretary; William J.
Sweeney re-elected treasurer; sergeant-at-arms, R. Gelder;
chairman of the executive committee, Sam Katz; executive committee, R. E. Berkson, Harry Hyman, C. C. Whelan, re-elected; W. A. Choynski, Fred Hartmann re-elected.
and H. W. Lederer.

J. E. Willis, who for the past six months or more has
been district manager for the Mutual Film Corporation for
their Western territory with offices in Chicago, resigned
from this company on January 31. Mr. Willis will be supplanted by A. S. Kane, formerly connected with the General Film Company in New York City as assistant to the
president.
Mr. Kane at one time was the special representative of the General Film Company in the territory which
he will now cover for the Mutual. Mr. Kane will make
his headquarters at the Wabash avenue branch.
F. C. McCarrahan Goes West
F. C. McCarrahan, general manager of the George Kleine
offices, went West last week to visit the coast offices which
are handling the Kleine attractions. His stay there, it is
understood, will be indefinite.

SOON
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to advertisers please

Officers

Willis Resigns from Mutual

"The obtained cliches are formed of a silver base, as
usual. I obtain the black positives, and place each of them
in the chromometre, in front of the screen of the color
employed when taking the picture. I make the three coincide together, and the result is similar to the picture used
as a model, if the three sources of light are correctly arranged in relation to each other."
The author projected a colored image which he obtained in accordance with this method.
In 1890 G. Lippmann succeeded in producing interference pictures based on the principle of Zenker's discovery,
but which had never been produced before.
Quite a deal has to be said on the more recent researches,
which are more interesting from the practical point of
view, and which will form the subject of another article.

COMING

ANGELES

Director
Address care of Screen Club,
165 West 47th Street, New York

in

Pathe Features

Color Cinematography

In

"Universal Program"

SINDELAR

Playing

GRANDON

Imp Productions

The Screen Club

Season

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads in

Imp Productions

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

Second
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CRITERION
FEATURE

FILM MANUFACTURING
Announce

for Shipment

FEBRUARY
A

FEATURE

THE

The first release of a
company that is going
to be famous.

THE TRAP >

3 Reels
Shipment Feb. 11th.
Has a cast of great
s trengh.

IHE TRAP

i

Tells the story of a
man who felt the call
of the wild and answered it. Tells how the
dream of love came to
him and of how he made
that dream come true.

TRAP
WITH

WILFRED

THE TRAP

THE TRAP

LUCAS

(Biograph Leads for Three Years)

THE TRAP

THE TRAP

lltH
FILM

THE TRAP

THE TRAP

CO.

Scenes are laid in snow
carpeted forests of
giant pines, on mountain peaks, and by
rushing rivers .
Shows some truly wonderful photography.
Has a strong line of
printing and publicity
pushers in general.

AND

JEANNIE MACPHERSON
(Powers Leads for Two and One-half Years)

3 REELS
NEXT

Is being shown now at
our new offices .
THE TRAP
Is something we are
proud to show.

RELEASE

THE DESERTS
3 Reels

STING

Shipment Feb. 25th

CRITERION
FEATURE

FILM MANUFACTURING

110 West 40th Street
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FEATURES
INCORPORATED

Announce for Shipment FObrildry

PRESENTING

lottlg

a Great Feature Film

CONSTANCE CRAWLEY and ARTHUR MAUDE
In a Magnificent Production of

RIDER Romance
HAGGARD'S
of Love and War

ss

Famous

4 - REELS

- 4

4 - REELS

- 4

A Gripping Story Worthily Staged and Splendidly Acted

1000

Soldiers

Shown

in Battle

TERRITORY?
(WIRE)
Following "JESS" and carrying out our policy of ONE BIG FEATURE EVERY TWO
WEEKS, we will offer MISS CRAWLEY and MR. MAUDE in a notable production of
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES' world-known story of pre-natal influence-

In 3

"ELSIE
Reels;

VENNER"

For Shipment

Territory on our production of

March

4th

Territory on our production of

The Bride of Lammermoor

Mary

Magdalene

Ready Jan. 21st
IS ALL SOLD

IS NEARLY

We think it was quick work. Don't you?

Glad to tell you what's open.

Ready Feb. 4th
ALL

SOLD

Write or wire

Our Projecting Room is open all day, and not only are we glad to show our pictures but
we take a great deal of pride in showing them.

KENNEDY
110 West

40th

St.
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So

Now

BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES
Powers No. 6
$150. 00
Edengraph
75.00
Powers No. 5
75.00
1913 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 175.00
1912 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 165.00
1911 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 150.00
Powers No. 6
160.00
No. 2 Motiograph, nearly new. . 100.00
All machines complete with electrical
attachments.
A-l condition guaranteed.
Time or Cash.
We also have all makes of new machines
and supplies.
Send for catalog today.

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY

160 E. North Fifth Ave.

WE HAND YOU $50
worth of paper free with the
purchase of a state right of

Theatrical
ter's Hit
eneSeasonWal
EugFive

Great

Barbarous
Mexico

"PAID IN FULL"

with members

CO.

of the original Broadway Cast, including

A Feature

Five Parts

THIS

ALL

This means money to you.
Why have yonr films ruined when leader
can be bought for J-£c per foot from the

is a booking
territoryoffice in your

display; also the $50.00 worth
of high class lithograph paper
free.
Better wire now.

STAR
FEATURE
CORPORATION

220 West 42nd Street

New

Within a Feature

Wire best offer on your State.
Your bid to include New print
in 3 reels with mounted lobby

Tully Marshall

CHICAGO
There

READ

Ready

York

ROYAL MFG. CO.. 286 Market St.. Newark, N. J.

America's Feature Film Co.
WIRE

FOR

OPEN

SHACKLED SOULS

TERRITORY

The Lure of New York
LOBBY"

(3 Reel*
Dealing with the paramount question
the day.
Write for open territory.

DRAGON

NEW YORK
FILM GO.

RINTE
LM
FI
FEATURES

of

FILMS

220 W. 42nd St.

NEW

Chicago, III.

TeL 2305 Bryant

danger's
OF A
GREAT CTTY

4 REELS

"GOOD

64 W. Randolph St.

YORK

Represent

standard excellence

This is the protection you require if
you cater to the best

TO THE TRADE

THE ELEPHANT BRAND
Means Quality

PRINTS

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION
110 West 40th St., New York

Prompt deliveries

?

GUNBY

BROS.,

,NC
In

writing

All work guaranteed

Cable:

Commercial Motion
Pictures Co. , Inc.
Telephone,

5533

YORK

CITY

INTERFILM

Subscribe NOW to
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS

New York City

102 W. 101. t Street

O W. 40lh SI.
New York City. N. V.

MADE TO ORDER

NEW

TITLES, 8c per ft.

Phone Bryant 7713
Cable Ad Gloriafllm, N. Y.

TITLES

1 10-1 12
WEST 40th ST

ON

Including Tinting and Toning

GLORIA AMERICAN CO.

FILM

MADE

FILM CO.

World's Tower Building

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.

C/l FU.PI ARTIST1CA

GLORIA

INTER-CONTINENT

Negatives Developed, leper ft.

Riverside

$2 per year

^*c PER PRINTING

13

FROM YOUR
N E G AT I V E

FOaT negatives developed FREE

145
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"THE
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NEW
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YORK

C

PER

FOOT

CITY

THE

MOTION

machines

assemblers,

JUSTICE

projecting

and an equipment

An

second

to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE
for DEVELOPING
and
PRINTING.

EVANS

FILM

416-22

WEST

216th

Tel, 7652 Audubon

exceptionally
powerful
photo drama.
HERE'S

A

four-part

TWO-REELER

BLIND FATE
A

MFG. CO.

■ Incorporated ■

NEWS

HEPWORTH'S,
LONDON
PRESENT

Our Factory Is Yours!
Negative

PICTURE

Really

THE

Remarkable

MISS FLORENCE

STREET

Feature. .

TURNER
FILMS,
PRESENT

TURNER

in
TWO-PART

at Broadway, New York
THE

LTD.,

DRAMA

JEAN'S EVIDENCE
RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

Two

European Feature Film Corp.

single
reels
released
comedy and drama.

weekly-

A special line of attractive Publicity
Matter with each release.
Lithos, heralds, photos, cuts and slides.

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

I Help

You

Help

is what every exhibitor
gets when he uses Gaumont
Films. Why not get in the
running and secure

the Exhibitor

A. BLINKHORN
110-112 West

AUSTRALASIAN
(AUSTRALIA

40th St., New

AND NEW

ZEALAND)

ECLECTIC FEATURE

Films and Accessories
Cable, Spencoblo, N. Y. Tel. Mad. Sq. 4277
MILLARD JOHNSON, American Representative
IS East 26th St., New York City. N. Y.

Furniture

BIRNS

UNIQUE
110-112 WEST
AUTHORIZED

The

Cream

Market

WOMEN

of

the

Selected

FOX

WANT

Advertise Your Feature Films in

Inc.

M OTIOSE

YORK

APH,

MOTION

TICKET

MOTION
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The Motion Picture News
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The Fastest Growing

EDISON
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CO.

AMERICA

YORK

CITY

CASUS— BOOTH

OAJSOTT*.

THEATRES
"THE

Picture Journal

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT

PICTURE

14th STREET,

BOOTHS—

Marion Leonard Releases
Florence Turner Releases
Helen Gardner Releases
Kennedy Features Inc. Releases

DRAMA

POWERS,

BTOOEBT

America

Now

GENERAL FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY, Inc.
Powers Bldjj.
Chicago, III.

THEATRE

EQUIP

All
All
All
All

European

for

NEW

21 EAST
WE

Gavjmon"?"!

110 WEST 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

POLITICAL

DISTRIBUTORS

COITDKNSORS—

40th Street, N. Y.

Our Program
Includes

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

40TH STREET

THE

GaamootCp.

stirring photoplay

FILM COMPANY,

PICTURE

7.

EVERY
SORT
OF PUBLICITY
BOTH FOR EXCHANGE & EXHIBITOR

Feb. 20th

A

SCENARIO-WRITERS* CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fee, $2.00.
COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
123-129 West 44th Street, New York Cltj

4 REEL

FILMS

The story of the life
and martyrdom of the
"Maid
of Orleans"

70 West 38th St., N. Y. City

'♦80 MILLION

3 Reels.
Release
(Shipping)
Date. Feb.
A heart-gripping
story.

110 West

and

Furnishings on RENTAL..
We
equip your settings in accordance
with your scenario.
WILLIAM

"ANGEL OF THE HOUSE"

Joan of Arc
2 Parts

Tel. Greeley 6255

City

tss

Open to Purchase High Grade Features

CORRECT

York

FILMS, Ltd.
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Interesting Film Reviews
( ( '< intinued from page

to)

Company's Chicago studio, was
broken recently by a real, romantic
one in which Joseph Roach, one of

"The
Tender-Hearted
Sheriff."
(Joker,
22.) — A very clever stunt.
Showing how
hi may sell all his old furniture.
Having
stuffed much money in an old chair the sheriff
takes it out again before the crowd.
Every
thing is bought for fabulous prices.

the concern's scenario writers, and
Ruth Stonehouse, one of the Essanay
company's most popular ingenues,
were the principals.
Although no camera recorded the
elopement of the pair, yet it would
have made an interesting picture. Milwaukee was selected as their destination. There, however, the new eugenics law of Wisconsin put a stumbling
block in their way. This being overcome, the couple were confronted by
the five-day residence clause.
Wait
five days?
Never!
St. Louis was then chosen as the
next destination and in the Missouri

"The Midnight Alarm." (Joker. Feb. 7.)
— A poor innocent mouse gets stuck to a piece
of fly-paper and causes all sorts of trouble.
The police and fire departments are called out,
and Max
receives an awful shaking.

PROGRAM

"The Elevator Man," (Thanhouser.) — A
novel story, whose principal claim to interest
i, its decided vein of originality. An old
elevator man works a scheme and proves to the
girl that her lover is the best man after all.
"The Play's the Thing." (Domino. Two
reels.) — Written by William H. Clifford and
directed by Walter Edwards. A novel method
by which a man may kill another and "get
away" with it. Boyle, an actor, swears vengeance on another for having practically killed
his sister. Both are engaged to play in the
same
company,
Count inof the
Monte
and the
villain "The
is killed
duelCristo,"
scene.

city the couple encountered no difficulty in getting some one to tie the
knot.
Return of the newlyweds to Chicago
was made a memorable event in Essanay circles by Betty Brown. She
was hostess at a most unique social
function, a tango tea, in honor of Mr
and Mrs. Roach. The event was held
at the Essanay studio.

Boyle is exonerated by the coroner's jury.
"My Wife's Away," (Komic. Split reel.
Feb. 5.) — On the same reel with "The Sleepy
Head." Not a very new comedy subject. A
man loses his keys, his wife is away in the
country, and so he is arrested climbing in the
window. The discovery of a number of bottles,
poker chips, onetc.,her do return.
not add to his wife's
complacency
"The Sleepy Head." (Komic. Split reel.
Feb. 5.) — A story of a Stock Exchange clerk,
who would never get up in the morning. He
is clue at the Exchange at nine, but reaches
there at twelve and finds that his delay has
saved his employer's
fortune.
"The Money Lender." (American.) — Not
entirely free from conventionality, but a good
story. A penurious money lender forecloses
a mortgage on a poor mechanic. Some time
later
requires
latter he
returns
good that
for man's
evil. services and the
"Why Reginald Reformed." (Thanhouser.
Feb. 1.) A society man, who constantly got
home in the very early morning, is cured by
his wife and some snake charmers, with the
.lid of tin- latt :r's "apparatus." James Cruze
and Mignon
Anderson play the leads.
"Twins and a Stepmother." (Thanhouser.
I-'eb. 3.)- A very sweet little story with the
Thanhouser Twins, Sidney Bracy and Florence
i Hadie in the leading parts. Learning that
they are to have a stepmother the twins run
away to theShe
homemakes
of their
father's
theteacher,
father their
promise
to
marry her, which he had already done, bi
he can have his children back.
"True Western Hearts." (American.
Feb.
5.) — After saving for five years to buy a
t .a in. two miners give their gold to a widow
and start anew.

SHORTHAND
TAUGHT BY
SLIDES
The value of slides for teaching
Isaac Pitman shorthand is beitiR successfully demonstrated by the Mer
chants & Bankers School of Newark.
N. J. Principal A. J. Harding, who
originated and developed the scheme,
has been working on it for the past
year and recently began its use in the
shorthand
department.

IS A

Monotony of stage elopements at
the Essanay Film Manufacturing

sending all she can make to her child. 1 he
nirl grows up and reconciles the doctor and
his former sweetheart so that he makes tardy
reparation.

MUTUAL

ELOPEMENT
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SHOW
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A WELL
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AND
THRILLING
STORY
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HAVE
FULL
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$200 PRIZE OFFERED
The Balboa Amusement Producing
Company has a standing offer of a
cash prize of $200 for the best threereel drama to be submitted to the
company before May 1, 1914.
In making this offer the Balboa
Company reserves the right to reject
any scenario submitted and to buy
any at whatever price the officers of
the company see fit. In submitting
scenarios, writers are requested not
to write any drama of military or
Western origin, as these will not be
available.
All scenarios are to be typewritten
with synopsis and scene schedule, and
are to be accompanied by a selfaddressed stamped envelope for return. A staff of critics will pass on
the scenarios submitted, the winner
being announced, as soon after May 1
as is found possible. Scenarios are
tn be sent to the Balboa Amusement
Producing Company. 806 Security
Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
FRONTIER

AMUSEMENTS

The "Flying \" Company under
I i .timer Johnston has put out a very
creditable two reel farce drama which
depicts the amusements and sports indulged in on a holiday in a frontier
town The rapid succession of one
stunt after another gives the subject a
snappy effect that is pleasing.
Tlte titles are in themselves amusing
and give an inkling of the merrimem
occasioned
by the scenes
following.
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The Best
Exhibitors Book For
Supreme Quality and Service
130N™STYo6RhKST

h

WARNER'S
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Office

Make Your Lobby Display

In Motion

There is nothing more fascinating to the
public than a
bright brass
frame to display
your photos or
posters.
We
make
Lobby
and
Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails
of every description.

Newman
Mfg. Co.

717 Sycamore St
incinnati. Ohio

Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave.. 106-108 W. Lake St.,
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

FOR

SALE

about 180,000 feet of new
film. European manufacture.
For particulars address the

STANDARD FILM RENTAL CO.
31 Broadway
New York City

833 Market St., San Francisco

EVERY

Attractive

The

COMPANY

OPTICAL MANUFACTURIILL.NG
THE ENTERPRISE
568 "W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO,

Western

Don't
fail
to visit our
Showrooms
Write for
Catalog.

Motiograph

Always used when the best is needed.
If your show is on the toboggan — if your attendance is falling off night by night, you can
'av 'l *° y°ur Machine.
NOBODY
wants to look at flickering Pictures, oi wait while the
Operator repairs the Machine.
Pull the people back to your Theatre by projecting a clear (painted on the wall kind) Picture,
such a1- projected by the MUTIOGKAPH, a Machine of Quality, with no breakdown and a small
un-keen.
Guaranteed and Manufactured
by

(&S1
(^

Inc.

Motion Picture Machine

B^OrUs
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\
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1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the
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HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
BRANCHES

WuruTzer

§

ORCHESTRAS

IT PA YS

20
BRANCHES
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"THE

The Famous

American Professional

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Guaranteed Scientific Motographlo Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Dovelop'ag Ontttt.
Proven
by Test
the World's
Very Best.
Agents for
Eastman
Motion Picture
Film.

American Cinematograph Company
Send for Catalog T
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INDEPENDENT
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

AMBEOSIO
Feet
27— Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
3— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
19— The Return
of Helen
Redmond
(2
reel Dr.)
2000
24— A Child of the Desert (W. Dr.)... 1000
26 — A Blow Out at Santa Banana
31 — Calamity
Anne
in Society (Com.).. 1000
2— The Hermit
(2 reel Dr.)
2000
5— True
Western
Hearts
(W. Dr.).. 1000
9— The
Lost
Treasure
(3
reel
W.
Melo-Dr.)
3000
14— The Money
Lender
(Dr.)
1000
16 — The Cricket on the Hearth
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
21 — The "Pote Lariat" of the "Flying
A"
(Dr.)
1000
AMMEX
24— Fatal Reckoning
2000
8— His Pard's Sister
2000
15 — The Lucky
Nugget
3000
APOLLO
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
14 — The Portola Festival
14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
4— The Tale of a Shirt (Com.)
BEAUTY FILMS
28 — Bess, the Outcast (Sociological Dr.). .1000
4 — Sallt's Elopement
(Com.)
1000
11— The Wife (Dr.)
1000
BISON
24 — For the Freedom
of Cuba
(2 reel
Mil.)
31 — The Mad Hermit (3 reel Ind. War)
7— The Vagabond
Soldier
(3 reel Afghan Dr. )
31— In the Dolomite
Alps
(Sc.)
432
14 — Unjustly
Accused
(2 reel Dr.)
81— Her Father's Guilt (2 reel Dr.)
ALBERT BLINKHORN'S FEATURES
29 — The First Inch National Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.)
(2 parts)
5 — The Vicar of Wakefield
(Hepworth
Mfg. Co. — 4 parts)
8— The Younger
Sister (Turner Films,
Ltd. — 1 part)
12 — Jean's
Evidence
(Turner
Films — 2
parts)
19 — Motherhood
or Politics? (Hepworth
Mfg.
Co.— 2 parts)
BRONCHO
18 — Yellow Flame
(2 reels)
18 — Yellow Flame (2 reels)
25 — Repaid
(2 reels)
4 — Mario
(2 reels)
11 — A Barrier Royal (2 reels)
CRYSTAL
1 — A Grateful
Outcast
(Dr.)
3 — What Didn't Happen to Mary (Com.)
3 — Gee(Com.)
lint It'. Great to Be Stung
8 — For a Woman
(Dr.)
10 — Getting Reuben
Back
(Com.)
10— Baldy Belmont Picks a Peach (Com.)
15 — A Sure Cure (Com.)
17 — Some Doings
glar (Com.)— and — Harold's Bur-

Iel>. 22
Jan.
Jan.
let).
Feb.
Feb.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

McSwecney's

Masterpiece
(Com.)..
DOMINO
22— The Informer
(2 part Dr.)
29— Heart of a Woman (3 part Dr.)
5— O Mimi San (2 reels)
12 — Mystery Lady (2 reels)
19— The Play's the Thing (2 reels)
DRAGON
(Formerly Ryno)
24— Her Last Ride
3000
8 — Daredevil Rodman Law
(Special)..
16 — Dare Devil Rescue
(Special)
3000
ECLAIR
25 — An Enchanted
Voice (Com.)
25 — He Does Not Care to be Photographed (Com.)
28— Just Kids (2 reel Com. Dr.)
1 — At the Crossing
(Com.)
4 — Into the Wilderness
CS reel Dr.)...
8 — Valentini
Day (Com.)
8— The Black Sea (Com.)
11— The Good In the Worst of Us (2
reel Dr.)

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Feb. 15— The Legend
of the Lilacs (Dr.).. Feet
Feb. 18— The Cross in the Cacti (2 reel Dr.).
Feb. 22 — The Electric Girl — and — Colombo..
FRONTIER
Nov. 27 — Toils of Villainy (3 parts)
Dec. 11 — His Fateful Passion (5 parts)
Feb. 19 — Slim Joins the Army
(Com.)
Feb. 21— The Fatal Card (Dr.)
F. R. A.
Dec. 12 — Demonyte
3000
Dec. 19 — Vengeance
Bequeathed
3000
FRONTIER
Jan. 10 — Cross Roads (Dr.)
Jan. 15 — Slim and the Money Pots (Com.)..
Jan. 17— Her Brother
(Dr.)
Jan. 22 — Slim and the Indian (Com.)
Jan. 24 — Abide with Me
(Dr.)
Jan. 29 — Slim and the Dynamiters
(Com.) . .
Jan. 31— The Turning Point (Dr.)
Feb.
5 — Slim Becomes an Editor (Com.)....
Feb.
7 — Put Yourself in His Place (Dr.)...
Feb. 12 — Slim to the Rescue
(Com.)
Feb. 14 — The Heart of Smiling Joe (Dr.)..
GAUMONT
Feb. 10 — Leonce at the Chateau
DTf
Feb. 12 — Simple Simon Ragtime Mad
Feb. 12 — Fan Making
Feb.
3 — The Telltale
Footprint
Feb.
5 — Oscar's Disappointment
Feb. 10 — Tiny Tim and the Lion
Feb. 10 — Scenes in Costa Rica.
I'l/. 12 — Simple Simon
Deals in Antiques..
l-'cli. 12 — Excursions in Old Paris (Series 2).
Feb. 17 — Two
Miniatures
GOLD SEAL
Tan. 27 — One of the Braves* (2 reel Dr.)
Feh.
3— In the Fall of '64 (2 reel Mil. Dr.)
Feb. 10 — The Bride of Mystery
(3 reel Dect.
Dr.)
Feb. 17 — Conor of the Mounted (2 reel Dr.).
GREAT NORTHERN
Nov.
1 — A Dilemma
1000
Nov. 8 — A Bogus Hero (Com.)
Nov. 22— Hard Luck
1000
GREAT
NORTHERN SPECIAL
Oct. 28— In the Bonds of Passion
3000
Nov. 21 — Baptism
of Fire
3000
Nov. 29— Bv Whose
Hand
3000
IMP
Jan. 12— The Militant (3 reel Dr.)
Tan. 15 — Percy Needed a Rest (Com.)
Jan. 19 — Getting Rid of His Mother-in-Law
(Com.)
Tan. 22 — Absinthe — Four reel European (Dr.)
Jan. 26 — A Doctor's Deceit (2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 26 — A Hot Finish (Com.)
Feb.
2— A Hot Finish (Com.)
Feb.
5 — King, the Detective, in Formula 879
(2 reel Dr.)
Feb.
9— Tane Eyre (2 reel Dr.)
Feb. 12 — The Elixir of Love
(Com.)
Feb. 16— The Box Couch (Com.)
Feb. 19— The Price of Sacrilege (3 reel Dr.).
ITALA
(Features)
Nov. 27 — Leap of Despair
3000
Dec.
4 — At Death's Door
3000
Dec. 18 — Victory or Death
3000
JOKER
Jan. 31 — In the
Year
2014
and
Historic
Bremen
Feb.
4 — Love and
Polif'cs
(Com.)
Feb.
7 — The Midnight
Alarm
(Com.)
Feb. 11 — Universal
Ike's
Wooing
(Com.)..
111). 14 — The Chicken
Chasers — and (Sc.)..
Feb. iv
\ Narrow Escape
.•••••.
I i Ii IS — Lumber
Industry of California
Feb. 21— The Tender-Hearted
Sheriff (Com.)
KAY
BEE
Tan. 23 — Kentucky
Romance
(Dr.)
Tan. 27— For Her Brother's
Sake (Dr.)
[an. 306 —— Secret
Divorce Lode
(2 part Dr.)
Feb.
Feb. 10 — Colonel''; Adopted
Daughter
Feb. 13 — Arrow Maker's Daughter
(2 reels).
Feb, 20— The Raiders (2 reels)
KEYSTONE
Tail '.'6 — Double
Crossed
Ian. 2c — Little Billie's Triumphs
I.in. ::i — Mabel',
Bare Escape
Makinr
a Living
Feb.
.".—little Billy's Strategy
r — Kid Auto Races at Venice
Feb.
7 — Olives and Their Oil
Feb.
9 — Mabel's
Strange
Predicament
Feb. 12
A Robust
Romeo

22 —
22—
29—
Ian. 29 —
5—
Teh.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan. 1 0 —
Nov.
. 1—
Nov.
Dec. .15 —
Dec. 4—
20—

KOMIC
the Burglar Got (Com.)
Wild Man from Borneo (Com.)
Physical Culture
Bug (Com.).
Scheme that Failed (Com.)
Wife's Away
(Com.)
Sleepy Head
(Com.)
LACLEDE
Pale Face Squaw
LEWIS PENNANTS
Taxicab
1098
Decreed
to Die
Sign of the Secret Nine
Taxicab
1098
LUX

2—
9—
9—
16 —
16 —
23 —
23 —
30—
30 —

His Twin By
Soul Prieur
(Com.)
Bill and the Compass
(Com.)
From Nice to Monte Carlo (Sc.)...
Bill, the Electrician
(Com.)
A Sticky Proposition
(Com.)
An Alarming Dinner Party (Com.).
Winter Scenes in Switzerland (Sc).
Bertie Has a Free Ride (Com.)
Picturesque MAJESTIC
Corsica
(Sc.)

What
The
The
The
My
The

Tan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan. 18— What
the Crystal Told" (Dr.V
20— The Power of the Mind
(Dr.)
Jan.
24—
The
Thief
and the Book (2 parts—
Jan.
Tan.
Dr.)
27 — (No release this date)
Tan.
(Com.)
Feb. 31 — A Riot in Rubeville
1 — The Vengeance of Najerra
(Dr.)..
Feb.
Jan.
3 -The Portrait of Anita (2 part Dr.).
Jan.
NESTOR
Jan.
Feb.
1— Fires of Conscience
(W. Dr.)
Feb.
6 — Twixt Love and Flour (Com.)
Feb. 11 — The Greater Devotion
(Mex. Dr.).
Feb.
Feb 13— His Royal Pants (Com.)
18— A Flash in the Dark (Dr.)
20 — Scooped by a Hen-Coop (Com.) ....
POWERS
26 — The Saint and the Singer (Com.)..
30 — A Coincidental
Bridegroom
(Dr.)..
Feb. 2 — The Germ in tlio Kiss (Com.)
Feb. r, — Into the Lion's Pit (2 reel Dr.)...
Feb. 9 — An Academy
Romance
(Com.) ....
Feb. 13— Withered
Hands
(Dr.7
Feb.
16
—
Almost
a
White
Hope
(Com.)
Jan.
Feb.
Irish Shawls (Dr.)...
Jan. 20— My Mother's
PRINCESS
16— When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Dr.)
Feb.
30 — The Loser Wins
(Com
Dr.)
Paths RAMO
Diverge
(Dr.)
I'eb. 6 — Where

Feet

300O

3000
3000
855
560
350
585
380
670
300
600
360

Dec.
Nov.
Jan. 26— Fangs of Hate
300»
Tan. 10— The
Devil
Within
3000
Jan. 16 — When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Dr.)
RELIANCE
Tan. 31 — Too Proud to Beg (TV.)
Feb 2— Our Mutual Girl
Feb. 4 — The Janitor
7 — For His Master
Girl
Feh. 9— Our Mutual
Feb. 11 — Pat Flanagan's
Family
Feb. 14— The Idler
16— Our Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 5)..
Feb.
18 — A Working Girl's Romance
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Nov.
Dec.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb
Feb
Jan.
i eb

■ 1,

.">— A Race with REX
Death (Dr.)
8— The Coward
Hater (Dr.)
12— The Law of His Kind (2 reel Dr.).
15 — An Old Locket
(Dr.)
19 — The Boob's Honeymoon
(Com.)...
22 — Woman's Burden
(Dr.)
SOLAX
28— Ben Bolt
400»
26 — The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
400*
THANHOUSER
IS— Turkey
Trot Town
(Com.)
20 — Her Love Letters (Dr.)
23 — The Elusive Diamond
(Dr.)
25 — The Elevator
Man
(3 part Dr.) . .
27 — The Woman
Pays (3 part Dr.)
1 — Why Reginald Reformed (Com.)...
3 — Twins and a Stepmother (Com. Dr.)
8 The Success of Selfishness (Dr.)...
VICTOR

6—
9—
Feb, 13—
li".
20

Feb.

Irene,
Eater's Daughter
(Crm.)the Onion
The Man
Who
Slept
(Dr.)
The Law's Decree
(2 reel Dr.)
Votes for Men
(2 reel Com.)
T.ove's Victory (2 reel Dr.)

(
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"SEE

AMERICAN'S
"Flying

CHARLES

A"

FIRST"

Feature

Films
-

DICKENS'

"The Cricket
e Hearth"
on thParts

In Two

Featuring Sydney Ayres and Vivian
Rich with a splendid cast. Superb
Dramatization and beautiful settings.
One, Three and Six Sheet Lithographs, Photos, Slides and Heralds.
Release, Monday,

Feb.

16tb,

1914

"The Tote Lariat' of j si
the 'Flying A
A

Farce Drama
featuring Sydney
Ayres and Vivian Rich.
One and Three Sheet Litbos.

Release,

Saturday, Feb. 21st, 1914

AMERICAN

F^ILIVI

MFG.

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.
There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look

CHICAGO

CO.

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

The majority
of my new
orders come
through the
personal
recommendations of regular buyers.
These men have tried all others
and now use Lumiere exclusively. Profit by their experience.

DAVID
American

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

HORSLEY
Agent for Lumiere Film

1600 Broadway, New York
Chicago — Schiller Bldg.
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

Los Angeles — Opening

THE
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LICENSEES

OF

PATENTS

CO.

BIOGEAPH
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

19 —
22 —
24 —
26 —
29—
29 —
31 —
2—
5—
7—
7—
9—
9—
12—
14 —

Fe«t

Reggie, the Daredevil
(Com.)
The
Sentimental
Sister
(Dr.)
The
Husband's
Experiment
(Dr.)..
Mis
Fireman's
Conscience
(Dr.) . . . 1044
Out of Sight, Out of Mind
(Com.) . 395
Buy
Wool
(Com.)
003
The
Fallen
Angel
(Dr.)
1016
If It Were
Not
for Polly
(Dr.).. 1051
The
Dilemma
(Dr.;
1000
Beating
Their
Board
Bill (Com.)..
492
The
Faddists
(Com.)
512
One-Thousand-to-One
Shot
(Com.).
Skelley Buys a Hotel (Com.)
As It Might Have Been (Com. Dr.).
A
Nest
I n feathered
(Dr.)
CINES
George KUeine

Dec. 30 — When
a
Dr.)

Woman

Wills

(2

parts—

Jan. 6 — The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
Jan. 13 — The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
Jan. 20 — Who Was Guilty? (2 part Dr.)..
Feb. 10 — After Death
(2 part Dr.)
EDISON
Jan. 12 — The
Jan. 13—
Jan. 14—
Jan. 16 —
Jan.
Jan.

17—
19 —

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.

19 —
20—
21—
23—
24—
26 —
27 —

Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.

28—
28—
30—
31—
2—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3—
4—
6—

Feb.
7—
Feb.
9—
Feb. 10 —
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

11—
13—
14—

Adventure
of
the
Actress'
Jewels
(Com.)
1000
A Night at the Inn (Dr.)
1000
Andy
Plays Hero
(Com.)
1000
Deacon Billington's Downfall (2 part
Com.)
2000
The Last Scene of All (Dr.)
1000
Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
(Ind.)
426
The
Janitor's
Flirtation
(Com.)
600
The Message of the Sun Dial (Dr.). 1000
The
Uncanny
Mr. Gumble
(Com.). 1000
The Necklace of Rameses
(Dr.)
3000
United in Danger (Dr.)
1000
The
Lovely
Senorita
(Com.)
1000
The
Mystery
of the Talking
Wire
(Dr.)
1000
How Bobby Called Her Bluff (Com.) 500
The Call of the Footlights (Com.).. 500
The
Silent
Death
(2 part Dr.)
2000
The
Perfect
Truth
(Com.
Dr.)
1000
How
the
Earth
Was
Carpeted
(Com.)
1000
A
Treacherous
Rival
(Dr.)
1000
On the Lazy Line (Com.)
1000
An
American
King
(Com.
Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
The Man of Destiny (Hist.)
1000
A Story
of Crime
(Com.)
1000
The
Story
of the Willow
Pattern
(Dr.)
1000
Andy Goes on the Stage
(Com.) .. .1000
Rorke's Drift (2 part Dr.)
2000
His Grandchild
(Dr.)
1000
ESSANAY

Jan. 23 — Through the btorm (Special — 2 parts
—Dr.)
Jan. 24 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Bad
Man
(Dr.)
Jan. 27— The Testing Fire (Dr.)
Jan. 28— Nearly Married
(Com. Dr.)
Jan. 29— What
Came to Bar Q (W. Com.)..
Jan. 30 — The Girl at the Curtain (Com. Dr.)
Parts 1 and 2
Jan.

31 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Settler's
Daughter
(W.
Dr.)
Feb.
3— Dawn
and
Twilight
(Dr.)
Feb.
4— Into Society and Out (Com.)
Feb.
5— A Gambler's
Way
(Dr.)
Feb.
6 — The
Grip
of
Circumstance
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
Feb.
7 — Broncho
Billy
and
the Red
Man
(Dr.)
Feb. 10- Speak No Evil (Dr.)
Feb. 11— Miss Milly's Valentine
(Com i
Feb. 12
The Weaker's
Strength
(Dr.)
Feb. 13— Sophie
Pick's
a Dead
One
(2 part
Com.)
Feb. 14— The Calling of Jim Barton
(Dr.)...
KALEM
Jan. 23 — Unveiling
Monument the

Pilgrim

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
Feet

Feb.

4— The

Feb.
6—
Feb.
7—
Feb.
9—
Feb. 11 —
Feb. 13 —
Feb. 13 —
Feb. 14 —

Hand Print Mystery (Dr.) Part
1 and
2
Vaccinating a Village
(Com.)
The
Indian
Ambuscade
(Dr.)
The County Seat War
(2 part Dr.).
Indian late (2 part Dr.)
(Jut in the Rain
(Com.;
The Gun Behind the Man (* om.) . .
1 he Fatal Clues (Com. Dr.)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

8—
9—
10—
10 —
12 —
12 —
13—
16—
16 —
17—
19—
20 —
20 —
22 —

Between Two Fires (2 reel Dr.)
2000
The Engineer's Revenge (Dr.)
1000
When
the Doctors Failed
(Com.).. 400
Married Men
(Com.)
600
Tobacco
Industry
(Ind.)
400
Smiles of Fortune (Com.)
600
The
Inscription
(Dr.)
1000
A Question of Right (2 reel Dr.).. 2000
In Mysterious Ways
(Dr.)
1000
A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
The Eternal Duel (Dr.)
1000
The Card of Mystery (Com.)
400
Matchmaking
Dads
(Com.)
600
The
Man
from
the
West
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
23— The
Moth
(Dr.)
1000
24— The
Blinded Heart
(Dr.)
1000
26— The
Windfall
(Dr.)
1000
27— His Excellency
(W.
Dr.)
1000
2— Her Wayward
Son
(Dr.)
1000
3 — The Catch of the Season (Dr.).. 1000
5— Out
of the Depths
(Dr.)
Part
1
and
2
2000
6— The
Vagaries
of Fate
(Dr.)
1000
7 — Her
Side-Show
Sweetheart
(Com.) 400
7— Pat's
Revenge
(Com.)
600
9 — Antidotes for Suicide
(Com.)
400
9 — Taming
Terrible
Ted
(Com.)
600
10— The Measure of a Man
(Dr.)
1000
12— Fitzhugh's Ride
(2 part Dr.)
2000
13— The Sleeping Sentinel (Dr.)
1000
14— The
Reward
(Dr.)
1000
MELIES

Jan.
8— The
Somnambulist
(Dr.J
1000
Jan. 15— Wooing
the Sales Lady
(Com.)
1000
Jan. 29 — Batty Billy's Honeymoon (Com.).. 600
Jan. 29 — Winky
and
the
F"isherman 370
(Com.) Willy
Feb.
5— Playing
with
Fire
(Com.
Dr.)
350
Feb.
5 — Winky
Willy's
Disappearing
Stunt
(Com.)
300
Feb.
5— Dippt on the Boston
Dip
(Com.).. 350
Feb. 12 — Suspense and Suspenders
(Com.)...
Feb. 18— Winky Willy's Birthday Gifts (Com.)

7 — Dishing Dicks Dishwater (Com.)..
7 — Snow Effects in Austria (Travel) . .
8 — The
Wards
of Society
(Special— 2
parts Dr.)
8— A
Ramble
in
Pondicherry,
India

Jan.

1000
100m
1000
1000

Jan.
8— Pathe's Weekly No. 8 (News)
Jan. 10 — The
Minister's
Daughter
(Special —
3 parts — Dr.)
Jan. 12 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
4 (News)
Jan. 13 — Down Lone Gap Way (Dr.)
Jan. 14 — Colonel
Heeza
Liar's African
Hunt
(Com.)
Jan. 14 — The Seventeen-Mile Drive, California
(Sc.)
Jan. 16— A Thief
of Hearts
(2 part Dr.)..
Jan. 15 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
5 (News)
Jan. 17— Good Pals (2 part Dr.)
Jan. 19 — Pathe's Weekly No. 6 (News)
Jan. 20 — Insects
that Mimic
(Edu.)
tan. 20 — Submarine
Mysteries
(Scientific) . . .
Ian. 21 — Three Pairs and a Cat (Com.)
Jan. 21 — At Home with the Heron (Edu.)..
Jan. 22 — The Sword of Damocles
(Dr.) Parts
I and
II

1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000

Fathers'

Jan. 24 — Explosive
"D"
(Dr.)
Jan. 26— The Shadow of Guilt
(Dr.)
Parts 1
and
2
j.
2000
Jan. 28— The
Masqueradcr
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
2000
Jan. SO — The
Medicine
Show at Stone Gulch
(Com.)
50(1
Jan. 30 — Making
High Grade
Paper
(Ind.).. 500
Jan. 81— Playing
for a Fortune
(Dr.)
1000
Jan. 29 — Treasures
on
Earth
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
2O0O
Tan. SO — An Unintentional
lino
(Com.)
400
Tan. SO — A Stage
Door
Flirtation
(Com.)...
600
T,n. 31— The
Pale of Prejudice
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
2— The andConvict's
Story
(Dr.)
Part
1
2
2000

22—
24 —
26 —
27—
27—
28—
29—

Jan.
Jan.
'Ian.

29 —
29—
31—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2—
3—
4—
5

Feb.
Feb
1 , i,
1 eh

Weekly
No.
11
Mesh
of Her
Hair
1 and
2
Weekly
No. L2
oi the Wild < Dr.)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

6—
7—
8—
9—
12 —
13 —
14 —
16—
16 —
19—
20—
21 —
22—
23 —

Jan.

26 —

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

27 —
28—
29 —
30—
2—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3—
4—
5—
6—
6—
9—
10 —
11 —
12—
13—

Aug.
Aug.
Oct
Oct.

Jan.

(Dr.)

Tan.
"Tan.
Tan.
Jan.

16 —
17 —
19 —
20—

Jan.

3000

URBAN
ECLIPSE
George Uetne
12— The
Mong-Fu-Tong
(Part
I ft II)
(Dr.)
1*04
19— The Clown's Revenge (Part I ft II)
(Dr.)
tOO«
14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
ft II)
100*
28— The
Rajah's
Diamond
Koae
(Part
1 ft II)
(Dr.)
I0««
26 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (I part Dr.)
27 — Wrecked
in Mid-Air (3 parts — Dr.)
VITAGRAPH

Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Tan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

1000

Good Resolutions
(Dr.)
1000
At Cross Purposes (Com. Dr.)
Buster and Sunshine
(Com.)
Into the Third and Fourth Generation (Special — 2 parts — Dr.)
2000
The
Living
Wage
(Dr.)
1000
By Unseen Hand
(Dr.)
1000
Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
The
Advenures
of Kathlyn
Angel
Paradise
Conscience and the Temptress
Blue
Blood
and
Red
A Message from Across the Sea. .
Too
Late
(Dr.)
Parts
I and
II..
His Guiding
Spirit (Dr.)
The
Charmed
Arrow
(Dr.)
A Friend
in Need
(Dr.)
Doc
Yak,
Moving
Picture
Artist
(Com.)
The
Adventure
of Kathlyn,
No.
3
The
Temple
of the Lion
(Dr.)
Parts
1 and
2
2000
The
Conspirators
(Dr.)
1000
The Old vs. the New
(Dr.)
1O0O
Bringing Up Hubby
(Com.)
1000
A Splendid
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
1000
A Modern
Vendetta
(Dr.)
Parts 1,
2 and
3
3000
At the Eleventh
Hour
(Dr.)
1000
The Heart of Maggie Malone (Dr.). 1000
The
Little
Sister
(Dr.)
1000
Tony
and
Maloney
(Com.)
600
Italian
Games
and
Dances
(Edu.). 500
The Adventures
of Kathlyn No. 4.. 2000
Reconciled in Blood
(Dr.)
1000
A Strenuous
Scoop
(Com.)
1000
The Mistress of His House
(Dr.).. 1000
Their
Lesson
(Dr.)
1000

6 — Officer
John
Donovan
(Special — 2
parts — Dr.)
2000
7 — Diana's Dress Reform
(Com.)
1000
t — Their
Interest
in
Common
(Com.
Dr.)
8— Montana
State Fair (Topical)
9 — Bunny's
Mistake
(Com.)
1000
10 — Jerry's Uncle's Namesake
(Special —
2 parts — Com. )
2000
12— The
Right
and
the Wrong
of It
(Dr.)
1000
13— The Masked
Dancer
(2 part Dr.).. 2000
14— Timing
Cupid
(Com.)
1000
15— The Brute (Dr.)
16 — Baseball Stars
(Top.)

Jan.
Jan.

Pathe's
Weekly
No.
7 (News)
God's Warning (Dr.) Parts I and II
Pathe's
Weekly
No. 8 (News)
1000
A Two
Family Affair
(Com.)
840
The Oasis of Gabes. Tunis (Sc.)... 200
The
Patched
Adonis
(Com.)
1000
The
Power
of Print
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
1600
Seringapatam,
So. India
(Travel)..
400
Pathe's
Weekly
No. 9 (News)
1000
The
Lunatic's
Child
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
2000
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
10
1000
Wooing
the Cook
(Dr.)
1000
The
Fat Man's
Burden
(Com.)
1000
Behind
Mask
(Dr.)
Part 2000
1 and Comedy's
2

5— Pathe's
7- In
the
Part
9
Pathe's
10
I trphans

1—
2—
2—
5—

Jan.

(Sc.)

Tan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Ian.
tan.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Nov.

PATHEPLAY
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb. 11 — All on Account of Polly (Com.)....
Feel
Feb. 11— A Typical Buddhist Temple (Typical)
Feb. 11 — Scenes Along the Canvery River, India (Sc.)
Feb. 12 — Broken Lives
(2 part Dr.)
Feb. 12— Pathe's Weekly No. 13
Feb. 14--Chains of Honor
SELIG (2 part Dr.;

800

LUBIN

2000

2000

2000
1000
1000
2000
2UU0

Cutey's Vacation
(Com.)
1000
Local Color (Special— 2 parts— Dr.) .2000
Quantrell's Don (Dr.)
The Vavasour Ball (Com. Dr.) Parts
I and
II
Jan. 21 — Love's Old Dream
(Com.)
Jan. 22 — Anne of the Golden Heart (Dr.)....
Jan. 23 — The Perplexed Bridegroom (Com.)..
Jan. 23 — Decoration
Day
at
Old
Soldiers'
Home
Jan. 24 — Hearts of Women (Dr.) Parts I and
II
Feb.
2 — How
God
Came
to
Sonny
Boy
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
3 — Caught with the Goods
(Com. Dr.)
Part
1 and 2
2000
Feb.
4 — How
Burke and Burke
Made
Good
(Com.)
1000
Feb.
6— Lincoln
the Lover
(Hist.
Dr.)
1000
Feb.
6 — Marrying
Sue
(Com.)
1000
Feb.
7— Tainted Monev
(Dr.)
Part 1 and 2.2000
Feb.
9
The
Winner
Wins
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 10
Mastei
of the Mine (2 part Dr.). ...8000
Feb
li
Sonny
Tim in Search
of a Mother
(Com.)
1000
Feb. 12
Some Steamer Scooping (Com.
Dr.) 700
Feb. 12
Niagara
Falls
(Sc.)
S00
Feb.
I eb. 18ii

Bunny's
Birthdaj
(Com.-)
1000
Children
of the Feud
(2 part Dr.). .2000
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Isn't this enough?

The motion picture public grows more exacting, daily.
Film manufacturers MUST keep the quality of their output
abreast of these conditions. They MUST know that their films
are perfect, and their studios MUST be equipped with the VERY
BEST means for demonstrating this.
ASK ANY FILM STUDIO IN AMERICA WHAT
PROJECTOR THEY USE, AND WHY?
WE SUPPLY OVER 90% OF THEM.
Can we offer a more forcible argument than this?
WHY SHOULD
YOU HESITATE?

THE IDEAL PROJECTOR
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
B ON REQUEST
MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

PRECISION MACHINE

COMPANY,

Inc.

317 EAST 34th STREET

NEW

AMERICflN-ECLfllR
DONT

"MUFF" THIS!!!

The American Eclair Company is spending thou- .
ands of dollars weekly to produce good pictures.
They have the camera experts, the factory facilities, the stock company and the directors' which
only real money can get.

Are Eclair Productions Good?
Send for the Eclair Bulletin and read the answer ! ! !

225 W.4 2^ ST.NEWYORK CITY.
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

YORK

THE

MOTION

OUR

38
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AC

Kay-Bee
Features
FEBRUARY

10th

Colonel's Adopted
(IReal) Daughter
FEBRUARY

13th

Anow Maker's Daughter
12 Reels)

FEBRUARY

20th

The Raiders
(2 Reels)
MARCH

ROMANCE

3rd

North of 53

OF THE SEA

(2 Reels)

Domino
FEBRUARY

Winners

12th

FEBRUARY

26th

Courtship of O San

The Mystery Lady

FEBRUARY

(2 Reels)
MARCH 5th

(2 Reels)
FEBRUARY

Broncho
Headliners
Romance of the Sea

February nth

19th

The Play's
The Thing
(2 Reels)

MARCH

25th

(2 Reels)
MARCH 18th

Mario

Yellow Flame
(2 Reels)

For The Wearing
of the Green

FEBRUARY

(2 Reels)

(2

2 Reel.
4th

18th

A Barrier Royal

Repaid
Reels)

(2 Reels)

Keystone
Comedies
FEBRUARY

9th

Mabel's Strange Predicament

!

FEBRUARY

12th

A Robust Romeo
FEBRUARY

x !

^^B^^

^^^kV

Raffles,

*^ J

^^^H

Jm

MYSTERV

J*"*\ \

LADY
MUTUAL

NEW YORK MOTION

Burglar

1 2 Reels)

\

/

16th

Gentleman
FEBRUARY

•

1

•

19lh

A Thief Catcher
FEBRUARY

21st

Love and Gasoline
PROGRAM

PICTURE CORPORATION,

EXCLUSIVELY

Longacre BIdg, 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE
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PICTURE

NEWS

Photoplay Masterpieces
COMING!

Judith of Bethulia
The poetic tragedy of Judith and Holofernes— based on the Apocrypha— by
Thomas Bailey Aldrich.
In Four
Parts

BIOGRAPH

Touches the
Sublime

RELEASED

The Third Degree
Reports from exhibitors prove this remarkKlein's best play
of Charlesfeature
of the year.
most successful
the adaptation
to be able
In Six
Parts

LUBIN

Booked exclusively through Special

Feature

Intense
Drama

Department, 71 W. 23rd

St., N. Y.

General Film Co. [*»*]

FEBRUARY

21, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

'nj

T€uut&AJL

Qnj0t*s-+*yjn

Exhibitors Times
ESi.

1913

fi>u&6uA4

Jir*^ «J2

Moving Picture News
<^Est. 1908

A JVebv Departure
Page Thirteen

THE

EXCHANGE

PROBLEM

Page Fifteen

CO/VVIJVCIJVG

THE

"Highbrotvs"
Page Seventeen

A.11 the Live News
Volume IX

Number 7

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

F» ATI-IE

Scene from

"A

S<POILE<D

LIFE"

A SPOILED
LIFE
IN TWO PARTS
A powerful story of a man with every gift but that of a normal physical frame.
Mistaking pity for love, a beautiful woman marries him and wrecks his life.

Released THURSDAY,

AGAINST

March 12 th

HEAVY
IN TWO

ODDS

PARTS

Against the heavy odds of low birth and poverty, a young Mexican proves
himself a man by showing loyalty to his patron and bravery in time of danger.
Later he wins success.

Released SATURDAY,
NOTE:

PATHE

Insist upon these Films at your Exchange.

FRERES,
In

-

writit n t* advertisers

please

-

March 14th
If you cannot get them, write us.

1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.
^

* I II I

\1< > I H >\

|'|<

I I RE

\'1- \\ S"

THE

A STORY WITHOUT

MOTION

PICTURE

WORDS.

3

NEWS

CAN YOU READ IT?

CANDIDATE

THE
IN THE LADIES' WORLD

CONTEST

CRANE

WILBUR

Many exhibitors
are having Crane
Wilbur Nights
with crowded
houses. WHY
NOT YOU?

In writin« to adTerti*CT« pleaae neutioa "THE

IS

Write Mr. Wilbur, care of The
Pathe Studio,
1 Congress Street,
Jersey City,
N.J., for full particulars.
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FEATURES

INCORPORATED

FEATURE

CONSTANCE CRAWLEY and ARTHUR MAUDE
Two Great Artists with a Magnificent Supporting Company
WE OFFER THE BEST OF

ACTING

STORY-

THE

PHOTOGRAPHY

CURRENT

RELEASE

- 4 - REELS

- 4 -

JESS
4 - REELS
SHIPMENT

- 4

NOW

RIDER
HAGGARD'S
Romance of Love and War

1000

Soldiers
WILL

That combination
making sales records.

Shown

BE SOLD

OUT

in Battle

QUICKLY

"Story — acting — photography" is a sure winner.
That is why we are
One feature every two weeks— every feature a business builder.

Our Next Release

Territory on our production of

Mary
Is Nearly

Elsie Venner

Magdalene
3 REELS
All Sold.
Some
Write or Wire.

3 REELS

Open.

Oliver Wendell Heredity.
Holmes' famous story of

Our record for quick selling proves, first, quality, and second, that our price leaves you
and the exhibitor a profit. We three depend on each other and all of us depend on the public
— we particularly try to please that public.

PUBLICITY

KENNEDY
110 West

40th

St.

AIDS, OF COURSE

!

FEATURES
incorporated
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A Melodrama of the North Woods
THE

FIRST
RELEASE
OF A COMPANY
THAT
WILL BE FAMOUS
FEATURING

Wilfred
Lucas

Jeanie
MacPherson

Bio graph leads 3 years

Powers leads 2}4 years

TELLING
The story of a man
and answered it.

strategy

Publicity
DON'T

FORGET

victory.

PusRers

YOU

HAVE

COMPETITORS

— WIRE

CRITERION
FEATURE
UO West
40th

Street,

F^ILM
New

MANUFACTURING

COMF»ANY
I_o« Angeles

York
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"Our MUTUAL

Girl"

The Great New Mutual Film
Is Making a Sensation All
Over the Country
It is as fascinating as a visit to New York City to see this charming Country
Girl meeting the famous notables of the great metropolis and visiting the places
that everybody wants to see.
She meets and talks with Andrew Carnegie, Mayor Mitchel, District Attorney Whitman and the charming Billie Burke. She goes horseback riding in
Central Park, visits a great fur store and tries on sumptuous garments.
The Fashion Displays are a delight to all women, and the scenes in brilliant
hotels are glorious.

The Greatest Business Getter Ever Offered in a Regular
Service to Moving Picture Houses
Special Posters— Special Lantern Slides — Special Heralds.
AND THIS OTHER GREAT MUTUAL MOVIES SENSATION

More Thrilling Movies of

THE MEXICAN
Made Under EXCLUSIVE

GENERAL

WAR

Contract With

VILLA

The latest reels are NOW ON THE WAY from El Paso. They picture
many exciting scenes in connection with the movements of the Rebel Troops in
Chihuahua on their way to Torreon.
The mere showing of the Posters of the Mexican War CROWDS THE
THEATRE TO THE DOORS.
Here is REAL WAR and no make-believe.
Write to the nearest MUTUAL Branch Office for terms and reservations.
Heralds and great one-sheet, three-sheet and six-sheet paper now readv.
Branches in

49 Cities

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
la writing to »dYerti»eri plea** mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

NEW
YORK

THE

MOTION

PICTURE
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JESSE L. LASKY
PRESENTS

Edward Milton Royle's International Success

The Squaw Man
WITH

Dustin Farnum
IN THE

TITLE

ROLE

A pulsing triumph of the dramatic art, rendered into vivid photo
play, by masterly touch and the magic of perfect pantomime.

H

Our Blue Book of Distributors
New England States :
AMERICAN

FEATURE

FILM

CO.,

162 Tremont St., Boston

m

Minnesota, North and South Dakota :

New York City and State:
WILLIAM

L.

SHERRY

FEATURE

FILM

FAMOUS

CO.,

PLAYERS

STAR

FEATURE

FILM

SERVICE,

126 West 46th St., New York

Temple Court, Minneapolis

California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, New
Mexico, Nevada : progressive moving picture
company, 617 Pacific Building, San Francisco

Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado:

Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia:
hygrade film exchange,
20th St. and Montgomery Ave., Philadelphia

New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania:

NOTABLE

FEATURE

FILM

CO.,

308 Boston Bldg., Salt Lake City
FAMOUS

PLAYERS

EXCHANGE,

Philadelphia and New York

Bl

Illinois and Wisconsin:

W. Penna., Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia:
famous players film service.
404 Ferris St., Pittsburg

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

FILM

CO.,

Schiller Bldg., Chicago

Unsold
Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, Arkansas, Michigan, Indiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa.
Responsible State Right Buyers, if interested, address

1

Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company
Longacre Theatre
JESSE L. LASKY,
Pres.

New York City

West 48th Street
CECIL

SAMUEL GOLDFISH,
Treas. & Gen. Mgr.

HSI
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B. DE MILLE,
Dir. Gen.
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Office

Everybody
in the Motion Picture Business
Marvels at the

Instantaneous Success of the Box
Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
IT leaped into immediate

popularity because it is the first great exchange to be founded

Sstej

upon the right basis.
Its policy not only embraces the selection and booking of features that are ^s
certain to draw money-making audiences, but exhibitors are given exclusive neighborhood rights l£.
and protected against the hundreds of impositions from which they have suffered.
Maximum Profit at Minimum Expense — That's our
slogan. That's the keynote of our plan. Somebody had to
brin<r order out of chaos. But that somebody had to have
immense financial resources, extensive experience and knowhow to cure existing abuses.

**t.

All Features Under Exclusive Control — Exhibitors can
exploit Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company features
a week or more in advance. Impossible for a competitor to
jump in ahead of him. He has the field to himself — can be
sure that no one will "beat him to it."

Note the Releases of These

Marion Leonard and Helen
Gardner
Have
Signed Up
This is the most important news of the day for exhibitors inNew York City and State, Northern New
Jersey and all of the New England States. These
wonderfully competent and exceptionally popular
photo-play stars are favorably known to patrons of
motion picture theatres the world over. In future
the features in which they appear will be booked in
your territory exclusively by the Box Office Attraction
Film Rental Company.
If you want to be in a class by yourself —
want to monopolize the business in your
neighborhood — get in touch with us at once.
S-EM

Write, wire or 'phone.

Important to Exhibitors
Special Exposition Performances for exhibitors at the
Place,
Academy of Music, Fourteenth Street' and Irving
at 10.30 a. m., Wednesdays and Fridays of each week. See
our great features before you book them.
Branch Offices will be opened in Buffalo and New England
for the convenience of exhibitors near these points. Notice later.

Big Features

Monday, February 23d
"For the Queen's Honor" — A three reel feature
by Ambrosio. Perfect acting. Beautiful scenery.
Gorgeous costuming. A romantic drama dealing
with intrigue against a king and a queen's lore for
her royal husband's aide-de-camp.
Wednesday, February 25th
"Shadows of the Moulin Rouge" — A four reel
Solax production with Joseph Levering and an all
star cast. Absorbingly interesting exploitation of
refined sensationalism.
Friday,
February
27th~ melodrama"The Society
Detective"
— Highly
tic
nialphoto-play
Studios. in three reels from the British ColoSaturday, February 28th
"The Devil Within" — A Ramo feature in three
exciting
reels—
the latest and best production from
this famous
studio.

Previous Releases
Monday,
February
—"Wives"—
A Ramo problem
production in three parts.
Story 9.deals
with a domestic
and is presented in striking New York style.
Wednesday,
February
— "The Lotus
Dancer"—
Produced
by the True
Feature11. Company,
a romantic
fourreel subject with scenes in India and England.
Friday, February 13. — "Ben Bolt" — A Solax masterpiece in three parts.
smooth-running
story. A} thrilling shipwreck scene and
Saturday,
14. three
— "By parts.
Whose A Hands?"
— A
Great
NorthernFebruary
Special in
remarkably
well-acted crime mystery, with wonderful photography.
Monday, February 16. — "Princess Helena's Prisoner"— A Great Northern Preferred film of four parts.
Miss ping
Betty
Nansen in title role. All star cast in .1 griplove story.
Wednetday,
— "Fortune
Hunters"—
Hlache
production February
of unusual18. merit
and daring.
Thrill-A
ing aeroplane rescue scene — four parts.
Friday,
February
Bequeathed"
A story
of stage
life and 20.
false— "Vengeance
love. The dying
request of —a
beautiful girl and its result.
A Luna film in three parts.
Saturday,
February 2life.
1 . —"Fangs
of Hate"
— A stirring drama of American
Big scenes
and splendid
ai'l ion.. £ A Ramo production in three parts."

Box Office

Attraction

Film

130 West Forty-Sixth Street, New
WILLIAM

FOX, President

\,

"> V >jP

Rental Co.

York City
Telephone 7340 Bryant.
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30

30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

FAMOUS
FEATURES
A YEAR 7*

DANIEL

FROHMAN
Presents

x

**

the Celebrated Romantic Play,

"The Pride of Jennico

A YEAR"

A thi illing triumph of true love over false pride

lbnya?Sed FAMOUS
THE

PRIDE

PLAYERS

STOCK

In Motion Pictures

COMPANY

CO" is a stirring tale of the gallant days
OF JENNI
of old, of romance and roses and cold steel,
when fortune and glory were carved by the
sword and daring deeds performed for the smile
of a lady fair.

In TOUR REXLS,
Released February 20th

30

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM COMPANY

FAMOUS
FEATURES

DANIEL FROHMAN.

AOOLPH ZUKOR, President
Managing Director
EDWIN S. PORTER, Technical Director,

Executive Offices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.
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FAMOUS
FEATURES

A YEAR'
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JOAN
In Two

PICTURE

OF ARC
Ready February 20th

(COPYRIGHTED)

Parts

THE

MARTYRDOM

1

OF THE

MAID

OF ORLEANS

THE PICTURESQUE AND EXCITING LIFE AND TRAGIC
DEATH OF THE CELEBRATED FRENCH HEROINE IS REMARKABLY SHOWN IN THIS STIRRING HISTORICAL PHOTO
DRAMA.
A GRIPPING TALE WONDERFULLY SHOWN.

THE

GREAT

MINE

DISASTER

In Four Parts
(copyrighted)
Ready March 1st
A PHOTODRAMA REPLETE WITH ADVENTURE. A TALE
OF HEROIC DEEDS AND NOBLE SACRIFICES OF THE UNDERGROUND LIFE. DON'T MISS THIS POWERFUL FEATURE.
Exchanges now handling all of our features: —
Eclectic Feature Film Exchange,
Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Eclectic Feature Film Exchange,
109 Kazota Bldg., Fourth and Hennepin
Minneapolis, Minn.

Eclectic
Feature
Film Exchange,
Andrews Building, Dallas, Tex.
Eclectic Feature Film Exchange,
5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Eclectic

Film Go.

110 West 40th St.

New York City

THE

CREAM

OF THE

IDE

EUROPEAN

MARKET

IDE

SELECTED

FOR AMERICA'

IDE
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WHERE
INDEX

American Cinematograph Co
American Film Mfg. Co
American Photoplay School
Acme Commercial Film Co
Aetna Film Co

46
11
52
52
45

All Star Feature Corp'n
Amusement Supply Co
Ascher & Goldreyer, Inc
Bausch & Lomb
Birns, William
Blinkhorn, A
Box Office Attraction Film Rental
Co
Calehuff Supply Co
Columbia Metal Box Co
Commercial M. P. Co
Cosmos Electric Co

51
50
45
39
52
51
8
47
39
50
52

Cosmos Feature Film Corp'n
41
Criterion Feature Film Co
5
Cushman Motor Works
52
Day and Night Screen
48
Domino Special
46-49-52-55
Eagle Frame Co
50
Eastman Kodak Co
53
Eclectic Film Co
10
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
44
European Feature Film Corp'n...

51

NEWS

TO
TO

BUY

ADVERTISERS

Evans Film Mfg. Co
Famous Players Film Co
Feature Photoplay Co
Features Ideal
Gaumont Company
General Feature Film Co
General Film Co
42, 43,
Gloria-American Co
Gunby
Brothers
Harrison - Ramsay Panchromatic
Film Co
Herald Square Sign Co
Hochstetter Utility Co
Horsley, David
Hygienic Specialty Co
Inter-Continent Film Co

51
9
40
53
51
50
60
51
50

Italian American Film Corp'n....
Johnson, Millard
Kennedy Features
Kinematograph Weekly
Lasky Feature Play Co
Lears, Sam
Le Courier Cinematographique. . .
Lord Mfg. Co
Lubin Mfg. Co
Manufacturers
M. P. Catalog &
Ency

41
51
4
46
7
46
46
55
57

40
52
46
47
53
50

55

Melchoir, Jack
Melies Films
Motion Picture Magazine
Mundstuk Features
Mutual Film Co
New York Film Co

Love,
Devotion,
Intrigue

Sweeley's Photo Supply House. . . 52
Union Features
47
Unique Film Co
51
Universal Film Mfg. Co
59
Vitagraph Company
55
Warner's Features
Wentworth,
Courtney

53
52

World
Special
Film Corp'n
Wurlitzer
Company

51
46

One, Three
and Six Sheet
Lithographs
MONDAY

DATE

FEBRUARY

23rd, 1914

American

"The Carbon

Film Mfg. Co.

tells a story that is convincing and replete $
Copy" detail. Release Saturday
with dramatic
February 28th, 1914.
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New York Motion Picture Corp'n 58
Newman Mfg. Co
46
Niagara Slide Co
52
Pathe Freres
2-3
Picture Theatre Equipment Co... 51
Power,
Nicholas
12
Precision Machine Co
57
Ramo Films
39
Rolands Feature Film Co
48
Royal Manufacturing Co
50
Sterling Camera & Film Co
46

"Flying A" Feature Films

"See Americans First"
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Uplift
Is always a part of

Our

Business

Creed

Is essential where confidence

Is Desired
Has

been successfully accomplished

Through

sincerity in the development

of the Industry
Regardless of commercialism

in the making of
Flower's Cameragraph No. 6A
Catalog D describes this
Perfect Motion Picture Projection Machine

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street
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J. Stuart Blackton, in a happy curtain speech,

"Why, this is a regular first night'' he epitomized the opening of the Vitagraph Theatre, Broadway and Forty-fourth street, New York City, on Saturday
evening, February 7, with its program of ""Broadway Star
Features."
It was a "regular first night"; it was also a successful first
night ; and the novelty of the affair made it still more than
a successful first night.
It is doubtful if the old Criterion Theatre, now and henceforth to be the Vitagraph Theatre, ever had in its past so
momentous an experience. Plays have opened there — some
eminent Frohman productions — and gone the way of dramatic
success. But Saturday night signalized an event which has
been predicted for some time, and which has concerned
greatly the picture and theatrical world, namely, the arrival,
and actual establishment of the photo-drama on Broadway.
and in the hearts of its great pleasure-seeking multitude.
FOR several days previously people gazed at the huge signs
being swung into place over the front and side of the
theatre, and wondered at the stir and bustle of the decorators.
When, on Saturday night, the big signs sprang into life
and revealed :

Jg
£8

"A Million Drama.
Bid."
Sensational
John Bunny Himself.
ous."
"Goodness
Sensational Graci
Burlesque.

Number 7

Departure

said :

•J
2»
J|

TIMES

1913

•
#
*
gg

<&88*88*88*88*88<I>88<S>88*S8*88#88#88*88€*88*88^S8#88<I,88*88#88*88
and when motorcars and taxis began to crowd the curbs and
pack the foyer with well-dressed people, the passing pleasureseekers started to storm the box-office.
"Sold out" was the laconic answer, continuously repeated
throughout the opening hour of the show. Now the slogan
is "Standing room only." Monday and Tuesday proved in
full measure what Saturday night so plainly forecasted — that
"Broadway features" are a Broadway hit.
MUCH
expense and pains have been spent in fitting over
the theatre. In seating arrangement and from every
practical standpoint, it now ranks with modern picture theatres
especially constructed. Artistically, it has several innovations
and a complete effect which make it interiorly one of the
most beautiful picture theatres in the country.
Oil paintings of the Vitagraph stars are hung about the
foyer. Charles Kent appears as a cardinal in brilliant scarlet,
Ralph Ince as Lincoln, and John Bunny as "himself." Sidney
Drew, Earle Williams, William Humphrey, Mary Charleson,
Anita Stewart, Edward Lincoln, Clara Kimball Young, Norma

Talmadge, Edith Storey, Van Dye Brooke, Mary Maurice,
Dorothy Kelly and Lillian Walker all have their places on
the wall.
With the use of the theatre drop-curtain an artistic studio
setting, with attractive art objects, draperies, rugs, is revealed.
In the center of the studio is a large French window, looking
out upon a balustrade.
Through the window is revealed the blue waters of New
York Bay, and in the foreground the striking group of skyscrapers that cluster about the Battery.
THE
daylight scene faded slowly and lights began to
twinkle here and there, all the way out to the lamp
upheld
Liberty. in the outstretched hand of the statue Goddess of
As night fell over the delightful setting, the curtain dropped
across the window and rose upon the picture screen hung
across the window.
The pleasing and novel setting was a fitting prelude to the
five-part drama, "A Million Bid," which followed.
First appeared, one by one, the Vitagraph players, each so
realistically that their bow and smile made them seem living
presences on the stage. Each scored a round of applause from
an appreciative audience.
The photo-drama — it deserves every bit this name — "A
Million Bid," is a picture dramatization by George Cameron
(the late Mrs. Sidney Drew), from the novel "Agnes."
THE acting was excellent throughout, on the part of the
entire cast. Especial praise is due Miss Anita Stewart
for her sustained interpretation of the part of "Agnes." It
was decidedly a revelation to those in the audience who had
little conception of the dramatic motion picture and its possible technique.
As one dramatic critic remarked to the writer at the end
of one of Miss Stewart's emotional scenes : "We don't often
see technique like that on the ordinary stage."
The dramatic construction of "A Million Bid" is excellently
rounded out. Interest in the development of the plot is
carefully and lucidly sustained. At the climax the suspense
is splendid. The thrilling wreck of. the yacht with its attendant scenes — in particular those where the water is rising
in the cabin of the luxury-loving Mrs. Belgraden, and where
the wounded millionaire, Geoffrey Marshe, is being swept about
in the floating wreckage of the saloon cabin, are decidedly
among the best ever shown upon the screen.
The actual sea scenes, the portrayal of life upon the big
yacht, the grim surgical operation — all are in keeping with the
realism and action of the very high type of photo-drama
this is.
The director is Ralph Ince. The members of the cast:
Charles Kent, Julia Swayne Gordon, Anita Stewart, E. K.
Lincoln, Harry T. Morey, Gladden James.
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DECIDED novelty was introduced to Broadway in part
two — "The Honeymooners," an original silent drama, or
pantomime, in one act by J. Stuart Blackton. John Bunny delighted his admirers by his appearance in flesh and blood
and was ably supported by Mary Charleson and James
Morrison.

daily, at 11.30 A. M., 2.30, 5.30 and 8.30 P. M. Seats will
be reserved for the 2.30 and 8.30 P. M. shows. For the other
two shows no seats will be reserved. At each show, two
Broadway Star Feature pictures will be presented.
At the 8.30 P. M. show, John Bunny will continue to appear
in "The Honeymooners." For the morning show all the
seats are 25 cents. For the 2.30 P. M. show, the seats are
reserved at 25 and 50 cents. For the 5.30 P. M. show all
seats are 25 cents and for the final performance at 8.30 P. M.
the prices range from 25 cents to one dollar, all seats being
reserved.
The success attained by the Vitagraph Theatre is of great
importance to the entire motion picture industry. This theatre
may prove the entering wedge in realizing that long-cherished
dream of many motion-picture producers and theatrical firms
— the alliance of a picture company and a chain of theatres
It is altogether possible that the Vitagraph Company will
extend the scope of this policy and acquire other theatres in
which to show the type of production now being exhibited at
the Vitagraph Theatre.
It seems a certainty that the success of the Vitagraph
Theatre will mean the opening of other theatres along parallel lines by competing firms. This will result in many theatres
owned by motion-picture firms showing only feature films
of the highest quality and competing directly with houses
offering speaking attractions.
Wm. A. Johnston

The hold a good comedy has upon the motion-picture audience everywhere was fully evidenced by the laughter and
applause given continuously to "Goodness Gracious !" or
"Movies as They Shouldn't Be," a burlesque in three parts,
featuring Sidney Drew, Clara Kimball Young and these wellknown Vitagraph comedians : Ned Finley, Kate Price, Etienne Girardot and James Lackaye.
"Real comedy — that," exclaimed my friend the dramatic
critic; and so it is. "Goodness Gracious!" succeeded in
rounding out an evening of diverse elements, each one of
which lives up to the best in motion pictures to-day and a
high level of general entertainment and artistic exhibition.
NOT

the least important feature was the orchestral accompaniment. Good as this was, a new musical treat will
be ready for the patrons of the Vitagraph Theatre in about a
week's time — a Hope-Jones symphonic orchestra. This instrument, the highest production of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company, and installed at a cost of $30,000, is an entertainment in itself. Recitals will be given at each performance.
The policy of the Vitagraph Theatre will be four shows

Patents Company
Federal Judge

NEWS

Wins Point

Extends Defendants'1 Time for Completing Case
Until April 1 — Many Witnesses to Be Called

THE

Motion Picture Patents Company scored a point before Judge
McPherson in the Federal District
Court in Philadelphia on Feb. 9, in
their defense of the suit brought
against them by the Government under
the Sherman Anti-Trust law, when the
court granted the Patents Company until April 1 to complete their case.

The appeal to Judge McPherson came
as a sequel to the conclusion of testimony before the referee at the Manhattan Hotel, New York City, on Feb.
2. The prosecution, wishing to push
the case to a finish as rapidly as possible, pressed for a closing of testimony
not later than Feb. 27, protesting against
the delay as unreasonable.

in Anti-Trust Suit

To this the defendants demurred and
it became necessary to submit the question to the courts. Special Attorney
Edwin

P. Grosvenor, for the Government, repeated his contention for the
earlier date, but was overruled by Judge
McPherson. Finally he consented to the
setting of April 1 as the time limit for
testimony, with the proviso that the
Government be allowed ten days for rebuttal.
This arrangement met with the approval of the defendants and was accordingly made effective.
Among the witnesses for the Patents
Company will be Charles O. Bauman,
head of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation ; John Collier, Secretary of
the National Board of Censorship;
Walter W. Greene, an old film man.
whose headquarters are in Boston, the
head of the "Famous Players" Film
Exchange of New England and owner
of a circuit of houses ; George Kleine.
of Chicago; Anna S. Matthews, of New

SADIE

CRTJTE

AND

MARTIN

T. FAUST
(Edison)

IN

'POWERS

OF

THE

AIR"

York City ; Walter R. Palmer, of Washington, D. C ; J. Wesley Rosenquest. of
New York City; W. N. Selig, head of
the Selig Polyscope Company ; George
K. Spoor, head of the Essanay Film
Manufacturing Company; Theodore W.
Williams, of Philadelphia; Charles L.
Worthington, in charge of the special
feature department of the General Film
Company in New York, and Percy L.
Waters,
general
manager of the General Film
Company.
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The Exchange Problem
By Merritt Crawford

4 4^ttHY
yy

is it that the
exchange
does
not do more to

The Connecting Link between Manufacturer and Exhibitor, the Exchange, Has
Not Kept Step with the Wonderful Advance Made by Other Branches of the Film
Industry — How Its Scope May Be Broadened and Its Efficiency Increased Is the
Subject Matter of this Article V
V V

help the exhibitor."
This question was put to
a group of progressive motion picture men in New
York City recently. Among
them were representatives
of practically every branch
of the industry. One or two were pioneers, whose names
had been identified with the development of the film since
the days of the two-hundred-foot reels, and nearly everyone was of sufficient prominence in the motion picture
field to give his views on any subject having to do with the industry unusual importance.
Yet no two of them answered the question alike. And not
a single one answered it adequately and in a fashion which
could be considered satisfactory even by an unbiased party.
A few of them argued that the responsibilities and function
of the exchange, as far as its relation to the exhibitor was
concerned, began and ended with the prompt delivery of the
program contracted for and the good condition of the films
and advertising matter sent. Others conceded that while
the average exchange might do considerably more for the
exhibitors who used their service than was the case at present,
there were many difficulties in the way, all of which must
be surmounted before the exhibitor could be greatly benefited. One or two even went so far as to contend that the
average theatre manager would resent any extension of the
present functions of the exchange, but all admitted that the
question presented possibilities worthy of serious consideration.

WHEN
all had expressed themselves, the propounder
of the question which had first aroused the discussion
again took a hand in the conversation. He is a man who
has a wider perspective than most on the future developments of the motion picture, having traveled extensively and
made an exhaustive study of the conditions governing the industry in all parts of the world.
"Most of you are right," he said, when the last of the
others had said his say, "as far as you go. But you don't
go far enough. As every one of you know, the demand today is for increased efficiency in every branch of the trade.
Up to date, however, this forward movement has been felt
chiefly in the producing and exhibiting end of the business,
although even there much is yet to be effected in the way
of improvement. Yet by comparison with the manufacturing
and exhibiting ends, every other branch of the business is
sadly open to criticism, so little have they progressed since
the motion picture first began to be classed as a bona fide
industry.
"What is needed now is an extension of the same principles, which have already done so much and are steadily
doing more to broaden the field and elevate the tone of the
screen productions. The superiority of the subjects now produced, as compared with those of half a decade ago, is so
pronounced as to be obvious even to the most unintelligent
observer. Why, then, should the means whereby they are
marketed be no better, even if no worse, than before this
improvement in the productions began to make itself felt?
"tT was the progressive exhibitor," he went on, "who gave the
A first impetus to this extraordinary advance in the quality
of the film. It was he who realized first that the public

had begun to demand a
higher tone in the subjects
offered, and it was he who
first made the manufacturer
comprehend that he must
meet this change in conditions, if he was to continue
in business.
"As soon as this was generally realized, the manufacturers set out to improve, as rapidly as possible, the quality
of their productions, the photography, the talent of their
artists, in short every intricate detail of their part of the
business. Their success thus far has been notable, as all of
you can attest. Why is it, then, that they have given so little thought to the exchange, this most important link between the exhibitor and the manufacturer?

"Of course you will all protest that the relationship between the manufacturer and the exhibitor is steadily growing closer ; that the former is doing everything in his power
to comply with the latter's demands and meet his ever-changing
conditions. Without doubt in a great degree this is true,
for in the last analysis, the success or failure of the exhibitor is the direct gain or loss of the concerns supplying
him with film. Which is all the more reason why more attention should be given to the possibilities which the exchange contains for promoting the success of the exhibitors
whom it serves.
"It is obvious that the exchange must have a perspective
on trade conditions and on the wants of the public, generally, which the average exhibitor cannot possibly have.
The exchange speedily learns of any increase or falling off
in the business of any of the exhibitors within its territory.
Often it is also made aware of the reasons underlying the
loss or failure of a given house. An investigation, where
this is not entirely apparent, would result nearly always in
ascertaining the real facts. These would probably prove of
future value to many another exhibitor, whose case was more
or less analogous to the unfortunate one who had gone on the
rocks.
"Hp HIS accumulated knowledge, which is entirely beyond
A the reach of any single exhibitor, could be used by the
exchange for the advantage of all. Not only that, but it would
create a spirit of co-operation between the exhibitor and the
exchange, which does not at present exist.
"As it is now the relationship between the two is merely
mechanical, and this necessarily leads to many misunderstandings. If things are going wrong, the exhibitor feels
that about all he can do is to change his program as speedily
as possible, and he knows that this is practically stepping
from the frying-pan into the fire, for one exchange differs
but little in its methods from any other.
"The only personal link between the exchange and the exhibitor, in most instances, is the solicitor, who is paid to get
business — not to hold it. After he has persuaded the exhibitor that his program will make more money for him than
the one he is using, the solicitor goes his way. He does
not come back unless he has some extraordinary feature to
offer, which is not included in the regular service of that
exhibitor or unless some unusual grievance against the exchange arises. Even then he acts only as mollifier, not as an
adviser, competent to make suggestions of value to both
parties. His only object, necessarily, is to hold that exhibitor's
account — and, of course, the exhibitor knows and realizes this
fact and accepts his statements accordingly.
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"My suggestion to the exchange manager would be that in
addition to his regular solicitors, most of whom have had
no experience whatever in the exhibiting end of the game, he
employ one or two efficiency experts, capable of sizing up a
situation and giving advice which would be really serviceable
to an exhibitor. Whenever a falling off in the box office
receipts was recorded by a theatre, which was consistent
enough to indicate that something was radically wrong somewhere, one of these men could make a thorough study of the
situation on the ground. What he learned would undoubtedly be of the utmost value to the average theatre owner or
manager.
"TT might be that his bookings were not of the character
A which would make the strongest appeal to the class of
people from whom he drew his audiences, or his projection
might be inferior or his employees incompetent. Again he
might not realize just how to advertise his attractions effectively and to the best advantage. Any of a hundred-odd
details might be wrong and these the expert could readily
ascertain by reason of his wider knowledge of these things
and as readily adjust.
"Besides this he could be of great service even to the
ordinarily successful exhibitor. He could post the latter on
the best methods to use in securing publicity and how to
prepare and place his advertising. The expert could give
him pointers on the most up-to-date ways of attracting business, which would be most applicable to his own case, and indicate many things which he might avoid which tended to
injure his patronage.
"A rearrangement of the theatre's lobby to make it more
attractive, an improvement of the ventilating system, a novel
method of advertising, a change in his poster display, or
any of the infinite number of small things which aggregate
large in an exhibitor's success, might be suggested by the
expert, which would do much to change the house from a
losing, or at best a poor paying proposition, to one that made
good dividends.
"As I have already pointed out, the solicitor is not paid
to make suggestions to the exhibitor, nor in the majority
of cases is he competent to do so, even if he were. Consequently, he is regarded by the average theatre owner or
manager as one of the necessary evils, which he has to endure from time to time. The solicitor's chief concern is to
sell the subjects on his program. It is not a part of his
responsibility to offer those which are most suited to the
needs of the exhibitor he is trying to sell, although naturally he wants to give him as good service as he can. Once
he has gained the order, however, his interest in that particular exhibitor is ended. He leaves the rest to his exchange. If the service is satisfactory, well and good. If
it isn't, the exchange manager, who hasn't time nor opportunity to keep in touch with the exhibitors on his list,
must bear the brunt.
"TTTlTH the expert, all this would be different. He
VV would really be the 'trouble man' of the exchange who employed him. Wherever dissatisfaction
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tures for a theatre's regular program which would increase
the profits of both the exchange and the individual exhibitor. He could supply the necessary connecting link
between the exchange manager and the exhibitor that
would establish the personal element in the relations of
the two, so essential for success in all continued business
transactions.
" t? IGHT now. as you know, the feeling of the average
-T^- exhibitor for the exchange is not at all friendly. He
regards them all as a sort of pirate to whom he must pay
tribute and with whom he must deal, if he is to stay in
business. He feels that he is always getting the worst
end of it.
"No matter how much he pays for his 'shows,' he cannot
but feel often that he could have received much better
if his exchange had used a little more judgment in selecting the subjects on his program. This, coupled with the
many just causes for complaint which must constantly
arise in the transaction of a business as intricate and
diverse in character as this, renders the whole situation
an extremely delicate one with which to deal, and one, which
should be approached with the greatest caution and conservatism.
"The thing to be aimed at is the bringing together of
the exhibitor and the exchange in a fashion that will
give each confidence in the other and work toward a more
complete mutual understanding. In this the work of the
expert necessarily would be more or less educational at
first. But it would be none the less valuable for all that.
In the end it can readily be seen it would prove of inestimable value to both.
" y\ MOTHER thing that the exchange manager might
**• do to promote this highly desirable state would be
to issue a weekly press sheet, setting forth fairly and
sffuarely the merits of the subjects on its program, the
character of the posters, heralds and other advertising
matter, with advice as to how to use them to the best
advantage. In this sheet also could be given news and
notes of the progress of exhibitors in the exchange's territory, information about novel advertising schemes and
original methods of building business, together with a
host of other items of much value to the exhibitor. Complaints and queries from the exhibitors, of course, could
be adequately attended
to in its columns.
"A good, clean, straight-from-the-shoulder talk from
one of the experts employed by the exchange, on some
angle of successful theatre management, might be published weekly or from time to time with great advantage.
Such an organ need not cost too much — it might only be
a four-sheet — and its value, as a medium for the exchange
of ideas and improving business, must be apparent to
everyone. It would educate and it would bring the exchange and the exhibitors in its territory into close touch
with one another and it would improve business all
around.

prevailed he could investigate, learn the 'reason why,' and
in a majority of instances straighten out the misunderstanding, to the advantage of the exhibitor and the exchange both.

'"TPHE
whole proposition is so self-evident that I cannot
A understand why more of an effort hasn't been made in
this direction long ago. Which brings me back to the
question T asked first :

"In a year, I'll wager, the exchange that employed such
a man would distance its competitors in a fashion that
would make them sit up and take notice. As it is now,
the exhibitor, in nearly every case, is absolutely out of
touch with the exchange that serves him. He has no
adequate redress for complaints, nor has he any way.
unless he is fortunate enough to be the owner of a large
and very successful house and can thus spend time and
money in frequent visits to the exchange, to make a
selection of the subjects he uses.

"Why is it that the exchange does not do more to help
the exhibitor?

"To a great extent the expert already mentioned could
remedy this condition.
He could suggest additional fea-

"Apparently, it is mainly because it has been too busy
with other things to learn how. Not having done a
tiling, however, is no excuse for never doing it. And the
time to begin doing it — is now. Take my word for it. the
exchange that inaugurates some such system as I have
outlined will make a big success. To-day, with progress
and achievement of the highest in every branch of the
motion picture industry but this one, is no time for the
exchange to lag behind.
"And before long the exchange will realize it."
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Convincing
" T^v ID you ever attempt the mobusiness?"of in-a
\_J tion picture
quired the manager
theatre devoted exclusively to the
play in a well-known educascreen tional
center.
"No," I replied, "but I shouldn't be
surprised if it were not all smooth
sailing, especially in a college community."
"You struck the nail on the head,"
exclaimed the manager, "when you
referred to the college community.
Have you any idea of the struggle
I've had to convince the better class
of people of this city that the motion
pictures of to-day are not what they
were a few years ago?"
I shook my head.
"Well," he began. "I don't mind
telling you something about how I
worked up a profitable business in a
college city. Of course there are
some things that cannot be explained
— not that there is any secret about
it, but I can only tell in a general
way how I have made it go.
"When I located in Berkeley, a little
more than three years ago, I started
to work at a small motion picture
house near the center of the business
section. It was my first experience
in the theatrical business. The building where I started was poorly ventilated; the lighting arrangement was
bad and the place seated only four
or five hundred. I began by taking
tickets. When I wasn't doing that, I
was 'packing' films to and from the exchange.
AFTER I had been connected with
this place for several weeks I
began to get interested in the business. Then I took to studying the
patrons, most of whom were young
people. It was what might be termed
a 'children's house.' I wondered why
the older people did not attend. Later
on I awoke to the fact that the older
residents of the city were still going
around with their heads in the clouds
on the question of motion pictures.
You must remember that a greater
portion of the citizens here are above
the average in an educational way.
"The population is composed largely of college people, who, although
willing to grant the motion picture a
place among the greatest discoveries
of the age, nevertheless believed it to
be a form of amusement for the
youngsters and the bourgeoise only.
This I learned as I got acquainted.
"Occasionally I would corner a
'highbrow' and question him on the
motion picture. All were enthusiastic
in their praise of what they termed

the

" Highbrows

By James E. Wales

the 'new amusement,' but there they
stopped. A majority of these persons,
I found, based their conclusions upon
observations made during the early
period of the motion picture industry.
"I made these investigations during
the first few months I was connected
with the theatre. Soon after that I was
made manager of the house, not because of my being particularly adapted to the work, so far as the owner
could see, but because of my staying
qualities. He saw I was a sticker,
that I was interested in the business,
and he discovered early in our associations that I was honest.
"After being promoted to be manager of the place I resumed my probing with renewed vigor and came to
the conclusion, that if the 'highbrows'
could be induced to attend a few performances, Icould get them on my
list of regular patrons. Of course the
small house we occupied, coupled with
the lack of fresh air, made it difficult
to entice them in. Besides, I was
quite certain that we were not exhibiting the kind of pictures that would
make a very strong appeal to them.
" \ LL this time we were doing a
■t*- fairly good business with the
younger element, so I did not hasten
my plans, preferring to go about them
with deliberation.
"We carried a small ad in the local
newspaper and although we were entitled to a limited amount of writeup
space, the previous manager had seldom taken advantage of it. Also, he
had failed to pay very close attention
to the selection of films, except to be
careful not to take anything of too
sensational nature. He knew that the
ultra-ssthetic people of the community would object to their children
viewing
much as
'blood
thunder.'
That wastoo about
far and
as he
went.
He had never counted much on getting anything that would appeal to
the older and better class of people
and the college crowd. As these
points gradually dawned on me I
began to form plans for a consistent
effort to get their patronage.
"First of all I went to the film exchange and saw as many of the releases exhibited as far in advance as
possible, and began putting in my
applications early for such as I considered above the average.
"I selected numerous educational
subjects, travelogues and what I considered high class dramas and comedies.
"Then I went to the local newspaper which carried the theatre's ad
and began asking for the writeup

space to which we were entitled. I
would furnish the paper synopses of
my best films and request that they be
used on certain days. The editor was
willing to give me the space, but he
objected to the material furnished, on
the ground that most of the articles
were poorly written, told the story of
the picture play inaccurately, and were
not prepared in a manner to conform
to the newspaper style.
"He was of the opinion that most
of the material furnished by the producing companies did not serve the
purpose to the best advantage and
referred me to the 'writeups' of the
legitimate houses for examples of theatrical press work. He believed that
an advance article relative to a motion
picture play could be handled in very
much the same way as is in vogue
among the other theatres.
" **■
A BOUT
this I time
the concern
with which
was connected
induced a local capitalist to erect a
larger and more elaborate theatre
with a seating capacity of 800, and
after a few months the small house
was closed and I was retained as
manager of the new one. Then I began
my campaign in real earnest.
"With an up-to-date theatre, good
ventilation, excellent lighting facilities and an attractive main entrance, I
felt I was in a position to accomplish
what I had set out to do when connected with the smaller house.
"At the first opportunity I secured
a Shakespearian play with a distinguished stage character in the leading
role. I booked the film as far in
advance as possible in order to have
time to prepare my bait for the unsuspecting 'highbrows' whom I proposed to hook.
"Then
I began advertising.
"I used the columns of the newspaper, handbills, dodgers and my curtain
and even sent out several hundred
circulars, including on my mailing list
the members of the university faculty.
In this advertising matter I laid particular stress on the high character of
the production, with Shakespeare and
the title in large, black-face letters. I
told of the rapid advance of the silent
drama, its educational value and its
wonderful future. I got a newspaper
man to help me out with the reading
matter, and together we made quite a
showing in the local paper.
"The first night that the picture was
shown I stood out in front and scrutinized everyone who purchased a
ticket. I saw many new faces, many
of which afterward became familiar,
and I saw with still greater pleasure
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that
of thetoso-called
'highbrows'
had many
responded
my appeal.
After
the show began I took a seat in their
midst and listened to the comments.
"They had never dreamed, they said,
that a story could be reproduced so
completely, where not a word was
spoken. They knew the story and
when it was presented so clearly and
intelligently, in so novel a manner,
they were overwhelmed with surprise.
'"THE effect was greatly enhanced
' by cellent
the automatic
music.orchestra
We had and
an ex-a
high-class musician who selected the
music with great care. The music followed the theme of the play with rare
skill and excellent judgment. It is on
this point that I have always been
very particular. I make it a point to
engage musicians who are capable of
using their heads as well as their
hands and feet.
"A large proportion of an audience
will be diverted by the music when it
clashes with the subject on the screen.
They may not know or be able to explain why their interest is drawn
from the picture, but in a majority of
instances it is the result of poor taste
on the part of the man in the orchestra pit.
"That first Shakespearian play practically marked the beginning of the
successful career of the new theatre.
Within a year we were drawing regularly from the best people of the community, and there has not been a falling off since. In fact, business has
gone ahead so rapidly that we will
soon be moving into a still larger
house with a seating capacity of two
thousand.
"That first big picture taught me
that I would have to adopt new measures at once, as I did not propose to
adhere to the old ones. I was ambitious to have my house rated as the
best on the circuit. To do this I knew
I must gain the confidence of the
community and thereby get them on
my list of regular patrons. I realized
that once a reputation was established
by the house, we would have to live
up to it. After I had enticed these
people into the theatre it would never
do to present anything that would
grate on their nerves.
"It soon became known at the film
exchange that I wanted only the highest class productions, and I got them,
but not without a struggle. When
they sent me a picture, that would
have cost me hundreds of patrons because of its near-vulgarity, insipid
tomfoolery, or blood-curdling melodramatic nature, they would get it
back the following day. I have made
it a point always to rehearse every
film and when I find one to be objectionable in parts, I eliminate these
parts and exhibit the rest.
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my own censor.
The cen1 sorship of the National Board
has never been a criterion for me, and
1 have made but few mistakes. That
is because I have felt the pulse of my
patrons and can detect the slightest
signs of rising temperature. When
they become restless it is an indication that the picture on the screen is
getting away from what they want.
That is my tip to find out why.
"The youngsters in the audience
may be highly amused over a comedy
of the slapstick variety, but when I
detect the older persons frowning or
looking disgusted, I see that the thing
lias failed. Then I try to analyze
that picture, until I determine why it
did not get across.
"With the increased attendance at
my theatre, I began working out a
better plan of advertising. I had
begun to see where the editor was right
about the material I furnished and I
secured the services of a newspaper
man, were
who used
prepared
the there
'writeups'
which
every time
was
a change of program. I learned that
we were paying the same for advertising space that was paid by the
legitimate houses and that the latter
were receiving three times the writeup space.
"The editor explained that we were
entitled to the same space, but that we
would have to furnish readable material. It was then that I induced a
newspaper man to take up the work,
for which he was paid a moderate
weekly salary. He would take the
articles or synopses on the various
films and rewrite them, withholding
the completed story of the piece. This
I believed would stimulate interest in
the pictures and not place the reader
in the position of knowing how the
story was going to end.
"T KNEW that in reading I did not
A want to know how the story
ended until I had reached the conclusion. Otherwise it would spoil the
interest. I believed that other people
felt the same way toward the motion
picture story and subsequent developments have proved the correctness of
my theory.
"The newspaper, which carries my
ad and 'writeups' circulates in the best
homes of the city and I feel satisfied
that the style of our 'writeups' has had
a most beneficial effect in promoting
business among the class I struggled
so long to reach and, having reached,
am continually struggling to retain.
"In the early days when I would
have a particularly good scenic or
natural history subject, I would tell
the publicity man to call attention to
the value of these pictures in building
up character and educating the young.
This produced results in our community because of the character of the
majority of the people, who are deeply

interested in matters educational. I
still follow that plan and it works as
successfully now as it did in the beginning.
"It may sound out of place when I
say, as the manager of a motion picture theatre, that I have gained much
of value in my business from reading
the plays of Maeterlinck and studying
the methods of Gordon Craig, Max
Reinhardt, Leon Bakst, David Belasco
and Daniel Frohman. With the exception of Mr. Frohman, these men
have had nothing to do with the silent
drama, but what they have written, if
thoroughly digested, will aid one in
the selection of pictures for a community that demands the best or
nothing at all.
"Since they have become patrons of
the motion picture house, the 'highbrows' seem to enjoy almost everything that keeps within the bounds of
propriety. I have watched one of
my regulars, a superior judge, laugh
heartily over a rough and tumble
comedy in which half a hundred persons are chasing a runaway, or some
equally ludicrous situation. Also I
have seen him batting his eyes furidrama. ously during a particular pathetic
"npHE judge is a fair example of
A our patronage. I have found
that human nature is very much the
same among all people — all are susceptible to humor and pathos; all want
to be amused or made sad according
to their particular mood at the time,
and they have found out that an evening at the picture theatre wil generally
supply any variety of mood they may
desire.
"After my house began going ahead,
other managers on the circuit took
to following my lead in making selections. Our fields differed, however,
and after they discovered this fact
they
selected those best fitted for their
audiences.
"And that is just the point — a manager has got to be able to judge his
people and give them what they want.
Otherwise he might as well go back
to taking tickets at the door for all
the good he is to the house.
"I do not believe I could select films
for any theatre other than my own.
without several weeks or even months
of close study of the patrons of the
place, but I do know my house and
my people, which is to my mind the
secret of success. And by success I
mean the establishment of a permanent patronage, which is as regular
as the customers of the grocer or
the butcher or any other business
house.
"To obtain and hold any patronage
can only be accomplished by hard
work and constant application. My
motto is: 'Early to bed, early to rise,
work hard and advertise."
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KEEPING COOL
"W

How

By

E. J. Hallock

One Operator Solved the Problem Without Cost to His Employ er and with Satisfaction to Himself

'1Y don't you jump into a
furnace and be done with it?"
queried the electrical inspector
of the operator in a small downtown
theatre. Without waiting for an answer the inspector withdrew his head
from the operator's booth and stepped

said the inspector, "but I think that
any of the other operators that I call
on in the course of a day would call
you all kinds of a fool for sweltering
under these conditions. But I suppose you know your own business

best."

A HOME-MADE

back, so that the hot blasts from the
enclosure did not strike him.
Then, after waiting for a brief
period to allow the tropical atmosphere of the booth to become diffused
with the cooler air of the lobby, the
inspector again approached the operator. As he stepped into the booth he
purposely turned his right foot so that
the hinged steel plate door stood ajar,
contrary to departmental orders.
"How do you stand such heat?" he
exclaimed after he had taken a position
alongside the operator. "Why don't
you make the manager give you a fan
so that you can be comfortable?"
"I don't feel as though I ought to,"
was the reply.
"What reasons have you for feeling
that way?" persisted the inspector.
"Well, you see," began the operator, though without taking his eye
from the brilliantly illuminated screen,
"the manager has just taken over the
house, which was all run down, and
he is making a game fight to build it
up. Just at present he is considerably
behind and I don't feel like asking him
to go to the extra expense of providing me with a fan."
"That's all right to feel that way,"

FAN

" \r ES, and about half of them
I would say that I'm three quarters of a jackass to take pains with
my work," returned the operator, "and
see that the picture on the screen is as
clear and sharp and steady as it is
possible for my machine and myself to
make it, and to eliminate breaks and
poor patches which cause the picture
to go out of frame. Those are the
fellows I have no particular use for.
Fellows who talk that way have
reached the highest rung on the ladder
of progress they ever will attain. In
fact they have begun to slip back
They are not looking ahead."
"But they get what's coming to
them and work in comfort," suggested
the inspector.
"Maybe. But I had rather be a little less comfortable in body and more
comfortable in mind. When I take a
man's money, I feel that my employer's interests are my interests. And
as for bodily comfort, I'll be as comfortable as any of them by to-morrow
night and it won't cost the boss a
penny, either," and the operator threw
his lamp over displaying the "One
minute intermission" slide, and busied
himself with removing
the first and

threading
up the second part of the
filmed drama.
"What do you mean? Are you going to give Jimmy here the job of
fanning you?"
"No, I'm going to do it myself."
THE inspector could not suppress
a laugh, which was brought to a
quick termination, however, when the
manager tapped on the side of the
booth. "You'll look sweet trying to
work your turning arm and your fanning arm in unison," he added cynically. "And how are you going to
feed
"No.your
I amlamp?
going With
to feedyour
it theteeth?"
same
as
I
do
now.
Do
you
see
that
brace?"
He pointed as he spoke to a piece of
two-by-a-quarter-inch strap iron that
hung down from the roof of the booth
to which it was firmly riveted by a
pair of rivets through the turnedover end. In length the brace was
such that the end stood just about
level with the operator's eyes, and it
was so located that it was just behind the machine, aft of the head, so
that the end of the brace was in line
with the face of the operator when he
was standing in normal working position. A piece of Bessemer rod making an angle with it and reaching up
to the roof stiffened the structure. A
half-inch hole was plainly visible in
the end.
"Sure I see it," smilingly answered
the inspector, "but that's no refriger"Butatingit's
the nucleus of one," vouchsafed theplant."
operator.
"Now, Sonny, quit your kidding."
"Not a bit of it. I mean every
word I say. Here is the main pant of
it," and he reached to a shelf behind
him and drew forth a short shaft,
plainly a disused bicycle axle, for the
hub still was on it, with a simple fourbladed rotary fan fashioned of brass
mounted on it.
"The axle fits through the hole in
the end of the brace," he explained,
"and is held fast by means of a nut on
either side. The fan, which I made
from a piece of brass plate which I
happened to have, is soldered to the
old hub so that it turns freely with
the hub on the ball bearings; the hub
will serve as a pulley wheel."
"Very fine, but where does it belt
to?" inquired the inspector.
"T FORGOT to show you that,"
*■ said the operator, and again he
reached back to the shelf and brought
forward a large wheel, evidently a
pulley, for the periphery was grooved
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for the reception of a round belt,
which was drilled with a pair of holes
at a point near the center, the projecting heads of a pair of screws making
evident the purpose of the holes.
"This is the other pulley. It goes
down on the take-off pulley, but I did
not have time to-day to drill and tap
the screw holes in the smaller pulley.''
"Then you are going to belt the fan
to the take-off pulley?"
"Yes, when the fan is in place, the
hub, which you see is concave and
fitted to act as a belt pulley, is in line
with the pulley which I will attach to
the take-off."
"But won't that make the machine
to spin?"
hard
"A little bit harder than it is now,
perhaps, but you must remember that
I have it adjusted now so that it is
more easily turned than the ordinary
machine, so that the added work will
not amount to a great deal."
"That's all very good, but you will
notice it when you come to stop. That
fan will have considerable momentum
and it's going to interfere, when you
come to a stop in a hurry."
"Oh, I've provided for that too. The
surface of the hub is polished and
when I put on the belt it will be kind
of slack so that when I stop turning
the crang the belt will slip, permitting
the fan to turn. In starting, however,
the fan turns so freely that the loosely adjusted belt will get enough of a
grip to turn it."
"Just the same, I'll bet it will make
the pictures flicker."
"TT7HY should it?" queried the
VV operator. "In the first place
you will notice that I have carefully
avoided attaching the fan to the table
or to any other part of the machine.
Instead I have swung the brace from
the ceiling so that any vibration which
the revolving member sets up will be
lost in the flexure of the roof plate.
Not only that, but I have been more
than ordinarily careful about the balancing of the fan, working on the
theory that lack of balance in a revolving object gives rise to vibration even
at low speeds, while at high speeds
of revolution the amplitude and the
speed of the vibration are proportionately increased, and that vibration of
any sort has no place in the booth
So I clipped off the heavy parts on the
fan, until I found an approximate balance and then continued the operation
ii a file until now the finished wheel
will 'stay put' at any place, and even
.-it high -peed the vibration is not appreciable."
'You surely have gone into the
matter thoroughly. I didn't realize
that you had made a study of it. I
thought you simply had got the idea
and had slammed the device together
in the quickest possible way with
nevei .1 though! about the projection.
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"That's the unkindest cut of all.
Such a procedure would have been
even more unfair to my employer, and
would have told on his pocketbook
more than if I had 'rubbed it in' and
made him buy me a fan. No, sirree, I
can't afford to take any chances with
my character
projection.of It's
mainly that
the
the pictures
that and
the
boss is relying upon to put the place
on its feet again."
"TTTELL,
you have satisfactorily
▼V disposed of all my objections
save one," retorted the inspector.
"And what's that?"
"It is not running," replied the inspector as he made his way toward
the iron door and began his backward
descent of the ladder, mopping his
brow with his handkerchief en route.
"I'll take care of that one to-mor-'
row," answered the operator, and he
snapped
on the house lights as the

final foot of the final reel slipped past
the aperture plate with the characteristic click that marked the end of
the performance.
STARS
FOR CRITERION
The recently organized Criterion
Feature Film Manufacturing Company, of which Aubrey M. Kennedy
is vice-president and general manager,
has secured Wilfred Lucas and Jeannie MacPherson to head its Pacific
Coast stock company. Mr. Lucas was
leading man for the Biograph for
three years and Miss MacPherson was
leading woman for Powers for nearly
the same length of time.
The Criterion will release one feature every two weeks, their first release being a three-reel romance of
the forest, "The Trap," released February 11. The second release, scheduled for February 25, will be called
"The Desert's Sting."

From Office Boy to Magnate
motion picy on ation
copy-bo
FROM ture
trade publica
to the
owner of a studio and the producer of
features, in a trifle over a decade, is
the rise of Leon J. Rubenstein in the
motion picture industry.
His copy-boy career began when he

STAGE

PLAN

copy for several independent producing concerns and taking pictures
for himself on the side.
Having acquired a practical knowledge of all branches of the industry.
his crowning achievement was to
erect a studio and become a producer

OF TWINPLEX

was but fifteen years old. Two years
later he was advanced to a position
of proofreader and at eighteen he became editor and manager of the "Film
Index
Hard work appealed to him, and
before he became of age he was not
only editing a motion picture magazine, but was
wilting
advertising

STUDIO

of the Rubj Feature Films. The
studio is located at 217 East Twentyfourth street. It is a model in every
respect and has 27,000 feet of floor
Mr. Rubenstein bears the distincspace.

tion of being one of the youngest
producers in the industry, and one who
has distinctly made his mark.
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"Hearts

Adrift

By Lesley Mason

A Five-Part Production of the Famous
Character

Players Film Company, Unique in Setting, and Unusual in Its

Portrayal — Mary

Pickford's

AN

unique story of the life and love of two castaways on
a deserted South Sea island, powerfully set forth in
pictures of scenic impressiveness,
and centered
about
the personality of Mary Pickford as the heroine — these are
the characteristics of "Hearts Adrift," the production just
released by The Famous Players Film Company, that will
ensure it a national welcome.
Indeed, the name of Mary Pickford is enough to guarantee

Work

Distinctly Original

their wanderings around the desert island, the watcher comes
with them suddenly upon the brink of a lofty promontory,
Though it is only a picture, the faint-hearted might well
admit a sense of dizziness in gazing down to the beach
where the surf foams in. When Jack's wife and the boatload of sailors who are with her are dragged up the beach
by the marooned Graham, they are no bigger than flies crawl-

the "tragic epic," as the producers call it, a cordial reception
from motion-picture lovers everywhere. As she is for years
the only human being on the island, where she has been
shipwrecked as a child, so during many of the pictures she is
the only person in the action. And even after the same sea
that has cut her off from the rest of the race brings her a
companion in the man who is first her foe, then her friend,
then her sweetheart, later her husband and finally the agent
of her death, it is upon Mary Pickford that the interest of
the spectator is focused to the end.
Her personality, displayed against a background of nature
in its wildest and most awe-inspiring guises, blinds one to a
tenuity of plot here and there. She enhances and strengthens
the essential simplicity of the action with her bewitching
womanliness. John Graham, her castaway mate, is somewhat
slow in falling under Nina's spell. Not so her audience, it
may be confidently predicted. Before she has made friends
with the wolf who remains her sole comrade until Graham
LEARNING

THE

MARRIAGE

RITUAL

ing on a wall from the immense height, where Nina watches
wonderingly, suspiciously, the arrival of the newcomers.
Not a detail of these fine panoramas is lost in the just and
accurate photography which characterizes the pictures from
first to last. Too much praise cannot easily be given to those
responsible for their excellence.
"Hearts Adrift," in its solution, reminds one of "Madame
Butterfly," though the resemblance is almost wholly confined to the climax. In both dramas, an innocent and unsophisticated girl is absorbed in the love of a man whom fate

NINA

MEETS

THE

WOLF

arrives, she will have gained their affections and what follows thereafter will only serve to bind them closer to her
until her leap to death into the burning volcano.
"TJ EART'S ADRIFT" is the first of the "Famous Players"
-^J- films to be produced on the western coast with Mary Pickford. All the grandeur of the Southern California shores
that are washed by the waters of the Pacific is levied upon
to furnish the atmosphere of the drama. The depth and
perspective of some of the scenes is remarkable. Two groups,
in particular, are worth more than a passing comment.
One discloses a great, natural bowl or amphitheatre, its
sides corrugated by the elements into huge, irregular furrows, over and through which Nina, in her first fear of the
first man she has seen since childhood, flees from his goodnatured pursuit of her.
Later, following Jack and Nina in

has brought her, only to realize, when his wife appears, tha'
she is an interloper which no rights civilization is bound to
respect.
In each case death is her escape.
Nina, a little Spanish waif, is for years the sole inhabitant
of the South Sea island where the tragedy occurs. As a
child she was cast upon its shores after all her companions
in shipwreck had perished and, despite hardships, managed to
survive and provide food, shelter and rude clothing for herself from her strange dwelling-place.
It is not long, however, before a disaster such as had
exiled her to her mid-ocean prison brings John Graham, a
rich young American, who has been cruising with his wife
in the South Seas, to Nina's "kingdom." Both husband and
wife are saved, neither knowing of the other's fate, — Mrs.
Graham, by a steamer after hours of drifting in the burned
yacht's life-boat, Graham by the waves after tossing for days
in the agony of hunger and thirst on an open raft.
At first, though she suffers his presence at intervals, she
does not wholly trust him until the eruption of a volcano in
another part of the island drives her, with a greater terror,
to his cave for shelter.
Then comes the real tragedy. Nina falls in love with
Graham, and he with her, and when later he is reunited with
his wife, whom he had believed was dead, in despair the
child hurls herself into the fiery crater, whose eruption had
first driven her to Graham's side.
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Canada s Amity Shown at Picture Houses
Films Often Bring Out the Sentiment for the United States That Exists in the Breasts of Our
Northern Cousins in Unmistakable Fashion — American Flag Cheered at Times
[Editor's Note — In a recent issue of the Motion Picture News an
article was printed dealing with the condition of the motion picture business in
Canada at the present time and its future possibilities, both from the producing and the exhibiting standpoint. A
few days after the publication of this
article the following interview was published in one of the leading New York
dailies, which, while it does not coincide
in some particulars with the views of
the author of the aforementioned article we believe is of sufficient interest to
be reproduced here. In reprinting it, we
do so without bias or reservation, although its conclusions are opposed to
some extent to those of the correspondent, whose article has already appeared in our columns, our aim being
merely to present fairly, even if from
two somewhat different viewpoints, the
situation of the motion picture in Canada to-day.]

res furnish a meMOTION dium pictu
for showing; the feeling
that exists in Canada for the
United States. Being just across the
border, the motion pictures shown in
Canadian cities, with a few exceptions,
are of American manufacture and depict scenes in the United States.
Across the screen march our soldiers,
and over them waves the stars and
stripes. It is that flag that flutters
over many buildings and waves over
many a battlefield. When, almost
without exception, the hero dies for
his flag it is the red, white, and blue.
And it is the men of Uncle Sam who
arrive at the frontier post in time to
save the hero and the heroine.
So, as the scenes move along, says
a writer in the New York Times, one
is able to gauge the feeling of the people whose opinions are unofficial for
this country. There is no doubt that
there exists deep in the minds of many
Canadians the thought that the United
States is constantly watching for the
opportunity to annex Canada. Many
of those who hold to this belief, however, are settlers who went into the
country years ago, and not all of them
came from the so-called mother country. These do not stop to reason the
possibility of such a step or the reasons that lie behind the sentiment.
There are others who openly express
jealousy of the United States, and will
tell all who care to listen that the
states are full of robbers, only waiting
to dash across the border and rob
Canada of her commerce and her natural resources. These opposed reciprocity. Also they point to Alaska
as a terrible example.

resentment at the
" Tp
HE feeling
of is
re shown more in
-1- United
States
motion picture halls in Eastern Canada than in the Western part of the
country," a traveler just returned from
Canada said recently. "During my
stay in that country I have visited at
least a hundred motion picture places
and it has been interesting to study
the effect of the photoplays that dealt
exclusively with scenes laid in the
United States, and pictures that were
representative of life on this side of
the border. In Eastern Canada I
have seen such scenes received in
silence or with audible expressions
of disfavor. Not always is the disapproval a sign of ill-feeling. Once in
Winnipeg when a weekly was being
shown and scene after scene from San
Francisco to New York appeared, a
man next to me turned to his companion: 'Why don't they give us
pictures of what is going on in England?' Now, that man was simply
homesick. He had watched picture
after picture and there was nothing
of the happenings at home.

'<rT"* HIS feeling is recognized, and an
*■ attempt is now being made to
satisfy it. A special English-European
news service of moving pictures isbeing
given throughout Canada. The films
are shown upon certain nights each
week, and are advertised. To see
them goes an audience that is mostly
hungry for news from home. As
against this Canada is filled with
Americans who are just as anxious to
see scenes from the United States.
One popular film shown in Canada was
not much for the story unfolded or
for artistic accomplishment, but it
filled a want, and as such was cheered.
It was Captain Somebody, R. N., a
hero handy with his fists, who resented an insult to his flag. He came
upon a bunch of drunken picnickers
stamping upon the union jack, and
with the assistance of a small but willing middy started in to clean up the
party. He was overcome by numbers,
and was being roughly handled when
a detachment of sailors arrived upon
the run and rescued the captain and
his flag. This film never failed to
bring applause, especially the last
scene, where the insulted flag was
madly waved by the hero.
" A NOTHER film that brought out
-**■ enthusiasm was 'The Battle of
Waterloo.' There were the Iron Duke
and other heroes of the time surrounded at times by the dead upon the
battlefield. That the dead sometimes
moved to more comfortable positions

or to shift a hat did not detract one
bit from the enjoyment. The film that
showed the militant suffragette throwing the King's horse in the Derby was
a film that attracted the interest of
Canadians as well as immigrants from
Great Britain.
"In nearly every motion picture
show one can estimate the number of
those who have come from this side
of the line by the enthusiasm shown
when some scene is flashed upon the
screen where the flag is shown. As the
flag comes into view there will come
applause.
"Up in the Canadian Northwest,
where there are so many Americans
that the natives are rather hard to
find, the United States scenes are very
popular, and sometimes their appearance evokes a storm of applause In
their case the men from the states
are moved by the same feeling as are
those from Great Britain. It is good
to see the scenes from home. The
average audience, not counting those
present from the states, view the
scenes from this side of the border
with mixed feelings. Sometimes when
a particularly interesting film play is
shown those present will forget all
question of nationality and cheer without stint. Sometimes just such an incident will give a glimpse of the feeling that lies deep down in the heart
of Englishmen and Americans that
blood is thicker than water.
"HP HIS perhaps was revealed to me
*■ in Regina. There was a particularly interesting film shown — something about the rescue of a white man
and woman from savages. It required
quick and brave work to effect their
rescue, and it was accomplished by
Americans in the usual red-fire style
that is adopted by the motion picture
playwright. Anyway, the audience
was
over it. who
'Thank
that all
it worked
was an up
American
did God
the
job,' said a man with a strong English
accent sitting near me. He was particularly emphasizing his thankfulness
that it was a rescue by English-speaking folks.
"Of course, there is always a reverse to any picture, and I have seen
a United States film play bring decided
demonstrations against this country.
This feeling is often a matter of location, and does not reflect in any way
the real feelings of Canada. Judged
by the motion picture films, there is a
decided friendly feeling throughout
Canada, a feeling that appears to be
weakest in Eastern Canada and gaining in strength in Saskatchewan ami

Alberta ''
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INVENTIONS )
TradeMarks
Conducted

By

Patent J"

.M.H.SCHOENBAUM
All inquiries pertaining to this department will be answered by Mr. Schoenbaum, either directly or through the
columns of The Motion Picture News. — Editor.
Address "Patent Editor," Motion Picture News, New York City.

Latest
PATENT

AND

TRADE-MARK

News
Patents and Trade-Marks Registered
or Allowed Recently:
United States
1,084,651. Automatic Control and
safety device for motion picture machines, J.McFeely.
1,084,938. Mechanism for intermittently advancing the film, Leon Gaumont.
1,085,392. Motion picture machine,
Lewis C. Van Riper.
Patent 1,085,392 covers the invention
of the machine known as the "Vanoscope" the only modern machine
having no intermittent motion nor
shutter.
Great Britain
22,451.
Photography, R. Ruth.
22.623. Celluloid and like compositions, E. C. R. Marks.
22.624. Cutting machines, E. C. R.
Marks.
22,634.
Photography, J. H. Smith.
22,645.
Cellulose esters, H. Dreyfus.
France
463,819. Motion picture machine,
Societe Carl Zeiss.
463,975. Motion picture screen,
Melle Besson.
463,737. Color photography, The
Hess Ives Co.
463,856. Film manipulator, C. S.
Baynton.
463,748. Machine for producing
scenical illusions, Mac Cormick.
463,775. Machine for producing
plastic materials, G. Fichsel and anr.
464,009. Improvements in machines
reproducing animated scenes and
voice, The Talking Moving Picture
Co. Inc.
464,125. Motion picture apparatus,
Delalande.
464,076. Radium indicator, E.
Deutsch.

United States, Trade-Marks
67,391. Meesters-projection, G. M.
B. H. Berlin, Germany. Filed Dec.
13, 1912. The above trade-mark is
represented by a film turning the
globe and a small cylinder, and intends to cover motion picture films.
Photoplasticon, 67,140. Frederick
W. Hochstetter. Motion picture machines and films.
Cineo-Plasticon, 67,141 by the same
for the same goods.
74,237. The London Film Co., films
for kinematographs.
Gold Seal, 74,424. Universal Film
Manufacturing Co. Motion picture
films.
International Bureau of Berne
(Switzerland.)
Silf, Procedes Dussaud, 15,033.
Societe Internationale de Lumiere
Froide.
Motion picture articles.
Cine-Securitas, 15,047. Louis Janssens. Safety apparatus.

Trade Notes
Radium Indicators
The idea of employing radium light
emanations as indicators of electric
switches and other similar devices as
suggested by the French patent 464,076
is most interesting, and could certainly be applied in many instances
for theatres, studios, factories, etc.,
where a light being independent from
any other source or generator is needed.
Unfortunately radium, while being
safe, is not cheap enough to permit
general applications, but there are
various other luminescent bodies
which could be utilized instead of
Italy
radium, let us wait!
Naples now has about fifty motion
picture theatres and it is believed that
several others will soon open their
doors.
Nocera, a small Italian city of about
15,000 inhabitants, possesses not less

than five theatres, another village of
a thousand souls has a theatre which
an important city would not disdain.

Queries Answered
Young Inventor — The first step to
realization or success of an invention,
even before a patent is applied for, is
to scrutinize the market in order to
learn if the article is not already on
sale. Sometimes a somewhat similar
article will induce you to partially
modify sion.yours
avoid confu-if
It must so
alsoas beto ascertained
the new article is necessary or at least
useful.
A new article must be made with
less trouble or give better results
than those actually in use. Of course
it is wise to figure on reasonable
prices under all circumstances, but
cheaper prices are an absolute condition ifthe results obtained with the
new system are equal to those obtained in the usual way.
When these investigations are terminated the inventor has still to consider
another precaution which is not less
indispensable, if time and money are
looked upon as important factors; all
patents pertaining to the same subject must be read and the claims of
all these carefully studied.
Another danger also exists. A
patent for a similar idea may have
been applied for but not yet issued
at the time of investigation. That,
however, is the only chance an inventor can reasonably take. At the same
time it must not be forgotten that
investigations regarding inventions
are of a peculiar nature and must be
conducted with great promptness and
prudence.
When once you have decided to file
an application for a patent of your invention, every detail and explanation
must be given to the attorney who
has your confidence, as patents generally protect disclosed material only
and do not cover ideas which have
not been clearly expressed.
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Draft Uniform Contract
Feature Film Renters Association Issue Copyrighted Form of Agreement Drawn with an Aim to Meet Needs of Both
Exchange and Exhibitor
Feature Film Renters Association, Inc., the association of
feature film exchanges in New York
City and environs, have asked their
attorneys, Graham & Stevenson, of
15 Broad street, New York City, to
draft a uniform contract to be used
by all members of the association in
their dealings with exhibitors. The
contract is designed to meet conditions present, where features are
rented to local exhibitors, or to
out-of-town exhibitors, and it is based
upon the experience of its new branch
of the film exchange business.
Several meetings have been held,
and the contract in its final form has
been printed and copyright procured
in the name of the association, so that
none are permitted to use the form
except members.
The president, Jule Burnstein, states
that the contract has been drawn with
an aim to fairness to both the exhibitor and the exchange.
The contract, as adopted, has eleven
stipulations, which are as follows:
First: The Exhibitor agrees to examine all features taken from the Exchange before exhibiting it, and to return to the Exchange immediately
any features claimed to be defective
or not of the length claimed by the
Exchange, in default of which all
claims are deemed to be waived by
the Exhibitor.
Second:
The
Exhibitor
agrees
to
THE

sign a receipt for each feature taken
from the Exchange, which shall contain the title, length and value, of the
feature, description of lobby display
ordered and received, the name of the
theatre in which the feature is to be
exhibited, the dates of exhibition,
time of return and price agreed upon.
This receipt shall bear the number of
this contract, and shall constitute a
part hereof, and the delivery by the
Exchange to the Exhibitor, and the
receipt thereof by him of any feature,
shall be deemed to have been made
subject to the terms
ment.

of this agree-

Third: The Exhibitor agrees to exhibit the features leased from this Exchange only in the theatre and at the
time referred to in the form of receipt
signed by it at the time of receiving
the feature.
Fourth: The Exhibitor agrees to
return the said feature and lobby display at the time specified in the said
receipt, in the same condition as when
received by it. The said Exhibitor
hereby expressly assumes liability for
loss or damage by fire, water, or any
cause whatsoever while in its possession, and agrees to pay to the Exchange the full value of the feature
and lobby display mentioned in the
said receipt, if the same is not returned in good condition.
Fifth: The Exhibitor agrees to pay
to the
Exchange
the agreed
daily
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rental for each day the feature or
lobby display remains in the possession of the Exhibitor. The said feature and lobby display shall be
deemed to be in the possession of
the Exhibitor until received by the
Exchange in good condition.
Sixth: All rentals for feature and
lobby display are to be paid to the
Exchange by the Exhibitor on the
date of exhibition.
Seventh: Any and all films leased
by the Exhibitor from the Exchange
shall be deemed to be released subject
to "the terms of this agreement,
whether the receipt herein provided
for is signed or not.
Eighth. The Exhibitor agrees to file
with the Exchange in writing the
names of the persons authorized to
sign the receipts for it, referred to in
paragraph second hereof, in default of
which any person claiming to represent the Exhibitor, and signing the
receipt in its name, the Exhibitor
hereby
its agent and ratifies hisconstitutes
act.
Ninth: The Exchange shall not be
liable for any loss or damage to the
Exhibitor arising from delay in shipment of features or lobby display, or
from any cause beyond the control of
the Exchange.
Tenth: This agreement may be cancelled by the Exhibitor by serving a
written notice personally upon the
Exchange,
giving one
notice of cancellation,
and (1)
the week's
Exchange
expressly reserves the right to cancel
its agreement without notice.
Eleventh: The individual who subscribes to this agreement on behalf of
the Exhibitor expressly represents
and warrants that he has full and
complete authority to bind the said
Exhibitor to all of the terms of this
agreement, and it is understood that
any shipments of features made by
the Exchange are made in reliance
upon
this warranty.
FILM SHOWS BATTLE
Motion pictures of an actual battle
and other incidents of modern warfare, taken during the Greco-Bulgarian war, are now being exhibited in
this country. The pictures were
taken by Robert Schwabthaler under
the command and with the personal
assistance of the King of the Hellenes. The title of the picture is:
"With the Greek on the Firing Line."
The first run of these unique war
films was made for the King of
1 rreece, at the royal palace in Athens.
They were then shown to the Emperor of Germany by special request.
\n exhibition of the pictures was
recently given for United States
army officers at the armory of the
Seventy-first regiment, Park avenue
and Thirty-fourth street, under the
auspices of Col. W. F. Bates, commander of the Seventy-first regiment.
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Oh, It's an Interesting Life!
Punctuated by GEORGE

THE merry whirl goes merrily on.
Interest this week turns to the exhibiting end of the business. The
Vitagraph Theatre, formerly the Criterion, at Forty-fourth and Broadway, New York City, was formally
opened Saturday, the ninth, and it was
"a regular first night, speeches and
all" as J. Stuart Blackton said. It
was a regular first night, too, as far
as the "class" in the house was concerned. White fronts were more
plentiful than white caps during a
storm at sea.
Don't ever make the mistake of
thinking that the Vitagraph Theatre
is a picture theatre at higher prices.
It is a legitimate house, offering a
legitimate attraction in the shape of
motion pictures. There will be no
attempt at a weekly change of program or anything like that. Each
attraction will be kept on as long as
the demand exists, as is done with
speaking attractions. Judging from
its reception the first attractions, "A
Million Bid," "Goodness Gracious'and the pantomime sketch with John
Bunny, Mary Charleson and James
Morrison, should run for several
months. The Vitagraph company is
not going into this proposition hit-ormiss. It has on the shelf several pictures suitable for showing among
which are "The Christian" and "Mr.
Barnes of New York." So much at
present. This subject is treated at
length in other columns in this issue.
But don't forget that Anita Stewart's
work in "A Million Bid" stamps her
as one of the best emotional actresses
on the screen to-day.
For a long time the Shuberts have
been looking over the motion picture
business with an eye toward entering
it. That much has been common
property. Now, H. Whitman Bennett, one of the Shubert lieutenants,
goes down to the Mutual Film Corporation to "fill a new position by
booking and exploiting certain elaborate feature films now being manufactured by the Mutual and various allied
companies." But of course it's entirely unsafe, unwise, unsatisfactory
and several other un's to conjecture
or draw ill-advised conclusions.
By the way, the advent of Mr. Bennett does not affect in any way the
position of Phillip Mindil as press

D. PROCTOR

representative and publicist extraordinary. Selah.
Ben Wilson, Edison leading man,
must throw his chest way out into the
nearest alley when he thinks of that
proverb "Handsome is as handsome
does." Ben is about to add laurels to
his brow for reasons other than the
endowment kind Mother Nature gave
him.
He is now leading a triple life

HANDSOME

IS —

as author, director and leading man.
In addition to his already famous detective work as "Cleek" in the Edison
series by that name, one will soon see
the picture "When the Cartridges
Failed" of which Ben is author, director and leading man. The film looked
so good to the men higher up at the
Edison plant that Ben will direct
more films in the near future.
Like many others of the good ones,
Ben is a graduate of the speaking
stage. He and his wife, Jessie McAllister, are about as well known and
popular as any two stock stars in the
country. Then Ben has played on
Broadway, among his last parts being
"Jimsy" in "Paid in Full." Besides
all of which Ben is a happy father.

Ben Jr. is now a few months old and
crowed to beat the band when introduced to the bunch at the Edison
studio a few days ago. Oh, life is very
happy for Ben Sr.
The World Film Corporation has
been formed to take over the World's
Special Films Corporation of 110
West Fortieth street, New York City,
and its branch offices. The announcement comes from W. A. Pratt of the
banking house of Edward B. Smith
and Company and Van Horn Ely,
president of the National Producers
Company of Wall Street, who are
on the directorate of the new company. E. Mandelbaum and Phil
Gleichman, founders of the World
Special Films Corporation, continue
actively with the new firm.
Officers of the World Film Corporation are: President, G. L. P.
Vernon; first vice-president, E. Mandelbaum; second vice-president, Philip
Gleichman; secretary and treasurer,
Britton Busch. These men, with
W. A. Pratt and Van Horn Ely, constitute the board of directors.
R. C. Seery, the exchange doctor of
the Mutual Film Corporation, who is
called into consultation when an exchange is ill, left Chicago several
months ago to take up special work
in connection with the Mutual offices
in the northwest. Now he has completed that work to the entire satisfaction of all and has returned to Chicago to take up new and important
duties in connection with the H. and
H. Film Service Company. Mr.
Seery was a visitor in New York
during the week.
T. Hayes Hunter has started to
produce "The Adventures of Kitty
Cobb" in motion picture form for the
Bryant Feature Film Company, in
which he is a moving spirit. "The
Adventures of Kitty Cobb" originated
in the brain of James Montgomery
Flagg, who drew the pictures and
wrote the serial story. Mr. Hunter
has Miss Marion Swayne, formerly
with the Solax Company, playing
Kitty Cobb, and Jack Hopkins, formerly with Ramo, as the leading man.
The Industrial
formerly at 30
Chicago, is now
fices at 223 West

Moving Picture Co.,
North Dearborn St.,
installed in new ofErie street, Chicago.

a6
Here are located the general offices
which will be operated in direct connection with the service department,
assembling and inspecting rooms.
Waterson W. Rothacker is the general manager of this company.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of
the American Film Manufacturing
Company, and Mrs. Hutchinson, accompanied by J. R. Freuler, vice-president of the Mutual Film Corporation,
and secretary and treasurer of the
American, and Mrs. Freuler are now
on the Pacific Coast.
Edison announces a change in the
release schedule of the "Dolly of the
Dailies" series which Acton Davies is
writing for Mary Fuller. It was
originally intended to release one film
a month, but the plan now is to release a"Dolly" picture on the second
and fourth Saturday of each month.
Cyril Chadwick, well known on the
stage as a portrayer of English "Silly
Ass" types, isin going
to beof starred
by
Thanhouser
a series
comedies
by Lloyd Lonergan.
The William L. Sherry Feature
Film Company is now getting out a
weekly bulletin which is of considerable interest to exhibitors. It contains announcements about the
coming features handled by that company. The executive offices of this
company, by the way, are now on the
ninth floor of the Leavitt Building at
126 West Forty-sixth street, where
the exchange and advertising departments have been located since October. The new quarters include a
private projection room. The telephone number remains
Bryant 8225.
"The House of Bondage," produced
by the Photo Drama Motion Picture
Company, opened at Newark, Ohio,
Sunday, February 8, and split the
week between Zanesville, Ohio, and
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Carl Laemmle was re-elected president of the Consolidated Film and
Supply Company in their annual meeting held at the offices of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company in New
York. William Oldknow was elected
vice-president and general manager
and C. V. Beecham was elected secretary and treasurer. The directors for
the coming year are Carl Laemmle,
William Oldknow, R. H. Cochrane,
P. D. Cochrane, Herman Fichtenberg,
William J. Maloney and C. V.
Beecham. A vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Oldknow for the remarkable showing made by him during the past year as general manager.
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Wray Physioc is around again after
a severe attack of malaria. He will
leave soon for California to produce
pictures there for Pathe Freres
Gertrude Whorisky, who was private
secretary to Percy L. Waters when he
was general manager of the General
Film Company and later with the
Kinetograph Company, is back again
as his private secretary.
James Gordon is back again from
taking "The Governor's Pardon." He
and the company were passengers on
the ill-fated steamer Monroe on her
down trip.
Charles Eldredge, the youngest
member of the Screen Club, is now
a regular member of the Imp Stock
Company.
Harris Gordon, late of Reliance, is
now with the Champion Company
playing opposite Irene Wallace.
Jeanette
Company,
her own
While at

Cohen, of the Metro Litho
is back after a vacation at
home in Memphis, Tenn.
home, Miss Cohen was interviewed at considerable length by
the newspapers as a girl who went to
the big city and made good.

OH IT'S ALL GOOD

STUFF

Postals received during_ the week include
offerings from Ralph Lewis, in Los Angeles;
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., and Agnes Egan Cobb, in
New Orleans; Louis A. J. Gleng, in Chicago;
Fred Balshofer. in the West, and Frank J.
Carroll, in Ocala, Fla.
Frank Cooley, popular in stock, particularly
on the coast, has been engaged as assistant to
Harry Pollard in the production of "Beauty"
subjects.
On all feature films produced by Kennedy
Features, Inc., the name of the photographer.
William F. Alder, is displayed in the main
title, being given equal prominence with that
of the dramatizer and producer.
Miss Edith Storey, who is now temporarily
engaged with The Western Vitagraph Company, at Santa Monica, Cal., writes that she
has seen very little of Sunny California. It
has done nothing but rain since she arrived
there three weeks ago.
Charles Bennett, one of the members of The
Vitagraph Company, has come East and he is
now in New York City.
Constance Bennett and Rodman Law both
jumped from the Williamsburg bridge as part
of a scene from a coming Blache feature production temporarily entitled "The Moonshiners," and which will be ready for release along
about the latter part of March or the early
part of April. Miss Bennett is the first woman
who has taken the chance. The event was
given '.vide publicity in all of the metropolitan
journals. A week prior to this event Miss
Bennett and Rodman Law. both on horseback,
jumped into Ausable Chasm. This is a leap
down an abyss measuring approximately 150
feet. The other members of the Blache cast
are Miss Yinnic Burns. Miss Claire Whitney,
S. James Johnson. James O'Neil. Fraunie
Fraunholz, and Joseph Levering. This attraction is under the personal direction of Herbert
Blache,
Lois Weber, of the Rex-Universal films, has
written one scenario a week for the last three
Rogers L. Lytton has returned from Beryears. muda, where he was vacating for six weeks.
He Is again attending to his duties at The
Vitagraph
studio.

The other week the Princess Company, of
New Rochelie, sent a story to the press on the
speech of Boyd Marshall, their leading man,
in favor of Sunday closing of picture shows,
before the Woman's Club of New Rochelie.
It seems that the press department of the
Princess Company was in error about the
speech ascribed to Mr. Marshall. That player,
writing to this journal, states: "It would likely
have been a novelty for a man who gets his
living from pictures to address a public body
in behalf of an ordinance that would forbid
their exhibition at any time, but I wouldn't be
novel that way I I mereiy advocated an editing of Sunday
result in
exhibitions
thai programs
were morethat
or would*
less educational
in nature. If the ministers are against the
showing of red-blooded dramas on that day,
we can give them light drama of an educational character or straight educational pictures, for certainly there are enough films of
that
kind T.
to Thornby,
go around."the well-known director,
Robert
who is now with the Keystone Company and
who was for so long associated with the Vitagraph, both as actor and director, is opening
a school for photoplay actors and actresses in
the Majestic Theatre building, Los Angeles.
With him will be associated Charles Bachman, who has been associated with the Mission
Play, and is well known as an actor and manLouis Machat, President of the Standard
Feature Film Company, Inc., Boston, Mass.,
has signed a contract with Midgar Features for
ager.
their entire output of two pictures per month
for the New England States.
Through the California Film Exchange.
Phoenix, Ariz., there have been installed, ^two
Simplex machines in the Arizona State Prison.
Florence, and the State of Arizona Asyjtum,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Woodley's Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.. found
the
second Beauty
release,
Uncle,"
so attractive
and popular
that"Fooling
it has arranged
with the Pacific Mutual Film Corporation for
a full week's run of this subject. All bookings were accordingly set back. Beauty subthe country.
jects are proving unusually popular throughout
J. Farrell Macdonald, well-known director
at the Universal, is a member of the Southern
California Yale Club, class of '01. Last year
at
meet he played
teamtheinathletic
a three-cornered
match for
withthethe"Yale"
Har
vard and Princeton alumni clubs and showed
his quality by bringing in a run and hitting
outPostals
a single
and" a during
double. the week from Fred
received
Balshofer, in El Paso, Tex., en route to Los
Angeles; from Bert Ennis. the Eclair dopester,
in Minneapolis; from Frank J. Carrol, president of the Stellar Photo-play Corporation, in
Ocala, Fla., and from Jeanette Cohen, of the
Metro Litho forces, in Memphis, Tenn.
Owing to the fact that another manufacturer
is about to release a film called "The Play's
the Thing," Thomas A. Edison, Inc., has
changed the name of its multiple reel release
of Friday, February 27, to "The Drama in
Norma Phillips, "Our Mutual Girl," is being
kept busy of late by her active little director,
one
Jack Noble. First she met District AttorHeyville."
ney Whitman, next came Andrew Carnegie,
and then, while preparing for a runaway
scene in Central Park, one of the horses bolted
up.
and "Our Mutual Girl" got a severe shakingThe Minerva Feature Film Company has
opened" offices at 145 West Forty-fifth Street.
J. Sieden is manager. Associated with him are
L. S. Kossover and C. Frank. The company
will handle high grade features.
L. J. Leszynoky, of the Vita Film Company,
is in Europe buying features.
The Fidelity Film Company, of 145 West
Forty-fifth Street, has moved to larger quarters
at the same address.
J. Child, president of the Vita Film Com
pany, of 145 West Forty-fifth Street, says his
firm will release one three-reel feature a
week from now on.
Kennedy Features have moved to larger
quarters on the fourth floor of the World
Tower
building, at 110 West Fortieth Street
Charles V. Barker, Inc., has moved from
Brooklyn to the sixth floor of the World Tower
building. The Uekn Gardner subjects and the
Marion Leonard pictures will be handled bv
this concern of which L. J. Slevin is the
business representative.
The Renfax Film Company, of 110 West
Fortieth Street, has its new quarters and pro
jeetion rooms in fine shape.
Jack Gorman
is working
on a new feature.
The Feature Film Renting Company, of 145
West Forty fifth Street, will make an im
portant announcement
soon.
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By A. D anson

NEWS

MASTER"

Mich ell

A Clean, Thrilling Drama, Released by Eclair, in Three Reels, Taken From Jacques Futrelle's Story
in the Saturday
Evening Post — Deals with the Manufacture of Diamonds and its Results
magbetween
CO-OPERATION
azines of national importance and
manufacturers of films is a thing
It is one of the many
of the last year.
has
year
preceding
the
that
things
brought us, among the many other im-

make diamonds. There have been a
number of stories and one or two pictures on this, but none of them have
touched on the field in the manner this
picture does. The settings are as a
whole very good, one or two of them
might be slightly bettered. The photography is of the usual Eclair style. A
very worthy release. The story is as
follows :
AFTER many years of unsuccessful
experimenting an old man and his
son are able to invent a diamond which,
costing nothing to make, is so fine an
imitation as to be valueless. But the
joy of the younger man is fatal. Realizing that he has invented that for which
everyone has sought, he dies from the
pure joy of it.
His little daughter, Dorris, her heart
broken over the death of her daddy,
swears that the world shall pay for
her loss. Being still a child, she conceals her secret from all the world and
goes about her routine work at school.
The years pass by and she becomes a
young lady. Naturally with that comes
the fiance, to whom she tells her secret.
After discussing the matter for some
time, and experimenting to prove that

ALEC

FRANCIS

IN

THE

TITLE

they are able to make the diamonds,
a wonderful plan is discovered; Wynne
departs for the city and arranges to
communicate with the girl by the aid
of carrier pigeons, to avoid any possibility of her location being discovered.
The following day Mr. Latham,
president of Biffany & Co., receives
a mysterious package which, when they
open, discovers several large apparently
priceless diamonds. Several of the city's
other large jewelers also receive similar
packages. A conference is hastily called
at the office of Biffany & Co., at which
a mysterious letter is read. Wynne asks
in the letter that he be given a secret
interview in their office and states that
they are to keep the diamonds as gifts.
Naturally the men are dumbfounded,
and the suggestion that detectives be
placed on the case is followed. Burns,
the celebrated detective, is asked to locate the maker of the stones.
The following day the meeting is arranged and Wynne is ushered into the
sumptuous offices of Biffany & Co., where
he calmly states his proposition, which is
that they deposit $5,000,000 in the bank
to his credit and he will destroy the
diamonds and their source. If they do
not wish to do this, he promises
to

ROLE

provements. The importance of this
to the film world must not be underestimated. Itis the help of these great
institutions that the business requires,
since it is unable to gain the entire, unbiased aid of the dailies.
Strange as it may seem, there are a
large number of people who will not go
to see a motion picture performance,
not because they are opposed to the
theatre, but because they have an opinion regarding pictures which haas been
gleaned by awful reports from the various censorship boards, daily papers and
other whose interest it is to try and
suppress pictures. It is to these people
that such a picture will be of especial
interest. And it is to be hoped that once
they become patrons, they will continue
in regular attendance.
This story, written by Jacques Futrelle, and published by the "Saturday
Evening Post," is one of the best screen
adaptations ever used. The story itself
literally teems with clean action. There
is an avoidance of anything that might
offend even the most sensitive person.
Dealing with a subject that is much
utilized in the modern short story, it is
of especial interest. The plot revolves
around a chemist and shows the supposed eventual discovery
of how
to

THE

DISCOVERY

OF THE

MURDER
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THE

flood the market with his worthless
imitations at a price which they could
not compete against, even with their
paste stones.
IN the meantime the girl is waiting
in the apartment in the city where
she has followed her lover. The old
grandfather is patiently waiting at home,
guarding the source of the jewels. He
daily receives word from his daughter
and Wynne through the pigeons and
knows that all is well. "Red" Haney,
a crook, discovers the old man one
night in front of the safe and enters
the house with the intention to steal its
contents. The old man, however, sees
him and Red is forced to kill him in
the struggle.
While he is looting the house, one of
the Burns detectives looks through the
window and sees what is going on and
arrests the criminal. He has followed
the slender clue furnished by the
pigeons.
The girl has been trying for some
time to get her grandfather on the
phone, but cannot reach him because of
the murder. Patiently she and Wynne
wait for the bird that may bring them
a message from her old relation. The
detective, in the meantime, is on the
roof watching and sees their anxiety.
"Red" is taken to police headquarters
and cross-examined. The third degree
is at last instrumental in bringing out
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Chicago Censor Fight Active
Ordinances

Now

Before Board of Aldermen
Damage to Exhibitors

Chicago, 111., Feb. 11.
the meeting held yesterday of
the Amusement Protective League,
the organization formed by Chicago
motion picture exhibitors and exchange men to combat the present
type of censorship, it developed that
an ordinance is now before the Board
AT

of Aldermen empowering Mayor Hasrison to appoint a board of three censors, instead of having the censoring
done by one man, as at present. Another ordinance was also presented to
supplant the present ventilation ordinance.
A talk given by Dr. Alice Allen demonstrated that the women's clubs of
Chicago do not know of the actions of
some of their members in censoring
films with Major Funkhouser. A committee was appointed to visit the
women's

club and explain to the mem-

Would

Work

Much

bers the motion picture
nterests' end
of it.
It was decided to hold a ball and
exposition to further friendly interest
in motion pictures in Chicago and to
obtain funds. It was also decided
to hold a state convention in Springfield some time during the summer.
Dr. Allen, a member of many organizations, expressed herself as approving of many pictures that have been
condemned.
The Motion Picture Operators'
Union put up their Mr. Baker for Alderman in the twenty-first ward. This
gives the motion picture interests two
representatives in the present municipal campaign — Baker and Joseph
Hopp, head of the Union Film Company, who is also a candidate for alderman.

A New Camera for the Exhibitor

the story of his crime and so the laboratory is at last discovered. Biffany &
Co., knowing that though they may discover the source of the diamonds cannot stop their output, at last decide to
agree to the demand for $5,000,000, and
so write Wynne to this effect.
The machinery for manufacturing the
stones is found to be worthless without the master mind, and so the secret
dies.
GREGORY

NOW
FLEMING'S
AIDE
Carl L. Gregory, one of two motion
picture directors who actually operate
their own camera, has had a new distinction conferred on him. Since C. J.
Iliir decided that four-reel features
were increasing in demand and created his "Big Productions" department to turn them out, he has been
mi the lookout for competent directors to associate with Carroll Fleming.
Gregory has been doing so well with
his "Princess" photoplayers, which Inproduced from their inception, that
Mr. Ilite transferred him recently to
the open directorship on the "Big Productions "
Gregory has been with the Thanhousei company from its beginning.
Carroll Fleming, chief director of the
"Big Productions," staged the spectacles at the New York Hippodrome
for many years, and for that reason
elected by President Hite.

THE
well-known firm of Hemncii
Ernemann, of Dresden, which lias
recently established its own branch in
the United States and Canada under
the name of Ernemann Photo Kino
Works, 114 Fifth avenue, New York,
informs us that their experts nave patented a new motion picture camera
This camera is especially designed
for local
the exhibitor'^
in taking films
of
scenes and use
events
The new camera sells for only $65,
and has back of it the high reputation
of Ernemann products, which fully
guarantees its scientific mechanism
and its reliability in every way.
The mechanism, in fact, is the same
as that of the well-known Ernemann
Model \ The new camera is fitted
with a pro-anastigmat F 3.5-60 millimeters focusing mounting and holds
one hundred feet of film.
Exhibitors who are interested — and
there should be many — will do well to

place their orders now. A large rush
of orders is already reported. The
camera will be ready for delivery
about the middle of .March.
TO

BANQUET

WALLACE

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association of Greater New York, a
motion was made and unanimously
carried that a banquet be tendered in
honor of the retiring chief of the
license bureau, James G. Wallace, Jr.,
on Thursday, Feb. 26.
\ number of city officials will be
there and quite a representative body
of exhibitors will also be present.
Tickets can be obtained from the
banquet committee, whose names follow: I A. Koerpel, chairman, Palace
Theatre, 1968 Amsterdam avenue,
New York City; Edward Valensi,
treasurer, 15 Bowery, or at the Association Rooms, No. 136 Third avenue.
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application of music to motion
THE
pictures is hardly past the experimental stage. This is as true,
as it is steadily becoming more true that
there is scarcely an exhibitor in the
country who has the hardihood to show
pictures without music.
A study of the music commonly used
as an accompaniment to the pictures
makes it plain, at a glance, that the exhibitor keeps cautiously to well-trodden
paths, ignorant of or afraid to make
excursions into the regions of unexplored possibilities which the musical
field, as a whole, has to offer him.
A time-honored march or patriotic air
for a military scene, "a-little-slow-musicprofessor" at moments of gravity and
pathos, a favorite waltz, two-step or
even a rag for a situation of gayety
or happiness, something with moonlight
and kisses in it when the lovers are
united— and that is the limit of the average exhibitor's endeavors to surround
his pictures with adequate musical atmosphere.
Need it be said that is not all, nor
half, nor anything but the merest fraction of what can be done, what remains
to be done, in making music contribute
to the success of the picture and actually interpreting it more clearly to its
audience?
Even the exhibitor who has no mind
to abandon the approximate formulas
just laid down, can find a wide variety
of pieces within those limits suitable
for his purposes. He has the composers
of a dozen nations and two continents
to draw upon ; it must go hard with him
if he cannot discover pieces he can
use with pleasure to his patrons and
consequent profit to himself.

BUT for those who wish to make
serious and decisive tests of the
power of music to illuminate all the
merits of a good picture, gloss over the
faults, when they are not too glaring,
of a weak one, and aid generally in
establishing and holding the influence
of the film drama over its audience,
there are fields to explore wider than
those which tempted the mariners of old
across the Atlantic and over the equator.
Where capable musicians of advanced
ability can be obtained, it is safe to entrust the entire musical programme to
as safe, or rather as wise to
them,

do so as to leave the details of a theatre
in the hands of a competent architect.
Such a musician could, if the comparison may be permitted, make the
musical part of a film programme as signifiant in the success of the theatre
as the musical programme is in many
churches.
Not only will the exhibitor and his
public derive the benefit of such a musical director's intimate acquaintance with
musical works of all kinds and their
percise value in conjunction with different pictures, but he may go one step
further and encourage his director to original compositions, written with special
reference to the needs of the motion picture theatre.
Musical geniuses of such calibre are,
of course, not to be had always for the
asking. They are where you find them.
Nor, is it likely that, when they are
found, the exhibitor would consent to
pay such a prodigy what he might be
worth. It would be difficult enough,
perhaps, to persuade most of them to
make such an outlay as would be necessary to retain a really able musician —
one who was something more than an
instrumental mechanic.

THERE

will be those who will exclaim "the game is not worth the
candle: music can't make nor unmake a
film drama; it is like spending all your
money on parsley and having none left
for your roast." But, exactly as there
are those churchgoers who admittedly
attend divine worship for the sake of
the music, so there will be film patrons
who will go to the theatre as much for
the music as for the pictures, whose fidelity will not be shaken while the
music keeps its standard, even though
now and then the pictures may depart from theirs.
And, even to the picture-lover, music
will bring an added though it may be
unrealized sense of satisfaction. It
will give the good picture-play twice
its meaning and rob the poor one of
half its disappointment. As in the dance
or the pantomime, music can take the
place of the spoken word in elucidating
the gestures and the facial expressions
of the characters.
Its full effect in the total success
<of
m. an afternoon or an evening with
the motion pictures will be more and
more completely realized as time goes

E. E. FULTON'S EXHIBITION ROOM
IN CHICAGO
Showing
the VVurlitzer Orchestrion
which was recently installed.
This is one of the most
modern exhibitor's rooms in Chicago and has every equipment found in a motion picture theatre.
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picture— to visualize it before the reader and leave
^m to choose for himself whether or not he thinks
he WOuld like the Picture or whether or not he thinks

eiW lt This visualization is what the
°thers w°uld
reviewer does.
addition, the reviewer has at his disposal fully
as strong a weapon as the critic. Where the critic
condemns
in unequivoca
the ■reviewer
condemns
,
,
•
, •l terms,
„->,
.
Chicago office
604 schiiier Building
bv innuendo or implication. The critic says "that Miss
So-and-So is utterly unfit to play the part of a woman
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The
on."about
[s^
of forty-five>
says ™<
"that
Miss* miserable
So-and-So,interpretati
who looked
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„
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„
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twenty
on
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screen,
played
the
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of
Mrs.
Smith,
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never had any experience in
competent to tell others how to
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few persons who have
producing pictures are
do it
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REVIEWS
NOT
CRITICISMS
a NOTHER angle to be considered is the difference
TO
criticise or not to criticise, that is the ques- ■**• of the spirit in which a critic and a reviewer take
tion. To review that is the answer.
up their work.
It seems as if the critic's first attitude
Motion pictures should be reviewed, not criti- is hostile.
His first intent is to be sharp, while the
cised. That is the burden of this song. When a pro- reviewer's tone is more gentle.
ducer has completed a picture, with very few excep- The reviewer stays entirely within his rights.
He
tions, the first step before placing it before the public describes the picture.
If from what he says, a poor
is to call in the higher men in various publications opinion is gathered of the picture, it is because the
and have them pass upon the picture.
They then picture is poor and reading the review has saved the
write their personal opinion of the picture as a criticism trouble of going to see the picture,
or else write a constructive description of the picture.
On the other hand, the critic is apt to exceed himself,
which constitutes a review.
The question is, which He likes to be captious and point out small faults and
course to choose.
air his own wisdom.
A well-intentioned critic may
It is getting to be rather a large question, too. convey a poor impression of a film through harping
"Critics," often self-styled, are becoming more and on one or two small points when the film as a whole
more numerous.
The chief requirement seems to be is an excellent production.
that a person consider himself an authority.
One
Let's have constructive work rather than destructive
will find perfectly good conductors and salesmen who work ; reviews rather than criticisms,
are keenly interested in motion pictures who watch
*
*
*
them every day and who consider themselves critics, ADDITION
TO
EDITORIAL
STAFF
perhaps all the more so because what they say is looked
* n addition to the editorial staff of- The Motion
upon by their friends with awe.
I\ Picture News this week is Lesley Mason.
Mr.
Ihe word "criticism" carries with it the mental sug- Mason is a Yale graduate and a writer of practical
gestion of finding fault, of seeing flaws, of harping on experience.
He has been a theatrical reviewer on a
defects.
The word "review" carries with it the men- New York daily and an editor on another.
In addital suggestion that it signifies a description.
tion he has been active in amusement enterprises and
*
*
has been the press representative of several theatrical
A MAN who reviews a picture, who describes it, firms.
Mr. Mason brings to The Motion Picture
-**• can convey as clear, or clearer, an impression News his gift with the typewriter, some knowledge
of the picture than does the critics. That, after all, of the motion picture industry and a keen interest in
should be the first object of reviewing or criticising a the art and its advancement.
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UNIQUE CELIO SUBJECT
On Tuesday, February 17. George
Kleine will release the Celio subject
"The Artist's Model," the picture
which created so much talk in Europe
recently.
The story centers about a beautiful
shepherdes who becomes the wife of
a famous artist and leads him to destruction. Francesca Bertini does
some exceptionally beautiful work in
this release, showing a splendid versatility in the part of the shepherdess
and later the pampered idol of the
Paris salon.
"KINECLAIR"
CATALOG
A descriptive and illustrated catalog,
giving full particulars concerning "Kineclair," the new projection machine of
the Eclair Film Company, will shortly
be ready for distribution. Inquiries have
poured in from every part of the country regarding this new invention and the
catalog will give complete information.
a technical description in full of "Kineclair." manner of operation and cover
all other points of interest to the prospective purchaser.

NEWS

W. A. Brady to Make Pictures

UNIVERSAL
DIVIDEND

Melons in the shape of dividends
continue to be cut in the general offices of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company in the Mecca Building, New York City. In addition to
the regular dividend of one-half per
cent per month on preferred stock,
and one per cent per month on the
common stock, the Universal has also
declared a special dividend of one-half
per cent on the common stock for the
past month.

PICTURE

Theatrical
Producer
sidiary Companies

Has
Formed
Million-Dollar
Are Robert Mantell
Films
Broadhurst Films

W

'ILLIAM
A. BRADY, the wellknown theatrical manager and
producer, is about to embark extensively in the manufacture of motion
pictures. To this end he has organized a company called William A.
Brady's Picture Plays, Incorporated,
at Wilmington, Delaware. The capital is $1,000,000, fully paid in, from
private sources in no way associated
with theatrical
management.
Mr. Brady contemplates giving a
large part of his personal attention to
the operation of this company, the
preparations for which have been in
progress for some months. Negotiations have been going on during the
past several weeks under which the
Brady company will take over the
complete New York studio of a firm
heretofore engaged in the manufacture of comparatively short motion
pictures, but fully equipped in every
particular for the production of far
more pretentious material.
A very large plant, embracing several hundred acres, is to be established
in the far West, and as soon as the
deeds to the property arrive contracts
will be closed for the erection of
buildings suitable to the purpose in
view. Mr. Brady's agents have been
upon the ground for some time, and
it was through them that the real
estate deal was completed a few days
Regarding
ago.
Brady says:

the

undertaking,

Mr.

Concern — Sub
and George

I have
received invitations from a
large number of individuals and corporations engaged in this line of work
to join them either as managing director and co-owner, or lending mj'
name, without performing any other
labor than that of acting in an advisory capacity. But I have felt that
whenever I should consider the time
ripe for my advantageous entry I
should prefer to be untrammeled by
any active associations, and, as I had
no need for capital not entirely at my
own command, I have waited until
fully ready to act upon my own account.
"I consider the present to be just
the right moment. The business is
beyond its experimental stage. All
the experiments have been tried out,
the failures having been consigned to
the discard, and only the successful
ones retained. There is very general
organization, and everybody knows
where he is 'at.' In other words, the
work of building up has been completed, and I come in at the top.
"We intend to go into all the big
branches of motion picture manufacture, producing my own plays already
well known, and also issuing original
scenarios, several of which are under
favorable consideration at this minute.
All of these will be done upon the
largest plan, as in the instances of
'Quo Vadis,' 'The Last Days of
Pompeii,' the Captain Scott polar pictures and the Paul Rainey jungle pic-

"Within the past two or three years
One series of Mr. Brady's motion
pictures will be known as the Robert
Mantell Films, presenting this actor
tures."
and
his entire company in his repertoire of thirteen of the plays of Shakespeare and other classic dramas.
Another series will go out under
the title, the George Broadhurst
Films, embracing the principal plays
of this author. The new corporation
also will specialize in educational
pictures.
Further than this, most of the plays
controlled by Mr. Brady through his
long active experience in management,
will be issued in picture form, among
them "Way Down East," "Trilby" (in
conjunction with the Famous Players

MRS.
Scene

HERZOG

PLEADS

I in i "Broki n Lives"

FOR
I Pathe

ALMS

two parts)

Film Company), "The Shepherd
King," "Bought and Paid For," "The
Man of the Hour," "Under the Polar
Star," "The Dollar Mark," "Hindle
Wakes," "The Bottom of the Sea."
"The Pit." "After Dark," "A Woman's
Way," "Monbars." "Over Night."
"The Sorrows of Satan," "Little
Women," "Foxy Grandpa," "The
Painted Woman," "The Dagger and
the

Cross,"

"
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Those Who

motion picture exhibitors
MANY
are succeeding as photoplaywrights — and why not? Who
has a better opportunity to study the
pictures carefully than the exhibitor?
Take the intelligent exhibitor who
knows what he wants. Right now he
cannot get just what he wishes in
every instance because of the multiple-reel rage, but take him under normal conditions and he has a better
opportunity for succeeding as a photoplay author than the average. When
he cannot get what he wants, he
writes of what he would like to have.
It has been discovered by manufacturers that they are wise to retain
many such stories. And so the exhibitor author is becoming more and
more numerous, and more and more
successful. We are glad to know that
our department is popular with so
many of them. We want to hear from
them as well as other writers — -for
they are making good at the game of
authorship.
A Song of Sixpence
"Will there be anything wrong in
showing my song poems ro an illustrated song singer at our theatre,"
asks a reader. Nothing wrong in
showing them, that we know of, but
this "singing a song of sixpence," for
the benefit of a coterie of grafters
should be tabooed. Only one person
in a hundred succeeds in the song
writing line. Don't nibble at the
song-poem hook.
Excellent Idea
Photoplay authors of Cleveland,
Ohio, (sixth city) are going to form
an "Author's Club," and you are not
obliged to prove authorship of sixteen
comedies, or four dramas, to become
a member. Those interested, either
actively or passively, in literary work
are eligible. Paul Panzer, of Pathe.
A. W. Thomas, A. E. Bishop and
R. P. Stoddard, are interested. It is
said that there are over a hundred
script writers and over two hundred
short-story writers in the Forest City.
"It is not essential that a member
be an author, nor even a writer, but
we want all those interested in literary work of any kind to become
affiliated with us and help make the
Cleveland Authors' Club the best in
the country and the material is in
Cleveland with which to do it," says
A. E. Bishop, photoplaywright. Address inquiries to Mr. Stoddard, of

Worry

By William
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O'er Plots

Lord Wright

and

Plays

the Cleveland Leader, or to Mr.
Bishop, if interested. Meetings of
authors and would-be authors are certain to be beneficial to all concerned.
It is an excellent idea and one we
heartily recommend. Success to the
Cleveland Authors' Club!
A Credit System

and win, than to dash off four or five
plots, have them rejected, and then
quit. We see a greater future for the
average writer who draws a dozen
failures and then sells, than the writer
who sells his first script. The former
goes slowly but surely; the latter frequently knows it all before he has
even started.

"I notice keen rivalry for publicity
between certain staff writers and
directors," writes a New York author.
"On one page of a dramatic weekly
there appears, 'Current Releases by
Directors,' and on another page, 'Curby Authors.'
The
names rent
of Photoplays
these directors
and authors

Literary Lights

From the Pacific Slope

When the Squeedunk Film Company
announces that it has secured all the
exclusive screen rights to the widely
known books and novels of thus-andso, it is not for the humble script
writer, who has won his spurs through
honest toil, to worry. One of these
days there will be an end to the "best
sellers," the adaptations of E. P. Roe,
and the exploitation of the "Literary
Light." The supply is not equal to
the demand on the part of certain
manufacturers. The demand from the
public is not overly vociferous. Keep
writing original stuff, stories full of
action, not padded, and you will find
a market. This idea of filming magazine fiction, good, bad and indifferent,
will not continue popular for many
moons. We already hear the mutterings of the distant storm.

"Sold $100 worth of photoplays thus
far this week, and have a number

Wishes

being considered." writes a wellknown photopla3r author of Los
Angeles. "I think all this talk to the
point that one cannot expect to attain
any results until one has labored for
two years to be pure buncombe. If a
writer has talent it should make itself
manifest within the first five efforts.
My own particular case, I sold the
very first photoplay I had ever written, and the fourth, seventh, tenth,
thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and
about three out of five ever since.
The only difficulties I have ever had
with script editors have been those
concerning prices, and lately I have
become reconciled to this. For if
fancy prices were paid for available
material, competition would soon
leave a great many of us distinctly out
in the cold. So. you see there is always a silver lining. However, I
have cut the cheaper companies off

A. H. Lugenhal, Branchville, Md.,
wishes to make the acquaintance of a
brother photoplaywright in Washington, D. C, or elsewhere. He would
like to exchange scripts through the
mail for the sole purpose of mutual
criticism and suggestion.

appear in job type. And yet we are
informed by some that 'credit is harmWe

have received numerous comments on the new credit system as
per above. We believe it very apful.' "
propriate that these staff writers pay
for and receive credit for all their
stories, whether meritorious or otherwise, and we remain of the opinion
that it would also be appropriate to
permit the "outside writer" credit.
They deserve it as well as others.

Glad our friend sees the silver lining regarding prices paid. He is in a
my
class list."
by himself. One is not obliged
to labor two years to write a successful photoplay, if one has unusual talent. It is better to labor two years

to Exchange

The Cines Contest
The capital prize in the KleineCines manuscript contest is given at
$5,000. Other prizes are offered, the
lowest being $100. The prizes are
such that the best literary talent of
the world will be in competition.
George Kleine personally offers $1,000
in addition to the prizes offered by
Cines for the best script written by
an American. The American must
have been a resident of the United
States for five years. The prize films
are to be made by the Cines company
at Rome, and so stories based on
broad and universally interesting
themes should be essential. If the
writers who have queried us regarding the contest will make application
to the Chicago offices of George
Kleine, they will be sent a sheet giving
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Enof the contest.
conditions
close return postage.
Frontier in the Market
We were pleased to receive a letter
from Karl R. Coolidge, script editor for
the St. Louis Motion Picture Company,
stating that Frontier is in the market
for scripts. Editor Coolidge writes:
"We want strong one-reel Western
and Spanish dramas, and one-reel
Mr. Nelson in his 'Slim'
comediesI for
have made the rule that all
series.
mpanied by a rephotoplays, unaccoaddress
ed envelope,
turn stamped and
will be sent back to the author, but
unread. We want the unusual story,
full of heart interest, and clean. There
is no use in authors submitting the
every-day mediocre stuff, as I can
write that myself any day in the week,
but I do not get an unusual germ just
whenever I want it. Further, we want
the synopsis to be snappy and clear,
and not in minute detail. In fact, we
are willing to consider the synopsis
only. If the situation is there we can
develop the story. As to Westerns,
we are striving to do away with the
'blood-and-thunder' story, unless it is
the unusual twist. The rainy season
is on in California and I know that
with us — and probably with all others
— stories which call for few or no interiors, have a far better chance of
acceptance than equally good stories
that call for numerous or elaborate
interior sets. Please emphasize the
fact that all photoplays should be sent
to Santa Paula, California, and not to
St. Louis or to Albuquerque." We
understand the St. Louis Motion Picture Company is paying excellent
prices.
The Town of Ashland
The town of Ashland, Ohio, contains about five thousand souls.
About twenty-four thousand people
reside in the entire county. Yet thriving Ashland boasts of a college for
motion picture players; the "largest
manuscript house in the world," and
a "correspondence school for photoAshland! play authors." Happy, happy
Writing the Synopsis
Write your synopsis last. If you
don't you are apt to overlook some
vital points that would arrest the
editor's attention. Whether you keep
your synopsis in two hundred, three
hundred or three hundred and fifty
words, dress it carefully, revise it, incorporate the strong points of your
story — the "punch" — and make the
synopsis so attractive that the reader
will sit up and take notice. Then the
script in detail will be carefully read.
Industrial Plots
Writing good industrial scenarios is
difficult. It took us three years to get
our stride. It may sound easy to
evolve a multiple reel of "gripping acthe
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tion" on the subject of "You-ShouldHave-a-Biscuit," but try it, that's all
Research, study and toil are essentials,
but the laborer in the industrial script
field is worthy of his hire. One hundred and fifty dollars is no unusual
price for a satisfactory two-reel industrial story. This sort of story has its
place. The majority would prefer to
see the inside workings of United
States steel plants, occasionally, as a
relief from "chase" comedy. Industrials of the right sort are both educational and interesting. The field for
commercial authorship is not overcrowded. The author must prove that
he can do the work, and then orders
come unsolicited.

Extra Money
We know of several successful
photoplay authors who are making
extra money writing home-talent
plays. When the "Art Embroidery
Club," the "Elks," or the "Woman's
Equal Franchise League," in your
town determines to stage a hometalent benefit performance, just slip
around and offer to write 'em an
original sketch or two hitting off the
frills and foibles of the community.
Frequently, you can interest the promoters and earn $100. If you can
write a good photoplay you ought to
write a home-talent sketch or two for
an evening's entertainment. We know
of some who are doing it successfully.

" The Ruby of Destiny "
K fill ANY exhibitors assembled in the
"* beautiful Regent Theatre, One
Hundred and Sixteenth street and Seventh avenue, New York City, on Feb. 3
to witness an exhibition of a remarkable six-reel production made by the
Milano Company, which has been purchased by Warner's Features, Inc. The
film was very enthusiastically received
and there were many comments on its

THE

START

striking departure from the ordinary
type of multiple-reel productions.
"The Ruby of Destiny" recalls George
Barr McCutcheon's Graustark stories,
presenting in visualized forms the ups
and downs of a European principality.
The real story has to do with the mysterious disappearance of a precious ruby
which has been in the hands of the
royal house of Styr for countless generations.
Queen Sylvia promises the hand of

her sister to a lieutenant of her court
if he will trace the thieves and restore
the rub}'. The chase is pushed in all
parts of Europe and this accounts for
the surprising number of beautiful scenes
appearing throughout the entire production. The Grand Canal of Venice,
with its picturesque gondolas, the plaza
of St. Mark's Cathedral, with its thousands of pigeons, the funicular railroad

OF THE

HUNT

— these and many other historical points
add interest to a plot of exceptional
merit.
"The Ruby of Destiny'' should prove
to be one of the most successful featreleased
by Warner's
It hasures yetbeen
divided
into two Features.
chapters,
so that three reels can be shown one
evening and three the next, or it will
constitute tainment
a delightful
enterwithout showingevening's
any additional
films.

THE

SPECIAL
"Mexico." (Al Dia Company. Four
reels.) — This picture is a drama, a
good strong play in which there is a
great amount of action. There are
numerous fighting scenes which have
been directed in a very capable manner. The atmosphere is probably the
most noteworthy part of the film and
there is hardly a doubt but that the
picture was taken in that land of revolution. The story is as follows:
Lopez, a youthful farmer, tells his
wife, Rosa, that he has been ordered
to the front with the Constitutionalist
army to which he has sworn allegiance. Toro, a lieutenant in the Federalist army, arrives just after the
departure of Lopez, and is struck by
the beauty of Rosa. Not finding any
conscripts in the house except her old
father, he forces him to join the Federals as a surgeon. His attempts to
steal Rosa are frustrated and so he
calls on a spy he has caught for assistance.
Lopez, hearing from this man that
his wife is not true to him, leaves his
regiment without permission and goes
to his home to ascertain the truth of
this assertion. Here he finds out that
it is ungrounded, but is captured on
his way back to join his regiment.
After a trial he is found guilty of
being a spy and sentenced to be shot.
His old father-in-law manages to free
him in a miraculous manner, and after
much wandering he rejoins his army.
Together with them he marches
against the Federal troops, and after
a decisive battle forces them to break
and run. Toro, the villain, is killed
and steals away to the woods to die.
"Out of the Depths." (Lubin. Two
parts. Feb. 5.) — Settings for this ordinary drama make it a somewhat unusual picture. One of the United
States Navy's submarines is utilized
in staging the picture to add to its
realism. It is from the submarine set
that the story gets its name.
The night watchman in a bank is
discharged because of his age. Learning that the old man's niece is ill, while
he is delivering $1,000, the cashier of
the bank goes to call on the little girl.
While there the child's mother steals
the money from the grip in which the
cashier was carrying it.
Rather than attempt to explain the
loss of the money the cashier joins
the navy. His sweetheart, who is the
banker's daughter, pines for him. He
learns of her illness on account of his
absence while he is aboard the submarine. Watching his chance, he deserts and swims ashore.
He is cap-
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tured at the banker's home, but his return saves
the girl's has
life.returned
Meanwhile
the old
watchman
the
stolen money and is re-instated. Consequently all ends happily.
"Broken Lives." (Pathe. Two
parts. Feb. 12.) — This picture is a
strikingly realistic portrayal of certain
deplorable industrial conditions of the
present day. An implied moral is taught
by the production in such a forceful
manner that it will have more than
merely an entertaining effect. The
photography is up to the usual Pathe
standard.
There is a strong cast in the picture.
Pearl Sindelar plays the part of Mrs.
J. Emery, owner of a cloak and suit
factory; Irving Cummings is George
Davis, factory manager; Harrish Ingraham is Paul Herzog, a factory
operative, and Miss Dallas Tyler is
Mrs. Herzog.
The factory is a sweatshop and the
operatives are affected by bad ventilation. Herzog is taken ill, but is compelled to work because of his straitened
circumstances. Davis learns that factory
inspectors are coming and he informs
Mrs. Emery to this effect. She declines
to do anything, although she herself
lives in luxury. So Davis, to save the
shop, bribes the inspectors to give the
factory the O. K.
A careless workman drops a cigarette
and there is a disastrous fire. Inadequate fire escapes result in many fatali-
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from

"Mexico"

ties. The Jersey City fire department
was used in this instance to add realism.
Herzog is among the injured. His
wife goes to Mrs. Emery to beg alms.
Refused assistance, she steals from her
and is arrested. At the trial Davis
brands Mrs. Emery as the real culprit
for refusing to make the factory sanitary and safe. The result is that Mrs.
Herzog is discharged and Mrs. Emery
arrested.
"Wrecked in Mid Air." (KleineEclipse. Three parts. Jan. 27.) — A
thrilling story involving, as the name
implies, the destruction of a giant flying machine and the injury of its
occupants. There are one or two
minor points of the whole production
that might have been made better, but
the picture in its present state is most
acceptable as a novelty.
Morgan and Clark, manufacturers
of aeroplanes, dissolve their partnership because of the treachery of
Clark. The latter then becomes the
leader of a band of brigands and
wrecks vengeance on his old partner
by abducting his daughter, Bess.
Joyce, a contestant in the aero race,
sees the capture of the girl and attempts a rescue. He fails and is captured himself. They escape and, getting into the aeroplane, sail off. The
machine is blown up, however, while
in the air, and the captives are brought
back. They again escape by blowing
up their captors and return to their
home.

PARTING
(Al

Dia — four

parts)
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IN view of the widespread publicity which has been given
the so-called "white slave" pictures during the past few
months, one of the most opportune of recent productions is
"Traffickers on Soles," a travesty, written and produced by
Sidney M. Goldin, which is to be released shortly by the Feature Photoplay Companv, 220 West Forty-second street, New
York City.
In "Traffickers on Soles," the ticklish question of "white
slavery" is handled in an entirely humorous vein. To those
who have not seen the real "white slave" pictures, certain
points in this production may not be fully grasped. However,
there are many good laughs in the three reels for everyone.
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Thrilling scenes throughout tend to hold the interest of the
spectator while several scenes of pathos arouse their sympathy. In the stampede scene it does not seem possible that
the camera man will escape. The cattle go on every side of
him, so close that they seem to enter right into the lens.
Baby Early, a clever child actress, is featured in the first
reel, the vivacious Elsie Albert taking her place when a
skip in the time of the action calls for an older person. The
story is as follows :
A jealous father, believing his wife to be unfaithful, leaves
for the West, taking with him his two daughters. The stage
coach in which they are riding also contains a large consignment of gold. It is held up and in the attempt to escape
is overturned in a stream. This is naturally a powerful
scene.
The two girls are the sole survivors.
The youngest is adopted by a rancher and his wife, and is
sent to a convent. The other, aged eleven, is adopted by the
outlaws, and later becomes their leader.
The heart-broken mother has also entered a convent, and
here meets her daughter, who fails to recognize her. They
become the closest of friends, the child never guessing the
relationship. A period of time passes by and the two girls
are again reunited through an old locket. The older girl
experiences a change in spirit and with the aid of her sister
arrests her former friends. They write to the Sister in the
Convent and thus their mother hears of the miracle of the
two, supposedly dead, sisters being reunited. She keeps her
relationship a secret.

"A WINTER'S

TALE"

Warner's Features
A
AFTER

THE

NIGHT'S

RAID

From start to finish the picture is a riot of fun. There is
plenty of slap-stick comedy in the film, but it is excused by
the character of the subject.
Two country lasses, attired in comic costumes, decide to
see the "Great White Way." They make the trip to New
York in a flat car and fall victims to two "white slavers,"
who use "injcctographs." The kidnapping is done in an automobile drawn by mules, and the victims are hoisted into the
house of bondage through a second-story window by means
of a block and tackle.
Although the picture adheres closely to the regulation
"vice" plot, there is no serious strain in it. It is just a succession of ludicrous situations and scenes.
The police force is composed of Irishmen and Hebrews,
with an Irish captain in charge of the Hebrew squad and a
Hebrew captain in command of the Irish squad.
The raid on the resort and the rescue of the two victims
is accomplished in a most humorous manner. In the final
scene the father of the two girls rewards the captains for
their services by giving a ham to the Hebrew and a chicken
to the Irishman

"THE MOTHER

PENITENT"

Warner's Features
' I 'HIS picture probably surpasses anything that Warner's
*■ Features have ever placed on the market before in the
line of a "Western." Yet, strictly speaking, the "Western''
part of the picture is merely a background, for the story is
more one dealing with mother love. It was made by
the Miller Brothers on their ranch in tlie "real" West, and
the atmosphere is practically perfect A large herd of cattle
is used in the make-up.

WINTER'S TALE," in three parts, released by Warner's
Features, is a masterpiece made by the Milano Company which closely follows the original, as written by Shakespeare. The story is powerful and contains many very beautiful settings. In all probability it is the most beautiful production this company has ever made. The story, which is
of course very well known, is as follows :
Leontes, King of Sicilia, has invited to his court King Polixenes, of Bohemia, but after some time he imagines that his
royal guest is paying court to his wife, Queen Hermione.
Blind with rage, he orders Camillo to poison King Polixenes.
But Camillo is horrified by such a proposal and goes to
the visiting king and warns him of his danger. To avoid

King Leontes' anger, Camillo accompanies Polixenes to his
kingdom and becomes his confidential adviser.
King Leontes, who belives his suspicion of the queen to
be well founded, orders her imprisonment. While languishing in her dungeon, the queen gives birth to a baby girl,
which the king refuses to accept as his child and which he
compels Antigonus to abandon on some desert shore beyond
his dominion. At her trial, the queen's honor is upheld, but,
deprived of her babe, it is apparent that she is going insane
from grief.
Paulina, the queen's faithful consort, obtains a powerful
drug which puts the queen into a sleep resembling death.
She is buried with regal splendor and none but Paulina knows
the truth.
When Antigonus arrives in Bohemia to abandon the child,
he is set upon by robbers and thrown into a burning sulphur pit. The baby is picked up by gentle shepherds and
adopted into their humble home.
Sixteen years pass. The king's daughter is now the lovely
Perdita, with whom Florizel, the son of the King of Bohemia.
is in love. At their engagement celebration, Florizel's father
appears and commands his son to return home without his
sheperdess sweetheart. Camillo discovers from proofs in the
shepherd's possession that Perdita is the daughter of King
Leontes and with King Polixenes restores her to her father.
lo the surprise of all, Paulina draws back a curtain and they
behold Queen Hermione awakened from her long death sleep.
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"After Death." (Cines. Two reels. Feb.
10.)
— A weird
story toof eliminate
a physician's
of hisa
medicr.l
resources
his use
friend,
rich nobleman, that he may wed his wife. Dr.
Le.gh, in lose with Lady Villiers, saves hei
husband from suicide when he finds himselt
suspected of conspiring to treason with the
Home
Secretary,
proposes
instead" to
that
he.
as
his friend
and and
doctor,
be permitted
inject
a fluid into h.s veins which will give him
every appearance of death for a few days.
Viil.ers, in a hasty will, leaves Leigh everything. His valet, however, has overheard all
and seeks a detective to save his master. Villiers is rescued from being buried alive, and
returns to suiprise his '"friend" in the act of
making neathlove
his wife.
Leigh,at crushed"
behis ownto plot,
falls dead
the.r feet.
Vivid p ctures, enhanced by good acting, and
woven into an absorbing story.
"A Splendid Sacrifice." (Selig., Jan. 30.)
— The dominant lesson in the picture is the
danger
of "The
Gayand
White
Way."
home life,
a wife
mother
goesWeary
to Newof
York City, where she deviates from the
straight and narrow path, lleanwhile one of
her children is taken ill and her cousin
nurses it back to health. A friend of the
deserted husband induces the pleasure-loving
wife to return home. There is a reconciliation. The cousin then leaves.
"Broncho Billy and the Settler's Daughter."
(Essanay. Jan. 31.) — There is plenty of action
and many thrills in this one part drama.
Broncho
Billyin rescues
settler'smanner.
daughter There
from
the
Indians
a most athrilling
is the natural consequence.
They fall in love.
"The Fallen Angel." (Biograph. Jan. 31.)
— Pitfalls of the big city for the confiding
country lass forms the plot. The story is told
in an inoffensive manner. In the end the girl
is rescued from a house of bondage by her
first love.
"The Pale of Prejudice." (Lubin. Jan.
31.) — For using a drugless-cure a physician
loses his license and sweetheart, who is the
governor's daughter. By his drugless-cure he
saves the
life later
the father
withdraws hisgirl's
objections,
and and
secures
the passage
of a bill which licenses the new cure.
"The Love of Tokiwa." (Vitagraph. Two
parts. Jan. 31.) — -There is a decided touch of
the sorrowful in this drama, and the confiding innocence of an ignorant Japanese girl
draws one's sympathy. The photography furnishes a good contrast, some of it being excellent and some of it inferior.
Accustomed only to cruel treatment the
daughter of a Japanese fisherman mistakes the
kindness of an American fish buyer for love.
Her native lover becomes jealous and attempts to kill the American. Believing the
attempt successful he imparts the news to
the girl. She drowns
herself.
In the meantime the American revives from
his injuries and the jealous lover falls to his
death over an embankment and his lifeless
body lands at the feet of the man he would
have killed. The American's real fiancee, a
missionary, finds him. There is a happy ending for them.
"Broncho Billy and the Red Man." (Essanay. Feb. 7.) — It varies but little from
other Essanay western dramas. Broncho Billy
hefriends an Indian and thev become partners
in a gold ela:m Bil'v is injured in an explosion whoh imb°ds gold dust in his face. When
the doctor sees 't he turns traitor and with a
gang try to induce the Indian to tell them
the location of the claim. Billy regains consciousness and rescues the Indian after he has
been badly beaten.
"Pat's Revenge." (Lubin. Split reel.
Feb. 7.1 — On the same reel with "Her S:deShow
Sweetheart."
Tilted by his sweetheart.
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a widow, Pat frames up a match between her
and a German policeman. On the day of the
marriage the widow falls heir to a large fortune and Pat replaces the German.
"Her Side-Show Sweetheart." (Lubin.
Spit reel. Feb. 7.)— On the same reel with
"Fat's Revenge." Fair comedy. The bearded
woman in a side-show, who is a man, has a
break with his fair partner. He hires out to
a farmer and falls in love with the farmer's
daughter. His side-show partner attempts to
break up the match but fails.
"Tainted Money." (Vitagraph. Two parts.
Feb. 7.) — Although lacking in realism m some
instances this picture is a good one. Through
a corner in wheat and by paying his mill
hands small wages, a man becomes very rich.
His operations cause much msery and suffering. Through a series of tragic events he is
made to see that he has done wrong. He attempts to relieve his conscience by giving
money away, but his checks are returned uncashed. Finally, through a s.um worker he
docs charitable work during a pestilence and is
forgiven by the people he has crushed. His
daughter marries the slum worker.
"Making High Grade Paper." Kalem, Jan.
30.) — An interesting industrial showing the
various stages in paper-making from old rags
to letterheads. From the picture a concise
idea of the industry
is obtainable.
"An Unintentional Hero." (Lubin. Splitreel, Jan. 30.) — On the same reel with "A
Stage Door Flirtation." Two boarders want
to win their landlord's daughter through
bravery. In his attempt to foil a framed-up
burglary, one of the boarders traps a real
burglar and wins the girl.
"A Stage-Door Flirtation." (Lubin. Split
reel. Jan. 30.) — On the same reel with "An
Unintentional Hero." There are quite a few
good laughs in this comedy. Two stage-door
"Johnnies" attempt to force their attentions
on an actress. Her husband, disguised as a
woman, gives them a severe trouncing. It is
"never again" for the "Johnnies."
"The Lucky Elopement." Vitagraph. Jan.
30.) — Fair comedy. A father learns of his
daughter's plans to elope, but instead of trapping her lover he traps one of two burglars.
The other burglar is captured by the lover.
Even then the father refuses his consent to
the match, so the lovers lock him in a room
and elope.
"On the Lazy Line." (Edison. Feb. 4.) —
Ordinary comedy. A wealthy son learns of
his mother's financial troubles. He tells his
wife and their experiences in going to "Sloevine," via a narrow gauge railroad, are amusing. They arrive in time to prevent a foreclosure on the family homestead.
"Into Society and Out." (Essanay. Feb.
4.) — Some clever situations are developed in
this comedy. Two hoboes break into society
in the guises of i count and his secretary.
Discovery of their real identity results in a
duel and boxing match.
The police do the rest.
"The Fat Man's Burden." (Pathe. Feb.
4.) — Whether a fat man is funny or not, his
appearance is usually humorous enough to provoke laughter. This one wants to reduce his
weight. His prospective son-in-law accomplishes his desire with a steamheat weight
teducer.
By doing so he wins the girl.
"The Heart of Maggie Malone." (Selig.
Feb. 4 ) — There is always something pathetic
about the life of a tenement girl. This one
saves
the daughterHerof reward
a wealthy
cripp'e
evil influences.
is the
man from
she
loves.
"The Hand Print Mystery." (Kalem. Two
parts. Feb. 4.) — Absorbed in an invention he
is. working on, a son refuses to en*er business
with his father and has to leave home.
One

of
boy's Shortly
sisters after
favors the
himsonandleaves
the other
the the
father.
home
the
family
goes
to
their
summer
home.
for cash the son appeals to his sister forPressed"
$.500.
To get it she takes all of the family jewelry.
Discovery of the theft throws suspicion on her
and her sweetheart.
The money enables the son to complete his
invention, which proves a success. He returns
home with much wealth and the family jewelry.
The father and son are reconciled, the jewelry
is replaced and all ends happily.
"A Gambler's Way." (Essanay. Feb. 5.)
— It is quite up to the Essanay dramatic standard. A polished gambler goes to a western
town. He wins a girl away from her local
lover, who watches the pair closely. When
the husband is caught abusing his wife the
two men cut the cards to see who will leave
town. TW "ambler loses, but before he leaves
town he is shot and killed" in a bar room row.
The
lover. widow is then made happy with her first
"Playing With Fire." (Melies. Split reel.
Feb. 5.) — On the same reel with "Winky
Willy's Disappearing Stunt," and "Dippy on
the Boston Dip." In his efforts to aid his
stenographer in winning one of his clerks, the
boss earns the love of the girl, who refuses
the clerk's offer of marriage.
"Winky
Willie's
Disappearing
Stunt."
( Melies: Split reel. Feb. 5.) — On the same
reel with "Playing With Fire," and "Dippy
mi the Boston Dip." Winky's tiny stature is
the permit for the picture. He crawls under a
dress making frame and his antics with it cause
the superstitious ones much alarm.
"Dippy on the Boston Dip." (Melies.
Split reel. Feb. 5.)1 — On the same reel with
"Playing With Fire." and "Winky Willy's Disappearingdance
Stunt." Crazed
over and
the banquet
Boston
Dip a couple
over roofs
tables and finally into the ocean where they
disappear.
"The Little Sister." (Selig. Feb. 5.) —
The atmosphere in the picture is very good.
During the absence of her brothers at their
gold
claim sister
two robbers
visitbefore
the girl's
The little
sees them
they home.
reach
the log cabin and saves several bags of gold
nuggets by placing them in the bottom of her
baby brother's crib. Feigned illness of the
crib.
babe prevents the robbers from searching the
"Lincoln the Lover." (Vitagraph. Feb.
.">.) — "All the world loves a lover," and when
that lover is one of our nation's greatest
heroes our interest is naturally increased. The
picture is based on the love affair of Abraham
Lincoln and Anne Rutledge, his first sweetheart in Illinois.
Characterization of the martyred president
is good. He is shown at his inauguration receiving the plaudits of- his admirers. Following the event he letires to the quiet of his
private apartments and muses on his past life.
His dream
his first sweetheart is then pictured on theof screen.
Anne Rutledge is the daughter of an inn
keeper. Lincoln has a rival for her affections.
The
rival that
goes Lincoln
east andwinsdoesn't
the result
out. return,
But the with
girl
dies just after she has promised to marry him.
The final scene shows Lincoln grieving at her
grave after he has become
president.
"Vaccinating the Village." (Kalem. Feb.
6.) — This comedy is good in spots. A poor
young doctor falls in love with a wealthy girl
^nd has as h's rival a wealthy young man. She
reciprocates the doctor's love. To win him she
feigns illness. He pronounces it smallpox and
'lie money he receives from vaccinating all the
people in the village gives him enough to
support the girl in luxury.
"Italian Games and Dances." (Selig.
Solit reel. Feb. 6.)— On the same reel with
"Tony and Maloney." It is interesting in
that the games and dances are so different
from those in this country.
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"Tony
and Maloney." (Selig. Split reel.
Feb. 6.) — On the same reel with "Italian
Games and Dances" Policeman Maloney 's
sweetheart proves to be Tony's long lost sister.
The Italian disapproves of his sister's Irish
lover because the policeman steals from his
fruit stand. Maloney wins Tony's consent
when he captures an autoist who has accidentally tipped the fruit stand over.
"Marrying Sue." (Vitagraph. Feb. 6.)—
She
Good comedy. She has three beaux.
loves one of them and her parents each have
one picked" out for her. Through a clever ruse
she sidetracks her parents' choices and they
aid her in eloping with the man of her choice.
There are many clever and humorous situations.

"The Vagaries of Fate." (Lubin. Feb.
«•)— This one reel drama is crammed full of
action. Conviction of a gang of blackmailers
results in the district attorney becoming a
marked man. He is kidnapped in his own
automobile by friends of the convicted men.
They take him to an out of the way building,
bind
gag him
set a hour.
bomb by his head
at aandcertain
exploded
to be and"
After leaving the building one of the men
shoots into it to kill the attorney. The bullet
strikes the clock and makes the bomb harmless. Through a telephone message the gang
of kidnappers is trapped and the district
attorney rescued. He takes the bullet which
taved his life for a watch charm.

r
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"The Box Couch." (Imp. Feb. 16.)—
light comedy, with King Baggot and EthelA
Orandin playing the leads. A jealous husband,
believing his wife is false, hides himself in a
couch which is shipped to his house. He is
found exhausted. An undertaker and a piano
tuner are believed to be doctors,
some amusement at the denouement. and cause

"The Fatal Card." (Fronti
81.)—
A Western picture which doeser.notFeb.
show any
unusual traits. A jealous cowboy is discharged and robs the messengers from the
range. An innocent man is first blamed the
guilty party being found in the nick of time.
"Remember Mary Magdale
(Victor.
Feb. 23 )— -With Pauline Bush asn."
the woman,
Murdock McQuarrie as the minister, and
Lon
Chaney as the foolish friend of both. A good
drama which presents several morals. A girl.
having made a mistake in her youth, is scorned
by the town. The new minister is ordered
to chase her away, but finding her pure in
mind defends her. The idiot mistaking the
minister s friendship for something not platonic. becomes an enemy. The truth comes
out finally and the minister in the finale is
seen to be comforting her. The work of Miss
Bush is excellent.
"Love's Victory." (Victor. Two reels.
\-tb. 20.) — A strong drama plaved
Ethel
Grandin, Frank Crane and Alexanderby Gaden.
Terry and Lilly, having been married but a
short time, have aspirations toward buying their
house. He gets a position with a broker and
as there is a position with the same company
for a stenographer Lilly takes it under an
assumed name. The boss becomes financially
troubled and forges a check after vainly appealing for help by telegraph. Terry is arrested trying to cash the check, which the
man then denies having given him. Marsten,
the employer, falls down an elevator shaft
after a fight with Lilly and in his delirium
to his part of the deal in the presconfesses
ence of others.

MUTUAL

PROGRAM

"Our Mutual Girl" Series. (Chapters 2
that we
and 3.) — The reader will remember
left the Mutual Girl in bed at the end of the
first chapter. In chapter 2, released Jan 24th,
we greet her on her awakening, watch her
eat her breakfast with the look of wonderment in her eye, then naturally withdraw,
while she makes her toilet. While waiting we
visit her country-boy lover, living in a remote and dismal part of the city. We see the
■ ntrast Having plenty of time we return to
milady's boudoir and listen, while she discusses with her aunt the itinerary for the
Having received an invitation to visit
Mi Helen Kobinson, the only woman senator
in the country, we plan with them to visit her
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home. The lover in the meantime has found
a job and apparently unearthed a plot. He
calls on Margaret, meets one of the alleged
conspirators there, and is sent away by the aunt.
Chapter 3, released Feb. 2d, starts at this
point. Margaret and her aunt plan again to
visit Lucile's, and she is dressing accordingly.
Her lover meantime has notified the police of
the strange behavior of the Count D'Orley,
whom Margaret has met, and he is followed
by detectives. They watch him go into the
White Light district. The Count enters the
automobile of Margaret and the police follow
in another. Arriving at Lucile's the Count discovers the pursuit and makes his escape. The
boy returns to his work on the Cunard docks
and meets Madame Tetrazzini. Margaret and
her aunt then go for a long drive, passing the
homes of Carnegie, Gerry, Rockefeller and the
Vanderbits. The Count invents an excuse for
having left them and joins them at the Plaza
for lunch. The detectives, with the help of
the country boy, arrest the Count, but fail
to find any evidence and are forced to release him. The Count, fearing the arrest, had
placedhere
somewe stolen
in Margaret's
And
leave jewels
them until
next week. muff.

"For the Wearing of the Green." (Domino.
Two reels.) — One of those Irish stories winch
have gained such an enviable reputation for
the Domino Company. The story, although
lacking originality, is powerful and makes an
excellent release. The atmosphere, similar to
uther oictures by the same company, is excellent. Some very good character work is registered. Paddy and Dennis are the leaders of
the
are opposing
the King's
rule insurgents,
in Ireland.whoDennis
and Michael,
a lad
from the same town, are rivals for the hand of
the belle. Dennis is sent to spy on the
English soldiers, and Michael, angry at him
because morse
of overtakes
the girl,
the sacrifices
British. Rehiminforms
and he
his
life for those of the Irish whom
trayed.

be had be-

"For His Master." (Reliance. Two reels.
Feb. 7.) — Something on the line of a "Fight
ing Parson" story. The story is fair, the
action good, the atmosphere perfect. A min
ister goes to the West and in return for an
insult whips the town bully. Although looking thoroughly foppish he is really very much
of a man. He finally wins the girl of his
choice and saves her brother from a terrible

"Our Mutual Girl." (Chapter 4. Feb. 9.)
— The reader may remember that we left the
Mutual Girl entering her house, following the
search of the Count for the missing necklace.
Margaret is totally unaware that she has it.
On entering the house she drops the jewels
which are picked up by one of the ever watchful detectives, who takes it to the Count and
confronts him with it. This fails to wrest a
confession from him and the detective then
tries the girl. Following that they visit Bonwit-Teller's establishment and thence to the
races at Piping Rock, where they see several
notables. District Attorney Charles S. Whitman
is called to their help on their return home.

punishment.
"Fate's Decree." (Majestic. Feb. 14.) —
Not worthy of the Majestic Company. The
story is weak and in parts inconsistent. A
large bridge scene is shown. The villain is
precipitated many feet below when the bridge
breaks.

"The Dancer." Thanhouser. Two parts.
Feb. 10.) — Good dramatic interest throughout.
Marguerite Snow plays the lead in a very
capable manner. A professional dancer in her
home in Munich scores a success. She is supporting her husband, an invalid, and a baby.
Receiving an offer to go to New York she
accepts. Her former employer, whose insults
have been repulsed, follows her to New York
and abducts her child. This nearly gains him
his ends, but the child escapes and confronts
the villain.
Helen
Badgely
plays the child.

"Pat Flannagan's Family." (Reliance.
Feb. 11.) — A strong cast with good photog
raphy. Pat, an express driver, has saved
enough to go back to Ireland for a visit. He
trip.
is all ready to go when he meets two little
children, whose pathetic history so saddens him
that he adopts them and gives up his proposed

"One Round O'Brien in the Ring Again."
(Apollo. Feb. 8.) — Fred ^lace is, speaking
vernacularly, some fighter. A very clever slapstick comedy, which will amuse all. "One
Round" O'Brien enters the ring again, this
time, however, he takes lessons in mesmerism
and wins.
"Where Paths Diverge." (Princess. Feb.
6.) — A very good title for a good picture. A
man. having married beneath his social position, allows his mother to obtain an annulment.
"The Pote Lariat of the Flying A."
(American. Feb. 21.) — A humorous story,
with a tragic ending. The poet laureate arrives at the ranch. One of the cowboys therefore becomes a "pote lariat." Buck, the
"pote," is killed saving his mistress's life and
his last writing is a verse.
"A Turn of the Cards." (Majestic. Feb.
8.) — Rather an inconsistent drama. A man
steals to get money for a necessary operation
on his child. His employer cuts the cards
with his pal, who had led him into temptation
and lets the victim go free.
"The Success of Selfishness." (Thanhouser. Feb. 6.) — A very selfish girl learns
bookkeeping and stenography from two boys,
after which she flouts them, then forces a trust
magnate to marry her in order to keep his
secret.
She is not, however, happy in the end.
"Percy's First Holiday." (Thanhouser.
Feb; 8.) — Introducing W. S. Percy, the Australian comedian. He gives some excellent
work. Scenes aboard ship. Percy arrives, flirts
with everyone, gets a job in a studio, loses all
his money in a wireless stock swindle and
works his passage home.
"The Idler." (Reliance. Feb. 14.)— The
Story of a remade man. Clever story, although
somewhat conventional in places. A society
idlei is refused by the girl he loves, because
lie is so idle. He suddenly disappears, due to
an accident in which he loses his mind, and
some years reappears as a burglar, recog
nizes the girl and chokes his pal.

"Just a Song at Twilight." (Majestic.
Feb. 10.) — With appropriate music this will
make a very acceptable offering. The story
is clean and pretty. Helen is taken away
from her old granddad and adopted by rich
parents. She forgets about the old people
until the song brings her back again.

KINEMACOLOR COMPANY
ELECTS OFFICERS
At the annual meeting of the Kinemacolor Company of America, held
on February 4 at their offices, i600
Broadway, the following officers were
elected: President, A. P. Barnard;
vice-president and general manager.
William H. Hickey; vice-president.
Burton J. Westcott; secretary and
treasurer, Morris U. Ely; assistant
treasurer, Elmer E. Luce.
In addition to the above-named the
following are directors: George H.
King. Walter D. Young, Noble CranBurr,
dall, Edward Lynch and Edward C
For the past year William H. Hickey
has been acting as the general manager of the Natural Color Kinematograph Company, as the English Kinemacolor Corporation is called, but has
resigned the latter position.
Albert E. Lowe continues as contract manager of the New York
offices, while Felix F. Feist remains in
charge of the Chicago office, with
Mortimer R. Wiener as general traveling representative in charge of the
road agents.
The Kinemacolor field studios are
being transferred from Los Angeles,
Cal., to Lowville. N. Y., where production will be resumed as soon as
weather permits — the films all being
shine
photographed in the open air and sun-
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Good Lens Equipment Insures
Sustained Success
"C* NTHUSIASTIC houses are secured
■^ week-in and week-out by pictures with
finish, true definition and brilliance.

paused |omb
Projection [eixses
give you these fundamentals to sustained success.
With them as your equipment you have a constant
source of satisfaction to yourself and a means of
continually pleasing your patrons.
These are the lenses that the Edison and Nicholas
Power Machines are regularly equipped with — they
are procurable through any film exchange.
Our free booklet will be found of interest and
value to owners and operators. Write for it today.
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& Ipmb Optical
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569 ST. PAUL STREET
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Features
The Most Wonderful
and Masterful American
Feature Ever Produced

The

GovGehronsotr's
IK FOUR EXCITING ACTS
TENSE,
GRIM
POWERFULLY
IOWA,

AND
BUILT

NEBRASKA,
MINNESOTA,
COLORADO, THE NORTHWEST
AND
THE
ATLANTA DISTRICT ARE THE
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TERRITORIES
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COMMUNICATE
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Rewinding Tables, Joining Tables, Cabinets.
products will increase your plant's efficiency.
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'MICHAEL

PERRIN,"

OR "A SPY FOR A DAY"

Ambrosio- American
MANY
noted players of the legitimate stage have recorded
remarkable successes in motion pictures, but one of the
greatest triumphs yet registered is credited to Ermete Novelli,
one of Europe's foremost actors of the legitimate stage, in
"Michael Perrin," or "A Spy for a Day." The picture, in
three parts, is to be released, February 20th, by the AmbrosioAmerican
York ( ity. Film Company, 15 East Twenty-sixth street, New

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE FILM STOCK

At Last

With

European theater patrons

Mr.

Novelli is as much of

IS NOW SUPPLIED to the PUBLIC for the

First Time
HARRISON-RAMSAY

PROCESS

Color sensitized virgin negative Film now
supplied — guaranteed highly balanced and of
delicate color sensitiveness.
Any make, virgin negative stock, treated
for color sensation.
Write for particulars

Harrison -Ramsay Panchromatic
Film Co. Ltd.
fkr.%%

152 Lambeth

Road

London, S.E., England
MICHAEL

HERE

IT

IS!

LEVY & McGUINESS have been elevated to the
KNIGHTHOOD OF BROOMSTICKS, and have been
awarded the Great Grand Gold Medal of the Cotillion.
The wonderful achievements of the above mentioned
characters are chronicled in a film under the quiet but
much meaning title

"TRAFFICKERS ON SOLES"

Notwithstanding the dead earnest and serious efforts
of our heroes, the film is nothing but one grand Comedy-Travesty, in3 parts, pronounced by connoisseurs
of Burlesque to be a

CLASSIKER OF FUN
A full line of multicolored paper and other display
matter.

"THE GREAT LURE OF PARIS" in 3 parts
"JUSTICE

BARGAIN

OR

STATES

in 3 parts

FE4TURE PHOTOPLAY CO.
220 West 42nd Street, Candler Building
NEW YORK CITY
I'lionc

P.rvant S4Sf>

in

writinu

tu advtrtiwr.

please

AN OLD FRIEND
OF POLICE

IN

THE

MINISTER

a "stage saint" as Joseph Jefferson was in America. No;
every player's face is adapted to the screen play, but Mr.
Novelli's most certainly is. His power of facial expression
is remarkable. Even the slightest change in feeling is distinctly indicated by his face.
There is a novel introduction to the picture. Mr. Novelli
is shown retiring from a stage, amid vigorous applause, to
assume the disguise of his famous role.
Michael Perrin is a poor parish priest in an out-of-the-way
village in France. During the revolution his church is burned
and he is left destitute. His haven of escape is the home of
his sister in Paris. Upon arriving there, however, he finds
that his sister is dead. So he lives with his niece, her
daughter.
After a short time he learns that his niece is working nights
to support him. In search for work he finds that the minister of police is an old school chum of his. He re-establishes their friendship and is given a position which is a

sinecure.

There is a plot against the life of Napoleon, and through

the back of his first day's report.
The arrest of the plotters follows and Michael unwittingly
givt - them freedom through a secret door after pleading with
them. His earnestness causes them to abandon their plot
and reform. Their only regret, however, is that Michael
has l>rrn a spy.
He resents the term.
For his services in preventing the assassination of Napoleon, Michael is rewarded by having his church rebuilt. The
lasl scene --Hows him again in his classroom with children
Throughout the Story Michael is shown as the innocent
victim of favorable fate.

LEFT ON

LOVE?"

MEETS

his niece's lover Michael unconsciously comes into possession of information regarding the plotter's plans and the
names of the plotters. They have been left at his niece's
home, and he turns them over to the minister of police on

A FEW BARGAIN STATES LEFT ON

A FEW

PERRIN

merit. on
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Now Booking—

The

Three

Musketeers

ALEXANDER DUMAS*
ed
Romantic and Sensational
World-Renown
The crowning
achievement
of American film production.
THRILLS.
The Feature without a peer.

Novel

SIX REELS

OF REFINED

We are now readv to make arrangements with large theatres for its immediate
presentation and advise managers who are interested to pay us a personal call and
talk it over with us.
We own and control the following states: New York City and State, New
England, Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Washington, D. C.
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Photoplay

The THIRD DEGREE
By CHARLES

KLEIN

The record breaking success of this thrilling drama on
the regular stage has been duplicated in the picture
houses throughout the United States.

In

5

Reels

LU

B I N

Released

Thor, Lord of the Jungles
Romance and adventure in an American circus and in
the depths of the African Jungles. One of the most
daring wild animal features ever produced.

In 3

Reels

O fcj L 1 vJ

Released

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH
The thrilling re-enactment of a famous battle, interwoven with a tale of love and sacrifice.

In 4 Reels

Controlled

G

Exclusively

L U

B I N

by the General

Released

Film

Company,

E N E R A L

(Inc.)
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The LION and The MOUSE
By CHARLES

KLEIN

The complete triumph of a clever and beautiful girl
over a powerful money mad financier who has ruined
and discredited her father.

In 6 Parts

LU

B I N

Released

The DAUGHTERS of MEN
By CHARLES

KLEIN

A gripping, broadly human drama which keeps up the
high average of this series of big New York theatrical
successes.

Coming

In 5

Parts

LU

B I N

ThroughOr THEFIRE
to
FORTUNE
SUNKEN VILLAGE
By CLAY M. GREENE
A dramatic story of wonder-moving occurrences, such
as a mine explosion and the sinking of a whole village
into the bowels of the earth.

In 5 Reels

L U

B I N

Coming soon

Branches in AH Large Cities. Main Office, 200 5th Ave., New York

Film Co.

THE
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JOIN

A joint announcement of great importance to the motion picture industry and the theatrical world in general
has just come from the Famous Players Film Company and Henry W.
Savage, Inc., to the effect that an
affiliation has been consummated between Adolph Zukor, president of the
Famous Players and Henry W. Savage, for the purpose of producing all
the plays owned and controlled by
the Savage company in motion pictures. These plays include such
prominent successes as "The Million,"
"Top O' The Mornin'," "The Great
Name," "The Prince of Pilsen," "Little Boy Blue," "The Galloper," "Common-sense Brackett," "Miss Patsy,"
"The College Widow," "Madame X,"
"Mary Jane's Pa," "The Little Detnosel," "Con & Co." "The Sultan of
Sulu," "The Merry Widow," "The
Devil," "The Stolen Story," "The
County Chairman," "Excuse Me" and
"Everywoman."
The great success attained by these
plays when produced on the stage
may serve to indicate the certain
popularity that will attend the film
versions of these subjects.

T
A

HOW ONE STUDIO GREW
When the Majestic Company arrived at Los Angeles, the studio stage
was only 22 by 35 feet. Constant additions have resulted in a stage of
110 by 55 feet, while an enormous
new stage is now in process of construction, so that the Majestic now
has one of the largest plants in Southern California.

Coming

T

Friday, February 20th

"The(IN TWO
Other
Girl"
PARTS)
A unique drama of love, jealousy and ambition. Frank Dixon loves
Ruth Thomas, a poor, but honorable girl. Frank's mother wants him
to marry Alice Williams, a girl of social standing. The son balks at
his mother's
interference
and many
complications
The feature.
photography and portrayal
of characters
are excellent.
This arise.
is a worthy

FRANCIS

"TO

X. BUSHMAN AND RUTH
FEATURED

STONEHOUSE

Released Tuesday, February 17th
ALASKA VIA THE GREAT RIVERS

A
w

OF THE

This is a splendid scenic picture that gives a good idea of the
methods used in reaching the far North.

NORTH" February 18th
Released Wednesday,
"ONE— TWO— THREE"

An excellent comedy filled with excruciatingly funny situations. One
dress suit for three "hall-rooms."
It's a scream.

Released Thursday, February 19th
"ITALIAN LOVE"

A MODJESKA
IN PICTURES
Felix Modjeska, a grandson of the
great actress, has been engaged to
support Constance Crawley and
Arthur Maude in the production of
motion pictures for Kennedy Features, Inc. Mr. Modjeska will be the
leading juvenile of the stock company of sixteen with which Miss
Crawley and Mr. Maude are working.
In the forthcoming production of
Rider Haggard's "Jess" Mr. Modjeska
plays the part of Captain John Neil
KENNEDY FEATURES MOVE
Kennedy Features, Inc., has moved
its office from the fourteenth to the
fourth floor of the World's Tower
Building, New York City. The move
was necessary to get more space.
From the new offices there will be
handled both the production of Kennedy Features, Inc., and of the Criterion Feature Film .Manufacturing
Company. Aubrey M. Kennedy is
vice-president and general manager of
both companies.

FIVE-A-WEEK

A drama of a true love that failed to run smooth.
mother-in-law
makes trouble.

A prospective

Released Saturday, February 21st
"SNAKEVILLE'S
FIRE BRIGADE"

You will laugh until you cry, you will shriek until you sigh — honest
to goodness you will nearly die when you see "Snakeville's Fire
Brigade."
This is the funniest Western comedy on record.

MARGARET

JOSLIN, VICTOR POTEL
TODD
FEATURED

Coming,
ii

Friday,

February

AND

HARRY

27th

Let No(IN TWO
ManPARTS)
Escape

>>

This is an exciting and sensational police drama which shows the
efficiency of our up-to-date police departments in handling and capturing men who bi eak our laws. There arc many scenes which make "Let
No Man Escape" a powerful box-office attraction, while the photography
i- supci li. It your audiences
crave a feature ot thrills, book this one.

RICHARD

i

C. TRAVERS, RUTH STONEHOUSE
WILLIAM
BAILEY
FEATURED

AND

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct from the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company.
Your lobby display will look attractive if you use photograph-* of
ESSANAY players, 8 x to, $3.00 per dozen. You can secure these
from the PLAYERS' PHOTO CO., 177 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO,
II. 1..

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle St.. Chicago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona

Co.
111.

i
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H Usl Hloney-HMei Evei FU
A Sensational, Spectacular
and Thrilling Four Reel

PHOTO-DRAMA
ENDORSED BY PULPIT, PRESS AND PUBLIC
The Most Talked of Motion Picture Ever Made
(tNUF SED,f

STATE

RIGHT

SIDNEY

BUYERS

ACT
CHAS.

QUICKLY

A.

GOLDREYER,
220 WEST

Candler Building, Suite 1012-1013

42d STREET, NEW

You Heard About Them?
The Two Big Disturbances in New York, Tuesday Feb. 10th
The

Seismographic Shock that Startled

the

General

Public

and the Aetna's start toward a real eruption ....
The
sending south of a star organization for Feature productions
that will start a real Startle.
CET THAT WATCHFUL
WITH
THE
ACCENT

THE AETNA

In

writing

to advertisers

WAITING POLICY HABIT
ON
1HE
WATCHFUL

FILM CO. STBSSVSgre'S

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

Inc.
YORK

CITY
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Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
There is nothing
more fascinating to
the public than a
bright brass frame
to display your
photos or posters.
We make Lobby
and Theatre Fixtures and Brass
Rails of every description.
Don't
fail
to visit our
Showrooms
Write for
Catalog.

The

EVERY

DAY

In Motion

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of [the United States listen'tof the

WURL1TZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20

BRANCHES

ORCHESTRAS

IT PA YS

WURUJZER

20
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI

Newman
The Famous

Mfg. Co.

American

Professional

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

717 Sycamere St.
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Branch
Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave.,
106-108 W. Lake St.,
New York, N. T.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

A Guaranteed Scientific Hotographio Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Dsvelop'ag Outttt.
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Picture Film.

LE COURRIER

Cinematographiqne

American Cinematograph Company

28 Boulevard St. Denis,

617-631 Jackson

Direeteor:

Charles

LE

-

Send for

Paris

Catalog T

Blvd.

Chicago, 111.

FRAP EX

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industric cinematographique.
Envois numero sp6slm*n, lit 4>m*a4*.
Abonne-mtit It FR. ••

THEATRE SUPPLIES

STERLING
Motion Picture
CAMERA

Kinematograph Weekly
&5.15 a Tear

The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

Price No. 2
ISM
Price No. 1
SM
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plate operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

HSSOCIHTEi meVING PICTORE PRESS
25iA Kingston Ave.,

STERLING CAMERA AND FILM CO.

A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stack.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.76
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition . 140.00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
65.00

146 W

Don't forget. I take your old machine in trade regardless of make. All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exast list of your wants and see why I
■ell more goods than all competitors
combined.

Motion Picture News

CLEANLINESS

45th St., New York Olty, N. T.
Bryant 8064

Write,

All Live Exhibitors
READ

The Fastest Growing
Journal

AM LEAKS. 509 Chestnut St.. St. Louis.Mo.

U.
-J

50

Z
<

Picture

in

>
H

C

Redeveloped

>
C
D

HOCHSTETTER UTILITY
CO.
40 E. 12th Street
NEW YORK CITT
Phone 2496 Stuyoamnl

zo

-J

U

Call or Wire
Cleaned

UJ

THE

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Subscribe NOW

GODLINESS
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Five Part Domino— A Beautiful Story Evolved Around Japanese Legend
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Did you know
that
better

The Famous Players of France
DURING

THE

MONTH

OF

NEWS

FEBRUARY

IN

photographic
results could
be obtained on
Lumiere Film
than
any
other ? You

"The Divine Appeal"
OR

"The Lion
Tamer's Revenge"
Three Startling Acts
This is not a circus picture but a wonderfully thrilling photoplay involving three
monstrous lions whose actions stir the very
marrow in your bones.

don't have to take my word for
this, now that so many people
are using it. Ask them.

Money getting lithographs.
One, Three and Six Sheets.
Likewise all kinds of publicizing material
to assist you.
This is a FEATURE!!!

DAVID

HORSLEY

American Agent for Lumiere Film

Wire for territory you want !

New York, 1600 Broadway
UNION FEATURES, 225 West 42nd St., New York

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.
iINC.
CHAS. A. CALEHUFF, Pre*, and Mgr.
1301 Race Street Philadelphia. Pa.

ST
GENG
ARDI
J EA
Lt
Machines

Los Angeles — Higgins Bldg.

Can You Answer Your Patrons' Questions?
Motion Picture patrons are the most inquisitive people in the world. They
have thousands of questions to ask about the players, their personalities, their
pecularities, and the changes they make.
Are you so posted that you can answer these questions ? In order to keep
in close touch with your patrons you should be.
The Motion Picture Magazine is the only magazine that will keep you
FULLY informed of the doings, comings and goings of the players. You
should be a subscriber, and have it coming to you regularly.

Supply House in America
Bargain

Chicago— Schiller Bldg.

Special Offer to Exhibitors

Bargain

The regular subscription rate of the Motion Picture Magazine is $1.50 per

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $135.00,
Edison Model B, $160.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $60.00, $65.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

year. Special Rate to Exhibitors $1.00 per year. Send in your

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screeni,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

order now

and we will send you the magazine for one year and a copy of

our book entitled "Comic Sif tings" for $ 1.00.
Just fill out coupon below, pin a dollar bill to it and mail.
If you wish to place the magazine on sale at your theater, write for our Special Introductory Offer.

Motion Picture Magazine
Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen : — Enclosed please find One Dollar for which please send me the Motion
Picture Magazine for one year and a copy of Comic Siftings.
Name

The Motion Picture News

Theatre

$2.00 Per Year

Address

,

"The Fastest Growing Picture Journal"
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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THE

IT IS!NATURAL."!INBTHIS

FORWARD

MARCH

THE PEERLESS ' DAY
THE

SCREEN

SEND
FOR
CATALOGUE

THE

DAY

OF

AND

PICTURE

EVENTS.

FOR

NEWS

THE

PROGRESSIVE

NIGHT

IEXHIBITOR

SCREEN

DE LUXE

THE

SCREEN

BEAUTIFUL"AND
PICTURERON
RECORD!
RECORD!
ON
AMPERAGE
LOWEST

ARE

NO

and NIGHT

"STRINGS"

ATTACHED

SCREEN,

WATCH

TOR

Trapped in

TO OUR

Inc.,

TO

THE

"THE PIONEER

arrange
for
COMPARATIVE
demonstration

5 YEARgGUARANTEE

291 BROADWAY,

THE

TO! TURN

OF QUALITY

MOST

THE
THERE

MOTION

RELEASE,

NEW YORK

Of

the Great Metropolis

An American-made Photo Drama of Thrill and Unique Sensationalism
In riVL Exciting KXtLS, Each Part with a " PUNCH "

Heralds, Photographs, Slides, and Great One, Three and Six Sheets
IN

FIVE.

COLORS
For

State

Rights

ROLANDS FEATURE FILM CO.

READY

Communicate

%£%$

in a FOV

with

145 West 45th St., New York
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MELIES

DAYS

**

FML.IVIS

Still Another Comedian Added To Our List
FEATURING

A HOBO

IN

PHILOSOPHER

A
Real
Good
Laugh
Strong — F^ull of ActionExcellent
Photography
BAITY

BILL

A

On the Same

FABLE

Reel

AND
GOOD

FOR

ITS

ONE AND

MORAL

ALL

These Comedies are what you want to give your
Program strength

MELIES FILMS
In writing

204 East 38th Street, New York
to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

MEWS"

WINKY
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Directory of Players and Directors
THE EXHIBITORS' AND MANUFACTURERS'
GUIDE
IN ADVERTISING
PLAYERS
AND
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing in .

IRVING

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films

WILLIAM

Pathe Features

ROBERT

ETHEL

DALY

Director

POWELL

MISS

Producing

PEARL
Now

Pathe Features

"Universal Program"
BERT

SINDELAR

Playing

GRANDON

Imp Productions

The Screen Club

Second Season

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads in

Imp Productions

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

FRANK

BAGGOT

Directing and Playing Leads in

"FORGIVEN"

STELLAR

REFERENCE
DIRECTORS

Leads

in

Address

Pathe Features

ANGELES

Director
care of Screen

165 "West 47th Street,

Club,

New

York

is as follows: Joseph, the favorite son. of Jacob, angers his
brothers by telling them the interpretation of a dream. So
they conspire against him and cast him into a well. From
there he is sold as a slave to Pharaoh, King of Egypt. His

"JOSEPH'S
IN EGYPT"
An Eclectic TRIALS
Feature in Three
Parts
OWING

probably to the popular belief among manufacturers that pictures dealing directly with Biblical subjects have but little sale on the market, this field has been
comparatively lightly touched. That there is a wealth of
material for strong stories has never been doubted even by

new master's wife, having been repulsed by Joseph, causes
him to be cast into prison. Pharaoh, hearing of his wonderful powers of interpretation of dreams, calls him from his
prison.
tellsruler
the over
meaning
of Pharaoh's
dream and in
return isHemade
the whole
land.
In the meantime a famine comes over the land and Jacob
sends his other sons, with the exception of Benjamin to
Egypt not
to knowing
buy grain.
brother, Hemeets'
them, cast
but
they,
him,Joseph,
ask to their
buy grain.
has them
into prison declaring them to be spies. They protest their
innocence and he allows them to go free, providing they
return to their home and bring Benjamin and Jacob to him.
They do this and Joseph reveals his identity, requesting them
to bring their families and settle in Egypt.

MUNDSTUK

FEATURES

are here
JOSEPH

SOLD

INTO

THE WHIRL

BONDAGE

or The

the most pessimistic. But they have been passed up for
lighter material simply because the makers felt they were not
wanted.

In four exciting parts.
READY FOR DELIVERY.
With
a sensational line of advertising matter.
THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT FOR YOUR EXHIBITOR

The few champions of the religious picture as an entertainer could not find a better exponent of their arguments
than in this picture of the Eclectic Company. Primarily it
deals with a religious subject, yet in such a manner that
it makes the most interesting sort of a drama.
The story, which is so well known, as told by the picture

THE WRATH

OF DESTINY

Vortex of Fate

Write,

Wire or Phone Immediately
42nd Street and Broadway
Bryant 5197 N.Y.City

Longacre Building, S

COMING

OF THE GODS

Five Part Domino — A Beautiful Story Evolved Around Japanese Legend
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TO THE TRADE

Negatives Developed, leper ft.
PRINTS

MADE

ON

They are
the
several
thousand
theatres that are using them.

TITLES, 8c per ft

READ

All work guaranteed

EAGLE

Commercial Motion
Pictures
Co., Inc.
Telephone,

Our

£533

FRAME

Represent standard excellence
This is the protection you require if

CO.

you cater to the best.

INTER-CONTINENT

FILM CO.

World's Tower .Building

Rivertide

NEW YORK
CITY

Powers No. 6
$150.00
Edengraph
75.00
Powers No, 5
76.00
1913 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 175.00
1912 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 165.00
1911 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 150.00
Powers No. 6
160.00
No. 2 Motiograph, nearly new.. 100.00
All machines complete with electrical
attachments.
A-l condition guaranteed.
Time or Cash.
We also have all makes of new machines
and supplies.
Send for catalog today.

GENERAL FEATURE FILM
COMPANY, Inc.
Powers BIdfi. Chicago, In.
BRONX
EXHIBITORS
MEET
An important meeting of the Bronx
Exhibitors was held at the Bronx Centre
Theatre, on Thursday night, Feb. 5,
with a representative body of exhibitors
present.
Mr. Trigger presided and stated that
the meeting had been called for the purpose of forming a local branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors Association
of Greater New York in the Bronx,
and that it was time that they recognized the necessity of every exhibitor
becoming a member of the association.
On the motion of Mr. Rosenthal, temporary officers were elected, with Samuel Eckman, Jr., of the Bronx Centre
Theatre, as president, and Mr. Newman, of the Peerless Theatre, as secretary. The meeting adjourned to meet
again at the Bronx Centre Theatre on
Thursday night, Feb. 19.

110-1 12
WEST 40th ST.

BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES

Now

All Marion Leonard Releases
All Florence Turner Releases
All Helen Gardner Releases
All Kennedy Features Inc. Releases
All Criterion Releases

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY

160 E. North Fifth Ave.

Cable:

INTERFILM

READ

THIS

This means money to you.
Why have your films ruined when leader
can be bought for He per foot from the

CO.

ROYAL MFG. CO.. 286 Market St.. Newark. N. J

CHICAGO

AN ATTRACTIVE SOUVENIR
A very unique and artistic motion
picture theatre souvenir has been received by The Motion Picture
News. It is in commemoration of the
first anniversary of the opening of the
Queen Theatre of New York City.
The souvenir's cover is blue and on
the front page is a photograph of a
year-old baby with the inscription,
"Miss Queen," appearing beneath.
The souvenirs were given out on
January 22.
MUSIC BY KING'S TRUMPETER
The General Film Company is in
receipt of word from England regarding the Kalem feature "From the
Manger
to the(and
Cross."
The report
it comes from The
"Film Censor and Exhibitor's Review"
of London)
is that this Biblical film

has made a wonderful hit at the Picture House on Oxford street. That
our English cousins consider "From
the Manger to the Cross" worthy of
very special attention is evidenced by
the fact that the accompanying music
is of the highest order, selections
from "The Messiah," "Elijah," "Judas
Maccabeus," "Olivet to Calvary"
and "The Crucifixion" being rendered
by such well-known artists as the
King's Trumpeter, William Short.
A. R. A. M., Miss Elizabeth Davies.
Henderson White and Ward Cowdray.
AN AUSTRIAN TRAGEDY
A terrible explosion, killing two and
wounding several others, occurred in
a Vienna film depot located in Marialiilferstrasse. It is believed that the
accident was due to a woman using
benzine for the cleaning of films.

TITLES

MADE TO ORDER
GUNBY!

IT AGAIN

JOE GUERCIO. Manager
506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, 111.

New York City

Program
Includes

FILM

INTERFILM
FEATURES

Eagle Frames

Including Tinting and Toning

102 W. lOl.t Street

2305 Bryant

why you should use

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft
Prompt deliveries

Tel.

There are several thousand reasons

BROS,,

£±c

O
(NC)

145

PER

PRINTING

■WJttS

F00T NEGATIVES DEVELOPED FREE

WEST^45TlTSTREET,

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEW
NEWS"
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A WORTHY

Our Factory Is Yours!

FILM

MFG.

• Incorporated ■

416-22

216th

WEST

FEATURE

JUSTICE
A

TWO-PART

FEATURE

BLIND

FATE

A very beautiful and highly emotional
drama

CO.

THE

TURNER FILMS, LTD.,
PRESENT

5i

Miss Florence Turner

STREET

THE

at Broadway, New York

Tel, 7652 Audubon

3

A Four-Part Melodrama of Thrills and
Sensations

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING-

EVANS

HEPWORTH

NEWS

TWO-PART
in

DRAMA

JEAN'S EVIDENCE
Two

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

single reels released weeklycomedy and drama.

A special line of attractive Publicity
Matter with each release.
Lithos, heralds, photos, cuts and slides.

European Feature Film Corp.
J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

BLINKHORN

110-112 West 40th St., New York City

AUSTRALASIAN FILMS, Ltd.
AND NEW

ROAD

means a successful business— Gaumont Films are
the
money
"right"
now getters
with — start

I Help You Help the Exhibitor

A.

(AUSTRALIA

THE RIGHT

"Her Guilty
Secret"
3 Reels

ZEALAND)

Open to Purchase High Grade Features

Now

Films and Accessories

Cmble, Spenroblo, N. Y. Tel. Mad. Sq. 4277
MILLARD JOHNSON, American Representative
IS East 26th St., New York City. N. Y.

Ready

A story of human interest.
Release (shipping) date Feb. 14.
EVERY SORT OF PUBLICITY
BOTH *"OR EXCHANGE & EXHIBITOR.

Eugene Walter's Hit

Great Five Season Theatrical

THE ELEPHANT BRAND

"PAID IN FULL"

JMeatis Quality

WORLD SPECIAL
FILMS CORPORATION

with members of the original Broadway Cast, including

110 West 40th St., New. York

Tully Marshall

WIRE

1 GLORIA

?

Cable Ad. Glonafllm, N. Y.

40TH

AUTHORIZED

FILM COMPANY,

THE

FOR

21 EAST

POWERS,

PICTURE

14th STREET.

MOTION

145 WMt
45th
St.,
N. Y. City

Advertise Your Feature Films in

YORK

MOTIOGRAPH,

MOTION

CONDENSORS— BOOTHS— TICKET

EQUIP

NEW YORK V
FILM CO.

Inc.

THEATRE
BIGGEST

LOBBY"

New York

NEW

DISTRIBUTORS

"GOOD

DRAMA

STREET

PICTURE
WE

STAR
FEATURE
CORPORATION

WANT—*"'

WOMEN

4 REEL POLITICAL

110-112 WEST

is a booking
territoryoffice in your

220 West 42nd Street

110W. 40th St.
New York City, IN. Y.

UNIQUE

TERRITORY

4 REELS

ALL

^GLORIA
AMERICAN CO.
Phone Bryant 1713

"80 MILLION

OPEN

The Lure of New York

Five Parts
There

I L* FILM ARTISTICA

FOR

mTftrrrTTtl

PICTURE

The Motion Picture News

CITY

SIMPLEX,

The Fastest Growing Picture Journal
EDLSOK

AND

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT

SUPPLY

HOUSE

NEW
BETT.n1
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OASIS— BOOTH

THEATRES
MOTION

MAGKLWXS

NEWS"

OABOTTB.

COMPLETE

THE
S3 A HUSTLER WHO IS A
"COMER"
One of the young men who is rapidly
becoming a factor in the motion picture
business is Clarence Schottenfels, now
manager of sales and publicity for the
Canadian Bioscope Company, Ltd., of
Halifax, N. S., which has offices in
Room 1209, Candler Building, 220 West
Fortv-second street.
This is the com-

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
and
Single

Better Light at Less Cost
CUSHMAN

Double

ENGINES

Cylinder

Are Throttle Governed
Complete Engine Generator sets. All
requirements for picture show work
met. Lightest Weight. Smoothest
Power. Steady Lights. 4 to 20
Horse Power. Easy and economical
to handle. Get the best. It's cheapest. Literature gladly furnished.

Motor Works

Cushman
2121 N. Street

Lincoln,

TITLE CARDS
from time
ordered

24 HOURS

to time
delivered

$25.00.

YORK

gladyouto use
giveslides
it away
but form
Can't your
affordbest
it.
If
of any
friend is the NIAGARA
SLIDE COMPANY, Lockport, N. Y.

P.

SCENARIO-WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and hew to make your
play
salable,
free to members.
Entrance
fee, $8.00.
COTTETNEY
WJENTWORTH
128-129 West 44th Street, New York

Mr. Schottenfels first made his presence known in the motion picture business in the days of the old Reliance
Company in West Twenty-first street,
when he was private secretary to J. V.
Ritchey, who was at that time the genreal manager of the company. Later
Mr. Schottenfels became associated with
the Kinemacolor Company of America in
an executive capacity, and from that
stepped into his present position where
he will be watched with interest by his
many friends.

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors

Never UBed, bolll fol 110 volt-. A, 0. an. I I>. C, «-6 ani|f rp«,
lOOOraixtlrpower; nold kkuImi l> at |16. Oui bargain price

foreacn like picture, 20 In. long, guaranteed In &a or
Working order, and one net carbon!
^)4xD
COSMOS ELECTRIC CO., 136 J. Liberty St. New York

Film Title.
"
(Our
Special
Title
Apparatus .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
Phone Randolph 652

FURNITURE & FURNISHINGS
On
We

A

Real Live Picture Theatre

Manager

for theatre in State of

Connecticut. Address Box "D," The Motion
Picture News, 220 W. 42nd St., New York City.

THE WRATH

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept.
RENOVO, PA.

Electric Arc Lamps J„f87o",!;0f;

Prices to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04^ Per Ft
(In Quantities over 5000 feet)
Above^price includes printing, developing, tinting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.

Wanted

equip

RENTAL

your cordance
settings
with your complete
scenario. in ac-

WILLIAM

wntmg

to ad«rt.iers

COMING

please

BIRNS

70 West 38th St., N. Y.
1'linnr : Greeley 6855.

OF THE GODS

Five Part Domino— A Beautiful Story Evolved Around Japanese Legend
In

mention

-THE

MOTION

City

We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houset
in the country — We offer the most reliable Motion
Picture Apparatus
manufactured — A copy of our
SPECIALMOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking.
Jlddrca:
SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

SCHOTTENFELS

pany which produced the feature picture "Evangeline" which Mr. Schottenfels is now handling from the New
York office.

York

A Legitimate Evening School for the
Training of Scenario Writers in the
THEORY
AND
PRACTICE
OF
PHOTO-PLAY
WRITING.
A Three
Month Course of two entire evenings
weekly is given by Men who combine
long experience in Teaching with Success as Scenario Authors. Serious
students of both sexes eligible. Fee

SLIDES — Absolutely the best Feature Announcement Slides for any program. Absolutely the best Player Slides, for the
least money. This advertisement and $1.75
will get you one dozen. This advertisement and a one-cent stamp will bring you
a Feature Announcement. We would be

CLARENCE

Photo-Play School

243-251 'West 125th Street, New

608 SIXTH AVENUE
NEW

Reliable

American

THE HERALD SQ.
SIGN COMPANY
Near 35th St.

Simple

Neb.

PICTURE

NEWS"
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JUST
RELEASED

Ideal!

The latest most up-todate method of deodorizing your theatre with
attractive disinfectants.

The All -Stars of Europe
In two SAVOIA
namely productions

WHY BUY
A MACHINE?

ii

Use your own electric
fans to purify the air,
attach a "Vim Vapor
Screen" and obtain the
same results.
A simple screen with double tanks and wick. Economical and efficient.

Fatality
and Mystery"
A perfect photodrama featuring
MLLE.

MARIA JACOBINI
in Three Acts

Highly-finished nickel-plated screen complete with
one
quartuse.
of "Vim Vapor," sufficient for six months'
average

"An AUnknown
Monster "
Masterpiece in Three Acts

Your choice of disinfectants, Cedar or Pine, $4.00
each, or the sweet scented redolents, Violet, Oriental
Sandal, $5.00 each, Orchid Blossom, $6.00 each.
Jacque Rose (special), $8.00 each.
Delivered by Parcel Post, C. O. D., any part of
the United States.

Lithographs DeLuxe — One, Three and Six Sheets
WIRE

FEATURES

in your orders

HYGIENIC SPECIALTY
GRIXNSBURG, PA.

IDEAL, 227 West 42d St., New York

CO.

Film Quality

IF

Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.

you wil^only remember that we buy
on the open market both here and
abroad, you will appreciate that we
have the best to choose from. By
keeping in close touch with what
pleases the public, we select only the
best of what they desire. To give you

There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and

immediate service of the "Highest
Quality" we have efficiently equipped
twenty-three branch exchanges.

the very best service — Eastman film.

Warner's
Features, inc.
130 West 46th Street

And

it is identifiable. Look

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

New York

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

L
In writing to adTerti«ers

please
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"THE
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COMPANY,
N. Y.
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DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS'
INDEPENDENT
AMBROSIO
Feet
Dec. 27 — Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 10— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
Feb.
fi— True
Western
Hearts
(W. Dr.).. 1000
Feb.
9 — The
Lost
Treasure
(3 reel
W.
Melo-Dr.)
3000
Feb. 14— The Money Lender
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 16 — The Cricket on the Hearth
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 21 — The "Pote Lariat" of the "Flying
A"
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 23— The Dream Child (2 reel) (Society
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 28— The Carbon
Copy (Drama)
1000
Mar. 2 — The Crucible (Drama)
1000
Mar. 5 — The Pursuer Pursued (West. Dr.).. 1000
Mar. 7— A Child of the Desert (Dr.)
1000
AMMEX
Nov. 24 — Fatal Reckoning
2000
Dec.
8— His Pard's Sister
2000
Dec. 16 — The Lucky
Nugget
3000
APOLLO
Dec.
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
Dec. 14 — The Portola Festival
Dec. 14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
Dec 21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
Jan.
4— Tfce Tale of a Shirt (Com.)
BEAUTY FILMS
Feb. 11— Tke Wife (Dr.)
100t
Feb. 18 — The Sacrifice (Dr.)
1000
Feb. 26 — The Professor's Awakening (Dr.)... 1000
BISON
Jan. 31— Tke Mad Hermit (3 reel Ind. War) .
Feb.
7 — The Vagabond
Soldier (3 reel Afghan Dr.)
Jan. 31 — In the Dolomite
Alps
(Sc.)
482
Feb. 14 — Unjustly Accused
(2 reel Dr.)
Feb. 21— Her Father's Guilt (2 reel Dr.)
Feb. 28 — Legion of the Phantom Tribe (2 reel
Dr.)
ALBERT BLINKHORN'S FEATURES
Dec. 29 — The First Irich National Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.) (2 parts)
Jan.
6 — The Vicar of Wakefield
(Hepworth
Mfg. Co. — 4 parts)
Jan.
8 — The Younger Sister (Turner Films,
Ltd. — 1 part)
Jan. 12 — Jean's Evidence
(Turner
Films — 2
parts)
Jan. 19 — Motherhood or Politics? (Hepworth
Mfg. Co. — 2 parts)
BRONCHO
Feb. 18 — Yellow Flame
(2 reels)
Feb. 18 — Yellow Flame (2 reels)
Feb. 26 — Repaid
(2 reels)
Mar. 4 — Mario
(2 reels)
Mar. 11 — A Barrier Royal (2 reels)
CRYSTAL
Feb.
8 — For a Woman
(Dr.)
Feb. 10 — Getting Reuben
Back (Com.)
Feb. 10 — Baldy Belmont Picks a Peach (Com.)
Feb. 15 — A Sure Cure (Com.)
Feb. 17 — Some Doings
glar (Com.)— and — Harold's BurFeb. 22 — McSweeney's
Masterpiece
(Com.)..
Feb. 24 — That Infernal Machine and Arabella's Romance (Split reel)
(Com.)
Mar. 1 — How Mosha Came Back (Com.)....
DOMINO
Jan. 22 — The Informer
(2 part Dr.)
Jan. 29 — Heart of a Woman
(3 part Dr.)....
Feb.
5 — O Mimi San (2 reels)
Feb. 12 — Mystery Lady (2 reels)
Feb. 19— The Play's the Thing (2 reels)
ECLAIR
Feb.
1 — At the Crossing
(Com.)
Feb.
4 — Into the Wilderness (3 reel Dr.)...
Feb.
8
—
Valentine's
Day
(Com.)
Feb.
8 — The Black Sea (Com.)
Feb. 11— The Good In the Worst
of Us (2
reel Dr.)
Feb. 16— The Legend of the Lilacs (Dr.)..
Feb. 18— The Cross in the Cacti (2 reel Dr.).
Feb. 22— The Electric Girl— and— Colombo. .
Feb. 25— The Devil Fox of the North (2 reel
Dr.)
Mar. 1 — The Heart of Cartia (Dr.)
Mar. 4 — The Diamond
Master
(3 reel)
ECLECTIC
Dec. 10 — His Faithful Pa
" (fi reel Dr.).. 5000

NEWS

LIST OF RELEASES
Feet

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

20— The

Lost
Diamond
(3 reel Dr.)
(Electric Coloring)
1 — Bridge that Failed (3 reel Dr.)
10 — The House of Mystery (4 reel Dr.)
(Electric Coloring)
20 — A Man's Shadow
(5 reel Dr.)
1 — Joseph's Trials
lical Dr.) in Egypt (3 reel Bib10— The Death of Geisha (3 reel Dr.)..
20 — Joan of Arc (2 reel Hist. Dr.)
1 — The
Great Mine
Disaster
(4 reel
Dr.)
FRONTIER
17— Her Brother
(Dr.)
22 — Slim and the Indian (Com.)
24 — Abide with Me
(Dr.)
29 — Slim and the Dynamiters
(Com.) . .
31— The Turning Point (Dr.)
5— Slim Becomes an Editor (Com.)....
7— Put Yourself in His Place (Dr.)...
12 — Slim to the Rescue
(Com.)
14— The Heart of Smiling Joe (Dr.)..
19 — Slim Joins the Army
(Com.)
21— The Fatal Card (Dr.)
26 — Slim Becomes a Cook (Com.)
28— So Shall Ye Reap (Dr.)
GAUMONT
12 — Simple Simon
Deals in Antiques. .
12 — Excursions in Old Paris (Series 2) .
17 — Two
Miniatures
19- — The Magic Salesman;
Bee Farming
(Split .reel)
21 — Judgment of the Jungle
24 — The Missing
Pearl
26 — A Tiff and After; Manana-Land. . .
28 — The Better Man
7 — Fantoma's
Cook
(Detective)
GOLD SEAL
3— In the Fall of '64 (2 reel Mil. Dr.)
10 — The Bride of Mystery
(3 reel Dect.
Dr.)
17 — Gonor of the Mounted (2 reel Dr.).
3 — By Radium Rags
IMP (2 reel Dr.)

2970
2700
3800
5000

Jan. 19 — Getting Rid of His Mother-in-Law
(Com.)
Jan. 22 — Absinthe — Four reel European (Dr.)
Jan. 26 — A Doctor's Deceit (2 reel Dr.)
Jan. 26 — A Hot Finish (Com.)
Feb.
2— A Hot Finish (Com.)
Feb.
5 — 'King, the Detective, in Formula 879
(2 reel Dr.)
Feb.
9— Jane Eyre (2 reel Dr.)
Feb. 12 — The
Elixir of Love
(Com.)
Feb. 16 — The Box Couch (Com.)
Feb. 19 — The Price of Sacrilege (3 reel Dr.) .
Feb. 26 — Rounding
Up Bowser
(Com.)
Mar. 6— The Opal Ring (2 reel)
INTER-CONTINENT
Tan. 15 — Comerio
War
Pictures
6000
Jan. 28 — Her Life for Liberty
3000
Feb. 21 — Her Life for Liberty (Second edition)
Mar. 5 — Rome or Death
4000
ITALA
(Features)
Dec. 18 — Victory or Death
3000
JOKER
Feb.
4 — Love and
Politics
(Com.)
Feb.
7 — The Midnight
Alarm
(Com.)
Feb. 11 — Universal
Ike's
Wooing
(Com.)..
Feb. 14 — The Chicken
Chasers — and (Sc.)..
Feb. 18 — A Narrow
Escape
Feb. 18 — Lumber Industry of California
Feb. 21— The Tender-Hearted
Sheriff (Com.)
Feb. 28— Ma and Pa Play Poker (Com.)
KAY
BEE
Tan. 23 — Kentucky
Romance
(Dr.)
Tan. 27— For Her Brother's
Sake (Dr.)
Jan. 30— Divorce
(2 part Dr.)
Feb.
6 — Secret Lode
Feb. 10 — Colonel's Adopted
Daughter
Feb. 13 — Arrow Maker's Daughter
(2 reels).
Feb. 20 — The Raiders (2 reels)
KEYSTONE
Tan. 26 — Double
Crossed
Ian. 29 — Little Billie's Triumphs
Jan. "l — Mabel's Bare Escape
Feb.
2 — Making
a Living
Feb.
5 — Little Billy's Strategv
T'"eb. 7 — Kid Auto Races at Venice
Feb.
7 — Olives and Their Oil..
Feb.
9 — Mabel's
Strange
Predicament
Feb. 12— A Robust Romeo

29—
29—
Feb. 5 —
Feb. 5 —
Jan.
Feb. 21 —
Jan.
Dec.
10 —
Nov.
Nov.
1—
Dec. 16 —
Dec. 4 —
20—
2—
9—
9—
16 —
16 —
23 —
23—
30 —
30 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

KOMIC
Feei
The Physical Culture Bug (Com.).
The Scheme that Failed (Com.)
My
Wife's Away
(Com.)
The Sleepy Head
(Com.)
That Spring Lock; The Plumber and
Percy (Split
reeD
LACLEDE
Pale Face Squaw
tool
LEWIS PENNANTS
Taxicab
1098
Decreed
to Die
Sign of the Secret Nine
3000
Taxicab
1098
J0*0
LUX
His Twin By
Soul Prieur
(Com.)
86*
Bill and the Compass (Com.)
660
From Nice to Monte Carlo (Sc.)... 350
Bill, the Electrician
(Com.)
586
A Sticky Proposition
(Com.)
380
An Alarming Dinner Party (Com.). 670
Winter Scenes in Switzerland (Sc). 300
Bertie Has a Free Ride (Com.)
604
Picturesque
Corsica
(Sc)
3*0
MAJESTIC

18— What the Crystal Told" (Dr.)
20— The Power of the Mind (Dr.)
24— The Thief and the Book (2 parts—
Dr.)
27 — (No release this date)
31 — A Riot in Rubeville
(Com.)
1 — The Vengeance of Najerra
(Dr.) . .
3 — The Portrait of Anita (2 part Dr.).
NESTOR
18— A Flash in the Dark (Dr.)
20 — Scooped by a Hen-Coop (Com.)....
25 — Breed o' the Mountains
(Dr.)
27 — One of the Finest (Com.)
6— She Was
Only a Working Girl (2
reel
Com.)
POWERS
6—
9—
13—
16 —
20 —
23—
27 —

Into the Lion's Pit (2 reel Dr.)...
An Academy
Romance
(Com.) ....
Withered
Hands
(DrO
Almost a White Hope (Com.)
My Mother's Irish Shawls (Dr.)...
The Rival Dentists (Com.)
Regeneration;
Tightwad
Buys
a
Laundry PRINCESS
(Split reel)

16 — When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Dr.)
Feb. 30— The Loser Wins
(Com.
Dr.)
6 — Where
Paths RAMO
Diverge
(Dr.)
Nov.
Jan. 26 — Fangs of Hate
Dec.
Devil
Within
Jan. 10 — The
16— When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Dr.)
RELIANCE
Feb.
Feb. 9 — Our Mutual Girl
Feb. 11 — Pat Flanagan's
Family
Feb. 14— The Idler
Jan.
Feb. 16 — Our Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 5)..
Feb. 18 — A Working Girl's Romance
Feb.
21 — An Interrupted Seance
Feb. 23— Our Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 5)..
25 — The Musician's Wife
Feb. 28 — The Green-eyed Devil (2 reels) ....
REX
12— The Law of His Kind (2 reel Dr.).
Feb. 15 — An Old Locket
(Dr.)
Feb. 19 — The Boob's Honeymoon
(Com.)
22 — Woman's Burden
(Dr.)
26 — For the Family Honor (2 reel Dr.)
Mar 1— The Weaker Sister (Dr.)
SOLAX
Nov.
Dec. 28 — Ben Bolt
26 — The Shadow of Moulin Rouge
THANHOUSER
Tan.
18 — Turkey Trot Town
(Com.)
20 — Her Love Letters (Dr.)
Jan. 23 — The Elusive Diamond
(Dr.)
Man
(3 part Dr.) . .
Jan. 25— The Elevator
27—
The
Woman
Pavs
(3
part
Dr.)
Tan.
Feb. 1 — Why Reginald Reformed (Com.)...
Feb. S — Twins and a Stepmother (Com. Dr.)
! eb
6— The SuccessVICTOR
of Selfishness (Dr.) . . .
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb. 13— The Law's Decree
(2 reel Dr.)
Feb. 16 — Votes for Men (2 reel Com.)
20 — Love's Victory (2 reel Dr.)
23 — Remember Marv Magdalene (Dr.)..
(2 reel Dr.)
Mar. 27— The Stepmother
2— A Woman's Will (2 reel Dr.)

3004
3001

400*
400*
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The Hero

Released Wednesday,

SCENARIO

33

February 25th

WRITERS!

I HAVE a worth while proposition to make all scenario writers
who are now disposing of their scripts regularly. Write me
stating titles of all scenarios you have had produced and by whom ;
scenarios now sold but unproduced and to whom. This is a
bona fide proposition
to writers who can produce
the goods.
Address:

Jack Melchoir,

PRPS^I
THP
ON
HBi^BBBHH
BDnnH
MUTUAL WAR
FILM
In view of the driving out of Mexico
of Huerta by the Constitutionalists,
motion pictures showing the daily progress of Villa's army are proving to
be of unusual interest from a diplomatic as well as a theatrical standpoint.
The private exhibition room of the
Mutual Film Corporation in the Masonic Building, New York City, is the
scene of frequent mysterious gatherings where the new films arriving
from the firing line are viewed
NOTABLES AT ESSANAY
The Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company was honored recently by a
visit from many prominent people at
their Chicago studio. Among them
were Brigadier-General Charles A.
King, General Nelson A. Miles, William Cody ("Buffalo Bill"), Charles A.
Chappaz, and Madame Lina Cavalieri.

Care Motion Picture News, New

York, N. Y.

Manufacturer's Motion Picture Catalog & Encyclopedia
110 West 40th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates for advertising under this heading, 3 cents per word,
cash with order.
50 cents minimum charge per insertion.
HELP

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

CAMERA MEN — Owning camera, everywhere,
to join animated weekly news service. Confidential. P. M. COMPANY, 929 Tribune Building, New York.

FILMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE — Mystery of Her Past. A fourreel detective feature; only print in this country. Six other features. One Powers No. 5.
CARMAN, Walden, N. Y.

THEATRE

FOR SALE

$55.00 Flaming Arc Lamp Temporarily for
$20.00 — overstock— 26 hour — 3000 candle power
— here is quotation from letter just received
from B. F. Enos, owner of Savoy Theatre,
Gentlemen: Enclosed find check for $59.95
Toledo:
payment — for two Luminators recently sent me.
Ihave them installed. They are a surprise to
everyone — nothing could be finer — they burn
without flutter and light is steady. I am delighted. (Signed) fi. F. Enos.
Write or wire for details. LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bush Terminal
No. 7, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THEATER — 300 seats, family patronage in
growing Chicago neighborhood. Clearing $75
week, no competition, good lease, $5,000. Open
to rigid investigation. P. S., 428 So. Harvey
Ave., Oak Park, 111.

THE WRATH

OUR

CLASSIFIED
Work Wonders

COMING
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OF THE GODS

Five Part Domino — A Beautiful Story Evolved Around Japanese Legend
in writing to advertisers please mention "THE
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LICENSEES

OF

PATENTS

CO.

BIOGHAPH
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
I«eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

29—
29 —
31 —
2—
5—
7—
7—
9—
9—
12 —
14 —
16—
19—
19 —
21 —

Dec.

30 — When
a
Dr.)

Pen

Out of Sight, Out of Mind
(Com.)- 39.5
Buy
Wool
(Com.)
603
The
Fallen
Angel
(Dr.)
1016
If It Were
Not
for Polly
(Dr.).. 1061
The
Dilemma
(Dr.)
1000
Beating
Their
Board
Bill (Com.)..
492
The
Faddists
(Com.)
612
One-Thousand-to-One
Shot
(Com.).
Skelley
Buys a Hotel
(Com.)
As It Might Have Been (Com. Dr.).
A Nest
Cnfeathered
(Dr.)
Her Old Teacher
( Dr.)
A Desperate Hero (Com.)
Skelley and the Turkey (Com.)
Criminology and Keform
(Dr.)
CINES
George Kleine
Woman

Wills

(2

parts—

Jan. 6 — The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
Jan. 13 — The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
Jan. 20 — Who Was Guilty? (2 part Dr.)..
Feb. 10 — After Death
(2 part Dr.)
EDISON
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

19 — Ostrich
Farming,
South
Africa
(Ind.)
425
The
Janitor's
Flirtation
(Com.)
600
The Message of the Sun Dial (Dr.). 1000
The
Uncanny
Mr.
Gumble
(Com.). 1000
The Necklace of Rameses
(Dr.)
3000
United in Danger (Dr.)
1000
The
Lovely
Senorita
(Com.)
1000
The
Mystery
of the Talking
Wire
(Dr.)
1000
28— How Bobby Called Her Bluff (Com.) 500
28— The Call of the Footlights (Com.).. 500
30— The
Silent
Death
(2 part Dr.)
2000
31— The
Perfect
Truth
(Com.
Dr.)
1000
2 — How
the
Earth
Was
Carpeted
(Com.)
1000
3— A
Treacherous
Rival
(Dr.)
1000
4 — On the Lazy Line (Com.)
1000
6 — An
American
King
(Com.
Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
7 — The Man of Destiny (Hist.)
1000
9 — A Story
of Crime
(Com.)
1000
10 — The
Story
of the Willow
Pattern
(Dr.)
1000
11 — Andy Goes on the Stage
(Com.) .. .1000
13— Rorke's Drift
(2 part Dr.)
2000
14— His Grandchild
(Dr.)
1000
16 — The
Adventure
of the Extra
Baby
(Com.)
19 —
20—
21—
23—
24 —
26 —
27 —

17 — Sophia's
Dr.)

Imaginary

Visitors

(Com.-

Feb. 18 — Courting
Betty's
Beau
(Com.)
Feb. 20— All for His
Sake
(Dr.)
(Parts
& II)
Feb. 21 — The Powers of the Air (Dr.)
ESSANAY

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Tan.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

LUBIN
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

17 —
19 —
20 —
20 —
22 —

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

23—
24—
26—
27—
2—
3—
5—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

6—
7—
7—
9—
9—
10 —
12—
13—
14—
17 —
17 —
IS —

Feb.

19—

A Servant of the Rich (Dr.)
1000
The Eternal Duel
(Dr.)
1000
The Card of Mystery (Com.)
400
Matchmaking
Dads
(Com.)
600
The
Man
from
the West
(2 reel
Dr.)
2000
The
Moth
(Dr.)
1000
The
Blinded
Heart
(Dr.)
1000
The
Windfall
(Dr.)
1000
His Excellency
(W.
Dr.)
1000
Her Wayward
Son
(Dr.)
1000
The
Catch
of the Season
(Dr.).. 1000
Out
of the Depths
(Dr.)
Part
1
and
2
2000
The
Vagaries
of Fate
(Dr.)
1000
Her
Side-Show
Sweetheart
(Com.) 400
Pat's
Revenge
(Com.)
600
Antidotes for Suicide
(Com.)
400
Taming
Terrible
Ted
(Com.)
600
The Measure of a Man
(Dr.)
1000
Fitzhugh's Ride
(2 part Dr.)
2000
The Sleeping Sentinel (Dr.)
1000
The
Reward
(Dr.)
1008
Getting Even (Com.)
An
Innocent
Victim
(Com.)
The
Price
of a Ruby
(Dr.)
(Parts
I & II)
The
House
of Fear
(Dr.)
(Parts
I
& II)

Feb. 20 — In the Dredger's
Claw
(Dr.)
Feb. 21 — A Winning Mistake (Com.)
Feb. 21 — The Female Book Agent
(Com.)....
MELIES
Jan.
Jan.

29 — Batty
Billy's
Honeymoon
(Com.)..
29 — Winky
Willy
and
the
Fisherman
(Com.)
Feb.
5 — Playing
with
Fire
(Com.
Dr.)
Feb.
5 — Winky
Willy's
Disappearing
Stunt
(Com.)
Feb.
6 — Dippt on the Boston
Dip
(Com.)..
Feb. 12 — Suspense and Suspenders
(Com.)
Feb. 12— Winky Willy's Birthday Gifts (Com.)
Feb. 19 — A Fable and Its Moral (Moral Com.)
Feb. 19 — A Hobo Philosopher (Com.)

Jan.

31 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Settler's
Daughter
(W.
Dr.)
3— Dawn
and
Twilight
(Dr.)
4— Into Society and Out (Com.)
5— A Gambler's
Way
(Dr.)
6 — The
Grip
of
Circumstance
(Dr.)
Part
1 and 2
7 — Broncho
Billy
and
the
Red
Man
(Dr.)
10— Speak No Evil (Dr.)
11 — Miss Milly's Valentine
(Com.)
12— The
Weaker's
Strength
(Dr.)
13t — Sophie
Pick's a Dead
One
(2 part
Com.)
14— The Calling of Jim Barton
(Dr.)...
17 — To Alaska via the Great
Rivers of
the North
(Scenic)
18— One to Three (Com.)
19— Italian Love (Dr.)
20— The Other Girl (Dr.) (Parts I & II)
21 — Snakeville's Fire Brigade
(Com.)...
KALEM

Feb.
Feb.

Feet
14— The Fatal Clues (Com. Dr.)
800
16— A Million in Jewels
(Dr.)
(Parts I
& II)
Feb. 18 — Chasing the Smugglers
(Dr.)
(Parts
1 & 11)
Feb. 20 — Too Many Johnnies
(Com.)
Feb. 20 — A Bottled
Romance
(Lorn.)
Feb. 21 — An Indian's
Honor
(Dr.)
Feb. 21 — A Long Island Skunk Farm .Indus.)
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.

Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

NEWS

600

M00
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000

30— Making
High Grade
Paper
(Ind.)..
500
31— Playing
for a Fortune
(Dr.)
MOO
29 — Treasures
on
Earth
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
2000
30 — An
Unintentional
Hero
(Com.)
400
30 — A Stage
Door
Flirtation
(Com.) . . . 600
31— The
Pair of Prejudcc
(Dr.)
1000
2— The andConvict's
Story
(Dr.)
Part
1 2000
2
4— The Hand Print Mystery (Dr.) Part
1
and
2
2000
6 — Vaccinating a Village
(Com.)
1000
7— The
Indian
Ambuscade
(Dr.)
1000
9— The County Scat War
(2 part Dr.). 2000
11 — Indian Fate (2 part Dr.)
2000
13 — Out in the Rain
(Com.)
13— The Gun Behind the Man
(Com.)..

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
I eb
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
i !.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

18 — Won by a Nose (Com.)
18 — Monuments of Upper Egypt
(Sc.)..
19 — Where the Heart Calls (Dr.)
(Parts
1 & II)
Feb. 19— Pathe's Weekly No. 16, 1914 (News)
Feb. 21 — Victims
of Vanity
(Dr.)
(Parts
I
& II)
SELIO

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

8—
9—
12 —
13 —
14 —
15 —
16 —
19—
20 —
21 —
22 —
23 —

Jan.

26 —

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

27—
2S—
29 —
30—
2—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3—
4—
5—
6—
6—
9—
10 —
11 —
12 —
13—
16—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

17—
18—
19 —
19 —
20—

300
350

14 — Colonel
Heeza
Liar's African
Hunt
(Com.)
14 — The Seventeen-Mile Drive, California
(Sc.)
15 — A Thief
of Hearts
(2 part Dr.) . .
15 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
6 (News)
17— Good Pals (2 part Dr.)
19— Pathe's Weekly
No. « (News)
20 — Insects
that Mimic
(Edu.)..
20 — Submarine
Mysteries
(Scientific) . . .
21 — Three Pairs and a Cat (Com.)
21 — At Home with the Heron (Edu.)..
22 — The Sword of Damocles
(Dr.)
Parts
I and
II
22— Pathe's
Weekly
No.
7 (News)
24 — God's Warning (Dr.) Parts I and II
26 — Pathe's
Weekly
No. 8 (News)
1000
27— A Two
Family
Affair
(Com.)
840
27— The Oasis of Gabes,
Tunis
(Sc.)...
200
28— The
Patched
Adonis
(Com.)
1000
29 — The
Power
of Print
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and" 2
1600
29 — Seringapatam,
So. India
(Travel)..
400
29 — Pathe's
Weekly
No. 9 (News)
1000
31— The
Lunatic's
Child
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
2000
2— Pathe's
Weekly
No.
10
1000
8— Wooing
the Cook
(Dr.)
1000
4— The
Fat Man's
Burden
(Com.)
1000
6— Behind
Mask
(Dr.)
Part 2000
1 and Comedy's
2
5— Pathe's
Weekly
No.
11
1000
7— In the Mesh
of Her
Hair
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
9— Pathe's Weekly
No. 12
10— Orphans of the Wild
(Dr.)
11 — All on Account of Polly (Com.)....
11— A Typical Buddhist Temple (Typical)
11 — Scenes Along the Canvery River, India (Sc.)
12 — Broken
Lives
(2 part Dr.)
12— Pathe's Weekly No. 13
14— Chains of Honor
(2 part Dr.)
16— Pathe's Weekly No. 14, 1914 (News)
17 — Whiffles'
Balcony
Buds
(Com.)
17 — Rambles
France
(Rourges'i
(Scenic) in Old

Pietro the Pianist (Com.)
1000
On the Breast of the Tide (Dr.)
1000
The
Advenures
of Kathlyn
Angel
Paradise
Conscience and the Temptress
Blue
Blood
and
Red
A Message
from
Across
the Sea. .
Too
Late
(Dr.)
Parts
I and
II..
His Guiding
Spirit (Dr.)
The
Charmed
Arrow
(Dr.)
A Friend
in Need
(Dr.)
Doc
Yak,
Moving
Picture
Artist
(Com.)
The
Adventure
of Kathlyn,
No.
3
The
Temple
of the Lion
(Dr.)
Parts
1 and
2
2000
The
Conspirators
(Dr.)
1000
The Old vs. the New
(Dr.)
1000
Bringing
Up Hubby
( Com.)
1000
A Splendid
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
1000
A Modern
Vendetta
(Dr.)
Parts 1,
2 and
3
3000
At the Eleventh
Hour
(Dr.)
1000
The Heart of Maggie Malone (Dr.). 1000
The
Little
Sister
(Dr.)
1000
Tony
and
Maloney
(Com.)
600
Italian
Games
and
Dances
(Edu.).
600
The Adventures of Kathlyn No. 4.. 2000
Reconciled in Blood
(Dr.)
1000
A Strenuous
Scoop
(Com.)
1000
The Mistress of His House
(Dr.).. 1000
Their
Lesson
(Dr.)
1000
The
Up-Hill
Climb
(Dr.)
(Parts
I
& II)
Through the Centuries (Dr.)
Thou Shalt Not Kill (Dr.)
Venus and Adonis
(Com.)
A Mad
Marathon
(Com.)
Memories
(Dr.)
URBAN

370
350

I

29— What
Came to Bar Q (W. Com.).. 1000
30 — The Girl at the Curtain (Com.
Dr.)
Parts 1 and 2
2000

Feb.

PICTURE

PATHEPLAY

Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

MOTION

Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Jan.

2 parts — Com.)
Right
and
the Wrong
(Dr.)
The Masked
Dancer
(2 part
Timing
Cupid
(Com.)
The Brute (Dr.)
Baseball
Stars
(Top.)

Jan.

12— The

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

18—
14—
15—
16 —

Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

16 —
17 —
19 —
SO—

Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

ECLIPSE

Owrjt
BsIbs
12— The
Mong-Fu-1 ong
< Pirt
I ft II)
(Dr.)
HO*
19— The Clown's Reyeoge
(Part I ft II)
(Dr.)
too*
14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
ft II)
I0O1
88— The
Rajah's
Diamond
Rose
(Part
1 ft II)
(Dr.)
IW
88 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (I part Dr.1
27— Wrecked
in Mid-Air
(3 parts— Dr.)
VITAGRAPH
of

It

8000

1000
Dr.).. 8090
1000

Cutey's Vacation
(Com.)
1000
Local Color (Special— 8 parts — Dr.). 2000
Quantrell's Don (Dr.)
The Vavasour Ball (Com. Dr.) Parts
I and
II
21 — Love's
Old
Dream
(Corn.)
22 — Anne of the Golden Heart (Dr.)
23 — The Perplexed Bridegroom
(Com.)..
Home
23 — Decoration
Day
at
Old
Soldiers'
24— Hearts of Women
(Dr.) Parts I and
II
2 — How
God
Came
to
Sonny
Boy
(Dr.)
1000
3 — Caught with the Goods
(Com.
Dr.)
Part
1 and 2
2000
4 — How
Burke and
Burke
Made
Good
(Com.)
1000
6— Lincoln
the Lover
(Hist.
Dr.)
1000
6— Marrying
Sue
(Com.)
1000
7— Tainted Monev
(Dr.)
Part 1 and 8.2000
9— The
Winner
Wins
(Dr.)
1000
10— Master of the Mine (2 part Dr.)
2000
11 — Sonny
Jim
in Search
of a Mother
(Com.)
1000
12— Some Steamer Scooping (Com. Dr.) 700
12— Niagara
Falls
(Sc.)
300
13— Bunny's
Birthdav
(Com.)
1000
14— Children of the Feud (2 part Dr.).. 2000
16 — Sawdust and Salome (Dr.)
17— Back to Broadwav
(Com. -Dr.) (Parts
I & IT)
18 — Fattv on the Job (Com.)
18 — Lumbering in Sweden
(Indus.)
19— The First Endorsement
(Mil. Dr.)..
20— His
Little Page
(Com.)
21— Iron and Steel (Dr.)
(Parts I & II)
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Can you Doubt
the Superiority of
THESE
TESTIMONIALS
ARE
FROM
EXACTING
CRITICS
WHOSE
INTEGRITY
IS WITHOUT QUESTION.
Precision Machine Co., New York City.
January 23, 1914.
Gentlemen: —
Recent use of projection mach.nes, and in which matter we are at all times most particular and exacting, prompts our writing
you in compliment and endorsement of the Simplex projector.
The Simplex qualities of reliability, long life and accurate projection are held in our highest esteem and we feel that the good
whxh the Simplex has done for our industry should not pass without our compliment.
Yours very truly,
ALL STAR FtAlUKr. CORPORATION.
(Signed) Harry R. Raver, President.
IT GIVES
MACHINE
SERVICE
UNDER
EXACTING
CONDITIONS
Precision Machine Co., New York City.
January
27, 1914.
Gentlemen:— ■
I am order.
glad to Iadvise
you Ithat
the new
1?" magazine
drive Simplex ofmachine
which youas installed
our laboratory
is in running
perfect
working
feel that
should
compliment
you onmotor
the construction
your machines,
the one inwhich
we have been
in our studio for over a year has really given us no trouble at all. It is gratifying to know that we can project all of our negatives
on a Simplex machine without having to worry about ruining same. I would be pleased to recommend your machine to any person
who might ask me my opinion of same.
Yours very truly,
FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM ( O.
(Signed) Albert A. Kaufman, Studio Manager.
IT OFFERS
PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION
AND
RELIABILITY
UNDER
EXACTING
CONDITIONS.
Precsion Machine Co., New York City.
January 26, 1U11.
(kntlemen :—
I have used Simplex machines for some years and find them a most important adjunct in selling films.
I find that the Simplex will show a clear, steady picture and will stand up under the hardest grind. We have used the Simplex
for many months without the slightest repairs being necessary.
Yours very truly,
AMMEX MOTION
PICTURE MFG. CO.
(Signed) H. J. Streyckmans, Sales Manager.
IT ACCOMPLISHES
PERFECT
PROJECTION
AND
DURABILITY
UNDER
EXACTING
CONDITIONS.
THE

MOST

EXACTING

CONDITIONS
Over

EXIST
IN THE
FILM
STUDIOS.
SIMPLEX
MEETS
90'; of the Film Studios Use It.
WHY
HESITATE?
Illustrated Catalogue
B Gives Full Details.

MADE

PRECISION

MACHINE

AND GUARANTEED

CO.,

THEM

ALL.

THAT'S

WHY

BY

317 East 34th St.,

New York
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LUBIN

(

ANOTHER

PRESENTS

MASTERPIECE
>5

"Through Fire to Fortune" or "The Sunken Village
In 5 Reels

'THE

By CLAY

5DAUGHTERS
Reels by CHARLES

OF
KLEIN

MEN"

}

COMING
FEATURES

Important Change in Lubin Programme!

M. GREENE

6 Reels by CHARLES
KLEIN
"
GAMBLERS
THE

Two Lubin Features Each Week!

Beginning with week of February 16th, the regular Monday release will be discontinued.
The new programme
a comedy every Tuesday and Saturday, a two-reel feature every Wednesday and Thursday and a drama every Friday.

ARRANGE

Tuesday
Wednesday

A
A Two-Reel
Saturday

YOUR

BOOKINGS

Comedy
Feature

Five Releases Each Week,
"SEALED ORDERS" — Drama,
"THE TWO
ROSES" — Drama,

ACCORDINGLY

Thursday
Friday
Including Two

Special in 2 Reels
Special in 2 Reels

A
A

Two-Reel

Comedy

Feature
A Drama

Multiples
Wednesday, February 25th
Thursday,
February 26th

'GETTING
EVEN" — Comedy
'AN
INNOCENT
VICTIM"— Comedy
'THE PRICE OF A RUBY"— Drama Special in 2 Reels
'THE HOUSE
OF FEAR"— Drama, Special in 2 Reels
'IN THE
DREDGER'S
CLAW"— Drama
'A WINNING MISTAKE"— Comedy
'THE FEMALE
BOOK
AGENT"— Comedy

Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Saturday,

February
February
February
February
February
February
February

LUBIN'S ATTRACTIVE POSTERS
One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with all Multiple
Reels in five colors.
Order from your Exchange or A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

LUBIN

assures

MANUFACTURING
Philadelphia, Pa.

17th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
21st

COMPANY

0<X>Q<K><><><X><><>0<>0<><>0<><>000<>0<>0^
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Broncho
Headliners

Kay-Bee
Features

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY

Raffles,

(2 ReeU)
FEBRUARY 25th

20th

The Raiders

Mario

Love and Gasoline

FEBRUARY

4th

'Twixt

Adventures of Shorty
( 2 REELS )

MUTUAL
NEW YORK MOTION

In

writing

to «dv«rtiscr*

pleaw

(2 ReeU)
MARCH
5th

23rd

26th

26th

Courtship of O San
Wearing

LittleFEBRUARY
Billy's City28thCousin
Betwixt Showers

PROGRAM

PICTURE CORPORATION,

FEBRUARY

21st

Love and Fire

FFBRU*RY

(2 Reel*)
MARCH
18»h

(2 ReeUI

FEBRUARY

19ih

The Play's
The Thing
2 Reels)

(2 Reels)
FEBRUARY 19ih

A Barrier Royal

North of 53°

FEBRUARY

Burglar

A Thief Catcher

(2 ReeU)
MARCH
11th

27th

16th

Gentleman

Repaid
(2 Reel*)

MARCH

(2 Reel*)

FEBRUARY

18th

Yellow Flame

Domino
Winners

Keystone
Comedies

of the Green

(2 ReeU)
MARCH

12th

The Silent Messenger]
12 REELS )

EXCLUSIVELY

Lonfacre BIdg., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
neatioB
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Photoplay masterpieces

Judith of Bethulia
By THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH
From the story of the heroic defense of Judea by
of Bethulia and their final triumph over the vast
Nebuchodonosor after Judith had outwitted and
general, Holofernes.
4 Reels
BIOGRAPH

the Jews
army of
slain his
Coming

GERMINAL
or THE TOLL OF LABOR
By EMIL ZOLA
Graphic Story of a great labor strike and the harrowing
experience of a man and woman entombed in a flooded
mine.
Coming

5 Reels

Controlled
exclusively by
Branches in all large cities.

PATHE

the General
Film Company,
(Inc.)
Main Office, 200 5th Ave., New York

General Film Co. [|nc]

FEBRUARY

28, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

YaJUtxLAJL

/Xj

Qaj&ciry^jcz

Times
Exhibitors
Est.
1913

fi>u(UjUA*

J?t7~*y** «J2

News
Picture
Moving^Est.
1908

's K !
hicag- oCZ,A
CEJVCSOU
PAGE

SEVENTEEN

Another Instalment of

COLOR

Cinematography
PAGE

TWENTY-ONE

Inventions
— Construction
Departments
All the Live News
VOLUME

IX

NUMBER
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A
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PATHE

Scene from

"THE

WASTED

YEARS"

THE WASTED
IN TWO

YEARS

PARTS

A drama the story of which is built around a prodigal son who is deservedly
disinheritedovertakes
by his father's
will end.
and who by fraud gains his inheritance. But
retribution
him in the
Featuring FRANCIS CARLYLE, JACK STANDING
M. O. PENN
and PEARL SINDELAR
Released THURSDAY,

March 19th

BREAKING

EVEN

IN TWO

PARTS

A laughable comedy in which a really valuable pearl necklace changes
places with false pearls several times, and each change produces ludicrous results.
Released SATURDAY, March 21st
NOTE:

PATHE

Insist upon these Films at your Exchange.

FRERES,
In

writing

If you cannot get them, write us and we will help you.

1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.
to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

FAMOUS

jMCn'RH

NEWS

AUTHORS
1 1

1 1
|

RIDER HAGGARD
1 1

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

|

1 1

ACTORS

FAMOUS
1 1
|

1 1
ARTHUR

CONSTANCE CRAWLEY
1 1

A

PARTS

|

1 1

COMPANY

FAMOUS

OUR

MAUDE

JESS

FOUR I I

PART

I I
S&>dmye5?r FEB. 18th, 1914

By RIDER HAGGARD
1 1

THREE PARTS

El^Sl

1 1

E

I I

VENN ERI I three parts

By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

II

FOR

FURTHER

READY
FOR
SHIPMENT

MARCH 4th, 1914

II

INFORMATION

1 1

1 1
WRITE

WIRE

I I

II

:

KENNEDY FEATURES, Inc., no wSIVy%sktreet
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION*

PICTURE

NEWS

Criterion Feature Film Co.
The Trap

The Trap
Our
First
Release

Some
Territory
Open

WILFRED

LUCAS

Everything
in

AND

jeanie Mcpherson /«Publicity Pushers>,

The Trap

The Trap

110 W. 40th St., New York City
In writing to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

EDISON
1 jBJ

•
i i "j

■'it-

9

rIt1!

<•*

f

■gr "w

■ >' 1
E3l<

R.4

Wh "
■rlii

1

*

^M
THE ANDY SERIES
Each film a separate story
This comic series features Andy Clark, the diminutive comedian, who has already won a host
of friends. He is a freckled-faced, pug-nosed
youngster who is continually getting into scrapes
story on March 14th. This brings the Mary Fulof all kinds. He is making money for others —
ler enthusiasts into your house twice as often.
why not for you?
That means bigger profits for you.
Released the second Wednesday in the month.
Third story — "Andy Goes on the Stage."
Second story — "The Ghost of Mother Eve."
THE MARY
SERIES MADE A SENSATION— THESE ARE BETTER FILMS

DOLLY OF THE DAILIES
Released twice a month
In response to the urgent request of exhibitors
we will release
the second
Saturdays
of the"Dolly''
month, onbeginning
withandthe fourth
third

Coming Two Reel Features
***COMEDY

AND

***THE

TRAGEDY

A revival of one of the most celebrated
Released

PRICE

A broker

films ever produced.
Friday, March 6th.

ruins

OF THE

hundreds

NECKLACE

of small investors to buy it.
Released Friday, March 13th.

Coming Single Reels
i:*MR.

SNIFFKINS'

WIDOW

Comedy.

SWITH

THE

Released Monday.

EYES

Drama.

*THE

FOUR-FOOTED

(On the

WHEN

THE

CARTRIDGES

* One sheets.

^0*^

TRADE

Wednesday,

MARK

l/tmoma* CI Cdttotu,
M

leers of the

Edison
Type "D"

Kinetoscope,

In Writi

i to

THE

Comedy.

March

FAILED
•*• One,

The

fourth

1

three

and

medy-drama.

Released Tuesday.

adventure
Released

mei

i n '

II I

March 9th.

March

10th.

March

11th.

Third "Dolly
of theSaturday,
Dailies." March 14th.
Released
by the

Morgan

Lithograph

Co.

A. EDISON, Inc.

275 Lakeside Avenue
idvertisers pleasi

of Andy.
Wednesday,

SKATES

OF DRESS

six sheet posters

THOMAS

Monday,

GRATITUDE

ACTOR

**AN AFFAIR

4th.

Released Saturday. March 7th.
** One and three sheets.

MEXICAN'S

"ANDY,

same reel)

DESPERADO

Released

Drama.

MOTHER

Released

Drama.

*THE

Released Tuesday, March 3rd.

ABSENT-MINDED

AND THE ROLLER

Comedy.

OF LOVE

:<AN

Comedy.

*THE SULTAN

March 2nd.
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Orange, N. J.
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30

30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

FAMOUS
FEATURES
^ A YEAR" *

DANIEL

FROHMAN

Presents

"^^

A YEAR,"

By Arrangement with

DAVID

BELASCO

The Famous Modern Fairy Play

"AGood Little Devil"
Adapted from the French by Austin Strong
with David Belasco's Original All- Star Cast, including

MARY

William

PICKFORD

Norris

and

Ernest

Truex

Mr. David Belasco Visualizing: a Scene from "A Good Little Devil"

IN FIVE

30

Released March 1st

REELS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM COMPANY

FAMOUS
FEATURES
A YEAR'

ADOLPH
DANIE.L TROHMAN,

ZUKOR, President

Managing Director

LDWIN

S. PORT E.R, Technical Director

Executive Oflices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.

In writing to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

FAMOUS
FEATURES
A YEAR

MOTION"

IMCTTRE

NEWS

The THIRD DEGREE
By CHARLES

KLEIN

The record breaking success of this thrilling drama on
the regular stage has been duplicated in the picture
houses throughout the United States.
In

5

Reels

L U

B I N

Released

Thor, Lord of the Jungles
Romance and adventure in an American circus and in
the depths of the African Jungles. One of the most
daring wild animal features ever produced.

In

3

Reels

S E L IG

Rel easec

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH
The thrilling re enactment of a famous battle, interwoven with a tale of love and sacrifice.
In

Controlled

4

Reels

Exclusively

by

L U

the General

Gen
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The LION and The MOUSE
By CHARLES

KLEIN

The complete triumph of a clever and beautiful girl
over a powerful money mad financier who has ruined
and discredited her father.

In 6

Parts

LU

Released

B I N

The DAUGHTERS of MEN
By CHARLES

KLEIN

A gripping, broadly human drama which keeps up the
high average of this series of big New York theatrical
successes.

In

5

.oming

Parts

L U

B I N

ThroughOr THEFIRE
to
FORTUNE
SUNKEN VILLAGE
By CLAY

M. GREENE

A dramatic stoty of wonder-moving occurrences, such
as a mine explosion and the sinking of a whole village
into the bowels of the earth.

In 5 Reels

Branches in All Large Cities.
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NATIVE

LIFE I

IN THE

PHILIPPINES
Two Great Programmes of Absorbing Interest
First Evening's Programme

Second Evening's Programme:

The Headhunters

"From

From Savages to Civilization

Human
to Wedding
Romances, Sports Flesh
and Festivals
of theCake''
Wild— theTribes
6,000 Feet of Wonderful Photography

Uncle Sam's Uplift Movement — "Baseball the Forerunner of Progress"
6,500 Feet of Unsurpassed Action

Filmed by Mr. Charles Martin, the Government photographer, under the direction of the Hon. Dean C.
Worcester, for fifteen years Secretary of the Interior of the Philippines.
These marvelous
pictures (impossible
of duplication) have been exhibited before the following:
National

Geographical
Society, Washington, D. C.
Princeton University
Yale University
City Club, Boston
Association of Commerce, Chicago

The New York World said:

Princeton Alumni
20th Century Club, Springfield
Chamber of Commerce, New Haven
Quill Club, New York
Philadelphia Geographical Society
University Club, New York

Young Republicans'
Club, Brooklyn
Michigan Alumni Association
Vassar College, Poughkeepsie
Detroit Club, Detroit
Carnegie Hall, New York
And 50 other notable gatherings

"The most wonderful motion pictures ever witnessed in New York City."

THE GREATEST PICTURES OF THE HOUR
of Vital Importance to Every Voter in America
Shall the hundreds of millions of dollars spent in the Philippines and the result of years of development
be turned over to our "Little Brown Brothers," or be retained by the United States?
This question is going to be asked of every voter in America.
What do you know?
How shall you decide?
Tt is up to the picture to tell you.
W. Cameron Forbes, late Governor-General of the
Islands, asks the American people: "Shall we make
a second Mexico of the Philippines?"

OUR LITTLE BROWN

Japan conquered Formosa, and is now spending
millions to exterminate the people that it could not
control.

BROTHERS

OF THE PHILIPPINES

Sole Rights of Exploitation by

PAN-AMERICAN
PHONE
BRYANT 6578

li

FILM CO.

110 West 40th Street, New York City
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Pan-American Film

Manufacturing Co.. Inc.

American and Foreign Pictures Bought,
Exploited and Advertised

Chicago

State Bights Sold and Pictures Bented
Direct to Exhibitors

Los

Trade Mark

Over 7000 Theatres on Our Lists

A Few of Our FIFTY FEATURES
Three

Romances of the Wild Tribes,
Live Story of our Little Brown
Brothers,
(12,000 feet of wonderful photography)
Part I

HEAD
"From Human

part 2

FROM

THE TRIUMPH

A story of hearth and
closing
with
a thrilling
duel in the dark.

CIVILIZATION

• Keeis

WIFEY'S 4 Parts
CHARMS
THE LURE

In 4 Parts

YEARS OF M0RM0NISM.

5 Parts

Exciting historical revelation of Joseph Smith, Brigham
Young and their people during one hundred years of
American history.
(World's Rights)

THE FUGITIVE

LAW

3 Parts

depicting the assassination of the late president of Mexico.
Note :— No other firm has the right to exploit this
picture.
Infringement will be prosecuted.
(World's Rights)

BY MOTOR

CAR

Covering picturesque America from the Mexican
to the snow-drifts of Canada.
(World's Rights)

A

Now

BOY

-

THE DIAMONDS
FROM

DUSK

The

great

A four-part

5 Parts

CIRCUS

OF DESTINY

- 4 Parts

An exciting detective story of the hunter and the hunted.
(Restricted Territory)

WHEN

- 5 Parts

TO DAWN

labor story of the day, featuring
Darrow,
Labor's and
Champion!
(United States
Canada)

THE MYSTERY

frontier

OF THE

A four-part thriller tiondepicting
the excitement
and fascinaof the sawdust
arena.
(United States and Canada)

Accurately

ACROSS AMERICA

home,
pistol

In
which
Wifey's
captivating
charms, many and rare, are gen-

In which, adrift on a raft, and entombed alive are two
of the many thrilling features.
(Restricted Territory)

ONE HUNDRED

OF RIGHT

6 Beels

"Not white but brown slavery"
"Uncle Sam's Uplift Movement"
"Baseball the forerunner of Progress-"
(World's Rights)

LIFE'S TEMPTATIONS

Specials

4 Parts

HUNTERS

TO

for Rental

Punchfilm

Flesh to Wedding Cake."

SAVAGES

Angeles Office — Jos. Shipman
715 Story Building

22 Bepresentatives in TJ. S. and Canada

Registered

Native Life in the Philippines

Office — Frank E. Wolfe
1018 Ashland Block

OF RICHMOND

Clarence

CASTLE

picture of romantic interest.
Full of mysterious happenings with a satisfying conclusion.
(Restricted Territory)

MORGAN

6 Parts

SACKED PANAMA

A picture of England's
famous
buccaneer
tures on the
Spanish
Main. and his adven(World's Rights)

offered for the first time for general booking

AND
(Restricted

THE

LAW

Territory)

A "different" kind of feature with a double punch, being the true life story of a Russian Jew boy, beginning with his experiences among the persecuted Jews in Eussia, his imprisonment, escape and flight to the United States, his gang life here, his encounter
with the courts and reformation and through to honorable citizenship — from law-hating nihilist to American Mayor.

Exclusive

contracts with the following manufacturers and importers
for the marketing of their entire product:
THE WORLD WIDE FILM CO.
PUNCHFILM CO., INCORPORATED
THE GREAT WEST MOTION PICTURE CO.
THE TROPICAL MOTION PICTURE
AROUND THE WORLD FEATURE FILMS
Choice pictures of Italian, German
and English manufacture, already contracted for.

DIRECT

DEALINGS

WITH

THE

EXHIBITOR

CO.

EVERYWHERE

Some State Rights for sale on a few of the above features
All Communications

110 WEST

PAN-AMERICAN FILM CO.,
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40th ST., NEW
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"THE
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Another Mighty
"Cines" Triumph!
In Eight Parts
Following a story of love, intrigue and battle — featuring Anthony
Novelli and Jeanette Trimble of "Antony and Cleopatra" fame — staged
and produced by those master makers of ancient and mediaeval subjects,
you will find a

"George
Kleine Attraction"
of Marvelous
Power!
We firmly believe that in these wonderful eight reels the world will see
the crystallization of its highest ideal of this "Man of Destiny." Charged
with the thrill of spectacular battle-scenes, showing the mighty warrior
in his most human and pleasing moods, in the intimacy of his personal life,
we think you will agree no truer or more interesting study of Napoleon
the Great has ever been offered the American student of French history.

Ready for the American
Market March 10
Get in touch with our booking office nearest
ycu. Our representative will talk terms and
dates.
BRANCH
Atlanta. Ga
Boston, Mass
Buffalo. N. Y
Columbus.
0
Denver, Colo
, Kansas City, Mo
Toronto. Ont
Memphis, Tenn
Minneapolis.
Minn
Philadelphia, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Seattle, Wash
San Francisco, Cal
Dallas, Texas

OFFICES
10 Auburn Avenue
521 Colonial Building
590 Ellicott Square
21 S. High Street
405 Railroad Building
701 American Bank Building
76 Adelaide Street
410 McCall Building
210 Temple Court Building
251 N. 13th Street
509 Lyceum
Theitre Building
322 Madison Street
407 Monadnock Bui'ding
238 Saner Building

"George Kleine Attractions"
166 N. State

Chicago Offices
New York Offices

(Copyright,

Street
1476 Broadway

1914, by George Kleine)
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INDEX
Acme

Commercial

Film

Co

54

All Star Feature Corp'n
American
Photo Play School....
American Cinematograph
Co
Amusement
Supply Co
American
Film Mfg. Co

01
54
50
(50
57

Birns.
William
Blinkhorn,
A
Box Office Attractions Film Rental
Co

54
6]

Butts Advertising
Agency
Calehuff Supply
Co
Commercial M. P. Co

4?
.">4
:.2
.00

Corcoran, A. J., tnc
Criterion
Film Co

.">4
...... .3

Day and Night Screens

55

Eagle Frame Co.
Eastman
Kodak Co
Eclair Film
Co
Eclectic
Film
Co
•
Edison, Thomas A., Inc
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
European Feature Film
Evans Film Mfg. Co

60
44
t;:;
GO
01
,55
56

Corp'n... til
61

NEWS

TO

BUY

ADVERTISERS

Famous
Players
Film
Feature Photoplay Co

Co

Gaumont
Company
General
Feature
Film
General Film Co
Great Northern
Film
Gunby
Brothers

7
53
61
00
8, 9, 65
60
60

Co
Co

Herald Square Sign Co
llorsley, David
Inter-Continent

Film Co

Kennedy's
Features
Kinematograph
Weekly
Kleine,
George
Be Courrier
1 .ears, Sam
Lord
Mfg.
Lubin Mfg.

:

55
61

Film Co

Metropolitan
Film
Midgar Features

.,

.">4
44

('■>

•"><>
61
66
5i
10, 11
3, 68
51
Co... 61
14
63
58, 59
6Q

Co

■">:'•
Company
Solax
Sterling
Camera
& Film Co
61
Sweeley's Photo Supply House. . . 5 I
Unique
Film Co
61
Universal Film Mfg. Co
2, <>;
Vitagraph Company of America . . 52

55

Melchoir, Films.
Jack
Melies

54

Film Corp'n

l'rogressi;P'ilm Co
Royal
Manufacturing

4
50
12

Cinemato'graphique. . ">i>
. . ■.
50
Co
:><>
Co...
11

Mecca Feature

Mutual

New
York M. 1'. Corp'n
Niagara Slide Co
Pan-American Film Co
Pathe
Freres
Phantoscope
Mfg. Co
Picture Theatre Equipment
Power,
Nicholas
Precision Machine Co

52
Corp'n...

52
53

Newman
New York Mfg.
Film CoCo

54
4s

Italian American
Film
Ji ihnson,
M illard

Motion Picture Magazine
Mundstuk
Features

45
57

Warner's Features
Wentwbrth,
Courtney

51
54

Wil-kar
Films
World
Film Corp'n
Wurlitzer
Co

19
0(1
:>o

"
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LUBIN

releases a Comedy every Tuesday and Saturday !
A Single Reel Drama every Friday ! A Two Reel
Feature every Wednesday and Thursday !

Exhibitors will

u

please note

and arrange

FIVE

their bookings to secure all Lubin releases.

WONDERFUL

REELS

OF

Through Fire to Fortune" or "The Sunken Village
By

"A new and

CLAY

M.

GREENE

peculiarly American thrill" — "An unusually realistic portrayal of a fire in a coal mine" — "The crowning triumph
of big scenes" — "Whole
houses sink into the earth."

"REMARKABLE

EXAMPLES

This unusual
feature, along with "THE
THIRD
DEGREE,"
SHILOH,"
are released
through
the offices of The General

"THE
DAUGHTERSBy
5 Reels
IN THE GAMBLERS
HIS WIFE" — Drama,

OF MEN"!
CHARLES
KLEIN

J

OF NIGHT
"THE
Film

LION
Co.

coming
FEATURES

PHOTOGRAPHY"

AND

5 Reels

Five Releases Each Week, Including Two
WEB"— Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
Special in 2 Reels

THE

THE

MANUFACTURING
Philadelphia, Pa.

and

CHARLES
"
GAMBByLERS

Multiples
Wednesday,
Thursday,

THE LOST
CHILD"— Comedy
THE RISE OF OFFICER
CASEY"— Comedy
SEALED
ORDERS"— Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
THE TWO ROSES —Drama,
Special in 2 Reels
A DESPERATE
CHANCE"— Drama
C00NT0WN
SUFFRAGETTES'— Comedy
FATHER'S
TEMPER"— Comedy
LUBIN'S ATTRACTIVE
POSTERS
One and Three Sheets with Single Reels.
One, Three and Six Sheets
Reels in five colors.
Order from your Exchange or A. B. C. Co.,

LUBIN

MOUSE"

Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday.
Friday,
Saturday,
Saturday,

March
March
February
February
February
February
February
February
February

4th
5th
24th
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
28th

with all Multiple
Cleveland,
Ohio.

COMPANY

• •"•"•"•»•••• ••»•••■*■»••••••••••• +77+ +■*•*■++■+++++ + + + + + *+ *•••••••■»•■«In writing to advertiser* please
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CRITICISM
IVE exhibitors look for the best, experience
having taught them to appeal to their patrons
with a perfect show.
Projection of motion pictures is always subject to
criticism when the picture is marred with flicker or
jump.
You can secure yourself against this criticism Lby
installing POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH
No.
6 A, the motion picture projecting machine without
an equal.
Inform yourself of our patented intermittent movement and other distinctive features of this perfect
machine, all details of which are given in our illustrated Catalog D.

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street

New

GO.
York City

m

is
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EXHIBITORS'
Established

Established 1908

Volume IX

A

Number

February 28, 1914

Being

who uses trade journals with striking success gave me his secret the other day.
It is very simple.
^c

A

^

*<T MAKE my copy different," said he, "different in
-*■ every way — radically different.
I keep up this
style till one or more advertisers imitate it— as they
Then
V I change
* again."
*

IMITATION is the basis of advertising. It is the
easiest way, so nearly everybody does it. Some advertisers imitate unconsciously and unintentionally.
Like sheep they follow blindly.
*

:1c

8

Different

MAN

invariably do.

TIMES

1913

*

HP HE consequence is that nearly every trade journal
-*- has its advertising pages leveled by a certain style.
Automobile advertising, you will note, is very much
alike in almost every instance, so is hardware, drugs,
groceries, dry goods, tobacco advertising, etc.
rT",HEATRICAL advertising, for some reason or
■*■ other, has always evidenced less originality, less
intelligent purpose and more hide-bound similarity
than any other kind of publicity. It is of the billboard
style — big space, big type, big statements — and pouf!
All over!
And always it rings just the same!
*
*
*
HP RUE, there is competition along each of these
-*- trade advertising lines. But it is competitive imitation. Everybody tries to do better than the other
fellow, and in the same way. Hence the origin of extravagant statements, crowded type, freakish display
and the like.
The idea is to use the same language,
and to shout louder.
*
*
*
"VjOW, our friend, the successful advertiser, goes
-^ about it altogether differently. He uses a different language. He doesn't have to shout ; his strange
tongue, however gently used, stands out among all the
babel and keeps on standing out. He gets and holds
the eyes and ears of the audience.
*
*
*
T T E does not attempt to compete with the others'
■*--*- in their way.
He competes in his own way. First

he studies over what they are doing and why they are
doing1 it, and then he starts on a new tack.
*
*
*
TTE begins at the bottom — brand new idea, brand
*■ ■*■ new line of appeal, brand new dress, etc. The
point is that he starts differently.
/~^\ F course, it shocks people.
Especially, it disturbs
^'the advertising experts.
They shake their heads
gravely.
It is wrong, they declare, very wrong, because itbreaks the *
scientific*rules of
* advertising.
SCIENTIFIC rubbish ! The only scientific rules of
advertising are those made successful in usage by
just the sort of man I speak of, the creative man, who
makes his own rules and promptly discards them when
he finds them imitated.
^

^

sfc

A XOTHER man, whose copy "stands out" in every
^*- trade journal he goes into, had presented to him
one day by his advertising manager a specimen page
of copy for the "Saturday Evening" Post."
daring throughout.
It broke every advertisI Tingwasprecedent.
When it was presented to the advertising council of the "Post," the member experts were
so pained they entreated the advertiser not to run it !

H

E

smiled.
"Almost
" — to run it."

am

I convinced,"

said he,

TJ E held it, however, for a further test. He showed
■*■ -*■ it to a number of other advertisers gathered at a
convention. They laughed at it, growled at it, condemned itin detail, roasted it so hard that he promptly
decided to spend four thousand dollars on it.
Later everybody — the advertising experts included —
admitted that it was the advertising sensation of the
season.

■f

^

;•;

* I A HERE'S lots of competition in motion picture ad-*■ vertising to-day.
There always will be.
:|c

$:

Tfc

HP HERE'S a great chance to be "different."
There
■*■ always will be.
W. A. J.
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Novel Campaign Planned
Universal Aims to Educate Public to Point Where Twenty-five Cent
Admissions Will Be Paid for Superior Productions

AN

AT [ONAL campaign, in which

every progressive exhibitor in
the United Stan-, will be inter, 3ted, to win for the motion pictures
the same patronage which the legitimate theatres now enjoy, will shortly
be undertaken by the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, in connection with the release of their six-reel
film masterpiece, •'Samson and DeliThe object of the campaign is the
lah."
education of the photoplay public up
to the point where it will be willing
to pay a twenty-five-cent admission
fee for rial.., rate and costly productions such as "Samson
and Delilah.
To bring this about the picture will
not be released to any exhibitor who
will not consent to raise the price at
his theatre to twenty-rive cents while
•'Samson and Delilah" is being shown.
\.s an aid to the exhibitor, a lively
publicity campaign will be waged in
the daily papers of every large city
in the United States for weeks before
the picture is ready for the public, so
thai curiosity will be whetted until
the increased price of admission can
have no possible effect in abating the
general demand for the drama.

IT is only with such lavish and imposing production-- as "Samson
and Delilah" that the motion picture
producer can hope to bid successfully
and sooi wealth
the patronagi
finds its entertainnow
. which
theament exclusively in legitimate
oi the
houses
the opera
and
nation
This fact is fully realized by Carl
I aemmle, the president of the Universal, and to make a direct appeal to
this hitherto inaccessible class is one
oi his motives in the campaign. At
the same nine. \i r I aemmle and his
publicity manager. Joe Brandt, who
is carrying out the details of the program, feel it necessary to make the
scale
public realize that the present
oi prices, with their consequent narrow margin of profit, make it impossible for the producer to meet the
expen -< oi Midi a production, > ••.■ i pi
at rare intervals
With the twenty-five-cenl rate prevailing, the radius of the picture's appeal will be vastlj widened, and the
w hole standard o creen-dt amas will
be inc> itablj rai si '1 Finer productions, more magnificent than ever, will
become the rule instead "I the exceptii n and i \ i i > ■ me connected « ith
the motion picture industry will be
bi im tited then bj

W.QAMSON
■d* ready

DELILAH"
forANDrelease
in about

will
be
eight

weeks.

Fifteen hundred people participated in the scene in the Temple
of Dagon, the Philistine god, which
the blind Samson pulls down about
the heads of the heathen revelers.
This is the largest and costliest interior setting ever constructed by a
motion picture company in the United
Stales.
J. Warren Kerrigan appears in the
role of Samson, with his sister, Katherine Kerrigan, as the pagan temptress.
The scenario for the production was
written by James Dayton, scenario
editor of the Universal Pacific Coast
studios, after months of research into,
and study of. Biblical lore; into the
life and habits of the Jewish people.
Mr. Dayton has aimed to render every
detail historically correct, and the
somewhat disjointed incidents of
Samson's life, as related in the Book
of Judges, have been carefully and
logically joined into a story of compelling interest
N. Y.

THEATRE
LEASED
MORRIS

BY

The New York Theatre, FortyFourth and Forty-fifth streets and
I '.roadway, New York City, has been
leased by William Morris to the
Anglo-American Film Corporation.
it will continue to lie operated as a
motion picture theatre, under the
name of The Kinen
i
The Kinema opens on February 23
with a feature production of "The
Three Musketeers," taken from Alexander Dumas' famous novel. The
theatre will be run on lines similar to
the New Gallery Kinema. of London,
where i he finest European productions
i regularly presented The London
Kinema is said to include many of the
most distinguished members of British society in its clientele, and an endeavor wil be made to obtain a corresponding patronage here for the
New York Kinema.
BRADY

AT

ECLAIR

The Eclair studios at Fort Lee, New
Jersey, had the honor of entertaining
recently some distinguished guests in
the persons of the famous theatrical
power, William V Brady; Mr. Miller
of the Shubert forces, and Edward
S. Curtis, tilt- author of a wonderfully
interesting treatise, entitled "The
North American Indian." The visitors were shown through the studios
and factory, and watched with great
interest the taking of a scene in a
forthcoming Eclair release, entitled
"The

Kangaroo."

a six-reel

feature

BROADWAY
HOUSES
MUTUAL

FOR

following the opening of the Vitagraph Theatre at Forty-fourth street
and Broadway. New York City,
the Mutual Film Corporation has obtained an outlet on the Great White
Way through a ten-weeks' contract
for
the booking
rights arrangement
at Weber's
Theatre,
and a similar
with the old Metropolitan Skating
Rink, at Broadway and Fifty-second
street, which is shortly to be opened
as a motion picture playhouse.
Both these transactions have been
made through the Continental Feature
film Corporation, which books and
distributes the feature productions of
the Mutual.
A frank bid will be made for society
patronage
at both
and the
Rink. Private
boxes Weber's
will be installed
at the latter theatre, as well as other
features designed to give the house a
claim to rank in appointments with
Bri ladway.
the
"legitimate'' playhouses along
The arrangement with Weber's, as
has
is upon aof ten-weeks'
basis,been
with noted,
tin possibility
indefinite
renewal
In the case of the old skating-rink,
the arrangement is a permanent one.
One of the features ,,f the reconstructed building will be a large pipeorgan. Another will be a carriage entrance leading n> the boxes.
The first Continental booking at the
Kink, which will be ready within four
or five weeks, will be "Dope." a feature drama, by Herman l.ieb. with
l.ieb. Laura Nelson Hall, Ernest
Truax, Christine Blessing. William H.
Tooker, and Gaston Marvale in the
cast.
\t Weber's, th< opening production
will be "The Gangsters," featuring
II. B. Walthall and Consuelo Bailey.
This will be succeeded by "The Battle
ot the Sexes," a phfotoplaj by Daniel
('arson Goodman, author of "Hagar
FILM PASSES CENSORS
Frank C. Wolfe, manager of the
Revelly "
Chicago offices of the Pan- American
film Company, has succeeded in passui'-; the five-reel feature entitled
"From Dusk to Dawn." with the Chicago, Board of Censorship, without
having one foot of film clipped from
the picture.
i Mi account of the class question involved, and the amount of strikes now
active in Chicago, there was considerable controversy over permitting the
picture to pass, but after three gatherings ,,f the Censor Board it finally

secured an unanimous \ote.

Ibis picture contains the first
scenes of violence that have passed
the Censor Board of Chicago since
L907.
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go's Censor-Czar !
HarK. to ByChica
His Obun Admissions He Con-

Chicago, February 18.
of Major Funkhouser and
%)tcts the "Board of tOhich He Is the spite
his kind. And what they do not
FUNKC.
L.
M.
R
Official Head,
of "Beinga an
\7n- want, they need no guardian
MAJO
American
Institution,
Bigoted
HOUSER, Chicago's
such as Major Funkhouser to
Censor-Czar, has made
Bureaucracy ', ^CVhich Has J^io Faith
defend them from.
the fatal admission that the
in the People Whom It Pretends to
Board of Censors, of which he
By his own
confession the
Serx)e and Protect V
^»
**• Major's position is either hopeis the official head, is an unless or superfluous.
institution, a bigoted
American
"Why do you not censor the legitimate stage?" he was
bureaucracy, an organization that has no faith in the people
asked.
whom it pretends to serve and protect.
"We do not censor the stage attractions because the
Probably Major Funkhouser would be the first to deny
that he had ever made such an acknowledgment. Ridipeople know what they are going to see beforehand."
Would it not be well for the Major to pause and conculing "constituted authority" is one of the things the
sider whether the motion picture screen has ever been the
Major censors most mercilessly. And such an admission
scene of such shameless and frankly debased productions
is more than ridicule of the authority vested in him.
as have from time to time been flaunted on the boards?
It will be necessary, therefore, to put Major Funkhouser
on the witness-stand, as it were, and let him convict himIs he not "barking up the wrong tree"?
Did he never suspect that while he is waiting for the
self out of his own mouth.
mouse at one crack in the floor, it has already escaped by
During an interview with a representative of The Motion
; nother?
Picture News the Major was asked this question:
And how can he be so reckless as to leave a people
"Do you not believe that the people would, of themselves
condemn any theatre that might attempt to show immoral
whom, so he say's, do not know good from evil in motion
pictures, to choose for themselves between the attraction^
or harmful pictures?"
The Major's answer should pillory him forever as a of the legitimate stage?
reactionary.
ThetureMajor,
theatres. be it repeated, never visits' the motion pic"No!" he replied, without an instant's hesitation.
Could any Russian bureaucrat display more real contempt for the public at large than this man. who imposes
IF any man is ex-officio a critic, it is a censor. Would
an art critic presume to pass upon pictures if he never
his judgment upon two millions of human beings because
attended an exhibition? Would a dramatic critic establish
he believes they have no judgment of their own?
the rule for himself of never entering a theatre?
Is the Major so all-knowing that he can learn nothing
answer
Major's
The
interview.
with theHow
on parts.
BUTwas toingotwo
by mingling with the audiences in whose behalf he is
he gets deeper and deeper
exercising his authority as a censor?
into the mire of inconsistency and self-exposure with each
He will probably reply that his seventy-four associates
fresh endeavor to justify himself will be plain as he anon the board attend so thoroughly to this that he does not
swers each of the questions.
need to make the round of the various theatres.
There are three glaring indictments, however, to be
One moment, however.
brought against Major Funkhouser as a motion picture
censor, and these may as well be stated as emphatically
"Is it in your personal power. Major Funkhouser, to pass
and as conspicuously as possible.
or reject a film?" he was asked by his visitor.
"It is," said the head censor. "The duties of my office
First: Major
instinctive
love ofFunkhouser
decency. has no faith in the people's
give
me this
If this
does power."
not constitute a moral obligation of the most
Second: He believes in rigid censorship of motion picvital sort upon the Major to acquaint himself as fully and
tures, but considers censorship of the stage unnecessary.
accurately as possible with the conditions at the motion
Third:
He never visits a motion picture theatre.
picture theatres, what kind of a moral obligation would
The attitude of mind implied in any one of these FunkMajor Funkhouser recognize?
houser policies is enough to unfit a man for the delicate
Instead of which, he relies upon the members of the
and difficult task of wisely censoring motion pictures. The
board, some of whom are cranks, many of whom are
three, taken in conjunction, form the best possible basis
prejudiced, none of whom is infallible and all of whom
for impeachment, if such a course could be pursued against
the Major.
have no sympathy with or understanding of the exhibitor's
Since that is out of the question, the harassed exhibitors
point of view, to furnish him second-hand with the valuable data to be collected from a study of the theatres and
of Chicago can only appeal to a just and self-respecting
public opinion against an individual who is usurping its their patrons.
rightful authority.
T S this just?
No, Major Funkhouser does not believe that the people
in general are innately decent enough to boycott a theatre
Plainly, it is a "benevolent despotism," "an enlightened
that chooses to display insidious pictures.
tyranny" that Major Funkhouser has set up in Chicago.
He has power as absolute in his own field as that of a
Why?
Let him answer for himself.
czar. And, like the Czar, he knows nothing of the millions
in whose behalf (?) he is exercising this power, except as
6 t r> ECAUSE.-' says the worthy censor, "there is a class
it comes to him through his advisers.
D of people whose morals are loose; who would take
A despotism and a tyranny it undoubtedly is. The endelight in visiting these places."
There are only two conclusions to be drawn from this.
lightenment and benevolence behind it is not by any means
so free from doubt.
Either Major Funkhouser believes that the majority of
Yet, despite the gulf that separates the autocratic Major
Chicago's inhabitants are guilty of loose morals
from the humble motion picture theatres, he can quote
Or he fails to realize that the will of the majority is as
powerful a law in business as in government.
figures regarding them as glibly as if he were a nightly
What the majority of the people want they will have, in visitant to every house in Chicago.
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are censoring from the standpoint that eighty-live
per cent of the audiences consist of women and children,"
says he. "Forty per cent of the audiences are fifteen years
of age or under. I make no attempt to censor for adults,
but for children. That is the reason I have ladies on the
board."
li the Major
for grown men
tion for wisdom
pletely eclipsed

had a little more consideration for adults,
and women, in his censoring, his reputaand far-sightedness might not be so comas it is at present.

agrees with the .Major that the children
EVERYBODY
should be protected. But does that mean that the
whole world should be run solely for the convenience ot
enildren?
Trolley cars, taxicabs and railroad trains are a menace
to children outside of their homes. Would Major Funkhouser abolish these methods of transportation, or curl)
them to the point where they could not possibly threaten
the life of a child?
Hundreds of books now on the market, and scores
that are issued every season cannot safely be put into the
hands of children, though they are innocuous to grown
persons. Would Major Funkhouser expurgate the publishers' catalogues until not a volume remained that a child
might misunderstand?
Newspapers are admittedly not edited and published for
the purpose of teaching "the young idea how to shoot."
Would Major Funkhouscr sterilize the press until he had
produced a series of journals that might safely be left
in the nursery or the schoolroom?
Motion pictures, whether Major Funkhouser knows it
or not, are adding hundreds of men and women every day
to their armies of followers. Is it not high time that the
Major, in all his obedience to the "vox populi," strained
his ear a bit to catch the increasingly dominating adult
note in that chorus? Is it not time that he abandoned narrowness for breadth, theories for common sense, petty
distrust of human nature for a noble faith in the people
to distinguish good and extinguish evil?
Is it not time that Major Funkhouser ceased to censor
for a part of the people at the expense of the rest, and
began to censor in the interest of everybody?
CAN
Major Funkhouser give a single good reason why
he should censor according to the prejudices and
theories of seventy-four men and women, none of whom
would attend a motion picture show except as a painful
duty, and ignore the hundreds of thousands to whom the
motion pictures are both recreation and instruction, an
education and an entertainment?
Major Funkhouser and his bodyguard of women have
succeeded in robbing the motion picture interests of Chicago of all the fruits of the victory the latter won when
they defeated the "sixteen-year-old" ordinance some years
ago.
For, significantly enough, many of the women who
championed the bill at that time are now members of the
board. The bias given to their views on motion pictures
during that campaign, and the bitterness left by the defeat,
should have been enough to disqualify all such persons
a place on such a board.
Since Major Funkhouser neglected to exercise care in
this respect, it is hardly surprising that charges of prejudice, animosity and persecution are made against the
censors.
If the Board of Censors followed i
itions to their
logical conclusion, no one over sixteen, and very few
under sixteen, would care to enter a motion picture theatre
in Chicago.
They are destructionists, not constructionists.
Thej
harming the motion picture exhibitors, and helping no one,
with the possible exception of themselves.
They are representative of nothing and of nobodj
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their own pedagogic and pedantic dogmas. That they repsent the views of the broad-minded men and women of
Chicago is incredible. That they represent the views of
any majority of the citizens of Chicago is inconceivable.
ALREADY
the exhibitors have begun to rebel against
this unjust condition of affairs. But there is much
to be done before the rebellion can become an effective
revolution, that will sweep this relic of medievalism and
the Hark Ages from the city.
Some of the theatres are running slides during their
programs which read as follows:
"If the stories in our films seem to be disconnected or
short, blame the censor board appointed by the present
city administration. Remember this the next time you
vote and demand your right to see interesting pictures
Take it up with your alderman.
"If our program seems poorly balanced and you are compelled to look at repeaters, it is because certain interesting
films have been eliminated by the present city administration's censor board. Remember this the next time you
vote.
your alderman."
But See
concerted
and organized effort is essential if any
headway is to be made against this oppressive system. If
censorship there must be, let it be censorship of the
twentieth century, a censorship that has American ideals
and beliefs as its foundation, not censorship of the fifteenth
century, with obsolete superstitions and hypocritical nonsense as its basis.
The motion picture interests must awaken the people of
Chicago to a realization of what censorship has become in
the hands of Major M. L. C. Funkhouser and his associates.
When that has been done, they may rely, with more
faith in the people than Major Funkhouser has shown,
upon the people to provide themselves with censors who
are capable of filling the high and responsible positions
which that name signifies.

Late Chicago News
Chicago, February 19
MAYOR
HARRISON has ousted the policemen who
comprised the Censor Board for the past few years
and in their place has appointed six reformers, five women
and one man. This is only a temporary appointment under
a sixty-day revision, as they will have to pass the civilservice examination to make their appointments permanent.
The mayor took this action late last Monday.
li is expected that within a short time four more appointments will be made, as the city's annual budget contained an
ippropriation for ten motion picture film censors at salaries of $1,320 a year each. This new board will work
under the direction of Major M. L. C. Funkhouser, second
deputy superintendent of police.
Those appointed by the mayor are Miss Eva Loeb, Mr.-.
G I Karr. Miss Katharine \ Birmingham, Mrs. Christine
Field, Mrs. Florence B. Kirk and Samuel A. Bloch.
Mi--^ Loeb. it is understood, was recommended to the mayor
by the Bureau of Personal Service, and she is said also to
have had the hacking of Federal Judge Mack. Superior Court
Judge Pam and Dr. Emil G. Hirsch. Mrs. Karr was recommended by the various Catholic societies Mrs. Field was
hacked by the Chicago Commons Woman's Club and similar
organizations Miss Birmingham is believed to be supported
by the Hun House people, while Mrs. Kirk and Mr. Bloch
were recommended by the Juvenile Protective League.
This means thai the situation has become even more difficult of solution \t times it was possible to make the policemen see light, but the individuals who now comprise the hoard
in the main belong to a class which has been bitterly opposed
to motion pictures, simply because by so doing they got
their names in the dailj print.
Major Funkhouser and his principles Mill remain the chief
as this new board will censor according to his ideas.
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The Circuit— Its Growing Importance
By George D. Proctor

question of circuits is one which is becoming of
THE
more and more importance in the motion picture
business. The motion picture industry has not yet
settled down to the cut-and-dried stage. It still is in the
period of change. While speculating on what the future
will bring, on what the situation as regards marketing and
handling films will be two years from now, the question
of circuits takes an important place.
Many persons who are at the present time producing
motion pictures, or who are in the selling end of the business, feel that the day of the circuit will come. One reason for putting credence in this belief is the fact that two
years ago there were practically no circuits and that every
circuit that has been established since then has been financially successful. Among the circuits may be cited the
Turner & Dahnken circuit on the Pacific Coast, the Jake
Wells and T. F. Montgomery circuits in the South, the
Gordon Brothers Olympia circuit in New England and
northern New York State, and the William Fox and Marcus Loew circuits in New York City and the nearby cities.
All of these are believed to be good paying propositions.
It is a certainty that when one man hits upon a method
of making money, others are bound to take a leaf out of
his book.
Co-operation is the keynote of the success of the circuit.
If one theatre playing a lone hand can make money, it is
reasonable to expect that four or five theatres can help
each other by co-operation, and that a greater number of
theatres can help each other even more. There are a great
many instances, of course, all over the country where a single man or concern controls four or five theatres. Such a
case, of course, is tantamount to a small circuit from which
a bigger circuit may grow.
ANOTHER reason why the possibility of the day of
circuit coming must be taken seriously is the fact that
many theatrical people are now entering the motion picture business. The theatrical man will unconsciously look
at the motion picture business through his own eyes. He
will see in it a case parallel to that of vaudeville, where
there are big-time circuits, small-time circuits, and small
small-time circuits. On this account many persons think
that two or three years from now films will be handled as
vaudeville attractions are now, and booked weeks ahead
over a given route. With this situation there would be
separate arrangements made for the pretentious booking
of features for the two, three and four-part features, and
for the single-reel picture. Then as a big feature got older
and depreciated in value, it would go on a cheaper circuit.
The realization of this vision, of course, carries with it almost an upheaval of present conditions. While many may
not agree with these prophets, still their viewpoint is
worthy of serious consideration.
It is all the more worthy of consideration because circuits are now starting to purchase pictures for their own
use. For instance, the Gordon Brothers Olympia circuit
bought the twelve-reel picture of "Les Miserables" and is
now showing the picture at Carnegie Lyceum, New York
City. The Jake Wells circuit in the South buys pictures,
as do Turner & Dahnken on the coast. T. F. Montgomery
recently announced that he was not buying pictures at the
present time, but that he would soon announce the ownership of several features which exhibitors could rent. At
the present time, none of these circuits are buying the picture exclusively for their own use. They are bridging the
gap between the problem of handling pictures, state rights,
and buying them for circuits, by buying the pictures, playing them over their own circuit, and also leasing them to

outsiders.
This may prove to be an
leading toward the day of the circuit.

intermediary

step

ANOTHER important angle of this is that it is extremely probable that the day will come when a single
concern will be both the producer and exhibitor. That is
to say that one company will produce big feature pictures
and play them over its own circuit. This, of course, is the
greatest money-making proposition in the business to-day
on paper.
Anyone with a pencil can figure it out.
A theatrical producer has at his disposal a chain of
houses. He puts on a show. After several weeks' time
and cost, he produces the show. Then while the show
lives, he practically has to produce it every week after
that. That is to say, he has to pay the players' salaries,
traveling expenses and many incidentals each week. Another man produces a motion picture. He produces it
once and his expense of production is all over. The cost
of making additional prints of the picture is nominal as
compared with the cost of keeping a show going. The
proposition for one company to produce big pictures and
produce them over their own circuit is a beautiful one. in
theory, so beautiful that it seems as if it cannot fail to
work out. This is the plan along which the Klaw &
Erlanger-Biograph combine was operating and which may
bear fruit. The Biograph Company have the producing
facilities. Klaw & Erlanger have the theatres. The union
gave them all they need.
WHETHER
or not the Vitagraph Company acquires a
chain of theatres, the Vitagraph Theatre has already
met with enough success to inspire two other firms to follow
in its steps. The Mutual Film Corporation has just acquired
an outlet on Broadway for its big pictures, having taken
over Joe Weber's old playhouse, which it will book through
the Continental Feature Film Corporation.
The Mutual also is reported as having the old skating
rink at Broadway and Fifty-second street, which it will transform and christen the Rink Theatre. Then the AngloAmerican has secured the New York Theatre, Broadway
and Forty-fifth street, in which to show pictures.
Doubtless these are only the vanguard of a great horde.
But the firms who now try to secure an outlet on Broadway
will find their greatest trouble in getting suitable theatres.
There are two roads by which the day of the circuit may
arrive. It may come by means of combinations of exhibitors
or through a producing company acquiring a chain of theatres. Exhibitors' combines may be formed for several reasons. Exhibitors may band together for their mutual advantage. One exhibitor's interests may grow and absorb those
of others.
Newcomers from the theatrical field may put into operation
the modus operandi to which they have been accustomed.
But the result will be the same.
EITHER of these propositions, if they go through as
detailed here, will certainly bring the exhibitor, the
exchange man and the state rights man face to face with
the problem of the circuit.
If the day of the circuit does arrive, it will arrive as
everything else has in this business — with a bang — and if
it does come, the exchangeman, exhibitor or state rights
man who is caught on the outside will be in an unenviable
position. The exhibitor will face direct competition, much
stronger than ever before, while the other people will find
that the bottom has suddenly dropped out of the market.
This is not written in belief that the day of the circuit
will surely come, but to call attention to the great possibilities of its coming.
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Supply Company, Warner's Features,
Inc., Comet Film Company, Eclectic
Film Company and their branches.
For the manufacturer the Columbia
Metal Box Company makes a double
joining table accommodating two joiners
and fully equipped with steel drawers,
holders and a removable box rack with
forty-four compartments. The separate
scenes are placed in these compartments
so that the assembling of the film is
accomplished with speed and without
error.
For the exchange, there is the Columbia Double Rewinding Table, accommodating two examiners and fully
thought in designequipped. The main only
to assure fire
in- the table is not
protection, but to provide ease and
quickness in handling the reels. Another
important advantage lies in the fact that
each table is a unit and the units may
be placed end to end to form one single
row or may be used separately, as is
best suited to the space.
The Columbia Steel Reel Cabinets
have two individual compartments, separated with a solid steel partition. Each
compartment has a separate door with an
individual patented lock and has a capacity of sixty reels.

STORY

FEATURED

IN

CHICAGO "TRIBUNE"
The Chicago "Tribune" devoted a
half-page story to the dramatization
of a Kleine-Cines release, "After
Death," released through the General Film Company, February 10.
The "Tribune" selected the story as
against the product of other film companies because of its intensive dramatic possibilities.

IN LARGER
The

QUARTERS

Special
Event
Film Company.
formerlj
of 248 West
Thirtj
fifth
..a York City, has, under
pressure of increasing business, mi
into larger quarters at 2K, West
I ortj si cond sti < el The firm has
occupied it- new quarters since
I . bruary 20. Five times as much
floor space as was formerly available
is afforded in the new offices.
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Mutual Records

EQUIPMENT

The modern studio and exchange
is adding to its efficiency by using
standardized steel film equipment. A great
deal of well-deserved success in the
manufacture of this product has been
had by the Columbia Metal Box Com144th street, NewYork. pany, of 226 East
Among their patrons are the General
Film Company, the Universal Film Manufacturing Company and the Universal
Film Exchanges, Greater New York
Film Rental Company, Famous Players
Film Company, Consolidated Film &
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South
T'Sy shown
EVEL
ROOS
NEL
can trip
alread
has
Ameri
COLO
interesting results in the shape of
three reels of motion pictures containing rare views of subjects never before
seen upon a screen.
A complete
motion
picture equipment, under the auspices of the Mu-

COLONEL

ROOSEVELT

tual Film Corporation, accompanied
the Colonel with his entire approval,
and not only succeeded in registering
upon the film intimate views of the
great explorer and his party, but also
obtained material that will give the
theatre-going public of the world an
opportunity to see parts of South
America never before presented.
Invaluable views of Rio Harbor and
its three hundred and sixty-five
islands, covered with beautiful flowers
and wonderful vegetation, were obtained by the Mutual camera-man,
who also succeeded in filming the
famous
Avenue
of Palms
and
the

TO

TAKE

ALL W. L. SHERRY
FEATURES

It has just been announced by William L. Slurry, president of the William L. Sherry Feature Film Company. New York City, that the entire
Marcus l.oew circuit of theatres in
the metropolitan distrii had contracted for a feature service comprising the entire output of the Sherry
company.
The contrad goes into effect immediately, and will not only include the
entire line o I amous Players features, but all other features handled
by the Sherry
compan)

Roosevelt Trip
Avenida Rio Branco, which is said
to be the most beautiful street in the
world.
This avenue, which is a mile and a
half in length, cost eighteen million
dollars to build. It is one hundred and
ten feet wide and is said to be the
most
brilliantly
lighted
street
on

ON SHIPBOARD

earth. The sidewalks are built of
marble, each block of the avenue containing adifferent pattern of magnificent design, kept in excellent condition by nightly scrubbing.
Rare pictures of Sugar Loaf Mountain, with its odd cars that are drawn
to the summit by a full mile of wire
cable, are a mere incident in the film
which contains the first photographs
of the interior of Candelaria Monastery ever obtained. In fact, the Mutual man's camera was the first camera
of any description that has been on
the
1557. inside of this monastery, built in

PAN-AMERICAN'S POLICY
The Pan-American Film Company
have announced a policy of dealing direct with exhibitors. Manufacturers
and importers who are forced to get
quick money for their pictures sell the
state rights buyers, and for this quick
mom \ sacrifice two-thirds of their profits from the picture.
The Pan-American Film Company, inStead of selling state rights on pictures,
will deal direct with exhibitors upon
a flat rental basis. They are enabled
to make a better price to the exhibitor,
and at the same time earn more
> tor the manufacturers.
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Color Cinematography
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By M. H. Schoenbaum
Editor" s note. — This is the second article the film already possesses, will
first article on color
on color motion photography, in which the give the illusion of a real rose.
was more
cinematography
author traces the development of the art
and
facts
of
a review
The next pattern or stencil
through the two- and three-color processes to be used will cover the rose
documents than the statement
details of the picof a process by means of which
of the present day, taking up the '"stencil " and other
colors may be obtained.
ture, but when properly superand " natural - color " methods. His preposed the hole
representing
diction for the future is most significant
The color motion-picture probthe green leaf will permit the
lem being one
of the
most
green pigment to be applied exactly on the space of the
important in the industry, it seemed worth while to take the
green leaf on the final film.
trouble to encourage the young generation to set to work
The third operation will be the final one; the vase will be
and increase the army of searchers. The field is large enough
colored in blue, just as the rose and green leaf received their
for all, and opportunities are greater than anywhere else.
own colors before.
It was also thought that in same time those who are interested in colors should be guided to their own profit by their
Sometimes, before any pigment is applied through a stencil, the final film is stained in one particular color, which may
predecessors' experience. It is only by learning what others
represent that of a table, wall, or some other object, or which
have done that the errors they commit and the success they
will simply cause the other colors to harmonize in a better
sought for be attained.
way.
Therefore the reader has been supplied with those facts
The number of colors to be successively applied on a
and references which he wanted and could not obtain, bestandard film varies between one and eight, very seldom more.
cause in most instances he would not know how or where
to otain them.
A clear description of the present state of colors, as applied
S explained above, motion-picture coloring seems to be
to motion pictures existing on the market, is the purpose of
this article.
difficult, the work being tedious to the extreme, as the slightest microscopical error will immediately be remarked on the
screen by even an unskilled person.
be
may
methods
actual industrial color-producing
THE
divided into two principal families :
In view of the demands of the present-day motion-picture
follower, pictures produced by primitive means would have
(1) The mechanical pattern or stencil process;
no chance of success ; and, besides, their price would be high
(2) The natural color or synthetical method.
enough to make them prohibitive to the market.
The modern stencil process derives from the plain brush
The intervention of machinery has saved the situation by
coloring, which was the only method at hand some fifteen
enabling the manufacturer to produce colored pictures as
years ago, at the beginning of commercial cinematography.
nearly perfect as possible and at reasonable prices.
The results obtained to-day are far different from those
Only two machines are necessary to accomplish the work :
of fifteen years ago. The old pictures could not be seriously
shown to the public now except as a mere curiosity of the
a stencil-cutting machine and a coloring machine. All other
tools used for black-and-white films may be employed.
past — a superseded phase in the growth of the art.
The first and yet most simple mechanical cinematographic
Colored films, as shown to-day by most of the exhibitors,
stencil cutter was invented by a watchmaker several years
consist of an ordinary black-and-white film on which pigments have been applied by mechanical means.
ago.
The patent which covers the invention has been prepared
In order to tint every important part of the image in colors
and filed by the inventor himself, though it may be regarded
as near to those of nature as possible, one has to determine
as one of the very few patents taken as models and in which
the number of pigments he intends to use.
new ideas and elegant solutions are exposed with great simIf, for instance, a rose and a green leaf have to be repreplicity.
sented in a blue vase, four copies, at least, of the same film
will be necessary.
Since the patent in question has been published a crowd of
In one of the four films, the image of the rose will be cut
inventors have applied for other patents, more or less different from the original one, and some of which have been
out at its periphery and the part of celluloid, or whatever
allowed.
material the film is made of, bearing the image of the rose
Whatever the other patents may claim as new and useful,
will be separated from the film; in other words, instead of an
they all describe means by which a cinematographic film is
image there will be a hole in the film.
The same operation is repeated with the second film, in
mechanically cut out in order to form a stencil for the purwhich the green leaf alone is cut out.
pose of coloring other films.
In the third film the vase only is cut out.
The above three copies are sacrificed for the sake of the
HpHE original patent disclosed the idea of a machine in
fourth one, which will be the only one bearing the images
-1 which a sharp tool received a very rapid alternate movement. This tool was connected to a pantograph.
with their various colors.
This will be the only utilized film.
The image of the film was projected on a small screen on
IN other words, the cost price of a mechanically colored
which the operator guided the drop-point of the pantograph
at the same time the cutting tool operated by percussion on
film must include not only the cost of the exhibited film
the film where the cutting was effected.
itself, but also the expense incurred by spoiling those copies
There are also machines, and patents that cover them, for
that are intended to become patterns or stencils, and which,
when once cut out, can no more be utilized as films or other
the proper marking of the films after they have been prepared to be used as stencils, since before the stencils are made
patterns.
use of they are separated from their gelatine. In other words,
The pigments are successively applied to the final film
through each particular pattern. Thus, the rose color will
they are plain strips of celluloid bearing holes for the purpose
already explained.
be applied through the pattern in which the rose was cut out,
and the color, together with the photographic shades which
Several types of coloring machines are actually in use by
THE
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the various manufacturers, all of which attain ahout the same
results with about the same means. The only differences may
be regarded as a question of patents.
A coloring machine, after all, means nothing else than an
ordinary printing machine adapted for use with the particular
material on which the printing has to be effected.
As a printing machine, a coloring machine consists of a
tank containing the pigment, rollers, pressing devices, etc.
Every machine has its own color. It is thus possible to work
continually and not be interrupted for cleaning, changing
colors and changing the film.
The work may, therefore, be divided between many hands,
and when one color is applied the film will be passed to
another operator who is in charge of a machine having a
different color, and so forth, till the end of the operation.
THE
mechanical stencil work, as well as the so-called
natural-color films, have both their admirers : those who
like the natural colors object to the lack of exactness in
gradation of colors in stencil films, while the others say they
are satisfied with the stencil system. Though it does not
always give the impression of colors as they really appear,
the result is more pleasant to the eye, the natural-colors system, according to them, being tiresome for the eye, and, besides, inadaptable to the reproduction of all scenes.
Without favoring one or the other, it must be said that in
the actual state of things the natural-color system gives the
eye much more strain than the stencil work, which also allows
more liberty of action, and needs no special machine, device
or mechanic.
Before passing from the stencil method to the modern
natural-color systems, based mainly on optical principles, a
few words must be said about several other methods. There
are various other methods by which certain inventors attempted to obtain colors, one of which is the bichromate process, which was first presented to the "London Photographic
Society" in 1858 by Pouncy.
In 1859 Heineken suggested sepia as a pigment in a similar
process, and at about the same time Charles Scely, in the
United States, demonstrated with carbons as did Pouncy in
order to attain similar results.
Since, Rouille-Ladeveze, Dcmachy, Maskell, Week and several others made new attempts without succeeding in finally
commercializing the method.
In 1895 the somewhat abandoned process again appeared
and was much made use of for reproducing copies of paintings. At that time the most of the pigments employed were
sepia, sienna, Van Dyck brown, ivory black, indigo, etc.
On the 28th of March, 1899, Mr. Manly presented to the
Royal Photographic Society a modified process which has
been very much discussed and contested by Mr. Haddon. In
1904 new reactions were discovered by Baron von Hubl.
There are now too many patents and various other publications to be mentioned here, for the obtention of images by
processes more or less similar to the above, and by which
colors may be obtained.
It is not necessary to insist on the particular kind of colors
obtained by well-known methods, of which the following form
distinct types : McDonough, Lumiere, Joly, Powrie and Dufay. Mention, for memory, may be made, however, of the
end of Ducos du Hauron's patent of November 23, 1868,
which contains the following words: "Finally, another method
exists by which the three operations are accomplished on one
surface only. The sifting of the three elementary colors is
no more obtained by means of three colored glasses, but with
the aid of a translucent sheet mechanically coated with a
grain
Tl

of three

different colors."

I E processes that are now in vogue are Kinemacolor
and Gaumont.
The Kinemacolor
process, it is said in many books and
other publications, is the joint invention of Mr. George Albert
Smith
and Mr. Charles Urban.
In fact, things arc slightly
different
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In a recent suit brought against the Kinemacolor in England, the court held that all former "attempts, however, failed
in practice, because inasmuch as it became necessary to produce three separate images in the very short time during
which the persistence of vision continued, the film would not
stand the strain of the extremely rapid rate at which the
machine
to run."
It seemshadstrange
that the party in favor of which the above
fact was argued has among its members Mr. Charles Urban,
who is the inventor of the device described in the British
patent No. 8548 of 1909, which covers a rapid intermittentmotion device which was probably intended for the Kinemacolor projector, and which proves that two years after the
issue of Mr. Smith's patent disclosing the Kinemacolor process, the inventors of the said Kinemacolor process were still
in favor of extremely rapid motion.
The court proceeds : "Suggestions had also been made for
taking two negatives instead of three, using screens of two
colors only, but in my opinion it is not shown that any of
these suggestions has had any practical result." Here again
the judge omitted to consider that failure in practical results
was due to the fact that in 1899, when Lee and Turner proposed their system, reliable panchromatic films were rather
scarce on the market and those that were employed at the
time proved to be of such poor sensitiveness that no sensible
person would insist on using such material for the purpose
in question.
The court has also omitted to consider that in color cinematography, as well as in any ordinary black-and-white
process, the projection comes after the actual taking of the
pictures, and that the wearing out of the film is a useless
argument, as by taking two pictures instead of three at a
given time, better results are obtained. Not only this, but
even by taking two pictures only, the existing color processes
have to avoid scenes of abnormal motion.
HP HE decision of the British judge has not elucidated the
•1 mystery of the origin of the two-color principle nor that
of the revolving shutter, both known before Mr. Smith filed
his patent. The question thus remains open for the whole
world except Great Britain.
Whether Dr. Jumeaux's exhibition in 1904 of a two-color
system, the prior researches of Dr. Gru'ne and Friese-Greene
and the Lee-Turner patent constitute a so-called anteriority
to the Kinemacolor process is a question. Nevertheless, a
fact remains which cannot be denied — that is, the acquisition
of the Lee-Turner patent by Mr. Charles Urban.
For our readers' information, we give below the full text
of Mr. G. A. Smith's British patent, the validity of which has
been confirmed by the British court in the recent suit:
No. 26,671.
A. D. 1906.
Date of Application. 24th November, 1906.
Complete
Specification Left. 12th Apr., 1907.
Vccepted, 25th July, 1907.
Complete Specification.
"Improvements
in, and
relating to. Kinematograph
apparatus for the Production of Coloured Pictures."
"I, George Albert Smith, of Laboratory Lodge, Roman
i i (-scent, Southwick. Brighton, in the county of Sussex,
Animated Picture Maker, do hereby declare the nature of
this invention and in what manner the same is to be
performed, to be particularly described and ascertained
in and by the following statement:
"My
invention
lias for its object to provide
means
whereby
what arc known
as animated
photographs,
or
li' scope moving pictures, can lie exhibited so as to have
the appearance of being in the natural colours, or approximately SO,instead of being uncoloured. or requiring the
photographs to he coloured by hand.
It has been proposed
to take, for such purposes, and exhibit, by kinematograph
apparatus, photographs taken as three-colour records requiring three times the ordinary number of pictures for
given
it has
beenthat"found
that the
humansubject,
vision but
is not
such
the series
of persistence
three successive colour records, hitherto considered necessary for
(Continued on page 44)
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Cincinnati News and Notes
M

Cincinnati, February 18.
R. WILSON, state treasurer, of
Columbus,
Ohio, was a visitor
recently at league headquarters.

A new machine has just been perfected in Cincinnati which will take
a picture and project it on the curtain
the evening of the same day it was
taken. The patentee of the machine
is an experienced photographer and
mechanic. It is expected it will be
placed on the market in the near
future. A company is now being organized.
A delegation from Dayton called at
headquarters to consult in regard to
the coming National Convention next
July.
Mr. Griffith, formerly with the
Standard Machine Company, now
with the Powers Machine Company, is
doing a splendid business for the
Powers Company in Cincinnati and
vicinity.
Mr. Olsen, general manager of the
Universal Film Exchange in Cincinnati, Columbus and Indianapolis, was
in the city on special business. Mr.
Olsen, accompanied by Mr. Lux, of
the Buckeye Film Exchange, called at
league headquarters.
Mr. Bernstein, representing the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company, called upon President Neff on
his way to the coast. Mr. Bernstein
is one of those hustling, pleasant, energetic men that make friends all
along the line.
The exhibitors of Louisville, Ky.,
are carefully considering the advisability of asking the council to pass a
license ordinance similar to the one
now enforced in Cincinnati. This attorney has been furnished with a copy
of the Cincinnati ordinance.
A state convention will be held in
West Virginia in a few weeks. Mr.
G. B. McClelland, of Osgood, Ind.,
who owns the Amusu Theatre, and
who was flooded out in Hamilton,
Ohio, has been appointed state treasurer for Indiana. He has already secured alarge number of members. A
convention will soon be called for
Indiana to elect new officers and delegates to attend the Dayton convention. Mr. J. M. Bradlet is now working in North and South Carolina,
securing members.
A state convention will soon be
called in all of these states, as President Neff is now making up his itinerary for a trip through Tennessee,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina and
Virginia.

Cleveland Local No. 1 of the M. P.
E. L. of A., has doubled its membership since the state convention held
in Cincinnati. The exhibitors of the
state of Kentucky will hold their convention in Lexington, on Tuesday,
April 21st and Wednesday the 22nd.
Mr. J. H. Stamper, Jr., of the Orpheum
Theatre, is chairman of the committee
on convention. The convention will
be held at the Phoenix Hotel. The
Commercial Club of Lexington and
the railroads are co-operating with
Mr. Stamper to make the convention
a success.
On Thursday Cincinnati Local No.
2 of the M. P. E. L. of A., met at the
Sinton Hotel, and raised the dues of
the local members from 50c to $1.00
per month, and decided to make the

first Wednesday of each month their
regular meeting date. They passed
resolutions, also, condemning the
country store method of giving away
premiums of any kind to induce trade.
It is the sense of the Cincinnati local
that if the proprietor of a show is
capable and a show-man, he will not
have to secure prize fighters to appear
between pictures and raffle goods off,
or run a lottery in order to secure
the attendance. Cincinnati local believes that the pictures should stand
upon their own merits, and the wonderful progress made in the motion
picture business and the millions of
people who attend daily, is evidence
that the motion picture needs no assistance of such a character to secure
attendance.

Texas Trades Club Banquet
the
uet esof Club
banqTrad
nd re
secoPictu
THE
Motion
,
of Texas which was given in
Dallas on January 30, was a red-letter
event in the history of the association
and one of lively interest to all Texas
exhibitors. Every big film company
and supply house was represented
among the forty who assembled at
the board, and not a few ladies were
among the guests.
Among the banqueters was E. T.
Peter, of the Texas Feature Film
Company; Albert Russell and Clyde
Slater, both of the Southern Feature
Film Program Association; Harry T.
Peebles, manager of the Warner Features; James B. Kelly and Ned E.
Dapinet. of the Consolidated Film and
Supply Company; B. F. Whittle, of the
Western Automatic Music Company;
J. F. Whyte, of the Dallas Seating
Company; R. D. Thrash, of the R. D.
Thrash Film Company, of Dallas;
Charles Touchon, the assistant manager of the Mutual Film Corporation,
and Mr. McCormick, their traveling
representative.
The Motion Picture Trades Club is
making rapid progress toward the accomplishment of its ends, and its influence is admittedly being felt
throughout the country around Dallas.
Another incident of a different nature, but of not less vital moment to
Texas exhibitors, and, indeed, exhibitors all over the Southwest, was the
opening of the Consolidated Film
Supply Company's new exchange. Impartial authorities have pronounced
the firm's new home at Nos. 1900-02
Commerce street, Dallas, to be the
equal of any film exchange in the
United States.
" System and Efficiency " is its
watchword, and every detail of it was
conceived
with relation to the con-

•

venience and best service of the exhibitor. The transfer from the old
habitat to the new took place on February 4. Both the company and its
patrons have by now become accustomed to the new surroundings, and
compliments are the inevitable sequel
to the visit of a customer, new or old,
to the Commerce street quarters.
FIRST ECLAIR "WESTERN"
The first production made by the
Western studio of the Eclair Film
Company, located at Tucson, Arizona,
released Wednesday, Feb. 18, is called
"The Cross in the Cacti," and for
Western atmosphere and realism is
somewhat different from the usual
story of this type.
The Eclair company at Tucson has
been augmented by the addition of
several "dyed-in-the-wool" cowboys
and girls, and the riding in this picture
is of the hair-raising variety. A wonderfully realistic revolver battle scene
came very near costing Jack Johnson
his life, as real bullets were used and
one of them clipped a beautiful little
hole through his sombrero.
This first release of the Western
Eclair series is a worthy effort and
ought to meet with the same favor
with exhibitors as the two and threereel dramas of this company.
J. H. STEINMAN ELECTED
J. H. Steinman has been elected
president of the European Feature
Film Corporation, 220 West Fortysecond street, New York City. They
will shortly release Pasquali's phychological drama, "A Soul's Tempest," in
three reels, featuring Giovanni Novelli Vidali. The European Feature
Film Corporation is renting features
for Greater New York, northern New
Jersey and New York State.
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THE
JAMES
M'ENNERY
BACK
James McEnnery, the American
representative of the United Kingdom
Film Company of Great Britain, who
sold "A Message from Mars" in
America, starting it by selling the
New York rights to Marcus Loew,
has just come back from England
after a successful trip.
While in England Mr. McEnnery
organized the Anchor Film Company,
a producing organization, and the
James McEnnery Syndicate, which
will do business with motion pictures
all over the world. He has secured
the South American rights for all the
products of the All-Star Feature Film
Company for the next three years and
a representative of the James McEnnery Syndicate is now on his way
from London to Buenos Ayres to
locate a branch there.
The Anchor Film Company is also
producing and the new films will be
shipped here and to South America.
Mr. McEnnery was accompanied to
this country by Thomas Savage
Graham, an officer in the new company, who will help Mr. McEnnery
handle the firm's affairs on this side of
the water. Mr. McEnnery, himself,
will go back to London in a month
to superintend his interests there, and
while he is gone Mr. Graham will be
in charge of the syndicate in America.
Mr. McEnnery announced he would
immediately start to sell state rights
for the Harry Lauder film, concerning
which he has received many inquiries.
Since this is the only motion picture
ever taken, or likely to be taken, of
the great Scotch comedian and Neil
Kenyon, it is likely to prove a good
seller.
The first production of the Anchor
Film Company is "A Thousand
Pounds Reward," showing the interior
of the famous Portland prison, in
England, and convict life in a jail
where no man receives less than seven
years, and which shelters some of
England's most notorious criminals.
The cast includes Countess Zulor, an
adventuress, well known to the European police, and the film shows the
inner workings of a real counterfeit
plant.
SOLAX

NIGHTS
AT
THE
THEATRES

FOX

The exhibition of "Ben Bolt," one of
the Solax star feature productions at
the Aubudon Theatre, 165th street and
Broadway, was marked by a special program, Friday, Feb. 13, consisting of the
personal appearance of Claire Whitney,
James O'Neil and Joseph Levering, the
leading characters in the production.
Besides personally appearing the players did a specialty act. This is the first
of a series of Solax nights to be held
at William Fox's houses throughout New York State and New England.
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Pan-American Announcement
SINCE
the change
company's
personnel,
increase inof the
capital
stock,
and the establishment of branch offices
throughout the country, the Pan-American Film Company have undertaken
new and far-reaching activities in the
exploiting of special feature pictures.
The policy of this company henceforth will be to eliminate, as far as possible, all middlemen, brokers and commission agents, which are an unnecessary
evil and invariably force up the price of
the pictures to the exhibitors.
The Pan-American will deal with exhibitors direct in all parts of the country. "Fifty features" will be its advertising slogan, and each feature will be
carefully selected, eliminating all pictures of an inferior or doubtful nature,
so that the exhibitor may feel assured
of clean, satisfying and effective pictures, distributed upon a business system,
which will work out to the ultimate
satisfaction of all parties.
Among the leaders in the Pan-American list of pictures now available is
"Worcester's Philippine Pictures," made
by the Hon. Dean C. Worcester, for fifteen years Secretary of the Interior in
the Philippine Islands. These pictures
show the romance, growth and development of our little brown brothers, and
have recently been exhibited at Carnegie
Hall, New York, and other large auditoriums throughout the country to large
and enthusiastic audiences.
SIMPLEX

LOOKS
GOOD
TO
OHIO
Mr Robin, sales manager of the
Precision Machine Company, reported on his return recently from the
Cincinnati convention, a number of
definite sales and a favorable outlook.
Since then the following installations
have been made: Ohio State Penitentiary, at Columbus, O.; New Sigma
Theatre, Tiffin, O.; Hippodrome Theatre, Bucyrus, O.; and the Royal Theatre, Lima, O., all of which were made
through the American Slide Company,
of Columbus, O.
Installations
were made at the Wayne Theatre,
Musesis Theatre and Lyceum Theatre in Dayton, through the American
Theatre Curtain Supply Company, of
St. Louis.
"PIRATE FILM" SEIZED
The World Film Corporation, in Philadelphia, last week seized a pirate copy
of their sensational film, "Protea." They
have also discovered the existence of
another copy and are hot on its trail.
They intend protecting their patrons and
are going to fight all pirates to a finish.
The
case in Philadelphia
comes
to
trial this week.

The Punchfilm Company, Inc., which
will release an average of thirty pictures per season, have entered into an
exclusive contract with the Pan-American for the exploitation of their pictures, the first three being four-part
features entitled "The Triumph of
Right," "Wifey's Charms'' and "The
Lure
of the
Circus."
"From
Dusk
to Dawn," featuring
Clarence Darrow, labor's champion ;
"The Fugitive Law," depicting the assassination of the late Mexican president;
"100 Years of Mormonism," a wonderful historical narrative; "Life's Temptations" "Diamonds
;
of Destiny" ; "Across
America by Motor Car" ; "When Morgan Sacked Panama" ; "The Detective's
Triumph," and the wonderful picture of
Russian and American boy life, entitled
"A Boy and the Law," are among
the other pictures now ready for releases.
Contracts have been entered into with
the World Wide Film Company, the
Great West Motion Picture Company,
the Punchfilm Company, Inc., the Tropical Motion Picture Company, and
Around the World Feature Films for
their exclusive output, which will include special features of three reels and
upwards in length.
Additional floor space in New York
and numerous branch offices throughout
the country are ready with an equipped
organization to place these features in
all parts of the country.
COMPLIMENT
FOR INCE
Director Thomas H. Ince. of the
Kay-Bee brand of Mutual is justly
proud of an unsolicited compliment
recently paid him by Capt. Frederick
I. Macy, U.S.A., the exchange officer
at Fort Stevens, Oregon. Capt. Macy
said that the "Narcotic Spectre," one
of Mr. Ince's recent productions, was
the ever
only seen
"correct
he
had
in its military
adherencefilm''
to details.
Mr. Ince has won fame as the greatest director in motion pictures in the
staging of great spectacles, particularly those of a military nature, and
especially for that most pretentious of
all war

photoplays, "The

Battle of

Gettysburg."
A NEW COMEDY COMPANY
Mews comes from Los Angeles that
Ford Sterling, the well-known Keystone star, Henry P. Lehrman and
Bob Thornby, both directors for the
Keystone Company, have joined with
Fred J. Balshofer, one of the original
organizers of the 101 Bison films, to
form a producing company for the
making of comic releases. The name
of the company has not yet been announced. They will release all their
productions through the Universal.
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Patents
E>y

M . H . SCHOENBAUM
All inquiries pertaining to this department will be answered by Mr. Schoenbanm, either directly or through the
columns of The Motion Picture News. — Editor.
Address "Patent Editor," Motion Picture News, New York City.

Latest
PATENT

AND

TRADE-MARK

News

Patents and Trade-Marks Registered
or Allowed Recently:
United States
1,086,376. Film perforating device.
Duff C. Law.
1,086,535.
Photometer.
H. E. Ives.
1,086,693.
Electric fuse or cut-out.
B. M. Walpole.
1,086,729. Electrical control apparatus. J.A. Rey.
Canada
150,303. Target apparatus. B. W.
Bates.
150,316.
Colour
kinematography.
C. N. Bennett.
150,328. Stencil duplicating apparatus. A. B. Dick.
150,604. Synchronizing apparatus.
E. H. Amet.
Great Britain
22,934. Optical-projection apparatus. C. S. M. Raikes.
22,952. Arc lamps.
F. B. Cannock.
23,085. Kinematographs. L. Frassier.
23.155. Electric Arc Lamps. L.
Kamm.
France
464,230. Improvements in illuminating apparatus. K. Edison.
464,279. Phonograph & Cinematograph. D. Higham.
464,345. Color
cinematography.
Mauclaire and others.
464,355. Frame for screen. P. M.
E. Signoret.
464,373. Improvements in films. L.
C. Van Riper.
464.405. Projector. Ste. Siemens
Schuckert.
464.406. Projector.
Robert Bosch.
464,267.
Cinematography.
D. W
Player.
464,418. Washing and clearing machine. Revolute Machine Cy.

Trade-Marks
L. F. London, Cinematographic
films. Egrot & Chabauty.
Germany
268,332. Phonographs and cinematographs. Jules Greenbaum.
268,302. Photography. Alfred Max
Saudig, Chicago.
269.726. Cinematography. W. Joy
and Charles Urban.
269.727. Films.
Charles Dupuis.
269.728. Cinematography and theatre. Count Kolowrat-Krakowsky.
269,816. Stereoscopy. Josef Branesic.
269.868. Film.
Agfa.
269,683. Emulsion. Renfrow & Wilcox, Kansas City.
269.869. Multiplying photography.
J. Schmidt.
270,103.
Photometry. Paul Boucher.
268,388.
Prisms.
Carl Zeiss.
268,560. Indicating Device. The
Ashcroft Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
268,391. Color Photography. Leopold Moelants.

Trade Notes
Acetate of Cellulose Films
The "Patentblatt" announces that
the German patent No. 135,474 has
been printed.
It would perhaps interest a number
of our readers to know that the above
patent belongs to the powerful German firm, Bayer of Elberfeld, and was
opposed to many local and foreign
applicants for patents for films made
of acetate of cellulose. For this reason the German patent office had to
reprint the first edition, which was
speedily exhausted.
The patent in question was issued
about 1901 and is now about thirteen
years old. According to the inventor's claim the invention consists simply in replacing nitrocellulose by acetate of cellulose, in the manufacture
of films, but the idea is older than the
patent, as in 1900 Mr. Bardy, the well-

known

expert, made public declarations on the subject which were
printed at the time.
Unfortunately, what could have
been proved in 1906 is no more possible to-day, as according to German
law a suit can only be brought against
a patent within the five years following its issue.
Screen Theatres in Germany
In The Motion Picture News of
February 14, we mentioned that Berlin
has about 330 theatres. We can now
add the following statistics:
Breslau, with 520,000 inhabitants,
has 40 theatres; Elberfeld, with 280,000
inhabitants, has 9 theatres; Essen, with
300,000 inhabitants, has 11 theatres;
Frankfort, wicth 420,000 inhabitants,
has 40 theatres; Stuttgart, with 230,000
inhabitants, has 23 theatres; and Metz,
with 60,000 inhabitants, has 8 theatres.
There are 17 cities mentioned in the
statistics having a total of about
6,000.000 inhabitants, the number of
theatres being 524.
In 1900 the thirty-three biggest
German cities had only two motion
picture theatres, ten years later the
same 33 cities counted 480 theatres.
International Exhibition
An international exhibition is being
organized, which will take place in
Budapest, Hungary'- The exhibition
will open its doors on August 15, and
is intended to last till the 15th of October.
Amateur Projectors
The European market is flooded
with baby projectors enabling people
to see a film at home without trouble.
These amateur machines are sold
mostly by well-known factories, who
already supply the market for public
exhibition.
There are also a number of producers
of small toy machines or reduced
models who believe in the future of
home-projection,
and who are new in
the trade.
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Play Rights vs. Picture Rights
The Motion Picture Rights in a Novel Are Entirely Distinct from the Dramatic Rights, Federal Judge
Hand Holds in "The House of Bondage" Injunction Decision, a Vital
DECISION of the utmost imA
portance to the motion picture
world was handed down by
Judge Learned Hand, in the United
States District Court for the Southern
District of New York, on February
10, in the case of the Photo Drama
Motion Picture Company vs. the Social Uplift Film Corporation, over the
motion picture rights to Reginald
Wright Kaufman's novel, "The House
of Bondage."
In this decision, it is held that the
motion picture rights to a copyrighted
novel are not inseparably vested in
the dramatic rights. The motion picture rights may be granted independently of the dramatic rights, and the
person holding the latter has no authority to claim that he also controls
the former, unless he holds them by a
separate agreement.
With this as a, basis, Judge Hand
granted to the Photo Drama Motion
Picture Company, of No. 220 West
Forty-second street, an injunction,
restraining the Social Uplift Film
Corporation from exhibiting, or advertising that it would exhibit, a motion picture based upon the "House of
Bondage."
In so doing, Judge Hand has deliberately departed from the principles
popularly supposed to have been embodied in the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in Kalem Company vs. Harper Brothers.
THERE

it was held that the rendering of a copyrighted novel in
motion pictures was an infringement
upon the dramatic rights to the novel,
the court holding that such a presentation was similar to seeing a dramatic
production in a mirror.
The impression has gained credence
since that decision that the owners of
the dramatic rights to books held the
motion picture rights as well.
Judge Hand, however, expressly
lays down the principle that Reginald
Wright Kaufman, as the author of the
disputed book, could legally assign his
dramatic rights to one man, and his
motion picture rights to another man,
as the evidence tends to show he did.
The litigation between the two companies began when the Social Uplift
Company, which had purchased from
Joseph Byron Totten, the holder of
the dramatic rights to "The House of
Bondage." the supposed motion picture rights, commenced a suit to restrain the Photo Drama people from
exhibiting a film drama taken from
the same novel.
The application of the Social Uplift

Corporation was denied, and the
Photo Drama Motion Picture Company prepared'
to go ahead
with its
exhibition.
Thereupon
the opposing
firm threatened to enter an opposition
picture in the field, and the Photo
Drama company retorted with an injunction action. It was this suit that
was successful.
Arthur Butler Graham, of Graham
& Stevenson, No. 15 Broad street.
New York City, was the attorney for
the Photo Drama Motion Picture
Company.

Hand's
of Judge
essenc
THE
aking e decision
ed
epoch-m
is contain
in the following extract from his opinion:
"The sole question remaining is of
Kingsley's notice. If dramatic rights
include moving picture rights, then he
had notice of Totten's rights, but I
think since the amendments of August
24, 1912, 37 St. at L. 488, that they do
not.
"It was undoubtedly held in Kalem
Co. vs. Harper Bros., 222 U. S. 55, that
the owner of dramatic rights might
forbid their dramatic representation
by moving pictures, and to the present
time the only right to protect moving
pictures arises from the words, "dramatic" or "drama."
"Thus the statutory right to protect
against the making of a moving picture scenario from a book still arises
from section one, sub-division (b), and
the statutory right to protect against
infringement of the scenario arises
from section one, sub-division (d).
"Yet the proceedings for registration of the moving picture play are
now specifically controlled by sections
five and eleven of the amendment of
1912, and it appears that it is one thing
to secure the copyright on a drama
proper, and another to secure it on a
moving picture play.
u A MAN having general statutory
-**■ rights like Kaufman might make
a play and perform it under his common-law rights without publication, or
he might copyright the play and he
would still not have copyrighted or
published his moving picture rights.
"If he wrote such a scenario or
made his film, he could get a separate
copyright on that. Of course, he
could sell his statutory of commonlaw copyright of the play and keep his
moving picture copyright, or he could
sell each.
"It seems to me clear that if he
could do this, he could sell separately
the right to dramatize and the right

One to the Industry

to make a moving picture play, dividing his statutory dramatizing rights
and thus giving each assignee the
right, when he had exercised those
rights, to get his own copyright for a
drama or for a moving picture show.
"Hence, when Kaufman told Kingsley that he had sold his dramatic
rights at the moment when he was
selling his moving picture rights, he
told him something which it was perfectly legal and natural for him to do."
GRIFFITH

MUTUAL
ARE FALSE

RUMORS

If you hear any rumors that D. W.
Griffith, the producing director of the
Mutual Feature Films, is about to
sever his connection with the company, you may brand it as false, according to Air. Griffith's attorney,
A. H. T. Banzhaf.
This is Mr. Banzhaf's denial, which
can be taken as authentic:
"So great has been the success of
D. W. Griffith in his production of extraordinary feature films for the Mutual Film Corporation, with which he
is now associated, that the competitors
of this organization, in an effort to
create trouble among the great company he has assembled, have circulated reports that this mutually advantageous connection had been or
was about to be severed.
"Such is not the case. Mr. Griffith
has never been more agreeably situated or in better position to realize
his great and original ideas, and the
Mutual is delighted with his initial
achievements. Both parties desire to
have it known that the present intention as to the connection is for perAETNA
COMPANY
IN SOUTH
manency."
An extensive producing company
under the personal direction of Richard Sterling, left for Florida on Feb.
10, to produce several features for the
Aetna Film Company. Mr. Sterling
is well known because of his association with the Eclair company as a
producing director.
Among the artists of the company
arc: Christine Mayo, Fred Radcliffe,
Marjorie Nelson, George Cowl. Myrtle Van Zandt, John Arthur. Mae
Prestell, Caryl Fleming, George Lanning and James Kilgannon.
W. R. Goodwin will supervise the
camera work for these Southern productions.
The Aetna Film Company expect to
have the first of these features ready
for release in about four weeks
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"THE PRIDE OF JENNICO"

FILMED

A Stirring Romance of the Bygone Days of Chivalry, by the Famous Players, Vividly Acted and Distinguished byPhotography of a High Order — Presented by an Ideal Cast
TO

all lovers of the booted and spurred romance — the
romance of brave gentlemen and fair ladies, of rascally
barons and valiant Bayards, of cowardly plots and
deeds of daring,* of desperate combats and hairbreadth escapes, of villainy crushed and love triumphant — "The Pride
of Jennico," the latest release, in four parts, by the Famous
Players, is to be commended with earnestness and enthusiasm.
These tales of the heroism and knavery and beauty of
bygone days may have been dispossessed from the legitimate
stage, but only to take an indefinite lease upon the affections
of the hundreds of thousands who form the motion-picture
audiences of the country.

clear message to those who are watching the unfolding of
the drama.
The number of outdoor scenes used in "The Pride of
Jennico" is surprisingly few. But those few are as superb
as the scenes which formed such a striking feature of "Hearts
Adrift," by the same firm. Each one is as clear as an engraving, and one may be pardoned for a passing regret that they
are not more numerous.
These distinguishing
merits, together with a cast that is

There is an exhilarating evening in "The Pride of Jennico"
for everyone who owes a debt of pleasure to "If I Were
King." "A Gentleman of France," "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
"Monsieur Beaucaire," "Rupert of Hentzau," or "Beverly of
Graustark." Tales of chivalry, presented in such pictures as
these, are as inspiring as the pages of the most inspired
novelists.
Those who know the novel of the same name, or remember
James K. Hackett in the play, will be eager to see "The Pride
of Jennico" as one is eager to see an old friend. Those who
are familiar with neither the novel nor the play will do well
to give rein to the curiosity that the announcements of the
drama are certain to arouse. And the censorious, while they
may come to criticise, will remain to praise.
THE

fine photography that interprets the action of the play

throughout
will give an added
zest to the spectator's
enjoyment of the anything but smooth course the true love

THE

almost

ideal

for

DEATH

a picture

OF

PRINCE

EUGEN

of this character, guarantee

the

success of "The Pride of Jennico" from the outset.

"YOU

ARE

NOT

THE

PRINCESS"

of the proud Basil Jennico and the whimsical, self-willed
Princess Ottilie takes. The name of the Famous Players is
rapidly 'becoming a synonym for photographic excellence.
This picture only serves to strengthen their reputation in that
respect.
Where the spoken word is eliminated, as it must be in
the screen-drama, much of the meaning of the action is lost
unless the audience can discern every expression of emotion
upon the faces of the actors. In this picture every facial
expression is registered as if in a mirror.
Were this not so, much of the excellent work of House
Peters as Jennico and Marie Leonhard as the Princess would
go for naught. The faces of both are exquisitely mobile and
sensitive to every changing emotion ; they are "speaking
faces"; every feature seems to be a tongue that carries a

IT is hardly necessary to repeat the story of the play at
great length. When the sprightly Princess Ottilie takes
to flight to escape the villainous Prince Eugen, whom her
ducal guardian would force upon her, it is at the ancestral
castle of the Jennicos that she seeks refuge.
Basil Jennico, the sole heir of the old Duke of Lausitz,
becomes her host. A whim prompts the Princess to change
places with her maid, and Basil, disregarding his oath never
to wed below his rank, finds himself falling in love with
the supposed maid of Ottilie.
He resolves to save himself by wooing the Princess, and
Ottilie merrily undertakes to marry him to herself. But
so well does she keep her secret that Basil, after the ceremony, believes she has cheated him into making a maid his
wife and upbraids her for her deception.
Before the misunderstanding can be straightened out,
Prince Eugen, at the instance of the Duke, her guardian,
lures her back to her home by the aid of his band of gypsies.
Basil is shot in trying to overtake her. All his subsequent
efforts to communicate with her are vain, until the Princess
finds a letter from her husband that her guardian had destroyed.
Hewing down the Duke's footmen with one of his own
swords, she makes her second escape. Meanwhile Basil and
his friend have encountered Eugen and his ruffians at an
inn and engaged them in a duel.
Ottilie arrives in time to fall into the Prince's clutches,
and is borne away to the gypsies' mountain fastness, from
which she is at length rescued by her husband and a squad
of soldiery. Not until the troops acclaim his wife as Princess Ottilie does Jennico discover that he has fulfilled his
oath to his father and his heart's desire at the same time
in wooing the piquant "maid."
L. M.
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Oh, It's an Interesting Life!
Punctuated by GEORGE

D. PROCTOR

\i)

<2
in this busilopments
deve
NEW
ness of ours
come overnight, it
seems. They bloom like roses
opening to the sun. Beautiful thought,
that — would go well with a wrist
watch and a kerchief up the sleeve.
But as the new ones develop the old
the same it's fun watcher.
Just ones.
withing
the new

Pity the poor camera-man. His
work is fifty per cent of the picture
and he gets, according to long established precedent just no per cent of
the credit. Here is where, Quixotelike, an attempt is made to right the
wrongs of centuries and give just due
to one of the greatest camera-men of
the present day and generation. Irvin
V. Willat has been turning the crank

This week's batch is a fairly healthy
one. Already is seen the vanguard of
the army following in the train of the
Vitagraph Theatre. It was an easy
task to predict that, if the Vitagraph
Theatre was a success, a few weeks
would bring other theatres conducted
along parallel lines. The Vitagraph
Theatre has been an unqualified success.
Now the Continental Feature Film
Company, which handles the feature
films of the Mutual Film Corporation,
gets Weber's Theatre and will show
there the big pictures which the Mutual and its allied companies have
been producing since the advent of
Larry Griffith and his cohorts. The
first picture will be a four-part production, "The Gangsters," made by
Jim Kirkwood and featuring Henry B.
Walthall and Consuelo Bailey. Then
will come "The Battle of the Sexes"
by Daniel Carson Goodman, the little
scamp whose "Hagar Revelly" recently tangoed through the courts
with Anthony Comstock playing the
lead opposite.
The Anglo-American has the New
York Theatre and will put on big pictures there, so one is told. As I get
it, this is rather an involved transaction— the North American Films Corporation leasing the theatre. Among
the pictures available, unless the map
has shifted since last I was allowed a
glimpse, is the "Sixty Years a Queen"
made by Charles Barker over in Merrie England, and a wonderful picture
as a film and as a real educational
subject. As a producer Barker has
the knack of letting climax follow
climax withoul any lagging of interest.
All of which means two more theatres on America's main street playing
big (and the word is used advisedly)
pictures, at higher prices and competing directly with the houses offering speaking attractions.

graphic effects yet seen. For instance
the double exposure when Captain
Williams takes a model of a ship from
his shelf and tells Emma of his brutalities on shipboard. Oh, there's no
use in detailing the matter — all
through, the photography is more
than exceptional. How any man operated the camera without three or
four hands is a mystery. At one time
he must have been turning the crank,
operating a dissolving out attachment
and panoramaing. Well, he did it, and
the answer is that Irvin Willat stands
to-day one of the country's best
camera-men. He has studied the business and perhaps he will go even
higher.
Quien sabe?
Walter
Boston's
veteran
film
man, Greene,
has opened
an office
for
Greene's Feature Photoplays occupyfifth floor
the Fortieth
World's
Towering the
Building
at 110ofWest
street. With him will be associated
experienced persons, including Miss
E. Huber. Mr. Greene will divide his
time between the Hub and Gotham.
Thomas Bedding, the well-known
T. B., is now at the helm of Harry
Raver's Itala company, vice Hector
Streychmans, who is now handling
Ammex and a German brand released
as Metropolitan films.

IRVIN

V. WILLAT

for lo these five or six years. His
first connection was with the old Imp
company. Later he served a term in
the laboratories of the New York
Motion Picture Corporation when his
big brother, C. A. (Doc) Willat, was
general manager there. From Nineteenth street he moved up two blocks
to Twenty-first street with J. V.
Ritchey and the old Reliance studio.
This he abandoned temporarily and
went to Cuba with J. Parker Read,
Jr.,
and Victory
companyFilm
to take
"Victory"
for the
Company.
On
his return he went to Reliance again
and from there went to his present
position with the All-Star Feature
Corporation.
Irvin took "Paid in Full" and whenever the picture has been shown the
audience has given more than half of
its applause to the camera-man, "Paid
in Full" contains, in my humble
opinion, some of the greatest photo-

Oh, yes — Tuesday several hundred
persons, including myself, saw the first
production of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, a six-part
version of Edwin Milton Royle's "The
Squaw Man," at the Longacre Theatre. Everybody was much pleased
with the picture. As the first production of a new company, it augurs well.
Dustin Farnum is a regular screen
leading man now all right. But the
point is that the vehicle is there. "The
Squaw Man" will be liked. Don't
forget the hand of Oscar Apfel, the
director. And many thanks to Harry
Reichenbach who took a party 'of gentlemen. Mabel Condon and Harry Ennis, out to a regular feed afterwards.
W. A. Brady starts in actively this
week to make pictures. His first is
"The Gentleman from Mississippi"
witli Tom Wise as the senator. David
V. Wall is in the company.
Misses Dorothy Kingdon and Lillian Wiggins of the Pathe Florida
company are back in town.
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Homer A. Boushey, late general
manager of the General Film Company, has resigned from that organization. He will be intimately associated with George K. Spoor of Essanay in an important position. New
York loses a gentleman and a mighty
fine film man.
Bill Mason, Bill Bailey, Charles
Stine, Frederick Church and Clara
Dale, players, are no longer with the
Essanay Film Manufacturing Company. Bill Bailey may be descried
around the Screen Club. He wears a
cigar in the corner of his face.
The Willat Film Manufacturing
Corporation, through its attorneys,
Graham and Stevenson, has caused its
capital stock to be increased from
$20,000 to $100,000 to take care of the
enlarged business of the corporation
as now contemplated. The president,
Carl A. (Doc) Willat, states that the
cost of the factory and studios at the
Fort Lee property of the corporation
will be upwards of $125,000 and that
the capacity of the plant will be upwards of 1,000,000 feet a week, with
ample studio facilities for those companies that may desire to use them.
P. C. Hartigan, who has been
making Kalem pictures on the Pacific Coast, is in town.
Eddie
Roskam caught
Charles
Francis Murphy
of Tammany
fame,
doing the fire hero act for his New
York Weekly.
Louis M. Noto has returned unscathed from Chicago bringing with
him some Harry Lauder stuff he made
there for the Cort Kitsee talking pictures and a Cheshire smile.
Calder Johnstone, formerly scenario
editor for the Universal, has gone to
San Francisco for that company.
Jule Burnstein is now with Eclectic
as general manager for New York.
The Vitagraph Theatre, formerly
the Criterion, at Broadway and Fortyfourth, is equipped with two Powers
6A cameragraphs.
E. H. Lynde Denig is back again at
the typewriter.
Jacob Berg and Abraham Bloom, of
the Supreme Feature Film Company,
145 West Forty-fifth street, have left
on a tour through the country with
their five-reel release, "The Hero of
a Nation. Bar-Cochba," and their fourreel feature "The Tyrannical Government," to sell the state rights. They
are also taking the seven-reel production of "Satan" for North and South
Dakota and Minnesota, for which territory they have the rights.

SCENE

FROM

"THE HEART OF CARITA'
(Eclair — March 1)

George Kleine expects to open his
magnificent photoplay house now in
construction, next door to our own
Candler building, about April first.
Mr. Kleine will have offices in the
building.
Aubrey M. Kennedy, vice-president
and general manager of Kennedy Features, Inc., and the Criterion Feature
Film Manufacturing Company, is now
en route for Los Angeles. He will be
back in about two weeks.
The World Film Corporation, successor to the World Special Films
Corporation, seriously threatens to do
things to pirates whose duped copies
of "Protea" are said to have been discovered in New Orleans and Philadelphia. The more people going after
the pirates in earnest, the better for
the whole industry.
Agnes Egan Cobb is back from her
Features Ideal and Union Features
trip through the country. She sold
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas to the Big Four Feature Film
Company, of Dallas. She also sold
"The Divine Appeal" to the Wolverine
Feature Company of Detroit. Three
prints of the same picture have been
sold to William Fox's Box-Office Attractions Film Rental Company.
The Ramo Company were the
guests at a box party given by William N. Fox, president of the BoxOffice Attractions Film Rental Company, at his Audubon Theatre. This
was the occasion of the first presentation of the Ramo Feature entitled
"Wives" in Mr. Fox's houses, and was

greeted in joyable appreciation by the
audience. A spotlight was played on
Stuart
Holmes, leading man of the
Ramo Company.
The Eclair Studios at Fort Lee,
New Jersey, had the honor of entertaining recently some distinguished
guests in the persons of the famous
theatrical power, William A. Brady,
Mr. Miller of the Shubert forces, and
Edward S. Curtis, the author, traveler
and well-known authority on the
North American Indian. The visitors
were shown through the studios and
factory, and watched with great interest the taking of a scene in a fortlicoming Eclair release, entitled "The
Kangaroo," a six-reel feature.
Messrs. McMahan and Jackson with
Nelson F. F. Evans, of the American
Feature Film Company, of Toledo,
are negotiating for the Exclusive Program for Ohio. They have been in
almost daily meetings with J. R.
Miles, H. H. Raver, Ingvald Oes and
Herbert Blache, and the probabilities
are that the arrangement will be consummated and go into effect at once.
Frank W. Smith has been appointed
librarian of the Screen Club by President King Baggot.
All the Reliance companies in the
East, except the company headed by
Norma Phillips and directed by Jack
Noble, producing the "Our Mutual
Girl" series, have been closed out. This
leaves the new studio erected on the
recently purchased Clara Morris estate in Yonkers empty. Among the
persons affected are Directors Edgar

THE
Lewis,
Le Viness a»id Rochm, Paul
30
Scardon and Walter Stull. 1 understand that George Siegman is retained
and that Tom Mills goes to the Mutual Girl Company.
William Robert Daly, who put on
"Forgiven" down in Florida for Frank
J. Carroll and his Stellar Feature
Photoplay Corporation, returned
Wednesday. The others are expected
in soon, including Edwin Forsberg,
Fritzi Brunette, Caroline French, and
Daniel Bertona
(.Kid Hogan).
Phil Mindil is now managing editor
of "Reel Life," the Mutual publication, in addition to his duties as press
representative. He succeeds Clarence
Herbert New, who goes to create the
position of motion picture editor of
the "Blue Book" magazine.
Paul Scardon is proudly displaying
a beautiful bit of Sheffield plate, a
trophy which he now owns as his
"Beaming Belle" won it five times.
Bob Frazer is coming back to
photoplays as per his ad in the Screen
Club program. Within a few weeks
he will rejoin the Eclair stock company, playing leads. Then the Cecil
Spooner stock company must, indeed,
pine away to a shadow.
Bad cess to all these "press agents"
who seem to think the word "company" is plural and takes a plural
verb. I'm getting tired of crossing
out "The Jazbo Film Company have"
and making it read "has."
Any UN-
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tionary will tell the reader that "company" is a collective noun, singular in
number and takes a singular verb.

DISSOLVING OUT
Offerings received during the week include
postcards from Bob Daly and Doc Willat in
Florida and a cocoanut sent via parcels post
au naturel by Doc.
"Trapped in the Great Metropolis," the first
release of the Rolands Feature Film Co., is
notable for its sensational realism. Exciting
incidents follow one another in rapid succession, and interest is maintained to the very
end. George K. Rolands, the producer of
many of the best selling specials of the last
few years, including "The Lure of New York,"
has surpassed all his former efforts in this
powerful feature.
"The House of Bondage," produced by the
Photo Drama Motion Picture Company, was
witnessed by Irving Cummings, of the Pathe
Freres, at the Auditorium Theatre, Newark,
Ohio. He was well pleased with the production.
Murray Beier, well known to the local exhibitor, has been transferred from the management of the Buffalo office of the World
Film Corporation, to take charge of the New
York branch. Mr. Beier has long been associated with the rental end of the business
and his return to New York will be a welcome
bit of news to his many friends.
All the Film Releases of America subjects
are now sold for the New England states.
"Outlawed" was last week purchased by
General Sales Manager Dunn, of the American
Feature Film Company,
of Boston.
The Eastern Feature Film Company, of the
same city, has acquired the rights on "The
The employees oi the Selig Polyscope Company sent a wireless message to Oscar Eagle,
Firefly."
sailing across the Gulf of Mexico, en route to
the Panama Canal, wishing him well on his
journey and a happy return. Mr. Eagle expects to be back in Chicago the last of this
month.
A number of changes have been made in the
Selig Stock at Chicago, and negotiations for
noted people to fill the vacancies are now en
train.
Sunday was field day at the Selig Polyscope
plant, in Chicago, W. N. Selig inviting William
Morris. Harry Lauder and some literary friends
to enjoy his hospitality and witness the showing
of some remarkable new films. Several unique
and valuable mementoes were reeled off on
this occasion, presenting great men at play.

E. D. Horkheimer, secretary and treasurer
of the Balboa Amusement Producing Company,
manufacturers of "Balboa Feature Films, has
returned to Los Angeles, California, after a
successful business trip to New York City.
H. M. Horkheimer, president and general
manager of the Balboa Amusement Producing
Company, of Los Angeles and Long Beach,
Cal., manufacturers of Balboa Feature Films,"
shortly leaves for the East to close up contracts for exclusive territory for the feature
productions of his firm and will then visit England and Europe for a similar purpose.
"Joan of Arc," the big five-reel Savoia production which is b^ing marketed through the
offices of the World Film Corporation, is being booked from three days to a week at a
time in houses that ordinarily change their programme three and four times a week. No film
presented through the offices of the World
Film Corporation up to this time has met with
the favor this subject has.
The American Film Company is branching
out. The "A" is flying higher. The new
plans embrace four and five-reel feature productions which will be quite a separate concern
from the generally understood American releases. This means new players and some
big surprises. The studios at Santa Barbara
are buiit on a big scale and have a capacity
for much more than at present called upon.
President S. S. Hutchinson is busy making
preparations for the new programme and
divides his time between Santa Barbara, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
F. H. McMillan, manager of the Chicago
office of the World Film Corporation, is getting considerable notoriety these days due to
his argument with Major Funkhouser, the local
censor.
Dr. P. A. Gariazzo, manager of the Savoia
Film Company, has just returned from Rome,
where he had gone to present to the Pope
the first copy of the new film, "The Triumph
of
Emperor"
Vinces),
hasanbeen
secured(InforHoctheSigno
United
Stateswhich
and
Canada by the World Film Corporation.
Eddie Kull, the old reliable camera man,
who has achieved his entire scientific education
in the Selig establishment, and who is considered one of the most expert men of his class
in the country, has been invited to accompany
Harry Lauder en tour. He will be with the
company four weeks, and started last Saturday.
He will stop at the California studio, in Los
Angeles, for an indefinite stay.
James Neil, who was so long associated with
Oliver Morosco as actor and stage manager,
has joined Carlyle Blackwell's forces at the
latter's studios, where he and Mr. Blackwell
arc directing together.
"The Conspiracy, or a $4,000,000 Dowry,"
which the World Film Corporation will market
next week, was done at the Paris Eclair factorv
with a cast of some of the best-known French
artists appearing at the Sarah Bernhardt, Comedie Francaise, the Odeon and the National
Theatre Francaise.
That charming little actress, Adele Lane, is
back at work again at the Selig studios after
a two weeks vacation spent in the hills or on
the licaches which lie close to Los Angeles.
Benjamincountant,H.has been
Cohen,
formerly
acmade
auditorpublic
of the
World
Film Corporation.
Turner and Dahnken, managers of the Tivoli
Opera House, San Francisco, Cal., who also
control fourteen theatres in the state, have
contracted to purchase copies of all of the
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products of
Feature Films"
manufactured the
by the "Balboa
Balboa Amusement
Producing
Co., of Los Angeles and Long Beach, Cal.
Belle Bennett, leading woman of the
"Balboa Feature Films" has recovered from
her recent operation following an attack of
appi ndicitis and is out of the hospital. Miss
Bennett shortly expects to return to her work
with the Balboa company and her recovery
from her illness has brought a shower of congratulations.
The six-reel picture to be released soon by
the New York Film Company has several
unusual
features in it.
The new offices of the Exclusive Feature
Company,
finished. at 21 West Twenty-third Street, are
The E. V. Tra<Fng Service company has
moved into offices at 71 West Twenty-third
Street.
The Metropo'itan Film Company will show
thirty features purchased
in Europe.
The Progress Film Company has opened
offices in the Fitzgerald b"ilding.
B. F. Clements, of the World's Leaders Film
my. is recovering from his recent illness.
Victor Potel. One-time business manager of
the Wosti rn Ess.inay forces, subsequently
de-

(Continued on page 54)
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Production
By Lesley Mason

a Hit

in Six Parts, with Dustin Farnum in the Title Role, Is a Production Dramatically as Big as, and Scientifically Superior
to the Original Play

is no need to introduce
THERE
"The Squaw Man" to the American public, any more than there
is any need to inform them who Dustin Farnum is. As well waste a baseball fan's time explaining to him what
Christy Mathewson ever did to get into
print.
It is difficult, therefore, to see how
the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company could have made a better or more
strategic choice to establish their claims
to the attention of the motion picture
world than by taking one of the most
widely advertised and most successful
plays and actors for their initial production.
"The
in the
screen
such a

Squaw Man" has lost nothing
transfer from the stage to the
of those qualities that made it
marked success before the footlights. Besides having Dustin Farnum,
who created the title role in the original play, to re-create it before the camera, every one of the big dramatic moments are incorporated in the film-play
without the sacrifice of a single one of
the features which gave the drama so
wide and enduring a vogue in the heyday of its first popularity.
It may even be said that something
has been gained through the camera
which was forbidden to the stage because of its limitations. The thrilling
scenes at the English Derby, where the
Earl of Kerhill makes
the disastrous

'DON'T

TALK

■IF YOU DRAW

MY MEN WILL

plunge that eventually ends in his cousin
shouldering the burden of the family's
dishonor and going into voluntary exile; the finely executed scenes of the
burning schooner in mid-ocean and the
rescue of the castaways, — these, and
others during
the course
of the six

NAT-U-RITCH— CASH

HAWKINS

IS DEAD'

SHOOT

YOU TO RIBBONS'

reels that tell the story of "The Squaw
Man" represent the triumph of the pictures over the stage production.
THESE portions of the drama are
preliminary to the main action, it
is true, but it is equally true that
they are of decided value in arousing
and heightening the interest of the
spectators in what is to come. A severe
critic might recommend their elimination, but it would hardly be wise to
dispense with scenes that are capable of
evoking such genuine applause as they
brought forth at their first presentation.
Were it not for such sensational effects introduced at critical points during the first three reels, the prologue
to the real life and fortunes of "The
Squaw Man" might be liable to the
charge of being a trifle lengthy. As it
is, James Wynnegate (Dustin Farnum)
arrives in America and starts for the
region of the ranches with an audience,
fresh and unwearied, eagerly following
every incident in his career.
Then begins the story which every
man, woman and child to whom Jim
Carston, Nat-U-Ritch, Cash Hawkins
and Lady Diana are the names of favorite characters, are familiar.
This is the point where the real test
of the ability of the drama to sustain
and vindicate itself as a motion picture
play takes place. The victory is at once
brilliant and complete.
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pla3 leaps forward with increased slued like a horse under
the whip-lash. The audience, realizing
it is on the main line of the story at
last, leans forward involuntarily to
catch every move of the personages on
the screen in the feud between Carston
and Cash Hawkins, the little squaw's
double redemption from death of Jim,
first by shooting- down Hawkins, later
by dragging him, after he has fallen,
snow-blind, at the mouth of the poisonous "Death Hole,'' the tragic death of
Nat-U-Ritch after years of happiness
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He Has Had Wide Experience
ARTHUR
S. KANE recently has
left the General Film Co., with
which he first became connected three
and one-half years ago. During his
service with the company
Mr. Kane

CRITICS LAUD GOODMAN
After five hours of deliberation a
New York jury decided that "Hagar
Revelly" was a book that could be
freely circulated through the mails
and thus set at naught the loud hue
and cry that had arisen against it
during a long and interesting trial.
Few present-day writers have received the extravagant praise that has
been lavished upon its author, Daniel
Carson Goodman, during the last few
days. Along with Locke, Conrad and
London, his last work has been count-

Hartc's stories and a five-cent "paperback." The Western atmosphere, the
atmosphere of cowboys and ranches and

ed seventh by the Boston "Transcript"
in the list of America's fifteen greatest
novels and it is an event of note in

Colt .44's, and red men and sheriffs is
entirely subordinated to the drama of
human nature which constantly holds
the foreground.

NEW PROJECTION ROOM
The Italian American Film Corp.,
located at 1482 Broadway, Room Kill,
New York City, have just completed
their projecting room for the convenience of out-of-town buyers.
Exhibitors will now have the privilege
of seeing all coming releases of which
the company carries six in advance.
i v buyer is guaranteed that
films released here will be released in
F.urope sixty days later than tin- release date of the Italian Amen, an
Film Corp.

A splendid preparation for the work
in the film field was his five years of
managership of large combination
theatres in the middle West and his
experience as a newspaper man, during which he was sporting editor of
the "Kansas City Times" and city editor of the "Topeka Daily Capital."
The viewpoint of the exhibitor was
gained through operating his own
photoplay house before associating
with Mr. Crawford.

with her "squaw man," and Jim's ultimate reunion with beautiful Lady Diana.
Oscar Apfels sense of scenic and
dramatic opportunities as director is
unfailing and it is hard to say which,
if any, particular scenes will bring him
the most credit. The series of pictures delineating Jim's struggles across
the snow-bound hills and Nat-U-Ritch's
braving of "The Evil Spirit" to save
her hero from death, is in itself a masterpiece. And there is more than one
such group in the two hundred and
sixty-four scenes which comprise the
production.
Let it be remembered that the picture is no ordinary "Western." The
difference between them is as wide as
the difference between one of Bret

That is the secret of the play's endurance, as it will be a factor in the
popularity of the pictures.
Dust in Farnum's acting is too well
known from East to West to need any
characterization here. He makes himself early felt in the play, though handicapped by an un-Farnumlike moustache,
and once his lip is relieved of that burden, his personality asserts itself with
all its force over the spectator.
Winifred Kingston handles the somewhat secondary part of Lady Diana
well. A full-blooded Indian, Red Wing,
plays Nat-U-Ritch and shares the screen
honors
with Farnum himself.
The rest of the cast is adequate, and
more, to the demands of the drama.

the United States, or one whose
knowledge of the different situations
in the various territories is so comprehensive.

ARTHUR

S. KANE

filled the positions of branch manager,
special representative and an assistant
to the president. For nearly the past
year he had been in the home office.
Fxchanges managed by him were:
Seattle, St. Louis and Twenty-third
street. He was the first special representative ofthe company and had charge
in Chicago and adjacent territory.
Mr. Kane is now district manager of
the Mutual Film Corporation, with
headquarters in Chicago.
Previous to the formation of the
General Film Company, Mr. Kane was
for three years the personal represenO. T. and
Crawford,
St.
Louis, tative
in of"Mr.
establishing
operating
a motion picture manufacturing concern, live licensed film exchanges and
a score or more of large motion picture theatres.
I'.' cause of his long experience and
of the varied fields in which he has
worked, he has an exceptionally wide
acquaintance among exhibitors, exchange men and manufacturers There
probably is no one better versed in
tin abilities .of exchange men all over

motion picture history that Dr. Goodman has been induced by the Mutual
Film Corporation to write photodramas.
Besides writing dramas for screen
,-■■
presentation, Dr. Goodman
has been
carrying on exhaustive experiments in
a specially constructed laboratory in
the Union Square studio building of
the Mutual Film Corporation in NewYork City. Each step in his laboratory work has been carefully photographed by a motion picture camera
and the result is several hundred feet
of invaluable film, upon which is faithfully recorded the discovery of the
first cell of life.
Added

interest is given to his remarkable feat by the announcement
that the film will be shown as the introduction to a great multiple reel motion picture drama that promises to
1 c the most stupendous production
ever attempted in the history of the art.
NEW
CONCERN
FORMED
The Industries Motion Picture Company is the name of a new firm just
organized which will be devoted to
the production of industrial and educational motion pictures. H. B. Muller. general manager, was formerly
with Warner's Features, Inc.
The executive offices of the new
firm are in the I.ongacre Building,
New York City, and their studio and
laboratory are in Newark, N. J.
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of the Jungle
Michell

A Three-Reel Release of the Gaumont Company, Which is One of the Most Effective Wild Animal Pictures
Ever Filmed — Frances Dagmar's Battle with the Panther Intensely Realistic
THERE
are not a great many companies that possess the
three-reel release of the Gaumont Company. Of
facilities for taking such a picture as this tremendous
course, the picture might be "faked," as many have been,
but to produce the real thing in a manner similar to this
production
requires more than skill in "faking'; it demands
realities.
Frances Dagmar, a regular member of the Gaumont stock
company, has been featured in a number of animal pictures.
She is allegedly the only woman in all Europe, connected
with this business, who will handle any animal without the
usual introductions. She has performed in pictures with
snakes coiled around every part of her body — not little reptiles, but large pythons and boa constrictors — and through it
all she has come out unscathed.
Mile. Dagmar in this picture has one of the most difficult
parts in her career. It will cause many a thrill. Her battle
with a panther, in which she rolls over the floor with the
animal on top of her, is most realistic. In fact, it is so very
realistic that one naturally shuts his eyes, expecting to see
the girl badly hurt. The animal claws her hair and neck in
a manner which causes tremors to run up and down the
spine.
Her control over the beast seems miraculous.
THERE

benefactress, he finds this, impossible, and writes her a letter
in which he sets forth his ardent wishes. After much thought
he decides he had better take the letter himself. Arriving
at her home he sees Betty in the arms of another, and his
hopes are blasted. He watches their love-making, and then
in anger leaves the house, tearing up the note at the same
time.

are a number of remarkably good jungle scenes.

I say "jungle" scenes, because that is what they are
meant for, and that is what they instantly bring to mind. In
fact, there are many excellent scenes, both in the jungle and
interiors.
The atmosphere is fine.
The plot is really a love story laid in the jungle — a story
dealing with love and its attendant vices, jealousy and treach-

■

WATCHING

THE
two
and
his
A

FOR

HER

LOVER

following day he calls on her and is introduced to

Jack, Betty's fiance, who has been in New York. The
men are reserved toward each other and Jack's friendliness is refused by Tom. There is no open warfare, however,
soon Tom realizes his silliness and shakes hands with
rival, apparently forgetting his hatred.
hunt is organized for the next day and the three set

out together, with "beaters" to scare the animals from their
hiding places. They repair to an old hut in the jungle and
there store their provisions while they are out after the

HOLDING

THE

PANTHER

AT

BAY

ery. A great part of the action depicts these two emotions.
The story is as follows:
After aimlessly wandering for some time in the jungle,
Tom discovers that he is hopelessly lost. He does not lose
heart, however, but continues walking in as straight a line
as he is able. Finally he falls exhausted by the side of a
shallow river, too tired to move.
When he is just on the point of giving himself up for lost,
he is discovered by some ranchers and carried to their home,
the farm of Betty. He is nursed carefully by her for some
time and finally becomes well again. But in the meantime
he has fallen a victim to her charms and finds that he loves
her greatly — that he cannot be happy without her.
Returning to his home in the hope that he may forget his

animals. On their return from a day's shooting they discover
that some animals have broken into their store of food and
it has all been devoured. Giving up the hunt, they return
home, where Tom leaves them to go to his own home.
Soon after Jack is the recipient of a letter from Tom. in
which the latter sets forth his affection for Betty and claims
the right to challenge to a duel. As he is not an adept with
the sword, he suggests a novel means of ridding the world
of one of them.
He suggests that they repair to the hut that night, without
any arms, but with plenty of raw meat to draw the animals,
and there await their coming. The plan is accepted by Jack,
principally because he is not a coward. That night, when
the dusk has fallen and the jungle is quietened except for the
prowling beasts, they repair to the hut and take their places.
Tom, contrary to the rules which he himself had set forth
has armed himself and, awaiting a favorable opportunity,
maliciously shoots his comrade seriously, though not mortally
wounding him. Jack, seeing a panther entering the door,
just has sufficient strength left to hold the beast out with the
aid of a log. Betty, in the meantime, has found the nofe
of challenge and has gone in pursuit of the two men. She
arrives at the house, chases away the animals from the outside and enters the room. It is here that the fight between
Betty and the panther takes place.
Having killed the animal, she rescues Jack, who is unable
to walk, and together they return home. After some months
a newspaper insert tells them of the death of Tom, who had
been eaten alive in the forest.
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the advent of the longer picture, the four,

is becom"padding"
subjects,
partjustly
and sixand
No. 8mg more«vepopular
so. When
a spectator
sits
down to a single-reel picture or a split-reel picture, his
"PADDING" — WHY
NOT?
brain unconsciously
expects
haste.
Anything
that
AT
this time when motion pictures are being pro- delays action annoys him immensely.
When he sits
duced at top speed to satisfy the ever-increasing down to a long picture, he unconsciously settles back
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demand, the question of "padding" arises.
It
has become a popular sport to decry "padding" ; to
scorn it whenever a scene regarded as "padding" appears on the screen.
But stop a moment.
Is it possible to make a picture
without padding?
It is possible, but the chances of

in his chair and expects to stay there until the picture
is over. He pays more attention to the picture and plot
as developed on the screen.
He does not care about
"padding" any more than if he were seeing a show on
the stage,
Another element to be considered is the stigma at-

making more than a very few pictures without it are
extremely small.
Stripped to its germinal plot, most pictures can be
told in pitifully few scenes. A French or Italian author, who made an exhaustive study of dramatic construction, wrote a book in which he proved that there
only exist thirty-six dramatic situations. Schiller and
Goethe both refer to this work as an authority. All
plots have for their basis one of these thirty-six possi-

tached to the word "padding."
To know that a picture is padded is to be prejudiced against it. This is
really unjust, unless the padding is absolutely without reason. The real answer lies in the way the picture is received by the audience. Many a time a scene
OI beauty is applauded even though it is not necessary
Ior the development of the plot. Most picture audiences are now getting away from that idea that pictures wcre a form of entertainment to be taken on the

bilities. The difference lies in the method of approach 'b'- They now regard them as a direct competitor of
and in the mise en scene. But reducing any plot to the legitimate stage,
fundamentals, by stripping it to the last shred of what

might be called "padding," nearly any motion picture
can be reduced to a dozen or fewer scenes.
Were pictures to be devoid of what the meticulous called "padding," they would be very short subjects.
One probable reason for the outcry against padding is. that many persons unconsciously regard motion pictures as a condensed form of entertainment
taken in capsule form.
Consider for a moment the analogous situation
on the stage.
There is probably only one theatre
where plays are presented absolutely stripped of pad-

\ T7TTH this there comesan appreciation of anything
'*
thai is beautiful or interesting in the picture,
And though this be padding, they do not care.
Theatrical audiences do not care.
Why should anybody
care?
It is practically impossible to produce a picture without padding!
As was said before, if padding lends
anything of value or beauty to the picture, if the scene
which could be dispensed with gives the spectator a
new thought, it is worth while,
Let's have it !
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GOD" A SENSATION

The Spectacular Scenes of the Metropolitan Film Company's First Release Centre About the Question:
"Do Riches Bring Happiness?" and Answer It Dramatically
is a sensation, as original
THERE
as it is overpowering, in store for
the motion picture lover in "The
Money God," a five-part drama, the first
release of the Metropolitan Film Company, of New
York City.
"Do riches bring happiness?" is the
question answered by the great spectacle,
and its five parts embody the following
story :
At the Millionaires' Club Lord Chester
and Admiral White become involved in
a discussion: "Do riches bring happiness?" by reason of an advertisement
reading:
A former ship captain now in
poverty seeks employment.
John
Palmer, 124 Smith street.
Lord Chester, a man of tremendous
wealth, proposes
the wager
that the
advertiser would be made more unhappy by wealth.
Admiral White and the
members of the club accept the wager
upon the following
conditions :
1. Lord Chester binds himself to carry
it out within two years.
2. The wager refers to the advertiser.
3. The winner receives $500,000.
Disguising himself as a "gang boss,"
Chester calls on John Palmer and offers him employment. Palmer, living
with his wife and daughter, Ethel, is
in dire need, and has been gladly availing himself of the proffered financial assistance of Dick, Ethel's sweetheart, an
honest young blacksmith.
Chester secretes $100,000 in gold in an
abandoned sewer, and after a day of toil
goes to the inn with Palmer and spends
money recklessly. He feigns intoxication
and when admonished by Palmer, drops
bints of his hidden store of wealth.
As Chester expected, Palmer's cupidity
is aroused and he follows Chester and
discovers the gold, which he loses no
time in appropriating.
Palmer explains his sudden wealth by
an alleged legacy and sets up a magnificent establishment, in which Chester
succeeds in obtaining a position as a
butler — having discarded his disguise of
a laborer. Palmer becomes fired with
a great desire for great riches and seeks
opportunities for making usurious loans.
Owing to infected waters, the fishermen
are prevented from plying their vocation
and Palmer loans them money. Later,
when fishing is again permitted, the fishermen have been unable to repay their
loans and Palmer, enforcing his rights to
the lei ter, eizes their property.

Palmer
methods
such
THROUGH
amasses sufficient money to secure
trol of a steamship company.
Ethel
has never
ceased
to love Dick, who
writes her a happy little letter that he

is coming to ask her father for his consent to their marriage. He receives a
terrible setback when he learns that the
wealthy John Palmer refuses to accept
a poor blacksmith as a son-in-law.
The captain meets Sir Gilbert — a
wealthy man — and encourages him in his
attentions to Ethel, who, at her father's
command, becomes engaged to her unwelcome suitor. On the wedding night,
as the time for the ceremony is at
hand, she tears off her bridal finery,
goes to Dick, and the two are married.
Palmer is incensed, and commands his
wife never to mention his daughter's
name again or to communicate with
her.
She secretly sends her blessing to
Ethel, and receives a reply from the
girl. Palmer catches his wife reading
the letter, forcibly takes it from her,
and when he sees the contents is wild
with anger. After a big scene, he drives
the woman — who suffered poverty with
him — from his palatial home.
Burning with injured vanity, he goes
to his office and finds a telegram from
Captain Evans, reading : "The ship Victoria is unseaworthy and I will not take
Palmer loses no time in getting to
command."
the dock where the vessel, with a heavy
list of passengers, is awaiting the order
to start. He summarily discharges the
captain, takes command himself and
starts on the voyage.

were
EVANS'
ed. Themisgivin
CAPTA
vessel gssprings
unfound
not IN
a big leak and the water pours into
the boiler rooms. Herculean efforts are
made to stop the leak and, with the aid
of pumps, to keep the water from reaching the red-hot boilers. The effort is
useless. Terrific explosions scatter
scalding steam and burning coals.
In a few moments a raging lire is
burning the bowels of the ship, and
scenes of heroic daring are shown. The
lire is kept below the hatches by the
crew, while the officers battle with the
frenzied passengers on deck. The wireless sends out its sharp call for help,
but the ship is doomed.
Overcome with horror, Palmer staggers to his cabin and sinks into a chair.
With death staring him in the face, he
realizes the falseness of his life. Vision
upon vision of his misdeeds crowd upon
him until, horror-stricken and selfloathing, he seizes a pistol from bis desk
and places it to bis temple.
Then his manhood asserts himself.
Though life is now distasteful to him,
he resolves to atone for bis pas! sinby sacrificing his life in saving the people
in bis care.

Like a madman he plunges into the
maelstrom of death. The crew, spurred
on by his bravery, follow him and many
an unconscious form is carried through
the boiling waters and blistering flame
to the decks above. The captain seems
to bear a charmed life, but he is finally
laid low, and is carried, dying, to his
cabin.

SS is received from the
A WIRELE
steamer Empress that she will reach
the wreck in a few hours. Delirious
with pain, Palmer sees a vision of the
devil spring out of a huge trunk which
suddenly appears before him. The devil
grins sardonically as he picks up handfuls of gold and lets them filter through
his fingers. Palmer fights like a demon
himself, to attack the apparition, and
after a terrific struggle with a half
dozen seamen who seek to restrain him,
he drops dead.
Chester has been a passenger — in disguise— and as he sees the terrible ending
of the wager, his heart is filled with
anguish. The rescue ship arrives and
no time is wasted saving the bodies of
the dead in the frantic haste to rescue
the
nextderelict,
day thefilled
captain's
cabinliving.
is seen The
on the
with
water, where gruesomely floats the figure of John Palmer.
Chester writes the club a report, and
ends his letter as follows: "I have
won the bet, but regret it deeply. What
profits it a man if he gains the whole
world and lose his own soul? Please
devote the stakes to the relief of the
victims of this disaster."

IS SPREADING
N. Y. WEEKLY
The New York Weekly, released by
the Life-Photo Film Corporation, 102104 West 101st street, New York City,
is rapidly attaining success and favor
in many sections of the country.
Besides being exhibited in the Loew
circuit of theatres through New York
and New Jersey, it has established
itself in California, Missouri. Colorado and more than one section of
Canada.
A NEW FEATURE FILM CO.
The Mecca Feature Film Company,
Inc. with offices in the Leavitt Building, is under the management of Moe
Goldman, formerly of the Supreme
Feature Film Company. Contracts
have been made with two European
houses to handle their output, exclusively, in the United States and Canada. They will have films of four, five
and six-reel lengths.
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heatre
>fistructioii Department
THEATRE that promises to be
the largest and finest motion
picture house in Detroit — a steelframed, fireproof structure with a
seating capacity of 3,000 — is now in
process of construction at the corner
of Horton and Woodward avenues.
The Regent, as it will be called, is
being built under the direction of C.
Howard Crane as architect, at a cost
of $200,000. The theatre will be in the
rear of a three-story building, with the
entrance lobby on Woodward avenue.
a rich and beautiful foyer, its floors
and walls tiled in polychrome and
marble.
A

Passing under the ornamental iron
marquee that canopies the sidewalks in
front of the entrance, and through the
lobby, the visitor enters a ninetyseven-foot auditorium. Here, from
any of the 1,550 seats on the floor,
there is a clear view to the stage, uninterrupted by a single post. The
proscenium arch is forty-two feet
wide, and the stage, thirty feet in
depth, will contain the latest stage
equipment and be fully equal to the
needs of any road production.
HE
interior
of the theatre
is
T treated
in the most pleasing archi-

tectural manner, and is uniquely lighted. The lights are concealed in every
instance and diffuse a warm glow
through the theatre. In fact, motion
pictures could be shown in this theatre
while it is fully lighted.
The balcony, seating 1,125, is
reached by a stairway that passes
through a mezzanine floor, designed
as a lounging place for patrons of the
theatre, and fitted up with large retiring rooms for ladies and gentlemen.
Sixteen loggias around the front of
the balcony and twelve proscenium
boxes complete the details of the interior.
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3 front building, the exterior of
The
which is finished in white glazed terra
cotta, contains a large cafe in the basement, four large stores on the street
floor, sixteen offices on the second,
and a spacious dance hall on the third
floor.
The building is entirely independent
of the theatre, and has a separate office
entrance, elevator and stairway on the
Horton avenue side.
THE Regent Theatre will be one of
the safest theatres in the country,
containing, as it will, about thirty exits.
A modern washed air system of ventilation is to be installed, which will
force cool, pure air over the theatre in
the summer and warm, pure air in the
winter. The outlets for this air are
located under the seats, a method
which gives the most efficient form of
ventilation.
A vacuum cleaning system is to be
installed throughout both the theatre
and office building. A sprinkler system is to be put in over the stage and
stand pipes with fire hose attached are
distributed over the theatre to afford
ample fire protection.
The entire building will be owned
and operated by the Regent Theatre
Company, of Detroit, Mich. The officers are William F. Klatt, president;
William A. Eldridge, vice-president;
Leo K. Hennes, treasurer; James
Strasburg, secretary.
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Gets Another Star

Beatriz Michelena, Noted Prima Donna, to Act for California Motion
Picture Corporation
SACRIFICING
a beautiful
voice,
which has inspired dramatic and
musical editors the country over to

prima donna, has deserted the operatic stage, temporarily at least, for
the screen. When the California Motion Picture Corporation start the
producing activities for which they
are now making extensive preparations, Miss Michelena will be starred
in their big feature plays.
When a mere slip of a girl sixteen
years of age, Miss Michelena had the
distinction of being the youngest
prima donna on the stage. She was
then touring the country in the title
role with the Shuberts' "Girl from
Dixie." Her success placed her in the
rank among
operatic
celebrities
and the
made country's
her an immediate
favorite with Broadway managers.
Other prominent producers with
whom she has been prima donna are
Kirk La Shelle, Henry W. Savage
and Oliver Morosco.
While Miss Michelena's voice is
one of the sweetest ever heard on the
stage, her success in prima donna
roles has depended quke as much
upon
her beauty and her dramatic
versatility.

BEATRIZ

MICHELENA

write columns of favorable criticism,
Beatriz
Michelena,
the
celebrated

LEGEND
(Eclair)

OF

THE

LILACS'

It is this beauty and dramatic accomplishment that determined Herbert Payne to secure Miss Michelena,
whom he witnessed in a recent Eastern triumph, as the principal star for
the California Motion Picture Corporation of which he is president.
His endeavors along this line were
somewhat simplified, it is said, by the
plans to produce some of the celebrated operas in which the prima donna
appeared. One concession made the
prima donna is that she is to be
allowed to pass on all film in which
she appears before the company releases it.
Her dramatic experiences have a
range from comedy to the intensely
emotional, and she has met the requirements ofboth with equal success.
Beside the operas in which she has
had previous experience, Miss Michelena will appear in a number of other
famous plays and books. Frank
Paret, the well-known New York
theatrical man, is now securing the
motion picture rights on these.
SCHOOLS BUY POWERS 6A
CAMERAGRAPH
The Lacmmle Film Service of Minneapolis, Minn , report the sales of a
Powers Cameragraph No. 6 A projecting machine to the Shattuck Military
School of Faribault, Minn., the School
of Agriculture of Crookston, Minn.,
and the University of Minnesota at
Minneapolis.
These will all be used in connection
with educational courses, in which the
screen is steadily playing a larger part.

THE

SPECIAL
The Touch of a Child. (Imp. Two
reels. Feb. 23.) — Featuring King Baggot. Apparently many of the settings
were taken on his recent trip abroad.
The atmosphere of the Parisian scenes
seems too good for local studio work.
The story deals with human emotions
and passions and so will be found of
interest to all.
At the request of his sister Frances,
Jack goes to Paris to visit them. Jean,
the disreputable brother of a celebrated doctor, insults Frances with the
result that he is thoroughly whipped
by Jack. A duel is fought in which
Jack kills his opponent.
The doctor, not knowing his brother's rival, swears vengeance. Time
passes and Jack has fled the country.
The doctor and Frances are mutually
attracted and marry. She, however,
keeps her secret.
Later, the doctor meets Jack and
learns for the first time that he is the
man that killed his brother. They arrange that whoever is touched first by
the doctor's child shall go out and kill
himself. The child, however, touches
them both at the same time.
"Yellow Flame." (Broncho. Two
reels. Feb. 1.) — An excellent release
that will thrill everyone. There is
plenty of action, yet much pathos. It
is one of those pictures which cause
one to think long after it has been
seen. The cast is clever and are capable of making their meaning most
clear even in parts where that is difficult.
Yellow Flame is released from
prison in order that he may die in his
home. He sinks down beside an Indian grave and his thoughts are shown
for the remainder of the film. He sees
himself, a young buck, rescued from a
watery death by a settler. He earns
the white people's confidence, and
when the fort is attacked he is sent
with a message for help. Black
Feather, another Indian, waylays him
and steals the message, but is wounded in the attempt. He crawls into a
cave and dies. The whites then throw
Yellow Flame into prison.
Yellow Flame dies beside the grave.
A little later the note of which he had
been relieved is found beside the dead
body of Black Feather. But it is then
too late to repair the terrible wrong.

"The Devil's Assistant." (Pathe.
Two reels. Feb. 27.)— Made by the
Pathe Berlin Company. Miss Asta
Neilson, the German actress, who has
often been called the finest emotional
actress on the screen, is given plenty
of opportunity for displaying her talent, and takes advantage
of them.
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Hanna, a pretty German girl, becomes an artist's model and soon
learns to love her employer, who takes
advantage of this fact. Her lover,
Hans, is thrown aside for the new
love. Martin, the artist, goes to
America, where he studies toward becoming a great painter. He has forgotten Hanna, and the girl gradually goes deeper in the mire.
Martin returns and becomes ento his
benefactor's
daughter.
Hanna gaged
lias
become
a servant
in the
employ of this man. She sees her
former sweetheart in the arms of another and sinks yet lower. Some time
later Martin again employs her to
pose
picture,
"Helplessness,''
which forhe a needs
a girl
who has gonein
so low as to be helples's.
Her father dies at this time and
Hanna reforms. The artist, seeing
the loss of his picture through her
constant smiling, forces her to sink
again. Hans then throws her aside.
Hanna, seeing through the act, destroys the painting, and there we leave
her to her future misery.
"Mario." ( Broncho. Two reels.
Mar. 4.) — A pathetic story told in a
clever and pleasing manner. A good
release.
Mario, an Italian girl, meets an artist in her home, and falls in love with
him. He apparently reciprocates her
affection, and when she is cast out by
her overscrupulous parents, she goes
to her lover, who takes care of her.

•I WENT
TO HIM WHEN
Scene from "Mario''

Some time later he receives a telegram and departs for America, his
home, promising to return shortly.
When he does not come back, the girl
is forced to sell everything to support
herself and child. The landlord is unrelenting, but offers rent free if she
will make certain sacrifices, which she
refuses.
She goes to America and arrives
just in time to see Richard, her lover,
married to another. Her anger
aroused, she stabs him, and the foregoing is the story she tells the prison
priest.
"The Orange Bandit." (Majestic.
Feb. 15.) — "No man who steals oranges can marry my daughter," is
papa's ultimatum when the girl and
the man, whom he drove from his
orange grove at the point of a shotgun, come to ask his blessing. But
the tables are turned on Dad when
he is haled to jail by a country constable in mistake for a pair of overspeeding joy-riders, through an error
in license numbers. While the old
gentleman is pouring out the vials of
his wrath upon the head of the guard,
the "orange bandit" and his daughter
trip away to the nearest parsonage
and return in time to congratulate
Dad on his release from the "cooler"
by the capture of the real culprits.
From the theft of the oranges to
the twining of the orange blossoms it
is a wholesome
mantic comedy. and hearty little ro-

FATHER
CAST ME
(Broncho — two reels)

OUT'
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"A Barrier Royal." (Broncho. Two
reels. March 11.) — A dram, tic story,
telling the troubles of a Princess who
does not wish to marry the man the
state has ordered she shall wed. Many
novel scenes. The Princess Marie,
rather than wed the Prince D'Conte,
runs away from her castle and becomes a worker in the vineyards of
France. Her life is saved by a fellowworker when she is attacked by the
foreman of the workers. She has her
friend swear she has committed suicide, but the authorities, not believing
this, throw the man in prison. Marie
goes back to court and frees her
savior, then drowns herself to prevent marrying the Prince.
"On
the Firing-Line
in Tripoli."
( Mundstuk. Four reels.) — This picture, a four-part drama dealing with
the recent Balkan war, is announced
as the second release of the Mundstuk Features, 135 West Forty-fourth
street, New York. It will be ready
for the exhibitor within a short time.
There is a strong social moral implied in the picture. It deals with a
married woman's infatuation for a
man other than her husband; the rejection of her love overtures to him,
and her final pangs of conscience for
her failure to capture him.
The second wife of an Italian general falls in love with his colonel.
She is young and beautiful and the
colonel has a hard fight between love
and honor. Meantime he falls in love
with the general's daughter.
In a battle with the Turks, the
colonel is wounded and for his bravery is presented with a medal by the
general and given his honorable discharge. Upon his return, the gen-

eral's wife again attempts her passionate love-making. An unconventinal situation is relieved by the general's daughter.
By a satisfactory explanation of
affairs the colonel finally wins the
girl's love and they are married. The
i nil'- wife refuses to attend the
i eremony and pays a penalty of bitter
remorse for her misplaced affections.
There are some good exterior
scenes.
"The Death of a Geisha." (Eclectic.
Feb. 10. Three parts.) — A good
drama telling an episode during and
after the Russo-Japanese war. It
seems that the tallest Russian and
the smallest Japanese girl obtainable
were employed to play the leads. The
tremendous difference in height between the two is striking.
llanako, a little Japanese girl, having nursed a Russian soldier back to
life, becomes greatly attached to him.
They are married and move to his
home in Moscow. Several street
scenes, actually taken in that city, are
introduced. For a long time he is
most faithful to his little wife, until
the "woman" enters his life. She
separates them and Hanako, after
enduring his snubs in silence for a
time, at last commits hari-kari. The
finale is most powerful.
"The Adventures of Shorty."
(Broncho. Two reels. March 18) —
There are cowboy pictures and cowboy pictures, but Shorty and his adventures will delight audiences for
many a day before he is eclipsed by
his superior. The little bow-legged
cow-puncher is first made the victim
of a hoax by his pals when one of

them impersonates the queen of the
dance-hall, and then shipped off in a
boxcar on an outgoing freight train
after he has shot up the premises to
show his displeasure.
This is where Shorty's adventures
really begin. The son of the sheriff
of a county some hundreds of miles
away, after playing the prodigal son,
is traveling "blind baggage" back
home, in the same side-door Pullman.
Shorty awakens from his "morningafter" sleep to find a hobo assaulting
the
and goes
to the
lad's rescue.
The boy,
struggle
brings
a brakeman
on
the scene, but the tramp overpowers
him
shoots the "brakie" with his
own and
revolver.
Shorty and Harry have, meantime,
dropped off the train to find themselves in Harry's home town, with the
countryside aroused 'Over the shooting.
Shorty, as the only stranger in the
place, is thrown into jail. But the
tramp
takes refuge
barn, where
he is in
seentheandsheriff's
later
trapped by Harry. The boy rides off
to notify his father of the capture,
vindicates his cowboy friend, and sees
the tramp in the hands of the authorities.
It is a vindictive Shorty who travels
back like a gentleman, thanks to the
purse made up for him, to rejoin his
pals on the ranch. But when he
reaches the bunk-house, his spirit is
chastened and, overcome by the funny
side of his adventures, he rolls himself
up in his blanket, while his comrades
crowd wonderingly around to observe
the change that has come over their
hot-tempered mate.
There is ample entertainment for an
evening
in the as
pictures.
"Well done,"
may
be taken
the summary
of the
whole drama.
SIMPLEX

PUTS

ONE

OVER

When it comes to being "on the
job" J. E. Robin, the popular sales
manager of the Precision Machine
Company, is a wonder.
A few nights ago he dropped in on
a well-known exhibitor. This man
was having trouble with his machine,
which was made by another manufactuier. The machine was placed several ftet above the center of the
screen and to the side, and this was
distinctly noticeable upon the screen.
Also the picture was out of focus on
one side and the titles were shown at
great angle.
As the exhibitor had been unable to
obtain the necessary quick assistance,

SHE
Scene

from

DISCOVERS
"The

Death

HER

HUSBANDS

of a Geisha"

Robin gave it the "once over," made
new aperture plates, overcame the defect, placed the machine properly and
greatly improved the projection.
The exhibitor now asks "Who is
Robin working for?" According to
Robin, he "is working for the exhibitor, tegardless of who is paying his

PERFIDY

(Eclectic — three

parts)

salary."
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"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels.

Colonial

Feature

Film

Co

1G29

"'Victory" — Five Reels
"Battle of Waterloo" — Five Reels.
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels.

Colonial Feature
Colonial Feature
Colonial Feature

Film
Film
Film

Co
Co
Co

1G29 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

Georgia

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"

J. H. & E. L. Henry

Nebraska

"Paul
Reels J. Rainey's

New

'Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels.

Colonial

North Carolina.

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"

J. H. & E. L. Henry

Oregon

"Antony and Cleopatra" — Eight Reels. .
"An American Citizen"- — Four Reels...

People's Amusement
People's Amusement

South Carolina

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"California
Rodeo" — Three
Reels.

J. H. & E. L. Henry

Empire

M. M. Osborn

San

Arizona
Colorado

Mexico. . .

Texas
Tennessee

African

Hunt" — Six

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
'Victory" — Five Reels.

Utah

Nebraska

Feature
Feature

Feature

Co

Virginia

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"

J. H. & E. L. Henry

West

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"

J. H. & E. L. Henry

"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels

Colonial

Virginia

Wyoming

1210

Film

Film

Feature

Film

St., Denver,

Empire Theatre,

Co

Colo.

Winchester,

Va.

P. St., Lincoln, Neb.

4i

1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
Empire Theatre,

Co
Co

West
West

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Colonial

Curtis

Park and Alder,
Park and Alder,
Theatre,

Va.

Portland,
Portland,

Winchester,

Ore
Ore

Va.

Marcos, Texas.

Empire Theatre,
Co

Winchester,

Winchester, Va.

1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

Co

Empire Theatre,

Winchester, Va.

Empire Theatre,

Winchester, Va.

1629

Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

The names of the above feature exchanges and buyers, together with their addresses and the lists of titles of
features they are booking, are published by "The Motion Picture News" only as an aid to exhibitors.
The purpose of this directory is to enable every exhibitor to write directly to the purchasers of territorial rights
in his state for any feature he may wish to book, thus saving valuable time. Feature exchanges and buyers who
desire to have their names and addresses listed here should send their requests to The Feature Editor, "The
Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York, N. Y.

"LET

NOT

AEssanay
MAN

ESCAPE"

THE producer who is responsible for this subject and the
writer of the scenario are both worthy of praise for a
strong production, that starts out with a splendid situation
and continues through a powerful story, well acted. Richard
C. Travers as John Brannon plays a good part. John Cossar as
Gordon Thorne and William Bailey as Gunther, the detective,
interpret their roles well. A matter of detail was overlooked
by the producer when he shows William Bailey's picture among
others in the rogues' gallery. Also, while the other characters
of the film grow older with the passing years, there is no
perceptible change in the detective. He remains young
throughout the entire production. The doubling of characters is also very apparent in a few instances, such as Mr.
Hutchinson, who appears first as a policeman and about fifteen years later, in a far distant city, as a campaign manager.
These trifling objections do not affect the story materially,
as it is built along strong lines. The acting is splendid and
the scenic effects are good. The very first scene lends immediate interest.
John Brannon is first seen sleeping at a table in evening
clothes. He evidently has partaken of too much liquor. Beside him stands Gordon Thorne with a revolver in his hand,
looking from the body on the floor to Brannon. Thorne
finally places the weapon in Brannon's hand and then arouses
him and accuses him of the murder. Brannon, not sure of
himself, awakes his little daughter and flees.

The wounded man recovers enough to drag himself to the
chair, and scrawls a note stating that Thorne is guilty. This
is found by the detective, who then becomes puzzled over
Brannon's flight. Brannon goes to the woods in the north,
where he remains for a number of years. Finally, convinced
in his own mind that he is innocent, he returns to civilization.
He is prosperous and is about to be elected mayor.
His prospective son-in-law shows him some stock he has
bought. Brannon considers it worthless and visits the broker
who has sold it, in whom he recognizes Thorne. The detective sees the stock advertised and becomes suspicious that
there is something crooked. He arrives in the small town
just as Brannon is making his final speech before election,
and Thorne is branding him as a murderer. Thorne is arrested and Brannon cleared for all time. — C. J. V.

"ELSIE

VENNER"

THRILLING

PICTURE

The Kennedy Features release for March 4 is taken
from "Elsie Venner," Oliver Wendell Holmes' thrilling
story of heredity. It is advertised and produced by Arthur
Maude, who takes the part of Dick Venner. Constance
Farley plays the title role.
The production, which is in three parts, is said to be one
of the most thrilling ever shown upon the screen, telling
the tragic story of the weird "snake-girl" in a fashion that
is superlatively effective.

THE
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"THE

THERE

GOVERNOR'S

MOTION

GHOST"

Ramo
are more thrills and more varieties of thrills to

be found in "The Governor's Ghost," a four-part dramatic
feature released by Ramo than many a feature of equal or
greater length contains. A girl's fall down a rocky hillside, a
wife's sacrifice of honor, home and happiness in an effort to
break off her sister's rash elopement, her banishment
from
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"THE COLONEL'SKay-Bee
ADOPTED
— 2 Reels

DAUGHTER"

SO

many Indians have been seen who are bad clean
through, so many who apparently have not possessed
any good traits at all, that it is a relief, in this two-reel
Kay-Bee drama to see one made a heroine. Of course, it
is not the first Indian who has been given the lead in pictures, but the general rule seems to be to make them take
the heavy parts
The strong cast is composed of Mr Kdwards as the Colonel, Miss Little as the girl, Mr. Withey as Lieutenant
White, and Mrs. Morrison as Mrs. Hastings. There are a
large number of real Indians in the cast, as well as many
soldiers, officers, etc. The fighting scenes are very realistic.
Black Cloud and his warriors are attacked by the whites
under Colonel Hastings, and all but Black Cloud and his

•

THEIR

LAST

MEETING

home by an unbelieving husband, a weak-minded, hard-hearted
man's rise to be the Governor of his state, his exiled wife's fall
beneath the spell of wicked companions, the kidnapping of a
Governor's daughter by white slavers, the mother's recognition of her child, the police raid upon the gangsters' stronghold, the trial, conviction, and imprisonment of the Governor's wife, her second sacrifice to save his reputation, her
tardy pardon and premature death — this is but a random
enumeration of the tense dramatic moments in this strongly
sustained film.
Situation after situation is piled up until one is almost
bewildered by the abundance of them. Yet the drama moves
on with even swiftness and not a single scene could be spared
without harming the unity of the drama. Fifteen years is
spanned by the action, which nowhere lags.
The cast is uniformly meritorious. The photography is
equally so, worthy of more than usual commendation in the
rainstorm and court-room scenes. Will S. Davis, the director,
deserves hearty praise for his staging at every point. The
staging of the secret service sleuth's battle with the gangsters
and the police raid on the house are masterful bits of work.
Stuart Holmes is convincing as the irresolute Governor.
The part of the wife was finely and powerfully done by
Edith Hallor.

ON
from

"The

THE
Mother

WATCH

FOR

Penitent,"

RUSTLERS
Warner's

Featur

.". Parts,

THE

DEATHBED

SCENE

little papoose daughter are killed. This little girl is carried home by the Colonel, to be taken care of. Black
Cloud escapes the pursuit of the soldiers and settles elsewhere. The soldiers return and wipe out the entire village,
leaving
nothing but blackened ruins ami desolation behind
them.
As Mrs. Hastings, the Colonel's wife, has recently lost
her little girl, she adopts the child and cares for her as she
would her own. Feeling that the child should receive the
proper education, she sends her away to a boarding school
from which, after a time, she returns. The girl, however,
instinctively feels that she is not wanted — that the officers
and their wives do not like her because of her blood.
Black Cloud, her father, has again been captured and
placed on a reservation, from where he escapes, and. together with a bind of followers, starts to pillage. He is
captured by Colonel Hastings and brought to the post,
where his daughter is.
The Indian maiden overhears a conversation between
tli. Colonel and his wife, in which they agree to keep her
parentage a secret, and so she decides to go with her
lather.
Dressing herself as a soldier, she aids Black Cloud
t<> gel on a hi >rs<
The Colonel, spying the Indian and a supposed member
of his regimenl escaping, -hoots at them The girl falls
i loin the hi rse and is picked up by the Colonel in a dying
condition. The father escapes. The girl has given her life
fi >r her ideal- and father.
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"The Measure of a Man." (Lubin. Feb.
10.) — A single reel him drama notable alike
for its strength and its charm. The former
quality is supplied by Sandy, the human
derelict, who defends the camp, in the absence
of the superintendent, against the shift boss
and the rebellious laborers with a piece of
hydraulic apparatus. The charm of the play
is centered around Tommy, the "super's" fiveyear-old son, who summons h;s father and the
engineers in time to suppress the mutiny and
save Sandy. Save for an ending that is somewhat too abrupt, the picture is an excellent one
in all respects.
"The Story of the Willow Pattern." (Edison. Feb. 10.) — A dainty romance of medieval China, done with an exquisite art that
transports the spectator back to the remote
period in which the love story has its setting.
A theme as old as the first woman's fight for
love
mercenary
ambition
given against
a new abirth
in this father's
refreshing
novelty.is
Quatrains
take scene
the place
of thewithin
ordinary
subtitles and each
is shown
a frame
of Chinese porcelain.
"Reconciled in Blood." (Selig. Feb. 10.)
— Asavemountaineer's
of feud
his own
life-blood
to
the dying songift
of his
enemy,
whose
wife has summoned the "revnooers" to capture
him, the death of hate and the birth of friendship in the grateful father's heart and his assistance of his one-time foe to freedom, are
the gripping elements of this picture. Guy
Oliver as Hawkins, the moonshiner, and Stella
Razetto as Mrs. Clairborne merit commendation
for their work.
"Speak No Evil." (Essanay. Feb. 10.) —
In an effort to "point a moral and adorn a
tale" anent the frightful consequences a wife's
jealousy may bring in its train, the picture
would seem to become unnecessarily gruesome
at its climax. The death of an innocent wife
and an unoffending husband as the result of
a woman's malicious gossip embodies the lesson
of the drama. Exaggerated acting by one of
the husbands that provokes mirth at the most
tragic moment of the play mars an otherwise
vivid and well-developed picture.
"Sophie Picks a Dead One." (Essanay.
Two parts. Feb. 13.) — There is plenty of
action in this Western comedy. While the
plot is most improbable in some respects many
ludicrous situations are developed. It is capable of provoking much laughter. Sophie has
many cowboy lovers, but she picks their cook,
after he cleverly works a couple of suicide
ruses. They quarrel and her husband again
tries the suicide ruse. One of Sophie's disappointed lovers is pining away and the doctor
attempts to aid him by having the cook buried
alive. He is "exhumed" and arrives home
just in time to prevent the marriage of his
"widow" to his former rival.
"The Gun Behind the Man." (Knlem. Split
reel. Feb. 13.) — On the same reel with "Out
in the Rain."
Tt depicts the antics of a rube
company
of militia.
"Out in the Rain." (Kalem. Snlit reel.
Feb. 13.) — On the same reel with "The Gun
Behind the Man.." There are a number of
laughs
in th's
A husband
agood
night
at his
club.picture.
He srets
into the spends
wrong
house on his way home- When he finally gets
home his wife has him locked out and he
sleeps in the rain unt:l the servants awake
him in the mornine. His framed excuse and
bunch of violets fail to pass irate wifie.
"The Sleetvng Sentinel." (Lubin. Feb. 13.)
— It is an adaptation of the poem of the same
name. The poem is flashed on the screen,
stanza by stanza, and the action and development in each is subsequently enacted A
youth leaves home and enlists in the Union
army.
He falls asleep while doing sentinel
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duty and is court-martialled. His execution
is prevented by President Lincoln and in the
next battle he is among the first to be killed.
"Bunny's Birthday." (Vitagraph. Feb.
13.) — Bunny goes out to borrow some table
silverware and is handed a bag of it by a
burglar who is fleeing from the police. Quite
a number of humorous situations are developed
before Bunny is finally discharged by the
police.
"A Soldier of the C. S. A." (Selig. Feb.
13.) — Pathos enters quite strongly into this onepart drama. A veteran of the Confederate
army on the verge of starvation happens to
look in through the window of the home of
another Confederate veteran who is celebrating
his birthday. He finally goes in and steals a
battle-marked Confederate flag and is caught
in the act. For old times' sake the unfortunate
veteran
comrade. is taken in by his more fortunate
"A Nest Unfeathered." (Biograph. Feb.
14.) — This one-reel drama bristles with human
interest. Two lovers quarrel over the girl's
brother. He marries another and proves worthless. In attempting to rob his first sweetheart
he is killed, after wounding her. She plays the
part of the good Samaritan and takes care of
the destitute widow and her babe.
"His Grandchild." (Edison. Feb. 14.) —
There is an old saying if a child can't soften
a man's heart it is of stone. Because he does
not marry
the girl He
of his
choice,
son
is disowned.
diesfather's
and his
widowa
abandons their child on its grandfather's doorstep. She becomes a nurse and is later called
upon to care for her own child. There is a
reconciliation.
"The Calling- of Jim Barton." (Essanay.
Feb. 14.) — Reprimanded for a small theft a boy
runs away from home and becomes an outlaw.
In later years his brother, as sheriff, is called
upon to arrest him, but declines. Rather than
have his brother disgraced, Jim commits suicide.

UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM

"The Weaker Sister." (Smalley-Rex. Mar.
1.) — With very few exceptions the work of the
Smalleys is always commendable. In this
instance their efforts are particularly pleasing,
for the drama is one which combines strength
and cleverness with a moral. A girl, the
daughter of a boarding-house keeper is infatuated with an actor, despite the fact that she
is engaged to one of the boarders. He saves
her from herself with the aid of an actress.
The finale was splendid. A picture to be
remembered.
"The Stepmother." (Victor. Two reels.
Feb. 27.) — A Florence Lawrence-Matt' Moore
production. Two very clever children, whose
names were not ascertained, add to the value
of the release. Flo and Ethel both love Matt.
Ethel wins him and they are married. F!c,
though her heart is breaking, visits Ethel every
day and talks with the children. Ethel dies
and her last words are a command that Matt
shall marry Flo so she may take care of her
children. It is not until the little girl becomes
ill with scarlet fever, and Flo carefully nurses
her back to life that Matt learns what a jewel
he has. Hitherto he had been too bound up in
his children, but the future is bright for
heart-sore Flo. The clever work of Miss
Lawrence, to whom a part like this is natural,
was the feature.
"The Man Between." (Victor. Two reels.
Mar. 2.) — -Jack Warren Kerrigan and Cleo
Madison play the leads. Mr. Kerrigan has
found in this an admirable vehicle for his
talents. He plays the part of an adopted son,
who had been left at the door of a rich man's
home twentyone years before. He is now
betrothed and his birth has been kept a secret.
He meets the Vampire, who encourages him
into wrong doings.
He learns that he is the

son of a burglar, and the Vampire tells him
that heredity will tell and that he will become
a thief. His meeting again some time after
with his betrothed, with whom he had broken
on learning of his doubtful parentage, brings
him around to see the thing in the right light.
All are reconciled and his brief past of wrongdoing is forgiven.

"Slim Becomes a Cook." (Frontier. Feb.
26.) — Poor Slim certainly has his troubles.
In this picture he is forced to cook for the
camp, but being threatened with a mobbing,
hires a woman in his place. The girl accepts
his offer of marriage, and then takes the
stranger. Vengeance threatens from the cowboys when they hear that a woman, and not
Slim had been their cook.
"So Shall Ye Reap." (Frontier. Feb.
28.) — A "Western" conventional plot. However, the class of people who are demanding
this variety of photoplay will be pleased with
the offering. Two men both love the same
girl. The villain accuses the hero of murder
and he is sent to prison. The accomplice,
believing
himself dying, confesses and all is
cleared.
"By Radium Rays." (Gold Seal. Two
reels. March 3.) — Dealing with the modern
advances in medicine. Two brothers, owners
of the Twin Brothers mines, are rivals in love.
The girl chooses the one who is a kleptomaniac.
He is sent to prison soon after this. The wife
goes insane and money is needed for her cure.
The brothers change places in prison and Tom,
now free, gets the money he had stolen, which
was hidden in a mine, fie is killed while there
by a premature
explosion.
Fair finale.
"Strange Bird." (Crystal. Split reel. Mar.
2.) — A lost letter of introduction, found by a
stranger,
getsthehim
"hot water"
he
impersonates
real inowner.
Tar and when
feathers
are the least of his troubles.
"Some Pull." (Crystal. Split reel. Mar.
2.) — Attempts to pull a victim of gout up some
high steps prove fairly amusing. Same reel
with "Strange
Bird."

MUTUAL

PROGRAM

"A Tangled Cat." (Princess. Feb. 13.)—
A cat's adventures at midnight with a few
sheets of tangle-foot drive a rural old maid
and her niece out of bed and through the
snow to a neighbor's for protection against
imaginary burglars, and hasten the romance
of the young girl with her city admirer in a
laughable and plausible manner during this
single reel. Incidentally, the hired man comes
to grief by collision with some flying buckshot
from the farmer's gun.
"The Skating-Master." (Thanhouser. Feb.
15.) — "It never pays to be mean to little boys,"
is the appropriate sub-title with which this
seasonable picture concludes. A pompous
young fellow is put to rout after trying to
steal a friend's girl on the rink of which he
is master, when a little urchin, whom he has
persecuted, causes him to lose the race for the
girl's hand by pouring salt on his icy path.
A woman skater, doing the tango, is one of
the subsidiary features of the picture.
"A Can of Baked Beans." (Thanhouser.
Feb. 22.) — The explosion of an unopened can
of baked beans over a camp-fire give three
little urchins the idea of pretending to be
"Black-Handers." Before the practical joke is
traced to them, three innocent laborers have
been arrested and the pol ce thoroughly worked
up. Condign punishment is meted out to the
offenders by means of a little paternal
"palmistry," after sister and her beau have
overheard the voting conspirators chuckling at
the
little success
comedy. of their scheme. A refreshing
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Color Cinematography

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.
There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

Batty
Bill & His Pal's Legacy
Batty Bill's Pal loses his legacy.
Batty is employed by his pal as
a detective. What he does is
enough to make a cat laugh.

Winky
Willy's Arithmetic
Winky Willy's father sets him to
do a sum. He has neglected his
studies and cannot work
it out. He thinks of one
of the cutest practical
jokes you ever heard of.

Released

February

26th

MELIES

FILMS

204
NEW
WINKY

WUJLY

East 36th St.
YORK
CITY

{Continued from page 22)
either taken, or exhibited, in the short space of time
necessary to enable, on exhibition, the eye to retain, by
persistence of vision, the impression received from the
the exhibition of colours resembling the original, can be
three successive records, so that the three-colour sensations appear to be received by the eye at the same time.
"I have found that persistence of vision is such, however, that only series of two-colour records (the records
of one colour sensation alternating with those of the
other colour sensation) are necessary to present to the
observer the appearance of the picture being in its natural colours, or approximately so, and I have found that
the red and green colour sensations are sufficient to give
such appearance. As it is possible to take and exhibit
series of two-colour records with sufficient rapidity to
comply with the requirements of persistence of vision as
regards colour sensation, I can therefore provide means
whereby so-called moving photographs, or bioscope pictures, can be taken, by photography, as colour records,
and exhibited in apparently their natural colours.
"According to my invention, negatives of records of
two colour sensations alternating with each other are
photographed by apparatus which may be generally of
the usual character for taking kinematograph pictures,
but red and green transparent filters, or screens, are employed, which are alternately brought into position as the
photograph is being taken, so that a kinematograph negative is obtained in which there will usually be about
double the ordinary number of pictures for a given subject, and in which negatives of records taken with the
intervention of the red filter, or screen, alternate with
those
screen. taken with the intervention of the green filter, or
"The photographic material, or negative film on which
the pictures are taken in the camera, will of course be
coated with an emulsion which has been rendered sensitive to the action of red, yellow, green and blue light,
such an emulsion being known to photographers as panchromatic emulsion. I then make a positive from the
negative so obtained, and this is used in a kinematograph
apparatus, which may be of the usual kind, except that
it is provided with a device, or shutter, furnished with
two coloured transparent screens, with the usual opaque
parts between them, so adjusted as to conceal the change
from record to record with the minimum of obliteration,
the said coloured transparent screens being of a character
respectively similar, or sufficiently similar to those used
in taking the records that the alternate red and green
colour records are exhibited with the intervention of
corresponding colour screens, that is to say, as each alternate colour record of the one character comes into position for exhibition, the correspondingly coloured screen
will simultaneously come into position, and as each of
the other alternate colour records of the other character
comes into position for exhibition, the other correspondingly coloured screen will simultaneously come into position. A rotating shutter with two apertures, or transparent parts, and opaque parts between, of the smallest
size possible to conceal the change from record to record,
will be a convenient device for the purpose, if the apertures be covered by the respective coloured transparent
screens.
"In order to comply with the requirements of persistence of vision as regards colour, it will be necessary to
drive the apparatus, both in taking and exhibiting, at a
greater speed than that employed with ordinary kinematograph apparatus, say at about double the speed. I
have found that a speed which will cause about thirty
successive pictures to pass the aperture per second gives
good results, causing the persistence of vision of the
observer to give him the impression that the colours
obtained from the alternating records are superimposed,
or blended, so that the moving picture appears to him to
be in it-; natural colours, or approximately so.
"Having now particularly described and ascertained the
nature of my said invention and in what manner the
same is to be performed, I declare that what I claim is:
"(1) In connection with kinematograph apparatus, the
(Continued on page 46)
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IN FIVE REELS

God"

State Rights Now
Selling U. S., Canada
and Panama
A

dramatic

presentation

of

the

question

"Do Riches Bring Happiness?"

A problem play of unusual interest, showing how death, misfortune and disaster followed a
man's swollen and tainted wealth. From a life of poverty he is given an opportunity to acquire
a foothold in the financial world. His desire for wealth is insatiable, and he sacrifices everything a man should prize — his family, friends, self-respect — on the altar of the MONEY GOD.

The Greatest Fire Scene Ever Shown in a Film
The great fire on board the ocean liner is unquestionably the greatest spectacle ever produced
before the camera. It shows the hold of a colossal ship, with its rows of boilers, and men stripped
to the waist, firing. Then comes the crash — the waters rush in — the boilers explode. The ensuing scenes are beyond description as men plunge into the maelstrom of death to rescue their
fellows, while on deck the officers battle with the frenzied passengers.

A Sensible Film for Intelligent People
The public has been satiated with tawdry sensationalism. '"The Money God" presents the
mooted question: "Do riches bring happiness?" in a forceful manner, giving an audience not
only a dramatic treat in the superb acting of the characters and satisfying the demand of those
who require sensationalism, but also appeals to the thinking minds. It will create much comment and discussion. It is a different film, dealing with a serious subject, and will live forever
in the memories of those seeing it.

METROPOLITAN
HANS

BARTSCH,

FILM COMPANY,

President

H. J. STREYCKMANS.

Sales Manager

6th Floor World's Tower Building
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Directory of Players and Directors
FRITZI

BRUNETTE
Playing in

"FORGIVEN"

STELLAR

KING

WILLIAM

Seoond Season

FRANK

POWELL

Producing

Pathe Features

ROBERT

Pathe Features

ETHEL

DALY

GRANDON

Director

Imp Prodnctions

The Screen Club

"Universal Program"

MISS

PEARL
Now

SINDELAR

Playing

Leads

Pathe Features

Color Cinematography
(Continued from page 44)
employment of a succession of but two colour records,
the records of one colour sensation alternating with
those of the other colour sensation, so that the observer's
persistence of vision causes him to apparently see superimposition, or blending, of the colours received from
series of two-colour records.
"(2) A kinematograph photographing apparatus for
producing negatives of colour records, the said apparatus
being provided with transparent filters, or screens, of only
two colours, these filters, or screens, being brought into
position, during the successive exposures of the films,
to produce negatives of records of two colour sensations
alternating with each other.
"(3) A kinematograph exhibiting apparatus provided
with transparent coloured screens of only two colours
and a series of two corresponding colour records alternating with each other, so that the records of one colour
sensation and the corresponding screen are brought into
position for exhibiting alternately with the records of
the other colour sensation and their corresponding screen.
"(4) For use in kinematograph apparatus; records of
two colour sensations
only, the records of one colour
sensation
alternating
with those of the other colour
sensations.
"Dated this 12th

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads la

Imp Productions

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films

IRVING

BAGGOT

Directing and Playing Leads Is

dav of April, 1007.
"JOHNSON & WILLCOX,
"47 Lincoln's
"LondInn
on, Fields.
W. C,
"Agents."

' I "HE Gaumont color process, the American rights of which
*■ have recently been purchased
by the Eastman
Kodak
Company, is a great deal more complicated than the former.
There are probably very few chances for the Gaumont process to become the only universal system, owing to difficulties
of a purely technical character.
The process in question was first patented in France under
the number 437,173, on February 11, 1911; later an additional
patent was filed which bears the number 16,442
Those who take interest in the Gaumont system will no
doubt be interested in reading the patents of Cheron and
Ulysse.
The Gaumont natural-color pictures are not quite as tiresome for the eye as arc the mosl of Other known systems,
owing to the particular type of projector used and the number
of colors projected, which are, as everyone knows, three.
The dimensions of the imag< in the Gaumont natural-color
film are different from the standard type usually employed for
black-and-white projections, and this has proved to 1" a great
obstacle to its propagation in commercial cinematography.

MISS

CLAIRE

WHITNEY

Now Playing Leads in

in

Solax and Blache Features

The film of the future will no doubt be of standard size
and the images of normal dimensions; the quality of the
images and the production simpler ; the film will bear its own
colors, or at least the elements which cause the human eye to
perceive them, just as the black-and-white film bears in itself
all that is necessary, if used in conjunction with a reliable
projector.

Chicago Notes
George Kleine Back
George Kleine arrived at his Chicago offices on Friday,
February 13, after a six months' sojourn in Italy. Mr. Kleine
looks hale and hearty and is delighted with the plans for his
new studio in Turin.
"We have what I believe to be the finest plot of ground
for studio purposes in Italy," said Mr. Kleine. "The grounds
are covered with an abundance cf fine wood and contain a
small lake and some very interesting architectural ruins. We
have had a number of applications for positions in our stock
from very well-known talent, both here and abroad."
Willis Gets Chicago Appointment
J. E Willis, who for the past year has been the district
representative of the Mutual, with offices in Chicago, was
appointed to the Chicago territory by the General Film Company as a representative from the home office. This does
not affect any of the other office-holders. Mr. Van Ronkle
still remains manager of the three Chicago exchanges and
Mr. Aiken the district representative.
Fred A. Clark in Middle West
Fred A. Clark, who is with the Kinetograph sales department of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., is traveling through the
Middle West. He will visit Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas
City and then return to Chicago.
Balsdon in West
Fred Balsdon, manager of the poster department of the
General Film Company, is visiting the Middle West offices
of the company.
Mr. Balsdon spent several days in Chicago
and Milwaukee recently.
To

Start

Chicago

Weekly

\ company has been incorporated under the name of "The
i Chicago Weekly," the purpose of which is to release five
hundred to seven hundred and fifty feet of film news in
Chicago nnd Illinois. The officers of this company are Samuel D. Bernstein, president; Michael B. Roderick, secretar/
and general manager, and Arthur D. Bernstein, treasurer.
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The Marvelous Money
Drawing Features of thi

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
Our up-to-date methods, our guarantee that exhibitors will be given exclusive control in
their legitimate neighborhoods, the protection we furnish against undesirable pictures, and
our assurance that everything we book is a sure-fire money-getter, has aroused motion
picture men in all sections of the country. Letters have been received from every point of
the compass, but it must be remembered that —

We Operate Only in New York City and State,
Northern New Jersey and All of New England
The new system we have inaugurated has met with instantaneous success. It is just
what the exhibitor has been waiting for. It means more money for him from the very start
and continued prosperity for vears to come.

Money -Makers for the First Week in March
"IN THE STRETCH"
— Released Monday,
March 2 — Wonderfully effective four-part drama
of the race track. An actual race by real horses,
ridden by dare-devil jockeys. Splendid story, magnificently told by the best of Ramo actors and
actresses.

"HOOK
AND
HMiD" - Released F,iday, March
6 — Great four-part drama of society and the underworld that is highly interesting and different
from any other feature of its kind ever produced.
The Blache people have extended themselves on
this fine photoplay.

"THE SECRET OF ADRIANOPLE" — Released
Wednesday, March 4 — A three-part war drama
by the Film Releases of America that will make
your audiences gasp. Flying machines are used
practically and brought to earth by the bullets of
the enemy.
A thriller and no mistake.

"MADAM SATAN"— Released Saturday, March
7 — One of those unique three-part dramas by
the Film Releases of America, in which a designing adventuress goes to the limit of craftiness
and cruelty to carry out her plans for riches and
revenge.

Now Booking — These Great Features
"For the Queen's Honor" — A three-reel feature by Ambrosio. Perfect acting. Beautiful scenery. Gorgeous costuming. A romantic drama dealing with intrigue against a
king and a queen's love for her royal husband's aide-de-camp.
"Shadows of the Moulin Rouge" — A four-reel Solax production with Joseph Levering and an all star cast. Absorbingly interesting exploitation of refined sensationalism.
"The
Detective"
— Highly
melodramatic
in
threeSociety
reels from
the British
Colonial
Studios. photo-play

"The Devil Within" — A Ramo feature in three exciting
reels — the latest and best production from this famous
studio.
"Wives" — A Ramo production in three parts. Story deals
with a domestic problem and is presented in striking New
York style.
"The Lotus Dancer" — Produced by the True Feature Company, a romantic four-reel subject with scenes in India and
England.

"Ben Bolt ' — A Solax masterpiece in three parts. A thrilling shipwreck scene and smooth-running story from the
historic shores of Rhode Island.

"By Whose Hand?"— A Great Northern Special in three
well-acted crime mystery, with wonA remarkably
parts. derful
photography.

"Princess Helena's Prisoner" — A Great Northern Preferred
film of four parts. Miss Betty Nansen, greatest living photoplay actress, in the title role. A gripping love story.
"Fortune Hunters" — A Blache production of unusual merit
and daring. Thrilling aeroplane rescue scene — four parts.
"Vengeance Bequeathed" — A story of stage life and false
love. The dying request of a beautiful girl and its result.
A Luna film in three parts.
"Fangs of Hate" — A stirring drama of American life. Big
scenes and splendid action. A Ramo production in three
parts.

See
Before You
Book — Special Exhibitors' Performances at the Academy of
Music— Fourteenth Street and Irving Place, New York City — Wednesdays and Fridays of
each week, beginning at 10:30 a.m. and continuing — two each day — until the four features,
to be released the week following, have been shown.
You are invited to be present.

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
130 West
WILLIAM

P££

FOX,

President

Forty-Sixth Street, New

York

City
Telephone

7340

Bryant
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"THE

"NORTH

SACRIFICE"

OF

53°"

(American Beauty)

Kay-Bee

The American Film Manufacturing Company has created
a high standard of productions in the Beauty Films. Its

As the name implies, the plot of the story is laid in the far
North and deals with those hardy men known generally as

release of February 18th, "The Sacrifice," stands out strongly
as a worth-while picture, played by capable actors, with good
situations and beautiful effects. The photography is clear
and the story interesting.
Harry, an adopted son, who has just announced his engagement to Edith, finds that his brother Jack, the only

"trappers" to the civilized world. But although the characters
are played by these men and women, the story is essentially
one that concerns the entire world. It might well be termed
a lesson in sociology, yet it is not put in this form. Its
distinctiveness lies in ability to grip the mind and thoughts,
and so hold the attention of everyone by its strong appeal.
The cast is small, the action really centering around four
characters; consequently there is small chance of confusion.

son of Harry's foster-parents, has forged a check, and to
save the mother the knowledge that her only son was a
forger, takes the blame. Edith turns away from him and
his foster-father orders him from the house.
Harry goes to a small village on the sea, where he loses
his identity among the Italian fisher-folk. Marie, one of
the fisher-girls, the betrothed of Antonio, rouses her lover's
jealousy when she talks to Harry. Antonio in a rage tries
to stab Harry, but he is overpowered. Marie suggests that
Harry marry her as a way out of the difficulty. Believing
himself an exile forever, he assents.
Seven years later, Harry is still a fisherman. The happy
couple have a little son about six years old. One day a
lawyer comes to Harry with a letter from his father, saying
that Jack had died confessing his guilt, and that Harry is
now the sole heir. Harry at first is overjoyed, but thinking
of his wife and little boy, says he cannot go. His mother
begs him to send the little boy back with her to be educated but he refuses.
Later, when Marie sees Harry and Edith together, she
realizes that she is blighting Harry's future. She writes a
note, goes down to the beach, gets in a boat and pushes out.
When Harry later scans the waters, he sees the empty boat
and realizes the sacrifice she has made
for his happiness.
C. J. V.

As a progressive manufacturer ofmotion
pictures, you
should know
what materials
to use to make
the best pictures. If you
are not using Lumiere Film
you are hurting your own
business. It certainly can't
cost you anything to inquire.
Drop me a line.

DAVID
American

HORSLEY

Agent for Lumiere Film

New York,
Chicago— Schiller Bldg.

Mecca Building
Los Angeles — Higgins Bldg.

THE

FATHER

COUNSELS

POLEON

These characters — Celestine, her brother Poleon, his friend
Francois, and her false lover, Jim Lewis — are played by
Leona Hutton, William Ehfre, Air. Smallon and Richard
Stanton, respectively. Annie MacDougal, who later becomes
Francois' fiancee, although a minor part in comparison with
the others, is played so capably by Rhea Mitchell as to deserve
recognition.
The story is as follows :
Poleon and Francois, two French-Canadian trappers, leave
for the North on their regular Winter trapping expedition.
Celestine, Poleon's pretty sister, is left in the care and protection of her lover, Jim Lewis, a member of the Canadian
Mounted Police.
She loves him dearly — too well, as she afterwards finds out,
for he ruins her, then refuses to marry her. Fearing the
wrath of Poleon, he flies to the far North and gets work
under another name.
Poleon, on his return, finds his sister has died from shame.
The two friends take the trail after her slayer, swearing vengeance. Jim meets Annie, a sweet-faced girl, and becomes
engaged to her. much against her will.
On the eve of the ceremony she runs away from Jim. and
in a terrible snowstorm meets Poleon and his friend and
stays at their cabin. Jim, following his prospective bride, also
comes to the cabin, and there comes face to face with Poleon.
Ins enemy. A terrible knife fight ensues and Jim is finally
worsted, though it takes both men to do it.
A YOUNG

MANAGER

Seventeen years old, yet a manager of a feature film exchange, is the record of Newton Thompson, who has just
bei ii appointed by Charli s Feature Mm-. mis as manager of
the Great Northern Special Feature Film Company, in the
Flatiron Building, Prospecl and Huron Road, Cleveland,
O. Despite his years, young Thompson boasts of two
years of experience under his brother, Charles G. Thompson, manager of the Victor Film Service, of Cleveland.
Vs manager of the new exchange, Thompson will not
only handle Great Northern Special Features, but others
of merit thai may be purchased for his territory.
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Selling Fast
a

MAGDA"
A Modern Madame X
4

PARTS

4

We have advertising that pays
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Photos, Heralds, Slides, Cuts
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ORPHEUM FEATURE FILM CO.
220 West42d St., N. Y.C.

> E.Penna. , Maryland, Del , D. C.

attractive feature film co.

211 N. 13th St., Phi!a.,Pa.
/ New Jersey
\

800 N. Broad St., Newark, N. J.

Wire NOW

for Territory

WIL-KAR

FILMS

1

1482 Broadway, New York City
NOTE — This production positively is not taken
from a play with a title somewhat similar

WIL-KAR
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Attractive

Write for
Catalog.

The

Newman
Mfg. Co.

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati. Ohio

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

SOLICITORS WANTED for New York and
Brooklyn; must furnish excellent references.
Salary and commission paid to the right man.
Address X. Y. Z., Motion Picture News.

$55.00 Flaming Arc Lamp Temporarily for
$20.00 — overstock — 26 hour — 3000 candle power
— here is quotation from letter just received
from B. F. Enos, owner of Savoy Theatre,

SITUATION

WANTED

MANAGER — Experienced, successful, good advertiser, references.
Address,
Motion Picture
News, New
York. "C. J.," care

THEATRE

FOR SALE

EVERY

In Motion

THEATRE SUPPLIES

Don't forget. I take your old machine in trade regardless of make. All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.
SAM LEARS. 509 Chestnut St.. St. Louis.Mo.

LE COURRIER

Cinematographique
28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Directeur:

Charles

LE

•

Paris

FRAPEX

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematographique.
Envois numero speeimsa, tar demaad*.
Abonnement II FR. 6*

Subscribe NOW to
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
$2 per year

Gentlemen: Enclosed find check for $59.95
payment — for two Luminators recently sent me.
Toledo:
I have them installed. They are a surprise to
everyone — nothing could be finer — they burn
without flutter and light is steady. I am delighted. (Signed) B. F. Enos.
Write or wire for details. LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bush Terminal
No. 7, Brooklyn, N. Y.

OUR

PICTURE SHOW in good Nebraska town, doing good business. Price $2000.00. Address
1016 North lGth Street, Omaha, Xebr.

Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., 106-108 W. Lake St.,
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.76
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
8implex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140. 00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
65.00

ADVERTISING

Rates for advertising under this beading, 3 cents per word,
cash with order.
50 cents minimum charge per insertion.

Don 't fail
to visit our
Showrooms

NEWS

CLASSIFIED

Make Your Lobby Display
There is nothing more
cinating tofasthe
public than a
bright brass
frame to display
your photos or
We
make
posters.
Lobby
and
Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails
of every description.

PICTURE

DAY

CLASSIFIED ADS
Work Wonders

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

WURL1TZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20

BRANCHES

ORCHESTRAS

IT PA YS

WURUTZER

£

20
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI

V

$500

FOR

The Famous

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Guaranteed Scientific Motographlo Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Developing Onttta,
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Picture Film,

American Cinematograph Company
Send

AN AUTOGRAPH
ALBUM

mention

"THE

for

Catalog

617-631 Jackson Blvd.

Fred J. Ralshofer is now the possessor of the autograph album which was
im tioned off at the Photo Players'
hall, held in l.os Angeles on Saturday evening, February 14. It took a
$500 bill and some spirited bidding
on Ralshofer's pari before he finally
connected with the chirographic
treasure, bul he is apparently satisfied
with the terms of his purchase.
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Chicago, 111.

Kinematograph Weekly
$5.13 a Year

The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

BSSOCIHTEB II10YING PICTUBE PRESS

250A Kingston Ave.,
NEWS"

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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DOUBLE"

(Gold Seal)

It is quite possible that this picture, a three-reeler, will be
made the first of a series dealing with the same characters,
each picture, like this, complete in itself. A second picture,
known as "The Return of the Twins' Double," has already
been made and passed by the National Board of Censorship,
and will be released some time after this film. "The Twins'
Double" will be released March 10.
Francis Ford and Grace Cunard, a likeable couple, who play
very well together, have made these two pictures easy to advertise. In the first picture there are three characters, all

*<L|"VT^
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THE PHANT0SC0PE

1 1'^ki 1

A motion picture projecting machine using standard
film, taking current from incandescent lamp socket,
alternating or direct current. Can be stopped indefinitely and will not ignite the film. Also projects
lantern slides. Remarkably simple and weighs but
eighteen pounds. Designed especially for home,
school and salesmen.
Phantoscopes are an additional source of profit to
camera-men. Have you seen the new motor-driven
machine?
Catalogue illustrates it.
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IN THE OPIUM

The Phantoscope
Mfg. Co.
Washington, D. C, U. S. A.

DEN

played by Miss Cunard, who appear on the stage at the same
time. In the second picture there are five exposures in one
scene — something that is not often utilized.
They are capably supported by Eddie Boland as Yenn Kee.
a Chinese hop dealer, and Messrs. Schumm, Kellar, Montague, London and Edmundson as detectives.
The plot is a very improbable one, but the action is so exciting and the plot so very fascinating that one forgets the
fact that such a thing as three people being exactly alike is
not likely
Grace, a professional crook, is acquitted, after a long trial.
for lack of evidence, although Kelly, the detective who had
made the arrest, had done everything in his power to bring
about a conviction. In the opium dive of which Grace has
been a habitue she meets Nell, a society woman, who is her
exact double. Searching the woman's purse, she finds a note
telling of the costume that she (Nell) is going to wear that
night to a masquerade. Grace takes her place, and while at
the affair meets Jo, Nell's twin sister. Kelly, the detective, is
also there, but does not suspect Grace.
At the height of the evening's pleasures Grace steals a necklace and sends the room into confusion. To complicate matters, Nell puts in an appearance and Kelly sees the trick just
too late, for the crook makes a clever escape. Kelly follows
her to the dive and there discovers Nell, who has returned.
The crook again escapes.
She is located by Kelly again in a cafe, and he presents
her with a box, which, upon being opened, discloses a pair of

"A Web of Fate"
"Master Bob's Last Race"
"The Pirates of the Plains"
Three distinctively original attractions ofthree parts each that
will prove successful features
for all progressive exhibitors.
Get in touch with our nearest
branch office and learn about our

"QUALITY

Warner's Features, inc.
130 West 46th Street
New York

handcuffs. The story ends with Grace's promise to forsake
her wicked mode of living.
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"A Pair of Frauds"

APir

IT IT

Released Wednesday, March

SIDE
SPLITTERS
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4th

11

" Art for a Heart

TOO

EVERYBODY
LAUGHS

Released Wednesday, March 11th
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ROME or DEATH
the

$100,000

Spectacular

Inter-Continent
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CH AS. A. CALEHUFF, Pre*, and Mgr.
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Can You Answer Your Patrons* Questions ?
Motion Picture patrons are the most inquisitive people in the world. They
have thousands of questions to a<k about the players, their personalities, their
pecularities, and the changes they make.
Are you so posted that you can answer these questions? In order to keep
in close touch with your patrons you should be.
The Motion Picture Magazine is the only magazine that will keep you
FULLY informed of the doings, comings and goings of the players. You
should be a subscriber, and have it coming to you regularly.

Supply House in America
Bargain

Production

MARCH

Special Offer to Exhibitors

Bargain

The regular subscription rate of the Motion Picture Magazine is $1.50 per

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $186.00,
Edison Model B, $150.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $60.00, $66.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

year. Special Rate to Exhibitors $1.00 per year. Send in your

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

order now

and we will send you the magazine for one year and a copy of

our book entitled "Comic Sif tings" for $ 1 .00.
Just fill out coupon below, pin a dollar bill to it and mail.
If you wish to place the magazine on sale at your theater, write for our Special Introductory Offer.

Motion Picture Magazine

Motion Picture Magazine,

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gentlemen: — Enclosed please find One Dollar (or which please send me the Motion
Picture Magazine for one year and a copy of Comic Siftings.
Name

The Motion Picture

News

Theatre

$2.00 Per Year

Address

Thr Fastest Growing Picture Journal* *
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Beneath
Czar
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M*IE.

ALICE

FOUR

the

Adapted

LEVY & McGUINESS have been elevated to the
KNIGHTHOOD OF BROOMSTICKS, and have been
awarded the Great Grand Gold Medal of the Cotillion.
The wonderful achievements of the above mentioned
characters are chronicled in a film under the quiet but
much meaning title

"TRAFFICKERS ON SOLES"

by

BLACHE

Notwithstanding the dead earnest and serious efforts
of our heroes, the film is nothing but one grand Comedy-Travesty, in3 parts, pronounced by connoisseurs
of Burlesque to be a

PARTS

CLASSIKER OF FUN

This is a daring melodrama dealing with the Russian
spy system. The situations are gripping and the characters delineated with remarkable strength. The Russian "underground railway" system here is operated
by forces
mysterious
as the "Black
Hundred"
organization— in asfact,
it is commonly
supposed
that they
are

A full line of multicolored paper and other display
matter.

closely allied. [heir operations result in misery and
wretchedness. In this production we have a prince
of the realm aligned with reformers against these
forces of oppression and ignorance.

"THE GREAT LURE OF PARIS" in 3 parts

ADVERTISING

A FEW BARGAIN STATES LEFT ON

A FEW

MATTER

"JUSTICE

MUNDSTUK

OR

STATES

LEFT ON

LOVE?"

in 3 parts

FE4TURE PHOTOPLAY CO.

Three kinds of one-sheets, two kinds of three-sheets,
a six-sheet, announcement slides, heralds, cuts, photos
in sets of 18 and booklets.

Sola* Company,

BARGAIN

220 West 42nd Street, Candler Building
NEW YORK CITY

liiuiil

Phone Brvant 8486

FEATURES

— Presents —

On the Firing
Line in Tripoli
IN FIVE PARTS

REAL BATTLES
WITH THOUSANDS
OF SOLDIERS
ON
THE
FIELD

SPECTACULAR
THRILLING
VIVID
REALISTIC

This great featnre is a story of love and war.

MR.

Its big, actual war scenes, its deep heart
second; a punch in every foot.

STATE

RIGHTS

interest

will hold any audience.

Action

BUYER

Be the first one ir. your territory.
This is a Mundstuk release and Mundstuk knows what's what.
For review see page
One sir — two styles of threes and one one-sheet — photos — heralds — slides — cuts.
A little territory left for "WHIRL

OF DESTINY"
— in fourat parts,
Communicate
once. featuring Italy's famous actor,

MUNDSTUK
909 LONGACRE

wntin*
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SCENARIO

WRITERS!

1HAVE a worth while proposition to make all scenario writers
who are now disposing of their scripts regularly. Write me
stating titles of all scenarios you have had produced and by whom;
scenarios now sold but unproduced and to whom. This is a
bona fide proposition to writers who can produce the goods.
Address:
A

NEW

WAY

Jack Melchoir, Care Motion Picture News, New
TO

PAINT

SIGNS & SHOW CARDS
With our new system we guarantee that
any one can paint all kinds of signs, cards,
etc., without any experience. Each outfit
contains ten complete alphabets from one
to ten inches in height and three sets of
figures of the most modern styles. Our patterns are not printed, but the real letters
cut out of the most durable material. We
also furnish with each outfit a Book of Instructions, a set of lettering brushes, an
assortment of colors and a selection of
beautiful designs. Just the thing for all
kinds of theater work. Complete outfit prepaid, $5.00. Satisfaction Guaranteed or
money back.
BUTTS ADVERTISING COMPANY,
15 West 10th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Prices to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04 'A Per Ft
(In Quantities over 5000 (eet)
Above price include! printing, developing, tinting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.
Film Titles
"
(Our
Special
Title Apparatus .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
Phone Randolph 652
.

TITLE CARDS
hXZ 24 HOURS

to time
delivered

THE HERALD SQ.
SIGN COMPANY
608 SIXTH
Near 35th St.

AVENUE
NEW

YORK

MUTUAL Movies
The

World's

Best Motion

Pictures

Mutual Film Corporation

New

York

Branches in 49 Cities

DISSOLVING

OUT
American

(Continued from page 30)
lineator of comedy characters and known favorably to all filmdom as Slippery Sam, has just
been appointed manager of the stock company
at Niles, Cal.
"The Dream Child" is an American twopart Society Drama that is at once pleasing
and exquisitely dramatized. Winifred Greenwood lives her part with profound rea-ism and
is very adequately supported by a capable cast.
The story teaches a lesson in diplomacy to
the parents that undertake to arbitrarily shape
the matrimonial destinies of their children and
also shows the youth that the wisdom and
experience of the adult is not to go for naught.
To be released February 23, 1914.
Director Albert W. Hale has a deep respect
for the appetite of Philip Lonergan. Majestic
scenario editor. Lonergan, who enjoys the
reputation of being a very light eater, accompanied Hale on a trip into the mountains near
Sunland. They dined at a hotel which served
a most excellent chicken dinner, but while
Hale was talking, Lonergan was eating, and
the result was that the. director made his
meal
mostly
Hale came
to town
withofa vegetables.
lean and hungry
look backand
promptly dived into a restaurant.
Naomi Childers, the Vitagraph player, was
cast for a picture to be produced within a
limited time. The scene painters were rather
slow in preparing the scenes; in fact, they were
more than busy with other work and only one
man could be spared to paint the scenes for
the picture. Miss Childers volunteered to help
him in the work. Pinning up her dress, and
rolling up her sleeves, she went to work and
finished up at least one-half of the scene,
putting in the foreground with masterly
touches and brilliant effect. Mr. Blackton,
who happened to be in the studio, was so
astonished" he said he would not give her
credit for having done it had he not been
watching her from a distance, admiring her
genius.
Mack Sennett, vice-president and managing
director of the Keystone Company, is just
completing a picture in which he sends a high
speed automobile through a brick building. For
this effect a complete brick structure was
erected in the studio with mortar, stones and
all. In addition the stage carpenters spent
three days building a wooden bridge from
street to studio level. This was done to give
the auto momentum for its plunge through the
wall. For sensationalism and big action, this
picture promises to rival Keystone's famous
automobile
release, "The Fatal Taxicab."
Ida Tarbell, the celebrated public benefactor
and1 author, who recently wrote a scenario for
The Vitagraph Company, entitled, "The Man
Who Knew Lincoln." was a visitor at Th<
Vitagraph studios this week.
\\ alter Clarke Bellows, a stage producer who
i record of over two hundred productions
to his credit, is now activi i iciated with
I In S<- ic Polyscope Company, in Chicago,
and has staced "Miss Bountiful" and "Charity's First Burglar" — his own plays.
In a length] cable this week A. \\
who is now making his headquarters in London, where he is in touch with the biggesl
foreign producers, informed the New York
office
features.that he was sending two wonderful
\ tour of all the eastern offices of Warner's
Features, Inc., is being made by H. M.
Warner.
Henry Lehrman, a Keystone director, tipped
a $1,50*0 automobile over a cliff in his last
picture,
"Making
a Living."
(Continued
on page A 56)nearly new
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Photo-Play School

843-251 West 125th Street, New

York

A Legitimate Evening School for the
Training of Scenario Writers in the
THEORY
AND
PRACTICE OF
PHOTO-PLAY WRITING. A Three
Month Course of two entire evenings
weekly is given by Men who combine
long experience in Teaching with Success as Scenario Authors. Serious
students of both sexes eligible. Fee
$25.00.
SCENARIO-WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and hew to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
fee, $2.00.
128-129 West 44th Street, New York City

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors
We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houses
in the country — We offer the most reliable Motion
Picture Apparatus manufactured — A copy of our
SPECIAL MOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking. „4ddrtis:
SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept.
RENOVO. PA.

SLIDES — Absolutely the best Feature Announcement Slides for any program. Absolutely the best Player Slides, for the
least money. This advertisement and $1.75
will get you one dozen. This advertisement and a one-cent stamp will bring you
a Feature Announcement. We would be
glad
give slides
it away
but Can't
affordbest
it.
If youto use
of any
form your
friend is the NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY, Lockport, N. Y.

FURNITURE
We

& FURNISHINGS

On
RENTAL
equip your cordance
settings
with your complete
scenario. in ac-

WILLIAM

BIRNS

70 West 38th St., N. Y.
Phone: Greeley 0255.

BE
INSTALL

DATE
TO
UP0 RC0RAN

TANKS

Get* No 6 Price
A. J. CORCORAN, List
INC.

' i John

Street
NEWS"
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DAY
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PICTURE

SCREEN OF QUALITY
THE SCREEN
SOCIETE DES
ETABLISSEMENTS GAUMONT
Paris, le 6 Novembre, 1913.
Day and Night Screens, Inc.,
New York.
Gentlemen:
Our use of the Day and Night Screen has given
us complete satisfaction and we very heartily recommend it.
SOCIETE

DES

ETABLISSEMENTS

WITHOUT

A'SEAM-

DAY

GAUMONT,

Hurtig & Seamon's Theatrical Enterprises.
By (Signed) JULES HURTIG.

BY BUILDING REAL SCREENSA REPUTATION ARRANGE
BUILDING
FOR CATALOGUE
FOR
COMPARATIVE
TEST

andYORKNIGHT

THE

DELUXE

WRITE

NBW

NOW

SCRBEN

HURTIG & SEAMON'S THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
New York, October 17, 1913.
Day and Night Screens, Inc.,
New York.
Gentlemen:
We cannot resist the impulse to express to you
our immense satisfaction with the Day and Night Screen recently
installed in our new Apollo Theatre, this city. To say that we
are
is putting it mildly.
It costs good money, but it s
worthgratified
it.

L'Administratcur
Directeur.
(Signed) L. GAUMONT.
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NEWS

NEW

SCREENS,
Inc.,
'PHILADELPHIA

ORLEANS

BOOKING

GREATER

291 BROADWAY,
BERLIN

ATLANTA

NEW

NEW

PARIS

YORK

AND

THE

ASCO'S
DAVIDDramatization BEL
of Belot's Famous Novel

STRANGLERS

OF

YORK

LONDON

STATE

PARIS

Adapted for Motion Pictures in 6 Great Parts
NEXT
RELEASE
FEBRUARY
25th. 1914

HOODMAN
Henry

BLIND

Arthur Jones' Masterpiece as Played by Wilson Barrett in 5 Parts

MECCA FEATURE
FILM CO., Inc.
Street -----

126-130 West 46th

New

York

City

State Right Buyers, Your Closest Attention
Ready for shipment

of the "Owls"
Prisoner
or The Victims off Revenge
One of the most sensational features in four parts.

A few more territories still open.

ITALIAN-AMERICAN
1482

Broadway,

FILM

Fitzgerald Building, NEW

COMING— WOE

TO

THE

CORPORATION

YORK

THE

Wire or write for sample paper.
Phone,

Bryant 7395

CONQUEROR

MOTIOGRAPH
AN

UNSURPASSED
MOVING
PICTURE
From Every Point of View

MACHINE

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED— WHY?
Better Projections
No Worry from Breakdowns
Designed Right
Built Right — Is Right
BUY A MOTIOGRAPH
AND HAVE
PERFECT MACHINE
SATISFACTION.
WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE
Manufactured

and Guaranteed by

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

568 W. RANDOLPH STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Eastern Office, 21 East 14th Street, New York
Western Office, 833 Market Street, San Francisco
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Stud.
1 for this effect and when
it '.he bottom
resembled
a pile of
kindling
w
I,
This
e.\;
cost
the Ki
npany a gi
im, but a
thrill
was to b
it of the story and
ethbd of getl It
If oi
.
tin rolling waves at the
seashon
and
the
breal on
the cliffs all
beautifu'ly blended
together in a dramatic pro-

FIVE-A-WEEK
Coming

A

than
the
Beauty
subject
"The
P
Aivaki ning."
Ii is- a grn,
and
It will be
i leasi d
Wedi es
Febi uai y 25.
real storm which recently passed over
Califi
my
motion
picture studios but one
director
gave
thanks. This was Colin Campbell, who bad

Friday, February 27th

taken
om'pany of Selig artists up into
the
Sii
as to prod
eel features
amid
snow setl
impbell
and his
cohorts arrived in Truckee, Cal., shortly belli: record snowfall set in and they
found themselves with seven feet of snow on
the <\-l to work in. All hands immediately
got busy and some of the finest snowstorm
- cent s<
rued were si cured.
Keysti
■■ ! l
seven
companies to the top of Mt San Antonio to
get snow backgrounds for the picture, "A
Robust Romeo." This peak, known to Californians
as "< >ld
Bald?) .
feet and is a landmark of Southern California.
The company wen' nearly to the top and
worked in over four feet of snow with one of
the pi
ning about
in the ice in
is, this latter feal being
cared
for in an unfeeling
scena
Gn
i difficulty
was experienced in reaching the top because of
impassable
tra'ls and
the
lie ivy going.
Mat
wen
furthei
complicated by lack i i comi,
munication: the company
being
completely
cut
ofl from
the rest of the world and having no
the home studio foi ovet Three nays.
Oscar
Eagle,
who
has worked
continuously
in
produi
the
Selig
Studios
two
years
ago,
taken
the
ol bis phj - i i.iii and gone on a trip
to tropical waters where he hopes to restore
Ins energies Mr. and Mis. Eag'.e will spend
unite a time on tin Isthmus of Panama and
then go to thi Bahamas, returning here the
last oi tiis month.
Edward
I. I.e Saint, the Selig producer
in
California, is working out a two
paper
feature which includes a number of big and
vital scenes made in and around one of the
i.u gi -: and most i ■ mpli ti newspapei plants on
S ig
th« G 'lil
■ it i Brown
Leighton,
a member
- t the
selig Stick Company,
at the Edendale St
in California,
lias written
a three reel feature

"Let No
ManPARTS)
Escape"
(IN TWO
l
is an exciting
and
sensational
police drama
which
shows
the
i tin h ncy of our up-to-date police departments
in handling and capturi n who break our laws.
There are many scenes which make ''Let
\.< Man
Escape," a powerful
box-office attraction, while the portrayal
is superb.
[f jjpur audiences crave a feature of thrills, book this one.

RICHARD C. TRAVERS, RUTH STONEHOUSE
WILLIAM
BAILEY
FEATURED

AND

Released Tuesday, February 24th
"HEAR
NO
EVIL"
.1

A superb
mural.

dramatic

offering

well

photographed.

An

attraction

with

Released Wednesday, February 25th
"MRS. MANLY'S BABY"
An

excruciatingly"

funny

comedy

with

many

complications

that

will

Released Thursday, February 26th
"THE ARM OF VENGEANCE"
A

gripping

Western

drama

with thrills galore.

A

positive feature.

Released Saturday, February 28th
"BRONCHO
BILLY'S BIBLE"

I his
series.

(Re-issued
by public
demand)
i- positively
one
of the best photoplays
in the Broncho
Book
to-day.
.MR. G. M. ANDERSON
featured.

Coming,

Friday,

March

Billv

6th

photonlai
entitled, "The
has bi
i te.l foi

"Chains
of Bondage"
(IN TWO
PARTS)

Bessie

This
is truly a heart
interest
drama
of love showing
the sacrifice
made
by
tin
WOMAN
fur
tinMAX
she
loves.
Mrs.
Richard
Buckley
dies.
The widower
becomes
temporarily
insane
and a shrewd
tak< - advantage
of his condition.
Many
complications
follow.
ii.
positivel)
a feature

C. TRAVERS,
IRENE
WARFIELD
WASHBURN AT YOUR SERVICE

AND

The

OUR
POSTERS
ARE
DISTINCTIVE.
They
will boom
your
businrss.
I ii'n.
ipl r. in full four colors.
Yuii can order
these from
your exchange or direct from the ESSAN \Y FILM
MFG.
CO.
Your
lobby display
will loo! attractive it you use photographs of ESSANAY
3x10,
$3.00
per
dozen.
You
can
secure
these
from
the
PLAYERS'
PHOTO
CO.,
177
X. STAT]
ST.,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

.

Ess a nay

Film
521

Factory

Manufacturing

First National Bank Bldg., Chicago
and
Studio,
1333
Argyle
St., Chicago,
Branch

offices

Co.
111.
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despite
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hair,

is

Feature
Photoplay
hi
Levy
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I
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Nvh
siste'3, and
i
in
Southern
glorious
and
Eyton.
howthe n'acidity
t Bunding

Company,
n

a

which
do'ngs of
thr<

asti
had
all
the
West

nishing
busini ss.
B< foi e :;'. sample
pi int
bi
id. ,ii any titles
the Eastern
territory
was
snatched
up by
Cosmi - Fi atui i Film
( omp n
Fortu sixth Street,
New
York
I ty, and
n daj i" i. e, eitl
I' '* me the 1
I
[ Navy Yard
;'ii a
thi 1
- i ruisei Birmingham, commanded
by
1 aptain
\\
\
Pratt, and
destined
to bi
rlagsh p mi the toi pedo
flei I at Pa nam i. was
miIi i Mot
Powei s' No
6 \
Pri iection machine by the General
Film I

in

London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona

1 ' in Rii ketts' "Flj ing A" producer
ing
on "Out
of Nazareth,'
I by onMarc
Edmond
rones
Nazareth is a hamlet
the
Xew England Coast and nol the one ,.i the
Ilolv l
ii,
• tmi oi Otis
!';■• lie- "s i Universal)
pic
\ 1 light
foi Life,"
a three n el story
south
Vfrican
adventun
in which
Roj
Knabenshue's l>;« dirigible balloi
spxuous
part, lias been
changed
to "Won
in
the

Clouds."

THE-

G. BLAKE

MOTION

PICTURE

GARRISON

XHWS

and A. W. MIDDLETON

PRESENT

The Massive Four Part Sensation

Lif e's Temptations
(Imperator Film)

Powerful Story — Elaborate Settings — Sensational Incidents —
Perfect Photography — An All Star Cast

1 Sheets, 3 Sheets (two styles), and 6 Sheets.

Heralds (two kinds), Slides, Cuts and Photos

Ready for delivery February 25th
To secure your territory, wire now!

MIDGAR

FEATURES,
135 West 44th Street, New York City
TELEPHONE, BRYANT 8138

"FLYING

A" FEATURE
"SEE

AME*RICAJVS

FILMS

FIUST"

"The Crucible"
Visualizing the social and political
rise of an Irish emigrant An unusual
as well as interesting production.
Featuring Sydney Ayres and Vivian
Rich.
One
Release

and Three Sheet Lithos.
Monday,
March
2nd,
1914.

"The Pursuer Pursued"
A thrilling Western drama presented
with a refreshing snap and vigor. Ed
Coxen and Winifred Greenwood playing leads.
One and Three Sheet Lithos.
Release
Thursday,
March
5th, 1914.

"A Child of the Desert"
Vivian Rich in the titular role
presents a convincing character in an
absorbing
tale of the plains.
One and Three Sheet Lithos.
Release
Saturday,
March
7th, 1914.
Scene
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SOME OF THE
WONDERFUL
PRESS NOTICES OF

SENSATIOIN

SMASHING ™
IN

SIX

PART!

Ada Patterson Sees Warning for
Girls in "Vice Trust" Filri
The mind staggers under the force
of a blow from such unwelcome
truth. When it rights Itself It asks
the old cynical question, whether »

By ADA
PATTERSON.
^r-HE only fault I could find with 't
when
I watched
the marvel
of
the
moving
picture
drama,
Smashing the Vice Trust," yesterday
at Weber's Theatre was that Its title
Is not half strong enough.
It should
is called "This Is What. Might Happen
to You or Your Daughter," and bes'de
it there should be a pointing finger
that would
follow every woman
In
New York as the bullet hole seems to

girl of good
instincts
can ever
"gfo'
wrong."
She can
and does.
How. and
why?, you ask. These illuminating
pictures wih show you.
They show how those employment
agencies which are unscrupulously
managed can lend their aid to the
diabolical work. Flashed on the
screen is the male hunter of Innocence, indicating with wary thumb

foljow

every one who sees the picture w« all know of a masked
man
with A levelled gun.
There le no woman In the city to
whom the story — rapidly told, silent
but eloquent — does not make a personal appeal. Not for your neighbor,
for your neighbor's daughter, but to
yoU.
You'
You'
a young girl it wains
irs that may be waiteet_ corner for you.
ies out to

the girls who

entrapping
to save us the horror' of their
falls

They show the hard-eyed woman
employed by the trust who goes to
small towns, lu*res girls to the city
of employment and dewith promises
livers them into the hands of th»
trust's agencies

.lighter.
d ternal
childes hose
you

They show the romantic girl wha
goes to a matrimonial agency to seek*
her romantic hero and is abd
a slaver in the disguise o
They show other girls
the romance of girlhocj
hidden cv^a^/
"fortune
teller,"
.A.ND
plfied by a dru&

touch
■J maid
girl
-eshA

FOREIGN
RIGHTS

uun-

see the PROGRESS
HO

West

40tH

FILM COMPANY
NEW

Street

l„ wr{ting ,,. tdv,

will "do." They are.

to their
cent by the
"places."
Tneyagency
go there
to do coveted"
honest
work for a small wage. The curtain

!st mention "THE

motion

PICTURE

NEWS'

YORK

CITY

THE

>F" NEW

MOTION

PICTURE

YORK

CITY

WE TRUST
MD

TOO

IN WHICH DISTRICT
ATTORNEY WHITMAN
HIMSELF
APPEARS

NEW
FEBRUARY

Approves White Slave Drama
Depicting District Attorney.
OF SMASHING

YORK,
18, 1914

'^X

aa|mi^==|

[MI

National Board by Close Vote

>:**«***.

B9f

f

%'

Pictures Based on Whitman's Investigation Reveal All Sides of
Traffic In Women.
After a debate which lasted until nearly midnight, the Executive
Committ^
of the National Board of Censors
proved a " white slave '^/-i_aving-p/
ure drama.
With
Thp-^votPi-'*

N. Y. Times, Feb. 10, U9I4

■ ^:v*msm
" v •■?/ za^mB
■ ^*fS
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SCENES

WHITMAN VICE FILM
MO BY CENSORS

TELLS

NEWS

K..

"Smashing

the Vice
Trust" — Every Country and City Woman
Should See the Film

■<&.

WaA

Bb^ WF4 '

NE^r

•<■#>*'

mm

^Mi

-$85

:

Exposing White Slavery and Its' Attendant
Horrors.
©. SocMwoei

"

By DR. CHARLES H. PARKHURSTV
witnes
ideag of
THEmovin
e sing
at
play the
pictur
Weber's Theatre, entitled
"Smash
v£ ing the Vice Trust," was
at the first suggr/v^,n distinctly
\ the White
repellent. Wf/r
\. in such
Slave" busing
a variet
perfo;
Though "Smashing- the Vice Trust"
Just Completing its first week at
Leber's Theatre It had already estabshed itself as the moving picture
msation of the season.
Crowds waited in line all during
le zero weather and the blinding
lowstorm of Friday and Saturday in
lelr eagerness to gain admittance to
le theatre. The phenomenal success
'.
the picture
ripping
truth. is largely due to its
Every incident in thir moving '1

Editorial in New York Journal
Feb. 18, 1914

mothers,
both
the country.

There is a horr\

Dr. Parkhurst, the
Foremost Vice -Crusader inAmerica says:

it »'

It would be well if,, when the
Progress Company has accomplished all it can by the picture
play in this city, it would tour'
through the country with it and
instruct rural mothers as to the
peril with which they menace their
daughters in committing them to
[the cold mercies of the big cities

The New York Journal, Feb. 16, 1914
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are several
why

thousand

you

should

NEWS

BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES

reasons

use

Powers
No. 6
$150.00
Edengraph
75.00
Powers
No. 6
75.00
1913 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 175.00
1912 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 165.00
1911 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 150.00
Powers
No. 6
160.00
No. 2 Motiograph, nearly new. . 100.00
All machines complete with electrical
attachments.
A-l condition guaranteed.
Time
or Cash.
We also have all makes of new machines
and supplies.
Send for catalog today.

Eagle Frames
They

are

the

theatres

several

READ

Ready

506

N. Carpenter

CO.

Manager

St., Chicago,

AMUSEMENT

111.

TO THE TRADE

READ

Negatives Developed, lc per ft.
PRINTS

MADE

This means

ON

ROYAL

deliveries

All work guaranteed

102 W. 101st Street
Telephone,

°io1
6533

New

All
All
All
All
All

York City

Riverside

Great Northern Film Co.
New York

ECLECTIC FEATURE

&

4 Parts

FOOT

Mar.

life "f the underground

Complete

5000 feet, 4c per ft.

Negatives Developed Free

GUNBY

BROS., Inc.

145 West 45th Street,

New York City

" The
Market

110 WEST

Fastest

Journal

40th ST.

YORK

CITY

the

European

for

America "

THE ELEPHANT BRAND

THE

Growing

of

Selected

Means Quality

Motion Picture News
The

NEW

Cream

All Live Exhibitors
READ

world.

ECLECTIC FILM CO.

Jf$k

WORLD
FILM
CORPORATION

Picture

110 West 40th St., New York

Mr.

P:

Poster
In

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

Marion Leonard Releases
Florence Turner Releases
Helen Gardner Releases
Kennedy Features Inc. Releases
Criterion Releases

BIG LITHOGRAPH CONTRACT
Through a new contract entered
into recently in New York between
tlii' Universal Film Manufacturing
Company and the Morgan Lithograph
Companj of Cleveland, Ohio, the former company has turned over to the
latter the designing and lithographing
of all oi its advertising paper for a
period of two years.
The magnitude of the transaction
is reali/ed from the fact that it involves the expenditure in the next
t\\.> year- .>f $l,::oo.<>00 and the eventual designing and printing of ovei
1.5,000,000 sheets. Someone has calculated that these sheets it' placed
end to end, would reach over 10.000
mile>. or a greater distance than from
New York to Manila.
I he detaiU of the deal w ere arranged l'\ President I' .1- Morgan.
acting foi tin- \l. irgan Company, and

1st

line of publicity

A^^^S.

Now

GENERAL FE/TIRE
FILM
COMPANY, Inc.
Powers Bidg.
Chicago, 111.

A photodrama of heroic: deeds
.unl noble sacrifices of the

Positive
Printing
5c PER FOOT
1000 feet, i'Ac It.

FILMS

The Great
Mine Disaster

TITLES
PER

MFG. CO.. 286 Market St.. Newark. N. J.

Our Program
Includes

Commercial Motion
Pictures
Co., Inc.

Tragedienne

(Preferred Feature Attractions)

6c

THIS
to you.

TITLES, 8c per ft.
Prompt

Miss Betty Nanscn

FILM

money

CO.

CHICAGO

Including Tinting and Toning

(IN 4 PARTS)

110 West 40th St.

SUPPLY

Why have your films ruined when leader
can be bought for \$c per foot from the

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.

for Release

the distinguished

GUERCIO.

160 E. North Fifth Ave.

A Paradise Lost
Featuring

FRAME

JOE

GREAT
NORTHERN
FEATURES
Now

IT AGAIN

EAGLE

Always on Top!

thousand

that are using them.

1»

Dep'artmenl

PH
TURE

Cochrane.

NEWS"

head

of

the

<'i" the Universal.

THE

A WORTHY

Onr Factory Is Yours!

FILM

A

216th

Tel, 7652 Audubon

FEATURE

TWO-PART

FEATURE

BLIND

FATE

A very beautiful and highly emotional
drama

MFG. CO.

WEST

HEPWORTH
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NEWS

JUSTICE

THE

TURNER FILMS, LTD.,
PRESENT

Miss Florence Turner

' Incorporated ■

416-22

PICTURE

A Four-Part Melodrama of Thrills and
Sensations

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

EVANS

MOTION

STREET

THE

at Broadway, New York

TWO-PART
in

DRAMA

JEAN'S EVIDENCE
RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

Two

single reels released
weekly —
comedy and drama.

European Feature Film Corp.

A special line of attractive Publicity
Matter with each release.
Lithos, heralds, photos, cuts and slides.

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

I Help You Help the Exhibitor

A.

Greatest and First in Quality
and Production. You cannot
say you show the besf if you
don't us,. Caunionfs

BLINKHOPN

110-112 West 40th St., New York City

AUSTRALASIAN
(AUSTRAUA

FILMS, Ltd.

AND NEW

ZEALAND)

Now

Open to Purchase High Grade Features
Films and Accessories
Cable, Spencublo, N. Y. Tel, Mad. Sq. 4271
MILLARD JOHNSON, American Representative
15 East 26th St.. New York City, N. Y.

Ready

"Judgment3 Itofeels.
the Jungle"
Daring,

Theatrical
ter's Hit
eneSeasonWal
EugFive

Great

(shipping)

EVERY
BOTH
FOR

SORT
OF
EXCHANGE

"PAID IN FULL"

STERLING
Motion F*icture
CAMERA

with members

HO

21.

PUBLICITY.
& EXHIBITOR.

6aWestaGAVM^IONT.
moot
Co.
40th
Street, X.

WIRE

Five Parts
There

date Fel>.

FOR

OPEN

TERRITORY

The Lure of New York

is a booking
territory office in your

4 REELS

ALL

STERLING CAMERA AND FILM CO.
146 W. 45th St., New York City, N. Y.
Bryant 8064

STAR
FEATURE
CORPORATION

220 West 42nd Street

New

"GOOD

LOBBY"

York

145

WOMEN

"80 MILLION

4 REEL POLITICAL

UNIQUE
110-112 WEST

40TH

AUTHORIZED

BIGGEST

21 EAST
COVDENSORS—

EQUIP

YORK

MOTIOGRAPH,

MOTION

PICTURE

MOTION

SUPPLY

HOUSE

NEW

CHOPPERS— REELS— REEL

PICTURE

In writing to advertisers please mention

The Fastest Growing Picture Journal
EDISON

AND

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT

14th STREET.

BOOTHS— TICKET

n5V! «£

The Motion Picture News

CITY

SIMPLEX,

THEATRE
THE

WE

POWERS,

West

Advertise Your Feature Films in

NEW
FOR

FILM CO. ^i

Inc.

STREET

PICTURE

*>"

WANT—

DRAMA

FILM COMPANY,

DISTRIBUTORS

1

of the original Broadway Cast, including

Tully Marshall

Price No. 8
I860
Prioe No. 1
250
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plate operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-500 ft.
magazine.

Full— of Thrills.
Romantic

Release

IN

YORK

CITY

OASES— BOOTH

THEATRES

'"THE

MOTION

CO.

AMERICA

PICTURE

NEWS"

CABINETS.

COMPLETE
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DATA FROM MANUFACTURERS'
INDEPENDENT
Dee.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Not.
Dec,
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

AMBEOBIO
Feet
87— Satan's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
10— The Silent Hero (2 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
14— The Money
Lender
(Dr.)
1000
16— The Cricket on the Hearth
(2 reel
Dr.)
^,..2000
21 — The "Pote Lariat" of the "Fifing
A"
(Dr.)
1000
23 — The Dream Child (2 reel) (Society
Dr.)
ig...2000
28 — The Carbon
Copy (Drama)
"."..1000
2 — The Crucible (Drama)
1000
5— The Pursuer Pursued (West. Dfc£..1000
7— A Child of the Desert (Dr.) . .TT. .1000
9 — The Call of the Traumerei
(3 reel
Musical)
3000
14 — A Story of Little Italy
1000
AMMEX
24 — Fatal Reckoning
2000
8 — His Pard's Sister
2000
16 — The Lucky
Nugget
8000
APOLLO
7 — Fred Goes in for Horses
(Com.)..
14 — The Portola Festival
14 — Los Angeles Police Parade (Top.)..
21— Fred's I. O. U (Com.)
4— The Talc of a Shirt (Com.)
BEAUTY
FILMS
18 — The Sacrifice (Dr.)
1000
86 — The Professor's Awakening (Dr.)... 1000
4 — Italian Love
1000
BISON
7— The Vagabond
Soldier (3 reel Afghan Dr.)
31— In the Dolomite
Alps
(Sc.)
482
14 — Unjustly
Accused
(2 reel Dr.)....
21— Her Father's Guilt (2 reel Dr.)
28 — Legion of the Phantom Tribe (2 reel
Dr.)
7 — The Yaqui's Revenge
(2 reels)
ALBEET
BLINKHOEN'S
FEATURES
29 — The First Irbh National Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.)
(2 parts)
» — The Vicar of Wakefield
(Hepworth
Mfg. Co. — 4 parts)
• — The Younger
Sister (Turner Films,
Ltd. — 1 part)
12 — Jean's
Evidence
(Turner
Films — 2
parts)

Jan. 19 — Motherhood
or Politics? (Hepworth
Mfg.
Co. — 2 parts)
BRONCHO
Feb. 18— Yellow Flame
(2 reels)
Feb. 18 — Yellow Flame (2 reels)
Feb. 26 — Repaid
(2 reels)
Mar. 4 — Mario
(2 reels)
Mar. 11 — A Barrier Royal (2 reels)
CRYSTAL
Feb.
8 — For a Woman
( Dr.)
Feb. 10 — Getting Reuben
Back (Com.)
Feb. 10— Baldy Belmont Picks a Peach (Com.)
Feb. 15 — A Sure Cure (Com.)
Feb. 17 — Some Doings — and— Harold's Burglar (Com.)
Feb.
(Com.)..
Feb. 22
24 —— McSweeney's
That InfernalMasterpiece
Machine and
AraMar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

■ ■ i 1)

Mar. 11— Into th<
Dec

in

[lis

Foothills (2 reel Dr.)
ECLECTIC
Fa'thfnl Passion fS reel Dr.).

Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

4—
7—
11 —
14 —
1 8—
18 —
21—
28—
4—

Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

23 —
27—
30 —
6—
TO —
18 —
20 —

Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Frh.
Feh.
Feb

26 —
29 —
31 —
2—
67——
7—
9—
\t

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.

(Com.)
1 — How Mosha Came Back (Com.)....
DOMINO
22 — The Informer
(2 part Dr.)
29— Heart of a Woman
(3 part Dr.)....
5— O Mimi San (2 reels)
12 — Mystery Lady (2 reels)
IB — The Play's the Thing (2 reels)
ECLAIE
1 — At the Crossing
(Com.)
11— The Good In the Worst
of Us (2
reel Dr.)
16— The Legend of the Lilacs (Dr.)..
18— The Cross in the Cacti (2 reel Dr.).
22 — The Electric Girl — and — Colombo..
26 — The Devil Fox of the North (2 reel
Dr.)
1— The Heart of Cartia (Dr.)
4 — The Diamond
Master
(3 reel)
8— Birds
of Passage;
Orchids
(Split

50no

LIST OF RELEASES

Lost
Diamond
(3 reel Dr.) Feet
(Electric Coloring)
2970
1— Bridge that Failed (3 reel Dr.)
2700
10 — The House of Mystery
(4 reel Dr.)
(Electric Coloring)
3800
20— A Man's Shadow
(5 reel Dr.)
5000
1 — Joseph's Trials
lical Dr.) in Egypt (3 reel Bib10 — The Death of Geisha (3 reel Dr.) . .
20— Joan of Arc (2 reel Hist. Dr.)
1 — The Great Mine
Disaster
(4 reel
Dr.)
FRONTIER
29 — Slim and the Dynamiters
(Com.)..
31— The Turning Point (Dr.)
5— Slim Becomes an Editor (Com.)....
7— Put Yourself in His Place (Dr.)...
12 — Slim to the Rescue
(Com.)
14— The Heart of Smiling Joe (Dr.) . .
19 — Slim Joins the Army
(Com.)
21— The Fatal Card (Dr.)
26 — Slim Becomes a Cook (Com.)
28— So Shall Ye Reap (Dr.)
5 — Pretzel
Captures
the
Smugglers
(Com.)
7— The Mystery of Buffalo Gap (Dr.)..
GAUMONT
12 — Simple Simon
Deals in Antiques. .
12 — Excursions in Old Paris (Series 2) .
17 — Two
Miniatures
19 — The Magic Salesman;
Bee Farming
(Split reel)
21 — Judgment
of the Jungle
24— The Missing
Pearl
26 — A Tiff and After; Manana-Land. . .
28— The Better Man
7 — Fantoma's
Cook
(Detective)
GOLD SEAL
10 — The Bride of Mystery
(8 reel Dect
Dr.)
17— Conor of the Mounted (2 reel Dr.).
3 — Ry Radium Rags (2 reel Dr.)
9— The Twin's Double
(2 reel Dr.)...
IMP
22 — Absinthe — Four reel European (Dr.)
26 — A Doctor's Deceit (2 reel Dr.)
26 — A Hot Finish (Com.)
2— A Hot Finish (Com.)
5 — King, the Detective, in Formula
879
(2 reel Dr.)
9— Jane Eyre (2 reel Dr.)
12— The
Elixir of Love
(Com.)
16 — The Rox Couch (Com.)
19— The Price of Sacrilege (3 reel Dr.).
26 — Rounding
Up Bowser
(Com.)
6— The Opal Ring (2 reel)
9 — The Flaming Diagram
(2 reel Dr.).
INTER-CONTINENT
15 — Comerio
War
Pictures
6000
28 — Her Life for Liberty
3000
21 — Her Life for Liberty (Second
edition)
5 — Rome or Death
4000
ITALA
(Features)
18 — Victory or Death
8000
JOKER

Dec.

Tan.
Tan.
Feb.

bella's Romance (Split reel)

NEWS

20 — The

Love and
Politics
(Com.)
The Midnight
Alarm
(Com.)
Universal
Ike's
Wooing
(Com.)..
The Chicken
Chasers— and
(Sc.)..
A Narrow
Escape
Lumber
Industry
of California
The Tender-Hearted
Sheriff (Com.)
Ma and Pa Play Poker (Com.)
Traffic in Soles
(Com.)
KAY
BEE
Kentucky
Romance
(Dr.)
For Her Brother's
Sake (Dr.)
Pivorce
(2 part Dr.)
Secret Lode
Colonel's
Adopted
Daughter
Arrow
Maker's
Danehter
(2 reels).
The Raiders (2 reels)
KEYSTONE
Double
Crossed
Little Bi'lie'a Triumphs
Mabel's Bare Escape
Making
a Living
Little
Billy'sRacesStrategv
Kid Auto
at Venice
Olives and Their Oil
Mabel's
Strange
Predicament
A Robust Romeo

29 —
29 —
Feb. 5—
Feb. 6 —
21 —
Jan.
Dec.
10 —

KOMIC
Few
The Physical Culture
Bug (Com.).
The Scheme that Failed (Com.)
My
Wife's Away
(Com.)
The Sleepy Head
(Com.)
That Spring Lock; The Plumber and
Percy (Split
reel)
LACLEDE

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Pale Face Squaw
SO©*
LEWIS PENNANTS
Taxicab
1088
Decreed
to Die
Sign of the Secret Nine
2001
Taxicab
1098
JO©4
LUX
By Prieur
2— His Twin
Soul (Com.)
86*
9— Bill and the Compass (Com.)
666
9 — From Nice to Monte Carlo (Sc.) . . . 86*
16 — Bill, the Electrician
(Com.)
686
16 — A Sticky Proposition
(Com.)
880
23 — An Alarming Dinner Party (Com.). 070
23 — Winter Scenes in Switzerland (Sc). 800
SO— Bertie Has a Free Ride (Com.)
60*
30 — Picturesque
Corsica
(Sc)
W0
MAJESTIC
18— What the Crystal Told (Dr.)
20 — The Power of the Mind (Dr.)
24— The Thief and the Book (2 parts—
Dr.)
27 — (No release this date)
81 — A Riot in Rubeville
(Com.)
1 — The Vengeance of Najerra
(Dr.) . .
8 — The PortraitNESTOR
of Anita (2 part Dr.).

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

18—
20 —
25 —
27 —
6—

Nov. 1 —
Not. 16 —
Dec.
4—
Dec. 20—
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb. 20—
Feb. 23—
Feb. 27 —
Mar.

2—

Mar.

6—

Jan. 16 —
Jan. 30 —
Feb.
6—
Dec 10—
Jan. 16 —
Jan.

17—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

11 —
14—
16 —
18 —
21
—
23—
25 —
28 —

Feb. 22 —
Feb. 26 —
Mar. 1—
Mar.
6—
Mar.
8—
Mar. 12—
Nov. 28—
Dec. 26 —
Tan. 20 —
tan. 23 —
Tan. 25 —
Tan. 27—
Feb. 1 —
Feb. 3 —
Feb.
6—
Mar.

:;

Feb. 27—
Mar.
2—
Ma.. 2
Mar. 6
Mar, 18-

A Flash in the Dark (DrJ
Scooped by a Hen-Coop (Com.)....
Breed o' the Mountains
(Dr.)
One of the Finest (Com.)
She reel
Was Com.)
Only a Working Girl (I
POVTESS
My Mother's Irish Shawls (Dr.)...
The Rival Dentists (Com.)
Regeneration;
Tightwad
Buys
a
Laundry
(Split reel)
The Tail of a Dog; Trieste to Porto
Rose (Austrian Scenic)
The
Hand
that Rules the Warld
(Dr.)
PRINCESS
When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com.
Dr.)
The Loser Wins
(Com
Dr.)
Where
Paths Diverge
(Dr.)
RAMO
The
Devil
Within
»00O
When
the Cat Came
Back
(Com
Dr.)
The Governor's
Ghost (Dr.)
RELIANCE
Pat Flanagan's
Family
The Idler
Our Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 6).
A Working
Girl's
Romance
An
Interrupted
Seance
Our Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 6) . .
The Musician's Wife
The Green-eyed
Devil (2 reels)
EEX
Woman's Burden
(Dr.)
For the Family Honor (2 reel Dr.)
The Weaker
Sister (Dr.)
The House Across the Street (Dr.).
A Modern
Fairy Tale (Dr.)
Heart
of the Hills
SOLAX
Ben
Bolt
40«M
The Shadow of Moulin Route. . .
404*
THANHOUSER
Her Love Letters (Dr.)
The Elusive Diamond
(Dr.)
The
Elevator
Man
(8 part Dr.)..
The Woman
Pavs (8 part Dr.)
Why Reginald Reformed (Com.)...
Twins and a Stepmother (Com. Dr.)
The Success of Selfishness (Dr.)...
UNIVERSAL
Universal Ike Gets a Goal
VICTOR
The Stepmother
(2 reel Dr.)
A Woman's Will (2 reel Dr.).
The Man Between
(2 reel Dr.)
The Nemesis thai Passed (Mr.)....
The Honeymooners
(Lawrence)
(2
reels)
...

THE

MOTION"

PICTURE

NEWS

XOorKing all night
to fill orders for
The tremendous increase in the demand for SIMPLEX projectors compels this.
Despite greatly increased factory facilities we are behind in our deliveries.
A night force, established three weeks ago, working from 6 p. m. to 6 a. m.,
will be continued indefinitely. Through its means we hope soon to catch up
with our orders.
Please note, Mr. Exhibitor, that for the present we are accepting orders
subject to

Delivery in 10 Days from Receipt of Order
Rapid, continuous growth is an absolute indicator of quality. Never before
in the motion picture business has a machine manufacturer been forced to
work his factory in two complete shifts to meet his deliveries; and never before
has there been offered by the trade such a strong testimonial of the great superiority of this

PEERLESS
MADE

AND

GUARANTEED

PRECISION MACHINE
317 EAST

PROJECTOR
BY

COMPANY,

34th STREET
Illustrated Catalogue B Gives Full Details

NEW

AMERICflN-ECLfllR
ECLAIR NORTHWESTERN

DRAMAS

Have made a Tremendous Hit with the Exhibitor
See your exchange to-day about

"The Devil Fox of the North"
l5Two]Reel Smashing Northwestern Production

Released! Wednesday,

February 25th

This Eclair will "Clean Up" for Yov
Do

You

Read the Eclair Bulletin?

225 W.4 2^ST.,NEWY0RK
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

CITY.
NEWS"

YORK

O4

THE

LICENSEES

OF

PATENTS

CO.

BIOGHAPH
Jan.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Fe«t

29 — Buy
Wool
(Com.)
603
31 — The
Fallen
Angel
(Dr.)
1010
2— If It Were
Not
for Polly
(Dr.).. 1061
5— The
Dilemma
(Dr.)
1000
7— Beating Their
Board
Bill (Com.).. 492
7— The
Faddists
(Com.)
512
9 — One-Thousand-to-One
Shot
(Com.).
9— Skelley
Buys a Hotel
(Com.)
12— As It Might Have Been
(Cum. Dr.).
14-^A
Nest
Unfeathered
(Dr.)
h.
Her I Ud I i u hei I Dr.)
'•' Di perati
Hero
(( om. )

I!

21
23

- ! i 1 11 i ihd thi

I riminoloj
I l(i
I tthei

I : 1 1 I- 1 ■ j i (((( om.
mil....
Dr.)

I Ri
i Sili fll

Dec.

30 — When
a
Dr.)

Woman

(2

GEORGE
1 el,.

Jan. 31— The
Feb.
2 — How
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3—
4—
6—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7—
9—
10 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

11 —
13—
14—
16 —

Feb.

17

Perfect
Truth
(Com.
Dr.)
1000
the
Earth
Was
Carpeted
(Com.)
1000
A
Treacherous
Rival
(Dr.)
1000
On the Lazy Line (Com.)
1000
An
American
King
(Com.
Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
The Man of Destiny (Hist.)
1000
A Story
of Crime
(Com.)
1000
The
Story
of the Willow
Pattern
(Dr.)
1000
Andy Goes on the Stage
(Com.) .. .1000
Rome's
Drift
(2 part Dr.)
2000
His Grandchild
(Dr.)
1000
The Adventure ol the Extra Baby
i Second storj ni Ootavius, Amateur Detective) (Com.)
L000
Sophia's
Dr.)

Imaginary

Visitors

I Com. 1000

Feb
iCourting
Bed's
Beau
(Com.)
1000
Feb. an— 'All Dr.)
foi
ihs
Sake
(Special
2-part 2000
'i The Power of the Air ( Dr.5
1000
I el.. .' ;
I hi Bi autiful
Leading
Lady
(Third
-i \\
I B Wedd's series)
1000
Feb. 24 — The Mystery of the Ladder (Fourth
"i \l 5 -in j mi i he < In onicles
ol
Cleek)
(Dr.)
1000
Feb, 2a
Love's Young Dream
Mom.)
i00
Feb. '.' i i heese
Mining
(( om.)
500
Feb. 27 — The
Drama
of Heyville
(Special
2Dr.) ol Mother
"
Feb. 21— The part
Ghost
"I the Dolly of
I Dr.)
ESSANAY

Eve (Second !000
the Dailii t
iiiiii.i

Feb.
Feb.
Feb. 26Feb. 27Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

101312-

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

171819
26
192018

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

5— A Gambler's
Way
(Dr.)
6 — The
Grip
of
Circumstance
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
7 — Broncho
Billy
and
the Red
Man
(Dr.)
10— Speak
No Evil (Dr.)
11— Miss Milly's
Valentine
(Com.)
12— The
Weaker's
Strength
(Dr.)
13 — Sophie
Pick's a Dead
One
(2 part
Com.)
it— The Calling of Jim Barton
(Dr.)...
i.
lo Alaska
via the < ireal Rivei
.Hi. ' Si - mi i
I WO

li ilian Love
li
' HI" i

I ■ I.

I'ii

Feb.

24

IB
'i

'

I lii

(Com.
Girl

1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000

'ii '

I

Cot

I..t

Dr.)
| Spi • ial— 2-part

.

I n
Brigadi
i Evil l Dr.)
i i

12-

\,m.

& II)

6-In the Dredger's
Claw
(Dr.)
-A Winning7- Mistake
(Com.)
7-The Female Book Agent (Com.) ....
MELIES
99-A Fable and Its Moral
A Hobo Philosopher
Arithmetic
- . W.'s
21\\
B. B. and His
Pal's Legacy
-W.
W.
and
Telephone Crime (Tit.).
2A1- Village
Scandal
-Love's Oblivion
One on Batty Bill
\V. W.'s Private Show
( up Id's Window
-B. B.'s Rough
House
Handsome
Harry's
\\ Doing
-Rival
Collectors
It. ih lias
1 i.n
1 lut
W.
W. Winkj
Willj
B, ,B.
Battj
Bill

Billy's Bible
KALEM
Ian.
(an.
[an.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

6—
7—
9—
11 —
13 —
18—
14
16

An
Unintentional
Hero
(Com.)
400
A Stage
Door
Flirtation
(Com.)...
600
The
Pale of Prejudice
(Dr.)
1000
The andConvict's
Story
(Dr.)
Part
1 2000
2
The Hand Print Mvstcry
(Dr.) Part
1 and
2
2000
Vaccinating a Village
(Com.)
1000
The
Indian
Ambuscade
(Dr.)
1000
The County Seal Wai
(2 part Dr.). 2000
Indian Fate (2 part Dr.)
2000
Out in the Rain
(Com.)
The Gun
Behind the Man
i(om.)..
-The Fatal Clue* (Com
Dr.)
800
A Milium in 1.

Feb

iv

i basing

Feb.

30 —
30 —
31—
2—

(Dr.)

4—

the

Smugglers

300
am
300
700
300
700
130
615
300
700
300
500
600
400

Tan.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Ian.

22—
1124 —
26 —
27—
27—
28—
29—

Ian.
Jan.
Ian.

29 —
29—
31—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2—
3—
4—
5—

Sword of Damocles
(Dr.) Parts
I and
II
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
7 (News)
God's Warning
(Dr.) Parts I and II
Pathe's
Weekly
No. 8 (News)
1000
A Two 4- Family
Affair
(Com.)
840
The Oasis of Gabes,
Tunis
(Sc.)...
200
The
Patched
Adonis
(Com.)
1000
The
Power
of Print
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
1600
Seringapatam.
So. India
(Travel)..
400
Pathe's
Weekly
No. 9 (News)
1000
The
Lunatic's
Child
(Dr.)
Parts
1
and
2
2000
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
10
1000
Wooing
the Cook
(Dr.)
1000
The
Fat Man's
Burden
(Com.)
1000
Behind
Comedy's
Mask
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000

Feb.
Feb.

5 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
11
1000
7— In the Mesh
of Her
Hair
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
Feb
9— Pathe's Weekly
No. 12
Feb. 10— Orphans of the Wild
(Dr.)
Feb. 11 — All on Account of Polly (Com.)....
Feb. 11 — A Typical Buddhist Temple (Typical)
Feb. 11 — Scenes Along the Canvery River, India (Sc.)
I 1 li 12— Broken
Lives
(2 part Dr.)
Feb. 12— Pathe's Weekly No. 13
it — Chains of Honor
(2 part Dr.)
I , b. I"
Path. • Weeklj
No.
L2
1 .1, 1 ; w dimes'
Bah onj
Buds
(< om.)
Feb
1.
Rambli
ii B
(Sc.)
Feb
18
Won bj t Nosi
(Cor
...
heb.

I>

M.iniin

1

1 \i ehi-

1

Feb

19
i"

Feb

'

Pathe's Weekh
No
15, 1914 (News)
w in 1. thi
Heart
1 II
(Special
2/ictit
Dr.)

I

'

nitj

(Special

Pathe's
Weeklj Hand
N'o.
I he \\ inning
Si pti mber
Morn
I<
Bathe's Weeklj
No.
I he Devil's
Assistant

16,
(Dr.)191 1 I News)
Feat
om. 1
L7, 191 ) (News)
1 Special 2-part

1 . 1

SELIG
26 — The

Jan.
Feb.
fan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
heb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

27—
23—
29 —
30 —
2—
3—
4—
5—
6—
6—
9—
10—
11 —
12—
13—
Hi—

Adventure
of Kathlyn,
No.
3
The
Temple
of the Lion
(Dr.)
Parts
1 and
2
2000
The
Conspirators
(Dr.)
1000
The Old vs. the New
(Dr.)
100U
Bringing Up Hubby
'Com.)
1000
A Splendid
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
1000
A Modern
Vendetta
(Dr.)
Parts 1,
2 and
3
3000
At the Eleventh
Hour
(Dr.)
1000
The Heart of Maggie Malone
(Dr.). 1000
The
Little
Sister
(Dr.)
1000
Tony
and
Maloney
(Com.)
500
Italian
Games
and
Dances
(Edu.).
600
The Adventures
of Kathlyn No. 4.. 2000
Reconciled
in Blood
(Dr.)
1000
A Strenuous
Scoop
(Com.)
1000
The Mistress of His House
(Dr.).. 1000
Their
Lesson
(Dr.)
1000
The
Cphill
Clin

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
DrO
Through the Centuries
(Dr.)
I . b. 17—
18 I I1..0 Shalt Not Kill 1 Dr.)
19
\
Mad
Mai athoi
(I om.)
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

1
1000

(Dr.) of Kathlyn
2H — Memories
The Adventures
S
20—
23 — A Colonial m ( hains (Special 2-p
24

llic

(vine

Feb.
1 eb. 24 — Doe.

Dl -una

Yak, the

Cartoonist

(Com.)...

Feb. 25— King's
Baby's
Birthday
(Dr. I
Feb. 26— Tested by Fire (Dr.)
Mar. 27
The
Attic Abovi
(Dr.)
\ Tale of the Times 1 2 reels)
Mar.
The
Smuggler's
Sister
Mar. 3i —
— The Countess
and the Burglar
Mar. o — Little- Lillian Turn-the
Tide
6 — The
Renegade's Vengeance
Mai .

URBAN
ECLIPSE
George Klein*
Mong-Fu-Tong
(Part

Aug. 12— The
Aug.
Oct.

I

l"1"1

21

L<
U
1000

k

II)

(Dr.)
1»0«
19— The Clown's Revenge
(Part I h ID
(Dr.)
»<x>«
14— The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I

& II)
Oct. 28 — The

»ooc

Rajah's
Diamond
Rose
(Part
& II)
(Dr.)
»00«
Nov. 26 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thieves (8 part Dr.)
Jan. 27 — Wrecked
in Mid-Air
(3 parts— Dr.)
I

VITAGRAPH

PATHEPLAY
5-

Jan. 22— The

B

(Dr.)
pi . ial 2-part

1 , I..

KLEINE

LUBIN
-The
Moth
(Dr.)
1000
-The
Blinded
Heart
(Dr.)
1000
-The
Windfall
(Dr.)
1000
-His
Excellency
(W.
Dr.)
1000
-Her
Wayward
Son
(Dr.)
1000
-The
Catch
of the Season
(Dr.).. 1000
-Out
of the
Depths
(Dr.)
Part
1
and
2
2000
243-Vagaries
of Fate
(Dr.)
1000
2-The
-Her
Side-Show
Sweetheart
(Com.)
400
-Pat's
Revenge
(Com.)
600
-Antidotes for Suicide
(Com.)
400
-Taming
Terrible
Ted
(Com.)
600
-The Measure of a Man
(Dr.)
1000
-Fitzhugh's Ride
(2 part Dr.)
2000
-The Sleeping Sentinel (Dr.)
1000
-The
Reward
(Dr.)
1000
-Getting Even (Com.)
-An
Innocent
Victim
(Com.)
-The
Price of 2-a Ruby
(Dr.)
(Parts
I & II)
-The House
of5- 3-Fear
(Dr.)
(Parts
I

2(1Feb.
Feb.

23
,'i
1,
Feb. ..,

Feb.

\i tist's Model
1 1 ello Spi cial '
pan Dr. )
-The Money Sharks (( nes 3-parl Dt I

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

I In

Jan.
Feb. 21Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb»
Jan.

parts —

NEWS

Feet
I on Many Johnnies
1 1 om. i
A Bottli <i Romance
i < om. i
Feb.
1 , i,
An
[ndian's
11
i I >i . >
25
Feb.
—A
Long
Island
Skunk
Farm
find.)'.
Feb.
21
Feb. 23
The
Shadow
I
5pei
ial
'.'-pari
Dr. i . . .20(10
21 -The Tiec 1 - 1,1 the I tills
(Special
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 21
17
2n
. tin- Squaw
Man (t
LI 00
Feb. 28
I lie I ii laj ed Special
(Dr.)

Partner

Wills

PICTURE

Feb.

CINES
George Kleine

Jan. 6 — The Smuggler's Son (2 parts — Dr.).
Jan. 13 — The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
Jan. 20 — Who Was Guilty? (2 part Dr.)..
Feb. 10— After Death
(2 part Dr.)
EDISON

MOTION

'.'ii

"1

Jan. 19— Quantrell's Don (Dr.)
Jan. 20— The Vavasour Ball (Com. Dr.)
I and
II

Parts

Jan. 21 — Love's
Old
Dream
(Com.)
Ian. 22 — Anne of the Golden Heart (Dr.)
Jan. 23 — The Perplexed Bridegroom
(Com.) . .
Home
Jan. 23 — Decoration
Day
at
Old
Soldiers'
Jan. 24 — Hearts of Women
(Dr.) Parts I and
II
Feb.
2— How
God
Came
to
Sonny
Boy
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
3 — Caught with the Goods
(Com.
Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
Feb.
4 — How
Burke
and
Burke
Made
Good
(Com.)
1000
Feb.
6 -Lincoln
the Lover
(Hist.
Dr.)
1000
Feb.
Feb.
-Marrying
Sue
(Com.)
1000
Feb.
-Tainted
Money
(Dr.)
Part 1 and 2.2000
-The
Winner
Wins
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
-Master of the Mine (2 part Dr.)
2000
Feb.
I eb
-Sonnv
Tim in Search
of a Mother
16
(Com.)
1000
11
Scooping
(Com.
Dr.) 700
Feb. 10
12 -Some Steamer
Feb.
Falls
(Sc.)
300
Feb. 11 -Niagara
Birthdav
(Com.)
1000
14 -Bunny's
-Children of the Feud (2 part Dr.).. 2000
-Sawdust
and Salome
1000
17
Back
ti
Bi oadwaj
I Special
2 pan
1 eb.
18
1 eb. 18
i
. : is. i .... ton
Fattj or the Job
•
l eb 19
rsl Iud,..-. Hunt
(Dr.)..
20
H
Little P
i i.in.i
ir,. ii. 81
i ,i
In the Old
Uti< (Dr.)
'
l eb 13- I '.., tor
Poll)
I Special
'.' |"
Dr.)
I lie II.
•
>pi
,i
, in-, i I .In ' .
r.l.
16 The old Oak's Secret
(Dt I
Feb. 2
2 1
Feb. 28

\

Change

ii"

tdi
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I Spi i

Bagga

< hecks

I 7-! i >ar1 Dr.)
6-

9-

.,..1000
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PHOTOPLAY MASTERPIECES

Judith of Bethulia
By THOMAS

BAILEY

ALDRICH

From the story of the heroic defense of Judea by the Jews
of Bethulia and their final triumph over the vast army of
Nebuchodonosor after Judith had outwitted and slain his
general, Holofernes.
4 Reels

BIOGRAPH

Coming

GERMINAL
or THE TOLL OF LABOR
By EMIL ZOLA
Graphic Story of a great labor strike and the harrowing
experience of a man and woman entombed in a flooded
mine.
Coming

5 Reels

Controlled
exclusively
by
Branches in all large cities.

PATHE

the General
Film Company,
(Inc.)
Main Office, 200 5th Ave., New York

GENERAL FILM C6. [INH
In writing to advertisers please

mention
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MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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THE FOUR -LEAF CLOVER
*i y >

/
/

Domino
Winners

Kay-Bee
Features
FEBRUARY

20th

FEBRUARY

The Raiders

(2

of 53°
North(2 Reels)
6th

Desert Gold
12 Reeli)

NEW YORK

MOTION

Wearing

Mario

of the Green

MARCH

MARCH

2

MARCH

5

A Film Johnnie

(2 Reel*)
MARCH
18th

Adventures of Shorty

( 2 Reel. )

26th

Between Showers

A Barrier Royal

12th

The Silent Messenger

FEBRUARY

LittleFEBRUARY
Billy's City28thCousin

(2 ReeUI
MARCH 11th

12 Reel*)

23rd

'Twixt Love and Fire

Repaid

Sth

Keystone
Comedies
FEBRUARY

25th

(2 ReeU)
MARCH
4th

Reel.)

MARCH

The Path of Genius
(2 Reels)
MARCH 13th

FEBRUARY

26th

Courtship of O San

(2 Reel.)
FEBRUARY 27th
MARCH

Broncho
Headliners

I 2 Reels )

A False Beauty

MUTUAL,
PROGRAM
EXCLUSIVELY
PICTURE CORPORATION, Lonf acre Bldg., 42nd St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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The Greatest Combination ever
effected in the interest of the
Exhibitor.

Pictures and Publicity!!
By an exclusive arrangement with the
World's Largeststories
Newspaper
of the Organization

PATHE

pictures will appear in the great HEARST papers the same
day they are released. This means that exhibitors of
these pictures in the enormous territory covered by the
Boston American, New York American, Atlanta Georgian,
Chicago Examiner, San Francisco Examiner and Eos
Angeles Examiner will feel the biggest boost, ever given
the picture business. Announcement slides free. Get
busy and book Pathe films at your exchange. If you
can't get them, write us and we will help you.
r

1 Congress
In writing

St.
to advertisers

Jersey
please

mention

"1111

MOTION

City, IM. J.

I'll II'KK

NEWS"

MARCH

7, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

y^OJUtoMjL

/ Ki

Q>ij&us-r^

E^cdihiiots Times
Est.

1913

STOHIES

PlXUmj,

J?tr*s»*«£

Moving Picture News
^Est.

1908

OF

'
S
R
'
O
T
M
I
H
T
J
E
SUCCESS

VOLUME

IX

NUMBER

9
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PI

IN

MOTION

PICTURE

HfST^^B

NEWS

Ia.^ I B

THREE

I IB iMfc-iH

I i «n

PARTS

^yerj/Tr/tze Drarma qfyf/bdertv
ELEANOR.
HAVING

WOODRUFF
CUMMIN GS

C CC7S7TlO^

Cf&T*

RATHE
I CONGRESS

/T

Z£>f/?e

Zi-S.

FRERES
ST.,

JERSEY
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The

Governor's
IN FOUR
EXCITING
ACTS

TRADE

Exciting

M Aid'

Masterful
Wonderful

Iowa,
Nebraska
Minnesota,
Colorado, the Northwest and the
Atlanta District are the

SENSATIONAL
American Features

only Territories
unsold

Lithographs with a kick.
All
sizes.
Heralds,
Slides,
Photos

Communicate

C.

L.ANG
Manager

RAMO

Direct With

COBB,

JR.

Sales and Publicity

FILMS, Inc.

Columbia Theatre Building

47th Street and Seventh Avenue, New York

■^■H^mmHBaHH^iBnaBHi^^BnBi
In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE
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NEWS"
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IDE

IDE

In Five Parts

IDE

Ready March 10th

(COPYRIGHTED)

U
D

C\^apoUon tal^es leave of his army.

THE ROMANTIC
CAREER OF ONE
THE WORLD'S PORTRAYED
MOST FAMOUSIN
WARRIORS
IS ACCURATELY
AND OFREALISTICALLY
THIS MAGNIFICENT AND INTERESTING HISTORICAL PHOTOPLAY.

In Three Parts

(COPYRIGHTED)

Ready March 20th
A MOST APPROPRIATE AND ACCEPTABLE OFFERING FOR LENT.
THE BEAUTIFUL OLD TESTAMENT STORY OF ESTHER, THE QUEEN
WHO PREVENTED THE DESTRUCTION OF HER PEOPLE. BOOK IT!

ECLECTIC
NEW

YORK

— CHICAGO

FEATURE
— BOSTON

FILM EXCHANGES:

- MINNEAPOLIS

— ATLANTA

FILM CO

ECLECTIC

New York City

110 West 40th St.
■THE CREAM

IDE

— DALLAS

OF THE EUROPEAN

MARKET

SELECTED FOR AMERICA'

IDE

IDE

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE
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Matters of Importance
That Demand Your Attention

See Before You Book
Exhibitors in or near New York
City, and
those residing at
distant points in New York State, Northern New Jersey or either of the New
England States, have an opportunity to see the three and four part money-drawing features of the Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co. before they book them. The latest
releases are shown Wednesdays and Fridays of each week, beginning at 10.30 a.m., at the
Academy of Music — Fourteenth Street and Irving Place. These performances, given for
the special benefit of owners and managers of motion picture theatres, are complimentary and everybody interested is invited to be present. At the headquarters of the Box
Office Attraction Film Rental Co., 130 West Forty-sixth Street, two beautiful little
theatres have been built. Each is equipped with the very latest and most approved
projectors, and features will be shown at any time upon request. This makes it possible for exhibitors to make up their programs intelligently, and inasmuch as exclusive
territorial rights are guaranteed to each exhibitor, his interests are fully protected.
Adjoining the Two Little Theatres is a large room in which all paper is displayed —
one, three and six sheets, colored pictures for lobby displays in attractive frames, heralds
and photographs. In fact, features, and accompanying advertising matter, are offered on
their merits and exhibitors have a chance to accept or reject.

WM

Releases for the Second Week in March
"A PARADISE
LOST"— Released Monday,
March 9 — A Great Northern feature in 4 partsstarring Miss Hetty Nansen, the greatest of motion
picture actresses.

"THE LION TAMER'S REVENGE. OR THE
DIVINE APPEAL"
Released Friday, March 13—
A genuine sensation from the Eclair Company in 3
thrilling parts.

"BENEATH THE CZAR"— Released Wednesday,
March 11 — A magnifii enl Solax production in 4 parts.
Intensely interesting from beginning to end.

"THE

GOVERNOR'S

GHOST"— Released

Satur-

day, March 14 — One of the Kanio Company's greatest

4 part features.

A photo-play that holds all spellbound.

Great Features Now Being Booked
The
Secret Releases
of Adrianople"
— A three-part war
the Film
of. America.
'Hook
studio. and

Hand" — A

four-part

'Madam Satan" — Three-part
of America.
'For
the
brosio.

Queen's

drama

drama

Honor" — A

drama

from

the

by the Film

three-reel

feature

by

Blache
Releases
by

Am-

Shadows of the Moulin Rouge''
-A four-reel Solax product '
'The Society Detective" — Photo-play
in four reels from
the British Colonial Studios.

"In the Stretch" — A four-part Ramo feature.
"The1 Devil Within" — A Ramo
feature in three

exciting

"Wives"
\ Ramo production in three parts.
"Ben Bolt"
A Solax masterpiece in three parts.
"By Whose Hand?"
\ Great Northern
Special

in three

"Princess Elena's Prisoner" — A Great Northern Preferred
film in four parts.
parts.
"Fortune Hunters"
A Blache production in four pait^
"Vengeance Bequeathed"
A Luna film in three parts.
"Fangs of Hate"
\ Ramo production in three parts.

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City
WILLIAM

FOX,

President
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to adTerticeri
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mention
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JESSE L. LASKY
Presents

America's Most Popular Actor

DUSTIN FARNUM
In Edwin Milton Royle's Thrilling Drama

" THE
MAN
"
The VoiceSQUAW
of the Critics but Echoes
Our
Advance Announcements
LOUIS

Lesley Mason in the
Motion Picture News

Jolo in Variety

"The Squaw Man" is one of the best visualizations ofa stage play ever shown on
the screen.

"TheSquawMan"andother
"Westerns" is the differ-

"To unwavering logic and consistency,
to pains taken in those tiny details which
make action realistic, to the pervading
sense of beauty and to highly intelligent
interpretation, quickening interest in the

ence between Bret Harte's
stories and paper backs,
"The Squaw Man" represents the triumph of the picture over stage productions.

outcome, must be ascribed the charm 'The
Squaw Man' is bound to exert."

MR. PANGBORN

UNSOLD

in
Morning Telegraph

perfect.

HARRISON

In The Moving Picture World

The difference between

"'THE SQUAW

REEVES

MAN'

Dustin Farnum

is

inter-

Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
Iowa

prets his part perfectly."

"THE
SQUAW MAN"
IS A MASTERPIECE

with well sustained interest,
played by a wholly competent acting organization.

N. Y. Tribune — " 'The Squaw
Man' gains a deal of interest as a
picture.

Its scenes are thrillers."

N. Y. Journal of Commerce—
' The Squaw Man ' is among
the greatest picture productions

Lasky Productions can now be procured through
the Booking Office near you
JESSE L. LASKY FEATURE PLAY CO.
Longacre Theatre, West 48th Street, New York City

m

Samuel Goldfish, Treas. and Gen. Man.

Cecil B. DeMille, Dir. Gen.

ll^i^^^^H
In writing to advertisers please mention
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IT IS THE BEST
TOLD STORY

ever shown."
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Through FIRE to FORTUNE
Or THE SUNKEN VILLAGE
By CLAY

M. GREENE

A dramatic story of wonder-moving occurrences, such
as a mine explosion and the sinking of a whole village
into the bowels of the earth.
In 5 Reels

L U

jD 1 IN

Coming soon

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH
The thrilling re-enactment of a famous battle, interwoven with a tale of love and sacrifice.
In 4 Reels

L U

B I N

Released

Thor, Lord of the Jungles
Romance and adventure in an American circus and in
the depths of the African Jungles. One of the most
daring wild animal features ever produced.
In 3

Controlled

G

Reels

Exclusively

S E L IG

by the General

Released

Film

Company,

E N E R A L
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JUDITH OF BETHULIA
By THOMAS

BAILEY ALDRICH

From the story of the heroic defense of Judea by the
Jews of Bethulia and their final triumph over the vast
army of Nebuchodonosor after Judith had outwitted
and slain his general, Holofernes.

4 Reels

BIOGRAPH

Coming

GERMINAL
or THE TOLL OF LABOR
By EMIL ZOLA
Graphic Story of a great labor strike and the harrowing experience of a man and woman entombed in a
flooded mine.

Coming

PATHE

5 Reels

The LION and The MOUSE
By CHARLES

KLEIN

The complete triumph of a clever and beautiful girl
over a powerful money mad financier who has ruined
and discredited her father.

In 6

Parts

LU

B I N

Released

Branches in All Large Cities. Main Office, 200 5th Ave., New York

Film Go.
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Whizz!
Bang!
Smash !
Watch For Lucky Saturday, Feb* 28
Startling News Pictures of the World's
Big Happenings Every Week
ON

Saturday, February 28, the first big gun will be fired. On Saturday, February 28, you will see the first big result of Hearst's army of trained newspaper men
working in conjunction with the famous Selig Notion Picture Makers. Every
week in the year, beginning February 28, 1914, the big events of the whole world will
be caught in the happening by Selig moving picture cameras, operated by the trained news
gatherers of Hearst's great International News Service, which covers the entire globe, and
these news pictures, throbbing with live news interest in every foot of film, will be
released to you weekly under the title of

Hearst-Selig
News Pictorial
This giant combination of the greatest newspaper organization in the world — in which are
found world-famous correspondents and news gatherers who sense at a glance the vital,
dramatic features in the thrilling events that happen every week — this giant combination
of that globe-encircling newspaper organization with the Selig Polyscope Company's
matchless facilities as producers, makes the HEARST-SELIG NEWS PICTORIAL the
biggest event in the entire moving picture world today.
Get your orders in. Don't slip a cog on this. Don't be the last in your locality to
exhibit a real news reel BE THE FIRST TO SHOW THE HEARST-SELIG NEWS
PICTORIAL.

MAKE

YOUR

BOOKINGS

SELIG POLYSCOPE

NOW!

COMPANY

CHICAGO
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30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

FAMOUS
FEATURES

DANIEL

A YEAR"

FROHMAN
Presents

By A rrangement

DAVID

w

ith

A YEAR"

BELASCO

The Famous Modern Fairy Play

"AGood Little Devil"
Adapted from the French by Austin Strong
with David Belasco's Original All-Star Cast, including

MARY

William

PICKFORD

Norris

and

Fairies Prefer Old

IN FIVE

30

Ernest

Truex

Attics to Palaces.

REELS

Released March 1st

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM COMPANY

FAMOUS
FEATURES

ADOLPH
DANIEL

fROHMAN,

30

ZUKOR, President

Managing Director

EDWIN

S. PORTER,

Technical Director

Executive Offices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.

A YEAR'

FAMOUS
FEATURES
K
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The Master Moving Picture
The production which marks an epoch in moving picture manufacture

if

si

* £

EUGENE WALTERS'
Great Five Season Theatrical Sensation

X- *
X- *

it ***

IN FIVE PARTS
* £
* £

*
**
*
**
**
*■

£
££
£
£
£
££
£
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PAID IN FULL
Featuring TULLY

* £

I*I *

MARSHALL

51
*
$ $ J1
* 1

*X- *X-*

* ii

X- X-

* *

*** sJJ

XXXX-

and Members of the Original Broadway Cast

* XX- X*
xXX-

*
** 11
i
***X-?J1

ii
ii * i
*
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| |
t t
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*
*
*
*
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Scenario by LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
Produced by AUGUSTUS
Original Music Score by MANUEL KLEIN

£-ft
£
£
£
£
£

THOMAS

Dramatic Mirror
"'PAID

those

'PAID

who

may

IN FULL'

"'PAID IN FULL 'is a step
forward in the production of
motion pictures
it stands
among the very finest type of

see

will

realize that whatever praise we
may bestow upon it is fully

artistry.
'Paidtheinsuccess
Full* putsside
a big
balance on
of

* s

ACT!
Motion Picture News

Moving Picture World
"

IN FULL'-a triumph. Itis the height of film

*
* 1J

* 1
* ?

Musical Tiireclor, N. Y. Hippodrome

Read These Opinions -77/£W

X-

*

x- *

the AH Star Company's ledger."
motion pictures."
justified."
ADVERTISING

HELPS

Lobby Display Frames, Booklets, Postcards, Press Stories, j4
and 24 Sheets, Lithos, Heralds, Photos, etc.
*
* ££
+ £

* *

1,3, 6, 8, 12

HARRY RAVER
President

CORPORATION

220 W. 42d St., New York

XxXxXX- xXXX-

X- XX- XX
XX-

Book of Oar Distributors — They Girdle the Earth

ALL STAR FEATURE

XXXXXXXX-

AUGUSTUS THOMAS
Director General
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Acme Commercial Film Co
All Star Feature Corporation....
American Cinematograph Co
American Film Mfg. Co
American Photoplay School
Amusement Supply Co
Bausch & Lomb
Berlin Analine Works
Birns, William
Blinkhorn,
A
Box Office Attractions Film Rental Co
Calehuff Supply Co
Commercial M. P. Co
51,
Corcoran, A. J
Criterion Feature Film Co
Day and Night Screens
Eagle Frame Co
Eastman Kodak Co
Eclectic Film Co
Essanay Film Mfg. Co
European Feature Film Corp
Evans Film Mfg. Co
Famous Players Film Co
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Feature Photoplay Co
Gaumont
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General Film Co
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Kennedy's
Features
Keystone Film Co
Kinematograph Weekly
Lasky Feature Play Co
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Le Courrier
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Lubin Mfg. Co
Melies Films
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Motion Picture Magazine
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New York Motion Ticture Corp..
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Film Co
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Ramo Films
Royal Manufacturing Co
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"The Call of the Traumerei"
THREE

PARTS-

Powerful,
Emotional,
Impressive,
Vivid
and
Gorgeous.
One, Three and Six Sheet Lithos, Photos, Slides and Heralds.
Release Monday, March 9th, 1914

"A

Story

of Little Italy"

A dramatic and tense portrayal of sidelights in the life of
one of our foreign neighbors.
Release Saturday, March 14th, 1914

AMERICAN FILM
MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO
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ALAN
The

Celebrated
'New

DALE

Dramatic

Critic,

York American
February 15th,

Writes

m

the

of Sunday,
1914

I had an awfully good time at the opening of the Vita
graph Theatre. It seemed like a new experience, with a
certain piquancy to it. Nothing to do hut look! Plays
were there, without voices, and the very silence was enjoyable. Then one's imagination was allowed to work so
agreeably.
my own Sometimes
imagination
to words,
the "words"
that are cast I onprefer
the screen.
these
banal
and trite, spoil the illusion. In pictures one can imagine
such a lot! I love them when they don't dot the i's and
cross the ones,
t's. The
Vitagraph
pictures
were certainly very
beautiful
without
a flicker
in them.

^^^

bes

Alan Dale is right :—
The pictures shown at the Vitagraph Theatre and all other theatres that use
the Power's Cameragraph No. 6A are shown "without a flicker." Projection of
motion pictures is always subject to criticism when the picture is marred with
flicker or jump. You can secure yourself against this criticism by installing
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH NO. 6A, the motion picture projecting machine
without an equal. Inform yourself of our patented intermittent movement and
other distinctive features of this perfect machine, all details of which are given
in our illustrated catalog D.

NICHOLAS

POWER

Ninety Gold Street

New

GO.
York City

&
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Makjng It Easy
OST
idea

advertising
that
fine

writers
writing

start in
is fine

with the
advertis-

A DVERTISING
habit.

*
TV /T EN

npHE best ones speedily wake up to the fact that
-■- advertising writing has nothing to do with fine
writing.
is a process of selling goods — nothing
I rnothing
less.
It is just plain business.

more,

IN fine writing the writer largely aims to please himhe has only the
self. In advertising writing
reader in mind.

is too often an abstraction, a mere

-LVA
their
aside
way.
their

*

*

go into it just as they rent an office. They

don't argue its necessity. It is customary. All
competitors advertise, so they must. They set
so much money, buy space in the publications that
competitors use and fill it in about the same
*

*

*

IT is a stereotyped procedure with them.
And like
any stereotyped proceeding it gets only stereotyped
results.

HE

ADVERTISING is only reciprocative.
It will work
for you if you work for it.
Working for it means right up to the time a sale is
consummated.
*
*
*

He
he bears one effort constantly in mind.
THEN
makes it paramount to what he writes and how
he writes.
He makes it easy for the reader to buy.
*'fi =!: ^

WHEN
you stir up interest, when you make the
purchaser want to buy, the battle is only half
over. Then you have got to make it easy for him to
buy, lest he lose interest, or lest he buy instead another
article just because it is brought right to his door.
*
#
*
ing.
THIS applies particularly to feature film advertis°
*
*
*

visualizes the reader, puts him right up before
him and talks to him — straight to the point, in
the reader's own language, and with a keen insight
in the reader's wants and peculiarities.

TlyfAKING it easy to buy is one of the big little
*"-* fundamentals of all advertising. It applies
just as much to selling shoestrings as to selling houses
and lots. It applies to every advertised commodity.
It applies to motion pictures.
*
*
*
the advertisement easy to read is one
MAKING
thing- — and a very big thing. That is accomplished by simple words and sentences, by well-balanced typography and liberal white space, by the attractiveness ofart matter and layout.
*
*
*
BUT you may accomplish all this with great credit ;
and you may advertise extensively. Still your
announcements will go largely into the air, unless
you make it easy for the reader to get your goods,
and then tell him very plainly how to get them.

■*- involved.
npHIS
market, it must be remembered, is somewhat
*

-K

*

WHEN
the advertising of a new feature has led
the exhibitor to want it, he may be at a loss
as to just where and how he can get it.
Or the way indicated to him may be too difficult
or too delayed.
*
*
*
npHESE
are matters of prime importance.
•*■ rule in other fields ; they should in this.
*
*
*

They

TV TAKING it easy to buy, demands a good share of
-L'-l the advertiser's sales ingenuity and a goodly
amount of advertising space to explain the way in
detail.
W. A. J.
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Evidence Favors Patents Company
Testimony of Witnesses Shows that National Board of Censorship Today is Examining Nearly Twice as Many Unlicensed as
Licensed Films
TESTIMONY tending to disprove
the charge of monopoly brought
by the United States Government
against the Motion Picture Patents
Company and the General Film Company in the anti-trust suit now going
on, was offered at the hearings before
the referee at the Hotel Manhattan,
New York City, on February 24 and 25.
John Collier, of the National Board
of Censorship, gave evidence to the
effect that he and his colleagues were
examining, in the course of their
duties, nearly twice as many unlicensed as licensed films.
Approaching the question, from another angle, the defendants called
Anna S. Matthews, an employee of
the General Film Company, to testify
that the number of unlicensed theatres in the United States greatly exceeded the licensed houses.
J. Wesley Rosenquest, manager ot
the Fourteenth Street Theatre, New
York, was another witness for the
defense.
In refutation of testimony given by
Mr. Rosenbluh, of the Fox management, Messrs. Worthington and Williams were put on the stand.
Their
THE "TRAUMEREI" FILMED
A gorgeous three-reel feature by
the "Flying A" Company under Lorimer Johnston has been evolved on
the basis of Schumann's "Traumerei."
The action is immense and the interest is retained throughout the production
Vivian Rich represents the nymph
of the woods and Sydney Ayres is the
subject destined to be guided by the
sweet strains of the selection. The
incidents of a rather turbulent career
of an art student in Paris, are most
vividly portrayed. As a whole, the
subject is regarded as a masterpiece.
It is to be released March 9.

"FAKE"

SCENARIO
INDICTED

TEACHER

Eugene P.err Watt, who represents
himself as a teacher of scenario writing, forfeited his $2,500 bail bond when
lie failed to appear for trial in the
United States District Court in New
York City on February 18, to answer
barge of using the mails to defraud.
Watt managed "The National Authors' Institute." at 1542 Broadway.
New York City, for two years and, it
is alleged, received fees ranging from
$5 to >;20 from 6,200 persons for lessons in motion picture scenario composition Mrs. Elbert Brown, of Berlin, Ind . caused his arrest.

names had both been mentioned by
the witness referred to, and their evidence tended to show that they were
in no position to speak with authority
on the subjects in regard to which
Mr. Rosenbluh had quoted them in his
testimony.
At the close of the hearing on Wednesday, February 25, an adjournment
was taken until Monday, March 9.
The taking of testimony will be resumed on that date at the same place.
At that time, the defendants plan
to call as witnesses Sigmund Lubin,
head of the Lubin Manufacturing
Company, of Philadelphia; George K.
Spoor, of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company; George Kleine, of
Chicago, and W. N. Selig, head of the
Selig Polyscope Company, of Chicago.
Special Deputy United States District Attorney Edward P. Grosvenor appeared for the Government
at the last hearing. Charles F. Kingsley, of 74 Broadway, New York City,
represented the Motion Picture Patents Company, and James H. Caldwell, of 100 Broadway, appeared for
the General Film Company.
Judgeforfeited
E. S. Thomas
bond
when heordered
learnedWatt's
that
the man was fully aware of the date
of his trial.
ANOTHER
VICE PICTURE
"The Drug Terror," a six-reel picture dealing with the traffic in cocaine,
is being shown at the Park Theatre,
New York, by Werba and Luescher.
The picture was allegedly made under
the auspices of the Medical Review
of Reviews, in connection with the
Sociological Film Corporation, which
were also responsible for "The Inside
of the White Slave Traffic." Mrs.
Q. H. P. Belmont and Mrs. W. K.
Vanderbilt are reported to have approved of the film. It has been passed
by the Censorship Board.

ZUKOR

LEAVES

FOR COAST

Adolph Zukor. president of the
Famous Players Film Company, left
Saturday for Los Angeles, to visit the
Pacific Coast Studios of the Famous
Players, for purposes that he has not
yet disclosed, but which are whispered
to be of more than ordinary importance. Accompanying Mr. Zukor were
Marcus Loew, \aron Jones, and
Joseph M. Schenck. of the Loew Enterprises.
This is Mr. Zukor's firsl trip away
rom th( New York studios since his
recenl ii lurney abi i iad

KLEINE

SPECTACULAR
MAL FEATURE

ANI-

What is probably one of the most
daring attempts to use wild animals
in pictures is George Kleine's latest
masterpiece from the Cines studios in
Rome. The title of this six-part feature is "Between Savage and Tiger."
Three royal Bengal tigers, brought
from Calcutta to Rome for the purpose, meet death in the manufacture
of the film. That they are not the
tame, circus-variety of tiger is plainly
evident to the on-looker. Anthony
Novelli, Cines' leading man, who
plays the lead in the film, does some
rarely hazardous feats, and has two
very narrow escapes from injury.
One of the reels contains a bit of
business quite new in motion pictures.
Hanging from the lower limbs of a
tree, Novelli watches a rider dashing
toward him. Suddenly letting his
legs down, he curls them about the
neck of the rider, neatly lifting him
from the saddle. Another extremely
clever feat is seen in the production
of the great fire-at-sea scene, in which
several hundred women and children
leap into the water. The fire is genuine and a great lumber vessel purchased for the occasion is burned to
the water edge. The entire six reels
fairly bristle with exciting adventures.
The picture is now ready for bookings
through the branch offices of George
Kleine.
LEVINE JOINS UNIVERSAL
H. Z. Levine. who is at present advertising and publicity manager with
Solax and Blache, has just accepted the
I'niversal's offer to go to Europe for
them as the advertising and publicity
manager of the Universal-Transcontinental Company. His field will include
London, Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
Mr. Levine was a newspaperman before entering the motion picture field,
in which he has achieved marked success. He was at one time with The
Motion Picture News. Later he was
the originator
the isSolax
"Magnet"of
and
its editor.of He
a member
Pacific Lodge 233, F. and A. M., a
charter member of the Screen Club,
and belongs to several newspaper and
college clubs.
Mr Levine will spend a few days at
tlu Universal plants on the Pacific
coast, returning to New York on March
14. He sails for England on the Mauretania. March 17.
AUTHORS
ON THE SCREEN
Motion pictures, showing famous
authors at work, followed by scenes
from their best-known books, were a
feature of the entertainment given for
the benefit of the Authors' League of
America, at the Plaza Hotel, New
York City, on Thursday. February 19.
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Acquainted"

"spiel" to the people about
in the early, nineIT wasties that
Vic Hugo then
Vic Hugo's Versatility in This as Well as the show's wonderful atseventeen years old, ran
in Other Directions Has Won Him Signal
tractions, urging them to attend the free show at the
away from home and from
Success — Theatrically Speaking He Owns grounds immediately after
a jeweler's shop in Toledo,
the parade.
O., and began his career of
Cedar Rapids, la. — A Progressive Exhibitor,
After the parade, Vic was
showman, with divers wagon shows, freak museums
the
free show.
He puzzled
He Is Quick to Adopt Every Innovation.
and circuses. To-day he is
the "rubes" with sleight-ofone of the most popular men in Cedar Rapids, la., a city
hand performances
On finishing the free performance.
which has just achieved a metropolitan street railway loop
Vic took charge of the side show.
He mounted the platand boasts something like 40.000 population.
Nearly every
form in front of the colored pictures of the freaks, weavman, woman and child in Cedar Rapids knows Vic Hugo.
ing word paintings about each picture in a manner
intended to rouse
in every
There may be in Cedar Rapids children who do not know
hearer a desire to pay one
dime to see the show.
the mayor's name, but they
do know
Vic Hugo.
And
Once he had a crowd inthey all call him Vic.
side, Vic started the side
Patrons of his theatre talk
show performance by swallowing a sword and doing
about "Vic's show," or "Vic's
more tricks of legerdemain.
pictures." They know that
his show is in the Majestic
Also it was his duty to introduce and describe all the
Theatre, but they omit the
freaks to the public. His
"Majestic" part of it, and
day's work closed late at
speak of the house as "Vic's
night when he helped pull
show." Even the newspapers
have forgotten the name of
down the tent and pack the
the theatre and headline their
canvas in the wagons.
criticisms: "VIC HAS
After one year of this versatile work, Vic met good
CORKING BILL," "VIC
fortune in the form of a deHAS GREAT PICTURE,"
etc. Should you take the
formed human being — a sort
of half man and half horse.
trouble to study how Vic atVic hired the half man and
tained this popularity and
exhibited him as a freak at
success as a showman, you
street carnivals and county
would find that motion picfairs. Twice he showed his
tures played and still are
freak at Cedar Rapids, little
playing a most important
part in it.
dreaming that he was destined to become the most
In the jeweler's shop in
popular man in that city.
Toledo, Vic took little interest in watches or diamonds,
But Vic still possessed his
yearning for fame and wealth.
except when the jewelry sugHe knew he could not get
gested to him some trick of
rich by conducting a mere
magic. He was so taken up
freak show. He wanted
with the occult art that he
something big, and as cirused his employer's time to
cuses were the biggest thing
practice the tricks of legerin his line in the amusement
demain. And all the time he
world, he strived to connect
dreamed of a showman's cahimself with some big circus.
reer— not the career of an
actor, but the career of show
The training he had reTHE VICTOR
HUGO
OF CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.
ceived while swallowing a
owner and manager. A little
sword and doing the spiel
later he started out.
work for a wagon show at $10 a week proved to him of
Naturally Vic's early career was one of extreme poverty
more value than a diploma has to many a college graduate.
and hardships. He struggled along with all kinds of
small shows. Too often he was forced to go without
It helped him to a job with the side show of the big Sells
circus. It also helped him to a job with the Ringling
meals and frequently without even enough money to buy
circus. Finally it won him the position of manager of the
a postage stamp. Yet he never lost faith in the showside show and concert with the Barnum and Bailey cirman's profession. He believed firmly in the old saying
cus— a big one in the circus world.
that to get a man's money one must feed him or amuse
him. Vic intended to amuse. He did not like the odors
ANY an able man has been turned aside from the
of a kitchen.
path of success to failure because he has quit struggling when he reached what once he had considered the
HIS first important position — important because it paid
height of ambition. To Vic a position on one rung of the
$10 a week and because its duties were quite strenladder merely revealed the opening to the success above.
uous— was with a wagon circus. Vic started the day's
While with the Barnum and Bailey show, Vic heard much
work by assisting in unpacking and erecting the tent.
about the success of the vaudeville family theatres on the
This work completed, he took a prominent part in the
parade, his parade
responsibilities demanding
that he
Pacific coast.
With him, hearing always resulted in inves-
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tigating. He investigated the family theatres and discovered that they afforded an opportunity for a good showman to exercise his knowledge of the amusement profession and thereby to acquire money and property. So he
imitated the Westerners, and started a family theatre in
Burlington, la.
Burlington, however, did not offer the opportunities a
man of his energies demanded, so when Vic heard that in
Cedar Rapids, a city boasting the title of the metropolis
of eastern Iowa, there was a vaudeville and picture theatre known by the democratic name of the'People's Theatre, he hastened to Cedar Rapids. There he found a
theatre which was fairly successful financially. A survey,
however, convinced him that it presented room for improvement and expansion.
As a manager at that time, Vic was not as famous as he
is to-day. The People's Theatre in Cedar Rapids was conducted by an actor named Ed Curran. It is common talk
in Cedar Rapids that when Vic approached Curran, he was
not enthusiastically received. The actor had no time for
the tent show man. People who were in the amusement
business in Cedar Rapids at the time will tell you that
this attitude of Curran's created in Vic's heart a yearning
to acquire the People's, and in his mind a determination
to repay the slight he had received.
Exactly what happened is not known. It is known,
however, that Vic had an interview with J. M. St. John,
the owner of the building which housed the People's, and
that the owner journeyed to Burlington to study Vic's
methods of management. Shortly after this journey by the
owner, it was learned that Vic had secured the lease of
the People's.
THIS was in 1905. Vic promptly began to improve the
People's. The seating capacity was 600. He installed
250 additional seats, making the capacity 850. And he
was very prompt in introducing himself to the newspaper men in particular, and to the people of Cedar Rapids
in general.
Within one year everybody knew who Vic was, because
the people of Cedar Rapids had read more about Vic in
their newspapers than they did about any other man, and
bei ause they had seen Vic at public gatherings more than
any other man.
When Vic took charge of the People's, motion pictures
were used to chase the crowd out, so to speak. There
were two short performances of vaudeville each evening,
and the audience was expected to walk out when the motion picture was thrown on the screen after the first vaudeville performance.
Our friend Vic, however, knew that the public wanted
good motion pictures, although at the time reformers were agitating that the motion picture was destroying
the morals of the community and the authorities were considering the advisability of passing ordinances to prohibit
them.
Vic promptly began to buy the best and the latest in
ion photography. He used a motion picture instead of
a vaudeville act. It was no longer possible to chase the
audience out with the picture.
In six years the People's was too small to accommodate Vic's patrons, and an up-to-date vaudeville theatre,
the Majestic, was constructed, Vic becoming the lessee
and manager of the new show house, which was considered
the most beautiful and the best in the State of Iowa.
The Majestic seats 1,500 persons. 1 luring the winter
season Vic has one vaudeville performance each evening
He begins the performance with a motion picture and
closes it with a motion picture. During the summer
months the theatre is conducted as a picture show house
exclusively, about three performances being given each
evening. During this period Vic often collects admission
money from 3,000 lovi motion pictures per night.
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IN the Majestic Vic made the motion picture the big feature. He introduced most of the inventions and novelties in motion pictures when they first appeared. Every
time he introduced something new, he heralded the fact
to the people through the press, and the people packed
the theatre merely to see the motion picture novelty.
Vic has always taken great pride in beating a competitor to a "big" picture. The other motion picture show
managers — and there are about ten in Cedar Rapids — have
to keep on the jump to prevent Vic from getting ahead ot
them in showing the pictures of some big event.
Vic knows how to get publicity outside of the space he
buys in the newspapers. When he has some special picture, he gives a special matinee for the newspaper men,
asking them to pass judgment on the specialty. Such a
matinee results in the local scribes striving to outshine
each other in describing Vic's novelty.
In a vaudeville way Vic is in with the police and with
everybody else. It is no uncommon thing for him to send
one of his actors out on the street to act the part of a
tramp and get arrested, as a means of gaining free advertisement for his show.
Vic's master stroke of advertising was executed about a
year ago. Acting on the theory that people like nothing
better than to see themselves in motion pictures, he purchased a motion picture machine. The delivery of the machine was a big sensation in the city.
Vic photographed the people of Cedar Rapids as they
shopped, while they walked to or from work, while they
waited for trains; he photographed the children playing in
the parks and took pictures of the residence districts. The
entire city was started walking across the screen, with the
result that when Vic showed the pictures in his theatre
for a week, he had to turn ticket buyers away.
His motion picture machine he still keeps as a novelty.
He takes pictures of the crowds and the players when the
home team begins the baseball season, or when the local
nine fights for the pennant near the end of the season.
His camera takes in the public whenever there is a big
occasion in the city. The camera, however, is no longer
a local institution. Cedar Rapids boasted about it so much
that neighboring cities and towns became jealous, and to
get even secured Vic to take motion pictures of them
when anything big was going on.
VIC has certain deeply rooted ideas about the way to
success with motion pictures. The first essential, he
considers, is a knowledge of the business. This means the
knowledge of where and how to get the latest and best
pictures and the ability to know how to handle audiences.
He declares that a picture theatre, or any other kind of
theatre, must be kept scrupulously clean and must be attractive, and that the ushers and attendants must know
how to provide all conveniences and create an atmosphere
of pleasure around the patrons.
Vic is a firm believer in comedy. He will have no death
scenes and no blood-and-thunder tragedies. He says that
there are people who want pictures of horrors presented
in a crude way. but that such people are in the minority
and are not of the steady, paying kind.
He goes on the theory that every man has plenty of
trouble with his business or work and cares for no pessimism when seeking amusement. Vic also strongly favors
the story picture. In his opinion every person loves a
story, and most men and women would rather see a story,
if presented properly, in the motion pictures than read it
in a book.
He is a strong advocate of what he calls the educational
picture, a picture showing the working of some great task.
showing some national or international event, or scenes
in foreign countries. Robberies are not favored by Vic,
unless they are humorous and end by showing the robber
as a fool.
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One of Vic's specialties is the study of local tastes.
Cedar Rapids is largely populated by descendants of immigrants from Bohemia, and naturally much interest is
taken in Bohemia and Bohemians. A year ago the local
gymnastic society sent a delegation of athletes to compete in the Pan-Slavic gymnastic tournament in Prague,
Bohemia. Vic secured the pictures of the tournament and
showed them as the big act in his vaudeville theatre, making a big hit.
T7"JC'S cheerful manner and his success might lead one
V to think that he has had great luck. Such is not the
case. He has fought for success and he is still fighting.
Cedar Rapids is a city of churches. Ministers have a great
influence with the majority of the people. The city council has acted as censor and has prohibited the showing of
several pictures which excited no protests in other cities.
Also there is much agitation against shows on Sunday.
Some four years ago Vic led the fight against closing the
theatres on Sunday. The city council was preparing to
pass an ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows.
Vic beat them by getting an injunction against the passing of such an ordinance. The case was tried in several
courts, and the theatres lost every time. It was appealed
each time and is now pending before the highest court.
While the litigation has been going on, Vic's shows, and
all other shows, have been open on Sunday and still are.
Vic is no enetay of the church. Among his patrons are
many church-goers. But he wants to open his theatre on
Sunday. The Christian Scientists conduct their meetings
in Vic's theatre Sunday morning.
Vic is rapidly becoming a theatrical manager of world'wide fame.
He has started his younger brother, Charley
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Hugo, in the show business. The brothers are the Hugo
Brothers American Amusement Company. Vic Hugo is
the director-general of the firm and Charley is the general
manager. They have five shows, including a minstrel
show and a dog and pony show, and some of their shows
have made money for Vic and his brother by exhibiting in
the Hawaiian Islands, Malay States, Philippines, Japan.
China.
Europe. India, South America, and the various countries of

EXHIBITORS
LAUD "NAPOLEON"
A large party of Chicago exhibitors recently witnessed a
private exhibition of George Kleine's latest Cines triumph,
an eight-reel story of "Napoleon." They were loud in their
praise of the beautiful photography, splendid acting and spectacular battle scenes. A number of bookings for the immediate future were made.
Aside from "Napoleon," the leads playing in the picture are
Anthony Novelli and Jeanette Trimble, of "Antony and Cleopatra" fame.

LEWIS TO MOVE TO NEW YORK
The Lewis Pennant Features, which are handled by Phil
Lewis, of the Feature Film Sales Company, will shortly
move from Chicago to New York City. This brand of pictures is released by the Feature Film Sales Company, which
has its headquarters at the present time at 167 Washington
street, and has quarters in connection with the Exhibitors'
Film Exchange, which is conducted by Max Lewis. The
Exhibitors' Film Exchange
quarters about May 1.

contemplates moving

to other
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I. M. P. A. CONVENTION
An event of much interest to the
motion picture industry will be the exposition of the motion picture art, which
is to be held in conjunction with the
convention of the International Motion
Picture Association, Inc., at the Grand
Central Palace, New York City, June 8
to 13, inclusive.
The exhibits this year in many respects will be the largest and most modern ever displayed. Aside from the exhibition of picture theatre equipments
there will be many unique and novel
features arranged by the manufacturers,
which will be both interesting and instructive to the exhibitors and public
alike.
There are approximately 18,000 exhibitors inthe United States and the officials in charge of the arrangements hope
to see a big percentage of them present
at the convention.
To stimulate interest in the coming
gathering among exhibitors everywhere,
the following prizes are offered :
Five hundred dollars ($500) for the
best suggestions beneficial to the exhibitor and making for the uplift of the
business.
Three hundred dollars ($300) for the
best method of getting all exhibitors into
one large, national organization.
Two hundred dollars ($200) for the
best plan of financing such organization.
EDISON

PRODUCES

SEPARATE
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Goes to Germany for Universal
TT7ITH a view of putting the publicVV ity department maintained in Germany, Austria and Denmark by the Universal, on the same efficient and progressive basis which characterizes the

SEXES

Pittsburgh's Director of Public
Safety, Charles S. Hubbard, is making
preparations to enforce an order from
Mayor Joseph G. Armstrong, separating men and women in motion picture
theatres throughout the Smoky City.
The Mayor's plan is to have all such
theatres divided into three sections,
one for men, one for women, and a
third for women and their escorts.
The order followed many complaints
of annoyances to which women and
girls were subjected when the lights
were out.

was best found in this country. The
choice of Mr. Amberg, therefore, was
a happy one, for, while he is German
himself, having been born and raised
in that country, understanding the
German customs and temperament,
he is alive to the most improved
American methods of publicity and
advertising.
Mr. Amberg came to this country
some five years ago. He first found
his way into the motion picture field
as a road man for Carl Laemmle's
Exchange in Chicago. This experience brought him into close touch
with exhibitors and instilled in him
an unusual understanding of them and
their needs. Following this, he came
into the New York office to take
charge of the correspondence and advertising departments.
During the three years that he has
been connected with President Laemmle's interests, he has studied the
film business from every angle. He
goes to his new field with fresh ideas,
and if German conservatism can assimilate the progressiveness found in
the American market, it is probable
that some changes and innovations
may be looked for in that field within
a short time.
HUNTER

BATTLE

Rorke's Drift, one of the most celebrated battles in English history, has
been made the subject of a two-reel
drama by Edison. In the actual fight
four thousand Zulus were held at bay
by a company of eighty British soldiers
whom they attacked. When preparing to make this film down in Jacksonville, Florida, Director Ridgely
could not get together a large enough
force of men for the battle scenes.
So he adopted the classic sandwich
man as a last resort and succeeded in
that way in gathering a great crowd.
The film abounds in battle scenes,
hand to hand encounters, hairbreadth
escapes and works up to a climax
when the reinforcements arrive after
the savages have succeeded in setting
fire to the soldiers' flimsy barricade.
TO
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company's American offices, the Universal Film Manufacturing Company
are sending to Germany, Hugo Amberg, a young Americanized German,
who has made a distinct mark in the
film game.
Mr. Amberg sailed on the American
of the Hamburg-American line, February 19. On arriving in Hamburg,

JOINS COLONIAL

Mr. T. Hayes Hunter, until recently
chief producer for the Biograph-Klaw
& Erlanger Combination, has joined
the forces of the Colonial Motion Picture Corporation as chief director for
the company, supervising the forthcoming productions of the Colonial.
which includes Sir Gilbert Parker's
"The Seats of the Mighty," Booth
Tarkington's "The Gentleman from
Indiana" and others.
The Colonial also announces that it
has closed a contract with Mr. Charles
Urban, of Kineto. Ltd., London,
whereby it becomes the sole agent for
the Urban Science Series of films in
the United States. This arrangement
will figure largely in the development
of the company's educational plans.
which are already well under way.

STANDARDIZATION WINS
he will go direct to the company's
offices in Berlin where he will immeIn connection with the Gundlachdiately take over the publicity departManhattan Optical Company's campaign
ment, which inclules the getting out
to bring about the standardization of
of the German edition of the "Unithe size of the hole in the aperture
versal Weekly." He will make his
home in that country indefinitely.
plate of projecting machines, the Nicholas Power Company and the Precision
Tt was a question for some time in
Machine Company, Inc., have adopted
the minds of the Universal officials
the standard size recommended.
as to whether it would not be more
This will give the aperture plates of
advisable to seek out a competent man
these machines an opening 29-32 of an
on the ground for the position. But
inch wide, with a height seventy-five
after investigation it was found that
such a man would be most difficult to per cent of the width. Other manufacturers of machines are being urged to
secure; a man who combined original
ideas with American
prngrossiveness adopt the same standard.
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Exhibiting in Dixie
With Three Five-cent Theatres in One Block, This Exhibitor Boasts a Patronage of 35,000
Week in a Town Where a Ten-cent Motion Picture Show Spells '"Failure.'1''
"l\/TOTION
Pictures for the
is the motto of Howell
sses."
IVa maThis

E. Graham, pioneer motion picture
man of Chattanooga, Tenn. Mr.
Graham has struck the keynote in his
brief quotation, for the South has
gone motion picture mad.
Yet it was as late as February, 1906,
that Fred Pearce opened the first motion picture house south of the Mason
and Dixon line in Birmingham, Ala.
So great was the novelty that Pearce
was laughed at, and out of curiosity
thousands of people visited his theatre
on the opening day. They visited it
again and again and were carried
away with the pictures.
As it happened, Howell Graham
was finishing up a job of decorating
in Fred Pearce's picture theatre on
the opening date and the crowds were
so great that they ran all over him.
Like a flash there sprung into his
mind the thought, "Why not start a
picture show of my own in another
town? It would be a cinch to the
side of decorating."
Suiting the action to the word,
Howell Graham hurriedly finished his
decorating job, and, after winding up
his affairs, he gave his contracting
business to his foreman and caught
the first train for Chattanooga, the
metropolis of East Tennessee.
With only a small sum of money
he launched out into the motion picture business on lower Market street,
near the river, and by the end of the
first week business had been so good
that he was in $250 over the $250 that
he spent in fitting up his place.
Things looked good to him and he
began to shake hands with himself
for going into the business. As his
business increased, he did more toward improving his theatre and kept
his eyes open all day and a great part
of the night studying up new things
to please his patrons. Whenever discouragements crowded upon him he
laughed at them until they disappeared in the sunshine of success.
ALONG with Chattanooga's growth.
Howell Graham's motion picture
business grew. To-day he has three
of the finest motion picture places in
the entire South and enjoys the distinction of being the dean of the industry in this part of the country.
Despite the fact that he has all kinds
of competition from a half dozen
other picture houses, he says, "I
should worry," for his patrons number almost 35,000 a week.

A few nights ago I chanced to enter
the "Theato," one of Mr. Graham's
picture theatres, and after climbing up
two stories of winding steps I found
myself in his cozy and commodious
apartments. He sat in an easy chair
before a cheering fire smoking his
favorite cigar. Outside it was blowing
a young gale, and I could not help but
think of the contrast between the
front of the theatre and the alluring
invitingness of his rooms.
As I advanced to the fire a tiny rat
terrier, slick as a butterball, began
frisking about my feet.
"Mr. Graham," I said by way of introduction, "aren't you the man who
first introduced movies in Chatta''Well, I guess I am the oldest and
nooga?" motion picture man in Chatpoorest
tanooga and the second oldest in the
South," he laughingly replied. Naturally my curiosity was aroused by
this time and I asked him how he
came to enter a business of this kind.
His answer was the story contained
in the opening paragraphs of this
article.
"It's funny to compare conditions
that existed then with those that exist
to-day. When I began ordering my
first reels I had to pay $10 a piece for
them. They contained 1,000 feet each
and 1 had a great deal of trouble in
securing over two reels a week. Often
the wires had been worn in an endeavor to get a split reel of 500 feet
for Saturday.
"A man was required to stand in
front of my place and advise people
that the pictures were such as to
permit ladies to go in in safety. The
seats were nothing more than common kitchen chairs and a large Columbia graphophone furnished music.
" A BOTJT that time I secured my
•tV first set of illustrated song slides.
I equipped the graphophone with a
large tin horn, nine feet long, and
secured the services of a piano player.
The pianist played the piano in harmony with the song on the graphophone and for many weeks the public
did not know from what source the
voice came, the piano eliminating the
notes of the graphophone. This was
considered a good innovation at that
time.
"Then patrons began to get impatient because of the long wait during
the rewinding of machines and. after
racking my brain for something to
relieve the situation. I conceived the
idea, about August 1, 1906. of putting
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two machines in one booth. One of
these machines was used for rewinding, while the other was used for projecting the pictures. I advertised
what was then known as the first
endless pictures, emphasizing the fact
that there would be no intermission.
"The hot days of August began to
get next to patrons and I had a cooling plant installed. This plant was
none other than a big ice-box built to
hold about a ton of ice and through
the box there was run a coil of pipe.
Air was driven through the pipes by
means of a powerful furnace blast.
"I discovered in extremely hot
weather that water condensed in the
coil of pipe. I began scratching my
head again, for here was another
problem that needed immediate attention. As it was, the fan would have
to be started and the water blown out.
"One hot day in June, of the next
year, we were showing a Gaumont
sea scene in which the waves were
dashing on the shores. Quite a number of patrons were occupying the
front seats. On this particular morning the porter neglected to draw the
water from the pipe, and just at the
moment that a giant wave dashed on
the shore in the sea scene, the porter
turned on the air.
"Spray flew everywhere, and the
people left the show delighted with
the effect produced. We conceived
this our first idea of producing effects.
UC»INDING it impossible to secure
*• an admission price of ten cents
in our shows, I conceived the idea of
placing three picture houses very
close together in the same block, with
'a seating capacity of about 250 each.
My idea was that it really meant one
large house with a seating capacity
of 750, the advantage over one single
house being that the three different
pictures could be shown at the same
time. The public, not being willing
to pay ten cents to see all the pictures,
would unconsciously go from one
house to another, paying in all an admission price of fifteen cents.
"The rapid stride and the improvement in pictures and projecting machines has caused the progressive exhibitor to look after modern equipment consistent with the improvement
in pictures. The field is yet open to
exhibitors introducing modern ideas.
"Advertising has become one essential feature in the motion picture
business. By it it has been possible
to make or destroy a day's business
by indifferent and careless building of
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the front. It is possible to place a
card in front of the picture house calling attention to some little exciting
part of the program, which will pay
for itself a hundred times over.
"np HE exhibitor finds that his paA trons pass by, after looking at
the posters in front of his place, and
that he must make some change in
the front. Thus he has caught the idea
for that particular day's business.
"Should he fail to observe this
matter, he will find himself wondering
why some other exhibitor got a
greater part of the crowds and he will
finally wake up to find that he did not
display the interesting instance of the
film being shown for that day in his
place.
"I have found hundreds of patrons
whose acquaintance with the celebrities of the curtain is almost a personal
friendship. The peculiarities of these
artists is almost as well known as if
the patrons had been thrown in personal contact with them. I have found
admirers of these celebrities ready to
express the regret that they should
have been placed in roles of disadvantage to them, desiring at all times
that their champions should not fill
anything but leading parts.
«<T LOST $6,000 in converting Chat1 tanooga to a five-cent motion
picture town. I found that the people
would not pay ten cents to see a picture show, but would gladly part with
a nickel. I did not figure at first that
the business would last. T simply
went into it for recreation and considered it a fad. Having been in the
contracting business for twenty years,
where collections came in slow and
uncertain, the fascination of laying
my tired hand on every nickel that
came into such a place for that day's
energy, was overwhelming.
"I voon found that the motion picture business was a permanent fixture
and, although there is a chance of the
boy of to-day not having the desire
and taste for pictures upon attaining
his manhood that the man of to-day
has, because the man did not have the
opportunities in his boyhood, yet there
will always be boys enough to take
the places of the men who have outgrown pictures.
' I ittle did 1 think that thirty years
alter I built my first kid*s motion picture tray of wood and cardboard, that
I should be able to sit and see the
perfect picture in natural colors and
accompanied by the voice. But then
it must \n taken into consideration
that anything is likely to happen during this progressive atje. And the exhibitor must always be ready for it.
"I am going to stick to my picture
business, giving the people at all times
the best possible in the motion picturs
line."
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Chester Beecr oft— Pioneer
has reBEECR
CHESTERsigned his positio
n OFT
as advertising
manager of the General Film Company, duties he has filled with marked
success since September of last year.
Mr. Beecroft will immediately enter
into new activities, which will be commenced in due course of time. Suffice to .say, he will continue in the film
industry
It is a genuine pleasure to the
writer to say, at this time, some
things about Chester Beecroft which
he has never said himself, and never
would, in all probability, were they
not drawn from him. It is characteristic of the best advertising men that
they
selves.never think of advertising themIn these happy days of the motion
picture, little is heard of the troublous
days when the industry struggled into
existence. Some men, however, remember them well. The writer had
an inkling of them, for in 1909 he
wrote an article for "Munsey's Magazine" on the wonderful pictures in
motion that, even then, were vastly
appealing to the editorial imagination.
About the beginning of that year
the leading newspapers of the country, in particular the metropolitan
dailies, were arrayed as one against
the amusement of the public through
motion pictures. There were two
main reasons for this marked opposition.
LARGELY it was inspired by the
stage interests. They used all the
leverage of their advertising to influence editorial and news items against
the new amusement and their publicity
men flooded the country with antimotion picture stories. It is said that
a round million was spent in the campaign.
It had its effect. Local police and
church censorship sprung up everywhere, with a menace to which the
present censorship situation bears no
comparison whatever. The pulpit
thundered against the picture and improvement societies were actively
arraigned against the theatres.
Tt was highly necessary to get some
successful order out of the chaos.
And the one way to do this, quickly
enough, was to strike at the centre of
the situation. The People's Institute
suggested a national board of censors
as a solution of the problem. It was
Chester Beecroft. then publicity representative of the Patents Company,
who secured the indorsement of this
censorship board by the Patents Company, and by this and other means
made national censorship an actuality.
HI

w.i- at that time alone in the
field as a publicity supporter of
motion pictures
There was a stern and

practical opposition to his efforts.
But with national censorship and its
work for clean and moral pictures as
his theme, he "landed" story after
story in the magazines and newspapers till the public was thoroughly informed and the tide of its confidence
returned
It is remarkable, as the writer
knows, how public opinion can thus
be moulded, provided you have the
groundwork of widespread interest
and a consistent message to give out.
It is still more remarkable how one
man can do this in a national way, as
the writer also is aware. But there
are not many publicity men who can
do it.
The other decided menace to the
growth of the industry was the theatre itself. Theatres were dark during
the show and there was a good foundation for the outcry that such places
were not good for public morals.
Also they were poorly ventilated and
otherwise unsanitary.
TO
improve the latter conditions
the publicity manager of the Patents Company maintained a consistent
campaign in the trade journals, with
success. In tackling the lighting
problem he worked with electricians
and finally evolved, to the satisfaction
of those who said it couldn't be done,
a system of indirect illumination
which gave sufficient light and in no
way interfered with the projection of
the picture.
These are big results. How much
they count to-day everyone knows.
But, as has been said, very few people, even Chester Beecroft's friends,
know he accomplished them.
Reporter and dramatic critic on a
New York daily, press representative
of tin- "White City." Knapp's Millionaire Bank, the Hotel Astor. advertising manager of the Motion Picture
Patents Company and of the General
Film Company, manager of the New
York office of the "Billboard" — here
is an all-around career that should fit
one for big and successful undertakings in motion pictures — from almost
any angle.
It is the writer's opinion that Chester Beecroft's real success in tin's field
i- jusl beginning
W A. T.
FILM

WILD

GOOSE

HUNT

flu strategies of hunting wild geese
in California offers a subject for a
two-reel picture which the California
Motion Picture Corporation is just releasing Nowhere in the world are
se hunted on the same large scale
■ is in California and nowhere else have
the sportsmen invented so many ingenious devices with which to hir«
the wild fowl within gunshot.
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"Boosting Business hy Telephone

Going to Patrons, Actual or Prospective, with Your Attractions, by Phone or Letter, Instead
of Waiting for Them
to You,
the in
Nucleus
of This Exhibitor'' s Idea —
Howto ItCome
Worked
Out Was
Is Told
This Article
IN all branches of the moving picture industry, progress has marked
no brighter trail than that left by
the evolution of the methods of exhibitors in catering to the millions of
amusement seekers.
When photoplays were first put on
the market, the exhibitors seemed to
think they had done their share of the
magnetizing when they had installed
noisy electric pianos in the lobby and
equally noisy prr,.ers
One of the methods used to-day
can be no better illustrated than by
the case of Lou G. Bissenger, manrger of the Queen Theatre at Dallas,
Tex., who has started a unique campaign that is being watched with interest by other exhibitors.
A telephone call gave Bissenger his
inspiration, which took concrete form
in the following letter to E. H. Hulsey, owner of the Queen:
"I have a hunch, and it's such a
strong one that I am going to tell you
about it and see if you think it's a good
one. A woman has just called me
over the telephone to inquire if Maty
Fuller was in the pictures here today.
"Now, why can't we reverse this
thing and call the customers instead
of they calling us? My plan is to
give out blanks at the door and let
the patrons write down the names of
their favorites, giving their address
and 'phone number. When we have
these stars on the program, we can
have the stenographer call them and
invite them around.
"Think it over and let me know
how you regard it. It won't cost much
to try it and I'm mighty anxious to
experiment."
NATURALLY
Hulsey saw the
possibilities of the plan and lost
no time in informing his energetic manager that he might go ahead
with his "hunch.''
"But how are you going to keep
track of all of those names?" Hulsey
wrote back. "Dallas is a city of
120,000, and if you propose to enlist
everybody, you'll have to hire an army
of clerks to do the telephoning."
Bissenger replied to this letter by
simply going ahead with his innovation. First he bought a large supply
of blanks, which he ordered distributed at the door. The blanks were in
this form:
QUEEN THEATRE
Favorite Players' Request Card
No doubt you have special fa-

vorites who appear in photoplays
shown at The Queen, and it will
be a great pleasure for us to notify you in advance when they appear, if you so desire; therefore,
if you will fill out the blank below and write the names of your
favorites,
we
or write you
seen and the
in which they

will either
'phone
when
they can
be
title of the picture
play.

My Name is
My Address is
M y Phone No. is
Players' Names

<*\T7]IAT I want to do is to get
V V the names first and then worry
about how I am going to reach them,"
Bissenger told Hulsey. "I know it
will take some time to get a large list,
but this is a gigantic plan and must
necessarily start on a small basis."
So the owner softened and the distribution of the cards began. The
customers responded nobly and Bissenger watched the results eagerly,
also taking time to see whom the devotees of his show liked best.
The first three days ended with
Kathlyn Williams, of jungle fame,
fighting for first place with Mary Fuller and Lillian Walker.
Each card was indexed. The filing
case was so arranged as to make the
work of telephoning an easy matter.
The players' names were listed alphabetically and on another list was kept
the dates on which their faces would
appear on the Queen screen.
Post-cards were mailed to those
who gave no telephone numbers. The
list increased rapidly and soon it became necessary for the girl to do part
of the telephoning in the afternoon
and the other part in the morning.
DOES Thisthe quotation
system pay?
from a letter
written by Hulsey to Bissenger answers the question.
"Since you wrote me about that
telephoning
thought
much about scheme
it untilI Ihadn't
received
the
earnings report for the past month.
Judging from the increase in gross
receipts, the plan must be working
nicely. Anyway, I'll have to hand it
to you, Lou, because you're getting
the money, and that's what counts."
Should you happen to step into the

office of the Queen Theatre, almost
any morning, you probably would
hear something like this:
"This is the Queen Theatre. We
have a picture to-day with Mary Fuller in it. Knowing that she is one of
your favorites, the manager asked me
to call you up and tell you about it.
The title of the picture is
Bissenger is one exhibitor that believes the average "movie'' fan knows
just about as much about moving pictures as the average manager of a
photo-playhouse. Shortly after the
Queen was first opened, cards were
given out at the door asking the patrons to give the names of the pictures they liked best. In this manner
it was possible to supply the patrons
with the kind of pictures the majority
liked best.
«Hp HE way to get the business,"
A Bissenger says, "is to go after
it in a clean-cut manner that will convince folks you really want them to
come around and see what you have.
Personality counts a whole lot in the
amusement business, and I try to
weave as much of it as possible into
my advertising and publicity schemes.
"If your efforts are directed in a deserving manner, there'll be mighty
few fans who won't appreciate it. The
other morning I was standing in the
lobby just after the first show was
over. A man whom I recognized as
a passing acquaintance came up to me
and said:
"'How are your pictures? Is that
drama
" of those discrim"Now,anyhe good?'
was one
inating chaps who read the advertisements every day and who know all
of the players by their first names,
and he naturally demanded service.
" 'Well,' I replied, 'the drama is a
wee bit weak, but I like that comedy,
and it's not the usual slapstick stuff,
'TJ EGARDLESS
of your
recomA^- mendation,' he protected, T am
either.'
gonna see the show, and I'll tell you
why.
I asked the manager
of the
Theatre a while ago about his
program. He naively replied that he
hadn't seen the pictures, so I decided
that he doesn't care much whether the
subjects were worth showing or not,
and"Now,
I didn't
in.'
thatgo illustrates,"
Bissenger
continued, "just how much the photoplay fan of to-day demands. That's
why I say that when you give them
the service, they'll give you their sup-
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THE
M. P. E. L. A. LOCAL NO. 1
ELECTS
OFFICERS
The Cleveland Local No. 1, of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, at its last regular meeting on
February 11, elected the following
officers and directors for the coming
year:
Officers: C. A. McGown, president,
Cameraphone Theatre, 736 Euclid avenue; G. W. Heinbuch, vice-president,
Superior Theatre, 8303 Superior avenue; W. H. Horsey, secretary, Carlton Theatre, 124th and Superior
avenue; Louis Becht, corresponding
secretary, Mall Theatre, Superior
avenue; F. E. Simmons, treasurer.
Dreamland Theatre, 703 Euclid avenue; J. A. Morris, sergeant-at-arms,
Orpheum Theatre, 8914 Wade Park
avenue.
Directors: F. H. Brandt, Leads
Amusement Co., 1445 Leader-News
Building; S,. Aubley, Corona Theatre,
745 Prospect avenue; Louis Becht,
Mall Theatre, Superior avenue; L. P.
Stinchcomb, Park National Theatre,
1205 Starkweather avenue; J. A. Morris, Orpheum Theatre, 8914 Wade
Park avenue.
WILL SOON BE OUT OF
HOSPITAL
Herbert Griffin, the alert salesman
oi the Nicholas Power Company, is
out in Ohio in the interests of his
firm. Busy as he is, he was not too
busy to forward to The Motion Picture News a photograph of F. W.
Swett, who is slowly recovering from
a serious operation at the New England Baptist Hospital, Roxbury, Mass.
Those who know Mr. Swett will
realize how far out of his proper element he appears in hospital surroundings. It is a pleasure to be able to
however, that he will shortly be
among his friends again, spreading
the doctrine of the Powers 6A Cameragraph as energetically as ever.
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BROOKLYN

EXHIBITORS' BALL
IS COMING
The Exhibitors, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
will hold their first grand entertainment and ball on Monday evening,
March 16, at Prospect Hall. Earl
Williams, of the Vitagraph Company,
and Miss Leah Baird, of the Universal, will lead the grand march. William H. Hollander is chairman of the
various committees.
Vaudeville acts from Hammerstein's
and other two-a-day houses in Greater
New York, together with pre-releases
in motion pictures, will be novel features of the evening between the
hours of seven and eleven p. m.
JOINS ECLAIR PLAYERS
A recent addition to the stock company of the Eclair players is Belle
Adair. Possessed of a most winsome
personality and versatile to a degree,

STUART

Stuart Holmes, who plays character
leads for Ramo Films, is quite as accomplished a sculptor as he is an actor.
His stage experience he obtained in
Germany (where he was born) in the
companies of Joseph Kainz and the
famous Sonnenthal. Thereafter he prosecuted sculpture with earnestness until his entrance into filmdom.
'The Governor's Ghost," is Mr.
Holmes's latest vehicle. He is also
remembered for his parts in "Man and
Woman," "The Worker," "Cards," "In
the Stretch" and a "Dog-gone Baron."

SWETT

IN

THE

SICK

ROOM

While Mr. Swett was "liors du com1 at," Mr. Griffin took his place in
Massachusetts, and then left Boston
to attend the Cincinnati convention.
He expects to be in Ohio for the next
fi m months.

HOLMES

BELLE

ADAIR

she has the rare quality of magnetism
which holds her spectators inert, never
failing during her screen portrayals.
Her engagement with the Eclair
Company followed only after a long
series of triumphs in the legitimate
and on the vaudeville stage, and Miss
Adaii will doubtless win the hearts of
her silent auditors as she was wont to
fascinate those who heard and saw
her in the flesh.
STERLING
ENDS
DOUBTS
Is Ford Sterling with the Universal?
There can hardly be any doubt of
it, after the following telegram the
actor sent from Los Angeles:
"Motion Picture News, New York.
"I am now a member of the big
Universal, notwithstanding any reports to the contrary, In the future,
all my productions will be on the
Universal program only.
"Ford Sterling."

UNIVERSAL WINS SUIT
In the suit of Collier vs. Imp Films
Company for the alleged infringement of the copyright of "A White
Slave's Love," subsequently changed
to "The Undertow," which came up
for trial, before Judge Hough, in the
United States District Court in New
York, Tuesday, February 24. the Universal Film Manufacturing Company
came through with flying colors.
After taking all the evidence, which
occupied several hours, Judge Hough
dismissed the case abruptly with the
statement that the suing party absolutely had no case on which to base
a suit.
The plaintiff claimed infringement
because of the production of a film
by the defendant entitled "The Better
Way," and alleged that the damages
"greatly exceeded the sum of $5,000."
The plaintiff called, among other important witnesses. King Baggot. leading man of the Imp brand of films
produced by the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, and Julius
Stern, manager of the Imp studio.
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A MODEL
BOOTH
take pleasure in reproducing a

photo of the interior of the operators'
booth in the Vaudette Theatre, of Atlanta, Ga. The three operators at work
are Messrs. L. A. Henderson, J. H.
Oliver and J. M. Henderson. Those
theatres which are equipped with small
and badly ventilated booths would do
well to follow the lead of the Vaudette.
Note the liberal space in the booth,
which permits the men not only to work
easily at the machine, but also to rest
when they are not busily employed.
In connection with the operating room
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The "Montgomery," which is considered one of the finest theatres in the
South, is now under new management.
The lobby of the Elite Theatre is one
of the most unique in the country. It
is built to resemble a huge shell, with
the ticket office designed in the same
way. We hope to publish a photo of
this lobby later.
ROTHAPFEL'S RETURN
Exhibitors everywhere will be interested in the return from Europe of S.
L. Rothapfel, of New York City, and
what he will have to say on exhibitors'
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meeting with much well-deserved success in his new position. Mr. McClintic
came to the Regent from the Park Row
Theatre, New York, where he made his
mark as one of the most successful managers in the East.
The new "Regent Weekly" which Mr.
McClintic publishes, and of which W.
R. Jillson is editor, is a very interesting,
well got-up publication, well printed and
illustrated.
ATTRACTIVE PRINTING
One theatre whose printed matter is
decidedly worthy of notice is the Majestic, of Columbus, Ohio. The week's
program is published on attractive postcards of sepia tint and of a very handsome half-tone engraving upon the back
of the card, allowing a panel for the
printing of the program. The slogan
used is "Home of the Pipe Organ."
Prices are: Lower floor, ten cents; balcony, five cents. On feature days these
prices are doubled.
The
Majestic
evidently
believes
in
using the best kind of paper and type
for their announcements.
They are very
artistic.
On the back of a handsome
invitation is the following verse :
If any little word of ours
Can make one life the brighter;
If any little song of ours
Can make one heart the lighter ;
God help us speak that little word,
And take our bit of singing
And drop it in some lonely vale
And set their echoes ringing.

THREE

OPERATORS' BOOTH IN THE VAUDETTE THEATRE, ATLANTA, GA.
A. Henderson, J. H. Oliver and J. M. Henderson are shown standing near machines.

there is still another devoted to the repair department, rheostats, switches, etc.
The Vaudette, with its handsome interior and exterior, the latter always
brilliantly illuminated at night, is one
of the best equipped houses in the
country and would be a credit to Broadway.
Other excellent theatres in Atlanta
are the "Savoy," "Alamo No. 1," "Alamo No. 2," "Montgomery," "Alcazar,"
"Elite," etc.
"Alamo No. 2" is especially worthy of
mention for its fine interior decorations.
The "Savoy" is doing a very large
business.

methods abroad. Mr. Rothapfel is expected back just previous to the opening
in April of the new Strand Theatre,
Broadway and Forty-seventh street,
New York City, the productions of
which he will direct.
We hope to announce in these columns Mr. Rothapfel's observation upon
his European tour of investigation and
perhaps forecast some of the artistic
and novel effects he will originate for
the Strand Theatre.
F. M. McClintic, who succeeded Mr.
Rothapfel as manager of the well-known
Regent Theatre, 116th street and
Seventh
avenue,
New
York
City, is

FINE THEATRES
SPARTANBURG

IN

Spartanburg. S. C, a town of seventeen thousand inhabitants, boasts of
three motion picture theatres that would
be a credit to any larger city. Each
theatre is modern and attractive in outward appearance and clean and inviting
within. Above all, each is well managed. They are the "Rex," C. L. Henry,
manager, using Universal service; the
"Lester," L. T. Lester, manager. General Film service; the "Grand." D. C.
Correll, manager, Mutual service. The
general admission is five cents for children and ten cents for adults ; twentyfive cents admission on special days.
The average program is four reels with
no extra inducements.
Spartanburg gives an instance of
where no ruinous competition exists.
The managers of all three theatres are
on excellent terms with each other and
with the public.
Each theatre is doing
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an excellent business. Instead of competing with long programs and with
features for which no extra price is
charged, each theatre endeavors to get
its patronage by making special efforts
toward good management and by judicious and liberal advertising in the local
papers. Only the best features are
1 ked. and reading notices of each appear in the local paper.
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Pictures and Pantomimicry
art.

he

highest

form

of histrionic

"It is also the most difficult."
These two dicta are laid down
by
Miss Annette
Rose,
formerly
of the
Essanay
Company
and
later doing

uity of thought and religious fervor
all came into play, and pantomimicry
became an art which has no parallel
at The
the trend
present of day."
the motion pictures is
in jus; this direction, Miss Rose
thinks.
In preparing the motion pic-

By the advertising, we note that "Joseph in Egypt" is advertised at the
Lester Theatre for one day and at the
Grand Theatre for the following week.
Evidently these exhibitors are not
afraid of "repeating" good films.
Four and live-piece orchestras are
used in the Spartanburg theatres. Each
lias a cash register at the ticket booth.
An interesting novelty of the Rex
Theatre consists of white linen covers
for the backs of the chairs. In this waj
the dresses of the women in the audience are fully protected. The covers
arc washable and the laundry bills are
not excessive.
LOOKING

FOR

FEATURES

Clarence Oppenheimer, president oi
the Aceo Theatre Company, 115 South
I >i arborn street, Chicago, was in New
York this week looking for Illinois
state rights for features. He is in the
market for high-class productions of
two, three, four, live or more reel
subjects.
J. II. Davies, an exhibitor from
Montevallo, Alabama, was in New
York the early part of the week to
book features.
VIontevallo is the seat of the state
college of Alabama and Mr. Davies
wants special pictures of interest to
such an audience, i.e., those of educational, travel, and high-class dramatic
interest; also comedies of a high
order.
Mr. Davies viewed the performance
at the Vitagraph Theatre and spoke
very highly of the burlesque "Goodness Gracious" and the drama "A Million Bid."
SELIG-HEARST PICTORIAL
ANNOUNCED
All arrangements have been completed between the Selig 1'olyscope
Company, of Chicago, and the Hearst
publications, ai i i irding ti i an an
nouncement just made, for the weekly
ling "i the "Selig-Hearst News
rial." Cattle-.
riots.
wrecks.
mas5, —in fact, sen a
tional happenings all over the world, —
will be the subject-matter of this weeklv The date ol the first release will
be ami. .mi. ed
in the
near
future.
I lamed
new Spapi r 1
i aim d
era men will be stationed in everj
quarter of thi
li i ready to re< i ird
even
ourse of
their occurren

ANNETTE

special lead work
for Pathe
Freres.
The writer had the opportunity, some
days since, ol discussing the art of
motion picture acting with Miss Rose.
and it was during this conversation
that she gave these interesting obser
v at ions.
"In the very earliest days of pantomimics and the religious plays of the
tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries,
facial
expression
and
gesticulation
told the entire story," said Miss Rose
"The motion picture is. in my mind,
practicall} a revival of this ancient
art. In both the appeal to the appreciation of tin' audience presupposes
characterizations oi scenes and individuals, where each spectator may
satisfactorilj interpret the unspoken
narrativ e.
"In the great pantomimes of old,"
w cm on the actress, "mi ml lis w ere
spent in preparation The story was
rehearsed
again and again
Contin-

ROSE

ture production of the future, she declares the enacting of the scenes will
ollov\ each other in consecutive order.
The long, tiresome waits will be eliminated and everything will be done as
if the play were actually being presented as a Spoken drama. The act.>r<
and actresses will live into the scenario until it he. -.lines their one absorbing thoughl
Miss Rose is. by birth, half French
and half Greek. She is the daughter
of the I Ion Pere Vllaimbie, who was
the secretary of the \merican Legation in Constantinople for a good
many years Nol onlj is she an
tress, but a close student of history
ami an accomplished linguist.
Besides having access to the public
libraries ami a number
'<i private libraries. Mi-- K, .-( ha - a. quired a c< msiderable
bibliography
^i the art of
..in histrionics in the pantomimic

peri, id
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M . H . SCHOENBAUM
All inquiries pertaining to this department will be answered by Mr. Schoenbaum, either directly or through the
columns of The Motion Picture News. — Editor.
Address "Patent Editor," Motion Picture News, New

Latest
PATENT

AND

TRADE-MARK

News
Patents

and Trade-Mark
Registered
or Allowed Recently:

United States, Patents
1,087,083. Photo and kine camera, J.
J. Debrie. The patent covers the invention of a camera which is suitable
for taking ordinary and motion pictures.
1,087,683. Attachment for motion picture machines, N. H. Clarke.
1,087,099. Attachment for motion picture apparatus, Anton Szeliga.
1,087,889. Exhibiting apparatus, A. P.
Roesener.
Great Britain, Patents
23,206.
Kinematographs,
L. Frassier.
The above patent is an addition to
patent 23,085/12, for a cooling device
and consists of a tank through which
water is circulated, said tank being arranged between the source of light and
the condensing lens, or the first lens
when more than one condensing lens
are used.
In the figure shown in the patent (A)
is the tank interposed between the source
of light (F) and the condensing lens;
the water leaves the tank (A) through
vertical pipes (C), and descends through
cooling coils to the bottom of the tank,
a pump (P) being provided for increasing the speed of circulation when
desired.
When an additional condensing lens
(J) is used, an auxiliary cooling tank
(R), connected to the main cooling tank
(A), is provided, and the interior of the
lens mount is placed in free communication with the atmosphere through holes
(R).
While the patent does not claim any
particular product for use in combination with the circulating liquid, it is
readily understood that all known or new
compounds may be employed.
23,234.
View finders, C. Beck.

23,289. Colour

kinematography,

J

Campbell, etc. The principle of the invention is very simple ; it consists of
a revolving shutter for use in taking
negatives for color kinematography and
comprises two graduated light filters
of unequal area, separated by unequal
opaque areas. (See also British patent
24,645/11).
2:;, 4 11.

Photography, C. E. S. Bell.

Great Britain, Trade-Marks
355,178.
"KinemawithFilms."
words
are combined
two circlesThese
and
a cogwheel. For cinema films intended
for exhibition. John Parker Jervis
Chapman.
356,423 and 356,424. "C. L," in combination with a complicated figure, material and devices for projection. Cold
Light Dussaud Process, Ltd.
356,724. "Gruograph." Device for
displaying pictures, etc.
France, Patents
464,466.
Screens.
Gaumont.
464,629.
Projector.
W. Boehm.
464,465. Incandescent lamps. S. I. D.
L. F. Precedes Dussaud.
464.608.
Recuperation.
Lederer.
1*,:;45-417,274. Cellulosic esters. Bayer.
18,345/464,076. Radium indicators. E.
Deutsch.
464,460.
Photography.
M. Cholet.
464,637. Color cinematography. N.
von Gebay.
18,367/444,328.
Films.
Trade-Marks, France
22,664.
"Filmit,"
for photography.

C.

chemical

Dupuis.
products

Portugal, Trade-Marks
16.5S7.
Cinematography. Biograph
Company (New York).
16,588.
The two first letters. A and
B, combined
in a fanciful design and
enclosed in a circle. Cinematography, by
the same.
Australia, Patents
9,589. Synchronizing phonographs and
biographs.
D. Higham, (New York).

York City.
7,597. Hinged mirrors for producing
multiple images. G. S. Ferdinando.
This patent describes the invention
known by Porta 250 years ago.
7,353. Color kinematographic film. T.
A. Mills. According to Mr. Mills, a
kinematographic band is produced in
while each individual picture is composite heliochrome composed entirely of
pictures, showing an effect of natural
colors and white ; hence an ordinary
projecting apparatus running at normal
speed without a transparent color screen
can be used for projection.
Each picture on the film consists of
two or three component color pictures
obtained from a negative taken through
two or more recurring color filters ; for
two-color pictures blue and orange filters
are used.
A silver positive is printed and each
alternate picture toned in a color complementary to the ■ filter through which
it was taken. The film is next resensitized on the back, after suitably protecting the already printed picture. This
second set of pictures is likewise toned
in complementary colors.
The compound film thus produced is
fed at the ordinary rate. If three colors
are used, three recurring blue-violet,
green and red taking filters are used,
and the corresponding prints are toned
in the complementary colors, yellow, red
and blue respectively, a second resensitizing being necessary for the third
printing, with the negative shifted either
one space back or two forward.
The screen on which the pictures are
projected may be colored either by
projected light or by direct coloring.
In one modification all the images of
the same color are obtained in one coating. In printing, the shutter of the
printer is supplanted by one which gives
one exposure in two or three units of
action of the machine. After one printing the necessary shift is made and the
printing is resumed.
In another modification the resensitizing and subsequent printing are done
over the first print.
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Alternative photographic methods for
obtaining the color components are mentioned, and references are given to publications describing these processes.

Trade Notes
New

London

Club

A motion picture club has just been
founded in London by M. J. Rausch, of
the Selsior Film Company. According
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New "Centaur" Studio
AS

a model for modern fire-proof
buildings, the new studio of the
Centaur Film Company, in Bayonne,
stands pre-eminent. About a block
away is the first studio of this company, one of the first to enter the
"game," which has now been convert-

ON
the first, or ground floor, the
space is utilized at present for
the commercial work of the company.
There are three large negative vaults,
each of which are capable of taking
care of 1,000,000 feet of film.
The projection-room is also on this

to "Le Cinema," the club occupies a
large building which has a spacious
projection hall. Membership yearly contributions amount to about $2.65 for
foreign members, Londoners have to
pay nearly twice as much. All communications regarding the club are to
be addressed 16 Soho Square, London.
Acetol
The trade-mark 'Acetol'' has recently
been registered by the French company "Societe Chimique des Usines du
Rhone" for acetate of cellulose. Not
only have the skilled chemists of the
important French company made a mistake by considering the word in question as new, but the examiners of the
offices of all countries where the trademark has been allowed have followed
the same error.
Not only is the word "acetol" old,
but its meaning being of chemical character, it should preferably not have been
used for acetate of cellulose, as besides
the eventual commercial confusion it
also leads to scientific errors.
The word "acetol" means aldehyde,
the chemical formula of which is
C4H402 and, to my personal knowledge, is older than sixty years. It
belongs to all of us and no one must
be allowed to claim exclusive use of
public property, otherwise within a
short time very few words would be
left in the dictionary to be made use
of.
Art and Scientific Errors
A certain film recently published in
Europe represents a girl producing
gold by preparing a compound a part
of which is her own blood. According
to the author, the formula was found
accidentally by the girl in an old book.
One of my friends just wrote me a
letter on the subject suggesting
(though it is too late) that by looking
up more modern books himself, instead of annoying a woman with such
tedious work, better results could have
been obtained as far as gold is concerned andbeen
the poor
thus have
saved.girl's blood would
FILM

SOUTH

POLE

DASH

Captain Roald Amundsen, the discoverer of the South Pole, is planning
to provide for motion picture records
of his forthcoming dash to the Pole,
according to rumors from San Fran-

A CORNER

OF THE

ed into a laundry. From one building
to another the company have moved,
always increasing, until now they are
the owners of one of the best allaround studios in the country.
The plan of the company, as outlined by Charles Simone, the secretary and general manager, is to make
five and six-reel productions which
will not be released on any program,
but will be sold outright. The facilities for the making of the first are
npw at hand and work will be commenced almost immediately.
The building is about 100 feet long
by 75 in width and 50 in height. There
are three floors, counting the basement, which will be used for developing, printing and fixing. There are
six Horslcy printing machines installed, which will allow about 1,500
feet an hour from
each machine.
The winding and developing rooms
are next in order. In the last there
are eight tanks. From here the film is
passed out to the washing-room. The
water for these tanks is thoroughly
filtered and cleaned by an expensive
device before it touches the film at all.
Two large coal boilers for the heating apparatus complete the equipment
downstairs The entire heating is
done by these two boilers, with the
aid of radiators which are slung near
the ceiling.

BAYONNE

STUDIO

floor and is one or the best in the
business. It is about 30x16 feet and is
equipped with a 7A Powers machine
Two Horsley polishing machines have
also been installed here. There are
four entrances on this floor.
A small room is equipped for the
use of the company's machinist. The
large room is used by the winders.
for whose use 14 machines have been
installed.
On the top floor there will be
nothing but that which applies to the
actual staging of the pictures. The
roof is covered with glass and space
sufficient for the taking or two large
sets or any number of small ones has
been allowed. There are 11 large
dressing-rooms, rooms for the directors, washrooms, etc., in abundance
No expense has been spared to
make this an idea! plant. After the
many years that the Centaur have
been in this work, there is no reason
for their failing now to make good
SIMPLEX
FOR PARISH
Great
interest is being
shown
l>\
thi' clergy of Minneapolis,
regarding
the educational
value of motion
pie
lures
\ Simplex
Projector has jusi
been
installed
in the
Holy
Cross
Parish by the Lamelle
Film Servio
This, it is believed,
is the opening
wedge for an extensive business.
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Henry McRae, director of the 101
Bison dramas at the Universal studios
on the Pacific coast, and his entire
company will shortly sail from San
Francisco for the Hawaiian Islands,
where they will produce a series of a
dozen or more motion pictures characteristic of Hawaiian history, customs, traditions and institutions.
Among those who will accompany
Mr. McRae are William Clifford,
Sherman Bainbridge, Valentine Paul,
Marie Walcamp, Lula Warrenton and
Ruth Ann Baldwin, the latter in the
capacity of scenario writer.
The Essanay Company lost ten
thousand feet of valuable film in a
recent fire on the premises of the
New Century Company, in Leeds,
England.
R. S. Edmondson, president of the
Film Releases of America, Inc., and
proprietor of the American Film Releases, 19 Cecil Court, Charing Cross
Road, London, Eng., is on his way
to this country on the Lusitania. It
is said he is bringing with him some
very startling films.
Jesse L. Lasky, president of the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, is now in Los Angeles, Cal.,
looking over the Lasky studio there
which is under the direction of Cecil
B. DeMille. This is Mr. Lasky's first
trip west of the Rockies. He will
tour the Orpheum circuit, returning
to New York about March 6.
The Famous Players Film Company
have now in course of production Grace
George's sensational dramatic success,
"Clothes," written by Avery Hopwood
and Channing Pollock, the play that
startled metropolitan society. "Clothes,"
based on Carlyle's immortal line, "Society is founded upon cloth," is a powerful contrast of love and desire, sham and
sincerity.
At the annual meeting of the Upper
Montclair (N. J.) Country Club, the entertainment committee, composed of
Jerome N. Travers and Earl Hooker
Eaton, presented a special motion picture show. By courtesy of the Kinemacolor Company there were exhibited
natural-color films showing Vardon,
Ray and other English golf experts
competing at the Royal Liverpool Club,
and the Annual
Athletic Pageant
and
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field sports of the University of Pennsylvania on Franklin Field. An extract
from the Universal Company's News
Weekly, showing Mr. Travers winning
the American amateur golf championship at Garden City last summer, was
also exhibited.
Owing to the success which "The
Serpent in Eden" met, the Eclair Film
Company has decided to release a series
of these colored photoplays, but this
time they will be deliciously refined
comedies. The first will be released
on Sunday, March 8, and is called
"Birds of Passage."
The California Motion Picture Corporation, of San Francisco, is now publishing a monthly organ, in newspaper
style, entitled "California's Motion Picture World." Earle Snell is the editor.
"Published in the interest of motion
picture
activities on the Pacifiic Coast"
is its motto.

J. A. Eslow, manager of the Universale Boston exchange, was presented
with a big silver cup, twenty-five inches
tall, at the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League Ball in the Hub.
David Horsley, supervisor of laboratories and equipment of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, is at the
Pacific coast studios of the Universal
at Hollywood, Cal., for the purpose of
reconstructing and perfecting the laboratory department at that plant.
The cutting and joining rooms at the
Western studios were burned down recently. Mr. Horsley will suprvise the
building of a new cutting room, and
in addition to this, he says, it may be
deemed advisable to build a new and
suitable laboratory building. Accompanying Mr. Horsley is Mr. John N.
Nicholaus, superintendent of the Universal plant at Bayonne, and who is an
expert on al matters pertaining to
film.

The first exhibitors' bulletin of the
Box Office Attraction Film Rental Company, of 130 West Forty-sixth street,
New York City, advertising the William
Fox features, is now ready for distribution. Plentiful evidence of Winfield
R. Sheehan's presence at the helm is
to be had on every page.
Sixteen features are announced, in
addition to the film dramas made by
Helen Gardner, Marion Leonard and
their respective companies, and Betty
Nansen, the European tragedienne.
The announcement of dividends is always an encouraging piece of news to
everyone in the motion picture industry. Consequently, it is gratifying
to know that the New York Motion
Picture Company has been contributing
its note to the general chorus of prosperity for the last three months by paying two per cent dividends on its capital
stock.
A few months ago a big fire developed
in a large film-renting concern in
Europe, occasioned by the use of alcohol in cleaning of the film.
The "Agfa" people have since been
studying a new non-inflammable product which could supplant the alcohol
or the benzine. This product has been
recently found by them and is called
"Agfa" Film Cleaner. It is manufactured by the Berlin Aniline Works, 213
Water street, New York City.

The officers of the Mecca Feature
Film Company, whose offices are at 126
West Forty-sixth street, New York
City, are as follows : David Greenbaum, president; Nat E. Bergen, secretary ;M. Goldman and Charles E. Nelson, formerly with the Supreme Feature
Film Company and the Mutual Film
Company,
respectively,
managers.
The motion picture trade was recently much interested to learn that
Pathe has effected a combination with
the Hearst newspapers which will result in great publicity for the Pathe
films. According to the terms of the
agreement, the complete story of each
Pathe film will be published on the
day of release in the Hearst papers
in Boston, New York, Atlanta, Chicago,
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Theodore T. Wharton, formerly with
Essanay, will build a studio at Ithaca,
N. Y., where he will make productions
and release them under the name,
"Wharton Films." Mr. Wharton made
the "Buffalo Bill" pictures for Essanay
and these will be shown at Madison
Square Garden, New York City, as soon
as the production is ready.
Natural scenery is to be had in unrivalled variety around Ithaca, Mr.
Wharton reasons, and city life material
is not wanting. Hence his selection of
the college town as a site for his future
activities.
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The
World Film Corporation will
move within a few weeks from their
present quarters in the Tower Building,
110 West Fortieth street, New York
City, to larger quarters. An entire
floor has been leased, but the exact location of their new quarters is not yet
announced.

HEARD

HERE

AND

THERE

Gaumont's new departure in putting on the
market one feature (three or four reels), and
two single reels a week is meeting with great
success. The bookings for "The Duke's Talisman" have been exceptionally good, keeping
the Gaumont city office very busy.
Joseph W. Smiley, of the Lubin staff of
directors, has just finished the production of a
picture upon which he expended even more
than his customary energy and care. It is a
big story — vigorous, yet full of heart — and
will probably be released in three reels. "The
Root of Evil," by Norbert Lusk, involves a
number of interesting characters in their relation to what the title obviously suggests —
money. The chief characters were given to
Edward, TYil. Carol Halloway, John H. Smiley,
Justina Huff, Clarence Elmer, Bernard Seigel,
W. II. Turner, Eleanor Blanchard, and, in a
strong role, Joseph VV. Smiley himself.
Richard L. Tohnston. a Stanford student,
made a visit to Santa Barbara. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lorimer Johnston, of the
"Flying A" staff. The younger Johnston
grows ecstatic over the beautiful grounds and
environment of the American studios. His
only regrets were because of the short duration of his visit.
William V. Hart, who is said to have the
personal acquaintance of more motion picture
theatre managers in the United States than any
other man his size, has been transferred from
the New York Mutual Exchange to Springfield. Mass., as manager of the Mutual Exchange in that city.
"The Tote Lariat' of the 'Flying A' " is a
one-reel Western comedy permeated with the
fullness of nature, rolling hills, cattle, horses
and the clear blue sky uncontaminated by the
smoke and pollution of city life. Sydney
Ayres plays the lead in an easy, natural way
and is ably supported by Vivian Rich and
Jack Richardson.
Release February
21, 1914.
Sixty-three attentive listeners, with Rosemary Theby as the speaker, and the trials,
tribulations and compensations of a film favorite as the subject- — thus was the situation at
the annual dinner of the Studio Club in New
York last week. The girl students of all the
arts who make the club their home warmly
applauded the gifted Lubin leading woman and
she was acknowledged the most successful
member the Club has even sponsored.
Jacob Ornstein, chief order clerk of the
Nicholas Power Company, has returned from a
month's vacation at Montgomery, N. Y.
Mary Fuller, heroine of the Edison "Dolly
of the Dailies" series, is very much elated over
a recent proof of her world-wide fame. She
has just received a letter from far-off Australia which bore nothing on the envelope
except "Mary Fuller, United States of America"— and a stamp. Mary is very proud of
the fact that the letter was forwarded directly
to her without an accumulation of red, blue
and green marks index fingers and other indications that the Post Office authorities had
searched the country for her.
Joseph Kaufman, well known as an able
player of the legitimate stage, has joined the
Lubin forces and has been assigned to that
excellent company directed by Harry Myers.
Mr. Kaufman
many notable
ro'es under
the
Frohman plaved
manacement
and commanded
much attention when, with Frederick Thompson, he plaved the operator in "Via Wireless."
Eleanor Woodruff, Pathe leading woman, is
building up a popularity abroad. Pathe Frercs
report a growing demand from their foreign
offices for films in which she appears.
Bill Johnson, the fam
ige carpenter,
has resigned from The Selig Polyscope Company for more profitable service with a shipbuilding concei n.
Pearl Sindelar. Pathe leading woman, recently received an invitation from tin- Phi Gamma
Delta College fraternity to be their guest at
their convention in Atlantic Citv. Miss Sindelar's grandfather was one of the founders of
the fraternity and she is very popular among
its membei
nee, having been entertained at tbn
I
several times.
"The Sacrifice" is another "Beauty"
be released,
This subject is enacted with an
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earnestness and sincerity that lends a realism
devoid of affectation and unnatural presentation. A page
life's for
history
of to
many
home and
will from
give food
thought
somea
who perhaps are today suffering untold agony
from causes similar to those portrayed in this
subject. .>iargarita Fischer plays the lead and
Harry Pollard, who is the producer, supports
her very ablv.
Miss Ethel Clayton, now playing leads in
the Lubin Productions of the Charles Klein
plays, is a bona fide motorist. She really owns
a car.
The Keith houses at Union Square and the
Harlem Opera House have been equipped with
two Powers' 6A Projection machines at each
theatre. The Union Square Theatre opened
Monday last with the Universal Film Com"Traffic in Feature
Souls." Film Company has
The pany's
Rolands
commenced a sensational picture entitled
"Trapped
Great clever
Metropolis."
The
theme
treatsin ofthe
a young,
girl reporter,
who by an unusuaily adroit method, exposes
an organization of infamous criminals. The
scenes are laid in various parts of the city of
New York, and is said to be full of stirring
situations replete with heart interest and
humor. The picture will be ready for release
on or about February 15.
The Vitagraph Theatre continues to do capacity business drama,
twice daily
withhas"A formed
Million a Bid,"
the five-reel
which
new
standard of excellence in filmdom; "Goodness
Gracious," or "Movies as They Shouldn't Be,"
a three-reel burlesque comedy and the personal appearances of John Bunny, Mary Charleson and" James Morrison in their silent drama,
"The 1 Ioueymooners." This combination of
attractions will probably continue to pack the
Vitagraph Theatre for months to come, if the
present business is any criterion. Reserved
seats are now being sold two weeks in advance.
John Pelzer, for many years with Edison
and more recently with the General Film Company, is now with Pathe as sales manager.
Louise Glaum has joined Harry Edwards'
company at the Universal and is playing opposite Universal Ike. Miss Glaum was leading
lady in the Nestor comedy company for a
long time. Later she took leads with Carlyle
Blackwell.
Robert T. Thornby is not going to open a
school of motion picture acting as reported.
He is far too busy directing at the Keystone
for any outside proposition.
Harry Matthews, the producer, has received
much commendation for the photop'ays he
took at the Millers' ranch at Bliss, Oklahoma,
and for Warner's Features. From "Fairy
Tales" to "Westerns." from "Sleeping Beauty"
to the "Ghost Dance" is a far cry.
J. Farrell Macdonald, of the Victor Company, will produce a two-reeler entitled 'Sealed
Orders," from Eugene Manlove Rhodes's story
which cast
appeared
livening Post.''
The
will in
be the
J. "Saturday
Warren Kerrigan,
Cleo
Madison. William Worthington, Edith Bostwiek
and George Periolat.
Francis Ford, of the "Gold Seal" brand,
has cuiuplc ill his photoplay, "The Leopard
Lady" and the "Twin Sisters Double" series.
Ford is preparing for another one of the series
"The My terj of the White Car." by Grace
Cunard,
surprises. which will furnish some very novel
Bess Meredyth is a versatile young screen
actress. During the last few months she has
played ingenue parts in dramas, several Western girls, a fisher girl, an Italian, a slavey,
more than one adventuress and society girls
galore. At present she is taking the part
of the young mother in "The Duchess ot
Padua,"
under Arthur
Maude's direction.
In "Hearts
and Flowers,"
Edith Bostwiek,
.f the Victor Company, gives a splendid character study of a country g'rl, natural and not
rdrawn.
The change
from Samson's
wife
to this girl :s a remarkable contrast.
Louisi
Willis has just joined the 1
Eastern
S
I
p. vny. after a career that
includes
everything
from
minor
road
comto bin touring compati ies and \ aude> ille.
Lillian
Walker
ami
wal ie Van
attended
the Boston
Exh tutors' Annual
Ball, on Tuesday. February 17,
It was
one large affair
] illian and Wallie were no small
There
i- some class to the diri
•he World
film Corporation.
Besides having
three millii til on its hoard, it also has a
real I
["Humph
of an
—
"In A i
II ■ Si
Yinccs,"
— the
five Emperor."
reel Savoia
film, which the World Film Corporation his
secured
t
rig throughout
the United
Canada
hai been plai i d in the
Vat 'can Museum bj ordei of th< P
Maurice Lobel. tormerlj traveling representative for the \'
I I atures, has been en

gaged in a like capacity with the World Film
Corporation.
Tefft Johnson, of the Vitagraph players, who
has an international reputation for his performance of George Washington, appeared as
the father of his country Sunday, February 23,
at the Vitagraph Theatre, New York City.
He presented a new silent drama, 'The Birth
of the American Flag," assisted by Rose Tapley,
who portrayed Betsy Ross, Earle Williams,
Arthur
derson. Ashley, Lilliam Burns and Mary AnIrving Cummings, Pathe leading man, leaves
for St. Augustine, Florida, this week where
he
will play
leading parts with the Pathe
Southern
StocktheCompany.
Pathe
have This
sent time
still another
man intoF'reres
Mexico.
it is Mr.cameraFritz
Wagner, from their Berlin studio, who has been
for some time
charge
the Bathe's
cameramen
in inthat
city.of Mr.
Wagner Weekly
sailed
for Mexico last week and is now in the field.
The latest addition to the Universal force of
cameramen is Phillip Rosen, for two years with
the Edison company. Mr. Rosen captured eight
prizes in ten months for the best camera work
done by the Edison force.
What Director George Hall considers the
heaviest melodrama ever written for the screen
by him, is now in course of production at
the Imp studio. The unusual feature of the
play is that it is being played by children, all
under 13 years of age.
Wade Scott, for several years as manager
and stock leading man, is with Director George
Hall, of the Imp brand, as assistant director
and scenario writer.
Starting with March 26th it is announced
that Pathe will release, every other Wednesday,
a special one-reel comedy. Chief Director
Gasnier and Donald MacKenzie will be the
directors of these special comedies.
H. Hirsch. manager of the Boston branch
of the World Film Corporation, has been
brought into the home office to look after the
general business of the exchanges.
King Baggot, director and leading man, is
just
a two-reel
melodrama,
"Theof
Blood completing
Test," written
by Harry
Stafford,
the Eastern scenario department of the Universal. In a measure, the pay is a detective
story, revolving about a young inventor, played
by King, falseiy accused of murder.
Monte Katterjohn is now in the scenario department of the Universal.
Joseph J. Goldberg has recently been elected
secretary of the Life Photo Film Corporation.
The Life Photo Film Corporation has been
appointed official photographer of the New York
City Fire Department to record the workings
of its various branches.
C. L. Cole, secretary and treasurer of the
Critericn Feature Film Corporation, is in New
York for a few deays.
A. M. Kennedy, head of Kennedy's Features.
Inc.. hasthejust
returned ten
fromdays
a twoof weeks'
across
continent,
which trip
he
spent on the train.
A. C. Roebuck ami E. E. Fulton, of Chicago.
and Charles Schneider, of Hartford, Conn.,
were visitors at the Nicholas Power Company
this week.
Power's Cameragraphs No. 6A have just
been installed in the Gene Gauntier Theatre.
Kansas City, Mo., and at Harrisburg, Pa.,
where one has been taken by the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania.
Midgar Features announce that their next
release is a four-reel detective story entitled
"The Diamond's of D'estiny, or a Scented
Clue," made by the [mperator Film Company.
of Berlin.
Margarita Fischer and Harry Pollard, appearing in "America Beauty" mi tion pictures,
on the Mutual program are the same "Fisher
and Pollard" who appeared in vaudeville in
the popular sketch "When Hearts Are
President C. .1. Ilite. of the Thanhouser and
Mai.
anies, ofannounces
another
marriage in the ranks
the Majestic
Company.
The latest aspirant for domestic honors is
Frederick
the actor.
Trumps." Vroom,
Cyril i hadwick, long associated with "Bayes
and
which Norworth"
he starred and
with "The
Mabel Eternal
Berra. Waltz."
has signedin
i with the Thanhouser
Company
to
appear- n inin a Mutual
series of
mm "Silly
es at Ass"
an catcomedies,
y date. to
A new corned) Inn esque, The
Fatal Dress
Suit." by Anita
LoOS, is scheduled
for early
the Reliance
Company.
Director
Eddii
I
formerly of tin Biqgrapfa Com
pany
but now
producing
corned es tor the
ill program, is responsible for the staging.
The
noted
Kay
Bee
director.
Thomas
11
luce. i» also an author. His latest
drama,
written
i
i.it on
with
Richard
V.
Spencer,

entitled

Japanese cast.

"The

; i! presentation
Courtship
of O

by a
San,"
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AND TIGER

By C. J. Verhalen
A Six Reel George Kleine Attraction, Strikingly Different
Episodes
Moving Amid Sensational

from His Other
Spectacles
Settings in the Jungle

and

with

Its

chief is taken with a violent coughing
spell. The quick-witted lieutenant sees
his opportunity and promises to cure the
chief if they will free him. From above
the roar of the flames, the chief hears.
Ross is freed and the sentence temporarily revoked.
In the days of idleness that follow,
the village is again visited by the dreaded tiger. Ross is asked to despatch him
and sets off into the jungle. Stationing
himself in a clearing, the lieutenant
cocks his rifle and patiently waits while
the tribesmen beat the tiger into sight.
In a few minutes the great head of the
beast is seen coming through the underbrush.

THE

JUNGLE

MONARCH

six-reel subject digresses
THIS
from the former George Kleine
attractions. It is of a different
nature entirely. It does not possess any
of the spectacular or historic qualities
which were evident in its three predecessors. Itperhaps will be more interesting for this reason, for it tends
to give variety to the subjects which
emanate from the George Kleine offices.
This offering of a production which in
no way can be compared to the others
will tend to sustain the interest of the
picture public in the spectacular which
which has been created by George
Kleine.
The producer of this film has a good
sense of the beautiful in stage settings.
His night scenes of the natives of India
searching through the jungles for the
white man are impressive. When the
brush is set afire around the camp of
Ross, the forms of men can be seen
passing before the flames, silhouetting
themselves in a picturesque manner.
Daring situations are brought out that
cause an excited interest. The burning
of the ship, the attack of the tiger and
many other noteworthy hazardous incidents dot the film. The story is as follows :
Rose, who is a lieutenant in the British
army, is placed in charge of a large
store of dynamite. Marie, his wife,
phones him of the serious illness of their
child, and he hurries home,
leaving a

FLAYED

subordinate in command. A considerable quantity of dynamite is moved during his absence and explodes with frightful loss of life to officers and men. For
his neglect of duty, Ross is dismissed
from the army in disgrace.
HZ

departs for the jungles of India,
where he intends to remain until the
disgrace blows over. His rare marksmanship wins him the admiration of the
natives. One day Ross fires at an antelope and the beast, after one spasmodic
leap, drops dead. This is considered a
great feat among the natives, only
eclipsed when Ross, dropping on one
knee, fells a charging water buffalo.
A close-by Indian village is much
harassed by man-eating tigers, and the
chief, after vainly trying to persuade
Ross to remain permanently with him,
orders his arrest. Ross hears of his
treachery and flees. He is ambushed,
however, and after a desperate battle
takes refuge in a tree. The natives,
since the lieutenant is without ammunition, find it an easy task to cut down
the tree and carry their quarry in safety
to the camp.
He is sentenced to be burned alive
and faggots are piled high in the center
of the village. The chief, bemoaning a
deathly sickness which prevents him
from enjoying the spectacle to the uttermost, watches the preparations from his
hut.
After the faggots are lighted, the

A second later and a majestic Bengal
tiger crouches boldly in the clearing,
head down, tail switching, nostrils expanded, ready for the fatal spring. Then
suddenly the beautiful body hurtles
through the air, while the silence is
punctuated by the sharp crack of a
rifle. There is an instant's hush and the
great beast strikes the earth, writhing
in a mortal agony. Ten minutes after,
a delightful band of natives triumphantthrow over tiger
the elephant's
back a wet
but lybeautiful
skin.
Pleased with his luck, Ross pushes on
into the jungle. Another graceful tiger
falls before his deadly aim and another
skin adds to the trophies of the chase.
THESE exploits win him the love of
Sarama, the chief's daughter. Finding his position hard to bear, Ross sees
his way clear to leap upon a horse and
gallop madly from the village in the forlorn hope of escaping. The ever-watchful Sarama gives immediate chase. She
leaps from her horse to his own while
traveling at breakneck speed.
The discomfited Ross soon finds himself upon the ground, struggling frantically to break her hold. This he finally succeeds in doing, and mounting
again, speeds away. Closely pursued,
he rides through difficult country and
while passing under a low tree a native
hangs from the branches and picks him
from his horse by placing his feet under
Ross' arm pits and throwing him to the
Meanwhile many strange things are
ground.
happening to his wife, Marie. After
making fruitless inquiries for news of
her absent husband, she, with her daughter, Elsie, takes passage on a liner bound
for Calcutta. Elsie makes friends with
the old boatswain, Tom, and one day
comes
cry dreaded
sea:wrapped
"Fire!"in
In a that
moment
the vesselat is
flames.
The passengers
plunge
head-

THE
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foremost
into the water and only Elsie
and her mother remain on board. They,
too, are finally compelled by the scorching heat, to follow the rest. Old Tom
puts a supporting arm under Elsie, they
are hauled in a lifeboat, and, some days
later are deposited at an English station
on the edge of the jungle.
Determined to find her missing husband, Marie, with Tom and Elsie for
company, plunge boldly into the jungle.
After many weary days of adventure,
they are taken captive into the same
village in which Ross languishes a prisoner. A happy reunion follows, tinctured by sadness at their mutual plight.

SARAMA, now rendered insanely
jealous, plots a diabolical revenge.
She is aided in her plan by the depredations of another tiger.
This time it is determined to capture
the man-eater alive. A pit is dug and
covered by a stout net, and a tiny kid
tied to a stake. That night the tiger
peers cautiously from the underbrush,
greedily eyes the dainty morsel at the
stake, springs, sinks, and is caught in
the meshes of the net. The prisoner
is raised next morning and securely confined in a nearby corral.
Intent upon her hideous scheme,
Sarama waits until Elsie is alone in the
hut adjoining the corral. Then she
opens the big gate and the man-eater
dashes through the open door into the
hut. But not too quick for old Tom.
Seeing his beloved girl in danger, he
fires with lightning-like rapidity and the
beast drops dead at Elsie's feet.
This experience causes Ross to formulate a plan for immediate flight. That
night he secretly constructs dummies
to resemble each one in his party. Strapping these to the backs of horses, he
starts them into the jungle. An exciting
chase by the natives follows, leaving
Ross and his party to escape in safety.
IN LARGER

QUARTERS

The Emby Feature Film Company, of
145 West Forty-fifth street, New York
City, is enlarging its quarters. H. B.
Franklin, Maurice Brockton and Nathan
Beier have secured the Itala features for
Greater New York and New Jersey.
They have the following features for
booking now :
"The Lucky Nugget," three reels; M.
Monnet-Sully in "(Edipus Rex"; Sarah
Bernhardt in "The Romance of an Actress," and "The Dread of Doom."
"A SOLAX

NIGHT"

"A Solax Night'' at the Audubon
Theatre, Broadway and 165th street.
New York City, was a thoroughly
successful event, despite the date,
Friday, February 13. The Solax feature production, "Ben Bolt," was
shown, and several members of the
Solax company personally appeared
to participate in the program
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Philadelphia Exhibitors'

Ball

Fifteen Hundred Dance Till Dawn at Horticultural Hall in the Quaker
City, at Second Annual Ball — Many Screen Favorites Present
second annual ball of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of Pennsylvania, held at Horticultural
Hall, Philadelphia, on Friday evening,
February 20, not only mustered out
the motion picture forces of the Quaker City, but drew scores of actors
and actresses of the screen to the
event.
The attendance exceeded 1,500.

THE

Lubinites were naturally in the majority, on the histrionic side of the
ball, but a special train from New
York that reached Philadelphia at 11
o'clock brought a heavy delegation
from other companies, until nearly
every studio in this part of the country was represented. The Vitagraph
and Eclair companies both sent strong
contingents, the former headed by
Earl Metcalfe and Director J. E. Ince.
On the mechanical side of the motion picture industry, the Calehuff
Supply Company was represented by
Mr. Calehuff and his assistants, Walter Evans and Arthur Hyman. The
Powers Company contributed to the
merriment of the evening by distributing comical paper caps among the
dancers.
The hall was sumptuously decorated
for the occasion, and against the brilliant background the handsome gowns
of the attending actresses stood out in
all their glory.

QRMA
of Lubin,
who
^-^ led theHAWLEY,
grand march
with Harry
C. Meyers, wore a rose peau de soie
gown, trimmed with silvered lace and
pearls, and carried a large bouquet of
pink roses and violets.
Miss Lottie Briscoe wore a green
gown of crepe de meteor, with a gold
tunic and corals.
Mrs. Harry Meyers wore a pink
gown of chiffon and real lace. Her
bouquet was of pink and white orchids.
Following the leaders in the grand
march came Sigmund Lubin and his
daughter, Mrs. Harry Meyers, Justina
Huff, Louise Huff, Eleanor Barry,
Lottie Briscoe, Ruth Bryan Rosemary
Theby, Mildred Gregory, Margaret
Dawson, Miss E. Blanchard, Carol
Holloway, Ethel Clayton, Clara Lambert, Florence Hackett, Arthur Johnson, Joseph Kaufman, Louis Mortello,
John Smiley, Joseph Smiley, Allen
Quinn, Edgar Jones, Earl Metcalfe,
J. E. Ince, Lloyd B. Carlton, Charles
Brandt,
A. D'Arcy.
OthersH. noted
from time to time
among the dancers were Jack Voschell, Paul MacCaffery, Daniel Marenko, Edwin DeWolf, Percy Winter,
Brinsley Shaw, Lillie Leslie, Ferdinand Tidmarsh, Adela B. George,
Kempton Greene, Daisy Evans, Howard M. Mitchell, Jack Holloway,
Charles Kelley, and Edward J. Piel.

Cinema Camera Club Ball
IN the opinion of each one of the
several hundred present, the first annual ball of the Cinema Camera Club,
held Monday evening at the Pabst Coliseum, New York, was a striking success.
Evidently no expense had been spared
in the undertaking. Much credit is due
the officers of the club and the following
gentlemen, who had active charge of the
entertainment. Floor manager, A. Lloyd
Lewis and assistants, John C. Arnold
and Fred Held; arrangement committee,
Arthur Edeson, chairman, Philip E.
Rosen, John Haas, E. Horn, Percy Hilburn, Chas. Wynward, Chas. E. Welch ;
reception committee, Alfred H. Moses,
Jr., (lias. F. Fisher, J. W. Van De
Broeck, John J. Fravvley, Harry Keepers, Edward Wynard, Frederick Chaston
and Arthur Ross.
Dancing preceded an elaborate grand
march, which started about midnight and
was led by Miss Lillian Walker and
James Cruze. A number of well-known
stars were present. Following the grand
march, the program was auctioned off
by Edgar Lewis. Some spirited bidding
was indulged in, until Adam Kessel, who

has established his reputation as the
premier buyer of ball programs, arose
and set the figure at one hundred and
twenty-five dollars ($125.00). The bidding thereupon ended.
The attractive and interesting program
reflects much credit upon Charles J.
Giegerich, who had its compilation in
charge.
The Cinema Camera Club of America
was formed for the purpose of bringing
together the motion picture photographers from all studios on a common ground
so that their ideas for the still further
advancement of the motion picture art
could be discussed by the ablest men engaged in the actual taking of pictures.
The success of this, their first ball,
argues well
many a delightful entertainment tofor
follow.
CHANGE

OF TITLE

Through error George Kleine's new
France" was announced in the trade
press as simply "Napoleon." The
correct title is "For Napoleon and
France." The production is in eight
parts and will be released March 10th.
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LATEST NEWS FROM
Mutual Sues Funkhouser
Chicago, February 26.
ALLEGING that the Funkhouser censorship regime is
against the Constitution of the United States and
the Constitution of Illinois, the Mutual Film Corporation have applied to the United States District Court
for an injunction restraining the censors from interfering
with their films. This is the second suit of the kind to be
filed.
The City of Chicago, Chief of Police Gleason, and Major
Funkhouser are named as defendants.
The bill declares that Gleason has delegated censorship
powers bestowed upon him to a deputy;
That such censorship deprives the Mutual of liberty
without due process of the law, and prevents a jury trial
of disputed films;
That the ordinance gives judicial powers to the police;
That the exaction of a fee is not properly an inspection
tax and is an unnecessary one on interstate commerce;
That the Mutual purchases or produces no films that are
obscene, riotous, immoral or indecent.
Chicago to Have New Film Company
Anyone roaming about the ninth floor of the Consumers
Building, in Chicago, during the past few days could but
wonder at the unusual activity in the vicinity of Suite 926,
wherein are located the general offices of the American Standard Motion Picture Corporation, recently incorporated at two
millions of dollars. Several well-known film men, as well
as several prominent financiers, are identified with this new
venture.
Samuel Quinn, well-known life insurance man and financier, is president of the American Standard, and M. G
Watkins is manager of production for the new enterprise.
Few men can boast of the reputation and following held
by Watkins in the motion picture business to-day. His rise
in the film game has been both remarkable and steady.
From a newspaper reporter on a Chicago paper, several
years ago, Watkins became in turn manager of the Du Brock
Feature Film Company, Chicago; publicity and sales manager, Almo Film Company, Chicago, and publicity and sales
manager, Acme Commercial Film Company, Chicago, from
which position he now comes to the American Standard.
The charter of this company is broad in its character, allowing the organization to cover every branch of the business, including the ownership of theatres, the manufacture
and sale of equipment, and the creation of attractive and
artistic motion picture films.
According to Watkins, the American Standard has been
organized for the purpose of making superior "big reel"
productions, avoiding the morbid and suggestive, and to
develop high-class comedy as well as scientific, educational
and other high-class subjects.
"We are going at this thing in a big way," said Watkins.
"Among other things we intend supplying an exclusive feature service to the vaudeville houses, which is a phase of
the film business heretofore untouched. Some of these films
will be of the 'continued story' variety, which the heads
of some of the large vaudeville circuits have commented
on as being very desirable. Negotiations are under way
for producing in pictures several popular novels now on the
market.
"Our industrial department, which is now under way, will
be located in Chicago, while we will undoubtedly locate
our larger studios in California."
Launching of the "Reel Fellow" Club
On Wednesday night, February 18, the "Reel Fellow" Club
was given birth.
This organization is to consist of the
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various people who are active in the different motion picture
interests of Chicago. While the first gathering was small,
it was intended to be so, as the purpose of the club's organizers at present is not to gain a large number of members in a
certain time, but to add to the original number at each meeting, which will be held every month, until a certain number
of interested people have joined. The next few gatherings
will be in the nature of dinners, at which sociability will be
the main thing to be considered.
A gathering of this kind is needed in Chicago. If the first
meeting is a criterion of what the rest will be, the success
of the "Reel Fellow" Club is assured. Everyone present
took a great interest in the affair and pronounced it the most
successful attempt so far made along this line.
Those invited gathered at the Union Restaurant at 6
o'clock in the evening, where a private room had been engaged, and it was nearly 11 o'clock before napkins were
laid aside and the thought of breaking up was broached.
From cocktails to finger-bowls it was a round of pleasurites
and good time, with a bit of business mingled here and there.
Time was found to appoint a chairman and secretary. R.
R. Nehls, of the American Film Manufacturing Company,
was appointed chairman and C. J. VerHalen secretary. An
organization committee was named, which consisted of Warren Patrick, of the "Clipper," Charles Nixon, of Selig Polyscope Company, and L. A. Boening, of the American Cinematograph Company.
It was decided by those present that a gathering such
as this one be held once a month and that the eleven who
attended this affair be known as the organizers. The next
meeting is to be held on Wednesday night, March 18. Among
those present were Charles Nixon, of the Selig Polyscope
Company; D. A. Meaney, Essanay Film Manufacturing Company; N. Caward; L. A. Boening, American Cinematograph
Company; A. K. Greenland; Charles Andress; R. R. Nehls,
of the American Film Manufacturing Company; Walter
Early; Warren Patrick; John Rock, of the Vitagraph, and
C. J. VerHalen.
Jack Williams in Supply Business
Jack Williams, one of Chicago's oldest operators, has entered the supply business under the name of the Mid-West
Theatre Supply Company, with offices in the Boyce Building.
Mr. Williams' long connection with the theatre end of the
business gives him an intimate knowledge of just what is
required by the operators and managers in the way of supDuring the past few
plies.
expert in the repairing
tres. His acquaintance
new venture will be a

years Mr. Williams has acted as an
of machines and accessories for theais wide and it is felt certain that his
big success.

Buys North Shore Theatre
Maurice Fleckles, general manager of the Laemmle Film
Service, bought the North Shore Theatre, one of the finest
equipped motion picture theatres in that section of Chicago.
The purchase was made from Mr. Hyman and other Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association interests.
The North Shore is situated on Sheridan Road, one of
Chicago's finest boulevards.
Buys Pankhurst Picture
The Northern Feature Film Company, which is owned by
J. Decker, recently purchased the Mrs. Pankhurst picture
which he is showing in this territory.
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week we were asked by a prominent dis"What is the matter with
tributor of features:
In comparison with all other sections
the South?
of the country then- is little demand there for features."
By a curious coincidence we were visited a few days
later by an exhibitor from Alabama, who came all
the way to New York to investigate for himself the
feature supply. His query was: "What is the matter
LAST

with features?"
In our issue of March 14. under the heading "'The
Feature Market in the South." we will print some
southern correspondence which throws a good deal
of light upi mi the situation.
The South, it would
seem, is a g
1 market
for
Mures : but it is a discriminating market. The
Southern exhibitor wants only the best features, features of high dramatic and educational appeal. Me
wants these or none.
r T IS careful discrimination is based purely on sound
-*- -* business sense. Me wants the besl features so
that he can charge his admission price of fifteen to
1 w ent) ii\ e cents
and get it.
Me wants the besl features on his "feature" days so
thai having satisfied his patrons with a special pro
gram at a special price, he can drop back to the regular
■ram at live and ten cents witflOUl loss of patronfhe unwise competition between exhibitors of the
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North, along the line of long programs and program
liberally stuffed with features, does not exist so much
in the South. Since the Southern exhibitor is not buying and booking recklessly, the impression is given that
this section is not a good feature market.
As a matter of fact it will prove, in the long run.
to be the very best kind of a feature market, since it
is bound to exert a sane, healthful, uplifting influence
upon feature production.
< )n the contrary, all exhibitor demands for features
solely on quantity lines is going to have the worst
kind of influence. It will create a false market. It
will lead the manufacturer to believe that any old
kind of a feature will go, and result in an overproduction of undergrade pictures.
'Idle public will react, the exhibitor will react, and
the false production market will drop out.
THE
solution of the problem is good features and
higher prices. It is just as unwise to charge too
low an admission for good features as to stuff the
program with poor features.
The problem is right up to the exhibitor, and basically itis a matter of price of admission. This one factor to-day has most to do with the advancement of the
entire motion picture industry.
We shall shortly publish an article on the subject,
written out of the experiences of a prominent state
rights buyer.
That the public will pay good prices for good pictures, properly presented, in comfortable theatres, has
been amply proven already and is now so plainly indicated in ibis country that the exhibitor need no
longer fear to tread this new path.
In England the exhibitor books his program on a
quality basis, adds a fine musical program and gets
admission prices ranging from twenty-five to sixtyfive cents.
In London the new Fallery Theatre and the Scala —
where Forbes-Robertson formerly played — are drawing packed houses at a dollar and twenty cents.
IX New York City the newly opened Yilagraph
Theatre is filling the house with Broadway crowds
at its four daily and evening shows at prices of from
twenty-five cents to one dollar. People from downtown New York are journeying up to Harlem to see
artistic
Theatre. pictures artistically presented at the Regent
lust recently, with the introduction of
drama, the modern and attractive picture
ilr- high class musical
program,
several
people in this country are viewing pictures
almost never entered a picture theatre.

tin' photo
theatre and
millions of
who before

They want /(» see good pictures and are perfectly
xvilling t,> pay the price.
It is up t,» the exhibitor
to lead the way. If he can
as he will present good pictures successfully, the
manufacturer will produce them and the exchange

distribute them —successfully.
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"ELSIE
VENNER"
(Kennedy Features)

AS

one of the greatest novels in American literature, the
work of Oliver Wendell Holmes, "Elsie Venner" needs
neither introduction nor praise. It is solid commendation,
therefore, to say of the three-reel screen adaptation made for
Kennedy Features by Arthur Maude, that it maintains the
high level of drama and psychology upon which the famous
study of the consequences of heredity moves.
Wherever
"Elsie Venner"
the book
has found
favor
"Elsie Venner"
the photoplay
will be welcomed
for the
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would pose with a healthy and active snake reclining upon her,
is something rarer than a "rara avis," and that's pretty rare.
As earlier observed of Miss Crawley, she is a potent force
in the picture. One feels her presence, no matter how far
in the background she may be at a given time. Her "snaky"
character she contrives to impress upon her audience, not by
any definite action or set of actions, but by her whole bearing
and behavior. It emanates from her in subtle ways, so
that those around her are dimly conscious of it without realizing its nature.
The photography of "Elsie Venner" is everywhere praiseworthy. The wild, wooded exteriors, in which some of the
best camera work is done, are prominent factors in the whole
beauty of the picture. The depth of nearly all of them is
inspiring, and through them Elsie Venner moves as if she
were more a part of the outdoor world than of human beings.
If the conclusion of the picture is somewhat abrupt, it at
least leaves the audience with no doubt as to what the subsequent happenings in the lives of the characters are, and one is
very well content to part with Elsie, restored to normal
womanhood and happy in the possession of her lover.

"A GOOD

LITTLE

(Famous Players)

DEVIL"

HERE
is a picture as broad as human nature itself, as
deep as the heart of a child, as high in the mainsprings
of its action and the lesson it points as the heavens.
These qualities, to be sure, the Famous Players' film production of the famous Belasco-Rostand play owes to its stage
original. But it is much, even in this day of expert and
crafty directing, to be able to say that the screen version
preserves faithfully all the virtues of the play.
Not only this does the present production do, but it visualizes with great realism and more impressive scenery, as
pictures always have and always will, the whole atmosphere
of the drama than any stage effects could do, even in the
hands of a wizard like David Belasco.
It is a children's drama by children, but as certain books
written for and about children count thousands of grown-ups
among their devotees, so this picture will enthrall men and
women wherever it is shown. No limitations of creed, birth,
or nationality can prevent the spectator from laughing and

A CRITICAL

MOMENT

added sense 01 reality that it will give those already familiar
with the story. And those who are strangers to Holmes's
entrancing tale of Elsie's weird double personality will procure the book as soon as they have witnessed the pictures.
Constance Crawley, the English emotional actress, is the
Elsie of the Kennedy production. Arthur Maude plays opposite her as her reprobate cousin, Dick Venner.
Miss Crawley's unusual personality adapts itself to the
character of the girl, blighted with the "reptile" disposition,
as probably that of very few actresses could. A happier
choice would have been all but impossible. Seeing Miss
Crawley act, one cannot but believe that the real Elsie Venner is before him.
The sinister and dare-devil qualities are felicitously blended
in Arthur Maude, whose infatuation for his cousin nearly
precipitates a tragedy in the girl's life and brings her betrothed, the schoolmaster, to the point of death more than
once. The members of the supporting company are excellent
in their respective roles, from the old negro mammy to the
doctor whose daring experiment restores Elsie to her normal
self. He, it may be remarked in passing, bears a general
resemblance to Dr. Holmes himself.
If anything could be criticised, it is the property snake used
in the dissolving scene of the tragedy that overtook Elsie's
mother. The live reptiles, used to good effect elsewhere in the
picture, make their placid, deceased colleague look a trifle
stuffed.
But the contrast is pardonable, for the actress who

weeping and thinking and profiting while "A Good Little
Devil" is before his eyes.
It may seem extravagant to say it makes the original production seem incomplete, yet it can truthfully be said that
the fact one has seen the stage play is only another reason
why the screen production should not be missed.
Quite a few studio exteriors are used in the course of the
five reels. It is an open question whether, in this particular
play, that is a limitation or not. There is room for serious
doubt whether actual open-air scenery would have given so
well the peculiar, fairy-like quality to these portions of the
story that it needs. At any rate, the beauty and depth of the
natural exteriors used more than compensates for any sense
of loss the spectator may feel at the others. These are plentiful in every part and of the quality which has given the
Famous Players a justly-earned reputation for such work.
The appeal of the picture is universal. "A Good Little
Devil" is the world of adults seen through the eyes of a child,
a modern fairy tale with all the keen sense of justice and
accurate arraignments of human nature that only a child
dares to make.
As a dramatization of life by a child, it should help the
old and sophisticated to renew their youth and become again
as little children, to understand the child-mind and the childnature as they never understood it since they ceased to be
children.
In bringing "A Good Little Devil" within the reach of
thousands, where only hundreds could enjoy it before, the
Famous Players are to be commended for the benefits it will
bring, no less than for the success that is sure to accrue to
them as a result.
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birth of Christ, in Milan, Rome and Gaul, and vividly brings
to our minds the tyranny of the Emperor at that time. The
plot is not a "steal" from anything, though resembling one
or two well-known books, principally Henry Sienkiewicz's
"Quo Vadis."
The characters are all historically known, and play their
parts as one might have imagined they would. They are
supported by a tremendous cast of courtiers, slaves, soldiers,
citizens, and courtezans. The whole story has been treated
in a very careful manner, and, with the exception of the
banquet scene, there is nothing that could offend anyone.
This one scene might have been toned down a little, although by so doing much of the effect would have been
ruined. If history is read correctly, these affairs were most
risque.
The story is as follows : The Emperor Maximian, having
married his daughter Fausta to the Emperor Constantine, decides he will again take active part in politics. Constance,
the sister of Constantine, despises him, and it is this abhorrence which causes the Emperor to love her. He tries all
his wiles on her, but they are unavailing. She renounces
paganism and adopts the newer religion, Christianity. It is
this act that sets her royal lover against Christianity.
Hitherto the Christians had been tolerated, but an edict is
now passed banning the creed. The followers of the Christ
are put to death in the arena. They are used for torches
to light the games. There is nothing too atrocious. But all
this fails to convert Constance. True to her name, she stays
with her adopted religion.
The persecutions finally grow so terrible that she is forced
to flee to the court of her brother Constantine, where she
is received according to her rank. Maximian, angered at this
action, hires assassins to kill Constantine. These fail, but
Maximian is led to believe they have been successful. He
is put to rout later when the truth is known and Fausta, the
unfaithful wife of Constantine, calls on her brother Masentius for aid. This is forthcoming, but the Christians easily
defeat the pagans.
Thus was Christianity preserved. Constance marries the
man of her choice and Fausta is cast into exile. A powerful
drama that is sure to please.

SINGLE
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(Griffith Films

Corporation)

THE arena scene in this wonderful drama by the Savoia
Company actually rivals the one in "The Last Days of
Pompeii," while the banquet setting and its action seems
beter than the one in the famous production of "Quo
Vadis." This is, of course, a broad statement to make, and
one that would be found difficult to prove, but it is not
made unadvisedly. The last-mentioned scene in particular
is unusual in its realism.
The time of the plot is taken about 300 years after the
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first of D. W. Griffith's productions with the Mutual
Company.
This picture,
all under
of Mr. the
Griffith's
cleverness in production,
willpresenting
be released
name
"Griffith Brand" and upon a special program. It is also the
first picture for which he has received the credit in so public a manner.
The plot of the story, as the name implies, deals with the
single standard for both men and women — a standard of
morality that will be acceptable to both sides of the sex
question. This subject, necessarily a delicate one, is handled
in a manner which could not give offense to anyone.
Throughout it shows the hand of the master workman.
The cast is a capable one, made up of men and women
who have been carefully trained by Mr. Griffith.
The story is as follows : Frank Andrews lives with his wife
and family, a girl and a boy, in a nice apartment house. One
day, while he is waiting for the elevator in the hallway, he
meets a woman who later makes a marked change in his life.
He becomes fascinated with the siren, and, as her room is
near his, they spend much time together.
For a long time his family do not notice the change that
has come over him, except to wonder at his continual going
out in the evening — something he had not been in the habit
of doing before. His manner to his children also changes,
and they, with the alertness of youth, begin to wonder at his
reticence.
One night, when he had announced that he would be working late, the son and daughter suggest to their mother that
they all go to a certain dance hall and enjoy the evening that
way.
The mother, after several demurrers, agrees.
Suddenly the boy catches sight of his father in the next
box, and, telling his sister, they attempt to usher their mother
out before she shall have seen him. But it is too late; the
woman discovers her husband's faithlessness.

A

COMPLETE

RECONCILIATION

Slowly but ever so surely she loses her mind. Her daughter, grief-stricken and believing that if she kills the woman
she will free her father from the adventuress's toils, sneaks
into her apartment with a revolver, determined to kill. Her
frail nature, however, fails her, and she tells the woman her
story.
Together they plan her father's redemption.
The woman's real sweetheart, hearing the father come in
the outside room, takes the daughter into another room and,
telling her to be docile and allow him to do what he will,
proceeds to make extravagant love to her. The father enters,
bound on finding the woman, and sees his daughter in the
embrace of the man. On being asked what she is doing there,
the daughter replies with the same question to him.
This is sufficient to bring about the complete reconciliation
of husband and wife. The man realizes that what is wrong
for his wife and daughter to do is also wrong for him to do.
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SPECIAL
"The Great Mine Disaster." (Eclectic. Four reels.) — A splendid
drama, photographed probably in
England. The cast is strong and very
capable. The settings are most accurate, some of them taken right inside a mine.
An excellent release.

■YOU

MUST

SAVE

HIM'

Jack Hamilton, the manager of the
mine, is engaged to Dora. Frank
Conway is instrumental in saving
Jack's life from some striking employees and is made assistant manager. He also loves Dora,, but honorably says nothing. He saves her
when her horse has run away and
before they realized what they were
doing they had kissed one another,
for Dora also loves him.
Then one day the mine explodes
with Conway inside. Several are rescued, but Frank is too far underneath
Dora begs Jack to go after him and
at last he consents, seeing that she
really loves the man. He rescues
Frank, but at the loss of his own life,
thereby making a splendid sacrifice.
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them. The climax shows a wing of
the aeroplane blocking the road for
the robbers' car and Dashwood overpowering Tito after a leap from the
former conveyance into the latter.
"All
parts.
woman
loves,
shows

for His Sake." (Edison. Two
Feb. 20.) — There is nothing a
will not do for the man she
and this interesting drama
what a wife did for her husband. In order to finance a business
venture, the husband is forced to
borrow a large sum of money from a
friend, who has become enamored of
his wife.
The venture proves a failure and the
borrower is unable to repay his
friend's loan when it falls due. To get
the money his wife steals jewels from
her father and pawns them. Her husband's friend discovers her theft and
he is on the point of intimidating her
when her husband arrives. Infuriated
by finding the two together, the husband makes a serious accusation, but
the girl's father arrives and all the
trouble is adjusted.
"The Better Man." (Gaumont
Three reels. Feb. 28.) — Those who
look for a contest of brute strength
to decide which is "The Better Man"
in this feature will be disappointed,
but they will find in its stead a story
even more powerful than such a hackneyed one would be.
A rich merchant, on the brink of
ruin, is saved from suicide by a starving man who has broken
into his

mansion, only to find that the marauder holds the secret of the rubber
district, to locate which he had squandered the money of others. After
making his savior his trusted secretary, he finds the man has won the
love of his daughter, whose hand he
had pledged to another. Threatening
him with a revelation of his past, he
learns that his secretary holds equally
damning evidence against him. This
the latter, however, destroys before
the merchant's eyes, and the father,
struck by the generosity of the deed,
acknowledges
him daughter
"The Better
by bestowing his
upon Man''
him.
Acting so rarely illuminating as to
take the place of conventional action
is contributed by all the actors, particularly by M. Manson, who plays
Loisel, and Mile. Mario, his daughter.
The
able. depth of the interiors is remark"Class Mates." (K. & E. Biograph.
Four reels.) — The film dramatization
of Winchell Smith's famous play of
the same name. The story is concisely told, the characters well separated, and the action fast. The photography is good. Atmosphere is
fair, and might be improved.
The story: Beft, a young society
man, is jealous of Duncan, the son of
the local storekeeper. When the latter receives his commission for West
Point, Bert tries to marry Sylvia, the
girl Duncan loves, but fails. He then
secures a commission and goes to
West Point.

"Tito the Terror." (Warner's Features. Inc. Three parts.) — This is
really an absorbing detective drama,
filled with thrilling situations in which
the scenic effects and photography
play no minor part. While the acting
is not remarkable, yet it is quite in
keeping with the quality of the production.
Quiteof a Paris
clever' thieves
plot is to
devised
by a
gang
rob Mile
Tarsova, an actress, of some valuable
jewelry. Dashwood, a prominent
English detective, becomes interested
in the mysterious robbery, and after
some most exciting and dangerous
experiences captures Tito, the leader
of the gang.
The capture is effected after an interesting chase in which automobiles
and an aeroplane are used. In the
automobile chase Tito and his gang
outdistance the detective and the
latter goes up in an airship to locate
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Scene
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HOPES
Man."

ARE DASHED
(Gaumont — 3 reels.)
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As the result of a tight between the
two, both are expelled, together with
Duncan's three class-mates. Bert
then goes to South America as an
engineer and gets lost. He is reported as being killed. The four boys
go after him. For some time they
wander through the jungles until they
finally find the man.
Duncan endures much, for his com'
rades are all stricken with fever. Fin*
ally they return and the three classmates receive back their commissions,
but Duncan is left out. At length,
Sylvia, who really loves him, obtains
it for him; then he proposes and is
accepted.
"The Conspiracy." (World Film.
Four reels.) — A very good drama,
containing a large amount of clean
action. The plot is very Frenchy.
The settings are commendable, the
acting excellent. The Marquis de
Kermor becomes bankrupt and is
pushed by his creditors, and especially
by his friend, the Baron of Bressieu,
to whom he owes much.
The Baron states that if his daughter can marry Count Henry, the son
of the Marquis, all will be forgotten
and a $4,000,000 dowry bestowed on
the couple. But Henry, loving
Jeanne, refuses, only relenting when
he sees it will save his father. Sidonia, the daughter, realizing that
Jeanne stands in her way, has her
drugged and placed in a gambling
den, where she is found.
Henry gives her up. believing her
false. "The Golden Mine." which the
Baron operates for his own benefit, is
really salted. The Marquis owns a
great deal of stock in it, but sells out
when he finds it is a swindle.
The

SCENE

truth regarding Jeanne is found out
through Henry's friend, Great Allan.
The Baron's greed is. also discovered
and his house raided. As he is trying
to escape, the house is set afire and
both he and his daughter are burned
to death.
"The Desert Sting." (Criterion
Features. Three reels. Feb. 28.) — A
story in places weird, in others improbable, but undeniably thrilling
and absorbing throughout. Photography of the first class in all the
outdoor scenes places the picture
practically above criticism in that
respect.
"The Desert Sting" is a new, tragic
version of the old theme of the "call
of the wild." "Unfulfilled" was its
first title, and perhaps a more descriptive though less striking one. The
fascinations of a half-breed girl who
saves his life from snake-poisoning
lure a young scientist from his fiancee
to share the desert with her, in fulfillment of a prophecy made to his
grandfather. Eventually he realizes
his mistake, but before he can return
to his deserted sweetheart, he is slain
by the jealous Navajo suitor of his
half-breed wife. The two women
come to an understanding over the
body of the man both loved.
Wilfred Lucas, who directed the
picture, plays Blake vividly. Jeanie
McPherson is excellent in the role of
the half-breed. Bessie Meredyth appears as Helen Insley's work as the
Navajo is some of the finest in the
play.
"Master Bob's Last Race." (Warner's Features, Inc. Three parts.) —
While the plot, which centers around

FROM
"HER LIFE FOR
LIBERTY'
"Inter-Continent"
Films.

the "doping" of a racehorse, is an
old one, yet there are some new situations developed. A large cast was
used in producing the picture and
some of the scenes are very good.
Two friendly bookmakers are rivals
in a love affair with a charming young
woman. One wins steadily at the
races and consequently wins the woman also. The other loses all and
goes to Australia to recuperate his
losses. He is successful and returns
to secure revenge on his former friend
As a coincidence his return is on
the eve of a steeplechase race in
which his rival's horse, Master Bob.
is themal andfavorite.
He race.
"dopes"'
aniit loses the
Mob thescenes
follow, but the jockey confesses all
and instead of getting revenge the dis
appointed lover gets a jail sentence
"The Opal Ring." (Imp. Two
reels. March 5.) — Ethel Grandin has
made tremendous headway toward
success on the screen. In this tworeeler of the Imp Company she has a
vehicle that is well suited to her.
She promises two rivals for her love
that the one who shall secure for her
the opal ring of her great aunt, which
the old lady had refused to part with,
shall have her hand. The two set out
in their different ways. The one secures it by asking for it, the other
forces a burglar to steal it, and in
doing so the old lady is killed.
Fred, being found with the stone, is
accused of the deed and arrested. The
girl and her father free Fred by
watching his rival.
"Between Showers," (Keystone
Feb. 28.) — Ford Sterling and the new
English comedian of the Keystone
Company, play the leads in this
comedy. A crook (Ford Sterling'
changes umbrellas with a policeman,
and then loans it to a girl who insists
later that it is hers. The crook recovers "his" property, but the girl
Minis a friend to get it back. The
friend is successful, but the cop arrives, and on seeing him the crook
refuses the contrivance. They are all
arrested
"The Green-Eyed Devil." . (Rehance. Two reels. Feb. 28.) — Shows
the hand of David Griffith. There are
but lour sets used in the whole two
reels. A girl, knowing that if her
brother does not reform she will fall
heir to a large sum of money, plots
with her husband to bring about his
dow n Fall.
I'lie youth is brought home drunk
repeatedly and does not get any sympathy except from his wife. She gets
work painting china, without telling
her husband Tier manager calls on
her several times and this arouses tin
jealousy of the husband. Everything
i- explained and the boy reforms.
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'Prisoner of Zenda" — Four
'Victory" — Five Reels
'Battle of Waterloo" — Five
'Prisoner of Zenda" — Four
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Her Life for Liberty"
"The Life and Adventures
Boys in Missouri"
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Paul
Reels J. Rainey's African

Reels
Reels
Reels
of the James

Hunt" — Six

'Her Life for Liberty"
'Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
'Her Life for Liberty"
Charles
Hawtrey
Mars" — 4 reels
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DIRECTORY

BOOKINGS

APPLY

ADDRESS

TO

Colonial Feature Film Co
Colonial Feature Film Co
Colonial Feature Film Co
Colonial Feature Film Co
Inter-Urban Amusement Co
Inter-Urban Amusement Co

1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Inter-Urban Amusement
Inter-Urban Amusement

Co.
Co.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

Nebraska Feature Co
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.

1210 P. St., Lincoln, Neb.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

Success Feature Film Co.

220 West 42nd St., New York.

Success Feature Film <_o

220 West 42nd St., New York.

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Modern Feature Film Co...
Photoplay Feature Co
!
People's Amusement Co
People's Amusement Co
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
318 W. Court St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
'Her Life for Liberty"
Photoplay Feature Co
!
'Her Life for Liberty"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry.
Boys in Missouri"
M. M. Osborn
'California
Rodeo" — Three
Reels
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
Colonial Feature Film Co
'Victory" — Five Reels
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels. . Colonial
Photoplay Feature
Feature Film
Co Co....! .
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels

110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Through the Clouds" — 4 reels
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"From the Manger to the Cross"
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Antony and Cleopatra" — Eight Reels..
"An American Citizen" — Four Reels...
'Her Life for Liberty"

Empire
Theatre,
Winchester,
San Marcos, Texas.

Va.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
.... Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

The names of the above feature exchanges and buyers, together with their addresses and the lists of titles of
features they are booking, are published by "The Motion Picture News" only as an aid to exhibitors.
The purpose of this directory is to enable every exhibitor to write directly to the purchasers of territorial rights
in his state for any feature he may wish to book, thus saving valuable time. Feature exchanges and buyers who
desire to have their names and addresses listed here should send their requests to The Feature Editor, "The
Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York, N. Y.
ELSIE
FAY
BRAVES
LION
Elsie Fay, one of the most successful
women in the United States in handling
lions, tigers and other ferocious animals,
who has been engaged by the Universal
Company to act in the big animal pictures to be produced at the Pacific
Coast studios of the Universal by Otis
Turner and Francis Ford, has been
busy since she came to the coast.
Miss Fay has a remarkable personality, which was demonstrated immediately after her arrival at Universal City.
Of the seven lions, all except "Mose,"
the animal used in Edwin August's picture, "Into the Lion's Pit," have had
some training. "Mose," never having
known the trainer's whip, has injured
several people since his sojourn at the
studios. He snarled and growled at
Miss Fay as she entered his cage, but
after a few sharp blows of a whip on
his nose, and a few spoken words he
decided to be friends.
Miss Fay brings with her an educated
horse named Arabia, on which she car-

That newspaperdom at large is interested in the field of motion pictures
is shown by the fact that the announcement made recently in the
trade papers of the offer of $200 for
the scenario of a three or four-reel
scenario play by the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, of Los

TO MARKET CINES
"NAPOLEON"
"Napoleon," made by Cines, will be
placed on the American market by
George Kleine through his branch
offices March 10. "Napoleon" is in
eight reels and fairly bristles with
spectacular battle scenes. Throughout the picture runs a love story centering about the evil influence exercised by the famous Madame De
Longueville and a certain baron of
ill repute in the history of those
days.

Angeles, Cal., manufacturers of "Balboa Feature Films," has been copied
by more than four hundred daily
newspapers published in the United
States and Canada.
The offer of the Balboa company
holds good until May 1, and authors
also have the chance of having their
scenarios purchased immediately at
the market price, in addition to the
opportunity of participating in the
prize-winning contest.

Anthony Novelli, of "Quo Vadis,"
and "Antony and Cleopatra" fame, and
Jeanette Trimble, who played Cleopatra, play the respective leads. Napoleon is played by the same actor
whose bodily and facial resemblance
to the great general has caused him to
be cast in legitimate dramas as well
as pictures demanding a likeness to
Napoleon.
The entire eight reels are conspicuous for their remarkable photography.

ries $10,000 insurance. This
animal will soon be seen in a
picture in which it will enter
house and rescue its mistress.
BALBOA

PRIZE

beautiful
Universal
a burning
.

CONTEST

KLEINE
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"LIFE'S TEMPTATIONS"
(Midgar)

'TPO hold unwavering interest throughout, a four-part drama
■■• of the ordinary
type must have some strong qualities.
In this class of productions can be included "Life's Temptations," aMidgar feature, to he released on February 25th.
More than ordinary significance is attached to the picture,
as it is the first production of the lmperator Film Company,
"i Berlin, Germany, to be released on this side of the ocean.
for the concern in the United States and
Exclusive agencs

NEWS

Discovery of coal on the estate some years later makes
Ford immensely wealthy. But he is worried over Mason's
fate. A telegram to the steamship company to determine
whether Mason is alive, falls into the supposed dead man's
possession. His haziness in regards to his past life flashes
back to him and he hastens to Westchester. He explains all
to Lady Phyllis and while they are talking Ford walks in.
Fear of his wife's hate for the part he has played prompts
Ford to determine to leave her. He apprises her of his
intentions in a letter and then gives the mine engineers
their final instructions. While talking with the engineers
he learns of an explosion in the mine and that his little
son has been entombed.
Risking death, Ford descends into the blazing shaft and
rescues the boy. At the pit-head there is a reconciliation
between him and his wife, his heroic act and deep remorse
for his previous dishonesty having softened her heart.

"THE

GOLDEN
Thanhouser

CROSS"

MAUDE

FORD

HAPPY

WITH

HIS

FEALY, the actress, is featured in this production, which is taken from the opera of the same name.
As the belle of the French village where she lives, Christine
is courted by all the swains in general and by Bombardon.
a lantern-jawed knave, in particular. Her only thought until
the Count L'Ancre arrives, however, is to further the romance
of her bashful brother, the miller, and her closest girl friend.
She has arranged it to her satisfaction and lost her heart to
the handsome nobleman, when the conscript squad appears to

FAMILY

Canada has been secured by the Middleton-Garrison Feature
Film Company. Inc., L35 West 44th street, New York City.
Accordingly, all Lmperator productions will be released as
Midgar features.
In addition to a strong plot, the realism attained in "Life's
Temptations" makes it distinctive. Tragedy is introduced in
a manner which is not repulsive. There are several strains
of human interest intertwined, and the happy ending of the
picture has a very pleasing and satisfying effect. The photography and acting are good.
Shipwrecked. Walter Mason and James Ford find themselves alone on a piece of wreckage. Believing the end near,
Mason tells Ford that while he was steward for the Earl of
Westchester, the latter was accidentally killed and that for
fear be would be accused of murder, he robbed the dead
body of $100,000 and boarded the ill-fated ship. He then
entrusts the money to Ford to be returned to the Earl'3
daughter in the event be escapes death. A moment later
Mason
is washed
into the ocean.
Rescued by two fishermen, Ford goes to England to return
the money to its rightful owner. Lady Phyllis, daughter of
the Earl, who is being cared for by her uncle. Sir William
Scott. Enamored of Lady Phyllis. Ford's good intentions
weaken, and, instead of returning the money, lie purchases
the estate and marries Lady Phyllis

claim the miller's services on his wedding day.
Desperate, Christine offers her hand to anyone who will
take her brother's place, and the gold cross she wears as a
pledge of her troth. The Count manages to become the
miller's substitute without the knowledge of anyone but the
recruiting officer, and is transformed into a common private.
Off the regiment goes to the war. The Count is wounded,
captured and imprisoned, but not before Bombardon has
stolen the golden cross and returned to the village to claim
the beautiful Christine as his bride. Convinced in spite of
her suspicions by the sight of her jewel, the girl consents to
marry her rascally suitor. But Bombardon's plot is thwarted
by the timely appea ranee of the Count. He has escaped from
prison and establishes his right to Christine's hand by the
testimony of the faithful recruiting sergeant.
Miss Fealy's acting is worthy of her reputation, though she
does not dominate the picture by any means. This honor she
shares pretty evenly with the Count, the miller and Bombardon, to all of whom credit is due for their performances.
The picture is effectively staged. The battle scene is given
in great detail, but the listlessness of some of the soldiers in
what should be the heat of conflict lessens the power of this
part of the film. They appeared at one time to lie in each
other's way, and at another to be waiting for an order from
the director to shoot down or bayonet an enemy. Aside
from this, the picture is a strong and interesting one.
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"The Powers of the Air." (Edison. Feb.
21.) — Its proven worth as a life-saving agency
has made wireless telegraphy one of the most
talked of inventions of the day. In this picture the daughter of a lighthouse keeper uses
a wireless instrument to call assistance when a
discharged attendant is attacking her. Her
father and sweetheart come to the rescue.
"Snakeville's Fire Brigade. "
(Essanay.
Feb. 21.) — Amusing comedy. Antics of a rube
fire department develop quite a few humorous
situations.
"An Indian's Honor." (Kalem. Split reel.
Feb. 21.) — On the same reel with A Long
Island Skunk Farm." A white trader kills his
partner and accuses an Indian, who has been at
target practice, of the deed. As the red man
is about to be executed, his sweetheart produces the target which her lover hit and
saves his life. The white man is arrested.
There is good action in the drama.
"A Long Island Skunk Farm." (Kalem.
Split reel. Feb. 21.) — On the same reel with
"An Indian's Honor." As the title would indicate this picture is an industrial production dealing with the breeding of the animal
for commercial
purposes.
"Her Father's Silent Partner." (Biograph.
Feb. 23.) — By accident a girl meets her father's
partner. The latter is a thief and the girl's
father, while posing as a respectable jeweler,
is the fence. The partner falls in love with
the girl and. after a series of interesting events
in which the father tries to break up the
match, the thief accidentally shoots himself.
"The Beautiful Leading Lady." (Edison.
Feb. 23.) — This is the third of the Wood
B. Wedd's series. Many a show troupe has
had
to depend
uponpicture
an "angel,"
and- the
one with
which the
deals belongs
to
this class. The beautiful leading lady leads
the "angel" on.
"Pathe-'s Weekly, No. 16, 1914. News."
(Pathe. Feb. 23.) — Snowbound New York
after the recent blizzard is perhaps the most
interesting of the eight current events shown.
The views were taken at Herald and Madison
squares.
"In the Old Attic." (Vitagraph. Feb.
23.) — Because a son doesn't marry the girl of
his father's choice he is disowned. Even the
son's death fails to soften the old man's heart
and the widow and the child are left in poverty. While at play on the roof of a building,
the little boy gets into his grandfather's attic and
dresses
in one
of his
his father's
boyhood
uniforms.up He
saves
grandfather
from strangulation and a reconciliation follows.
"A Desperate Hero." (Biograph. Feb. 19.)
— On the same reel with "Skelley and the
Turkey." Although he is afraid of a mouse,
a man makes himself out a hero by impersonating a noted robber.
"Skelley and the Turkey." (Biograph.
Feb. 19.) — On the same reel with "A
Desperate Hero." There are some clever
situations in this comedy. Two Irish hoboes
get free beer and a turkey in a clever manner.
"Italian Love." (Essanay. Feb. 19.) — An
Italian girl falls in love with a poor man. His
employers are both in love with her and they
discharge him. Then, while they are quarreling over the girl, she elopes with the man of
her choice.
"The House of Fear." ( Lubin. Two parts.
Feb. 19.) — A dishonest lawyer appropriates the
estate of a widow client. Visions of the
widow haunt him to death. After his death
his son discovers the fact that the estate did
not rightfully belong to his father.
Mean-
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time he has
fallen
love with
the widow's
daughter,
whom
hisinfather
has reared.
He
plans to leave the house forever, but her
mother's vision comes to the girl and she
overtakes him. They marry, and the house
of fear is turned to one of pleasure.
"Venus and Adonis." (Selig. Feb. 19.) —
On the same reel with "A Mad Marathon."
It deals with the experiences of a man and
woman in bathing suits, who are captured by
boys impersonating Captain Kidd and his
pirates.
"A Mad Marathon." (Selig. Feb. 19.)—
On the same reel with "Venus and Adonis."
Amusing circumstances in connection with a
fat man's attempts to become
thin.
"The First Endorsement." (Vitagraph.
Feb. 19.) — There is a decided touch of pathos
in this drama. A wayward son leaves home
and is believed drowned in a shipwreck.
Later he turns up as thief in the regiment
which his father is commanding. He has
changed his name- In an attempt to escape he
is shot and dies under the assumed name
to save the honor of his family.
"Too Many Johnnies." (Kalem. Split reel.
Feb. 20.) — On the same reel with "A Bottled
Romance." This is really quite a clever comedy. The butler, gardener and chauffeur impersonate the real Johnnie, who finally appears
on the scene himself.
"A Bottled Romance." (Kalem. Split reel.
Feb. 20.) — On the same reel with "Too Many
Johnnies." A note in a bottle thrown into the
ocean brings a girl many admirers. She leads
then, on a long and amusing chase.
"In the Dredger's Claw." (Lubin. Feb.
20. > — An aunt promises her niece and her lover
$2,000 towards a home if they can get $1,000.
They capture a criminal for whom a $1,000
reward has been offered, but he escapes from
the man. The girl finally recaptures him in
a
harbor
dredger's claw as he is about to
shoot
her lover.
"Memories." (Selig. Feb. 20-) — This is a
pathetic drama. Memories of his own early
disappointment in love prompt a rich father to
give
his man
consent
to he
his has
daughter's
to
a poor
after
orderedmarriage
the latter
from his house. Before he has changed his
mind his daughter is on the verge of becoming
a nun in the convent in which his boyhood
sweetheart is the mother superior. She became
a nun after his parents had broken off their
engagement.
"His Little Page." (Vitagraph. Feb. 20.)
—manDisobeying
advice, aa secret,
young
marries. his
To rich
keepuncle's
the marriage
his wife acts as his page when the uncle comes
to visit him. Her disguise is discovered and
the uncle changes his mind on the matrimonial
question.
There are many humorous situations.
"Courting Betty's Beau." (Edison. Feb.
18.) — There is much harmless fun in this
comedy.
By in
chance
girl her.
meets Three
a •millidriaire
and
he falls
love a with
sisters
of hers try to monopolize his time, but Betty
finally wins out.
"One to Three." (Essanay. Feb. 18.) —
Three hallroom boys rescue three girls from
a tramp on tag day. In return for their chivalry the girls invite the boys to a charity
ball. They are able to hire only one dress
suit and consequently go to the ball in relays.
The father of the girls donates three dress suits
afterwards.
"Chasing the Smugglers." (Kalem. Two
reels. Feb. 18.) — Carlyle Blackwell directs and
plays the lead in this drama, which has good
atmosphere but is not very strong with action.
Several modern means of conveyance are
pressed into service. They include an aeroplane, an automobile, racing motor-boats and
steam yachts. While on a flight in the aeroplane, the girl in the case sees two men smug-

gling Chinamen and opium into the United
States. With her aid, Blackwell, who is an
officer in the army, finally captures the
smugglers.
•Won by a Nose." (Pathe. Split reel.
Feb. 19.) — On the same reel with "Monuments
of
Upper chase
Egypt."
To thosewill
whobring
like athenumber
timehonored
this picture
of laughs. A nose-bleed enables a girl to elope
with the man of her choice after her father
has engaged her to a count.
"Monuments of Upper Egypt." (Pathe.
Split reel. Feb. 19.) — On the same reel with
"Won by a Xose." It shows the varieties of
ancient architecture preserved in Upper Egypt.
"Thou Shalt Not Kill." (Selig. Feb. 19.)
— A vivid and forceful exemplification of the
sixth commandment, "Thou Shalt Not Kill."
1 wice during a feud in Kentucky and later in
the army, when his arch foe was attempting
to desert, a man has opportunities to shoot
him, but each time as he is about to pull the
trigger he recalls the commandment, which was
shown him in the Bible by a girl.
"The Parasites." (Pathe. Two reels.
Feb. 2S.)— Played by M. O. Penn, Helen Lynn,
Victor Benoit and Francis Carlyle. A wayward son, on being expelled from college, is
told to go out in the world and make good.
The father soon after hears of his death in
London and mourns him. Beatrice, an adventuress, meets the father and succeeds in
marrying him. The son returns home and
tells his father of his adventures with a woman
and how she had caused his downfall. He
recognizes the wife of his father as the woman
he had known and chokes her. The finale is
very
strong.
"The Reward." (Lubin. Feb. 14.)— Befriended by a girl, a bandit protects her from
members of his own gang when they attempt
to rob her of a large amount of money at a
lonely station where she is the operator.
"Children of the Feud." (Vitagraph. Two
parts. Feb. 11.) — 'It is an unusual story of
Kentucky feudism. Love rather than extermination of the two warring families brings
the feud to an end. After wounding a member
of the family with which her family is engaged in a feud, a girl carries him food. They
fall in love and are married by a traveling
minister. Their brothers kill each other in a
quarrel and the older and younger generations
agree over their dead bodies to call the feud
oft.
"The Master
Two reels. Feb.
and
grandeurof ofa
indifference

of the Mine." (Vitagraph.
10.) — How the innate nobility
a man's who
nature
turn him
the
woman
has can
married

for his money to deep and true love is strikingly illustrated in this drama of mine life. Not
until her husband has risked his life to save
the angry miners who plotted to blow up the
mine and are caught in the cave-in, does
Eugenie Berkow know what manner of man
she has married. Then, with Arthur entrapped
at the bottom of the shaft, she descends in the
bucket to rescue him or perish with him. The
miners, gathered on the hillside, cheer the
heroic couple as they reach the surface none
too soon, for an instant later the explosion
tears the entrance and the surrounding ground
to fragments. Sheltered in the recess of a
hill with the husband she has just snatched
from death, Eugenie confesses her love for
him and the end comes with a new beginning
for both in sight!
"Orphans of the Wild." (Pathe. Feb. 10.)
— Too little coherence and the lack of a
dominant motive to bind the scenes together
make this picture a series of related but disjointed incidents, rather than a unified and
compelling drama, as it might be. It begins
abruptly and ends without any apparent reason.
Nevertheless, the individual scenes, such as the
fight around the "prairie schooners," and
Fred's single-handed battle with the tribe that
had stolen him as a child, are in themselves
stirring.
The real Indians who figure in the
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picture — though real Indians are common
enough in motion pictures — acquit themselves
well as actors no less than as red men.

Balccny
famous

the

not like it, however, and a general fight ensues,
during which Lizzie and the iceman elope.

"A Winning Mistake." (Lubin. Split reel.
Feb. 21.) — On the same reel with "The Female Book Agent." Mistaking the members, of
a woman's reform organization for burglars, a
young man drives them from his sweetheart's
home
and thereby wins her father's consent.

"Through the Centuries." (Selig. Feb.
17.) — Two American students doing research
work in Egypt, have a pyramid opened and
find in it a princess who has slept through
centuries. Both fall in love. She is awakened
and both fall in love with her. A vision comes
to one of the Americans urging him to leave.
He does so.

"A Modern Fairy Tale." (Smalley-Rex.
Mar. 8.) — A pretty little story of modern days,
told as Hans Andersen might tell it. Magnificent settings throughout. A girl's grandfather
represents the ogre and he insists on her
marrying the man of his choice. Her lover
wins her eventually.

"The Female Book Agent." (Lubin. Split
reel. Feb. 21.) — On the same reel with "A
Winning Mistake." Although rough in spots,
this comedy is really quite humorous. Through
her persistency and various tricks she sells a
book-agent hater a volume
and wins a wager.
"The Artist's Model." (Kleine Special.
Two parts. leb. 17.) — Modernism makes this
drama an unusually strong one. While at
work in a rural community, two artists discovered a beautiful shepherdess. She is induced to become the wife and model of one of
them. Love for finery causes her to plunge
her husband into debt, and she finally leaves
him to wed a rich banker. With his wife
gone the artist loses his inspiration and becomes degraded. He appeals to his wife to
return to him for a day. She does, and
upon re-entering his studio her old love for
him returns and they are reconciled.
"To Alaska via the Great Rivers of the
Xorth." (Essanay. Feb. 17.) — Perils, hardships and privations of the men who go over
this route in search of gold in Alaska are
vividly portrayed in the picture. It is an
interesting scenic and is well punctuated with
thrills.
"Whimes' Balcony Buds." (Pathe. Feb.
17.) — On the same reel with "Rambles in
Bourges, France." To get even for his
promised discharge a valet has his employer's
intended mother-in-law and a dozen girls arrive at the bachelor apartments at the same
time Needless to say, the engagement is
broken. The valet is thrown out of a fourstcry window.
"Rambles in Bourges. France." tPathe.
Feb. 17.) — On the same reel with "Whiffles'

oldBuds."French Interesting
city.

UNIVERSAL

scenes

in

PROGRAM

"The
— With
leading
marries

Faith of Two." (Powers. Mar. 13.)
Ethel Davis and Edwin August in the
parts. A fair drama. A musician
far below his status in life and is disowned. A false friend attempts to persuade
his wife to leave him, but her oath restrains
her.
Terios
gets a good position and they are
both very happy.

"What a Baby Did." (Nestor. Mar. 13.)
— An Eddie Lyons-Victoria Ford comedy,
similar to others, in that it is good, and unlike many others, because the story has some
originality. Eddie wants to meet Victoria,
but she repulses him. Finally a chance to
hold the baby she has with her is offered and
he takes it, gets the child mixed up by
checking it, and causes no end of fun.
"Traffic in Soles." (Joker. Mar. 4.)
— In places this otherwise clever comedy is
allowed to become vulgar. A burlesque on
the words "Soul," ' White Slave," "Joy
Palace," etc. Some subtle humor. A number
of soles (fish) are stolen, and the detective
goes after them. He meets with many adventures, makes many rapid changes, and finally
recovers the fish. A cadet (soldier) is fond
of chickens (ordinary poultry) and gets into
trouble by following chickens of the Broadway
variety.
"Lizzie and the Iceman." (Crystal. Mar.
7.) — Lizzie, being a good-looking girl, manages
her employer so well that he does all the work.
The boarders insist on helping, and the iceman
takes a hand.
The mistress of the house does

"Bimberg's Love Affair." (Crystal. Split
reel. Mar. 10.) — On the same reel with
"Baldy Belmont Breaks Out." An advertisement for a wife secures one for the wrong
person. The nephew of an old man answers
the letter containing the photograph of the
niece of an old maid which had been inserted
in the application from the older lady.
"Baldy Belmont Breaks Ont." (Crystal.
Split Reel. Mar. 10.) — There is no story to
this, save that a convict breaks out, scares a
number again.
of people, dresses as a scarecrow and is
caught
"Kelly's Ghost." (Crystal. Mar. 15.)— A
fairly humorous comedy. Poor Kelly, horribly
drunk, is put on ice by the undertaker. Money
is collected for his burial from his friends
and blethen
padding.he appears among them. Considera"The Mystery of Buffalo Gap." (Frontier.
Mar. 7.) — A mysterious robber causes much
consternation. The sheriff seems to be after
him all the time. He is finally caught and
proves to be the sheriff in disguise. A good
love story also.

MUTUAL

PROGRAM

"The Carbon Copy." (American. Feb. 28.)
— Several flagrant inconsistencies spoil this
otherwise good story. A stenographer takes a
position in an office so that she may spy on
the owner, a contractor. Her carbon copy,
which is to be used as evidence, gets turned
round and so she fails.
(Continued on page 46.)
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JUST A YEAR AND A HALF AGO
The New York Motion Picture Corporation's
output was, one two-part photo-play a week

TO-DAY
We are releasing through the Mutual Film Corporation
FOUR

BRANDS

KAY-BEE
BRONCHO

KEYSTONE
DOMINO

Making a total of nine reels a week
a growth of very close to 500 per cent
This wonderful growth can be attributed to the fact that Messrs.
KESSEL & BAUMANN, the heads of the corporation, arrayed
themselves with the world's greatest directors, THOS. H. INCE
and MACK SENNETT, who, knowing what kind of photo-plays
the public wanted, proceeded to make them.
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FILM

(Continued from

REVIEWS
page

44.)

"The Dream Child." (American. Two
reels. Feb. 23.)— The title of this picture
might be bettered. The plot is excellent, the
photography all that can be expected and the
acting good. Child lovers are parted, and
on the return of the man he finds his sweetheart, now a grown woman, loves another.
The girl marries this man, who soon deserts
her. The father refuses to take her back and
she is destitute. George, her husband, goes
West and meets his former rival- George is
killed and Harry returns home to break the
news. The little son of Katherine and
'urge is the means of reuniting the old man
with Ins daughter.

Coming,

A

Friday,

March

6th

"Chains
of Bondage"
(IN TWO PARTS)
This is truly a heart interest drama
made by the WOMAN for the MAN she
dies. The widower becomes temporarily
takes advantage of his condition. Many
positively a feature.

of love showing the sacrifice
loves. Mrs. Richard Buckley
insane and a shrewd lawyer
complications follow. This is

A

RICHARD
C. TRAVERS, IRENE WARFIELD AND
BRYANT WASHBURN AT YOUR SERVICE
Released Tuesday, March 3rd
"THE

LONG

COLD

Released Wednesday, March 4th
"PRESTO" WILLIE— MAGICIAN
with many

complications that will please any
"The Leak in the Foreign Office." (Thanhouser. Two reels. Feb. 17.) — -A picture
with excellent dramatic ingredients, thrilling
in individual situations and finely executed
but marred because it is not made sufficiently
clear why Lord Trevor, the international spy,
is working to thwart Colonel Pfaff, the German
agent, and His confederate, the handsome
widow. Despite this, the drama has much with
which to command the audience's attention.
Pfaff's successful machinations against the official wireless station of the British Government
are vividly pictured, but again the proximity
of his secret apparatus to the official station
is not obvious enough. Nor does it strengthen
the picture to make Mrs. Benham learn the
secrets of the Foreign Office by hypnotizing
one of the clerks in the garden of her villa.

Released Thursday, March 5th
\ sensational

"THE

Western

CONQUEST
drama with

OF MAN"

many thrilling

situations.

Released Saturday, March 7th
"SOPHIE'S

BIRTHDAY

PARTY"

A side-splitting Western comedy with those two favorites, "SOPHIE
CLUTTS"
and "SLIPPERY
SLIM."

Coming

Friday, March

13th

"Grass County
Goes Dry"
(IN TWO PARTS)

"Up in the Air Over Sadie." (Apollo.
Feb. 82.) — Fred Mace and Bud Duncan,
as the hall-room boys, engage in comic rivalry
for the hand of a rich old maid whose newspaper advertisement they have answered.
Defeated in the first round, Bud borrows a

A splendid story of every-day life showing the comical side of a
serious situation. The interest is sustained throughout the entire
depiction, while the photography
is superb.

i

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct from the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company.
\ our lobby display will look attractive if you use photographs of
ESSAN \\ players, 8 x 10, $3.00 per dozen. You can secure these
] VY1 RS' PHOTO CO., 177 X. STATE ST., CHICAGO,
ILL.

Essanay

Film

•Love and Gasoline." (Keystone. Feb. 21.)
— Just another of those daredevil pictures
which should serve to keep romantic girls
away from the stage, at least away from the
Keystone Company. Two rivals are trying
mightily to win the hand of the lady fair.
Hearing she loves an automobile, he buys one,
but
the chauffeur's
theretheis rival
some gets
mixup.
They finishjobinand
jail,then
by
coming in through the side of the building.
"The Black Hand Conspiracy." (Apollo.
Feb. 15.) — There is a certain copious vein of
originality about Fred Mace that makes his
pictures usually worth while. In this comedy
he plays a detective part, is captured by the
black-hands, shows his tremendous strength (?)
by pushing aside the iron bars, breaking chains
with his teeth, and the like.

NIGHT"

\ drama of pathos, heart interest and sympathy, featuring Ruth
Stonehouse.

A feature comedy
audience.

"Twixt Love and Fire." (Keystone. Feb.
23.) — How can one tell the story of a Keystone
picture3 There really is no story, at least
hardly ever any, but there always is the
greatest amount of comedy obtainable in 1000
feet of film. A flirtatious wife and her two
icemen friends certainly cause the husbands,
and later themselves, considerable anguish.

Manufacturing

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona

Co.
111.

A

pair
ami captures
"lady fair"
from of
his stilts
room-mate,
only to behisdiscomfited
in
turn when Fred interrupts his tete-a-tete by
fastening a bunch of toy balloons to his coat.
While Bud is dangling between heaven and
earth, F'red turns him over to a policeman
and walks olT with the prize. The title fits
the picture better than some of the situations
do the comic talents of both the actors.
"The Higher Law."
(Majestic.
Feb. 21.)
Byrnes, of the Secret Service, while on his
meets
and
falls in love with
the
daughter
very
man
he Onlyis tracking
—he
Hi inian. ofthe thecounterfeiter.
when
breaks into their apartment, after a long pursuit
oi Herman, docs he sec his sweetheart in her
Mm
colors.
While he is recovering from the
|c, Herman
wrests his revolver from him
and flees, II iving the sleuth and his daughter
handcuffed
to each other.
Byrnes acquiesces
in the situation with a smile of satisfaction as
the picture closes.
But the future of the two
is bj no means
solved at this point, and the
likelj to have the audience mystified
the ultimate outcome
of Byrnes' conflict
between
love and duty.
"The higher law" is
hinted
at, and its application
to thin
picture is not justified in the course of the
drama.
(Continued on page
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ARE YOU
TANGO-CRAZY?
OF COURSE YOU
SO IS

ARE!

"Our MUTUAL

Girl"

"Our

Girl"

You cannot possibly afford to miss this Seventh Reel of the Most Novel Motion Picture Series ever conceived.
Seven is a lucky number, and the Seventh Reel of

MUTUAL

Is Lucky for Us and for You, Just Because
It Is Far and Away the Best Yet!

Margaret hears how everybody is wild about the tango and her indulgent aunt engages
the most prominent society teachers to instruct her in all the latest steps. A. Baldwin Sloane
and Grace Field, who are the two most prominent society dancers of the present time in New
York City, are the artists selected by the aunt, and they demonstrate all the new society
dances in the utmost detail.

BE A "MUTUAL

GIRL" YOURSELF

and take advantage of this opportunity, just as Margaret does in the picture. You can learn
just as much from Mr. Sloane and Miss Field as if you were paying them $50 an hour, which
is what they actually get from their metropolitan pupils. The titles of all the dances and the
names of all the steps are given on the screen.
After you have seen this wonderful picture perhaps you will dream the way "Our Mutual
Girl" does. Her excitement about the tango gets to be such an infatuation that she dances
with everybody — her Aunt, the Butler, the Footman and the Count. At night, with the fever
of the dance still in her veins, she gets up and whirls dizzily about with the furniture. And
then she imagines that she is
DANCING

WITH

THE

WOOLWORTH

BUILDING!

The Mutual now has ready for release another collection of

STIRRING MEXICAN

WAR

PICTURES

Showing the departure of the Rebel Army, under General Pancho Villa, from Chihuahua
to Torreon, where the next battle between the Federal and the Constitutionalist forces will
be fought.

DON'T DELAY
Branches in
49 Cities

ARRANGE YOUR BOOKINGS NOW

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION UK
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(.Continued from page 46.)
"A Story of Little Italy." ("Flying A."
Mar. 14.) — A series of plots and counterplots
are carried out with a happy climax. Italians,
moonshiners, police and revenue officers are
involved and lend many thrills. The atmosphere is true to nature in each individual
situation and will prove most interesting.
Sydney Ayres plays the lead, supported by
Vivian
Rich and other stars of 'Flying A"
fame.
"Closed at Ten." (American Beauty.
Mar.
— A exploits
"Beauty"
subject abilities
by Harry
Pollard 11.)
which
the histrionic
of
Margarita Fisher and the other members of
the "Beauty"
company.
"The
Scientist's
Doll." (Thanhouser.
Mar. 1.) — Good, inasmuch as it possesses
originality; poor, inasmuch as it is impossibleA scientist is trying to bring a doll to life.
As
a joke, comes
a girl to
takes
the ordering
doll's place
apparently
life,
the and
old
man to set right a wrong he had committed.
"All's Well That Ends Well." (Princess.
Feb. 20.) — Possessing a fair amount of comedy.
A widow loves a young man. She wishes her
daughter to marry an old man who has plenty
of money. The old man loves the widow
and the young man loves the daughter. They
get themselves straightened
out at last.
"Little Billy's City Cousin." (Keystone.
Feb. 26.) — A kid comedy featuring "Little
Billy,"
a five-year-old
childhasactor,
possesses
much cleverness,
which
been who
brought
out
through the efforts of the Keystone directors.
Billy'sthecousin,
sweetwith
little
girl, arrivesThere
and
sets
town aagog
amazement.
are many rivals, but they are all unsuccessful,
for her real beau, a city chap, arrives in his
car (a tiny automobile), and the others are
left without a chance.
"Their Best Friend." (Thanhouser. Feb.
27.) — Having used his ward's fortune for
speculative purposes, an uncle does not wish
her to marry the man of her choice because
she will find out his dishonesty. He causes
the young man to become apparently helplessly
intoxicated. The girl gives him up, but later
learning the truth, returns to him.
"The Rival Barbers." (Majestic. Feb.
28.) — A vulgar comedy, which relies solely on
its disagreeable
scenes for humor.
"Our Mutual Girl." (Chapter 6. Feb. 23.)
—
by her aunt's
refusal to runs
allowaway.
her
to Irritated
see her country
lover, Margaret
She gets into a scrap with a taxicab driver for
non-payment of her bill, but is rescued by her
lover. Together they wander around New
York, going up to the roof of the Woolworth
building. After this the boy coaxes her to
return home, and for this he is allowed to
come to the house and visit her. So we
leave them in their happiness until next week.
"The Musician's Wife." (Reliance. Feb.
25.) — Thomas Mills, Irene Hunt and Carey
Lee are the principals. A musician marries
the girl in the next room at the boarding
house. They are happy until Jan begins to
feel himself going blind. Jo receives a letter,
telling her that she is in the way of his making
a success. She leaves him, but the writer
of the note seeing the damage done repairs it.
Jan recovers his eyesight through the aid of an
operation.
"The Impostor." (Komic.) — A man makes
an easy living by begging with a sign, to the
effect he is blind, around his neck. He shows
his good points later when he is needed to
help some people in distress. The character
of the minister seems a little overdone.

EXCLUSIVE

SUPPLY
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by an artist to pose for him. He falls in love
with her and eventually marries her. The
artist's friend tries to force her to return to
her old life, but she refuses. It is over this
that the husband and he fight a duel in which
the artist is killed. Polly, the wife, returns to
the cabaret, thus winning a thousand-dollar
bet, then returns home and commits suicide
over her husband's
bier.
"Beneath the Czar." (Solax. Four reels.)
— Produced by Madame Alice Blache. The
action supposedly takes place in Russia and
tells dramatically of the struggle between the
Czar and a band of revolutionists, the hero
belonging to the latter party, so it is to him
that our sympathies are directed. The atmosphere might be perfected. Photography
and settings are excellent. Prince Rubetski,
the leader of a political party, is spied upon
by Sophie. The girl is forced to do this to
save her father. The Prince discovers her
and learns the truth of her friendship for
him. She realizes that the cost will be too
great and abandons her plan for which both
she and the Prince are arrested. She escapes
with the help of a friend and sets about the
release of her father and the Prince. This is
finally accomplished by a clever ruse and the
three escape over the border line. There are
several incongruities.
"She Was Only a Working Girl." (Nestor.
Two reels. Mar. 6.) — Directed by Al. E.
Christie, and along the same lines as several
others of his. A burlesque in the most extreme style which is sure to amuse everybody. Eddie Lyons, Victoria Ford, John
Steppling, Stella Adama and Lee Moran play
the leads. A country girl, in order to pay
off the mortgage on her father's farm, goes
to work in the city. Here the villain pursues
her, the hero rescues her. They finally catch
the notorious "Jerry, the Child Stealer," and
receive the $12 reward. Then running the
twenty miles to the farm in two minutes, they
pay off the mortgage.
"The Shadow." (Kalem. Two reels. Feb.
23.) — Two friends are rivals, but the elder
one, who is a widower, wins. His daughter
objects to the marriage, but without avail.
Both the wife and daughter appeal to the
disappointed suitor for assistance in trying to
solve the difficulties. Compromising and unpleasant situations are finally satisfactorily explained*.

WARNERS

FEATURES

"A Father's Crime." (Warner's Features,
Inc. Three parts.) — Whenever our sympathetic
-emotions are thoroughly aroused by a "fixed"
wedding, a happy reunion of the disappointed
lovers in the end1 is always very pleasing.
Such is the plot of this interesting foreign
picture.
A girl's lover is driven from her and she
is
forcedlater
to marry
a man offrom
her father's
Years
he returns
Americachoice.
and
rescues her child in an accident in which
its father is drowned. A year later they are
happily married.
"A Web of Fate." (Warner's Features,
Inc. Three parts.) — Tragedy plays an important part in this New Mexico melodrama,
in which Miss "Dot" Farley plays the lead.
The general atmosphere of the picture is
good, but the photography could have been
greatly improved in some instances.
A rancher is killed in a quarrel with a
gambler. Unknowingly the widow nurses the
gambler, who has been wounded in the quarrel, back to health. Upon learning his identity she tries to kill him, but a stray bullet
does the trick. Believing she is guilty of the
crime she tries to escape but is fatally injured
in a realistic fall over a steep embankment.
"•I;, crawls
to her husband's grave and falls
dead
across it.

"The War Dog." (Three reels.)— Produced
in Italy, Bulgaria and France, and allegedly
showing some of the scenes of the Balkan
war. The hero of the story, as the name
"The Struggle of the Strong" or "For All
implies, is a dog, who greatly assists his master,
Eternity." (Lewis Pennants. Three reels.)
— This release shows much improvement over
a newspaper man, to get a "scoop" over the
the average pictures of this company. The
Other papers by securing an exclusive story.
action is strong and is supported by a good
The dog steals some papers from an officer's
coat. A good love story is interwoven with
cast. The plot might be strengthened in
several places.
A carbarct singer is engaged the rest of the action.
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The Rise and Fall
of Napoleon
A Film d'Art in Eight Parts
WATERLOO

You may not know our name. You may doubt oar ability. We trust
And like all good fighters, our great
WE
KNOW
THAT
WE'LL
BE VICTORIOUS
WE
ARE
IN THE
GAME
TO
WE
ALWAYS
HAVE
BEEN
AMBITIOUS.
WE
ARE
REACHED THE MATERIALIZATION
AND REALIZATION
ING OF THE GREATEST
OF

ALL

SPECTACULAR-HISTORICAL

DIVORCE

that this it true. WE ARE FIGHTERS
joy is victory
WE
HAVE
FAITH
IN OURSELVES
STAY
NOW
SATISFIED
THAT
WE
HAVE
OF OUR AMBITION IN THE OFFER-

AND

EDUCATIONAL

FEATURES

"The Rise and Fall of Napoleon"

ACTUALITIES— MERIT— LITERARY
AND
ARTISTIC
VALUE
AND
PERFECT
PHOTOGRAPHY
The first four reels vividly reproduce the epoch-making events in the early life of the greatest leader of men
the world has ever known. The last four reels show his fall from power and the climax of a wonderful life
when the great Napoleon passes to the land where the dreaded Waterloo and St. Helena have no more terrors for him.

STATE

RIGHTS

ARE

NOW

READY

And if you are so fortunate as to secure them for your state
IT'S A SAFE BET
That it will be a long, long time before you will ever need to worry over financial matters.
STOP TO CONSIDER
The vast possibilities for the marketing and booking of this wonderful film.
IT FITS IN THE LARGEST AND SMALLEST HOUSES— and this is the reason. This filmed production is big enough for Broadway. It's big enough to pack your house, Mr. Manager, no matter how high
your policy standard may be. This film will positively be a credit to your theatre. Of course, there are
very few small theatres, even taking into consideration the advance price of admission, that can afford to
offer eight reels, even though the house is filled to capacity. However, most any house can offer four reels
at one performance, and it's an excellent idea, in the case of this feature, to offer the first four reels — "The
Rise of Napoleon" — the first night and pack your house the second night by showing the last four reels —
"The Fall of Napoleon."
THE MOST ARTISTIC AND ELABORATE LINE OF PAPER AND OTHER PUBLICITY MATTER
EVER PUT OUT ON A FILM OF ANY CLASS.
TEN STYLES OF PAPER: THE LITHOGRAPHS ARE EVERYTHING FROM ONE TO SIXTEEN
SHEETS.
ALSO WINDOW
CARDS, HERALDS, PHOTOS AND CUTS.
Attractive without that inevitable cheap flash in gaudy colors. The work of real lithographers and the masterpieces of real artists.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST BATTLE SCENES EVER REPRODUCED
Vivid reproductions, exciting and awe-inspiring. The biggest "PUNCH" ever offered to the patrons of the
motion picture theatre.
Copyrighted
WRITE!

in

United
Canada
WIRE!

States

and

CALL!

Napoleon Film Co. of America
(Not Inc.)

J. B. dinger, Pres.

68 W. Washington
Chicago, III.
PARTING

AFTER

St.
BATTLE

DIVORCE
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Directory of Players and Directors
FRITZI

BRUNETTE
Playing

STELLAR

KING

In

"FORGIVEN"

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films

WILLIAM

Pathe Features

ETHEL

DALY

MISS

POWELL

Playing

CORRECTION"

(Union Features)

THE word "unique" is too often abused to be lightly used,
but it is the only adjective that fits this latest three-part
production by the Famous Players of "France, released by
Union Features. The person who has witnessed five hundred, a thousand or live thousand photoplays may sit down
before this one, and discover that he has never before seen
anything like it in theme.
As a departure from the beaten paths of crime and passion, it will be welcome everywhere. The picture will make
an unfailing appeal to people of every station and degree, to

"Universal Program"

SINDELAR
Leads

Pathe Features

Pathe Features

OF

PEARL
Now

GRANDON

Imp Productions

The Screen Club

Producing

HOUSE

ROBERT

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads In

Director

Second Season

"THE

IRVING

Imp Productions

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

FRANK

BAGGOT

Directing and Playing Leada la

MISS

CLAIRE

WHITNEY

Now Playing Leads in

In

Solax and Blache Features

airs; and finally a mutiny and the jail-delivery of the
prisoners.
George is among those who escape. He secretes himself
in a hayloft while his distracted father and mother are
searching for him, already repentant of their harsh experiment. When they track him to his hiding-place, the unfortunate lad, believing the reformatory guards are upon
him, endeavors to hang himself. His parents burst in just
in time to save him.
Many of the scenes were taken in a real House of Correction, that the atmosphere of the play might be as true to
actual conditions as possible.

THE

LOST

TREASURE

(American)

THE

MUTINY

AT THE

REFORMATORY

young and old, to parents and children. And as an exposure
(if the conditions in state institutions for the juvenile delinquents, where criminals are made Faster than the streel
and the gang makes them, it will come home to everyone
with a force thai must be felt.
\ father, exasperated by his sun's wild and foolish pranks,
des to put him in a reformatory for six months to teach
him a lesson.
Gentl) bred in surroundings of luxury, George
Lamare is beside himself
at the harshness
of the system
and the brutality of the warders.
No pains are spared to invest these scenes with vividness
and power. Ever) detail of life in the institution is depicted,— the coarseness of the guards; the systems of punishment; the terror of the regime's young victims; the
"probes" made by an inspector of prisons, reduced to a convivial farce When the superintendent's pretty daughter plies
the official with wine and dazzles him with her bewitching

TI1F Flying "A" Company on February 9 will release
a three-reel production of the Western type which
contains a snappy story and is loaded with good situations.
The scenic effects also are to be commended. They contain the true Western atmosphere and also much artistic
value. It is not the chase kind, but contains the true
dramatic qualities that will brand it a good film.
Ed. Coxen, George Field and Winifred Greenwood play
the leading parts
In the frontier days a breath of suspicion was enough
tn incite the ever-ready mob to violence and lynch-law
It is remarkable then that Amos Brown, a Wells-Fargo
express agent, is allowed to escape with his life, when it
is discovered that $20,000 worth of bullion has disappeared
from the office. The mob quickly gathers and follows him
to his home. Bess, a friend of the agent's wife, and the
stage-driver dominate the mob almost at the risk of their
own lives and succeed in saving him from the noose, but
he has to leave town within the hour. So he leaves the
town, where a few hours before he had been honored and
i espected.
The shadow and stigma hang over him and darken his
life for months until chance throws Bess, who has now
married the stage-driver and settled on a ranch, on the
trail of the real bandits. She immediately gets her husband
and a posse, who capture the bandits with the treasure.
The end shows the agent restored to his position and
full restitution made.
The situation of this film is tense, when it shows two
gangs of thieves operating to steal the bullion. The novel
means employed by the successful robbers is interesting,
as is also the assistant who shadows the agent, suspicious
thai be is the real thief and eager for the reward
C. J. V.
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Many Moving Picture Factories have been robbed in the past year.

J. lllCVCSl

Burglars entered our laboratories Sunday night, stealing cameras,
positive stock and negative valued at $150,000.

JtvCCOV£r"CCl

I In less than
the thieves
case recovered all48
thehours
stolendetectives
property,assigned
arrestedon the
and
procured their confession.

Protection!
The stolen negatives with all of our other clients'' negatives are now
safely stored in our new

Fireproof and Burglar-proof
Concrete Steel Vaults
VJU3X3,ntCC !
XT 1CCS !

Negatives developed lc per foot.
Positives printed on Eastman stock,
including tinting, toning and assembling, 4c per foot.

-Delivery !
X rOOl !

Every foot of negative developed and positive printed by us is
guaranteed to be perfect in every respect.

Work

completed and

All of this proves what WE

delivered
DO

24 hours after receipt of order.

to protect and satisfy our customers.

Seeing is Believing!
We cordially invite you to call and inspect our laboratories and studios.
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102-104 West 101st St.
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MUTUAL'S
PICTURES
OF
ROOSEVELT TRIP
The Mutual Film Corporation was
the only picture concern to send its
camera men with Colonel Roosevelt
on his South American
trip.
In the Mutual's party on the journey, besides Carl Von Hoffman, the
war-correspondent-camera man, were
two special envoys, John J. McGovern, a Wall Street broker, and J.
Howard Mason, who had been associated with Marconi in wireless telegraphy.
They succeeded in securing interesting scenes on the steamer on the
way down and in South America.
The

MOTION

PICTURE

film shows the intimate side of Brazil, which has never before been
shown on the screen, the leper's colony at Trinidad and many beautiful
South American nature pictures.
In the Colonel's exploration party
are to be seen Anthony Fiala, the
Arctic explorer; Dr. George H.
Cherry, Rev. Father Albert Zahn, who
has traveled 500,000 miles in the interest of science; Frank Harper, the
Colonel's secretary; Dr. Leo Miller,
of the Rockefeller Institute; Mrs.
Roosevelt, Kermit Roosevelt and Miss
Margaret Roosevelt, a niece of the
Colonel's, who died on her return
from the journey.

Released Wednesday, March

5IDE SPLITTERS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY

featuring

SIDNEY

TOO

CH AS. A. CALEHUFF, Pre. and Mgr.
1301 Race Street Philadelphia. Pa.

E A DINGT
GES
LAR
Supply House m America
Bargain

Machines

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $185.00,
Edison Model B. $160.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $50.00, $05.00 and
$75.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

DREW

Released Wednesday, March 20th

LAUGHS

:INC.

18th

A Model Young Man

EVERYBODY

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.

A DECIDED ADVANTAGE
Romaine Fielding, widely known as
actor, author, director and manager,
has a decided advantage over many
screen artists in being able to adapt
himself to any environment. This accounts for Mr. Fielding's frequent
changes in studio location and the
variety of "atmosphere" found in his
plays. After producing a number of
popular films in mountain and desert
surroundings Mr. Fielding has recently moved his studios and company to Galveston, Tex. where he will
produce a series of big marine and
military subjects, using the wonderful
scenic beauties of the locality.

The Ghosts

AP&
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AND

NEWS

Can You Answer Your Patrons* Questions ?
Motion Picture patrons are the most inquisitive people in the world. They
have thousands of questions to ask about the players, their personalities, their
pecularities, and the changes they make.
Are you so posted that you can answer these questions ? In order to keep
in close touch with your patrons you should be.
The Motion Picture Magazine is the only magazine that will keep you
FULLY informed of the doings, comings and goings of the players. You
should be a subscriber, and have it coming to you regularly.

Special Offer~to Exhibitor*

The regular subscription rate of the Motion Picture Magazine is $1.50 per
year. Special Rate to Exhibitors $1.00 per year. Send in your
order now and we will send you the magazine for one year and a copy of
our book entitled "Comic Sif tings" for $ 1 .00.
Just fill out coupon below, pin a dollar bill to it and mail.
If you wish to place the magazine on sale at your theater, write for our Special Introductory Offer.

Motion Picture Magazine

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first served.

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen : — Enclosed please find One Dollar (or which please send me the Motion
Picture Magazine for one year and a copy of Comic Siftings.
Name

The
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News

Theatre

$2.00 Per Year

Address

"The FaMtest Growing Picture Journal"
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Daniel V.Arthur.
MANAGING
LYRIC

DIRECTOR

THEATRE, NEW YORK
213 WEST
42d ST.

Telephone— Bryant 874-875.

DANIEL.
THE

THRILLING

AND

SENSATIONAL

V.
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Cable Address "Darthur."

ARTHUR

Presents

DRAMA

THE

THE GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY
By

EDWARD

M. ALFRIEND

and

A.

CAVALIERI
As the

A

CAST

OF

DISTINGUISHED

STARS.

AND

LINA

C. WHEELER

Will

AND

WORLD'S
INCOMPARABLE
FAMOUS ARTIST

Beautiful Masterpiece
Heroine of Abbe

Prevost's

MANON
LESCAUT

INCLUDING

GAIL KANE
ELITA PROCTOR OTIS
DOROTHY ARTHUR
CHARLES J. ROSS
MARTIN T. ALSOP

With

P. B. PRATT
EDWARD
GILLESPIE
FRANK
HARDY
and an Incomparable
Supporting
Company.

Chas. J. Ross

The First Time in the
history of Film production that an entire
cast has been composed of BROADWAY
FAVORITES.

The Great Diamond
Robbery was originally
Elita Proctor Otis

produced by A. M.
Palmer and T. Henry
French at the American Theatre, New
York, where it ran for
a solid year and was
proclaimed to be the
greatest melodramatic
success of its time.

Dorothy Arthur

5

RIGHTS

The Greatest French Tenor and Lyric Actor of To-day, in the Character
of Des Grieux.

2_

Hours' Thrilling Sensationalism

COMPANY
P. B. Pratt

Scenario by HERBERT
HALL
Scenic Effects by GATES AND
STATE

LUCIEN
MURATORE

Martin T. Alsop

PARTS

NOW!

6

WINSLOW.
MORANGE.
RELEASED

MARCH

15th!

STATE

RIGHTS

OF 250 PEOPLE
PARTS

NOW!

RELEASED

MARCH

All productions of The Playgoers Film Company will be personally staged by Mr. Arthur and receive the same care and attention
as to detail that has characterized his productions in the past, both in the operatic and dramatic fields.
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FILM TITLES
6c PER

There

FOOT

thousand

you

are

should

the

theatres

5000 feet. 4c per ft.

BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES

reasons

use

Powers No. 6
$150.00
Edengraph
75.00
Powers
No. 5
75.00
1913 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 175,00
1912 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 165.00
1911 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 150.00
Powers
No. 6
160.00
No. 2 Motiograph, nearly new. . 100.00
All machines complete with electrical
attachments.
A-l condition guaranteed.
Time
or Cash.
We also have all makes of new machines
and supplies.
Send for catalog today.

several

EAGLE
JOE

New York City

506

thousand

that are using them,

READ

BROS., Inc.

145 West 45th Street

are several

NEWS

Eagle Frames
They

Negatives Developed Free
GUNBY

PICTURE

why

Positive
Printing
5c PER FOOT
1000 feet. 4J^o ft.

MOTION

IT AGAIN

FRAME
GUERCIO.

N. Carpenter

CO.

Manager

St., Chicago,

AMUSEMENT

111.

SUPPLY

160 E. North Fifth Ave.

TO THE TRADE

"Traffickers
on Soles"
in 3 reels.
Meeting

"The

Negatives Developed, lc per ft.
PRINTS

with great success everywhere.
3

reels.

in

3

Candler

PHOTOPLAY

Prompt

the

deliveries

City.

All work guaranteed

102 W. 101st Street
Telephone,

New

gn-.-,

■JUST

Sol aX

Features

MFG. CO., 286 Market St., Newark, N. J.

Our

RiTereide

OUT

LOUIS

Blache Features

HOW.

GERO

40th St.

New York

Importer

One-a-month

of

High Class European Feature Films

Fort Lee, New Jersey

Selling United States Rights
Projection Room open all day

Gloria American Co.
Phone Bryant 7713
Cable Ad. Gloriafilm, N.Y.

10 West 40th St.
York City. IN. Y.

THElELEPHANT BRAND
Muni Quality

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION
110 West 40th St., New York

.

RENT SHERRY'S FOR FILM
To perfect their forthcoming production of the Winchell Smith-George
Barr McCutcheon comedy, "Brewster's Millions," the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company rented the
entire four floors of Sherry's famous
restaurant, Forty-fourth street and
Fifth avenue, New York City, for the
ball-room, dining-room, and receptionroom interiors which will be used in
the five-part feature. Edward Abeles
is now appearing in the screen production at Los Angeles.
The operation is said to have cost
the Lasky organization more than a
thousand dollars.

In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

Program
Includes

Now

All Marion Leonard Releases
All Florence Turner Releases
All Helen Gardner Releases
All Kennedy Features Inc. Releases
All Criterion Releases

York City

GRAVES' MOVING
PICTURE
THEATER
DIRECTORY
FOR 1914. All theaters alphabetically arranged by state and town. Write
for complete description. NATIONAL TRADE
DIRECTORY
PUBLISHERS, Dept. P, 1000
N. Grand Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

One-a-month

New

ROYAL

Commercial Motion
Pictures Co., Inc.

CO.

220 W. 42nd St.
Bldg.
New
York
Phone
Bryant
8486.

This means money to you.
Why have your films ruined when leader
can be bought for ^c per foot from the

ON

TITLES, 8c per ft.

reels.

acknowledged
successes
of
season.
Further
particulars

FEATURE

THIS

Including Tinting and Toning

"Justice or Love?"
All

MADE

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft.

Great Lure of Paris"
in

READ

CO.

CHICAGO

GENERAL FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY, Inc.
Powers Bldg.
Chicago, III.
CAVALIERI WILL ACT
FOR PICTURES
Lina Cavalieri, the grand opera
prima donna, and Lucicn Muratore,
her husband and the tenor of the
Grand Opera, Paris, will be the heroine and hero, respectively, of a sixreel production by the Playgoers' Film
Company. The picture will deal with
Cavalieri's own love story, and a company of two hundred will support the
famous couple.
The beautiful prima donna will be
paid, it is said, the largest amount of
money ever exchanged for services of
this kind. Bernhardt at present holds
the record.
Cavalieri is in New York now. although she will not act for the camera
for some time. The first film to be
put out by the Playgoers will be ready
very soon, probably in the company's own theatre on Broadway, the
vealed. of which has not yet been reidentity

PICTURX

LINA

NIWS"

THE

MOTION

Negative assemblers, projecting
machines and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

416-22

FILM

Stirring and Realistic
Scenes
MUNDSTUK
KNOWS
WHAT'S WHAT

STREET

at Broadway, New York

Tel, 76SZ Audnbon
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"ON THE FIRING LINE

Our Factory Is Yours!

EVANS

PICTURE

State Right Buyers, Get Your
Exclusive
Territory
Immediately

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

European Feature Film Corp.

Write or Wire

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

MUNDSTUK FEATURES
909 Longacre Bldg.

AUSTRALASIAN
(AUSTRALIA

AND

ZEALAND)

STERLING
Motion. Picture
CAMERA

Represent

40TH

4 REELS

"GOOD

WANT—

POWERS,

YORK

MOTIOGRAPH,

MOTION

PICTURE

EQUIP

MOTION

148 Wee*
46th St.,
N. V. City

In writing to advertisers please

mention

The Fastest Growing Picture Journal
AND

EDISON

MACHINES

EQUIPMENT
HOUSE

NEW

IN

AMERICA

YORK

CHOPPERS— REELS— REEL

PICTURE

The Motion Picture News

CITY

SIMPLEX

SUPPLY

21 EAST 14th STREET,
CONDENSERS— BOOTHS— TICKET

WE

LOBBY1

Advertise Your Feature Films in

Inc.

THEATRE
BIGGEST

NEW YORK V
FILM CO.

*>"

NEW

THE

TERRITORY

DRAMA

STREET

PICTURE

OPEN

INTERFILM

FILM COMPANY,

FOR

FOR

The Lure of New York

NEW YORK
CITY

WOMEN

HEADQUARTERS

WIRE

FILM CO.

World's Tower Building

4 REEL POLITICAL

punch.

GAVJMONT.

110-112
WEST 40th ST.

Cable:

a

110 West 40th Street, N. T,

standard excellence

INTER-CONTINENT

with

GaamootCo.

.See list of releases on another page.

STERLING CAMERA AND FILM CO.
l« W. 46th St., New York City, X. T.
Bryant 8064

WEST

feature

Release (shipping-) date Feb. 28.
EVERY
SORT OF PUBLICITY
BOTH FOR EXCHANGE & EXHIBITOR

This is the protection you require if
you cater to the best.

Pries Mo. 8
S8M
Fries No. 1
tio
Including Instruction.
This is a practical Professional Camera
fitted with Zeiss Tessar Lens, patent
adjustable dissolving shutter and aperture plate operated from outside of
camera case, equipped with 4-600 ft.
magazine.

UNIQUE

A

INTERFILM
FEATURES

Tel. Mad. Sq. «277

MILLARD JOHNSON, American RepresentarJTS
IS East 26th St.. New York City, N. T.

•80 MILLION

"The 3Better
Man"
Reels

Tel. 2305 Bryant

Open to Purchase
High Grade Features
Films and Accessories

110-112

New York

FILMS, Ltd.
NEW

C«ble, Spencubio, N. Y.

That there has never been
a closed door where Gaumont Films are shown —
They are a success and in
public demand. Why not
start with

CITY

CASES— BOOTH

THEATRES
"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

CABINETS

COMPLETELY
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Bring Out the Best
In Your Pictures
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There is pleasure and profit in the Bausch and Lomb
lenses — they help pack the house and add distinctiveness
to your theatre.
The Bausch and Lomb lenses are procurable
through any film exchange.
It is worth your while to write for our free booklet.
It contains valuable and interesting facts for owners
and operators.
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CM
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Bausch
& Ipmb Optical
(a
569 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

WIL-KAR
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CO

Projection [enses

will fulfill all requirements for the very best pictures,
as they are meeting all demands of the Edison and
Nicholas Power Machines, which are regularly equipped
with our lenses.

c
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Reproduce their full brilliance, portray the

"
actor's
true0 to real
life. expression, each action, each motion
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EXCHANGEMAN

Dollars J'i Dollars
FOR

YOU

"Magda"
A Modern Madame X
4 - Massive Parts - 4

ACT

NOW

Wire for Your Territory
2 Styles, 9 Sheets.
8 Styles,
3 Sheets. 3 Styles, 1 Sheet.
Heralds. Cuts, Slides, Photos
ATTRACTIVE FEATURES
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WIL-KAR FILMS
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Distinctive
Photographic

FILMS

MELIES

"
L
A
R
E
N
E
G
WINKY WILLY

AND
THE

Quality

Crime

Telephone

cman
Many turers
haveufa
made
international reputations for fine
hy
rap
and
photog
they made their
Film.
on Lumiere
pictures
Good photography is a big item.
When you are striving to obtain the
best, don't overlook the easiest way
to secure it.

Again Featuring the Popular WINKY WILLY
Winky Willie put the whole neighborhood in consternation by raising the telephone receiver during private theatrical rehearsals when he and his mother are
supposed to get killed — a fine joke on Police, Butcher,
Grocer and all — a dandy reel.

A Village

Scandal

A Moving Picture Company causes great alarm in a
village, where during some early morning rehearsals,
three old maid's discover them, as
they think, making love and acting strangely, but the joke turns
on the old" maids.

Released

MARCH

5th

MELIES
204
NEW
WINKY

HORSLEY

DAVID

FILMS

American Agent for Lumiere Films

East 38th St.
YORK
CITY

New

WILLY

York,

LUBIN

Mecca

Building

Los Angeles— Higgins Bldg.

Chicago— Schiller Bldg.

TWO FEATURES EACH WEEK. A COMEDY
TUESDAY AND SATURDAY. A DRAMA
A TWO REEL FEATURE
FRIDAY.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY.

EVERY
EVERY
EVERY
>5

"Through Fire to Fortune" or "The Sunken Village
IN

FIVE

REELS

BY

CLAY

M.

GREENE

This feature is a marvel of dramatic and artistic achievement, the conception of a clever mind. Executed by able
artists, aided by perfect photography, an educational and dignified production, appealing to the best and highest in nu™aJ1
Introducing wonderful night photograpny,
portrays suffering
nature,
first time.borne. Dramatic climaxes in rapid succession.
for the bravely
done successfully
(RELEASES
THROUGH
THE
GENERAL
FILM
COMPANY)

Watch for "THE

5 Reels-By Charles Klein

GAMBLERS"
FIVE

RELEASES

EACH

WEEK

•<?hItB?!rRIBLE
\-W«Two Reel
"IN
THE GAMBLER'SKID"WEB"—
Reel Comedy
Feature
"HIS WIFE"— Two Reel Feature
"A ROMANCE OF THE NORTHWEST"— Drama
"WHEN DOOLEY PASSED AWAY"— Comedy
LTJBINS

TueSday'
MaTt Stn
lit
Wednesday, March
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,

ATTRACTIVE

POSTERS

One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with all Multiple
Reels — in Five Colors.
Order from your Exchange or A. B. C. Co., Cleveland Ohio.

LUBIN
PHILADELPHIA

MANUFACTURING
and

154

West

Lake
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In Time of Peace — Prepare for War
The advent of the DAY

and NIGHT

SCREEN

was at a time when

the airdomes throughout the coun>>
therefore confin ed our campaign to the introduction
of "The Peerless" — the indoor screen — and you all know the tremendous strides it has made in the few short
months it has been upon the market. And now, with the outdoor season rapidly drawing near, it is fitting that
we should make known to the airdome proprietor the fact that we are no w taking orders — and many of them —
for "The Pioneer" — the outdoor screen. This is the screen which makes it possible for you to operate your airdome IN THE DAYTIME. You have gone through a peaceful winter, but war is at your threshold, and the
airdome men who adopt "The Pioneer" will be the vie tors and carry off the spoils. Write for catalogue.
try were about to close — theii season being ended.

DAY

and NIGHT
NEW

NEW

YORK

SCREENS,
Inc.,
PHILADELPHIA

American

Photo-Play School

S43-251 West

125th Street,

York

A Legitimate Evening School for the
Training of Scenario Writers in the
THEORY
AND
PRACTICE
OF
PHOTO-PLAY
WRITING.
A Three
Month Course of two entire evenings
weekly is given by Men who combine
long experience in Teaching with Success as Scenario Authors. Serious
students of both sexes eligible. Fee
$25.00.

THE CORCORAN
RACK IS
THE BEST EVER
Get No. 6 Price List

A. J. CORCORAN,

INC.

9'A John Street

New

291 BROADWAY,
NEW
PARIS
BERLIN

ORLEANS

PRAISE

New

We

York

ATLANTA

BLINKHORN

FEATURES

Letters and telegrams of commendation upon Albert Blinkhorn's features, "David Copperfield," "Kissing
Cup" and "The Harper Mystery" are
still coming in.
Prices to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04^ Per Ft
(Id Quantities over 5000 feet)
Above price includes printing, developing, anting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Pet Ft.

H. R. Ashbrook,
of the of
Exhibitors'
Feature
Film Company,
Toledo,
Ohio, wired the following telegram:
"Congratulations on first of Turner
Features, 'Harper Mystery,' give Miss
Turner chances to demonstrate her

Film Tides
"
(Our
Special
Title
Apparatui .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
■
Phone Randolph 652
,

wonderful versatility — success assured
— want entire output."
W. A. Denny, principal of the Anderson High School, of Anderson,
Ind., addressed a lengthy letter to Mr.
Blinkhorn, bestowing unlimited praise

Have You Secured Any of the

on the seven-part production, "David

HANDY SLIDE
CLIPS

Sol Lesser and many of the big buyCopperfield."
ers have also forwarded letters of

FURNITURE & FURNISHINGS
We

On
RENTAL
equip your settings complete in accordance with your scenario.

WILLIAM
Phone:

BIRNS

praise for these films

No more binding tape in making
NEW
The

70 West 38th St., N. Y.
Greeley 6255.

SLIDES
Some day you'll use Niagara Slides,
because they're the best for the least
money. Just to convince you we'll
furnish you 6 Player or Announcement
Slides for $1.10; one dozen, $1.75, and
this ad. NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY,
Lockport, N. Y.

YORK

LONDON

KLEINE

FEATURE

your special slides.
6 Pairs Mailed
$1.00
See Motion
Picture
World of
Jan. 17, Page 312

success that lias already attended the recent release of George

Kleine's dramatization of the opera
story "The Marriage of Figaro," has
induced Kleine to follow it up with
"The Barber of Seville," in which the
same characters appear and which is
quite as noteworthy for its beautiful
settings and costuming. This will
prove welcome news to theatres and
exchanges.

HANDY

SLIDE CLIP CO.

MERIDEN,

CONN.

Kinematograph Weekly
SO. 13 a Year

SCENARIO-WRITERS' CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and how to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fee, $2.00.
COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
128 129 West 44th Street, Wsw York Olty

In

writing

The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Britain
and Colonies
Sample Coptes 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors
Wt are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houses
in the country — We offer the moat reliable Motion
Picture Apparatui manufactured— A copy of our
SPECIAL MOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking.
Jlddnxi:
SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

to advertisers please
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Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive

There is nothing more fascinating to the
public than a
bright brass
frame to display
your photos or
We
make
posters.
Lobby
and
Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails
of every description.

PICTURE
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ADVERTISING

Rates for advertising under this beading, 3 cents per word,
cash with order.
50 cents minimum charge per insertion.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

SITUATION

THEATER — 300 seats, family patronage in
growing Chicago neighborhood. Clearing $75
week, no competition, good lease, $5,000. Open
to rigid investigation. P. S., 428 So. Harvey
Ave., Oak Park, 111.

WANTED

MANAGER — Experienced, successful, good advertiser, references. Address, "C. J.," care
Motion Picture News, New York.

Don't' fail

o visit our
Showroom*
Write for
Catalog.

EVERY

In Motion

The Newman
Mfg. Co.

DAY

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Booms:
101 Fourth Ave., 106-108 W. Lake St.,
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

WURLITZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
BRANCHES

20

BRANCHES

THEATRE SUPPLIES
A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Seducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always in
Stock.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.75
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
Simplex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140. 00
Edison Exhibitions, good condition
55.00
Don't
I take of
yourmake.
old machine in forget.
trade regardless
All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.
SAM LEAKS. 509 Chestnut St.. St. Louis, Mo.

CINCINNATI

I

§

The Famous

28 Boulevard St. Denis,
Wrectenr:

OfcarlM

LI

-

Paris

FIAPX*

TITLE
from time
ordered

O A
^^

A Guaranteed Scientific MotogTaphio Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Developing Outfits.
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Picture Film.

American Cinematograph Company
Send for Catalog T

617-631 Jackson Blvd.

Znvole numero sp*«lm*a, Mr tcnaad*.
Abonaement It TK. M

BALBOA

CARDS
VIf\\ IDC
nUUI\J

to time
delivered

The Herald Square Sign Company

New York

608 Siith Ave.. Near 35th St.

Journal hebdomadaire franQais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematographique.

Subscribe NOW to
MOTION PICTURE
NEWS

In writing to advertisers please

$2 per year

mention

"THE

American Professional

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

LE COURRIER

Cinematographique

ORCHESTRAS

IT PA YS
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Chicago, 111.

TO OPEN LONDON
OFFICE
Arrangements are now pending for
the opening of a London office for the
■ mtput of the "Balboa Feature Films,"
manufactured by the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, of Los
Angeles and Long Beach, Cal. Balboa features recently seen in the English market, caused considerable comment, and keen rivalry ensued among
some of the leading English purchasers of American films to secure the
contract to handle exclusively the output of the Balboa company.

NEWS'
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THE
"THE

MOTION

UNKNOWN
MONSTER"
Union Features

TO say that "The Unknown Monster" (Union Features,
three reels) is a drama of mistaken identity does not half
do justice to the interest that is latent in this fiercely impassioned play. The situation, old as it is, is put to a new use, and
its development brings the audience to the happiest possible
conclusion of the drama without sacrificing any of the suspense essential to hold the attention of the spectator.
The play revolves around
two brothers, the sons of the
Count

Altamura.

Neither of the boys know

PICTURE

NEWS

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor as
is interest in the story that the
film tells.

of the other's

There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And

k

is identifiable. Look

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN
THE

COUNTESS

SAVES

HER

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

HUSBAND

COMPANY,
N. Y.

existence. Ferdinand had been taken from the Countess at
the Count's orders while an infant and consigned
of a wood-cutter, and had grown up to become
young ruffian, with a prison record. The other
mura, the only known heir of the Count, and

to the care
a dissolute
is Dr. Altadestined to

marry his father's ward, Flora, against her own wishes, but
at the nobleman's command.
The match is a loveless one, and shortly after her marriage
the young Countess discovers the secret of the other son,

OF COURSE
IT'S A

a

through a hidden letter of the Count's late consort.
To revenge herself upon the Count, she seeks out Ferdinand and is struck by the remarkable resemblance between
her husband and her brother-in-law. She makes the young
unregencrate her protege, introduces him into society and
allows the impression to get about that Ferdinand is her
husband.

KENNEDY
Manufactured

by KENNEDY'S

Eventually the pseudo-husband commits a crime during a
cafe brawl among his former associates of the gutter. He
demands protection of the Countess. Her answer is the letter
demonstrating his birth, and a command to find his father,
the Count, and demand assistance from him.
The resulting interview, with its excruciating revelation, is
too much for the Count ; he dies of the shock. Dr. Altamura
is seized and imprisoned for the supposed crime, but in the
nick of time the real culprit is discovered, and the doctor,
now the Count, is vindicated. Overcome by the dishonor that
his brother has brought upon the family name, the young peer
is on the point of ending his life, when his wife arrives to
save him and confesses that, for the first time, she loves him.
Excellent acting of a high emotional order marks every stage
• if the play.

In writing to advertisers please mention -THE

FEATURES

110 West 40th St., N. Y. City
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THE PHANTOSCOPE
A

new

business
times.

Phantoscope, complete,
in traveling case
- -

$100

o
n

.00

Have you seen the new motor-driven Phantoscope?
The catalogue describes and illustrates it.

Phantoscope Mfg. Company
1400 New

York Avenue

Washington,

D. C.
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motion picture projector, deserves your consideration. Prominent individuals in every line of
have bought
them — many
two, three, four
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INDEPENDENT
AMBROBIO

Feet

Dream

Dr.)

Child

(3

reel)

(Society

.2000

Feb. 88— The Carbon
Copy
(Drama)
1000
Mar.
8— The Crucible (Drama)
,1000
Mar.
t — The Pursuer Pursued
(West. Dr.). -1000
Mar.
7— A Child of the Desert
(Dr.)
1000
Mar.
9 — The
Call of the Traumerei
(3 reel
Musical)
.3000
Mar.
14 — A Story
of Little Italy
i-JOOO
Mar. 16 — A Modern
Free Lance
(2 reels) . .'%B000
Mar. 21 — The
Coming
of the Padres
^.1000
AMMEX
Not. 84 — Fatal
Reckoning
Dec.
8 — His Pard's Sister
Dec 16 — The
Lucky
Nugget
APOLLO

8000
8000
8000

Jan. 2"> — [t's a Hear
(comedy)
Feb. 1 — The Great Pasadena Rose Tournament (topical)
Feb. 8 — One Round O'Brien in the Ring
Again
(comedy)
Feb. lf> — Black
Hand Conspiracy
(comedy) . . .
l"eb. 22 — Up in the Air Over Sadie
(comedy)
BEATJTY FILMS
Feb. 85 — The Professor's Awakening (Dr.)...
Mar.
4 — Italian Love
Mar. 11— Closed
at Ten
BISOU
Feb. 7— The Vagabond Soldier (3 reel Afghan Dr.)
Jan. 81 — In the Dolomite
Alps
(Sc.)
Feb. 14 — Unjustly
Accused
(2 reel Dr.)....
Feb. 21— Her Father's Guilt
(2 reel Dr.)
Feb. t« — Legion of the Phantom Tribe (2 reel
Dr.)
Mar.
Dec
/»n.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

482

7 — The Yaqui's Revenge
(2 reels)
ALBERT BLINKHORN'S FEATURES
88 — The First Inch National Pilgrimage
to Lourdes (General Film Agency,
Ltd.)
(2 parts)
i— The Vicar of Wakefield (Hepworth
Mfg.
Co. — 4 parts)
8 — The Younger Sister (Turner Films,
Ltd. — 1 part)
18 — Jean's Evidence (Turner Films — 8
parts)
18 — Motherhood or Politics? (Hepworth
Mfg.
Co.— 2 parts)
BRONCHO
18 —
18—
26 —
4—
11—

Yellow
Flame
(2 reels)
Yellow Flame (2 reels)
Repaid
(2
reels)
Mario
(2
reels)
A Barrier
Royal
(2 reels)
CRYSTAL

Feb. 22 — McSweeney's
Masterpiece
(Com.)..
Feb. 24 — That Infernal Machine and Arabella's Romance (Split reel)
(Com.)
Mar.
1 — How
Mosha Came
Back (Com.)
lai
3 — Some
Pull
(comedy)
Mar.
3 — A Strange
Bird
(comedy)
Mar.
8 — Lizzie and? the Ice Man
Mar. 10 — Bimberg's Love Affair — And Baldy
Belmont Breaks Out
(split com.)
Mar. 16 — Kelly's
Ghost
(comedy)
DOMINO
Feb.
5—
Feb. 12 —
Feb. 19—
Feb 26 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16 —
18—
22—
25—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1—
4—
8—

Mar. 11—
Mar. IS —
Mar.

18

Dec

lfv

Jan. 20 —
Feb. 1 —

O Mimi
San
(2 reels)
Mystery Lady
(2 reels)
The Play's the Thing
(2 reels)
The Courtship of O San (2 part
drama)
ECLAIR
The
Legend
of the Lilacs
(Dr.)..
The Cross in the Cacti (2 reel Dr.).
The
Electric
Girl— and— Colombo. .
The Devil Fox of the North (2 reel
Dr.)
The
Heart
of Cartia
(Dr.)
The
Diamond
Master
(3 reel)
Birds
of
Passage;
Orchids
(Split
reel)
Into the Foothills
(2 reel Dr.)
At the Court of Prince Make Believe
(com.
drama)
When
God
Wills
(2 reel drama)...
ECLECTIC
His Faithful
Passion
(5 reel Dr.).. 6000

NEWS

Feet
Lost
Diamond
(3
reel
Dr.)
(Electric
Coloring)
2970
Bridge that Failed (3 reel Dr.)
2700
The House of Mystery
(4 reel Dr.)
(Electric Coloring)
3800
A Man's Shadow
(6 reel Dr.)
6000
Joseph's Trials
in
Egypt
(3
reel
Biblical Dr.)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

5—
7—
12 —
14—
19 —
21—
26 —
28—
5—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

12 —
12 —
17 —
19 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

21 —
24 —
26 —
28 —
7—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

FRONTIER
Slim Becomes an Editor (Com.)....
Put Yourself
in His Place
(Dr.)...
Slim to the Rescue
(Com.)
The
Heart of Smiling Joe (Dr.) . .
Slim Joins the Army
(Com.)
The
Fatal
Card
(Dr.)
Slim Becomes a Cook (Com.)
So Shall Ye Reap (Dr.)
Pretzel
Captures
the
Smugglers
(Com.)
The Mystery of Buffalo Gap (Dr.)..
The Colonel of the Nuts (comedy).
His Younger
Brother
(drama)
GAUMONT
Simple
Simon
Deals
in Antiques. .
Excursions in Old Paris (Series 2) .
Two
Miniatures
The
Magic Salesman;
Bee
Farming
(Split reel)
Judgment
of the Jungle
The
Missing
Pearl
A Tiff and After;
Manana-Land. . .
The
Better
Man
Fantoma's
Cook
(Detective)

18 — Victory

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mai ■.
Mar.

14 —
18 —
18 —
21—
28 —
4—
1 1—
14- —

Ian. 27— For
Her
Brother's
Sake
tan. 30— Divorce
(2 part Dr.)
Feb.
6 — Secret
Lode
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10 —
13 —
20 —
26 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Prh.
Feb.

6—
7—
7—
9—
Vt —
16 —

3000
edi67,5
4000
3000

ITALA
(Feature!)
or Death
3000
JOKER
The
Chicken
Chasers — and
(Sc.)..
A Narrow
Escape
Lumber
Industry of California
The Tender-Hearted
Sheriff
(Com.)
Ma and Pa Play Poker
(Com.)
Traffic
in Soles
(Com.)
Some
Boy
(comedy)
-Won in the First (comedy)
KAY
BEE

Dec.

(Dr.)

Colonel's
Adopted
Daughter
Arrow
Makers
Daughter
(2
The Raiders
(2 reels)
North of 58 (2 pari drama)
KEYSTONE

reels).

Little
Billy's
Strategy
Kid
Auto
Races
at Venice
Olives
and Their
Oil
Mabel's
Strange
Predicament
A Robust
Romeo
Raffles. Gentleman
Burglar
(2
comedv)
Feb. 19— A Thief Catcher
(drama)
Feb. 21 — Love and G
medy)

part

Wife's
Sleepy

KOMIC
Away
(Com.)
Head
(Com.)

Few

Feb. 12 — That Spring Lock; The Plumber and"
Percy
( Split reel)
Feb. 19 — A Birthday
Present
(comedy)
Feb. 19 — Getting a Suit Pressed
(comedy) . . .
LACLEDE
Face Squaw
LEWIS
PENNANTS
Taxicab
1098
Decreed
to Die
Sign
of the Secret
Nine
Taxicab
1098
LTJX

10 — Pale

fo*

80W
»0«»

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
1'eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

13 —
13 —
20 —
20 —
27 —
27—
6—
6—

By Piienr
An Elopement
by Aeroplane (com.).
Animal Export from Algiers (travel)
Shortsighted
Miss
Prim
(comedy) . .
Boating on the Seine
(scenic)
Pat's
Motor
(comedy)
Lakes
and
Falls
(scenic)
Bill's Day Out
(comedy)
A S:one Quarry
in Belgium
und.) .
MAJESTIC

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

8—
10 —
14 —
15 —
17 —
21 —
22 —
28 —

A Turn of the Cards (drama)
Just a Sons at Twilight
(drama)...
Fate's Decree
(drama)
The Orange
Bandit
(comedy drama)
The
Clerk
(drama)
Higher
Law
(drama)
The
Reform
Candidate
(3 part dr.)
The
Rival
Barbers
(comedy)
NESTOR

475
450
520
370
595
310
575
420

Feb. 25 — Breed
o' the Mountains
(Dr.)
Feb. 27 — One of the Finest
(Com.)
Mar.
6 — She
Was
Only
a Working
Girl (2
reel
Com.)
\1 ir. 11 — The
Mi
I ist Raid
(drama)..
Mar. 13 — What
a Baby
Did (comedy)
POWERS
Feb. 27 — Regeneration;
Tightwad
Buys
a
Laundry
(Split reel)
Mar.
2 — The Tail of a Dog; Trieste to Porto
Rose
(Austrian Scenic)
Mar.
6— The
Hand
that
Rules
the
World
(Dr.)
Mar.
9 — A Murderous
Elopement
(comedy) .
13 — The Faith of Two
(drama)
PRINCESS
Jan. 30— The
Loser
Wins
(Com.
Dr.)
Feb.
6 — Where
Paths
Diverge
(Dr.)
Feb. 13 — The
Tangled
Cat
(comedy)
Feb. 20— All's Well That Ends Well (comedy)
RAMO
Dec. 10— The
Devil
Within
8#»»
I iii
31 — In the Stretch

IMP
5 — King, the Detective, in Formula 879
(2 reel Dr.)
9— Tane
Eyre
(2 reel Dr.)
12 — The
Elixir
of Love
(Com.)
16 — The Box Couch (Com.)
19— The Price of Sacrilege (3 reel Dr.) .
26 — Rounding
Up
Bowser
(Com.)
5— The
Opal
Ring
(2 reel)
9 — The Flaming Diagram
(2 reel Dr.) .
12' — Tealousv
and Giant
Powder
(com.).
19 — The Silver Loving Cup (2 reel
drama)

INTER-CONTINENT
Jan. 28 — Her Life for Liberty
Feb. 26 — Her Life for Liberty (Second
tion)
Mar.
7 — Italian
Alps
Mar. 12— Rome
nr Death
Mar. 26— Futurists'
Carnival

6 — My
6 — The

Not.
1—
Not. 16 —
Dec
4—
Dec 80—

GOLD
SEAL
Feb. 17 — Gonor of the Mounted
(2 reel Dr.).
Mar.
3 — By Radium
Rays
(2 reel Dr.)
Mar.
9 — The Twin's Double (2 reel Dr.)...
Mar. 17 — The
Lamb,
the Woman,
the Wolf
(3 reel drama)
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.

Dec

Feb. 10 — The Death of Geisha (3 reel Dr.) . .
Feb. 20 — Joan of Arc
(2 reel Hist. Dr.)
Mar. 1 — The Great Mine Disaster (4 reel
Dr.)

Mar. 7—
Mar. 12 —
Mar. 14 —

1000
1000
1000

PICTURE

Dec. 20 — The
Jan.
1—
Jan. 10 —

Dec 87 — SaUn's Castle (2 reel Dr.)
Ja». 10— The Silent Hero (8 reel Dr.)
AMERICAN
Feb. 88— The

MOTION

Jan.

17 — The Governor's
Ghost
RELIANCE

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14—
16—
18 —
21 —
23—
25 —
28 —

Feb. 26 —
Mar.
1—
Mar.
5—
Mar.
8—
Mar. 12 —

Mar.l 5 — The

Senator's

Nov. 28 — Ben
Dec. 26 — The
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

(Dr.)

The Idler
Our Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 6)..
A Working
Girl's Romance
An Interrupted Seance
Our
Mutual Girl (Chapter No. 6)..
The Musician's Wife
The Green-eyed
Devil
(2 reels)
REX
For the Family Honor
(2 reel Dr.)
The Weaker
Sister
(Dr.)
The House Across the Street (Dr.).
A Modern
Fairv Tale
(Dr.)
Heart
of the Hills
Bill (drama)
SOLAX
Bolt
Shadow of Moulin Rouge
THANHOTJSER

Percy's
First Holiday
(comedy)....
The
Dancer
(8 part drama)
The
Skating
Master
(com.
drama)..
The
Leak
in the Foreign
Office (2
part drama)
Feb. 22 - \ ('.in of Baked
Beans
(drama)
Feb. 24— The Golden
Cross
(2 part drama)..
Feb
27- Their
Best Friend
(drama)
UNIVERSAL
IKE
Mar.
3— Universal
Ike Gets a Goal
(Com.).
Mn
i"
Universal
[ke's Wooing
VICTOR
Mar.
6 — The
Nemesis
that Passed
(Dr.)....
Mar. 13 -The
Honeymooners
(Lawrence)
(2
reels)
Mai
\ln
1

i

8—
10 —
15 —
17—

ir— The
>o
l'i

111

11.

.\ciil Te-t (2 reel drama)
....
isi S!n I ,-\ ed I Inn i '.' reel dr.)

ail-

ami

I'lmv

i

i

-
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Comedies May

PICTURE

NEWS

Come and

Comedies May

Go, "But

KEYSTONE COMEDIES
ARE WITH US FOREVER

MACK SENNETT, managing director, the man
who built up the wonderful organization that has
made KEYSTONE COMEDIES the most popular
Photo-Plays the world over, has decided to play
leads in all comedies that he directs in the future,
playing opposite
NORMAND.

MABLE"

to "KEYSTONE

KEYSTONE COMEDIES
can be booked only through the

MUTUAL.

P^ILIM

KEYSTONE

CORF*.

FILM CO.

42nd Street and Broadway, Longacre Building, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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THE
LICENSEES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mai.
Mar.

OF
PATENTS
CO.
BIOGHAPH
Fe.t
8 — One-Thousand-to-One
Shot (Com.).
9— Skelley Buys a Hotel (Com.).
12— As It Might Have Been (Com. Dr.).
14
Unfeathered
(Dr.)
1C — AHer Nest
Old Teacher (Dr.)
19 A Desperate Hero
(Com.) .
19 — Skelley and the Turkey
(Com.)
21 — Criminology and Reform (Com. Dr.)
23 — Her Father's Silent Partner
II — The Massacre
(2 part Dr.)
28 — Chocolate
Dynamite
(Com.)
28 — Because of a Hat (Com.)
3 — A Bunch of Flowers (Dr.)
5 — Pa and Ma Elope (Com.)
7 — Children of Destiny (Dr.)
CINES
George Kleine
13 — The Heart of a Gypsy (2 part Dr.)
20— Who
Was
Guilty?
(3 part Dr.).
10— After Death (2 part Dr.)
3 — The Diamond Maker (Dr.), Part 1
3 — The Diamond Maker (Dr.), Part 2
10 — The Greatest Gift (Dr., 2 parts)..
EDISON

Feb.
7 — The Man of Destiny (Hist.)
1000
Feb.
9 — A Story of Crime
(Com.)
1000
Feb. 10— The Story of the Willow
Pattern
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 11 — Andy Goes on the Stage (Com.) .. .1000
Feb. 13— Rorke's Drift (2 part Dr.)
2000
Feb. 14— His Grandchild
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 10 — The Adventure of the Extra Baby
(Second story of Octavius, Amateur Detective) (Com.)
1000
Feb. 17 — Sophia's
Imaginary
Visitors
(Com. 1000
Dr.)
Feb. 18— Courting Bett's Beau (Com.)
1000
Feb. 20— All for His Sake
(Special 2-part
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 21— The Power of the Air (Dr.)
1000
Feb. 23— The Beautiful Leading Lady (Third
of Wood B. Wedd's series)
1000
Feb. 24 — The Mystery of the Ladder (Fourth
of Mystery of the Chronicles
of
Cleek) (Dr.)
1000
Feb. 25 — Love's Young Dream (Com.)
500
Feb. 25 — Cheese
Mining
(Com.)
500
Feb. 27— The Drama of Heyville (Special 2part Dr.)
2000
Feb. 28— The Ghost of Mother Eve (Second
of the
Dolly
of the
Dailies)
(Dr.)
1000
-Mar. 2 — Mr. Sniffkins' Widow
(Com.)
1000
Mar.
3— Willi the Eyes of Love (Dr.)
1000
Mar. 4 — An Absent-Minded Mother (Com.). 500
Mar. 4 — A Four-Footed Desperado (Com.).. 500
Mar.
6 — Comedy and Tragedy
(special 2-part
Dr.)
2000
Mar.
7 — When the Cartridge Failed (Dr.) .. .1000
ESSANAY
Feb. 11— Miss Milly's Valentine
(Com.)
1000
Feb. 12— The Weaker's Strength
(Dr.)
1000
Feb. 13 — Sophie Pick's a Dead One (2 part
Com.)
2000
Feb. 14 — The Calling of Jim Barton (Dr.)... 1000
Feb. 17 — To Alaska via the Great Rivers of
the North (Scenic)
1000
Feb. 18— One * Two * Three (Com.)
1000
Feb. 19 — Italian Love (Com. Dr.)
1000
Feb. 20— The
Other
Girl
(Special — 2-part
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 21 — Snakesville's Fire Brigade
(Com.).. 1000
Feb. 24 — Hear No Evil (Dr.)
1000
Feb. 25 — Mrs. Manly's
Baby (Com.)
1000
Feb. 26 — The Arm of Vengeance (Dr.)
1000
Feb. 27 — Let No Man Escape (Special 2-part
Dr.)
2000
Feb. 28— Broncho Billy's Bible (Dr.)
2000
Mar.
:i— The Long. Cold Night
1000
I — "Presto"
Willie. Magician
(Com.).. 1000
Mar.
5 — The Conquest of Man (Wesl
I >■.').. 1000
C>— Chains
of Bondage
(special
2-part
Dr.)
2000
Mar.
7— Sophie's Birthday
Party (Com.)
2000
KALEM
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7—
9—
11 —
13—
13—
14 —
16 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb
Feb.

18 —
20 —
20—
21 —
81 —
Feb. 23—
Feb. 25 —
Feb. 27 —

The Indian Ambuscade
(Dr.)
1000
The County Seat War (2 part Dr.). 2000
Indian Fate (2 part Dr.)
2000
Out in the Rain (Com.)
The Gun Behind the Man (Com.)..
The Fatal Clues (Com. Dr.)
800
A Million in Jewels (Special 2-part
Drama)
2000
Chasing the Smugglers
2000
Too Many Tohnnies
(Com.)
A Bottled Romance
(Com.)
An Indian's Honor
(Dr.)
A Long Island Skunk Farm
(Ind.).
The Shadow
(Special 2-part Dr.)... 2000
The Tigers of the Hills (Special 2part Dr.)
2000
Reggie, the Squaw Man (Com.)
1000

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Feet
Feb. 28— The Delayed Special (Dr.)
Mar. 2 — The Chest of Fortune (special 2-part
Dr.)
2000
Mar. 4— The Intrigue (special 2-part Dr.)... 2000
Mar. 6 — Hiram's
Hotel (Com.)
Mar.
6 — Beauty, the Educated
Horse (Edu).
Mar.
7 — The Hopi Raiders (Com.)
.Mar. 7 — Unveiling
the
Maine
Monument
(Topical)
GEORGE

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

26 — The

KLEINE

Feb. 17— The Artist's Model (Cello Special 2part Dr.)
Feb. 24— The Money Sharks (Cines 3-part Dr.)

Jan.

LUBIN

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
F'eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Alar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

3 — The Second
Generation
I Dr.)
4 — Hogan's
Alley (Com.)
5 — The Brother
Counts
(special 2 part
:...
7— „
On Dr.)
the
Altar
of
Patriotism
(special
2-part Dr.)
SELIG

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Fitzhugh's Ride (2 part Dr.)
2000 Jan.
The Sleeping Sentinel (Dr.)
1000 Feb.
The Reward
(Dr.)
1000 Feb.
Getting Even (Com.)
Jan.
Feb.
An Innocent Victim
(Com.)
Feb.
The Price of a Ruby
(Dr.) (Parts
I & II)
Feb.
19— The House of Fear (Dr.) (Parts I
Feb.
& II)
20— In the Dredger's Claw (Dr.)
Feb.
21 — A Winning Mistake (Com.)
Feb.
21— The Female Book Agent (Com.)
Feb.
24 — The Lost Child (Com.)
400
24 — The Rise of Officer Casey (Com.).. 000 Feb.
25 — Sealed Orders (special 2-part Dr.).. 2000 Feb.
26 — The Two Roses (special 2-part Dr.). 2000 Feb.
27 — A Desperate Chance (Dr.)
1000
28 — Coon Town Suffragettes
(Com.).... 400 Feb.
28 — Father's Temper
(Com.)
600 Feb.
3 — The Best Man
(Com.)
400
3 — That Terrible Kid (Com.)
600 Feb.
4 — In the Gambler's Web (special 2-part
Dr.)
2000
Feb.
5 — His Wife (special 2-part Dr.)
2000 Mar.
6 — A Romance of the Northwest (Dr.). 1000 Mar.
Mar.
7 — When Dooley Passed Away (Com.) . 1000
Mar.
MELIES
Mar.
19 — A Fable and Its Moral
300
A Hobo Philosopher
700
26 — W. W.'s Arithmetic
300
B. B. and His Pal's Legacy
700
5 — W. W. and Telephone Crime (Tit.). 300 Aug.
A Village Scandal
700
12 — Love's Oblivion
430 Aug.
One on Batty Bill
615
19 — W. W.'s Private Show
300 Oct
Cupid's Window
•.
700
26 — B. B.'s Rough House
300 Oct.
Handsome
Harry's
Wooing
500
4 — Rival Collectors
600 Not.
Bedelia's Day Out
400
11— W. W. Winky
Willy
Jan.
B. B. Batty Bill
12—
13—
14—
17 —
17 —
18—

Adventure
of Kathlyn,
No. 3
The Temple
of the Lion (Dr.)
Parts 1 and 2
2000
27— The Conspirators
(Dr.)
1000
28— The Old vs. the New (Dr.)
1000
29 — Bringing Up Hubby (Com.)
1000
30— A Splendid Sacrifice (Dr.)
1000
2 — A Modern Vendetta
(Dr.) Parts 1,
2 and
3
3000
3 — At the Eleventh
Hour
(Dr.)
1000
4 — The Heart of Maggie Malone (Dr.). 1000
5— The
Little
Sister
(Dr.)
1000
6— Tony and Maloney
(Com.)
600
6 — Italian Games and Dances
(Edu.). 500
9 — The Adventures of Kathlyn No. 4.. 2000
10 — Reconciled in Blood (Dr.)
1000
11 — A Strenuous
Scoop (Com.)
1000
12— The Mistress of His House (Dr.).. 1000
13— Their Lesson
(Dr.)
1000
16— The
Uphill
Climb
(Special
2-part
Dr.)
2000
17 — Through the Centuries
(Dr.)
1000
18— Thou Shalt Not Kill (Dr.)
1000
19 — A Mad Marathon
(Com.)
20 — Memories
(Dr.)
1000
23 — The Adventures of Kathlyn No. 5..
23 — A Colonial in Chains (Special 2-part
Dr.)
2000
24 — The Cynic Drama
24 — Doc. Yak, the Cartoonist (Com.)...
25 — King's Baby's Birthday
(Dr.)
1000
26 — Tested by Fire (Dr.)
1000
27 — The Attic Above* (Dr.)
1000
2— A Tale of the Times (2 reels)
3 — The Smuggler's
Sister
4 — The Countess
and the Burglar
5 — Little Lillian Turns
the Tide
6 — The Renegade's Vengeance
URBAN
ECLIPSE
George KUelne
18— The

Mong-Fu-Tong
(Part I ft II)
(Dr.)
ltO*
IB— The Clown'* Revenge (Part I ft II)
(Dr.)
100*
14 — The
Last
Minute
(Dr.)
(Part
I
ft II)
I00»
88— The
Rajah'* Diamond
Rose
(Part
I ft II) (Dr.)
low
88 — The
Subterranean
City;
or Trailing the Jewel Thievei (8 part Dr.)
27 — Wrecked in Mid-Air (S parti — Dr.)
VITAGRAPH

PATHEPLAY
Jan.

29— The

Jan.
Jan.
Ian.

29 —
29 —
31—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

3—
8—
4—
5—

Feb.
Feb.

5—
7—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

9—
10—
11 —
11 —
11 —

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

12 —
12 —
14 —
16 —
17 —
17 —
18—
18 —

Feb. 19—
Feb. 19—
Feb. 21 —
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

23—
24 —
25 —
26—
26 —

Power
of Print (Dr.) Parts 1
and 2
1600
Seringapatam,
So. India (Travel)..
400
Pathe's Weekly
No. 9 (News)
1000
The Lunatic's Child (Dr.) Parts 1
and 2
2000
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
10
1000
Wooing
the Cook
(Dr.)
1000
The Fat Man's Burden
(Com.)
1000
Behind
Mask
(Dr.) Part 2000
1 and Comedy's
2
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
11
1000
In the Mesh
of Her
Hair
(Dr.)
Part
1 and
2
2000
Pathe's Weekly No. 12
Orphans of the Wild (Dr.)
All on Account of Polly (Com.)
A Typical Buddhist Temple (Typical)
Scenes Along the Canvery River, India (Sc.)
Broken Lives (2 part Dr.)
Pathe's Weekly No. 13
Chains of Honor
(2 part Dr.)
Pathe's Weekly No. 12
Whiffles' Balcony Buds (Com.)
Rambles in Bourges, France (Sc.)..
Won by a Nose (Com.)
Monuments of Upper Egypt (Architectural)
Pathe's Weekly No. 15, 1914 (News)
Where the Heart Calls (Special 2part Dr.)
Victims
of Vanity
(Special
2-part
Dr.)
Pathe's Weekly No. 16, 1914 (News)
The Winning Hand (Dr.)
September Morn
(Com.)
Pathe's Weekly No. 17, 1914 (News)
The Dr.)
Devil's Assistant (Special 2-part
II'
!
: i Dr.).. 2000
kly, No. 18 (News)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2 — How
God
Came
to Sonny
Boy
(Dr.)
1000
3 — Caught with the Goods
(Com. Dr.)
Part 1 and 2
2000
4 — How
Burke and Burke Made Good
(Com.)
1000
6 — Lincoln
the Lover
(Hist. Dr.)
1000
6 — Marrying
Sue
(Com.)
1000
7— Tainted Money
(Dr.) Part 1 and S.2000
9— The Winner
Wins
(Dr.)
1000
10— Master of the Mine (2 part Dr.)
8000
11 — Sonny
Jim in Search of a Mother
(Com.)
1000
12 — Some Steamer Scooping (Com. Dr.) 700
12— Niagara
Falls (Sc.)
300
13 — Bunny's
Birthdav
(Com.)
1000
14— Children of the Feud (2 part Dr.).. 2000
16 — Sawdust and Salome
1000
17 — Back to Broadwav
(Special 2-part

Feb.
Feb. 18 —
18 —
Feb.
Feb. J 9—
Feb. 20 —
21—
Feb. 23—
Feb. 24 —
Feb. 25—
25—
Feb.
Feb. 26
Feb. 27 —
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

\l :•

28—
2—
3—
4—
5—
5—
f»—
7—

Com.on the
Dr.) Job. . . (Com.)
".
Fatty
Lumbering
in Sweden
(Indus.)....
The First Endorsement
(Dr.)
His Little Page (Com.)
Iron and Steel (Special 2-part Dr.).
In the Old Attic (Dr.)
Doctor
Polly (Special 2-part Com.
Dr.)
The Hero
(Com.)
Crawfishing
(Edu.)
The Old Oak's Secret (Dr.)
A
Change
in
Baggage
Checks
(Com.)
The Drudge (Special 2-part Dr.)
Buffalo Jim
(Dr.)
The
Sacrifice
of Kathleen
(special
t Dr.)
A Pair of Frauds (Com.)
Silent Trails (Dr.)
Scenes in Norscland
(Scenic)
The Speeder's Revenge
(Com.)
The Mischief
Maker
Cspecial 2-part
Dr.)

2000
600
400
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
750
250
1000
1000
1000
2000

1000
2000

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Reputation
(Good Name or Character ; Honor ; Credit )
— Webster's Dictionary
Of these qualities is Simplex reputation made. Its GOOD NAME was
established about three years ago. Its present CHARACTER was made possible
seventeen years ago by the same brain which dominates its construction to-day.

precision of construction and accomplished results are an HONOR
picture profession, which gives it CREDIT as the

PEERLESS

to the motion

PROJECTOR

Illustrated Catalog B Gives Full Details
MADE

AND GUARANTEED

BY

THE PRECISION MACHINE

COMPANY,

317 EAST 34th STREET

NEW

YORK

FEAIU|ES

¥^HEp

NCORPORATED
PRESENTS

The Ruby of Destiny
The Peril of the House of Styr
and its Sequel

Six Reels

Can

foe

Booked

of Wonderful

Separately

or

Action

as

One

Production

A beautiful story of a modern European Dynasty that thrills with Life, Love and Mystery.
A superb production with an excellent cast and wonderful scenes. So perfectly is the
intricate plot carried out that you are continually reminded of George Barr McCutcheon's
"Graustarkwith
Stories."
Particularly
unique heralds, lobby photos, slides, lithos, etc., are
furnished
this splendid
production.

Executive Offices, 130 West 46th Street, New York
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Manufacturers
If your product is made to sell, your best opportunity to do so is to

EXHIBIT
at the

Grand Central Palace
NEW

YORK

CITY

where the

Second International Exposition
of the

Motion Picture Art
.JUNE

StH to 13tH

Will be held under the auspices of the

International Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association
and the

Independent

Exhibitors

of America

Office of the Committee, Grand Central Palace
Lexington Avenue and 46th Street
In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

Phone No. 344 Murray Hill
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Photoplay masterpieces
COMING

THE

DAUGHTERS
OF MEN
By CHARLES

KLEIN

A drama in 5 parts made by Lubin

General Film Co. [}**a
In writing

to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

PRICE, TEN CENTS

14, 1914

MARCH

Motion Picture
News

Time©
Exhibitors
Est. 1913

Moving Picture News
^Est.

1908

/Imerica's
"Biggest
"Picture Uheatre
Page

NEW

Nineteen

DEPARTMENTS

AND

TIMELY

ARTICLES

OF VITAL INTEREST
TO EXHIBITORS

^/lll the L,in)e JVetvs
VOLUME

IX

NUMBER

10

*•«■**.

ersal,

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

PAT

H E

Scene from

"HIS

WIFE

THE WASTED
AN AMERICAN

NEWS

DRAMA

WINS"

YEARS

IN TWO

PARTS

A strongly dramatic story of two sons, the one a prodigal, the other worthy.
The prodigal deprives his brother of his rightful inheritance.
Cast with
FRANCIS CARLYLE, PEARL SINDELAR, JACK STANDING and M. O. PENN.

Released THURSDAY,

March 19th

HIS WIFE WINS
A COMEDY

IN TWO

PARTS

This " Whiffles " comedy is a scream. Our hero tries to lead a double life,
but a suspicious mother-in-law, her sharp-witted woman friend and an unlookedfor series of events betray him.

Released SATURDAY,
NOTE:

PATHE

Insist upon these Films at your Exchange.

FRERES,

-

-

-

March 21st

If you cannot get them, write us and we will help you.

-

1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

4

ORIGINAL

MOTION

FILM

PICTURE

DART

NEWS

PRODUCTION

OF

DUMAS*

ALEXANDER

The Three Musketeers
The Pre-eminent
Feature Film of the World
IN EIGHT

REELS

Broadway's Greatest Pictorial Success Now Playing to Capacity at

THE NEW

YORK

THEATRE

New York Critics, Thrilled and Delighted, Unite in
Praising It As a Film Masterpiece
Measured by Its International Popularity, it should,
like the book, endure forever, hence its advantage
over transient vice-productions and other features.
Well-known characters of the great novelist's heroic
romance skillfully interpreted by the most
celebrated actors and actresses of the
French stage.
DO

CONFUSE
THIS
FILM
DART
CLASSIC WITH ANY OTHER PRODUCTION OF THE SAME NAME.

STATE

RIGHTS

NOT

SELLING

NOW

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

The strongest reviews ever accorded any moving
picture production by New York newspapers
Pamphlet containing complete texts mailed upon receipt of request
New

Evening Telegram

York American — Victor Watson

The first presentation of a notable production of Alexander Dumas' romance,
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS."

The affair was a genuine eye-opener. The
Anglo-American Film Corporation startled
Broadway with the scope of its presentation. The man who walks up to the box
office and hands over a small coin to see
"THE

THREE

MUSKETEERS"

will be-

Evening Sun

getting his money's worth many times over.
Any family that has in it young folk who
are at school today will fail of an absolute duty if the youngsters are not taken
to see this masterpiece of the moving picture art.

Thrilled a packed house — -detail of the historical atmosphere that permeates the story
was brought out with care.

New York Telegraph
The scene of a triumph of photographic
art which has scarcely had an equal in this
day of film triumphs was presented before
an enthusiastic and fashionable audience.
The picture was as nearly perfect as art
could make it. Nothing was neglected.

New York Press
With the entry into the local field of "THE
THREE MUSKETEERS" American producers feel once more the keen competition
of the European producers. European
productions provide new thrills for film
patrons.

New

The Globe
"THREE MUSKETEERS," gorgeous film
play. This production is now being presented at the New York Theatre, and not
a man, woman or child in New York City
should fail to witness this picture, which
is one of the best ever staged for the screen.

York Reviezv

Dumas' masterpiece
tures ever shown
marks a new era in
jects that appeal to

is one of the finest picin this country and
the presentation of subthe intellect at popular

prices.
New York Herald
Film d'Art production of "THREE
MUSKETEERS" was exhibited for the
first time in America before a crowrded
house at the New York Theatre. The film

Nezi' York Tribune
ever in the
One of the larg est crowds
The
theat re witnessing the
premiere.
ture is well done, showing the
subject in
every detail.

was smooth and free from eye-tiring imperfections.

Anglo- American Film Corporation,
126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City
picIn

writing

to advertisers

please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

ELSIE VENNER
IN THREE

PARTS

By Oliver Wendell Holmes
FEATURING

Arthur Maude g Constance Crawley
An
absorbing problem play founded upon the theory of pre-natal
influence.
An exciting, emotional and most unusual romance, that brings
out in full the rare genius of Constance Crawley and the
magnetic, forceful characterizations of Arthur Maude
in the

Brilliant,

Sparkling

CHARACTERISTIC

OF

Photography

KENNEDY

A FULL LINE OF

A dvertising

FOR

KENNEDY
110 West
40th

FEATURES
READY

Matter

FOR

NOW-

RY The Bride of Lammermoor
FEATURES
Street
In writing to advertisers please mention

SHIPMENT

"THE

MOTION

SOLD

NEW
PICTURE

NEWS'

Incorporated
YORK
CITY

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

If it's a "Criterion" it's a
Standard for Excellence.

The

'Wmmi

m

Desert's Sting
IN THREE

W.Hi

PARTS

njk

*n

t

A Powerful Melodrama of Savage Love,
Primitive Instinct, Civilized Devotion and Indian
Vengeance, that has an ending out ofi the
ordinary.
FEATURING

WILFRED LUCAS and
JEANIE MACPHERSON

WW*

\ t

Criterion,'''' therefore if s good — excellently
script to photography, inclusive.

E^S

T '
•-OU 'I

4

good from

CRITERION FEATURE FILM CO.
New

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

York
MOTION

N^>

*^

"THE
TRAP"
BEEN
SOLD

110 West 40th Street

In

UUu^H

^^^jS**,

All Territory for Our First Release
HAS

4

■ St **-

While portraying every human emotion,
this feature is so smooth running and understandable, ihardly
t
needs a sub -title.
Ws a

<■->

PICTURE

NEWS'

■

THE

Ph

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

oto

play

RELEASED:

to FORTUNE
ThroughOr THEFIRE
SUNKEN VILLAGE
By Clay M. Greene

Five Parts

LUBIN

The
LION
and
The
MOUS
E
|
By Charles Klein
Six Parts
LUBIN
Thor, Lord of the Jungles
By James Oliver Curwood

Three Parts

SELIG

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH
Four Parts
Controlled

Exclusively

by the General

LUBIN
Film

Company,

;

G

E N E R A L
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

(Inc.)

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Masterpieces
COMING:

JUDITH OF BETHULIA
By Thomas Bailey Aldrich - Four Parts - BIOGRAPH

GERMINAL
or THE TOLL OF LABOR
Five Parts
By Emile Zola

PATHE

LOST IN MID-OCEAN
VITAGRAPH

Three Parts

ROMANY

SPY
PATHE

Three Parts

Branches in All Large Cities. Main Office, 200 5th Ave., New York

Film Go.
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Holding the Lead
OUR ONWARD
STRIDE IS UNBROKEN
IN THE FIELD OF QUALITY FEATURES
Another SURE

WINNER

Is Assured in Oar LATEST

THE
AMBLER'S
GPENALTY

A

OFFERING

Distinctive
Four
Part Photoplay
Production
Bristling
Action and Abounding in Stirring Scenes

FEATURING

IN

AN

liAClSt
I IUNAL KULfi
FXCEPTIONALROIF

flyfJ„«
IVIlSS

J?**xv
JKltCl

Q„*„U„4-4-^
OdCC/ieftO

with

THE
DISTINGUISHED
of
Dansense
ACTRESS
Internationaland
Kenown.

An exciting Film Narrative
that carries its absorbing plot from
EUROPE'S
GAYETY TO THE RUGGED FAR
WEST OF AMERICA.
An Ariistic array of One, Three and Six Sheet Posters, Photos, Heralds and Slides.

WIRE

WHITE

"PREFERRED FEATURE ATTRACTIONS"
THE GHOST OF THE WHITE
Some

Territory Still Available for

Another

Charming

SACCHETTO

LADY
Feature

Great Northern Film Co., 110 West 40th St., New York
writing to advertisers please mention "THE

Mi Minx

PI( rURE NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

£«EiiS

NEWS

ii

30

30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

FAMOUS
FEATURES

Daniel

A YEAR."

Frohm^n

^ A YEAR,"

Presents

Grr-ace ~George's
Vzmous Success, ' sa
J
<£>

oreiw^

The CcJebrafed Society
A <L&Jlvjvy//opwoo9

and Chawing

sPoJJocM^,

In Motion
Pictures
Wifh
Charlotte Ives,
•awd -aNot'ZkhleOasfc
3nc3udmg

House Peters

"Clothes," based upon Carlyle's immortal line, "Society is founded
upon cloth," is a powerful contrast of love and desire, sham and sincerity. The film production is mounted to the minutest detail with elaborate care and faithful adherence to the imposing dignity of the original
stage presentation.
IN

FOUR

REELS,

RELEASED

MARCH

ioth

FAMOUS PLAYER
FILM COMPANY
30
FAMOUS
FEATURES

ADOLPH
DANIEL

FROHMAN,

ZUKOR, President

Managing Director, E.DWIN S. PORIXR,

Technical Director

Executive Offices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.

30

FAMOUS
FEATURES

A YEAR."
In writing to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

A YEAR.'

THE
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MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Oh, You
Beautiful Doll!
SEE —

"Our MUTUAL
In the

Girl"

Land of Dolls, Where She Dreams That
She Is a Doll Herself and Having the
Finest Time of Her Life!

You Will Find All This and Much More
In the Eighth Reel of the Favorite Serial Motion Picture of the World. Each
week gives us a little more experience, and so you get more joy than ever from
this Eighth Installment of

"Our MUTUAL

Girl"

Though living in New York and surrounded with every luxury, pride has
not entered the heart of Margaret. She is just as sweet and sympathetic as when
she lived in the country. One day, while she is riding in her wonderful big
automobile, she sees some poor school children at play.

Then She Has the Idea!
She decides to buy dolls for all these children, and her aunt permits her to!
So this is how Margaret comes to dream of dolls, and why this reel has the
most difficult of all things to get in a picture.

REAL, GENUINE
Mr. Exhibitor:

SENTIMENT

The most wonderful thing about ''Our Mutual Girl" is the manner in
which her PERSONALITY has won thousands of new admirers every week. No
star of the stage ever made so many friends as this star of the screen. The crowds
come to see her because thev truly love her. If you lose a week in getting this
picture series started at your house, as part of the Incomparable Mutual Service,
you lose just so much good hard cash!
Branches in
49 Cities

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
In

writing to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

NEW
YORK

THE

MOTION

IDE

PICTURE

NEWS

IDE

1DI

(Copyrighted)

In Five Parts

Ready March 10th

'HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF;' BUT IN THIS INSTANCE HISTORY WAS AIDED BY HUNDREDS OF HORSES AND THOUSANDS OF MEN IN PRODUCING A FEATURE THAT FAIRLY
BRISTLES WITH SENSATIONAL BATTLES TAKEN ON THE
EXACT SITES WHERE THE ORIGINAL ENGAGEMENTS TOOK
PLACE. MANY OTHER INTERESTING HISTORICAL EVENTS
ARE ALSO ACCURATELY PRESENTED IN THIS FEATURE.
A Complete Line of Attractive Publicity Matter.

In Three Parts

(Copyrighted)

Ready March 20th
A SUPERB AND SEASONABLE OFFERING THAT WILL MEET
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THOUSANDS OF THEATRE-GOERS.
RARE AND BEAUTIFUL IS THIS POWERFUL STORY OF ANCIENT TIMES. ESTHER, TO SAVE HER PEOPLE FROM THE
CRUEL MASSACRE PLOTTED BY HAMAN, DEFIES THE KING,
AHASUERUS, AND THEN SUCCEEDS IN BRINGING ABOUT
THEIR DELIVERANCE.

In Four Parts
THIS

(Copyrighted)

Ready April 1st

THE

ABSORBING PICTURE-DRAMA WILL POSITIVELY SATISFY THE MOST EXACTING DEMANDS FOR REAL, LIVE ACTION. IT'S A CONTINUOUS SUCCESSION OF CLIMAXES TO
VERY END.
A VIVID STORY OF RETRIBUTION.

NEW

YORK— CHICAGO

Eclectic Feature Film Exchanges:
— BOSTON— MINNEAPOLIS— ATLANTA— DALLAS

ECLECTIC

FILM CO
New York City

110 West 40th St
" THE CREAM

IDC

OF AMERICAN

AND

EUROPEAN

IDE

IDE

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

STUDIOS"

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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Progressive Exhibitors are Getting
In Line for Our Feature Service

I

They

are

learning

that

we

mean

bus iness.

They are discovering that we have more to offer
than any other exchange in the United States.
They appreciate our policy of guaranteeing
exclusive rights — of not allowing anyone to
have our features who can be consistently regarded as a competitor.
Hundreds have attended our complimentary
exhibitions at the Academy of Music — Fourteenth Street and Irving Place — and after seeing
our money-getting features have booked them.
Scores upon scores have visited our headquarters
at 130 West Forty-sixth Street, where we have
built two beautiful little theatres for the special
benefit of exhibitors.
We ask exhibitors to see before they book because
we have confidence in our three and four reel
features — know they will put money into any
box office. Don't wait too long. While you
delay another may get ahead of you. Best way
is to ask us to enroll your name among those
who wish to investigate our service. Then you
will have plenty of time to make up your mind.

I

You incur no obligation by asking us to reserve
exclusive rights for you. If we cannot convince
you that it is to your best interests to book our
features, you will have lost nothing.

9

Get

in

touch

with

us

at

once

by

'phone,

wire

/.','/-

lett er.

or

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
i r-

130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
WILLIAM

York City
Telephone

FOX, President
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In New
Edison Series
TEN FILMS
Released the First and Third
Tuesdays

Beginning April 7th with

The
Black Mask
These

stories

will

appear

simultaneously

in

"Popular Magazine"

The story of a man who attempts to shield a murderer
because he loves his sister. The girl believes him
guilty and he becomes a fugitive from the law.
This dramatic tale traces his adventures in the lower
strata of life.

By

RICHARD
WASHBURN
CHILD

The most thrilling and dramatic series
yet announced

Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
CtCcfwmu.
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Profits
LL exhibitors aspire to reach the goal
of success, but often overlook the
greatest asset of a Photo-Play theatre.
A profitable business must be built up on
stability, and Motion Picture profits can only
be assured through the use of the best films
and PERFECT PROJECTION.
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH NO.
6 A projects perfect pictures for over 70%
of the entire trade. Write for Catalog D.
NICHOLAS
POWER
CO.
Ninety Gold Street New York City
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Concerning Circulation
is a value received age.
As each year rolls around the buncombe, mystery, water, are being squeezed out of our poitical and business institutions till only the leaven of
real value remains.
*
*
*

THIS

selling the publication than in making it good. The
goal sought was bulk circulation — big figures — to be
printed in lurid colors and overawe the advertiser.
*
*
*
"^TOWADAYS they are drawing the water out of
-*-^ bulk circulation. This is the era of "what kind of

THE self-same process is being applied right along
to advertising ; and in the advertising field it is
being applied most strenuously to circulation.

circulation?" The clever buyer of advertising to-day
is no longer won over by figures. He wants to know
what is underneath them.
*
*
*

JUST

A BOUT the truest way to size up the circulation of
-**■ any medium to-day is to estimate the value of its
reading pages.
First visualize the kind of person the publication is
designed to reach. Then take the reading pages one
by one and estimate if they are giving real value to
this kind of readers.
*
*
*

last week a closed meeting of advertising managers was held in New York City, and most publishers' ears must have burned that afternoon.
These irreverend gentlemen went at circulation without silk gloves.
They acted very much like buyers
of dry goods and notions.
*
*
*
T>ULK
circulation — just figures — didn't seem to
-*"* appeal to them. They wanted to dig into and
see what it was made of — what kind of material it
was — how much of it was waste.
*

*

H=

npHEY asked insistently the questions:
-*■
"What kind of circulation is it?"
"How was it got?" *
*
*
A
-*"*■

LL of which is a radical advance in the circulation
situation — almost

*

an

anarchistical

5}s

:jc

advance.

T T was not long ago that man}' trade publications
-*- asked for advertising on the basis of moral or charitable support. Most of these publications are dead
to-day — or ought to be.
Those which sold space on the basis of value received began to flourish and are big and powerful today.
*
*
*
npHEX
■*-

came the circulation era.

The slogan "Circulation
*
*
%Counts" sprang up.

"PUBLISHERS went after circulation good and hard
-*■ — tooth and nail. Competition became keen —
too keen.
More money
and efforts were
spent in

HT'HE publication
■*■ subscriber will
tiser— as surely as
And the contrary

that gives value received to the
give value received to the adverday follows night.
is just as true.
*
*
*

TE the reading pages are just "filled up" with type;
-*- if they simply "play" to the advertiser's gallery
and not to the reader's practical interests, then either
of two things is true.
*
*
*
T7ITHER the publication has no circulation worthy
-*— ' the name ; or else the circulation is given away.
In either case the advertiser is duped.
*
*
*

A

GAIN:
does the publication specialise upon the
class of readers the advertiser wishes to reach?

The reading pages will give this answer.
r F they appeal to other classes — readers whom the
-*■ advertisers cannot possibly hope to interest — then
the advertiser who is paying for this bulk circulation
at special rates, is buying so much waste.

T

HE

reading pages will tell the story.

W. A. J.
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Hand Down an Important Decision
All Corporations Doing Business in California Are Affected by
the Supreme Court's Finding that California Liability
Laws Are Binding upon Them
ALL motion picture corporations
having branches or doing business in any way in the State of California will be interested in a decision
handed down by the United States
Supreme Court in a case involving the
question whether a stockholder in a
corporation, incorporated outside of
California, but doing business in California, issubject to the liability laws
of the state in which the company was
incorporated, or the liability laws of
the state in which the company is doing business.
It is important to note that the
highest court of the land ruled that
the stockholders of a corporation are
liable under the laws of the state in
which the company operates, for a
proportionate share of the debts of the
company, in the event of insolvency.
The case upon which the decision
was rendered was that of Frank H.
Thomas, of California, vs. Conrad Ft.
Matthiessen, of New York, a stockholder in the Wentworth lintel Company.
The Wentworth Company was incorporated in Arizona, but conducted
a hotel at Oak Knoll, near Pasadena,
Cal. .Matthiessen was a stockholder in
the company. Thomas was the holder
ot two of the company's notes, made
in California. The suits was brought
to recover from Matthiessen a share

of the notes, in proportion to his stock
holdings in the company, which had
gone into bankruptcy.
The United States Supreme Court
reversed the Circuit Court of Appeals
and held that Matthiessen,. although
exempt from personal liability, was
liable in accordance with the laws of
California, which provide that each
stockholder of a corporation is personally liable for such proportion of
the debts contracted while he is a
stockholder as the amount of his stock
bears to the whole subscribed. The
California laws expressly provide that
the liability of the stockholders of any
corporation, doing business in California, no matter in what state or territory incorporated, shall be the same.
The decision was handed down in
Washington, D. C, on February 2.
THREE
"DARK"
TOWNS
It may seem surprising that the
towns of Harrison, East Newark and
Kearny, suburbs of Newark, N. J., decline to permit moving picture houses
to operate within the town limits, but
such is the case.
One man is said to be prepared to
put up a $50,000 motion picture playhouse, provided he can obtain a
license. The Harrison town council,
however, recently went on record as
being opposed to all such shows.

"DIAMOND

ROBBERY"
FILM
SOON
READY
"The Great Diamond Robbery," in
five parts, with a cast of Broadway
players, will be released on March 15
as the initial production of the Playgoers' Film Company.
To head the cast, Daniel V. Arthur,
the producer, has Wallace Eddinger,
well-remembered since "Officer 666";
Gail Kane, with Eddinger in the
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" company;
Charles J. Ross; Elita Proctor Otis;
Martin J. Alsop, and Dorothy Arthur.
Two hundred people participated in
the production.
The screen representation of "The
Great Diamond Robbery" is said to
rival in splendor and realism the
original production of the great melodrama by A. M. Palmer and T. Henry
French, about a score of years ago.
As a theatrical manager, Daniel V.
Arthur is already known from coast
to coast. His productions in the new
field are bound to duplicate his successes in the old.
The story of "The Great Diamond
Robbery" is one of the most gripping
and exciting ever devised. The action of the play opens in Russia, and
soon transports itself to New York,
where the thrills are redoubled.
ANOTHER

MARY PICKFORD
PICTURE
The next Mary Pickford release of
the Famous Players Film Company is
scheduled
.Mary" will
story of a
the
Storm
White.

for March 20. "Little
be presented in the famous
woman's heroism, "Tess of
Country," by Grace Miller

The story of Tess, with her quaint
philosophy of life, humorous and pathetic, is one of the most powerful
character sketches ever written. Tess
is an elemental type of womanhood, a
primitive
heart struggling with modern conditions.
Mary Pickford as Tess, the ragged
little "squatter" girl, dirty but beautiful, rude, wilful, saucy, but noble and
self-sacrificing, renders a portrayal of
inexhaustible
fascination.
"Tess of the Storm Country" is the
second production to be made at the
I os Yngeles studio of the Famous
Players, under the direction of Edwin
S Porter

Scene

from

THE

TRYSTING

"Ciyps;

i ive'

PLACE
(Kleim I m

two

Parts)

UNIVERSAL
GETS BIJOU
The Universal Film Manufacturing
Company
is the latest to lease a
Broadway theatre for its productions.
rhe Bijou Theatre is its choice, and
Carl Laemmle has made arrangements
with the Messrs. Rosenberg to provide a complete Universal program for
their house.
I rom now on all releases by the
Universal will be shown at the Mijou
as soon as they are produced by the
manufacturer.
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Salt Lake City Claims It in the American, a $150,000 House, Seating 3,000 People, Exclusively
for Photoplays — An Orchestra of Sixteen Pieces and a $30,000 Organ Among Its Features
theatre worthy of the present-day excellence and popularity of motion pictures, the theatre that every motion picture lover,
every motion picture producer, every
motion picture exhibitor can point to
with pride, is no longer a dream. It
is an actuality.
Go to Salt Lake City, Utah, see the
American Theatre, and be convinced.
Reading the dimensions, capacity
and equipment of the American Theatre, it is hard to realize that the
building is dedicated exclusively to
the photoplay. Its capacity is nearly
twice that of the majority of New
York's legitimate theatres. Its acoustics are as perfect as those of an opera
house.
Five years ago no man or group of
men would have dared to build a motion picture theatre on such a scale.
To-day, it is easy to foresee the time
when the American Theatre will be
only one of many houses of similar
size and magnificence. One does not
need to be over-sanguine to predict
even that the American will, at no distant date, be eclipsed by larger theatres than itself.
Here are the concrete facts regarding this Salt Lake photoplay house
that established its claim to be unique
among the motion picture theatres of
the United States.
THE

THE American Theatre was built
at a cost of $150,000. Three thousand persons can be accommodated in
the auditorium. Its music is furnished
by a sixteen-piece orchestra, supported by a $30,000 pipe organ. Professor J. J. McClellan, known the
world over as the organist of the
Mormon Tabernacle, is its chief musical director.
The ventilating system of the American cost $16,000. The building is of
absolutely fireproof construction, and
is fitted with twelve emergency exits,
three times the number required by
law. The two projection machines
are housed in an operating-room made
of metal, asbestos and reinforced concrete. A 165-foot lobby admits patrons from the main entrance to the
auditorium proper. A double system
of lighting, on the "high-low" principle, provides the house with a soft,
unobtrusive light throughout the performances, eliminating total darkness
and all its attendant disadvantages.
These are a few of the features that
place the American Theatre on a par
with anything the country can show
in the way of a building devoted to
amusement.
H. A. Sims, secretary and treasurer

of the Liberty Theatre Company,
which built the American, is the manager of the theatre. Seeing that Salt
Lake society women,
bankers, busi-

H. A. SIMS
Manager of the American Theatre

ness and professional men. judges of
the state courts, and university professors and their families are regular
patrons of the house, some of his man-

INTERIOR

OF AMERICAS

BIGGEST

esting. policies
agerial

are sure

to be inter-

T

II E program is uniformly composed of five reels of pictures.
Sometimes a five-reel feature will be
the evening's entertainment. At
others, single reels, with a two or
three-reel subject, will be offered.
In the matter of prices, three hundred of the best seats in the house are
reserved at twenty cents. Upstairs a
block of two hundred seats, on either
side of the operating-room and in a
direct line with the screen, are sold at
fifteen cents. There are eight hundred five-cent seats, and the remainder, numbering about seventeen hundred, are ten cents.
The management never deviates
from these prices at any show.
The exceptional system of discipline
requires every employee to know
where he belongs, just what he has to
do, when to do it, and how he must
appear. Ushers must have their shoes
polished, uniforms kept clean and neat,
collars clean, hands clean, and nails
neatly trimmed.
If an usher reports for duty in any
other condition, he is not allowed to
work. Two cashiers are employed
who, when on duty, must attend
strictly to business. No gossiping at
the windows, no friendly chats with
anybody are allowed.
-Mr. Sims is the oldest picture man,
in point of proprietorship, in the state
of Utah.
Others who were in busi-
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ness, or started when he did, have
cither retired or gone elsewhere.
Newspaper advertising is a thing that
Mr. Sims thoroughly believes in, and
he uses it extensively. He understands the value of reminding the
public continually where he is and
what he has to offer them, and he has
had rare success in his publicity ventures.
The company with which Mr. Sims
is associated, and of which Albert
Scowcroft is president and Charles
Ziener vice-president, have had a number of houses in Utah, Wyoming and
Idaho. Lately, however, they decided
to abandon these smaller projects and
center their capital about theatres in
the larger cities. The American is the
first of several houses they are planning to erect in the West.
Before going into the architectural
details of the theatre, more than a
passing word should be given to the
orchestra and Professor McClellan.

American Theatre boasts of
THE
having the largest and most efficient orchestral organization to be
found in any motion picture theatre in
all the world.
Seventeen performers of the first
class, a $30,000 Kimball pipe organ,
and the organist of the famous Mormon Tabernacle as conductor, combine to make an ensemble that is truly
notable. Besides Professor McClellan, chief organist, who is also the
musical director, there are on the musical staff Levi N. Harmon, Jr., who
is also assistant conductor, and Samuel H. Williams. The music performed is of the highest class, as a
specimen program rendered will conclusively prove.
It is as follows: Grand selections
from "Tannhauser," (Wagner) ; "Lohengrin," (Wagner); "Madame Butterfly," (Puccini); "La Tosca," (Puccini); "Lakme," (Delibes); "Aida,"
(Verdi); "Rheingold," (Wagner);
"Count of Luxembourg," (Lehar);
"The Duchess," (Herbert); lighter
numbers by Theo. Bcndix, Lehar,
Hcrbert, Lampe. Mendelssohn, Schubert, Strauss, Waldteufel, and others.
Musical Director McClellan claims
that the entire ensemble of the seventeen men with the grand organ equals
fully the effect which would require at
least thirty-five men to produce without the help of the organ. The blending is exquisite, due in a large measure- to the perfect acoustic properties
of the theatre.
Paderewski, the eminent Polish
pianist, recently performed a recital
which created a profound impression
in the American, and he was profuse
in his praise of the acoustics of the
house.
The
musical
library of the Amei
ican is valued
at considerably
over
oni thousand dollars
The orchestra
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ORCHESTRA
OF AMERICAN
THEATRE,
SALT
LAKE
CITY
In the center, directly behind the organ, is the conductor, Prof. J. J. McClellan, who is also chief
organist of the great Mormon Tabernacle.

is composed

of three violins, viola,

'cello, bass, flute, oboe, first clarinet,
second clarinet, bassoon, trumpet,
trombone, piano, organ, tympani. The
orchestra has been praised by Theodore Bendix, and other notables, who
were surprised at finding such a welldrilled organization in a theatre.
ENTRANCE
to the theatre is
through a 165-foot lobby from
Main street. The entire lobby is finished in gold and red with white marble and black onyx for the floor trimmings. The floor is constructed of
tile for the entire distance of 165 feet.
The ticket office at the right of the
main entrance is also constructed of
marble and equipped with two ticket
windows. The main window opens
on the lobby entrance while the other
opens ••n Main street. The latter window is for emergency use and is
pressed into service only when the demand for tickets is heavy.
The entire front is brilliantly lighted. A huge electric sign, a spread
eagle and shield, the symbol of the
house, and bearing the name of tintheatre, is bung over the sidewalk.
Two immense chandeliers arc hung
over the Main street entrance, with
smaller lights surrounding the entire
entrance The lighting system at the
entrance alone requires 1,000 lights
It is jusl one-half a block from the
entrance to the last seat in the house
Bui the management has made the
journey a pleasant one I arge panels
have been installed at regular intervals through the lobby I ifelike portrait- oi motion picture celebrities will
adorn the panels under glass co\ ers
In all si teen p inels, the largest measuring 28 inches by 22 inches, are installed on the walls of the lobby
The

same idea is carried out through the
building.
foyer, stairways and halls of the big
From the lobby one passes into a
foyer 14 feet deep in the center and
90 feet wide. The same liberal decorative scheme is carried out there
The electrical fixtures of attractive
designs are finished in gold and tinentire color scheme is laid in dark
green, light green and gold.
At the right of the entrance to the
foyer is a large emergency exit leading to the open. At the left is a broad
marble stairway leading to the balcony. The foyer is also equipped with
two emergency fire hydrant- with
hose attached
The body of the house measures
165 feet by 90 feet. The interior is of
the Renaissance style of architecture
and is finished in lavender, pink and

SPECIA1 attention has been given
gold.
to the operating room. It is absolutely fireproof, constructed of
metal, asbestos and reinforced concrete. The projection holes and the
operator-' windows can be closed in
an instant by the mere pulling of a
single cord. By this means the room
can be made airtight so that, in case
"i electrical accident, the operating
room can be absolutch shut off from
the house. The operating room is
provided with two machines so that
there are no waits between pictures.
Under the balcony and directly over
the foyer are located the offices and
rest r.oms The manager's office is
at the righl and is adjoined by the
musical
director's
In the
center
loom For picture
(Continued

room.
is the projection
tests when the pro<>ii page 38)
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Turning Courtesy into Coin
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JVot One Theatre, but Two, Has This Man "Raised to a Le-Vel of Success tvith
"Courtesy for All and Indifference Totouard JVone"
as His Motto— Is It Worth a Trial ?
FIVE years ago Frank McCarthy
was the proprietor of a small restaurant. He was a theatrical
manager by profession, but the season
was dull. Rather than idle about
an entire summer, he started the
"hash house'' in Beloit, Wisconsin,
where he was well known.
The modest restaurant furnished
him a fair living. He did not return
to the road in the fall, but stuck to
the "Cosy." But somehow, standing
behind a shiny counter and watching
a line of faces receive food three times
a day — a line of mouths which opened
and closed automatically, it seemed —
did not appeal to him.
And it was while he was in this
state of dissatisfaction that the
motion picture idea entered his brain.
At this time one motion picture
house had been started in Beloit
With gaudy posters before it, the
Lyric had been calling to the people
for several months.
But Beloit was, and still is, a very
puritanical sort of town; and the good
people were frankly skeptical.
The majority of the men were indifferent to the pictures; and the women much the same.
Manager Archer, of the Lyric, was
in no immediate danger of becoming
rich.
MCCARTHY sprung a sensation
upon his friends when he announced that he had purchased the
Lyric complete; fixtures, good-will
and all. They pressed their tongues
to their cheeks, looked knowing, and
in general acted as if they pitied him
in his affliction.
Frank received many condolences
those days. To leave a well-paying
restaurant for a wild-goose venture
such as a motion picture house which
was not paying expenses, was surely
an indication of a feeble mind!
But Frank did not worry, at least,
not very much. He did not have
time. He was going into a new field,
but he thought he understood the
future of it and most of its possibilities.
He could see a cheap form of clean
entertainment for the many factory
men in the city. He thought of the
many fortunes which have been made
out of five-cent pieces. He had a
public of between sixteen and eighteen thousand people before him, and
he would amuse them.
His experience
in theatrical work

in good stead. He understood him
stood nun and women pretty well.
Archer'sof
He figuredhadthat
selection
the Mr.
beenonein of
mistakes
his employees. The majority of the
assistants were what lie termed "a
bad lot." Two of the girls enjoyed
a none too savory reputation. So he
promptly fired them, and he and his
wife did the greater part of the work
themselves.
Personal
attention
and courteous
treatment
he resolved to give every

frank McCarthy
Owner of Majestic Theatre, Beloit, Wisconsin.

one of his patrons, and these two elements have figured largely in his success. He placed his wife in the ticket
office, and as she had a large number
of friends in the city, she did much
toward placing the theatre on its feet.
With a competent man in the lantern
box, McCarthy felt that he was ready
to hold his own

A

ND

so

the Lyric opened.
Although it met with a poor recep-

tion at first, the receipts in the ticket
office gradually grew larger and
larger, until the McCarthys at length
did not have to worry about the
month's expenses. Frank made it a
point to secure the best films on the
market, as far as possible. He advertised extensively in the newspapers. He ran "readers" in addition to
display ads. He talked motion pictures to his friends, and Mrs. McCarthy did the same. He tried in every
way he could think of to interest the
public in his theatre.
And when at length he had succeeded, when a patron had purchased
a ticket aud presented it at the door,
McCarthy determined that that patron should be met with as courteous
treatment and with as much personal
attention as it was possible to give
him without overdoing it.
He did all the ushering himself.
He took care to ask each person
where they cared to sit, and then to
find them the seat they desired, if it
was possible. Generally it was possible during the first days, but later,
when the Lyric was playing to capacity houses, he was always careful to
express regret at his inability to supply the desired place.
The place was scrubbed thoroughly
every morning. The seats were dusted, the walls were occasionally brightened, and the electric light globes
were always crystal clear. When the
inverted system of lighting came into
vogue, inverted lights were installed
in the Lyric. And when the mirror
screens had proved to be a success,
the Lyric had a mirror screen. And
so McCarthy prospered.
FINALLY a good offer came for
the picture house, and Frank sold
out, receiving about three times the
sum that he paid for the place. After
being nine months out of the picture
business, traveling about- the country
with a road show under his management, McCarthy returned to Beloit
and purchased the Majestic.
Again friends shook their heads.
Again they predicted failure. For the
Majestic had been operated successively by seven different managers.
Each attempt to make the house a
paying
proposition had been a
failure.
But Frank was now assured of the
future of the motion pictures. He
knew that the motion pictures had
come to Beloit to stay.
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Fifteen months have passed since
he purchased the Majestic. To-day
his theatre is the best patronized
place in Beloit. Practically every seat
is taken every night. The same faces
may be seen night after night, week
after week. The personal element
did it.

TO-DAY, Beloit with a population
of 18,000, supports three theatres
devoted exclusively to motion pictures, and one house which vacillates
between pictures and vaudeville. Until two weeks ago the Wilson Theatre,
formerly the only legitimate house in
the city, devoted the first three days
of each week to pictures. The last
four days were given over to vaudeville.
But Manager Backenstoe found that
the scheme did not pay. Two weeks
ago he announced that the Wilson
would carry vaudeville every day in
the week; and Beloit lovers of the
drama and the musical comedy only
sighed. Plays are booked whenever
it is convenient to bring them to the
city.
Yea, verily, Beloit is in the grasp
of motion pictures. So much so, in
fact, that the picture men actually do
not have to advertise. The three managers fill their houses every night in
the week and every Saturday and
Sunday afternoon, generally without
spending a cent in the newspapers.
And more than that, the people seem
to prefer the pictures to vaudeville.
The Grand Theatre, which runs pictures exclusively at times, and then
again changes over to vaudeville, is
not doing very well. Among the
films exhibited at this theatre are
such picture plays as "Hiawatha,"
"The Prisoner of Zenda," "Dante's
Inferno," and "Quo Vadis."
These feature films are generally
run in connection with a short comedy reel, and generally are advertised
by the distribution of colored dodgers, and sometimes by small display
ads in the newspapers. This is as far
as the "movie" managers get into the
newspapers.
A

SKETCH of the motion picture
field in Beloit would not be complete without mentioning Mr. Olson.
He is a machinist by profession.
Until he was well along in middle age
he worked ten hours a day over a
lathe in a factory which employed
2,500 men; a factory in which lie was
only a small part of a machineHe saw old age coming on, and he
saw that he would not be ready for
it if he continued his work in the shop.
He had a little money saved up;
enough to purchase the Star Thi
when the opportunity came for taking
over the motion picture hen
Now John had no real reason for
purchasing
the place except that it
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seemed to him to be a good investment. He had no real interest in the
work. He had no experience. But
the Star had been playing to large
crowds right along. Why should it
not continue to do so under his management? Why not, indeed! He
couldn't say why, but he speedily
found out that it did not.
Olson had placed his wife in the
ticket office, had hired two boys to
usher, retained the old lantern operator, and had continued his work in the
factory. He rarely saw the theatre,
himself, except on Saturday night and
Sunday. On the other nights he was
too tired from his confining work on
his machine.
His expenses soon began to exceed
his receipts in an alarming manner.
He did nothing to try to remedy the
fault, for the simple reason that he
had no idea what to do. He went
ahead blindly, trusting each day that
the tide would turn in his favor. At
length in desperation, he tried to sell.
But no one would buy. Thus he was
forced to retain the elephant.
His inability to sell rather steadied
him. He quit his work in the factory
and resolved to devote his entire time
to the theatre.
He had no idea that this move of
his was a step toward the seat of the
trouble. It was not until he had
talked with men of experience, until
he had studied the public and the
methods of successful theatre-owners
that he discovered wherein lay the
trouble.
HE

took every matter pertaining to
the theatre under his personal
supervision. He discovered that his
films had been having the irritating
tendency to break several times
duringfilms
the course
evening's
The
in otherof an
theatres
did run
not
seem to have this peculiarity. So he
fired his operator and engaged a man
upon whom he could depend to run
through the reel in the afternoon, and
remedy any flaws in the film.
In a few months the receipts of the
Star had picked up amazingly, and at
the present time Mr. Olson realizes
how excellent an investment he made
when he decided to put John Olson's
personality in the motion picture field.
The tendency in Beloit is away from
the hair-raising film and toward the
quieter stories. The National Board
of Censorship did much for the picture-house owners throughout the entire country, but in no place did thej
do more for the men than in Beloit.
When the revised pictures which
had passed the censorship of the board
began to reach Beloit. the thcatreowners found that a great battle had
been fought and won for them, \
better class of people began to patronize the houses. A rosy future and
plain sailing seemed assured.

The proprietors found that the demand for the pictures had grown to
such an extent that they no longer
needed to advertise. This meant
bigger profits.
The truth of the matter is that there
is so little social activity in Beloit
(except in college circles) that if a
person does not wish to spend an
evening at home, practically the only
thing for him to do if he does not
drink, bowl or play billiards, is to
house.
visit the pictures or the one vaudeville

SO

things became simplified for the
managers. With no advertising
necessary, with but a few employees
to handle, and with a public which
would come night after night and
which did not protest audibly if a
mediocre film slipped in now and then,
life was easy for the picture man.
And so things drifted along until the
question of an open Sunday became
the center of a heated public debate.
Immediately the plan of the theatreowners to take advantage of the state
law permitting them to remain open
on Sunday became known, the ministers of every church in the city united
in a crusade against the defilement of
the Sabbath.
The controversy was carried into
the newspapers. Signed communications appeared each day. The plan
was denounced from the pulpit.
But the theatrical men were not
idle during the tumult. They quietly
pointed out that Beloit had a large
class of working people, many of
them young men and young women
who belonged to no church, and who
did not set their foot within a church
door from one year's end to the next.
Open theatres would tend to take
these people off of the streets on
Sunday. It would give them some
place to go. They would be able to
obtain clean amusement for a small
sum.
EYK RY argument of the church
element was met with an ingenious refutation by the theatre-owners.
When finally the smoke of the conflict rolled away, the church had lost.
The promise of the exhibitors to
bring pictures of a semi-sacred or of
an instructive nature to Beloit on
Sundays had won them their victory.
\nd they have fulfilled their pledge
pretty well. A show is given each
Sunday afternoon and evening. Every
house is generally packed.
And still no one has heard a complaint from tin- pastors that their concations are neglecting the church.
Curious, isn't it?
N es, Beloit enjoys its "movies,"
even if it can't always see the pictures
realistically colored by a Kinemacolor
machine.
But that is another story.
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Cashier
By James E. Wales

FROM my position inside the boxoffice I could watch
every movement of the cashier at the window, while
she was unaware that I was observing her. The handling
of money by one who is deft of finger and quick of thought
has always held a strange fascination for me, probably because Iam unskilled as a money changer.
At any rate, this particular girl held my close attention,
for in her I saw more than ability to make rapid and accurate change; I discovered her to be more than a mere
money changer — she was a genius at her work. Of course,
I did not discover all these things at once, for I had observed her before and, during resting spells, I had talked with
her.
She was a tall, pretty girl who dressed modestly, and in
the best of taste, and appeared always to be freshly groomed.
Men did not seem to interest her any more than did the
women. She never ogled them, nor were they ever found
waiting for her when she left the theatre at night.
After studying the cashier for several weeks I confided
to the manager one day that, in my opinion, she was one of
the theatre's greatest assets.
He looked at me in surprise. "Did you just discover
that?" he exclaimed.
"I've known it for more than a year."
That decided me. I wanted to find out how that young
woman made herself useful outside of selling tickets. I
wanted to get her views; to have her tell me the secret of her
success.
T N other words, I was anxious to have her explain how
-*• a cashier can make business for a motion picture theatre.
I felt that she had given the subject thought, and I was
not mistaken in my judgment of her. She had given her
work much thought, much serious thought, and out cf it she
had evolved a plan for handling the public through a hole in
the front of a boxoffice that would have done credit to one
occupying
a much
staff.

more

elevated position on the theatre's

"I have studied my work and the people," she replied in
answer to my question. "When I began working here I
was as inexperienced as was possible for a girl to be who
had never worked before. But I wanted to work and decided, before applying for the position, that whatever I undertook Iwould follow as seriously as if it were to be my
life-long occupation.
"I had observed how many women work — simply doing
that which is placed before them, as if the future held nothing
in store except to find a husband, the work at hand being
merely a means to the end. Of course I intend to marry if the
right man comes along, but until he puts in an appearance,
I shall continue at my work, which I enjoy as keenly as
some women do their bridge whist.
"I am satisfied that in my position I have done much toward popularizing our theatre and that I can do still more.
That is why I never get through studying people.
"I attribute my success to my knowledge of people, my
ability to get along with them amicably, and the fact that I
seldom make a mistake.
u \ CASHIER in a theatre should be amiable, quick to think
a*- and act, and something of a mind reader. People who
push money toward you through a hole in the window often
forget to tell you how many tickets they want or where
they wish to sit. They seem to think that you should know
their wishes without being told.
"It would never do for
for there is another house
shows practically the same
our patrons we must offer

me to be sharp with these people,
within a few blocks of ours which
pictures, so I figure that to hold
something more than the pictures.

" T HAVE found out that the general run of people are
A touchy and easily offended over small things. And, once
offended, they do not forget it quickly. A sharp word, whether
it is due or not, often leaves a sore spot that doesn't heal
up for a long time and during that time a picture theatre
loses many ten-cent pieces.

"The gruffness of ticket-sellers has I know, been a longstanding tradition in theatrical circles. In the old days, the
man on the other side of the window would hand out a
ticket as if he were doing you a favor. A long line of
people, waiting to secure seats, and the necessity of getting
them all into the theatre, no doubt accounts for the blustering attitude of the ticket-seller.
Then, also, there is that ever-present, nerve-racking person who wants to talk it over with the man or woman at the
window; who asks all sorts of foolish questions, while half
a hundred persons are waiting to be served. That is only one
of
the tickets.
reasons why it is difficult to keep one's temper when
selling

"Women are especially difficult to deal with, and more
so when the cashier is a woman. You
have no idea the mean
things they say, the cutting answers they fling at you when
you inquire: 'How many, please?' Sometimes I become
quite discouraged, but so far I have been able to hold my
temper well in check and I don't believe I have lost the
house a single patron through talking back or being rude
or uppish with them. It was not done, however, without
a great deal of effort, for I am only human and when a
woman sneers and says something unpleasant it requires all
my self-control not to give her back as good as she sends.
"When a woman comes up to the window and throws down
fifty cents without saying a word and I hand her a ticket for
one adult, only to find that a youngster has been hidden
from my view, it is not at all pleasant to have that woman
make a sneering remark about one not knowing one's business. That occurs, not once in a while, but hundreds of
times a month, until I am ready to scream with vexation.
But I hold back and try to smile, which attitude has won
me many friends among these very women who found that
I would not answer them when they were abusive.
'"TpHE men are much easier to deal with, although many
A of them show great stupidity in failing to state how
many tickets or where they wish them when the prices are
changed for special performances. There are also many
who try to start a conversation, and, although I resent their
attitude, I have managed to escape insults by smiling and
'Next, please.'
saying:
"When I came here there was a sign painted on the
glass, at a point level with the eyes of the average
person, which read: 'How Many, Please?' I discovered after
a week that few, if any, of the patrons read it. Many were
regular attendants and seemed to think that the cashier
should know how many tickets they desired.
"I soon learned that most people like to have
wants
anticipated, so I kept a close tab on them their
and soon
picked out the regulars. When they appeared I would hand
them the necessary number of tickets without a word being
said, which seemed to please them greatly.
"Most people are that way— they are pleased when you
know what they want. It seems
to flatter them that
you should have remembered them out of the thousands who
daily buy tickets.
"In this way I have increased my list of friends for the
house. They have grown to know me and they realize
that I know them.
"The longer I work
the better
mind-reader
(Continued
on page
36)

I become,
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The Feature Market in the South
i HARLESTONj
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C,

March
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pictures are not over
ON
MOTIdone
in South Carolina.
Columbia, with a population of
thirty-five thousand, has three theatres.
Spartanburg, with twenty thousand,
has three theatres.
Greenville, with sixteen thousand,
has three theatres.
Union, with seven thousand, has one
theatre.
Sumter, with eight thousand, has
two theatres.
Other towns are in proportion.
It should be borne in mind, however, that since the colored population
is about forty per cent, the white
population will only run about sixty
per cent of the above population
figures. The ruinous competition
along the lines of long programs, so
common in the North and East, does
not exist here. The average length
of program is from three to four reels
with a ten-cent admission for adults
and five cents for children. A good
healthy spirit of legitimate competition exists with very little petty jealousy and bad feeling among the exhibitors.
Perhaps this state of affairs is
largely due to the fact that the theatres are run by local business nun
of long standing and good reputation.
They are run, too, in a business-like
manner.
Most interesting of all factors in
the stiuation here is the feature market There seems to be a demand
only for the highest class features.
Ordinarily the exhibitor relies on his

regular weekly service, which contents the public. When he runs a
feature, he gets the very best he can
secure, advertises it freely in the local
papers and charges fifteen and twenty-five cents admission. Not only
that, but he gets those prices and
plays to crowded houses. He is not
afraid of repeating features. He
draws patronage right along.
The point of the matter is that he
is keen enough a business man to realize that features must be charged
for well. He doesn't run them to defeat his competitor, but to please his
audiences and to make money for
himself. He knows that if he surfeits
his audience with many features, he
cannot drop back on regular days to
ten and five cents. He also knows that
if he shows poor features, he cannot
maintain feature prices.
It would be well for the exhibitor
of the North and East to take a lesson in this respect from his Southern
brother. The exhibitor must remember that it is he who sets the pace
for the manufacturer. If he insists
upon quantity pictures rather than
quality, he is certain to get quantity.

A RAPID-FIRE
WEDDING
Having been educated to a belief in
rapid marriages from her experience
as an actress, Marie Posener (Marie
I 'avis) met, was wooed by and married John W. Murray
a few hours

This applies to "features'' as well as
to single-reel scenes.
MUTUAL

TO
AID
THE
PEACE
MOVEMENT
The Mutual Film Corporati mi has
been engaged to further the cause of
world-peace by means of motion pictures, through William Osborne MacDowell, who represented the United
States Peace Congress at the convention in Geneva in 1912.

MRS.

J. W.

MURRAY

after their first meeting. Perhaps the
fact that Miss Pavis heretofore has
only been allowed seventeen minutes
to meet and wed a man has something to do with this, but they are
happy, very much so, take it from
Murray.Pavis, nee Posener and now
Miss
Perhaps her last picture "The Honeymooners," in which she played with
Florence Lawrence, caused the romantic bud to sprout. At any rate
they're a real pair of "honeymooners"
now.
"FIREPROOF

THEY
Scene

from

HOLD
"Into

THE
the

FORT
Foothills"

THROUGH
(Western

THE

WINDOW

Eclair — Two

Parts)

BOOTHS,
STATE
ORDER
[ oca! ordinances governing motion
picture shows take precedence over
state regulations, when the local laws
are the more stringent of the two. declares Minnesota's State Fire Marshall, Charles E. Keller, in a code of
rules and regulations just published
By the authority conferred upon
him in an act of the Minesota Legislature in 1913. Mr Keller has directed
that all regular motion picture theatres must have permanent fireproof
booths This he is empowered to do
under the act, which places him in
charge
ulations. of motion picture theatre reg-
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Patents
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M . H . SCHOENBAUM
All inquiries pertaining to this department will be answered by Mr. Schoenbaum, either directly or through the
columns of The Motion Picture News. — Editor.
Address "Patent Editor," Motion Picture News, New

Latest
PATENT

AND

TRADE-MARK

News
Patents

and Trade-Mark
Registered
or Allowed Recently:

United States Patents
1,087,996. Motion Picture Mechanism. Julien Tessier.
1,088,030. Enlarging Attachment for
Cameras.
C. C. Leeds.
1.088.364. Intermittent Movement.
Nicholas Power.
1.088.365. Feeding Mechanism for
Motion Picture Machines. Nicholas
Power.
1,088,412. Color Photography. Lycurgus Solon Glover.
1,088,478. Film-Mending Machine.
Percival E. Stow.
Among themovement
above patents
Power"s
intermittent
was first
filed
five years ago, on Feburary 26, 1909,
and the first claim allowed reads as
follows: "In apparatus of the character described a device for producing
intermittent rotation comprising a
continuously rotating member having
an internal annular shoulder with a
notch or recess therein, a rotatable
locking member engaging said shoulder and held against rotation thereby,
and interengaging devices carried by
said locking member and said continuously rotating member by which a
partial rotation of 90 degrees is imparted to said locking member when
said locking member is adjacent to the
notch or recess in said shoulder."
The color process patented by L. S.
Glover covers the combination of two
stereoscopic lenses with two filters,
one of which is orange-red and the
other bluish-green, each filter cooperating with one of the lenses.
The invention also comprises a film
having two independent monochromatic color value images, one of these
images
having
an orange-red
color

value and the other a bluish-green
color value. The images and filters
are to be placed axially to the oculars
and adapted to present to the eyes, in
the fusing of the said images and filters, a sensation of one image in approximately natural relief and color.
The patent for the film-mending
machine by P. E. Stow is also very
interesting. It has been known to the
European public for several months
already, as the European patents appeared last summer, the British patent
rights being given by Mr. Stow to an
English company, who makes the apparatus.
The invention consists of a small
device enabling one easily and instantaneously to mend broken films, all
the operations of film repairing being
effected by a disk, the edge of which
bears the film cutter, the device which
removes the coated surface, the film
holder, etc., so that by simply turning
the crank of the apparatus the operation is effected without trouble or
special care of any kind.
U. S. Trade Marks
73,843. Motion Picture and Photoplay Films. World Special Films Corporation, New York.
The above trade-mark consists of
the image of the head of an elephant
printed on the forehead of which is a
facsimile of the globe with the letter
"W" printed thereon.
75,618. Kinematograph Films. La
Film Artistica Gloria, Turin, Italy.
The above trade-mark consists of
an allegorical figure representing a
woman keeping a strip of film which
forms the word Gloria, the three words
"Ars-Vera-Lex" surround the upper
part of the design.
75,649. Moving Picture Films. Macnamara Feature Film Co., Inc., New
York.
The above trade-mark is composed
of the three letters "M A C" arranged
in a fanciful design.

York City.
British Patents
23,964. Kinematograph Apparatus.
L. Kamm.
23,995. Kinematograph Films. J.
Williamson.
24,138. Racks for Kinematograph
Films, etc. C. F. Jenkins, Washington.
24,159. Color Photography. C.
Beck and C. N. Bennett.
24,161. Color Kinematography. H.
G. Giffard and E. A. Merckel.

Trade Notes
New

Horizons for Cinematography

Eugene Morel, of the National Library of France, together with Mr.
Goldschmidt and other friends, have
succeeded in constructing an apparatus for reproducing the full text, including drawings and all illustrations
of books and similar documents.
It will thus be possible to reproduce
by means of a motion picture camera
any book or contents of an old and
precious document and communicate
same to the public without the least
chance of their being lost or destroyed.
Who

Made

That Film?

No title or other distinctive mark of
a film can be suppressed without the
express authorization of the manufacturer of the film.
The Venetian Court of Appeals recently confirmed a judgment, according to which any diminishing or alteration of a film without previous authorization shall mean unlawful competition.
Denmark

Forms

Trust

The following cinematographic companies of Denmark have formed a
trust: The Nordische Films Compagnie, Fotorama, Biorama and KinoThe
graph.

Schwedisch - Danisch

Films-
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Aktiengesellschaft has now joined the
former four companies, and a serious
fight against foreign competition is
expected. American exporters will
now have to keep their eyes open.
Non-inflammable Film in Germany
The German Der Kinematographen
Operateur, edited by the Film Zeitung, considering the question of noninflammable film, complains regarding
its durability. According to the author, the material becomes brittle the
first week it is in use, while the oldcelluloid would last for years.
After a re-examination of certain
police regulations particularly interesting to Germany, the author expresses his fears that some danger
may result to the operators from the
efforts made by Bayer, Boro'id and
Pathe to impose their non-inflammable film on the market. The main
apprehension seems to be the danger
of a relaxation of some of the former
regulations, which gave the operator
certain advantages of hygiene. These
regulations, it is feared, would no
mere be followed if acetylcellulose
films were to be projected instead of
celluloid films.
SOUTH

WILL GET LASKY
FEATURES
Mr. W. I. Cherry, president of the
Southern Feature Film Association,
with offices at Dallas, New Orleans
and Atlanta, and controlling numerous features throughout the various
Southern states, contracted last week
for the entire output of the Jesse L.
I.asky Feature Play Company for Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee. Texas,
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and the Canal
Zone, and will make the first release
of a Lasky production next week in
"The Squaw Man." in which Dustin
Farnum makes such a masterful success.

OPEN

AETNA

STUDIO

SOON

on the
Aetna Film
Company's
newWork
studio
at Newark,
N. J.,
is being
pushed at high speed, with the object
of completing the building so that it
may be used on or about March 10.
when the company's producing cast,
now in Florida, will return for the
taking of the inside scenes for their
pictures.
A comprehensive lighting system is
only one of the features that will
characterize the massive plant The
studio's main staging will cover an
area forty feet by one hundred and
twenty-five feet. For the lighting of
this the Cooper-Hewitt and Wohl
companies are collaborating in the installation of a system that will have
a ray projection power of nearly half
a million candlep
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a period when
are living
WE human
life isatconsidered to be
worthy of every safeguard against
harm. As far as the motion picture
trade is concerned, it is content with
simply satisfying the requirements of
the law, but also do, and it is our duty
as human beings, all we can to make
picture followers feel as safe and
happy as possible in our theatres.
When the question of non-inflammable film first arose, everyone
thought that the moment had finally
come; many even began to consider
the projector as the fifth wheel of the
coach. Unfortunately, time has
proved that the question of non-inflammable material has not yet been
settled and that the perfect acetate of
cellulose film, while very desirable, is
still too dear and not practical and
strong enough to compete with its
older brother, the celluloid film.
Before the praiseworthy efforts of
the numerous ideal film searchers, disseminated inall parts of the world, are
met with success, a reliable and absolutely safe projector is necessary.
Among the machines claimed as safe
and reliable, the new Ernemann Imperator (Jubilee Model) is a very interesting apparatus; besides the usual
improvements that manufacturers add
from time to time to their machines
and which the Imperator possesses
on the former model, some features
are to be considered as important
modifications which will no doubt
affect the market and create a sensation It is not purposed to discuss
certain details which are merely a
matter of opinion, but there are new
embodiments in the Jubilee Model
which will satisfy every opinion.
The new model is characterized by
,i trinity of safety devices, the first of
which is the arrangement of the film
to run from one reel to the other,
passing through the various mechanical movements and optical systems
without ever coming in direct contact
with the open air.
The second is not of less importance. The walls of the lamp-house
and all parts liable to be heated up are
lined with a thick layer of asbestos.
Finally the third and most interesting detail is the disconnecting of the
crank from the movement when the
door is open, so that nothing will
happen without the operator being
actually aware of what is going on.
When the door is closed again the
connection of the handles and movement is automatically re-established.
This arrangement has caused the constructor to modify the framing device,
which is also manipulated with great
ease and smoothness.
Notwithstanding the above pn
tions, an automatic
fire shutter cuts

PROJECTORS
the light off as soon as the film stops
or slackens and gradually uncovers
the light aperture when the speed of
the film is sufficient to prevent the
heat of affecting the film.
New calculations enable the shutter,
which is of aluminum, to have its
wings reduced in size and thus increase light. We shall not insist on
the flywheel clutch pulley and ropedrive and numerous windows, distributed wherever something had to
be observed, such as the fire proof
drums, maltese cross oil bath, etc.
All parts are rationally lubricated and
protected against all destroying
agents.
Besides great latitude is given the
operator as regards the focal distance
of the lenses.
Other interesting details will certainly be observed on examination of
the machine itself.
Until we get the absolutely safe
film we shall have to be satisfied with
safe projectors.
M. H. S.
POWER

WARNS

OF FRAUDS

Users of Powers' Cameragraphs in
certain sections of the South and
Middle West have been imposed upon
by parties representing themselves to
be demonstrators for the Nicholas
Power Company by passing worthless checks, and in several instances
large advances were made these individuals by various managers of the
motion picture theatres as well as
proprietors of hotels.
The Nicholas Power Company request their friends throughout the
country to refrain from furnishing
funds or cashing checks for anyone
purporting to be a representative of
their company, unless the individuals
desiring to be so favored are personally known to them to be such.
AN EXCHANGE AT-HOME
The Consolidated Film and Supply
Company, of Dallas. Tex., arc giving
an informal opening and house-warming at their new quarters on Saturday
night, March 7.
General Manager Oldknow, Ned E.
Depinet and James B. Kelly, the Consolidated's traveling representative,
constitute the reception committee.
and cordial invitations have been extended to the firm's competitors as
well as its patrons to "come around
andEach
have employee
a good time."
will be at his respective post and visitors will have an
opportunity to see every department
in action. "Music, light refreshments.
cigars and flowers." is the way Ned
Depinet outlines the programme. The
i ss of the affair is a foregone conclusion
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Hive 1Rew3 of tbe JMcck
vU
Walter E. Greene, long identified with
the exchange business in New England,
as well as the owner of a circuit of
motion picture theatres down East, has
opened a feature film sales business under the name of Greene's Feature Photo
Plays, Inc., and has installed an office
staff in commodious offices in Suite 501
in the World's Tower Building, 110 West
Fortieth street.
His features will not be exclusively of
one brand, as it is Mr. Greene's idea
that he would rather pick the specifically excellent features, instead of contracting to take all of this or that
manufacturer's output, which would
sometimes coerce him in releasing features of lesser merit.
The first release will be "Vampires
of the Night," in five reels. Later releases will be "The Great Gold Robbery," in three parts, "A Modern
Mephisto," in six parts. These will be
released at an interval of about two
weeks apart.
Mr. Greene will divide his time between New York and Boston. In his
absence from New York City the
office will be in charge of Miss E.
Huber.
The regular meeting of the exchanges
handling the product of the Famous
Players Film Company was held at the
Hotel Astor, in New York City, last
Thursday and Friday. Many topics connected with the distribution of the "30
Famous Features a Year" were discussed, the methods of the various exchanges in booking their films were
compared, and many suggestions
toward the benefit of all concerned
were made and adopted.
The exchanges unanimously report an
unprecedented number of bookings for
the Famous Players productions.
Theodore

Salamon,

known

projection room which, but for his steady
nerve and quick wits, would have destroyed a valuable film and perhaps the
room. Then calling Teddy, who was
blushing like a schoolboy, he presented
him with a handsome, specially designed
gold medal, bearing the inscription :
"Presented to Theodore Salamon by
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company for Using the Brains God Gave

Among the many notables who will
arrive on the Lusitania is Mr. H.
Him."
Winik, of Apex Films, Ltd., 35 Little
Newport street, London, W., England,
who brings with him sample copies of
two big European motion picture productions. The great value placed on
these films has prompted Mr. Winik
to have Lloyds, at London, insure
same for $100,000, and it is evident
that there is a big surprise in store for
American theatrical managers.
S. H. ("Hopp") Hadley has resigned as assistant to Philip Mindil in
the publicity department of the Mutual Film Corporation, to accept the
general press agency of Solax and
Blache American companies.
His successor with the Mutual is
George DuBois Proctor, formerly editor of the Motion Picture News.
Mr.

Proctor is well known in newspaper,
magazine and motion picture circles
He is a charter member of the Screen
Club, a social organization composed
of men who have motion picture interests and of which Mr. Hadley is
corresponding secretary.
Agnes Egan Cobb, that person of
many jobs, has taken over another.
She is now general manager of the
Leading Players Corporation, with
offices on the fourth floor of the Leavitt Building, 126 West Forty-sixth
street, New York. Their first production will be released on the first of
April.
Clifford H. Pangburn has left the
motion picture department of the New
York "Morning Telegraph" to become
editor of the motion picture page
which the "Tribune" has just established. Tracy Lewis, it is said, now
takes off his coat when he comes to
work.
Phil Gleichman, vice-president of
the World Film Corporation, has just
completed arrangements with Harry
C. Drum, formerly manager of the
General Film Company's feature department, to manage the office of the
World
Film
Corporation
with head-

in the

moving picture business as "Teddy, the
Universal Operator," is the recipient of
a gold medal from the officers of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company. The presentation was made in the
Universal projection room on Friday.
February 27, by General Manager J. C.
Graham, before an assemblage of the
employees of the general offices. That
the affair might be as great a surprise
as possible, the purpose of the assemblage was kept secret. At 5 o'clock.
Mr. Graham stepped forward and explained just why the meeting was ordered.
Mr. Graham related how Teddy had
recently put out a fire in the private

FAMOTTS PLAYERS
IN CUBA
TO PRODUCE
"MARTA
OF THE
LOWLANDS"
In group are Mme. Bertha Kalich, her daughter Lillian, Dan Frohman, J. Searle Dawley, Laura
Sawyer, House Peters, Hal Clarendon, Peter Lang, Wellington A. Playter and Marie Leonhard.
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quarters in the Ideal Building, Denver,
Col. Mr. Drum is well known to the
exhibitors in Denver and vicinity. Mr.
Gleichman is now in Los Angeles,
where another World's Film office will
soon be opened.
After a month's trip to the Coast,
Mr. John R. Freuler, vice-president of
the Mutual Film Corporation, and secretary-treasurer ofthe American Film
Manufacturing Company, returns with
promising reports of conditions of the
Mutual exchanges in California, Oregon, Washington, Utah, Colorado, and
other states on the Coast.
The laboratories and studios of the
American Film Manufacturing Company also proved a great delight to
Mr. Freuler "The recent additions to
the American plant and equipment
place this company foremost in the
ranks of producing companies and the
plans for the future, when carried out
to their final completion, will be a revelation to the industry,'' is his confident opinion. Mrs. Freuler accompanied Mr. Freuler on this trip.
A stamp tax in motion picture theatre tickets is now in force in Italy,
as a plan of the Italian government
for increasing its revenues.
The Emby Feature Film Corporation, with offices at 145 West Fortyfifth street, New York City, have purchased the exclusive rights of New
York and Northern Jersey for the
five-reel Metropolitan drama, "The
Money God," and the three-reel Pasquali "Under Suspicion," together
with the state rights of all the wellknown makes such as Itala Ammex,
Vernon, etc. Harry Brodkin, at present traveling in New York State, is

STOCK

NOW

IN

FLORIDA

representing the Emby. Leo Fisk,
who has been for the past ten years
an exhibitor in New York and New
Jersey, is taking entire charge of the
Xew Jersey end of the business.

the World Film Corporation will be
found in their new quarters at 130
West Forty-sixth street. New York
City, tirewhere
they will occupy the enthird floor.

In compliance with the request of
many exhibitors, Edison announces a
change in release schedule for the
"Dolly of the Dailies" series, in which
Mary Fuller is starring. Beginning
with the third release, on March 14th,
a "Dolly" film will be released on the
second and fourth Saturday of each
month, instead of the last Saturday,
as originally arranged.

"For Napoleon and France" is the
title of the next feature that George
Kleine will release in this country.
The big feature will have its premiere
on March 10.

< In

and

after

Saturday,

March

7

By January 1. 1915, Mr. Kleine expects to have fourteen big photodramas, of the calibre of "Quo Vadis.'
"Between Savage and Tiger" and "The
Last Days of Pompeii" on the market. They will represent the highest
product of the European producers
and will embrace French, Italian.
Roman, Greek. Egyptian. Russian and
Venetian subjects.
The Box Office Attraction Film
Rental Company will, within a few
weeks, have three branch offices established, one in Buffalo, one in Syracuse, and one in Boston. Eight men
are now being trained to conduct
ihese exchanges. E. J. McGuire will
be permanently located at Buffalo.
Twenty-nine releases are now ready
under the Fox Features, and the company has obtained the rights to twelve
more productions, among them some
new Great Northern, Solax and Ramo
features. Exhibitors are flocking
twice a week to the showing of feaYork tures
City.
at the Academy of Music, New

'OUR

MUTUAL

GIRL"

VISITS

FIFTH

AVENUE

TOY

SHOP

Rita Sacchetto. the distinguished
actress and danseuse of international
repute, is being featured by the Great
Northern Film Company in "The
Gambler's
Penalty."on a pogt
three-part
sub(Contiuurd
66)
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the desire of "The Motion Picture News" to include under this heading
novel advertising ideas, successful schemes in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre— everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade. We invite every exhibitor to
write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information along any line.
Address: Editor, "The Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York City.
WHERE EGGS ARE LEGAL
It was an eminently hospitable
pictures are made and projected. BeTENDER
thing to do, refreshingly different
sides this, an operator with a monograph machine was stationed in the
MARY and Johnny can now go to a from the bald "We're open for busiGuthrie. Okla., motion picture
lobby
impart who
"film-wisdom"
to any
ness; come in and spend your money"
of
the tovisitors
were curious
to
method too generally in vogue. And
show without a nickel. How this may
the
idea
has
borne
fruit
in
increased
be done was discovered by the owner
eration.
learn the details of the machine's oppatronage for the MacCormack firm.
Here is the manner in which Mr.
The scores who flocked to the opMacCormack carried it out:
erating-ro m or gathered around the
lobby lecture furnished ample testiThe day for the opening of the commony of the keen general interest in
pleted theatre was Wednesday, Febmotion pictures and shrewdness of the
ruary 4. Five hours before the hour
■ if the first performance, two-thirty
manager's judgment.
As a climax to the unique reception
o'clock, the house was thrown open
for the people of Austin to inspect at a single-reel Keystone picture, "How
their leisure, free of charge.
Motion Pictures Are Made," was
shown to the guests of the manageFrom lobby to screen, from box(iffice to operating-room, the public
ment. Mr. MacCormack's laconic rewere invited to roam, inspect, criticise
port, "the affair was a success in every
and praise.
way," speaks volumes to wise exhibitors.
Three thousand persons, during
The MacCormack booklet is another
those five hours, availed themselves of

BUYING

A

TICKET

of the show when he decided to admit
any boy or girl to his Wednesday
matinee for one fresh egg. Since that
time eggs have been rolling by hundreds into his box-office every Wednesday afternoon. He sells them to
local merchants at twenty-five cents a
dozen. There are many boys and girls
who cannot easily get a nickel for a
motion picture show, but who can
easily rustle a fresh egg. The scheme
has proved profitable to the exhibitor
and a delight to the children of Guthrie. Mothers sometimes bring a family of six or seven children, each with
a fresh egg.
ENTRANCE

A NOVEL HOUSEWARMING
OPENING his new theatre with a
housewarming that took his patrons "behind the scenes" of the motion
picture business is the way in which
W. T. MacCormack, of Austin, Texas,
has laid the foundation of a greater
popularity for himself and the Crescent, of which he is the manager

TO

THE

CRESCENT,

W. T MacCORMACKS
IN AUSTIN, TEX.

Mr. MacCormack's
Mr.
MacCormack
and hishospitality.
assistants were
on hand to explain everything and particularly to initiate the laity into the
mysteries of the operating-room.
There, for the first time in the lives
of most who witnessed the demonstration, they learned
how
motion

NEWLY

OPENED

THEATRE

of the far-seeing advertising features
of this house.
"The general attitude toward the
motion picture should be sympathetic,
watchful, kindly and firm, as the most
astonishing invention of the human
mind," is the foreword of the book.
It closes with this adroit appeal:

THE
"

3 the People of Austin, through
"To
whose generous aid we are making a
success of our enterprise, we wish to
extend our thanks and assurance of
our appreciation of their future patronage."
SUCCESS
IN SPITE
LOCATION

OF

THE location of his theatre is
something, yes much, to the exhibitor. But it is not everything. A
glance at the experience of Harry Robrecht, the Dean of Newark, N. J.,
exhibitors, will demonstrate the truth
of this statement.
Air. Robrecht operates four theatres
in all, but it is to one of them in particular that the hypothesis laid down
in the first paragraph applies.
At the rear of Newark's only arcade, away from Broad street, the
city's
big
shopping
Robrecht took
over athoroughfare,
little theatre.Mr.It
had been a white elephant to every
one of its holders. Its seating capacity was about four hundred, and it was
seldom filled.
preliminary
survey
of -Mr.
the Robrecht's
field convinced
him that
the
patronage of the theatre would inevitably be drawn from women shoppers,
tired out with their tour of the stores,
and desirous of a rest before the
homeward journey.
Astutely, he resolved to cater carefully to this possible clientele. Mrs.
Hirsh was installed as manageress of
the house, and women employees were
engaged throughout the theatre. Humorous subjects, he decided, would
please the tired women best and he
accordingly confined his program to
light and breezy pictures.
The result justified his brightest
hopes. The theatre is now all that
Mr. Robrecht intended it to be, — a
recognized rendezvous for tired shoppers.
The atmosphere of the theatre is
quiet and restful. The air is always
clean and fresh; ventilation is afforded direct from the arcade, from two
balcony fans and balcony windows.
Mr. Robrecht's other theatres are
the Belmont Square at 5 Belmont avenue; the Royal, at 491 Broad street,
and the Cort, at High and Market
streets. The News wishes him all
success in his future ventures.
FAVORS

UNIQUE

NAMES

Manager O. F. Langworthy, of Sisterville, West Virginia, believes that
there is too much duplication in the
names of theatres. As a consequence
he is leading the movement for original
and unique names. His own theatre he
has called "Thee Show." He is to be
complimented upon its neat exterior
;m<l general appearance.
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League Headquarters Notes
Cincinnati, March 5.
SAFETY Director Holmes' decision
that "The Country Store," run in
connection with several motion picture
theatres here, is a lottery is a victory
for the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League. The League has always been
opposed to the principle at the bottom
of the "country store" attraction, and
the managers who used it were not
members of the organization.
The question as to whether the system was legal or not was brought to
the League's attention about three
weeks ago. A letter was sent to Director Holmes asking him to take action. After examining the situation,
the Safety Director agreed that the
side show was a lottery, and served
notice on the attorneys for the offending theatres that the practice must be
discontinued.
J. W. Myrrle, of Staunton, Va., was
a recent visitor to Cincinnati, looking
over the possibilities of opening a
theatre here. Business in Virginia, he
reports, is very good.
Robert B. Byrnes, representing the
World's Feature Company, was in the
city last week, arranging with the Animated Advertising Company for
service.
George M. Westley, special organizer for the League, has gone to Illinois to co-operate with the local committee at Springfield in preparing for
the next state convention.
The Illinois State Branch No. 2 of
the M. P. E. L. of A. will hold their
State convention in Springfield, 111.,
at the St. Nicholas Hotel, April 28
and 29. The branch has over 100
members outside of Chicago, and a
campaign will be undertaken to obtain at least 100 more.
The chairman of the committee is
W. W. Watts, president of the Vaudette Amusement Company. The
convention will take up matters pertaining to the business and possibly
make some recommendations to the
State Legislature. On April 28 a banquet will be served and the following
night the convention will close with
a grand ball.
A rousing old-fashioned convention
will be held in Lexington, Ky., at the
Phoenix Hotel, on April 21 and 22.
J. H. Stamper, Jr., chairman of the
convention committee, is receiving
substantial assistance from the Lexington Chamber of Commerce, the
hotel and business men. It is confidently expected that every exhibitor
in the State of Kentucky will be in
Lexington
Kentuckinns
are noted

for their enthusiasm when they mean
business, and the M. P. E. L. of Kentucky is a wide-awake, thorough organization. National Treasurer Orene
Parker, of Covington, Ky., and L. J.
Ditmeyer, president of the Kentucky
League, owner and proprietor of the
Majestic Theatre. Louisville, are enthusiastic over the coming convention.
F. E. Fredericks, the patentee of the
Fredericks Auto Rewinder, will arrive
in Cincinnati in a few days and give a
demonstration of his continuous rewinder, which he claims is one of the
greatest improvements in the motion
picture business.
T. P. Finnegan, Dallas. Tex., second
vice-president of the M. P. E. L. of A.,
has just completed the new Waco
Hippodrome. Mr. Finnegan is president and general manager of the four
theatres he has built in the last two
years in Texas. The Waco Theatre
cost $60,000, but is not so large as the
Dallas and some of the other theatres
Mr Finnegan owns.
D. P. Wine, national vice-president
of the West Virginia State Branch No.
38, Harrisonburg, Va., has been appointed state organizer for Virginia.
Mr. Wine is now in the South, securing new members and making arrangements tohold a state convention
on March 9. Virginia will be at the
Dayton convention with a strong delegation.
G. B. McClelland, of the Amusu
Theatre, Osgood, Ind., state organizer
for Indiana State Branch No. 5, is
doing effective work throughout the
state. A state convention will be
called in the near future to elect new
officers and delegates to attend the
Dayton convention.
One of the most substantial victories the League has won for some
time has come with the harmonious
settlement of the California admission
price problem. "Three reels for five
cents, five reels for ten cents," has
been the principle for which the
League has been fighting, and when
the Golden Gate Film Exchange came
into
line, everything was settled satisfactorilv
local of the
Exhibitors'
wasA organized
in Niagara
Falls,League
N. Y..
on February 25. A. N. Wolff, of the
Colonial Theatre, Rochester, president
of the New York State Branch No 11.
and W. C. Hubbard, of Rochester,
state treasurer, attended the meeting
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Those WhoBy William
Worry LordO'er
Plots and Plays
Wright

is the year of our Lord,
THIS
1914. A retrospect of the year
past and gone, and a peek into
the crystal glass of the future, may be
of interest to photoplay authors.
Many important items having to do
with script writing have developed
during the past year.
The multiple-reel plot has shoved
the split-reel and the single-reel story
to one side; prices for photoplays
have been somewhat bettered; through
our individual effort, deserving authors have won credit on screen with
several additional companies; poster
credit is offered by one concern; and
the nasty story is disappearing.
Peering into the future, we predict
an important and prosperous year for
the writer of good motion picture
stories; we augur increased prices; an
increased demand for the four and
five-reel plot; and then sooner or
later a revival of the popularity of
the split-reel comedy and one-reel
drama. We can perceive a consistent
improvement in the quality of the
offerings to the various editors, having their own statements in verification for this assertion. Correspondence schools received set-backs dur-

them will go the entire route early in
1914. Authors are justly tired of
oblivion, when everybody else, including staff writer, producer, player, and
director, gets a share of the glory.
The ''free lance" promises to put in
his best licks where they will strike
home during the year to come.
From Another Point of View
We queried the Photoplay Clearing
House,
an institution
that handled

"We find the average photoplay
script greatly improving. More real
literary people are entering the field,
and new writers have realized that it
is a serious art. With the advent of
the multiple-reel drama a decided improvement in character building, motive and clever by-play has shown.
"We find that in the scramble to
produce original ideas and good plays,
the studios are willing to pay a decidedly higher price than two or three
years ago. A recent article appeared
in 'Collier's Weekly' by Louis Allen,
in which he stated that the average
price for single-reel scripts is from
$10 to $25; for two reels, from $15 to
$50; and three reels, from $50 to $75.
"Our experience in handling over
four thousand scripts and selling
twenty per cent of those that we have
listed for sale, has been an average
price of $20 to $30 for one-reel scripts

ON THE PRESS

1913, andinto
twoUnited
of the States
"professors"
were inghaled
courts.
Agitation for Author's Credit
The Edison company was possibly
the first concern to credit on the
screen the deserving writer of photoplays. In consequence, the Edison
company has enjoyed first readings of
the best authors. Reliance and Vitagraph have occasionally credited the
author of an exceptionally good story,
but it was only during the past year
that other concerns realized the importance of the credit system in holding exceptionally good writers. Since
Selig started the film credit favor with
authors, the editor reports that their
scripts are coming from the very
cream of the writing fraternity. Essanay followed suit on the credit rule
and is also profiting thereby.
The general average of quality in
scripts has greatly increased, according to the reports of the Chicago
companies. Universal, late in the
year, also announced not only screen
but poster credit to deserving writers.
Universal, in consequence, reports a
higher average of contributions. The
Famous Players also promise screen
credit.
Several other concerns have instituted a half-way policy and some of

delineators of character, and write
with a better heart-interest. The
slap-stock burlesque, or travesty type
of
men.comedy, we find better written by

WM.

LORD
NEW

WRIGHTS
BOOK

The Motion Picture Story
E. M. LA ROCHE

will be the most pretentious
and comprehensive treatise

thousands of scripts during 1913, and
asked for editorial observations. This
institution is highly complimented by
our correspondents, and is not a
"school" in any sense of the word.
Mr. E. M. LaRoche, the editor, writes:
"As to whether men or women
writers were the more successful the
past year, an analysis of our sales
would indicate as follows: In scripts
built around a big physical feature,
military characters, or commercial
life, we find it more strictly in the
province of men. On the other hand,
in first-class comedy, featuring the
whimsies of a woman, or in the sentimental type of drama or classical. I
find that women have been more successful from a selling standpoint. On
familiar ground they are often better

of the photo-play ever published. Over 200 pages
of text. Handsomely bound
in cloth. Deals exhaustively
with every phase of the art.
Many new features. Modern
throughout. Ready for
delivery in about 30 days.
Price $2.00
Orders Received Now
by the Publishers
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and32 $40 to $60 for two-reel. For a
first-class three-reel script we have a
ready market at $75 to $100, and this
better scale of prices is on the verge
of going considerably higher.
Royalty Question Heard Again
''With the leasing and building of
large theatres all over the country,"
continues Mr. LaRoche, "the manufacturers and public demand a photoplay that will compete in interest and
quality with the regular drama. A
very prominent author, whose name
I will disclose should legitimate curiosity require it, told me a few days
ago that he received $300 in cash from
one of the larger studios for the
photo-dramatization of one of his
novels, and a guarantee of at least
$3,000 or more under a royalty basis.
Not every writer, new or well-established, can expect this amount.
"The Photoplay Clearing House has
received $300 in several cases for onereel scripts, $200 in others, and in
quite a few cases $100. For multiple
reels of the same excellence the price
would undoubtedly be double, and the
dawn of the day has arrived when
literary work of this character will
receive a compensation adequate with
that received for first-class short
stories, serials, and plays of the regular stage. While it is claimed that
the field for photoplays is six times as
large as that for short stories, it cannot be treated like a gold stampede
that will soon over-crowd the opportunity. Of course new companies are
springing up every day that require
plays for production.
"We find that where a beginner has
made an initial success, his tendenc}
is to dig up all his old plots and fire
them at us . Naturally, he gets most or
all of them back. It is better to write
one good photoplay a month than to
submit the casual or hurried play two
or three times a week. The basic
building material must be there, otherwise the photoplay is a house of
cards.

SCENE

FROM
"SHERIDAN'S
Joker Comedy

RIDE'

Vanoscope in $2,000,000 Suit
A

"The philosophy of photoplay writing, judging from the thousands we
have received, is very like that of any
other of the arts. It is taken from
life. The plot not founded on nature
or truth, will fall of its own weakness, but to the man who sees life
with a seeing-eye and who beautifies
it with touches of imagination, the
real and prominent art of photoplay
is an easy goal."

SUIT asking $2,000,000 damages
from Lewis C. Van Riper, an
inventor, and the Vanoscope Company, of 220 West Forty-second street.
New York City, was filed in the Federal District Court on Tuesday, March
3, by William J. Robinson, until January, 1914, president of the company.
Robinson, among other things, relates that he was asked by Van Riper
in 1912 to aid in financing the Vanoscope Company, that he raised $50,000 for the firm and afterward spent
his own money to get patents for the
perfecting of the machines.
During the period in which he was
president, Robinson alleges, he furnished all the money for the rent of
two halls for the display of motion
picture machines and for the projection of photographic films upon
screens, one in Chicago and one in
New York; for a complete laboratory
and machine shop for the making of
experimental machines and Vano films
and Vano-color processes; that he
procured orders for the lease and
rentals of machines aggregating $2,000,000 and procured publicity notices
in the leading journals of the country
which made the Vanoscope machines
the best known in the world.

THE "KINECLAIR"
A descriptive and illustrated cata
log giving full particulars concerning "Kineclair.'' the new projection
machine of the Eclair Film Company,
will shortly be ready for distribution.
The catalog will give complete information, a technical description in
Full of "Kineclair" and its operation.

NUING, Robinson, in the
CONTI
complaint, alleges that prior to
January, 1914, Van Riper entered into
a conspiracy with competing interests
and with persons interested in motion
picture machines to sell the whole or
a large portion of the capital stock of
the company, which he had previously
contracted
and agreed to deposit in

escrow, and induced the plaintiff to
assent to the election of a new board
of directors and the elimination of
himself as president.
Robinson, in conclusion, states that
he believes Van Riper has sold all his
rights in the British patents for $1,500,000, of which $1,000,000 was in
stock of a British corporation and
$500,000 in cash, $25,000 of which has
been paid, and that he has been offered and has refused $1,250,000 cash for
the balance of his European patent
rights.
Robinson says that these sales were
made by Van Riper upon the strength
of demonstrations made in the office
of the Vanoscope Company here and
in Chicago and because of the publicity work done by the plaintiff.
COMING
LASKY
FEATURES
The activities of the Jesse L. Lask\
Feature Play Company, in gathering in
important stars and plays, is resulting
in the securing of some of the foremost
stage stars accepting motion picture engagements. In addition to Dustin Farnum in "The Squaw Man.'' Edward
\ Ixles in "Brewster's Millions" and
Edmund Breese in "The Master Mind."
announcement is made that the Lasky
organization has garnered Henry B.
Warner to appear in his most recent
success, "The Ghost Breaker," and another prominent star to appear in "The
Man"Brewster's
On The Millions"
Box."
will be the next
release of the Lasky Company and is
now in an almost completed stage. It
is being made at the Lasky studios.
Hollvwood, Cal
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Mvtsic and the
Picture
«h
Editor"1 s Note.
— This
is prepared
to answer and
all questions
exhibitors
relating to the
use of
musicdepartment
in connection
with photoplays,
to suggest from
suitable
music for
current pictures.
Correspondence will be welcomed.
AN

elderly woman and her niece
were leaving a motion-picture
theatre the other day.

"What do you think of the pictures,
auntie?" said the girl.
"Well, really, my dear." replied her
aunt, "the music was so frightful that
I couldn't make out what was happening on theis screen."
There
much food for reflection in
this for every exhibitor, large or small,
who serves his pictures with music.
Doubtless the question, "What shall
I play with this picture?" becomes as
monotonous after a while as the everrecurring problem of the housewife,
"What shall I get for dinner?"
And right here this axoim may be
laid down, with as much stress as possible:
Better no music at all with a picture than the wrong music or bad music.
If your cook did not know how to
make a palatable sauce with which to
dress your meats, you would instruct
her to serve the viands plain.
A good roast is always edible, even
when unaccompanied by a sauce, but
the best meat in the world would lose
its savor if drowned in a nondescript,
mucilaginous fluid purporting to be
gravy.

erful and delicate, in its effect upon the
emotions of your patrons, as the lights
in the pictures themselves.
A discord between the music and the
picture will be as irritating as a bad light
effect on the screen. The one assails
the ears as surely as the other assails
the eyes.
Music is largely a matter of the emotions. Secondarily, it appeals to the
mind, but the appeal is made by way
of the emotions. While the emotions
of your audience are occupied with the
problems offered by the photo-play, it is
of the highest importance that the emotional appeal made by the accompanying
music should be closely co-ordinated
with that made by the picture. If you
permit a distracting or disturbing piece

dominate the minds and feelings of the
audience through one more of the five
senses.
It should be as close an accompaniment to the play upon the screen as a
violin or piano is to a concert singer's
voice. Imagine the effect if a tenor
were trying to sing "The Rosary," while
his companion at the piano industriously

of music to conflict with the spectator's
absorption in the picture, he will resent
it as instinctively as a dog will resent
your attempt to take away a bone.

pounded out 'My Country, 'Tis of Thee."
Just so excruciating to everyone in a
motion picture audience is it to have
the music tugging at one heart-string,
while the pictures are vibrating another.
Much of what has been written here
has probably been said before, and more
than once. So have a good many other
things which will bear repeating until
their meaning and importance has sunk
into the consciousness of everyone to
whom they pertain.
And the importance of exercising taste
and care in the selection of music in

THE
purpose of the music should be
to vivify every detail of the picture,
to give it a vehicle by which
it may

a motion picture house cannot be overemphasized. Once more be it repeated :
Better no music at all with the picture'than the wrong or bad music.

JUST so a tine picture can be robbed
of more than half its power and appeal by music inappropriate to it, or
harshly and crudely rendered.
Such a misfit need not be inflicted
upon an audience many times to give the
theatre where it is done an unpleasant
name, and start the tide of patronage
in the direction of a more scrupulous
competitor.
The exhibitor who is so careless of
his patrons' ears might better install an
orchestra of automobile sirens, or move
his theatre next door to a boiler factory.
He could not risk his own prosperity
more completely.
Once again, let it be said that it is not
nearly as costly an error to eliminate
music from the pictures entirely as it
is to mismatch the music and the picture.
The moment you introduce music you
have to reckon with an element as pow-

SCENE FROM
(Metropolitan

"THE MONEY
GOD'
Film Co. — five parts)
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PRICES

fe ETTER features, better service, better prices !"
This is the slogan of the progressive exhibitor to-day. To-morrow it will be the
watchword of everyone in the field of the motion picture. In the meantime, however, there will be many
who, viewing anxiously the decreasing flow of dimes
and nickels across their box office counters, will utterly disregard golden opportunities to turn them into
quarters and half dollars, while they build for themselves at the same time a clientele, the personnel of
which has hitherto been strangers at their theatres.
To the first two of the trilogy set forth above, the
public is lending an insistent voice. The last must
follow as a natural sequence. Good features cost more
money to produce than poor ones. The manufacturer
must receive a commensurate increase in the prices
paid for them by the exhibitor. Ergo, if the exhibitor isto pay this advanced cost for superior servier,
his charge for admission must be altered to meet his
added expense.

*

*

*

Till'', demand for better service and belter features
and more i specially better features, is constantly
growing stronger. Up to a certain point it has thus
far been possible for the exhibitor to meet this demand
without increasing his admission prices, although often at a cost which has cut his profits to a minimum
or wiped them out alti igether.
The time has arrived, however, when t lie exhibitor
must make a choice.
He is between the devil of in-

NEWS

ferior productions and the deep sea of an increasingly
critical public demand for photoplays of superior artistic and intrinsic merit.
In our editorial column last week we discussed the
need of a general increase in the price of admissions,
and cited a number of instances which clearly showed
that people everywhere are anxious to see good pictures and are perfectly willing to pay the price. As
a result we have received a number of letters from
exhibitors in many sections criticising and endorsing
the stand we have taken.
*
*
*
nrv ) the
-*- these
experts in
that "over
branch of

doubters, who question the soundness of
views, we will only say this : The foremost
the motion picture industry have declared
production" is the greatest menace to every
the business and the one great problem to

be solved to-day. By "over production" is meant the
making and marketing of film inferior in conception
and construction and utterly inadequate to meet the
rising tide of public demand. This "over production"
of inferior subjects, experts assert, is in a great degree the underlying cause for the censorship and other
kindred disturbances^which are now affecting the entire industry. Many of them do not hesitate to predict
a further reaction of public sentiment against the
photoplay unless a remedy is speedily applied.
The remedy is— good features and more of them.
Poor features will only defeat the end they are meant
to attain. And as good features cost more money
to produce than the others, the exhibitor must charge
prices which will enable him to meet the corresponding
increase in the cost if he is to offer features of genuine
quality.
Good features and good service is what the public
is asking for. And they will go to the theatre where
these things are to be found regardless of price.
TWO

NEW

FEATURES

reader's attention is called to the new style
THE
of "Manufacturers' Releases'' pages in this issue. The changes are designed especially for
the greater convenience of the exhibitor. Space is left
so that the date of the showing of each film may be
noted and other memorandum made for filing. \11
in all, we consider it a great improvement.
The "Feature Booking Directory," which began
two weeks ago, has sprung into immense popularity.
It is designed only as an aid to exhibitors in booking
features for their theatres. Its benefits are three-fold:
n enables the exhibitor to know, each week, just what
features are being worked in his state; it enables him
to meet the unexpected opposition of a particularly
strong program in his competitor's theatre by having
at his finger tips a list of available productions and
information as to where to get them in the shortest
ible time; it eliminates the delay experienced in
writing first to the manufacturer for this information.
We ask the manufacturers and buyers to help u.>
make the list complete.
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the Educational

fields for the application of
NEW
the motion picture to education
are opened so rapidly that
it is not surprising that the possibilities
of this new development should seem
almost limitless. Every subject, in fact,
is being reconsidered with special reference to its possibilities for exploitation in this form ; literature is not
willing to allow that it is behind science,
and perhaps philosophy will soon
emulate geography. There is no danger
that the educational value of the motion
picture will be neglected; the present
peril seems to be rather in a too indiscriminate application of a highly
valuable instrument. It is time, in
short, to fit this new invention into the
general scheme of education, and thinking up uses to which it might be put is
only a first step. When it has been
shown that a thing can be done, it still
remains to show that it is desirable to
do it, and to determine this several
considerations must be kept in sight.
It is not enough, for example, to show
that a given subject can be made much
pleasanter and easier by putting instruction into motion picture form, for
the pleasantest and easiest kind of instruction isnot always the best. Nor
is it sufficient to show that the pupil
can see and comprehend at a glance in
the pictures what he could only make
out with long and painful effort in any
other way. This is to confuse the acquisition of a particular idea or bit <>t
knowledge with mental training.
That the motion pictures can be made
to give mental training of a valuable
sort may readily be granted. A skilled
teacher would find them very valuable
indeed not only for training the faculty for observation but in getting the
pupil to reflect upon what he has seen
and to endeavor to interpret the pictures. This danger is that in the
fascination of the passing show, this
opportunity for discipline and mental
stimulus may be passed by.
far as the appeal to the optic nerve
is concerned, the schoolboy of today is extraordinarily favored as compared with his predecessors. Consider
the meager advantages of even half a
century ago, the meager and inaccurate
cuts in the textbooks, the scarcity of
illustrated papers or of photographs of
places and people. Boys of that day
had to trust mainly to imagination for
a conception of what the world is like,
and imagination often betrayed them.
If they lived in a flat country they
found it hard to conceive of mountains ;
if they lived inland they had little notion

of the sea. Their conception of the
tropics might be as wide of the mark
as the "Swiss Family Robinson," and
for the far North they might have to
depend on a fancy picture of Eskimos
in the school geography. Yet even this
narrowness
had
its
compensations.
Reading excited curiosity regarding
remote places and stimulated an effort
to realize things unseen. It would be
a pity if photographic realism should
ever dull this sense or make young
people shirk the effort needed to make
actual the unseen.
There is no reason why any more
than foreign travel it should have this
effect provided it is discreetly used as
an auxiliary and made to co-operate
with other educational forces. Travel
itself has sometimes been demoralizing
when it has been looked upon as a
royal road to knowledge, and young
people expensively taken about the world
by tutors to see things inaccessible to
the less fortunate have been distanced
by those who
vantages.

enjoyed no

such

ad-

THE motion picture is akin to travel,
too, in the ease with which fugitive
impressions may be taken for a solid
acquisition. It is often said that what
is actually seen is better remembered
than what is merely read about, but this

Field
is true only with certain limitations. If
unrelated visual impressions are multiplied they are no more permanent than
other facile mental gains. Many travelers have noted that interesting foreign
scenes are apt to fade from the memory
because
thev are detached from habitual
life.

THIS

is even more true of the cinematograph which brings the whole
world before us. It is not necessarily an
objection, but it suggests the importance
of providing for frequent repetitions
and reviews. Here the educator's point
of view is different from that of the
exhibitor, who seeks novelty in order
to attract patronage. Though the films
are perishable and the scenes that delight us to-day will soon be gone like
a vanishing dream, they can be used
long enough to give a thorough and
lasting knowledge, and most of the material used ought to be of a kind which
merits this intensive treatment. The
possibilities of the motion picture for
entertainment and pleasant instruction
about visible things are already being
amply developed ; it will be interesting
to see what success educators will have
in turning them to account for more concentrated study. — The Springfield Republican.

SO

SCENE

FROM
"THE YAQTJI'S REVENGE'
(101 Bison — two reels)
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The Cashier
{Continued from page 23)

until now 1 can guess eight out of ten when they don't
come too fast. When there is a long line of people waiting to buy tickets, the buyers display more thoughtfulness and
usually state their wants. When they are coming in small
parties and singly, I really enjoy speculating on how many
tickets they want, just to see how nearly I am right. When
the price of admission is raised for a special attraction
and the balcony seats are less than those down stairs, 1
can tell almost to the man where they want to go. That, of
course, is largely the result of judging by their clothing and
general appearance.
•' A S to handling money, I believe that is a gift, just the
-** same as an aptitude for arithmetic or any other branch
of learning. The handling of money came easy from the
start.
I take great pride in my accuracy in making change.
"Secretly, it gives me much satisfaction to change
a gold piece in a second and then watch the man counting it over several times to be sure that I have not made a
mistake. They look at me with undisguisable surprise, then
count their change so carefully, certain that I could not have
done it without making a slip.

NEWS
WON

IN THE

CLOUDS

(Gold Seal)

This picture is one of the very finest productions of the
Universal Company. In the amount of action confined to
the small space of three reels it excels anything they have
ever done. The story is naturally exciting — it cannot be
otherwise — and the introduction of a large dirigible balloon
in which a wonderful rescue is staged brings the play into
very modern times. It might be termed a mixture of thievery day and the uncommon.
There is a very pretty love story in the plot. The name
"Won in the Clouds" might well be "One in the Clouds," for
such turns out to be the case. There is the usual villain
and a large cast of natives, soldiers, etc.
The story is as follows: An American and his daughter.
traveling in Africa, are instrumental in saving the life of a
native, for which he becomes their slave. Filled with gratitude, he tells them the secret of a cache of diamonds which
only he knows of. The man and girl set out on the hunt
for the stones, with the careful directions of the native in

"I never allow my face to expose my satisfaction when
they find I have given them the right change, and as a
result they feel kindly toward me, even if they suspect that
inwardly I must be laughing. And that is another way to
make friends for the house.
"There are a number of men who pocket their money
without counting it after I have made change, which does
not please me, although it is a tacit compliment to my ability.
I much prefer that they count it at the window, for should
they lose a coin afterward and then count their change, it
might arouse feeling against me.
"Some people might think my work mechanical, tiresome
and not at all elevating, but I do not consider it in that light
I enjoy it, even when I am tired, because I am always study
ing people, being pleasant and working for the house.
"I consider my work as important as that of any of
the employees of the theatre. Perhaps it is not, but feeling that it is, I am much happier than many others who
have better positions and get larger salaries, but who arc
dissatisfied with their lot. I have the satisfaction of knowing that I am doing my work well, that I am making money
for the house and that should be the ambition of everyone
who has to work for a living."
" * m Y slogan is : 'Be Pleasant, It Pays.' You get the habit
1V1 0f being pleasant in the face of disagreeable conditions and you soon find yourself able to smile when ordinarily you would talk back.
"1 find I am gradually becoming genuinely pleasant. It
is not all put on now; I really feel it. I have cultivated the friendly spirit; it has taken possession of me; 1 am
better off in every way and T believe the theatre has benefited materially through my friendly attitude toward patrons.
I am particular about my appearance, as much for the
interest of the theatre as for myself. A carelessly
dressed cashier who chews gum, talks loudly and uses slang
while selling tickets, will keep away trade, although those
who stay away on her account may not know that she is
the cause of it.
"In many ways all people are alike. I analyze my feelings
and then go on the assumption that most people
the same way about things that I do, and I have found that
I am right in most every case. I know how certain actions
and looks impress me and I study myself to find similar
characteristics that may be objectionable to others. If I can
find them in myself I do my best to get rid of them, know
ing that others will detect them in me more readily than I can.
'•' \nd above all else I agree with Elbert Hubbard when he
said: 'Get your happiness out of your work or you will
never know what real happiness is.'"

THE

ARRIVAL

AT THE

VILLAGE

their pocket. After wandering some time in the care of a
native guide, they turn up at a village near the interior.
Their advance had evidently been heralded, for there was
a large crowd of the natives present to see them. A white
man is found in the village, who tells them that he has been
there for a very long time, but has been unable to depart,
owing to the belief among the men that he was a god. It
is evident that the natives have some such thought regarding
Ethel and her father, for they refuse to allow them to leave.
The strange white man has taken a fancy to Ethel and
repeatedly asks her to marry him. His face, however, is
repulsive to the girl, and she refuses. This only serves to
make him the more demonstrative. She and her father finally
.1 in locating the diamonds, which they are unable to
carry away, so hide them again. One night they escape and
by riding reach civilization, where they meet a young aeronaut.
After telling him their story he is persuaded to help them,
and they set off in his machine for the village. Arriving
there, they are at first met with awe, Inn the white man sets
the natives to attack the newcomers. Fearing for their safety,
bombs are dropped on the huts and the village wiped out.
The ship is then lowered and the diamonds secured. On
reaching their home again the value of the stones is divided.
hut the airman gets something more valuable to him than
mere money,

for he gets

Ethel's

love
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4 ( T"\0 we suffer from discourtesy
II and inattention?" said the
manager of a motion picture
house recently. He spoke abruptly
and to the point. "We do, both directly and indirectly, though probably
more indirectly than we know; but it
is hard to control and direct your employees every minute of the day and
in every detail. I could give you a
number of examples of how we suffer
directly, but one should be enough.
"A man approached our head usher
a few weeks ago and said: 'Sir, you
seem to have a wrong idea in this
theatre. You appear to think that
people are obliged to come here to
see a motion picture. I want to assure
you to the contrary; at least I am not.
"In future when I want to see a
'show' I shall go elsewhere."
The head usher managed to detain
him long enough to learn that he had
stood at the head of an aisle about
five minutes without receiving attention from one of the ushers, who. he
said, was talking to another.
"In spite of all that the head usher
could say the patron remained indignant, and although he was given an
excellent seat and profuse apologies
were offered to him, I doubt if he'll
ever return. Of course, the usher,
whose fault it was, was at once discharged but that did not entirely remedy the loss.
"Indirectly, we lose a great deal of
patronage from discourtesy and inattention. But it is difficult, often, to
distinguish between the two. There
is very little real impudence, but there
is a great deal of inattention. There
are a hundred ways to offend patrons,
and they all cost money."
In other branches of industry as
well as the motion picture business,
laxness and inattention are often the
cause of serious financial losses.
A man walked up to the desk of
one of the big hotels in New York,
not far from the Grand Central Station, and asked the clerk if Mr. R. of
Buffalo was a guest. The clerk looked
at him vacantly and continued what
he was doing. The gentleman spoke
again and got no answer. Once more
he persisted, saying that he had an appointment with the man for whom he
was asking and was fifteen minutes

late. Finally the clerk said that Mr.
R. had arrived that morning and was,
he thought, in his room.
No response being made to the telephone call to the room, the clerk
thought Mr. R. was taking breakfast;
he would page him. The page started
in the direction away from the diningroom. The questioning man started
for the dining-room. In fifteen seconds, perhaps, Mr. R. stopped at the
desk, told the clerk to inform any inquirer that he was called away, but
would return at 11 o'clock, and left
the hotel.
The seeker eventually returned to
the desk and was told that Mr. R. had
just passed out, but not that the clerk
had not told Mr. R. that he was being
sought. The seeker, one of the biggest men in his line of business, was
putting through a large combination
in which Mr. R. was to participate.
R. never could explain satisfactorily
and he was left out of the combination altogether, which cost him thousands of dollars. It would have been
difficult, at least, to sue the hotel, but
it was not at all difficult for Mr. R. to
remove his custom, which was considerable during a year. Doubtless a
number of his friends followed his example.

*

*

*

THERE
is a man who owns several hotels that are called by his
name, and he has built up a large business because he appreciates the value
of courtesy and attention, and insists
upon it from his employees to his
guests. It is a pleasure to stop at one
of his houses. In every room in his
hotels, on tables in the lobby, on the
desk, and everywhere else they can
find a resting place, copies of a small
folder are placed. Every worker about
the hotel is made to read it, or it is
read to him or her, and every guest
gets one. I cannot reproduce at this
moment the language of the circular,
but it is in effect this:
"This is a hotel; a place of public
entertainment. Every guest admitted
to this hotel becomes at once our employer. He pays for our services and
is entitled to them. He is entitled to
more than merely that. This hotel
furnishes not only rooms and meals
and ordinary
services,
but courtesy

and attention as well. They are
charged for in the bill, and our guest
must receive what he pays for. If
we do not furnish them we break our
contract, and the guest has a right to
repudiate his part of it. The management is responsible for the actions oi
the employees, and insists upon kind
words and full attention."
If you talk with a man who travels
for business you will get the idea that
railroads, hotels, business houses,
restaurants and stores abound in incivility; that the further West you go
the less of this you find. If you talk
with men who spend their time in the
East they will tell you of a distinct
improvement during the last decade.
If you talk with managers of large
enterprises, especially public service
corporations, they will tell you that
they are striving to eliminate discourtesy and inattention because they
are too costly. And all will urge that
the public, either careless of its dignity, unwilling to spend the time to
proper
complaint, or itself im—make
M. D.
G.
pudent and discourteous, is to blame.

GRIFFITH

FAVORS
ARTISTS

YOUNG

The recognition of youth and beauty
as an attribute essential to success
in motion pictures is not a small part
of the reason for the greatness of
D. W. Griffith, general stage director
for the Mutual Film Corporation.
From the very outset of his career
Mr. Griffith has surrounded himself
by good-looking young actors and
actresses, in whom he saw possibilities, and molded them into pantomimic artists. He has always placed
much importance upon their youthful
appearance.
Mary Pickford, for instance, is still
a mere slip of a girl, while Blanche
Sweet and Mae Marsh, both of whom
have already made enviable reputations as screen artists, are only nineteen and seventeen years of age, respectively. The two latter leading
ladies are again under Mr. Griffith's
tutelage with the Mutual Film Corporation Robert Harron, another
leading Mutual artist, is only twenty
years of age.
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gram is being formulated. This room
is equipped with a small machine and
screen and eliminates the necessity of
using the main house when films are
being tested.
On the left side are arranged the
women's and men's retiring-rooms
and the nursery.
The new pipe organ, built by Kimball & Co., of Chicago, at a cost of
$30,000, occupies the northeast corner
of the body of the house. It is
equipped with thirty stops. The key
desk is in the center of the front part
of the house. The orchestra will be
located in a shell-like pit facing the
director and the audience. A Kimball
concert grand, one that has been used
by Prof. J. J. McClellan in his recitals,
has been provided for the orchestra.
The screen occupying the center of
the east end of the building measures
22 feet by 17 feet. The southeast corner of the main floor provides quarters for the ushers of the house. Sixteen ushers are required in the administration ofthe comforts promised by
the theatres.

THE basement of the building is
taken up in the boiler and ventilation rooms. The ventilation system,
installed at a cost of $16,000, is one of
the latest and best in operation. The
air is carried down an immense stack
45 feet high by a 10-foot 30-horsepower Sturtevant fan.
The air is automatically cleaned and
cooled or heated before it is thrown
into the house, by means of ventilators. The foul air is carried out
through the roof of the building
through large ventilators. An individual system, separate from the main
system, has been supplied for the
operating-room.
The lighting system has been constructed with attention to the special
needs of the motion picture business.
Immense chandeliers, each equipped
with eighteen high-powered lights and
many smaller ones, are hung from the
ceiling at regular intervals. Brackets
with group lights and single lights are
arranged at convenient points on the
walls.
Each light is on two circuits, one
bright and the other dim. The lights
are arranged so that the pressing of a
single button throws all lights on
either circuit. The dim circuit giving
a soft colored light will be used while
the pictures are being shown. Every
light in the house can be controlled
by a single key if desired, though numerous boards controlling the lights
in certain parts of the house are installed
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UP THE FEATURE

departic
n ular
JUST at presen
partment oftthethemotio
picture
industry receiving the most attention from both the producer and
exhibitor is the feature film. But, as
yet, the evolution of this department
is practically in its infancy.
The relative position of producer
and exhibitor in regard to the feature

CROWDS

BEFORE

PEOPLES THEATRE,
OF POMPEII"

film is very similar. The producer is
aiming to attract the exhibitor by
multiple reel pictures of unusual merit.
The exhibitor is endeavoring, by the
exploitation of the multiple reel subjects, to attract the public.
One of the original exponents of the
feature film in the ranks of the exhibitors is Melvin G. Winstock, head
of the People's Theatre, of Portland,
Ore. He is the really big man in the
motion picture business in the Western
city, and the greater part of his success is attributed to his unusual publicity methods with features of the
first rank.
Recently the world's most prominent motion picture producer declared
that the greatest danger to the film
industry to-day is over-production.
He stated that it was resulting in a
Hood of commonplace subjects which
were tiring the public by their lack of
originality and sameness. His cure
for the evil was the production of
fewer, but better pictures In other
words, he favored the feature film as
the salvation of the industry.
Exhibitors are suffering as much
from over-production as the producers. They realize, that to build up
and hold their patronage, the feature

picture is steadily becoming more
necessary,
eventhe aspresent
the picture
"fans"
are
tiring of
subjects.
RETURNING
Mr.extraordinary
Winstock's
success. His tofirst
exploitation of a feature was the
handling of the "Passion Play." He
advertised
it as extensively
as he

PORTLAND.
ORE..
WAS
SHOWN

WHEN

"LAST

DATS

would have done had it been a legitimate attraction and the result was
that for ten days the New Star Theatre of Portland, Ore., was filled to its
capacity at each performance. On
the opening day the attendance
totaled 11,000.
Mr. Winstock's supreme achievement, however, was the staging of
"Cleopatra." for an eight-day run.
For a month prior to the opening date
he sent out a series of circular letters
to all the professional and trades people of the city, boosting the motion
picture business in a general way
His final letter was an appeal for
them to witness "Cleopatra " The
scheme brought results, which surpassed even his most sanguine hopes.
Mr. Winstock's extraordinary exploitation ofbig features has not been
at all philanthropic, as he increased
the admission
pricea to
People's
Theatre.
It is now
ten.the
twenty
and
thirty cent house, instead of one
whose top price was ten cents.
Although Mr. Winstock gives the
motion picture business close attention, he also mixes in public affairs.
He belongs to all of the important
clubs in Portland and is known as a
royal entertainer.
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BAWN"

BY A. DANSON
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adaptation of Dion Boucicault's immortal
screen
THEdrama,
played by the Kalem players, headed by Gene
Gauntier and John J. Clark. The atmosphere is wonderful,
due to the fact that the whole production was made on the
original spots in Ireland, which furnished the locale of the
drama. Even the small details such as the beds, houses,
trysting places, etc., are replicas of those which figured in the
original play.
The cast, a notable one, is the same that produced a number of Irish pictures on their trip to Ireland several years
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A

DRAMA of love, cracksmen, detectives, settlement workers and society, high and low, that opens with a bank
robbery, sensationally pictured, and closes with a vivid exposition of the "third degree," and a rescue from an ice-bound
river cannot fail to hold its own with any feature of similar
length and theme now on the market.
The story, of itself, would be quite sufficient to engross
the attention of an audience. Illuminated by painstaking
photography and carefully-studied light effects, especially during the preparations for the looting of the bank, the picture becomes one to delight all who love episodes of this
sort, told as only motion pictures can tell them.
Though it is only the starting point of the piay, the
bank robbery, its plotting by the crooks and the counterplotting of the detectives to foil the cracksmen, occupies
practically an entire reel. There is enough excitement and
suspense here to satisfy even the hungriest for thrills. Indeed, the introduction of such a series of sensations into the
very beginning of the picture leads one to wonder how the
climax of the first reel can be surpassed to save all that
follows from the effect of an anti-climax. That it can be
and is done is proved by the succeeding parts of the drama.
A mysterious murder is fastened by circumstantial evidence
upon the daughter of one of the bank-robbers, and while
the detective is hunting down the father, an escaped convict, whom he alone suspects of being the slayer, the girl
suffers a cruel grilling at the hands of the police. His confession after he is saved from drowning at the risk of the
detective's life, clears the girl and she becomes the bride of
the rich young preacher who had rescued her from a life
on the streets in the course of his work in a slum mission.

THE

COLLEEN

RECEIVES

FALSE
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The glimpses of the third degree, alternating with the pursuit of the convict, are almost as merciless
in their effect

ago. This picture was undoubtedly made at that time. The
character work of Sidney Olcott in the part of Danny Mann,
the villain, is something that will be remembered. Alice Hollister, though having a small role, makes much of it. The remainder of the characters are Agnes Mapes, Anna Clark,
Robert G. Vignola, Arthur Donaldson, George H. Fisher and
J. P. McGowan.
The costuming, which was difficult to accomplish, was
faultless. The sub-titles throughout are of an explanatory
nature, describing the spot registered in the picture and informing the reader of its real location. The story, which is
of course well known, is as follows :
Eily O'Connor, "The Colleen Bawn," is loved by all, but
most by Myles, a country lad. She, however, loves Hardress, a young nobleman, and consents to marry him secretly.
An unfrocked priest performs the ceremony at the grave
of her mother. Danny, a henchman of Hardress, and Myles
witness the ceremony.
Mrs. Cregan, the mother of Hardress, learning of the
marriage plans to have the girl put out of the way by
Danny. It is her plan to force Hardress to marry his
cousin, Anne Chute, who has much money, so that the estate
of the Cregan's may be cleared from debt. Hardress, not
knowing that his mother knows of the alliance between himself and Eily consents.
Danny, by a ruse, gets Eily to Devil's Island, where he
throws her overboard and believes he has killed her. Myles
has an illicit whiskey still there and, seeing the attempted
murder, shoots Danny, dangerously wounding him, and rescues Eily.
Hardress, hearing of Eily's death, plans the wedding with
Anne Chute. Just as the ceremony is to be performed
he is arrested for her murder, at the instigation of Sheelah,
her "mother." Eily and Myles enter the room just as the
arrest is made, and Eily rushes to her husband's arms, where
she is welcomed. There is a very powerful finale. Altogether
one of the finest releases of the year.

THE

SAFEBLOWERS

ARE

ROUNDED

TJP

upon the spectator as the ordeal itself would be upon the
woman. Edith Hallor's fine portrayal of 'her agonies under
the endless questioning is enough to awaken in her audiences
a kindred sense of pain. Realism is pushed to the limit, but
the bounds are not overstepped. The complicated succession
of scenes in the Riverside mansion on the night of the
crime, too, are handled with rare skill.
Stripped down, the story is a comparatively simple one.
It really begins with the young preacher's saving of Mary
after her father's conviction for the bank robbery, and her
entrance into his home as nurse to his sister's child. It is
the child's father, an unwelcome suitor for Mary's favors,
who is murdered, and the same detective who suspected her
of being an accomplice in the robbery, vindicates her of
the graver crime and restores her to be lover's arms.
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"DESERT
REVIEWED

MOTION

GOLD"

(Kay Bee)
BY A. DANSON

MICHELL

ASTOK'\ oi the West which concerns men, real men, and
vividly tells of their trials and tribulations while mining.
The two reels are full of clean action which, although not
of the usual melodramatic Western sort, will be found interesting matter. The human emotions are well registered.
The ca^t, consisting of Frank Borzage, < harles Ray and Clara

PICTURE

NEWS

the dramatic charms and accomplishments of Pansy Good,
the cabaret singer, to a passing newsboy, the whole piece is
packed full of situations as novel and unusual as they are
amusing. The chase of the airship, the views shown in the
cafe chantant and the closing scenes in the theatre, which
is supposed to have been built almost overnight at the billionaire's behest, are especially good. Besides the principals,
the actor who portrayed the character of Peppercorn pere,
an amiable, if somewhat ancient, husband and father, who
was inclined to be a little of a highflyer, deserves especial
mention. So also does Baptiste, the "frappe tenor," who
serves as the billionaire's Nemesis, and the latter's two faithful followers, the pugilist and the chap who carried his
purse, which was of a size befitting to a billionaire.
At Marcus Loew's American Theatre, in New York City,
where the production was first shown publicly, it kept the
audience in a continuous gale of merriment, and this, doubtless, will be its reception at other theatres in other cities.
Altogether, "The Billionaire" is one of the best comedies
which has been brought out thus far this season.

(Essanay)
"SHADOWS"
REVIEWED

BY

C. J. VERHALEN

A

Williams, is excellent. The picture is noticeable for the few
principals, which keeps the story from becoming disjointed.
The scenario was written by Thomas Ince and Richard
Spencer and directed by Scott Sidney. The argument is as
follows :
John Carson and his pal, Jim Hardy, decide they will go
to the desert and prospect for gold. John, years before this,
had won and married Mary, whom Jim also loved. It had set
the latter against his friend, John, and caused a wound that
had never healed. While they were separated on the sands,
Jim discovers a vein of gold, and decides he will not tell
his partner about it. Returning to the camp in the dead
of night, he destroys John's source of water supply and
carries away all the provisions, leaving his pal to die.
Going to the claim, he works it and amasses a large fortune. John, after a struggle, reaches the town and rejoins his
wife. At the end of a long spell of illness, he decides to
go out on the desert and seek his pal. On the way out he
runs into a sandstorm and is nearly killed. It is this same
storm which his partner Jim runs into and which proves fatal
for him.
After stumbling around in the desert, John falls over the
body of his unfaithful friend. Searching him, he finds a note
which tells him of the sorrow of Jim and the remorse for his
cowardly act. He also leaves the entire fortune to Mary
as a recompense for the sorrow he had caused.

"THE

BILLIONAIRE"

,
Klaw and Erlanger
REVIEWED BY MERRITT CRAWFORD

IF the future comedies produced by Klaw and Erlanger
are as ingenious and amusing as this, it can be said without
ration that they will speedily become among the most
popular laughmakers in the field of the screen. From beginning to end there is sprightliness and cleverness of con
trasts about the production which is delightful and mirthcompellin
ee. It is the unexpected which nearly
always happens and while in son
there i^ a humor
which verges on the slapstick variety, it is so ably handled
even the most critical can hardly fail to enjoy it.
From the time Joe Doe, the American billionaire, is seen
preparing for his matutinal champagne bath, until he gives
away the theatre, which he has erected especially to exploit

DETECTIVE story with the right kind of interest and
enough
of the proper
sort of novel situations is released by the Essanay Company in their "Shadows."
Producer Baker has given detail minute attention with the
result that it follows through its two reels without a discordant note. The players are well selected. Francis X.
Bushman appears in the leading role and Irene Warfield, E.
H. Calvert, Lillian Drew, Bryant Washburn and Rapley
Holmes are playing other prominent parts.
The opening of the story shows a newspaper notice to
the effect that Damarest, a noted counterfeiter, is again in
operation. Fannie Turner, a girl reporter, is assigned to
get the story at the same time that Grayson, one of the best
detectives in the United States Secret Service, is detailed to
"get" Damarest.
Fannie and Grayson accidently meet in a restaurant and
they learn each other's mission. Hortense, one of the band
of counterfeiters, also eats at this restaurant and endeavors
to pass a counterfeit bill. She escapes through a window,
but is followed by Fannie, who lodges herself on the back
of the automobile and, as the machine flies along, she drops
her cards as a trail for Grayson to follow.
The last card he picks up is in front of a saloon. As
Fannie enters her identity is discovered and she is bound
and placed in a secret room in the cellar. Grayson enters,
buys a drink and proceeds to cut the phone wires. Inducing
the repair man to change places with him, he repairs the
wires he has cut and phones for help. But, accidentally, Casey,
the proprietor, knocks the phone over and hears Grayson
conversing over the line. When he returns to the main floor
he is attacked, but overpowers Casey. He then compels the
bartender to show him the secret passage. As he enters it.
one of the gang is releasing Casey, and Grayson is then bound
and gagged with Fanny to one of the pillars.
The police, however, are on their way, and just before
the lighted fuse which encircles the two prisoners is burned
out, rescue them. A novel finale is shown where Grayson
places a wedding ring on Fanny's hand
INTERNATIONAL'S

BALL

IN

MAY

The International Motion Picture Association will give a
ball at the Coliseum, Chicago's biggest auditorium, sometime
in May. It is the intention of this organization to have many
of the leading players there, and the present plans are to have
special trains running from every big film center to Chicago
for the event.

THE

FEATURE
STATE
Arizona
Colorado
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Georgia
Greater New
Indiana

York.

Maryland
Nebraska
New Jersey
New
Mexico
New York State
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BOOKING

PRODUCTION
Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
'Victory" — Five Reels
'Battle of Waterloo" — Five Reels
'Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
'Her Life for Liberty"
Her Life for Liberty"
The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Mary Magdalene" — Three Reels
Bride of Lammermoor" — Three Reel*.
Her Life for Liberty"
Paul
Reels J. Rainey's African Hunt" — Six
Her Life for Liberty"
Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
Her Life for Liberty"

FOR

DIRECTORY

BOOKINGS

APPLY

.1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
.1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
.1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
. 1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Inter-Urban
Amusement
Peerless Film Company
Peerless Film Company
Inter-Urban Amusement

Co.

. Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
.34 Willoughbv Bldg.. Indianapolis, Ind.
.34 Willoughby Bldg.. Indianapolis, Ind.
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.

.1210 P. St., Lincoln, Neb.
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
.1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

Nebraska

Feature

Co.

Co

New York State except
New York City
Charles
Hawtrey
"A
Message
from
Mars" — 4 reels
Success Feature Film Co
"A Soul's Tempest" — Three Reels
European
Feature Film (nip, nation
"80 Million Women Want" — 4 reels..
Gambler's Revenge" — Four Reels
'Magic Veil" — Four Reels
"Power of Innocence" — Three Reels. .
"A Race with Death" — Two Reels....
"Nemesis" — Three
Reels
'Revolutionary
Wedding" — Two
Reels
"Dagmar" — Three Reels
New
York
State and
No. New Jersey. . . . Through the Clouds" — 4 reels
Success Feature Film Co..
"A Soul's Tempest" — Three Reels
European Feature Film Corporation
"80 Million Women Want" — 4 reels...
"Gambler's
Revenge" — Four Ree.s
"Power of Innocence" — Three Reels. . .
"Magic Veil" — Four Reels
"A Race with Death" — Two ReeU
'The Current" — Three Reels
"Cards" — Three Reels
"Unmasked"' — Three Reels
"On the Steps of the Throne" — 4 reels.
'Nemesis" — Three Reels
"Dagmar" — Three Reels
"Salome" — Three Reels
"Spectre of the S;a" — Two Reels
"Revolutionary
Wedding" — Two
Reels.
North Carolina
Ohio
Ohio (Western)
Oregon
Pennsylvania

ADDRESS

TO

Colonial Feature Film Co...
Colonial Feature Film Co. . .
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
Inter-Urban Amusement Co .

"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
J. H. & E. L. Henry
"From the Manger to the Cross"
Modern Feature Film

Co

"Her Life for Liberty"
Photoplay Feature Co....
"Antony and Cleopatra"— EightReels. . People's Amusement Co
An American Citizen" — Four Reels. .. People's Amusement Co
"Her Life for Liberty"
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.

Pennsylvania (East.). ."Her'Life
for Liberty"
Inter-Urban Amusement Co
Pennsylvania (West.) . "Her Life for Liberty"
Photoplay Feature Co
!
South Carolina
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Texas
.. .
"California
Rodeo" — Three
Reels
M. M. Osborn
Tennessee
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Utah
. . .
"Victory" — Five Reels
Colonial Feature Film Co
Virginia
."The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
J. H. & E. L. Henry
"The Life and Adventures of the James
West
Virginia.
Boys in Missouri"
J. H. & E. L. Henry
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels. . Photoplay Feature Co
!
Wyoming
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
Colonial Feature Film Co

220 West
42nd St., \'ew York.
York.
W rst 42d St.. New
220

•22'i West
220 West

42nd St., New York.
42d St., New York.

.Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
.318 W. Court St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
.412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
.West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
.West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
.110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Empire
Theatre,
Winchester,
San Marcos, Texas.

Va.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
Empire Theatre,

Winchester, Va.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

The names of the above feature exchanges and buyers, together with their addresses and the lists of titles of
features they are booking, are published by "The Motion Picture News" only as an aid to exhibitors.
The purpose of this directory is to enable every exhibitor to write directly to the purchasers of territorial rights
in his state for any feature he may wish to book, thus saving valuable time. Feature exchanges and buyers who
desire to have their names and addresses listed here should send their requests to The Feature Editor, "The
Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York, N. Y.
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"THE

MAN

WHO

CAME

(American Kineto Corporation)

"THE

BACK"

DOUBLE
(Edison) SHADOW"

There is a little padding in this five-part special of the Columbus brand, but it is of the kind that interests. A well-known
writer recently wrote: "If padding lends anything of value
or beauty to the picture, if the scene which could be dispensed with gives the spectator a new thought, it is worth

The spirit of the American woman, whether she be wife or
sweetheart, seems fictionally always to be that of a helpmate
to the man she loves in his distress, and it matters not
whether he be saint or villain or just an ordinary everyday
sort of chap.

while.

This two-reel picture, to be released March 20, is an exponent of that fact, and probably it is due to this that the
picture will be successful. Although the plot contains several
things that seem incongruous to the spectator, it possesses
much that will interest from a dramatic standpoint. The
climax is strong, and slowly worked up to the finale, which
is brought out in a manner that will leave an impression on the

Let's

have

it."

The

small

amount

of

unnecessary

■

WW

w

-i J, JUL
THE MINERS

WELCOME

^
^

^— ^

THE DANCER

film used in this picture is of value, inasmuch as it lends
beauty and therefore interest to the rest of the picture.
There is much action of the sort that amuses. Throughout
the film is a worthy one.
The story is as follows :
Franklin Roberts, a manufacturer, borrows a large sum of
money from his false friend with which to extend his factories so that he might make more money and give more
to his son, Stanton, at his death. After the factory is built
and improvements made, Vincent Martin, the banker, calls
in his notes and Roberts finds himself a ruined man. It is
believed he committed suicide.
The son is forced to bear all the blame for his father's
carelessness and, being a man of spirit, he sets out to rebuild
his shattered fortune.
He bids his wife and young baby farewell and sets out
for distant Africa, where he hopes to make money. The ship
sinks in mid-ocean and he is believed dead. The shock of
this kills the wife, the child is taken care of by a neighbor,
Mrs. Wild.
Twenty years pass by, and new characters are introduced
into the story. Roger Martin, the son of the banker, falls
in love with an actress who has made a phenomenal success. This girl is really the daughter of Stanton Roberts,
who was apparently lost at sea.
The two become much attached to one another. Martin,
senior, hearing of this engagement, determines to break it
off. Calling on Mrs. Wild, he offers her a large sum of
money if the girl will release his son from his promise. The
girl enters the room, hears the offer and accepts it, hurling
the check in the man's face.
Under a fictitious name, Stanton is living in Africa. He
has "struck it rich" and has become a power there. Maud
Sterling, an adventuress in the pay of Martin, meets Stanton
and falls in love with him. The dancer comes to South
Africa and father and daughter are reunited. Maud, not
knowing the relationship, is jealous and has the girl shot by
a horse thief.
Fortunately she recovers.
The mine, which is owned and controlled by Martin, proves
to be worthless, while the one adjoining it is very valuable.
Some time later Stanton, in disguise, returns to Paris with
his daughter and meets Martin. He attacks the latter, only
desisting when he learns of the relationship between his
daughter and the banker's son. The banker, Martin, is penniless through the loss of his worthless mines, but the families
are reunited by the younger people.
A. D. M.

spectator.
The story is told by Augustus Phillips in the role of Montague Blake, William Bechtel as the heavy Isaac Rebo, Robert Brower as James Fielding, Gladys Hulette as Gladys,
daughter of the latter. They are assisted by numerous detectives, clerks and so forth.
The story is as follows : Blake and Rebo, commission
merchants, are apparently insolvent. Blake, a young millionairs who has had the business left him, is satisfied to leave
it in the care of his partner, Rebo. and accepts the reports
the latter sends him for facts. For two years he has not
even entered the office, never doubting but that his affairs
are in the best of shape.
Blake meets and falls in love with Marie, the daughter of
James Fielding, a banker, to whom he owes some money.
His proposal is refused, although Marie loves Blake. She
tells him that she cannot niarrv a man who does not work

THE

ABSCONDING

PARTNER

IS CAUGHT

for a living. Blake thereupon changes and the next morning
finds him at business.
Rebo presents him with a set of false books which show
a $20,000 loss. Blake, at his wits' end as to where he can
obtain the money, visits Mr. Fielding and requests the loan
of $20,000 in as calm a manner as if he were asking him
to dinner. The banker refuses to loan the money without
proper security.
Marie, overhearing the conversation, draws the amount
from her account in her father's bank and sends it to her
lover. It arrives just in the nick of time, for the office- are
crowded with creditors. Blake pays them off and then seeks
a manner to rehabilitate the company. It is only then that he
sees that things are not right.
He becomes suspicious of the movements of his partner
and his clerk and, following them, finds the true books of
the company, which show their prosperous condition. Rebo
and his clerk, now thoroughly frightened, plan flight. As
they are leaving the office with a suitcase full of money
they are arrested by Blake and detectives tinder his orders.
Needless to say, he wins the girl.
A D. M.

THE
"THE

SILENT

MOTION

MESSENGER"

(Domino)

Throughout the Bible, both the Old and New Testaments,
there will be found a number of passages that are apparently
unintelligible. That is, they seem impossible of interpretation,
and probably it is just this mysticism that appeals so strongly
to a number of ardent Christians.
Part of the plot of this interesting drama utilizes this fact.
One man, professing no belief whatever in Christ or His doctrines, dares the old priest to tell him the meaning of a particular verse in the Bible. This passage is flashed on the
screen several times and it is apparently a lot of obsolete
words. The man is finally shown the meaning in a peculiar
manner, and this serves to accomplish his reformation at the
last moment.

PICTURE
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The destruction of an entire town by cave-in and conflagration isthe acme of the photoplay, and this overmastering scene is reached through vivid delineation of a mine
on fire and its occupants struggling, panic-stricken, through
the smoke and flames to safety in the upper air.
The final touch of realism is attained, however, in the
use of an actual town for the catastrophe that gives the pic-

The story, written by William H. Clifford, abounds in wonderful settings. The scenery in the stone quarry is particularly fine, and much care has been taken in the finer details.
The photography even exceeds the usual quality of the Domino company and is par excellence.
The story is as follows :
Pietro, a giant Italian, is the foreman over a stone quarry
in a small Italian village. He is the bully of the town and
beloved by all the women, though hated by the men.
He
IN

THE

MINER'S

STORE

ture its climax. Stores, shops, homes and churches topple
to ruin as the fire in the earth beneath, eating out the foundations of the mine, draws down the village into its jaws.
Thrills galore await the motion picture lover in these scenes,
though they, in turn, are but incidents in the story of love
and speculation which form the groundwork of the playIts author is Clay M. Greene, who appears himself as
"Plunger" Barrett, a Wall Street broker.
Ormi Hawley is delightful as Helen Pearce, the daughter of
a wealthy coal operator. Edward J. Peil is cast for Tom
Barrett, her sweetheart. L. B. Carleton staged the production and deserves credit for brilliant work.
Most of the scenes are laid in a Pennsylvania mine town,
where Tom, his father dead, becomes a miner in one of
TERESA'S

FATHER

VOWS

VENGEANCE

betrays little Maria, for which he is reproved by the priest.
He is asked whether he has any respect for the teachings of
the Master as set forth in the Bible. He laughs at the idea
of there being any truth in the Book and insists that the
priest explain a certain passage to him. If this can be done
to his satisfaction, he promises to marry the girl.
Maria cannot bear the shame and kills herself. The whole
village is now aroused over the act of Pietro, and go after
him with sticks and stones. He, seeing that he cannot be safe
anywhere else, seeks refuge at the home of an old doctor
who is conducting certain experiments in biology. The old
man receives the foreman and offers him safety.
Pietro, seeing a glass on the table filled apparently with
pure water, drinks it at a gulp, fefore the medical man can
hinder him. The doctor tells him that his life is forfeited,
for he has taken the germs of spinal meningitis. Pietro then
realizes the meaning of the Bible passage and dies in th£
priest's arms, confessing the Christian creed.

"THROUGH

FIRE TO FORTUNE"
(Lubin)

All previous mine dramas — which have been particularly
numerous of late — are eclipsed beyond question by this fivereel sensation, bearing the Lubin brand. Not one, but half
a dozen sensational spectacles in the course of the picture
combine to raise it above even the high level attained by its
predecessors of like character.

Pearce's holdings and fares well until his rival for Helen's
hand accomplishes his discharge. Pearce, however, offers
him work in another mine, which has become his through a
court decision.
Oil is discovered in these shafts, but a disastrous fire follows the discovery and though the miners are rescued, the
fire continues its ravages in the workings until at length the
town above it collapses.
While the stricken townspeople are trying to grasp the
meaning of the disaster, an oil stream, gushing out of the
ruins, asures them that the village will rise to undreamed-of
prosperity out of the ashes of its destruction. Tom wins
his sweetheart's hand and the villain is properlv foiled.
COMPANY

FORMED

TO

BOOK

L. M.
SERVICE

During the past week a company was formed, the purpose of which will be to book the programs for those theatres
which have not the opportunity or time to watch the advance
releases.
This new company will operate under the name of the
Managers Service Association. It is comprised of men, who
are active in the theatre business and who each week see
every picture that is released. It is expected that this new
company will fill a long-felt want, as many theatre managers have in the past taken whatever was sent to them
regardless of its nature. In future, under this plan, at a
nominal cost they can have their service booked for them
by experienced men. The Managers Service Association
offices for the time being are at fi04 Schiller Building.

THE
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BRINK

Penalty."

-THE CONVICTS
SON"
IN this three-reel Great Northern special, the plot and the
gripping quality of the dramatic climaxes make it an exceptional offering in many respects. Miss Elsie Froelich ap
pears to splendid advantage in a role that is entirely to her
liking, and Mr. V. Psilander sustains the name part in a manner befitting his reputation as a talented performer. At the
outset of the story, Paul Helvig and his widowed mother
are seated at a frugal meal, having agreed, after much per
suasion to insure their scanty furniture from loss by fire.
The solicitor drops his wallet as he is leaving the house and
this is found by Mrs. Helvig, who returns it to its owner
She receives a reward, and unknown to her son, buys a lottery ticket. She wins a substantial prize and hides it in a
lumber yard. Shortly afterwards the little tenement of the
Helvig's is destroyed by fire and the widow is accuse! oi
arson. She is convicted and sentenced to serve eight months
in prison.
After attempting suicide, Mrs. Helvig is placed in the sami
cell with Nina Norton, an attractive young adventuress
Feeling the approach of death, the widow confides tin hiding
place of her money to Nina and requests the latter to turn
it over to Paul. After her release, Nina finds the hidden
money, but fails to give it to the widow's son, who saves her
life in a runaway accident and falls in love with her.
She becomes aware of his identity by means of a photo
graph of his mother, which she sees in his apartments.
Nina
nits him and soon contrives
t<> attract Mr. Brown,
a rich
contractor,
whom
she marries
after a short courtship.
An

NEWS

OF

(Great

ETERNITY
Northern

Feature.)

accidental meeting with Paul and the latter's protestations
of affection, annoy her to such an extent that she forces a
valuable pearl necklace into his pocket and bids him to remain out of her sight forever.
Paul is dazed and when a police officer rinds him looking
at the necklace he places him under arrest as a suspicious
character. How Nina claims to have lost the necklace and
later accuses Paul of theft provides a strong dramatic situation, the conclusion of the story being in harmony with the
stirring events which precede it.

ECLECTIC

OPENS

CHICAGO

OFFICE

I he Eclectic Feature Film Exchange, the sixth of a series
which is being opened by Mr. Linn, of the Eclectic Company, has been established in the Mailers Building, Chicago,
and is under the management of E. Harvey Brient, of Indianapolis. Other exchanges are now under way and within
i month or so it is expected thai the present number will be
doubled

ALCAZAR

THEATRE

CHANGES

HANDS

I he Alcazar Theatre, one of the oldest theatres in the
loop district of Chicago, which was owned by Vernon C.
Seaver recentlj was purchased by Harry Moir, who owned
the Boston theatre and several other picture houses. The
Alcazar was the first theatre to install a pipe organ in Chicago.
Jack Seaver will continue to manage the house for the
new company.
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SPECIAL
"The Medicine
Man's Vengeance."
(Kalem. Two reels. March 11.)— A
story of the West, as the title explains. There is much action and
slaughter galore. Several good fight
scenes. The Indian village is built in
the form of the ancient Aztec villages.
The atmosphere is good.
Steve, a cashier, is accused of stealing a large sum of money, which is
really taken by the owners, who hold
him up. Steve, forced to run away
from the enraged miners, enters the
village, where he is proclaimed as a
medicine man and prohibited from departing. This causes the real medicine man much anger and he swears
vengeance. Giving him some loco
weed, the Indian causes him to go
crazy, so that he forgets his sweetheart at home and elopes with an Indian girl.
The Indians follow them and put
the girl to death in a gruesome manner. Steve escapes, but sees the murder committed and shoots the assassin. He never recovers his mind.
"The Honey mooners." (Victor. Two
reels. March 13.) — A Florence Lawrence picture. The story is light and
clean and should make a worthy release. It is a slight burlesque on real
life. Marie Pavis, now Mrs. John W.
Murray, plays the other female part
most commendably.
Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley, newlyweds, are at the
same hotel. Mr. Jenkins and Mrs.
Stanley are former sweethearts; likewise Mrs. Jenkins and Mr. Stanley.
Hence the mix-up. Mr. Jenkins and
Mrs. Stanley are fond of cards, and
hate music. Mrs. Jenkins and Mr.
Stanley are fond of music and hate
cards.
Hence the divorce in Reno.
But Mrs. Stanley loves Mr. Stanley
more than she loves cards, and much
more than she loves Mr. Jenkins. And
Mrs. Jenkins is passionately fond of
her erstwhile husband, and does not
care particularly for Mr. Stanley. So
the two couples are remarried after
the expense of a divorce, and cards
and music are tabooed by both sides.
"The Call of the Traumerei." (American. Three reels. March 9.) — "Music Hath Charms," etc This wellknown expression is made the theme
of this three-reel release of the American company. The story lacks sufficient originality to be worth the space
given it.
A youthful artist, still in the transition stage, meets a girl in the woods
and listens to her wonderful playing
of the "Traumerei" on the violin. Cal-
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vin, the artist, goes to Paris to study,
and returns after several years. He
has forgotten his friend in the meantime, in the making of others. His
pictures,
lacking inspiration, are refused.
Suddenly he starts to paint the girl
as he had first met her, and his picture
wins the first prize. Through this picture he again meets the girl and they
are reconciled.
"The
Cricket
on
the
Hearth."
(American. Two reels. Feb. 16.) —
The feature of this excellent photoplay lies in its novel opening. The
photography is good and the cast
strong. The story is as well brought
out as is possible and does not become unintelligible.
At the commencement of the picture, two young people are seen sitting in front of the fire reading. The
characters as they are reading appear
in a dissolving scene which is clever.
Then, as the book starts, actually the
whole scene disappears and the story
is told in the picture itself. The plol
is followed as in the book, and is so
well known as not to need retelling
"The Path of Genius." (Kay-Bee.
Two reels. March 6.) — The atmosphere in this picture is splendid. Some
beautiful photography and cloud effects. The story is clever and should
please everywhere.
Ruskin, a poor, homeless painter,
travels over England looking for work.

THEY

HANG

He obtains a job finally at an inn and
starts to paint their sign. During this
period
meetsin the
daughter andhe falls
lovelandlord's
with her.
She
reciprocates his affection. He leaves
her andcomes
goes
to London where he becelebrated.
But he cannot
friend and after
ceeds in tracing
he marries her

forget his little rural
some time finally sucher to London, where
immediately.

"The District Attorney's Duty."
(Kalem. Two reels. March 23.)— A
political story, having its probable
origin in the work done by the District Attorney of New York, Charles
Whitman. Possessing a good plot,
which is carried out by a capable cast,
this makes a release of value. The
players are Larry Peyton, William H.
West, Marin Sais and Paul C. Hurst.
The work of Miss Sais was particularly commendable.
Ira Service, a young lawyer, is
elected district attorney, thoroughly
beating his opponent, James Sibley,
the head of a large gambling institution. Ira is engaged to Alice, the
daughter of Sibley, and in the course
of his duties he is forced to choose
between sending her father to prison
duty.
and losing the girl, or neglecting his
He sends the man to jail, then secures a pardon for him when his term
as district attorney has expired. The
lovers are reconciled. A good courtroom scene is staged.

UP THE

Scene from "The Path of Genius"

NEW

SIGN

(Kay Bee — two parts)
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"Our Mutual Girl." (Chapter 7..
March 2.) — The seventh reel is exclusively adancing reel wherein Margaret goes "tango mad." The story
opens with Margaret and her aunt
driving in Central Park. Returning
home, they pass a gathering of suffragettes in Times Square and Margaret's aunt, recognizing many of the
leaders, stops and seizes the opportunity to introduce her niece, among
the leaders being Mrs. Harriet Stanton Blatch, Mrs. James Cooley, Miss
Inez Milholland and Mrs. Snyder.
Upon returning home, Margaret's
aunt suggests that her niece take
dancing lessons. Margaret, however,
dislikes the idea and finds it hard to
learn, but when the two instructors
glide over the floor in a whirlwind
tango, dance, Margaret is all enthusiasm. With the departure of the teachers, Margaret presses her maid, the
butler, her aunt, her dog and even
pieces of furniture into service, much
to their irritation.
"Adrift." (Eclair-Universal. Two
reels. March 25.) — Barbara Tennant
and O. A. C. Lund in the principal
parts. Clear, concise story with perfect continuity of action.
A young couple are very much in
love with each other. The boy's
mother and the girl's father offer objections because of unfriendliness between the two parents. When these
last two meet on a bridge, which is
just large enough for one, neither will
let the other pass.
The man takes out his pipe and the
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woman her knitting, and there they
stand. The father and the boy are
therefore continually at war with one
another.
In one of their fights, the man accidentally shoots the boy's mother, and,
believing he has killed her, seeks the
wilds for safety. The boy follows
him, and is able to save his life. A
swim in ice-clogged water is done
very well. This act reconciles the
four and there are two marriages.
"The Clerk." (Majestic. Feb. 17.)—
This is a high-powered picture with its
events crowding so fast upon one another that its conclusion leaves one
well-nigh gasping for breath. Many
a two-reel picture has thrived on less
plot than this single-reel play contains.
Notwithstanding the rapidity of the
action and the amount that must be
left to the imagination, every development is perfectly clear, while preserving the suspense and mystery of the
drama, as a whole, to the end.
A business man, presumably a
broker, whose financial manipulations
are attracting the interest of the District Attorney, takes a fancy to his
new stenographer. So does his confidential clerk. The latter is very
quickly outdistanced, however, and
the broker makes her his wife. Having done so, it is scarcely six months
before he is again haunting the stagedoor, as in his bachelor days.
The neglected wife suddenly becomes ill. The news that his wife is
dying finds the broker at a cafe with
a chorus girl. The clerk takes the

message,
employer's
home
and hurries
closes to
his his
former
sweetheart's eyes in death, after he has
tracked the broker to the cafe where
he is carousing, and failed to awaken
him to a sense of his duty.
Then, determined to be revenged
upon the man who has ruined the life
of the woman he loves, he goes to the
District-Attorney and exposes the
broker. Exultingly he sees his rival
dragged off to prosecution and jail,
and submits to arrest, himself, as the
confidant
of his employer's financial
crookednesses.
"Sealed Orders." (Lubin. Two
parts. Feb. 25.) — The plot of this
story is very timely, treating with the
United States and Mexican situation.
An American naval officer, carrying
sealed orders to the commanding officer in Mexican waters to blockade all
Mexican
can spies. ports, encounters two MexiThe first encounter is in Washington and the Mexican spy reads the orders secretly. Upon approaching his
destination the young officer is made
a prisoner aboard a Mexican vessel,
but the daughter of the second spy
liberates him. He finally delivers the
"sealed orders."
"The Chest of Fortune." (Kalem.
Two reels. March 2.) — A civil war
drama in which several fair fight
scenes are staged. The action is fast
and consistent with the period. Excellent direction throughout is accountable for a number of small details, which are well brought out.
The story:
Having been made an orphan during the civil war, Paul, now a man.
wishes to marry the daughter of a
banker, with whom he has grown up.
Her father is unwilling to allow her
to marry a man of so uncertain
lineage. Just as he is beginning to
despair of proving his birth, a box is
discovered at the bottom of the river.
which proves that he comes of good
stock, and would make a worthy sonin-law.
Thus are girl and boy united.
"Iron and Steel." (Yitagraph. Two
reels. Feb. 21.) — To have an inventor
robbed of the profits of his master
invention by a manufacturer is not an
uncommon occurrence. Such a plot is
the basis for this picture, supplemented by an international romance

THE
STRUGGLE
'• \d- if'"
i

FOR
!

LIFE
ei sal two

parts I

A wealthy
manufacturer's
'laughter
falls German
in love with
an American. Her father, who lias robbed one
ot his employees of an invention
wants her to marry a duke. Through
an alliance of the inventor and the
\merican lover, the hard-nearted
father is brought to terms. He pays
the inventor well for his invention
and consents to the marriage of his
daughter to the American
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oil-tank steamer; Frank H. Buck,
opens this interesting news weekly.
The Panama-Pacific Exposition boosters' welcome in Los Angeles is shown,
together with Pacific millionaires in a
polo contest at San Mateo.
.."The
Glory of Whiney
Durkel."
I Majestic. March 3.) — Never has a
better exhibition of character acting
been seen than this. The man who
played "Whiney," whose name, unfortunately, isunusually
not obtainable,
dered work
good. has renA miser's son, Whiney, is idiotic.
He witnesses the murder of his father
1 j another man and is himself blamed.
The amount of publicity he gets so
pleases him that he says nothing. The
real murderer confesses, but Whiney
suffers, happy in his egotism.
"The Stronger Hand." (Majestic.
Two reels. March 8.) — There is much
that is commendable in this picture.
The photography is elear. The action
is concise and well executed.

EOSELLA

BRICE

AND

JOHN
INCE
I Lubin — Two

"The Reform Candidate." (Majestic. Three reels. Feb. 22.)— As the
title indicates, this is a political story,
yet it differs somewhat from the usual
run. The story might have been told
in two reels, but the little padding
used is sufficiently unique to pass unnoticed.
Stanley, the candidate for mayor,
neglects his wife during his strenuous
campaigning. She resents this and
leaves him. The opposition party,
knowing this, dupes him into going to
a gambling den by stating that his
wife will be found there, and then
arranges to have the place raided.
While he is there and just at the
time of the raid, a murder is committed for which he is blamed, although entirely innocent. The candidate's wife, by some unique detective work, locates the real offender
and produces him at the trial of her
husband
"The Treasures of Buddha."
( Film
Releases of America. Three reels.
Feb. 27.)— A picture that will be more
popular with boys who like the books
of G. A. Henty, Kirk Munroe and Eggleston than with anyone else. Good
outdoor photography is offset by
crude studio scenery for the exterior
and interior of the Buddhist temple
An Indian priestess devotes her life
to recovering the treasures of Kali,
which the English had stolen from
the temple during her father's lifetime. She goes to London with her
followers, fascinates the lieutenant in
charge of the treasure, flees to India
with it, captures the officer who has
been sent to wrest the jewels from

IN "A
Parts)

CRUEL

REVENGE'

her, and is about to sacrifice him to
the goddess, when the crown explodes — it was a bomb made by a
detective in London in imitation of
the original — and the English expeditionaries rush in to rescue their comrade. The priestess is, -of course,
killed by the explosion and the officer
rejoins his sweetheart, vindicated.
"Golden
Gate
Weekly.
No. 62."
(California
M. P. Corp.
Feb. 28.)
The christening of the million-dollar

SCENE

FROM
i -.' ReeK

GEORGE
Released

Wilton, the president of a manufacturing company, has speculated with
the funds of the company so that
he is arrested and placed in jail. Martin, an employee, yields to temptation
and steals some money, and thus becomes a cellmate of his former emThe trust get control of the comployer.
pany and are making large profits.
Martin and the president plan over new
machinery in their cell and when the
former is freed he puts it into operation. They become partners on the
release of Wilton and beat out the
trust. Good love story. Several stirring fight scenes
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"The Mystery of the Ladder." (Edison.
Feb. 24.) — This is the fourth picture of the
mystery of the Chronicles of Cleek. Circumstances point to the son of a jeweler as the
thief of a valuable necklace, but the detective
finds it hung on a chandelier.
"Hear No Evil." (Essanay. Feb. 24.)—
Two clerks plot against the boss' private
secretary and talk so the latter can overhear
them. The secretary gets fired and because
of it the boss loses all and becomes an inebriate.
"The Winning Hand." (Pathe. Feb. 24.)
-Unknown to his son, a father conducts a
gambling den. Through his sweetheart's
brother, who is a heavy loser in the den, the
son learns of his father s business. The father
sells out; his son and sweetheart are married
and her brother leaves for a foreign land"Doctor Polly." (Vitagraph. Two parts.
Feb. 24.) — Suffering from a nervous breakdown, a lawyer goes to a secluded southern
manor, which is supposed to harbor a ghost.
A niece of the woman whose ghost is supposed
to haunt the manor, is the very image of her
aunt and dressed in the latter's clothes creates
quite a stir. She cures the lawyer of his
nervousness
and they fall in love.
"A Real Help Mate." (Edison. Mar. 17.)
— -A drama with Barry O'Moore, Charles Sutton and Gertrude McCoy. A young architect
is competing for the prize plans of the new
city hall. He meets with an accident and his
wife finishes the drawing. A rival, who is his
uncle, steals a photographic print of it and
wins. He is shown up, however, by the girl
and is convicted.
"Andy the Actor." (Edison. Mar. 11.) —
One of the series featuring Andrew J. Clark,
the clever boy actor. Andy becomes a legitimate actor, but the long walk home after the
break up of the company is sufficient. "A.
D. T.'ing" is good enough for him.
"The Message in the Rose." (Edison.
Mar. 21.)— With Elsie McLeod, Richard
Tucker, Mabel Trunelle and Herbert Prior. A
love message in a rose goes the wrong way.
An Italian girl finds it and it causes her to
think of her past in Italy. Finally the person
for whom
it was intended
receives it.
"A Boarding House Romance." (Edison.
Split reel. Mar. 18.) — Written by Bliss Milford, who also plays the leading part. The
girl at the boarding house and a fellowboarder are about to be married when the
artist breaks in. He paints a picture of her
mother, which Bliss so daubs up afterwards
that the right fellow gets her. Good rain effects. A scenic on the same reel.
"Love's Young Dream." (Edison. Split
reel. Feb. 25.) — On the same reel with
"Cheese Mining." It is fair comedy. Two
husbands subdue militant wives by threatening
suicide.
"Cheese Mining." (Edison. Split reel.
l"eb. 25.) — On the same reel with "Love's
Young Dream." Dressed in comic costume five
men descend into a mine and proceed to dislodge various kinds of cheese.
"Mrs. Manly's Baby." (Essanay. Feb.
25.) — Rather disjointed in plot, but fair
comedy. A suffragette, on the strength of
early friendship with a sister suffragette,
gives her "baby" into the latter's care. A
grown
manof takes
part of the "baby" and
the antics
all aretheamusing.
"The Tigers of the Hills."
(Kalem special.
parts.
Feb. 25.) — In spots this drama,
which
deals
with
early
frontier
life, is so
absurd
it is ridiculous.
After
being
re-
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duced to the ranks and made prisoner for alleged cowardice, during an Indian encounter,
a lieutenant in a frontier fort escapes during
a second Indian attack and proves a hero.
His bravery wins him the general's daughter.
"King Baby's Birthday." (Selig. Feb. 25.)
— A baby scarcely a year old is the central
figure in this drama, and despite its age behaves remarkably well before the camera.
Through its grandmother the baby is responsible for a poor family being made happy.
"The Hero." (Vitagraph. Split reel. Feb.
25.)
— On and
the his
same chum
reel with
A
brother
work "Crawfishing."
a game on the
sweetheart
of the former's sister. The chum
wins the girl.
"Crawfishing." (Vitagraph. Split reel.
Feb. 25.) — On the same reel with "The Hero."
The
industry,
of"~a
fishingcrawfishing
trip to the
dinner from
table,theis start
depicted.
"The Arm of Vengeance." (Essanay. Feb.
26.) — Circumstances point to an Indian as the
kidnapper of a little girl, and he is wounded
by a posse. However, the facts show the
Indianlost.
to be
the tot's
benefactor
when she
was
Parents
of the
child reward
the
redskin.
"Winky Willie's Arithmetic." (Melies.
Split reel. Feb. 26.) — On the same reel with
"Batty Billy and His Pal's Legacy." Winky
gets a groceryman to figure his problem, and
his parents get a big bill of groceries.
"Batty Billy and His Pal's Legacy."
(Melies. Split reel. Feb. 26.) — On the same
reel with "Winky Willie's Arithmetic." Batty
becomes which
a detective
a year's
search,
during
he has and
many after
thrilling
encounters,
he finds the hidden legacy.
"Tested by Fire." (Selig. Feb. 26.)— A
city chap displaces a rural lover in the affections of a country miss. But a forest fire
proves the rejected suitor a hero and the city
home.
lad, who showed cowardice, returns to his
"The Old Oak's Secret." (Vitagraph. Feb.
26.) — A pretty story of southern romance during the Civil War. The ward of a rebel
colonel
heir isto killed
the latter's
plantation
when thefalls
colonel
in battle.
After
being wounded, the ward returns home and
claimster.the
plantation
the colonel's
daughAs usual,
there isand
a villain
and a faithful
old slave in the story.
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"Baldy Belmont is Nearly a Hero."
(Crystal. Split reel. Mar. 17.) — A very
antiquated story. Baldy gets a tramp to insult
a woman so he can rescue her. He dresses
as a policeman, but unfortuntely a real "copper" appears and Baldy and his companion
go to jail.
"Snookem's Last Racket." (Crystal. Mar.
24.) — Snookem comes home very drunk, and
his wife, as a punishment, persuades him he
is dead. When other boarders from a masquerade ball come home it completes the illusion.
"The Balance." (Victor. Mar. 22.) — A
J. Warren Kerrigan and Cleo Madison picture.
Good atmosphere. Photography fair. A woodsman saves a girl from suicide, and in return
she saves him from the fever by nursing him
through when his fiancee leaves him. He
forces the man that had ruined her to marry
her.
"The Wrong Mr. Wright." (Nestor. Mar.
27.) —A newspaper story in which a fair love
story is woven. A Mrs. Wright is arrested
for making a suffrage speech. The reporter
gets another
Miss Wright
to give an inter-

view. A photograph of the girl climbing a
fence gets him the right interview from the
right Mrs. Wright.
"Tom's Choice." (Joker. Mar. ISOWritten and produced by Grace Cunard. The
story starts in a conventtional manner, but ends
with a huge laugh. When the man meets the
girl he had been corresponding with he goes to
her. lunatic asylum in preference to marrying
the
"The House Across the Street." (Rex
Mar. 19.) — Presenting Hazel Buckham and
Robert Leonard in the stellar roles. Bob is
mayor of a town in which the liquor question
has become of great importance. He is running
for his second term and both sides wish to
know his attitude. His daughter is admired by
one of the politicians, who threatens to accuse
Bob of ruse
takingSullivan,
the partthe
of villain,
the "drys."
By a
clever
is arrested
for bribery and Bob wins.
"The Fat and the Thin of It." (Crystal.
Mar. 22.) — The best production the Crystal
Company has made in some time. An advertisement to make the fat thin and vice versa
draws crowds to the doors of the quack and
his assistants. A boxing match, in which bricks
play a prominent part, break up the "com
"Dazzle's Black Eye." (Crystal. Split reel
Mar. 17.) — A man, wishing to dodge an obnoxious aunt, leaves home. He gets into many
difficulties, among which the shooting of a
sheriff and freeing a prisoner are but trifles.
He decides that "Home Sweet Home" is a
pretty song after all.
pany."
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"The Hold Up." (Princess. Feb. 87.)— A
romantic girl foiled in her elopement with an
Italian musician, decides that there is not much
in romance
anyway
and sticks to her fiance.
"Guilty or Not Guilty?" (Thanhouser.
Mar. 8.) — A very melodramatic subject which
will be well received by a certain class of
people. From the poem of the same name
which describes the little girl's stealing a loaf
of bread because her "family" are starving
and the kind judge who helped her.
"Our Mutual Girl." (Chapter 8. Mar. 9.)
— In the eighth reel of "Our Mutual Girl,"
Margaret (Norma Phillips) and Mrs. Knicker
bocker, her aunt, see Riverside Drive and the
city in a snow storm. Margaret watches the
pupils of a great public school as they are
dismissed. Among the hundreds of school
children are a score or more of crippled and
deformed children who are taken to their
homes in a carry-all. They agree that it
would be a splendid idea to dress a number
of dolls for the crippled girls. Assisted by
her aunt and a maid, she dresses them up in
beautiful gowns. Among the dolls is a life
size mannekin which Margaret adorns for her
own amusement. That night she dreams that
she has been transformed into a doll and that
her aunt and maid are dressing her in lingerie
and pantalettes of the crinoline period.
"A Film Johnnie." (Keystone. Mar. 2.)
— A flirt, having seen Jickie Kirtely on the
screen, falls in love with her instantly and
seeks her at the studio. One cannot blame
him for this, for Miss Kirtely is certainly one
of the prettiest in the business. He gets into
the studio and spoils three or four sets, then
follows them to a real fire and, after they
have made a thrilling rescue from the fire,
spoils that film.
"When Fate Frowns." (Reliance. Mar.
7.)
— A linos.
Western
along
or and
less excellent
conventi nil
Several
goodmore
scenes
photography.
A
stranger
is
assisted
by
and his wife ami in return steals thea man
girl.
The husband, believing his wife to be false,
shoots her. then learns the truth.
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FIVE reels of wonderfully interesting drama, following
the text of Charles Reade's novel of the same name,
The book, which has been translated into nearly every known
tongue, is followed as closely as the dramatic rights would
allow. In an international contest, held some few years ago,
the book was voted as being the finest written and constructed book on the market — needless to say, a great honor.
There is a great chance to get good effects by appropriate
costuming. These have been taken advantage of in this picture and the result is a work of art. The atmosphere is very
good ; many of the scenes center in and around old English or
European houses. As the picture was produced on the other
side, by Hepworth, there would have been no excuse for not
having this atmosphere. There is some very good trick photography. The story :
Gerard, one of a large family, has been picked for the
ministry and is resigned to his father's choice. He is a
wonderful painter and would rather follow his art than study
for orders. One day he meets Margaret, while on his way to
town, and love at first sight develops.
His father, hearing of the problematical alliance, immediately urges his son to renounce it. On his refusal he is
disowned and leaves the house, intending to journey to Rome,
there to make his fortune with his brush.
Going to Margaret's house, he marries her in great

haste

SCENE

FROMAmerican.
-'THE

HERMIT"

acting of certain members of the cast.
With few exceptions
all of the sets are good and the realism most effective.
Dissipation leads to the downfall of Paul Meredith, the
son of John Meredith, one of England's old merchant princes.
He forges his father's name to checks and bills and the old
man, rather than suffer disgrace, pays them, when a money
lender threatens to make public the indebtedness.
The scene with the money lender occurs on the same night
as the silver wedding anniversary of the Merediths. After
paying the indebtedness the elder Meredith orders his son
out of his house.
For this the boy plans revenge.
A

workman has been discharged from his father's factory. He also harbors a grudge against the elder Meredith
and plots with Paul. He readily agrees to rob his former
employer's safe. While committing the burglary, he encounters the elder Meredith and kills him.
Jewels and other valuables which he secures he sends to
Paul. His daughter, Nan, acts as the messenger. In keeping with his previous villainy Paul makes the girl a prisoner
in his home. Then he appears against his co-partner in
crime and secures his conviction.
In prison Joe Prescott, the discharged workman, learns of
his daughter's plight and escapes. He follows Paul to his
home and there after a fierce struggle he murders him and
frees Nan.
THE

TREACHERY

DISCOVERED

and then prepares to continue his journey. His father, having
heard of the marriage, has him arrested and thrown in jail,
from which he escapes with his wife's aid.
On his way to Rome he falls in with Denys, an adventurer,
and together they have much pleasure in each other's company as well as some excitement and several battles. His
brothers, ever jealous of him, write that Margaret has died.
Denys is forced to leave him, and Gerard looks for consolation inside the cloister walls, where he takes the oaths of a
monk.
Years pass by and Gerard returns to his home town to
preach the Gospel. There he meets his wife and their little
son. The reunion is brief, for Gerard, remembering his
promise, returns to the monastery.

"JUSTICE"
(Hepworth
— Four Parts)
DOINGS of a wayward son, whether in actual life, in
a story or in a play, always excite sympathy for the
prodigal's parents. "Justice." a four-reel Hepworth production to be released shortly by Albert Blinkhorn, World's Tower
Building, New York City, is a typical story of this sort.
While the plot in "Justice" is sufficiently strong to command close interest, its strength is materially increased
by

Jack Raynor, the imprisoned girl's lover, has also learned
of her whereabouts. With a squad of police he rushes into
Paul's home just after the murder has occurred. Joe Pres
cott goes back to prison, but he does so willingly, having
wreaked vengeance on the man who brought about his downfall and was about to ruin his daughter. She and Jack
Raynor find solace in each other's love.
Harry Royston, who plays the part of Joe Prescott, docs
exceedingly well.
His physical stature is much in his favor

A NEW

PROJECTOR

A projecting machine, moderate in price, fulfilling all
mechanical requirements, designed to take any standard
film, and embodying every fire prevention appliance, has
come on the market in the shape of the Bing Projecting
Machine Made in all sizes, this machine is equally adaptable to the parlor, the schoolroom, the lyceum, the lecturehall or the theatre.
It is said to be the only machine at its price embodying
every known improvement common to the most expensive
projectors. Fire-boxes, film-winders and protected parts
practically eliminate the possibility of ignition. A clear,
brilliant light is obtained from the Bing Baby Arc, one of
the features of the machine. The projector is practically
noiseless and so simple in its construction that a child
might readily learn to operate it. John Bing. of 81 Fourth
avenue. New York City, is the agent for the machine.
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The War Dog
A Father's Crime
The Course of Justice
Three remarkably unique three
part features that possess distinctive character.
Plots are adapted from new stories and are not
■ threadbare of originality. We find that exhibitors
who book our features are absolutely our best
advertisement. Look about you and see the
crowded houses that our program is drawing. Then
get in touch with the nearest of our twenty - three
branch exchanges and get full particulars about our
" Quality — Service "

WARNER'S

FEATURES

INCORPORATED

130 W. 46th St.

New York City

"It certainly is remarkable how well the MOTIOGRAPH stands up under
all conditions and heavy grinds for so long a period," says a MOTIOGRAPH
purchaser of 1908, who brought his mechanism to the factory for inspection.
We contend this is nothing unusual as we hear such remarks every day,
and remark that this is only a proof of the quality of material used and with
skilled labor will make the MOTIOGRAPH a long life machine with practically no UP-KEEP.
Ask the Exhibitors who have used the cue MOTIOGRAPH for several
Manufactured and Guaranteed by

years.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
SLIDES
Slide Co.. Lockport, N. Y.
CAMERAS
American
Cinematograph
Co.,
617
Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Ernemann, 114 Fifth Ave., New York.
Sterling Camera & Film Co., 145 W. 45th St..
New York.
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
SETS
The Chas. A. Strelinger Co., Box P-2, Detroit,
Mich.
FILMS
( Manufacturers,
Dealers and Renters)
American Film Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.
Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., 275 Lakeside
Ave.,
Orange, N. J.
Essanay
Film Mfg. Co., First National Bank
Bldg., Chicago, 111.
General Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
George H. Kleine, 166 N. State St., Chicago,
111.
Lubin Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
G. Melies, 204 E. 38th St., New York.
Mutual Film Corp., 71 W. 23r<f St., New York.
New
York
Motion
Picture Corp.,
Longacre
Bldg., New York.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.
Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
York.
FILM ACCESSORIES
Benin
Aniline
Works,
213 Water
St., New
York.
Royal Mfg. Co., 286 Market St., Newark. N. J.
FILM
TITLES,
PRINTING,
DEVELOPING,
ETC.
Acme
Commercial
Film Co., 56 E. Randolph
St., Chicago, 111.
Commercial
Motion Pictures Co., Inc., 102 W.
101st St., New York.
Evans Film Mfg. Co., 412-22 W. 216th St., at
Broadway, New York.
Gunby Bros., Inc., 145 W. 45th St., New York.
FURNITURE
AND
FURNISHING
ON
RENTAL
William Birns, 70 W. 38th St., New York.
Niagara

FEATURE
FILMS
All Star Feature Corp., 220 W. 42nd St., New
York.
Australasian
Films, Ltd., 15 E. 26th St., New
York.
Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co., 130 W. 46th St., New York.
A. Blmkhorn, 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Criterion Feature Film Mfg. Co., 110 W. 40th
St., New York.
Commercial Motion Pictures Co., 102 W. 101st
St., New York.
Eclair Film Co., 225 W. 42nd St., New York.
Eclectic Film Co.. 110 W. 40th St.. New York.
European Feature Film Co., 220 W. 42nd St.,
New York.
Features Ideal. 227 W. 42nd St., New York.
Feature Photoplay Co., 220 W. 42nd St., New
York.
Famous Players Film Co., 213-229 W. 24th St.,
New
York.
General Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
General Feature Film Co., Powers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Gaumont Co., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Gloria American
Co.. 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Italian American
Film Corp., 1482 Broadway,
New York.
Inter-Continent
Film
Co., 110 W.
40th
St..
New York.
Kennedy Features, Inc., 110 VV. 40th St., New
York.
George
Kleine Attractions, 166 N. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
New York Office: 1476 Broadway.
Jesse L. Lasky
Feature
Play Co., Longacre
Theatre, New York.
Muncfstuk
Features, 909 Longacre Bldg., New
York.
New
York Film Co., 145 W. 45th St., New
York.
Pan American Film Co., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Progress Film Co.. 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Ramo
Films,
Inc., Columbia
Theatre
Bldg.,
New York.

,h
k,
V
3»

NEW ECLECTIC FEATURE
M. Charlier, of the Theatre Antoine,
Paris, is here shown in the title role
of "Napoleon," the five-reel Eclectic
production,
which10. is scheduled for release on March
The picture follows closely the main

»
Sterling Camera & Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
New York.
Solax Co., Fort Lee, N. J.
Union Features, 225 W. 42nd St., New York.
Unique
York.Film Co., Inc., 110 W. 40th St., New

;i

Universal
York. Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
Wil-Kar Films, 1482 Broadway, New York.
World Film Corp., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Warner's
York. Features, Inc., 130 W. 46th St., New
MOTION

PICTURE
MACHINES
AND
SUPPLIES
Amusement
Supply
Co., 160 E. North
Fifth
Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Calehuff Supply Co., 1301 Race St., PhiladelPa.
Enterprise phia.Optical
Co.. 568 W. Randolph
St.,
Chicago, 111.
Picture Theatre Equipment Co., 21 E. 14th St.,
New York.
Precision
York. Machine Co., 317 E. 34th St., New
Nicholas Power Co., 90 Gold St., New York.
The Phantascope Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.
Sweeley's
House,
514-516 Erie
Ave., Photo
Renova, Supply
Pa.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc., 916-918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Wurlitzer
Co., Cincinnati, O.
RAW FILM
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
David Horsley, 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
Rudolph

PROJECTION LENSES
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 569 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
POSTERS
The Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
SCREENS
& Night Screens, Inc.. 291 Broadway,
New York.
THEATRE
LOBBY
FRAMES
AND
FIXTURES
Eag'e Frame
Co., 506 N. Carpenter
St., Chicago, 111. Co., 715 Sycamore St., CincinNewman Mfg.
nati, O.
THEATRE
CHAIRS
The Hardesty Mfg. Co., Canal Dover, Ohio.
Day

BOOSTING A CITY BY FILM
Under the auspices of the Chamber
of Commerce, of Birmingham, Ala.,
and with the direct purpose of heralding the advantages of the Alabama
metropolis, a motion picture has been
made in that city by the Paragon
Film Company.
Its scenes are laid in the city's
mines and factories, later in its finest
mansions, whose use was donated by
Birmingham's first families.
VITAGRAPH
NOTES
Single reel pictures have just been
completed for the Vitagraph Company
from novels by Booth Tarkington,
Ida Tarbell, Louis Joseph Vance,
"Jack" London and Ellis Parker Butler. The company hopes to procure
five and six-reel scenarios by these
authors for production in the Vitagraph Theatre.

M.

CHARLIER

AS

NAPOLEON

events of the career of "The Man of
Destiny," from the time of his coronation December
,
2, 1804, until his death
on March 5, 1821. The battles of
Austerlitz and Waterloo, and the fatal
retreat from Moscow are only the
chief of the incidents recorded in the
drama. Hundreds of horses and small
armies to fully accoutred soldiers are
included in the stupendous cast.
A prologue opens the drama, reviewing briefly the early events of
Xapoleon's
lon in 1793. life, from the siege of TouBERT

ANGELES WITH
NEW
COMPANY
As we go to press news comes by
wire from Chicago that Bert Angeles,
well and widely known as a director,
has signed with the Historical Film
Company, a recently organized Chicago producing firm.
Air. Angeles directed many successful comedies for the Vitagraph Company, and recently produced for the
Pilot Company the "Across the Continent" picture.
ORMONDE
WITH
UNIVERSAL
The Universal Film Company announces the engagement of Eugene
Ormonde for the Powers pictures.
Mr. Ormonde has appeared as leading
man with Mrs. Fiske, Blanche Bates,
Ada Rehan and Mrs. Leslie Carter.
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Mr. Exhibitor
We have contracted
WARNER'S
APEX

with

FEATURE
FILM
FILM CO. and the
FILMS
LLOYD

the
CO.,

to make feature films. We mean real
features. We have secured the services
of the greatest producer
of the age
Mr. BERT ANGELES
to be our principal director. This is a
guarantee of class. Look out for our
first production.
THE HISTORICAL
FEATURE FILM CO.
Fort Dearborn Building, Chicago
JOHN

F.

BYRNES,
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AMERICAN-ECLAIR
ONWARD

AND UPWARD

The ECLAIR Film Company has fought until
now our productions stand as a model for others to
emulate.
We are constantly moving onward and upward.
We have taken one whole floor in the new Leavitt
Building, 126 West 46th Street, New York City. We
are about to enlarge our Studios at Fort Lee, New
Jersey. We are doing things and moving onward and
upward.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY

FOURTH

FLOOR

LEAVITT

BUILDING

126 W.46^ ST., NEW YORK CITY.

An Investment
of $2.00
that will produce a weekly
dividend for one year is a
subscription to

The Motion
Picture
News

THE PHANTOSCOPE
The Phantoscope projects a brilliant eight-foot picture in rural districts or elsewhere when current is not
available, using standard film, and the gas generator
which we furnish (at a cost of but $25 additional). We
are selling to others, why don't we have YOUR order?
Send small deposit and we'll ship C.O.D. privilege of
examination.

for that period. It is "the
fastest growing picture

Phantoscope, complete, d* "| l"|/VOO
in traveling case - - «P X \J\J

Phantoscope
1400 New York Avenue

Mfg. Company
Washington, D. C, U.S.A.
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

journal."
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CHICAGO

Wallick with Celebrated Players
H. L. Wallick, who formerly owned and operated a motion
picture theatre, is now with the Celebrated Players Film
Company, and is traveling for them through Wisconsin and
Indiana. This company will soon release "The Squaw Man,"
for Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana.

Amusement

Protective League Meets
The Amusement Protective League met at the Sherman
House on Wednesday, March 4, at 10:30 a. m. Matters concerning censorship, other restrictions and the coming Aldermanic election were the subjects under discussion. There
were no outside speakers at this meeting, but it was the
sense of the members that city restrictions are steadily getting worse, and drastic measures for their improvement were
urged.

PICTURE

NEWS

RAMO
Features

with Lewis Pennant Features
formerly connected with the National
Margoles,
J. H.
Motion Picture Advertising Company and the Princess
Theatre Circuit Company, is now associated with the Feature
Film Sales Company, who releases the Lewis Pennant Features. Mr. Margoles will represent them in their exclusive
service department.
Standard Motion Picture Company Launched
The Standard Motion Picture Company, a concern organized for the taking of commercial and industrial pictures,
has established offices in the Mailers Building. This concern
has also built a plant on the South Side, which is fully
equipped with the most modern apparatus for the taking, developing and printing of pictures. Mr. Goldman, the man behind the venture is an old, seasoned advertising man and
also is familiar in a great degree with the motion picture
business.
Margoles

»

*

^

CE

FILMS

MELIES

L"
A
R
E
N
E
G
"Love's Oblivion"
Gloriously blind to all around
the lovers go merrily on with
wooing. This is a perfect scream,
up with greatest knock-about
possible to film.

"One

$

them,
their
piled
tricks

On StillBatty
Bill"
full of mirth,
Batty Bill scores many
laughs and keeps the
audiences busy mop

COMMUNICATE

C. LANG

ping up their tears of
laughter.

Released

MARCH
MELIES
204
NEW

DIRECT

WITH

COBB, JR.

Manager Sales and Publicity

12th
FILMS

East 38th St.
YORK
CITY

RAMO

FILMS, Inc.

Columbia Theatre Building
47th STREET and SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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Telephone,

213 WEST 42nd STREET,
Bryant 874-875

DANIEL,

V.

NEW YORK
Cable Address,

ARTrlUR

Darthur,

New

York

Presents

Wallace Eddinger

Gail Kane

The Great Diamond Robbery

Chas,

J. Ross

By Edward M. Alfriend and A. C. Wheeler

The Most Sensational and Gripping Melodrama of Modern Times
(IN FIVE PARTS)
with

WALLACE

EDDINGER

And An All Star Cast

Martin J. Alsop

Elita Proctor Otis

including

Gail Kane
Elita Proctor Otis
Dorothy Arthur
Edward Gillespie Stephen Kent
Chas. J. Ross
Martin J. Alsop
P. B. Pratt
Frank Hardy
Herbert Barrington
R. E. Graham
And a Supporting Company, all of whom are now playing at $2 prices in
Theatrical Productions
Picturized by HERBERT
HALL
WINSLOW
Scenic Effects by Gates and Morange
Dorothy Arthur

STATE

RIGHTS

NOW
FOR

RELEASE

Release March
MARCH

15th

■P
P. B. Pratt

30th

THE WORLD'S MOST FASCINATING ARTISTE

LINA

CAVALIERI

Supported by the Great French Tenor and Lyric Actor

r LUCIEN
IVI A N O N

MURATORE
L, E S C A U T

In Abbe Prevost's Sublime Story of Love and Romance

(IN
Mr. Arthur will not only
whom
he has contracted

personally
for future

SIX

PARTS)

stage all productions of THE PLAYGOERS FILM CO., hut will give to the numerous stars with
productions,
the support
of actors and actresses of the first magnitude in the theatrical field.
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PEERLESS'
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ARE YOU BURNING DAYLIGHT?
Day and Night Screen

5&
"THE

PICTURE

ARE

WASTING MORE
YOURSELF

ARE

UNLESS

YOU

ARE

MONEY— YOU ARE LOSING
MORE WORRY THAN YOU

USING

MORE
HAVE

THE

GOOD BUSINESS-AND
ANY CONCEPTION OF

YOU

"THE
ARE

PIONEER"

CAUSING

The Screen from Quality Street— The Screen De Luxe— The Screen Without a Seam
WILL

SAVE

YOU

WAKE
WRITE

FOR

THAT

WASTE

AND

WORRY— IT WILL

UP— BE A BUSINESS

INSURE

YOU

CATALOGUE

ARRANGE

DAY AND (NIGHT SCREENS, Inc., 291
SAN

FRANCISCO

NEW

ORLEANS

Kinematograph Weekly
8S.13 a Year
The
Leading
Motion
Picture
Publication
of
Great
Bntaic
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

0SSQC1HTEB IH0VIN& PICTURE PRESS
258A Kingston Ave.,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

"EVERYONE'S

USING"

Our Developing Tank System
Get No. 6 Price Lift

A. J. CORCORAN,

New

Yorlt

FURNITURE & FURNISHINGS
On

RENTAL

equip your settings complete in accordance with your scenario.

WILLIAM

BIRNS

70 West 38th St., N. T.
Phone: Greeley 6265.

SLIDES
Some day you'll use Niagara Slides,
because they're the best for the least
money. youJust
to convince
you we'll
furnish
6 Player
or Announcement
Slides for $1.10; one dozen, $1.75, and
this ad. NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY,
Lockport, N. Y.
SCENARIO-WRITERS'

CLUB

Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rate*,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction, and hew to make your
play salable, free to members. Entrance
fee, $2 (10.
COTTRTKEY
WENTWORTH
123-129 West 44th Street, New York City

Let

Us

ATLANTA

Book Your Show

We air ( xpcricnccd managers.
We watch all releases and can represent you
in every way.
Our
Charges
arc nominal.
GET
THEM.
MANAGERS' SERVICE ASSOCIATION
604 Schiller Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
In

The Life Photo Film Corporation
has purchased from Mrs. Bronson
Howard, wife of the late Bronson
Howard, the exclusive motion picture
rights for the entire world to his play
"The Ranker's Daughter," written in
L878. This play marked a long upward step in Bronson Howard's
dramatic career, and has ever since
been conceded to be the premier
dramatic production by an American
author, portraying American life. It
was found necessary to outbid four of
the largest motion picture producers
in the
the
play.country to obtain the rights to
The cast for "The Banker's Daughter" will be a superior one, picked
from the cream of motion picture actors, and stars of the American stage.
The production will be sold on state
right basis and deliveries will be made
on April 1.
The play was first produced September 30, 1878, at the Union Square
Theatre, and in the original cast, there
was contained such names as Charles
E. Thorne, J. B. Polk, Walter Ramsey
and Sarah Jewett. It was produced
in England under the name of "The
Old Love for the New" and enjoyed
the longest run of any American production ever produced there.
STAGE IMPROMPTU ACT
. Guests and visitors present at
Edgerly Court, Santa Barbara, were
given an unlooked-for treat recently
when thejr happened to be present
when Caroline Cooke and Tom Ricketts, both members of the American
Film Manufacturing Company's staff
put on the balcony scene of "Romeo
Miss Cooke had just stepped on a
veranda
of the hotel when Mr. Rickand Juliet.''
etts opened the window of his livingroom. The artistic situation prompt
ed Ricketts to render the lines of
Romeo. Miss Cooke accepted her
cue and as both knew their parts perfectly the scene was carried to the
end in a splendid manner.
please

mention

OF

BUSINESS

MTHE

MOTION

FOIl COMPARATIVE

PARIS

BERLIN

EXPOSITION

RELEASE "THE BANKER'S
DAUGHTER" SOON

writing to advertisers

LOSS

TEST

Broadway, New York
SEATTLE

Inc.

9}£ John Street

We

PHILADELPHIA

AGAINST

MAN— BE PROGRESSIVE

PICTURE

LONDON

PLANS

AFOOT

Plans are now being made for the
Second International Exposition of
the Motion Picture Art, in conjunction with the Fourth Annual Convention of the Exhibitors' League of
America, at Dayton, Ohio. July 6-11.
This news comes from George H.
Wiley, secretary of the league, whose
telegram
speaks
for itself:
"Arrange now for the coming Second International Exposition of the
Motion Picture Art in connection with
the Fourth Annual Convention of the
Exhibitors' League of America, at
Dayton, Ohio, July sixth to eleventh.
There are over 7,000 exhibitors within
three hundred miles of Dayton You
will reap greater results than elsewhere Try to be here.
"George H. Wiley."

Price* to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04 'A Per Ft
( Id Quantities over 5000 feel I
Above price includes printing, developing, tinting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.
Film Titles
"
(Our
Special
Title Apparalui .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Offices
56 East Randolph St.
Chicago
■
Phone Randolph 652
■

Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors
We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houses
in the country — We offer the most reliable Motion
Picture
Apparatus
manufactured— A copy of our
SPECIAL MOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking.
JUdnt*:
SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie Ave.

TITLE
"T
rdcred

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept.
RENOVO, PA.

CARDS

24 HOURS

to time
delivered

The Herald Square Sign Company
608 Sixth Ave.. Near 35th St.
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Ever since the newspapers of the country have been giving more space to the drug
evil than any other national abuse, YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR A
FILM ON THE SUBJECT THAT WOULD PASS ALL CENSORSHIPS
AND INTEREST WHILE IT INSTRUCTED. Exactly such a picture is
"DOPE." We have simply handled th:s Great National Evil as a clean dramatic
offering, with a logical plot and no cheap "fireworks." More, with "DOPE,"
the "one-star-to-a-picture" idea is KILLED! No longer will an exhibitor be
charged rentals for a "star" film WITH ONE STAR.
This has SIX!
THE

DIRECT-FROM-BROADWAY
FEATURES OFFER

HERMAN

LIEB

In His Own Version of

"DOPE"

AN UPLIFT DRAMA, IN PROTEST AGAINST
THE INDISCRIMINATE USE OF HABIT-FORMING DRUGS,
WITH

LAURA NELSON HALL
ERNEST TRUEX
WILLIAM T. HOOKER
GASTON MERVALE
CHRISTINE BLESSING
AND
AN ALL-BROADWAY
485 SCENES,
EMPLOYING

CAST— IN
HUNDREDS

Opening on Broadway, and Then Yours on the State
for Your State?
Address the

Rights

6 REELS
AND
OF PLAYERS
Plan!

What

Will

Direct- From- Broadway Features Co.

46 West 24th Street
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MUNDSTUK'S PresentsFEATURES
"ON

THE FIRING LINE IN TRIPOLI"

A Stirring War Drama.
heat of the battle
OBEY

FIVE PARTS
Many soldiers are fatally injured in the

the impulse and WIRE

NOW

A few more States open for "The
for your Exclusive Territory. Part Thriller.

MUNDSTUK'S

COMEDY
TRIED
ON
THE
SCREEN
innovation in theatricals was

JUNE
EXPOSITION
PLANS
Five thousand exhibitors from
America and Europe will attend the
second annual motion picture exhibition at the Grand Central Palace, from

made

recently at the Alhambra Theatre in New York City, when musical
comedy numbers were presented in
motion pictures.
They are called the Renfax Musical
Motion Pictures, and are the invention of W. E. Tabor, a young Englishman who has been experimenting
some six years to obtain perfect synchronization between action and

June 8 to 15, under the combined auspices of the International Motion Picture Exhibitors and the Independent
Exhibitors of America. It is designed
to cement the close relations between
the twenty-five million persons who
daily attend the theatres and those
responsible for such entertainments.
The three floors of the building will
be used for the exhibition. All details of the making and staging of the
photoplay drama will be shown and
four free up-to-date motion picture
shows will be in operation. The best
known actresses and actors of the motion picture world will give public re-

speech in singing pictures. By an ingenious device it is so arranged that
there can be no action of the lips without a corresponding vocal sound from
a singing machine used in conjunction
with the pictures. This singing machine is known as the Renphone and
allows almost perfect vocalization.

our List of FIFTY

Whirl

"NATIVE

LIFE

IN
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2nd

Program:.
"FROM
SAVAGES TO CITIZENS"
(6,000)

-.
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(World's Rights)
"ACROSS
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AMERICA
CAR"

(World's
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BOY

THE

LAW"

TEMPTATIONS"
(4,000)
Territory)

\

"THE
I Tin

FUGITIVE
LAW"
(3.000)
\>sassination of Madero)

I World's Rights)

with

PASQUALI-AMERICAN

First three:
"THE FOWER OF
"THE BRIGAND'S
DAUGHTER"

PAN-AMERICAN

Re«t

"MYSTERY
OF RICHMOND
CASTLE" (4,000)
( Restricted Territory)

Rights)

through

AND

( Restricted
r

UPHELD

^r

"LIFE'S

»

(5,000)

LAW

(5,000)
(Restricted
Territory)

PHILIPPINES"

%

York

This law provides especially that
the floor of the audience rooms of
motion picture theatres shall be approximately on the same level with
the street.

sS3|j

1st Program:
"THE HEAD
HUNTERS'*
(6,000)

Four

The Michigan Supreme Court has
decided, in the case of the Jewel
Theatre Company vs. Winship, that
the law enacted for the regulation of
motion picture shows by the Michigan
Legislature in 1913 is valid, where it
does not conflict with the operation
of municipal ordinances on the same
subject.

FEATURES

s Ji

THE

A

hearsals with full scenic effects. Each
of the plays so enacted will be on
view within twelve hours.

Will soon be complete

(The Hon. Dean C. Worcester's
Philippine Pictures)

of Destiny,"

909 Longacre Bldg., New

FEATURES

MUSICAL
An

A REEL MONEYMAKER

S,ate Risht buyers know that MUNDSTUK knows what'* what
Territory is going rapidly

INNOCENCE" (4,000)
(4,000)
I For All Unsold

\J0'

CO,

SUCCESSES

"FOR HIGH TREASON" (3,000)
Territory— Rent or State Rights)

FILM CO., 1 10 West 40lh St., New York City
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HEP WORTH'S

PICTURE

CROWNING

CHARLES

NEWS

MASTERPIECE!

REIDE'S NOVEL

THE CLOISTER In Five
ANDParts THE HEARTH
The most famous work of a great writer interpreted with
remarkable fulness and accuracy, and with vividness by
which the author himself would be the first to be charmed
STATE RIGHTS NOW

BEING SOLD!

Special Publicity Matter — 1, 3, 6, 24 Sheet Lithographs, Special Heralds, Photographs,

Slides, Cuts, Etc.

State rights for "The Cloister and the Hearth" and "Justice" for the States of New England, New York, Greater New York, Northern New Jersey, sold to

ANIMA
HEPWORTH'S

BLIND FATE
2 Part Drama. 2 Single
Reels Released Weekly.
Comedy and Drama

FILM RENTAL
M. WESTEBBE.

110-112

West

CO.

Manager

40th Street, New

JUSTICE
HEPWORTH'S

York

A. BLINKHORN
110-112 W. 40th St., New York City

4 Part Melodrama. Usual
Line of Publicity Matter.
Help You Help the Exhibitor

Sound Effects Produce Natural Shows
If you are
not using now,
Lumiere

It is unnatural to see something happen that
naturally produces a noise and hear nothing

it is because
know don't
how
you
good it is.
This is not
my fault. I have been telling
you about it for some time.
Now it is up to you to try it.
Every foot guaranteed.

DAVID

The Excelsior Sound Effect Cabinet
Produces

a combination

ENLIVENED
Send for
Descriptive Pamphlet

of more

sounds

at one time than any ether method

PICTURES

MEAN

1600 Broadway, New York

SUCCESS

II nrnT PCMTCI
1503 Columbia Ave.
AlDLII I ULU I tL PHILADELPHIA
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FILM TITLES
6c PER

Positive
Printing
5c PER FOOT

but our prices are

BROS.,

145 West 45th Street

(i

Inc.

New York City

Traffickers on Soles

Meeting with

GET

5000 feet. 4c per ft.

Negatives Developed Free
GUNBV

in 3 reels.
great success

JOE GUERCIO.

TO THE

]j

Candler

PRINTS

- Importer

New

TRADE
MADE

Gloria American Co.

ON

Prompt deliveries

Phone Bryant 7713
Cable Ad. Gloriafilm, N.Y.
1 10 West 40th St.
New fork City. N. V.

Commercial Motion
Pictures
Co. , Inc.

CO.
City.

102 W. 101st Street
Telephone, 6532
6533

York

of ■

"GREAT

LURE
OF
PRAISED

PARIS"

and anything on the order of 'The
Great Lure of Paris' and we will

entitled "The Shepherd of the Southern Cross." Besides the heart story
of a convict, the picture depicts in a
vivid manner the life of the sheep■ rs 'if New South Wales,
Stanley
II. Twist,
who
has taken
hold of the manufacturing end of the
business, promi i a series oi releases
v three or four weeks,
in which
ies of Australian
mining
settlers
and bushrangers will figure.
The Australasian Film Ci mipanj
have secured options upon the exclusive services of Miss Nance
O'Neill
I Miss Am
i Herman for m

gladly

One

ing picture services during their contemplated
professional tour- < • \us

give

you

BALKAN

an
WAR

order."

110 West 40th St., New York
KLEINE

THEATRE

Easter Monday

OPENING

is the date now

set

of George Kleine's
opening
for the
new
theatre
on Forty-second
street.
New York City, and "Antony and
Cleopatra" will probably be the opening spectacle on the screen. It is a
Cines production and, if anything.
rivals "Quo Vadis" in magnitude. Anthony Novelli, Lorenzo Lupi, Signora
Terribilli and Signorina Matilde de
Mar/io are the stars of the piece.
Details of the interior of the new
Kleine motion picture theatre are not
available as yet, bul the foyer is said
to be one of the handsomest in the
metropolis,

HORRORS

Motion pictures of a four-hundredmile journej through the regions in
Albania devastated by the Servian armies
during the second Balkan war, taken
by William Willard Howard, were
shown at a private exhibition at the
howrooms of the Kinemacolor Company, 1600 Broadway. Xew York City,
on Saturday, Februarj 21. The exhibition was held under the auspices of the
American Constantinople Relief Committee, of which 0 cai S Straus is
chairn

WORLD
FILM
CORPORATION

Rivenide

plant at Rushcutters' Bay, Sydney.
Australia, will be a three-reel feature,

RELEASE

Muni Quality

New York City

of the first releases to be announced by the Australasian Film
Company, manufactured at their ni w

Selling United States Rights
Projection Room open all day

TKEiELEPHANT BRAND

AU work guaranteed

A letter from the Union Film and
Supply Company, of Los Angeles,
Cal., to the Feature Photoplay Company, reads as follows: "We are very
well pleased with 'The Lure of Paris.'
We have a great many calls for the
'Great Lure of Paris' and if you want
to refer any prospective purchasers to
us, we feel at liberty to do so. Would
be pleased to have you send us sample paper on everything you release,

Iral.i

GENERAL FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY, Inc.
Powers Bldji.
Chicago, In.

TITLES, 8c per ft.
the

High Class European Feature Film
NEGATIVE
S

AUSTRALASIAN

Now

Marion Leonard Releases
Florence Turner Releases
Helen Gardner Releases
Kennedy Features Inc. Releases
Criterion Releases

Eastman Stock, 4c per ft

GERO

40th St.

All
All
All
All
All

Program
Includes

Including Tinting and Toning

220 W. 42nd St.
Bldg.
New York
Phone
Bryant
8486.

LOUIS
HOW.

Our

Negatives Developed, leper ft.

or Love?"

PHOTOPLAY

Mgr.

506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago

everywhere.

in 3 reels.
All
acknowledged
successes
of
season.
Further
particulars

FEATURE

THEM

Eagle Frame Co.

" The Great Lure of Paris"
in 3 reels.
"Justice

NEWS

Our Frames are
not cheap

FOOT

1000 feet. 4^c ft.

PICTURE

CAMERA

SNAPS

H. K. THAW

The fust motion pictures ever taken
in a United States District Court are
those made of the last hearing in the
Harry K Thaw case, before Federal
Judge Aldrich. at Concord, N. H.. on
Thursday, February 19 Judge Aldrich -ranted tin- permit for the
, hum man to record the movements
o tin figures in the famous case while
the bail hearing was being argued.
Both Jerome and Thaw appear in the

pii i in i's

THE
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PICTURE
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All Star Feature

Our Factory Is Yours!
Negative
machines

assemblers,

The Master of Them A 11

projecting

and an equipment

second

EUGENE
WALTERS'
5 Season Theatrical
Success

to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE
for DEVELOPING
and
PRINTING.

EVANS
416-22

FILM

216th

Tel, 76SZ Audubon

"Paid In Full"

MFG. CO.

Incorporated ■

WEST

Great

Produced

AUGUSTUS

STREET

at Broadway, New York

"In
Mizzoura"
with BURR McINTOSH

European Feature Film Corp.

220 West 4Znd Street

FILMS, Ltd.

AND NEW

and fill your coffers — book
Gaumont Films — the bijr
money getter.

"FANTOIWAS" No. 4
THE

INTERFl LM
FEATURES

Films and Accessories

Tel. Mad. Sq. 4J11

MILLARD JOHNSON. American Representatire
IS East 26th St.. New York City. N. T.

ijOiaX

New York

Tel. 2305 Bryant

ZEALAND)

Open to Purchase High Grade Features
C»ble, Speiio. .bio, N. T.

And if you want to be a
REAL LIVE EXHIBITOR

All Star Feature Corporation

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

(AUSTRALIA

THOMAS

Next Release — March 16th

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

AUSTRALASIAN

5 Parts
under personal direction of

Represent

Features

CROOK-DETECTIVE.

Release

ACT
NOW— WRITE,
EVERY
SORT
OF
BOTH

FOR EXCHANGE

HO

West

See list of releases on another page.

INTER-CONTINENT
World's

Blache Features

Tower

Cable:

40th

WOMEN

4 REEL

UNIQUE
110-112 WEST

40TH

POLITICAL

FILM

^s;,

WIRE

FOR OPEN

PICTURE

4 REELS

POWERS,

21 EAST

EQUIP

MOTION

CITY

SIMPLEX

AND

SUPPLY

NEW

HOUSE

In writing to advertisers please mention

IN

MACHINES

AMERICA

YORK

CHOPPERS— REELS— REEL

PICTURE

EDISON

EQUIPMENTCO.

PICTURE

14th STREET,

CONDENSERS— BOOTHS— TICKET

WE

YORK

MOTIOGRAPH,

MOTION

NEW YORK
FILM CO.

Inc.

THEATRE
BIGGEST

LOBBY"

WANT—?"
NEW

THE

TERRITORY

DRAMA

COMPANY,

FOR

X. Y.

The Lure of New York

INTERFILM

STREET

HEADQUARTERS

Street,

Building

"GOOD

'80 MILLION

& EXHIBITOR

GavmontI

NEW YORK
CITY

Fort Lee, New Jersey

7.

FILM CO.

110-112
WEST 40th ST

One-a-month

Mar.

WIRE,
CALL.
PUBLICITY,

6aan>oot(p.

standard excellence

This is the protection you require if
you cater to the best.

One-a-month

IN 4 REELS.
(shipping)
date

CITY

CASES— BOOTH

THEATRES
"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

CABINETS

COMPLETELY
NEWS'
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Attractive

Don't fail

to visit our
Showrooms
Write for
Catalog.

The

PICTURE

NEWS

CLASSIFIED

Make Your Lobby Display
There is nothing more
cinating tofasthe
public
than
bright brassa
frame to display
your photos or
posters.
We
make
Lobby
and
Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails
of every description.

MOTION

ADVERTISING

Rates for advertising under this heading, 3 cents per word,
cash with order.
50 cents minimum charge per insertion.
THEATRE

FOR SALE

MANAGER

MOVING PICTURE THEATRE FOR SALE
■ — Recently constructed; located in a popular
residential section. Write immediately to P. O.
Box 832, Waterbury, Connecticut.

SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES— 20 per cent cheaper. Send for
new 1914 price list of Moving Picture Goods.
Box 771, Norfolk, Va.

Newman
Mfg. Co.

EVERY

In Motion

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., 106-108 W. Lake St..
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111,
Established 1882.

DAY

AT

LIBERTY—A

WURLITZER
20

BRANCHES

SAM LEARS. 509 Chestnut St.. St. Louis, Mo.

LE COURRIER

Cinematographiqae
26 Boulevard St. Denis,
Directs**:

Charles

LK

•

Paris

position anywhere in U. S. or Canada. Address all communications to P. O. Box 213,
Pa.

York,

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

MOTION

PICTURE

Journal hcbdomadaire francos, le plus important de
1'industrie cinematographique.
■■vole nnmero apAclmea, Mr demand*
Aleaaemeat 1* ITL ••

Electric Arc Lamps i^H
N»v»r Med, iiulli for no rolti, a. 0. awl D. 0. ,<•.'• »mi.*r«»,
looo candlapowar; loldragolarlj it tie Our bargain price
for each Ilka plctora, SO In. Ions, guaranteed in *a np
■writing
or. audi
eetoar
■
- |p4.Zj
COSMOS ELECTRIC CO.. 136 J. Libertj St. Nrw Y.rk

Who

20

IT PA YS

WuRUfZER

§

ORCHESTRAS
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI

V

A

PKAPKX

live and energetic M. P.

of the United States listen to the

THEATRE SUPPLIES

Don't
I take of
yourmake.
old machine in forget.
trade regardless
All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell
more goods than all competitors
combined.

LIBERTY

Theatre Manager with eight successful years'
experience. Excellent Advertiser. Can get results; has own original ideas; strictly sober
and reliable. Desire to locate a permanent

HA VE YOU ONE ?

A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices.
All Kinds Seating Always In
>teck,
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.76
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each
.40
Simplex, used three months
150.00
Power's 8A, ftrst-class condition. 140.00
good condiXdison Exhibitions,
SS.00
tion

AT

HINT

TO

The Famous

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Guaranteed
Scientific Motographlc Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Develop'** Outate.
Proven by Test the World's Very Best.
Agents for Eastman Motion Pioture FUm.

American Cinematograph Company
Send

PRODUCERS

to go elsewhere for their evening's
entertainment are deserting the motion picture houses. Some critics are
ing, "cm erproductii m," bul the real
fault is said to be the mediocre character of the pictures shi iwn.
Since the « ell to do form an important part of German picture
audiences, the situation confronting
the exhibitors in the Fatherland is a
sei ii ius one.
Northern

for

617-631 Jackson Blvd.

If reports from Germany are true,
there is an important lesson for American producers in the crisis the film
industry is facing there.
Complaining that the theatres are
being flooded by inferior pictures,
those patrons who have the means

Is appearing in ('.rent

American Professional

"Preferred

Feature

Catalog T

Chicago,

III.

NEW MEN AT LIFE PHOTO
Fred Dobson, who has been camera
man with Kalem, Selig and Biograph,
is now with the Life I'lmto Film Corporation as camera men for their feature productions.
The lightareeffects
"The Banker's
Daughter"
now for
engrossing
the attention of Mr. Dobson. The sets for
this feature are being painted by Alfred E. Freudmann, formerly of the
Famous Players Film Company.
Freudmann is a graduate of the Art
Academy at Carlsruhe, Germany, and
an exceptional artist lie has been
engaged as head scenic artist.
frank Koch, for four years and a
half stage carpenter with the Biograph Company, has also joined the
Life Photo forces
Attraction.'
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A TWO REEL FEAFIVE RELEASES EACH WEEK.
TURE EVERY
WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY.
A
COMEDY
EVERY
TUESDAY AND SATURDAY.
A
Y.
FRIDA
DRAMA EVERY

SPECIAL
(THROUGH

"THROUGH

FEATURES
THE

GENERAL

FIRE TO
FORTUNE BY
IN FIVE REELS

FILM

COMPANY)

or THE
SUNKEN
M. GREENE

CLAY

VILLAGE"

"THE
GAMBLERS"
"THE FIVEDAUGHTERS
OF MEN"
REELS
BY CHARLES KLEIN
REELS
BY CHARLES KLEIN

FIVE

••OFFICER
THREE

REELS

FIVE

REGULAR

BY

JIM"

LAWRENCE

RELEASES

S. McCLOSKEY

EACH

WEBK

"A DANGEROUS
CASE"
> _ „. ,, , _ _ \ SPht Reel Comedy
"SLUMBERVILLE'S SCARE"
"A CRUEL REVENGE"— Two Reel Feature
"A STRANGE
MELODY"— Two
Reel Feature
"THE
TELL-TALE-STAR"— Drama

a,
j
wi.
iiui.
March 10th
Tuesday,
Wednesday, March Hth
Thursday,
March 12th
Friday, March 13th

•'sh1T wanted'

Saturday,

A COUNT"

f Split Reel Comedy
LUBIN'S

■ m

ATTRACTIVE

March 14th

POSTERS

One and Three Sheets with Single Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with all Multiple
Reels — in Five Colors. Order from your Exchange or A, B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

LUBIN
PHILADELPHIA,

MANUFACTURING
PA.

CHICAGO

g

ILUIIINI

COMPANY

OFFICE:

154 West Lake Street

m

Positives Printed

ON EASTMAN
STOCK

PRICE INCLUDES TINTING AND TONING
PROMPT

DELIVERIES

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

Commercial Motion Pictures Co., Inc.
102-104 West 101st St.

:::
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Directory of Players and Directors
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing In
STELLAR

"FORGIVEN"

IRVING

Leads

In

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films

WILLIAM

ROBERT

Pathe Features

ETHEL

DALY

Director

MISS

POWELL

Producing

PEARL
Now

TEACHING THE BIBLE IN
PICTURES
That such an organization as the
International Bible Students' Association, whose influence is felt all over
the world, esteems the motion pictures so highly as to make them a
factor in their propaganda for spreading the knowledge of the Bible, is as
gratifying as it is significant.
This the association is doing with
a $200,000 photo drama. "Creation,"
in four parts, which is being simultaneously shown at the Temple of
Creation, Sixty-third street, New
York City; Music Hall, Cincinnati;
Victoria Theatre, St. Louis; I. B. S. A.
Temple, Cleveland; and elsewhere.
Within sixty days the association
expects to have forty productions of
"Creation" in operation. Negotiations
are being made for theatres or auditoriums in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Columbus, O., Dayton, and
Chattanooga, Tenn
The pictures are projected by the
Simplex machine, and two performances of each part are given daily.
Four days are required to see the
entire cycle.

This

"Universal Program"

SINDELAR

Playing

Leads

Pathe Features

Pathe Features

MISS

CLAIRE

WHITNEY

Now Playing Leads in

in

Solax and Blache Features

is Considered

LANG'S
Send

GRANDON

Imp Productions

The Screen Club

Seoond Season

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads In

Imp Productions

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

FRANK

BAGGOT

Directing and Playing

the

NEW

Best

Reel Made

FILM
REEL
Do It Now.

For Catalogue.

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
ON BROADWAY
The Anglo-American Film Corporation inaugurated its regime at the
New York Theatre. Broadway and
Forty-Fourth street, New York City,
with the eight-reel spectacle, "The
Three Musketeers," from the novel by
Alexander Dumas. February 28 was
the opening night, and the big feature
drew crowds. Two Simplex projectors are used to throw the pictures on
the screen.
Despite the length of the picture, its
interest is sustained throughout its
entire run. Rich scenery and good
acting characterize the plaj
In

writing

Order From

Your

hxchange

or Direct.

This reel is made by the makers of the famous Lang Film Rewinder.
It is guaranteed for one year but will last a life time.
LANG

10 Inch $1.00

MANUFACTURING

to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

-

-

14 Inch $1.50 Net

WORKS,
TH'TURF.

NEWS"

OLEAN,

N. Y.

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor at
is interest in the story that the
film tells.
There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look for

NG'S
BIHome

Entertainer

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

die.

Admirably adapted

for use in the home, and
throws a picture 3x4 feet on the screen at 3 yards distance
under proper lighting conditions.
77iis Machine

Can be Retailed at $25-$30

ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED

€J The Bing Home Entertainer is constructed according
to the safety laws of all countries. Parts and repairs given
immediate attention by our Service Department.
WRITE FOR TERMS, ETC.

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.
EASTMAN

€]J Inexpensive, serviceable and simple to han-

Have Motion Picturet at Home

BING
381 FOURTH

BROTHERS,

Manufacturers

JOHN BING, Sole Representative

AVENUE

NEW YORK

See Americans First

'Flying A * ' Feature Films

"A Modern Free-Lance"
TWO

PARTS

Human interest story with actual heart throbs.
ONE. THREE and SIX SHEET LITHOS.
PHOTOS, SLIDES and HERALDS.

Release, Monday, March 16th,

An

"The Coming
Padtherefounding
thedepicting
s"
historicalof
drama
Santa Barbara Mission.

1914

of the

ONE and THREE SHEET LITHOS.

Release, Wednesday, March 18th, 1914

AMERICAN FILM
MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE MOTION
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LIVE NEWS OF THE WEEK
(Continued from page 28)
ject which is said to be filled with
strong dramatic incidents and thrilling situations. Miss Sacchetto appears in the role of the Princess Spinarosa, wife of a profligate nobleman.
Miss Sacchetto, in this one of the
series of "Preferred Feature Attractions," displays strong emotional ability as an actress.

Coming Friday, March 13th

A

"Grass County Goes Dry
(IN TWO PARTS)
A splendid story of every-day life showing the comical side of a
serious situation. The interest is sustained throughout the entire depiction, while the photography is superb.

^r

A

Released Tuesday, March 10th
"THE

COUNTER-MELODY"

A beautiful dramatic symphony
ditions.

in harmony

with present-day con-

John Wild, formerly with the American Kineto Corporation, has taken
the position of assistant sales manager
of the Gaumont company. Mr. Wild
is well known and has been identified
with the business for some time.
William Faversham, the famous
star, has signed a contract with Daniel V. Arthur, general director of the
Playgoers' Film Company, to participate in the mammoth photoplay production under the auspices of the
Playgoers. It is hinted, though not
definitely announced, that the production
be one of Faversham's recentwill
successes.

Released Wednesday, March 11th
"THE

GIRL, THE

COP, THE

Don A. Meaney, the editor of "Essanay News," is making a reputation for
himself as one of the most original
publicity men in the film world. This
originality of his, linked with his
knowledge of what newspapers want
as a result of his journalistic experience, has already focused a good deal
of attention on him, not only in Chicago, but wherever picture men fore-

BURGLAR"

A side-splitting comedy that will keep your audiences laughing during
its entire depiction.

Released Thursday, March 12th
"THE WARNING"
A thrilling Western drama with many
exceedingly interesting.

complications that make it

Released Saturday, March 14th
"THE

INTERFERENCE

OF BRONCHO

BILLY"

gather.
This is apropos of Jeff Dolan, from
whom a sensation is to be expected in

A gripping Western drama featuring the world's most popular photoplayer, G. M. ANDERSON.

Coming,

Friday,

March

the
and
the
that

near future. It's worth watching
waiting for. While waiting for
curtain to go up, it may be said
Mr. Dolan's connection with motion pictures dates from 1906. Then
he joined the Great Eastern, tarried
there three years, and moved on to
Great Northern. Thence he went successively to the United Feature Film
Company, which he opened; the Star

20th

"SHADOWS"
(IN TWO PARTS)
This is positively one of the most sensational melodramas ever produced for the screen. It is an atmosphere of mystery, which will please.
photography is excellent and the characters efficient.

The

A

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

FEATURED

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct from the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company.
Your lobby display will look attractive if you use photographs of
ESS WAY players, 8x 10, $3.00 per dozen. You can secure these from
the PLAYERS'
l'HOTO
CO., 177 N. STATE
ST., CHICAGO,
ILL.

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

521 First wationa.1 Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Factory and studio, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

Co,

Feature
Company,He and
"Sedeg,"
otherwiseFilm
Gaumont.
is with
the
North American just now.

A

111.

"Strongheart," a photo version of
the Kreat play by the same name, will
be shown for the first time at Marcus
Loew's American Theatre Monday.
It is another Klaw & Erlanger production, radically different from the
three others they have shown, giving
a better opportunity for out-of-door
scenes and realistic characters.
"Hearts of Oak," in five reels, is
being produced by the Mohawk Film
Company, whose offices are in the
Times Building. Mrs. James A. Heme
and her daughter, Chrystal. who is
now starring in "At Bay," will assist in
the production.
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Than

NEWS

We

Thought

The kind of a Success that brings the public's

dimes and nickels to the little window down in front —
the kind of a success that makes people tell their friends
about the Show they saw — the kind of a success that
sends your patrons away comple ely satisfied and makes
them want to come back again day after day, week after
week — that's the kind of a Success long-headed Exhibitors are looking for and that's the kind of a Success the

HEARST-SELIG
NEWS PICTORIAL

has proved to be — only it has turned out to be far bigger

than we thought. This weekly news film, flashing on the screens each
week the vital, throbbing events of the world's living drama as they have
never been flashed before, has become a giant success from the very first
film. No such combination of the best trained newspaper men in the
world, working hand in hand with a matchless producing company,
has ever before been known. No staging, no make-believe, no "playacting"— just the actual drama of life with its heroes, unconscious
of their audience, snapped in the great crises of the world's events
and their every look, every gesture, every movement brought from the
uttermost ends of the earth and
flashed upon
your theatre screen.

The greatest advertising you can do is to give your patrons the
kind of pictures that will bring them back again and again and again — that
will make them willing to stand in line for half an hour TO SEE YOUR
SHOW.
A hundred thousand dollars spent in advertising your theatre
wouldn't do for vou what good pictures will. Here's an opportunity for
you to get a really GOOD picture every week— a REAL NEWS REEL
— the kind that will build your patronage up and hold it. Thousands of
exhibitors have already lumped at the chance to get the HEARST-SELIG
NEWS PICTORIAL weekly service, and are already reaping the benefits.
Don't LAG

^—

BEHIND.

Get

it from

your

Exchange

TODAY.

Supplied by the General Film Company,

Incorporated

Selig Polyscope Co.

-

Chicago

PICTURE

NEWS'
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WANTED:

A BRAND

NAME

A twenty-five dollar premium is
being offered for a brand name for
the comedy films which will be released by the Sterling Motion Picture
Company, which has just been formed

FORD

STERLING

by Ford Sterling, the well-known actor; Charles Balshofer, and Henry P.
Lehrman. The competition closes on
March 20. All these releases will be
made through the Universal exclusively.
Communications should be addressed
to Charles Balshofer, president, the
Sterling Motion Picture Company,
care the Universal Film Corporation,
Hollywood Studios, Los Angeles, Cal.
Mr. Lehrman is secretary and treasurer of the new company. Mr.
Thornby is one of the directors.
"THE

GANGSTERS"
OPENS
TUAL HOUSE

MU-

Weber's Theatre on Broadway, New
York City, opened as a Mutual house
last Monday, March 2, with the fourreel feature, "The Gangsters," headlining Consuelo Bailey and H. B. Walthall as the piece de resistance.
The twenty-five-cent scale prevails
under the new regime, and an adroitly
diversified program is offered four
times daily to the public. Besides
"The Gangsters," a one-reel Keystone
photo-farce, "The Riot" (which lives
up to the mirthful aspect of its name)
and one reel of the latest pictures
from the scries. "Seeing South America with Colonel Roosevelt" are now
on the progra
Performances are set for two, four,
seven and nine o'clock every day. On
Sunday six shows are given, beginning at eleven in the morning

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

"Tlie Gangsters," staged by James
Kirkwood, is one of the most thorough expositions of the much-discussed and little known region of
Gangland in New York City, yet presented on the screen. Supporting
Consuelo Bailey and H. B. Walthall
are J. Dillon, Master O. Child, Messrs.
Herzog, Riley, Lambart, Ralph Lewis,
Jack
Craig. Pickford, Alice Horine and Miss

PHILIPPINE

FILM

SHOWN

"Native Life in the Philippines," t he
six-reel feature being exploited by the
Pan-American Company, was witnessed by an enthusiastic audience at
the Berkeley Institute, Brooklyn, on
the evening of Thursday, February
26. Hon. Dean C. Worcester, late
Secretary of the Interior of the Philippine Islands lectured upon the films
and their subject.

T. Hayes Hunter, Master Producer
Joins the COLONIAL
Ranks
T. Hayes Hunter, until recently Chief
Producer of the Biograph Company and
formerly Director for David Belasco, Klaw
& Erlanger and other famous theatrical
firms has undertaken the general
direction of COLONIAL productions. All
COLONIAL films will be made under his
eye and supervision.
Mr. Hunter is one of the ablest and best
known producers in the Motion Picture field.
His direction of COLONIAL productions is
a sure guaranty of their artistic excellence.
FIRST

RELEASES

Sir Gilbert Parker's Stirring Romance of Old Quebec
"THE
SEATS
OF THE
MIGHTY"
Booth Tarkington's Dramatic Narrative of the Middle West
"THE GENTLEMAN FROM
INDIANA"

COLONIAL MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
18 East Forty-first Street, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

THE
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NEWS

GOOD PHOTO-PLAYS
with a big punch

are what

MR.

EjXHIdIICJR

must have

to maintain a successful show business and

GET THE MONEY
and that is the reason why the four great brands of the

New York Motion Picture Corporation
KAY-BEE
KEYSTONE
DOMINO
BRONCHO
are now showing in the largest and best houses in the
country, regardless of what program they are using
Don't let your exchange man palm off on you something

"JUST AS GOOD"
NEW

YORK

MOTION

PICTURE

CORPORATION

Longacre Building, 42nd Street and Broadway, New York City

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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DATA FROM

MANUFACTURERS'

LIST OF RELtA^ES

EDITOR'S NOTE. — These lists of current releases are arranged in this form for the convenience
of the operator and exhibitor. In the blank column a record may be kept of the date when a given subject will be shown at your house.
Tear the list out and paste it in your note-book for future reference.
Date
Shown
Released, Title, Kind,
AMERICAN
3—

7. A

3—

9.

3—14.
3 — 10.
3 — 21.
3 — 23.
3 — 25.

Length

Serial
No.

Child of the Desert,
1).,
1000
The Call of the Traumerei,
M., 3000
A Story of Little Italy, 1000
A Modern Free Lance, 2000
The
Coming
of the Padres,
1000
The Turning Point, D., 2000
A Decree of Justice, D., 1000
BEAUTY FILMS

3—

3 — 4. Mario,
2 reels
3 — 11. A Barrier Royal, 2 reels. . .
3 — 18. The
Adventures
of Shorty,
D

BLINKHORN'S

FEATURES

3—

9. For
Auld
Lang
Syne,
D.,
1000
14431
Her
Hand,
D., 1000
14457
Blame the Tailor,
C, 287..
14483
Shorty Makes a Bet, C, 709
BISON

3—12.
3—14.

Yaqui's
Revenge,
reels
CRYSTAL

D.,

2—19.

Thereels Play's
the
Thing,
2
The Courtship of O San, D.,
2 parts
3 — 5. For
the
Wearing
of
the
Green, D., 2 parts
3 — 8. Lizzie and the Ice Man, C. .
3 — 10. Bimber's
Love
Affair
and
B a 1d y
Belmont
Breaks
Out, C

3—

Kelly's

8. The

Ghost,
ECLAIR

Birds
of Passage,
Orchids, split reel
the
Foothills,
D.,
2

3 — 11. Into
reels
3 — 15. At the Court
of Make
Be
lieve, C. D
3—18. When God Wills, D., 2 reels
EDISON

Dinkclspiel's
C,
The
Borrowed Baby,Finery,
1000

1000
C,

3—25.
A v. ghl Out, C, 1000
3 — 27. The
Brass
Bowl,
D'., 2000..
ECLECTIC
3—

1. The
Great
Mine
D , 4 reels
ESSANAY

3—

2—19. A Thief
Catcher,
D
2 — 21. Love and* Gasolene,
C
KOMIC
14438
14440
14448
11107
1446S
ittrr.
7572
7573
7574
7575
7576
7577
7578
7579
7580

2*— 19. A Birthday
Present,
C
2 — 19. Getting a Suit Pressed, C.
LUBIN
3 — 10. A Dangerous Case, C, 400.
Slumln ryilY\ Scare. C., GOO
3 — 11. A Cruel Revenge, D., 2000.
3 — 12. A Strange Melodv, D., 2000
3—13. The1000 Tell Tale
Story,
D.,
3 — 14. Just a Note. C. 400
She Wanted a Count, C, 600
3—17. The Laziest Man. C, 1000.
3— 18. The
Brother,
D.,
2000 Weaker
3 — 19. The2000 Secret
Marriage,
D.,
3 — 20. The
Price,
D\, 1000
3—2]. So Long.
Count.
C, 400...
A Trip to ill.- Moon, C, GOO
LUX
By

I'ricur
Bill's Day
Out,
\ St lie Ouarrv
MELIES
Ind.,
420
..."

3—6,
3— 6

Disaster,

3 — 10. The
Counter-Melody,
D..
1000
3—11. The
Girl, the Cop
and
the
Burglar.
C, 1000
3—12. The
Warning.
D., 1000
8 — 13. The
Grass
Country
Goes
Dry. C, part 1, 1000

D.,

■ \\

14440
14451
14458
14469

3— 12.
3—10
3—86.

W. and

D.

9. Pathe's Weekly, No. 19
1000
Pathe's Weekly,
No. 20,
1000
3 — 10. The
Hunting
Spiders,

N.,

Crime

\ (Tit),
\ illage:!ooScandal, 700
1 ovi 's i Iblh ion Bill i::o615
W. W.'s
Pi TOte Show, 300.
Cupid's
Window.
TOO
B
B.'s Rough House. 300..
Handsome
Harry's
Wooing,

Coast
500

N ,

3—

14432

6. The
Hand D
World,

That

14412
14430

E.,

U4i:i

of

3 — 11. Abide
with
Me,
D., 1000..
3 — 12. A Spoiled
Life, D., part 1,
1000
A Spoiled
Life, D., part 2,
1000
Making
Lace Fans,
Ind....
3—14. Against
Heavy
Odds,
D..
part 1, 1000
Against
Heavy
Odds,
D..
part 2, 1000
A Dam,
Trip T to the Great
Nile
POWERS
Rules

14452
14462
14463

1447S
14479

the

3— 9. A Murderous
Elopement, C.
3—13. The Faith of Two, D
RAMO

14433

1 — 17. The RELIANCE
Governor's

14449

3—

14450
14471

REX
3— 8. A Modern Fairy Tale,
3—12. Heart of the Hills
SELIG
3 — 15. The Senator's
Bill, D

14482

3—

7. When

Fate

Three

Bags

of

1, 1000
Thepart Adventures

No

3 — 103 — 11.

3 — 13.
3 — 14.
3— lfi.
3 — 17.
3 — 18.
3—19.
3 — 20.
3—

6

of

D...
D

Kathlvn,

Silver,
of

D. . .

D.,

Kathlyn,

Three
Bags
of
Silver,
D.,
part 2, 1000
Suppressed
News,
D.. 1000.
The
Speedway
of Despair,
D., 500
The
Cathedral
and
Leaning
Tower of Pisa, E.. 500...
Elizabeth's
Prayer,
D.. 1000
Hearst Selig
News
Pictorial
The
Better
Wav,
D., 2000..
The Story of Venus
The Cop on the Beat
The
Evil We
Do
Two
Little Vagabonds
UNVERSAL
IKE

C
3. Universal

3 — 10.

Ghost,

Frowned,

9. The
No. Adventures
6

Ike

VICTOR
Universal
Ike's

Gets

a

144:1.)

14436
14444
14454
14472
144 S4

Goat.

Wooing....

3— 6. The Nemesis That Passed. D.
3 — 10. Hearts and
Flowers,
D
3 — 13. The
Honeymooners
(Lawrence .1 2 reels
3— 16.
3—20.

C,
575...
in Belgium.

Telephone

Last
Did,

The
Picturesque
Catalonia,
S.,

Some
Boy,
C
Tom's
Choice
Won
in the First, C
A Visit to Mom
St. Michel
KALEM

9. The Secret of the Will,
part
1, 1000

The Mexican's
What
a Baby
PATHE

No.
Serial

D

■r>00

3 — 7. Italian
Alps,
G75
3 — 12. Rome
or Death,
4000
3—26. Futurists'
Carnival,
3000...
JOKER
3—11.
3 — 14.
3 — 18.
3 — 18.

Rector's
NESTOR Story,

Raid,
C

2 — 20. The
Raiders,
2 reels
2—26. North of 53. D., 2 parts...
KEYSTONE

3—

33 —
— 23.
24.

3—
3—

The Secret of the Will, D'.,
part 2, 1000
3 — 11. The
Medicine
Man's
Vengeance, D., part 1, 1000..
The
Medicine
Man's
Vengeance, D., part 2, 1000..
3—13. Her
Fallen
Hero,
C, 500..
Looking
for a Fortune,
C.
500
3—14. The
Race
for a Mine,
D.,
1000
KAY
BEE

C

9. The
Sultan
and the Roller
Skates,
C,
1000
3—10. The Mexican's Gratitude, D.,
1000
3—11. Andy,
the Actor,
C,
1000.
3 — 13. The
Price
of the Necklace,
D., part 1, 1000
The
Price of the Necklace,
D., part 2, 1000
3 — 14. An
Affair
of Dress,
C. D.,
1000
3—17.
A Real
Helpmate,
D., 1000.
3 — 18. A
Winter
Holiday
in the
Bernese
Oberland,
Switzerland. S., 400
3 — 18. A Boarding House Romance,
BOO
3—20. The
Double
Shadow,
D.,
2000
3—21. The Message in the Rose, D.,
1000

3—11.
3—13.

3—

2—26.

3—15.

7. The

3—12. The Colonel of the Nuts, C.
3 — 14. His Younger
Brother,
D....
GOLD
SEAL

5. The
Opal
Ring,
2 reels
9. The
Flaming
Diagram,
D.,
2 reels
3 — 12. Jealousy
and
Giant
Powder,
C
3 — 19. The Silver Loving Cup,
D.,
2 reels
INTER-CONTINENT

9. Cloister and the Hearth
BIOGRAPH

7. The2

Released, Title, Kind, Length
t,4 —, 4. , _
Rival
Collectors.
GOO
Bedelia's
Day
Out,
400
4—11. W. W. Winky Willy
B. B. Batty
Bill
MAJESTIC

3—
3—

3—

3—

Date
Shown

3—

7. The
D Mystery of Buffalo Gap,

3. By Radium Rays. D„ 2 reels
9. The
Double,
D.,
2
reels Twin's
3 — 17. Discord
and
Harmonv,
D.,
3 reels
IMP

3 — 4. Italian
Love,
1000
3 — 11. Closed
at Ten,
1000
3—17. The Girl Who Dared?, D., 1000
BRONCHO

ALBERT

Date
Serial
Shown
Released, Title, Kind, Length
No.
3 — 13. The
Grass
Country
Goes
Dry, C, part 2. 1U00
14470
3 — 14. The Interference of Broncho
Billy,
D., 1000
1447G
FRONTIER

Ih,
\,-i,l Test, D.. 2 reels.
Because She Loved Him, D..
eels
VITAGRAPH

3 — 9. Ginger's
Rcien,
3—10. The
Portrait,
1000
The
Portrait.
1000
3—11.
Art
8
12. The

for a
Way

Mrs1000 Malonev's

3 — 14.

An

1000
D.,

moo

D'.,

1000...
14487
part
1,
U45
part
2,
U4fl

Heart.
C, 1000..
144.-.3
to Heaven,
D.,

3 — 13.

Officer

P.,
D..

and

Fortune,

C

a Gentleman.

1446.-)

m:;;

1448O
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can only be obtained by satisfying the public's demand
You, Mr. Exhibitor, as a man
insists on THE BEST.

of experience,

know

that the public

demand

is critical and

success is due entirely to PUBLIC
APPROVAL;
and the practical demonstration
of this is:
SIMPLEX sales have far more than doubled within a year.
SIMPLEX factory floor space has been trebled withn a year.
SIMPLEX
increased business has made necessary an all night shift.
Facts, such as the above, are strong proofs of our success; they amply justify the term

The PEERLESS
PROJECTOR
Illustrated Catalog B Gives Full Details
MADE

AND GUARANTEED

BY

THE PRECISION MACHINE
317 EAST

MOHAWK
M
O
H
A
W
K

COMPANY,

34th STREET
FILM

Greatest

of

all

NEW

COMPANY.

True

American

YORK
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Authors
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SPECTACULAR
With
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a
In

To

Be

Released

Soon

COMEDY-DRAMA

Noteworthy

Cast

and

Original

Preparation
by the Same
Xo
F'ollo-w
Soon

Territory

No-w

Scenery

Author

Selling

WRITE-WIRE-CALL

I
n
c

MoHawk
Times
1

Produced

Film

and

Building

MOHAWK

FILM
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Our Exhibitors Double Their Receipts With These
Pictures That Send Audiences Home
Whistling and Laughing.

PW

HERE'S

WHAT

THEY

SAY:

The demonstration given by you we consider to be wonderful in its line. We would advise
all live managers, if possible, to install the device.
A. L. GROS,
Ft. Plains Theatre, Ft. Plains, N. Y.

.■,*
;>>-^>

1•

It might interest you to know how the Renfax Musical Motion Pictures axe being received
by my audience. Speaking for myself. I was very much taken with them, and I am glad to
say my audience coincides with my opinion.
SALO ANSBACH,
Scenario Theatre. Newark, N. J.
help
telling
you the
abouthouse
last crowded,
Tuesday, and
which
usually
one of away.
our poorest days.
As We
soon can't
as the
doors
opened,
we is
turned
hundreds
C. L. MAETIN.
Princess Theatre, Waterbury, Conn.

,•".

The Renfax pictures are a decided success at my theatre in every way. I consider them
the best talking pictures I have ever seen, and I consider them a great stimulant for the
motion picture business.
W. A. DOUQ.TJE,
Grand Theatre, Herkimer, N. Y.

;
!„?!

The Renfax Pictures give the greatest possible satisfactory results. Any exhibitor looking
for a live-wire money-getter should not let this go by. I take great pleasure in recommending
it to all fellow exhibitors.
C. J. ROSE, Mgr..
Hippodrome Theatre, Gloversville, N. Y.
I consider your musical pictures the best and most perfect I have ever seen, and they are
sure to take well.
J. B. THOMAS, Mgr..
Globe Theatre. Springfield, Mass.

Renfax Film Co., Inc., 110' W. 40tl
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FILM TITLES
Printing and Developing
All Work Guaranteed
Prompt Service

Give Us a Trial
Prices Right

If you have any event that you want photographed
we can furnish an expert camera man.

Standard Motion Picture Go,
5 S. Wabash

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.
:INCCHAS. A. CALEHUFF, Pre,, and Mgr.
1301 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NG
E A DIS
T
E
G
LAR
Supply House in America
Bargain

Machines

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $185.00,
Edison Model B, $160.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $60.00, $86.00 and
$76.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.
Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc. Order at once. First come,
first serTed.
Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

Ave.

Telephone, Randolph 839

Chicago

Can You Answer Your Patrons' Questions ?
Motion Picture pat.ons are the most inquisitive people m the world. They
have thousands of questions to ask about the players, their personalities, their
peculiarities, and the changes they make.
Are you so posted that you can answer these questions ? In order to keep
in close touch with your patrons you should be.
The Motion Picture Magazine is the only magazine that will keep you
FULLY informed of the doings, comings and goings of the players. You
should be a subscriber, and have it coming to you regularly.

Special Offer to Exhibitors
The regular subscription rate of the Motion Picture Magazine is $1.50 per

year. Special Rate to Exhibitors $1.00 per year. Send in your
order now

and we will send you the magazine for one year and a copy of

our book entitled "Comic Sif tings" for $ 1 .00.
Just fill out coupon below, pin a dollar bill to it and mail.
If you wiih to place the magazine on sale at your theater, write for our Special Introductory Offer.

Motion Picture Magazine

175 Outfield St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

-■■

— —- -■'

Motion Picture Magazine,

-■-.■— - -

-

-.-.

Motion Picture

News

Theatre

$2.00 Per Y*»r

Addr

"The Faatett Crowing Picture Journal' "
In

writing

._

Gentlemen: — Enclosed please find One Dollar for which please send me the Motion
Picture Magazine for one year and a copy of Comic Sittings.
Name

The

,

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Photoplay Masterpieces
COMING:

Lost in Mid-0 cean
Vitagraph

3 Reels

R omany

opy

3 Reels

Pathe

Controlled Exclusively Through the General Film Co. (Inc.)

General Film Co. E#3
In writing to advcrti^t-rs

please

mention

"I III

MOTION

PI<

fURl

MARCH

21, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

Exhibitors Times
ESi.

Moving Picture News

1913

V-^i.

1908

DO FEATURES
PAY

9
PAGE
VOLUME

NINETEEN

IX

NUMBER
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THREE
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PARTS

Exceedingly Fine Drama df Colonial Days; Noteworthy
It's Dld Time
Atmosphere,
Intense
Situations, and
General
Artistic
Excellence.
FEATURING

CRANEWILBUR
andAPRIL M.D.PENN
RELEASED
SATURDAY
18™
i

ON

I

THE CONSTANCY °f JEANNE
Beautiful

IN

Drama

RELEASED

A LEECH
, Splendid

IN

Drama
RELEASED

TNJCa

Df

PARTS

Quaint

THURSDAY

MARCH

Old

Brittainy

Z6I"

DF INDUSTRY
THREE

PARTS

Df

SATURDAY

Business

American
MARCH 2BT2

1ST ON THESE FINE FILMS AT YOUR EXCHANGE. IF YOU CANT GET THEM,WRITE

US AND WE WILL HELP YOU.

N.J.
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If it's a "Criterion" it's
a Standard for Excellence

The Desert's Sting
IN THREE PARTS

A powerful melodrama of Savage Love and Primitive
Instinct. Full of quick, vigorous action and "breathcatching" situations
1FEATURINQ

JEANIE MacPHERSON
and WILFRED
LUCAS
The Territory

for this production is being closed even

faster than it was for our first release, " The Trap," so
ACT
QUICKLY

44

THE

COMING

OUTLAW

CRITERION FEATURE

FILM CO.

110 West 40th Street
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Of Course It's a "Kennedy
"And As Usual"

Most of the Territory
Is Being Closed By Wire

ELSIE VENNER
In

Three

F»arts

By OLIVER WENDELL

HOLMES

An intensely exciting, emotional and most unusual romance
founded upon the theory of pre-natal influence, featuring

CONSTANCE CRAWLEY
and ARTHUR MAUDE
s

1

COMING

Charlotte Corday
In Four Parts

KENNEDY

FEATURES,

Inc. NEW

110 West 40th Street
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RENT
(Greater New
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York, Boston and Worcester excepted)

$100 per day — 2 days minimum.
Share propositions must have population and capacity inducements.
The only Feature Photo Play steadily attracting a $1.50 box office scale
in New York City.

0

e0)

or SHARE

Weu; yor& State and N. E. States only
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In 9 Reels

Now
in 7th Capacity Week
Carnegie Lyceum.
Address

£
8

I

.J. 3. RAYMOND

X
H

Good Pictures Mean Full
Houses Every Day

•Cc

13

CO
co

B

ct
bo■5

:i

1

To insure the best results for your pictures
every day, you must maintain the highest standards of clearness and brilliance for your pictures.

paused [omk
Projection [enses

^2

mean the best results obtainable.

URES

UJ

New York City
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Care Carnegie Lyceum
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They mean patrons who come back to your theatre because of the clearness, brilliance and distinctiveness of

o

your pictures.
The Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are regularly
equipped with our lenses.
They are procurable through
any film exchange.
Owners
and
Write for it.

operators will find our fret booklet of much

value.

Bausch
& |pmb Optifa'
@660 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
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HIGH JINKS!

99

Watch

"Our MUTUAL

Girl"

This W'tek, in the Ninth Reel of the Greatest Series of Motion Pictures Ever Produced,
and See What a Perfectly Corking Time She Has with the Girls from that Broadway
Musical Hit.

"High Jinks," the Big Show That Is Drawing Crowds to the Casino
The ENTIRE "HIGH JINKS" COMPANY appears on the Screen, Doing the Two
Numbers Which Have Made the Piece Such a Success! Also, Margaret, who is always
right up to the minute in the latest fashions, goes to Hepner's, the famous hair-dressing
establishment, and is provided with one of those amazing new wigs, the latest Parisian
Creation.
OUR MUTUAL GIRL is an acknowledged favorite, so are all these other members of
the MUTUAL family. For instance, those absolutely convulsing and inimitable masterpieces, "The Keystone Comedies."
We don't mind admitting that some little recent changes will make them Better than
Ever. Mark Sennett, the real producer of these International hits, is now playing the leading roles with Mabel Normand, as well as directing. Some pictures! Then we have the
"Beauty
Films" which are all real beauties and belong well in the forefront of the finest
now being made.
These are only a few.

JUST KEEP YOUR

EYES WIDE OPEN

for any films bearing these brands too!

No Program Is Genuinely Complete without Them
THANHOUSER
MAJESTIC
AMERICAN

B49ncm:.in

RELIANCE
KAY BEE
BRONCHO

MUTUAL

KOMIC
DOMINO
PRINCESS

APOLLO
and
ROYAL

FILM CORPORATION
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RELEASED:

JUDITH OF BETHULIA
By THOMAS

BAILEY ALDR1CH

From the story of the heroic defense of Judea by the
Jews of Bethulia and their final triumph over the vast
army of Nabuchodonosor after Judith had outwitted
and slain his general, Holofernes.

4 Parts

BIOGRAPH

4 Parts

to FORTUNE
Throughor THEFIRE
SUNKEN VILLAGE
By CLAY

M. GREENE

A dramatic story of wonder-moving occurrences, such
as a mine explosion and the sinking of a whole village
into the bowels of the earth.

In 5 Parts

L U B IN

In 5 Parts

The LION and The MOUSE
By CHARLES

KLEIN

The complete triumph of a clever and beautiful girl
over a powerful money-mad financier who has ruined
and discredited her father.

In 6 Parts

Controlled

G

Exclusively

L U B IN

by the General

In 6 Parts
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Masterpieces
COMING :

GERMINAL
or THE TOLL OF LABOR
By EMILE ZOLA
Graphic Story of a great labor strike and the harrowing experience of a man and woman entombed in a
floodedjjmine.
r

5 Parish

PAT

HE

5 Parts

LOST IN MID-OCEAN
By CLARENCE G. BABGER
A
love
story
full of
sensational
incidents.

3 Part.

VITAGRAPH

ROMANY
Romantic story full of action,

3 P.rt.

SPY
acted

by

leading foreign actors.
3 Parts

PAT HE

3 Parts

Branches in All Large Cities. Main Office, 200 5th Ave., New York

Film

Go.

[inc.]
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The Banker's Daughter
Adapted to Motion Pictures from

"The Premiere American Drama"
By Bronson

Howard

In Five Parts

Comedy,

Drama,
Sympathy and Human
Emotion,
all blended into one beautiful story

A Stupendous Production

A Wonderful Cast

Staged by Wm. F. Haddock, Director of "Paid in Full"
Beautiful original one, three and six sheet lithographs.
Photos, Lobby Displays and other advertising matter.
State right buyers write or wire territory desired

Life Photo Film Corporation
102-104 West 101st Street,

New

York City

Phone River 6532

In writing to •oWertisera please mention
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A Highly Advertised Star
working under a poor director with a weak scenario,
dragging along a mediocre company, are methods that have
never been employed by

:s s:

Ihe New York Motion licture Corp.
TO HOODWINK

THE EXHIBITOR

Our strength lies in the fact that we made it a point to get
producers whom we knew to have great executive
abilities in addition to being the world's

GREATEST
e

DIRECTORS

THOS. H. INCE and MACK

SENNETT

who organized and built up stock companies which did
not require any of these so-called STARS
to make

KAY-BEE
BRONCHO

KEYSTONE
DOMINO

The most popular brands of film on the market

today.

PHOTOS
NorStars, "Keystone
Keystone Roscoe
8x10 photos
mand,
Mack ofSennett,
Arbuckle Mable"
and Charles
Chaplin can be secured by sending 50 cents to the

pd'^" NEW

YORK
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CORP.

Longacre Building, 42nd Street and Broadway, New York
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Pack Your Theatres
To the Doors

y^w

V/a

Three sure-fire attractions that will act like magnets

on your box office. Exceptionally attractive paper. Large
multi-colored photographs with wonderful attention value. Business-developing heralds — the very best produced in the United States. Everything
ready for immediate use.
Remember these titles :

"THE LOTUS DANCER"

A brilliant four-part photo-play that will capture the interest of everybody

"BY WHOSE

HAND?"

One of the best three-part features ever contributed to the silent drama "

"VENGEANCE

BEQUEATHED"

A thrilling three-part picture wonder — one of those dramas that is irresistible
For New York City and State, Northern New Jersey and all New England
5

\>-l: = -i:sl

?/

'Phone, wire, write or call and make arrangements for these
house-packing" features.
LOBBY FRAMES — Beautiful folding lobby frames with
interchangeable spaces for six pictures 11x4 inches and two
pictures 22x28 inches, now ready for delivery.

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City
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FAMOUS
.^»w»«*«g.FEATURES

^•11

FAMOUS
FEATURES

Daniel

A YEAR."

Frohm«vn
Presents

A YEAR."

merie^s Most Rimous Film Actress,

^ARyPlCKFORD
In The Famous Tale oT a
Wom-ans

"Tcss of the Storm Country " is
the drama of a woman's unconquerable faith, written by a woman who
knows her sex.
Mary Pickford, as

By Grace Sfi/YeT* HTi-rte

Tess, the ragged little "squatter"
girl, dirty but beautiful, rude,
wilful, saucy, but noble and selfsacrificing, renders a portrayal
of inexhaustible fascination.
IN

FOUR

Released,

Heroism,

REXLS

March 20th

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM COMPANY
ADOLPH

FAMOUS
FEATURES

DANIEL

FROHMAN,

ZUKOR, President

Managing Director; EDWIN

S. PORTER,

Technical Director

Executive Offices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.

FAMOUS
FEATURES

> A YEAR"
A YEAR.'
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THE TALK OF THE CENTURY!

Kinox

THE only Home Projecting Machine that is absolutely
FIREPROOF and can be operated by a child without
the slightest danger from any source. No lamp house
or carbons, simply attached to an ordinary electric light
socket, and when this is not available a storage battery or
the dry cells are sufficient. Takes the Standard size film,
that can be stopped at will and the particular picture examined. It must be seen to be appreciated. Price complete with 4 extra lamps and resistance lamp, an aluminum
screen and a locked metal cover for transporting the
Machine, $95.00. Ask your dealer; if he can not supply
you write us and mention dealer's name.

HflnaancmflnnftfiDResDO?.
BRANCH

FOR

ERNEMANN

U. S. A. AND

PHOTO

■0>i\

CANADA

KINO WORKS

114 Fifth Avenue

New York City

WEDNESDAY
ON
FEATURES
TWO-REEL
OUR
AND THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK ARE PICTURES
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EXCEPTIONAL
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A COMEDY

EVERY

TUESDAY

AND SATURDAY
A DRAMA
A TWO-REEL FEATURE EVERY WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

EXTRAORDINARY

EVERY

FEATURES

The best money-making features of the year, "The Third Degree."
"The Lion and the Mouse," "The Battle
"Through Fire to Fortune" were produced by Lubin.
The coming features will prove equally profitable.

"THE
GAMBLERS"
"THE
5 Reels— By CHARLES KLEIN
"OFFICER

AT

ENORMOUS

COST.

"THE

FIVE

S. McCLOSKEY

EACH

DESIGNED

5 Reels— By

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
_ .
Saturday.

March
March
March
March
„
.
March

POSTERS

One and Three Sheets with Single and Split Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with
Multiple features.
Order from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland.
Ohio.

LUBIN

MANUFACTURING

PHILADELPHIA,

In writing

PA.

to advertiser! please

CHICAGO

mention

"THE

EUGENE

WEEK

"THE LAZIEST
MAN"— Comedy
"THE WEAKER BROTHER"— 2 Reel Military Drama
"THE SECRET MARRIAGE"— 2 Reel Drama
"THE PRICE"— Drama
"SO LONG COUNT"— Comedy
»_ ... _
,
"A TRIP TO THE MOON"— Animated Comedy iSpht Reel
SPECIALLY

and

DAUGHTERS
OF MEN"
5 Reels— By CHARLES KLEIN

WOLF"

RELEASES

of Shiloh"

JIM"

3 Reels— By LAWRENCE
IN PREPARATION

FRIDAY

OFFICE:

MOTION

COMPANY
154 West Lake Street
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18th
19th
20th
„ .
21st
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te survival of the fittest
means to you
that if your
pictures are
inferior in
any one respect, they
will never
sell. Why
not use superior film
(superior photographically
and every other way) as the
basis for perfect pictures?
Lumiere film is the answer.

DAVID

HORSLEY

American Agent for Lumiere Film
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Mecca Bldg.
Schiller Bldg. Higgins Bldg.

At first we sold PHANTOSCOPES

to

our friends ; then we sold to our friends'
friends; then to the friends of our
friends' friends, and now they are
all friends of the PHANTOSCOPE.
Send for catalogue and you'll learn why.

Phantoscope
Mfg. Washington,
Company
1400 New York Avenue
D. C.
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USED BY OVER
y
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CHURCHES

Nicholas Power Company
88-90 GOLD

NEW
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Circularizing
exhibitor who came in the other day to show
us specimen advertisements he had been running in his home papers — they were full pages,
by the way — volunteered some information on the subject of advertising to the exhibitor.
*
*
*

AN

T T is given here not altogether because it favors
-*■ the trade journal, but because it may yield a valuable hint to advertisers in general and in particular to
the manufacturer in the motion picture field.

the exhibitor: "I am overwhelmed with circulars, cards, bulletins, booklets, pamphlets, houseorgans — every mail brings them and the day's sum total
covers my desk.
*
*
*
SAID

"T HAVE often thought that every one who mails
*■ this literature must have the fond hope that he
alone is reaching me with a message that is going to
strike home.
*
*
*
" r_j E forgets that every other advertiser has much
■*■* the same motive; and he forgets that this is a
very active field with hundreds of films and equipment concerns competing sharply and many more
springing into being — or into new schemes — every
day. He forgets, too, that the exhibitor is a very busy
man with a limited office space and equipment.
*
*
*
«TT 7 HAT is the result — the natural result? With
V* me it happens that when I get to my mail —
which isn't read every day — I race through my letters
and sweep everything else off the deck into the wastepaper basket.
*
*
*
"T OFTEN think of the waste of it— and with profit,
*■ for now I never circularize except on a special
occasion and then only in connection with my regular
advertising in the newspapers."

THIS exhibitor is right.
can never be more than

HP HE effect of a circular soon wears off. It may
-^ hit at the moment, and certainly it is of no value
in building up good will. That is the best asset of
any business, and it is only created by the steady
effect of continuous advertising in some regular medium.
*
*
*
A GAIN the appeal of the circular is purely per■**■ sonal. It says something which all the world
may not hear. Gold brick advertising is carried on
by circulars because it cannot be made public. There
is a ring of sincerity, of substantiality to the announcement that is made in open competition and in
open pages.
Finally there is the big question : Will
the circular be read at all?
*
*
*
A HOUSE-ORGAN, however attractive and clever■**■ ly written — and many are — is nothing but a
highly developed circular.
*
*
*
HP HEY are not successful. The mortality of house-*■ organs is over 95 per cent.
by
r F they are made as good as a trade journal, they
-*- are too expensive and a good accounting department swoops down upon them and cuts off their existence. If they are inferior products they are useless.
*
*
*
LIKE

* are* only* "specials."
circulars they

HP HEIR value to the advertiser may be estimated
-*■ by the value of their reading; pases.
HP HI
HIS applies, too — just as definitely — to the trade
journal.

Circularizing at its best
"special"

just a part of general and steady advertising — to be
used only when it fits in.

advertising —

HP HE reading pages tell the story.

— W. A. T.
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Eastman Company Will Appeal

PLAYGOERS'
LATEST
STAR
ALREADY AT WORK

Writ of Certiorari from the Supreme Court Will Be Asked for at Once
in the "Goodwin Patent" Case

Rehearsals of the interior scenes of
the play in which William Faversham
has just contracted to appear for the
Playgoers' Film Company, will begin

Rochester, N. Y., March 12.
THE Eastman Kodak Company is
preparing to appeal from the recent decision in the "Goodwin patent"
case, so-called, which was rendered
against them by the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, affirming
the decision of Circuit Court Judge
Hazel, of Buffalo.
The "Goodwin patent" applies, according to the decision, to all the
common types of films manufactured
by the Eastman Company.
George Eastman, President of the
company, upon his arrival in Rochester from New York, as soon as he
heard the decision had been rendered,
defended the company in his announcement of the coming appeal.
"During the progress of this case
statements were made," said Mr.
Eastman, "apparently by persons interested in the Goodwin
patent, to

the effect that the Eastman Company
had in some unfair way appropriated
the invention of a poor inventor and
made large sums of money out of it.
These statements are untrue.
"His process and his alleged invention were impracticable commercially.
His attempt ended in failure and a
loss to him and his associates of
$15,000.
"The Eastman Company's processes were the first used on a commercial scale. They were inaugurated without any knowledge by the
Eastman Company of Goodwin's process and without any attempt to follow
in the footsteps
of the
Goodwin."
Mr. Eastman
said that
Eastman
Company would apply immediately to
the United States Supreme Court for
a writ of certiorari.
From $5,000,000 to $25,000,000 is
said to be at stake in the case.

One Feature a Day for Ohio
Independent Features Company Organizes with a New Policy for the
Buckeye State, with Offices in Cleveland, Cincinnati and Toledo
ANEW

factor has entered the feature film situation in Ohio. The
Independent Features Company has
been organized with an avowed policy
of releasing one feature a day. I. W.
McMahan, Jerome M. Jackson and
Xelson F. Evans, of the American
Feature Film Company, of Toledo, O.,
comprise the new corporation.
Offices will be opened in Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Toledo, and the company will have the privilege of booking all Kentucky towns on the Ohio
River.
The company purposes, according to
its own announcement, to supply daily
features to exhibitors at a weekly cost
to the exhibitor less than he would
pay for two or three days of feature
service.
The entire output of the Great
Northern Special, Solax, Blache, Gaumont. Film Releases of America, Itala
and Ammex, beginning with the
March releases, will be taken by the
Independent.
Contracts to this effect were signed
last week by Herbert Blache, President; Ingvald C. Oes, Vice-President;
Harry R. Raver, Secretary and Treasurer, and Joseph R. Miles, General
Manager of the Exclusive Supply
Corporation and Messrs McMahan,
Jackson and Evans for the Independent.
McMahan and Jackson were among
the pioneers in the film business in
Ohio.
They opened
their first ex-

change in that State seven years ago.
About a year ago they sold out their
Buckeye Film and Projection Company to the Universal. Besides this,
they built the Alhambra Theatre in
Cincinnati at a cost of $35,000 and
devoted it to motion pictures.
During their career, this versatile
pair have owned seventeen theatres,
but they have disposed of all but four.
WEBER AND FIELDS NEXT!
Messrs. Weber and Fields are going
into motion pictures and have organized the Weber & Fields Kinemacolor
Company for that purpose.
Its officers are: Joe Weber, president; Lew Fields, vice-president; A. P.
Barnard, treasurer, and Morris U. Ely,
secretary. The scenario is being prepared by Roy McCardell.
Lillian Russell, William Collier,
Sam Bernard and other old favorites
of the Weberfields will be invited to
appear in the picture. Even Frankie
Bailey will be urged to abandon her
chicken farm on Long Island and
pose. A complete Weber & Fields
chorus is to take part in the festivities. Their costumes are to be shown
in the original colors.
The production, in six reels, will
constitute
tainment. an entire evening's enterThe picture is to be made when
Messrs Weber and Fields return to
New Y'»rk early in April, at the close
of their Western tour.

WILLIAM

FAVERSHAM

shortly
in the studio at Yonkers,
N. Y.
The contract was signed a week
ago, but the name of the production
has not yet been announced. It will
probably be one of the successes
which has made the actor known
from
coast to coast during the past
tew years.
The engagement of Faversham is a
part of Daniel V. Arthur's plan to
present a series of Broadway successes, enacted by Broadway stars
and all-Broadway companies.
POLAIRE ON THE SCREEN
The Leading Players Film Company
will release shortly a three-reel feature film entitled "The Sparrow." in
which Mine. Polaire. the French actress, plays the leading role. This film
is
taken French
from thewriter.
novel by
"Gyp,"
the
famous
Mme.
Polaire
has starred in the dramatized version
"t' thi> story in France.
Mme. Polaire is known as "the ugliest woman in the world." and is the
proud possessor oi a waist which is
actually nine inches around, probably
the smallest possessed by any living
woman She was the first woman to
introduce the fad of wearing a pearl
ring in Iter nose, and for a pet, gracefully cuddles a small pig. Her appearance in the films will be an interesting
event
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FEATURES

PAY?

By William L. Sherry
[Editor's Note. — William L. Sherry is
the President and General Manager of
the William L. Sherry Feature Film
Company, 146 West Forty-sixth Street,
Xew York City, and a recognised
authority on the subject of features and
their possibilities.]

features pay?
Just at present this is the paramount question confronting the
exhibitor.
Like all big questions, it is
debatable and has its negative and affirmative arguments.
As a state-rights feature buyer, I will
answer the question two ways :
Generally — yes.
Occasionally — no.
Of course, this is treating the question
on a purely financial basis. From the
standpoint of moral support, the answer
is unequivocally "yes," for the big features have done more to increase the
DO

high-class patronage of the motion picture theatre than any other single agency.
A conservative estimate would credit
them with a fifty per cent increase as
to quantity and a far greater average
with reference to dignity of the industry.
But, despite this almost indispensable
support to the industry, the state-rights
buyer of feature films is sorely beset
with difficulties.
Naturally, he himself is prone to declare that the difficulties are not of his
own making and shift the blame for unfavorable results to both the film producer and the exhibitor and. with a
certain amount of justification for so
doing. The producer is blamed because
he demands big prices for his production and the exhibitor because he cannot always secure proportionate returns
with the same article.
THERE
is not much argument for
the state-rights buyer on the side
of the manufacturer. Mr. Producer's
picture has cost him so much to prepare for the market. He fixes an arbitrary price for it at which he can
make a reasonable — or perhaps an unreasonable profit— and the buyer can
take it or leave it. In passing, let me
say that, due no doubt to the admirable
optimism of the producer, these prices
must always appear high to the buyer.
Still. Mr. Producer's price is a fixed
one and there is no redress on this
score, so that in dealing with the exhibitor, the state-rights man must assume the same attitude, if he would
have his books declare him solvent at
the end of the year. He fixes a price
on his film that he thinks will give
him a fair profit and then puts forth
his best effort to induce the exhibitor
to buy his wares.

FEATURE

FACTS

Gleaned ticle
from
Mr. Sherry's
and Presented
Here Arin Tabloid Form.
"The most formidable obstacle to
the proper growth of this business
to-day is the man who gives too
much for the money."
"Were exhibitors to agree upon
a uniformly higher price for feature
productions, it would be paid will"Locality has much to do with the
success
ingly." of a feature policy."
"The big features have done more
to increase the high-class patronage
of the motion picture theatre than
any other single agency."

Here he is confronted with a policy
exactly opposite to that which the
producer has adopted toward the
buyer and the buyer toward the exhibitor. The exhibitor fears to confront his public with a proposition of
a slightly advanced price, even though
he is to give in return more than the
equivalent in amusement, due to no
other reason than the rut into which
the early exhibitor fell — that of charging the minimum price for everything
from the minimum to the maximum
of entertainment.
I cannot say too strongly that the
most formidable obstacle to the
proper growth of this business to-day
[S THE MAN WHO GIVES TOO
MUCH FOR THE MONEY.
There are several possible solutions
to this problem, all of them difficult
because of the old law of human nature, but the proper way out is based
on a uniform admission price among
exhibitors for their feature programs.
It would be easy to arrive at a just
and equitable admission charge, and if
it came within a range of from fifteen
to twenty-five cents, the public would
not consider it unreasonable or exorbitant, once they were convinced, first
of the merit of the feature program;
and second, that they were not being
imposed on by a few, but that the
proposition was an unanimous one.
The American people have a commendable spirit of generosity and fairness, and not a small part of it is a
willingness to pay for quality. A not
unreasonable deduction then would be
that were the exhibitors to agree
upon, and set, a uniformly higher admission for feature productions, it
would be paid willingly.

THIS

in its benbe manifold
would
would benefit
efits. The producer

by demand for better features to warrant higher price. The buyer of features would benefit by a greater demand for his features and a willingness to pay his rental charges, once
the exhibitor was thus convinced that
he could profit thereby. The exhibitor benefits by his higher prices and
the greater satisfaction given to his
patrons, and the public benefits by
seeing at a nominal increase the foremost dramatic productions of the day
in til in form.
The two important points, then, are
that the exhibitor in increasing his
prices should be protected from cutthroat competition by his opposition,
which would be solved by the abovementioned agreement; and the exhibitor's ability and honor in choosing
only worthy productions for his increased-price days.
As an illustration of the injurious
effect of this non-uniform price policy,
I will cite an individual case without
mentioning names.
Several months ago I booked a big
feature into a smajl Brooklyn house
of three hundred seats. The house
had a patronage of the beter class, and
as it was a really exceptional picture,
the manager boosted his price from
ten to twenty-five cent as an experiment, with the result that he played
to capacity business at two and a half
times his usual charge. Several others
of our big pictures were treated in the
same way and were equally successful.
But there was a comeback to this.
Nearly a mile away from the first
house was a house of similar size. Its
manager booked the identical feature
for which the first manager had first
charged twenty-five cents. His was
a ten-cent house also, but he did not
boost his admission. This action
spelled calamity for the first man
when he played his next big picture
at
a quarter. He played to "skeleton"
houses.
"Why should we pay you twentyfive cents for such-and-such a picture
when we will see the same picture at
Jones' house for ten?" was the argument of his patrons, when declining
to pay the charge.
OF course their argument was partially justified, but why should it
be? Tn the first place they willingly
paid a quarter for a picture, convinced
that they were getting their money's
worth. Not a single complaint was
heard.
But when they discovered, as they
thought, that Jones could run the pic-

20
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ture at ten cents, they immediately
tigured that if he could afford to run
it at ten cents, the first man was making too much money at twenty-five,
never realizing that Jones could not
make the feature pay at ten cents and
was merely suffering the loss in order
to secure the prestige and at the same
time kill the other man's business.
And what is the result? Both managers now bemoan their inability to
run features of the best class, claiming that their people won't pay more
than a dime, to run at which means
financial suicide.
But had there been a uniform admission for these two houses, equally
distributed benefits would have accrued to the public, who had been
pleased with their quarter's worth in
the first place; to the exhibitors, who
would both have made considerable
extra profit on the day's business; to
us, for we would have secured a
steady market for our features, and
thus encouraged our producers to
make more and better pictures.
Such conditions are, I regret to say,
general, but of course there is the exception, which we find in the few
neighborhoods where the exhibitor
who increases his price wisely and
with discretion plays to more people
than the house who cuts his prices
and his own throat.

LOCALITY has much to do with
the success of a feature policy.
As we all know, there is a surfeit of
sensational pictures, made to appeal
■ mly to the most primitive emotions,
which have their field and which
would spell ruin to a high-class picture house. But these have their own
territories and are rapidly being confined to the cheaper districts. And
these same cheaper districts would
reject with scorn a splendid big dramatic success which plays to an overflow on upper Broadway or the Bronx.
Because of their limited capacity,
the smaller houses do not always reap
i normous financial returns on what is
really a successful feature day. But
'In hit; picture has without exception
made its converts to the cause of cinematograph] who refused t" take seriously the ordinary picture.
Scores of managers of smaller
houses are united in this conclusion,
that while the feature night may not
them any immediate bit; returns.
\it in its ultimate results it i> indis-

pi nsable.

enlisting <>f -tars of the I.
mate stage by tin- large produi
companies has had a beneficial and
enduring effect on the industry. These
enlistments have drawn countless
numbers of recruits from the highlass patronage possibilities, and many
of them have been converted into regulars.
It is not uncommon to hear a prom
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inent man or woman, who has heretofore tabooed the film theatre, comment most favorably upon the screen
performance of their favorite legitimate star, and declare their amazement at the possibilities of what they
had considered a cheap and more or
less harmful amusement of the
masses.

screen performance of a play with
which he had been familiar when produced on the stage.
The star in the picture was the
same he had seen in the role behind
the footlights. His amazement and
approval were unqualified, and I have
watched with much interest his development into what is now a film fan of
the first water.

IN my own personal acquaintance
there is a prominent lawyer. He
had never considered attending a motion picture performance simply because pictures had never come within
his scope of life. Not long ago he
was
induced
to witness
a private

There is no disputing the fact that
the motion picture is expanding its
prestige daily, and the credit for its
rapidly increasing dignity and brilliance should be given solely to the
influence of the big feature and its
power as a moulder of public opinion.

A New Monthly Feature Service
Winik, Craft and Simmons, Leaders in Formation of the Dramatic
Successes Feature Company, a Firm of International Scope
A

FEATURE distributing company
of international proportions has
just been formed, with the avowed
object of controlling the uncontracted-for multiple output of the world
for the North American market.
This announcement follows the arrival of H. Winik, of London, on the
"Lusitania." on Friday, March 6. The
formation of the company was kept
a secret until Tuesday, March 10.
Then, at a gathering of large feature buyers in the projection-room
of the Apex Film Company, 145 West
Forty-Fifth Street, New York City,
the general outlines of the company
were revealed.
H. Winik, P. P. Craft and Joseph
Simmons are the head and front of
the concern, so far as present announcements go. Mr. Winik is well
known in England and Germany as a
feature dealer, and owns a circuit of
theatres in England. Mr. Craft is one
of the pioneers in American filmdom,
and the head of the Apex Company.
Mr. Simmons is a familiar figure in
London
feature and exchange circles.
Executive headquarters for the new
company will be at 35 Little Newport Street, London. For the present
the firm will lie known as The Dramatic Successes Feature Company,
though no official title has yet been
announced.
The chief t>olicy of the company
will be the release of a six or seven
reel feature every month. No one
company will be exclusively represented.
The New York office of the Dramatic Successes will be for the present at 145 West Forty-Fifth Street.
The company's intention is to deal
with feature buyers of proven reliability under an annual contract, guaranteeing one six or seven-reeler a
month. Service in each case will be

exclusive

It is said that the company is negotiating for a Broadway theatre at
which to show their pictures and attract the attention of the public to
the character of films they purpose
to offer.
Among the buyers, exhibitors and
managers who were present at the
"sample exhibition" were S. L. Rothapfel, America's leading motion picture impresario; J. D. Williams, the
Australian film magnate; Congressman Rynock, of the Shubert Theatrical Company; Henry Ziegler, of
Anderson & Ziegler; W. E. Greene.
the New England film magnate; Mr.
Cohen, general manager of the exclusive department of the General Film
Company; Mr. Mayer, of the Walnut
Street Opera House, Philadelphia,
and a cirruit of New England theatres and distributor of the Jesse Lasky
features; Alfred Hamburger, President of the Celebrated Players Film
Company of Chicago; W. L. Sherry.
distributor of the Famous Players
productions; J. H. Brulatier. distributor of the Eastman and Eclair Film
Companies; Mr. Isaac, distributor of
the All-Star features for New York
State; W. X. Cherry, distributor of
All-Star and Famous Players' features for tlie Southern States; Mr.
Schwabe, distributor of All-Star features in Pennsylvania, and W. D.
Samwick, distributor of Apex features for New York State.
NEW

CANADIAN

COMPANY

The Electric Palaces, Limited, was
empowered this week in Hamilton.
Ontario, Canada, to own and operate
motion picture theatres The capital
stock of the new motion picture firm
is placed at $40,000, and the provisional directors named include A
V. Maskell. James Brown, Robert
Marsh. H. G. Ogg, and S. L. Heaton.
all of Hamilton, Ont.
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By Chandos St. John-Brenon
THIS is the story of a modern American Diogenes,
who differed from the original in that he was looking for a man who was completely satisfied and convinced that he had received his money's worth. Having
found him, he decided that he would continue his quesb
with the result that he unearthed thousands of men,
women and children who were perfectly satisfied for the
same reason, and, once having found them, he kept them
about him.
Away back in 1900 — it was "away back" in Winnipeg
with its population then of 35,000, in comparison to its
205,000 of to-day — a tall, slim, quiet, unassuming chap
came into the "Prairie City." No one noticed him at first.
Several persons, who a few years previously had attended
the fairs at the Canadian Industrial Exhibition fair
grounds, remembered having seen the same gentleman
with a circus — or was it a dog and pony show? It was
something like that, anyhow, and nobody bothered much
one way or another.
He was just another resident to be added to the census,
which was increasing so rapidly each year. The few did
remember, however, during those visits to the fair in 1898
that a regular circus ''spieler'' outside a roomy "blacktop"
had shouted himself hoarse inducing patrons of the fair
grounds to "Walk up! Walk up! See the greatest wonder of the age! The greatest invention of modern times.
Photographs which move, act, and are, to all intents and
purposes, alive!"

*

*

*

SOME went in and some did not. Those that did were
non-committal when they came out. They said the motion pictures would be all right if they did not flicker, and
they really did not see very much to brag about in connection with the "wonder of the age." The man and the motion pictures were soon forgotten. Two or three years
later the unassuming gentleman just dropped in to Winnipeg and took his place quietly among the other 35,000
residents and attended to his own business. As far as
could be learned that business was to find one person
whom he could please and to whom he could give value
for his money and have him admit it. Somewhat of a
vague and peculiar business, thought some at the time, but
the value of the first discovery of "the one man" cannot
be overestimated to-day.
Situated on what was then the city's main street, almost
opposite the city hall, was a vacant store roomy and deep.
Here the unassuming one groped around and tinkered up
a little, and in 1903 the Unique Theatre was opened. Inside its doors was seen the first vaudeville show of any
consequence that had come to the city, and looming large
on the program was one number, "Motion Pictures" — and
there they were, but still with the flicker.
On the morning following the opening performance, the
unassuming one wandered around in search of the one
satisfied man who felt that he had received his money's
worth. He was soon located and the other man went away
with a smile on his face and wired Chicago to send him
a better bill the following week. The one man told his
friends, and next week several of his friends were in the
theatre, and ninety per cent of them went away satisfied.
They told their friends. Again the wires were kept hot
for even better pictures. The friends increased and the
theatre's capacity began to be overtaxed.

*

THE

*

*

unassuming one was sorely perplexed, nevertheless. He could not understand why he could not
please all of the patrons of his little playhouse. Finally he
decided he would please the greater majority, and the

ones who were not pleased would perhaps learn to see that
nothing could ever please them.
In the little old Unique, now gone the way of many another old show house, he strived to give the best. His
policy was never to promise more than he could perform;
and to keep his word. Thus he earned the trust and confidence of the people who did not know him, the greater
majority of whom had never seen him, but who said: "He
does what he says he will."
Crude as was the old Unique Theatre, the unassuming
one's first thought was the comfort of his patrons. Then
he gave them value for their money, and so the number of
satisfied ones grew day by day. Two years later, in 1905,
the army of satisfied ones grew to such proportions that
the unassuming one decided to expand. He built a regular theatre, the Bijou, and here he gave a larger show.
*
*
*

' I 'HERE was not so much flicker to the motion pictures
-1 now, and the unassuming one took cognizance of this
fact. By this time Winnipeg had a population of 80,000
and this made more thought for the quiet man, who,
though he grew more prosperous, never grew any stouter.
As the population grew, so did the unassuming one's success, only in greater proportions. Then came his "hunch."
While watching his audiences he discovered a new variety
of human species. It was what is now termed a "bug."
He decided to develop the species. It was young in those
days, although this is only eight years ago. He thought
that he might add to his collection of satisfied ones. He
sold the Bijou, but not until he had formed a regular
vaudeville circuit of his own that covered the West and
brought him enormous returns. His methods and his success came to the ears of Sullivan and Considine, and after
a little dickering the unassuming one sold out.
For a time he remained quiet. Then a few weeks later
he was seen supervising a gang of workmen with picks
and shovels who were digging a hole in the ground. When
asked what the hole in the ground was for, he replied in
words to the effect that he was building a home for "bugs
— motion picture bugs," and everyone laughed.
"What! Build a house here on this valuable site for a
few people who go to motion pictures?" he was asked.
But the unassuming one just smiled and watched the digging and in a very few months the first house built exclusively for the exhibition of motion pictures was opened.
This was in 1910.
Just previous to this the unassuming one had remodelled another store and used motion pictures exclusively,
and it was in this first place that he formed the nucleus
to his "bug" collection. He had faith in motion pictures,
and he was the shadow cast by the coming events in the
history of motion pictures as far as Winnipeg was concerned.

*

*

*

npHE Province Theatre surprised people. The ushers
A wore smart uniforms. The ticket takers were uniform
in size and dress. Patrons were ushered to their seats.
Not where the ushers wanted to put them, but where they
themselves were desirous of going. If the desired seats
were not obtainable, the ushers watched until they were
and then transferred them.
Then the unassuming one hired a manager and relaxed.
But he never took his finger off the pulse of his audience.
He had long realized it was impossible to satisfy everybody, so he continued trying to satisfy as many as he
could, and is still scheming how he can satisfy them all.
And, because he never lets up for one minute in his efforts to satisfy them all, he is filling his house to overflowing with a satisfied audience.
And it was the unassuming
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one who made possible the thirty odd picture theatres that
are in Winnipeg to-day. He had faith in motion pictures
when he first saw them, and having proved his faith, he
then built up a clientelle which has stayed with him and
them. There were no ups and downs, but simply a steady
climb to success. He gave the people what they wanted,
not what he wanted.
Nearby was a man who saw that the Province was prospering.
"I will build a theatre," said he. "Look at the great expense that man has gone to. A waste of money! There
is not room for all in his place. I will put on a cheap
show and give the people what I want. If they want
amusement they will come to me. They must or go with-

*

*

*

out."
BUT to this man's surprise they all went without, except
a few of the dissatisfied ones. They visited his show
but forgot to go back and said, "Well, this is worse than
the other," and they went to the other. And in a little
while the second place changed hands. That is what it
has been doing ever since. It did not start right. The
man who started it thought he could give the people what
he wanted and failed. The house received a "black eye"
and has never fully recovered.
It must not be imagined that the Province is the only
high-class motion picture house in Winnipeg. There are
lots of them and all are making money, but they would
none of them have succeeded had they not started right
and run a high-class place.
"To what do you attribute your success?" I asked the
unassuming one the other day. That seemed to puzzle
him for a moment, and I expected the reply, "Working
hard and minding my own business." But he did not take
the obvious advantage of me.
"The success I have had was due to making one satisfied and pleased patron. He brought a friend and the
friend brought more and thus they multiplied." And judging from his crowded theatre .the original satisfied patron
was prolific.
When asked what his greatest problem was, he replied:
greatest difficulty to-day is getting a program that
has no weak spot. That is to say no glaringly weak spot.
But there is another difficulty that we have not overcome,
so far, though the day is coming when the size and the
demands of the Canadian market will necessitate consideration. The demand is for British pictures, or British
subjects. Getting these is a hard task. Canadians are,
above all, loyal, and one can well understand why they
are continually asking for films dealing with British subjects."
THE unassuming one admits he has his eye always on
his audience. He watches them like a cat watching a
mouse. And he knows them. He should; he reared them,
but he did not train them. He does not believe that an
audience can be trained and says he never gave it a
thought.
His audiences train him, he says.
"Whenever I have anything to advertise I do so. but I
never advertise more than I have," he says in speaking of
advertising. "If I promise to give a picture up to a certain standard, I do so, or try to do so, and so far have
succeeded. Why advertise the average? If you continually do this when you have something extra your advertisement islost on the public because it becomes used to
your advertisement on all the average subjects. Live up
to what you advertise."
Here is perhaps one of the best pieces of advice I have
heard him give young exhibitors who have consulted him.
"Don't let your audiences be annoyed in any way. For
instance, it is no longer necessary to put on a glaring slide
which reads, 'Take your hats off, ladies,' or 'How would
you like to sit behind this one?' or 'Sit down towards the
froht, please,' or 'Come again.'
If the show is good you
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won't have to tell them to come again. If it is not good
it's certain the slide will not do any good. They are there
to enjoy themselves, not to read slides which are, to a certain extent, impolite. Run a theatre properly and the
women will not have to be told to take their hats off. A
polite usher will tell them and the fact is very soon abroad
that hats should be removed, and. what is more, they will
be.
"Above all, treat your audience with the utmost courtesy
and respect. It would be well to remember that it is providing you with a means of livelihood and surely under
such circumstances it is entitled to the very best of consideration and appreciation. Thank your patrons for coming to your theatre rather than expect them to thank you
for putting on a good show. You have promised that you
would do that. That is what they pay for."
"That is what I do," replied one young manager, "but
I can't pull the people*into my
* house."
*
A VISIT to that particular house showed why. There
was but one plain clothes usher and only one plain
clothes ticket taker. People were left standing around and
could not find a seat inthe semi-darkness. Their eyes were
unaccustomed to it, so they stumbled about. A bad impression was created. There were long waits between pictures
and reels.
"Change it all," he was advised.
He did. Now he is driving about in an automobile and
wears a plucked beaver coat.
Music plays a very prominent part in the unassuming
one's theatre. The orchestra does not play haphazardly.
The music is suitable to the picture and to the portion of
the picture on the screen at the moment. Ragtime is not
played when a mother is dying of starvation with her
family around her, nor is a funeral dirge offered with a
good comedy.
Yet the most successful have their accidents. An old
circus man like the unassuming one could not let the sawdust lie, and so when a picture. "Circus Day," came along,
he decided that he would produce some thrilling effects.
One advertised was the "Leap for Life by a Female." The
band struck up. The spot light shone and from the far
end of the roof shot down a doll hanging by the hair. Suddenly it stopped and swayed and there she stuck.

*

*

*

THE unassuming one does not set himself up as a
model; far from it. It is hard to make him talk about
himself and then rarely for publication. But this story ol
the pioneer of the moving picture business in Winnipeg
could be the story of many another exhibitor in many
parts of Canada to-day, and doubtless will be, if the exhibitor applies himself to the wants of the public and to
the care of his patrons. That it is a paying investment is
shown by the fact that Winnipeg has a greater financial
investment in both moving picture property and moving
picture buildings than any other city of its size on the
continent and than many another with a twenty-percent
geater population.
By theIt way,
I forgot
to mention It the
name.
is John
A. Schuberg.
usedunassuming
to be Johnone's
M.
Nash in the old days.
"Not so long to write, and easier to remember," said
Mr Schuberg in explaining that he used a nom de plume
for years.
Perhaps he had a reason — the same reason given by the
thy and successful banker to his son who wanted to
go on the stage,
"But, my son. supposing you are a failure. You will
bring discredit upon a name hitherto synonymous with
success.
It would be terrible."
"Hut I'll change my name. Dad!"
"Then if you were a success no one would know you
The myunassuming
one has played it both ways.
w ere
son."
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from

Everywhere

Pennsylvania Exibitors Will Fight Censors in Courts — New Jersey to Have Censorship — Chicago Producers Declare for National Board — Boston against State Censorship ; New York Follows Suit
Penn.

Exhibitors on Warpath

TO

perfect plans for fighting the authority of the new Pennsylvania
State censors in the courts, a committee of seven Philadelphia exhibitors,,
members of the Motion Picture Protective Association, are shortly to meet
a committee of men from Western
Pennsylvania. Samuel F. Wheeler,
permanent chairman and attorney of
the Association, declares the fight will
be carried to the highest court in the
state if necessary. Censorship of films
under the new act will begin May 1.
James H. Butner, V. R. Carrick,
Harry Schmalbe, Marcus A. Benn, Edward A. Jeffries, George H. Roth and
Samuel Wheeler compose the committee.
As soon as the censors have condemned a picture, the battle in the
courts will begin. Senator Joseph H.
Thompson, of Pittsburgh, aided the
Philadelphia exhibitors in organizing,
and is forming a similar association
in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Wheeler declared that if the
right of the State to establish a censorship should not be contested every
city and borough in the commonwealth could appoint censors and appropriate money for their salaries
through an ordinance of Councils.
The result would be, he said, that
there would exist a censor in every
community and the film producers
and exhibitors would be forced to
meet the taste of each village and
town established by their respective
censors.
The motion picture men are caking
the stand that the pictures they produce on the screens in their theatres
are "moving newspapers," and as such
are exempted by the Constitution of
the United States from legislation
passed by individual states. They declare that there is not a motion picture theatre in the country willing to
produce immoral films, and that even
if an immoral film were placed on the
market it would not be leased by the
average theatre owner.
Will Fight Safety Inspectors
At the meeting of the members of
the Motion Picture Protective Association on February 27, it was also
decided to test in the state courts the
decision made recently by John Price
Jackson, State Commissioner of Labor and Industry, who, according to
the motion picture men, is sending inspectors to the motion picture houses
in the state, making inspections and
making recommendations relative to
safety appliances. The motion picture men declare that Commissioner

Jackson has usurped the powers of
the fire marshals and that he is acting
outside his authority.
When the representatives of the
Eastern and the Western motion picture men of the state meet, this question will be taken up. In order to test
the right of Commissioner Jackson to
supervise motion picture houses and
make inspection, he will be denied admittance or one of his inspectors will
be excluded from some theatre.
Mr. Wheeler declared yesterday
that an attempt will also be made to
induce the police authorities in cities
and in towns to cease compelling the
flashing of a fire warning on the
screens as is now required before each
performance. Mr. Wheeler declared
that the warning now being used is
too long and has an alarming effect
on the specators. The motion picture
men will fight for the following warning as a substitute: "Locate our exits.
Walk to them in emergencies. Don't
Penn. Censors Appoint Clerks
As chief of the State Board of Morun."tion Picture Censors, J. Louis Breitinger has announced the appointment
of Joseph A. Berry as chief clerk, at
$1,000 per year, and Mrs. Gertrude J.
Lantz as assistant clerk and stenographer, at $720. Both are residents of
Harrisburg. The Board is about to
issue a pamphlet of rules and regulations and propose to make the act
effective on May 1.
New Milwaukee Censor
The Mayor of Milwaukee, Wis., has
appointed former District Court Judge
N. B. Neelen to the Citizens' Board
of Moving Picture Censors. Judge
Neelen will represent the Milwaukee
County Bar Association, succeeding
G. E. Balhorn, resigned.
Chicago Censor Rejections
The Chicago Board of Censors, during 1913, rejected 408,033 feet of film
that had already been passed by the
National Board of Censorship. Sixtyfive thouand feet of this was eliminations. The remaining 343,000 feet
were entire subjects which had been
condemned in toto.
In other words, the Funkhouser
contingent found five per cent of the
total amount of film examined by the
National Censors objectionable for
Chicago theatres.
Frohman on Women Censors
"Where there are women censors
the standard of judgment is rarely
what it seems to me is the correct
This
one."

is the view

expressed by Gus-

tav Frohman, the brother of Charles
and Daniel Frohman, the theatrical
managers, on the motion picture censorship problem.
"Censorship is a problem all over
the country," continued the veteran
manager, "and it is one that is not
always tremesproperly
Bothcities.
exare to be mettreated.
in different
In some the censorship is narrow, and
the criterion is the judgment of one
single person, who may perhaps not
have had a broad enough experience
of life to be a proper judge of matters
theatrical.
"To properly judge of the merit of
plays, from the moral standpoint and
from the point of their effect on the
public, one must have seen much of
life and understand humanity, as well
as understand the gradations of audiNew Jersey Censor Bill
The New Jersey State Legislature
has
under consideration a bill which
ences."
provides that a board of three persons
shall be appointed by the Governor
for a term of three years to censor
motion picture films.
The bill does not state definitely
whether the pictures are to be censored where they are created or passed
upon at the theatre before being publicly exhibited.
How New York Exhibitors Feel
A motion to endorse the National
Censor Board, as against all State and
local censors, was made before the
last meeting of the Executive Board
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of New York State, held
at the Hotel Imperial, New York City.
Mr. Smith, of Schenectady, made
the motion and it was seconded by
Mr. Hopfmeister, of Buffalo. Final
action will probably be taken when
the board meets next, during convention week, in June. The locals of
Westchester County, Poughkeepsie,
Albany, Troy, Utica, Little Falls,
Syracuse, Rochester, Binghamton,
Schenectady and Buffalo were represented.
To enroll ninety per cent of the
State exhibitors in the association
before June 8th is the ambition of the
board. An organizer will probably be
appointed to invite exhibitors not yet
members to join. Eight hundred and
fifty of the 1,760 exhibitors in New
York
ciation.are now paying dues in the asso"Every Producer His Own Censor"
"Every reputable manufacturer has
to be his own censor," declared John
F. Pribyl, of the Selig Polyscope Company, in Chicago the other day.
"If
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he mak< - an immoral film, or a film off
color, the public will say to the exhibitor that shows this film. " 1 h i manufacturer's filrhs are not lit to be
shown, and we do not want to see

in New York and by the time it
reaches San Francisco it may be all
cut to pieces to meet the requirements,
more or less fantastic, of every town
through which it passes.

them here any more.'
"This kind of censorship is more
effectual than all the censor boards in
existence.

"It hardly seems that the city has
any more right to compel pictures to
be censored in advance than it has
the right to compel theatres to submit
their plays in advance, or for the
newspapers to submit all their articles
to censorship before they are published.

"Eventually," went on Mr. Pribyl,
in his interview with a representative
of the "inter-Ocean," "the public will
realize the hardships worked on tinmanufacturers by local censorship.
"It isn't that we do not favor censorship. We are willing to have censorship, but we want a universal
standard that will apply to the whole
country, not a censorship that approves afilm in New York, condemns
it utterly in Chicago and partially approves it in Cleveland.
"The censors seem to have no idea
of the expense or what elimination
means, and exercise their powers or
alleged powers in a purely arbitrary
way, according to their individual
whim."
Another Producer's Views
"Last year we put 98,000 feet of
film on the shelf because we felt they
did not come up to our standards,"
said Mr. Day, of the Essanay Company, in the same article. "As citizens
of the United States we have just
as good an idea of morals as the censors have.
"It seems to me that anything that
has been passed by the National
Hoard of Censorship is fit to be seen
by man, woman or child. I don't believe in any censor board unless it
is national.
Now we can start a film

AMERICA'S GOOD ENOUGH
FOR HER
The Old
lure
Pearl

World has no charms to
Sindelar,
of Patlie — at

"The manufacturer understands perfectly that he is liable for what he
runs, and that if he attempts to exhibit an immoral or indecent picture
the city can proceed against him. The
fact that the city has this right is
enough to restrain the manufacturer
from putting out anything detrimental
to the public morals."
Boston Frowns on State Censor
The bill to establish the office of
State Censor of Motion Pictures in
Massachusetts is meeting with little
favor in Boston and vicinity. It is
the prevailing opinion that the local
police have ample power to shut out
any objectionable films by threats to
cense.
revoke

or suspend
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a manager's

LIQUOR
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WAR

Prohibition's fight on the Pacific
Coast next fall will be waged with the
aid of motion pictures, according to
the decision of the Temperance Commission of the Federal Council of
Churches, which met in Philadelphia,
on February 20. Colorado, California,
' Iregon and Washington will be the
battle-ground.

PEARL

SINDELAR

least not at this moment. She has
just turned down an invitation from
a film company to go abroad, preferring to remain just where she is
and enjoy the popularity she has already created for herself.
Miss Sindelar. by the way, is known
in the
Lad}'''
"color
John

profession as "The Lavender
from her fondness for the
of old memories."
Temple McCarthy, her grandfather, was one of the original "FortyNiners." Besides which, he is known
as the founder of the Phi Gamma
Delta Greek letter society, which is
now one of the strongest inter-collegiate fraternities in the United
Slates.
Miss Sindelar had reason to be
proud of her ancestor during one of
lur transcontinental tours while she
was a stage actress, for in every college town where there was a "Phi< lam" chapter, the members turned
out in force to welcome the granddaughter of its founder.
TRAINING

Kalem

four-part

SCENE
FROM
"A
photoplay masti

CELEBRATED
CASE"
ed through the General
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REPORTERS
PICTURES

BY

["raining New York's future newspaper reporters to be accurate in observation by the u^e of motion pic
tares is now an established method at
the Columbia University School of
Journalism, New York City.
Motion pictures oi the Balkan War
have already been used with marked
success in the classes. Professor Walter B. Pitkin was the first to perceive
the value of the pictures and the use
of thcni was approved by Dr. Talcott
William^, director of the school.
March

30.
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America First in Picture Theatres
So Declares S. L. Rothapfeh After a Four-Weeks' Tour of England and the Continent, Where
He Has Found Conditions Far Inferior to Those in This Country
U/^NE
year ago we were several
yj years behind Europe
in the
way of picture theatres.
Today we are several years ahead."
In this way Mr. S. L. Rothapfel
sums up his trip abroad, where he
went in search of new ideas before
opening the Strand Theatre, Broadway and Forty-eighth street.
Mr. Rothapfel returned March 4
on the S. S. "Kaiser Wilhelm II," after
a four-weeks' trip. In this limited time
Mr. Rothapfel was only able to inspect the theatres of London and the
larger continental cities. He found
everywhere a lack of artistic interiors
and a presentation of the picture
which compared in no way with the
recent developments at the Regent and
other high-class American theatres.
All the European houses are pitch
dark while the pictures are being
shown. During the intermission the
lights are turned on with full illumination, making a distressing glare over
an interior that is glaring in itself,
and, in the case of many German theatres, crudely and vulgarly decorated.
Mr. Rothapfel had considerable difficulty in persuading the foreign exhibitor that the American theatre is
well lighted during the performance.
The daylight picture is practically unknown abroad. He found that many
of the exhibitors had introduced the
shadow box, which Mr. Rothapfel
originated in this country.
The most artistic theatre on the
continent, and one of the best conducted, isthe "Edouard VII" in Paris,
owned and managed by the Kinemacolor Company.

Most of them have orchestras, and the
musical program,
while not of such
merit as in our largest theatres, is
well rehearsed in advance. The wages
of the musicians in England are only
about one-third of those in this country. Salaries paid to managers and
ushers are also in about the same
proportion. Fewer posters are used
in the lobby display, and these are
generally of higher artistic merit than
our own.
One interesting and important discovery made by Mr. Rothapfel is that
the European theatre is fast reverting
to the diversified program and to
three-reel subjects. Topicals and
scenics are very popular everywhere.
Paris, Mr. Rothapfel viewed the
Gaumont colored pictures and gives
much praise to them. The Hippodrome itself he criticizes, because of
its glaring white interior and the fact
that the orchestra is hidden in the pit.
This arrangement is not necessary,
he believes, to protect the picture from
light, and it seriously effects tinacoustics.

A1

"In spite of our present local censorship troubles, we have a paradise
in this country," says Mr. Rothapfel,
"as compared with the European situation. In Germany, for instance, the
censorship is so strict that few pictures other than films of German man-

ufacture are allowed to be shown. The
censorship here is obviously designed
to Mr.
protect
the home
product."but two
Rothapfel
discovered
pipe-organs on his entire trip. Sound
effects were in general carelessly and
poorly used. In practically every instance a charge is made for programs
In most of the large theatres about
one-half of the building is given over
to promenades. Tea and sandwiches
are served during the intermissions.
Mr. Rothapfel speaks particularly
of the courtesy accorded him in England, in particular by Mr. Sydney Baber. of the Famous Players' Company,
and Mr. Cardbourne, editor of the
" I'.ioscope."
POWER'S PRISONS
MACHINES

IN

Among recent installations of Power's Cameragraph No. 6A projecting
machines was one in the Auburn
Prison of Auburn, N, Y. This machine was sold through the Auburn
Film Company, of Auburn.
A Power's Cameragraph No. 6A
projecting machine has also been installed in the Clinton Prison at Dannemora, N. Y. The prisoners await
Sundays with eager interest, so they
can see what is going on in the outside world. The pictures shown are
of the regular film releases but the
pictures most liked are those depicting current events.

THE

London theatres do not compare with the large, modern
American theatre.
At the West End Theatre, which is
the second largest in London, Mr
Rothapfel viewed the production of
"Antony and Cleopatra." It was
spoiled, in his estimation, by a bad
musical program.
The interior decorations of the
"Kammerlichspiel," of Berlin, were, to
his mind, loud and gloriously vulgar.
The theatres in Paris have no safety
exits, and even the center aisle is almost closed by the process of turning
down the end seats from either side
into the aisle.
Another curious fact that came to
Mr. Rothapfel's observation was that
many of the largest theatres on the
Continent were operated with but one
projection machine.
Uniformly, the music in the English
theatres is considerably better than
that in the average American theatre.
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Put Nashville on Screen

MOTHER"

Playing Arthur Johnson's mother is
the exclusive privilege ot Clara Lambert. Everyone knows the sweet-faced
woman with the silver gray hair in the

MOTION

Planning to Exploit Means
Tennessee
City's
Resources
of the
Motion
Picture and Civic Beauty by
L

CLARA

LAMBERT

Lubin pictures — the one who is now
the loving, all-forgiving mother and
at another time the strong, ambitious
parent, spurring her son to make a
man of himself.
Clara Lambert can be either in a
hundred ways, because she is the veteran of more famous stage productions than she can remember. So
much of a mother is she, that most of
the Lubin workers confide their
troubles and hopes to her.
In church circles Clara Lambert is
well known, one of her chief interests
being centered around a certain congregation in Philadelphia.

APEX

BERNSTEIN general manager
• of the Southern Industrial Film
Company, was in Nashville recently
making preparations for a reel of motion pictures showing the principal
industrial plants of the city, the most
striking public buildings and places of
historic interest. The film will be
released along with similar ones
which are being taken in 163 of the
larger cities of the country through
one of the largest syndicates of motion picture distributors, showing in
a first-class circuit of playhouses. It
is also planned to exhibit the picture
in the motion picture palace at San
Francisco during the Panama-Pacific
Exposition in competition for a hand^
some prize which has been offered.
Mr. Bernstein has stated that pictures of very high quality will be
taken, and will include groups of the
city, county and state officials, views
at the Hermitage, the larger residences and clubs and all of the most
striking monuments, public buildings
and other things worth while here in
Nashville. Especial attention will be
paid to the schools of the city, and
probably one-half of the one-thousand-foot reel will be devoted to that
subject.
It is claimed that this is in no sense
an advertising scheme, but Mr. Bernstein has asked that the business men
co-operate with him as much as possible in his work of securing views of
the best industrial mercantile establishments here. Interiors and shipping scenes at some of the larger department stores may be shown, while
scenes at the foundries, automobile
plant, hosiery mills, furniture plants

and other industrial establishments
will be given especial attention. A
moving view of the business section
taken from the rear of an automobile will likely be included in the reel.
it is said.
THE motionplainingpicture
man, of
in the
exthe circulation
reel, said that the more progressive
exhibitors of the country are rapidly
establishing the custom of having one
"Industrial Day" at their theatres
each week at which time such pictures
of several important cities are shown.
The Nashville production will be
shown in this manner. It is also Mr.
Bernstein's intention to make a reprint of the reel and present it to the
City of Nashville, or the Board of
Trade, or other similar organization
for the purpose of advertising Nashville whenever desired. The reel, if
this plan is carried out, will be kept
here when not in use, and will be sent
out to neighboring cities and towns,
on booster trips and other occasions
when it is desired to exhibit Nashville's advantages.
UNIVERSAL BUYS RANCH
On March 7. President Carl
Laemmle, acting for the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, took
title for that corporation to a new
tract of land for their West Coast
Studios. The ranch is in the vicinity of Los Angeles, and is ideal for
the purpose of taking motion pictures. It is located within 200 feet of
an electric street railway, and a boulevard road leads direct to the property. The purchase price was $160,000.

TO HAVE SOUTHERN
EXCHANGE

The Apex Feature Service are opening a feature exchange in Atlanta, to
supply the entire South with feature
productions. While the opening of
this exchange will no doubt be welcomed by the Southern exhibitors because it will be the first time that a
regular supply of features have been
available in that territory, it is of special significance to the feature distributors, inasmuch as up to the present it has been impossible for importers and manufacturers to dispose
of their feature productions in the
South.
The Apex Feature Service concern
intends to release nol less than three
big features each week.
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Field for Exhibitors

The Local "News Pictorial," a Cinematographic "Town Topics," Offers a Rich Opportunity to the Exhibitor to Please, Flatter and Interest His Patrons — Baltimore Is Doing It Now
PROGRESSIVE picture people in many places are running
along with their regular "rented" offerings, films of
their own manufacture, depicting current events of local
and ofttimes national consequence, notably in Baltimore, AM..
where a circuit of picture theatres named "The Pickwick"
runs each week what they term "The W. B. & A. Weekly."
Happenings of interest of Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis are here shown. In addition to often drawing enormous audiences through the pulling power of some of these
films, this theatre reaps a nice sum from the lease of these
pictures to other houses in the city. And it also often
happens that they sell the films to Pathe and others for national presentation.
It is interesting to note how these feature pictures are
procured. A "nose for news" is a qualification as necessary
to the operator assigned to taking the pictures as it is to the
successful newspaper reporter. He must be able to grasp
the feature of the event, separate the wheat from the chaff;
for it would be very expensive business to reel off several
hundred feet of film on some occurrence not possessing the
necessary "punch."
Many of the operators work in conjunction with the regular
newspaper reporters. When "something big" breaks in the
reporter's district — something that readily lends itself to the
motion picture man's art — he'll 'phone his friend and ally,
the motion picture operator. Reciprocity is established by the
picture man's giving him for publication in his newspaper
prints of the best films.
And as the choice of pictures is out of hundreds, as opposed to the choice of the two, three or four the newspaper's staff photographer took, it is seen that the alliance of
reporter and motion picture man works out admirably as a
co-operative plan.
IT is amazing to note the daring moves some of these men
resort to in order to get their pictures. Storms on the
bay, breaking dams and levees — all these have their awful
hazards. And seeing these picture-hunters at fires, reeling
off film amid falling glass and masonry, is often a spectacle
of great courage and resourcefulness.
On the occasion of a fire in Baltimore several months ago,
an operator was struck a glancing blow by one of the engine-horses he was busily photographing in its catapultic
flight up the street. He got out of it with a broken forearm.
. One of his reporter friends featured the story in his paper,
and, resultant from this publicity, the house showing the
pictures drew enormous crowds. This picture showed the
engines dashing from a distance of several blocks right up
into the very face of the' audience. The costs of this film
(doctor's fees and all), were more than paid for by its subsequent lease to other picture houses in the city. Later this
film went "on the road," and brought a very nice profit in the
shape of leases.
Baltimore, to be sure, is in a very strategic position for
such pictures. Washington, with its big men, beautiful historic environs, suffragette pageants, et cetera, is only forty
miles away. Annapolis, the State capitol, home of the "Middies" and gathering place of navies, is only twenty miles
from Baltimore.
But at the same time there are plenty of places endowed
equally as well as Baltimore that do not show the "pep" and
opportunity-grasping initiative of this Southern city.

IF Baltimore is such a fruitful field for the local news
weekly, it might be made a semi-weekly or a daily in another city. Are not the possibilities doubled, trebled, quadrupled in such cities as Chicago, San Francisco, Boston. New
Orleans, Denver?

A local news weekly would prove as remunerative to the
exhibitor in Omaha, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Rochester, Portland, Ore. ; or Portland, Me. ; Los Angeles, Nashville, Memphis, Newark, Pittburgh, Richmond, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Albany, Indianapolis, Atlanta, Salt Lake City, as to
the Baltimore exhibitor. To put it broadly, would it not be
feasible in any city of over 100,000 population, to be conservative?
Once tried and proven in such communities there can be
little doubt that the idea would spread until it became an
established part of the program of every motion picture
theatre in every city of 25,000 inhabitants or more.
In a city like New York, Chicago, Boston or San Francisco, every day brings events of more than passing interest,
which, when recorded by the motion picture camera, will rival
in popularity the newspapers.
In the smaller towns and country districts there are athletic meetings, county fairs, cattle and poultry shows, and
many other events, to say nothing of fires, accidents, and the
like which must form useful material for the exhibitor who
undertakes to present a pictorial news budget.
HOW
skilfully the exhibitor could play upon the human
vanity of his patrons with such a medium must be obvious to anyone who considers this for a moment.
The universal desire for being "in a picture" where photographers are at work is proverbial. Every camera-man has
had the trying experience of keeping bystanders and onlookers from getting into his pictures whenever he endeavored to
get an outdoor scene in a city street or park.
A film showing the main thoroughfare of the town on a
day when some events, however small, took place, would assuredly bring to the theatre where it was shown all those who
had seen the incident, or knew that the picture had been
taken. Judicious advertising would make the taking of the
picture an event of local interest in itself.
The public's love for illustrated news should be another
incentive to the exhibitor who is interested in the local news
pictorial. And in this connection it should be remembered
that the camera, for many events, is a better reporter than the
most accomplished newspaperman, in impressing scenes upon
the memory and their meaning upon the mind.
ANOTHER
field in which the cinematographic "Town
Topics" would flourish is the recording of private functions, such as receptions, soirees, weddings, sociables and the
like. These can be exhibited in public, if desired, or a private performance given for those concerned in the picture,
after which the film would, for a consideration, become the
property of the family or organization for whom it was
taken.
One instance of the success of a news pictorial of this character, in addition to the Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis
Weekly, may be here quoted. A parade of nearly two thousand school children was announced some time ago in a small
city, and one of the exhibitors bethought himself to make
capital of the affair, and engaged a camera-man to film the
parade. Timely advertising did the rest. The whole town
was on tiptoe with expectation.
The picture was put on as soon as it was developed, and
at every appearance of it the house was packed with the
children who had participated in the pageant and their proud
parents.
The cost of the film was insignificant compared with the
profit that accrued to the exhibitor, and the benefits he received through the lasting advertisement of his house were
practically incalculable.
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THE
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REAL

NAME

Now that "Hopp" Hadley has become publicity manager for the Sola.x
and Blache American companies there
is no longer any reason for concealing the fact that his real name is
Samuel Hopkins Hadley. Hopp
was a theatrical advance agent and
show manager before he entered the
screen world, an actor before that, and
a college man before that.
Columbia

is Hopp's alma mater and
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HIGHEST-SALARIED
COMEDIAN
Through an affidavit subscribed and
sworn to before Sydney Vail Pardee,
a notary public of Los Angeles, Cal.,
on March 11, the information becomes
current that Ford Sterling, the comedian, who has recently joined the
ranks of Universal stars, is probably
the highest-salaried comedian in the
realm of cinematography. Sterling asserts that on February 19, 1914,
Charles Bauman, Treasurer of the
New York Motion Picture Company,
offered him in behalf of the company,
the sum of seven hundred and fifty
dollars a week, provided Sterling
would continue to act as leading man
in comedies made by the Keystone
Film Company. Later, Sterling asserts, Bauman, Thomas H. Ince, and
Mack Sennett, acting for their companies, raised the offer, first to one
thousand dollars a week, and later, to
fifteen hundred dollars a week, with
additional bonuses and perquisites.
Sterling refused all of these offers
to go with the Universal at a salary
that outdistances any that has ever
been paid to a film comedian.
APPEAL

TO

pated.
"There are several reasons why you
HOPKINS

HADLEY

there he got his first case of histrionic
fever. This led him into the Dramatic Association of the university,
where, being already leader of the
glee club and a member of Psi Upsilon
fraternity, he was almost too busy to
attend classes.
Once out of college Hopp trod the
boards for several years, then became
successively advance man and show
manager with numerous theatrical
productions on the road. About three
years ago he joined the Reliance Company while thej were at 540 West
Twenty-first street, New York City,
.iiid became both publicity manager
and scenario editor. When they
moved uptown he entered the general
of the Mutual, where he re
mained until he accepted the offer of
thi s< >la\ peopli
I I' ipp is a charter
n ■
if the
Club
and
its corresponding
secretary, and oni ol the mosl popu
ii tin business.

should be present," is the committee's
appeal to the exhibitor in person.
"First, for your own welfare and
that of other exhibitors.
"Second, you will see much that is
best in the world of motion pictures.
"Third, it may mean a more up-todate theatre and greater returns from
your

outlay."
TWO

MAJESTIC

PLAYS

"The Higher Law," a strong drama
dealing with the problem of a detective who falls in love with the daughter of a counterfeiter whom he has
sworn in capture, is one of the most
interesting plays produced recently by
the Majestic Company, William Nigh
plays the detective, while Jessalyn Van
Trump is the '-tui who causes him to
u .i\ er in his duty.
"The Orange Bandit" is a sprightly
little play, which
relates how
a girl
whose
father did not want
her to
rrj thi man of her choice, finally
Is him,
positii
in.

NEW

EDISON

SERIES

"The Man Who Disappeared" is the
title of a new series which Edison is
preparing to launch on April 7, with
Marc
MacDermott,
for the last two

EXHIBITORS

A fervent appeal to exhibitors all
over the United States to attend the
International Exposition and Convention at the Grand Central Palace, New
York, June 8-13, is being made by
the committee in charge. Plans are
being made to entertain nine thousand
exhibitors, and a substantial enlargement of the organization is antici-

SAMUEL

A

in spite I [ale
of her
father's it. opUberl
produced

MARC

MACDERMOTT

years leading man in their Europea*n
company, in the title role.
The films in the series will be released on the first and third Tuesdays
of the month. The "Popular" magazine will publish the stories simultaneously with their appearance on the
screen, and similar arrangements have
been made with "The Ladies' World,
"Pictorial Review" and
"Short
Stories." Richard Washburn Child is
the author of the story.
MacDermott will play John Perriton, who shoulders a crime to save
the brother of his sweetheart and becomes afugitive from justice for years.
The actor has been with the Edison
company for several years His stage
experience comprises service under
such stars as Mrs Patrick Campbell.
Richard Mansfield and Marie Dainton.
A "WAR
AUTOMOBILE"
The "war automobile" especially
equipped for Romaine fielding for
use in the production of his five-reel
battle
"The
Golden things
God."
was one spectacle
of the most
interesting
used in connection with the picture
The machine was a big six-cylinder
car equipped with every possible thing
known to the accesory shop, searchlights, headlights, side lights and
mounted with rapid-fire machine guns
with operators Other armament and
guards quite gave the machine the
appearance of being a 1950 model motor car. the period "! tin plaj
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" Scenario " /

It Is a Misnomer, Says Frank E. Woods, Reliance Editor, and Out of Its Use Has Grown Much
Trouble with the Copyright Laws, Which Has Affected the Whole Industry
it ever occur to you that the
best novelists and short-story
writers of to-day are, almost
without exception, ignoramuses in writing motion picture scenarios?
Do you know that, notwithstanding,
stories and novels by popular writers
are being sought more and more as
motion-picture material by producers?
That literary men are looking upon
motion pictures as an El Dorado and
flocking toward the region of added
royalties?
Are you aware that you should not
say "scenario" when referring to a motion picture script? Do you realize all
the entanglements with the copyright
laws that have followed upon the
thoughtless application of the word
'scenario" to those scripts?
These and other interesting and pertinent questions are answered in an illuminating manner by Frank E. Woods,
scenario editor for Reliance, who is now
DID

in Los Angeles with D. W. Griffith's
company.
"The number of well-known writers
who are now turning their attention to
the pictures is already very extensive,"
began Mr. Woods. "We have received
interested inquiries from many of the
best-known writers, not only in this
country, but also in Europe, and have
established relations with many of them,
which will probably result in much of
their future work being produced by this
company in motion pictures.
"Among those with whom we have
closed are Richard Harding Davis,
George Ade, George Pattullo, Paul
Armstrong, Thomas Dixon. Homer
Croy, Margaret Deland, E. Phillips Oppenheim, Earl Derr Biggers, Daniel
Carson Goodman, Walter Archer Frost
Mary Rider Mechtold. H. R. Durant,
Arnold Bennett, Carolyn Wells, Will
Levington Comfort, Paul West, Roy
McCardell, Frederick Ferdinand Moore,
Frank Condon, G. W. Ogden. Robert
H. Davis, Thomas Nelson Page, Wallace Irwin, John Luther Long, Gertrude
Atherton, Emerson Hough, Mary E.
Wilkins Freeman, Edna Ferber, Burton
E. Stevenson, Roy Norton, Edward W.
Townsend, Cleveland Moffett, Joseph C.
Lincoln, Cyrus Townsend Brady. George
W. Cable and E. W. Hornung.

O

N soliciting material

from fiction

satisfactory to buy from them merely
the motion picture rights to their stories
rather than have them prepare working
scenarios, or, more properly speaking,
picture plays.
or

"The writer trained in writing fiction
even stage drama
does not readily

acquire the motion picture technic. One
must learn to think in the motion pictures before one can properly prepare a
working script for the motion picture
director.
"It is different from written fiction or
stage drama. The writer is confined to
a limited number of locations. He must
locate his situations in a few scenes
only.
"On the other hand, the novelist can
roam at will over the entire earth and
the heavens above in narrating his story.
"It is altogether possible that fiction
writers will eventually acquire the faculty of thinking in motion pictures, and
that many of them will be able some
day to otter to picture producers completed script ready for production, but
it ib only the truth to say that at the
present scarcely any can do this, and, of
the number of so-called professional
picture writers, there are very few who
do it well.
"Something has been said in the papers about the Mutual Scenario Department acquiring from the publishers motion picture rights in a large number of
copyrighted stories published in magazines, and it has been said that some of
the authors who had sold all rights to
their stories to publishers felt that they
were not being justly treated. It should,
of course, be understood that there are
but a limited number of copyrighted
stories suitable for motion picture production, and that once this supply of
plots is exhausted by production in pictures, the producing companies will be
obliged to depend upon new stories obtained through publishers or from the
authors direct.

T

plots and the large number of
picture productions that are being constantly made should make it apparent
that the existing plots will eventually be
used up. It follows, therefore, that the
demand for new plots must increase
their value and add to the income of
fiction writers.
"We

feel that by going into the production of stories by writers of reputation we are establishing their standing
in the motion picture field, and they, in
a very short time, will feel the benefit
of the demand which we are creating.
"It almost goes without saying that
picture stories by recognized writers are
of more value than stories by unknown
writers, however good the latter maybe.
"I am of the opinion that the result
of the policy we are following will be
that all picture producers will seek material in the future from the best
writers, not only for the advertising

value, but also for the better quality of
"For a long time, now, the fiction
writer has had in mind, in framing his
plots.
story, the magazine and book market,
and also the stage possibilities. He has
been looking for the alluring royalty
from the theatre and he has been influenced in writing his stories by dramatic
necessities.
"It seems reasonable to suppose that
in the future he will soon begin to consider the picture possibilities in arranging his plots. The influence of motion
picture construction will therefore be a
powerful factor in the literature of the
Here

the interviewer made

some

reference to "scenario." Mr. Woods'
face promptly assumed a pained expression.
future.''
"HP HE word 'scenario' as applied to
■I the manuscript of a motion picture play is a misnomer — it is incorrect,
solemnly.
misleading and unfortunate," he said
" 'Scenario,' properly used, means the
preliminary outline of the plot of a
dramatic composition. It is not subject
to copyright. Only the completed manuscript may be copyrighted.
"Therefore, when motion picture
plays, described in the early days by
their authors as 'scenarios,' were offered
for copyright, they were refused the
privilege under the supposition that they
were not completed dramatic compositions. This interpretation has prevailed
ever since, with the result that the motion picture play, although in reality n
completed composition, is not held to be
so
by the copyright authorities i'1
Washington.
"Although the manuscript of a motior
picture play may not be protected by
copyright, and the motion picture film,
negative or positive, may not be copyrighted except as a mere photograph
and not as a dramatic composition, th<
picture play has been held by the United
States Supreme Court to be drama
(See the Ben Hur case.)
"In other words, the motion picture
may be held to infringe on a copyrighted
dramatic composition, but it may not be
copyrighted as a dramatic composition
It is subject to all the penalties of the
law but none of the privileges.
"All of this inconsistency of the law,
as interpreted by the courts and the
copyright authorities, might have been
avoided if the word 'scenario' had never
been used as applied to the manuscript
of a motion picture play. But 'scenario'
it was called and 'scenario' it continues
to be, although the manuscript of a mo-
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tion picture play is just as much a completed literary composition as is a vaudeville act or a stage play.
4lTPHE evolution of the motion pic■1 ture story has been interesting in
more ways than one. Originally plots or
ideas susbmitted to the producers were
called suggestions. The price used to be
five dollars.
That was prior to 1908.
"Then the price went up to ten dollars, fifteen dollars and even twentyfive, and the suggestions came to take
the form of well worked-out compositions, which were followed with more
or less faithfulness by the producing directors.
"It was D. W. Griffith, working for
the Biograph Company, in 1908, who
first gave the motion picture story its
upward trend. He was the first man
who favored more money for the author
and the foremost man of his time in
giving the picture play a definite form
and standard.

"Those who wrote picture plays in the
early days — and I was one of them—
will not fail to remember the almost
prophetic vision with which he foresaw
and anticipated virtually every important development of the infant art.

"Motion picture plots and plays now
bring their authors fairly remunerative
pay, ranging from twenty-five dollars to
hundreds or even thousands of dollars,
depending on the magnitude of the subjects.
"There are as many styles of motion
picture story compositions as there are
of any other form of literary work.
Many writers go into the most minute
detail in setting down the action or
business of the consecutive scenes of the
motion picture play.
11 COME of the producing companies
^ prefer scenarios written in this
way, provided they are written with
proper regard for the possibilities of the
camera and of motion picture requirements. However, there are so few
writers qualified to meet these exacting
conditions that it is sheer waste of time
for the average writer to try it.
"The Vitagraph Company employs a
trained staff of writers to put picture
plays in form, and the producing directors are then required to follow copy.
The Lubin Company has adopted much
the same policy. The Edison Company
relies more on the directors, although
preferring well worked-out scenarios
from favorite writers.

RITA
Who

Is Appearing

in Great

SACCHETTO

Northern

the trick from Griffith. But as a general
proposition the producing of motion picture drama without manuscript is not a
safe or a satisfactory thing to do. Not
everybody is a Griffith.
"Few directors, however, follow closely a written manuscript, however well it
may be executed. The better the director the less closely he will follow the
script, unless forced to do so.

"The Biograph Company gives much
greater latitude to directors, some of
whom, trained under the great master,
Griffith, are able, or were formerly able,
to produce finished pictures with no
manuscript whatever.

"HpHE danger lies in the fact that
A good directors, real artists, are
so scarce that they are almost a negligible quantity. The vast majority of
directors cannot be trusted to tamper
with a good script. It is the discovery
of this fact that has induced certain
companies to insist that their directors
shall follow copy.

"Mr. Griffith himself frequently uses
no manuscript, working out the technic
of his story in rehearsal. Mack Sennett,
the leading farce director of the world
works without manuscript,
He learned

"In considering submitted manuscripts
all editors, or script readers, confine
themselves to the synopses of the stories
which should invariably accompany each
script. The synopsis should be short and

"Preferred

Feature

Attractions."

to the point — a brief outline in narrative
form of the plot.
' The stronger and bigger the plot, the
fewer the words necessary in setting it
down Every strong story has a big
central idea, and it is this central idea
that makes it great.
' It therefore follows that a person desiring to sell a story to a picture company need feel under no obligations
whatever to submit what he supposes is
a working 'script' The working script
is scarcely ever read in the first instance.
Purchases are made from the synopsis.
"' )nce purchased, a working script
ma\ be consulted, and may or may not
be of value to the producer. If a writer
should sell a story from the synopsis.
the working script can then be supplied
if the company desire it.
"I hate to think of the vast amount in
postage stamps, stationery and elbow
exercise on typewriters that would be
saved if all picture stories were submitted by synopses."
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EDITOR'S NOTE.— It is the desire of "The Motion Picture News" to include under this heading
novel advertising ideas, successful schemes in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre— everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade. We invite every exhibitor to
write us about ?ny new enterprise he has; also to ccme to us for advice or information along any line.
Address: Editor, "The Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York City.
FIFTY CENTS FOR A FEATURE
and studies his store. I believe in It seems that a child will appreciate
PATRONS of the Schuylkill Avenue
giving my patrons value received.
quality
almost as quickly
an adult."is
Theatre, Reading, Pa., are going
They never fail to return.
The Schuylkill
Avenue as Theatre
to get a surprise on March 23rd.
"The question of increased prices of almost in the outskirts of Reading.
Ben Zerr, owner and manager of admission is not one of mere finances
"Crazy" was the unanimous verdict of
local film men when Mr. Zerr had his
on the part of the theatre patrons.
the theatre, is going to raise the price
contractor construct the theatre.
Pictures will solve the problem.
of admission from ten to fifty cents.
The occasion is the showing of the
"So I feel confident that not a sin"But the policy of quality, rather
gle person will complain who pays
than quantity, brought the business
eight-reel production of "Quo Vadis."
to me. And that is the same policy
fifty cents to see 'Quo Vadis' in the
"They won't kick a bit," is the conSchuykill
Avenue
Theatre.
They
are
which is going to win out for the
fident statement of the proprietor. "I
was a traveling salesman
for thirtyfifty-cent admission price on 'Quo
going to get their money's worth.
Vadis' and perhaps sometime soon
enable me to raise the present customary admission of ten cents to fif-

three years. I have been an exhibitor
for several more. My experience has
been that people in the majority are
a good deal alike. They want quality,
and they will pay for it without hesitation. Quantity is easier to get, but a
lot harder to sell."
Mr. Zerr is president of Reading
Local, No. 3, and treasurer of the
Pennsylvania State branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America. His observations are interesting and practical. Also they are
in line with the rapidly growing agitation for increased admission prices
in motion picture theatres throughout the United States.
"Exhibiting is more than a business.
It is almost an art. But the basic
principles are the same in it as in other
commercial lines. The screen is our
show-counter. The goods are the pictures. I watch and study what is
shown on the screen in my theatre as
carefully as any merchcant
watches

"Analyzed, increased admissions is
simply a question of nerve. Its biggest drawback is the lack of concerted
action and co-operation between exhibitors. Idon't contend for an exorbitant increase. But if a show is
worth anything, it certainly is worth
from fifteen to twenty-five cents. A
quarter admission will attract a new
class of patronage. And the present
patronage won't be lost. It will get
increased quality."
Mr. Zerr's theatre is a mecca for
ing.
children. His explanation is interest"I make them behave while they
are in the theatre. Rowdyism is nipped
in the bud. Parents h^e come to
know that I guard every girl and boy
in my theatre as zealously as though
they were my own children. The girls
are seated on one side of the house,
the boys on the other. This prevents
teasing and hair-pulling. Then I get
pictures to which no one can object.

teen or twenty-five."
ARTISTIC DECORATIONS
THE two theatres of Sumter, S. C,
the Rex (Universal) and the Lyric
(General Film), are especially worthy
of mention by reason of their fine interior decorations and lighting arrangements. The interior of the Rex is
decorated entirely with the artistic
Graves wallpaper. The walls are papered with a deep green velvet with
panels formed by imitation mouldings,
and the friezes are imitation bas-relief
figures and ornaments also on paper.
A green curtain hung over a screen has
imitation gold cord and tassels, so realistic as to deceive the eye. Six large
lamp bowls of the indirect lighting system complete a very attractive and cozy
auditorium.
The Lyric has an original and most
pleasing lighting arrangement. On the
side walls, just under the cornice, are a
number of electric bulbs, each with funnel-shaped shades, the exterior green,
the interior in white. These shades are
so placed as to throw the light upon the
ceiling diagonally. In this way the light
strikes the ceiling and is reflected down
without illuminating the course of projection.
TWO THEATRES AT THE COST
OF ONE
TO double receipts without doubling
expenses is a dream cherished by
many exhibitors, but realized by few.
Among the few whose "castles in
the air" have been successfully transferred to earth are Messrs. W. H.
Meier and Martin Singer, whose theatre at No. 304 Market street, Newark,
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is a standing testimonial to the practicability of their plan.
In reality, the Meier-Singer proposition istwo theatres in one. and their
revenue is that of two theatres at very
little more outlay than one would
necessitate.
The main floor of the building is
utilized as a theatre. Over this is a
roof-garden. The operators' boxes
are situated one directly over the
other, and the upper one reached by
an iron ladder from the lower. Thus
the same films can be employed in
both theatres in succession, and the
cost of extra film service is avoided.
Each theatre has a capacity of 440.
Summer finds both theatres running
to capacity. The roof-garden is fully
equipped with provisions against
storms, and from nine in the morning
until midnight both houses do a
"land-office" business.
BIG

SPECTACLE
IS
COMING
The Itala Company, which has been
identified in the past with big feature

MOTION

COMPANIES

FORMED

\ n long new companies incorporated
this week are the following:
The Hepworth American Film Corporation, with a capital of $25,000.
Vtanhattan. Incorporated by \lbert
Blinkhorn, Dennie II Killer and
others, all of New York City.
Chariot Film Corporation, with a
ital of $12,000. Directors, Ralph
M. Lowenthal, ::l Wesl Thirty-ninth
street, Yew York City; Berthold Yo
kel and Alexander Ackerson, New
York.
In \Yw Ji rsey, .it I renton, the State
capital, chartei were issued to the
Shuberl Featun Film Producing Company, oi rersej City, with a capital
• 15,
and to the Shuberl Feature
Film Booking Company, capital,
- 'Mio, also of Jersey City.
C. H. Jarvis. I.. II Guenther and
John R Turner are the incorporators
of both firms

received
Picture
upon the
and its
herewith

reprinted
"Our renewal went in to you a week
ago. You are getting out a real motion picture trade journal now — the
best of the bunch. We want every issue. The new departments in recent
issues have long been needed and
overlooked. Wishing you success, we
are,
Very truly yours,
"Hurst Brothers,
"Box 15, Reno, Nev."
"L. Bo ,
"I enjoy the magazine too ydmuch
give it up.

to

'•102J/2 Brooks Street,

"Hartford, Conn."
"Please find enclosed a check for
$2.00 in prepayment of a year's subscription toThe Motion Picture News.
It is a publication I could not get
along without."Yours truly,

"Permit me to congratulate you
upon the striking magazine. The Motion Picture News is always a welStudio, and
I can come
see visitor
in ittotheFielding's
earnest endeavor
of
men striving for higher ideals and
greater attainments for the screen
play. Its criticisms are just and intelligent, and there 1 see the greatest
and truest mission of the trade paper.
"Earnestly yours.
"Romaine Fielding,

Mexico

Companj

A\ e ci ii sidei die tfotii m I 'icture
News ,i very fine trade journal.
"J. W. Evans,
" I i nganoxie, Kan "
"Your sample copj of The Motion
Picture News duly received. I musl
state that the nia.ua/ine is an excellent
one foi the exhibitor, the manager,
and operator."Respect fully
"I '., Piconi,

"151

Congress Street.
"Brooklyn, X.

V."

"Continue ni\ subscription to The
Motion Picture
s. It is O. K
" \ New
B, Bunn
"(i N. Jackson St.
" Montgomery,

"Broncho

Motion

Picture

Ala "

"1 received the copy of The Moiioii Picture News, and have read it
carefully
It appears to me to be one

Co.,

Los

Angeles, Cal."
"I consider The Motion Picture
try.
News
indispensable to anyone in any
"C. Dreyer,
way connected with this
great indus-

"DeFuniak

Springs,

Fla."

"We have been subscribers to The
Motion Picture News since its origin,
and find it very interesting.
"Electric Service Supply Co.
''Philadelphia,
Pa."
"Enclosed find check for $2 in prea year'sNews.
subscription
to
The Motionpayment ofPicture
I received
the sample copy and find it full of
interesting information for the exhibitor.
"E. T. Kurrle,
Iris Theatre,

"Monte

"So. Kaukauna, Wis."

New

of the best magazines on the market
to-day. I failed, however, to receive
the subscription form. If you will
send this to me. I will be very glad
to remit by
check.
"Very
truly, yours,
"Thos. H. Ince,

"Manager

'William Van Dyke,
"Vaudette
Theatre,

"Lubin
NEW

NEWS

Some Unsolicited Appreciations
letters have been
MANY
recently by Tun Motion
News commenting favorably
publication, its standards
growth. A few of these are

ITALA

productions such as "The Fall of
Troy," "Tigris" and others — have in
their Turin studio been working for
a long time on a many-reel picture
which equals any previous attempts
made in this direction.
This production will be seen for
the first time in New York City within
the next few weeks at a leading theatre. It is the intention of the company to cover the country with the
picture. For the first showing a large
orchestra and chorus will be essential
and everything possible will be done
to recommend the film to the attention of the best classes in the community.
Harry R. Raver, director-general of
the Itala Film Company of America,
will have tin- management of this fea

PICTURE

Vista, Colo."

"I take pleasure in tendering my
renewal, as I value the publication
highly.
"W. A. Williams,
"111 Chaddock Avenue,
"Hornell, N. Y."
"At Lubin's western branch the
other day, two or three had stopped
other trade papers and were buying
the News. You have good writers
and the magazine has a fine make-up.
good quality paper and splendid style
"Very
truly.
"R. O. Boothby.
type.
"1958 Oak St..
"Los Angeles,

Cal."

TWO ECLECTIC EXCHANGES
The Eclectic Film Company, of 110
Wesl Fortieth street, New York City.
have opened a feature film exchange
in New York City, which is located
for
the Building
time being
the address.
World's
Tower
at thein above
Jule Bernstein is in charge. The following features can be booked from
this office: "The Fatal Plunge," "Toils
of Villainy," "His Fateful Passion,"
"The Lost Diamond," "The Bridge
that Failed," "The House of Mystery." "A Man's
Shadow,"
"Joseph's
Trials in Hirypt." "Joan of Arc."
"Death
of a Geisha."
"The
Great
Mine
Disaster"
and
"Napoleon."
A branch office has also been
opened in Boston, at No. 65 Olympia
Building, .". Tremont

Row.
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"Raising Trices in 'Philadelphia

Quaker City Exhibitors Vote to Adopt Uniform Scale, Beginning April 3, Charging Five Cents for a Fourreel Program and Ten Cents for Five to Eight Reels — Plan Not Yet Ratified
theatres, to ascertain conditions in
PHILADELPHIA is soon to be the
Social Workers' Club of Philadelphia,
on March 5. in the Central Y. M. C. A
them, and Miss Gillette laid stress
scene of an important experiment
Auditorium, 1421 Arch street.
upon the dangers which, in her mind,
in raising the scale of admission
prices at the motion picture theatres,
The day of the five-cent show is threatened girls and women in dark
theatres, where audiences are so
passing, Mr. Jeffries told his hearers.
it now seems probable.
closely packed together.
In his opinion, the nickel house will
The Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Few films, said Miss Gillette, were
League of the Quaker City has voted
be succeeded by commodious, wellimmoral, and there is actually litle
ventilated houses, at which the adto adopt a uniform scale, beginning
difference between the censored and
mission price will be from ten to
with April 3, charging five cents for
uncensored photodramas.
twenty-five cents. Incidentally, he
a four-reel program, and ten cents
protested that the number of five-cent
for program of from five to eight
houses in Philadelphia was entirely
BASEBALL
TOUR
FILMED
reels. Five cents will be the matinee
too numerous for the good of the
What promises to be one of the
price, and the full price of admission
motion picture business as a whole,
season's "best sellers" is the series of
at all shows will be charged for chiland for the welfare of the exhibitor.
films taken in all parts of the world
dren not in arms.
by the touring baseball players, and
The new system will be put in force
After his address. Mr. Jeffries exwhich are handled by a company
hibited a new type of screen on which
on the date mentioned, provided that
known as the World Tour Company,
films were clearly projected with the
seventy per cent of all the exhibitors
room lighted to such a degree that
of which John J. Gleason is president.
in Philadelphia, whether League memThe offices of the company are in 145
everyone could read the program durbers or not, will ratify it. The agreeing the entire performance.
West
Forty-fifth
street, New
York.
ment will be binding for three
In commenting on the superiority
Forty thousand feet in all were
months, with a probability of its bephotographed under the direction of
of the lighted theatre, Mr. Jeffries decoming permanent if anticipated reFrank McGlynn, an Edison director,
clared that the evils complained of in
sults are forthcoming.
motion picture houses lay, not in the
A special meeting of the League
and photographed by a Pathe cameraman. These forty reels have been
was called to consider the question of immoral film, but in the darkened
cut down to G,000 feet and put in the
house. Few, if any, immoral pictures
a regulation of prices, based on the
most desirable form. Much territory
are offered to the public, he added,
number of reels run at any particular
has company.
already been sold, according to
and it is high time that, amid all the
performance.
the
To aid the meeting in reaching a consorship agitation, this fact should
The King of England, the Pope at
definite solution of the problem, the be powerfully emphasized.
Miss Mary E. Gillette, a member of Rome, the Khedive in Egypt, the
matter was referred to a committee,
Governor-General of Australia and Sir
who were empowered to draft a trial the Motion Picture Committee of the
Thomas
Lipton in India were all inscale of prices and report it at once
Social Workers' Club, heartily encluded in the pictures, together with
to the assembled body. The owners
dorsed President Jeffries' defence of scenes from every country visited.
the film-drama as an institution.
of large houses and two controlling
McGraw, Callahan, Comiskey and
The Motion Picture Committee resmaller ones composed the commitMatthewson are featured throughout.
centlv made
a tour of the picture
tee.
The debate when the report was
returned was warm on both sides.
The adoption, however, was unaniV^|
mous and the new scheme is now
being laid before the individual exhibitors of the city with a view to having
it as widely ratified as possible before
April 3.
Mr. Benn, during the discussion of
.
the committee's report, ardently advocated a ten-cent scale as a mini_
mum for all night shows. Such a provision was the only salvation of the
small house, he declared.
The big feature naturally played a
J§&»
prominent part in the argument, and
WT
it was agreed on all sides that the
multiple reel picture had come to
stay.
B
Julian M. Solomon, Jr., manager of
the Susquehanna Theatre, which was
^i
recently opened, was elected the
League's press representative at the
meeting.

k&^I^Rh

HOW the Quaker City League men
feel, as a whole, about the question of raising prices is revealed in
the address of Edward A. Jeffries,
president of the League, before the

SCENE

FROM
"SO LONG,
COUNT "
(Lubin— March 21.)
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thing that destroys the force of that appeal is, in the
highest degree, reprehensible.
The play in question is largely rural in character.
Some of its scenes are laid in a large city, but so are
some of the scenes in "The Old Homestead." Neither
is any the less rural on that account.
The producer had, if he had only ' realized it, an
opportunity to establish a new standard for dramas of
country life, and to give them a new vogue. He
could have created a fresh type that would have been
the example for producers for years to come.
Instead of which the spectator is treated to a version
of the "rube" play in its hayseediest form, the kind
that flooded the stage after "The Old Homestead"
had gained its vogue until a satiated public revolted
and demanded something more substantial in its place.
The superiority of the picture to the play in many
respects is too well known to need proof. The photoplay is not cribbed, cabined and confined by any of
the limitations that hem in the stage play.
For that very reason, if for no other, it is to be
expected that the motion picture producer, when he
borrows a story from the stage, will improve it in
production where improvement is possible.

subject to the apadvertisements are
condition expressed
in the text portion

No. 11

REPROACH!

Wl

I V is it that some producers of motion pictures in this year of grace, 1914, persist in allowing their productions
to be staged and
acted in a style that has not been tolerated on the
legitimate stage for ten, and in some cases, twenty
rs?
Why will they take scenes, characters and methods
that have been cast aside by practically every class
of theatrical manager because their public has been
educated beyond them, and try to work them off on
the screen public in the hope of squeezing a few additional dollars from
these worn-out
relics?
Of course, the big companies will not risk their
reputations by resorting to such practices. It is the
irts, the "hole-in-the-wall," shoestring class of mopicture merchants who are degrading the whole
industry by peddling second-hand wares and theatrical
misfits of this kind, and endeavoring to palm them
off upon the people.
*
*
*
T)R( )( )F that this is done is to be had in the shape
*
of a multiple rei
iture," one of the current
produi tions. It is so flagrant an example of this unpardonable policy that it deserves to be exposed,
chief!) becau i it pretends to be a "feature."
through the feature thai tin- besl producers are
ing their appeal to the well-to-do classes who
patronize the legitimate theatre exclusively, and

It is
maknow
any-

HP HE motion-picture industry is not the "old curi■*■ osity shop" of the legitimate theatre. The motionpicture producer has no need to subsist on the crumbs
that fall from the theatrical manager's table. And
the motion-picture producer has no right to serve
his public with re-hashed, warmed-up productions of
stale left-overs from the theatrical cupboard.
The photoplay is the peer of the spoken drama and
the motion-picture theatre has as legitimate a claim
upon the time and money of every man, woman and
child, rich or poor, high or low, as has its elder brother, the theatre of the uttered word.
That claim is not yet fully established nor officially
recognized. But it is being vindicated every day by
the aid of the finest examples of the cinematographic
art. And this triumph must be delayed or lessened
by producers who do not hesitate to resort to such
injurious methods to enrich themselves at the expense
of the industry and of the public.
Keep the standard of quality in motion pictures,
and particularly of the feature, above suspicion !
LOOK

ON

THIS

PAGE

' I M IE attention of the reader is again called to
-* the "Feature Booking Directory" and its facilities By referring to this chart the exhibitor can
at once find out from whom he can book features in
his territory and gel action without unnecessary delay.
The page number of the "Directory" will be given
each week on this editorial page. Look in the upper
left-hand corner. Also the reader may find here the
page number of the "Buyers Guide" for ready buying reference.
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Music and the ^f^
Picture ^Jb**
Editor'' 's Note.
is prepared
to answer and
all questions
exhibitors
relating to the
use —of This
musicdepartment
in connection
with photoplays,
to suggest from
suitable
music for
current pictures.
Correspondence will be welcomed.
SIGNIFICANT event, in the
world of motion pictures and
the music world, was the installation and first public recital of
the Hope-Jones Symphonic Orchestra at the Vitagraph Theatre, Broadway, New York City, on Monday,
March 9.
The instrument, a $30,000 product
of
the organ-maker's
art, inis athemotion
most
elaborate
ever installed
A

picture theatre. It was made at the
factories of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company, at North Tonawanda, N.
Y., under the personal supervision of
Robert Hope-Jones, the inventor.
The instrumental effects obtainable
from this musical leviathan are those
of a fine pipe organ, a complete
string orchestra, differently toned
bells, cathedral chimes, xylophones,
tambourines, castanets, piano, and
harp.
The most signal virtue of the instrument over others of its kind is
the mechanism which enables the opj
erator to shade his tones with a fineness and precision not to be surpassed on the best of organs. Each
key has four different electrical contact points, each point being a different wind-pressure, and this permits
the player to control the volume and
quality of every note.
ANY

doubt that a musician or layman might have had as to the
adaptability of this symphonic orchestra to all the needs of a motion picture theatre were effectually dispelled
by the performances of Frank R.
White, of the Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra School, Gottfried H. Federlein, Secretary of the American Guild
of Organists, and Edward F. Johnson.
Handel's "Largo" and the Intermezzo from "Thais" (Massenet) were
exquisitely rendered, but this was no
more than was to be expected from
an instrument of such resources. Mr.
White, however, went further and, to
demonstrate the adaptability of the
unit orchestra to modern music, rattled off, in his best "rag" fashion,
some dance music with a pronounced
tango flavor.

Played upon the orchestral effects,
these were delivered in the most approved vaudeville-orchestra style and
more attractively than any aggregation of theatre musicians could or
would have delivered them.
It was aptly remarked by Dr. J.
Christopher Marks, President of the
National Association of Organists,
that the instrument was at once a
revelation and a revolution in modern music instruments. This pronunciamento was immediately ratified
by the body of musicians present,
members of the American Guild of
Organists and the National Association.
A resolution of thanks was extended to Robert Hope-Jones and to the
management of the Vitagraph Theatre for the opportunity afforded the
assembled organists to witness the
trial performance of the new unit orchestra. J.Stuart Blackton responded to the resolution on behalf of the
Vitagraph
Company.
The installation of the symphonic
orchestra means a change of the theatre's policy to include two recitals
a day on the instrument, one at eleven
in the morning, the other at five p. m.
IN connection with the Hope-Jones
Unit Orchestra all those who
are interested in it should read the
comprehensive work by George Laing
Miller, "The Recent Revolution in
Organ Building," just published.
Chapter XIII contains a detailed account of the career of Robert HopeJones, the inventor of the Unit Orchestra, and on pages 179-181 will be
found a description in full of the
Hope-Jones Orchestra installed in the
Paris Theatre, at Denver, Colo. There
is one in Pittsburgh and another in
Montreal, with which exhibitors in
those two cities, at least, must be
familiar.
Mr. Miller's work, while in form
a handbook of organ construction, is
also historical in its scope. Several
of its chapters are devoted to a constructive analysis of the organ into
its component parts, and a lucid explanation of their various inter-relations. This follows a sweeping
re-

view of organ building from the beginning to the nineteenth century.
Besides its obvious value to students of the organ, the book will be
instructive to the exhibitor who
wishes to familiarize himself with the
scientific side of the art.
Among the prominent organists
who were present at the introductory
recital on the Hope-Jones Orchestra
were Walter S. Gale, organist for
Andrew Carnegie; Dr. William C.
Carl, principal of the Guilmant Organ School; Dr. Tali Esen Morgan,
national superintendent of the National Association of Organists, and
Chester H. Beebe, treasurer of the
Association.
AUTHOR OF "CLEEK" DIES
Almost at the moment when his
latest book, "Cleek of Scotland Yard,"
was issuing from the press of Doubleday, Page & Company, Thomas W.
Hanshew, the magazine writer, died
suddenly in London at the age of fiftyseven.
Mr. Hanshew was contemplating a
trip to America, his birthplace, for the
purpose of witnessing the Edison
screen productions of his stories feathe famousbefore
"Cleek."
He wasa
an actorturing himself
he became
writer, but the pen proved more potent than the mask and wig in his
life, and he abandoned the stage after
having played juvenile roles at the
age of sixteen under Ellen Terry.
In the early seventies Mr. Hanshew
began to write, and has been a prolific
producer of fiction ever since. More
than two hundred stories have come
from his
pen. theOf best
theseknown.
the "Cleek"
series
is now
They
are published every month in "Short
Stories," simultaneously with the reseries. lease by Edison of one of the screen
In 1882 Mr. Hanshew married Mary
E. Burnett, a Southern girl. His widow
and three daughters survive him. Mr.
Hanshew was born in Brooklyn, New
York, but resided in London for the
last twenty years of his life. He had
not been in America for six years before his death.
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"WASHINGTON(Universal-Special)
AT VALLEY
FORGE"
REVIEWED

BY

A.

DANSON

MICHELL

THERE arc comparatively few productions on the market
at the present time dealing with the American Revolution.
Manufacturers have been quoted as saying there is no market
for them, that the people do not want them. There are actually thousands dealing with the Civil War and its attendant
horrors of brother against brother. Even more dealing with
the West and the battles of the miners with the redskins.
There are any number of Puritan and Pilgrim pictures, but
strangely very few Revolutionary releases have been made.

PICTURE

NEWS

The conspirators plan to murder Washington while he
sleeps. Betty hears of this plan through her brother, and
frustrates it by asking the General to take another bed while
she takes his place. Her brother brings up the Continental
troops under Lafayette, who upon entering the inn are told
by the spy that Washington is upstairs dead. Just at that
dramatic moment the General himself appears. A moment
later, Betty, mortally stabbed, comes into the room, denounces
her lover, and dies.
The latter is killed after a court-martial.

"THE
REVIEWED

BY

TRAP"

(Kay-Bee)
A. DANSON

MICHELL

TWO
thousand feet of clear, concise action that should
be well received wherever there are lovers of the Western melodrama. The story is not new, in fact it is somewhat
similar to a number of other productions by this and allied
companies, but the action is of a class all its own. The writer,
Richard V. Spencer, has not laid himself open to a charge of
plagiarism by any means, for the similarity in the story lies
mostly in the fact that the story deals with Indians and
soldiers, and the time is the period following the Civil War.
Aside from this, the main plot is totally different.
The photography stands in a class primarily all its own.
The distance work is as nearly possible as a clever cameraman and good light can make it. In one scene soldiers may
be seen coming over a hill at least two miles away, and the
men and horses are most distinct. The atmosphere is good.
The attention to the details that go to make up this important item is noticeable.
Mary O'Toole, the pride of the encampment, is sought
after by Sergeant Perry and Corporal Stone, villain and hero
respectively. She favors the corporal, which his rival Perry
dislikes greatly. They fight it out with fists and Perry receives a well-deserved drubbing. He is also reduced to the
ranks for drunkenness.
Angered at this, he seeks revenge against the soldiers. His
chance comes when he hears the Indians planning an uprising.
Joining them he shows them the plans of the fort. Then

"RETURN

TO

YOUR

COMPANY!"

I lurefore this four-reel special of the Universal Company, made by Francis Ford and Grace Cunard, sets almost a
precedent. Aside from the dramatic interest that it arouses,
it is of value as an educational picture. It will do more to
impress the wonderful story of the American fight for Independence upon the minds of an audience than any number of
histories could.
!t is historically correct even to small details. The sufferings of the Colonial troops during that terrible winter spent
in Valley Forge are plainly shown. The story is told in such
a manner as to be interesting. It has a fair amount of romance and much adventure.
I he torj opens with a prelude showing the midnight ride
ol Paul Revere, the patriotic activities of Samuel Adams and
John Hancock, the gathering of the minute-men and the battles of Lexington and Concord. From there the story skips
to the wint' ■! i L777, two years later, when the cause was
apparently hopeless.
Hetty, the daughter of a minuteman, is staying at an Inn
with her uncle, a Tory. Washington's army is encamped
nearby in Valley Forge. Betty overhears the Hessians' plot
to attack the troops in the morning. Her lover, a soldier under Washington, is really a
the British. Obtaining
a copy of the Hessian plans, she disguises and proceeds toward Washington's camp, meeting her lover and entrusts the
to him. He carries it to the Hessians with word
that the commander himself will spend the night .it the inn.

THE

BIRTHDAY

PARTY

returning to his company he awaits the onslaught. The following morning the Indians, led by a traitorous Indian scout,
attack the fort, but are beaten back. Reinforcements are ^ent
for by the colonel.
Perry, obtaining admittance to the magazine, plans to blow
it up. Hearing soldiers entering, he hides until they pass
out, and then lights a fuse and starts for the door. Unfortunately for him, the soldiers had locked the door and he is unable to get out. Hastily he attempts to put out the fuse which
was now burning lustily, but is blown up with the building.
The soldiers, with the help of reinforcements, heat off the
Indians with great slaughter.

THE

The Personal Liberty League of
Illinois made the somewhat startling
offer to Bosworth, Inc., producers of
the feature, "John Barleycorn," from
the novel by Jack London, that the
league would pay $25,000 to the firm
if the latter would prohibit the exhibition of the picture in the states of
Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, or Indiana until after
December 1, 1914.
The offer was refused.
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Chaplin, the hero of four Keystone
comedies, and on his way to be a
comedian of the films of country-wide
popularity.
Chaplin's
work
in Fred
Karno's

Lyda Borelli, the noted European
actress, has been retained by the
Cines Company for a forthcoming
series of productions that will be
known as "The Theatrical Series."

The International is Canadian representative for the Exclusive Supply
Company, controlling every release of
Great Northern Special, and Preferred, Solax, Blache and Film Releases of America, as well as selected
features of Gaumont and Blinkhorn.
including Florence Turner, Deer and
the General Film Agency of London.
On last Wednesday, G. L. P. Vernon, President of the World Film
Corporation, sailed on the "Lusitania." He intends visiting England,
France, Germany and Italy, for the
purpose of securing the latest and
best releases of the foreign manufacturers for marketing in the United
States and Canada for the concern.
his

One pantomimist
who
mark
on the screen

is making
is Charles

offered Monday; Mrs. Fiske, in "Tess
of The D'Urbervilles," Tuesday;
Mary Pickford. in "Caprice," Wednesday; "The Day of Days," with
Cyril Scott, Thursday; "The Bishop's
Carriage." featuring Mary Pickford,
Friday, and Henry E. Dixey, in
"Chelsea 7750," Saturday.
This is the first time that any motion-picture theatre has devoted an
entire week to the productions of any
one company.
In accordance with a representation

The productions in which Marion
Leonard is starring will, in the future, be released exclusively through
Warner's Features, according to arrangements just completed. "The
Rose
of releases.
Yesteryear" will be the first
of
these
The International Feature Film
Corporation, Ltd., of Canada, has
just made its bow to the industry.
Herbert Lubin is President and General Manager, A. E. Moeremans is
Provincial Manager — he was formerly with Gaumont and the Mutual —
and Charles "Home-run" Hadford is
the Montreal representative, where
the organization has its home offices.
Mr. Lubin has "grown up," as the
saying is, with the film business. Mr.
Handford has been manager of the
Starland Theatre, Montreal, for two
seasons.
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CHARLES

CHAPLIN

"Night in an English Music Hall"
gave him a following before he took
to motion pictures. But his stage
career dates from his eighth year
when he played in "From Rags to
Riches." This he followed later with
three years of minor parts in Frohnian companies and with William Gillette.
His first appearance on the screen
was in "Making a Living." released
February 2d under the Keystone
brand. This has been succeeded by
three others.
Ralph Stuart has been engaged by
the Mohawk Film Company to play
the role of Terry in their screen production of "Hearts of Oak." the play
by James A. Heme. Wray Physioc
and Mrs. James A. Heme are directing and staging the production. The
production is being made in Gloucester. Mass., where the play was laid,
and old ocean is the actual stage of
many of the scenes.
The week of March 8-15 was "Famous Players' Week" at Marcus
Loew's Broadway Theatre. Cecilia
Loftus, in "A Lady of Quality," was

made
by Coroner's
Charles
Fred Pabst,
of 396 Physician
Franklin Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Klaw and Erlanger
have eliminated from "The Billionaire" the scene in which the young
girl, a heavy loser at the gaming
table, declares she is going to take
bichloride and end it all.
Dr. Pabst is the author of much
of the anti-bichloride legislation now
pending at Albany, and he advised
the managers that the use of the
drug in this connection might mislead people into thinking that such
death was an easy one. Dr. Pabst's
personal experience has taught him
the opposite. Messrs. Klaw & Erlanger saw the point at once, and
agreed gladly to the change.
J. Robson Stevens, General Manager of Stevens' Attractions, of Chapin Block, Buffalo, and J. M. Sitterly, of the same firm, were in New
York City during the last few days,
looking for electrifying features, the
kind with a punch and a jolt or two
in them.
"Sensations are what our people
want," observed Mr. Sitterly. "At the
>ame time, you can't make a picture
too good for them. If there's a fault
or an inconsistency in detail, leave it
to them to find it. The man 'out in
front' knows better what a picture
ought to be than most producers, exchange men or exhibitors."
Since the recent arrival of the Mutual head director, D. W. Griffith, the
new motion picture producing plant
of the Reliance Company being erected
at 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,
Los Angeles, is rapidly nearing completion. The new buildings are being
erected on the former site of the Kinemacolor studios and consist of a factory for the handling of the films, upto-date studios, buildings for stage
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properties, carpenter shops, dressing
rooms, etc.
Director Griffith and photographic
expert William Bitzer have invented
new methods of taking and developing moving pictures, and the new factory is being constructed with a view
to obtaining the clear cameo effect
photography which they have finally
perfected.
Continental feature films now to be
seen in New York City are "The
Gangsters," at Weber's and at the
West End, in Harlem; "The Great
Leap" at the New York Theatre, sharing honors with "The Three Musketeers." W. Christy Cabanne, under
the supervision of D. W. Griffith,
staged "The Great Leap," which is a
thrilling Kentucky feud picture.
More Continental productions are
promised the metropolis very soon.
Business of being busy.
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gangplank of the Lusitania on their
return from the globe-girdling trip,
they were met by Norma Phillips,
"Our Mutual Girl."
Miss Phillips was introduced to
"J. J." before the recording lenses of
several "Mutual Weekly" cameras,
several Reliance cameras and a still
camera.
Among the persons who were preented to "Our Mutual Girl" were Mike
Donlin, Larry Doyle, Daly, Egan, Comiskey, owner of the White Sox, Jimmy
Callahan, manager of the White Sox,
Steve Evans and John J. Gleason, the
sporting promoter, all of whom will
appear in Chapter 10 of "Our Mutual
Girl," to be released March 23.
The latest addition to the stellar
ranks of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company is Anna
Little,

On Sunday, March 8, Commodore
J. Stuart Blackton, of the Vitagraph
Company, with a number of his players, entertained at the Pleiades Club,
at the Hotel Brevoort, New York
City. The evening was thoroughly
enjoyed by a large audience.
A new
silent drama,
"The
New
Stenographer," was ably presented by
Flora Finch and Lillian Walker, assisted by Hughie Mack, Wally Van,
niic Girardot, and
Mr. Ricardi.
Miss Jane Morrow sang several songs
avc some pleasing imitations.
There
were presented
four Vitaph photoplays: "Why I Am Here,"
"Pigs ts Pigs," "Art for a Heart," and
the two-reel feature, "Memories that
Haunt."
This latter has not yet been
relea
There were many comments during
the evening with regard to the high
■le of projection, which was furd by a Simplex projector.
When
John
J. McGraw
and
nhers of the White Sox and
ts ball teams
came
down

the
the
the

Another deserter from the legitimate stage is Ed Sedgwick, who has
turned his back on the two-a-day and
musical comedy to join the Lubin aggregation. He is with Romaine Fielding's stock company now, at Galveston, Tex.
What is more, both of Ed's sisters
have got the screen fever, for the
Misses Eileen and Josie Sedgwick are
both hibernating at the Galveston studio along with the other Lubinites.
Annaseeing
Held, her
the picture
actress published
who doesn't
mind
on
the front page of a newspaper, objects to having it thrown on a motion
picture screen without her consent.
She Has on an action against the Kinemacolor company to collect damages,
charging the company used likenesses
of her without permission. Miss Held
declares "fabulous amounts" have
been offered to her to pose for the
"movies," and that she has declined
them.

Thanhouser has just rounded up a
trio of new players — Morris Foster
for general work, Arthur Bower for
character leads, and Fan Bourke for
comedies. All three are making their
bow on the screen, though they are
experienced "legitimate" actors. Bower
is somewhat of an exception, since he
played for Great Northern in Denmark, but this is his first American
engagement. Foster formerly played
in stock with Marguerite Snow, now
a Thanhouser star.
"Steamed into the Bosphorus today, after a delightful stay at Athens,"
is Nicholas Power's picture-postal salute from the Golden Horn, postmarked February 23. Globe-trotting
is obviously agreeing with Mr. Power.

ments are two notable features of the
new studio for the Gene Gauntier Players, just completed. Harold Lyons
will be in charge of the photographic
department, while Allan Farnham will
supervise the studio.
Miss Gauntier has very nearly comthe organization
of her permanentpleted
stock
company.

ANNA

LITTLE

famous for her portrayal of the popular Western Girl type. Miss Little
resigned during the past week from
the New York Motion Picture Corporation's Kay-Bee and Broncho
companies, and will appear henceforth in plays on the Universal program.
The employees of the American
Film Manufacturing Company will
hold the first of a series of dances at
the Colonial Ballroom, 20 West Randolph street, Chicago, on Tuesday
evening, March 17.
The Berlin Aniline Works have perfected a process for toning motion
pictures with aniline colors which affords considerable scope in toning and
tinting the films. These are designated as the "Agfa" toning colors.
Full instructions, with shade-card.
may be had by writing to the Berlin
Works. 213 Water street, NewYorkHueCity.
\ first-cla hting system
and
commodious
rooms
for all depart-

Another old favorite to adopt the
silent drama is James Neil, who long
was associated with Oliver Morasco
as actor and stage manager. He is already acting as co-director with Carlyle Blackwell, of Kalem.
J. Searle Dawley, the Famous Players' director, is getting acclimated
again after his return from Cuba.
Leo White, formerly comedian with
the Fritzi Scheff companies, is now
sanay.
playing
character parts with the EsRIGHT

OFF

THE

REEL

A badly broken ankle was one of the souvenirs of the Imp Company's trip to the Catskills that Alexander Gaden brought back with
him. During the production of a picture,
Frank Crane, the director, who was playing
the "heavy," threw Gaden from the top of a
passenger coach, and in the victim's own
words, "the train was going some." When
the company reached Arkville with the injured
man, not a doctor nor a drug-store was to
be found.
Cadcn had been picked up unconscious, and
it was not until he reached New York that
he discovered, with the aid of the X ■Kay, that
his ankle had been broken. The injury kept
him in the house for a week or more, and he
is only JUSt beginning
to get about again.
"Smashing the Vice Trust." the movine picture drama in which District Attorney Whitman appears, will begin its fifth week at
Weber's
theatre
to-morrowhouses
evening's
performance.
Thuswith
far capacity
have
greeted nearly everj performance. Four performances are given daily.
\ motion picture, in several reels, depicting
the scenic wonders of the automobile route
between San Francisco and Los Angeles will
(Continued on page 56.)
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Patents
^Y

H . SCHOENBAUM

411 inquiries pertaining to this department zvill be answered by Mr. Schoenbaum, either directly or through the
columns of The Motion Picture News. — Editor.
Address "Patent Editor," Motion Picture News, New

Latest
PATENT

AND

TRADE-MARK

News
Patents

and Trade-Mark
Registered
or Allowed Recently:

French Patents.

United States Patents
1,088.695. Photographic Apparatus.
E. Goldensky and P. H. Bartlett.
1,088,701. Distance-Measuring Instrument. J.Humbrecht.
1,088,806. Moving Picture Machine.
J. A. Cameron.
1,089,080. Spot - Light Attachment
for Projection Apparatus. E. P. Rauschert.
1,089,082. Reel lor Moving Picture
Films.
J. H. Rees.
1,089,111. Focussing Device J. E.
Clarke.
1,089.219.
Apparatus for Exhibiting
Moving Pictures.
J. H. Houseman.
United States Trade-Marks.
95.6S9. Stereopticons and Slides
Therefor. Victor Animatograph Company.
95,692. Moving Picture Films. Warner's Features, Inc.
Canadian Patents
150,877. Film Cartridge. Eastman
Kodak Company.
150,954. Method of Production of
Cinematographic Effects in Color.
T. A. Mills.
151,168. Pyroxylin Solution. E. J.
Du Pont-De Nemours Powder Company.
151,314.
Kinematographic
Apparatus. C. P. Goertz.
British Patents.
On February 14, Messrs. A. Bergmann and I. N. Novakowsky applied
for a patent connected with color cinematography.
24.534. Color Kinematography. J.
E. Thornton.
24,538. Color Photography. A.
Dawson.
24,547. Optical-Projection
atus (Screen). C. D. Lewis.

24,859. Kinematograph Cameras.
J. and C. W. Williamson.
24,873. Optical-Projection Apparatus. Gaumont; the latter being an
addition to Patent 3220 of 1912.

Appar-

464.749.
L. Zandiri.
464,800.
Blanc.
464,865.
464,905.

York City.
German

F.

Prisms.
K. Schiitz.
Color Cinematography.

P.

Ulysse.
464,937.
Film Mender.
G. Schulze.
18,403/464,345. Color Cinematography. L. Mauclaire. A. Breon and P.
Randabel.
18.416/461,387. Cinematography. F.
E. Grimaud.
18,425/442,888. Reflector Frame.
Miss Chesne.
464,888.
Light.
P. Grosheintz.
464,727. Photography and Stereoscopy.
J. Richard.
464.807.
Tripods.
A. H. Dupeyron.
465.220. Parabolic Projector. L.
Yeinante, Diem and Poey.
465.255. Color Cinematography. P.
E. Stow and H. M. V. Sharp.
.465,074. Ticket-Distributing Apparatus. S. Brusa.
465,248.
Projection.
G. Segre.
French Trade-Marks.
152,589. "Emaillite." Films, etc
Societe A. Leduc, Heitz and Cie.
152,614. "Paris Film." Cinematographic Films. M. Challiot.
152,789. "Bibliophote." Cinematography. Ste des Films Silf.
152.773. Victoria Film Company.
152.774. Mercedes
Film
Company.
152.775. Regina Film Company.
All of these last three cover Cinematographic Films and were registered by A. Herault and P. Grenier.
152,826. "Maillot-Pallace." Cinematography. G. Kaiser.
152,858. "Familia-Film." Cinematographic Films. Societe Francaise
des Films Eclair

Ste Lumiere

Gaumont has just filed an additional patent (57 a S. 40,430) which
completes his German patent 261,264.

Anti-fire Device for Films.
Mirror Cinematograph.

Patents.

269,106. Projector.
Froide.

Trade Notes
Out of the three countries considSpain ered as the most prominent importers
of films into Spain, Germany comes
first, next is America; France comes
only third. It would not be correct,
however, to conclude that the Spaniards prefer the German art and work.
It is merely a question of superior
commercial skill and efforts.
The Japanese embassy at Berlin,
Germany, has recently examined a
Japan
collection of educational films of various makes. It is said that an importantment order
from the Mikado's governis expected.
Business
Several firms have recently advertised in Paris that chairs for motion
picture theatres could be obtained at
the rate of sixty cents apiece. Naturally those who purchased them found
the material and make rather poor,
and every time a person moved the
chairs made a great deal of noise. A
French inventor has taken the advantage of the situation by putting on
the market a shock absorber, which
costs only one cent and which can be
adjusted instantaneously without tools
of any kind. A seat that costs the exhibitor 61 cents pays from 30 to 50
cents daily.
Ex-King
Manuel
The former
Kinga "Fan"
of Portugal is to
be seen very often attending London
motion picture houses. He generally
takes two seats, one for his wife and
another for himself, both amounting
to about 40 cents. When recognized
and
offered
special
advantages
he
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very politely refuses, stating that he
wishes to be treated as any ordinary
patron.
Some Idea
Two German theatre owners living
in the same neighborhood both conceived the idea to remain alone and
not be troubled by his competitor.
One of the two, therefore, started distributing special tickets in the streets,
these tickets giving the bearer the
privilege of a reduction amounting to
about two cents.
As soon as the other exhibitor
learned of the fact he announced that
not only was he considering the question of allowing a reduction similar to
that of his competitor, on tickets issued by himself, but that he also
would accept his competitor's tickets.
Turkish Patriots
Two Turkish theatres are reported
to have been mobbed for projecting
films, the titles and subtitles of which
had been in a foreign language.
The fact is surprising to those, who
for years have known Constantinople
as an international city, where the
English, French and German languages have hitherto been considered
as official languages.
Royalty Buys Theatre
Prince and Princess von Schaumburg, brother-in-law and sister of
Wilhelm II, Emperor of Germany,
have recently inaugurated a motion
picture theatre in Bonn, Germany.
European Operators Associate
In several European countries, oper
ators have recently formed various
associations in order to serve both
the interests of the operator and exhibitor. In Paris a professional union
lias just been organized which includes operators having at least one
year's practice and experience. Besides this, a professional examination
is necessary and if the technical
knowledge of the candidate is found
to be insufficient, another examination becomes necessary, which maytake place three months later if the
proposed member intends to Income
an associate.
Reliable operators are at t lie dis1 of exhibitors during week days
from 8 to 10 in the e\ ening and irom
3 to 4 on Sundays and holidays \i
leasl one man musl be alwa) - .it the
office waiting tor a possible .-all from
an exhibitor
The association offers the exhibit
ors all information
thai
the)
maj
'" ed and in- ,i, - tin m to call al
to set vi their mi, i
time, promising
ii the be ;1 po sibli
Cinematography in Egypt
irding to -| , Film,"
\i
dria, Egypt, a city of aboul 600,000 in
half of whicl
i imposed
of various Europi ai nations, has

theatres, everj one of them changing
pictures five times a week.
The prices
of seats vary from 5 to 30 cents.
A motion
picture theatre
can now

A New

Home Projection Machine

ad and acalready
THE
interest widespre
tive
in home projection
machines was further stimulated this
week by the arrival in New York of
the new "Cosmograph," manufactured
by the Maggard-Bradley Company,
of Morehead, Ky. A. M. Beatty. the
vice-president, gave a demonstration
to The Motion Picture News in the
offices of the Atsco Company, 218
Forty-second Street, New York
City
The "Cosmograph" is a radical departure in appearance and construction from the other portable projectors now on the market. In ap»
pearance, the new projector is simple, compact and small. While solid
and substantial, the weight together
with the carrying case is brought
down, through the use of an aluminum frame, to only twenty-five
pounds.
No cranks are used. After the wiring of the machine has been connected with an electric lamp, the pressure of a button starts the motor in
operation and controls its speed. This
is a decided advantage to the operator, who is lecturing or demonstrating and wishes to talk the moment
the machine ceases operation.
The motor, which is small, compact
and enclosed, is especially manufactured for this machine by the General Electric Company. The intermittent movement, which can be left
out and the machine instantly
changed to a stereopticon, is located
on the left side of the apparatus and
is enclosed in oil. So also is the
shutter in front The rheostat is enclosed in the lamp house; 0 M. M.
carbons are used. The framing device is operated by displacing a small
handle; the threading is easy and can
readily be effected by the novice. The
"Cosmograph" is fitted with a threeinch motion picture and a ten-inch
stereopticon lens. Additional lenses
of any focal length up to sixty feet
may be used.
Mr Beatty claims that pictures can
be satisfactorily projected by the
"Cosmograph" up to seventy feet.
I In- lens tubes of varying focal
lengths make the machine adaptable
tO

the

-mall

office

be found on nearly every street corner in Cairo, while ten years ago no
one would dare invest a cent in motion pictures.

or

1 -i ed auditorium.

room

ami

the

The "Cosmograph"
uses
standard
him and perl. >i .ilir .n and gets power
M
anj
ordinary
electric
lighl
oi i et, either A ('. or D. C.
The
films are o mtaim .1 in metal
in the
upon
which
the mechanism
is
placed ; then
e no belts of anj kind
in the machine.
The film may be re-

wound by simply reversing the reels,
stretching the film from one to another and starting the motor. The
film containers, which slide in the case
on tracks when removed and fastened
together, furnish a carrying case for
the film and extra reel.
Mechanically the construction is of
a high order. No die cast gears are
used, all gears being machine cut
from steel. The bearings are oi
bronze.
A large manufacturing

plant exclu-

sively devotedKy.,
to is
theready
"Cosmograph"
at Morehead,
for operation and the machine will very shortly be placed on the market. — M. H. S
SUCCESS
OF
"CRITERIONS"
"The Trap" and "The Desert's
Sting," the first two releases of the
Criterion Feature Film Company, of
110 West Fortieth street, New York
City, have already met with a gratifying reception, according to the report
of the sales manager.
Territory for "The Trap" is completely exhausted. Seventy-five per
cent of tlie territory for "The Desert's
Sting" has been booked, and inquiries
regarding
Outlaw,-'
next Criterion "The
release, are
alreadythecoming
in.
DANISH

FILM

ARCHIVES

The Royal Library of Copenhagen.
Denmark, is preparing to establish
within a few months archives containing motion picture films of prominent
men of the kingdom, together with
phonographic records of speeches by
them, to be handed down to future
generations. Most of the men prominent in the life of Denmark have already posed for the camera and
"spoken" for the records.
HOW

VENICE

STOOD

STILL

Venice was "The City that Stood
Still" not long ago by the orders of
it- own mayor and council, and the
occasion was the production of a
Kleine feature-film drama.
ft became necessary, if possible, to
have the historic canals of the city
chared of all gondolas so that the
scenes might be staged upon their
waters without any outside interference. The company prevailed upon
tin council to -rant this request for
the length of time necessary for the
enacting of the seems
The historical "Byssones," too,
were used in the production by a special dispensation of the city authorities.

THE

STATE
Arizona
Colorado
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Georgia
Greater New

York...

Illinois
Indiana
Maryland
Nebraska
New

England States

New

Jersey

New
Mexico
New York State
New York State except
New York City

New
York
No. New

State and
Jersey. . . .

North Carolina
Ohio
Ohio (Western)
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania (East. ) .
Pennsylvania (West.).
South Carolina
Texas
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
West

Virginia

Wyoming
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PRODUCTION
'"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
"Victory" — Five Reels
"Battle of Waterloo" — Five Reels
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Magda, a Modern Madame X"
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Magda, a Modern
Madame X"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"Her Life for Liberty"
'Rome
or Death"
"Magda. a Modern Madame X"
"Mary
Magdalene" — Three Reels
'Bride of Lammermoor" — Three Reels.
"Magda, a Modern
Madame X"
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Paul
Hunt"— Six
Reels J. Rainey's African
"Rome
or Death"
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels.
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Rome
or Death"
"Magda, a Modern Madame X"
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Rome or Death" — Five reels
"Madge, a Modern Madame X"
Charles
Hawtrey
"A
Message
from
Mars" — 4 reels
"A Soul's Tempest" — Three Reels
"80 Million Women Want" — 4 reels...
"Gambler's Revenge" — Four Reels
'Magic Veil"— Four Reels
"Power of Innocence" — Three Reels. . .
"A Race with Death" — Two Reels
"Nemesis" — Three Reels
Revolutionary Wedding" — Two Reels.
"Dagmar" — Three Reels
"Through the Clouds" — 4 feels
"A Soul's Tempest" — Three Reels
"SO Million Women Want" — 4 reels...
"Gambler's Revenge" — Four Reels
"Power of Innocence" — Three Reels...
Magic Veil" — Four Reels
"A Race with Death" — Two Reels
'The Current" — Three Reels
"Cards" — Three Reels
"Unmasked"' — Three Reels
"On
the Steps
of the Throne" — 4 reels.
'Nemesis"— Three
Reels
"Dagmar" — Three Reels
"Salome" — Three Reels
"Spectre of the Sea" — Two Reels
"Revolutionary Wedding" — Two Reels.
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"From the Manger to the Cross"
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Antony and Cleopatra" — Eight Reels..
"An American Citizen" — Four Reels...
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Rome
or Death"
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Magda. a Modern Madame X"
"Her Life for Liberty"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"California
Rodeo" — Three
Reels
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in— Five
Missouri"
"Victory"
Reels
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels..
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
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Colonial Feature Film Co...
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Inter-Urban
Amusement Co.
Attractive Features
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
Attractive F'eatures

1629 Curtis St.,' Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
110-112 West 40th St., New
York
211 North 13th St., Philadelphia,
110-112 West 40th St., i\ew Vork
.'II North 13th St., Philadelphia,

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Inter-Urban
Amusement Co.
E. & W. Transfilm
Bureau.
H. E. & J. C. Feldmau.
Peerless F'ilm
Peerless
Film Company
Company
H. E. & J, C. Feldman
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
L10-112 West 40th St., New York City.
I 182 1! roadway, New York.
34 Wil.oughby
Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
34 Willoughby Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind
1482 Broadway, New York.
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.

Nebraska Feature Co
E. \ W. Transfilm
Bureau..
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau..
Inter-Urban Amusement Co..
E. & W. Transfilm
Bureau..
Progressive
Features
Colonial
Feature
F'ilm Co....
Inter-Urban
Amusement
Co..
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau.
Orpheum
Features

1210 P. St., Lincoln, Neb.
110-112 West 40th St., New York
110-112 West 40th St., New York
110-112 West 40th St., New York
110-112 West 40th St.. New York
miii Broad St., Newark, N. J.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
110-112 West 40th St., New York
1111.112 West 40th St., New York

Success Feature
European
Feature F'ilm
Film Co Corporation.

220 West 42nd St., New York.
220 \\ 1 st l-'il St., New York.

Success Feature Film Lo
European Feature Film Corporation .

220 West 42nd St., New York.
220 West 42d St., New York.

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Modern
Feature Film Co...
Photoplay Feature Co
!
People's Amusement Co
People's Amusement Co
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau.
Inter-Urban
Amusement
Co.
Attractive Features
Photoplay Feature Co
!

Empire Theatre, Winchester,
Va.
318 W. Court St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
110-112 West 40th St., New York City.
110-112
West 40th
40th St.,
St.. New
City.
110-112 West
New Y'ork
York City.
211 North 13th St., Philadelphia. Pa.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

1. H. & E. L. Henry.
M. M. Osborn

Empire
Theatre,
Winchester,
San Marcos, Texas.

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Colonial Feature Film

Co

Candler Bldg., 220 West

42d" St.,

City.
City.
City.
City.
City.
City.

N. Y.

Va.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

J. H. & E. L. Henry

Empire Theatre,

T. H. & E. L. Henry

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.

Colonial
Photoplay Feature
Feature Film
<~o Co.

City.
Pa.
City.
Ta.

Winchester,

Va.

The names of the above feature exchanges and buyers, together with their addresses and the lists of titles of
features they are booking, are published by "The Motion Picture News" only as an aid to exhibitors.
The purpose of this directory is to enable every exhibitor to write directly to the purchasers of territorial rights
in his state for any feature he may wish to book, thus saving valuable time. Feature exchanges and buyers who
desire to have their names and addresses listed here should send their requests to The Feature Editor, "The
Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York, N. Y.
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"ZINGO, THE
SON OF THE
(Warner's Features)
REVIEWED

BY A. DANSON

SEA"

MICHELL

A

TWELVE-REEL picture, made by the Ambrosio Company, which is composed of four separate, distinct and
complete parts of three reels each, one of which will be released each week. The above is the name of the first release,

"Zingo and the White Elephant" is the second, "Zingo in
Africa" is the third and "Zingo's War in the Clouds'' is the
last. The original title, "The Remarkable Adventures of Saturnino" was changed to the above. A review of each chapter
will appear each week in the columns of this paper.
There is no real story to the production. It is a burlesque
extravaganza, dissimilar to anything that has been seen before.
It might be called a second edition of the "Arabian Nights,"

ZINGO

AND

HIS

SUBMARINE

SAILORS

"FANTOMAS,

THE(Gaumont)
CROOK-DETECTIVE"

REVIEWED

BY A. DANSON

MICHELL

Tf OUR full reels, filled with the mystifying adventures of
*• this now well-known crook, who has succeeded in thoroughly arousing the enmity of the Paris police because of
their inability to cope with his cleverness. His disguises are
myriad, each scene differing from the preceding ones. In
this, the fourth of the series, he adopts that of an American
detective, for his own purposes, and by so doing makes a
large sum of money.
The same characters enact their roles as in previous productions. Victor Navarre plays "Fantomas," Renee Carl, his
accomplice, and James Breon interprets his enemy, the detective. The action as usual is rapid. In many places indeed,
it is so swift that it really requires an effort to follow it.
The settings are unusually good, both exterior and interior.
Pains have been taken to make the details realistic. The atmosphere is naturally good, and the photography beyond
reproach.
Juve, the detective, who has done so much toward capturing the crook, Fantomas, gains the enmity of the press. Finally the insults become so caustic that the authorities lock
him up, believing that he knows something of the, mysterious
crook. His friend, Fandor, a newspaper man, knowing that
his acquaintance with Juve puts him under suspicion, gets out
of the way, and attempts to locate Fantomas, and so prove
his friend innocent.
Just at this time a bank messenger, carrying a large sum
of money is killed and robbed by two Apaches, who are in
turn robbed by an old man living in the same house. The
man, however, on being attacked beats the two crooks and
makes them swear allegiance to him. The old man is Fantomas in one of his disguises.
Soon after a man posing as a great detective from America
asserts his ability to find Fantomas.
Immediately he sets to

for the adventures of the hero, Zingo, are of the same exciting kind as "Sindbad the Sailor," though not similar otherwise.
He does the most impossible things, sees the most unusual
sights, yet all with a manner as though he were quite used
to it. And his manner seems to pervade the minds of the
audience, so that even though the picture is in reality a
great impossibility, one does not think of that.
It cannot be called exclusively a comedy. There are dramatic parts, some of them burlesqued, others played almost
earnestly. But there is real humor throughout, "stuff" that
cannot help but draw a laugh from everyone.
In a shipwreck all are killed with the exception of a small
baby who is cast on an island and reared by monkeys. The
ship sinking was excellently portrayed. After spending many
years in the company of the animals, Zingo discovers that a
log will bear him in the water, and he "sails" away, and is
rescued by some sailors.
After a few weeks they are attacked on an island by some
Corsairs, who make them all prisoners. The peculiar act inns
of the semi-monkey amuses the rough sailors, and thej do
not fear him. lie tills their roast pig with gunpowder, killing most of I hem, frees his comrades, who put the rest to the
sword, and so they sail away.
Zingo is made captain.
One day, while sailing near land, he sees Mysora, a Harem
girl, and proceeds to rescue her. This 1- done with regula
tion diving suits. On the way out she is swallowed by a
whale, who is in turn caught by some fishermen, A professor buys the whale for his equarium, ami seeing that the
mammal has the stomach-ache plays Chopin's ''Nocturne,"
causing the whale to divulge Mysora.
The Professor then refuses to give up the girl to her lover,
Zingo. Thereupon a battle takes place. The Professor's
aquarium is battered down, lie is killed by his pet octopus, and
the monkeys, whom Zingo had called to his aid, swarm over
the place.
Thus ends the first adventure.

THE APACHES

CAPTURE

JUVE

work and finds the murdered bank messenger to prove his
ability. Lady Bcliham, Fantomas' accomplice, at his request
starts a subscription as a reward to the person who will capture the notorious criminal. \\ hen the sum is large enough
Fantomas calmly walks off with it.
All this time in his disguise as a detective he mixes freely
with the police and learns their plans. Juve, the detective,
is released, but the people have not been told that he had
proved he could not be Fantomas. He is therefore captured
by a large band of Apaches and threatened unless he dis5 his supposedly hidden wealth. Fantomas, as the detective, leads a number of the police against this Apache
gang, and thus he unwillingly
trees Juve. his enemy.
Juve and his assistant, Fandor, capture him, but as usual
the crook escapes in a clever manner.
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THE

SPECIAL
"King Charles." (I- S. P. Co. Four
reels. March 23.) — The adventures of
the monarch who afterward made
Nell Gwyn famous, while he was yet
a fugitive through England pursued
by Cromwell's soldiers, are deftly
woven in with a love-story of a truehearted cavalier and his pretty sweetheart during the four reels of this
really engrossing picture. The plot is
taken from one of Harrison Ainsworth's novels, and the play, made in
England, derives its atmosphere from
being staged among the quaint English villages, near the very spots
where the Puritans and Royalists
made history nearly three hundred
years ago.
Charles' hiding place in the "Royal
Oak" from his Roundhead pursuers,
his capture by the Puritan colonel, his
imprisonment with his host in a
church-tower, and their escape while
the Cromwellians slept among the
pews beneath them, and finally, his
historic escape from Dover to France
in a sailing vessel, are all stirringly
recorded. The photography is. in
general, good; in the outdoor scenes,
excellent. The fall of the hero's steed
down a steep embankment during a
running fight with two Puritan horsemen is finely done.
The picture is sure to prove a favorite with school children, and it will
be welcomed by all who are susceptible to historical novels and plays.
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It is a picture that deserves popularity. .
"The Award of Justice."
(Kalem.
Two parts. March 18.) — Featuring
Carlyle Blackwell, who is assisted by
Louise Glaum. The plot, however,
does not give either sufficient opporunity, although there are several
strong scenes.
Owing to the perjured testimony
of "The Rat," Horace, a young evangelist, is convicted and sent to prison
for murder. Aided by Tom, a former
ruffian, he escapes and hides in the
hills. Years later Horace meets "The
Rat" again and the latter exposes him
to the local justice, who is really
Horace's brother. Going with the
crook to the cottage the brother
ars that "The Rat" is wrong, thus
saving his relative.
"The Bells of Austi." (Domino.
Two reels. March 19.) — Written byRichard V. Spencer. Possessing much
originality of plot. Jose is ensnared
into gambling with Pedro and loses
much money-. He promises to pay
this on a certain night, but not meeting Pedro at the place assigned, returns home, where he catches Pedro
robbing the safe of his father.
The villain and he come to an understanding and Pedro
departs.
The

father shoots his son, mistaking him
for a burglar. Seeing the open safe,
lie believes the boy is also a thief and
expels him from his home. Later the
death of Pedro clears Jose, but too
late, for his sweetheart is now in a
convent.
"When

God Wills." (Eclair-Universal. Two reels. March 18.) — The
atmosphere in this picture is excellent. The scene is laid in the Northwest, afavorite hunting ground of the
Eclair Company, and is full of scenes
depicting the lives of the hardy
woodsmen. O. A. C. Lund, Barbara
Tennant and Lindsay J. Hall compose
the principal members of the cast.
The work of the latter was especially
commendable.
Penniless, refused credit and with
an ill husband, a youthful wife seeks
the dance hall in the hope she may obtain some money there. She sells a
kiss to a miner, who follows her to
her home, where he is killed by the
husband.
The two are forced to fly and settle
in a whiskey-runner's camp where the
girl helps with the distributing of
illicit whiskey, and her husband goes
to Seattle to get well. Being pursued
by a revenue officer, the girl flees.
She stumbles over one of the
rifles, thus sending it into the fire, and

"Lost in Darkness." (Itala. Four
reels. March 26.) — Scenic photography as striking as any European
producer has ever sent to this country, is to be found in this screen
drama. The characters and story are
old friends to those acquainted with
continental films; there is the inventor, brilliant but fickle; the unsophisticated but loving wife; and the
"other woman," in this case a mercenary, intriguing baroness.
Thebefore
hero the
(?) wife
is fairly
in thehersiren's
toils
realizes
loss:
when she does discover it, she leaves
him. Soon after he is stricken blind
by an explosion. The wife hears of
the tragic calamity and returns to
nurse him, concealing her identity
Meanwhile the baroness has found
other victims. Almost as suddenly as
he lost his sight, the faithless man
now regains it, in time to discover the
baroness and her new lover conspiring to rob him and flee. These are
powerful scenes, worthily enacted.
With restored physical sight, the inventor receives a new mental vision,
and turns to reclaim the love he had
cast aside so lightly and nearly lost.

THE
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DEATH
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(Domino — two reels
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she is shot accidentally and killed.
Her husband returns cured, but the
shock of her death kills him.
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detective, searches the corpse and discovers he is holding a piece of leopard

"The Intrigue." ( Kalem. Two reels.
March 4.) — A storj that is bound to
leave an impression on the minds of
the audience. Played by a capable cast.
"i whom Robert Grey, Jackie Saunders,
Henry Stanley, Mollie McConnel] and
Raymond Gallagher are the principals,
the picture should "get across.''
Bob, a baby, is found and adopted
by Mr. and Airs. Austin, who have just
lost their own child. Years pass by and
Hob. now a man. meets Jeanette, with
whom be becomes infatuated. They
plan to elope from her husband. Ralph
Brandt, who has neglected her. At the
last moment Bob learns that Brandt is
bis lather, and that the woman he was
about to elope with is, therefore, his
stepmother.
"The Mysterious Leopard Lady."
(Gold Seal. Two reels. March 24.) —
A Francis Ford-Grace Cunard detective drama, following the same lines as
some of the others, yet totally different
as to story. Ford assumes the name
of Phil Kelly, as in previous productions. Several animal scenes are introduced. The shooting of a lion in the
last scene is most realistic.
Following an automobile accident, the
body of a man
is found.
Kelly, the

MOTION

skin in his hand. "The Leopard Lady,"
an actress, is followed by Kelly to an
office, where he is caught by her and
locked in a safe. Freed by outsiders,
he follows her to her home, and after
several fights with a gang, learns that
the man had been killed by a tiger. The
finale shows an airship overhead with
the Leopard Lady waving a kiss to the
detective.
"The Relic." (Broncho. Two reels.
March 25.) — A pathetic story of the
stage, telling of an old-timer who 'came
back" and proved that the expression,
"they never come back," is a fallacy.
The photography is unusually clear.
Care has been taken with the details.
An old actor secures a position as a
supernumerary, after weeks of starvation. He is to play an "extra" in "King
Lear." the play in which he had scored
his greatest success. The star is hurt
badly, and he is asked to take his place
for the evening. He does so and makes
a tremendous hit, bringing down the
house. But it has been too much, and
when the next night comes the manager
finds him dead from slow starvation.
"The Brass Bowl." (Edison. Two
parts. March 27.) — After the famous
story by Louis Joseph Vance. Ben
Wilsi >n, Gertrude McCoy, Charles Sut-

ton and Edward O'Connor play the leading parts. The work of Miss McCoy
was especially commendable.
Dan Maitland, a young society man,
exactlyreturns
resembles
awhocrook,
to "Handsome
his home Dan,"
from
abroad, and discovers the print of a
woman's hand on the table. He covers
this over with a brass bowl. At this
time he receives a letter from his lawyer informing him of the progress of
his lawsuit against a man.
He goes to his country home and there
catches a girl burglarizing his place
She
is "Handsome
Dan,"
boundthinks
on thehesame
mission as herself.
The crook and he get in many tangles,
he is arrested several times, and there
is a general mixup. Finally the matter
is straightened out and he finds that the
girl is the daughter of the man he is
suing, and that her visits were only
to steal an incriminating paper. The
end is very happy for all.
"The Dead Man Who Killed." (Apex.
Four reels.) — A remarkably good picture, involving a large cast. Splendid
atmosphere throughout. Photography
fair. Wonderful fight scene in desert
staged well.
Viera loves Boris, and greatly dislikes Lieutenant Gobrinoff, his rival
for her favors. She accepts the former on his proposal, much to the discomfort of the latter. Boris and the
lieutenant are sent to war.
While they are in the army, Gobrinoff is Boris' superior and in that
capacity makes it very hard for Boris.
Finally it gets so bad that Boris
swears vengeance. They are sent on
a trip across the desert and Boris,
waiting his chance, deserts his officer
after destroying all the provisions.
The officer catches up with him and a
terrific tight ensues.
Boris is killed and the officer handcuffs himself to Boris, believing him
still living. He is unable to free himself and thus the dead man kills.
"From the Lion's Jaws." (Bison. Two
reels. March 14.J — One of the best releases of the Universal Company. A

THE
fhi

LEOPARD

Mysterious

LADY
Leopard

LEAVES
Lady"

THE

((Jold Seal

GANG
two i eels

most spectacular fall, made by an elephant, over the side of the cliff is one
of the features. A number of lions.
tigers and other jungle inhabitants are
introduced. William Clifford and Sherman Bainbridge play the leads.
Sherman and Clifford, apparently
friend
■< hunting big game.
Alma, the
hi
their host, is engaged
to
marrj Sherman, although she loves
Clifford. Learning this. Sherman forces
fiford i" leave the house. Alma also
- soon after. She is saved by
Clifford from the lions, who have killed
Sherman after he had played the coward
by running awaj This act reconciles
the parents to Clifford There are a
large number oi natives introduced. The
atmosphere is excellent.
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crooks at a time, as most of his brethren are, and who does NOT look like
Sherlock Holmes. Those facts, of
themselves, are enough to make
one curious.

any-

Though one reel is spent in exposition, the action does not lag.
Through the next two, Finn pursues
the gentleman crook unceasingly,
fighting atop of omnibuses, leaping
from one bus to the other in the heart
of Piccadilly, chasing him over roofs,
following him in an aerial ride on a
giant crane, then down the scaffold
where they have landed, and so to his
home. Here Finn is overpowered and
condemned to die by a timed bomb.
All over? Far from it. Finn's faithful bulldog arrives just in time to
stamp out the fuse, and the detective,
freed from his bonds, engages in a
thrilling chase of the Continental Express from London to Dover by auto.
Needless to say, he overhauls the
crook and sees him safely behind the
bars.
A good picture of its kind.
THE
Scene

from

"The

Spider

SPIDER'S
and

Her

"The Spider and Her Web." (Rex.
Two reels. March 26.) — Produced by
the Smalleys, with an all-star cast, including Phillips Smalley, Lois Weber,
Dorothy Davenport and Wallace Reid.
Wonderful settings throughout. The
photography could not be excelled. The
story has strong dramatic interest.
As a result of being spurned by a
fast woman, a young man commits
suicide. The woman fears only death,
and the sight of a man's dead body
makes her ill. A doctor, who has been
courting her, calls and learns the trouble.
He decides to cure her of her wicked
mode of living.
Telling her she cannot live any longer,
he gets another doctor to repeat his
diagnosis to the woman. He persuades
her to give over the few days of her
life that are left to the working of
good. She does so, but learns that she
has been hoaxed. For a moment she
wishes to go back to her former life,
then relents and takes the doctor for a
husband.
"His Wife." (Lubin Two parts
March 5.) — A novel and interesting
innovation is used in this picture to
very good effect. The plot in itself is
good, it possesses considerable originality, and is well enacted by Harry
Myers, Rosemary Theby and Mildred
Gregory. They make a delightful trio
playing together.
To his dying father Dan gives his
promise that he will never reveal the
fact that the stenographer is really an
illegitimate sister of Dan. Dan, keeping the matter secret, enjoys terms of
intimacy with the girl.
His fiancee, Lucy, does not like this,
and breaks off their engagement.
But

REDEMPTION
Web''

(Rex — two

reels — March

26 1

she really loves him, and their friends,
seeing the trouble and knowing that
they both love one another, and that
jealousy alone keeps them apart, plan
to have them married. A masquerade
ball proves their chance. Lucy consents to a fake marriage with Dan,
and after it is over they are informed
that the affair had been a real wedding, and both are secretly overjoyed.
"Detective Finn of Scotland Yard."
(I. S. P. Co. Three reels. March 3.)
— Here is a detective story that is not
punctuated by gun-play, with a detective as a hern who is just a human
being, instead
of a match
for fifty

DAWSON
Scene from

COAXES
"His

Wife"

"The Yegg and the Eggs." (Komic.
March 13.) Those whose recollection of the high cost of eggs during
the past year is still fresh — fresher
than most of the eggs were, mayhap —
will rejoice in this delightful comedy
of eggs, pawnbrokers, jailbirds,
wealthy business men, and fingerA released convict, facing starvaprints.
tion, steals a rich man's priceless eggs
from his safe and pawns one to buy
himself a new suit of clothes and some
food. The convict is finally run to
earth, but wins clemency by threatening to destroy the eggs if he is punished, and is finally given the lucrative
job of guarding the source of all this
untold
wealth — the millionaire's
hen
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"THE

SPARTAN

GIRL"

(Pasquali-American )
REVIEWED
BY MERRITT
CRAWFORD

THIS five-part production, dealing with an episode in the
Greco-Turkish War, is one which ought to give satisfaction wherever it is shown. It is filled with thrilling action, and save for a few trifling inconsistencies, which do
not really mar the piece as a whole, tells a convincing story
throughout. The photography is excellent and the scenes
unusually well directed, those of the Turkish army's advance,
the dynamiting of the Kronidis Bridge, and the rescue of
the heroine from drowning, being especially effective.
Helena, a Greek girl, who is affianced to Captain Humeroki, an officer in the Greek Army, falls in love with Ali
Bey, a military attache of the Turkish
legation, who
has
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This she places at the base of one of the piers of the great
bridge, blowing it up as the Turkish cavalry, led by her lover,
gallop over it.
The bridge falls, mortally wounding Helena as well as the
Turkish host, and her husband arrives with the Greek troops
in time to hear her confess all and receive his forgiveness.

"THE

DREAM

WOMAN"

(Blache Feature)
REVIEWED BY A. DANS0N

MICHELL

THIS screen dramatization of Wilkie Collins' work of
the same name in four reels is undoubtedly the best
production of the Blache company in a long time. The
story gives unlimited opportunity for excellence to both
the producer and cast. The plot might have come from
the pen of Edgar Allan Poe; its weirdness and fascination
is as diabolical as anything he has written. There is suspense throughout the story, causing a fear that actually
seems to enshroud the reader.
Madame Blache, in making this picture, has *een that
the most interesting part of the drama is the superstition
which is in the story, and this indescribable w-eirdness is
wonderfully made a feature of the film It is a story that
will never be forgotten, whether in drama or fiction.
When one thinks of the visitations of a man in the full
possession of his faculties by a "Dream Woman," a person from that other obscure world of which we know nothing, there is a creepy sensation in the region of the spine.
The sub-titles are quotations of the actual words of the
book, all of them in the narrative style. This naturally
adds a zest to the story.
The settings are remarkably

HELENA

OVERHEARS

THE TURKISH

PLAN

rescued her from drowning. Against her will, however, she
is compelled to wed the Greek commander and renounce her
Turkish lover.
Time passes and war is declared between Greece and
Turkey. Important documents giving the details of the
Greek defences are entrusted to Captain Humeroki, and these.
Ali Bey, who through a chance meeting has learned that
Helena still cares for him, is commissioned by his Government to obtain.
He meets her by appointment in the garden of her home
and entreats her to secure a copy of the papers for him. I )ivided between love for him and her duty to her husband and
country, Helena hesitates, but believing that ruin will overtake her lover, unless he obtains the precious documents,
finally listens to his pleading. While her husband sleeps she
copies the papers and delivers them to the emissary of the
enemy.
At once she is racked with remorse. She realizes that
she is a traitor, not only to her husband but to her country,
and her anguish of mind is not diminished when Captain
Humeroki is ordered to the front. News comes that the
Turks have approached near the city and she determines to
risk all in the hope of retrieving her act. She sets out to
find Ali Bey and beseech him not to make use of the documents she has given him, With her butler as her sole escort.
she boldly drives to the Turkish camp, and while waiting for
.Mi Bey, hi a wing of the dilapidated farmhouse where the
Turkish commander has his headquarters, she overhears their
plan for attacking the Grecian Army. From the documents
they have learned that the Kronidis Bridge alone of all roads
that lead i
undefended, and over this they intend
making their victorious advance.
\iiii a brief interview with Ali Bey, Helena and her
faithful butler turn their faces again toward the city, driving
at a gallop as soon as they are out of sight of the Turkish
troops. Helena, who has already formed a plan I
the aims of the Turkish leaders, on arriving at the bridge
dispatches her servitor for a powerful charge ol dyn

"I

WAS

ORDERED

TO

LEAVE

THE

INN"

accurate, coinciding with those of the original script. The
e i< riors are good, especially the inn scene in the first reel.
The whole production i> artistic in the highest degree.
l'he finale, depicting the final disappearance of the
"Dream Woman ' leaves doubt in one's mind as what did
actually happen to her You see her in a double exposure,
her eyes staring straight into yours, then by a clever dis-

solve she disappears.

Claire Whitney plays the woman and Fraunie Fraunholz the hero of the story, which is as follows: A young
man dreams rub year on tin- day of his birth of a beautiful woman who always attempts to stab him When he
has grown to be a man, be meets the girl and marries her.
Sin- turns out to be a courtesan, and he in anger strikes
her She haves linn, vowing vengeance, and shows him
the knife that has always figured in bis dreams.
All this In- tells to a man and woman who give him a
position with them, llis wife turns up later when they are
i\\.i\. and. hearing him in the next room, gains admission
and stabs him to the heart The detectives follow her
and

lose her footprints at the edge

ry ends.

of the water.

So the
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"A Tragedy of Ambition." (Selig. Two
reels. Mar. 2.) — -A melodrama of unusual
interest. The action throughout is rapid. The
suspense aroused in several scenes is responsible greatly for a number of favorable comments. he
1 photography
is excellent.
Reginald, a young society "lion," interested
in sociology, meets a cashier in a restaurant.
After some time they become engaged, but
break off the alliance at his father's demand. The girl swears vengeance and years
later has her chance, but forbears to take advantage of it. The finale is one which has
considerable
strength.
"A Bunch of Flowers." (Biograph. Mar.
2.) — A light drama which presents an undesirable moral. The photography and acting
is good and the plot consistent. A husband,
although a heavy drinker, succeeds, but his
success causes neglect for his home. The girl
leaves him, the reconciliation
following.
"Pathe's Weekly." (No. 18. Mar. 2.)
— No news of a startling nature.' General
Coxey, of Industrial Army fame, preparing to
launch another such invasion to Washington;
King George and Queen Mary in London
opening the Parliament amid much pomp
were the most interesting items. The photography in the latter item, due to a fog, was
indistinct.
No Mexican
news.
"The Smuggled Sister." (Selig. Mar. 3.)
— A pleasant story, in which there are some
good water scenes. Inclined to be melodramatic. A girl, the sister of a smuggler,
rescues her brother from a government officer. The usual fight between love and duty
takes place, with the former winning.
"The Second Generation." (Pathe. Mar.
3.) — A story dealing with the horrors of
heredity. George Middleton and Frank Powell
are the principals. Learning that there is possible insanity in his family, Hugh will not
marry. Seeing his father in a foolish spell
is sufficient to prove his theory for fact.
"The Diamond Maker." (Kleine-Cines.
Two reels. Mar. 3.) — A number of clever
settings combined with excellent photography
and light effects help to make this a worthy
release. The characters are sharply denned.
Bob, a chemist, discovers that he can make
diamonds.
During
visitdiamond
to his necklace,
fiancee's
home
a servant
stealsa her
the chemist being accused. A detective, investigating the case, finds that Bob has made
a hurried trip to the city for expert advice
on his invention, and is able to frustrate the
plot of a rival to secure the formula of the
invention. Bob demonstrates the reliability of
his invention and so proves his innocence.
"A Night Out." (Edison. Mar. 25.)—
Withnor Dan
Mason,
May Abbey,
O'Conand Cora
Williams.
Rather Edward
an old comedy
with several new twists. Overcoats get changed
in a restaurant and the contents of the pockets
cause much
trouble.
"Putting One Over." (Edison. Mar. 28.)
— By Acton Davies. One of the "Dolly of
the Dailies Series." Cast includes Mary Fuller, Elizabeth Miller, Charles Sutton and
Robert Brower. Dolly takes the place of the
woman leader of the reform league and works
wonders for the poor, to say nothing of getting
aconsistency.
good "scoop." Plenty of action. One in"Dinkelspiel's Baby." (Edison. Mar. 23.)
— A laughable, yet pathetic comedy. Dinkelspiel
of hisIt wife's
and
gets a gets
baby mighty
to take sick
its place.
works dog,
wonders,
and the dog disappears.
"The Borrowed Finery." (Edison.' Mar.
24.-) — Rather far-fetched in some parts. Good
drama as a whole. An actress in a hurry leaves
some jewelry in the coat of a child player.
A ragamuffin
friend of the little boy actor
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steals the clothes, having heard that the actor
did not want them, and parades in them. They
are brought back, but in the meantime the
old doorman is arrested, charged with the
theft.
All's well that ends well, however.
"Making Lace Fans." (Pathe. Split reel.
Mar.^lS.)— On the latter end of "A Spoiled
Life." Shows the methods of painting, riveting
and putting together valuable fans.
"Against Heavy Odds." (Pathe. Two reel.
Mar. 14.)— "A Trip to the Great Nile Dam"
is used as a "filler" on the pictures. The case,
the principals of whom are Douglas Gerard,
Lillian Gibson and George Gebhard, register
some very capable acting. The story is typically a "western."
"Hogan's Alley." (Pathe. Mar. 4.) — A
good comedy, introducing' some slapstick work.
Fictional Irish humor is used to advantage.
A feud between two Irish families causes the
son of one, who wants to marry the daughter of
the other, to impersonate a policeman and
threaten the other family with arrest. The
arrival of a "regular" policeman causes complications.
"Along the Upper Nile." (Pathe. Split
reel. Mar. 14.)— On the same reel with
"Against Heavy Odds." Showing many views
of the Nile in and near the first cataract, also
dances and native of the Bicharyn tribe of
Arabs.
"The Brother Counts." .(Pathe. Two reels.
Mar. 5.) — "The story of this film is based on
brotherly love, youthful folly, its penalties,
feminine repentance and its reward," to quote
the Pathe bulletin. Two brothers, the sons of
Count Marrat, are very fond of one another.
Dying, the father requests Frederick to look
after Charles. This he promises. Later,
Charles, desiring to travel, is given permission
by Frederick and sets out. He meets a professional gambler, who robs him of his money.
The gambler's sister tries to warn the young
man, but Charles is deaf to entreaty. Losing
all he kills himself. By a curious incident
the brother Frederick meets this girl years
later and proposes to her. She finds out that
he is the brother of the dead Charles and tries
to break the bond, but Frederick will not let
her do this.
"The Vision in the Window." (Edison.
Mar. 30.)— One of Wood B. Wedd's sentimental adventures. Seeing a wonderful looking woman in the window of a department
store, he is all anxiety to get there and propose.
Finally, after being ejected from the store
sundry times, he reaches her side to find she
is a dummy.
Excellent comedy.
"The Mystery of the Laughing Death."
(Edison. Mar. 31.) — From the "Chronicles of
Cleek/' The fifth of the series. Not as interesting as previous numbers, due to several
seeming inconsistencies. A number of deaths
in the same family occur and Cleek is called
on to solve the reason. He finds a statue, in
which there is a tarantula which has stung the
victims.
"The Adventures of Kathlyn," No. 6.
(Selig. Two reels. Mar. 9.) — The continuation
of this wonderful story of adventure has not
lost any of its attraction in this number. It
is picturesque and Oriental to a degree, with
the suggestion of the wild deserts and savagery
of India. Kathlyn, with her party, including
her father, Bruce, and her two Indian friends,
succeed in returning a sacred elephant which
brigands had stolen to the Rajah of Alhabad,
in whose castle they had rested for the night.
Resuming their journey, they are captured by
the brigands, and a ransom of three bags of
silver is demanded of their old enemy, Umballah. He arrives and, recognizing her father
as "the White King," asks for him, but cons'gning toBruce
and of
Kathlyn
be had
eatenbeen
by
tigers,
the cage
which tothey
bound. In this moment of suspense the reel
i^ ended.

The Sultan and the Roller Skates."
(hdison. Mar. 9.) — An original comedy,
portraying the Western idea of the Sultan's harem
with some odd-looking
inmates. The Sultan
captures an American girl having roller skates
on teet. He orders Sam, an American salesman of roller skates, to fit out his soldiery
with the wonderful invention. While they are
struggling to keep their feet the girl and
bam skate off and very gracefully escape.
Very amusing.

"Pathe's Weekly, No. 24."
Out of several recent happenings (Mar 9 )—
the
most interesting were the scenes ofperhaps
the recent
Hoods which have caused such wholesale destruction of property in California
Gingers Reign." (Vitagraph. Mar. 9.)
—In this reel some very clever character
playing is evident at various times. The
scenes are strongly presented and hold the
interest throughout. Ginger, a dancing girl
is a conquest of Gentleman Bill, but she
refuses to leave the stage and be his wife. In
her absence he marries another girl, and in
the course of time they become poverty stricken
Ginger comes to see Bill's family, and that
night takes up a collection for them, evidencing
an unexpected good heart.
For And Lang Syne." (Biograph. Mar.
J.) — A rather slow story is made interesting
by the act. ng in this picture. It attempts to
show that modern methods should
not be introduced into an old business too quickly.
An old groceryman turns over the business to
his aggressive son, who straightway begins to
make reforms by forbidding some old gossips
the use of the store porch. Due to local
disapproval, the trade decreases to such an
a arming degree that things are put on their
old basis just in time to save the business.
"The
Speeder's
Revenge."
(Vitagraph.
andjtV
Lillian Walker.
Aplayed
comedy
party byof Hughie,
speedersMack
are
heavily fined, and in revenge get the constables on a supposed murder trail, in which a
scarecrow
is the victim.

Hiram's Hotel." (Kalem. Split reel.
Roland comedy, along unconventional lines.
nlhat
i j
— A isJ°hn
E- isBrennan
anda hotel
Ruth
tipping
an evil
proven to
keeper. Hiram and Marie go to the city and
stop at a hotel where they are annoyed by
demands for tips together with a large bill.
Later, when the hotel manager stops at Hiram's
farm, the family make up all they had lost
by copying the hotel's manner of extortion.
"Beauty, the Educated Horse." (Kalem
Split reel. Mar. 6.)— By a varied repertoire
of amusing tricks this reel provides a good
demonstration of what a horse can be made to
do with the aid of sugar and patient persuasion. On the same reel with "Hiram's Hotel."
The horse is the property of a California girl.
"A Romance of the Northwest." (Lubin.
Mar. 6.) — This film depicts life in the Northwest very successfully. Jules, a trapper, and
the Captain of Royal Mounted Police are
rivals. The girl's father steals the company's
money to gamble with and loses it. The girl
promises to marry whichever of her two suitors
shall bring back the money. The trapper succeeds, but seeing her chagrin, he resigns in
favor of his rival.

"The Hopi Raiders." (Kalem. Split reel.
Mar. 7.) — The battle scenes in' this picture are
well directed and the photograp
hy is clear. A
party of moonshiners are raided by the soldiers,
and m revenge they secure the help of the Hopi
Indians and attack the garrison. On the same
reel with "Unveiling of the Maine Monument."
"The Unveilling of the Maine Monument."
(Kalem.
Split reel.
Mar.
7.)— A patriotic
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4 of marching soldiers and sailors leading
scene
up to the unveiling of the Maine monument
in Columbus Circle, New York City, on last
Decoration Day. A good release. On the same
reel with "The
Hopi Raiders."
"Sophie's Birthday Party." (Essanay.
Mar. 7.) — A comedy possessing a really
humorous
situation,
which it"Slippery
Slim"
buys a piano,
and in ingetting
into his house,
allows it to fall on him. Help arrives in the
shape of a bookworm, who looks up the matter
in his library. Two laborers start to dig him
out, when the noon whistle blows, and his
rescue is delayed for an hour. His agony is
very humorous.
"A
Four-Footed
Desperado." (Edison.
Mar. 4.) — A comedy featuring Carlton King
as a bear, which he played well. Alice Washburn also registered some good work. A
congenial bear has great difficulty in getting
near people in his desire for human companionship. After scaring numerous people
and causing much mirth, he at last finds a
friend in a little girl, who is not afraid of him,
and who feeds him with a spoon.
"The Absent-Minded Mother." (Edison.
Split reel. Mar. 4.) — A film in which mirth
is provoked by an original and humorous departure. On same reel with "A Four-Footed
Desperado." An absent-minded mother leaves
her baby in a drug store. The baby gets in
a box of hair restorer, "guaranteed to put
hairfound
on a tobilliard
ball," and
lifted The
out,
is
be covered
with when
whiskers.
mother faints, but the father, who is the inventor of the hirsute application, beams with
pride at the proven reliability of his "medicine."
"When the Cartridges Failed." (Edison.
Mar. 7.) — The story portraying the bravery
of a girl who stands off the attempt of a fellow
worker, bent on securing the payroll she is
taking to the "works." He is just at the point
of victory when help arrives in the shape of
the chief engineer. Of course, there is a
romantic side to the picture. This drama is
written by Ben Wilson, who plays the leading
part, and is assisted by Gertrude
McCoy.
"When Dooley Passed Away." (Lubin.
Mar, 7.) — A good comedy in which the main
plot is old, but the variations are original.
Casey and Dooley are both in love with the
Widow Cassidy. Dooley over celebrates, and
is taken for dead, the machinations of Casey
causing this belief. During the wake Dooley
comes to life amid great consternation, and
Casey makes a hasty exit.
"Children of Destiny." (Biograph. Mar.
7.) — A drama that has the appeal which the
weak and unfortunate always provoke in us.
The reel is played with great fidelity to the
story containing a moral teaching. A dancer
has an illegitimate child by a man who deserts
her. He soon after marries, and his daughter,
growing up, becomes a social worker. The
first child, his son, becomes a drug fiend, and
being weak-minded, is easily pursuaded to lure
the social worker into a room on one of her
errands of mercy. Her locket is snatched off,
and discloses his father's picture. lie takes
her back to her parents and identities himself
t'i hi- father, who tries to bribe his silence.
The son leaves in a rage and goes back to his
old haunts.
"The
Renegade's
Vengeance."
(Selig.
\l:u.
I',,) -A
tale of the West
with
£
I
photography, and characteristic quick action.
Ben and Virginia are secretly married, and her
father in his anger easts lluin .ml. Tin old
man's rescue of their little child from a burning shed brings about a reconciliation. The
leading up to this an interesting.
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••Animated
Weekly." (Numbei
102.)
Snow scenes during the recent blizzard in New
York, the skating races at Newburgh and Hy
Mayer's
cartoons
were
the n
.-ting
items.
"Animated Weekly." (Number 104.)— The
Mardi Gras celebration in New Orleans loo
very interesting, but was not very clearl) d*
imed. Pictures of Charles Becker and his
faithful wife leaving Ossining were good.
The capture of the Mexican rebel, Maximo
1 lMilIrr. who is accused of wrecking
a train
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"Such a Villain." (Nestor. April 3.) — The
plot of this picture, possessing many novel
ideas, is responsible for good situations throughout. A hypnotist causes some trouble by stealing girls away from their beaux. One boy,
however, takes a course in mesmerism and gets
square.
"Universal Ike Has His Ups and Downs."
(Universal Ike. April 7.) — Augustus Carney
and Louis Glaum are the leading characters,
as usual. The usual slapstick variety of acting
that belongs to Carney alone. He elopes this
time andHe gets
up wife
with arrive
an anarchist's
bomb.
and mixed
his future
back on
earth after an exploring trip to Mars or its
vicinity.
"The Menace to Carlotta." (Rex. Mar.
22.) — A story of the Italian district told by
Lon Chaney, Pauline Bush and Murdoch McQuarrie. The makeups would stand improvement. Giovanni is engaged to marry Carlotta,
but being in need of money arranges to sell her
to supposed white slavers. Tony, a friend, and
her father come to her rescue. The fight between Giovanni and the old father is very
realistic, almost too much so. The girl is
brought
back.
"Colonel Custard's Last Stand." (Joker.
Mar. 19.) — It seems almost a shame to
burlesque such a subject. Some very humorous
names, such as Chief Standing Cowski, instead
of the original Sitting Bull, are introduced.
Good comedy
of that class.
"How Green Paid the Rent." (Inker. Mar.
25.)— A very good light comedy which possesses
nothing to offend. The plot is sure to "get
across." Having gambled his money away,
Green starts to go home. Looking through the
keyhole and spying his wife awaiting him he
goes and sits down on a box. His club friends
returning home, very much the worse for
wear, think him the blind man who usually
occupies that place and till his extended hat
with money. The landlord takes the money,
unnoticed by Green, gives him a receipt and so
Green
pays the rent.
"A Kidnapped Pugilist." (Rex. Mar. 19.)
— Hazel Buckham and Jimmie Clabby, a regular
prize fighter, play the leads. The rube rivals
start for the city to learn fighting. After two
years work in a training camp they are matched
up for a fight.
"Won in the First." (Joker. Mar. 18.) —
A typical Joker picture. Full of slap-stick
and humorous detail. A minister is taken
for a prize fighter, and the fighter is taken
for the minister. Whereupon the minister is
forced into the ring and engages in a farcical
fracas with the fighter's opponent, beating him
thoroughly. The real fighter is forced to drink
tea and talk to the women.
"The Schemers of Squeedunk." .Imp
Mar. 16.) — This picture was shown for review
before the inserts had been made. This may
account
for an unintelligible story.
"A Marriage for Money." (Eclair. Split
reel. Mar. 29.) — Beautiful colored photography. Having married an old maid because
he thought she had money, a miser is disappointed to learn she is penniless. Howevei
love conquers.
"Society
at Simpson
Centre."
"split reel.
Mar. 29.)
On tin same reel with
"A
Marriage
for
Money."
A number
of
grotesque drawings that are not very humorous.
"Auntie's Romantic Adventure." (Crystal.
Mir. 29.) — Not very good comedy. An aunt
takes (he place of an eloping niece, meets the
wrong fellow, gets kidnapped and has a hard
time getting free. The will also meets the
gir
wrong
fellow,
l. and the fellow meets the wrong
"Too Much Married."
(Powers.
Mar. 30.)
\ comedy
with several
slap-stick
scenes
which arc excellent. Drunk on his wedding
eve. Jack is unable to get up the next morning
until nearly tin timi
set for Ins wedding
His clothes aie stolen and he arrives for the
ceremony in a bathrobe and marries 'he mother
by mistake.
"Those Persistent Old Maids." (Nestor.
Mar. 20.) — Eddie Lyons. Lee Mot an and
Victoria Ford ..re the principals of this verj

lively comedy. Two identical trunks get mixed
up, so that the one carrying a young man is
shipped to the wrong party. The detective,
'■'ling a clue, gets all mixed up, too.
"Scooped by Cupid." (Victor. Mar. 23.)
— -J. Warren Kerrigan and Cleo Madison in
the leads. A newspaper story in which a
woman and a man reporter are opposed. The
woman wins out, but in trying to get her
story to the press is hurt. The man valiantly
helps her, telegraphs the story to her paper and
then resigns from his own.
"Jealousy and Giaut Powder." (Imp.
Mar. 12.) — A slap-stick comedy which will
amuse. A husband is jealous of his wife,
and carefully watches her every movement.
One day she is seen with a very stylish looking man and immediately the husband is
excited. Locking them in a room, he lays a
giant bomb outside the door, hop ng to thus
exterminate a rival and his unfaithful spouse.
The fire department, aided and abetted by
the "police," get the couple out and extinguish
end.
the
bomb. The husband is all apologies in the
"Mike and Jake Go In For Matrimony."
(Joker. Mar. 21.) — A Joker comedy along
fairly
lines.
It willthat
"getlikes
across"
in fineconventional
shape with an
audience
this
style of picture. Attending a matrimonial
raffle, they both draw wives. Mike draws a
pretty little thing, while Jake gets a horrible
old maid. The latter has money galore, takes
good care of Jake who becomes happy. Mike's
"frau"
the
end?is perfectly helpless. Which wins in
"Some Boy." (Joker. Mar. 7.) — This picture would have been received with enthusiasm
several years ago, and it should be more upto-date. It shows the numerous pranks of a
boy, his doctoring the punch and cake, etc.,
it his sister's "coming-out"
party.
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"Kathleen, the Irish Rose." (Thanhousar.
Two reels. Mar. 10.) — The plot of this story
is very good, but the atmosphere is sadly
missing. The picture is well photographed, the
scenes are very beautiful and the acting clever.
A girl is wooed by the Squire and a village
lad, and although she prefers the latter, the
former's position in life is something. She
dreams that the Squire had arranged a fake
marriage. The old priest, hearing of it, arranges to take the place of the impersonator
and so really marries the two. She sees Terrence, her lover, wrongfully accused by the
Squire and just as he is to be hanged, she
wakes up to greet Terrence.
"Italian Love." (Beauty. Mar. 4.) —
Marguerita Fischer, Harry Pollard and Fred
Gamble are the principals. There are some
excellent interior settings, especially a store
scene. Miss Fischer makes a good Italian girl.
Two rivals, each believing he has won the girl,
are beaten bv a third who had not figured in
tin story.
Good clean comedy.
"The Eugenic Boy." (Thanhouser. Mai.
15.) — One of the Thanhouser Twins plays
the part of an effeminate spoiled boy, whose
mother would not let him out without a nurse.
Finally he breaks away and shows he can play
hall, as well as lick some of the neighbors'
kids, who are supposedly
"tough
guys."
"Rafferty's Raffle." (Apollo. Mar. 8.)—
Fred Mace plays an Irishman to perfection.
\ionslapstick
which
the section
colored come
porof the comedy,
town andin the
Irish
to blows.
"Her Way." (Princess Mar. 6. 1— Boyd
Marshall and Muriel Ostriche play the leads.
The plot is ..I.I but tlie very pretty actions of
dainty Miss Ostriche would put almost any
tor) "across." In this she plays as a maid
and en's to the house of the man she is to
marry, having never seen him, and, liking him,
decides she will wed him.
"His First Love." (Majestic. Mar. 10.) —
How a little child completely changed a hardhearted old man into his antithesis is the plot
of this story. Having no monev to pay the
rent, her little girl is placed in the baby show
and wins the first prize. Their Landlord, one
of the judges at the show, thus meets "His
Kirst Love."
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(Path6 Photoplay Masterpieces)
REVIEWED
BY LESLEY MASON

era in Pathe pictures will be ushered in by this
ANEW
photodrama, which, in many respects, is as far in advance of the ordinary feature — a word that is coming to cover
too many sins in some quarters — as the feature is above
the average single-reeler.
"A Romany Spy," a three-reel production, is the first
of what is to be known as "Pathe Photoplay Masterpieces." If the quality of this one may be taken as a criterion for judging those that are to follow, the name will
be no empty, high-sounding title, but a synonym for artistic superiority.
The picture is the result, or better, the accomplishment
of a deliberate
and carefully
executed
plan to attain a
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enced, by the urgings of Peter and the promise of much
money, to continue.
While in Ipanoff's rooms a fellow officer calls and
Karola hides behind the curtains. Presently she creeps
out and gains an entrance to the office of the commander
of the fortress, where the plans are kept. She takes them
and. not being able to get out of the fort, returns to Ipanoff's apartment. Accidentally the papers fall from her
dress, the theft is discovered, and in defense she urges
that homeless wanderers such as she have no realization
of a crime against a country.
Meanwhile, the commander has detected the loss and
immediately seeks out Ipanoff, who is suspected because
he has been seen with Karola before under peculiar circumstances. Following a dramatic scene, the gypsy girl
escapes, but the lieutenant, after being court-martialed, is
condemned to death as a traitor.
Karola has returned to the band of gypsies. She reads
in a newspaper that the man she has come to love is to
be shot at sunrise and hurries to the fort, hoping by her
confession to prove his innocence. She reaches the walls
of the fort in time to fall weeping on the bullet-riddled
body of the hapless lieutenant.

"THE

THREE
REVIEWED

THE

ROMANY

GIRL

AT

BAY

summit in screen production through equally strict attention to every one of the elements that enters into the making of the photoplay masterpiece.
Photographic merit is not relied upon to atone for carelessness of costume; splendor of scenery is not employed
to blind the spectator to mediocrity of acting; nor is a
star summoned to bear the burden of a second-rate production upon his or her shoulders.
The inflexible law of these pictures is that plot, costuming, photography, scenery, acting and historic accuracy
shall be all that human ingenuity and knowledge can make
them.
And it may fairly be said these results have been very
largely attained. The story is fully worthy of the treatment that has been accorded it, instead of being, as too
often, a slender single-reel plot fattened into three. The
acting of Asta Nielsen as Karola, and of Wogritsch as
Lieutenant Ipanoff, preserves the harmony of excellence
maintained elsewhere in the picture.
"A Romany Spy" deserves the name "photoplay masterpiece."
The argument of the drama runs in this wise:
Peter Erlanger, who has been commissioned to secure
the plans of a fortress by stealth, meets Karola, an attractive gypsy, and sees in her a valuable ally. Her fascinating
dancing has charmed Lieutenant Ipanoff. who is stationed
at the fort. Under the pretence of love, the girl is to gain
access to the fort, gather what information she can, and
at an opportune moment steal the coveted plans.
A surreptitious meeting before the walls of the fortress
is arranged between Karola and the susceptible lieutenant.
On her return to Peter, she is able to give him much valuable information. Subsequent visits develop in the heart
of the wild girl a fondness for the officer and she is on
she is influwhen
the scheme
the point of abandoning
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(Essanay)
SCRATCH

CLUE"

BY C. J. VERHALEN

LITTLE success has been achieved with the detective
brand of motion picture. However, the Essanay have
been building these kind of photoplays with a considerable
degree of success. Their latest, which is released March
27, is a clean-cut play that does not reek of the cheap dimenovel effect. Bryant Washburn, in the role of Lynch, a
gentleman crook, plays a very good part. A rather strong
cast is supplied with this two-reel feature. Francis X. Bushman plays the part of Norman, the secretary, Thomas Comerford, is in the role of Dr. Strong, whose hobby is books,
and Irene Warlield plays the part of his daughter, Helen.
Dr. Strong's hobby is valuable books. Through an item
in the daily paper, Lynch learns that Dr. Strong recently
purchased a book, for which he paid $50,000. Lynch determines to gain possession of this. His opportunity to get
acquainted with the doctor comes one day as they are leaving
their home and a thug endeavors to snatch Helen's pocketbook. Lynch rescues the purse and is thanked and invited to
their home.
Norman is very much in love with Helen, but she does
not give him the desired answer. After she meets Lynch
she admires his bravery and Norman is somewhat forgotten. Lynch rents a room in a building across the way from
the Strong home and, by means of a telescope, learns the
safe combination in which the valuable book is kept. He
invites the doctor to his house and gets him interested in
an old book which he has there and pleads an engagement
from which he will return very shortly.
The doctor is contented to wait and read the book. Lynch
proceeds to the Strong home, gains access to the library, but
accidentally tips some books on the floor. The secretary,
seeking the cause of the noise, enters and sees the thief. A
struggle ensues in which Norman is bested and Lynch escapes
to the street, where an auto awaits.
He dresses as a chauffeur, after throwing his mustache
to the floor of the machine. Norman presses him into
service to chase the thief. As the machine is speeding
along he finds the discarded mustache and notes three
scratches across the hand of the driver of the machine, which
he inflicted during the struggle.
He seizes Lynch around the neck and the auto runs wild.
It strikes a tree alongside of a deep embankment and they
are both cast down, struggling. Lynch is again getting the
best of Norman, when officers arrive and lend a hand. The
thief is recognized and Norman is again received in the
good graces of Helen,
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Featuring GENE GAUNTIER in a
truly fascinating drama, produced in the
heart of Ireland and in America. A
beautiful picture story bewitchingly
entertaining.

Come Back to Erin
(THREE

PARTS)

A wonderful Oklahoma picture, featuring BABY EARLY and ELSIE
ALBERT. Produced on Miller Bros.
famous "101 Ranch." Only depiction of
the famous Indian Chiefs' Sacred Dance.

Ths Last Ghost Dance
(THREE

PARTS)

A society story of the present day with
the popular MARION LEONARD,
playing the leading role. A Photoplay
of distinctive quality that is particularly
pleasing.

The Rose of Yesteryear
(THREE

PARTS)

WARNER'S FEATURES, Inc.
130 W. 46th Street, New York

S READY

DU
FOR

DELIVERY

The Improvements are:
Star and Cam of tool steel, hardened and
ground. (Grinding done on specially designed
machine to insure absolute accuracy.)
Bushings for both Cam and Intermittent
Sprocket Shaft are made of hardened steel.
Lamp House Support Frame is braced to prevent the possibility of slight vibration.
The above improvements can be furnished for
L912 and 1913 Models.
ROCK
STEADY
PICTURES
LONG
LIFE
SOLD
WITH
A GUARANTEE
Are

MOTIOGRAPH

QUALITIES.
Particulars

Write

for

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO.
568 West Randolph

Western Office
833 Market St., San Francisco.

Eastern Office
21 E. 14th St., New York.
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LISTING IN THIS BUYERS' GUIDE, FOR NAME AND ADDRESS, INCLUDING ONE
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS— $8.00 A YEAR, CASH
IN ADVANCE. FREE TO ADVERTISERS USING $100.00 OR MORE WORTH OF
DISPLAY SPACE DURING THE YEAR.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
SLIDES
Niagara Slide Co., Lockport, N. Y.
CAMERAS
American
Cinematograph
Co.,
617
Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Ernemann, 114 Fifth Ave., New York.
Sterling Camera & Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
New York.
DEVELOPING
TANKS
A. J. Corcoran, Inc., 9'A John St., New York.
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
SETS
The Mich.
Chas. A. Strelinger Co., Box P-2, Detroit,
FILMS
(Manufacturers,
Dealers and Renters)
American Film Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., 275 Lakeside
Ave.,
Orange,
N. J.
Essanay
Film Mfg. Co., First National Bank
Bldg., Chicago, 111.
General Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
George H. Kleine, 166 N. State St., Chicago,
111.
Lubin Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
G. Melies, 204 E. 38th St., New York.
Mutual Film Corp., 71 W. 23rd St., New York.
New
York
Motion
Picture
Corp.,
Longacre
Bldg., New York.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.
Renfax Film Co., Inc., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Selig Polyscope Co., Chicago, 111.
Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
York.
FILM ACCESSORIES
Berlin Aniline Works,
213 Water
St., New
York.
FILM

TITLES,

PRINTING,
DEVELOPING,
ETC.
Acme
Commercial
Film Co., .56 E. Randolph
St., Chicago, 111.
Commercial Motion Pictures Co., Inc., 102 W.
101st St., New York.
Evans Film Mfg. Co., 412-22 W. 216th St., at
Broadway.
New York.
Film Titles, Printing, Developing, etc
Gunby Bros., Inc., 145 W. 45th St., New York.
Herald Square Sign Co., 608 Sixth Ave., New
York.
Standard
Motion
Picture Co., 5 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
FILM REELS
Lang Mfg. Works, Olean, N. Y.
FURNITURE

AND
FURNISHING
ON
RENTAL
William Birns, 70 W. 38th St., New York.
FEATURE
FILMS
All Star Feature Corp., 220 W. 42nd St., New
York.
Anglo-American Film Corp., 126 W. 46th St.,
New York.
Australasian
Films, Ltd., 15 E. 26th St., New
York.
Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co., 130 W.
46th St., New York.
A. Blinkhorn, 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Criterion Feature Film Mfg. Co., 110 W. 40th
St., New York.
Commercial Motion Pictures Co., 102 W. 101st
St., New York.
Direct-From-Broadway
Features
Co., 46 W.
24th St., New York.
Eclair Film Co., 126 W. 46th St., New York.
Eclectic Film Co., 110 W. 40th St.. New York.
European Feature Film Co., 220 W. 42nd St.,
New York.
Features Ideal, 126 W. 46th St., New York.
Feature Photoplay Co., 220 W. 42nd St., New
York.
Famous Players Film Co., 213-229 W. 24th St.,
New York.
General Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
General Feature Film Co., Powers Bldg., Chicago, III.

Gaumont Co., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
GloriaYork.
American
Co., 110 W. 40th St., New
Italian American
Film Corp., 1482 Broadway,
New York.
Inter-Continent
Film Co., 110 W.
40th St.,
New York.
Kennedy
Features,
Inc.,
110
W.
40th
St., New
York.
George
Kleine Attractions, 166 N. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
New York Office: 1476 Broadway.
Jesse L. Lasky
Feature
Play Co., Longacre
Theatre, New York.
Mohawk Film Co., Times Bldg., New York.
York. Features, 909 Longacre
Mundstuk
Bldg., New
New York.
York Film Co., 145 W. 45th St., New
York.
Pan-American
Film Co., 110 W. 40th St., New
Playgoers Film Co., Lyric Theatre, New York.
Progress Film Co., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Ramo
Films,
Inc., Columbia
Theatre
Bldg.,
New York.
Sterling Camera & Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
New York.
Solax Co., Fort Lee, N. J.
Union Features, 126 W. 46th St., New York.
Unique Film Co., Inc., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Universal
York. Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
Wil-Kar Films, 1482 Broadway, New York.
World Film Corp., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
York. Features, Inc., 130 W. 46th St., New
Warner's
MOTION

PICTURE
MACHINES
AND
SUPPLIES
Amusement Supply Co., 160 E. North Fifth
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Calehuff Supply Co., 1301 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Enterprise Optical Co., 568 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago, 111.
Picture Theatre Equipment Co., 21 E. 14th St.,
New York.
Precision
York. Machine Co., 317 E. 34th St., New
Nicholas Power Co., 90 Gold St., New York.
The Phantascope Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.
Sweeley's
House, 514-516 Erie
Ave., Photo
Renova, Supply
Pa.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc., 916-918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rudolph

MUSICAL
Wurlitzer

INSTRUMENTS
Co., Cincinnati, O.

RAW FILM
Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester. N. Y.
David Horsley, 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
PIPE ORGANS
HenryLouisville,
Pilcher's Ky.Sons,
PROJECTION

914-920

Mason

Ave.,

LENSES

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 569 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
POSTERS
The Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
REWINDERS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES
L. C. Smith Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
SCREENS
Day

& Night Screens, Inc., 291 Broadway,
New York.
THEATRE

LOBBY
FRAMES
FIXTURES

AND

Eagle Frame Co., 506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, 111. Co., 715 Sycamore St., CincinMfg.
nati, O.
THEATRE
CHAIRS
The Hardesty Mfg. Co., Canal Dover, Ohio.

Newman

MEET.

The Board of Directors of the International Motion Picture Association will meet at the Hollenden Hotel,
Cleveland, Ohio, on March 18 and 19.
The Board of Directors consists of
Charles H. Phillips, of Milwaukee,
President; Judge A. P. Tugwell, of
California, Vice-President; Harold W.
Rosenthal, of New York, Secretary;
William J. Sweeney, of Chicago,
Treasurer; Samuel H. Trigger, New
York; Joseph B. Friedman, Buffalo;
Dr. J. M. Rhoades, Indianapolis, Ind.;
Thomas Furniss, Duluth, Minn.; Fred
J. Herrington, Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Frank Howard, Massachusetts.
Many matters of importance to the
association and to the welfare of exhibitors in general will be discussed
These meetings are always open to
all bona fide exhibitors, and a large
number from Western New York.
Western Pennsylvania and Ohio have
already signified their intention of
Deing present.
At this meeting the details will also
be arranged for the big convention
to be held in conjunction with the
Exposition at the Grand Central Palace in New York City, during the
week of June 8.
LANG
REEL
AND
REWINDER
Among film reels and film rewindeib
now on the market, the Lang ten-inch
and fourteen-inch reels and the Lang
No. 3 Rewinder, made by the Lang
Manufacturing Company, of Olean,
N.
tion.Y., are decidedly worthy of attenThe Lang Reel is said to be practically indestructible. Its hub is of
metal, not wood, and of one solid
piece. There are three keyways to
catch the reel on the shaft, and three
places to insert the end of the film
in the hub from the outside. There
are no springs. The ten-inch reel is
priced at $1, the fourteen-inch at $1.50.
The Lang No. 3 Rewinder is an improvement over the No. 2, its predecessor, and thirty per cent heavier
than any other rewinder. The frames
have re-enforced clams and are ribbed
from clamping metal to thumb-screw.
The main frame is fitted with gearguards to comply with the law in different States. The bearings are interchangeable phosphor bronze bushings
in the main frame and the Lang friction ball-bearing in the back frame.
The No. 3 will take all reels up to
fifteen inches. Its price is $15, net.
UNCLE

SAM

INSTALS

SIMPLEX

A Simplex projector has been installed in
the United States Department of Agriculture,
Division of Publications, 215 Thirteenth street,
Washington, D. C, through Mr. Williams, of
the Educational Department of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company.
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RAMO
Features

NEWS
"THE

MISER'S REVERSION"

REVIEWED

(Thanhouser)
BY A. DANSON

MICHELL

SIDNEY BRACY has been called "a master of make-up,"
not once but several times, and by men who know the
business. In this three-reel release of the Thanhouser company he proves, beyond the chance of contradiction, that he
is in reality " a pastmaster of make-up." Having five distinct parts to play in this production, he makes up so well

THREE HEADLINERS

In the Stretch
gGovernorsGhost
t

• r.

The Criminal Path
4 PARTS

EACH

For the next 10 days we offer
special inducements to

FEATURE BUYERS
In Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota,
Colorado, the Northwest and
Atlanta Districts on these
3 four-part features
COMMUNICATE

C. LANG
Manager

RAMO

DIRECT

WITH

COBB, JR.

Sales and Publicity

FILMS, Inc.

Columbia Theatre Building
47th STREET and SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

BEFORE

THE

STONE

AGE

for each of them that it would be hard to recognize the real
man underneath. He is called on first to interpret the part
of a miser, and does it excellently. Then as a man of forty
he is impressive, then as himself after a view of him in his
natural guise, the spectator sees him finally as a man of the
stone age and as a prehistoric man-monkey. The last is a
truly remarkable piece of acting.
The production cannot be called original in the strictest
sense of the word. A variation of it has been used in vaudeville, and similar plots have been fictionally utilized. This
does not, however, make it any the less interesting. It is
founded on the Darwinian theory of the relationship between
man and animal.
An old miser visits a doctor in order to partake of his
waters of youth. Taking an overdose he becomes first a
man of forty, then a man younger, then a baby, then a stone
age savage and finally a prehistoric man. In this guise he
is caught by an organgrinder and exhibited through the
streets.
Finally the miser wakes up, discovers it has been all a
dream, and then like Scrooge repents of his miserly ways, and
bestows his daughter upon her lover, with his blessing and
his monev.
MAYOR
HARRISON CENSORS FILM
Mayor Carter H. Harrison, of Chicago, recently viewed
the Universal six-reel production, "Traffic In Souls." He
expressed himself as being delighted with the picture, but
nevertheless did not pass it after ;i conference with Major
M. L. C. Funkhouser.
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"CLOTHES"

(Famous Players)
REVIEWED BY LESLEY MASON
THERE

is an atmosphere about the Famous Players' productions which may be, at times, unanalyzable but, nevertheless, sets them somewhat apart from those of their competitors in the particular field which they have chosen to ex-

ploit.
In "Clothes," their latest offering, this atmosphere is traceable to the artistically convincing environment of luxury and
wealth in which most of the action of the Pollock-Hopwood
drama moves.
Those who remember the play, as it was acted by Grace
George, will realize how vitally important it is that the spectator shall be transported into this environment, so that he
seems to be gazing into a mansion of plutocracy, with the
fourth wall removed to enable him to be a witness of events
within.
If realism fails here, the whole play is a failure.
That the director of the photoplay production appreciated
this is obvious from the pains he took to meet it and the
excellent results he has achieved.
No ordinary stage setting

Up go

When
these

receipts

we release
"NATIVE LIFE IN THE PHILIPPINES"
"A (Restricted
BOY AND Territory)
THE LAW"

PASQUALI-AMERICAN

COMPANY'S

"THE POWER OF INNOCENCE"
your
•THE BRIGAND'S (For
DAUGHTER"
"FOR HIGH TREASON"
all unsold territory)
Direct Dealings with the Exhibitor Everywhere

Pan-American Film Co., Inc.
110 WEST

"LOVE

IS EVERYTHING — ALL ELSE

IS SHAM"

will suffice. And the cast must be picked as carefully as the
scenes are staged, else the effect of the latter will be destroyed because the actors cannot fit their surroundings.
The harmony between the two is all that could be desired.
The production is not staged with such reckless lavishness
that it overshadows the action. And it is gratifying to note
that the men in the cast do not look as if they were waiters
in their open- face clothes, and that the women are not actresses in Fifth Avenue gowns with Seventh Avenue faces,
but deport themselves as if they were to the manor bora.
"Clothes" is, as a whole, one of the consistently good things
the Famous Players have done. Every scene receives its due
value, but none is overdone at the expense of the rest. The
scenes around the society gaming-table and private circus
ring that Mrs. Watling uses for the entertainment of her
guests are kept in their place as incidents to the main action,
where another producer would have been tempted to enlarge
upon them. But they are just as carefully staged as if they
had been crucial moments in the drama.
Charlotte Ives, as Olive Sherwood, the pretty victim of
the world of sham, exercises an irresistible fascination in
her role. She makes herself just as credible to her audience
when she repents of her extravagances as when she was
at the height of her prodigality.
House Peters is an engrossing figure as Arnold West,
the dope-taking broker, though he is at times hampered by
an uncongenial part. Mackay is a fine, manly Burbank.
Frederick Webber, as Watling, Josephine Drake, as his wife,
Minna Gale Hayes, as Mrs. Cathcart, and Mimi Yvonne, as
Ruth, are thoroughly adequate to the characters they portray.

40TH STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone 6578 Bryant.

CITY

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor aa
is interest in the story that the
film tells.
There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And k is identifiable. Look for
"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN
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DanielV. Arthur^
managing director

213WEST 42nd STREET
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Six Weeks Ago

NEWYORK

CABLE ADDRESS. DARTHUR NEW YORK

Announce Without Reserve that Their
Presentation of the Melodramatic Play

we received a letter from an
exhibitor in a small rural town

The Great
Diamond
Robbery
with

in Iowa. He had become interested iThe
n
Motion Picture
News, and wanted to subscribe.
But as a matter of business

Wallace Eddinger

principle, he first wanted to
make certain that it was a

And a cast of Distinguished Players, all
of whom are Feature Artists in Broadway Attractions at $2 prices, will be the

trade journal really worth while.

Best Acted, Best Picturized, Most Elaborately Staged and
Grippingly Interesting Photo-Play That Has Yet
Been Given to the World

it, and gave the name of his
local newsdealer.

Why Not?
THE
CAST

Staged by
Art Direction of
Picturized by

So he wrote a letter to us about

For the next four weeks he

Daniel V. Arthur
Edward A. Morange
Herbert Hall Winslow
Gail Kane
Elita Proctor Otis
Dorothy Arthur
R. E. Graham
Frank Hardy
Herbert
Barrington

' Wallace Eddinger
Charles J. Ross
Martin J. Alsop
P. B. Pratt
Edward Gillespie
Stapleton Kent

found a copy of The Motion
Picture News awaiting him
every Monday in the store of
the newsdealer.
In the fifth week he subscribed.

6 Parts — 250 Scenes
STATE

RIGHTS

If you want to receive The
Motion Picture News for

NOW— For Release March 23

several weeks before subscribing, we will see to it that
your local newsdealer has one
for you every Monday for any

In April

Lina Cavalieri
The Most Beautiful Woman
and

in the World

Lucien Muratore
There is no obligation to you.
period.
If you price
want is totenbuy
it, it's
The
cents
the there.
copy.

The Great French Tenor and Lyric Actor
IN A MAMMOTH
SIX-PART
PRODUCTION
OF

MANON
STATE

LESCAUT
RIGHTS

NOW

If you don't call and get it, the
newsdealer is privileged to
return it to us at our expense.

In May

AMERICA'S

FOREMOST

ACTOR

WILLIAM

IN

A

SIX-PART

Just send us your newsdealer's
name and address, and we'll
take care of everything else.
PLAY
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D OPE
(Made in New Rochelle)
CAN BE FAIRER?

We don't want you, or your New York representative, to make a move for
a "Dope" right, until either of you have viewed OTHER
PICTURES
ON
THE
"DOPE"
EVIL.
Take
us
at
our
word,
see
other
"dope"
evil
films
AND
THEN ASK US TO SHOW YOU OURS!
THE

DIRECT-FROM-BROADWAY
FEATURES OFFER
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In His Own Version of

"DOPE"
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iiglllST

AN UPLIFT DRAMA, IN PROTEST AGAINST
THE INDISCRIMINATE SALE OF HABITFORMING DRUGS,
WITH
"DOPE"
.

[LAURA NELSON HALL
ERNEST TRUEX
WILLIAM H TOOKER
GASTON MERVALE
CHRISTINE BLESSING
AND
AN
ALL-BROADWAY
125 SCENES,
EMPLOYING

CAST— IN
HUNDREDS
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FIVE-A-WEEK
Coming,

Friday,

March

20th

"SHADOWS"
(IN TWO
PARTS)
FEATURED

Mr. G. P. Hamilton, president and General
manager of the Albuquerque Film Mfg. Co.,
Inc., left his desk long enough to produce an
intense dramatic three-reel picture, "A Web
of Fate," from the pen of Miss Dorathea
Farley, the versatile leading woman of the
Albuquerque.

Released Tuesday, March 17th
"OH, DOCTOR!"

A flock of boarding school girls mistake a piano-tuner for a doctor and
many complications arise which cause a good deal of humor.

Director Barry O'Neil and a company including Lilie Leslie, Ruth Bryan, Clara Lambert, George S. Spencer, Fred Tidmarsh,
Gaston Bell, Robert Graham, Bernard Seigel,
Richard Wangemann, Fred Chaston and others,
with property men, have been sent by the
Lubin company to Saranac Lake to make some
important feature pictures, the first being
Eugene Walter's "The Wolf," which requires
northern atmosphere. The company will probably stay at Saranac for three months. A full
staff of photographers and scenic artists ac
company the troop.
George W. Terwilliger and a company of
Lubin players have gone to St. Augustine, Fla.,
to make several photoplays. "The Man from
the Sea,'' bv Paul Dickey and Chas. Goddard,
will be made a feature. Among the company
are Anna Luther, Mary Kiene, Earl Metcalfe,
Kemptnn Greene, P. Thad Volkman, May De
Metz, Mr. and Mrs. Fortier, W. S. Cooper, and
about twenty
others.
The Rex Company, with Phillips Smalley
and Lois Weber, has combined with the Nestor
Company, of which Wallace Reid is director,
for an all-star production of a psychological
drama in three reels, entitled, "Barter of a
Soul." Tt is now being produced at the
Universal Pacific Coast studios.
Director A. E. Christie, of the Universal
Pacific Coast studios, is producing his third
two-reel Nestor comedy, entitled, "When the
GirlstheJoined
Women
are
theme,theandForce."
the action
in thepolicemen
comedy
takes place at Universal
City.
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., certainly has some imagination. Here's his latest:
"Last week a Ramo Feature Film, entitled,
'The Governor's
Ghost,' was being shown
at

Released Wednesday, March 18th
"LUCK IN ODD NUMBERS"

A comical tale of a messenger boy

whose number

happened to be 33.

Released Thursday, March 19th
"SINGLE HANDED"
A thrilling Western drama in which a sheriff single-handed captures
a gang of outlaws.

Released Saturday, March 21st
"A HOT TIME IN SNAKEVILLE"

A FEATURE WESTERN COMEDY WITH THOSE ENTERTAINING COMEDIANS,
VICTOR
POTEL,
HARRY
TODD
AND
THE
IRRESISTIBLE MARGARET JOSLIN.

Coming Friday, March 27th

"The Three Scratch Clue"
(IN

TWO

PARTS)

This is positively a feature drama containing more exciting and eccentric situations imaginable. An aristocratic "Raffles" gets away with some
clever workings, but is finally caught. The interest and suspense is sustained throughout the entire two thousand feet.

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

FEATURED

OTJR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct trom the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company.
Your lobby display will look attractive if you use photographs of ESSWAY players, 8x10, $3.00 per dozen. You can secure these from the
PLAYERS'
I'HOTO CO., 177 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Factory and studio, 1333 Argyle St., Chicago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

Co.

be released in the immediate future by The
California Motion Picture Corporation. The
San Francisco-Los Angeles automobile route is
probably the longest continuous run, so
recognized in the world. Its popularity will
make the forthcoming picture one of the most
attractive on the market.
A party of huntsmen, headed by Arthur
Payne, the millionaire sportsman of the San
Francisco Bay region, have just invaded the
wilds of the northermost end of California with
a couple of motion picture cameras as adjuncts to the usual hunters' equipment.
Payne expects to secure several thousand feet
of animal pictures which will be released by
the California Motion Picture Corporation, of
which he is director and his brother, Herbert
Payne, president. The feature is released in
the
territory through the Golden Gate
Film Pacific
Exchange.
The stupendous spectacle of Les Miserables,
in nine reels, is being produced at the Carnegie
Lyceum, N. Y. Projection is furnished by
two Simplex
machines.
For the interest and advancement of children
who work in Universal films, a pubic school
has been established at the Hollywood (Calif.)
studios
of the Universal, to be supported by
the
company.

This is positively one of the most sensational melodramas ever produced for the screen. A gang of counterfeiters are passing the "queer"
on everybody. A detective and a newspaper reporter are assigned to
"get the offenders."
It is thrilling in the extreme.

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
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Fox's Audubon Theatre. In the course of
the story there is a very powerful courtroom scene,, in which the prisoner is being tried
for murder. When the jury filed out to deliberate on the evidence one of Mr. Fox's
patrons, who is known to him on several occasions to have been a jury man, was interested
so much that he also got up and walked out.
After a few moments he returned, and going
to the box office said, 'Mr. Fox, I haven't seen
the other pictures. I walked out thinking I
was remarked
on the jury.'
Mr. Fox
at him
and
that without
doubtlaughed
his friend
had
for a moment quite forgotten he was in a
picture theatre.
So much for Ramo realism."
Robert Leonard has just finished the production of a one-reel drama at the Universal
Pacific Coast studios, featuring Jimmy Clabby,
the play
world's
middle-weight
boxing
champion.
The
will be
released under
the Rex
brand,
March 19.
President Samuel S. Hutchinson, of the
American Film Mfg. Company, announces that
his company is preparing to put out a number
of big features. These productions will equal
anything heretofore put out by the American.
It is not intended to maintain a permanent
company for these special features. Players
of prominence will be mustered from the dramatic profession, but each company will be
disbanded after the completion of a production.
Harry Pollard, of the "Beauty" brand, finished1 "The Girl Who Dared," starring Margarita Fischer in a thoroughly sympathetic
fart. These two artists are now engaged upon
t delightful fantasy entitled "The Broken Peacock Feather Fan."
Wilfred Lucas, for three years one of the
Biograph's most popular actors and who recently
the the
big Universal
"International"
tures, hasproduced1
joined
forces feaat
Hollywood, Cal. He has been specially engaged to direct the company which has been
formed with Cleo Madison at the lead.
Power's Cameragraph No. 6A projecting machines have been installed in the St. James
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HEART— a 4-reel production of musical thrills and sensations. Also,
3-reel detective photoplay, featuring the adventures of New York's greatest

Pinkerton.

Watch

for
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MANUFACTURE
HENRY M£ STRUM
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It is 330 feet long by 66 feet wide and will
be used to accommodate the actorfolk and
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their wardrobe and properties. The kitchen
and dining-rooms serve as a modern utility
building that is now well under way.
One of the most beautiful studies of the
life of Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII is a
three reel subject to be released through the
General Film Company, made by the Eclipse
Company of Paris. The scenario was prepared by the French novelist, Max Pemberton.
Laura Cowie, of His Majesty's Theatre, London, plays Anne Boleyn; Mr. Decceur, of Sarah
Bernhardt Theatre, Paris, plays Henry VIII;
Mr. Deneubourg, of Sarah Bernhardt Theatre,
Paris, plays Lord Suffolk; Mr. Raulin, of the
Varieties Theatre, Paris, plays Thomas Wyatt.
For the first time in a year and a half "Keystone" Mabel Normand is playing opposite her
old Biograph side-partner, Mack Sennett, man
aging director of the Keystone Comedies. The
first picture they will work in together is
entitled
Should the
Worry."
Charles"We Murray,
Biograph comedian,
who has appeared for a long time in the majority of the farces made by the Biograph
Company, is now with Keystone. Mr. Murray
is a comedian of much experience. His specialty is Irish comedy roles.
Wi'.liam Shay, Imp star, is being featured in
a Western play being directed by George Hall,
entitled
'The Stranger
at Bone forGapMr.Gulch."
This is rather
a new departure
Shay,
Western roles never having been considered a
part of his repertory. Mr. Shay has just finished playing the lead in a two-reel drama
entitled "The Sea Coast of Bohemia."
Cleo Madison, who has been in motion pictures but six months, will be featured as the
female lead by the Universal in a Gold Seal
company, of which Wilfred Lucas will be director. Before entering the motion picture
field Miss Madison had varied experience on
the legitimate stage. The first production in
which Miss Madison will be seen will be en
titled "The Mystery of Wickham Hall," a
powerful psychological drama.
Arthur "Sheriff" Mackley, Western actor
and director of the "Broncho Billy" pictures
for the Essanay Company, is now directing
and playing for the Mutual. He is at work with
Courtenay Foote and Irene Hunt in a two-reel
Western drama to be released April Hth. The
Return of Colonel Clauson," by Birdsall Briscoe, from the "Metropolitan Magazine."
Headed by Russell E. Smith, Marc Edmund
Jones, Hettie Gray Baker and other scenario
writers whose work the Mutual Film Corporation has released, the Photoplay Authors'
League was duly organized and incorporated in
Los Angeles last week. It is the purpose of
the league to do for photo playwrights what
the Authors' League of America is doing for
other branches of the literary profession.
Only photo playwrights having ten or more
produced scripts to their credit are eligible.
The offices of the World Film Corporation
have been moved from the World Tower
Building to the Leavitt Building, 130 West
Forty-sixth street, where they now occupy the
entire third floor. The rapid growth in business of the concern made this step necessary.
On account of holding a three years' lease on
their quarters in the World Tower Building, it
was not necessary to pay a large forfeit in
order to be released from their holding.
The Los Angeles office of the World Film
Corporation has been at 733 South Olive
street, with Jay M. Mullen in charge. The
San Francisco office, located at 104 Golden
Gate avenue, has also been opened, with Wm.
V. Wood in charge.
(Continued on Page 59.)

FILM COMPANY, Inc.. has opened their office at 145 West 45th Street, New York
Room 906. Tel. Bryant 5528.

BEGGARS OF SACRED
THE WRECKERS— a remarkable
detective,
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Methodist Church, of New York City, and the
Church
Brooklyn. of St. Rose of Lima, of Flatbush,
The Nicholas Power Company reports the
shipment of three Power's projecting machines
to Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
The Renfax Musical Film Company have
installed a Powers Cameragraph No. 6A pro
jecting machine.
A. J. Lang, export manager of the Nicholas
Power Company, has been confined to his
home for the past week with an attack of the
grippe, but expects to be back on the job the
coming
week.
Augustus Carney, who is being featured by
the Universal as "Universal Ike," is making arrangements to purchase a bungalow in Hollywood, Cal., near the Pacific Coast studios of
the Universal.
Hobart Henley, formerly a leading stock
player, is the latest acquisition of the Universale Imp company. As an Imp player he will
be seen in juvenile leads and heavies.
The "King Baggot Rag" is the latest piece
of ragtime piano music to hit the Great VVhite
Way. It is composed by G. W. Lowe, of
Columbia, Ky., and sold only through him. It
is arranged by Fred W. Clement. The piece is
dedicated to King, Universal Imp leading man.
The Crystal Film Company has secured the
services of two popular film stars, Vivian
Prescott and Charles De Forrest. Miss Prescott has been with the Imp and Biograph companies. De Forrest's work with Imp in the
series of "Bink" comedies will be remembered.
The Garrick Theatre has found a success in
"Smashing the Vice Trust," which moved there
last week from Weber's. This is the first
time that the Garrick Theatre has ever presented motion pictures.
Evelyn James, the young sculpturist, has been
engaged by the Vitagraph Company of America to model a fuli-length statue of Naomi
Childers, who, with Darwin Karr, leads in a
Vitagraph feature production which is expected to make a sensation. It will be the first
time the workings of a sculptor's studio will
have been shown with the sculptors actually
at work.
Joe Ryan, leading man with the Colorado
Motion Picture Company, who are producing
Western pictures for Warner's Feature program, received serious if not fatal injuries last
week in taking a scene in "The Range War,"
out
in
City,when
in Co'orado.
was
leading Canon
the chase
his horse Ryan
stumbled,
throwing him to the ground and trampling him
underfoot. So close were the cowboy comrades following him in the chase that they had
no chance to turn to one side. Consequently,
the majority of them rode over his body. Ryan
was picked up unconscious and rushed to the
local hospital, where he was found to be suffering from broken bones and internal injuries.
This is the first serious accident that has ever
happened to this company and deep regret and
sympathy is felt for Mr. Ryan. It is hoped
that his condition is not as serious as it looks
at present.
The Emby Feature Film Corporation, of
No. 145 West Forty-fifth street, New York
City, has acquired the State rights for the
United States to the output of the Priagraph
Film Company, under direction of Frank Coigne.
Ml'.e. Kelerty, prima donna of the Theatre
Francaise, Paris, plays the leading emotional
role in "The Black Cross." a multiple which
has been acquired for States rights by the
Emby Company. The picture will be ready
in three weeks.
One of the immense buildings of George
Kleine's new Photo-Drama Producing Company at Turin, Italy, is practically completed.
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(Continued from page 57.)
"Scooped
Cupid"MacDonald,
is the newest
production of J. by
Farrell
director
of
Victor dramas at the Universal Pacific Coast
studios. J. Warren Kerrigan plays the part,
new to him, of a star reporter on a morning
newspaper.
Beatrice Mable, who has been absent from
Edison films for the last eight weeks because
of an operation for appendicitis, has completely
recovered. The surgeons said that she could
have lived only a few hours longer had not
immediate
action been taken.
That Katherine Eggleston, picture editor for
the Reliance Motion Picture Company, has not
deserted the magazine field is brought to light
by the appearance of her novel complete in the
recent issue of The Argosy, entitled, "The
Taming
of Fierce Elton."
The Continental Feature Film Corporation,
which has recently completed plans for the
booking of Weber s Theatre and the Metropolitan Rink, announces that all programs
shown here in New York City and in leading
playhouse through the country will be exactly
reproduced in London at a first-class theatre in
which motion pictures have never yet been
shown. Roy Aitken, a brother of Harry Aitken, president of the Mutual Film Corporation,
is the managing director and moving spirit of
the Western Import Company, through which
the Continental is making the arrangements
for its London
presentations
of features.
Roy McCardell, the famous humorist, has
written nearly one thousand motion picture
scenarios. Strange to relate, only one has
been produced by the Vitagraph Company, in
spite of it being the largest maker of pictures
in the country. The one exception is "Love's
Old Dream" in which John Bunny and Flora
Finch played the principal roles. It was staged
by George D. Baker, who directs all of the
Bunny pictures. The success was so pronounced
in the hands of Messrs. Bunny and Baker that
Mr. McCardell claims all his future scenarios
will be first offered to the Vitagraph Company
in the hope that Mr. Baker will stage them for
the camera.

MOTION
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Wally Van, the Vitagraph comedian, who is
generally known as "Cutey," has been exceptionally unfortunate recently. About six weeks
ago he had the end of his finger bitten off by
a horse. This kept him out of pictures for
several days, and even now he is working with
the injured finger all wrapped up in surgeon's
bandages. A few days ago he was badly
scratched by Gasoline, the Vitagraph cat. The
climax happened when Cutey was butted down
stairs by an old goat being used by Director
George D. Baker.
John Bunny, the motion picture star, now
appearing in "The Honeymooners," a silent
drama, at the Vitagraph theatre, has received
an offer from Hugh J. Ward, the Australian
theatrical magnate, whereby the comedian
would present a repertoire of silent dramas in
Australia and the Chinese and East Indian seaport towns. Inasmuch as the silent drama requires no spoken words, it would open a vast
foreign territory.
Chas. F. Stark, who three years ago took
charge of the Essanay commercial department,
reports excellent results for the year just
passed.
A man Alaska,
wrote to
the Eclair
Yukon,
recently,
that Company
he had from
seen '
the recent Eclair release entitled "Just
Kids," and went on to say that the
sweetness and simplicity of this beautiful child
story had set him thinking of his little girl
"back East," whom he had not seen in twelve
years. The innocence and appealing artistry
of Clara Horton as the little girl "grown up
had turned his thoughts to his own child, and
he was leaving the next day to see her once
more and make up for their long years of
separation. In closing he said that "Just
Kids" had brought tears to the eyes of many
of the rough miners who had witnessed it.
"Little Mary" Pickford has done it again.
Apparently not satisfied with her triumphs in
"In the Bishop's Carriage" and "Caprice,"
which rank among the foremost Famous Players' Features, this charming little lady's work
in
"Hearts Adrift" is now making that picture
a sensation.
House Peters is rapidly becoming a favorite
with the ladies.
Requests are coming in, mostly

THE ORIGINAL

THREE

PICTURE

from feminine picture fans, for his photograph
to match the large portraits of the stars now
beingeach
issued
by the Famous Players' Company
for
release.
"Flo Finds a Mission" is the title of a tworeel Victor drama just finished by Director
Harry Solter, and featuring Miss Florence
Lawrence. It tells the story of how Flo, the
heroine, is led into the secret service work of
the U. S. Government.
King Baggot is producing another of his
thrilling detective stories, a two-reel Imp entitled "King, the Detective, in the Marine
Mystery." The story revolves about two
5^
brothers,
twins, who closely resemble each
other.
Ray Smallwood, for some time one of the
Universal's foremost camera men, and now
directing Imp comedy-dramas with Ethel
Grandin in the leads, has in the course of production a one reel comedy-melodrama.
The isshipwreck
in "Aat Million
Bid,"
which
now beingscene
presented
the Vitagraph
Theatre, New York City, has made such an
impression that the Vitagraph Company of
America has purchased a manuscript calling for
the actual wrecking of a large steamship. The
steamship will be completely wrecked, for, after
going on the rocks, it will be blown up with
dynamite, to depict the explosion of the boilers.
Owing to the large increase in business, the
Manhattan Feature Film Company has found
its present quarters at 341-7 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, entirely too small to meet its demands. It has secured offices in the New
Centre Building, 41 West Thirty-second Street,
suite 1601-5.
Under the title of "Like Father, Like Son,"
Tom Ricketts, one of the directors of the "Flying A" staff,
very fascinating
drama.
In it has
the completed
theories ofa environment
and
heredity are depicted in a marked and convincing manner.
Mabel Taliaferro, the heroine
"Cinderella," and her husband, Tom
associated with many Selig picture
both playing in Chicago now. Both
tors last week at the Selig studios.
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LOWEST

SIMPLEX

PROJECTOR IN
COURT
The efficiency of motion pictures
has been generally conceded; but that
they would ever invade the sanctity
of the courtroom, as they did on
March 4th in New York City, no one
had ever dared to predict.
The scene of operations was Part
IV, General Sessions, before Judge
Swann. The case in question was the
trial of Samuel London, producer, and
Harry C. Bohn, manager, charged with
giving an immoral production known
as "The Inside of the White Save
The outcome of the trial is a matTraffic."
ter of history; but it is interesting to
note the accomplishments of good
projection.
Much haste was necessary in the installation of the Simplex machine
which was to be used. Due to weather
conditions, it did not reach there until
5:30 p.m. Under the supervision of
B. F. Porter, things were put through
in jig time, and all was ready in one
hour.
The picture (five reels) was projected on an ordinary muslin curtain,
somewhat soiled and bedraggled, and
there were many disinterested opinions, all expressing the highest praise
for the projection. The machine was
enclosed in a booth to conform to fire
laws, though thj fact that the Simplex
is an absolutely enclosed machine
makes it absolutely fireproof.
Mr. Porter has long been identified
with the motion picture machine business. He says that the installation
of this machine for this purpose was
on its merits alone, and that its selection over all others is a tribute to its
superiority.
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Masterpiece— as a Magnificently Mounted Production "THE DREAM WOMAN,"
Staged under the Personal Direction of Mme. Alice Blache,
IS

A

GREAT

BOX!

OFFICE

ATTRACTION

BOOKING : N«w York, Northern New Jersey and
BLACHE
New England— Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.,
130 West ;46th Street, New!York City.
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MANUFACTURERS'

LIST OF RELEASES

EDITOR'S NOTE. — These lists of current releases are arranged in this form for the convenience
of the operator and exhibitor. In the blank column a record may be kept of the date when a given subject will be shown at your house. Tear the list out and paste it in your note-book for future reference.
Date
Serial
Shown
Released
Title Kind, Length No.
AMERICAN
3 — 16. A Modern Free Lance, 2000
3 — 21. The Coming of the Padres,
1000
3—23. The Turning Point, D„ 2000
3 — 25. A Decree of Justice, D., 1000
3—30. The Town of Nazareth, D.,
2000
4 — 1. The Certainty
of Man, D.,
1000
BEAUTY
FILMS
3—17. The Girl Who Dared". D., 1000
3 — 24. The Peacock
Feather
Fan,
C, 1000
BRONCHO
3 — 11. A Barrier Royal, 2 reels...
3 — 18. The Adventures
of Shorty,
D
3—25. The Relic, D., 2 parts
ALBERT
BLINKHORN'S
FEATURES
3 — 9. Cloister and the Hearth
BIOGRAPH
3—

6. Gentleman
or
Thief,
D.,
part 1, 996
14485
3—19. The
Restless
Woman,
D.,
1000
14512
3—21. A Friend
of the District
Attorney,
D., 1042
14538
101 BISON
3— 121. In the Wolves' Fangs
CRYSTAL

3—15. Kelly's Ghost, C
3 — 17. Dazzle's Black Eye, C......
3 — 17. Baldy
Belmont
Almost
A
Hero, C
3—22. The Fat and Thin of It, C.
3 — 24. Snookum's
Last Racket and
Without
Pants, split reel
3 — 28. Auntie's
Romantic
Advenures, C
DOMINO
3—25. The Silent Messenger, D., 2
parts
ECLAIR
3—18. When God Wills. D., 2 reels
3—22. A Tale of the Desert, D..
3— 25. Adrift,
D., 2 reel
3 — 29. A Marriage for Money and
Society at Simpson Center,
split reel
4 — 1. Caballero's Way, D., 3 reel.
EDISON
3—17. A Real Helpmate, D., 1000.
3 — 18. A Winter Holiday in the
Bernese Oberland, Switzerland. S., 400
3 — 18. A Boarding House Romance,
C, 600
3—20. The
Double
Shadow,
D.,
2000
3 — 21. The Message in the Rose, D.,
1000
3—23.
3 — 24.
3—25.
3—27.

Dinkelspiel's Baby, C, 1000
The1000 Borrowed*
Finery,
C,
A Night Out. C, 1000
The Brass Bowl, D\, 2000..
ECLECTIC
3 — 1. The Great Mine Disaster,
D., 4 reels
ESSANAY
3 — 14. Tin Interference of Iironcho
Billy
I)., 1000
3—17. Oh! Doctor. C, 1000
3 — IS. Luck in Odd Numbers,
C,
1000
3—19. Single Handed,
D., 1000..
3—20. Shadows, D., part 1, 1000..
Shadows, D., part 2, 1000..
3 — 21
\ Hot Time in Snakeville,
I , 1000
FRONTIER
3 — 19. Colonel
Custard's
Stand, C
3—21. The Sheriff's Duty,

Last
D

Date
Shown

Released

Title

Kind,

Length

3—26. Black
Hands
and
Dirty
Money, C
3—28. The Girl Bandit, D
GAUMONT
3—14. The Three Shadows, 3000..
GOLD
SEAL
3 — 17. Discord
and Harmony,
D.,
3 reels
3 — 24. The
Mysterious
Leopard
Lady, D., 2 reels
3—31. The Embezzler, D., 2 reels..
IMP

2, 1000
The
Colleen Bawn,
D., part'
3, 1000
3—18. The Award
of Justice, D.,
part 1, 1000
The Award
of Justice, D.,
part 2, 1000
3—20. The
Family
Skeleton,
C,
500
Cypress
"Ind., 500Logging in Florida,
3 — 21. His
Indian
1000
3 — 17.
3—24.
7572

3—25.
3—26.

7573

3—27.
3—28.

7576
7577
7578
7579
7580

14476
14495
14506
14513
14524
14525
14531

3 — 17.
3 — 18.
3 — 19.

3—31.
4— 1.
4 — 2.
4 — 3.
4 — 4.
4— 4.

Pathe's
3—21.

Nemesis,

D.,

3 — 17.
3 — 16.
3—20.
3—23.
3—27.
14486

3 — 19. W. W.'s Private Show, 300.
Cupid's Window,
700
3—26. B. B.'s Rough
House. 800..
Handsome
Harry's Wooing.
500
4— 4. Rival Collectors. 600
Bedelia's Day Out. 400
4— 11. W. W. W.nkv Willy
11. 1! Batty
Bill
MAJESTIC
3— 7. The

Rector's Story,

D

The Way of a Woman,
D.
The Persistent Old Maid, C.
The Mountaineer,
D
The Wrong Miss Wright, C.
PATHE
Whiffles
and
the Diamond
Pin, C, 1000
Col.
Heeza
Liar
Shipwrecked, Car., 750
Madura and Its Pagodes, T.,
250
The Wasted Years, D., part
1, 1000
The Wasted Years, D., part
2, 1000
Weekly
23, C,
N., part
1000.. 1,
His
Wife No.Wins,
1000
His Wife Wins, C, part 2,
1000

Serial
No.

14498
14507
14517
14518
14521
14533
14534

Great
Diamond
Robbery, D., 5000
PLAYERS'
LEWIS
PENNANT
Through
Fire and Flames,
3000
POWERS
Hawkeye
and
the
( heese
Mystery, C. .<%.
Hands
Invisible, D
Too Much Married, C
Her First Arrest, and U. S.
Government's
Instructions
to Young
Farmers,
Split
reel
The Romance
of an Actor,
D.,RELIANCE
2 reels

14487
14488

4—

3.

14504

3—

7. When

14505
14526

14537

KLEINE-CINES
Gypsy Love, D., part 1, 1000 14496
Gypsy Love, D., part 2, 1000 14497
LUBIN
A Deal in Real Estate, C,
1000
Above the Law, D., 2000
The Game
of Politics, D.,
2000
The Puritan. D., 2000
Detective Short, C, 400
The Bottom of the Sea, C,
600
The
Knave
of Clubs,
C,
400
In Her Soup, C, 600
The Fighting Blood, D., 2000
The
Mansion
of Sobs, D.,
2000
A Man's
Faith, D., 1000..
Sin- Was
A Peach, C, 400
The Eyes Have It, C, 600..
LUX

By Prieur
3— 6. Bill's Day Out, C. 575...
3 — 6. A Stone Quarry in Belgium.
Inn*.. MELIES
420

Length

3 — 23. The

D., part
D., part

Date
Shown
Released
Title Kind,
NESTOR
3—18.
3—20.
3 — 25.
3—27.

3 — 23. King, the Detective, in the
Marine
Mystery,
D.,
2
reels
3—26. To Life and Liberty, C...
4 — 2. The Sea Coast of Bohemia,
2 reels
INTER-CONTINENT
3 — 12. Rome or Death, 5000
3 — 26. Futurists' Carnival, 3000...
ITALA
3 — 18. Buried Secret, 3000
3 — 26. Lost in Darkness,
3000
JOKER
3—21. Mike
and Jake Go In for
Matrimony,
C
3—25. Pay the Rent, C
3—28. The Head Waiter, C
KALEM
3—16. The Colleen Bawn,
1, 1000
The Colleen Bawn,

7574
7575

Serial
No.

Fate Frowned,
REX

D....

3 — 19. A Pugilist's Romance,
D...
3 — 22. Carlotta the Bead Stringer,
D
3—26. The Spider and Her Web,
D., 2 reels
3—29. In the Days of His Youth,
D
."
SELIG
The Better Way, D., 2000. .
The Story of Venus
The Cop on the Beat
The Evil We Do
Two
Little Vagabonds
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial,
N., 1000
14539
3 — 23. The Adventures of Kathlyn,
No, 7, 2 reels
3 — 24. In Remembrance
3 — 25. While
Wifev
is Away
3—26. The Storv of Cupid
SOLAX OR BLACHE
3 — 16. The Monster
and the Girl,
4000
3 — 28. Moonshiners,
4000
UNIVERSAL IKE
3—17. Universal Ike Has One Foot
in the Grave, C
3 — 24. Universal
Ike in the Battle
of Little Tin Horn, C
VICTOR
3—16.
3—17.
3—18.
3—19.
3 — 20.
3 — 21.

3 — 1C. The Acid Test. D.. 2 reels.
3 — 20. Because
2 reels She Loved" Him, D.,
VITAGRAPH
3— 16. Auntie.
D., 1000
3—17. The
Price of Vanity,
1, 1000
Thepart Price
of Vanity,
part 2, 1000
.'! IS. The Ghosts, C. 1000
3—19. The Idler, D., 1000
3 — 20. A Model
Young
Man,
1000
3—21. Old
Reliable,
D., part
1000
Old
Reliable,
D., part
1000

D.,

14492

D., 14500
14601
14508
14520
C,
14528
1,
14535
2,
14536
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Competitor Praises &*##?/&*
Vanoscope Company

Manhattan Building
Chicago
Mr.
No.
New
Dear

Candler Building
220 West 42nd St., New York
Dec. 15th. 1913

B. F, Porter
1465 Broadway
York City
Sir:
I hand you herewith our order for one (1) SIMPLEX projecting machine for
immediate delivery, I have made a close investigation of every machine in the
market and am convinced that the SIMPLEX machine is made on honor; and shows
the result of a conscientious effort to make the best intermittent machine
possible.
We are going to show it alongside the Vanoscope optical projector to
demonstrate the contrast between intermittent and non-intermittent projection,
so that no one can say that we have not selected a high grade, up-to-date
machine as a comparison.
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
William J, Robinson

™ ™ The honest conviction of this experienced man who has made a deep study of motion
picture projection, is of great value.
The prospective purchaser will do well to be guided in his selection by this authority,
concerning this

PEERLESS

PROJECTOR

Made and guaranteed by

PRECISION

MACHINE

CO.

31? East 34th St., New York

Send for illustrated catalogue B, with full details

MOHAWK
M
O
H
A
W
K
F
I
L
M
C
O
M
P
A
N
Y
I

FILM

COMPANY.

RELEASE

Inc

SOON

"A Human Interest Story, with Heart Throbs and Laughter.**

Hearts

with RALPH
As TERRY

james a. herne

of Oak

STUART

DENNISON

o

IN FIVE PARTS

Reserve Your Territory NOW
WIRE
WRITE
CALL

n
c

9§k\

Mohawk

M
O
H
A
W
K
F
I
L
M
C
M
P
A
N
Y
I
n

Film Company, Inc., StSyorS

MOHAWK~rFlLM

COMPANY.
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OUR

Directory of Players and Directors
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing in
STELXAB

WILLIAM

MISS

MISS

POWELL

DALY

PEARL

Pathe Features

Pathe Features

WHITNEY

FEE

INTER CJNTINENT

IRVING

FILM CO.

World's Tower (Building

110-112
WEST 40th ST.

r^^T

NEW YORK
CITY
Cable:

INTERFILM

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads in

Solax and Blache Features
OPENING
DOUBLED

See list of releases on another page.

SINDELAR

Now Playing Leads in

19

A $100,000 Photo-Play
Spectacular Production

The Screen Club

Now Playing Leads in

SUNDAY

ROBERT

Producing

CLAIRE

Ready March

Director

Second Season

FRANK

IN FIVE PARTS

Imp Productions

FEATURE PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

EARL METCALFE
Lubin Films
•

Rome or Death!

BAGGOT

Directing and Playing Leads in

"FORGIVEN"

BIG FEATURE

Pathe Features

IS

Boston's motion picture exhibitors
are now paying $10 to the city for
each Sunday performance, instead of
$5 as heretofore. Mayor Curley put
the new order into effect last Sunday,
after a meeting at the city hall which
was attended by nearly all the theatrical and motion picture men in the
Hub.
Mayor Curley added that, in the
future, all of the motion picture
houses, not merely a few, will be given
licenses to run Sundays. At present
forty-six houses have Sunday licenses,
while twenty-two have none.
Only one manager offered objection
to the proposed increase in the Sunday fee. A move is now being made
to have the theatres open at six
o'clock instead of seven, as formerly.
HIPPODROME
SPECTACLE
FILMED

The spectacle, "America,*' which
has been the feature for the past season at the New York Hippodrome, is
being reproduced in motion pictures.
This is the first attempt to make an
"indoor" picture on a real stage. In
the taking of the "America" film,
three auxiliary batteries of 1,320,000
candle-power are used, composed of
Cooper Hewitt, Kiegel and Krome
Atenic lamps.
The fact that the Hippodrome stage
is the largest in New York City alone
makes it possible to take the pictures
of the mammoth production on the
stage where the spectacle is nightly
presented

FILM TITLES

"THE

Printing andDeveloping
Gire Us a Trial
Prices Right

All Work Guaranteed
Prompt Service

If you have any event that you want
photographed we can furnish an expert camera man.

Standard Motion Picture Co.,
Send For Catalogue

5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Telephone, Randolph 839

14" $1.50-10" $1.00 ea.

X The Lang Mfg. Works,

OLEAN,

n. y.

Room 912

110 Weit 40th St., New York

Better Light at Less Cost

and
Single

£

Double

CUSHMAN ENGINES
Are Throttle Governed

Cylinder

Complete Engine Generator sets. All
requirements for picture show work
met Lightest Weight. Smoothest
Power. Steady Lights. 4 to 20
Horse Power. Easy and economical
to handle. Get the hest. It's the
cheapest. Literature gladly furnished.

Motor

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

LE"

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION

58 W. Randolph St., Chicago

Cushman

PEOP

Means Quality

EXTRAORDINARY"

2121 N. Street

ADER

THE ELEPHANT BRANI

Lea-Bel Company
"FEATURES

U. S. A.
REWI

Works
Lincoln, Neb.
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive

ADVERTISING
MANAGER

FOR SALE

FOB
SALE — Vaudeville and Picture Theatre,
or will lease.
Now doing good business.
Bargain forNews.
quick buyer.
"J. C. B.," care Motion
Picture

CURTAIN

Newman
Mfg. Co.

717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Branch
Factories and Show Booms:
101 Fourth Ave.,
106-108 W. Lake St.,
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882.

THEATRE SUPPLIES
A Large Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machines and Current Reducers (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always la
Stack.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each $0.75
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
■implex, used three months. .. .150.00
Power's 6A, first-class condition. 140. 00
Idlson Exhibitions, good condition
55.00
Don't
I take of
yourmake.
old machine in forget
trade regardless
All
goods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Have
many other good bargains. Send me an
exact list of your wants and see why I
sell more goods than all competitors
combined.
SAM LEAKS, 509 Chestnut St.. St. Louis.Hi.

LE COURRIER

Cinematographique
28 Boulevard St Denis,
Oharlee

NEWS

CLASSIFIED
THEATRE

Don't fail
to visit our
Showrooms
Write for
Catalog.

Dtreotemrt

PICTURE

Rates for advertising under this beading, 3 cents per word,
cash with order.
50 cents minimum charge par insertion.

There is nothing
more fascinating to
the public than a
bright brass frame
to display your
photos or posters.
We make Lobby
and Theatre Fixtures and Brass
Rails of every description.

The

MOTION

LB

•

Paris

FBAPEB

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematographique.
Bnvola nomero tp6elmen, sor demand*.
Ahemnement 11 n. H

FUR RENT

COATING

"CUBTAINYLINE "—The
curtain-coating
which, when applied to an old muslin or canvas
curtain, improves moving pictures 100%.
Price
per can — Three dollars.
Gypsie Theatre Co.,
North Holston, Va., writes:
"We found the
Curtainyline as recommended
by you and are
pleased with
the
results
obtained."
Other testimonials. N. & T. SUPPLY CO., NORFOLK,
VA.

EVERY

In Motion

DAY

FOB BENT— Hall for moving pictures, Summer 1914, Catskill Mountains. A. N. Graham,
Hunter, N. Y.

WANTED
I WANT
A SIMPLEX
MOVING
PICTTTBE
MACHINE either new or second-hand in firstclass condition. Must be cheap. W. A. RYAN,
Deer River, Itasca County, Minnesota.

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the
WURLITZER MOTION PICTURE ORCHESTRAS
HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI

§

The Famous

COSMOS

$4.25

American Cinematograph Company
Bend for

Powers No. 6
$160.00
Edengraph
75.00
Powers No. 6
75.00
1913 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 175.00
1912 Model Motiograph No. 1-A 165.00
1911 Model Motiogrraph No. 1-A 150.00
Powers No. 6
160.00
No. 2 Motiograph, nearly new. . 100.00
All machines complete with electrical
attachments.
A-l condition guaranteed.
Time or Cash.
We also have all makes of new machines
and supplies.
Send for catalog today.

JOE GUERCIO, Mgr.

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY

160 E. North Fifth Ave.

ELECTRIC CO.. 136 J. Libert? St. New Y.rk

MOTION

Chicago, 111.

BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES

THEM

"THE

Catalog T

617-631 Jackson Blvd.

S06 N. Carpenter St., Chicago

In writing to advertisers please mention

Professional

A Guaranteed Scientlflo Motographic Equipment.
Perforators, Printers, Tripods, and Develop^** Oattsa.
Proven
by Test
the World's
Very Best
Agents for
Eastman
Motion Picture
Film,

Our Frames are
not cheap
GET

American

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

Eagle Frame Co.
Never ued, built for 110 volt*. A. O. and D. C.,4-5 amperen,
1000 candlepower; Hold regularly at $16 Our bargain price
for each like picture, 20 in. long, guaranteed In
wnrklHg order, and one set carbons
-

IT PA YS

20
BRANCHES

but our prices are
Electric Arc Lamps IT™ til

AT LIBERTY

AT LIBEBTY— A live and energetic M. P.
Theatre Manager with eight successful years'
experience. Excellent Advertiser. Can get results; has own original ideas; strictly sober
and reliable. Desire to locate a permanent
position anywhere in U. S. or Canada. Address all communications to P. O. Box 213,
York, Pa.
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See Americans

t<

Flyinsr A ' ' Feature Films

"THE

TURNING
TWO

First

POINT

PARTS

A Physiological Drama of the Underworld
ONE, THREE

and SIX SHEET

LITHOS.

PHOTOS,

SLIDES

and HERALDS

Release Monday, March 23d, 1914

"A DECREE

OF JUSTICE

Depicting in a Thrilling Drama the Undoing of an Unprincipled Culprit
ONE

Release

and THREE

SHEET

•ZZJ

LITHOS

Wednesday, March 25th, 1914

AMERICAN FIIM
MANUFACTURING
CO.
CHICAGO
CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.
:INCCH AS. A. CALEHUFF, Pre., and Mgr.
1301 Race Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

ST
GENG
ARDI
J EA
L.

Can You Answer Your Patrons' Questions ?
Motion Picture pat/ons are the most inquisitive people in the world. They
have thousands of questions to ask about the players, their personalities, their
peculiarities, and the changes they make.
Are you so posted that you can answer
in close touch with your patrons you should
The Morion Picture Magazine is the
FULLY informed of the doings, comings
should be a subscriber, and have it coming

Supply House m America
Bargain

Machines

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machines in first-class running
condition. Powers No. 6, $185.00,
Edison Model B, $160.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $60.00, $86.00 and
$76.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

Special Offer to Exhibitors
The regular subscription rate of the Motion Picture Magazine is $1.50 per
year. Special Rate to Exhibitors $1.00 per year. Send in your
order now and we will send you the magazine for one year and a copy of
our book entitled "Comic Sifting*" for $ 1 .00.
Just fill out coupon below, pin a dollar bill to it and mail.
If you with to place the magazine on tale at your theater, write (or our Special Introductory Offer.

Motion

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chairs, etc Order at once. First come,
first •erred.
Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

these questions ? In order to keep
be.
only magazine that will keep you
and goings of the players. You
to you regularly.

Picture Magazine

Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen: — Enclosed please find One Dollar for which please send me the Motion
Picture Magazine for one year and a copy of Comic Sittings.
Name

The

Motion

Picture

News

$2.00 Per Year
"Thm Fa§lmtt

175 Duf field St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Theatre
Address

Crowing Picture Journal"
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LOST IN M1DOCEAN
RELEASED

THE

EXCLUSIVELY

GENERAL

FILM

A DRAMA

IN

MADE

VITAGRAPH

THROUGH

CO (inc.)

3 PARTS

BY THE

In writing to advertisers please mention -nil-

MOTION

CO.

I'ICTURK NKWS"

MARCH

28, 1914

PRICE, TEN CENTS

Motion Picture
News

Times
Exhibit
13*
Est.ors19

Picture
Moving'-'Est.
1908 News

The
BOX-OFFICE
REVOLUTION
PAGE NINETEEN

Amateur
PAGE

VOLUME

Projectors
TWENTY- ONE

IX

NUMBER

12

•

c
■

■■«■.■■&>

V^H:

(UNIVERSAL)
tc;>
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HIS SWEETHEARTS
A TWO-PART

CHILD

DRAMA

A fine story of constancy in love that the passing years do not lessen, even though it is
unrequited. In later years it is the protection of the loved one's daughter against
evil influences. Released THURSDAY,
April 2nd

IN TANGLED
A TWO-PART

WEBS

DRAMA

A strong story of the inevitable result of the gambling mania — RUIN and SHAME.
Released SATURDAY, April 4th
INSIST UPON

THESE FILMS AT YOUR
IF YOU CANT

PATHE

EXCHANGE.

GET THEM, WRITE US AND

WE'LL HELP YOU.

FRERES, 1 congress st., jersey city, n. j.
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE
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Great Trade Marks
THE

SPLENDID

KAY-BEE
DOMINO
IS THE

RESULT

REPUTATION

OF

KEYSTONE
BRONCHO
OF PUTTING

FORTH

The Best Pictures

i

1
• FTT1»

EVERYWHERE the exhibitor knows they are the best.
He
knows this because he has used his brains and does not need to be
yelled at and insulted.
He also knows that the school is greater than its pupils; that
defection from its ranks of a few actresses and actors ihas absolutely
no effect upon its firm establishment and steady progress.
He knows good pictures are made in the studio, not by hysterical
advertising and ridiculous and ruinous salaries.
He knows that
KAY-BEE, BRONCHO, DOMINO and KEYSTONE pictures
will continue to be the best, because the same stock companies, built
up by MR. THOMAS H. INCE and MR. MACK SENNETT,
will go right on producing them, and as we have implicit faith in the
exhibitors' intelligence, we shall continue to appeal to it with good
pictures.
This is our final word upon a hysterical situation, which we
regard as detrimental to the entire industry.
™T3?558 x 10 PHOTOS of "KEYSTONE MABLE" NORMAN D,
^TT MACK SENNETT, ROSCOE ARBUCKLE and CH AS. CHAPLIN,
^M^[ VJI^'can be secured by sending 50c to the Publicity Dept.

NEW! [YORK MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Longacre Building, 42nd Street and Broadway

In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE
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Are You a
Baseball Fan?
Of course you know that McGraw is back with Comiskey, Callahan and all the other
keroes of the diamond.
But have you heard that

"Our MUTUAL
was the first person
New York0

to meet

them

Girl"

at the Cunard Dock when they came home to little old

This is all shown in the tenth reel of the world's champion motion picture series.
The every busy Margaret also sees the new $6,000,000 postofHce, has tea with Lieut.
John C. Poste of the British Navy, who is going to attempt an aeroplane flight across the
Atlantic, and manages to spare the time to take a lesson in the Maxixe from A. Baldwin
Sloane and Grace Field.
AND WHILE

"Our MUTUAL
is safe in New York, having all these good times,
Film Corporation are in the front ranks at the

BATTLE

Girl"

courageous

camera

men

of the

Mutual

OF TORREON

getting the first actual picture record of this desperate conflict to complete the

LIFE OF VILLA
whirl 1 1- now being prepared for release.
The Following Honor-List of Producers Should Be in the Hands
of Every Exhibitor.
Remember the Names and the Mutual Clock :
AMERICAN
THANHOUSER
BRONCHO
RELIANCE
MAJESTIC
KOMIC
KEYSTONE
BEAUTY
DOMINO
ROYAL

Br:rc^a

MUTUAL WEEKLY
KAY BEE
PRINCESS
APOLLO

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
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Masterpieces

ID-OCEAN
INAL
BETHULIA
Y SPY
Film Go.
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The Last SL Mohicans
IN FIVE REELS

By FENIMORE

COOPER

A Stupendous Production!
A Monster Spectacle!
A Momentous Portraiture!
Staged in all the magnificence
of nature's own
setting.
Beautiful and Inspiring and Tremendously Forceful.

Lithos, Photos, Slides and Heralds
CRITERION

FEATURE

FILM CO.

1 1 0 West 40th Street
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Charlotte
IN FOUR

A DRAMA

NEWS

Corday
PARTS

OF THE FRENCH

REVOLUTION

Featuring Constance Crawley and Arthur Maude
OTHING in the history of the
world contains more action than
The French Revolution, the most
appalling of all civil uprisings.
Charlotte Corday, the beautiful
young woman who played so
important and tragic a part in it, is the central
figure in these four reels of nerve tightening,
vivid action.
Tn sharp contrast to the stormy scenes that
follow, and follow fast, we see Charlotte and
Barbaraux, her lover, happy and contented
in the magnificent grounds surrounding her
home.
Like a storm cloud covering the sun,
Marat, the leader of the Revolution, appears
and the lovers are parted.
A year later the revolution is at its height.
The nobility are being dragged to the guillotine by the thousands. Barbaraux, appalled
at the slaughter, has expressed his disapproval of Marat's methods and is forced to
flee to escape arrest, but is overtaken and
imprisoned.
Charlotte, feeling called upon by a divine
command to do something to restore peace to
In writing to advertisers please

mention

her country and liberate her lover, goes to
Paris and is horrified at the sight of the
violence of the mobs and the public executions. Making her way to the home of Marat,
who is enamored of her beauty, she pleads the
cause of Barbaraux and of France. Upon
her promise to accede to his wishes, Marat
signs
the order
release,
and as
he folds
her inforhisBarbaraux's
arms she sinks
a dagger
into his heart.
Her mission fulfilled, we see her mount
the steps of the guillotine to give up her life
that peace may again reign in her distracted
country.
This feature is one continuous thrill.
Some

Territory Is Still Open
Previous Release

ELSIE
By

OLIVER

for Our

VENNER
WENDELL

HOLMES

Kennedy Features,
inc.
New York City

110 West 40th St.
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FAMOUS
FEATURES

FAMOUS
FEATURES

Daniel

AYEAR'^

Frohm^n
Presents

^AYEAR"

^merieas Most Ruinous Film Actress,

yPlCKFORD
^AR
In The Famous Tale oT a
Woimms

Heroism,

So unusual in merit, charm and appeal is this extraordinary production,
so fascinating and winsome, so absolutely overwhelming in force and
pathos, that it has been lengthened to

FIVE, REXLS
and the release date postponed to

MARCH

30th.

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM COMPANY
ADOLPH

FAMOUS
FEATURES

DANTE.L TROHMAN,

ZUKOR,

President

WUmging Director; E.DWIN S. PORTLR.

Technical Director

Executive Offices, 213-229 West 26th St., N. Y. C.

FAMOUS
FEATURES

A YEAR :*'
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BIG, INSTANTANEOUS
ijiiii
MONEYGETTING ATTRACTION
READY FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKING

"WIVES"-in

.4, Office.

three parts

It's a Ramo film in which the director of that famous
plished the greatest results of his entire career.

studio accom-

There's a rainstorm and lightning scene that's a moving picture
an automobile. Broker
Thrilling burglar chase that ends in the wreck of
vengeance on a rival speculator who would wreck his home. True wife,
by a former sweetheart who has fallen into evil ways. Clear, vivid
reflecting the earnest work of a company of sterling players.

t/A

wonder.
wreaks
trapped
pictures

THE STOCK
EXCHANGE
IN FURIOUS
ACTIVITY
A riotous scene in
which a mad day on
'change is graphically depicted by
the motion picture
camera. It has been
declared by experienced brokers to be
the most realistic
photographic
ever made. record
The
nearest approach
to this marvelous
reproduction of
panic was staged
in "The Pit," and
scored a tremendous hit.
^T:T:5-1

:fI

A

Masterpiece

of Motion

Picture

Perfection

This extraordinary production is an intense domestic drama
that will keep audiences
thrilled
from the moment the first scene is flashed upon the screen to the very last.
Controlled Exclusively by us in New York City and State, Northern New Jersey and New England.

The Exhibitors* Bulletin Sent Free for One Year
The Exhibitors'
Bulletin,
magnificent
publication,
edited for intheNewbenefit
of
exhibitors,
unbiased,
filled a with
valuable monthly
information,
sent carefully
free to exhibitors
York,
.Northern New Jersey and all of the New England States for one year upon request.
A postal
will bring this magazine to you.

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.
130 West
WILLIAM

FOX,

Forty-sixth Street, New

President

f?

g>

York

City

-a

TELEPHONE,

uCS:
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BEGINNING ITS FOURTH CROWDED WEEK AT THE NEW
YORK THEATRE, DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO MOTION PICTURE MASTERPIECES.
DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTHER PRODUCTIONS OF
SAME NAME TRADING UPON OUR PUBLICITY AND CRITICISMS—THE MOST FAVORABLE EVER ACCORDED A FILM
SUBJECT.
Plays weeks where other features
last only a day.
A pictorial attraction that is in a
class by itself.
Now making the longest New York
run of any film since Quo Vadis.
Continued success at New York
Theatre, the talk of moving picture world.

S TATE
RIGHTS
NOW
SELLING

Anglo-American Film Corporation
126=128-130=132 WEST

OUR

NEXT

46th ST., NEW YORK CITY.

OFFERING

WILL BE

"SIXTY YEARS A QUEEN"

A film Masterpiece,

a worthy
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15 he Life of
"Biy Tim Sullivan.

(

from Meu^boy Menafor

)

IN *4* RAJRTaS
— \ lt\

"BIG TIM" AT
FUNERAL TO-DAY

}<M3£_

DC,

VIEW BODY IN

HIS BOWERY

CLUBHOUS

Old Cathedral in Mott Street

W

men to Attend Services for

HUNDREDS

Fill

m\<m,

Delegation of Twenty Congres^
Fellow-Member in the
Old Cathedral.

w

So Tightly Packed that the
Doors Are Closed on a Great
Throng In Which Are Many

low Sullivan Kose
Newsboy to Congressman
/•

from the Bowery Who Knew
im for His Charity.

ll Quickly Winning His Way as a Leader of the "Newsies.

DIFFERENT BODIES
SEND REPRESENTATIVES

TVHIS production is the greatest human document ever
written ; Sullivan's great heart shed its brilliant rays of cheer
among the poor and the needy from coast to coast. All the
high and low lights of life, from Broadway to the slums,
are dealt with in the wonderful career of this man who was
proud to be known as "The Bowery Senator." There is action,
It's life!
pathos, comedy — not politics, as you might think.
Lithos and ^heralds will surprise you.
Clinch your territory right now.

IjjpF t5J

Gotham

Film Go

14$ West 4$ th.Sf. New Yorfs. .
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1 "The Bankers Daughter" 1
8

In Five Parts

By BRONSON

HOWARD

|

The premiere play of American Life by an incomparable playwright.

S
gj

£

i

&

Acted by an All Star Cast 1
g
g:
K

A wonderful drama interwoven with pathos,
humor and with a charm that leaves one with
a feeling of contentment toward mankind.

K
%

Sj
gj
85

»

8!

| A Perfect Play with Perfect Action and 8
8
Beautiful Photography
i
g
g£

Beautiful one, three and six sheet Lithographs, Photos, Lobby Displays and other
advertising matter.

SOLD ON STATE

RIGHTS ONLY

gj
85

1!

:-:

If interested, wire territory desired.

S3
a

i

I Life Photo Film Corporation 1
102-104 West 101st Street, New York City
Telephone, Riverside 6532
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READY!!!

Advertising Matter _,
3 styles of 1- sheet
2 styles6-sheets
of 3-sheets,]
Heralds, Slides, Photos, etc.

For State Rights, Wire, Write or Call

BEACON
110 West

FILM
CO., Inc.
3rd Floor

40th Street
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x Powers '.
CAMERAGRAPH
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USED BY OVER
y

70% OF THE
ENTIRE TRADE ,

CHURCHES

Company
Nicholas Power NEW
YORK CITY
88-90 GOLD

STREET
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'Results
average advertiser is either too optimistic
THE
or too pessimistic over advertising.
It is his optimism, in fact, that brings about
his pessimism.
*
*
*
HE

buys space in the fond hope that his selling problems begin and end with this purchase. Then he
awaits results.
*
*
*
IF results don't come — directly — he blames the advertising. He doesn't know why.
"I believe in advertising," he asserts.
"I know it
is necessary. But I'm* not *getting
results."
*
IT will astonish him perhaps to learn that the statisticians estimate direct results as only twenty per
cent of the sales value of trade advertising. The percentage of direct results from advertising in popular
mediums is much less.
*
*
*
IN

the
trace.

first

place

results

are

always

difficult

to

Then there are' many
in their way.
* stumbling-blocks
*
*
THE product advertised may not be able to show
direct results ; the advertising may not be forceful or well timed ; because of conditions the buyer
may be overstocked ; the product may be wrong.
*
*
*
A GAIN, you can never trace results to any one
■*"*■ medium.
*
*
*

paper in any field is at a decided disadvantage in this respect, as every experienced
publisher knows and will freely admit. Only in
about one instance in every four or five does it get
credit for an inquiry. The reader unconsciously
mentions
the name
of the older, better-known
publication.
*
*
*
ANEW

THIS proportion, in fact, was given me just the
other day by the biggest publisher in this country.
He laughingly told of his wife who read an adver-

tisement in his own magazine and gave the credit to
another which she had been reading for a longer time.
.£

#

*

HE

gets thousands of letters, he said, giving the
credit for writing to another of his magazines —
a leader with a million circulation — and enclosing
coupons clipped from other magazines.
*
*
*
T>UT the main reason — the big stumbling block in
-*-' most advertising campaigns — is the fact that the
selling avenue from the advertiser to the consumer
is not open and direct.
*
*
*
TN other words, distribution is defective; and
-■■ where this condition exists the effort put into
advertising is, so far as direct results is concerned,
like yelling at a blank wall.
*
*
*
T N every successful advertising campaign a great
*■ deal of effort is spent upon the jobber and dealer
in enlisting their co-operation. The end in view is
that of smoothing the way for the advertised product
reach.
so that it will travel swiftly right up to the consumer's
*
*
*
WHY

create a consumer demand — through advertising— unless you have a consumer supply
— through distribution?
*
*
*
THIS

applies particularly to feature film advertising, the sales avenues of which are as yet
disorganized.
It will continue to apply until the advertiser in this
field smooths out his selling campaign.
*
*
*
DIRECT
won't follow until co-operation is
had withresults
the middleman.
One good way to secure this is to advertise to the
middleman.

w

ILL some one try it?

W.A.J.
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New York Exhibitors Convene May 5
League's
State Executive
Committee
Sets Date for Election
Delegates to Dayton Convention — Changes in National and
State Officers
Rochester, N. Y., March 19.
ALL arrangements for a New York
State Convention of the locals of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
in the Empire State, on Tuesday,
May 5, were made at a meeting of the
Executive Committee of New York
State Branch No. 11, at the Hotel
Rochester, on Saturday, March 14.
The conention will be called particularly for the purpose of electing delegates to the National convention at
Dayton next July. As a grand finale to
the affair, a ball will be given Tuesday evening. Tickets to the ball and
all other entertainments will be furnished free to all exhibitors who desire to attend the convention.
A' committee of five exhibitors has
been appointed to arrange for a special train leaving New York City on
Sunday evening, July 5, that will take
the New York State delegation to
Dayton. This committee consists of
Tobias A. Kepeler, A. N. Wolff, W. C
Hubbard, Morris L. Fleishman and
F. W. Esterhold.
President M. A. Neff was a visitor
at the executive meeting. He reached
Rochester Saturday morning and was
met by W. C. Hubbard, treasurer.
President A. N. Wolff called the meeting to order, and President Neff was
then requested to take the chair.

of

The resignation of Sidney Ascher
as National Vice-President for New
York, on account of the great pressure of business Mr. Ascher was experiencing, was read and accepted.
Though Mr. Ascher is engaged in the
feature film business, which is in conflict with the by-laws governing membership in the League, it was voted to
grant his request to be retained as a
member of the League.
F. C. Pierce, of Geneva, N. Y., resigned as State Vice-President and
was elected National Vice-President
to fill Mr. Ascher's unexpired term.
I. F. Davis, of Binghamton, N. Y.,
was elected State Vice-President to
fill Mr. Pierce's unexpired term.
The executive committee then
granted the application of New York
Local No. 1, reorganized, for a charter under the League. The former
officers of the New York City Board
of Trade were requested to furnish
the newly elected officers of New
York Local No. 1 with a complete
statement of all money received and
expended by them during their term
of office.
A motion was passed congratulating the new local on their fine showing at their first meeting at the Hotel
Imperial, New York City, and wishing them all success.

Significant Changes in General Film
Harry Cohen Joins Lubin Forces, R. K. Roland Takes His PlaceArthur S. Kane Accepts Important Post with Pathe, Leaving
the Mutual
THE departure of Harry Cohen,
formerly in charge of the General
l'ilm Company's feature department,
to accept a post with the Lubin Film
Company, of Philadelphia, has caused
something of a sensation in motion
picture circles.
No announcement has yet been
made of the capacity in which Mr.
Cohen goes to Lubin and this has
only served to intensify the speculative comment.
The interest in this news item was
heightened by the announcement,
coming on the heels of the other, that
Arthur S. Kane had severed his connection with the Mutual in Chicago
to accept a position of importance
with Pathe.
Mr. Cohen's place as
feature department of
Film Company has been
K. Roland, who was at
the past connected with

head of the
the General
filled by R.
one time in
the firm.

It was also learned, at a late hour,
that Mrs. Carter, who has handled
the educational work of the General
Film, has severed her connection with
that company. None of her plans for
the future have yet been announced.

J. C. BUTTS NOT WITH THE
GOLDEN GATE
J. C. Butts, formerly manager of
tin Denver office of the Golden Gate
Film Exchange, Inc., is in no way
connected with that concern now.
Sol. L. Lesser, the president, states
that a letter which Mr. Butts has circulated, in which he claims a new
company, named the ''Film Rental
Brokers of Denver,'' have the territorial rights for "Arizona," is false.
He also alleges to have other AllStar releases. Mr. Lesser alleges that
the man has no connection with his
company and that his letter is untrue.

CAST FOR SPANISH
SERIES
Clara Williams, leading lady of the
New York Motion Picture Companies,
because of her style of beauty, is being used at the present time in a
series of Spanish pictures, in which
she will be featured.
Miss Williams
is only twenty-two

CLARA

WILLIAMS

and was born in Seattle, Wash. After
playing in several stock companies
she decided, as have many others, that
the silent drama offers better opportunities for a girl, and so the next
year found her with the Essanay. She
has also been with the Lubin.
From there she came to the New
York Motion Picture Corporation,
and for the last eight months has given
excellent account of herself.
UNIVERSAL
GIVES
MEDALS

SEVEN

For "using the brains God gave
them'' seven employees of the Universal Pacific Coast studios were
awarded gold medals for bravery by
the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, on March 6. The presentation of the awards was made by Carl
Laemmle, president of the company,
and for services rendered the company
on the night of January 12, when the
film cutting and joining room took fire
and $100,000 worth of film was threatened with destruction.
Only the prompt action and quickwittedness of these seven employees,
four of them young women, saved the
negatives from the flames. They put
aside all personal consideration and
risked their lives to perform their
duty. The total loss as a result of
this fire was only $12,000.
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The Ho jc- Office "Revolution
By Lesley Mason

I

CAN'T
afford
to give
my
patrons
any
more
for their money than I
am giving them now.
"I can't afford to let my
competitors give more for the
money than I am giving.

The 'Movement to Raise the Admission
Rate and Regulate Programs to a Fair
Scale of Prices Will Soon Become CountryWide— The Public Will Stand by the Exhibitor, ifHe Gives Them Value Received

"My competitor can't afford to give as much for the money
ss he IS giving.
"But can he, or can I, afford to raise our prices?"
That is the problem that is confronting exhibitors everywhere in the United States. In some form or other — it may
not be just that form — the question, "Can I put up the price
of admission and go on doing business?" is shaping itself
in every exhibitor's mind.
Many of them are beginning to answer it with a bold and
confident affirmative. A year ago, eighteen months ago, the
reply was, "No, we can't. We dare not. We won't. Why
give up a sure nickel for a dime that isn't sure?"
To-day it is, "Yes, we can. We must. We can't go on,
each one trying to give more for five cents than the next
man. The rule must be fewer pictures and better ones. We
have to pay bigger prices to get better pictures and the public must pay to see them."
The skeptics are still numerous, to be sure. The unbelievers are many. But the progressive exhibitor knows that
a revolution in motion picture theatre prices is at hand, and
he is preparing to meet it.
Not as an individual any longer, either. That has been tried
and failed. Exhibitors by groups are now grappling with the
situation and trying to bring order out of chaos. The movement is still in its infancy. But every new group of exhibitors
that agrees upon a three-reel-for-five-cents scale, or a fourreel-scale, with ten cents as the price for all over that number, are pointing the way for all other exhibitors to follow.

BIGGER attempts, in point of the number of exhibitors
involved, have been made to raise prices, but none more
inspiring or more significant of the new price-regime than
the movement now on foot in Greenpoint, a section of Brooklyn and a part of Greater New York.
There are eleven exhibitors in that district. Seven of
them, at a dinner a few weeks ago, at which Orrin G. Cocks,
of the National Board of Censorship, was present, declared
for higher prices and better pictures.
A committee was appointed to draw up an agreement and
report upon it. Philip Rosenson, whose theatre is at 257
Driggs avenue, was appointed to the committee, along with
David Sacks and H. Z. Barrington. The other four exhibitors, R. Tiefenbaum, Fred Hassinger, John Barrington
and H. Diaz, declared their readiness to back up their committee's recommendations.
Of equal importance was the backing the committee knew
they had from the representatives of the residents of Greenpoint. It was the influential men and women of the neighborhood to whom these eleven theatres cater, in fact, who arranged the dinner. The banquet was in charge of the Amusement Committee of the Greenpoint Neighborhood Association,
of which Merton J. Stickel is the chairman.
The head worker of the Neighborhood House, Mrs. Alan
Benner, the executive secretary of the association, Miss Elizabeth Wood, and Mr. Whitney were there to pledge their support to the exhibitors in their undertaking. In addition, the
ministers of Greenpoint had pledged their aid.
Four weeks have elapsed since the committee was formed.
They have decided that the standard ought to be four reels
for five cents ; all over that, ten cents.
As a beginning,

they have fixed on Saturday
night and Sunday as the tencent days, when, among other

features, pictures of an educational value shall be shown.
Since the adoption of this
schedule, the committee has
worked ardently to convince the five exhibitors who did not
participate in the conference of the merits of the plan and
its practical possibility. A day or two ago Mr. Rosenson,
who has been for more than a year a strong advocate of the
"better-pictures-higher-prices" principle, was able to report
that he and his colleagues hoped to have won over the outstanding exhibitors within a week or two.
Success is in sight.

IN Philadelphia, the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America has aligned itself on the side of price-regulation
and is now working for a four-reel scale. This important
step was fully discussed in The Motion Picture News of
March 21.
A similar action has been taken in Cincinnati, and there the
experiment is actually in progress.
In California the situation has reached an acute stage,
owing to a radical misunderstanding between the exhibitors
and certain exchanges. The exhibitors of the state accuse
the exchanges of trying to force them to adopt a three-reelsfor-five-cents scale, to which the exchanges retort that the
agreement originated with the exhibitors themselves, and
that they are simply conforming themselves to their buyers'
wishes.
The tangle will undoubtedly be straightened out in the near
future. But the situation, painful though it now is, proves
that the leaven is working out and that the desire for an
upward revision of prices is strong, somewhere, and will sooner or later prevail.
The question of raising prices is, at the present time,
largely a matter that each locality must settle for itself.
And the settlement in each case will be suited for the particular needs and conditions of that locality.
But the exhibitors in every district — in large cities, in
every small city, town and village — can arrange their prices
in such a manner as to enable them to give the public better pictures and guarantee themselves reasonable profits on
the undertaking.
And let the phrase, "better pictures," be understood to
mean a better grade of the kind of pictures that each exhibitor finds to be the most popular with his patrons. If
sensations and melodramas are wanted, then it means melodramas that are more artistic in their production, more realistic in their effects, clearer in their photography. If comedy
is the favorite type, then a better grade of comedy. If screen
productions of stage successes are demanded, then the best
of those that are to be had. "Better pictures" has a commercial meaning, as well as a moral and educational one.
EVERY exhibitor in the country will raise his prices by
making them elastic to conform to the size and cost of his
program, as soon as he is convinced that he can do it and
retain his patronage.
And, if the exhibitor would only believe it, his public
is willing to pay ten cents when they know that they are getting ten cents' worth of motion pictures in return.
What the public will refuse to do is to pay ten cents for
a five-cent program.
And they are right.
But if the exhibitor raises the quality of his pictures
and his prices at the same time, he will find that the lover
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of motion pictures is too fond of his evening with the
films to give it up for the sake of an extra rive cents.
Moreover, a majority of persons who attend the motion
picture theatres, especially in large cities, do so because it
is the only form of entertainment that they can afford — it is
the one means of spending an evening pleasantly that is within the limits of their pocketbooks.
The only effect that raising the price from five cents to
ten cents will have on this part of the exhibitor's audience
will be that some of them will go to the theatre three or
four nights a week instead of six. The rest will remain just
the same. The exhibitor need not fear competition with
any other form of amusement, for there is no other that can
compete with him in point of price.
SO

far as prices are concerned, he could raise them to
twenty-five cents and he would still be far below the cost,
to the amusement-seeker, of every other form of entertainment.
An evening at the dance will cost the young man and his
sweetheart the price of ten nights at the pictures. They
can go to twenty picture shows for the price of two seats at
the theatre.
The man who has found it more profitable to take his
family to the pictures than to stop at the corner saloon
won't go back to the ginTmill because it costs him forty cents,
instead of twenty, to go to the motion picture theatre.
And the family that has adopted motion pictures as a form
of entertainment won't remain at home because it costs a little more to see better photoplays than they used to see. The
monotony of sitting around the lamp in the parlor and waiting for bed-time to come will prove to be stronger to drive
them to the theatre than their sense of economy will be to keep
them at home.
And the exhibitor can easily make the improvement in the
quality of his pictures so plain to every one of his patrons
that they will willingly pay the increased price without a
complaint.
SUCH a revolution can, of course, only be brought about
by co-operation on the part of all the exhibitors in a
given locality. Individual exhibitors have tried to initiate
such a reform and have failed, because of the cut-throat
competition on the part of their competitors who would not
agree to such a scheme.
The hangers-back are afraid. They have not enough faith
in their patrons. They have not enough faith in the power
of the pictures to draw crowds.
But the people know when they are getting too much for
their money as surely as they know when they are getting too
little for their money. And when you give the average
man too much for his money, he has less respect for you
than when you give him too little. In the latter case, he involuntarily admires your shrewdness in getting him to pay
more than the article is worth. In the former, you are, in his
. a fool.
He knows when the exhibitor offers him seven or eighl
reels for five cents the exhibitor is in danger of wiping
out his own profits, if not actually losing monej bj so doing. And the man who deliberately loses money when he
might avoid it has no sympathy from the man in the street.
The exhibitor may fill his program as full as he pleases.
but let him fix his prices accordingly, so that lie may be
certain of a safe margin of profit and retain the respect of
his patrons at the same time.
IT is not higher prices that will hurt the motion picture
industry. It is the flooding of the theatres with inferior
pictures. And such inferior pictures will be put out because the exhibitor, in the fever of competition, is demanding more pictures all the time, which means that to have
more pictures he must buy cheap ones. And cheap pictures
are poor pictures, just as cheap goods of any sort are poor
goods.
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In trying to outdo his competitors in the number of pictures on his program, the exhibitor must not lower the
quality of them, for his own good. And so long as he goes
on adding to his program, he cannot keep the standard of
quality where it ought to be.
Let him offer five, six, eight to ten reels at a performance
if he chooses, but let him readjust his prices so that the
five, six, eight or ten reels he shows will be as good as his
pictures were when he was content to give three or four reels
for five cents.
And with a wise readjustment of prices, he can afford
to get not only as good pictures as he ever showed, but better ones. And better pictures will mean a more thoroughly
satisfied public.
The public measures its satisfaction, not by what it pays.
but by what it receives for its money.
The hope of the motion picture industry is in better pictures all the time.
And better pictures mean higher prices.

Latest News

from

Chicago

Mutual Manager Resigns
Arthur S. Kane, who has been special representative of
the Mutual Film Corporation for the Central West, with
headquarters in Chicago, has resigned his position. Mr. Kane
is reported to have gone with Pathe. It is said that I. Van
Ronkle, at the present time special representative of the
General Film Company, is scheduled for the position vacated
by Mr. Kane. Mr. Kane was only recently identified with
the Mutual in this territory. His appointment was made when
Mr. Willis went over to the General Film Company.
Mr. Van Ronkle is thoroughly familiar with the territon
controlled from Chicago. He has been in the film business
in this section since the early days of the industry. He
started what was formerly known as the American Film
Service, but which was later purchased by the General
Film Company, and has since been managed by Mr. Van
Ronkle.
Advance
Company's
Building Plans
George Cox, general manager of the Advance Motion Picture Company, states that his firm is now contemplating building a studio for the purpose of making big productions. It
is not definitely decided whether their present factory will
be given up, or whether a studio will be erected near it and
the facilities they now have enlarged to accommodate their
increased output.
Reel Fellows to Meet
The Reel Fellows Club held their second
monthly
meel
ing at the Union
Restaurant
on March
18.
The club is
growing steadily and it is the belief of its organizers that
their idea in making it a real club will soon be realized.
Laemmle and Horsley Go East
Carl Laemmle and David Horsley left for New York City
on the Twentieth Century on Monday. Mr. Horsley just
returned from the Coast, where he secured a new site for
the Universal City While there he also established an agenc)
for his Lumiere stock.
Purchase Gaumont Output
The General Feature Film Company, oi Chicago, announce
that they have contracted with the Gaumont Company to
purchase their output for the territory which they serve
The firsl production will be put out on March 16 and will
include the fourth of the series of the Fantomas pictures
Mr Hershberg. of this company, left for New York last
week to contract for more pictures.
Cohen, of Apex, Here
M. C. Cohen, who dubs himself the "Film Kid," passed
through Chicago last week, and while here secured contracts from the G. & G. Feature Film Company for several
of their latest pictures.
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PROJECTORS

By M. H. Schoenbaum
best definition tor an amateur projector is an apparatus
which gives a bright projection, as brilliant as a professional machine, but of smaller size and at a
shorter distance from the apparatus
to the screen. In order that such machines become popular they have to
be simple, light and relatively small.
The smallest, lightest and cheapest
THE

cially in Europe, began to be flooded
with home apparatus. The following
list includes most of these: Mazo
Projector, Paris; Solus, Levallois
Perret; Butchers Empire Home, London; Scolaire, Geneva; Bing, Nuremberg; Ernemann, Dresden; Perfecta,
Paris; Electric, Paris; Olikos, Paris
and Silf, Paris.
AS

THE

BIMG

PBOJECTOSCOPE

amateur cinematograph was put on
the market about seventeen years ago.
The device was at the same time the
image and apparatus, as it consisted
of a plurality of images printed on
small sheets of thick paper which
were held together at their lower edge
by mean6
of a suitable
binding,
so

THE

far as the United States are
concerned quite a number of
amateur machines have recently been
introduced or manufactured here,
which are of much interest.
While the European prices seem to
be exceedingly variable, there is a
tendency in this country toward a
machine which will cost about $100.
Of course there is also a demand for
less expensive machines, which are
provided by Bing Brothers, as well as
machines of higher prices, such as
the Pathescope.
I shall not attempt here to go into
the tedious work of describing part
by part all the machines known as
amateur projectors, but will endeavor
to give a short sketch of each of the
most important models:
The Bing projector is no doubt encouraging for the beginner, because of
its very low price, and also for the
reason that the firm has several types,
the prices and capacity of which are
different in relation to each other. All
those machines
are equipped
with all

COSMOGRAPH

that when the images in the form of
a book were turned over one by one
at a certain speed, they produced the
impression
of life-like movement.
At about the same time De Bedts
produced a beautiful and compact
amateur projector, the principles of
which are still to be found in the best
of modern projectors sold today.
Amateur cinematography seemed to
have practically been abandoned till
about
1912. when
the market,
espe-

the essential parts embodied in most
of their more aristocratic competitors,
the danger of ignition is avoided by
protecting all parts submitted to heat,
the take-up and the feed reels are both
enclosed in fireproof casings, besides
which all parts are of metal and arranged
so as to occupy as little room as possible. The intermittent motion, the
framing device, the lens, the shutter
and sprockets are visible and thus enable the beginner to become acquainted

with the art of projection, while the
illumination is obtained from a baby arc,
easy to handle.
The small Bing model takes reels of
about 500 feet standard film and throws
a picture of 3x4 feet at a distance
of about three yards. When the arc
is suitably adjusted, the image shown
on the screen is of sufficient brightness to serve home purposes.
HpHE Cosmograph is another machine
A which can be easily transformed into a stereopticon. It has various other
ingenious arrangements, some of which
were described on page 40 of our last
week's

issue.
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EDISON

machine

is of har-

KINETOSCOPE

monious design, compact and can easily
be recognized among many others.
The Eclair Film Company has recently introduced the Kineclair projector, a typical machine, the various
parts of which have been arranged in
the most rational manner. This is another machine which will by no means
induce one to confuse it with other
similar apparatus.
The Kineclair is not a copy of a
similar model made by others, but the
achievement of the inventor's ideal,
which he for many years pursued, confident in himself and believing that his
own ideas would lead him to better
results than mere imitation or slight
improvements.
The most important factor in the machine— the intermittent movement — is
based on the star and cam principle.
Much care is also taken of all other
parts as regards workmanship and material. The sprockets engage with the
perforations of any standard film,
whether provided by Eclair or of another make.
A set of projecting and condensing
lenses is provided with the machine.
The picture obtained is of about 3x4
feet at a distance of 18 feet. If necessary
a lens is provided to throw a picture of
about 55/2x7 feet at a distance of about
20 feet from the screen. The Kineclair has focusing
and
centering
de-
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vices and gives stationary pictures by
simply changing the position of the.
crank.
The illumination of the film in the
Kineclair is based on the principle of
reflection, which is carried out by means
of a prism. As regards the source of
light, no particular conditions are imposed. The Nernst lamp is preferred
for family or home use, while the arc
will give better results if more powerful projection is required. Should no
current be available, any battery may
be used instead.
By the compact arrangement of the

films is, unfortunately, that in case
they are torn, it is hard to mend them
without
spoiling the film.
In every respect the machine is handy,
light and well finished, as would be expected from a machine bearing the name
of Thomas A. Edison. The threading
of the film is easy as well as the working. All available sources of light are
convenient for the machine, which generally employs a baby arc lamp.
Every machine is equipped with a
rheostat for direct current or a small
transformer for alternating current,
both are intended for 100 to 125 volts.

machine with the reels on" top of the
case containing
all the delicate parts

For 220 volts a special rheostat or transformer can be provided.
Slides are also furnished with the
Kinetoscope.

prised and content with himself, when
by simply turning the crank he gets a
result, which aside of the question of
dimension and distance, is equal to that
obtained by an operator who is a technical man and who is surrounded by
precautions of all description and enclosed in a metallic booth.
THE
Pathescope is another home
projector different from all other machines because especially designed for
use with non-inflammable film only.
With that end in view, the film gate
has been reduced to 28 mm., say, fourfifths of the usual size, so as to make it
absolutely impossible for any one to
use standard film, which is made of
celluloid.
Another
device which
prevents
the

branch of the wellAmerican
THE
known
Ernemann factory has just
put on the market a small projector,
called the Kinox, which it would be
hard to thoroughly describe, as no details are to be seen in it. The Kinox
is no doubt one of the simplest of
amateur projectors ever made.
The whole machine consits of two
reels mounted on a small support, the

THE

KINECLAIR

with the lantern between the reels, the
inventor has not only saved much space,
but also suppressed the vibration, which
exists in many other machines. Complete equ ilibrium is obtained in the Kineclair by locating the two reels in a
parallel line with each other and horizontally , in relation to the supporting
case.

opposite and top part of which contains the intermittent movement and
framing device and also a small electric
incandescent lamp connected with the
necessary wiring and a socket which
connects the machine with any source
of light.
Where no current is available batteries or dry cells may be utilized for
generating the necessary energy to produce light for the projection.
The Kinox employs a small lamp as
resistance, in order to reduce space as
far as possible.
The
machine
when

THE Edison Kinetoscope is a reduced
model of the professional machine
with several improvements for home
use. The whole outfit looks as if it
was intended for an operator's booth
in some dwarf country. The images
are microscopical and placed side by
side on the film in three longitudinal
rows.
The material is non-inflammable.
Eighty feet of the small Kinetoscope
film contain as many pictures as one
thousand feet of standard film and give
a performance of about 1G minutes. The
perforations are between the three rows
of images and each perforation corresponds to one image so that no framing
device is really necessary.
Then an 300 pictures per foot of
film and each picture is less than threesixteenths of an inch high and onequarter of an inch wide. In other
words, every picture which is projected on a six-foot screen will be 120,000 times the size of the image on the
film.
The
trouble with plural image

THE

PATHESCOPE

ready for projection can be carried
under
marked.one's overcoat without being reThe Kinox has only one sprocket to
control the film, which may be of any
make or kind, the sprocket being of
the standard type. The focusing and
framing are effected in the easiest
possible way and the crank may be
turned by a child without the least
trouble or effort.
The apparent simplicity and absence
of complicated parts give the amateur
Confidence
and cause him to be sur-

THE

PHANTOSCOPE

use of celluloid film with this machine
is the drum or sprocket, the teeth of
which are arranged to engage only
with the particular perforation of the
film made by the manufacturer of the
machine.
The holes or perforations in the
Pathescope film, instead of being of
equal number on each side of the film,
are four on one side and only one on
the other side, for each image. One
of the four apertures constantly corresponds with the single one on the opposite side. This arrangement does
away at the same time with all framing
devices, so that if the positive has been
carefully printed, the projection will be
uninterrupted and extremely steady.
The main feature in the Pathescope
is the generation of light necessary for
the illumination of the film, which is
produced while you turn the crank. The
machine is thus not only independent
from any source of light or generator,
but is also absolutely fireproof. Even
if ordinary celluloid films were used
in conjunction with a lamp producing
heat, no fire could occur, as the production of light is subjected to the crank
that imparts movement to the film.
Thus the heat would increase with the
speed of the film in the apparatus and
be distributed upon a greater surface or
length of film. But the light does not
even warm the film, being only a small
incandescent lamp of low voltage and
the film is non-inflammable, being of
acetate of cellulose.

THE
Two other types of Pathescopes
have recently been introduced, which
enable the amateur to project without
even the slight trouble of turning the
handle. One of the machines is designed for direct current and the other
for alternating current, both for about
110 volts. The general appearance of
these two new machines is about the
same as that of the self-generator except that the latter has no visible resistance nor transformer. A camera, enabling the amateur to take pictures himself, is also provided by the same factory, which is that of Pathe Freres in
Paris. It is needless to add that the
finish and quality of the machines are
of the best.
THE Phantoscope, the oldest of all,
as regards the name at least, as
Phantoscope was the name given to motion picture machines by C. F. Jenkins, of
Washington, in the early days of cinematography, when Thomas A. Edison
baptized his machine the Kinetoscope,
and Lumiere in France called his the
Cinematographe. A curious thing to
know is that all these names are now
more than 17 years old. This in no
way prevents the Phantoscope from
being a strong, safe and reliable projector, which may be considered as the
intermediary or bridge between amateur
and professional projectors.
The Phantoscope is most simple and
its construction can be summarized in
a few words. A metallic support, two
reels, the take-up reel being operated
during the projection by means of a
small belt, one sprocket only in the body
of which is mounted on the crank,
which actuates the well-known Jenkins
simple intermittent motion system, a
prism receiving the beam of light from
the arc, which is also mounted on the
same base or support, and projecting
the said light on the screen, with the
images in it naturally.
Such an arrangement makes a machine simple,' solid and light.
Considering that most of the machines described here have been designed and their position established by
several of the pioneers in the trade, it
will be understood that they all have
their field, as they are all good or
necessary according to circumstances,
available space, generator, expense involved, importance of viewers, amount
of work required, etc.
All contribute to the benefit of the
beautiful and wonderful conception of
the human brain, the invention which
in itself is the symbol of all the sciences
and arts.
HOLDS

COAST

RECORD

G. M. Anderson, the Essanay director, holds the Pacific Coast record in
having made six complete pictures in
seven days. The feat was accomplished in Niles, Cal, and the canyon
adjacent.
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J. J. Kennedy Testifies in Patents Suits
General Film President Refutes Testimony of Government Witnesses
— Will Be Cross-Examined Monday — Hearings Close April 1 ;
May Argue Case in June
KENNEDY, President of the
J • J.
General Film Company, was the
principal witness at the last hearing
in the United States suit against the
Motion Picture Patents Company and
the General Film Company, held in
the Hotel Manhattan, New York, on
March 17.
Mr. Kennedy gave testimony at
length regarding the organization of
both the defendant companies.
He will be called back to the witness stand for cross-examination by
Special Deputy United States Attorney Edwin P. Grosvenor, on Monday, Marcii 23.
On one important point, it is said,
Mr. Kennedy succeeded in refuting
the testimony of one of the Government's witnesses, Acton R. Boone, of
Birmingham, Ala., which was given
last summer.
Boone had declared that he had purchased stock in the General Film
Company, and that the stock had
never been delivered to him.
President Kennedy demonstrated
that Boone had come to him and borrowed money upon his holdings, and
that at one time he had three out-

Boone.
A. M. Newsome, of Birmingham,
Ala., was another witness for the defendant companies at the hearing
The case for the Patents Company
and the General Film is now practically completed, said Charles F.
Kinglsey. the attorney for the la»ter,
at his office at 74 Broadway, New
York City, on Thursday.
The time limit set for the closing
of the defendants' case is April 1.
From April 1 to April 15 the Government will be given time in which
to present any testimony in rebuttal that they may have to offer.
United States Attorney Grosvenor
declares that he is confident of winding up the entire hearing by April 7.
He is anxious to have the case argued
in court in June, if possible, and is
working with that end in view.
At an earlier hearing, on March 9,
Mr. Lubin, of the Lubin Film Company, of Philadelphia, and George K.
Spoor, of the Essanay Company, were
witnesses.

Benefit at "The Threeing shownMusketeers"
to capacity houses.

of the perreceipts
entire formance,
on Monday, March 23,
of the Anglo-American Film Company's screen production of "The
Three Musketeers" at the New York
Theatre, will be donated to the employees of The Siegel Fourteenth
Street Store, who were thrown out of
employment by the closing of the establishment after the failure of the
concern.
Carroll M. Robertson, President of
the Anglo-American, which controls
the New York Theatre, made the generous offer, and it was accepted on
behalf of the employees by Arthur L.
Price, manager of the store.
Extensive preparations have been
under way for some days, and are
still going on, to make the benefit
performance a unique one from the
standpoint of its success.
Mrs. Grace Vanderbilt, Mrs. Belmont Tiffany and many other society
women will act as patronesses on
Monday evening to co-operate with
Mr. Robertson in alleviating the suffeung that threatens the unfortunate
women and girls who have lost their
THE

standing loans. The stock had been
put up as collateral, which explains
why it had not been delivered to

positions.
"The Three Musketeers'' is now
Hearing the end of its first month at
the New York Theatre, and is still be-

When
it is remembered that the New York
is, in point of seating capacity, one
of the larger New York theatres, the
measure of the popularity of this
photoplay taken from the famous
novel of Dumas will be adequately

appreciated.
The first showing of the picture occurred on February 27, when a private
performance was given. The following
night the theatre was formally opened
as a big feature picture house, under
the
Film management
Company. of the Anglo-American
The biggest screen production of a
Dumas novel yet shown on this side
of the water, 'The Three Musketeers,"
made a double appeal, on the score of
the book's popularity and the scale on
which the photoplay had been conceived.
The atmosphere of the time in which
the action of the play transpires — that
of the power of Cardinal Richelieu, in
the early part of the seventeenth century— is vividly reproduced. The characters move and act like persons of that
century may be supposed to have acted,
and the historical accuracy of every
incident is caught, while the play never
loses any of its large human appeal
from the first scene to the last.
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New Chicago Censorship Ordinance is Defeated; Mayor Appoints a Negro to the Board — Philadelphia
Exhibitors Prepare to Fight — Censorship Troubles in Germany Like Those in United States
exhibitors of Philadelphia
THE
have taken the first step toward carrying the fight against
the new Pennsylvania State Censors
into the courts.
At the last meeting of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League Local, on
Friday, March 13, a committee was
formed and authorized to consult
with John G. Johnson, a Philadelphia
attorney, regarding the advisability of
filing a suit, and the grounds on which
such a suit should be based.
Quick action has been urged upon
the committee and their report is expected at this week's or next week's
regular meeting. Funds of any size
necessary to carry on such a suit will
be raised as soon as the committee
have made their report.
Chicago Censors Win
After a mud-throwing session the
judiciary sub-committee of the Chicago City Council on Friday, March
14, voted to recommend the filing of
Alderman Coughlin's "movie" censorship ordinance, directed at Major M.
L. C. Funkhouser, second deputy
superintendent of police, in favor of
the motion picture interests.
Opponents of the measure, among
whom were more than a score of
clubwomen, declared the film companies directed their entire attention
to profit, and did not care for their
effect upon the morality of the community. The same attack was made
by the second deputy.
The committee voted three to one
against the ordinance. Coughlin cast
the one vote in its favor. The meeting became so warm that he left before the roll call was taken, but requested to be recorded against filing
the measure. Aldermen Kerner, Capitain and Kjellander were the others
voting.
A man, who said he was H. Dunn
of Brookfield, fought the present
censorship board by making sensational charges against the character
of a man who had been called in to
review one film. Chairman Kerner
refused him further rights to the
floor.
Mrs. Herman Landauer. 3326 East
End avenue, representing the Chicago's Woman's Club, urged the committee to defeat the Coughlin measure. She praised the work of Major
Funkhouser and li is censors, and asserted that Alderman Coughlin would
have the city pay three "wooden" censors $3,000 or $4,000 a year salary.
She also alleged that it would be
physically impossible
for three cen-

sors to pass
all the films shown
in Chicago.
George A. Magie, representing the
Universal Film Company, asserted
that his company was indifferent regarding the Coughlin
measure.
Chicago Mayor Appoints Negro
Mayor Carter Harrison has
pointed three more members to the
censorship
board.
The new members are:
A. J. Carey, a negro minister of the
Institutional Church, West Thirtyeighth and South Dearborn streets;
John S. Dankowski, 1919 South Clifton Park avenue; Wallace Rice, 4436
Sidney avenue.
A strong demand has been made
by negro citizens for the appointment
of a negro censor, according to Mayor
Harrison. The appointment of Carey
followed the receipt of several requests.
"Dankowski is a Pole and Mr. Rice
is a former Chicago newspaper man,
whose chief bad feature is his inclination to write poetry," said the mayor.
Major Funkhouser asserted he had
nothing to say regarding the appointment of the negro censor, and the
present members of the board
clined to be interviewed also.
German
Exhibitors' Troubles
The censorship situation in the
German Empire offers an interesting
comparison
with that in the United

States. In Germany, it seems, each
of the states of the Empire exercises
a separate censorship over all films
shown within its borders.
The majority of the German exhibitors want an imperial censorship,
which shall supersede all local boards,
as the American exhibitors are
anxious to have one national censor
board to take the place of state or
municipal censors.
Protests have been made by exhibitors' associations all over the
German Empire, but none stronger
than that which comes from the Exhibitors' Association of Bavaria, with
apheadquarters
in Munich.
They have sent a petition to the
imperial minister of the Bavarian
government at Berlin, asking for censorship reform. They assert that.
since all the allied German states
have the same rights, the Berlin censors' decisions should hold good for
Bavaria as well.
Their demands are. first, that there
should be two kinds of censorship,
one for films that must be cut, the
other for pictures that are unfit subjects for children; second, that scientific films and pictures of current
events should be free from censorship; third, that the O. K. of the
Berlin censors should be recognized
as valid for Bavaria.
As a sample of Bavarian censorship, Dickens's "Oliver Twist" was
absolutely prohibited in that state
de-

Lasky Wins Injunction Case
No Restraining Order Granted Against "The Master Mind" — Trial
of "Madame" Injunction Suit Will Be Held on Monday, March 23
THE Master Amusement Company
have failed in their efforts to enjoin the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company, by court proceedings, from
continuing their photoplay production of "The Master Mind," in which
Edmund Breese has been starring.
An attempt was made by the former concern to obtain a restraining
order from Justice Page in the Supreme Court, New York City, last
week,
and a date for a hearing was
set.
The injunction was not granted at
the latter hearing, however, and the
Lasky company is proceeding with
its production, which it expects to
have ready for release within a short
time.

On Monday, March 23, there will
be a hearing in the Supreme Court
of New York County on the application of Henry W. Savage, the theatrical manager, to make permanent
a temporary injunction obtained last
week, restraining the Wilkar Films,
of the Fitzgerald Building, 1482
Broadway. New York, from distributing their production, "Magda. A
Modern
Madameobtained
X." the injunction
Mr. Savage
on the ground that he. as the producer of the play "Madame X," had
copyrighted the title, and that any use
<>1 it was an infringement on his
rights.
The result of the hearing on Monday is being awaited with great interest.
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By

M . H . SCHOENBAUM
•/// inquiries pertaining to this department will be answered by Mr. Schoenbaum, either directly or through thi
columns of The Motion Picture News. — Editor.
Address "Patent Editor," Motion Picture News, New
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Patents and Trade-Marks
Registered
or Allowed Recently:
United States Patents
1,089,466. Moving Picture Machine.
Frank H. Frude.
1,089,594. Process lor Sensitizing
Dyestuffs Employed in Photography.
John H. Smith.
1,089,642. Support for Electric Conductors. Gottlob Honold.
1.089,646. Motion Picture Camera.
C. F. Jenkins
1.089.762. Mechanical Movement.

G. V. J. Guilbert.
1,089,788. Automatic Projecting Lantern. Joseph Quigley.
1,089,793. Speed-Controlling Device. Claes Ryden.
1,089,835. Phonograph Record
(Film).
Friend H. Gregory.
1,089,910. Plastic Material used in
the Manufacture of Kinematographic
Films.
H. Danzer.
1,089,917. Apparatus for Reading
Reversed Images.
W. F. Folmer.
1,089,960. Adhesive Material for
Gluing Purposes.
F. Rampichini.
1,090,046. Photographic Shutter. J
Goddard.
1,090,074. Compounds or Derivatives of Cellulose and Process of Obtaining the Same.
E. Knoevenagel.
1,090,097. Portable Motion Picture
Projecting Machine.
W. J. Branigan.
1,090,121. View-Changing Device.
W C. Upp.
Great Britain Patents
24,945. Theatrical Appliances. W.
H. S. Marriott.
24,948. Color Kinematography. C.
Urban.
24,996. Cellulose Solution. B. Bor/.ykowsky.
25.084. Color
Kinematography,
1 E. Thornton

25,137. Kinematographs. W
Chipperfield.
25;142. Kinematographs (colors.)
D. W. Player.
25,161. Color Kinematography.
Gaumont
25.238. Reflectors. SiemensSchuckert.
25,257.
Photography,
F. R. Miller.
25,324.
Clocks, lamps,
E. Piickler.
25,463. Photographic shutters, F
\Y. Baxter.
25,650. Kinematographs.
perfield.
25,702.

Photography,

E.

W.

Chip-

Borlandi.

International Bureau, Berne, Switzerland Trade-Marks
15.239. Machines,
"Pathechrome"
Picture
Films,Motion
etc..
Pathe Freres, Paris.
French Patents
465,460. Fireproof device. F
lich.

Stig-

465.496. Color Cinematography, L.
Mauclaire. A. Breon and P. Randabel.
465.497. Maltese Cross Projector,
Gaumont.
465,516. Color Photography. L. C.
D. A. Cheron.
465,531.
Sound and Image
465,533.
Screen, V. Lestorte.
465,538. Motion Picture Illumination, Gaumont.
465,592. Optical Device. L. Nugues
and J. Carpentier
18,497/465,497. Projector.
Gaumont.
465,543. Color Cinematography, L.
Mauclaire, A. Breon and P. Randabel.
465.596. Film, M. P. Pierson.
465.597. Film, M. P. Pierson.
German

Patents

berg.
269,576/259,471. Films, L.

Herz-

269,683. Coating (Emulsion) W. E.
Renfrow and F. G. Wilcox.
269,868 Cinematography. A. G. F.
A.

York City.
Canadian Patents
151.467. Monochlorhydrin Manufacture. The Canadian Explosive
Company.
151,522. Paper Making
Peter Couper.

Apparatus,

151,633. Motion Picture Machine.
Bradley. E. Maggard and Samuel M.
Elisha
M.

151,661. Photographic
Audibert.

Apparatus.

151,671. Method of Covering Surfaces, J.R. Boulton.
151,767. Motion Picture Machine.
L. C. Van Riper.

Trade Notes
Projection-Rooms
The Warner's Features new projection-ro m at 126 West Forty-sixth
street. New York City, is one thai
should be seen by all who are inter
ested in projection. The harmonious
decoration of the walls and furniture
make it a pleasure for the eye every
time the lights are put on.
It must not be forgotten, however.
that as far as public theatres are concerned, all decorations and embellishments in relief must be located above
the heads of the public, so that when
necessary one may be able to find an
exit by simply following the flat wall
without being hampered with any of
the artistic and pleasing things which
in case of danger might create a delay, which would be perilous.
Another detail of interest is the
painting of the walls and ceiling. All
dark colors are desirable, but the best
is dark red or brown. No paint or
varnish containing metallic powders
such as gold, silver, aluminum, etc.
should be employed, as the light given
by their reflection diminishes the contrast between the white screen and
dark room and thus weakens the
brightness of the pictures, besides
which the eye is also hurt by reflections coming from any point other
than the screen itself
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Literaria Films Rejoin Pathe
The Paris offices of Literaria Films,
which were conducted by M. Hebert,
who was formerly in Pathe Freres'
employ, it appears are going to close
their doors. The whole staff will return to Pathe, who will thus officially take charge of the trade-mark
and the business.
De Faria System Fails
M. De Faria, the inventor of several interesting devices for motion
pictures and electricity, recently organized a company with Mme. Carvalho under the commercial name of
Societe Carvalho et Faria, for the
working of M. de Faria's patents. It
is now announced that the company
has failed and that the document of
insolvency is to be found in the
French
Official Register, No. 24,702.

Hints to Operators
How to Polish Glass
Glass may be polished with a pad
made of chamois skin charged with
talcum powder, which may be more or
less finely divided according to the
result desired to obtain.
How

Clouding Is Avoided

Clouding or dimming is often the
result of the deposit of small particles
of water on the surface of windows or
walls. Whenever it is desirable to
avoid this condition, especially when
it is not easy to reach the clouded
part in order to wipe off the moistened surface, the best remedy is to
use calcium chloride, a product which
absorbs humidity. When in use, the
calcium chloride must be kept in a
glass or porcelain receptacle and left
open.
Calcium chloride may be re-employed every three or four days if
properly dried. The product is also
employed to prevent rust on metallic
surfaces.
Metal Cleaners
The simplest rust remover is a cork
soaked in oil. Should the rust be old,
a paste can be composed of 50 per
cent of fine tripoli and 50 per cent of
flowers of sulphur, the whole being
mixed with olive oil and applied with
a soft skin.
AMERICAN

KINETO

MOVES

The American Kineto Corporation
have moved from their offices in the
Longacre Building, Broadway and
Forty-second street, New York, to
larger quarters on the sixteenth floor
of
World's street.
Tower Building, 110
Westthe Fortieth
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Brooklyn Exhibitors'
First Ball
Hartman, Mrs. Charles

PROSPECT Hall, Brooklyn, probably the largest dance hall in that
city, was filled to capacity on Monday last by crowds of happy dancers
and pleasure seekers brought together
at the Brooklyn exhibitors' first ball.
Although everyone expected the affair
to be successful, the big attendance
was a distinct surprise.
Entertainment in the form of pictures and vaudeville was furnished by
the committee, who deserve much
credit for the admirable way in which
the affair was conducted.
The officers of the Local are as follows: President, William H. Hollander; vice-president, Michael Warshower; secretary, Charles Fisher;
•sergeant-at-arms, George Barton.
The committeemen were: Joseph
Forster, Charles Fisher, Teresa
Schwank, A. J. Wilson, S. Rhonheimer, William Hilkemeier, Mr.
Martineaux, Joseph Ensler, Abraham
Taffelstein, Arthur Freiberg, William
Hilkemeier, Michael Warshower, R.
C. Whitten.
Some of those present were: Miss
Jessie Falk, Mr. and Mrs. E. Rothert,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Klein, Miss Elizabeth
Schultz, Miss Margaret Schultz, Christopher Schultz, Miss Marion King, J.
O'Donnell, Mr. and Mrs. H. King, A.
Chorney, Miss Dorothy Chorney, Sam'l
Fishman, David Berlowitz, Miss Tilda
Cahn, Joseph Brown, Edward Brown,
Miss Tillie Brown, Miss Jennie
Mencher, Miss Marguerite Settani,
Miss Mildred Keller, Mr. and Mrs.
L. M. Christian, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Newwirth, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Havens, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Karl,
Mrs. William Robbins, Miss Maude
Comer, Miss Louise Bernius, Miss
Claribel Metzger, Mrs. Mary Wells,
Miss Anna Wells, Mrs. Kathryne
Doxsey, M. Giger, Miss Ruth Nodine,
Mrs. T Creighton, Joseph Wells,
Mrs. Helen Harris, Mrs. Samuel
Bowen, Manuel Simon. Mrs. Pauline Simon, Rocky Vineigueira, Annabell Simon, Bernard Carlson, Ture
Carlson, John Flaherty. Louis Tido,
Miss Minerva Faber, Miss Eliza Waters, Kenneth Jensen, Thomas Quinlan, Miss Nellie Farrel, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles T. McCarty, Miss Frances
Doyle. Miss Lucy Pierpont, Henry
IVia, John Cartolano, Frank Sis, Anthony Tape, Miss Evelyn Franz, Miss
Lotta Crocker, Miss Florence Kretschman, Mr. and Mrs. Ellwood Weeks.
Mrs. W. O'Bryon. Miss Jennie Rolff,
Mi^s Loretta O'Bryon, Ellwood
O'Bryon, Morris Fisher, Miss Gertrude Fisher, Miss Rose Holsworth.
Miss Lucy Mueller, Mrs. Thomas
Price, Mrs. Richard Beyerkohler,
Mrs. G. T. Jewesson, Miss Elsie
Brower, Walter H. Brower, George
Carlin, Miss Mary Shea, Mrs. Rose

Van Alen,
Miss Cecil Van Alen, Mr. and Mrs.
I. M. Cohen, Larry Cohen, Mrs. S.
Sheingold, Miss Lena Sheingold,
Miss Ida Hopcraft, Donald Hopcraft,
G. H. Callaghan, Miss Gertrude Delmonte, Mrs. C. Wood, Miss Dorothy
Wood, Cecil Wood, William C. Burrs,
Mrs. C. E. Miles, Miss Evelyn Miles,
Benjamin Lyons, Mr. and Mrs. Herman, Mr. and Mrs. Mayer, G. Meinken, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bergmann,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Schwanemann, Martin Mayer, Mr. and Mrs. M. Clark,
M'lis Clark, Mr. and Mrs. A. Freiberg, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miles,
Miss Helen Dorbrey Calkins, Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Cameron, Mr. and Mrs.
W. Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Birch,
Miss Elizabeth Meyer.

"BRIFCO" GETS WELCOME
"Brifco," a new raw stock film, is
being offered to the American manufacturers by James H. White, representing the makers, The British Film
Stock Company, of Ashtead Works,
Surrey, England.
Mr. White has been identified with
the business for many years and is in
fact one of the real pioneers. He was
formerly connected with the Edison
Company.
He has estabished offices in 602
Longacre Building, corner of Fortysecond street and Broadway, New
York City, where his associates will
find a hearty welcome.
Mr. White should meet with an
open hand from the American manuas thefewagent
There are facturers
very
men for
who "Brifco."
are able
to talk so well and instructively on
the subject of the making and^selling
of film.
Mr. White reports sales to many
of the manufacturers, although the
film is yet very much in its infancy.
"OVER

NIAGARA
FALLS" GOES
ABROAD
The foreign exhibition rights on the

Sterling Camera & Film Company's
four-reel production, "Over Niagara
Falls," have been disposed of through
the London office of Midgar Features. Sample prints of the following
features have been sent to the London office of the Midgar Company for
the disposal of foreign rights: '-'The
Stampede of Fate" (Gorman Film
Mfg. Co. Inc.); "Evangeline" (Canadian Bioscope Co., Ltd.); "One Hundred Years of Mormonism" and
"From Dusk to Dawn" (Pan-American Film Mfg. Co., Inc.)
General Manager Graham will be
glad to hear from American feature
manufacturers desirous of selling the
foreign
rights on any of their productions.
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the desire of "The Motion Picture News" to include under this heading
novel advertising ideas, successful schemes in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre— everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade. We invite every exhibitor to
write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information along any line.
Address: Editor, "The Motion Picture News," 220 West Forty-second Street, New York City.
A REAL
"LIVE
WIRE"
newspaper advertisements for pic- berg, who is a graduate of a Leipsic
tures. A series of sixteen pages proconservatory of music. She has made
THE man, who is creating the bigduced remarkable results and caused
the incidental music accompanying
gest stir in motion picture circles
pictures a matter of neighborhood
in Washington is Tom Moore. Just the advertiser to receive national re- the
comment.
cognition from film producers and
recently he gave a banquet to his emtrade publications. — Cecil.
This is Mr. Huber's third year as
ployees on theandstage
of Moore's
Gar-a
an exhibitor. So far his record is
den Theatre
a little
later took
HIS
THREE
RULES
one of unbroken
success.
long lease on the Academy, the largest
'OOD pictures, good music and
James Roddy is the owner of the
melodramatic playhouse in WashingMadrid Theatre and building.
courtesy are the three rules
ton.
About one hundred were present at of the Madrid Theatre, 1945 Third
A MAMMOTH
THEATRE
avenue, New York City, of which
the banquet. It was enlivened with
MOTION
picture
theatre with a
Henry
Huber
is
the
manager,
and
it
speeches and singing by many of
capacity of approximately 3,000
those present. Dancing followed. By is to adherence to these three standpeople,tures ofisAtlanta,
soon toGa.be one of the feataking over the Academy, which is
one of the biggest theatres in WashWilliam Oldknow, for the last five
ington and the interior decorations of
years
manager of the Alcazar Theatre,
which have been materially improved,
at 99 Peachtree street, will build the
Mr. Moore adds one more to the
mammoth photoplay house on behalf
chain of theatres he controls in the
of a stock company which has just
capital. The Academy, now known as
been formed.
the Orpheum, is the largest photoplay
Mr. Oldknow's lease on the Alcazar
house in the city.
expired March 1. Confronted with a
"The day of the small theatre for
raising of his rent from $450 a month
the silent drama is passed," asserts
to $1,000, the manager balked and refused to renew the lease. Shortly
Mr. Moore "The public demands
comfort — more spacing, more air and
after this, it became known that plans
more attention. Besides, the big films
for a theatre that will eclipse in size
that are being produced to-day deany motion picture house in the South
were under way.
mand the dignity of a big theatre.
The motion picture industry has be"We are negotiating the site for the
come as important as the speaking
new theatre now," said Mr. Oldknow,
drama and it should be handled on the
when he was asked about the progsame large business lines and with the
ress of the new enterprise. "Spacioussame seriousness. I may be in adness is the essential of a motion picvance of the times here, but this will
ture theatre to-day.
be my policy and I feel I voice the
"The display of the best films is besentiments of the people who patroncoming such an expensive proposition
that
small audiences cannot make
HENRY
HUBER
ize
the
silent
drama.-'
Mr. Moore also believes that the
them profitable. We must have plenty
ards that Mr. Huber frankly attributes
public will pay for these increased acof
room and then expense of produchis success.
commodations and service.
tion stepswas
into the
the difficulty
background.''
Mr. Moore is a great believer in
The house is a small one; its seat"That
with the
newspaper advertising. In his career
ing capacity is three hundred, but it Alcazar," went on the manager, "when
as a singer and theatrical and motion
is a sightly building, outside and in, they wanted to raise the rent to
and is never less than full when its
picture manager he has spent seventy$1,000 a month. I couldn't see it with
five thousand dollars ($75,000) for doors are open. The Madrid was one
theThe
smallAlcazar,
seating room
we hadwill
there"
newspaper advertising.
of the first theatres to be built under
however,
not
cease
to
be
a
motion
picture
house,
the
new
city
ordinance.
"An exhibitor," he explains, "pays
a big price for an extra feature. The
but simply changes hands.
Courtesy is personified in Mr.
next asset is to have the feature billed
Mr. Montgomery, widely known as
Huber, as his taste in pictures is exin front. But there are thousands who
a motion picture exhibitor all over
emplified in the six-reel program with
Dixie, is preparing to occupy it as Mr.
which he entertains his patrons. Two
don't pass the door. They would have
no chance of knowing what the exhibiPower's 6A machines in charge of Oldknow's successor. The latter has
tor has to offer were it not for the
Harry Friedmann, the operator, fur- dismantled the Alcazar and restored
nish the projection.
the building to what it was before he
took it.
The musical program of the Madrid
He was the first owner of a 5-cent
press."
is entrusted to Miss Lillian Greenmotion picture theatre to use full-page
Montgomery is familiar to all At-
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lanta people because of his erection
of the Montgomery Theatre, which
he built here a couple of years ago
and then sold to other interests.
The news that he is returning to
engage in competition with the house
that was once his own has aroused
lively comment in motion picture circles of the South.
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"Singing Pictures" Anyat projection
Their machine
Best

may be
used with the Renfax equipment — a
fact which may solve many an exhibitor's doubts. A crank that can be attached to any projector is furnished
with the service. The company supplies the phonograph and the records

THE temporary slump in g the "talkpicture"succeed
and "singin
picture"
ed by renewed
field has ingbeen
activity along that line, and this time
it seems certain that permanent success is to attend the efforts of the
producers
to establish
them
as an

BREAKING "DULL SEASON"
RECORDS
Waynewood Theatre, of
THE
Waynesville, N. C, has established a record for that section by
keping open continuously during the
winter months. It has heretofore
been the custom for the motion picture houses, in common with other
places of amusement, to close after
the fair dates.
But the Waynewood, though only
opened last November, set precedents
aside, and has run prosperously
through the dull season. The best
evidence that it has been successful
is the installation of another Power's
6-A Cameragraph, which gives the
house two machines, and enables the
little theatre to offer a show of city
length and quality.
Pictures prevail at the Waynewood,
though now and then a road show
stops at the house.
One of the most notable features of
the theatre, however, is its orchestra.
Helen J. Sutphen is its leader, and
she has made the musical programs of
the Waynewood a matter of talk not
only in Waynesville, but in the surrounding towns. She herself is an accomplished trap drummer, and her
equipment is one that might rival that
of the best drummers in a city theatre.
"LIFE

OF

VILLA"
FILMED
THE MUTUAL

BY

General "Pancho" Villa, by all odds
the most sensational figure in the present Mexican upheaval, is to be the
leading actor in a motion picture
serial entitled "The Life of General
Francisco Villa," to be issued by the
Mutual Film Corporation.
Harry E. Aitken, President of the
Mutual, who contracted with the rebel
leader for the exclusive privilege of
taking motion pictures with the Constitutionalist army, has just returned
from Juarez, after successfully negotiating with Villa to this end.
The preliminary pictures, showing
the rebel "jefe" in the unfamiliar role
of farmer on his own plantation in
Mexico have already been taken.
Others will depict Villa on the field,
in battle, leading a charge and planning his future moves. W. Christy
Cabanne, the Mutual director, is in
charge of the serial.
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Scene from one of the Renfax Singing Pictures

acknowledged
branch of film productions.
The Renfax Film Company, of 110
West Fortieth street, New York City,
is the lirm responsible for the vindication of "singing and talking pictures"
as a realistic medium of entertainment, and for the growing popularity
which they are now enjoying. Until
very recently, the "talking picture,"
as it is popularly called, was remarkable chiefly because of its failure to
live up to the expectations that had
been raised of it. There were many
faults to be found with them, principally the lack of synchrony between
the pictures and the voices, speaking
or singing, that accompanied them.
To simplify and correct the synchronizing apparatus, and demonstrate
to the skeptical that the talking and
singing picture was a practical, moneymaking possibility, was the aim of the
Renfax Film Company in entering the
field.
And simplicity and success are the
two striking results the company has
achieved.
A series of rapid experiments with
dialogue, monologue, operatic selections, and dramatic scenes ended with
the company's conviction that the biggest demand was for popular songs.
They are now producing six singing
features a week, all made at the Crystal studios. Forty-six Renfax "singing pictures"
at this moment
available
to the are
exhibitor.

with the film, on a rental basis. In
half an hour, any experienced operator can be taught to use the Renfax
apparatus with the best results.
The chief feature of the Renfax
method is the synchronizer, an instrument extraordinary for its simplicity
Two magnets with wires attached, one
wire connected with the phonograph,
the other with the projector and operated in unison, control an indicator
on top of the synchronizing cabinet
By consulting this, the operator can
be certain that the film and the phonographic record are working in absolute synchronism. To keep the indicator in the absolute center of its
oard is all that is necessary.
Seventy-six exhibitors in New York.
New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania are now using the Renfax service
The company is planning to open
branch offices in the Middle West ver>
soon.

AGDAD"

Tlie accompanying illustration indicates how the songs are put on for
the camera. Among the Renfax successes now on the market are "In
Bagdad," "The Noodle Horn Rag." "1
Love Her, Oh! Oh! Oh!" "Apple1'ilossom Time in Normandy," "Where
Did You Get That Girl." "Chattanooga."
"Melindy's Wedding Day," "My Wonderful Dream Girl," "Salvation Nell,"
"The Old Maids' Ball," "Faust" (in
four parts),
a Million."
best
Columbia"One
and inVictor
records The
are
used.
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News and Notes from All Over the World — A Circulating Film Library in Wisconsin — Detroit Superintendent Urges Pictures in Schools — A Brooklyn School's Method — Pictures for Detroit Schools

Pictures for Detroit Schools
MOTION
pictures will soon be
officially used in the schools of
Detroit, Mich., if Dr. Charles E. Chadsey, superintendent of schools in that
city, has his way. Dr. Chadsey is
now negotiating for the introduction
of them. It is his opinion that pictures will soon be generally recognized as indispensable in modern education.
"The greatest development in education to-day is through the eye and
the time is rapidly approaching when
every public school in Detroit will
have to have its motion picture equipment, if it is to keep pace with the
best educational methods," declares
Dr. Chadsey. "The finest results have
been obtained in teaching geography
and history with the aid of motion pictures. A most effective way of inspiring interest in the classics of literature
is through showing the children pictotorial representations with the aid of
the '.notion picture machine."
Dr. Chadsey has included a small
item in the Board of Education estimates this year for the installation of
motion picture equipment in some of
the school social centers. If the experiment there proves to be the success he believes it will, a good-sized
appropriation will be asked next year
for motion pictures in the day
schools.
A Film Library for Schools
The authorities of the University of
Wisconsin have been impressed by
Thomas A. Edison's theory that motion pictures in the schools will make
an end to truancy. The extension department of the university is arranging to install "movies" in the schools
of Wisconsin.
The university is accumulating a
large motion picture library which is
to be circulated among the schools
free of cost.
Films may be had on request, but
every school will be required to have
its own picture machine. This, it is
estimated, costs in the neighborhood
of $100. Most of the details of the
plan have been arranged and the
schools already are making application for the university's film service.
The dean of the extension department of the university believes there
is nothing better than educational
motion pictures to stimulate the sluggish pupil and that there is hardly a
course in the schools that cannot be
helped in this way. In addition to inciting the backward pupil, the pictures will supply entertainment and
information for all students

Films Teach Geography

Geography is now being taught
with the aid of motion pictures in all
the schools of Ontario under the jurisdiction of the Board of Education of
Hamilton, Ont.
The board recently purchased machines to aid in making school courses
more adaptable to the minds of young
children. That living pictures make
a more lasting impression on a child
than the best text-books is the experience of these, as well as other educators in all parts of the country.
An Essanay Educational
Among educational films one of the
most recent is "The Canning Industry in California," to be released by
the Essanay Company, of Chicago,
on March HI. The canning of vegetables, with particular reference to
the pea and the asparagus, is delineated in great detail, with scenes explaining every operation in the various factories.
Send Pupils to Pictures
The Board of Education of Middletown, N. J., has adopted a rule whereby two pupils from each class in the
school attend the motion picture
show at the high school in Red Bank
every Friday afternoon.
A Weekly Educational Show
A weekly exhibition of motion pictures is given at the high school in
Pleasantville, N. Y. One of the recent exhibitions was devoted to a
presentation
of power methods in
farming.
Teaching Children Picture Making
"The History and Development of
the Motion Picture" was the subject
of a lecture recently delivered at the
West High School, Des Moines, la.,
by Principal Maurice Ricker. The talk
was illustrated by a film showing the
various stages in the making of the
picture up to the time when it was
ready for projection on the screen.
Pictures and the Libraries
"Motion pictures are teaching lessons that books cannot impart to
those of slow emotions.'' was the
message delivered by Miss Louise
Connolly, of Newark, to the members
of the Pennsylvania Library Club and
the New Jersey Library Association
at their annual meeting in the Hotel
Chelsea. Atlantic City.
"They supply a distinct want," she
went on. "They enable the girl with
a 'stillborn soul' to get by vision, instantaneously, a sequence of events
and to see their relation, and she
couldn't do that through a book."

The speaker added that the motion
pictures were reaching and helping
psychologically thousands to whom
the libraries do not, at the outset, appeal, and in many cases inspiring
those who have seen them to patronize the libraries.
Holiday Show for Children
The pupils of the Dover Street
School, Milwaukee, Wis., celebrated
Washington's Birthday by attending
the Alhambra Theatre in that city, to
witness an exhibition of motion pictures appropriate to the day.
What One School Has Done
There is a motion picture show now
every Tuesday evening at Public
School No. 6, on Baltic street, Brooklyn, N. Y., for the children of the
school and their parents as well as all
others in the neighborhood who care
to attend.
A booth has been advanced to the
school by a friend, an old-time resident of the district, and to pay for this
a charge of five cents is made upon
the patrons of the show. Part of this
is used to cover the janitor's expenses
and the
exhibitions areoperator's
given underfee.
the The
auspices
of
the School Social Center Committee,
the Old South Brooklyn Civic League,
and The People's Institute of Brooklyn.Every
Tuesday
afternoon
a free
show is given for the children, and
they attend under the chaperonage of
their teachers.
Pictures and the Publisher
The influence that motion pictures
are having on the book market and on
the reading public is vividly described
in a statement made by the advertising manager of A. C. McClurg & Company, book publishers, of Chicago
Mr. P. G. Smith, the manager, speaking of the pictures' power, remarked:
"The motion picture is exerting a
tremendous influence on the book
market. Our eighth annual sale, now
in progress, has revealed this. We
are selling books all the way from ten
cents up and the demand for cheap
novels is on the wane. The public apparently has got into the habit of taking its literary nourishment through
the 'movies.' There is a punch to the
motion picture that the people like
and when they turn to reading they
seem to want the same thing."
Teaching the Deaf to Talk
The uses to which the motion picture has been put in Europe will astound even the deepest-thinking and
most widely-read Americans. In Paris,
pictures illustrating the formation ot
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30 upon the lips are being used to
words
teach deaf-mutes to talk, in cases
where dumbness is merely a condition of deafness, and when there is
no physical barrier to the use of the
vocal organs.
In Denmark, pictures carefully
chosen by medical experts are employed as aids in cases of neurasthenia. The subject of the picture is intended to distract the mind of the patient from his mental condition and
ward off introspection. Its success is
acknowledged.
In Germany, Norway and Sweden,
motion pictures are extensively used
for advertising purposes, and the
tourists' bureaus in the latter countries, as well as in France, are employing them very generally.
Picture Day for Children
The owners and managers of motion picture shows in Indianapolis
have been asked to devote Saturday
afternoons to films of educational
value for the children. The request
was made by the Mothers' Congress
and the Parent-Teacher Association,
after an executive meeting at the
Y. M. C. A. in Indianapolis.
Carnegie Institute Adopts Pictures
The use of motion photography has
become a prominent feature in connection with the work of the Carnegie
Technical School in Pittsburgh. This
amendment of the school's policy is
largely due to the success of the industrial feature, "From Iron Ore to
Finished Steel," illustrating the manufacture of steel as it is carried on at
the works of the United States Steel
Corporation. Four thousand feet of
film are used to tell the picture-story
of the industry, from the time the ore
leaves the Hull Rust Mine, in Minnesota, until it emerges in finished form
from the steel mills.
Professor S. H. Miller, of Greenville, Pa., has lectured on the picture
before the classes at the Carnegie Institute and elsewhere. The films are
owned by the Farrcll Film Company,
of Farrell, Pa.
For the Children of Omaha

A "Children's Day" at the motion
picture theatres of Omaha, Neb., or
at least a series of special programs
for children, is likely to be the outcome of the conference between the
exhibitors of that city and Chairman
T. F. Sturgis, of the Social Science
Board. Mr. Sturgis, together with
Police Commissioner A. C. Kugel, met
the exhibitors in the City Hall to discuss the matter with them,
"We believe," said Commissioner
Kugel before the meeting, "that it
would be a good thing for parents to
be able, at times, to allow their children to go to a motion picture theatre
with a program especially censored
and prepared for them."
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What a Governor Would Do
To use motion pictures in a campaign of enlightenment among "The
Pineys," the forlorn men and women
who inhabit the great sandy pine belt
stretching over Ocean, Atlantic and
Burlington countries, New Jersey, is
the plan of Governor Fielder of that
state.
The Governor strongly advocated
such a campaign, in which motion pictures would play a leading part, before a dinner in Wintringham Hall,
Jersey City, N. J., at which the Governor and Right Rev. Edwin S. Lines,
Bishop of Newark, were present.
Governor Fielder, who made a tour
of investigation through the pine belt
last year, said he would not believe
that the Pineys were a worse lot than
might be found in other states which
have large tracts of undeveloped
woodland. He described the conditions as "terrible" and asserted that
the state must exert itself if they are
to be remedied. He urged the compulsory education of the children and
the attraction of the parents and
older children to social centers
through music and pictures.
Picturing an Industry
A striking industrial film, with a dis-

tinctly educational influence, *a the
three-part series the National Tube
Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., had
taken for them, representing the details of the manufacture of steel piping, from the mine to the finished
The pictures were shown at the Voproduct.
cational Trade Schools, New York
City, and before the New York Gas
Engineers, on February 24, 25 and 26,
and elicited the highest praise from
all who witnessed them. Eight
months were required to make the
pictures.
A Universal Educational
"Washington at Valley Forge," a
picture recently made by the Universal Company, which is to be released on their Special program,
should be well received everywhere.
Possessing a strong dramatic story,
the film also has much of educational
value.
Men like Washington, Lafayette.
John Hancock, John Quincy Adams,
Paul Revere, etc., are represented.
The gathering of the minute men at
Lexington and the battles that followed are depicted. The picture was
made by Francis Ford and Grace
Cunard, and is in four reels.

New York Local Joins M. P. E. League
Important Meeting Scheduled for Next Thursday, at Which New Or
ganization Plans Will Be Discussed
NEW
YORK Local, No. 1, of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of America, is at last fully
and formally in the fold of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League.
President M. A. Neff came from
Cincinnati especially to attend the
meeting and welcome the new local
as the metropolitan stronghold of the
league. The league head took the route
through Baltimore and Washington in
coming from Ohio, stopping at the
National Capital long enough to arrange aVirginia State convention with
D. P. Wine, national vice-president for
Virginia.
After adopting the name, "New
York Local, No. 1, Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America," the
meeting proceeded to endorse the
state and national organization and
all of its official acts.
Then the new officers were elected
and installed with appropriate ceremonies. This important meeting was
held at the Hotel Imperial, New York
City, on March 11.
Business of equal moment to the
new organization and of interest to
league men in general will be transacted at the meeting of the local,
scheduled for next Thursday, March
26. at the Hotel Imperial.
The officers of the new New York
Local. No 1. are:

President, John J. Whitman, of the
Eldorado Theatre, 1297 Wilkins avenue, the Bronx; first vice-president, R.
L. MacNabb, of 20 West 107th street;
second vice-president, H. Feldman,
1035 Tiffany street, the Bronx; treasurer, John J. Mullaney, of 939 Intervale avenue, the Bronx; secretary.
Marcy L. Fleishman, of 2226 Seventh
avenue; sergeant-at-arms, J. C. L.
Becker, of the New Rose Theatre.
1281 Washington avenue. Messrs.
Tobias A. Keppler, Mullaney and
Whitman were chosen as a committee on constitution and by-laws.
The discussion of practical steps to
protect the rights of exhibitors will
undoubtedly form a prominent part of
the business of the meeting next week.
At the reorganization, however, it was
voted to uphold the New York City
administration in everything that affected the motion picture interests,
and to obey the city ordinances.
This was done at the instances of
President Neff, who supported Mayor
John Purroy Mitchel before his election, and is a strong supporter of the
Mitchel regime.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors'
1 eague will open a permanent office
in New York City in the near future,
with an official in charge who will act
as
organizer for the new branch of the
league.

THE

The Eastman Kodak Company,
who lost their suit in the Circuit
Court of Appeals against the Goodman Film Company, have been
granted a temporary suspension of
the injunction forbidding them to
manufacture films.
The Eastman Company clearly
showed the Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals that it would be detrimental
to the interests of both companies to
entirely suspend operations, and the
Goodman Company admitted their
inability to fill the orders on the Eastman books. The suspension is
granted pending the completion of
the argument.
One successful motion picture theatre deserves another, and so the Vitagraph Company have occupied the
Manhattan Opera House, in Thirtyfourth street, New York City, with
their eight-reel production of Hall
Caine's "The Christian."
The premiere took place on Monday
night, March 16, and the big feature
is being shown twice a day to goodsized audiences. Its reception was so
cordial, in fact, that the Vitagraph
people immediately made arrangements to exhibit "The Christian" at
the Casino Theatre, the famous musical comedy house of Broadway,
twice every Sunday.
Three thousand people participated
in the picture. The cast is headed by
Earle Williams as John Storm and
Edith Storey as Glory Quayle, the
part formerly played by Viola Allen.
The English Derby is one of the sensations among the five hundred scenes
that make up the eight parts.
The Famous Players Film Company have engaged H. B. Warner, the
eminent star, to play the leading part
in "The Lost Paradise," production of
which will commence next Monday.
The play is one of Charles Frohman's dramatic successes and was
adapted from the German. Mr. Warner attained his greatest triumph in
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" and "The
Ghost Breaker."
J. H. Steinman, of the European
Feature Film Company, of 220 West
Forty-second street, New York, announces that he has contracted for,
in every state and county, and for
all time, a new feature; the name of
which has not as yet been decided.
The "picture" is a baby girl, brought
to his home
lately.
He is proudly
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Like many another successful actor,
Ralph Stuart has at last found in the
click of the motion picture camera
the call that was music to his ears,
and has deserted the footlights for
the studio and screen.
Those who wonder whither he has
gone will find him in the Mohawk

an ex-newspaperman, he has an aversion to being photographed, it has
taken four years to get within range
of him.
Probably Lloyd's only remark at the
time was, as Goldberg says, "What are
you going to do with it?"
Maxim Gorky, the Russian writer,
has entered into a contract with an
American film company by which he
undertakes to write ten film plays,
most of them typical of Russian life.
One film drama is to represent the
destruction of Messina, which Gorky
witnessed.
Scenario writers will be interested to
learn that the American Film Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, is on
the qui vive for scenarios adapted for
comedies and light dramas, for use in
the "Beauty" films. Liberal prices will
be paid for scripts that are available
for the company's purposes.
Bernard Lowenthal has just been
elected treasurer and financial manager, and Jesse J. Goldburg, secretary
and executive manager of the Life
Photo Film Company.
Their New York Weekly is now being shown in eight states and Western Canada. Ramos, Ramos & Co., of
Shanghai, China, have just closed a
contract for the New York Weekly
service in China.

RALPH

STUART

Film Company's production of
"Hearts of Oak," where he is playing the role of the hero.
Doubtless Mr. Stuart will be seen
in others under the Mohawk brand,
since that company have already announced their intention of screening
more than one of the Heme dramas.
These will be released at intervals of
about a month.
The Eastern Feature Film Company, of which S. Friedman is the
manager, will move into offices in the
Exchange building, 145 West Fortyfifth street. New York City, in the immediate future. The suite they now
occupy at Broadway and Thirteenth
street has been found to be inadequate
for the growing business.
The camera gets 'em all, sooner or
later, big and small. Its latest victim
is Lloyd F. Lonergan, chief producer
at the Thanhouser studios. Partly because he's supposed
be behind every
picture, but in none, topartly
because as

H. B. Miller, formerly with Warner's Features, is the general manager
of a new firm known as the Industries Motion Picture Company. The
concern will make industrial and educational pictures.

Reports from Mobile, Ala., indicate
that the Empress Amusement Company is to be congratulated upon the
new Empress Theatre they opened
there. The house, which is said to
one of the handsomest in the South,
seats 865 and is equipped with all modern conveniences. J. A. Bianchi, well
known in the game, is the manager.
Four reels first-run pictures and one
reel of Kinemacolor constitute the
programs
Michigan law, which forbids the
showing of motion pictures in any second-floor halls, has knocked into a
cocked hat the plans of the State Department of Farmers' institutes
show Michigan farmers, by means to
of
pictures, the newest ways of making
the "old farm" pay.
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It is reported that August Paulson
will erect a $100,000 picture house on
the corner of Lincoln street and
Sprague avenue, Spokane, Wash.
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The building occupied by the Orpheum Theatre, one of the most complete and extensive motion picture
houses in the Middle West, and in the
center of the business district "of Indianapolis, has been bought by the W.
K. Stewart Book Company, and the
theatre company is looking for new
quarters.
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"Atlantis," the six-part Great Northern Preferred Feature film, is booked
for an eight days' run at His Majesty's
Theatre, the Klaw-Erlanger theatre in
Montreal, by the International Feature
Film Corporation, Limited. This production is the adaptation of Gerhart
Hauptmann's famous novel of the
same name. It is its first presentation
in Canada.

1 jj^^
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Roy Aitken, vice-president of the
Western Import Company, which handles the foreign business of the Mutual Film Corporation, of which his
brother, Harry E. Aitken, is president,
sailed on the Lusitania for London,
where he will endeavor to book as
many as possible of the leading "legitimate" theatres of the English metropolis for the presentation of the Mutual's feature films, just as the Continental Feature Film Company is now
doing in New York.
Albert Teitel, president of the recently organized Multicolor Film Improvement Company, reports that
business is far beyond expectations,
especially among the high-class feature producers.
Mr. Mundstuk, of Mundstuk's Features, in the Long Acre building, New
York, and Mr. Manheimer, of the
Film Exchange, are collaborating in
the production of a new feature, which
will deal with the notorious conditions of prison life in Siberia, as well
as with Russian life and environment.
This production is promised for release during the first week in April
"Union hours for the presidents and
general managers of film companies!"
is the cry that A. M. Kennedy, of
Kennedy and Criterion Features is
raising. That old comedy gag. "working twenty-five hours out of every
twenty-four," comes as near to being
applicable to Mr. Kennedy as to any
one in the business.
Needless to say, there is a silver lining to Mr. Kennedy's cloud." (?) If
the orders weren't coming in as fast
as they are, Mr. Kennedy wouldn't be
as busy as he is, and so on.
"Honey

Fitz"

Fitzgerald. ex-Mayor
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GATHERING
OF STARS IN THE LASKY
STUDIO, LOS ANGELES,
CAL.
ii* —
to right (standing) : Cecil De Mille, | Oscar Apfel, Dustin Farnum,
Edmund
Breese,
Edward
Abeles.
(Sitting) : Jesse L. Lasky.

of Boston, and a party of Bostonians.
including Augustus T. Donovan, Edward C. Fitzgerald, and John A.
Keane, paid a visit to the Fort Lee
studios of the Eclair Film Company
last Tuesday.
The many-times Mayor of the Hub
celebrated the occasion by posing before the camera with Miss Tennant.
the leading woman of Eclair.
RIGHT

OFF

THE
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Nolan Gane, who starred on the stage at 13,
is now one of the Thanhouser juvenile leads.
His first appearance with that company is in
"Cardinal Richelieu's Ward," as Francois.
Spiritualism is said to be one of Claire Whitney s favorite pastimes since her appearance
in the Solax-Blache production of Wilkie Collins's "The Dream Woman."
"The Old Curiosity Shop," another of
Charles Dickens' famous stories, is to be put
out in pictures by the American Film Manufacturing Co. Lorimer Johnston, who handled
"The Cricket on the Hearth," has adapted
the story to two reels and will also direct its
production.
Louise Glaum has fully recovered from her
recent accident to the relief of all who know
her. In the next play put on by Harry
Edwards, Miss Glaum plays the part of a
schoolmarm, a pretty one who has her hands
full
Ike. with the troublesome schoolboy, Universal
Geo. W. Kleiser, of Portland, part owner of
the new $100,000 picture house of that city,
recently visited the American studios and
laboratories at Santa Barbara, California. Mr.
Kleiser was accompanied by his wife and
both were much interested in the taking of
pictures.
George S. Bothwell, sales representative for
the Simplex machine people, is back in town
after his maiden trip through the middle West.
For a beginner, George has done mighty well;
he bids fair to be a good Simplex booster.
One of the most talked and written about
theatres in the country is the Regent Theatre,
116th street and Seventh avenue. New York.
Its wonderful projection, furnished by two
Simplex projectors, gives entire satisfaction to
its patrons.
Henry Harvey, formerlv producer with the
Famous Players and All Star productions, has
joined
Feature
Long
Beach, the
and "Balboa
is in charge
of Films"
the thirdat acting
company
of II. M. and E. D. Horkheimer.
The ranks of the juveniles in the Essanay
Company
been strengthened by the adAntwerpdition to have
the Western roster of V. A. Van
"The

Certainty

of Man"

is a nne-rcel

and

ern drama with commendable work by Sydney
Ayres, Harry Von Meter and Jack Richardson
Vivian Rich and Charlotte Burton give excel
lent interpretations
of their respective parts
Will S. Rising, Wilbur Hudson, Violei
Horner, Frederick Roland, George Middleton
and Ralph Stuart will be the principals in the
cast of "Hearts of Oak," which the Mohawk
Film Company, Inc., is preparing as the first
of the twelve plays by James A. Heme they
are going to release.
"A Million Bid" and "Goodness Gracious,"
the two exceptional motion pictures which are
being presented at the V itagraph Theatre,
New York City, twice daily, have passed the
hundredth performance mark, and capacity
busir.ess still reigns.
Homer Croy, the American humorist who
has been engaged by the Universal to tour
the world and take special humorous stories
for the Universal program, is at the Pacific
Coast studios with Director Otis Turner, who
will initiate him in the ins and outs of
motion picture production. Mr. Croy will
remain a month at the Hollywood studios when
he will sail for the Hawaiian Islands and from
thence to the Orient.
The Vitagraph Company, who have recently
taken over the Manhattan Opera House, New
York City, to show motion pictures, have in
stalled two Powers Cameragraph No. 6-A
projection
machines.
The Nicholas
Power Company report the
installation of two Powers projection machines
in the Casino Theatre at Thirty-ninth street
and Broadway,
New York.
Edwin August will soon be seen in a pic
turesque romance of Old Spain, entitled, "In
the Blood." The production of this drama ha*
just begun at the Universal ranch and animal
farm in the San Fernando Valley, California.
Lois Weber, co-director with Phillips Smalley of their own Rex company at the Universal
Coast studios, has left for San Francisco when
she will spend a two weeks vacation. During
her absence Phillips Smalley will take the lead
ing part in and direct a drama entitled.
"Purity,"
written by Calder Johnstone.
King Baggot is producing and playing the
title role in a play written by himself revolving
about the political intrigues of certain lobbyistS at Washington. The play is in three
reels and will be released as an Imp.
Chris. G. Hall, widely known among
Montreal exhibitors, has allied himself with the
International Feature Film Corporation, Ltd.,
of Montreal. He will make a personal tour of
the Dominion cities with the purpose of extending the International's
organization.
Allan Dwan, director of Gold Seal dramas
at the Universal Pacific Coast studios, has
just finished the production, "The Great
Universal
Mystery." Isidore
In it are
seen such David
men
as Carl Laemmle,
Bernstein,
Horsley, William H. Swanson, Otis Turner,
Phillips Smalley, J. Warren Kerrigan, to
gcthcr with .\ dozen Eastern exchange man

Westrisers.
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CITY EXHIBITORS

Social Workers' Committee Finds No Offensive Pictures, and Many That Are Instructive and
Inspiring After Tour of More Than 230 Philadelphia Theatres
Philadelphia, .March 19.
hundred and thirty-odd
THE motitwo
on picture theatres of the
Quaker City were given what
is practically a clean bill of health by
"The Committee on Motion Picture
Shows" of the Social Workers' Club,
which made the most thorough investigation of the kind that has ever been
made in this city.
Representatives of the Society for
Organizing Charity, the Society to
Protect Children from Cruelty, the
Children's Aid Society, the Juvenile
Court, the Visiting Nurses and other
welfare and educational institutions,
were on the committee.
That there should be children's
theatres and children's pictures was
one of the definite suggestions made
by the committee.
"As to the character of the pictures
exhibited, while noting regrettable
features, we find little to condemn
absolutely," is the wording of the report.
"We have seen practically no pictures offensive to public decency. In
this we think there has been a marked
improvement during the past few
years.
"Moreover, many of the pictures
are not only free from objectionable
features, but are exceedingly instructive and morally inspiring.
"We are satisfied then that the
great majority of the films exhibited
are not objectionable and would pass
any sane board of censorship.
. "At the same time, we feel that
there are some whose influence upon
youthful minds, at least, would not
be beneficial. Though seldom so sensational as the colored posters outside would indicate, there are some
small number that in their portrayal
of crime are calculated to excite unduly the thoughts and minds of chilThe committee consisted of the
dren."
Rev. K. E. Evans, chairman; Henry
J Gideon, head of the Bureau of
Compulsory Education; Dr. Albert F.
Moxey, Supervising Medical Inspector; David J. Terry, of the Society to Protect Children from Cruelty; Miss Jessie C. Evans, of the
West Philadelphia High School: Miss
Mary H. Gillette, of the Night Court;
Miss Agnes Kelly, and Miss Hopper,
social workers.
New Theatre Is Planned
Benjamin Haas is planning to erect
a one-story motion picture theatre
at the corner of Sharpnack street and
Germantown avenue. The building
-will be 42x100 feet. The plans have

just been drawn
up by Borzner
&
Wood, architects, of Philadelphia.
Penn. Exhibitors Plan Convention
President Jeffries of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of Philadelphia, is arranging for a Pennsylvania State convention to be held
within the next few weeks.
President M. A. Neff saw Mr. Jeffries on his recent trip east from Cincinnati and the calling of a convention was then agreed upon.
Work for Higher Prices
The committee of the Motion Pic-
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Morally

ture Exhibitors' League of Philadelphia is doing its utmost to obtain the
ratification of the new scale of
prices — four reels for five cents, all
up to eight reels for ten cents — decided upon at last special meeting of
the League.
A seventy per cent ratification, from
exhibitors all over the city, whether
League members or not, is necessary
to put the agreement in force. If
upheld it will be declared valid on
April 3, and will continue for three
months.

To Film All Charles Frohman Plays
Famous Players Company Effects Alliance with Charles Frohman,
and Is Preparing to Build a Studio in Long Island City for
Screening His Productions

A

DOLPH ZUKOR, Daniel Frohman and Edwin S. Porter, president, managing and technical directors, respectively, of the Famous Players Film Company, have formed an
alliance with the prominent theatrical
producer, Charles Frohman, by which
it secures all the plays under the control of that distinguished manager.
This is, without doubt, the most
important alliance between motion
pictures and the theatre since the idea
of presenting famous plays in motion
pictures was conceived by the Famous Players.
A special studio is to be built immediately in Long Island City at the
corner of Borden avenue and Van
Dam street, which is to be used exclusively for the Famous PlayersCharles Frohman plays. The Famous
Players Film Company will organize
a special subsidiary company, to be
devoted to the Charles Frohman productions, which will be governed, directed and exploited by the parent
company, continuing its present methods in the distribution of these films.
Through this "entente" the Famous
Players Film Company acquires for
film purposes all the . Charles Frohman successes. These include the
plays made famous at the Empire and
other Frohman theatres. In addition
to the new studio in Long Island City,
and the present studios in New York
City and Los Angeles, the Famous
Players Film Company will send
Hugh Ford, the prominent theatrical
director, recently engaged by them,
and a corps of assistants to Europe.
They will be identified with the Famous Players' London studio, and will
produce the special subjects which
are to be made in England and on
the continent, of the various Charles

Frohman English, French and Ger
man successes.
This amalgamation of one of the
most powerful theatrical producers of
the country, with the pioneer concern
in the presentation of famous plays in
motion pictures, is but another evidence of the necessarily close relation
of the film to the drama.
For some time past, several of the
leading film producing companies of
the world have made decided efforts to
interest Charles Frohman in a film affiliation, but without results. His association with the Famous Players Film
Company, following closely upon the
announcement of the Famous Players-Henry W. Savage alliance, places
the company in a unique position
among film producers of celebrated
plays in motion pictures.
Charles Frohman has for many
wars advocated and practised the selection of the timely drama with a
contemporary appeal. Hence the
value of his long list of successful
plays is enhanced for motion pictures.
HOLMES IS WITH ESSANAY
Rapley Holmes is now with the
Eastern Essanay Company in ChiTo those
with who's
who on cago.the
stage familiar
Mr. Holmes
needs
no introduction He was a familiar
figure in the companies of Nat C.
Goodwin when the much-married one
was playing "Nathan Hale." "When
We successes.
Were Twenty-one," and other of
his
Later Holmes toured Australia in
"The Virginian" and "The Squaw
Man." For three seasons he was a
member of the "Arizona" company.
His desire to remain permanently in
Chicago led him to abandon the stage
for the screen.
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[Editor's Note — Herbert Blache, ivhose name is too
well known in the zvorld of the screen to need any
introduction here, has contributed the subjoined article
to The Motion Picture News. While it is right in
line zvith much that has already appeared in our columns, as the subject is dealt with from an angle
somezvhat different from any hitherto set forth, zve
deem it of sufficient interest to our readers to make it
zvorthy of the prominence which zve give it here.]
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from an artistic standpoint — what would have been a
masterpiece of photodrama production if allowed to
run its natural length.
*
*
*
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THE latitude given the picture director in the
number of scenes he can use, added to the advantage given him by the employment of exterior
settings of endless magnitude and variety, soon put
the theatrical producer on the defensive, but the writer
of books could, until the appearance of the "feature,"
look at the motion picture from superior heights, secure in the knowledge that the story measured in
1000-foot lengths could never compare favorably with
the story allowed to run to a natural and legitimate
conclusion.
From the screening of the first photoplay, motion picture producers have realized that the art would never
come into its own as long as directors were forced to
sacrifice story-values and speed the work of their actors because of the limited number of feet in which
they were compelled to present their dramas.
*
*
*
npHE unjust criticism to which they were subjected
■*■ by press and public who understood only that
their work appeared to be crude and unfinished and
who were not acquainted with the "art by the foot"
condition of affairs, made them long for the very relief which the "feature" has brought. Formerly producers looked at their pictures as they were originally staged, clear, forceful and artistic, only to realize that they had to be sacrificed to the demon of
"correct footage," so that they would be almost unrecognizable when shown upon the screen.
Now the "feature" makes possible the perfect picture. Every scene is allowed to run its correct length,
dramatic values are carefully weighed and the action
timed to a nicety, so that powerful climaxes are the
rule, rather than the exception, and the drama ends
with the story completed and the audience satisfied.
ALAS, POOR

BY

BOOKS, as well as plays, must now bow to motion
pictures, and it is the "feature" that makes the
photodrama supreme.
As long as the picture producer was tied down to a
definite number of feet in which to tell his story, the
perfection of his art was impossible. Like the producer of stage-drama whose story must be told between an 8.15 overture and an 11.10 curtain, the creator of the old-style single-reel picture has to sacrifice
plot, dramatic values and character drawings in order
to keep within the limits of film footage. As the
theatrical producer is compelled to mutilate a perfectly good play in order that it may run only the
number of hours set down by custom as most desirable,
so the director of ordinary length photoplays is not
only hampered in his work during the staging of the
play, hut is forced frequently to completely ruin —

THE

CHICAGO!

motion picture situation in Chicago and in
Philadelphia is, in truth, a "Tale of Two

A Social Workers' Committee in the City of
Hrotherly Love, after a tour of the theatres there,
Cities."
found "no pictures offensive to public decency, and
many that were interesting, instructive and morally
At the same time, Chicago's censors are lifting
inspiring."
up
their voices in lamentation over the depraved
condition of Chicago's pictures, and slashing madly
at the films, right and left.
*
*
*
WHY

should Chicago be so much worse, in this
respect, than Philadelphia?
IS it, REALLY, so much worse?
Or is the disordered imagining of the Chicago

watchdogs
of public morality" all that is the matter
with
that city?
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THE
PERILS OF
PAULINE
Pathe Studio and Players
Leased for this production by
The Eclectic Film Company

Made and released by

Film Company

The Eclectic

New York City I

110 West 40th Street
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Thousands of People Are Asking

What Did
| the Mummy Say?
Thousands of People are Trying to
Win Part of

$25,000.00 in Prizes
Offered for the Best Answer
Thousands more who will not make the effort to write
their solution of the greatest mystery of the modern
moving picture drama are waiting anxiously to see whether
the film will give them any clue to the solution. Every
one of these people, all their friends and thousands more
are ready-made customers for you if you will strike "while
the iron is hot.' If you want the benefits in your town
and want to secure the cream of the results of the most
widely advertised film ever put out by any firm —
Wire for First Episode Today

The
Eclectic
Jjk
110 West 40th Street
/m&Jtt\
■"■

Film
Company
I
New York City
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4000 Years Old "Speaks" in

The Perils of Pauline
What Did the Mummy Say?
To Whom Did She Speak?

Seven

of the

Largest

Sunday

Papers

in the United States are running the story in serial form.
Think of it — a story so thrilling, so full of action and
interest that the largest single chain of newspapers in the
world is featuring it in their Sunday edition.
Every
-for
ONE
week

week an installment — every installment a mystery
every mystery a solution is possible.
That means
THOUSAND
DOLLARS
IN PRIZES every
to the readers of the Sunday papers.

More than ten million people read these papers every
week. That means more than ten million patrons waiting for a chance to see the film. Are you going to be the
one to give them the chance to pay their good money to you ?
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Mr. Paul Panzer
as "Raymond Owen
a very remarkable
villain.
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Miss Pearl White, the Popular Pathe Leading
Lady, who plays the part of Pauline.
Miss White's Gowns are by Lady Duff-Gordon,
the famous "Lucile."

Perils

of

"Harry attractive
Marvin"
an as
extremely
lover

Pauline

As Played by the Great Pathe Players
in the Pathe Studio in Jersey City
is a film full of action, intense interest, wonderful situations, daring thrills, wonderful scenic effects — in fact,
THE PERILS OF PAULINE would be a wonderful success without the added importance of the publicity and the
Twenty-five Thousand Dollars in prizes which are offered.
Pauline has an awful struggle between love and ambition. Owen, a very remarkable villain, invents the most
ingenious has
planshisto work
securecutPauline's
fortune.
certainly
out for him
foilingHarry
these Marvin
plans.
The action of the story includes flying machine accidents,
thrilling rescues, fires at sea. train wrecks, automobile accidents. Infact, everything that can be introduced as a "thrill."

Wire for First Episode Today

Film Company

The Eclectic
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PHOTOPLAY MASTERPIECES
TO BE RELEASED THROUGH THE
SPECIAL FEATURE DEPARTMENT OF

THE GENERAL FILM CQ(mg)|
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"BENEATH

THE

CZAR"

(Blach6 Features)
REVIEWED BY E. KENDALL

"MAGDA,

GILLETT

THIS production was written, staged and directed entirely
by Madame I.lache in her studios at Fort Lee, N. J.
It shows throughout its length the ingenuity of this clever
master of the screen. From start to finish the action is intensely interesting, and the care and thought given to the
details is phenomenal. The remarkable part of the film is
the ability which Madame Blache has shown in the portrayal of Russian life, action and intrigue. There is never
a slip nor would one imagine that he was anywhere bul
within the confines of the Russian empire.

A MODERN
MADAME
(Wilkar Films)

REVIEWED

BY

LESLEY

X"

MASON

THE hero-worship which every Spanish man and woman
pays to its bull-fighters, the ' toreadores," is one ot
the mainsprings of the action in "Magda." A Castilian
marchioness deserts her home and baby son to become the
sweetheart of a toreador, is abandoned by him, sinks lower
and lower, until she is arrested as the would-be slayer of
the dissolute ruffian with whom she had finally come to live.
There is a slight reminiscence of the original "Madame
X," in that it is the son who, without realizing it, defends
his mother on trial for her life, and obtains her acquittal
She dies in his arms, and the father, until then relentless,
forgives his erring wife in death.
In the details of the action's unfolding, however, the two
plays are radically different. The play opens on a high
level of sensation with a bull-fight in full career. The experiences of the lovesick woman after she leaves her home are
depicted in a series of beautiful scenes, and scenes commendable for their photographic merits.
The ruffian to whom the final tribulations of the marchioness
are due makes a thrilling escape by leaping from a bridge
to the roof of a passing express train to evade the police.
The picture, as a whole, is a series of exciting incidents,
knit together dramatically only at the beginning and at the
end. But it will undoubtedly be a favorite for those who like
foreign settings and the impassioned style of acting peculiar
to the Spanish and Italian actors.

"MEPHISTOPHELIA"
REVIEWED
ANNA

SEES HER

FATHER

TORTURED

The whole story is one which will appeal to the American
audience wherever it is shown.
The plot is a simple one, devoted to the present Russian
struggle for freedom. The story revolves about Anna Pavlowa, a young woman who is forced to enter the Russian
Secret Service on the threat that if she did not do so her
father, an active Nihilist, would be put to death. Before
her own eyes he is tortured in the prison, and to stop these
inhuman tortures, she falls in with the plan to root out the
Nihilist organization.
To further their designs, the Secret Service authorities
introduce her into the home of Prince Cyril, who is suspected
of being in sympathy with the Revolutionists. She unwillingly does her task, which is made very easy by Prince Cyril's
admiration for her personally and his sympathy with her

(Features Ideal)
BY EDWIN LAWRENCE

THIS is a high-class production. The settings are rich
and the coloring delightful. Mephistophelia is Lad>
Kelton when she appears in society, but her underworld
life is well hidden. Her father had been a bandit, in spite
of a life of comforts, and the daughter is prompted by heredin
to a secret career of crime.
As Mephistophelia, she robs the rich to give to the poor

father's plight. He introduces her into his circle of Radicals, but it is not long before her interest and general aces arouses suspicion. She traces them to their meetingplace, which she enters without their knowledge. After the
meeting breaks up, and the conspirators leave in a spirit of unrest, she emerges from her hiding-place in a well, and guided
by an image of her father suffering in his prison, she purloins evidence for the Government. In the meantime, Prince
( 'vril. guided by traces she had left, follows her to her home
.ni«l persuades her to return the incriminating papers.
The Government officials arrive and are told that she had
been unsuccessful in her attempt to aid them. Her servant,
who i- spying "ii her, betrays Prince Cyril's visit. They
bind her and leave her in charge of two soldiers, while the
others in haste gallop off after the Prince. In the meantime
one of the soldier-, who is secretly in league with the Revolutionists, aids her in making an escape. Prince Cyril, alter
.1 very sensational chase, is captured and imprisoned. With
the aid of this soldier she is able later on to meet a Governorgeneral who, completely disarmed by her innocent charms,
falls a victim to her scheme to liberate her father and the
Prince. She succeeds in this plan and by vigilance and
careful planning tbe\ make their escape to America after
blowing up their former abode with bombs planted by the
Russi 11
ldi< '

A

CRITICAL

MOMENT

FOR

MEPHISTOPHELIA

She has decided to give up this dangerous pastime, when a
friend enlists her aid against a loan shark.
She enters this man's house and secures some incriminating
papers, which in a note she says he may have back, in consideration of a ransom for which she will call that night
Me plants an ambush for her, but she uses him for a shield
and cleverly escapes with the money, and still in possession
of the papers.
She barters the papers for a draft which he holds against
her friend, and is thus identified as the mysterious Mephistophelia, and the loan shark calls the police. She drowns
Ins denunciations with declarations that he is a traitor.
and he is dragged away. In the excitement. Mephistophelia
• - apes, and again the police are baffled.

THE

"SAMSON"
Mammoth
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MASTERPIECE

Reviewed by A. Danson Michell

Six-Reel Production of the Universal Lives Up to All Expectations, in Setting, Costuming, Act-

ing and Photography, from Its Opening Scene to the Blind Hero's Destruction of the Temple of Dagon
weeks of pubhaving and
passed
the
AFTER licity
MANOAH
his wife,
this great sixmiddle-age mark, deeply
reel production of the
mourn the fact that they
Universal Company is at
have no children. Their
.
dy
ket
t
for the mar
las rea
sorrow increases as the
Never has a picture been
days pass and the old wife
more widely heralded than
this. It has been advertised
prays long each day. One
day an angel appears to
from coast to coast as the
her with the welcome news
greatest effort of its kind and
that they will have a child,
it need not be added that
a son who is to deliver
the trade has looked forIsrael from the hands of
ward to its first showing.
the Philistines. The angel
Because of the extravagant
cautions her that the hair
praise it has received from
of the boy must never be
the Universal offices, everycut.
one was ready to pick it to
In due time the son comes
pieces if possible. Few will
to Manoah. They name him
be able, however, to find
Samson. H i s growing
daws in this, the greatest
years are carefully watched
picture the Universal has
ever produced.
by the jealous mother and
when he has reached the
J. Warren Kerrigan, who
needs no introduction, plays
age of maturity his strength
is the wonderment of the
the leading part, utilizing
community. He goes on a
his fertile talents in a manner that will appeal to all.
journey to Timmath, where
he meets and learns to love
Kathleen Kerrigan interZorah, the daughter of a
prets the difficult role of
Philistine. Although his
Delilah. Although the part
is comparatively small, it is
parents object to his marrying outside his creed, he
one which requires much
overcomes
their regrets and
technique and skill, for it
weds the maiden.
is upon this character that
The
famous
scene
of
the plot depends. Kathleen
Samson
breaking
the jaw
Kerrigan gives the play an
of the lion is introduced
interest second only to that
J. WARREN
KERRIGAN
AS
'SAMSON'
here.
It is wonderfully
of the title role.
A tremendous cast assist these two in scoring this signal
done, a real lion being used. It is a piece of realism which cannot fail to impress.
success. Manoah, Samson's father, is played by George
Periolat ; the wife of Manoah by Lule Warrenton ; Zorah.
Just before the wedding feast is solemnized, Samson finds
that a nest of bees have gathered in the carcass of the lion
Samson's wife, is interpreted by Edith Bostwick; Rose Giband have deposited honey in the body. He therefore gives
bons plays the sister of Zorah ; Jamin, the Philistine, is played
by Cleo Madison ; Ladai, a companion of the Philistines,
the riddle. "Out of the eater came forth meat and out of
by William Worthington, and Marion Emmons, as a Philistine
the strong came
forth sweetness" to the assembled guests.
lad, complete the important roles. Hundreds of supers add
materially to the realism
THE
Philistines, baffled, threaten Zorah, who obtains the
answer.
Samson's anger at Zorah's act knows no bounds.
THE most massive scene in point of extravagance is the
Going into the cornfields of the Philistines he sets the stand
ing grain afire. The Philistines kill Zorah and her father.
great temple in the last reel. The great pillars supporting the roof are large in circumference and realistically built
How Samson avenges himself, using the jawbone of an ass
is too well known to be set down here. At last, however,
The destruction of these by Samson, and the annihilation
of the multitude who had wronged him, is the work of a
he is captured through Delilah's perfidy.
His eyes are gouged out and he is put to work grinding
master director. The huge pillars, the roof and accompanying debris seem to fall directly on the heads of the crowd,
the grain in the prison. A jailer follows him with a scourge
while they scatter in a vain attempt to reach safety. Just
continuously. His strength returns, however, slowly but
how many were actually injured in this scene is not of
surelyr, as his hair assumes its wonted growth, though the
Philistines do not know it.
record, but a number must have been.
The story has for its foundation the original version in
On a great holiday he is brought into the temple to
afford pleasure for the assembled multitude. Getting a
the Old Testament. The subtitles are quotations from the
Bible and are shown in an artistic manner.
boy to lead him to the pillars which support the building, he
The costuming is excellent. Much chance is offered to
braces himself between them and, with a mighty push, forces
make this part of the production successful and advantage
them apart. The building totters and falls, before the mulhas been taken of the opportunity. The photography is
titude can escape. The blind Samson crawls along the ground
unusually good
The story is as follows:
until he finds the body of Delilah, and there he expires.
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"THE

BLINDNESS
REVIEWED

A

OF

INNOCENCE"

(Beacon Films)
BY WILLIAM
A.

JOHNSTON

POWERFUL social drama, of absorbing interest, and
so well acted that few photo dramas equal it in this

respect is "The Blindness of Innocence," in five parts, written by Monsieur Arthur Bernado, the well-known French
novelist.
It is to be released March 25.
An all-star cast includes Mr. Albert Bras, of the Theatre
Vaudeville; Mr. Mardor, of the Theatre Renaissance; Mr.
Rene Gervais, of the Theatre Chatelet ; Miss Louise Derval,
of the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt; Miss Antoinette Castelan,
of the Theatre Folies Dramatiques, and Mr. De Valence, of
the Theatre Antoine.
"The Blindness of Innocence"' also lives up to the standard of the best foreign productions in its fidelity to detail,
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interview with Henry de Lachesnayes. As Jean does not
want to leave the house without a reply, Henry threatens
him with a revolver.
The countess trying to disarm her brother, accidentally
kills him and then accuses Jean of having committed the
murder. Jean, in spite of his denials, is condemned to ten
years' imprisonment.
Five years elapse. Louise and her parents, in misery, decide
to die when Louise's son returns and saves his mother and
grandparents.
The Countess of Marsanges is on the point of being arrested for having taken a large amount of money from the
treasury of the home. Under this threatening danger, she
informs the commissioner of police that she is the real
murderer of her brother. Jean Leroy, set free, goes again
to the house of the Fougerays and will marry Louise, whom
he has never ceased to love. At the same time he is offered
$20,000 for his invention.
(Imp)

"THE

MARINE

REVIEWED

BY

A.

MYSTERY"

DANSON

MICHELL

IT

THE

COURTROOM

SCENE

excellent photography and its realistic settings. The ending
is rather abrupt, and here and there the transitions are too
swiftly done.
These are minor defects, however, and, on the other hand,
i he picture never drags for one instant and throughout the
live parts the interest is admirably sustained.
A thrilling climax is reached in the third part when Jean
Leroy accidentally shoots and kills the Count de Lachesnayes.
The large courtroom scene in the fourth part, where Jean
Leroy receives his unjust sentence, is remarkably impressive.
The plot is not new. It revolves about the inevitable entanglements due to the love affairs of a fashionable spendthrift and the pretty girl of humble origin. A striking contrast is had throughout the picture between the wealthy
Marsanges family and the lowly life of the Fougerays. Heart
interest predominates in the drama.
Mr. Fougeray, a railroad employee, and his wife, are celebrating on the same day the engagement of their two children, Peter and Louise, so runs the plot. Louise is engaged
to Jean Leroy, who is also employed at the railroad and
in his leisure hours gives much time to inventions.
One day Louise is miraculously saved from death beneath an expn train by Count Henry de Lachesnayes,
who is passing in his automobile. Henry de Lachesnayes is
the brother of the Countess d( M n anges, the founder and
iter of the Home for Wayward Girls. With vain promises and nmrk marriage. Henry succeeds in making her forget her fiance. One day she is obliged to confess to her
parents that she is unable to marry Jean Leroy, because she
is to bee. .in.- a mother.
\ tew d
Louise learns that Henry is going to
marry a rub American girl, Mi
n. She leaves the
home <>f her parents an. I goes to the church
where
she
Jean, who has been following her for many days.
He
now learns why Louise has refused t,. become bis wife.
to the hi luse of the < !ounti
and set I

is a debatable question whether detective stories, if
they are well told or written, will ever really pall on
the public. There is that mysticism which appeals to
the generality of people who desire to try to fathom what
the ending will be. It is this that makes the detective story
always saleable, whether it be fictional or picturized.
The series of police dramas, featuring King Baggot, of the
Imp Company, are of this class. They possess sufficient
mystery to be most interesting. This two-reel picture, scheduled
for release March 23, is no different from its predecessors in
this respect, though absolutely unlike in plot.
A sailor is found by the police, wandering helplessly around
apparently in a drunken stupor. After being removed to
police headquarters, the officials can do nothing with him,
and the assistance of King, the detective, is sought. King
arrives and learn, first of all, with the aid of some water,
that the man has been tanned artificially, that his skin really
is most clear and white.
Glasses are offered to him, and he puts them on in a very
natural manner, showing he is used to wearing them. His
throwing away some liquor shows the detective his temperate habits, and a cigar proves he likes to smoke.
A check, which he instantly signs, shows the detective
who he is and without delay he calls at his office. Picking up a note while talking with the office manager, he learns
that the "sailor" has a sweetheart in New Jersey and immediately calls on her. She tells him of a twin brother who is
a sailor.
That is enough evidence for the detective, and he arrests
the manager and the twin brother, whom he finds there.
They confess that they drugged the broker and dressed him
up in sailor costume that they might rifle his safe. The
man is brought back to his senses after being in his office
a short time and the girl joins him. Thus the mystery is
cleared.

"ON

THE

FIRING

LINE

(Mundstuk Features.

IN TRIPOLI"

Five Reels)

THE

spectacular
side of war, especially of a war ben a civilized country like Italy and the semi-barbaric
litan mercenaries
of Turkey,
is stirringly portrayed
in the scenes at the front during this military story of love
intrigue.

I he larger struggle on the battlefield is really incidental
to the tight the general's beautiful wife makes to win the
of the young captain on her husband's staff.
His
sweetheart, the colonel's daughter, saves him from her lovesick rival and. having proved his love for her, marries him
in spite of bis momentary weakness for the other woman.
The spectator goes to the front with the captain when he seeks
servi
ipe his temptress.

THE

SPECIAL
"The Silver Loving Cup." (Imp.
Two reels. March 19.) — Alexander
Gaden, Charles Eldridge, Leah Baird
and Hobart Henley -in the leading
roles. Some excellent double exposure work is registered.
A young doctor is presented with a
loving cup by his confreres. His wife
loves pleasure more than her home
and when she is neglected for his
work leaves his house. Nora, their
child, dies. Estelle, the wife, still
gambles away her time. The doctor
saves the life of the man who had
coaxed his wife to leave home, and
from him learns that the woman had
always been good. A reconciliation
follows.
"The Gringo." (Kay-Bee. Two
reels. March 27.) — A story, as the
name indicates, of Mexico. Tom, an
American, goes to Mexico and makes
arrangemnts to buy a mine which he
knows is very valuable. Father Bernardi opposes the sale, knowing the
value of the ore, and Tom in revenge
gets his mistress in the monk's room
in a man's attire. Changing her garments, she allows herself to be caught
as a woman, thus compromising the
monk. Later she is stabbed by another woman and Father Bernardi
saves her life. The Gringo leaves the
country and Bernardi, the monk, goes
on his way, a wronged man.
"A Leech of Industry." (Pathe.
Three reels. March 28.) — Irving Cummings, Pearl Sindelar and Eleanor
Woodruff play the leading parts in
this thrilling three-reel drama of
business life. The story is original,
possesses many possibilities, and is
capably directed. The feature is a
wreck in the last reel in which a train
collides with an automobile.
Irma, the daughter of a Russian
refugee, is ruined by her lover, who
is killed in an accident. His brother
marries the girl, although loving his
employer's daughter. The brother becomes a successful business man and
is soon a competitor of his former
employer. The latter is unscrupulous
in his business methods and accepts
the offer of Ivan's brother-in-law to
steal some specifications.
Irma, believing her husband false
to her, helps her brother to steal the
bids. Ivan hears of the theft and
chases them in a train which hits the
automobile they are in. The bids are
returned to the owner, the villains
killed, and Irma and Ivan reconciled.
"The Girl Who Dared" (American
Beauty. March 17). — This is another
one-reel Beauty film which has all the
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good qualities of its predecessors. The
acting by Miss Fischer and Harry
Pollard stands out prominently. The
stage setting is exceptionally good.
The story is strong and well written.
In the slums of a big city lives a
family of three children and a drunken
father. Maggie, the youngest daughter, is the drudge. Her older brother
and sister are not leading a straight
life. She becomes tired of this humdrum existence, and finds employment
in a large department store. After
several years she is promoted to forelady. One day, her sister sees her go
into the store. She tells her brother
of the young sister's good luck. He
gains access to her room while she is
out dining with her employer, and
when she returns tries to blackmail
her, but without success.
The next day he approaches her
employer, who soundly thrashes him
for his dirty work, and final indications are that there will be a marriage shortly between the forelady and
the employer.
"The Adventures of Kathlyn. No.
7." (Selig. Two reels. March 23.)—
Many narrow escapes are recorded
for the beautiful Kathlyn in this series of her adventures. Umballah,
having delivered his three bags of silver and secured Colonel Hare as his
prisoner, departs for the Palace of
Allah, leaving Kathlyn and Bruce tied
to the tier cart with their backs to the
savage beast and facing another death.
The brigands, however, quarrel over
the division of the money, and forget

THE
Scene from "The Girl Who

their prisoners, but only to be reminded of them when they look into
the barrels of two rifles.
Bruce and Kathlyn go to a little village, where they recuperate and proceed on their journey to liberate Kathlyn's father.
Ramabai tempts Umballah with the
idea of marrying Colonel Hare to a
native girl. Kathlyn, disguised as a
native girl, is chosen by her father for
his bride. Umballah goes to the treasury room to get the betrothal chain
of gold, which is watched over by
vicious leopards. The leopards escape and overrun the palace. All flee
for their lives. Kathlyn is separated
from her father and Umballah and
takes refuge in a covered cart.
"Golden
Gate Weekly.
No. 65."
(California Motion Picture Corporation.) The new Vanderbilt Cup racecourse, the Santa Monica Road, is
one of the most interesting numbers
on this release. Ralph De Palma is
shown winning with his giant Mercedes. The troops on the march for
Mexican border, leaving the Presidio,
is a stirring scene.
The now notorious army of "General" Kelley, en route for Washington, injects a humorous element into
the weekly. "Sunset on the Pacific"
is an impressive picture. Other scenes
show Sutro Beach and Gardens, San
Francisco, and the boxers' training
quarters in the Bar region.
"The Refrigerator
Car's Captive."
(Kalem.
Two
reels.
March
11.) —
In this drama great credit is due to

ACCUSATION

Dared"

(American

Beauty-

released

March

17)

THE
the masterly way in which the entire
cast enacted their parts. Produced in
the sunny state of California, needless to say the photography is very
clear, and the backgrounds have a
grandeur that impresses.
Richard Buckley is the president of
the United Fruit Growers Association and is a rival of Sydney Crane,
owner of an independent firm, not
only in business but in love. Buckley
attempts to ruin Crane financially,
but failing in this, he hires an actress
to cause a breach between Sydney
and his fiancee. Sydney discovers the
plot and disproves the slander against
his name. Buckley then locks him in
a freight car, from which Sydney is
rescued in a very spectacular manner,
and Buckley is shot in escaping.
'And the Villain Still Pursued Her."
(Kalem. March 11.) — In which the
love of clothes causes a giddy woman
considerable anxiety. Geraldine's husband refuses to buy her a gown, but
Reggie lends her the money, expecting its return in the form of her affections. That evening at the ball he
steals a kiss. She tears off the gown
and the indignant guests make him
depart from the house wearing it himself.
"In An Old Trunk." (Fclair. April
5.) — One ©f the Eclair kid comedies.
The prettiest, daintiest story we have
seen in a long time. Will draw murmurs of admiration.
A child goes to sleep and dreams of
the old dress she has found in her
sister's trunk. She sees herself,
dressed up as a lady, with hair done

Scene

from

"In

"PLEASE DELIVER
an Old Trunk"
(Eclair
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up"! meet the playwright, and witness
his light with her manager when the
latter insults her. For this he is arrested and his play is stolen. She
sees herself recover it, has the thieving manager arrested, and. frees her
lover.
Then she wakes up
"The Better Way" (Selig. Two
reels. March 16. — The pathetic but
old story of the ruination of a happy
marriage through the demon Drink.
The scenes are all very good, especially those in the woods, and the one
of the escaping deer is exceptionally
realistic.
Ogden, a drinking man, leaves his
wife and home to escape his creditors.
He goes on a hunting trip. After
drinking heavily one day, he sees a
deer and pursues it, but falls, striking
his head. He is picked up by a farmer, and, through the efforts of a country doctor, his life is saved, but his
memory is gone. In the meantime his
wife, taking the advice of her physician, Dr. Grant, is divorced and marries a young doctor. The country
physician .consults Dr. Grant in regard
to operating on Ogden, and he knowing his past life, advises against it.
Ogden
iiid bothmarries
couplesthearefarmer's
happy. daughter
"A Strange Melody." (Lubin. Two
reels. March 12.) — There is good action in this reel, the suspense is sustained at all times, and the acting is
of the best.
Mary Colt appeals to Jack Bowdoin,
the owner of a gambling house, to
prevent her brother's gambling. He
starts the brother in a new business.

THIS NOTE"
Juvenile Drama-

Released

April

5)

Jack loves the pretty organist, but in
spite of his having rescued her from
an abduction, he finds that he is not
welcome in the girl's home, because
of his unsavory trade. So he gives
up his business, and in the effort to
do good, adopts a baby which Mar>
promises to take care of.
Slander gets busy, and she is told
that she must renounce him or give
up her position as organist. Mary
leaves home, but meeting Jack, they
are married, and all ends well.
"On the Altar of Patriotism."
(Pathe. Two reels. March 7.) —
Clear photography, clever acting, and
good settings combine to make this
story, dealing with the secret service
of a military government, of interest.
His fiancee, Eleanor, is a beautiful
dancer, and she assists him by using
her wiles in holding the attention of
the Commandant, while Otto copies
the drawings which the General has
made for himself. In leaving, they
are seen, and a chase follows. At the
frontier, both are mortally wounded,
and die, but not before delivering the
plans and thus accomplishing their
missiop.
"The Mischief Maker." (Vitagraph
Two reels. March 7.) — The innovations which are introduced around an
old plot make this story an addition
to the already large list of the good
productions of the Vitagraph Company. A disappointed woman makes
all the trouble, but her triumphs are
short-lived.
Dolly and Anita love the same man.
but the more attractive Dolly wins
him, causing Anita unlimited pain and
jealousy, which rapidly turns to
hatred. At a house party given b>
Dolly, Anita points out to Peter his
wife having a very intimate conversation with a guest, and he misconstrues it. He writes a note to he'
saying that he leaves on the 7:10 train
and Anita by coincidence leaves on
the same train.
Dolly is resolved to catch them to
gether. Peter is not pleased, but has
to accompany Anita. His wife greets
them at the station, and after explanations, Dolly and Peter both agree thai
they are even with regard to apparem
compromises.
"The Sheriff's Deputy." Frontier
March 21.) — A very poor makeup of
one of the characters rather spoils the
good effects of this otherwise excellent
picture. Arthur is made the candidate
for sheriff. The girl whom he loves
is the daughter of his opponent. Although asked to refuse the nomination,
he accepts. On election day he votes
for his opponent, who wins by one
vote. The oder man iasists that tw<
sheriffs are needed
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"Comedy and Drama." (Edison. Two
reels. Mar. 6.) — A good production enacted by
Marc McDermott, Augustus Phillips and Mary
Fuller. The Due de Severac deigns to love
an actress, and is surprised to learn that his
servant, Captain Duval, is the favored rival.
The Due provokes the Captain into a duel in
which, owing to his renowned ab.lity as a
swordsman, the Due has no expectations of
getting the worst of it. The duel takes place,
while the ball given by the actress is in
progress. The Due is killed by the more clever
swordsman, and the Captain claims his lady.
Some clever dramatic work is registered by
Miss Fuller.
"Politics and the Suffragettes." (Biograph.
Split reel. Mar. 6.) — Two tramps have a dream
in which they become ardent suffragettes.
Their awakening, however, is accomplished
with snowballs. Same reel with "Pa and Ma
Elope."
"Pa and Ma Elope." (.Biograph. Split
reel. Mar. 6.) — A reel full of funny developments, ending with
Pa's elopement
each mistaking
the identity
of the with
otherMa,
in
an attempt to baffle the elopement of their
child.
Same
reel with above.
'The Conquest of Man." (Essanay. Mar.
a.) — A picture of the rugged scenes and
homely life of the West. Good photography.
A cowboy, discharged for drunkenness, becomes repentant after causing the wreck of
his home. His wife is reconciled to him on
seeing his sorrow at his misdeeds.
"Little Lillian Turns the Tide." (Selig.
Mar. 5.) — A good vehicle for the versatility
of Baby Lillian Wade. Her acting is admirable. Lillian's father goes to Arizona for
his health and leaves his wife and child penniless. The mother tries scenario writing, but
fails. Lillian, following her example, sends a
manuscript to the editor, who engages the
mother and chil,d to act in the company. The
family is soon reunited in Arizona.
"In the Gambler's Web." (Lubin. Mar.
4.) — The plot of this story possesses little
originality, yet makes a most interesting release.
The main scene is taken from Shakespeare|s
'Hamlet." John Dixon, a young man, is
forced to gamble with a professional and loses
heavily.
Anna,
the partner of the gambler,
s killed and the blame is forced on John, who
is sentenced to twenty years. - Managing to
escape, he proves his innocence and the villain's guilt bythehaving
gambler
enter and
the
room where
murderthe was
committed
raze at the dead body on the table.
"Suppressed News." (Selig. Mar. 10.)—
A reporter holds the fate of a bank in his
hand's,
when, and
having
dream it of
the havoc
would wreak
the amisery
would
cause toit
the poor, he determines to have the story
killed, and does so with great difficulty.
"The Hunting Spiders." (Pathe. Split
reel. Mar. 10.) — A zoology study rendered
with clear definition of the subject and some
excellent microscopic effects, presenting the life
of the spider in a very interesting way. ProlucecT by Raymond L. Ditmars.
"The Picturesque Coast of Catalonia.
(Pathe. Split reel. Mar. 10.) — Some very
beautiful views are thrown on the screen.
"The Portrait" (Vitagraph. Two reels.
Mar. 10.) — A strong drama. A young country
boy, who has failed as an artist, comes under
the power of a contemporary, who makes him
destroy the painting of a rival. Just as he is
about to slash the picture he sees in it his
mother's
face.
Dryden,foritstheowner,
him, and in
the contest
prize, forgives
lets the
mother think her son has done the winning
work. Mary Maurice plays the mother, James
Morrison her son; James Young, who also directed the picture,
the Childers
role of comD'ryden. Donald
Hall interprets
and Naomi
nas

plete the cast. The work of Mary Maurice
its usual appeal.
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"The Greatest Gift." (Cines-Kleine. Two
parts. Mar. 10.) — Containing unusual situations. It is a drama which hold's the interest.
A doctor forges a check to pay his gambling
debts. In another State he becomes famous
under an assumed name. Returning to his na
tive city after the lapse of ten years, the
grown-up daughters of his neglected1 wife apply
to him for treatment for her blindness, which
is the result of his desertion. There is a
dramatic situation when he finds that his patient is his wife and the girls his chiidren.
He cures her and a touching reconciliation
takes place.
"The Mexican's Gratitude." (Edison. Mar.
10.) — This picture has some unexpected turn
ings, phywhich,
withWestern
good photograand the accompanied'
beauty of the
settings,
make it a valuable release. An old Mexican
reprobate is befriended by a girl who in a
short time marries another man. A d\sap
pointed rival swears vengeance. Three years
later this man and his confederate, the Mexican, go to the girl's house, where there is a
Christmas party for the kids. It is their
intention to kill Lane. While he is on his
way, the Mexican, learning who the girl is,
ki Is him and gives the wife a present of the
life of her husband.
"The Counter-Melody." (Essanay. Mar.
10.) — Relates the story of a musical genius
who sacrifices his comfort to his art. A violinist cannot find a player with soul enough to
satisfy his demands for a counter-melody, so
he refuses to produce his symphony and goes
into poverty. His fiancee unknown to him, was
in the next room and, hearing the music, joined
in the playing. At last he has his countermelody
player.
The settings are appropriate.
"A Dangerous Case." (Lubin. Split reel.
Mar. 10.) — A comedy containing some original
humor. As his wife won't let him go to a
ball, his friends contrive a case of smallpox
Tor him and the absence of his wife by quarantine. On the same reel with "Slumberville's

"Slumberville's Scare." (Lubin. Split reel.
Mar. 10.) — A fair comedy with an old plot.
Scare."
The taking of a moving picture in a small
ertion.
village causes the constabulary much vain ex
"A Leap for Life." (Kalem. Mar. 11.)—
J. A. McQuire and Billie Rhodes play the
leads. "Green," substitute trainman, causes a
freight train to run away in the wake of a
passenger train in which the owner's wife and
daughter are passengers. He learns of this, and
after finding that he cann-ot prevent the impending wreck by telegraph, takes an engine,
runs over a short cut and catching the freight,
drops from a bridge on to the rushing freight
and stops it just in time.

"Pathe's Weekly." (Mar. 13.)— The return
of the Giants on board the Lusitania, from their
long tour, provoked great enthusiasm among
the fans of New York, who hired a boat to
meet them in the bay. Another event of interest was the celebration going on in San Francisco, in preparation of the coming exposition.

destruction of a house takes place, and it is
plain that no expense was spared to make it
entertaining in this respect. The obliviousness
to their surroundings is the theme of the piece.

"One on Batty Bill." (Melies. Split reel
Mar. 12.) — In which a ladykiller is permanently
scared away. Batty Bill falls in love with a
married lady whose husband, on going away,
Bill's
a guardian.
a lion as when
gives his wife
the lion.
he sees Batty
llirtatiousn
ess vanishes

"Art for a Heart." (Vitagraph. Mar. 11.)
— This comedy is amusing in the burlesque on
new art which it conveys, and featuring Lillian
Walker and Wally Van. Dick Moore, to win
Aida, an artist, pretends that he is an artist, and
concludes to paint a futurist picture. His
"work of art" is made up of a canvas daubed
with cranberry sauce and other vegetables,
which nevertheless wins the prize.
"Abide with Me." (Pathe. Mar. 11.)—
This is a clever reel, in which the words of a
hymn influence a man's life. Ralph Chalmers,
a young spendthrift, thrown out upon the
world, becomes a drunkard. He meets his
former fiancee, a social worker, and in their
renewed love, he soon outgrows his former
ways.
"The Girl, the Cop, and the Burglar."
(Essanay. Mar. 11.) — A comedy with lively
situations. Jack Hazard bets he can steal anything in three hours. He is caught by a girl
in the house he is trying to rob, but wins the
bet
and
returns the jewels. Of course the
finale is romantic.
"The Speedway of Despair." (Selig. Mar.
'!■) — This story relates the tribulation through
which a man is made to pass, through the
fault of another. It is quick and lively and
should interest. Jim is blamed for a theft committed by his false friend, George, and sent to
prison. On his release, embittered by his fate,
he goes to George's house for revenge, but
outside,
is stayed. he meets his sweetheart and his hand
"The Countess and the Burglar." (Selig.
Mar. 4.) — A number of good settings. The
story is conventional, but will interest. A
burglar is foiled in an attempt to steal a
famous diamond necklace by spies who watch
his operations in a large mirror.
"Presto Willie." (Essanay. Mar. 4.) —
Willie's dreams cause him some trouble.
Double exposure work, combined with a likeable comedy, make this a laughable release.
Willie dreams he is a magician, and in his
calling causes strange situations among his
neighbors.
"A Pair of Frauds." (Vitagraph. Mar. 4.)
— Trying to pose as a millionaire or heiress
is not a new scheme in ordinary life. This
pretty little comedy of the Vitagraph Com
pany, played by James Morrison and Lillian
Burns, tells how a girl, really a lady's maid,
and a boy, who is a clerk, try to fool each
other into believing they are wealthy in
dividuals. The truth comes out in Paris and
the proposal and acceptance
follow.

"The Warning." (Essanay. Mar. 12.) —
A cute little story in which a signal used between two lovers is the means of circumventing
a crime. A girl uses a flag attached to a rope
to instruct her lover, Jack, when her father
is away. The father returns, and an outlaw
holds him up for his money. In tying the
father to the chair, he unknowingly waves the
signal, and Jack arrives just in time to prevent
the escape of the thief.

"A
Mar.
Willie
cause
Greek

"Kid Pink and the Maharajah." (Selig.
Mar. 12.) — This reel is a clever mixture of comedy and drama and is entertaining. Sim Bowie,
a blustery old sheriff, offers a reward for the
taking of Kid Pink. Filled with whiskey he
has a dream in which he finds himself in another land, with the Kid as a Maharajah. After
passing through various adventures the sheriff
awakes
brought just
in. in time to see the Kid's dead body

"The Rector's Story." (Majestic. Mar. 7.)
— A light drama, with not much plot, which
should please. The Rector tells how his friend
Rex and he meet two sisters who are twins in
voice though not in face. Rex loves one, while
both love him. Later he goes blind, and the
one who loves him marries him when the other
will not. He never knows the difference. At
his friend's death the Rector marries his widow,
whom he hitherto had vainly loved.

In

"Love's
Oblivion."
this farcical comedy

(Melies.
Mar. 12.) —
an apparently
general

"Winky Willie and the Telephone Crime."
(Melies. Split reel. Mar. 5.) — A telephone
receiver left off the hook in a theatrical office
causes a number of arrests.
Fair comedy.
Village Scandal."
5.)— On the same
and the Telephone
a riot when they
costumes.

(Melies. Split reel.
reel with "Winky
Crime." Old maid9
see two actors in

"Her Hand." (Biograph. Mar. It.)— A
strong story of the Nihilists of Russia
The
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"atmosphere" is well preserved. Olga, an
aristocratic Nihilist, secures a paper from the
safe of Orlanoff, a government official. Ivan,
her brother, volunteers to kill Orlanoff, but
before he reaches the house, Olga, who loves
Orlanoff, warns him. She is shot by her
brother, who mistakes her for Orlanoff.
'"The Way to Heaven." (Vitagraph. Mar.
12.) — A reel which portrays the seamy side of
life all through. The acting of the little girl
is particularly commendable. A little girl in the
search for the way to heaven, where, she has
been told, her mother is, wanders into a
thieves' den. One of them treats her kindly,
to the annoyance of another, resulting in a
light, in which her friend is mortally wounded.
"Gentleman or Thief." (Biograph. Mar.
IS.) — An interesting drama, depicting the
reformation of a Raffles through the actions
of a newsboy.
"Auntie." (Vitagraph. Mar. 16.) — A
dramatic comedy in which Auntie marries Mr.
Rich, a storekeeper, while her nephew is content with Meg, an orphan employee of Mr.
Rich's.
"Pathe's Weekly, No. 22." (Mar. 16.)—
The gathering of the national battleships in
Mexican waters, and the laborers' strike in
Transvaal
are the important
features.
"The Adventures of an Alarm Clock."
(Edison. Mar. 16.)— This is the fourth of
some very funny adventures of Octavius, the
detective. Octavius attempts to clear the
mystery of a stolen necklace, which the thief
has hidden in an alarm clock. He solves the
tangle after freeing himself from suspicion.
"Looking for a Fortune." (Kalem. Mar.
13.) — A comedy with a moral. Jim Doolittle thinks to win an heiress, but takes some
bad advice and smokes in front of the father
who abominates the habit. The father turns a
hose on him, and Jim drifts away.
"Her Fallen Hero." (Kalem. Mar. 13.)
— A comedy which will amuse. Two ex-actors
in the search for something to eat plan a trick.
One attacks an old man, and the other rescues
him and is rewarded with a good feed, and
the admiration of the daughter of the house.
The partner gets in, and they are both thrown
out of the window, where they fight over the
general situation.
"Elizabeth's Prayer." (Selig- Mar. 13.)
— This reel portrays a little child reuniting
her parents. Her mother goes away for a
time, and the father begins to go out at night.
When she returns he does not give it up, and
the wife is about to take poison when the
father enters. The sight of the praying child
makes him penitent, and they are reconciled.
A worthy
release.
"Mrs. Maloney's Fortune." (Vitagraph.
Mar. 13.) — Appearances arc deceitful, or so
Mrs. Maloney thinks when she inherits a
fortune and goes into society. In befriending
an orphan she finds that he is the real heir,
so she gladly goes back to the old home, as
the "city life is not for her."
"Gra^s County Goes Dry."
(Essanay.
Two
part1.. Mar. 12.) — A good comedy in which a
righteous man is cruelly misjudged. The
deacon and "Doc" Perkins are rivals in love
as well as for the presidency of the local
igue, so when the deacon comes
into a meeting with the smell of whiskey on
him lie receives a hasty exit. Two tramps,
however, testify that the deacon used the
I ey as a hair-tonic and he is elected.
Mis hair grows out, and he is received with
favor by the widow.
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"In the Eye of the Law." (Rex April
2.) A detective story with a clever and
orig'nal
howanypractical
is would
be hard ending.
to I .. Just
but at
rate ititwill
make
.in impre ion
A murder
is committi
tliltv
party
caught
through
th
iphing the actual happening on the eye-

Iall.

"A Bad Egg."
(Powers.
Mar. «0.)— Alplot interesting.
of this is really
a "rehash,"
itthough
will bethefound
Rl
of a girl on an egg. hi- v.
gning his
friend's
name.
The girl comes
in answer,
< ill. wife of the man's friend, and then
is a niixup.
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"The Lady Doctor." (Crystal. April 6.) —
An impossible comedy which may amuse. A
doctor leaves a girl in charge of his office.
She works various stunts with patients that
call.
"In the Days of His Youth." (SmalleyRex. Mar. 29.) — A clever story with a good
moral. The acting is above average. A boy,
having been whipped by his father, for breaking a window runs away. He is brought home
again, and after a spat with his Dad they play
football together. The father breaks a window,
the boy forgiving him.
"In the Wolves' Fangs." (Bison. Two
reels. Mar. 21.) — A Western played by William
Clifford and Sherman Bainbridge. It becomes
very melodramatx in some scenes. An Indian,
hatnig Jean, sets a trap for him which kills an
Indian. A rival, Pierre, discovering the
murder, blames it on Jean and thus force the
Indians to take the warpath. Marie rides for
help and is followed by Pierre. He is caught
in the bear trap which he had set for Jean and
tl.us dies.
"When Universal Ike Set." (Universal Ike.
April 21.) — Poor Ike does get a rough deal.
Marrying a widow and faking illness gets him
in "dutch." She, believing him paralyzed,
makes him hatch out a few hundred eggs just
to earn his board.
"The Baby's Doll." (Smalley-Rex. April
5.) — The picture leads one from comedy to
pathos in very quick time. It is prettily played
and deserves commendation. Meeting a poor
girl Gertie allows her to look at, but not
touch, her new doll, which she has stolen from
her father. The little girl watches over the
image while Gertie goes into the house. When
it starts to rain she stays there and continues
her vigilance. The result of this is death to
the child and sorrow to her mother.
"Black Hands and Dirty Money." (Frontier. Mar. 26.) — A slapstick comedy, deal.ng
with the police department. Much chasing and
running around as usual.
"The Power of Prayer." (Victor. Two
reels. Mar. 20.) — Undoubtedly the poorest
picture Capt. Leslie Peacocke has written. The
production seems impossible in many places and
does not ring true to life. Irene Wallace in
the leading part has done better work. There
is no reason for the title.
"By Perseverance and Persuasion." (Joker.
Mar. 25.) — Very slapsticky, yet containing some
clever points. An admirer of a restaurant
cashier wins her by getting laborers to eat at
the hotel. His many attempts to become a
waiter himself are humorous.
"Sealed Orders." (Victor. Two reels. Mar.
30.) — T. Warren Kerrigan and Cleo Mad son
play
the leads in this very interesting and novel
\\ i stern.
"C rooknose" is feared by every one.
Meeting a gambler who had been robbed he
quickly gets his money returned. His sweetheart is discharged from her position and accepts another without knowing where she is
being taken. "Crooknose," chased by the
gamblers, takes refuge in a bu Id ng and while
there discovers his fiancee in the embrace of a
man. lie rescues her after a very realistic
light, in which he is helped by a policeman, and
I' Hi got to the hospital.
"The Girl Bandit." (Frontier. Mar. 2S.)
— This reel is remarkable for the action which
is maintained. The scenery is superb, and the
whole production is a worthy one. A Western community is terrorized by the number of
holdups that occur without the ident'ty of the
robber being disclosed. A new sheriff is appointed, Imt he has no better luck, until
he, m a prank, holds up the stagecoach.
held up in turn by the bandit, and he
is captured by the returning stage coach.
"Get Out and Get Under." (Crystal. Split
reel. April 7.) — This reel is an an mated illustration of the song by the same name, with
a few variations. A young couple are notified
of the gift of a machine, and make all preparafor automobiling, but when it arrives, it
is a sewing machine. Split with "An Undesira"An Undesirable Suitor."
(Crystal.
Split
reel.
April 7.) — A story of threats having
theil
ect.
Percy anil Marie are not
allowed litor."
to marry,
so threaten
to commit
de.
II' I father thinks it best to relent.
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"Snow Ball Pete." (Komic. Mar. 18.) —
On
samesnowballs
reel as in
"HetheWho
Laughsa Last'
By the
eating
roadway
tram|
collects much money from sympathetic passers.
"A Decree of Justice." (American. Mar.
25.) — An excellent story that cannot but "get
across" anywhere. A dissolute brother, by
feigning blindness, learns the secrets of his
brother's invention, a burglar safety device,
and then proceeds to steal everything. His
supposed blindness for a t.me protects him.
"The Woman
without a Soul."
(Majestic.
Mar. 17.) — "To err is human, to forgive
divine" is the text which applies to this story.
A woman meets a man on a train and after
a long flirtation with him he falls. After a
long time, the husband returns to his home
and w.fe and all is forgiven him.
"Our Mutual Girl." (Reliance. Chapter
9. Mar. 16.) — Margaret sees many of the
sights of New York, mostly the churches,
such as St. Thomas's and The Little Church
Around the Corner. She also meets Dorothy
Dix, who presents her with a copy of her
latesta novel.
The itplay
"High for
Jinksher' is
seen
and
scene from
produced
benefit.
Falling asleep, she dreams she is playing the
leading part.
"Dad's Terrible Match." (Apollo. Mar.
1T>.) — Fred Mace and Margaret Loveridge.
Pa objects to Willie courting lis daughter.
Two tramps in the employ of Willie get a
reluctant consent from Pa by toasting his feet.
"He Who Laughs Last." (Komic. Split
reel. Mar. 18.) — In retaliation for stealing
their girls, two college boys place a dummy in
their friends' closet with disastrous results.
Same reel as "Snow Ball Pete."
"Atonement." (Majestic. Two reels.
March 22.) — Xo originality in plot, although
fairly interesting. Several gripping scenes.
Julie and Felix are engaged to be married
when the former is ruined by a stranger,
Brookes. The two are married and the girl
dies in childbirth. Years later her child, now
grown to manhood, hears for the first time his
history. He also meets his father. The latter,
in calling at the house, falls down the well
and is drowned.
"The Catspaw." (Thanhouser. Two reels.
Mar. Lance
17.) — stories.
One of James
Clarence
Herbert
New'?
Free
Cruze
and Flo
La
Badie
play the
leading the
parts.
The ofKaiser's
spy desires
to obtain
plans
some
fortifications. The Countess, a confederate
of the spy, promises Dick, a friend of the
keeper of the plans, that she will marry him
if he obtains these papers. Trevor, the Free
Lance, places duplicate papers in the safe,
which Dick steals. Thin he exposes the
victory.
Covintess and the spy and so gains another
"Cruel, Cruel Love." (Keystone. Mar.
26.) — A sentimental man tries to poison himself. The butler changes the poison and the
man's attempts to die cause some humor.
"The Turning Point." (American. Two
nils. Mar. 23.) — A conventional story that
possesses several novel situations. A young
man. who is almost a habitual drunkard, and
a girl who has kleptomaniac traits, each promise
the other that they will give up their bad
hah is. The man keeps his promise, but the
girl apparently falls. After some time thf
in in learns that the girl is really innocent.
"Billy's Ruse."
(Princess.
Mar.
IS.)
Muriel Ostriche and Boyd Marshall.
The feature is a dive through the ice into the chilled
oni
i tin- company.
The attempts of
Muriel and Marshall to skate are humorous.
"His
A "Wi
helps a
in an

Litt'e Pal." (Majestic. Mar. 15.)
stern" along regulation lines. A child
convict, who, in turn, assists her father
attack by some outlaws. The father
pardon for the man and accepts him as
a partner.
"Their
Cousin
from
Eng'and."
(Than
bouser.
Mar. 22.) — A typical Fnglish dude scc«
v of tin- Wil.l and Woolly
West right in
New York City.
Some comedy.
"A Modern Free Lance."
(American.
Mar.
16.) — A newspaper
story
which has mucb
to
(Continued on page 50)
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THE
"SEALED

MOTION

ORDERS"

(Dramatic Successes Feature Company)
REVIEWED
BY MERRITT CRAWFORD
IF this, the first of the "De Luxe Attractions" to be offered
to the American public by the newly formed Dramatic
Successes Feature Company, is a criterion of those that are
to follow, it may be said without fear of contradiction that
the day of the motion picture's perfection is close at hand.
It is not an overstatement of the facts to say that "Sealed
Orders" is as nearly flawless, considered from any angle you
choose, as any screen production can be. It is a gem, beside
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It is said that it took the "Dansk Biograph" Company,
who produced the picture, just a year to prepare it, three
months being spent in putting the scenario into shape and nine
in staging it, but the result shows that even this extended
labor was well spent. Altogether, in point of artistry of detail and perfection of technique, "Sealed Orders" is quite in
a class by itself.
In only one respect is it unfortunate, and this is in its
choice of a title, a similar one having been selected by at least
two American companies for pictures of shorter length. One
of these has already been released and is now being shown,
while the other will be seen sometime later this month.
After all, however, this is a small thing, and as the title
is a peculiarly apt one, it should be retained in spite of the
confusion which may occur at first. Long after its less
pretentious namesakes have been forgotten the Danish "Sealed
Orders" will still be recognized as one of the greatest motion
pictures which has ever been shown to the American public.

"ROME
REVIEWED

OR DEATH"

(Inter-Continent)
BY A. DANSON

MICHELL

CHEVALIER MOLINARI, the director and author of
this five-reel picture, has placed absolute dependence upon
historical facts in the production. The film was made in
Italy, and many scenes of the Vatican and the old gates of the
city are shown.
The Chevalier is assisted by G. Cattaneo,

THE

COUNCIL

OF

WAR

which most other big features — even the best — compare as
tawdrily as would a tinsel gewgaw beside a diamond of purest water. I can think of only two — perhaps three — of the
foremost features now being shown, as worthy of being compared to it, and all of these draw much of their dramatic
effectiveness from the character of the theme with which they
deal.
The story of "Sealed Orders" is pure melodrama. But it
is melodrama of the finest type. Not once in all its six
reels is there a false note struck, a situation overdrawn.
There is not even an exaggerated gesture which might mar
the whole. Throughout it is a wholesome, human story in
which every element that appeals is blended and balanced to
a nicety.
Photographically, the production is a marvel. Some of the
effects obtained are absolutely unique and their beauty and
distinctiveness would make "Sealed Orders" sufficiently unusual to win popular approval even if the story was mediocre
and unworthy, which it is far from being.
The plot around which the piece is filmed is a simple one.
Through a cleverly conceived combination of circumstances,
Lieutenant Van Houven is believed to be a traitor to his
country, which has just then gone to war. His father, the
chief admiral, setting his duty to his country ahead of his
affection as a parent, sternly orders the court-martial which
condemns his son to death. How the lieutenant finally is
succored and his good name again restored to him through
the efforts of his devoted and misjudged wife, constitutes the
climax, but this by no means should be taken as an indication that the tale is of the ordinary melodramatic type. Instead itteems with tense situations, scenes and incidents.

THE

ATTACK

UPON

THE

SAN PAOLO

GATE

who formerly played "Nero" in "Quo Vadis" and Signora de
Leonardis, the emotional actress.
The story deals with Italian history in the time of the
great Garibaldi. The culmination of the war was the downfall of the "eternal city" — Rome.
The story :
The French soldiers oppress the Italians, follow them and
search citizens on the street. A band of conspirators plan to
put an end to this. They are caught, but their spirit has
aroused others. Outside the city of Rome and in the hills
that surround the Vatican the rebels collect arms and then
early one morning sweep down upon the city. A valiant
charge is made by seventy men, all of whom but two are
killed.
Garibaldi takes an active part in this engagement.
The regular Italian soldiers are on their way to the relief
of the peasantry. The prisons are full of political captives
In 1870 Rome fell, the French were beaten and forced to leave
the country and Italy was free.
The last scene shows a panoramic view of the city and her
statues to Garibaldi, the defender of three continents and an
American citizen.
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€Rnemar>D THE TALK OF THE CENTURY!
Kinox
THE only Home Projecting Machine that is absolutely
FIREPROOF and can be operated by a child without
the slightest danger from any source. No lamp house
or carbons, simply attached to an ordinary electric light
socket, and when this is not available a storage battery or
the dry cells are sufficient. Takes the Standard size film,
that can be stopped at will and the particular picture examined. It must be seen to be appreciated. Price complete with 4 extra lamps and resistance lamp, an aluminum
screen and a locked metal cover for transporting the
Machine, $95.00. Ask your dealer; if he can not supply
you write us and mention dealer's name.
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now.

IS USED BY
EUROPE'S LEADING
MANUFACTURERS

it

The Motion Picture News,
220 W. 42nd St., New York City
Gentlemen: — Please place my name upon your mail-

Known everywhere as a
brand of assured quality
and reliability.

ing list for a period of
Check

I have enclosed
in payment of this subscription.

Every foot is guaranteed
by the manufacturers.

Cash
Mooey Order

N ame

Send for a trial order and be convinced

TheatreSt. Address

Suite 602, Longacre Blrfg , B'way at 42d St.
Phone

BRiANT 2283

SOLE

New

York City

AGENT

City

JAMES H. WHITE
In writing to advertisers please

JState-

The subscription rates are Two Dollars (or one year; One
Dollar for six months; Fitly Cents for three months.

mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS"
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THE
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NEWS

EDISON

THE
The

new

MAN

WHO

DISAPPEARED

WOOD

series of ten films, featuring
MARC
MacDERMOTT

Written
by Richard
Washburn
Child, produced
in co-operation with Popular Magazine

***THE BLACK MASK
The first of the series tells how John Perriton
assumes the guilt of Mary Wales' brother, who
has committed murder. Bound by a sense of loyalty to the boy and to Mary, he passes out into
the night, a fugitive from the law.
Released the first and third Tuesdays, beginning
April 7th

Mark

B. WEDD

Swan's great
WILLIAM

comedy series, featuring
WADSWORTH

** Fourth story. "The Vision in the Window"
Wood B., still hunting for that wife, sees a magnificent vision in a department store window and
his elusive heart takes wings. But it is only a
life-size model exhibiting a new cloak. Several
women try on the cloak, and poor Wood B. nearly has nervous prostration before he learns the
awful truth.
Monday,

March

30th

Coming Multiple Reels.
***A ROMANCE OF THE EVERGLADES
Two part drama of the Florida Everglades, by Mark
Swan.
Friday, April 3rd.

***THE

IMPERSONATOR

Three part drama from the
Taylor.

novel

by Mary Imlay
Friday, April 10th.

Coming Single Reels.
*MRS. ROMANA'S SCENARIO
THE MISSING TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
Comedy.
Wednesday, April 1st.
*HIS COMRADE'S WIFE
Drama.
Saturday, April 4th.
*CLARENCE
AND
PERCY'S
SAILING
PARTY
Comedy.
Monday, April 6th.
*ANDY AND THE HYPNOTIST
Fifth adventure of Andy.
"Wednesday, April 8th.
•One sheets.
**0ne and three sheets.
"One, three and

^0**Z

TRADE

MARK

Makers of Edison Kinetoscopes,
Type

**THE CHINESE
Fifth Dolly story.

FAN
Saturday, April 11th.

♦QUARANTINED
Comedy.

Monday, April 13th.

"THE RESURRECTION
Drama.
*LO. THE POOR INDIAN
Comedy.

OF CALEB WORTH
Tuesday, April 14th.
Wednesday.

April 15th.

six sheet posters by the Morgan Lithograph Co.

THOMAS

A. EDISON, Inc.

275 Lakeside Avenue

"D."

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'

Orange, N. J.

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

So

INTERESTING

FILM

REVIEWS

(Confined from page 46)
commend itself. Should be well received. A
reporter, after keeping late hours wh.le writing
a play, is discharged for getting to work late.
A girl in a restaurant gives him food several
times. Later he sells his play and pays her
back.
A fair love story.

t.t
T

A

t.t
T

FIVE-A-WEEK
Coming,

Friday,

March

27th

19

"The Three Scratch Clue
(IN TWO

PARTS)

This is positively a feature drama containing more exciting and
eccentric situations than one would imagine. An aristocratic society
"Raffles" creates an atmosphere of mystery which is sustained throughout the entire depiction.
The photography
is superb and the action
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN

A

Released Tuesday, March 24th
"THE LOVE ROUTE"
Via Pittman
BAYNE.

Released Wednesday, March 25th
"BRIDGET
A

screamingly
funny comedy
woman getting into society.

BRIDGES
which

has

IT''

to do

with

an

Irish

WARNER'S

wash-

Western

Released
"BRONCHO

drama which

depicts

the heritage of evil.

Saturday, March 28th
BILLY'S TRUE LOVE"

A feature Western drama with the world's most popular photoplaver.
C. M. ANDERSON.
v ' '

"The Rose of Yesteryear." — A Marion
Leonard of unusual merit. A pathetic story of
afriend.
lest love
toldhistory,
by the how
victim
her
She wh'ch
tells ofis her
soontoafter
birth she and a brother were placed in a home
where they became separated by being adopted.
Later the man whom she loves is believed to
be her brother, from whom she had been
estranged all these years and their marriage
was prevented. Too late she discovers her real
brother, for her lover had married a rival
meanwhile.
And so the story ends.

Coining Friday, April 3rd

"The Wedding
of Prudence"
(IN TWO PARTS)
Photographically this subject is a masterpiece. Dramatically it is without a question of a doubt the most pleasing and enterta ning story in a
long
time. Tins is a comedy-drama of Colonial days that is'an absolute
FEATURE.

A

OUR POSTERS ARE DISTINCTIVE. They will boom your business.
Lithographs are in full four colors. You can order these from your
exchange or direct from the Essanay Film Manufactur ng Company.
lobby display will look attractive
if you use photographs
of
>
d°"
these from
Mil
AGO.
ILL.
the PLAYERS1
P
i . . V STATE
SI

Essanay

Film

Manufacturing

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Factory and studio, 1333 Argyle St.. Ch.cago,
Branch offices in
London — Paris — Berlin — Barcelona.

In

writing

to .dYertiiert

plrai,

mention

Co.
111.

FEATURES

"The Disaster in Shaft 19."— Made by the
Milano Company. In spite of a number of
difficulties, the photography is of the usual
quality.
Desiring
to Henry
marry out
Henry's
Mayer decides
to put
of thesister,
way
first. His opportunity comes when the brother
is down in an abandoned mine making tests of
an invention, lie is imprisoned for some time,
but finally released and arrives home to find
Mayer bullying his aged father. Mayer is
convicted
by Henry.

Released Thursday, March 26th
"THE
ATONEMENT"

A heart interest

"A Rural Demon." (Keystone. Mar. 14.)
— A typical Keystone, full of action, no story,
yet always provocative of mirth. A bomb,
lighted on the back of a man causes everyone
to fly at his approach. A trained horse
registers some good work.
"His Favorite Pastime." (Keystone. Mar.
12.) — If there is an audience anywhere outside of a blind asylum that does not roar
when they see this comedy they cannot be in
the full possession of their wits. It is absolutely the funniest thing the Keystone Company has ever put out, and this is not written by a press agent. Charles Chaplin, the
English comedian, and Velma Pearce play the
leads. Mr. Chaplin has introduced a number
of funny actions that are original to the
American stage. His adventures in a saloon
are unique, to say the least.

FEATURED.

A splendid comedy drama, featuring BEVERLY

"Wolves of the Underworld." (Broncho.
Two reels. April 1.) — Written by William H.
Clifford and Thomas H. Ince, and directed by
Jay Hunt. The story deals with East side
New York conditions and is played by a capable
cast. The photography is good. The settings
are appropriate.
Officer Maloney saves Adler, a Jewish
peddler, from the street wolves and thereby
earns his gratitude. The leaders of the gang
are sentenced to five years in jail. Ten years
later the crook has become a ward-heeler and
on meeting Maloney swears vengeance. He
has him "broken" and dismissed. The Jew,
Adler, now a wealthy man, helps the man to
recover
his position.

EXCLUSIVE

A

SUPPLY

CORP N

"A Marriage of Convenience." (Ammex.
Three reels.) — A good story which is awkwardly handled'. It might be improved in
several p'aces. Fair photography. Bessie, when
turned" down by the man to whom she had
been engaged, marries the first man she meets.
Jack, a college graduate, who is working as
a street sweeper, is the victim, but he sells
himself for money to hep his mother. On her
death he refuses to take any more. He goes
West, where he is wounded. Bess, on hearing
of it
to him and then learns that she
really does love the man.
"The Gambler's Penalty." (Great Northern.
Three reels.) — Perfect photography throughout.
The story is good, action fast. As a result
of gambling. Prince Spinorosa is reduced to
•\. His wife. 1 lien, gives him her jewels
which,
of he
pawning,
he gives Ellen
to a
woman instead"
by whom
is fascinated.
leaves hint and goes on the stag; as a singer.
Alter a time the prince turns up in California
i bartender. Ellen comes to the town
and dances there. The prince attempts to
shoot her and fails He is caught after a
chase and is about to be hanged when Ellen
away.
prevents it. The scene ends with his slinking
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ESTHER

Three Parts

J-Jl fc*S

A

JL

JL JL~4 JL V

Now Ready

(Copyrighted)

THE BEAUTIFUL STORY ADAPTED FROM THE OLD
A BIBLICAL OFFERING ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE

.*.

THE RECKONING

our Parts

A

TESTAMENT.
FOR LENT.

SENSATIONAL

HEART

(Copyrighted)

INTEREST

ECLECTIC FEATURE
NEW YORK - CHICAGO
1 10 West 40th Street

5 S. Wabash Avenue

3 Tremont Row

THRILLS YOU.

FILM EXCHANGES:
- ATLANTA
Rhodes Building

4th & Hennepin Streets

- DALLAS
Andrews Building

FILM CO.
New York City

110 West 40th Street

'THE CREAM

THAT

- BOSTON - MINNEAPOLIS

ECLECTIC

•

STORY

April 1st

OF AMERICAN

AND

EUROPEAN

STUDIOS"
88

:.* :> ii "i.v.s

FOR

S READY

DELIVERY

The Improvements are:
Star and Cam of tool steel, hardened and
ground. (Grinding done on specially designed
machine to insure absolute accuracy.)
Bushings for both Cam and Intermittent
Sprocket Shaft are made of hardened steel.
Lamp House Support Frame is braced to prevent the possibility of slight vibration.
Arc Lamp has been further improved.
The above improvements can be furnished for
1912 and 1913 Models.
ROCK
Are

STEADY PICTURES
LONG
SOLD WITH
A GUARANTEE

MOTIOGRAPH

QUALITIES.
Particulars

LIFE

Write

for

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO.
568 West Randolph
Eastern Office
21 E. 14th St., New York.

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE MOTION

St., Chicago, III.
Western Office
833 Market St., San Francisco.

PICTURE

NEWS"

THE

MOTION

PICTURE
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Quality— Efficiency— Economy— Durability— Adaptability—
THOSE

•the peerlessTHE

SCREEN
AND

WRITE

FOR

WITHOUT

THOSE

New

Atlanta

El Paso

a Year

PERFECT

FILMS

Get P rice List No.

New

9]4 John Street

York

RENTAL

equip your settings complete in accordance with your scenario.

Jk

THE

ONLY

San Francisco

Los Angeles

u.s;

Meant

CO.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

1

In writing to advertisers please

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION
110 West

mention

40th St., New

"THE

MOTION

NECESSARY

New York

Seattle

Paris

Berlin

London

Price, to The Trade
POSITIVE PRINTS
.04 & Per Ft
(la Quant) tie. over 5000 leet)
Above price include! printing, developing, anting,
toning and Raw Positive Stock.
Negative Film Developed .01 Per Ft.
Film Titiei
"
(Our
Special . Title Apparatus .08will " match
any perforation.) All work guaranteed.
General Officet
56 Eaat Randolph St.
■
Phone Randolph 652

Chicago

LANG'S
FILM REELS
THE BEST MADE
14 in. $1.50
10 in. $1.00
CATALOGUE
LANG MFG. WORKS, Olean. N.T.
Motion Picture Cameras and Projectors
We are one of the oldest Photographic Supply Houses
in the country — We offer the moat reliable Motion
Picture Apparatus manufactured — A copy of our
SPECIALMOTION PICTURE CATALOG will
be mailed free for the asking.
Jlddnn:
SWEELEY'S
514-516 Erie At..

PHOTO SUPPLY HOUSE
M. P. Dept. RENOVO. PA.

Advertise Your Feature Films in

The Motion Picture News
The Fastest Growing

Picture Journal

INFORMATION
Interesting,
Just
out, B«ght,
right up to date
A Practical Book

MOTION
With

Quality

TO ORDER
OTHER

PROOF

S. J. Newman, secretary of tlie firm,
announces
that any interested
party
can obtain a copy of this catalog
harge for the asking.
Their salesmen (m the road n
that theatres are looking
forward
to
a good season.

comedy si enai
FILM

Des Moines

The ELEPHANT BRAND

WANTED

7514 South Park Ave..

ALL

"1

SCENARIO-WRITERS'
CLUB
Become a member of this organization
for your own advancement and benefit.
Send your plays here. The usual rates,
when requested, for typewriting and marketing your scripts. Criticism and advice on
plot, construction,
and how
to make
your
?lay salable,
free to members.
Entrance
ee, ft.OO.
COURTNEY
WENTWORTH
ltS-ltt West 44th Street, New York Oltr

MACK

Kansas City

FIXTURE CATALOG
OUT
The Newman .Manufacturing Com
pany, of Cincinnati, O.. 101 Fourth
avenue. New York City and 108 West
Lake street, Chicago, 111, have just
published a new and complete catalog, showing all their latest brass postframes, easels, railing-, etc., for
' In ater res.

Some day you'll use Niagara Slides,
because they're the best for the least
money. Just to convince you we'll
furnish you 6 Player or Announcement
Slides for $1.10; one dozen, $1.75, and
this ad. NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY,
Lockport, N. Y.

A.

Memphis

NEWMAN
Texas."

SLIDES

rsi |irii is paid

TEST— THE

"(Signed) "J. C. CORWIN,
"Big Four Feature Company, Dallas,

BIRNS

70 West 38th St., N. Y.
Greeley 6265.

One and tv
high

COMPARATIVE

"Hoping we will be able to say the
same in favor of many of your features, we remain,
"Yours
very truly,

FURNITURE & FURNISHINGS

Phone:

IS BUILT

WHY
IT IS RAPIDLY SUPPLANTING
THEY TELL THE WHOLE STORY

opportunity of advising you that 'The
Divine Appeal' or 'The Lion Tamer's
Revenge' is certainly cleaning up
things in Texas — it is surely a 'cracker-jack.

6

A, J. CORCORAN. Inc.

WILLIAM

the pioneer

THAT

"We have yours under date of Feb.
25, stating that you would release on
March 20 'The House of Correction'
and 'Mephistophelia' for the month
of March. We are anxiously awaiting sensational paper and take this

Brooklyn, N. Y.

By Using Corcoran Tanks

We

Screen

SCREEN

"Union
Feature
Company,
126 West
40th Street, New York City.
"Gentlemen:

BSSOCIflTED 1T10VTNG PICTURE PBESS

On

THE

OF THE

FEATURES
IN TEXAS
How the foreign films of the Eclair
company are being received in various
parts of the country is illustrated by
this letter received by Agnes Egan
Cobb, who is in charge of the Union
Features and Features Ideal:

The
Leading
Motion
Pitt-art
Publication
of
Great
Bntaif.
and Colonies
Sample Copies 10 cents
For Advertising Rates Write

DEVELOP

Night

A SEAM
FOR

STONES

NIGHT
SCR EC NS, Inc., 291 Broadway,
BRANCH OFFICES AND DISTRIBUTING CBNTRES AT

Orleans

25CJA Kingston Ave.,

FOUNDATION

and

-ARRANGE

Kinematograph Weekly
83.13

THE

FIVE LITTLE WORDS EXPLAIN
SCREENS UPON THE MARKET.

CATALOGUE

DAY AND
Philadelphia

Day

ARE

on

Picture Photography

IlluntrntionN

mid

Formula*

Explaining Camera, its Construction, Taking,
Developing and Printing.
By

York

PICTURE

a Cantor*

Sent Prepaid
35 Cente
NEWS'

Man

1701)
fUnU

of 20
I VQ
3

Yeare
Denver.
Colo.

THE

FEATURE
STATE
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Delaware
District Of Columbia
Georgia
Greater New

York. . .

Illinois
Indiana
Louisiana
Maryland
Missouri
......

Nebraska
New England States.
New Jersey
New
Mexico
Sew York State
New York State except
lfew York City. ...

New
York
No. New

State and
Jersey

North Carolina
Onio
Ohio (Western)
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania (East. )
Pennsylvania (West.)
South Carolina
Texas
Tennessee
TJtah
Virginia
West

Virginia

Wyoming

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BOOKING

PRODUCTION
Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Keels
'Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels..
'Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels..
'Victory" — Five Reels
'Battle of Waterloo" — Five Reels
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
Her Life for Liberty"
'Magda, a Modern
Madame X"
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Magda, a Modern Madame X"
'The Life and Adventures of the James
Boys in Missouri"
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Rome
or Death"
;
'Magda. a Modern Madame X"
'Mary Magdalene" — Three Reels
Bride of Lammermoor" — Three Reels.
'Magda, a Modern
Madame X"
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels..
'Her Life for Liberty"
'The Missing Woman"
'The Firefly"
'A Life for a Life"....
'Secret of Adrianople" . . .
'Outlawed"
'Gallows of the Gods"
'Paul
Hunt" — Six
Reels J. Rainey's African
'Rome
or Death"
'Her Life for Liberty" — Three Ree'.s.
'Her Life for Liberty"
'Rome
or Death"
"Magda, a Modern Madame X"
'Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Rome or Death" — Five reels
"Madge, a Modern Madame X"...
Charles
Hawtrey
"A
Message
from
Mars" — 4 reels
"A Soul's Tempest" — Three Reels
"80 Million Women
Want" — 4 rees. .
'Gambler's Revenge" — Four Reels
'Magic Veil" — Four Reels
"Power of Innocence" — Three Reels.
"A Race with Death" — Two Reels...
"Nemesis" — Three Reels
'Revolutionary
Wedding" — Two
Reel*
"Dagmar" — Three Reels

FOR

BOOKINGS

53

DIRECTORY
APPLY

TO

ADDRESS

Colonial Feature Film Co...
Texas Film Corporation
Golgate Feature
Service....
Colonial Feature Film Co
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Colonial Feature Film Co...
Inter-Urban
Amusement Co.
Attractive Features
Inter-Urban Amusement Co.
Attractive Features

162y Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1917 Mam St., Dallas, Texas.
234 Eddy St., San Francisco, Cal.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
110-112 West 40th St., New
York City.
211 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa,
110-112 West 40th St., New
York City.
211 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. H. & E. L. Henry
Inter-Urban Amusement Co...
E. & W. Transfilm
Bureau...
H. E. & J. C. Feldman
Peerless Film Company
Peerless Film Company
H. E. & J. C. Feldman
Texas Film Corporation
Inter-Urban Amusement Co...
Kansas City Feature Film Co.
Kansas City Feature Film Co.
Kansas City Feature Film Co.
Kansas City Feature Film Co.
Kansas City Feature Film Co.
Kansas City Feature Film Co.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
110-112 West 40th St., New York
110 112 West 40th St., New York
1482 Broadway, New York.
34 Wil.oughby
Bldg., Indianapolis,
34 Wil.oughby Bldg., Indianapolis,
1482 Broadway, New York.
1917 Main St., Dallas, Texas.
110-112 City,
West Mo.
40th St., New York
Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.

Nebraska Feature Co
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau..
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau. .
Inter-Urban Amusement Co..
E. & W. Transfilm
Bureau..
Progressive
Features
Colonial Feature Film Co....
Inter-Urban Amusement Co..
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau.
Orpheum
Features ■
Success Feature
Co.
Fea ure Film
Film Corporation.
European

Success Feature Film Co
"Through the Clouds" — 4 reels
European Feature Film Corporation.
"A Soul's Tempest" — Three Reels
"80 Million Women Want" — 4 reels...
"Gambler's
Revenge" — Four Ree s
"Power of Innocence" — Three Reels. . .
Magic Veil" — Four Reels
"A Race with Death" — Two Reels
'The Current" — Three Reels
"Cards" — Three Reels
"Unmasked" — Three Reels
"On the Steps of the Throne" — 4 reels.
'Nemesis" — Three Reels
"Dagmar" — Three Reels
'Salome" — Three Ree'.s
"Spectre of the Sea" — Two Reels
"Revolutionary Wedding" — Two Reels.
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
Modern Feature Film Co....
"From the Manger to the Cross"
Photoplay Feature Co
!.
"Her Life for Liberty"
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels. . Texas Film Corporation
"Antony and Cleopatra" — Eight Reels.. People's Amusement Co
People's Amusement Co
"An American Citizen" — Four Reels..
Inter-Urban Amusement Co..
"Her Life for Liberty"
E. & W. Transfilm Bureau..
"Rome
or Death"
Inter-Urban
Amusement Co..
"Her Life for Liberty"
Attractive Features
"Magda, a Modern
Madame X"
Photoplay Feature Co
!.
"Her Life for Liberty"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
M. M. Osborn
"California
Rodeo" — Three
Reels
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels.. Texas Film Corporation.
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
Colonial Feature Film Co.
"Victory" — Five Reels
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
"The Life and Adventures of the James
J. H. & E. L. Henry
Boys in Missouri"
!.
"Her Life for Liberty" — Three Reels.. Photoplay Feature Co
Colonial Feature Film Co....
"Prisoner of Zenda" — Four Reels

City
City.
Ind
Ind
City
City

City
1210 P. St., Lincoln, Neb.
110-112 West 40th St., New
York City.
110112 West 40th St., New York City.
110-112 West 4(>th St., New York City.
110112 West 40th St., New York
800 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
110-112 West 40th St., New York
110 112 West 40th St., New York
City.
Y
Candler Bldg., 220 West 42a" St,. N.
220 West 42nd St., New York.
220 West 42d St., New York.

220 West 42nd St., New York
220 West 42d St., New York.

Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
318 W. Court St., Cincinnati, Ohio
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1917 Main St., Dallas, Texas.
West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
West Park and Alder, Portland, Ore
110-112 West 40th St., New York City
110-112 West 40th St., New York City
110-112 West 40th St., New York City
211 North 13th St., Philadelphia. Pa
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Empire
Theatre,
Winchester,
San Marcos. Texas.
1917 Main St., Dallas, Texas.

Va

Empire Theatre, Winchester, V»
1629 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
412 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
1629 Curtis St., Denver. Colo.
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BIG FEATURES
EACH
WEEK

I
I

;i

$

A COMEDY

EVERY

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY
A TWO-REEL FEATURE

DO NOT
(Released

A DRAMA
EVERY

WEDNESDAY

MISS THHSE

of the General Film

"THE
GAMBLERS"
"THE
5 Reels— By CHARLES
KLEIN
"THE
FIVE

I
>:
>:

v

SPECIALLY

WOLF"
EACH

5 Reels— By EUGENE WALTER

WEEK

,
j: Split Reel

DESIGNED

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

March
March
March
March

24th
25th
26th
27th

Saturday,

March 28th

I

POSTERS

One and Three Sheets with Single and Split Reels — One, Three and Six Sheets with
Multiple Features.
Order from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

LUBIN
V

DAUGHTERS
OF
MEN"
5 Reels— By CHARLES
KLEIN

S. McCLOSKEY

RELEASES

"A DEAL IN REAL ESTATE"— Comedy
"ABOVE
THE LAW"— 2 Reel Drama
"THE GAME
OF POLITICS"— 2 Reel Drama
"THE PURITAN"— Drama
"DETECTIVE
SHORT"— Comedy
"THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA"— Animated Comedy

Co.)

JIM"

3 Reels— By LAWRENCE

IN PREPARATION

FRIDAY

FEATURES!

through the Feature Department

"OFFICER

EVERY

AND THURSDAY

MANUFACTURING

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

■ ■--

CHICAGO

OFFICE:

COMPANY
154 West Lake Street

•■ ■ . - -

,. ........ .

LAPIN'S "DRUMONA"
(PATENT

A» it looks with pinno

APPLIED

FOR)

Is an Orchestral Cabinet which can be
combined with Piano, Talking Machine, or
other musical instrument, and' made to
serve the duties of an expert trap-drummer, giving the much desired orchestral
effects, and eliminates the weekly expense
of several musicians.

Fora long
motionfeltpicture
theatres
"Drumona"
fills
want, and
figuring
the salto trap-drummer,
"Drumona" will
pay aryforpaid itself
in a few months.
The only operator required is the pianist,
who can without the least exertion, instantly produce, simultaneously with the
playing of piano, five separate functions
by foot pressun i I one pedal as follows: Bass and snare drums, cymbal, single and double tap or roll on snare
drum. In fact, mosl anj combination of taps or rolls produced on snare drum in the hands of a skilled trapdrummer is under control of the pianist withoul anj previous knowledge of drumming. Other pedals are provided, as shown in cut. For operating the tambourine, Spanish castinets, triangle and tom-tom, for Chinese,
Indian and Oriental music, church organ, chimes, aside from the musical features, the sound effects of the train,
ambul;
trol, fire, 'phone and door bells, cannon roar, thunder, horse trot, clog dance and automobile horn,
arc included.
"Drumona" is not a monotonous, mechanically operated instrument, has no intricate parts to get
out of ord
electric motors, loud or soft tones arc governed by degree of foot pressure. Even the expensive orchestions now on the market cannot compare with "Drumona" for real drum effects.
INTRODUCTION PRICE $250.00. F O. B. PHILADELPHIA.
SOLD ON LEASE TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

STATE

REPRESENTATIVES

For full particulars address

SAMUEL

1740 N. GRATZ
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Six Reels
ask every exhibitor who books "Samson"
five cents admission.

(six reels) to charge at least twenty-

|H/ery
exhibitor who watches the market knows what the Universal
Film
Manufacturing Co. accomplished with "Traffic in Souls", its first six-reel
feature.
We made a fortune by booking it and charging from 25 cts. to $1.00 for
admission.
We proved we could do big things in a big way.
We could easil)
repeat the success with "Samson", but
YYe

'ire going to give you the opportunity of doing it yourself.
We are
deliberately foregoing a big profit for ourselves by selling "Samson" to
Universal exchanges so that you can reap a harvest.
^\h

we ask in return is that you charge at least twenty-five cents admission !
"Samson" warrants it! "Samson" is worthy of it! It is a film masterpiece —
a gigantic production — a revelation.
^-j^andle it as such a mighty production deserves to be handled.
Book it for a
week or two weeks or two months.
Make all the money there is to be
made out of it. Seize this opportunity to leave competition so far behind that it
can never catch up.
^j\

your exchange
know immediately that you want "Samson".
Tell your
change
man
that you want to see "Samson"
at the earliest possible
moment: also that you want to see the superb lithographs— the 16-sheets, 8-sheets,
6-sheets, 3 sheets, 1-sheets, half-sheets, window cards and photographs.

hen, book this tremendous film production and piaster your city or your neighborhood
like a circus.
urge you to be first to book "Samson" in your territory.
I assure you there
is no time to be lost in arranging matters with tin- nearest Universal exchai
P'1(" th
which show
"Samson"
and which handle it properly are going
open for themselves a new era of prosperin !

Universal
"/

Film

Manufacturing Co.
dent

lRL LAEMMLl

! hn Manufacture
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We want to help you make
your picture house the
most attractive in your city
The paint and varnish you use in decorating
your theatre should be an added attraction.
It is if the colors are well chosen and the
finishes are of the right quali y. We specialize on theatre decorating. Send us photographs or blue prints of your theatre and

We will prepare
Decorating Plans Free

The Phantoscope
is a motion picture projector for home, school
or salesman.
It uses
in every
thousands
Is fitted
the same
three and

standard film, which can be rented
large city, and with hundreds of
of subjects to choose from.
with lenses standard the world over,
lenses found on machines costing
four times as much.

They will be exclusively for your house and
will give it an attractiveness and individuality
that will bring trade. The plans will be
worked out in color and will include complete
specifications.
Write us about the service.
Address all inquiries lo

Sherwin-Williams
Paints £ Varnishes
Decorative Depl., 773 Canal Road. N.W.,

Cleveland, O.

Has a thousand candle-power lamp, producing a picture eight feet wide, at a distance of
from 15 to 60 feet, in city or country district.
Turns so easily that a short, light crank is
sufficient, for there is but one sprocket and
one pair of gears ; though you can get it motordriven if you wish.
And it weighs but 18 pounds, is beautifully
finished in nickel-plate, buffed-oxidizing, and
satin enamel, with felt feet which will not mar
the finest table or desk.
Has patented mechanism giving 92% light
efficiency, and a rheostat inclosed in the lamphouse, which is also a patented feature, of which
it is intended that this shall be lawful notice
to infringers.

PHANTOSCOPE

in Traveling Case

Model A, $75.

Model B, $100.

Phantoscope Mfg. Company
1400 New York Avenue
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

As a progressive manufacturer ofmotion
pictures, you
should know
what materials
to use to make
the best pictures. If you
are not using Lumiere Film
you are hurting your own
business. It certainly can't
cost you anything to inquire.
Drop me a line.

DAVID
American

HORSLEY
Agent for Lumiere Film

New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Mecca Bldg. Schiller Bldg. Higgins Bldg.

In writing to advertisers please mention "THE MOTION

PICTURE NEWS"
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13 reels of Unique entertainment.
Nothing ever before produced like it.
Pronounced by critics the most stupendous extravaganza everattempted.
More laughs and thrills per foot than
in any other motion pictures. Released in 1 part of 4 reels and 3 parts
of 3 reels each. At your service are
twenty-three branch exchanges ready
to give you all particulars.

"ZINGO"
Warner's

Inc.

NEWS

Two other 3 reel pictures of particular
merit that are coming are "The Range
War" (a winning story of the Montana
Country) and "A Wrecker of Lives"
(a gripping picture portraying a great
ancy.) question with flame like brillimoral

Features

130 W. 46th St.
New York

"KIN ECLAIR"
^^^^^^m^^^^Dupuis

Patent""^i^^^^^^"""

The most astounding invention of the motion picture age

THE

PERFECT

FOR
CHURCHES

SCHOOLS
FACTORIES
COLLEGES
KINDERGARTENS

BECAUSE

PROJECTION

Runs standard film
Takes current from lamp socket
Is compact, light and durable
A child can operate it
Is absolutely fire-proof
Will project picture image by image
Costs only $100.00
FOR

ECLAIR
12« WeHt

TRAVELING SALESMEN
SCIENTIFIC LECTURERS
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
LODGES

Y.
M. C. A'S
INSTITUTIONS
CLUBS

IT

MACHINE

CATALOGUE

FILM

M

WRITE

COMPANY,
NEW

4(ith Street
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What

Do

You

Need?

LISTING IK THIS BUYERS' GUIDE, FOE NAME AND ADDRESS, INCLUDING ONE
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS— *8. 00 A YEAR, CASH
IN ADVANCE. FREE TO ADVERTISERS USING $100.00 OR MORE WORTH OF
DISPLAY
SPACE DURING THE YEAR.
ADDRESS ADVERTISING
DEPARTMENT

»»""»♦"♦••"»»*♦»♦'
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Inter-Continent Film Co., 110 W. 40th St.,

ANNOUNCEMENT
SLIDES
Niagara Slide Co., Lockport, N. Y.
CAMERAS
American
Cinematograph
Co.,
617
Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Sterling Camera & Film Co., 145 \V. 45th St.,
New York.
COSTUMERS
Miller-Costumier, 236 South 11th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
DEVELOPING
TANKS
A. J. Corcoran, Inc., 9]/2 John St., New York.
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
SETS
The Chas. A. Strelinger Co., Box P-2, Detroit,
Mich.
FILMS
(Manufacturers,
Dealers ana Renters)
American Film Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., 275 Lakeside
Ave.,
Orange, N. J.
Essanay Film Mfg. Co., First National Bank
Bldg., Chicago, 111.
„
„ ,
General Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
George H. Kleine, 166 N. State St., Chicago,
111.
Lubin Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
G. Melies, 204 E. 38th St., New York.
Mutual York
Film Motion
Corp., 71Picture
W. 23rd"Corp.,
St., New
York.
New
Longacre
Bldg., New York.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.
Renfax Film Co., Inc., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Selig Polyscope Co., Chicago, 111.
Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
York.
FILM ACCESSORIES
Berlin Aniline Works,
213 Water
St., New
York.
FILM

TITLES,

PRINTING,
DEVELOPING,
ETC.
Acme
Commercial
Film Co., 56 E. Randolph
St., Chicago, 111.
Commercial Motion Pictures Co., Inc., 102 W.
101st St., New Yoik.
Evans Film Mfg. Co.. 412 22 W. 216th St., at
Broadway,
New York.
Film Titles, Printing, Developing, etc
Gunby Bros., Inc., 145 W. 45th St., New York.
Standard
Motion
Picture Co., 5 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
FILM REELS
Lang Mfg. Works, Olean, N. Y.
Taylor-Shantz Company, 224 Mill St., Rochester,
N. Y.
FURNITURE
AND
FURNISHING
ON
RENTAL
William Birns, 70 W. 38th St.. New York.
FEATURE
FILMS
All Star Feature Corp., 220 W. 42nd St., New
York.
Anglo-American Film Corp., 126 W. 46th St.,
New York.
Australasian Films, Ltd., 15 E. 26th St., New
York.
Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co., 130 W.
46th St., New York.
A. Blinkhorn, 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Criterion Feature Film Mfg. Co., 110 W. 40th
St.. New York.
Direct-From-Broadway
Features
Co., 46 W.
24th St., New
York.
Eclair Film Co., 126 W. 46th St., New York.
Eclectic Film Co., 110 W. 40th St.. New York.
European Feature Film Co., 220 W. 42nd St.,
New York.
Features
Ideal, 126 W. 46th St., New
York.
Feature Photoplay Co., 220 W. 42nd St., New
York.
Famous Players Film Co., 213-229 W. 26th St.,
New York.
General Film Co., 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
General Feature Film Co., Powers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Gaumont
Co., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Gloria American
Co., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Italian American
Film Corp.. 1482 Broadway,
New York.

New
York.
Kennedy Features, Inc., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
George
Kleine Attractions, 166 N. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
New York Office: 1476 Broadway.
Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play Co., Longacre
Theatre, New York.
Lea-Bel
Company,
58
W.
Randolph
St., R. 912,
Chicago.
Life Photo Film Corp., 102-104 W. 101st St.,
New York.
Mohawk Film Co., Times Bldg., New York.
Mundstuk
York. Features, 909 Longacre Bldg., New
New
York Film Co., 145 W. 45th St., New
York.
Pan-American
Film Co., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Playgoers Film Co., Lyric Theatre, New York.
Progress Film Co.. 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Ramo
Films,
Inc., Columbia
Theatre
Bldg.,
New York.
Sterling Camera & Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
New
York.
Solax Co., Fort Lee, N. J.
Union Features, 126 W. 46th St., New York.
Unique Film Co., Inc., 110 W. 40th St., New
York.
Universal
York. Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
Wil-Kar
Films, 1482 Broadway, New York.
World Film Corp., 110 W. 40th St., New York.
Warner's
York. Features, Inc., 130 W. 46th St., New
MOTION
PICTURE
MACHINES
AND
SUPPLIES
Amusement
Supply
Co., 160 E. North
Fifth
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Calehuff Supply Co., 1301 Race St., PhiladelPa.
Enterprise phia,Optical
Co., 568 W. Randolph
St.,
Ernemann,
114 Fifth Ave., New York.
Chicago, 111.
Picture Theatre Equipment Co., 21 E. 14th St.,
New York.
Precision Machine Co., 317 E. 34th St., New
York.
Nicholas Power Co., 90 Gold St., New York.
The Phantascope Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.
Sweeley's
House,
514-516 Erie
Ave., Photo
Renova. Supply
Pa.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc., 916-918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Wurlitzer Co., Cincinnati, O.
RAW FILM
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
David Horsley. 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
Raw
Film Supply
Co., 15 E. 26th St.,
York.

Rudolph

PIPE

New

ORGANS

HenryLouisville,
Pilcher's Ky.Sons, 914-920 Mason
Ave.,
PROJECTION
LENSES
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 569 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y .
POSTERS
The Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
REWINDERS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES
L. C. Smith Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
SCREENS
Day & Night Screens, Inc., 291 Broadway,
New York.
STEEL
FILM
EQUIPMENT
FOR
EXCHANGES
AND
MFRS.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226-228 E. 144th St.,
New York.
THEATRE
LOBBY
FRAMES
AND
FIXTURES
Eagle

Frame
Co., 506 N. Carpenter
St., Chicago, 111.
Mfg.
Co., 715 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, O.
THEATRE
CHAIRS
Hardesty Mfg. Co., Canal Dover, Ohio.

Newman
The

REELS FOR 5 CENTS,61
OR NOT?

A spirited fight is now going on
between the exhibitors of San Francisco and the exchanges over the
question whether the latter have any
right to limit the number of reels that
an exhibitor may show on a program
for a given admission price.
The agreement between three of
the California exchanges to limit all
five-cent picture houses to three reels
a day, raised a violent protest from
every exhibitor concerned, particularly from the larger nickel houses,
where double that number of reels
has been the rule. They charge discrimination against them in favor of
the smaller men, and have already
placed
their interests in the hands of
an
attorney.
This means a court suit, unless the
exchanges retrench, and probably
with the charge of a mutual agreement in restraint of trade as the basis
R. E. Stebbins, assistant manager of
the Pacific Mutual Film Corporation,
and David Bershon, of the California
Film Exchange, deny the existence of
any such agreement. They declare
that the exhibitors' association had
agreed to three films a day for the
nickel houses themselves.
STRIKE

HITS EIGHT

THEATRES

Springfield, 111., March 19.
Eight theatres in this city have been
boycotted by the Springfield Federation of Labor, acting for the Stage
Employees'
It is allegedUnion.
that the strike has been
called because a number of operators
were discharged by these theatres for
attempting to organize.
The theatres affected are the
Amuse-U, Grand, Savoy, Lyric, Capital, Casino, Vaudette, and the Gaiety.
The Royal, Majestic, Chatterton and
Empire weje not molested.
WARNING
TO
EXHIBITORS
Warning is issued by the Newman
Manufacturing Company against Edw
H. Beziah, who, they allege, has
used their name to defraud a number
of exhibitors by borrowing money.
Mr. Beziah, it is claimed, at one
time worked for the company as a
commission salesman. The company
further say they will assume no responsibility for his acts.
FILM "HOME SWEET HOME"
"Home, Sweet Home," John Howard Paine's immortal song, is to be
picturized by an all-star cast. Harry
E. Aitken, president of the Mutual
Film Corporation of this city, conceived the idea and it is nearing fruition under the direction of D. W.
Griffith.
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AMERICAN -ECLAIR
The Greatest Western I Ever Saw
That's what the critics said about

"THE CABALLERO'S

WAY"

Three Hair-Raising Reels

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY

APRIL la

By the Famous Author, O. HENRY-NEED
SEE THE NEAREST

UNIVERSAL

WE

EXCHANGE

SAY

MORE!

TODA Y ABOUT

IT

Eclair Film 'Company, Inc.

1 26 W.46ill ST.NEWYORK CITY.
NOW

READY

The Wonderful Five-Reel New York Police Picture

"TRAPPED IN THE GREAT
MEfROPOLIS"
A Record Breaking Money Getter
500 Thrilling Scenes

400 Characters

Territory already sold —
NEW YORK CITY
OHIO
MARYLAND
WEST VIRGINIA
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
DELAWARE
EASTERN and WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Offers invited for remaining States
Attractive 1 , 3 and 6 Sheet posters in 5 Colors
— Photos, Heralds, Slides
Wire

ROLANDS
ROOMS

711-712

or

^frite

FEATURE

145 WEST
In writing to adversers please
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We deal in the stocks of the following
companies and will buy, sell or quote
a market:

-ST

■. ~« v
MARAT

*s ;

**J

4

BARBARAUX

"Charlotte

"OLD
REVIEWED
AFTER

'

=*^r

Corday"

We deal in listed and unlisted stocks
and bonds and invite inquiries.

C. W. MacQuoid

.4 i~> ~ •..-

INDUCES

Scene from

Biograph Co.
General Film Co.
Mutual Film Corp.
New York Motion Picture Corp.
Kinemacolor Co. of America

• *-

.

NEWS

Motion Picture Securities

1*

jlffc. '

MOTION

& Co.

Members of the New York. Stock Exchange
TO

JOIN

(Kennedy

CURIOSITY

(Hepworth)
BY A. DANSON

THE

REVOLUTION

Features — four

115 Broadway

parts)

New York

Address Investment Dept. Room 410

SHOP"
MICHELL

seeing a number of so-called morality plays, sensational melodramas, alleged comedies, etc., this clean,
sweet picture. is like a breath of fresh air on a summer
day. Following closely the immortal novel of Charles Dickens, there is not one scene in the five reels that should be
eliminated, not one act that could be bettered. The plot
forms a perfect scenario; one gets a visualization of the story
such as he never forgets.
The production, made in England, is full of the atmosphere so vividly described by this master novelist. The
Old Curiosity Shop, which is still standing, in the same condition as when the story was written, was utilized and special
lighting arrangements were made. The other described settings as far as possible were also used. The characters were
clearly drawn, the costuming excellent. A film which any
exhibitor may be proud to show.
Quilp, the hunchback landlord, drives out the old keeper
of the Curiosity Shop and his little granddaughter, Nell.
The old man, an inveterate gambler, loses all his money and
the two wander over the country. Meeting Codlin and Short,
two showmen, they accept their hospitality until they learn
that it is their intention to rob them of what little they
have left.
Nell and her grandfather fall in the company of a traveling
wax works, where the old man steals the money of the
show, and loses it gambling. Nell, fallen sick, is taken to
an old church where she dies, the stranger arriving just
after her death. The old Curiosity Shop keeper learns that
the mysterious stranger is really his brother, whom he has
not seen for many years. But it is too late, the grief for
his lost grandchild kills him.
Quilp, the cause of all the misery, dies a horrible death
by falling over a cliff into the water. The last scene is the
reveries of the stranger, in which he sees the child and old
man wandering around homeless.

Film Quality
Quality in the film — quality from
a technical photographic standpoint
is as important to the Exhibitor aa
is interest in the story that the
film tells.
There's one film that's recognized
the world over as the standard of
quality — that is always used by
those whose effort it is to give the
Exhibitors the very best goods and
the very best service — Eastman film.
And

it is identifiable. Look

for

"Eastman" on the perforated margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.
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Make Your Lobby Display
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates for advertising under this beading, 3 cents per word,
cash with order.
50 cents minimum charge per insertion.
THEA TRE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MOVING PICTURE THEATKE; 5-year lease;
steam heat; rent, $50; new equipment; 300
seats, organ and piano; $3,500; terms. JOHN
McKEE, Everett, Wash.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA FOR SALE—
Second hand, a bargain. V. L. DUHEM, 311
Mills Building, San Francisco, California.

PIANO

NEW PHANTOSCOPE FOR SALI — Complete
with carrying case, attaching cord, screen and
box of carbons.
F. A. Holmei, Brewater, N. Y.

MUSIC

A GOOD PIANO MUSIC COPY— "New England Hills." Order from your dealer or 15c
from Dugdale Co., Washington, D. C.

Write
for
Catalog

THEATRE SUPPLIES

The
Newman
Mfg. Co.

LE COURRIER

Sycamore Street. Cincinnati, Ohi»
Branch Factories and Showrooms :
101 Fourth Ave.,
100-108 W Lake St.,
N«w rork, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Established 1882

28 Boulevard St Denis,

HERE'S A NOVEL SCHEME
A daily guarantee for a moving picture theatre of 600 capacity is the
offer to exhibitors of the American
Druggists' Syndicate in a novel advertising icheme.
One New York house to accept the
proposition is the Empress, 181st
street and Audubon avenue, owned by
Eddie Keller, the vaudeville agent.
The American Druggists' Syndicate
is a big corporation manufacturing
drugs, cosmetics and allied lines. In
an effort to push its products, it is
seeking the aid of the picture exhibitors in this unique selling plan.
The syndicate buys out a 600-capacity house for $150 a day for the first
three days of a week, the management wairing the ordinary receipts,
which go to the purchaser. In return
the stage is giren over at each show
to a ten-minute lecture, illustrated by
colored stereopticon slides, setting
forth the excellence of the syndicate's
goods.
Each attendant at the theatre recedes with his ticket a coupon, redeemable at any of the A. D. S. drug
stores in the neighborhood in 25 cents
worth of A. D. S. goods.
The manager of the Empress declared that the introduction of an adrertising ballyhoo during the show
was made up by the premium of the
drug company's coupon.

Electric Arc Lamps

Just m Lot
of 70 Left

CCTI

N*T*r

IMd, bill I far 110 volt*

A Largs Stock of Slightly Used Moving Picture Machine! and Current ReImceri (Latest Models) at about Half
Prices. All Kinds Seating Always la
SUck.
Opera Chairs, slightly used, each S0.7S
Heavy New Folding Chairs, each .40
■implex, used three months. .. .160.00
Power's 6 A, Ant-class C0Bditioa.140.0S
Idison Exhibition*, rood oeidltlon
N.0S

Cinematographique

717

Btreetewt

Caarlae

• Paris

LX

FRAPKR

Journal hebdomadaire francais, le plus important de
l'industrie cinematogra-

Don't forget. I take your old machine ia trade regardless of make. All
foods guaranteed in first-class condition.
Will ship subject to inspection. Hit*
many other good bargains. Send me an
ezaet list of your want* and see why I
•ell more goods than all competitors
combined.

phique.
Mmntlt aamere

••eelmea. emr laranie.
AWemameat
IS F*. M

EVERY

In Motion

SAM LE»« , 509 Chestnut It.. It. Low t. Us

DAY

1,500,000 PEOPLE

Picture Theatres

of the United States listen to the

WURLITZER

MOTION

PICTURE

HA VE YOU ONE ?

20
BRANCHES

<

.

-

'-

ltoo eADfUtpowari lold regularly at $if, Oarbarca
raraarfa llkaplelara. M In. Iodk. luaranlaadli
d»j *>r
working ardaT.andoaa •■< <-„.■
. «p*t.Z.J
COSMOS ELECTRIC CO.. 136 J Liberty Si. Nrw Yark

In writing

IT PA YS

WuRUjZER

20
BRANCHES

CINCINNATI

BARGAINS IN REBUILT
PICTURE MACHINES

Our Frames are
not cheap

Powers No. •
$1*0 00
Edengraph
71.00
Powers
No. 6
76.00
1913 Model Hotiograph No. 1-A 176.00
1918 Model Monograph Ne. 1-A 166.00
1911 Model Monograph Me 1-A 160.00
Powers
No. 6
100.00
No. 2 Motlograph, nearly new..
100.00
All machines complete with electrical
attachments.
Time
or Cash. A-l condition guaranteed.

but our prices are
GET

THEM

Eagle Frame Co.
A. C. in>l l> <

ORCHESTRAS

JOE GUERCiO.

Wt also have all makti »f nrw mmchinti
and sufiplitj.
Send for catalog today.

Mgr.

AMUSEMENT

506 N. Carpenter St., Chicago
to advertisers please

mention

"THE

MOTION

SUPPLY

160 E. North Fifth Ave.
PICTURE

NEWS'

CO.

CHICAGO

THE
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NEWS

PHOTOPLAY MASTERPIECES
COMING!

A

CELEBRATED

THE

CASE

FULFILLMENT

General Film Co. [|nc]
In writing to advertisers please mention

"THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS'
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Moving Picture Chairs

Directory of Players and Directors
FRITZI

BRUNETTE

KING

Playing in
8TELXAR

VENEER

OR UPHOLSTERED

Quick Shipments
Made rices
blePi
easona

BAGGOT

Directing and Flaying Leads in

"FORGIVEN"

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY

Imp Productions

CALL

or WRITE

Jlsk ATLAS
for T)cpt. M

EARL
METCALFE
Lubin Films

WILLIAM

POWELL

MISS

Producing

CLAIRE
and

FILM TITLES

SINDELAR

Printing andDeveloping

Pathe Features
IRVING

WHITNEY

Blache

Pbone, 5290 Murray Hill

Now Playing Leads in

Now Playing Leads in

Solax

PEARL

Gire Us a Trial
Prices Right

All Work Guaranteed
Prompt Service

If you have any event that you want
photographed we can furnish an expert camera man.

CUMMINGS

Now Playing Leads in

Pathe Features

Features

CO.

SOI Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Director

Pathe Features
MISS

SEATING

DALY

The Screen Club

Second Season

FRANK

ROBERT

Standard Motion Picture Co.,
5 S. Wabash Are., Chicago
Telephone, Randolph 839

"The

Perils of Pauline" Goes

Big

Advance Booking for Latest Eclectic Feature Surpass All Expectations of Manager
Jule Bernstein — Partial List of Bookings
ADVANCE bookings for twenty
New York theatres have been
made for "The Perils of Pauline," the
Eclectic feature by Jule Bernstein,
manager of the Eclectic Feature Film
Exchange. Eleven of the William Fox
houses are down for first runs.
A partial list of metropolitan and
suburban bookings for "The Perils
of Pauline" is here given:
Audubon Theatre, 165th street and
Broadway; City Theatre, 114 East
Fourteenth street; Star Theatre, Lexington avenue and 107th street; Family Theatre, 117 East 125th street;
Crotona Theatre, Park and Tremont
avenues, New York City; Carleton
Theatre, Market and Halsey streets,
Newark, N. J.; Folly Theatre, 15
Debevoise street, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Fox's New Haven Theatre, formerly
Grand Opera House, Crown street,
New Haven, Conn.; Wm, Fox's Theatre, Main street. New Britain, Conn ;
Wm. Fox's Theatre. Main strict,
Waterbury, Conn.; Wm. Fox's Theatre, formerly Nelson's, Main street,
Springfield, Mass

4c

PUR

Savoy Theatre, 167th street and
Third avenue, N. Y. C. ; Alhambra
Theatre, Stamford, Conn.; Getty
Square Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y.; Colonnade Theatre, 544 Nostrand avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Heights Theatre,
Wadsworth avenue and 181st street,
N. Y. C. ; Opera House, Ridgewood
Park, N. J.; Schuyler Theatre, Eightyfirst street and Broadway, N. Y. C;
Criterion Theatre, 1495 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Clarendon
Theatre, Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Grand Theatre, 133 North
Green street, Lancaster, Pa.; Lyceum
Theatre, Broadway and Thirty-eighth
street, Bayonne, N. J.; Unique Theatre, Orange and Seventh streets,
Newark, N. J.; City Theatre, Springfield avenue and Twenty-second
street. Irvington, N. J.; Bergen Theatre, Bergen and Springfield avenues,
Newark, N. J.; Garden Theatre, Markit and Ward streets. Newark, N. J.;
Family Theatre, Main street, Bridgepint, Conn.; Star Palace, Patchogue.
I I Regent Theatre. 1 16th street
and St. Nicholas avenue. New York.

Why Play to Empty Seats?
Nevada Rose Teaspoons $3.50 per 100.
Write for free catalog and send trial order
for a three and a half cent souvenir.
OXFORD PREMIUM CO.,
M. P. Dept.
182 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Lea-Bel Company
"FEATURES

58 W. Randolph St., Chicago
Room 912

500,000 Feet
of Film Leader
Water-proofed. Black, white or
any other color, Jc a foot — 20%
rebate on all orders over 10,000
feet. Samples free.

MULTICOLOR FILM IMPROVING CO.
15 EAST 26th STREET

FLDERAL

FILM

DFVE.LOPE.D

CO.,
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St., CHICAGO
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NEW YORK CITT

Philadelphia Branch 1 126

FOOT
for Printing and Developing
Positives on tastman Stock
NEGATIVES

EXTRAORDINARY"

NEWS"

Per Foot

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

THE:
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PRTHESGQPE
The First, Safe, Simple, Per. feet Motion Picture Machine.
For the Home, School, Club
or Salesman

PATHESCOPE

Made by PATHE

CAMEKA

Over 7,000 in use.

FRERES.

In the simplest model no wiring or electric connection is necessary.
Turning
the handle generates its own incandescent light. Other models take 2>y2
to 4j4 amperes current from ordinary 110 volt, alternating or direct
current lighting circuit.
NO ARC LIGHT USED

NO FIRE RISK

NO INSURANCE

RESTRICTIONS

The exclusive use of Incandescent lighting and a Special Narrow Width
NON-INFLAMMABLE PATHE FILM Secures perfect Safety, combined
with greater Economy than in Standard Film.
Exchange service at low rates to Pathescope owners, with a large Repertoire ofall Classes of Subjects.
{Additional information in reading columns of this issue.)
Special facilities for expert Filming of Industrial and Commercial subjects
for use in Pathescope Projectors.
PATHESCOPE CAMERAS for Amateur and Professional use.
Standard Negatives and Positives reduced to Pathescope
size, with resulting safety and
economy.
Operators, machines and films
furnished for Evening
Entertainments, etc.
For Demonstrations or Catalog
Address

PATHESCOPE:
MAIN

OFFICE

Aeolian Hall, 35 West 42d St.,
New York
BRANCHES

414 Crozer Bldg., Philadelphia
1306 Marquette Bldg., Chicago
310 Moore Bldg., Fort Worth
622 Kittredge Bldg., Denver
Responsible
CABINET

STYLE
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THE

MOTION

WHEN
OUR
"Our

PICTURE

CLAUDIA
MUTUAL

Mutual

NEWS

SMILED
GIRL

Girl" saw

AT

Blanche

Ring and her company present "When
Claudia Smiles'' at a special performance at the Reliance studios on Monday afternoon, March 16. Richard

When the Plans
were drawn for our new offices
on the seventeenth floor of the
Candler Building, a goodly
sized space was apportioned
off for the use of exhibitors,
feature buyers, exchangemen,
and other film men who occasionally come to New York
City.
This space is provided with
desks.telephone and messenger
service, stenographers, writing
material, etc.
On your next trip here we shall
consider it a pleasure to have
you occupy one of these desks.
You can stay as long as you
want to. And it won't cost
you a penny.
You are at liberty to make appointments for meetings here;
have mail and telegrams sent
to you in care of these offices.
In brief : Make this address
your New York headquarters,
with the same privileges and
privacy as though the office
lease was in your name.

Dolliver, Miss Ring's director, and
Charles Winnenger were also present.
Miss Ring and the chorus sang several selections, as: "Why Is the
Ocean So Near the Shore?" and
"Boys, Boys, Boys."
Norma Phillips, "Our Mutual Girl,"
in her part of having joined the
"When Claudia Smiles" company,
caught on with an alacrity that presages well for the success of the reel.
Frederic McKay, the manager and
owner of the musical comedy, took
the part of the manager engaging
"Our Mutual Girl." It is his first appearance before the camera.
PAN-AMERICAN

Branching Out
All Over
22 Branch Offices
Established in the
United States and Canada
12 MORE
OFFICES
TO BE OPENED SOON

ENLARGED

The Pan-American Film Company
have taken over the shipping department, projection rooms, etc., of the
World's Special Film Corporation,
which previously occupied the westerly half of the ninth floor of the
World's Tower Building. 110 West
Fortieth street, New York City.
Edward King will be in charge of
the New York exchange, assisted by
Harold B. Franklin. William Nuttall
will be in charge of the shipping department and Lyall Dean will assist
in the booking and correspondence.
A large number of features have
been added and contracts entered into
for additional companies in the manufacture of feature films which will
brine: releases up to about seventy features per year.

Write for our
rapidly growing list of

FIFTY

FEATURES
to be had on flat rental
or percentage
basis

Mundstuk's Features

GET
"On the Firing
Line in 1 ripoh

Some Bargains for
State Rights Buyers

For Your Territory
It is full of thrill*

We extendastanding invitation
to every one in the film business
outside of New York to become

220 Wtit 42d Street

Writm or wire immediately

MUNDSTUK'S
FEATURES
909 LONGACRE
BUILDING
NEW

New York City

In writing

PAN-AMERICAN
FILM CO., Inc.

"The Whirl of Destiny,"
a spectacular four reeler.

our guests while in this city.
THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS

All communications t«
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mention
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THE
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THE

SUN,

SUNDAY,

PICTURE
FEBRUARY

15,

NEWS
1914.

ALL WE ASK
IS THAT YOU SEE COMPETITION PICTURES BEFORE YOU SEE
WHAT

U\J E E*
Thanhouser Masterpiece
CAN BE FAIRER?

We don't want you, or your New York representative, to make a move for a "Dope" right, until either of
you have viewed OTHER PICTURES ON THE "DOPE" EVIL. Take us at our word, see other "dope"
evil films AND THEN ASK US TO SHOW YOU OURS!

THE

;rFEDERALWARON

HERMAN

DRUG SELLERSi
>

"DOPE"

Held for Mailing Herein,

; 'COKE' VICTIM
JUS
§ CURED; LEADS
POLICE RAID
^:,'
j
^,,1

LIEB

In His Own Version of

Manager for

y;jSaUow

DIRECT-FROM-BROADWAY
FEATURES OFFER

louffli lust Out ot Hot- eotn^

pilair Enten
Station
and
Asks to Be Allowed to Help,

Cofi
ChJ

End the~Tratfic.

VVeic]

AN UPLIFT DRAMA, IN PROTEST AGAINST
THE INDISCRIMINATE SALE OF HABITFORMING DRUGS,
WITH

LAURA NELSON HALL
ERNEST TRUEX
WILLIAM H. TOOKER
GASTON MERVALE
CHRISTINE BLESSING
AND
AN
ALL-BROADWAY
125 SCENES,
EMPLOYING

CAST— IN
HUNDREDS

6 REELS
AND
OF
PLAYERS

Opening on Broadway, and then Yours on the State Rights Plan!
Your State? Address the

What Will You Give for

Direct-From-Broadway Features

71 West 23rd Street
(MADE

IN NEW
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All Star Feature

Oar Factory Is Yours!
Negative assemblers, projecting
machine* and an equipment second
to none, with an organization of experienced people always at your
SERVICE for DEVELOPING and
PRINTING.

EVANS

FILM

Augustus Thomas'

"INwith MIZZ0URA"
Burr Mcintosh

MFG. CO.

Five Parta

■ Incorporated •

416-22

WEST

216th

Tel. 7C52 Audubon

STREET

Next Release April 10th

at Broadway, New York

EDGAR

SELWYN

in his own

adaptation of

RENTERS OF REAL FEATURES

"Pierre of the Plains"

European Feature Film Corp.

All Star Feature Corporation

J. H. STEINMAN, Mgr.
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

A^ America's Greatest Entertainers— Drama — Comedy — Topical —
Educational — Scenic — Films of

220 West 42nd St., New York

Quality

AUSTRALASIAN

FILMS, Ltd.

BEGINNING

(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
Films and Accessories

OafcU, 8p»ncublo, N. T.

TsL M.d

2 GAUMOINTS
EVERY
General

FOOT

POWERS

Positive
Printing
5c PER FOOT
1000 feet. 4)^c It.

Will

145 Weil 45th Street

WEEK

Feature

RLDG.

Film Co.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
ADVERTISE YOTJR FEATURE FILMS IN
THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS, "THE
FASTEST-GROWING PICTURE
JOURNAL."

((

Traffickers

Gloria Ameiican Co.

Inc.

New York City

80 MILLION WOMEN
4 REEL POLITICAL

"The

UNIQUE

in

3

FOR

POWERS,

MOTIOGRAPH,

BIGGEST

21 EAST

MOTION

MOTION

CITY

SIMPLEX

AND

SUPPLY

HOUSE

NEW

PICTURE

IN

PHOTOPLAY

the

CO.
City.

MACHINES

AMERICA

YORK

CHOPPERS— REELS— REEL

mention

successes
of
particulars

EQUIPMENTCO.

PICTURE

14th STREET,

In writ'nr to advertisers please

EDISON

reels.

220 W. 42nd St.
Bldg.
New York
Phone Bryant 8486.

Candler

YORK

THEATRE

THE

CONDENSER8 — BOOTHS— TICKET

EQUIP

Inc.

3

reels.

or Love?"

acknowledged
season.
Further

FEATURE
NEW

HEADQUARTERS

PICTURE

All

DRAMA

FILM COMPANY,

Soles"

Great Lure ol Paris"
in

WANT

40TH STREET

on

in 3 reels.
Meeting with great success everywhere.

Phone Bryant 7713
Cable Ad. Gloriafilm, N.Y.
10 West 40th St.
New York City, N. Y.

"Justice

WE

Crowd.

5000 feet. 4c per ft.

BROS.,

110-112 WEST

the

6a a moot (a

Negatives Developed Free
GUNBY

Get

Release
(shipping)
(kite Mar. 14
EVERY SORT OE PUBLICITY.
BOTH FOR EXCHANGE & EXHIBITOR

We Release

FILM TITLES
6c PER

16th

Bq. «11

MILLARD JOHNSON. Awricaa RssreseatatiTS
IS East 26th St., New York City. N. Y.

PudcIi.

"The Three
3 Reels.Shadows"

WEEK
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Open to Purchase High Grade Features
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THEATRES
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WILLIAM
FARNUM
TO ACT
DAVID
CORSON
William Farnum has been engaged
by the Famous Players for their production of"The Redemption of David
Corson," from the novel by Charles
Frederic Goss, published by the
Bobbs-Merrill Company

THE

TWO

FILM

MASTERPIECES

IN FIVE

HER

LIFE

MASSIVE

PARTS

FOR

LIBERTY

IN THREE PARTS
These are No. 1 and No. 2 of the
GARIBALDI HISTORICAL SERIES
The mostChevalier
successful
of Italy's
Director,
Aldo effort
Molinari.
The leading roles by

Greatest

G. CATTANEO
famous for his work as Nero in "Quo Vadis" and
Napoleon
in "For
France
and
Napoleon"
and

SlGNORA

WILLIAM

FARNUM

AS

"DAVID

LEONARDIS

the distinguished emotional actress
We are booking these two features for the following territory:
New England, New York, New Jersey,
Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, District
of Columbia,
Maryland
and
Virginia.

CORSON"

David Corson is a rugged, masterly
man, with an abundance of magnetism and spiritual power. For a time
he uses his gifts to rescue and redeem his stumbling fellow-men, until
a woman comes into his life, who
makes him forget all but his selfish
love for her.
From this time Corson degrades
his great power by using it as a
means to secure the woman. He becomes narrow and selfish, loses his
great faith, gambles and drinks, and
narrowly escapes becoming a murderer. Then, after an agonizing
period of anguish and remorse, he
emerges from the shadow of shame
and sin, and achieves his redemption.

DE

(E. & W.) TRANSFILM

BUREAU

Main Offices : World's Tower BIdg.
110-112 West 40th Street
New York City

AN

INVESTMENT

OF $2.00

that will produce a weekly dividend for one year is
a subscription to The Motion Picture News for that
period.
It is "the fastest growing picture journal."

inc.
Co.,
m 906,
ure
Feat
LiIon
The
^ tOr!*
have
opened their
office at 14S
"W. 4Sth
St., New F^ilYork, Room
Tel. Bryant 5528
|jr EjjijJli

'
*
READY

TO BOOK: BEGGARS OF A SACRED HEART— & 4-reel production of unusual thrills and sensations. Also, THE WRECKERS — a remarkable 3-reel detective photoplay, featuring the adventures of New
York's greatest detective, Nat Pinkerton.
Watch for Our Weekly Releases.
In writin* te advertisers please mention

"THE
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DATA

FROM

MANUFACTURERS'

LIST OF RELEASES

EDITOR'S NOTE. — These lists of current releases are arranged in this form for the convenience
of the operator and exhibitor. In the blank column a record may be kept of the date when a given subject will be shown at your house. Tear the list out and paste it in your note-book for future reference.
Date
Serial
Shown
Released
Title
Kind,
Length
No.
AMERICAN
3 — 25. A becree of Justice, D., 1000
3 — 30. The
Town
of Nazareth,
D.,
2000
4 — 1. The
Certainty
of Man,
D.,
1000
I
6. Like
Father
Like
Son,
D.,
2000
4— 8. A Happy Coercion, C, 1000
4—10. The Second Clue, D., 1000.
BEAUTY
FILMS
3 — 24. The
Peacock
Feather
Fan,
C, 1000
3—31. The Land of the Free
BRONCHO
3 — 11. A Barrier
Royal,
2 reels. . .
3 — 18. The
Adventures
of Shorty,

Date
Shown
Released
Title
Kind.
GAUMONT
3 — 14. The

14594
14595

3 — 21.

•

14540
14567

3—
a
S—

3
3—
:t
4
i

4

<u.,nv<-

Evidence.

D

KALEM
His
Indian
luoo

Nemesis,

D.,

3
3

14524
14525

4—
4—
4—
4—
4—

14549

Dry,

A Man's Faith, D., 1000..
She Was A Peach, C, 400
The Eyes Have It, C, 600..
All m the An. C, 400..
The Bully's Doom, C, 600..
8. Lord
Algy,
C,
2000
LUX

By Prieur
3—6.
Bill's Day
Out,
3 — 6. A Stone Quarry
Ind., 420
MELIES
3—19.
3—26.

14531

14561
14668

3.
4.
4.
7.

4—

C.
675...
in Belgium.

I he
Constancy
(Egypt),
S.,

150of

Jeanne,

TheD.,

1000
of

Jeanne,

part
1,
Constancy

14543
14553

14562

14572

D., part 2, 1000
14573
26. Pathe :s Weekly, No. 25, N.,
1000
14576
28. A
Leech
of
Industry,
D.,
part 1, 1000
145S8
A
Leech
of
Industry,
D.,
part
2, 1000
14589
A
Leech
of Industry,
D.,
part
3, 1000
14590

14537

14500
14581
11593
14550
14551
14552

Great
Diamond
RobPLAYGOERS'
bery, D., 5000
LEWIS
PENNANT
3 — 17. Through
Fire
and
Flames,
3000
POWERS
3—27. Her First Arrest, and U. S.
Government's
Instructions
to Young
Farmers,
Split
reel
3—30. A Bad Egg,
C
4 — 3. The
Romance
of an Actor,
D., 2 reels
RELIANCE
3—

7. When

Fate Frowned,
D. .
REX
The
Spider
and
Her
Web.
D., 2 reels
3 — 29. In the Days of His Youth,
D
4 — 2. In the Eves of the Law, D. .
i
:.. The
Babies'
Doll,
D
4— 9. The Ruby Circle, D., 2 reels
SEL1G
3 — 21. Hearst-Selig
News
Pictorial,
N.,
1000
14539
3—23. The Adventures of Kathlyn,
No. 7, 2 reels
3 — 24. In Remembrance
3 — 25. While
Wifev
is Away
3—26. The Storv of Cupid
SOLAX
OR BLACHE
3—16. The
Monster
and
the Girl,
4000
3 — 28. Moonshiners,
4000
i— 26. Cupid's
Caprice,
D
1000..
14574
3 — 2E
-i lis News
Pictorial,
No. 13, N., 1000
14596
UNIVERSAL IKE
3 — 24. Universal
Ike in the Battle
of Little Tin Horn,
C
3—31. Why
Universal
Ike
Left
Home, C
VICTOR
3—26.

3— SO. Sealed
Orders,
D
4 — 3. Granddaddy's Granddaughter,
els
The VITAGRAPH
Little
Mail ' Carrier," D.',
The
Woman
in Black,
C,
1000
3 — 21
11. i Husband,
D.,
part
1,
1000
Her
Husband.
D.,
part
2,
1000
The
Hall-Room
Rivals,
C,
1000
3—26.
Chanler
Rao,
Criminal
Expert. D., 1000
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL FEATURES
26. For Life and Liberty, C
87. The
Storv
of Cupid
3 — 30. Washington at Valley Forge.
4—10.

W. W'.'s 1'rivatc Show, 300.
Cupid's
Window
700
B. B.'s Rough
House. 800..
Handsome
Harry's
Wooing,
600

4—11

4. Rival
Collectors,
600
Bedelia's
Day
Out,
400....
W. \V. W.nky
Willy
B. B. Batty
Bill
MAJESTIC

3—

7. The

Rector's
NESTOR Story, D
... The
Mountaineer,
D
3—27.
The Wrong
Miss Wright,
4 — 1 Cupid
Incognito,
D
4— 3. Such
a Villain,
C

26.

serial
No.

3 — 23. The

The
District
Attorney's
Duty,
i'., p. .u 1, 1000
14541
I he
District
Attorni (
Duty,
D., part 2, 100U
1 1542
3 — 25. The
Refrigerator
Car's
Captive,
D., part 1, luoo. . 14559

TheCaptive,Refrigerator
Car's
D., part 2, 10U0..
87. And
the Villain
St. 11 Pursued Her, C, 5uo
Phosphate -Mining, Ind., 500
3— 26. A Leap
for Life, D., 1000..
KLEINE
3—24. The
Barber
of Seville.
I
1, 1000
1 he Barber
of Seville,
i .
part
2,
1000.
The
Barber
of Seville,
< .,
part
3, 1000
LUBIN
3—26. The
Game
of Politic*.
1).,
2000
3—27. The Purit in, D., 200U
3—'.'i Short, C, 400....
The
Bottom of the Sea, C,
600
3—31. The
Knave
of
Clubs.
400
In Her Soup, C, 600
4— 1. The Fighting Blood, D., 2000
4 — 2. The
Mansion
of Sobs,
D.,
2000

Date
Shown
Released
Title
Kind,
Length
PATHE
3—23.
Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 24, .V,
1000
3
24. Trichinopoly, India, T., 338.
Workaday
Scenes
in
the
Flowery
Land,
C,
328..
Strange
Sea
Water
Creatures, E., 240
.... Whiffles'
New
Profession,
C, 750
Old
Streets
of
Cairo
3

3—23.

3 — 24. The
Borrowed"
Finery,
C,
1000
7578
3—25. A Night
Out, C, 1000
7579
Bowl,
D\. 2000..
!8. Putting One
Over,
1)., 1000 14585
4 — 1. Mrs. Romana's Scenario, C,
460
7584
The
Missing
Twenty-live
, 570
7585
1
3. A
Romance
of
the
Everglades, I)., 2 parts
7686
4
i. His1000 i omradi ' ■ W if< . D., 7587
ECLECTIC
10. Esther,
1!. U., 3 parts
1. The
Reckoning,
D., 4 parts
ESSANAY
B0
. I)., part 1, 1000..
, D., part 2, 1000..
21
A II nt Time in Snakevillc,
I „ 1000
24. The
Love
Route
Via
Pittman,
C, 1000
16, Bridget
Bridges
It,
C,
1000
26. The
Atonement,
D., 1000..
FRONTIER
26. Black
Hands
and
Dirty
v, C
28. The Girl Bandit,
D
8. Why
Kentucky
Went

3000..

3 — 26. To Life and Liberty,
C. . . .
4 — 2. 'the
bea Coast
of Bohemia,
2 reels
4— 2. The Blood Test, D., 2 reels
4 — 6. Out
of the tar Last, D., 2
reels
INTER-CONTINENT
3 — 12. Rome
or Death,
5000
3 — 2t>. Futurists'
Larnival,
3000...
ITALA
3 — 18. Buried
Secret,
3000
3 — 26. Lost
in Darkness,
3000....
JOKER
3 — 25. Pay the Kent,
C
3 — 26. The
Head
Vva.ter,
C
4 — 1. The
Luck
of Hog
Wallan
Utilcn, C

3 — 17. Dazzle's
Black
Eye, C
3 — 17. Baldy
Belmont
Almost
A
Hero,
C
3—22. The Fat and Thin
of It, C.
3 — 24. Snookum's
Last Racket and
Without
Pants,
split reel
3 — 28. Auntie's
Romantic
Advenures, C
DOMINO
3—25. The Silent Messenger, D., 2
parts
ECLAIR
3-25. Adrift,
D., 2 reel
3 — 29. A Marriage
for Money
and
Society at Simpson Center,
split reel
4— 1. Caballero's Way, D., 3 reel.
4— 5. In an Old Trunk, 1)
i
8. The Drug Traffic, D., 2 reels
EDISON

<

Ihree
Shadows,
GOLD
SEAL

Serial
No.

3 — 24. The
Mysterious
Leopard
Lady,
L)., 2 reels
3 — 31. The limbezzler, D., 2 reels. .
4 — 7. The
Return
of The
Twins'
Double,IMP3 reels

D

3—25. The
Relic,
D.( 2 parts
ALBERT
BLINKHORN'S
FEATURES
3 — 9. Cloister anil the Hearth
BIOGRAPH
3 — 23. An
Hour
of
Terror,
D.,
999
3—26. Never
Shrink,
C, 514
3—28. The
Battle
at
Kldeibush
Gulch,
U., Part 1, 1002...
The
Battle
.it
Elderbush,
Gulch,
1)., Part 2, 95'J
101 BISON
3—28. Two
Little Waifs
3 — 31. Going Some, and One Happy
Tramp.
Split reel
4
4. The Lamb, The Woman, The
Wolf,
3 reels
4— 5. The Lady Doctor, C
CRYSTAL

Length

C.

3—23.

I

10 Samson,

D

14546
14555
14556
14563
14575
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CENSORSHIP
The motion picture industry is the principal line of endeavor subject to censorship.
This censorship comprises SEVERAL INDIVIDUAL OPINIONS, and passes
on films only.
Motion pictures are no longer lightly considered. Millions are invested in the
industry, which caters to a critical, educated public.
This public dominates all conditions. It is the only real censorship and it demands not only film character, but also PERPECT PICTURE PROJECTION.
Public opinion, in its approval, confidence and EXTENSIVE USE

FA VORS

THE REASONS

THE PROOF
Is shown by —
1. SIMPLEX is used by over 90%
of the film studios where the demands for perfect projection are
most exacting.
SIMPLEX is the only machine on
the market whose mechanism is
entirely enclosed. Films absolutely protected.
3. SIMPLEX is the heaviest built
machine. It withstands all vibration, and

Because it offers
1. Perfect Projection.
2. Perfect Protection.
3. Rigidity.

4. SIMPLEX parts are so accurately
adjusted that wear and tear is reduced to a minimum. Upkeep expense almost eliminated.

4. Economy.

THE RESULT
Public opinion of SIMPLEX has increased our sales more than 300% within a
year, and caused us to treble our factory floor space. The public's word is final. It
has been quick to recognize SIMPLEX as

THE PEERLESS PROJECTOR
Illustrated Catalog B Gives Full Details
MADE

AND GUARANTEED

PRECISION MACHINE
317 EAST

BY

COMPANY,

34th STREET
In writing to advertisers please mention "THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEW
NEWS"

YORK
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See Americans First

a

THE TOWN

TWO

An intense and powerful drama.
mental Principle of Psychology.

OF NAZARETH'
PARTS

Driving home with astounding emphasis a Funda

ONE. THREE and SIX SHEET LITHOGRAPHS,

HERALDS,

SLIDES and PHOTOS.

Release Monday, March 30th, 1914

a

THE CERTAINTY

An intense Western
tableau of happiness.

OF MAN"

drama depicting dire distress and misfortune — culminating

in a

ONE andJTHREE SHEET LITHOS

Release

Wednesday, April 1st, 1914

AMERICAN FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
C

CALEHUFF
SUPPLY CO.
:INCCHAS. A. CALEHUFF. Pre*, and Mgr.
1301 R»c. Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

E A DINGT
ES
LARG

H I C A. G

Can You Answer Your Patrons' Questions?
Motion Picture pat.ons are the most inquisitive people in the world. They
have thousands of questions to ask about the players, their personalities, their
peculiarities, and the changes they make.
Are you so posted that you can answer
in close touch with your patrons you should
The Motion Picture Magazine is the
FULLY informed of the doings, comings
should be a subscriber, and have it coming

Supply House in America
Bargain

Machines

Bargain

Order one for Emergency. Slightly
used machine! in first-class running
condition. Poweri No. 6, $186.00,
Ediaon Model B, |160.00, Edison Exhibition Models, $60.00, $85.00 and
$76.00. All complete with lenses and
rheostats.

these questions ? In order to keep
be.
only magazine that will keep you
and goings of the players. You
to you regularly.

Special Offer to Exhibitors
The regular subscription rate of the Motion Picture Magazine is $1.50 per

year. Special Rate to Exhibitors $1.00 per year. Send in your
order now

and we will send you the magazine for one year and a copy of

our book entitled "Comic Sif tings" for $1.00.
Just fill out coupon below, pin a dollar bill to it and mail.
If you wiih to place the magazine on ule at your theater, write lor our Spacial Introductory Offar.

Motion Picture Magazine

175 Duf field St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ticket Choppers, Mirror Screens,
Chain, etc Order at once. First come,
first serTed.
Write for information on anything
pertaining to the Motion Picture
Business.

O

Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen: — Enclosed please find One Dollar for which please send me the Motion
Picture Magazine for one year and a copy of Comic Sittings.
Name

The Motion Picture
"The F

Per
Year
$2.00
awtmtt Growing Picture

New*

Theatre
Address

nal' ' to advertisers please mention "THE
In
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millions

story of
Film

Company

Gentlemen:

Great

The

Production

appeared
as a
in the

Educational Vai.uk.
Good
/
Artistic Value.
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/
Entertainment Value.
*
Good|r
Fair

Great
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FEATURE

PHOTOPLAY

MASTERPIECE

1 Congress St., Jersey City, N. J.

